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LIST OF SESSIONAL PAPERS
Arranged in Numerical Order, with their Tilles at full length ; the Dates

when Ordered and when Presented to both Houses of Parliament; the
Name of the Member who moved for each Sessional Paper, and whether
it is Ordered to be Printed or Not Printed.

ERRATA FOR LIST OF 1885.
On page 11, Return No. 14, read 1883 instead of 1884. On page 50, Return No. 127, read Not

printed instead of Piinted for Distribution only. On page 53, Return No. 140, read Printed for
Sessional Papers only instead of Printed for Distribution only.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME A.
Census of the Three Provisional Districts of the North-West Territories, 1884-85-

Printed for both Distribution and Sessioal Papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 1.
IL Tables of the Trade and Navigation of the Dominion of Canada, for the fiscal year ended 30th

June, 1885. Presented to the House of Commons, 1st March, 1886, by Hon. M. Bowell-
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papera.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 2.
2. Public Accounts of Canada, for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1885. Presented to the House

of Comlmons, lst March, 1886, by Hon. A. W. McLelan. Estimates of the sums required for
the service of the Dominion, for the year eiding 30th June, 1887 ; presente 1 24th March, 1886.
Supplementary. Estimates of Canada for the fiscal year ending 30th June, 1886 ; presented 26th
May, 1886. Supplementary Estimates of Canada for the fiscal year ending 30th June, 1887;
Presented 28th May, 1886.........................Printed for bot/h Distribution and Sessional Papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 8.
3. Annual Report df the Auditor-General on Appropriation Accounts, for the fiscal year ended

30th June, 1885. Presented to the House of Commons, 1st March, 1886, by Hon. A. W.
McLelan........'-........................................Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 4.
A. Annual Report of the Department of Indian Affairs, for the year ended 31st December, 1885.

Presented to the House of Commons, 3rd March, 186, by Sir John A. Macdonald-
Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

6. Annual Report, Returns and Statistics of the Inland Revenues of the Dominion of Canada, forthe fiscal year ended 30th June, 1885. Presented to the House of Commons, 1st March, 1886-
by H on. J. Costigan...-----------..............Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

*a. Canal Statistics for season of navigation, 1885, being Supplement No. 1 to the Inland Revenue
Report, for the year ended 30th June, 1885. Presented to tie House of Commons, 3rd May,
1886, by Hon. J. Costigan. Twelfth Report on Inspection of Weights, Measures and Gas,
being Supplement No. 2 to the Report of the Department of Inland Revenue. Presented 2nd
June, 1886 ........................ Printedfor both Distribution and Seasional Papers.
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 5.
o. Annual Report of the Depr rtment of Militia and Defence of the Dominion of Canada, for the

year ended 31st December, 1885. Presented to the House of Commons, 4th March, 1886, by Sir
Adolphe Caron.......................................Printed for both Distribution and Se8sional Papers.

6a. Report upon the suppression of the rebellion in the North-West Territories, and matters in
connection therewith, in 1885. Presented to the House of Commons, 20th May, 1886, by Sir
Adolphe Caron..... . ... .......... Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 6.1
7. Annual Report of the Postmaster-General, ior the year ended 30th June, 1885. Presented to.

the House of Commons, 5th March, 1886, by Sir Hector Langevin-
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

s. Annual Report of the Department of the Interior, for the year ended 31st December, 1885.
Presented to the House of Commons, 8th March, 1886, by Hon. Thos. White-

Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

Sa. Annual Report of the Commissioner of the North-West Mounted Police Force, for the year
1885. Presented to the House of Commons, 24th March, 1886, by Sir Hector Langevin-

Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

8. Detailed Report upon all claims to land and right to participate in the North-West Half-breed
grant by settlers along the South Saskatchewan and vicinity west of Range 26, West 2nd
Meridian, being the settlements commonly known as St. Louis de Langevin, St. Laurent or
Batoche and Duck Lake. Presented to the House of Commons, 15th April, 1886, by the Hon.
Thos. White............................................Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 7.
9. Annual Report of the Secretary of State of Canada, for the year ended 31st December, 1885.

Presented to the House of Commons, 12th March, 1886, by Hon. J. A. Chapleau-
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

9a. Synopsis of companies incorporated under the Canada Joint Stock Companies Act of 1869 and
1877, from 7th May, 1869, to 31st December, 1885. Presented to the House of Commons, 12th
March, 1886, by Hon. J. A. Chapleau ............................................ ................... Notprinted.

]o. Annual Report of the Minister of Agriculture for the Dominion of Canada, for the year ended
81st December, 1885. Presented to the House of Gommons, 15th April, 1886, by Hon. J.
Carling...........................Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

»ea. Criminal Statisties for the year 1884.........Printedfor both Distribution and Sesional Papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 8.
10. Report on Canadian Archives, 1885. Presented to the House of Commons, 20th May, 1886,

by Hon. J. Carling.........--------..................Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Paper.

10c. Abstracts of the Returns of Mortuary Statistics for the year 1885-
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 9.
U1. Eighteenth Annual Report of the Department of Marine, for the fiscal year ended 30th June,

1885. Presented to the House of Commons, lst March, 1886, by Hon. G. E. Foster-

Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

La. Report of the Chairman of the Board of Steamboat Inspection for the calendar year ended
31st December, 1885................. Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
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lb. Annual Report of the Departmeit of l'ishbeies, DoiPinion of Canada, for the ye.ar: lål.
Presented to the House of Cgxoons, 2.7th May, 1886, by HoQ. G. E. Foster-

Pringedfar bQth DistributiQh, qnd Sessional Papers.

11ç. Report of the second Hudson Bay Exploration, under the command of Lieut. A. R. Gordon,
R.N., 1885. Presented to the House of Commons, 10th May, 1886, by Hon. G. E. Foster-

Printedfor Sessional Iaper8 only.
Ild. Charte showing the mean, monthly and annual temperatures of Hudson Bay region and

eastern Canada, September, 1884, to October, 1885, by Andrew R. Gordon. Presented to the
Hlouse of Commons, 10th May, 1886, by Hon. G. E. Foster.................... .Notprinted.

CONTFNT$ OF VO4UME No. 10.
UN. Annual Report of the Minister of Public Works of Canada, for the fiscal year ended 30th June,

1885, on the works under his control Presented to the House of Commons, 26th February,
1886, by Sir Hector Langevin....................Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

13. Annual Report of tJe Minister of Railways and Çanals for the past fiscal year, from 1st July,
1884, to 30th June, 1, on tb woks under Ws control. Presented to the House of Commons,8th March, 1886, by Hon. J. H. Pope. .. Printe4fo boh Distribution and Sessional vapers.

13a. Reports and Railway Statistics of Canada, and capital, traffic and working expenditure of
the railways of the Dominion, 1884-85. Presented to the House of Commons, 7th May, 1886,
by Sir Rector Langevin.......... ................. Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Paper.

1M. Abstract of Statements of Fire and Inland Marine Insurance Companies in Canada, for the
year 1885. Presentçd to the.House of Commons, 2nd April, 1886, by Hon. A. W. McLelan-

Printed-for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 11.
15. Annual Report of the Ministers of Justice as to Penitentiaries in Canada, for the year ended

30th June, 1885. Presented to the House of Commons, 1st March, 1886, by Hon. J. S. D.
Thompson...--------............. ............... Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

3àa. COrrespondence, Reports of the Minister of Justice, and Orders in Council upon the gubject
of provincial legislation, 1867-84. Presented to the House of Commons, lst April, 1886, by
Ron. J. S. D. Thompson.........................................................rtnted for Distributio4 only.

16. Report of the Joint Librarians of Parliament on the state of the Library of Parliament.
Presented to the -House of Commons, 25th February, 1886, by Hon. Mr. Speaker-

Printedfor Sessional PapKr only.
17. Shareholders in the Chartered Banks of the Dominion of Canada, as on the 81st December,

1885. Presented to the House of Commons, 17th March, 1886, by Hon. A. W. McLelan-
Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

18. Accounts of the late Province of Canada and the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec with the
Dominion Of Canada, from Tst July, 1867, to 30th June, 1885. Presented to the House of
Comons, 29th May, 1886, by Hon. A. W. McLelasi-

Printed for both Distribution and Sessionai Papers.

»s. Return to an Order of the fouse of Copmons, dated 30th March, 1885, for a Return showing
the date and hour of departure from Toronto an4d arrival at Brockville of all trains on the
Grand Trunk Railway carrying Her Majesty's mails, from 1st February to the 80th April, in
the years 1881, 1882, 1883, 1884, and in the present year up to the date of the Return; also thedate and 1ur of depairturç from Brockville and Ottawa and of arrival at Ottawa and Brock-
Ville of all similar trains 9n that portion cf the Canadian Pacific Railway betwen the two
Points last namned diring the same periods of time. Presented to the House of Commons, lst,ach, 1886--r. Cape.Snq (Jfiddlesez)......... ............................. ................... inted.
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19a.,Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 24th February, 1885, for
copies of the Returns as required to be made under the Consolidated Railway Act of 1879 and
the Acts in amendment thereof of 1881 and 1884, by the Grand Trunk Railway Company, for
the fiscal year 1883-84, in each case separately; and lst. The number of miles of main Une of
Grand Trunk, with statement of actual total cost of construction and equipment thereof. The
separate cost per mile of construction thereof, without rolling stock. The total amount of
capital account now standing against the said railway, including its equipment. 2nd. A
statement in detail showing the several branches or side Unes now owned by the said com-
pany, including the number of miles in each, with the amounta severally paid for each. How
such amounts were paid ; whether paid in cash or securities, and the statement and character
thereof in detail. The amount for which each of such securities was sold, and the net amounts
which were realized in each. 3rd. A statement in detail of any railway line or Unes leased by
the Grand Trunk Company or agreed to be worked by them on a percentage of earnings or
other terms, with the length of each of such Unes and the conditions in detail of the agree-
ments in relation thereto. 4th. A statement in detail of any interest the Grand Trunk Railway
may have in any other railway or railways, with the securities in detail that they may hold in
relation thereto. 5th. A statement in detail of the net earnings of each of the railways men-
tioned in the four preceding clauses after the payment of working expenses for the past
financial year of each of the said railways, with a statement in detail of the percentage that
working expenses bear in each case to the gross earnings. 6th. Whether any and what amounts
were paid by the Grand Trunk Company towards the construction of the Toronto and Ottawa,
Railway; and the amount thereof, with the statement of the gross as well as the net earnings
of the said railway for the past financial year of the said railway; and a statement of where
these funds came from; also a statement as to where they appear in the accounts of the Grand
Trunk Company's accounts or returns. Presented to the House of Commons, lst March,
1886.- Mr. Mitcheil.........................-................................. .............................. Not printed.

1b9. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 24th February, 1885, for a list of the
names, in detail, with the residence or business address of each of the several stockholders of
the Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada, on the first day of January, last. Presented
to the House of Commons, 2nd March, 1886.-Mr. Mitchelil.................. Notprinted.

20. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 3rd March, 1884, for a statement showing the respective amounts of Dominion, Provin-
cial and Municipal money paid, or grants of land given, either by way of bonus or otherwise,
paid towards the construction or equipment of railways (other than the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way) since Confederation, with dates of such payments and names of the respective railways
so aided. Presented to the louse of Commons, 1st March, 1886.-Mr. Mulock......Not printeL

20a. Return te an Order of the House of Commons, dated lst March, 1886, for a Return showing
all grants of land made to Mr. Valin, M.P., in the North-West Territories, with the date of the
Letters Patent therefor, the quantity, location, price and payments; also all grants so made
either to Mr. Valin alone, or to others jointly with him. Presented to the House of Commons,
16th March, 1886.-Hr. Casgrain......................................-N.t printecL

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 12.
2ob. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 29th March, 1886, for a Return showing

1. The total number of acres of grazing land placed under lease up to Ist March, 1886. 2. The
names of grazing land lessees who have cattle upon their leaseholds, the number of acres in
each leasehold, the date of the lease, the location of the land covered by the same, the number
of lease, the number of cattle reported on each leasehold, the date when the leasehold was first
stocked with cattle, and the aggregate area covered by such leases. 3. The names of grazing
laidds lessees who have not placed cattle upon their leaseholds, the number of acres in each
leasehold, the location of the land covered by the same, the number of the lease, and the
aggregate area covered by such leases. 4. The total revenue derived from pasture land
leases.-All Returns asked for to be brought down to lst March, 1886. Presented to the House
of Commons, 22nd April, 1886.-M. Charlton............Printedfor Sessional Papera oné>.

8
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2oc. A certified copy of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved by
the Honorable the Deputy Governor in Council on the 19th day of May, 1885, respecting the
North-West Coal and Navigation Company. Presented to the House of Commons, 28th April,
1886, by Hon. Thos. White................................................ ......... à oS pritied.

Sod. A certified copy of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved by
His Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 29th March, 1886, respecting the
Winnipeg and Hudson Bay Railway and Steamship Company. Presented to the House of
Commons, 28th April, 1886, by Hon. Thos. White.................... ........................... Not printed

20.. Return to an Address of the Senate to His Excellency the Governor General, dated 4th May,
1886, for a list giving the names of all persons occupying, under annual leases, Government
Properties situated in the Seigniory of Sorel. Presented to the Senate, 19th May, 1886.-Ron.
Z r. Guévremont ................................. ............................................................. Not printed.

20f. Copies of Orders in Council, correspondence, etc., relating to grants of Dominion Lands to
the following railway companies: Wood Mountain and Qu'Appelle Railway Company; North-
West Central Railway Comp4ny; and Manitoba and North-Western Railway Company.
Presented to the House of Commons, 27th May, 1886, by Hon. Thos. White...........Not printed.

21. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 7th May, 1883, for copies of all corres-
pondence, reports, accounts and other papers relating to any claim made by D. B. Woodworth
and others, for compensation for gravel, said to have been taken from claimants' land for use
on the Pembina Branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway; together with a copy of the evidence
respecting such claim taken before the Board of Dominion Arbitrators, showing the amount
claimed and the award, if any, made by said Arbitrators, and what sums have been paid
thereunder. Presented te the House of Commons, lst March, 1886.-Mr. Casey.....Notprinited.

22. Statement of all superannuations and retiring allowances in the Civil Service during the year
ended 31st December, 1885, giving the name and rank of each person superannuated, or
retired; his salary, age, ilength of service, allowance granted him on retirement, cause of his
Superannuation, and whether the vacancy has been subsequently filled, and, if so, whether by
Promotion or by new appointment, and the salary of the new appointee, under the Act 46
Victoria, chapter 8, section 15. Presented to the House of Commons, lst March, 1886, by Hon.
A. W. McLelan.............................................................. Printed for Sessional Papers only.

22a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd April, 1884, for copies of all corre-
pondence, papers and telegrams between the Government or any member thereof, and any
person or persons, relating to the superannuation of James Hearn, late Preventive Officer at
Arichat, N.S.; and also all correspondence and telegrams relating to the appointment of his
successor and the continuance of the latter in office. Presented to the House of Commons,
9th March, 1886.-M r. Kirk........................... ................................................. 3 otprinted

22b. Returu to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 4th March, 1886, for a Return showing:
lst. The name of each person on the superannuation list on the first of January, A.D. 1886.
2nd. The date at which each of such persons was superannuated. 3rd. The amount paid into
the superannuation fnnd by each person now on the list. 4th. The total amount paid to each
person now on the superannuation list up to the first of January, 1886. Presented to the
House of Commons, 20th April, 1886.-Mr. McMullen.......................................... No printed.

28. Statement of payments charged to Unforeseen Expenses under Orders in Council, from Ist
July, 1885, to date; in accordance with the Act 48 Victoria, chapter 41. Presented to the
House of Commons, 1st March, 1886, by Hon. A. W. McLelan-

Printed for Sessional Paper only.

Statement of Governor General's Warrants issued since last Session of Parliament, on account
Of fiscal years 1885-86; issued under the authority of-41 Victoria, chapter 7, section, 32, mbn
section 2. Presented to the House of Commons, 1st March, 1886, by Hon. A. W. McLelan-

Nol printaš

• Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 16th February, 1885, for a Retura
showing the expenses, in détail, with dates, ineurred by the several members of the Govera-

U
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nent and any other person or persons in the service of the Goverament, sent to England or
elsewhere, on behalf of the Government, from 28th January, 1884, to date. Presented to the
Blouse of Commons, 3rd March, 1886.-.r. Somerville (Brant).............................N et printed.

S6. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to lis Excellency the Governor General,
dated 12th March, 1885, for copies of all correspondence between the Government of, Prigce
Edward Island and the Government of the Dominion, since the last Session of Parliainent,
relating to the claim macle by the former Government for moneys expended by them in the
construction and maintenance of piers and wharves, fron lst July, 1873, to January, 1883;
also of all reports made to the Minister of Public Works, or any of his officials, since last
Session upon such claims, together with all Orders in Council made thereon. Presented to
the House of Commons, 3rd March, 1886.-Mr. Davies............... Printedfor Distribution only.

Ia. Return to au Order of the House of Commons, dated 5th March, 1886, for copies of all corres-
pondence with the Department of Public Works, the Minister of Railways and Canals, and the
Minister of Marine and Pisheries, relative to repairs of the public wharf at Port Hastings,
Inverness, N.S. Presented to the House of Commons, 31st March, 1886.-Mr. Oameron
(Inverness).........;...................................................................................N ot printed.

27. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for copies of corres-
pondence and petitions on the subject of the cases of criminal libel against Saunders and
Wood, tried in December, 1884, before a judicial functionary in the North-West Territories.
Presented to the House of Commons, 3rd March, 1886.-Nr. Blake.......................Not printed

28. Return (in part) to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor
General, dated 9th March, 1885, for a copy of the short-hand notes of the argument before the
Privy Council in the late dispute between Manitoba and the Provin ce of Ontario, as to the
westerly boundary of the Province of Ontario; also copy of the claim as presented by the
Attorney-General of Ontario before the Privy Council; also a statement of the, reasons given
by the Attorney-General of Ontario for abandoning his claim to that part of the territory
Iying between the Lake of the Woods and the Rocky Mountains; also a copy of all corres-
pondence between the Government of the Dominion and the Government of Ontario in refer-
ence to the arbitration and award, and also in reference to the decision of the Privy Council
not already moved for or brought down. Presented to the House of Commons, 3rd March,
1886.-Mr. Rykert............................................................Printed for Sessional Paper8 only.

Sa. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to Ris Excellency the Governor General,
dated 8th March, 1886, for copies of all correspondence between the Government of Canada
and the Government of Ontario in reference to proposed Imperial legislation to confirm the
decision of the Queen in Council upon the west and north-west boundaries of Ontario.
Presented to the House of Commons, lst April, 1886.-Mr. Mills-

Printedfor Sessional Papers only.

nv. Draft of the Revised Statutes of Canada, laid before Parliament on the 3rd February, 1885,
with which have been incorporated the Acts passed in the Session held in the 48th and 49th
years of Her Majesty's reign. Presented to the House of Commons, 3rd March, 1886, by Hon.
J. S. D. Thompeon............................................................................................N ot printed.

29a. Return in conformity with the Act 31 Victoria, chapter 1, section 14, Distribution of the
Statutes of Canada during the year 1885. Presented to the House of Commons, 8th March,
1886, by Hon. J. A. Chapleau............................................................................ Not printed

Se. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated lt March, 1886, for a Return showing
the names of all persons who tendered for the contract for carrying the mail froin Calgary to
Fort McLeod, the amcunt of each tender, to whom the contract was let, together with all
papers and correspondence relating to said contract. Presented to the Bonse of Commonis,
4th March, 1886.-A(r. Landerkin,.................... ............................ Not printed.

30a. Return to an Order of the fouse of Commons, dated 3rd March, 1886, for7a Return of the
number of post offices established in the Muskoka, Parry Sound and Nipissing districts, with
the cost and revenue of each office for each year respectively, since 1879. Presented to
Bouse of Commons, 22nd Marcb, 1886.-r. Cook......... Notprited

10
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fob. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 5th March, 1886, for copies-of all reports
made by Inspector Sweetnam concerning alleged irregularities in connection with the manage-
ment of Pickering post office, in the county of Ontario, and in particular of his report upon the
investigation held by him at the village of Pickering in December, 1883; and copies of all
correspondence between Inspector Sweetnam and the Post Office Department relating in any
way to charges made against the management of said post office, and a copy of instructions to
the inspector given upon such report. Presented to the House of Commons, 19th April, 1886.
-- M r. E dgar....................................................................................................N ot printed.

81L Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated :1st March, 1886, for a Return of the
receipt and expenditure, in detail, chargeable to the Consolidated Fund, from the lst day of
July, 1884, to the let day of March, 1885, and from the lst day of July, 1885, to the lt day of
March, 1886. Presented to the House of Commons, 5th March, 1886.-Sir Richard Cartwright.

Printed for Distribution only.

3. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 9th March, 1885, for copies of all papers, letters, correspondence and Minutes of Council
relative to making Port Mulgrave, in the county of G uysboro', a sub-port of Port Hawkesbury,
in the county of Inverness. Presented to the House of Commons, 5th March, 1886.-fr. Kirk.

Not printed.

3a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd April, 1883, for a Retwqr of the
number of children's carriages imported into Canada each and every year from the lst July,
1878, to the lst July, 1882, with the amount of duty collected in each year. Presented to the
flouse of Commons, 5th March, 1886.-Mr. McCraney..........................................Not printed.

34. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for copies of all papers.
orders, letters, vouchers, correspondence or any other memoranda whatever in the possession
or under the control of the Department of the Minister of Customs, or any of the members of
the Government, or of any of the officials of the Government, relating to, or in any way con-
flected with, the alleged violations of the Customs laws by swearing to false invoices, or in
any other mode, by one John Leander McKenzie, of Canning, King's county, Nova Scotia,
and of the firm of Sheffield & McKenzie, of the same place, with a copy of the decision of the
CUstoms Department in such cases. Presented to the House of Commons, 5th March, 1886.-

ir. M ofat.......................................... ...................................... N o printe d.

*a Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for
Copies of all papers, orders, letters, vouchers, correspondence or any other memoranda what-
ever in the possession or under the control of the Department of the Minister of Customs, or
anuy of the members of the Government, or of any of the officials of the Government relatmg
to, or in any way connected with, the alleged violations of the Customs laws by swearing to
false invoices, or in any other mode, by one John Leander McKenzie, of Canning, King's
toulnty, Nova Scotia, and of the firm of Sheffield & McKenzie of the same place, with a copy of
the decision of the Customs Department in such cases. Presented to the House of Commons,
27th April, 1 88 6.- Er. .Mofat.............................................................................N ot printed.

85. Return (in part) under-Resolution of the House of Commons, passed on the 20th February,
1882, on all subjects affecting the Canadian Pacific Railway, respecting details as to : 1. The
selection of the route. 2. The progress of the work. 3. The selection or reservation of land.
4. The payment of moneys. 5. The laying out of branches. 6. The progress thereon. 7. The
rates of tolls for passengers and freight. 8. The particulars required by the Consolidated
Railway Act and amendments thereto, up to the end of the previous fiscal year. 9. Like
particulars up to the latest practicable date before the presentation of the Return. 10. Copies
of all Orders in Council and of all correspondence between the Government and the railway
cofimpany, or any member or officer of either, relating to the affairs of the company. Presented
to the flouse of Commons, 8th March, 1886, by Hon. A. W. McLelan-

Printed for Sessional Papers Qnly.
*5a. Supplementary Return under Resolution of the flouse of Commons, passed on the 20th-

February, 1882, on all subjects affecting the Canadian Pacific Railway, respecting details as
to: 1. The selection of the route. 2. The rogress of the work. 3. The selection or reserva-
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tion of land. 4. The payment of moneys. 5. The laying out of branches. 6. The progrens
thereon. 7. The rates of tolls for passenge-s and freight. 8. The particulars required by the
Consolidated Railway Act and amendments thereto, up to the end of the previous fiscal year.
9. Like particulars up to the latest practicable date before the presentation of the Return.
10. Copies of ail Orders in Council and of all correspondence between the Government and
the railway company, or any member or officer of either, relating to the affairs of the company.
Presented to the House of Commons, 1lth March, 1886, by Hon. J. H. Pope-

Printedfor Sessional Paper only.

35b. Return of correspondence between the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company and the Depart-
ment of the Interior, as required by Resolution of the House of Commons of the 20th February,
1882. Presented to the House of Commons, 1lth March, 1886, by Hon. Thos. White-

Printedfor Sessional Papers oniy.

asc. Articles of agreement entered into between Andrew Onderdonk and Her Majesty Queen
Victoria, represented by the Minister of Railways and Canais of Canada, to erect and complete
a combined passenger and freight building at North Bend; one at Chinaman's Ranche, and one
at Pennie's, on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, in British Columbia. Also between Wilson
and McCrady and Her Majesty Queen Victoria, represented by the Minister of Railways
and Canais of Canada, to erect a ten-stall engine house on the station ground of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway at North Bend, British Columbia. Also between Messrs. Head, Wrightson
& Company and Her Majesty Queen Victoria, represented by the Minister of Railways and
Canais of Canada, to supply iron piles, caps and points for the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Wharf at Port Moody, British Columbia. Presented to the House of Commons, 19th March,
1886, by Hon. J. H. Pope..................................................Printedfor Sessional Papers only.

:35d. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 5th March, 1886, for copies of all correspondence between the Government, or any member
of the Government, with the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company and the North Shore Rail-
way Company, and between the two companies concerning the prolongation of the line of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway to the harbor of Quebec; of all contracts between the said two
railway companies in reference to the saine; of all Orders in Council passed in reference to the
saine ; together with a statement of ail moneys paid by the Government, and of the names of
the persons to whom such payments were made, also in reference to the saine, and in con-
formity with the Acts 47 Victoria, chapter 8, and 48-49 Victoria, chapter 58. Presented to the
House of Commons, 15th April, 1886.-Mr. Laurier..............Prîntedfor Sessional Papers only.

35e. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 29th March, 1886, for copies of any
agreements or contracts entered into between the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company and the
Northern Railway Company of Canada, and the Hamilton and North-Western Railway Com-
pany as lessees of the Northern and Pacifie Junction line from Gravenhurst to Callander,
providing for through rates and fares and proper traffic arrangements for freight and pas-
sengers over the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, as stipulated in the agreement of 12th
April,"j1884, under which the Government granted the subsidy of $12,000 per mile for the
construction of the railway from Gravenhurst to Callander. Presented to the House of
Commons, 15th April, 1886.-Mr. Edgar.............................Printedfor Sessional Papers only.

35f. Copies of letters from James A. Dickey, Office of Government Inspecting Engineer, summit of
the Selkirks, enclosing extracts from diary, as to weather reports, snow-slides, etc. Presented
to the House of Commons, 3rd May, 1886, by Hon. J. H. Pope-

Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

36. Return under Act 48-49 Victoria, chapter 3, intituled: " An Act to provide for the taking of
the Census in the Province of Manitoba, the North-West Territories aad the District of Kee-
watin." Presented to the House of Commons, 9th March, 1886, by Hon. J. Carling-

Printedfor Sessional Papes. only.

Sea. Report of expenditure incurred on account of the Census of 1881, required by the " Census
and Statistics Act, 1879." Also a report of all things done and expenditure made under the
Act 48-49 Victoria, chapter 3, intituled : " An Act to provide for the taking of a Census in the
Province of Manitoba, the North-West Territories and the District of Keewatin." Presented
to the House of Commons, 15th March, 1886, by Hon. J. Carling..........................ffotprinte.l

12
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36b. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 31st March, 1886, for a copy of the appointment of Angus McDonald, of Upper Washa-
buck, Victoria county, N.S., as census enumerator in 1881; also copies of all correspondence
between the Government, or any member thereof, and any other person relative to the cancel-
lation thereof. Presented to the House of Commons, 29th April, 1886.- Mr. Kirk....Not printed.

37. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 30th March, 1885, for a Return showing
the number of persons who, on the 30th June, 1884, had deposits in the Post Office Savings
Bank of the following amounts:-Number having sums not exceeding $100; number having
sums between $100 and $300; number having sums between $300 and $500; number having
Sums between $500 and $1,000; and (if any) number having sums exceeding $1,000, and the
amoutnt (if any) of the several sums exceeding $1,000, and in each class giving the number of
males and females depositing, also the Province in which the deposit was made, and the same
information in all respects regarding depositors in the Government Savings Banks. Presented
to the flouse of Commons, 9th March, 1886.-Mr. Fairbank.................................Notprinted.

3 7a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 31st March, 1886, for a Return showing
the anount held by the Government, through the several savings banks and Post Office
Savings Banks throughout the Dominion, on the 30th June last, giving the location of each
savings bank or Post Office Savings Bank, aüd the sum held by the Government through each
seParately. Presented to the House of Commons, 'rth May, 1886.-Mr. McMullen....Notprinted.

as. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for a statement showing:
1. The number of lots sold in the township of Viger, Témiscouata, belonging to the Indians,
the amount of the sale and the name of the purchaser. 2. The payments made to the Depart-
ment, to the agent, Mr. G. H. Deschêne, and to Mr. Antoine LeBel, showing in detail the date
of such payments, when made and the amount of each payment. 3. A detailed statement of
the anounts transmitted to the Department by Messrs. D>eschêne and LeBel, out of all moneys
received by them up to date, and the date of such transmission. 4. Copies ot the report of Mr.
Dingman, on the occasion of his visit to the Viger agency, in September, 1884. 5. Copies of
correspondence with the Department in relation to the claims of Edouard Morin, and others,
for lands purchased by them in the said Indian Reserve. Presented to the fouse of Commons,
9th March, 1886.--Mr. De St. Georges.................................. Not printed.

38a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 4th March, 1886, for copies of minutes
of the councils held by the Six Nation Indian chiefs during the month of December, 1885.
Presented to the flouse of Commons, 22nd March, 1886.-Hr. Paterson (Brant).....ot printed.

386. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 4th March, 1886, for a Return showing the amounts of money paid to Chief Kah-ke-wa-
quo-na-by (otherwise known as Chief Jones) editor of " The Indian Newspaper," during the
past four years, with a statement of the services rendered for such payments, and all corres-
pondence and Orders in Council in connection therewith. Presented'to the House of Commons,
23rd March, 1886.-Mr. Somerville (Brant) .....................................-------.----------. Not printed.

ase. Return ( inpart) to an Address of the Senate to His Excellency the Governor General, dated
16th April, 1885, for copies of all correspondence between the Government of the United-States
and that of Canada, relative to the presence of American Indians on Canadian soil, all com-
nnications from officers of the Mounted Police upon that subject, and all Orders in Council

or Departmental instructions relating thereto, which have not already been published in the
Annual Report of the Indian Branch of the lepartment of the Interior. Also an estimate of
the increase or decrease of the Indian population of the North-West, based upon the numbers
who were paid at the varions treaties made in 1871, and subsequent years, and the number now
paid; such information regarding the number of Indians who have adopted agricultural pur-
suits not hitherto printed, and copies of complaints (if any) from the Aborigines Protection
Society, the bishops and clergy of the varions missionary bodies in the North-West, and froim
others, regarding the treatment of the Indians of the North-West. Also an approximate
estimate of the cost of -food supplies furnished to these Indians since Treaty No. 1, in 1871.
Presenïted to the Senate, 23rd March, 1886.-Hon. Mr. Yehultz.... .... Not printed.

.13
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Sd. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 8th March, 1886, for reports made by
persons not in the service of the Government to whom samples of flour for the Indians in the
North-West were submitted for inspection during the years 1883, 1884, and 1885. Presented
to the House of Commons, 12th April, 1886.-Mr. Paterson (Brant).....................Not printed.

38e. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 31st March, 1886, for a copy of the Order in Council appointing certain persons as
inspectors or commissioners of Indian Affairs in the North-West in the year 1878, together with
the report, if any, of said inspectors or commissioners. Presented to the House of Commons,
14th April, 1886.-Mr. Landercin ................................................................... Not printed.

3Sf. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General, of
the 4th March, 1886, for a Return showing copies of all reports, communications, letters or
other papers from any Government agent or other person, to any member of the Government
or to any Department of the Government, since the first of April, 1882, referring to the insuffi-
ciency of the food, either as to quality or quantity, supplied by the Government to any Indians
in the North-West Territories, or referring to the case of any North-West Indians who may
have suffered or died from starvation. Presented to the House of Commons, 14th April, 1886.
-M r. M ulock ................................................................................................... N ot printed.

38g. Return to agi Order of the House of Commons, dated lst April, 1886, for copies of all corres-
pondence between the Superintendent-General of Indian Affaire, or any official of the Indian
Department, or the revising officer for West Elgin, and Mr. Beattie, Indian Agent for the
Indian Reserve in the township of Orford, in regard to his duties or action in connection with
the registration of Indian voters, or as to the qualification of any Indian. Presented to the
House of Commons, 21st April, 1886.--Mr. Casey..........................Not printed.

ash. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 31st March, 1886, for a Return showing:
1. A copy of all contracts with I. G. Baker & Co. for supplies agreed t be furnished by them
to the Indians for the years 1884 and 1885. 2. A copy of all accounts for such supplies for said
years by said I. G. Baker & Co. Presented t the House of Commons, 28th April, 1886.-fr.
Cameron (Huron) ............................. .............................................................. N t printed.

3si. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 8th March, 1886, for a Return of aIl
statements and estimates made by the Department of Indian Affairs, of moneys due to Indians
under the Robinson Treaty; also of all correspondence and documents whatever in relation to
the same subject. Presented to the flouse of Commons, 4th May, 1886.-Mr. Dawson-

Not printed.
39. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 8th April, 1885, for a statement of all

sums entered in the Public Accounts of Canada as having been expended for railways, canals
and navigation in British Columbia, the North-West Territories, Keewatin, Manitoba, Ontario,
Quebec, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia proper, and Cape Breton Island,
up t the lst January, 1885; also the superficies and population of each of the said divisions of
Canada respectively. Presented to the House of Commons, 9th March, 188.-Mr. Vanasse-

Printedfor Sessional Paper only.

40.Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for a Return of all
moneys received by the Government as export duty levied on oak, pine and spruce loge since
Confederation, up to lot January, 1885, showing the amounts received from each shipping
point where such duties were levied, giving in detail the amounts collected each year, and
giving the names of each person from whom duties have been collected, and also the amounts
he or she has paid each year. Presented t the House of Commons, 9th March, 1886.-Mr.
Edgar....................................... .............. ............. Net printed.

41. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 12th March, 1885, for copies of all reports, Orders in Council and correspondence, net
already ordered, on the subject of the effect of the decision of the Supreme Court as t the
License Act of -1883, and of the steps to be taken t review the same, and of the steps to be
taken underthe Act meanwhile, With copies of alLletters or telegrams t the commissioners or
iRspectors*giving ,themiistructions as t 'their conduct or action, or information as t the
intentions or action of theGoverument. Presented t the fHouse of Commons, 9th March,
1886.-Hr. Blake....................................... . ............ Printedfor Sesaional Papers only.

A. 1886
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41a. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 2nd March, 1885, for the number and title of all causes entered for argument upon the
docket of the Supreme Court of New Brunswick in banco, the date of each entry thereof, the
date of the argument of each cause, and the date when judgment was given in each cause, the
Return to include all causes from lst May, 1879, to 31st December, 1884, and to specify the
causes in which questions arising under the provisions of the Canada Temperance Act of 1878
or the Liquor License Act of 1883 were involved, and the cities or counties in which said
actions were brought or such questions were first raised. Presented to the House of Commons,
3]st March, 1886.- Mr. Foster.................. ......................................................... N otprinted.

41b. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 19th April, 1886, for a statement of the names of all cases in which judgment has been
given by the Supreme Court of Canada, the reports of which have not yet been published,
together with the respective dates on which such judgments were delivered. Presented to the
House of Commons, 1lth May, 1886.-Mr. Barker...............................................Notprinte.

42. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 1st March, 1886, for a Return in the form
used in the statements usually published in the Gazette, of the exports and imports from the
lst day of July, 1884, to the 1st day of February, 1885, and from the 1st day of July, 1885, to
the 1st day of February, 1886, distinguishing the products of Canada and those of other
countries. Presented to the House of Commons, 9th March, 1886.-Sir Richard Cartwright-

. Notprinted.

43. Returu to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated lst March, 1886, for a copy of the report of the medical men appointed by the Govern-
ment to enquire into the mental condition of Louis Riel, after his conviction. Presented to the
House of Commons, 9th March, 1886.-Mr. Cour8ol-

Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

48a. Memorandum of Sir Alexauder Campbell in the case of Louis Riel, convicted of treason and
executed therefor. Presented to the House of Commons, lth March, 1886, by Hon. J. A.
Chapleau................................................Printed for bot/h Distribution and Sessional Papert.

43b. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 5th March, 1886, for copies of all commissions, letters, telegrams or instructions what-
soever, given, furnished or sent by the Government, by any minister or ministers, or any
officer of the Department of Justice, to His Honor Mr. Justice Hugh Richardson, in relation to
the trial of Louis Riel at Regina. Also copies -of any instructions given to any person whom-
soever on the staff of the court presided over by the said judge, and to the counsel representing
the Government at the said trial. Presented to the House of Commons, 12th March, 1886.-
Mr. Amyot....... .................. Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

43c. Return to an Address of the flouse of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 3rd March, 1886, for copies of all documents forming the record in the case of Her Mjesty
against Louis Riel, tried at Regina, including the jury list, the names of the jurors challenged
and by whom they were challenged, the list of the jurors empannelled, the motions and affi-
davits filed, the evidence, the incidents of the trial, the addresses of counsel and of the
prisoner, the charge of the judgei the names of the judges or assistant judges who tried the
case, the names of the counsel for the prosecution and for the defence; and, in short, of every
document whatsoever relating to the trial, and also of the verdict and of the recommendation
to the mercy of the court. Presented to the House of Commons, 15th March, 1886.-Mr.
Amyot .................................................. Printedfo- both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

41d. Return to an Address of the House of Oommons to His Excellency the Governor Generàl,
dated 4th March, 1886, for: 1. A copy of the âho-thand notes of the application to postpone
the trial of Louis Riel for one inonth from the 21st July, 1886; the arguments of prisoner's
counsel in favor of and the arguments of the Crown counsel against snch postponement, and
the observations and decisions or ratings of the judge thereon. 2. The shorthand notes o
that portion of Charles Nolin's cassa-xaminationwherein Riel's counsel endeavored to estab-
lish Riel's insanity ; RiePa proteats against that line of defence and his desire to dispense with
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the services of his counsel; and the arguments of counsel and the observations and decisions
or rulings of the judge thereon. Presented to the House of Commons, 15th March, 1886.- Mr.
Cameron (Huron)....................................Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

4se. Petitions addressed to His Excellency the Governor General:-Of A. B. Dunnet, and others,
of Regina, N.W. T., and of A. Q. Hamilton, and others, of Moosomin, N.W.T., severally pray-
ing that the sentence passed upon Louis Riel be not disturbed in any way; that the )nw be
permitted to take its course, and that Executive clemency be refused. A communication
signed by James Boddy, district secretary, on behalf of the Loyal Orange Association of West
Toronto, urging the carrying out of the sentence of death passed upon Louis Riel. Also a
letter addressed to the Honorable the Privy Council, signed by Charles O'Hara, of Cran-
bourne, in the province of Quebec, laborer, setting forth the necessity of the carrying out of
the sentence of death passed upon Louis Riel. Presented to the House of Commons, 18th
March, 1886, by Hon. J. A. Chapleau........Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

4sf. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 4th March, 1886, for copies of all petitions, communications and representations in favor
of the commutation of the sentence of Louis Riel. Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd
March, 1886.-Mr. Laurier........................Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

43g. The Queen versus Louis Riel, accused and convicted of the crime of high treason. Report of'
the trial at Regina; Appeal to the Court of Queen's Bench, Manitoba; Appeal to the Privy
Council, England; Petition for medical examination of the convict; List of petitions for com-
mutation of sentence. Presented to the House of Commons, 1lth March, 1886, by Hon. J. A.
Chapleau........................................................................ ....... Printedfor D istribution only.

4s. Return (in part) to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 4th March, 1886, for copies of
all papers found in the council room of the insurgents, or elsewhere at Batoche, especially
including: 1. The diary of Louis Riel. 2. The minute book and Orders in Council of the
insurgent council. 3. The correspondenoe of Louis Riel. Presented to the House of Commons,
17th May, 1886.-Mr. Laurier............................................Printedfor Sessional Papers only.

ami. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 4th Marcb, 1886, for
copies of all papers found in the council room of the insurgents, or elsewhere at Batoche,
especially including: 1. The diary of Louis Riel. 2. The minute book and Orders in Council
of the insurgent council. 3. The correspondence of Louis Riel. Presented to the House of
Commons, 17th May, 1886.-Mr. Laurier............................Printedfor Sessional Papers only.

44. Report of the Commissioner, Dominion Police, in compliance with the Act 31 Victoria, chapter
73. Presented to the House of Commons, 11th March, 1886, by Hon. J. S. D. Thompson-

Not printed.

4aa. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1886, for a Return showing
the names and number of those who acted as police scouts during the North-West insurrection;
also the names of those who have since applied for a land grant bounty for said services, the
same as that given to the volunteers. Presented to the House of Commons, 11th May, 1886.-
M r. Sproule .................................... ................................................................ N otprinted.

45. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 5th March, 1886, for copies of all Orders in Council in relation to the Half-breed prisoners
in the North-West, passed during the three months next preceding the 16th November, 1885.
Presented to the House of Commons, 11th March, 1886.-Mr. Desaulniers (Maskinong)..-

Notprinted.

45. Return to an Order of the flouse of Gommons, dated 4th March, 1886, for a Return showing
the number of Half-breeds of the North-West Territories who proved their claims before the
Commission at.Fort Qu'Appelle, Touchwood Hills, Qu'Appelle Valley, Regina, Maple Creek,
Calgary, Fort McLeod, Pincher Creek, Edmonton, St. Albert, Fort Saskatchewan, Victoria,
Fort Pitt, Battleford, Prince Albert, Batoche, Duck Lake, Forks of Saskatchewan, Fort à la
Corne, Cumberland House, Moose Jaw and Willow Branch, in the North-West Territories;
also at Grand Rapids, in Keewatin, and Winnipeg andGriswold, in Manitoba, giving in each
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case the number of heads of families and minors; also the number of males and females ; also
copies of ail the petitions filed in the Department of the Interior praying that grievances be
redressed, with the names of such petitioners, distinguishing those who had their claims
already settled in Manitoba and those who had not.; also the number of Manitoba Half-breeds
who proved their claims prior to the 20th of April last on the supplementary list, and those
vho have proved their claims since that date. Presented to the House of Commons, 24th

March, 1886 -- M1r. ROîs............................Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

45b. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of Communs, dated 7th March, 1883, for
copies of ail correspondence and memorials relating to the claims of the inhabitants of Prince
Albert, and the neighboring districts in the North-West Territories, in respect of the lands
they occupy, and to other mlatters affecting their condition. Presented to the House of
Commons, 5th April, 1886.-Mr. Blake......Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

45c. Return to an Address of the Bouse of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 14th April, 1886, tor copies of all the depositions or other evidence submitted in favor of
Half-breeds or Metis sentenced to inprisoniment in thc gaol at Regina and in the Provincial
Penitentiary of Manitoba ; and also ail depositions submitted on behalf of André Nault and
Abraham Monteur, Metis prisoners confined at Regina and Battleford. Presented to the House
of Commons, 17th May, 1886. -Mr. Mills.................. ...... Printedfor Sessional Paper8 only.

46. Return to an Order of the Iouse of Commons, dated 4th March, 1886, for a Return showing, in
detail, sums borrowed by way of temporary loan by the Government, on lst March, 1886, from
banks or other parties, in Canada or elsewhere. Presented to the Bouse of Commons, 1lth
March, 1886.- Sir Richard Cartwright...............................................................N ot printed.

47. Return to an Address Of the House of Commons to bis Excellency the Governor General,
dated 9th March, 1885, for copies of ail memorials and papers presented to the Government, or
any mniember thereof, relating tO the Canada Temperance Act by deputations, on Thursday,
the 19th February last. Presented to the House of Commons, 11th March, 1886.-Mr. Kranz-

Not printed.

4 7a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 4th March, 1886, for a Return showing
the amount paid P. M. Bartker, of Orangeville, returniug officer under the Canada Temperance
Act for the county of Dulierin, Ontario, for the vote taken uner the provisions of said Act on
the 30th day of October, 1884, giving a detailed statement of his accouat and the amount paid
him, giving each item separately. Presented to the House of Commons, 15th March, 1886.-
M r. M chM ullen.......................................... .. ................................... N ot printed.

47b. Return to an Order of the Bouse of Commons, dated 29th March, 1886, for a Retura showing
the amount paid to P. Rt. Jarvis, Esq., of the city of Stratford, county of Perth, returning
officer under the 'emperance Act for the county of Perth, Ontario, for the vote taken under
the provisions of the Act on the 18th day of June, 1885 ; a detailed statement of ail monies
paid to such returning officer, for what purpose, and tu whom paid by him. Presented to
the H ouse of Commons, 15ti April, 1886. -Mr. Trow........... ........................ Notprinted.

47c. Leturn to an Order of the House Of Commons, dated 28th April, 1886, for a Return showing
the number of' establishments n1ow in opcration in Canada in which liquors of all kinds are
manufactured; tic number of hands employed ; the amount of capital invested, and wages
paid to employees during the year ending 31st December, 1885. Presented to the Bouse of
Commons, 6th May, 1886.--Mr. Robert son (Shelburne).........................................Not printed.

47d. Return to an Order of the Bouse of Commons, dated 28th April, 1886, for a statement showing
the amount of liquor of ail kinds malufactured in Canada during the year 1885; the amount
ut sane exported, and the estimated value of same. Presented to the bouse of Commons,
6th May, 1886.-Mr. Robertson (Shelburne) ......- -............. .............................. No printed.

4 7e. Returu to an Order of the Bouse of Commons, dated 28th April, 1886, for a statement showing
the amount of liquor of ail kinds imported into Canada during the year 1885, and duties
collected for sane. Presented to the House of Commus, 1lth May, 1886.-Mr. Robertson

(l/ebre.................... .lié ... bè................ ...... 'g priUoc4.
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 13.

48. The Civil Service List of Canada, on the lst July; 1885, under the 59th section of the Civil
Service Act. Presented to the Bouse of Commons, 3rd May, 1886, by Hon. J. A. Chapleau-

Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

48a. A Return of the names and salaries of all persons appointed to or promoted in the Civil
Service during the year ending 1885, specifying the office to which each has been appointed or
promoted. (Section 58, sub-section 2, " Civil Service Act.") Presented to the House of

Gommons, 15th March, 1886, by Hon. J. A. Chapleau......... Puintedfor essional P>apers only.

4Û. Detailed statement of all bonds and securities registered in the Department of the Secretary of

State of Canada, in conformity with the Act 31 Victoria, chapter 37, section 15. Presented to

the Bouse of Commons, 12th March, 1886, by Hon. J. A. Chapleau.......................Not printed.

50. Return of expenditure under appropriation of $2,300,000 to defray expenses and losses arising

out of the:troubles in the North-West Territories, from lst July, 1885, to 15th March, 1886; and

subsidiary statement, " Hudson Bay Company's Supplies." Presented to the House of

Coxnmons, 30th March, 1886, by Hon. A. W. McLelan-
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Paper.

soa• lleport of the Board of Examiners for the Civil Service in Canada, for the year ended 31st

December, 1885. Presented to the Bouse of Commons, 19th April, 1886, by Hon. J. A.

Chapleau..........................Printedfor both Distribution and Seasional I'aper.

51. Return to an Order of the House of Gommons, dated 27th April, 1885, for copies of all corres-

pondence, reports, recommendations and representations received at, and sent from, the

Departmeut of Customs since the year A.D. 1880 to this day, on the subject of the Richibucto

harbor, the Customs business done thereat, and in any way relating to the Customs service

thereat, including all claims made for extra services by or on behalf of any preventive officer

of the ports of Richibucto and Kingston. Presented to the House of Commons, 15th March,

1886.-Mr. Landry (Kent).................................................Notprinted.

51a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 5th March, 1886, for copies of all corres-

pondence with the Departaent of Public Works relative to protection required to the north of

Smith's Island to prevent the total destruction of Port Hood harbor, Inverness, N.S.; also a

copy of the engineer's report thereon. Presented to the House of Gommons, 3lst March, 1886.

-Mr. Cameron (Inverne a .......................................... A printed.

51b. Returu tu an Order of the House of Commons, dated 29th March, 1886, for copies of all corres-

pondence between the Municipal Council of Bayfield or other persons and the Department of

Public Works, in reference to the repairs to the harbor of Bayfield. Presented to the Bouse of

Commons, 6th April, 1886.-Sir Richard Cartwrig ht ........................ Aotprinted.

59. Return to an Address of the Bouse of Commons to Bis Excellency the Governor General,
dated 5th March, 1886, for copies of all documents forming the record in the cases of Her

Majesty against the different parties tried in connection witi the late rebellion, including the

jury lists, the names of the jurors, the lists of the jurors empannelled, the motions and affi-

davits filed, the evidence, the incidents of the trial, the charges of the judge, the names of the

judges who tried the different cases, the names of the counsel for the prosecution and for the

defence, the pleas entered, the verdicts and the sentences, and, in short, of every document

whatever relating to the said trials. Presented to the Bouse of Commons, 15th March, 1886.

.-Mr. Laurier .................•••••••••••.....Printed for both Distribution and Sesional Paper.

5%a e b. A Supplementary Return and afinal Supplementary Return to an Address of the House

of Gommons to His Excellency the Goveror General, dated 5th March, 1886, for copies of all

documents forming the record in the cases of Her Majesty against the different parties tried in

connection with the late rebellion, including the jury lists, the names of the jurors, the lists of

the jurors empannelled, the motions and affidavits filed, the evidence, the incidents of the trial,

p9 çuarges Qf the judge, the names Qf the judges whQ trie4 tbe dizerent ÇaQes the names gf
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the counsel for the prosecution and for the defence, the pleas entered, the verdicts and the
sentences, and, in short, of every document whatever relatIng to the said trials. Presented to
the House of Commons, 19th March, 188.-Mr. Laurier-

Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

52c. Message from His Excellency the Governor General, transmitting copies of certain letters of
a confidential character respecting the rebellion in the North-West Territories during the year
1885. Presented;to the House of Commons, 29th March, 1886, by Hon. Mr. Speaker-

Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

52d. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 29th March, 1886, for a'Return showing
all sums of moncy paid to any member or members of this House or the Senate, on account of
services rendered in connection with the North-West rebellion, giving the names. the services
performed and the respective sums paid each, the date at which the services commenced and
terminated ; also all sums paid on account of travelling expenses, outfit or otherwise, giving
each name, amount paid, what for, and date of payment, separately. Presented to the House
of Commons, 1lth May, 1886.-Mr. MIciMullen. .................................................... Notprinted.

52e. Return to an Address of the Senate to His Excellency the Governor General, dated 5th April,

1886, for a Return setting forth the total amount of the claims which have been already
acknowledged by the Government for losses sustained by the Tludson Bay Company and
private parties, arising out of the North-West rebellion, up to the Ist March, 1886, giving the
names and amounts. Presented to the Senate, 20th May, 1886.-Hon. Mr. Alexander-

Not printed.

52f. Return to an Address of the Senate to His Excellency the Governor General, dated 7th April,
1886, for copies of the commission or commissions, and instructions issued to the commissioners
appointed to, enquire into and report upon the losses sustained in the North-West Territories
during the recent rebellion. Presented to the Senate, 20th'May, 1886.-Hon. Mr. Power-

Printedfor Sessional Papera onlye

53. The Governor General transmits to the House of Commons, copies of despatches and other

papers with reference to the transfer of Cape Race lighthouse and steam fog-whistle from the

Imperial Government to the Government of the Dominion of Canada. Presented to the House
of Commons, 19th March, 1886, by Hon. G. E. Foster..........................................Notprinted.

53a. Return to an Address of the louse of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 19th April, 1886, for copies of all correspondence and telegrams between the Government
of Canada, or any member thereof, and the late superintendent of Scatterie fog-whistle, and
any other person or persons, and any Order or Orders in Council relative to the dismissal or
resignation of the said superintendent and the appointment of his successor. Presented to the
fouse of Commons, 2nd June, 1886.-Kr. Kirk.................................................. Notprinted.

54. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 4th Marcb, 1886, for copies of instructions or circulars issued to revising officers in
regard to the performance of their duties under the Electoral Franchise Act of 1885. Presented
to the House of Commons, 22nd March, 1886.-3r. Casey....................................Not printed.

55. General statements and returns of baptisms, marriages and burials in the districts of Iberville,
Montmagny and Quebec, for the year 1885. Presented.to the House of Commons, 22nd March,

'1886. General statements and returns of baptisms, marriages and burials in the districts of
Arthabaska, Gaspé, Kamouraska, Saguenay and Terrebonne, for the year 1885. Presented to
the House of Commons, 19th April, 1886, by Hon. Mr. Speaker. Returns for the district of St.
Francis ; presented 2nd June, 1886....................................................................N ot printed.

56. Statement of the affairs of the Britis'i Canadian Loan and Investment Company, on 31st
December, 1885. Presented to the House of Commons, 22nd March, 1886, by Hon. Mr. Speaker.

*Not printed.
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57. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to Ris Excellency the Governor General,
dated 28th March, 1884, for a statement showing the amount of bonuses that have been granted
for railway purposes by the townships of Artemesia, Bentinck, Egremont, Glenelg, Normanby
and the town of Durham ; also for statement showing the amount expended by the Provincial
Government in aid of railways within said townships. Presented to the House of Commons,
24th March, 1886.-Kr. Thompson (IHaldimand).................................................Not printed.

58. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 8th March, 1886, for a Return of the
expenditure made by the St. John Bridge and Railway Extension Company on their railway
and bridge connecting the Intercolonial and New Brunswick Railway, together with a state-
ment of the amounts advanced by the Government to the said company, and the dates of such
advances. Presented to the House of Commons, 24th March, 1886.-Mr. Weldon...Not printed.

59. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 1st March, 1886, for copies of all petitions or memorials received by the Government,
since the lst January, 1882, from riparian owners on the Richelieu river, complaining that the
piers constructed in the said river near the towns of St. John and Iberville by the Stanstead,
Shefford and Chambly Railway Company raise the waters of the said river, and that their
lands are consequently flooded, and praying for relief. Presented to the House of Commons,
24th March, 1886.-Mr. Béchard.......................................Not printed.

60. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 30th March, 1885, for a copy of the report of the commissioners appointed to enquire
into the claims of the merchants and fishermen of Prince Edward Island for a refund of duties
paid by them in the years 1871 and 1872, on fish exported to the United States. Also all
instructions furnished to said commissioner, and all correspondence between the commissioner
and the Government, or any of the Departments, relating to the said refund, or the evidence
or report of the said commissioner. Presented to the House of Commons, 24th March, 1886.-
M r. M ills........................................----......................... .......... ................ N ot p rinted.

61. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd February, 1885, for a Return
showing : lst. The total number of timber licenses or permits to cut timber granted since lst
February, 1883, and the total area covered by such licenses or permits. 2nd. The total
amount of bonuses or premiums paid on such licenses or permits. 3rd. The name and residence
of each grantee of a timber license or permit ; the number of the license or permit ; the area
covered by each; the date of application for the same; the bonus or premium per square mile
paid upon each ; whethei the survey of each berth or area covered by license or permit was
made by the Government previous to granting the same, for the purpose of obtaining informa-
tion as to its value; and the information, if any, in the possession of the Government as to the
quantity, quality and kind of timber upon each ; also the location of each berth or limit; also
the names of all assignees of such licenses, and the consideration expressed in the assignment.
4th. The Crown dues or stumpage charged or chargeable on each license or permit. 5th.
Whether in each case where a license or permit was granted the berth was first put up at
public auction after public notice inviting tenders was given, and was sold to the highest
bidder, or whether granted upon application from the grantee without public competition
being invited. 6th. Copies of all petitions, remonstrances, claims or communications sent or
made to the Government respecting such timber licenses or permits ; and copies of all corres-
pondence had with the Government respecting such lands, licenses or timber, and the action
of the Government thereon. Presented to the House of Commons, 24th March, 1886.-Mr.
Charlton ................................................................................... . ................... N ot p r inted.

6la. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for copies of corres-
pondence between the Indians of the Fort William Reserve, or anyone on their behalf, and the
Indian Department, and between the Indian Department and Indian agent, whether by tele-
graph or otherwise, on the subject of the action taken under the existing timber licenses.
Presented to the House of Commons, lst April, 1886.--Mr. Blake.........................Notprinted.

6ib. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 10th May, 1886, showing the names of
the persons who respectively owe the arrears of $43,860.95, on account of cullers' fees, which
appear to be according to the Report of the Department of the Interior for the year 1885, at
page 23. Presented.to.the House of Commons, 10th May, 1886.-AIr. Casgrain.....Not printed.

20
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61c. Return to an Address of the Senate to His Excellency the Governor General, dated 16th
July, 1885, for copies of all memorials, letters or telegrams, addressed to the Department of
the Interior or any member of the Privy Council, respecting the land and timber regulations
affecting Dominion Lands in British Columbia. Presented to the Senate, 20th May, 1886.-
B on. Mfr. M cInnes ................................................................................... ......... N otp rinted.

62. Reports of the Chief Engineer and General Manager, Government Railway1 ; the Dominion
Government Agent in British Columbia; and the Engineer who personally srected the
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway. Presented to the louse of Commons, 2nd April, 1EE6 by
Hon. J. H. Pope................................Prited for Seesio ic.Parers only.

62q. Copies of telegraphie communications respecting the Esquimalt and Naniaim: railway. Pre-
sented to the House of Commons, 5th April, 1886, by Hon. J. H. Pope-

Pri ted for Sessional Papers only.

63. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 29th March, 1886, for a copy of the
report made F. N. Gisborne in February, 1885, on the application of the inhabitants of Bryer
and Long Islands, Digby county, for telegraphic communication with the mainland. Pre-
sented to the House of Commons, 5th April, 1886.-Mr. Vail...............................Not printed.

64. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 29th March, 1886, for a statement, in
detail, of the several assets forming the sum of $72,791,837, stated by the Minister of Finance
to be available in reduction of the gross debt of the Dominion. Presented to the House of
Commons, 5th April, 1886.-Mr. Charlton..Priited for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

65. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 27th April, 1885, for copies of all memorials or papers relating to reciprocal trade
between the United States and Canada, and of all correspondence between the Government
of Canada and the British Government, the British Minister at Washington, or the Govern-
ment of the United States, upon the subject of reciprocal trade relations with the United
States; also copies of all reports, if any, made by agents of the Canadian Governtnent upon
the same subject. Presented to the House of Commons, 5th April, 1886.-mr. Charlton-

Not prinited.

66. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 4th March, 1886, for a Return of the
rolling stock repaired at the Government workshops at Moncton for the Intercolonial Railway
during the year ending 31st December, 1885; also of the rolling stock of the said railway
repaired at other workshops during the same period, the places where such repairs were made,
and the amounts paid. Presented to the House of Commons, 5th April, 1886.-Mr. Weldoe--

Not printed.

6 6a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 4th March, 1886, for a Return of the
number of private or official cars built or purchased for the Intercolonial Railway since the
year 1878, and the cost of each car. Presented to the House of Commons, 12th April, 1886.-
M ,. W eldon ...........................- ...... -..... ...................................................... N otp linted .

66b. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 4th March, 1886, for a Return showing
the quantity of rolling stock purchased for the Intercolonial Railway during the last six
months of the year ending 31st December, 1885, giving each kind of rolling stock, and whether
purchased under contract or otherwise, the parties from whom bougit and the cost of each
kind. Also a statement showing what has been built in Government workshops of each kind.
Presented to the House of Commons, 14th April, 1886. -.Mr. Weldon .................... Notp. inted.

66c. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 4th March, 1886, for a Return showing
the cost and monies expended upon the rail way station building in St. John, N.B., and of the
furniture and fittings therein, the amount of the several contracts, names of contractors, and
the place of manufacture of such furniture and fittings. Presented to the House of Commons,
15th April, 1886.-lr. Wêldon......... ............................... Not printed.21
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66d. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for copies of a report
made by Mr. Joseph Simard, Dominion Arbitrator, under date of 16th October, 1883, recom-
mending that a sum of money should be paid to George Lavoie, of the parish of Ste. Cêcile du
Bic, for damages caused to bis property by the Intercolonial Railway, or fixing the amount of
such damages. Presented to the House of Commons, 3rd May, 1886.-Mr. Langelier-

Not printed.
66e. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 14th April, 1886, for c·opies of all docu-

ments addressed to the Honorable the Minister of Railways, praying, on the part of Jean
Baptiste Plante, of St. Charles, that lis claim for two horses killed on the Intercolonial Rail-
way may be referred anew to the Dominion Arbitrators. Presented to the House of Commons,
6th May, 1886.- Hr. Amyo ................. ........................ ..... ............................. ot printed.

60f. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 28th April, 1886, for copies of the award
or report of the Dominion Arbitrators, with the evidence and papers connected therewith, in
the matter of claims in connection with section 16 of the Intercolonial Railway, on the part of
the estate of the late John Bannon, Esq. ; the late William Muirhead, Esq. ; William Wilkin-
son, Esq., and the other claims investigated at the same time as those named above, and
connected with the said report or award. Presented to the louse of Commons, 31st May,
1886.-Mr. Mitchell ......................................................... Printed for Sessional Pape -r only.

68g. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 4th March, 1886, for a Return showing
the quantity of stores purchased and taken into stock for the Intercolonial Railway during the
last six months of the year ending 31st December, 1885, specifying what stores and of what
kind purchased under contract, and the names of the several contractors, and the several
amounts paid under such contracts. Presented to the House of Commons, 31st May, 1886.-
M r. W eldon..................................... .....- .............. .................. N ot printed.

66A. Return to an Order of the flouse of Commons, dated 29th March, 1886, for a Return of the
earnings and working expenses of the Intercolonial Railway for each month from 1st July,1885, to 1st February, 1886, specifying the different sources of earnings and the amount (if
any) in each month, credited from mechanical stores account to earnings. Presented to the
House of Commons, 31st May, 1886.-Mr. Weldon .............Printed for Sessional Papers only.

6si. Return to an Order of the flouse of Commons, dated 4th March, 1886, for a Return showing
the number of men employed on the Intercolonial Railway between Campbellton and Halifax
and between St. John and Shediac, including the men employed at the different stations, speci-
fying the number at each station and the men employed on the machiue shops at Moncton ; the
number and names of men dismissed or discharged from the employment of the railway since
1st October last, and the several causes of such dismissal or discharges; also any reduction of
wages payable to the employees or any of them since the first day of October last. Presented
to the House of Commons, 31st May, 1886.-itr. W ldon.......... .......... Not p: inted.

67. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,dated 8th March, 1886, for copies of all Orders in Council passed for the granting of the sub-
sidy authorized by the Acts 47 Victoria, chapter 8, and 48-49 Victoria, chapter 58, " for a linè
of railway connecting Montreal with the harbors of St. John and Halifax by the shortest and
best practicable route; " of all reports of engineers upon which said Orders in Council maybe based, together with a statement of all mones paid in connection with the same, and of all
persons to whom such payments may have been made. Presented to the House of Commons,
5th April, 1886.-lfr. Laurier............................................................................ d ot p, inted.

67a. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General
dated 1st April, 1886, for copies of all correspondence between the Government of the
Dominion of Canada and the Government of Nova Scotia, in reference to the Short Line Rail-
way in Nova Scotia, and legislation affecting the same. Presented to the House of Commons,
28th April, 1886.-M-. Tupper........................,...............0Notpri ted

67b. Report of the Chief Engineer of Government Railways, submitting the reports of Messrs.
Donken and Hyndman on Cape Breton surveys, 1886. Presented to the House of Commons,
19th May, 1886, by Hon. J. S. D. Thompson-

Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers,
22
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6s. CoPY of an agreement between the Chignecto Marine Transport Railway Company (Limited)
and Her Majesty Queen Victoria, represented by the Minister of Railways and Canals of
Canada, dated 4th March, 1886. Presented < to he o1uje of Commons, 5th April, 1886, by Hon.H . Pope................................................................................................. ... N ot printed.

69. Return to an Address of the Senate to His Excellency the Governor General, dated 15th April,1885, for a copy of all correspondence between the Department of Justice and any member of
arliament or others in relation to the investigation which took place last summer in regardto the administration of the penitentiary of St. Vincent de Paul, and the difficulties in the

adrnnistration of the said institution. Presented to the Senate, 30th March, 1886.-Ho>. If-.elleroe . ........................................................ Notp iinted.
6 9n. Return to an Address of the Senate to His Excellency the Governor General, dated Ist March,1886, for a copy of a protest of the deputy warden of St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary Téles-

phore Ouimet} objecting to the evidence of Hector Demers, summoned as a witness on the 14th
JuIy, 1884, being taken before the commission of enquiry named to enquire into the manage-
ment of the aforesaid penitentiary in 1884. Presented to the Senate, 30th March, 1886.-Hon.

rAf. B eller0  .................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .N ot p -inted.

69b, Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 3rd March, 1886, fbr a Return showingthe iuteber of convicts in the Dominion penitentiaries for the years 1884-85, who were
employed at work that competes with free labor; the kind of work employed at; the number
emplyed at each kind of work; the number employed outside by contractors ; and the amounteceived per day by the Government for each convict so employed; and where the goods somanufactured Were disposed of. Presented to the House of Commons, 22nd April, 1886.-Mr.

.. ............ ..................................... . ................................... N otprinted.

70. Message from Bis Excellency the Governor General, transmitting copies of the several des-Patches from the Imperial Government in reference to the engineers' certificates of competency
in the Brtish mercantile marine. Presented to the House of Gommons, 9th April, 1886, by SirHector Langevm ~...-... -..... ...... ................................................................ N otprited.

71. Return to an Order of the House of Commons> dated 31st March, 1886, for a Return showingthe amount of notes of the several banks of the Dominion in circulation on the 1st March last
the amount of Dominion notes in circulation and in the hands of the banks on the same date;and the amount of gold held by the Government and the banks for the redemption of Dominionand bank notes at the same date. Presented to the House of Commons, 14th April, 1886.-Mr.

"- - ~~--......... ...... ......................... ................................................. N otprited.

72. Returi to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1885, for copies of all corres-Pooderce minutes of evidence taken, reports, memoranda or telegrams whatsoever, relatingto r cansing the dismissal of one Brenton H. Dodge, of Kentville, King's county, Nova Scotia,frorm mhe ofice of collector of the port of Kentville, Nova Scotia. Presented to the House ofGommons, 151h April, l886.--r. Mofat. .................. .............. Notprinted.
78, Retrnto an Order of the House of Commons, dated 29th March, 1886, for a Return showing

oficias me at the port of Winnipeg, or any of its ouiports, by the Gustoms officers or
deposits feteen 1st January, 1885, and the lith March, 1886, in which fies were imposed,
feposj werfeipd, or goods sold after seizure; giving the names of the persons upon whomfinu Were Posed, Who forfeited deposits, or whose goods were sold after seizure; giving the
a.IOun î Of eac fine umposed, of each forfeit deposited, and of the amount obtained in each case
of whice gooda Were sold; and statihg in detail the name, official position and salary of each
opicer to Whom any part of the money so realized was paid, and the amount in each case thugpad to bhe said officer. Presented to the House of Commons, 1th April, 1886.-M-r. Paterson(B ', " "'"-.. . - - .............. ... ........................ . ...... ....... ........ o printed.

74. Retordaed to an Address of the House of Gommons to His Excellency the Governor General,
a t arc, 1886, for copies of all the evidence, together with the judge's charge, and

Papers relating to the trial of Loison Mongrain for the murder of David L. Cowan, a
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policeman, late of the county of Carleton. Also all petitions, correspondence and Orders in
Council relating to the commutation of the d2ath sentence of Loison Mongrain. Presented to
the House of Gommons, 19th April, 1886.-Mr. T ow............................................Not printed.

75. Message from His Excellency the Governor General, transmitting copies of certain despatches
from the Right Honorable the Secretary of State for the Colonies, and of other papers, with
reference to the Aspy Bay affair. Presented to the House of Commons, 20th April, 1886, by
Sir Hector Langevin.........................................................Printedfor Sessional Pape s o ly.

76. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 19th April, 1886, for copies of all despatches from or correspondence with the Imperial
Government, respecting the complaint of the Legislature or Government of Prince Edward
Island that the terms of Union between that Island and the Dominion have not been carried
out, or with respect to the mission of delegates to the Imperial Government from Prince
Edward Island on the subject of such complaint. Presented to the House of Commons, 19th
April, 1886.-Mr. àlcrntye........................Printedfo- both Distributio- and Sessional Pape 8.

76a. Supplementary Return- to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the
Governor General, dated 19th April, 1886, for copies of all despatches from or correspondence
with the Imperial Government, respecting the complaint of the Legislature or Government of
Prince Edward Island that the terms of Union between that Island and the Dominion have not
been carried out, or with respect to the mission of delegates to the Imperial Government from
Prince Edward Island on the subject of such complaint. Presented to the House of Gommons,
30th April, 1886.-Mr. McIntyre................ Printedfor both Dist'ibution and Sessiontal Pape S.

77. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 29th March, 1886, for a Return of names,
tonnage, number of nien and armament of steamers or sailing vessels forming the present
Marine Police Force of Canada, the extension of which is referred to in the Speech from the
Throne. Presented to the House of Commons, 22nd April, 1886.-M. Mitchell.......Notprinted.

77a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 29th March, 1886, for a Return of the
numbers and names of United States fishing vessels frequenting the inshores of Canada for
fishing and kindred purposes, during each of the several years that the Treaty of Washington
has been in operation; also the kinds and estimated quantities of fish taken yearly by each
American vessel, and the probable period of each fishing voyage or voyages. Presented to the
House -of Commons, 22nd April, 1886.-Mr. Mitchell............................................. Notprin ted.

77b. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 29th March, 1888, for a copy of the Report of the Minister of Marine and Fisheries to the
Privy Council under date of 15th December, 1869. Presented to the House of Gommons, 22nd
April, 1886.-Mr. Mitchell..................... .......................... Prined for Se8sional Paper8 only.

77c. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated lst April, 1886, for copies of all fishery regulations or official notices, and of instructions
to fishery officers or other persons commanding the alleged Marine Police Force of Canada,
under the Fishery Act of 1868, relative to fishng practices by United States citizens exercising
privileges conceded by the Treaty of Washington in common with Canadian fishermen, the
said copies to be accompanied by a description of the various instances and of the manner and
effect of enforcing the said regulations or notices. Presented to the House of Commons,
28th April, 1886.- M r. Mitchell........................................................................N ot printed.

'7d. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,'
dated 5th April, 1886, for copies of all correspondence between the Government of British
Columbia, or any person, and the Dominion Government, with regard to the deep-water
fisheries on the coast of British Columbia. Presented to the House of Commons, 29th April,
1886.-f.r. Shakespeare.....................................................Printedfor Sessional Papera only.

*V!e. Return to an Order of the House of Gommons, dated 19th April, 1886, for a Return giving the
number of whitefish fry at the various fish hatcheries of the Dominion for distribution next

24
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spring; also the number of pickerel and black bass ; also the instructions that have been givenfor their distribution. Presented to theHouse of Commons, lth May, 1886.-M. Go don-
Not printed.

77f. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 14th April, 1886, for copies of ail claimsfor fishing bounties by Louis Pinault and Michel Pinault, of Ste. Cécile, Bic, fishermen; of ailaffidavits or declarations in support of~the said claims; of ail correspondence in relation tosqch claims between the Department of Fisheries or any other Department of the Governmentand the said Louis Pinault and Michel Pinault or other persons; also of ail reports of fisheryoverseers in relation to the said claims. Presented to the House of Commons, 14th May, 1886.-M r. Langelie -..... .............................................................. N o t printed.

7s. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1885, for a Return of the
namnes of the president, vice-president, directors (or provisional directors, as the case may be)and shareholders of the varions railway companies for whose lines subsidies have been grantedby the Parliament of Canada, and the amount of the stock held by each individual. Presentedto the Bouse of Commons, 28th April, 1886.-Kr Lister.......................................Notprinted.

7sa. Papers, corresponden ce, etc., respecting subsidies to certain railway companies, and towards
the construction of certain railways, as follows: Moncton and Buctouche Railway Company;line of railway, Ingersoll to Chatham, Ontario; Northern and Western Railway Company;the Caraquet Railway Company; Lake Erie, Essex and Detroit Railway Company; Thunder
Bay ColoIzation Railway Company; Parry Sound Colonization Railway Company; railwayfrom New Glasgow to Montcalm, Quebec; railway from Hereford to Eaton, Quebec; railwayfrom St. Félix to Lake St. Gabriel, Quebec; ràilway from Glenannan to Wingham, Ontario;railway fromn McCann Station to Joggins, Nova Scotia; railway from L'Assomption to L'Epi-phanie, Quebec; Montreal and Western Railway Company; railway from St. Andrews to
Lachute, Quebec; Canada Atlantic Railway Company; railway from Truro to Newport, NovaScotia; Quebec and Lake St. John Railway Company; Cap Rouge and St. Lawrence RailwayCompany; Long Sault to Lake Témiscamingue; Gananoque to Delta; line of railway alongStewiacke Valley ; Perth Station to Plaister Rock Island, New Brunswick; Fredericton to
Prince William, New Brunswick; Newcastle to Douglastown, New Brunswick; point on
Canadian Pacific Railway to Eganville, Ontario; Napanee, Tamworth and Quebec Railway
Company; and Albert Railway Company. Presented to the House of Commons, 27th May,1886, by Sir Hector Langevin............................................................................. e t printed

78b. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,dated ist April, 1886, for copies of ail petitions from the Legislature of Nova Scotia or anymember thereof, and the Dominion Government or any member thereof; and ail Orders in
Council of either Government, respecting the re-adjustment or increase of the money subsidypaid, or to be paid, by the Dominion Government to the Government of Nova Scotia, notalready brought down. Presented to the House of Commons, 31st May, 1886.-Mr. Kirk-

Printedfor Sessional Papers only.

79. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 14th April, 1886, for a copy of the memorial of the North-West Council presented to the
Government by Messrs. Wilson and Ross, members of said Council, and of any answer made to
said memorial and of any correspondence between the Government and the Lieutenant-Gov-
ernor of the NOrth..West Territories or other parties in reference thereto. Presented to the
House of Commons, 29th April, 1886.-Mr. Watson-

Printedfor both Distribution and Sesional Papers.

so. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 31st March, 1886, for Return of names,
rank and corps of the oficers composing the Military Claims Commission, while at Winnipeg;
stating also any subsequent changes in the personnel of the ''ommission, with reasons for
the same. Presented to the House of Commons, 3rd May, 1886.-Mr. Trow ........ Not printed.

»a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 7th April, 1886, for copies of ail corres-
pondence between the Minister of Militia and Defence and any official of the Militia Depart-
3 25
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ment, and any officers of volunteer corps, whether on active service or not, all officials ofrifle associations, and other parties, in reference to the character of the ammunition made atthe Quebec Cartridge Factory and supplied for use in the field, for practice, or at rifle matches;including reports of all tests of such ammunition made by any such officers or officials of rifle
associations. Presented to the House of Commons, 3rd May, 1886.-Mr. Casey......Notprinted.

Sob. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 31st March, 1886, for a Return of names
of the staff paymasters appointed, showing whether non-combatants or not, with rank and
corps of such as were in the active militia; with rate of pay and length of services in al 'cases.
Presented to the House of Commons, 7th May, 1886.-Mr. Trow...........................Not printed.

SOc. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 7th April, 1886, for
copies of all correspondence between the Minister of Militia and Defence and any official of the
Militia Department, and any officers of volunteer corps, whéther on active service or not, all
officials of rifle associations, and other parties, in reference to the character of the ammunition
made at the Quebec Cartridge Factory and supplied for use in the field, for practice, or at rifle
matches; including reports of all tests of such ammunition made by any such officers or
officials of rifle associations. Presented to the House of Commons, 11th May, 1886.-Kr.
Casey .................................................................. ... .......................... N ot p rinted.

SOd. Statement of militia pensions, awarded by Order in Council, consequent upon the rebellion
0t 1885, North-West Territories. Presented to the House of Commons, 13th May, 1886, by Sir
Adolphe Caron..................................Printedfor Sessional Papers only.

7SOe. COpy of a Report of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved by His Excellency the
Governor General in Council on the 8th July, 1885, respecting regulations as to pensions and
gratuities, rebellion, North-West Territories. Presented to the House of Commons, 13th May,
1886, by Sir Adolphe Caron................................................Pintedfor Sessiornal Papers only.

sof. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 31st March, 1886, for copies of instruc-
tions to Major Bell, Major-General Laurie, S. L. Bedson, and other non-combatants, employed
during the North-West campaign, from the Minister of Militia, Major-General Middleton, or
the Adjutant-General of Militia, and of correspondence between the last-named authorities
and such non-combatants. Presented to the House of Commons, 13th May, 1886.-Mr. Trow-

Printedfor Sessional Papers only.
Sog. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 31st March, 1886, for a Return showing

names of all militia officers and non-combatants appointed as transport and supply officers,
giving rank and corps of militia officers, with dates of appointment, rates of pay, by whom
appointed, and on whose recommendation, and total payments to each to date. Presented to
the House Of Commons, 14th May, 1886.-Mr. Trow...... ........ Printedfor Sessional Papera only.

S'oh. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 31st Marcb, 1886, for a Return of all
horses, ponies, cattle, furs, waggons, carts and other property seized by the Mounted Police or
Epeditionary Force, while on service in the North-West between 27th March and 1st August,with the disposition made of the same, the names of persons from whom such seizures werenade, and the amounts (if any) paid, received, or now payable or receivable, on account of
such property. Presented to the House of Commons, 14th May, 1886.-Mr. Trow-

Printed for Sessional Papers only.
soi. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 31st March, 1886, for a Return stating

name, rank and corps of all officers composing the staff of Major-General Middleton, and thecapacity in which each served. Presented to the House of Commons, 14th May, 1886.-Mr.
row....--.-------...............................................................Printedfor Sessional Papers only.

80j. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 31st March, 1886, for copies of all corres-
pondence between one James Anderson and the Minister of Militia,'Major-General Middleton,and any member of the Government, with respect to the purchasing of supplies, 'cost of trans-
port and Other expenditure incurred during the North-West Rebellion. Presented to the Houseof Commons, 14th May, 1886.-Mr. Trou.............................Pritedfor Sessional Papera only.
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SOk. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 31st March, 1886, for a Return of namesof al persons employed as puchasing agents, showing when, by whom, and on whose recom-
mendation appointed, rate of pay, and length of employment. Presented to the Flouse of
Gommons, 14th May, 1886. -M. Trow.................Printedfor Sessional Papers only.

SOI. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 31st March, 1886, for a Return showing
names. o all contractors from whom teams were engaged for transport, number of teams
engaged from each, with rate of pay per day per team, and the total amount paid to each of

contractors. Presented to the House of Commons, 25th May, 1886.-Mr. Trow-
Printedfor Sesional Papers only.

som. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to Bis Excellency the Governor General,dated 31st March, 1886, for copies of all correspondence between the Government of the UnitedRingdom and the Canadian Government, or any members, officers or employees thereof,
respecting the medals to be given to the volunteers who served in the recent insurrection inthe North-West. Presented to the Flouse of Commons, 25th May, 1886.-Mr. Amyot-

Prinzted for Sessional Papera only.
81. Returu to an Address of the House of Commons to fis Excellency the Governor General,dated 19th April, 1886, for copies of all petitions, despatches and correspondence, reports to

cGuch l and Orders in Council touching upon and relating to the disallowance of railway
harters in Manitoba, not already brought down. Presented to the House of Commons, 3rdMay, 1886.---r. 'Watson............... ........... Printedfor Sesional Papers only.

.eturn to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 9th April, 1886, for a copy of the report of Mr. Justice Hensley upon the trial of Alex-afder Giis, for murder, at Charlottetown, in January last, together with a copy of the reportOf the Minister of Justice recommending a commutation of the sentence of death passed uponGillis, and all telegrams and letters upon the subject. Presented to the House of Commons,
3rd May, 18 86.-Mr. Davies............. ....... ......... ................... Notprinted.

sa. Return to an Order of the Flouse of Commons, dated 5th March, 1886, for copies of all corres-Posidence relative to the dismissal of Isaac McLeod, Esq., Strathbone, Inverness, from the
osition of postmaster at that place, including the Post Office Inspector's report. Presented

to the fouse of Commons, 3rd May, 1886.-Ar. Cameron (Inverness),...........Notprinted.

naiof an agreement between Her Majesty Queen Victoria, represented by the Minister of
1885.as and Canals, and the Baie des Chaleurs Railway Company, dated 7th November,Presented to the House of Commons, 6th May, 1886, by Sir Hector Langevin-

Not printed.

16. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated'29th March, 1886, for a Return givirlig :
1. Th 85umber of Chinese immigrants that have arrived in Canada from the 20th day of Aug-Ust, d , to the 3 1st day of January, 1886, specifying the ports at which such immigrants havearrivedf 2. The number that have arrived direct from China. 3. The number that havearrive d frOrm other conre
fro uountries, specifying the countries. 4. The total amount of duty collected
men of u migrants. 5. The number of Chinese that have entered as tourists, merchants,
froUm thscience or students. 6. Whether in either case (if any) cèrtificates Were presented
other re ese Government endorsed by the chargé d'affaires, consul or consular agent, or
or epresentative of Her Majesty, at the place where the same was granted, or at the port
ormiiat o departure. 7. The cost to the Department of Customs, in consequence of the

into Caion by that Department of the Act restricting and regulating Chinese immigration
societie a. 8. Copies of all the correspondence (if any) between trades unions or other
strict s, crporate or incorporate, or persons and the Department of Customs, urging more
officer Of Curson over Chinese immigration, together with complaints (if any) against any

h ol ustoms in connection with the administration of said Chinese Restriction Act. 9.
to the ousuber of Chinese persons that have left Canada during the same period. Presented

Commons, 1lth May, 1886.-Mr. Gordon.... Printedfor Sessional Papers only.
27
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87. Return to ari Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 4th March, 1886, for copies of: 1. All Orders in Council or Departmental Orders respect-
ing the putting in operation "l The Act respecting the Electoral Franchise." 2. Ail correspon-
dence between the Government or any Department of it and said revising officers. Presented

'to the louse of Commons, 25th May, 1886.-Mr. Cameron (Huron).....................Not printed.

87a. Return (in part) to an Order of the House of Gommons, dated lst April, 1886, for statements
from all revising officers in regard to the arrangements made by them for the printing of the
voters' lists in their respective electoral divisions, showing whether tenders were called for,
for such printing, or written contracts entered into for its performance, with copies of such
contracts ; names of parties with whom agreements (written or verbal) were made for such
printing, and number of times lists are to be printed ; stating rates allowed, per name or other-
wise, number of names on first list, whether first list is printed by polling sub-divisions or not,
manner of making alterations and additions after first printing, and all other details of such
arrangements, agreements and contracts for printing said lists. Presented to the House of
Commons, 29th May, 1886.- Mr. Casey................................................... ........ Not printed.

88. Memorandum as to whether it bas come to the notice of the Government that American tow
boats have been towing in British Columbia harbors and within the " three mile limit " in Do-
minion waters. Presented to the Senate, 19th May, 1886.--Hon. Mr. àfacdonald.. .Not printed.

89. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1886, for copies of correspon-
dence, not already brought down, between the Government and the captain or any of the crew
of the Life-Saving Service at Port Rowan, province of Ontario. Presented to the House of
Commons, 27th May, 1886.- . Jackson........................................................ Notprinted.

90. Correspondence, etc., in connection with the suit of The Queen vs. the St. Catharines Milling-
and Lumbering Company. Presented to the House of Commons, 29th May, 1886, by Hon.
Thom as W hite................................................................................................. N ot printed.

91. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated 29th March, 1886, for a Return of particulars of any claim made by John Heney, of
Ottawa, for a refund of toils paid by him upon vessels or wood passing through the Govern-
ment canals, together with copies of all Orders in Council passed·by the Government in rela-
tion to such claim, and copies of all correspondence between the Government and the said John
Heney, or any other person, respecting such claims for refund. Presented tothe House of Com-
inons, 3

1st May, 1886.-Mr. Trow.................................................----....... Not prined.
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(2(ib) RETURN
To an ORDER of the HOUsE OF COMMONS, dated 29th March, 1886;-For a

Return showing:

1. The total number of acres of grazing land placed under lease up
t0 lst March, 1886.

2. The names of grazing land lessees who have cattle upon their
leaseholds, the number of acres in each leasehold, the date of the lease,
the location of the land covered by the same, the number of lease, the
2iumnber of cattle reported on each leasehold, the date when the lease-
hold was first stocked with cattle, and the aggregate area covered by
sutch leases.

3. The names of grazing land lessees who have not placed cattle
1IPon their leaseholds, the number of acres in each leasehold, the loca-
tion of the land covered by the same, the number of the lease, and the
aggregate area covered by auch leases.

4. The total revenue derived from pasture land leases. All returfts
aske< for to be brought down to lst March, 1886.

By Command.

J. A. CHAPLEAU,
mè¤.t of the Secretary of State, Becretary of State.21st April, 1886.

Sessional Papers (No. 20.) A. 1886
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ST A TEM E N T
(23)

Of Payments ·charged to Unforeseen Expenses, under Orders in Council
froma Tst July, 1885, to date, in accordance with Act 48 Vic., cap. 41.

Date
Of

O. C.

1885.

To whom Paid.

017 13 Widow of Cornelius Ulric, Superintendent Chambly
Canal ...... ...............................................

seo 31 Widow of R F. Roy, Letter Carrier, Ottawa Post Office
Ocpt. 5 Mother of J C. Dempsey, Clerk, Hamilton Post Office

t 27 Widow of H. A. Murphy, Railway Mail Clerk, Quebec
1888. Postal Division..................................................

Jan. 13 Mother of Geo. Mercier, Letter Carrier, Quebec Post
O ffice ......... ........ ......... ..................................

26 Widow of J. H. Deacon, Railway Mail Clerk, Toronto
Division ............. ..................

- 25 Widow of Wm. Paisley, Clerk in P. O. Inspector's
1885 Office, St. John, N.ri......... .... ...... .....

pt. 3 Wiiow of James McCarthy, Welland Canal............
S6 Wijow of W. S. Williams, Collector (f Cusroms,

do Coatico ke, Q ue ............................ .......... ......
8 ,idow of Ja. Kerr, Landing Waiter, Halifax Custom

do ou se ....... ..........................
8 Widow of Edward Withers, Clcrk, Halifax Cutstom

H euse . ........ ............................ ..... . .--.. .........
.4iWidow of F. W. Mandeville, Landing Waiter and

o 2 Sear cher in Her Mjety's Customs, Picton, Ont...
27 Widow of Joseph Radford, Preventive Officer in Her

Maj ty's Customs, iadousac, Que......................
27 Widow of J. W. Cudlip, Inspector of Customs, New

Dec. Brunsw ick ... .......... ................ ........................
dow of David Marshall, Outport Collector of Cus-

1t toms, Portage la Piairie, Man . ........ ................
16 WidoW of John Gray, Deputy Collector of Inland
d Revenue, Division of Stratford. ..... ......... ..........
7 Widow of R. A. Hartley, Deputy Collector of Inland

Dec Revenue, Toronto. ............ ... .... ..................
.' 9 Widow of W. J French, Square Timber Culler, Quebec

1886.
. 13 Widow of John Yuill, Assistant Inspector of Weights

Peb. i and Measures, Division of Pictou, N.8.................
dow of C. B. Crysler, Inspector of Weights and

dû Measures, Kiogston Division............ .................
I Widow of O. Gauvreau, .uller, Quebec.....................

1885.
Oct. 27 Widow of J. A. Fraser, 3rd Class Clerk, Department
do 1 of Agriculture ....................... ........... ..... ...

Widow of Augustus Keefer, 1st Class Clerk, Depart-
ov. 6 w ment of Justice. ................. ....... .... ...........

Widow of Augustus Keefer, Commissioner of Dominion
ly 2 W Police..................................... . ......

dow of Thos. B. McMahon, Judge, County Court,
1886. Norfolk, Ontario................................................

' 13 Jas. B. Morrison and Hon. A. L. Hardy, Executors of
885. late Hoa. J. 0. Morilson.................................

' Widow of Henry Moser, Keeper of Moser Island Light,
Lunenburg, N.S.......

Service.

Gratuityof 2mos. salary.
do
do

do

Amount.

$ ets.

225 00

100 00

133 33

233 33

90 00

233 32

166 66

133 32

41 67

50 00

333 32

200 00

200 00

183 33
116 66

83 32

166 66
116 66

150 00

250 00

66 66

400 00

833 34

75 00................. ..............

f
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STATEMENT of Paymento charged to Unforepeen Expenses, &c.-Concluded.

To whom Paid.
Date

of
O.C.

1885.
Dec. 21

do ja3

1884.
Aug. 20

ec. 11

Sept. 10

Oct. 3

3!Dr. D. Phalen, Kingston, Ont...............................
27 Mre. Catherine Miller... ...... ............. . . .

do 6

do 61
do 6

Dec. 5

1884.
Opt. 9

do 9

1886.

Jan. 26

do 26

do 26

M. Houston.......................... ......... .....................

Sundr Newspapers.......... .. ....... .... . . .........
Tiret Bourget ........ .......... .......... ......... .....................

Bompas, Bischoff, Dodgeon & Coxe, London, Eng.......

Qompagnie d'Imprimerie Générale. ........ ................

lon. F. G. Marchand.........................................

A. Lusignan ... ..... ...... . . ... . ...........

Mrs. B. Chamberlin-...........................................

lArthur Buies.................. ........ ................. ..... ........

Total......., ..................................

FIN.Noz DIPARTMENT, 25th February, 1885.

Service.

Widow of John SicKinnon, Light Keeper, Cape North,
N.8 ...... .................... .. ...........

Widow of Wm. Barbour, Inspector of Lighthouses
below Quebec...........................

Daughter of Iste A. 0. Anderson, Inspector of Fish-
eries, B.C ... ...............................................

Widow of John Robins, 1st Class Clerk, Department of
Finance ........... ............ ...........

Dr. F. X. Valade, Ottawa....................

Dr. R. J. Saunders, Kingston, Ont. ............ ,.. ......

J. M. COURTNEY,
Deputy Minister of Finance.

J. L. McDOUGALL,
Auditor-Generali

A. 1886

Gratuity of 2 mos. salary.

do

do ...

do
For medical attendance

on Wm. King, of Dept.
Public Works, injured
in discharge of his duty

For medical attendance
on Mr. Townsend, in-
jured while employed
on works at Kingston
Harbor ......... ............

do do ...
Stock certificate No. 1716,

$300; interestat5p.c.,5194.26, amount of ber
stock certificate pail to
another Catherine Mil-
ler erroneously . .......

For investigatng into
charges against r. Har-
ris -n,Lighthouse Keep-
er at Rondeau...... .

London Library ............
For 35 days' services as

clerk to the Hon. the
Secretary of State dur-
ing his visit to Paris..

For professional services
in 1881 re incorporation
of Emigrant AidSociety

for 25 copies of the work
"Noces d'or de la St.
Jean Baptiste," for
Library exchanges......

For 25 copies of his work
" Un bonheur en attire
un autre," for Library
exchanges .............

For 25 copies of the work
"Coups d'oil et coups
de plume," for Library
exch anges .................

For 20 copies of Mrs. C.
P. Traill's work "Stud-
ies of Plant Life in
Canada". . ....... -

For 25 copies of his work
" Le Saguenay et'e lac
St Jean," for Library
exchanges .......

Amount.

$ te.
66 67

200 00

166 66

300 00

40 00

60 00
40 00

494 26

94 59
93 85

105 00

23 00

25 00

12 50

18 75

60 90

25 40

6,781 25
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(28) RETURN
(IN PART)

To AN DDRESS of the HousE OF COMMONS, dated 9th March, 1885;-For a
copy of the shorthand notes of the argument before the Privy Council
in the late dispute between Manitoba and the Province of Ontario a&
to the Westerly Boundary of the Province of Ontario; also copy of the
claim as presented by the Attorney-General of Ontario before the Privy
Couclil ; also a statement of the reasons given by the Attorney-General
of Ontario for abandoning his claim to that part of the territory lying
between the Lake of the Woods and the Rocky Mountains; also a copy
of all correspondence between the Government of the Dominion and
the Government of Ontario in reference to the arbitration and award,
and also in reference to the decision of the Privy Council not already
mo1ved for or brought down.

By Command.
D r J. A. CHAPLEAU,partment of the Secretary of State. Becretary of State.

Ist March, 1886.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, OTTAwA, 16th March, 1885.
O -In reference to the late dispute between Manitoba and the Province of

reqs as to the westerly boandary of the latter Province, I have the honor to
of theselahat your Government may be moved to furnish this Government with copy
Couni i, as presented by the Attorney-General of Ontario before the Privy
fo analo a"a statement of the reasons given by the Attorney-General of Ontariooobdandoning his claim to that part of the territory lying between the Lake of the

Thi the Rocky Mountains.
Comm a information is required to complete a return to an Address of the House of

Ons dated the 9th inst.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

J. A. CHAPLEAU, Secretary of State.
lalonior the Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario, Toronto.

GOVERNMENT IHOUSE, ToRONTO, 25th March, 1885.
of Srs With reference to your despatch of the 16th instant (No. 926 on 208 H.
to th espectig the late dispute between Manitoba and the Province of Ontario, as
eli Westerly boundary of the latter Province and to your request for a copy of thehor8 Presented by my Attorney-General before the Privy Council, I have the
befre te inform you that the claim presented by the Attorney-General of Ontario

28-- Privy Council, is set forth in the special case between the Province of
28«ýj e
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Ontario on the one part and the Province of Manitoba on the other part, of which
the Federal Government is in possession of a copy. The claim is therein expressed
as follows:-

" The Province of Ontario claims that the westerly boundary of that Province is
either (1) the meridian of the most north-westerly angle of the Lake of the Woods,
as described in a certain award made on the 3rd August, 1878, by the Honorable
Chief Justice Harrison, Sir Edward Thornton and Sir Francis Hincks, or (2) is a
line west of that point."

With respect to your further request for a statement of the reasons given by
my Attorney-General for abandoning his claim to that part of the territory lying
between the Lake of the Woods and the Rocky Mountains, I may state that there is
ino official document giving the reasons for any such abandonment. It was perceived
during the argument before the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council that their
Lordships' strong opinion was against a more westerly line than the arbitrators had
found, and the ittorney-General, in consequence, after conferring with the learned
counsel associated with him, limited the claim of the Province to the most north-
westerly angle of the Lake of the Woods.

In answerimg your despatch, I venture to express the hope that your Govern-
ment will take such steps forthwith as may procure, without any further delay, the

assing of an Act by the Imperial Parliament to give effect to the decision of Her
Majesty in Counoil.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN BEVERLY ROBINSON, Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario.

Secretary of State, Ottawa.

In the Privy Council.

COUNCIL CHAMBER, WHITEHALL, Wednesday, 16th June, 1884.
Present-The Right Honorable Lord Chancellor,

The Right Honorable the Lord President,
The Right Honorable Lord Aberdare,
The Right Honorable Sir Barnes Peacock,
The Right Honorable Sir Montague E. Smith,
The ]Right Honorable Sir Robert P. Collier.

SPEOIAL CASE BETWEEN THE PROVINCES OF ONTARIo AND MANITOBA, WITH REFERENCE
TO IHE WESTERN BOUNDARY OF ONTARIo.

(Transcript from the Shorthand Notes of Messrs. Marten and Meredith.)
Counsel for Ontario, Mr. Mowat, Q.C., (Attorney-General for Ontario); the

Honorable Mr. Mills, Mr. Haldane and Mr. Scoble, Q.C., counsel for Manitoba; J. A,
Miller, Q.C., (Attorney-General for Manitoba), Mr. D. McCarthy, Q.C., of the Cana-
dian Bar.

Mr. Christopher Robinson, Q.C., and Mr. Hugh McMahon, Q.C., watched the
case on behalf of the Canadian Government.

Mr. Mowat.-May it please your Lordships. The point which is now beford
your Lordships in the second question in the special case which is expressed therO
in these words: " In case the award is held not to settle the boundary in questioi
then what on the evidence is the true boundary between the said Province ?" The
position which the Province of Ontario has taken with reference to the award will
show your Lordships that Ontario was satisfied on the whole with the boundarieO
which the award provided for lier. So far as regards the western boundary the
award assigned as our western boundary, a line drawn from the north-west angle of
the Lake of the Woods, northward to English River, so that that according to th#
award would have been the boundary between the two Provinces.

49 Victoria. A. 1886
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The Lord Chancellor.-Anything further north which is on a different coloron the nap is outside the boundary which the award has given you.
Sir Montague Smith.-The part shown by the diagonal linos.
The Lord Prosident. -This red lino is the award boundary.
Lord Abordare.-May I ask a question before you go further? Canada consista

"f seven Provinces and I think of four districts ?
Mr. Mowat. -Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-And thon besides that there is a great country not provideLfor called the Dominion territory ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
Lord Abrdare.-By what authority wore those districts formed?
aMr. Mowat.-They were formed by the authority of the Dominion itself. Theyýre little more than names. They are not Provinces. They have not the power or

Jtlrisdiction of Provinces, but it was found convenient to give certain portions of the
territory the names which your Lordships have been informed of.

Lord Aberdare.-I see thom thero, Assiniboine, Saskatchewan, Athabaska, and60 forth. Were those constituted by an Order in Council or by an Act of Parliament?
Mr. Mowat.-By an Order in Council I am informed.
Lord Aberdare.-Then all this additional part that was not within the award ofthe arbitrator was carved as it were out of the Dominion ? Indeel the whole of it

to'ay be supposed to be carved out of the Dominion and made part of the ProvinoS
'f Manitoba. -Was that done by an Order in Council ?

14r. Mowat.-No, that was done by an Act of the Dominion.
Sir Montague Smith.-Under the British North America Act ?
S ia Robert Collier.-In pursuance of a power given by the British North

o&flrica Act?
Mr. Mowat.-It required thht power.

of th Barnes Peacock.-The boundary of Manitoba was first laid down by an Act
f teominion ?

r. Mowat.-At the very beginning,
objet-r Barnes Peacock,-Then the Minister of Justice thought there was an
that aon to that Act and thought it was out of the powers and ho recommended
1a application should be made to Parliament to pass an Act of Parliament to,

hat Acaid ?
r XOwat.-That was so.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-That was done by the British North America Act of 1871?
tion tr Mowat.-That is so. There were discussions on the subject; I may mon-
bo.at there was a discussion in the House with reference to whether the

on Parliament had a right, to pass the first Act with reference to Manitoba; It
reSUit ofderely a suggestion afterwards of the Minister of Justice but it was the

lsIOfdiscussions.
cSir Barnes Peacock.-He reported a on it that the Act had been passed and

reconmended that an application should be made to the Imperial Parliament to
Pas'' an &ct to render that Act valid, and that was done by the British Northca Act of 1871 ?

adr. Mowat.-Yes; and thon that Act further provided.that additions might be
Oe r changes rather might be made, in any Province by the Dominion Parlia-it thereafter, with the consent of the particular Province.Sir Barnes Peacock.- And not otherwise ?

KMrov M owat.. -- Yes. They have no power otherwise with reference to existing
Otitne g. Thon the same Act gave the Dominion Parliament also power to on-
Qe ab03W provinces, and of the territory not yet formed into provinces. Theraabout 2 )00,000 of square miles not yet formed into prôvinces.Lord Abordare.-So far they have only formed Manitoba?
Lord Owat.That is the only one.

2 brdare.-And carved out four districts which are awaiting adoption?
3

49 Victoria. A. 188&
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Mr. Mowat.-Yes, and which may or may not be made provinces. When they
are made provinces their bnundaries may or may not be the same. They have no
Governor or separate organization as a province.

Sir Montague Smith. - When you get northward to the English River, then
does the award boundary follow that river eastward?

Mr. Mowat.-Yes. What we say is, that that was always part of our province.
I was hoping there is no harm perhaps in my saying that, that the whole question
of the northern boundary might be presented now, but we could not arrange that
with the Dominion, so that it was arranged that merely this western boundary
should come before your Lordships.

Sir Robert Collier.-That is the boundary between the two provinces which, I
suppose, is only the western boundary ?

M.r. Mowat -Our western boundary.
Sir Robert Collier.-By the Act of 1881 by which Manitoba was finally con-

stituted, their eastern boundary is your western boundary?
Mr. Mowat.-That is it.
Lord Aberdare.-There is nothing about this limitation to the western boundary

in the presence to us. "In case the award is held not to settle the boundary in
question, then what, on the evidence, is the true boundary between the said Pro-
vinces ?"

Mr. Mowat.-That means of course Ontario and Manitoba.
Sir Robert Collier.-Bat as they only come in contact on the western side, it

only involves the western boundary.
Sir Montague Smith.-The Province of Ontario claims the western boundary.
Lord Aberdare.-That would extend beyond the limits of the award of the

arbitrator.
Mr. Mowat.-The Dominion has given by its Act a territory to Manitoba

beyond the awarded westerly boundary.
Lord Aberdare.-It has given the piece colored yellow-the portion north of the

portion given by the award.
The Lord President.- The portion north of the red line and the English River Y
Mr. Mowat.-It is given to Manitoba conditionally. (The learned counsel

explained to their Lordships on the map.)
The Lord Chancellor.-If the Dominion has given that part which lies iere

(pointing on the map) to Manitoba, thon the boundary between the two Provinces,
supposing this belongs to Canada, must be traced here ?

Mr. Mowat.-At some time.
The Lord Chancellor.-But on the face of this present reforence, what is there

to show that that part of the boundary is not now to be deterrnined ?
Mr. Mowat.- If your Lordship takes that view of it.
The Lord Chancellor.-I do not see what limitation there is ?
Mr. Mowat.-I am not anxious that your Lordships should not decide that. Ali

that I am saying this for now is that your Lordships may see what the question
really is. It is not because I have any objection to the northern boundary being
examined and adjudicated upon as well as the other. The first paragraph of the
special case is this:-

" The Province of Ontario claims that the westerly boundary of that Province
is either (1) the meridian of the most north-westerly angle of the Lake of the
Woods as described in a certain award made on the 3rd August, 1878, by the Hon-
orable Chief Justice Harrison, Sir Edward Thornton and Sir Francis Hincks, or (2)
is a line next of that point." That paragraph, therefore, refers merely to the westerlf
boundary. Thon the next paragraph is:-

" The Province of Manitoba claims that the boundary between that ProvincO
and the Province of Ontario is (1) the meridian of the confluence of the Ohio and
Mississippi Rivers, or (e) is that portion of the height of land dividing the watert
which flow into Hudson's Bay from those which empty into the valley of the Gred
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Lakes and lying to the west of the said meridian line." So that that was what was
SLlPposed your Lordships see to be the question, and the question has reference to that.

Sir Montague Smith.-The question refers to those two claims ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-You are not prepared to limit your argument to the question

's to whether the western boundary shall be the one taken from the Ohio or the
"ne fixed by the arbitrators, that is through the north-west angle of the Lake of the
WOods ?

Mr. Mowat.-If your Lordships were to say that it was one or other of those
two linos, thon I think I should be prepared to put it upon that.

Sir Montagne Smith.-You claim the lino from the Lake of the Woods up to the
Iglish River?

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, that is where we claim according to the award.
Sir Montagne Smith.-The other is to the eastward a great deal ?
Mr. Mowat,-Greatly to the eastward.
Sir Montagne Smith.-That is what seems to be really in dispute.
Lord Aberdare.-It is for the counsel to decide. He does claim a great deal more.
Mr. Mowat.-I thought I was driven to claim all the arguments would entitle

]Me to claim, but if your Lordship put it that it is between those two linos that makes
a great difference.

The Lord Chancellor.-We cannot limit you to that except by your own consent.
Lord Abeydare.-If your argument prevails the whole Province of Manitoba,would be abolished.
Mr. Mowat.-No, my Lord.
Sir R. Collier.-The principal part of it ?
Mr. Mowat. -The addition will be abolished.
Sir R. Collier.-The original part ?
n r. Mowat.-No, because the original bas boen the subject of an Imperial Act,
that would override any chim if we had any.
Lord Aberdare.-Up to the limits ?
Mr. Mowat.-The first limits of Manitoba.
Lord Aberdare -Which is comprised within the orange line ?
Mr. Mowat -Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-How would it be as to the remaining part colored yellow ?It r 4owat.-That was the part that was added se far as the Dominion could add
Manitoba by the subsequent Act of the Dominion.
lord Aberdare.-You do not question that, or do you question that ?
11r. Mowat,.-There is one view of the matter in which it is questioned.
Lord Aberdare.-Then I mean if your argument entirely prevailed the Provincei anitoba would be limited to that very small portion of it which is contained
rthe yellow portion ?
' qr. ilowat.Yes. Would your LordshipsTallow me a minute to consult with

ad I iates on that point? It is putting a point to me that I have not considered
3het Ould like to consult with my associates if your Lordships would let me as top

efohr we should confine ourselves to that line,
do tSir R. Collier.-Very well. You had botter make up your mind whether youd0  at or flot. 'hayo

(The learned Counsel for Ontario consulted together for a short time.)
ie Lord Chancellor.-Mr. Attorney-General what you have lately said han

roce my attention to the Doninion Act of 1870 which did form the originalrOVinOe of Manitoba and which was confirmed, as you say, by an Imperial Act ?Tr Mowat.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-On the face of that it appears, as distinctly as words can

f proat t, thing, that even the smali province, the original Manitoba, is carved outp rts aLand and was not part of Canada.
hteak . Mowat.-Yes; but what the Dominion chooses to say in its statutes cannot

AWay the right of a Province or establish the right.
5
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The Lord Chancellor.-I do not follow you. Stronger e vidence of the fact can
there be than two Acts, one of the Dominion and the other ofth e Imperial Parliament,
that this territory was Rupert's Land and not Canada. I am only speaking of the
emall Manitoba.

Mr. Mowat.-I see the point, quite. There are two Acts, one is a Dominion Act
in which this is called Rupert's Land.

The Lord Chancellor.-And plainly on the very face of it was called Rupert'&
Land as to show that in the view of the Legislature which passed that statute it was
not previously part of the Union or Dominion of Canada.

The Lord President.-" With respect to such portion of Rupert's Land and the
North-Western Territory as is not included in the Province of Manitoba."

The Lord Chancellor.-Surely to argue against that confirmed by an Imperial
Act is a bold undertaking.

Mr. Mowat.-I would submit one or two observations upon that to your Lord.
ships. Take the two Acts separately if your Lordships please. In the first place,
take the Dominior Act, which describes this territory in the way your Lordship
mentions. Now, I submit, that if the matter had stood alone there without having
the Imperial Act afterwards, that Act could not have affected the province.

The Lord Chancellor.-You may say it would have been ultra vires if the facts
were otherwise.

Mr. Mowat.-That is it.
The Lord Chancellor.-But being confirmed by an Imperial Act, you can no

longer say it is ultra vires.
Mr. Mowat.-Then, what I submit is this, that all the Imperial Act does is to-

confuse the effect of the Act.
The Lord Chancellor.-Surely that is special pleading.
Mr. Mowat.-I shall be sorry if your Lordship takes- that view of it. The

.Province of Ontario at that time had not, and has not now, any objection to this,
forming a separate province.

The Lord Chancellor.-But what stronger evidence can there be of such a thing-
than these Acts of Parliament ?

Mr. Mowat.-That is the view that occurred to us.
The Lord Chancellor.-This is a question of evidence.
Sir Montague Smith.--Have you come to any resolution with reference to the

question suggested to you ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord; I may say we are content with the awarded boun-

daries. But I should say that, in order to show we are entitled to the awarded
boundaries, I may have to lay before the Committee an argument which would show-
we are entitled to more; but while the argument would show we are entitled to more,
I claim no more.

Sir Montagne Smith.-I quite understood that from the first, that your argu-
nent might lead to a larger claim than that, but you do not wish to be precluded

from the argument, as far as it is good, on this narrower claim ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes; that is exactly the position I want to take.
Sir Montagne Smith.-You do not want it to be objercted to that it is bal alto-

gether because it is too large ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord.
Sir Montagne Smith.-Now, about the westerly boundary. Was anything more

intended to be referred to England ? Your two claims are mentioned in the special
-ase, which is the authority under which we are now acting, as far as consent goes to
it, and then you say it bas been agreed to refer the matter to the Judicial Committee.
The only matter mentioned in the case is those two claims

Lord Aberdare.-We must go beyond that. Supposing it should turn out that we
took the sane view that the arbitrators did, and considered this a portion of Upper
Canada and Ontario, and at the same time we were of opinion that what remained ot
the Province of Manitoba to the north of this place should continue in the Provinc&
of Manitoba, we should thon be dealing with other than the westerly boundary.

6
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. Sir Montague Smith.-The settling the westerly boundary may indirectly
UivOlve the northerly boundary.

Lord Aberdare.-Not the northerly boundary, but this portion of the Province
0f Manitoba to the north.

Mr. Mowat.-I do not make the slightest objection to that view.
The Lord President.-It would leave all this in the present legal condition,Whatever it is.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord.
Sir Montague Smith.-Of course, every word of this was very much studied andCOnsideýred before it was settled ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord; before, it was, no doubt, only that western boun-

dY. The other may be incident to that, and necessarily involved in it when you
% considering the other point. As I have said, I have not the least objection to

that 0onstruction being put upon it. I want to get the matter decided.

and Sir Robert Collier.-If you look at the claims of both sides, they are claims to

wh on a line. Tbey assume the northern lines to be drawn, and the question is
ther the boundary is to go to the one or to the other. That is practically th&

O8tern and western boundary. If you look at the first and second paragraphs you
'see Manitoba claims that the boundary of that province is the meridian of the
onfluence of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers. That is ail it claims. It does not

day anything about the northern boundary. It claims that that is the boundary
that that is where the province is to be taken to end.
Lord Aberdare.-And Manitoba claims to go down to the international bound ary.
Sir Montagne Smith.-They are two quite distinct claims, and they are both

'ntligible on the map. It looks as if it was intended we should decide between
se two claims.

We Mr. Mowat.-Well, my Lord, I am quite content with that construction, but
Want to know what our boundaries are ?

on Lord Aberdare.-If we decide that this is the line, wejdo not hand this (pointing
the rap) over to Ontario. We leave that to Manitoba.Mr. Mowat.-Yes, that would be tbe effect of it; that would go to Manitoba.

«lr bearing upon that point, I would remind your Lordships of the commission tobes orchester, which describes our sontherly line up to that point of the north-ofes angle of the Lake of the Woods. It goes through the district from the heighs'of ianisand reaches the north-west angle of the Lake of the Woods.
lOrd Aberdare.-What is the page you are on ?
Xlr Mowat.-It is page 387, my Lord.

Un Lord Aberdare.-This is the first commission after the settlement with the]Qte States.
" A • owat.-Yes, my Lord. It describes the province then as comprehending
aud o Or territories, islands and countries in North America, bounded on the south,ahich isn. One need not read the beginning of that until you get to Lake Superior,Which lt line 10. " Thence through Lake Superior, northward of the Isles Royal
11nd the 1peaux, to the Long Lake; thence through the middle of said Long Lake,

t O water communication between it and the Lake of the Woods, to the said
theeof td Woods ; thence through the said lake to the most north-western point

from thence on a due course to the River Mississippi."Lord Aberdare.-The Long Lake is a series of lakes.Ip Mr. Mowat....ye
Thoeh. es it is a series of lakes. They do not run into one anothers

oo.ght of lands has to he crossed in reaching Lake Superior from the Lake of theom The height of lands run between them. Then, by the express termas ofthatlnorth ision we get to the most north-western part of the Lake of the Woods, whichi
heigh of the height of lands. There will be no dispute that that is north of the

ght hf lards. We have got that point ascertaired then in that way.
he ord aPresident.-According to your present argument, you do not car*a due west course to the river Mississippi."
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Mr. Mowat. -No, my Lord, it is not material. Except that I nay argue that
in order to show what territory I think, as a matter of strict law, the province maybe said to ho entitled to, though it shows a larger territory than is there.
I do not claim a larger territory than is there. It is no doubt a matter of
considerable difficuity to determine where the true boundaries aro, having
reterence to the charter and to the various statutes and ail that ha' taken
place. There are considerations no doubt of considerable weight in favor of very
different views. The charter itself is extremely vague. One can hardly imagine
anything more so. It is just possible that it may be thought to be a matter which
one cannot come to any cor clusion upon ; one of those matters which must be the
subject of some arbitrary determination, either by a higher authority than the pro-
vinces themselves or by arbitration, but I assume that it eau be made Out what the
legal boundaries are, and I wish to present a few considerations to your Lordships
to show what the legal botndaries are. The great difficulty in the case is as to what
in to be considered as territory granted to the Hudson's Bay Company. I think
your Lordships would not find muoh difficulty in coming to the conclusion that al
British Canada, south of the line which is described in tho Act of 1774, was intended
to be included if it were not for that reference to the territory granted to the
Hudson's Bay Company, but we have that expression there-"' the torrïtory is ony
to go northwards to the territory of the Hudson's Bay Company," and therefore w.
have to find ont what that territory was. Now what is to be Colsidered ao included
in that expression " the territory granted to the Hudson's Bay Co eany ancd for
my purpose I wish to limit the construction of those words as muchp as possible. 
wish to make as limited as possible the territory which can be considered to have
been granted to the Hudson's Bay Company, in order that it may fot be 80 con-
siderea as to go down to the territory which I claim on behalf of the Province of
Ontario. Now I urged yesterday tha L the construction of those words cthe terri-tory granted to the Hudson's Bay Company " should be the legal construction,
because we are now engaged in a question of law; and that it should be effectually
granted-not to refer to an instrument purporting to grant, merely, if there is a
difference between purporting to grant and actually granting. What the Legisiatre
was contemplating was the territory we ich had actually passed from is M asture
the Hudson's Bay Company, and I pointed out the reason why that must have been
the matter in view. Perhaps I use too strong an expression when I say c he
been," but what makes it atmost certain, if not quite certain, to have by the have
in view? The Hudson's Bay Company had powers of Government. It was not
necessary, therefore, whatever territory was included in their charter, to providt
an Government for them, because that was done already by the charter itself
W at Parliament was doing was to provide a Government for portions which had
no Government before-for the territory which formerly belonged te France which
had been ceded in 1763, which had been governed under French law and under a
French Governor before and which now needed provision for Government under
English law and by an English Governor. Now I do not think the Committee woud
hold that it was intended to leave out any part of North America from the Goveru
ment. If it was reasonable, as of course it was, that whatever territory the udsons
.Bay Company had should be governed, namely, by itself, so also it Was reasonable,
right and necessary that the rest of the territory should be governed in that way. 
submit, therefore, that that single consideration, if there was reasonable doubt abouti
it, shows that the words ought to be construed as " effectually grantede* that they
ought to be construed as meaning the territory belonging to the Hudson's Bay tom-
pany; the lands which they had the power of disposing of, and in Which they had
the jurisdiction to govern and legislate and so on in accordance with the termsofthe charter. Thon what territory of the Hudson's Bay Company stood in that
position? The charter, I have said, is extremely vague and indefinite ad what 1
*ubmit is that upon the reason of the thing; upon the practice with regard to ail
similar charters of that period and upon principles applicable also to other cases in
construing this charter for the present purpose, in determining what ought tesa
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tonsidered as having been effectually granted to the Hudson's Bay Company, we
are to look at wbat was done under it and at what land was appropriated under it by
the Hudson's Bay Company; and that the charter cannot be said to have granted
any more than was so appropriated. There is a difficulty in saying exactly what
Was apprûiiaLed. I meau a difficulty in point of law. There id no difficulty with
regard to the facts. There is no d flulty with regard to ascertaining how muoh
territory they actually ocupied, or how much territory they exercised control over
as proprietors; but then ho w much additional territory that might give is a matter
of more or lets difficulty. I may mention one or two things here in connection with
Other charters of the same perid and founded upon the same principle.

The Lord Chancellor.--Please do not. I do not see how it can have any bearing
'On the question which we have to determine. I cannot canceive how other charters,
nlot relating to this territory, can have any bearing on the question wh.ch we have to
determine.

Mr. Mowat.-Well, I do not mean that the words of them would have any
bearing; but then would not the view that was taken of those other charters, so far
as they are analogous to this one, be material ?

The Lord Chancellor.-If 'ou show that in any bounding words of description
like those we have to deal with applicable to other charters, a particuar construction
bas been put upon the bounding words of description. I do not say that may not be
in point.

Mr. Mowat.-That is rather what I meant to eay, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-Very well, if you prove that a particular territory, being

*aid to be bounded by lands granted to a certain company, has been held to be not
4pplicable to the lands defacto granted, so as to introduce an enquiry as to how far
it was a valid grant or not, perhaps it may have some bearing upon the case.

Mr. Mowat.-Well, it is something like that, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor-I cannot anticipate what you wanted to say.
Mr. Mowat.-No, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-If you merely want to show that in a question as to the

Validity of a charter something may have depended upon what was done unier it,
I think that has nothing to do with the present question.

Mr. Mowat.-I am not arguing as to the validity of the charter. I am assuming
that it was perfectly Valid, and merely enquiring how far it extended, and how much
it can be said to have included.

The Lord Chancellor.-That is a question of parcels upon the construction of the
,charter ?

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord, it is; but it seems, my Lord, to be material here ta
kniow what the parcels were that can be considered to have passed under the charter.

The Lord Chancellor.-But how you can show that by showing that the parcela
'Were under another charter I do not know.

Mr. Mowat.-I will not press it against your Lordship's impression about iL,
NSo doubt your Lordship is right, but it seems to me important that if we fin&
10harters as strongly expi essed as this, and perbaps more strongly expressed than
this with regard to the territory to bu embraced in them, for instance, naming the
'Particular latitudes in the defiaite way that this charter does; and, perhaps, naming
the particular points between which the territory granted lay, if it was found that-
ýharters expressing that, with regard to the undiscovered parts of America, have
been always treated as if they merely carried to the grantees, not the whole of the
territory unconditionally between those latitudes, but so much of that territory only
aS they acquired the sovereignty of from England from whom the charters emanated,
I think that might be material. It is only in that view that I wish to refer to these
,Charters.

The Lord Chancellor.-For the present moment you may assume that the grant
'to the Hudson's Bay Company was ab initio entirely void, and that they had nothing
*hatever effectually granted. De facto various things were done on the footing of
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this being a grant alleged to be valid, and amongst other things done is this
description.

Sir Montague Smith.-If I understand, you want to show that the grant is only
( do not say whether it is right or wrong) effectual so far as they carried it into
aome operation by occupying the country and so on ?

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord. This was not territory that was then English. It
did not thon belong to England. It was vacant territory-that is not a matter, I
auppose, that can be disputed-which any nation might appropriate if they took the
proper stops for the purposO, on the principles of international law which govorn
euch matters, and territory of that sort, having been granted by this charter to the
Hudson's Bay Company, is, I submit, limited in the way I mentioned.

The Lord Chancellor.- It may well be so as to the effect of the charters. That is a.
very important question, which, as we know, was for many years under discussion
by various parties as to the Hudson's Bay Company and their rights. What I cannot,
understand is its bearing upon the bounding description which we have to deal with.
It is not whether it was effectually granted or not, but whether it was defacto granted
under a bounding description.

Mr. Mowat.-Of course, if your Lordships hold that, I cannot proceed with this,
part ot the argument.

The Lord Chancellor.-What would be the use of bounding descriptions if they
are to lot people into indefinite inquiries as to varions facts and law which can be no.
assistance whatever in ascertaining the boundary.

Mx. Mowat. -But your Lordship sees that even taking the other view as to the
neaning of the charter, it thon would be extremely difficuit to make out- suppose

we should differ about it-as to how far the charter would grant anything. It
grants all the lands and territories on the confines of the bay, and so on. What
does that mean ? There would be great doubt thon, and you cannot get free of the
doubt.

The Lord Chancellor.-You have got the Act of 1871 confirmed by an Act of
Parliament, which seems to me entirely to relieve that doubt if there were any.

Mr. Mowat.-The Act of 1871 ?
The Lord Chancellor. -Yes, showing that Rupert's Land included the present

Manitoba, and was recognized as doing so, both by the Dominion and by the Imperial
Tarliament.

Mr. Mowat.-Of course, if your Lordships hold that, I must bow to it. I am pre-
pared to show, beyond any doubt I think, unless your Lordships hold it to 
immaterial, that a large territory there. All that I care about, of course, you will
bear in mind, is the territory f am really claiming, but [ am prepared to show
that a large territory beyord that, and necessarily including ihat, therefore, was
.French toi ritory.

Sir M. E. Smith.-That would be an assistance if you showed that that would be
excluded from the grant, because that is another matter altogether.

Mr. Mowat.-Very well, my Lord. I can show that I do not say that it is clear
that the whole of this was French territory at the moment of the charter being
,granted in 16'70, but it wasFrench territory at the time it was ceded to England.

The Lord Chancellor.-If you prove it was French territory coded to Englan&
in 1760 that may be material.

Mr. Mowat.-Very well, I will try to do so.
The Lord Chancellor.-At present there is not a trace of that ?
Mr. Mowat. -I will try to do that.
Sir M. E. Smith.-That is the limit the charter itself gives?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
Sir M. E. Smith.-It is not to include what belongs, say, to the French ?
Mr. blowat.-No, my lord.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-Would it not be important on that to show that Ontario

las exercised jurisdiction over it as representing the French territory ? For instanco
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there is a census to be taken every 10 years. Have you ever taken the census in
that part which you now claim as belonging to Ontario ?

Sir M. E. Smith.-Mr. Mowat is going back long before that.
The Lord Chancellor.-To make it out to be French territory, ceded after thea

War, you would have to prove first of all that there was not merely some Frenche
people within the territory who may have established forts, but that it was a part
of te French dominion of Canada, and thus, secondly, if that be not clearly estab.
lished, the question whatever has been so treated afterwards would be exceedingly
anaterial.

Mr. Mowat. -With regard to the matter of the census I may just as well say
that the census to which Sir Barnes Peacock referred is taken by the Dominion.

Sir R P. Collier.-That is at a later date.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-Has the census ever been taken for Ontario in this terri-

tory which you now claim?
Mr. Mowat.-We have no jurisdiction about taking the census. Under the

British North America Act the provision is made that amongst the exclusive powers
Of the Executive is the power of taking the census.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-But have your judicial officials ever exercised jurisdiction
for this part of the territory before the surrender by the Hudson's Bay Company ?

Mr. Mowat. -Yes, I can show that.
Sir M. E. Smith.-1 thought you were going to attempt to show that this waas

french territory ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, that is the first point.
Lord Aherdare.-There was a decision of a criminal case, I think, by them.
Sir R. P. Collier.-We shall come to that. We are now on whether it was

Prench territory in 1763. That is the present question.
Mr. Mowat.-There is a great deal of historical matter bearing upon that. 1

Will not trouble your Lordships with more than a portion of it, but sufficient, I think,
for the present purpose.

Now, perhaps I had better first refer to what- Governor Carleton says on th&
subject in 1768, in one of his despatches. It is at page 609, my Lords, of the joint
ýPpendix. I will read a little from that despatch, commencing at the beginning of it.
I have received your Lordship's letter of the 14th November, and one since, wrota

froma the office by your directions, dated the 8th of October last," Your Lordships
'ill observe this is a letter to the Earl of Shelburne. "The drawing hereto annexed:
18 taken from different maps and the best memoirs and relations J have hitherto been
eble to procure. 'Tis intended chiefiy to show the Western posts which the French,
formaerly occupied and how far they extend beyond Michillimakinac. This end, 1

elieve, it answers tolerably well, though their exact positions on the globe must be
erroneous, as I have not met with any of those gentlemen who understand the use of
ey nathewatical instrument, but they all agree that ' Pascoyat'-that is one of th*
torts on the Saskatche wan-'is two and a half or three month' journey beyond ftichil-
lxlakinac, and reckon the distance about nine hundred leagues."

Lord Abordare.-Where is Michilimakinac?
Mr. Mowat.-Your Lordship will see it marked on the map between Lake Huron

nd Lake Michigan.
Lord Aberdare.-It is the fact at the northern portion of that territory which

aitii between Lake Huron and Lake Michigan.
Mr. Mowat.--Then it says: " The river on which Pascoyat siands is said to be

yVe hundred leagues long. A fort was erected one hundred leagues beyond Pascoyat,
but I have rot information enough to put either the fort or the full extent of theriver in the map." He speaks, therefore, of two French posts there on the Saskatche-

an. " The annexed return of the French posts, of the troops for the protection of
trade, with the number of canoes sent up in the year 1754, shows, in some measure,,
the extent of their trade, and the system pursued by the French Government irà.
Iadian affairs." Your Lordships will observe that it is the Government here who>
-1aluaged ail these matters, that they are not matters of private enterprise uncon-

11
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nected with the Government, but throughout the Government takes an active part
in them ail, in Lhe trading with the Indians, and in sanctioning the trades with the
Indians, and in erecting posta, and so on." They did not depend on the number of
troops but on the discretion of the officers who learned the language of the natives,
acted as magistrates, compelled the traders to deal equitably, and distributed the
King's presents." So there was Government; your Lordships see there were troops
to whatever extent was found necessary, and thon the officers at each post wero
authorized to act and did act as magistrates, and so on. " By this couduct they
avoided giving joalousy and gained the affections of au ignorant, credulous and brave
people, whose ruling passions are independence, gratitude and revenge." I do not
know that I noed read the remaider of that paragraph. Phe next paragraph is:
" The country was divided into certain districts and the only restraints laid on
the traders ware, first, not to go beyond the boands of that district they obtained
passes for "--passes, that is, from the Governor of Canada-" and, secondly, not to carry
more spii ituous liquor than was necessary for their own use, nor sell any of that to
the Indians; the King's posts, or rather the intendants were the only ones excepted
from this general rule." There was a great advantage in dealing with the Indiana
if they brought liquor into use, and while private persons were not allowed that
advautage it seems that at the King's posts the advantage was permitted. " Under
these regulations the canoes went first to the post of the district, from whence they-
had full liberty to go among the Indians and accompany them to their hunting
grounds; they likewise called on their return. If any were ill-treated they com-
plained to the commandant, who assembled the chiefs and procured redress; the
savages also made thoir complaints and obtained immediate satisfaction, an exact
report of all which was sent to the Governor. This return may be depended on for
so much as it contains." The particulars are given afterwards, " but as the King of
France was greatly concerned in ail this trade, a corrupt administration did not think
it their interest that all those matters should appear in a full, clear and lasting man-
ner. Your Lordship will be pleased to observe that the great inlets to the north-
east from the Mississippi are by the Ohio, and from thence up the Onabach, which
leads towards the sources of the River Miamis, and Lake Erie by the Illinois that
leads to Fort St. Joseph, and Lake Michigan and the Onisconcing that leads to Fo:
River and Bay des Puans; besides these the different streams that run into the
Mississippi carry them towards Lake Superior and the western lakes." Then what
follows in the next paragraph has reference to the places on the east bank of the
Mississippi which I suppose your Lordships would think was clear, and perhaps it
is not worth while troubling your Lordships with that.

The Lord Chancellor.-The only observation which occurs to me on that passage
is that the French or Spaniards were there, but, I suppose nobody contends that the
Spaniards had any territorial dominion there, It plainly Says that the settiements
or posts spoken of are not necessarily such as to imply the assumption of territorial
dominion.

Mr. Mowat.-I have not specially studied the position of the Spaniards there,
ny Lord.

The Lord Chancellor.-Bat as to the meaning of this description, you were
referring to this document apparently to show that the French extended their
territorial acquisitions so as to include Pascoyat or the Saskatchewan.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-Then ail I print ont is that the contents show that settle-

ments or posts of a kind not involving territorial dominion are apparently in con-
templation.

The Lord President.-There is reference to the king's territory at the bottomn of
the page.

The Lord Chancellor.-That is of course important as distinguishing the king'O
territory, which probably would be Canada, from all these outlying places.

Lord Aberdare.-It seems to contemplate a connection between what is called
generally Louisiana and aIl this district, rather than a connection between CanadA
and this district.
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Mr. Mowat.-Louisiana being near the Mississippi, there of course is a question
With regard to that, but [ was not going to trouble your Lordships with a great deal
Of evidence about the settlement of the French there and Canada extending to the
Mississippi.

Lord Aberdare. -If yon are not going to insist on this part of it, I suppose you
iight pass very lightly indeed over it.

Mr. Mowat.-It was merely with the single purpose which I have spoken of
already to show that the territory which may be excepted ought at all events to ho
considered as not extending so far as to exclude us from the points which the
arbitrators thought we were entitled to.

The Lord Chancellor.-This certainly shows that in 1768, according to the
information which the Government had obtained, the French had posts extending as
far north as Pascoyat. More than that it does not seem to me to show. Those were
Posts apparently for the purposes of trade, where they had their factors and their
factories and a certain amount of jurisdiction and authority.

Lord Aberdare.-They were for the boats which appear to have come up the
kississippi.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord. I do not know of any other way of acquiring
sovereignty over such territory. That is the only way in which it was done.

The Lord Chancellor.-That state of things is no proof whatever of the acquisi-
t ion of territorial dominion.

Mr. Mowat.-The whole must be taken together.
The Lord Chancellor.-Yes, if you have other instances, that may be material.
Mr. Mowat.-I do not rely upon that solely, but it is one piece of evidence

showing that in this North-West Territory there were French traders and
French posta. It appears from their evidence that licenses to trade were
14ecessary and that licenses to trade were granted by the Governor of Canada.
The French King also sent troops to these various posts and appointed magistrates
t here.

The Lord Chancellor.-It does not appear that the magistrates were placed over
anything but the factories and so on). 1 mean there is no reason at all to imagine
that ho treated the Indians as his subjects ?

Mr. Mowat.-May I ask your Lordship to permit me to call your attention to
the account given by another of the English Governors ?

Sir Montague Smith.-Yes, you are going on, as I understand, with your
evidence.

Mr. Mowat.-This is only one piece of my evidence-there is a great mass of it.
I am merely picking out a few matters because it would take a great deal of time
to give your Lordship the whole of the evidence, and I think it is only necessary to
confirm what in substance I will read to your Lordships. I was going to read from
the Report of Governor Pownall, which you will find at page 601-you will sec the
account he gives of this matter. He gives his account of what the French did in
his territory, and I beg your Lordships' permission to observe that it was not a
'-ase of the English being there or of the Hudson's Bay Company being there and
the French being there, The Hudson's Bay Company never went into this region
et all until long after the cession, when there was no doubt of the right of the
elglish to it. This is what Governor Pownall says : " The French, in their first
attempt to settle themselves in these parts, endeavored to penetrate by force of

Sir Montague Smith.-All this was before the cession ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, just shortly before the cession. There was no change in

favor of the Hudson's Bay Company durjng the interval. The fact is, the French
Were increasing their occupation every year of the extent of the territory which
they had taken possession of or acquired the sovereignty of for their monarch.
ee says : " The French, in their first attempts to settle themselves in these parts,endeavored to penetrate by force of arms to fix their possessions by military
eXpeditions. But they fell af terwards into that only path in which the real spirik
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end nature of the service led. The native inhabitants (the Indians) of this country
are ail hunters; ail the laçws of nations they know or acknowledge are the iaws of
sporting, and the chief idea which they have of landed possessions is that of a hunt.
The French Fettlers of Canada universally commenced as bunters and so insinuated
themselves into a connection with these natives. While the French thus kept

theniselves allied with the Indians as hunters and communicated with them in and
strictly maintained ail the laws and rights of sporting, the Indians did easily and
readily admit them to a local landed possession, a grant, which, rightly acquired
and applied, they are always ready to make, as none of the rights or interests of
their nation are hurt by it. While on the contrary they experience and receive
.great use, benefits and profits from the commerce which the Europeans therein
establish with them." Let me remark there that here is another piece Of evidence
to show the course of proceedings followed by the French in order to acquire and
whereby I submit they did acquire the sovereignty of this country-.no one else
being iu possession of it. What they did was this-after conciliating the Indians
they obtained from them grants of a local landed possession. There is no other way
by which they proceeded to acquire sovereignty.

The Lord Chancellor.-The context rather shows the contrary, because it says
that the French possession interfered not with the rights of the Indians. And then ho
had said just before that the Indians were in the habit of making grants of this sort,
4 a grant which rightly acquired and applied they (that is the Indians) are always
ready to make, as none of the rights or interests of their nation are hurt by it."

Lord Aberdare.-As long as they were lessees with the full power of hunting
they did not care where the right to the territory rested.

Mr: Mowat.-That is quite so and they are willing to grant any rights beyond
that which the European nations desired from time to time. It is the cumulative force
,of thee things which makes the point clear that this territory had become French
territory and was what was ceded to England in .1763. Now, my Lord if you will
allow me. on page 601, I will read a little more on this point.

Sir Montagne Smith.-What is the meaning of this-" No Canadian is suffered to
trade with the Indians, but by license from the Government."

Mr. Mowat.-" But by license "-that is the very point " No Canadian is suffered
to trade with the Indians but by license from the Government and under such regu-
lations as that license ordains." I think that is in my favor as showing that all this
was done under Government action. I mean it was not the volunteer action of those
who went in there to trade, but they were ail acting under the Government and bythe authority of the Government. "The main policy Of which is this. The Govern-
ment divides the Indian countries into so many hunts, according as they are divided
by the Indians themselves. To these several limits there are licenses respectively
adapted with regulations respecting the spirit of the nation whose limit it is; res-
pecting the commerce and interest of that nation respecting the nature of that limit.
The Canadian having such license ought not to trade and limit within the limits of
aueh hunt but according to the above regulations; and he is hereby absolutely excluded
under severe penalties to trade or hunt beyond these limits on any account whatever.
It were needless to point out the many good and beneficial effects arising from this
policy which gave thus a right attention to the interestof the Indians which observed
the true spirit of the alliance in putting the trade upon a fair foundation and which
maintained ail the rights and laws of the hunt that the Indians most ind bl
exact." Will your Lordships allow me to make here this observation, in vie aolf hic
these diiferent extracts should be read, that this governmental interference by the
French constantly during ail this period was never objected to by the Hudson's Bay
Company as far as regards the territory in question, and it was not objected to by
England either. Both England and the Company recognized evidently the right of
France to occupy this territory, and acquire the sovereignty of it in that way. " But
the consequence of the most important services which arises out of this polic s a
regular definite precise assured knowledge of the country. A man whose interest
and commerce are circumscribed within a certain department will pry into and
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scrutinizo every hole and corner of that district. When such a is by these
aneaus as full of these coureurs des bois as the commerce of it will bear, whoever
applies for a license must betake himself to some new trade or by
which again begins an opening to new discoveries and fresh acquisitions. When
the French have by these means established a a commerce alliance and
influence amongst the Indians of that tract, and have by these means acquired
a knowledge of all the waters, passes, portages and posts, ,tbat may hold the com-
Inand of that country-in short a military knowledge of the ground-then and not
before they ask and obtain leave of the Indians to strengthen their trading honse, to
nake it a fort, to put a garrison in it." A garrison of course implies troops of the

king. " n this manner by becoming hunters and creating alliances with the Indians
as brother sportsmen, by founding that alliance upon and maintaining it (according
to the true spirit of the Indian law of nations) in a right communication and exercise
of the true interest of the they have insinuated thernselves into an influence over
the Indians, have been admitted into a landed possession, and by locating and fixing
those possessions in alliance with, and'by the friendly guidance of the waters (of the
.St. Lawrence and Mississippi and of the Winnipeg system) whose influence extends
'throughout the whole, they are become possessed of a real interest in and real com-
anand over the country."

The Lord Chancellor.-And you say that is annexation ?
Mr. Mowat.-I say it is the way in which desert country of this kind does

become possessed by one nation rather than another.
The Lord Chancellor.-It may be a great step towards it, no doubt.
Lord Aberdare.-That is a curious expression if it is annexation, and a very

iroundabout way of saying that they had annexed a country, or that they considered
it a portion of French territory.

The Lord Chancellor.-You might say we had annexed Borneo according to
that.

Mr. Mowat.-All America was acquired in this way, it belonged to the Indians.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is impossible to deny that such a mode of proceeding

might very easily terminate in annexation, but that it is annexation in itself is a
different thing.

Mr. Mowat.-Those are just some of the steps that are needed for that purpose;
that is the view at least we submit to your Lordships. A report of this kiid is free
from any doubt or suspicion as to its accuracy, because it is made by the English
Governor and its purpose is to inform his superiors of what another nation is doing
to acquire the sovereignty of the country.

Sir Montague Smith.-Line thirty seems to be a summary of it ail: "They have
thus throughout the country sixty or seventy forts."

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, I was going to read that paragraph: " They have thus
throughout the country sixty or seventy forts, and almost as many settlements which
take the lead in the command of the country, not even one of which forts without
the above true spirit of policy could they support with all the expense and force of
Canada." (It was from Canada that they were governed.) " Not all the power of
Pirance could; it is the Indian interest alone, that does maintain these posts."
It is in consequence of always respecting these Indian customs that the English
Government has always been so successful with the Indians, and contrasts so favor-
ably in that respect with the United States where they are always at war with thea
Indians, and terrible disasters and atrocities are always occurring between them.
c'flaving thus got possession in any certain tract and having one principal fort,

they get leave to build other trading houses and entrepots, at length to strengthenSueh, and in fine to take possession of more advanced posts and to fortify and
garrison them as little subordinate forts under the command of the principal one."

Lord Aberdare.-Suppose the Hudson's Bay Company had pushed forward and.
#Ome into collision with these posts, and they had been fighting, they probably

Would have been, that would have been considered a case of war; do yon say that
the French would have considered it a violation of their territory?

15
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Mr. Scoble.-It was one ground of the war that led to the peace of Ryswick
that the settlements of Hudson's Bay wore attacked by the French.

Lord Aberdare-That is quite another part of the territory. We are now
speaking of places hundreds and hundreds of miles from Hudson's Bay.

Sir Robert Collier.-They speak of Canada in the next line.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes. " Although these principal forts have subordinate forts

dependent of each other, and only under the command of the Governor General;
there is a routine of duty settled for these, and the officers ,and commanders are
removed to better and botter commands. What the particulars of this are, and of the
distribution of the troops, I have not yet learned as to Canada; but, in general, the
present establishment for this service is 3,000 men, of which there are generally
2,300 or 2,400 effective." Then ho says , "I have not been able to get an exact
list of the forts in Canada."

Sir Robert Collier.-Thenhe gives a list of what lie supposes to be the forts of
Canada.

The Lord Cbancellor.-Certainly, as far as I can follow the names, they do not
sem to go beyond the undisputed limits of Canada.

Mr. bowat.-Well, a good many of then are in the country along the Mississippi
there, the others are in regard to the territory of which we have been speaking.
For instance, about the middle of page 603, Fort Abitibi is mentioned, thatis north
the height of land near James' Bay.

The Lord Chancellor.-That, I suppose, is within the undisputed limaits of Canada?
Mr. Mowat.-Well, that is north of the height of land-Fort Abitibi.
Lord Aberdare.-That is within the territor which was conceded expressly to

the Hudson's Bay Company by the Treaty of trOcht, and before the document of
which you speak?

Mr. Mowat.-It;was in fact recognized as belongingito France by the Treaty Of
Utrecbt.

Sir Robert Collier.-It appears to have been occupied by the.French. They had
had a fort at Abitibi.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes. It says, " French postsifounded before 1703."
The Lord Chancellor.-In this list, at page 603, as far as the report of Governor

Pownall is concerned, it might be important, because he says these particular forts
are within what he understood to be Canada ?

Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-Now, I want to know whether there are any others

which are outside the undisputed limits of Canada.
Mr. Mowat.-Will you mention what I am to consider as the undisputed limits

of Canada ?
The Lord Chancellor.-I mean Canada as it is or as itwas, because part of it has

been ceded to the United States.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, all north of the lakes remained to Canada.
The Lord Chancellor.-Those ton are mentioned. Can you point out on the map

any others ?
Mr. Mowat.-There is Fort Abitibi.
The Lord Chancellor.-Is the one you pointed out before between Lake Huron

and Lake Ontario. Then Richard White says : " The French intercept the Indians
coming down with their trade, as the witness believes, he having seen them with
guns and clothing of French manufacture, and that an Indian told him there was a

French settlement up Moose River, something to the southward of the West, at the
distance, as the witness apprehends, of about 50 miles.

Mr. Mowat.-There is no question about that.
The Lord Chancellor.-Ihat clearly was within the limits of Canada until it was

ceded to the United States.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-Then Duquesne-where is that?
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Mr. Mowat.-At the junction of the Ohio and Alleghany Rivers. I may mention
generally that the only names in the territory which are north of the height of
land with which we have to do in this Abitibi-

Sir Robert Collier.-Are there any of them to the west?
Lord Aberdare.-None of these are to the west.
Mr. Mowat.-With regard to the others while the post is in one particular place,

yet the territory which is supposed to be annexed to it extends much further. For
instance, Michillimakinac and its dependencies in the first mentioned there and it is
an historical fact, and there is evidence of it in this book, that the dependencies,
there extended north of the height of land, although the fort itself was south.

The Lord Chancellor.-Is it by Lake St. Joseph ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, there is a fort at Lake St. Joseph.
The Lord Chancellor.-That seems to be exactly within the'limits of what was

given to Canada.
Sir Montague Smith.-North of the limits given by the award ?
The Lord Chancellor.-No, it is not, it is within those limits. It is by the south

bank of Lake St. Joseph.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord. I think it is within the limits that the award gave

to us. It is on a river which flows into Lake St. Joseph there and that river passes
through the teritories that the aibitrator gave us. Then there is also Fort
Raministiquia near Lake Superior.

The Lord Chancellor.-This list derives importance from this heading " Forts
in Canada." Anything you can bring into that is certainly described at that time as
being what was understood to be Canada, and I think although he says just before
he has not been able to give an exact hst of all the forts in Canada, yet one may infer
that those are all that he had a list of.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, I think be does not mention any others. I shall have to go
to other testimony for the others.

Sir Robert Collier.-Fort St. Joseph-do 1 understand that to be west of the
lino from the confluence of the Ohio and the Mississippi-I suppose it was. There-
fore I suppose that to be in your favor as excluding their boundary which is the
Une from the Ohio to the Mississippi.

Sir Montague Smith.-That would carry you to west of their boundary.
Mr. Mowat.-There are quite a number of forts west of the Mksistsippi between

the Mississipi and the " due north line."
Sir Robert Collier.-Take Fort St. Joseph; that may be taken as carrying the

boundary west of the line they contend for.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord.
Sir Robert Collier. -Are there any others of that kind ?
Mr. Mowat.-Fort Kaministiquia would be. It is also west of that " due north

line." You will see Fort William there, and then the Indian name under it. The
Present name is Fort William.

Sir Robert Collier. -Yes, that is not in this list.
Mr. Mowat.-No, there is no other in the list I believe.
Sir Robert Collier. -The value of this is that there are all forts in Canada.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord. There is another in this list which is on the

nPper Mississippi and west Fort Sioux.
Sir Robert Collier.-Where is that ?
Mr. Mowat.-They are not marked with that name, but that is the general

nane which they received. Fort St. Croix, built before 1768, your Lordship will see
that there (pointing).

Sir Robert Collier.-Is that in this list ? A. It is included in the word Sioux.That embraces a number of others of which that is one.
The Lord Chancellor.-No doubt that was, I suppose, in Canada until the cession

the United States?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord.
Sir Robert Collier. -To the west of Lake Superior, no doubt ?
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Sir Montague Smith.-There is a fort just to the north of the Pigeon River.
There aie a number of those forts which you say came within the general description
of the Sioux.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord, and Canada at that time was considered to extend
over the Missis-ippi to the west bank of it, and some of the forts included under this
nane were on ie west side of the Mississippi, and they were ail considered as part,
of Canada, but of course that portion west of the Mississippi was not ceded to the
English.

The Lord Chancellor.-Where is Miamis ?
Mr. Mowat.-You will see that south-west of Lake Erie-a little below the most

southerly part of it.
The Lord Chancellor.-Then it seems clear that the whole of those forts are

within the district which it is not in conflict was Canadian or only in controvepsy in
the sense of those who draw the line up to Ohio.

Mr. Mowat.-Your Lordship will find several named on the Mississippi. For
instance, St. Antoine is mentioned; it is spoken of as being a fine one. That is in
the region of which we have been speaking. I shall give your Lordships more ar-
ticular information about these ports in the further evidence.

The Lord President.-We do not seem to be profiting at ail by that limitation.The Lord Chancellor.-It seems to be established that there were these fortsreputed to be in Canada which we have at page 603, and that in the territories whichwere treated as Indian territories for some purposes; a¢ al events the French. had
other forts acquired in the manner which is described in the documents

Mr. Mowat.-Then I may assume for the present-
Sir Montague Smith.-You had better go on with any further evidenceMr. Mowat.-There was a Committee of the House of Commons in 1749 beforewhich evidence was taken, and it is satisfactory because the Hudson's Bay Companywas of course represented, and therefore whatever took place may be relied upon.

It is at page 581. Joseph Robson is one of the witnesses there (some portions of theevidence of course is more striking than the others). le thinks that the beaverswhich are brought down to the company are refused by the French from their being
a heavy commodity for the natives who come to trade with the company, dispo oftheir small valuable furs to the French and bring down their heavy godssposthe
company in summer when the rivers are open, which they seil and supply the Frenchwith European goods purchased from the company. The French deal in light fUro,and take ail they can get, and the Indians bring the heavy to us. le never knewany Indians who had met the French bring down any light furs. The French settie-
ment on Moose River is on Abitibi Lake. The trade might be further extendedby sending up Europeans to winter among the natives, which, though the conpany
have not lately attempted, the French actually do." We have, however, evidene
that there was this French fort there.

The Lord Chancellor.-Is that the Abitibi settlement that you were referring tojust now ?
Lord Aberdare.-Yes. I think so.
Mr. Mowat.-No. I think it was another one. There is the Moose River, thatis another river which flows into Hudson's Bay, or rather into James' Bay ai the foot

of Hudson's Bay, and it was upon that that this fort was built.
The Lord President.-There is Moose Fort I see here.
Lord Aberdare.-I think there can be no question that they did daim theterritory at the south of James' Bay, because it was the subject of ContinuoUs discus-sion in various treaties.
Mr. Mowat.-Quite so, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-That is the same fort which you describe as the Abitibi ?Sir Barnes Peacock.-I suppose so.
Mr. Mowat. -Then the witnesses go on to describe the course of proceeding and

show that the French really possessed the interior of the country at that time conypletely.
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The Lord Chancellor.-Where do they show that ? I see a good deal of evidence
as to trading, but where is there anything about complete possession of the interior ?

Mr. Mowat.-It was in that way that they did it.
The Lord Chancellor.-That is your argument.
Mr. Mowat.-Of course that is my argument; but that was the only way in

which it was done.
The Lord Chancellor.-These witnesses are certainly speaking to trade,

evidently.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes. That is all they are speaking to. They are telling you how

the thing oocurred and how the thing was managed, and showing th at the whole of
the interior trade was in the hands of the French. Now, Robert Griffen says:-
" The French intercept the trade, to prevent which the company some time ago built
Henly flouse, which did in some rneasure answer the purpose." That is the only
one that they did build before the cession away from the bay.

Lord Aberdare.-That is to say up on the river ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes. But if they would build farther in the country it would

have botter effect. "The French went there first and are botter beloved, but if we would
g o up into the country the French Indians would trade with us." Alexander Brown:
The French intercepting the Sonthern Indians, and by that means obtaining the
valuable furs. Has been informed by the Indians that the French Canadian Indiana
come within six score miles of the English factories. The French Indians come to
Albany to trade for their heavy goods. Has heard Mr. Norton (the Governor,)
say that the French ran away with our trade. If the trade was openedthe French
would not intercept the Indians, since in that case the separate traders must have ont
factories in the same manner the French bave, which the company have not, and
being asked: " In case these out settlements were erected whether the same trade
could be carried on at the present settlements, he said: " That it was impossible but
the trade would be extended and by that means they would take it from the French.
That if these settlements were near the French they must have garrisons to secure
them against the French and the Indians who trade with and are in friendship with
them (whom he distinguished by the name of French Indians). He heard the
Indians tell Governor Norton in the year 1739 that the French had a settlement at
about the distance of a hundred or six score miles from Churchill which had then
been built about a year and contained 60 mon with small arms." I think 80 was
the number that was usual at the forts according to the evidence.

The Lord Chancellor.-Where is Churchill?
Mr. Mowat.-It is on the northern side of the map. Then there is a general

account of the proceedings. I now bag to refer your Lordships to some historical
evidence of that distant period, which you will find at page 64 of the Appendix of
Ontario.

The Lord Chancellor.-That is a separate document is it not?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, that is a separate document. It is the smaller document.

I will road a little from the beginning of that. It shows the course of proceeding
and confirms what I have said as to the French having occupied the territory in a
Way which, according to the rules of International Law. gave them the sovereignty
until the treaty ceded the territory to England. " The Indians therefore te procure
the neoessary supply wore encouraged to penetrate. into the country and were
generally accompanied by some of the Canadians (this is telling the proceedings of
the North-West Company-not of the Hudson's Bay C »mpany) who found means to
induce the remotest tribes to bring the skins which were most in demand to their
settlements in the way of trade; at length military posts were established," that meaaa
by the French, "at the confluence of the different large lakes of Canada, whieh in
A great measure check the evil consequences that followed from the improper con-
duct of those foresters and at the same protected the trade. Besides, a number of
Able and respectable men retired from the army, prosecuted the trade in pereQu
Under their respective licenses with great order and regularity, and extendedit to
aulch a distance as in those days was considered to be an astonishing effort of
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commercial enterprise." Then, speaking of missionaries, "they were during their
mission of great service to the commanders who engaged in those distant
expeditions."

Lord Aberdre.-From that would it not seem that ail those expeditions were
undertaken hy the coureurs des bois from the basis of forts erected on the great lakes ?
AIl this shows that they are hunting and so on, from the basis of these forts and that
the forts were there to keep them in order with the natives ?

Mr. Mowat.-Is your Lordship referring to the forts at the south of the lake ?
Lord A bordare.-" At length military posts were established by the French at

the confluence of the different large lakes "-I suppose those are great lakes?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, they are.
Lord Aberdare.-" Which in a great measure checked the evil consequences

that followed from the improper conduct of these foresters (coureurs des bois) and
at the same time protected the trade." Then it was a sort of basis from which these
men traded.

Mr. Mowat.-But they did this under the authority of the Government.
Lord Aberdare.-That is, only the forts that were erected; they were hunting

into this open country. I do not think it shows any more than that.
Mr. owat.-Of course I shall have to show where these posts are. There laquite a large number of forts south of the great lakes; then, there is a number also

north of the great lakes and in this North-West Territory, which 1 allude to for thepurpose-
Sir Montague Smith.-Those on the great lakes are most important for us here.Mr. Mowat.-But it is not merely those, as will appear as you read along. The

very next paragraph shows it: " They (the missionaries) were, during their mission,
of great service to the commanders who engaged in those distant expediions,
spread the fur trade as far west as the banks of Saskatchewan River in ns, and
latitude and longitude 102D west." He gives us the latitude there Which shows us
how far it wert up. " Notwithstanding all the restrictions with which commerce
was oppressed under the French Government, the fur trade was extended to the
immense distance which has been already stated, and surmounted many most di
couraging difficulties which will be hereafter noticed; while, at the same time, no
exertions were made from Hudson Bay to obtain even a share of the trade of the
country, which, according to the charter of that company, belonged to it, and fromits proximity is so much more accessible to the mercantile adventurer."

The Lord Chancellor.-This is what the whole book seems to be-the history ofthe fur trade.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes; and the fur trade was the only trade prosecuted in the ter-ritory at that time.
The Lord Chancellor.-There is nothing specially about the possessions of thecompany.
Lord Aberdare.-That assumes, " according to the charter of the comp " that

this region, invaded by the French chasseurs or coureurs des bois, was in fany , eog
ing to the Hudson Bay Company ? , , fact, belong

Mr. Mowat -- Perhaps I ought not to put it quite go strong as that. Yship sees the words " which, according to the charter, belonged to theourLord-
certainly does assume that in a sense, but-__ em. That

Lord Aberdare. -Of course, if you quote it as an authority, you must take itail together.
The Lord Chancellor.-It would seem beyond ail reasonable doubt that theFrench carried on trade, and erected, for the purpose of trade, certain forts. There

seems no question about that, and apparently, that at the same time the HudsonBay Company were not competing in the same territory. If that' i enough to
establish territorial sovereignty, you have done it.

Sir Robert Collier.-They seem to have established forts, as shown here, as farwest as the Saskatchewan River, which is a long way to the west. You will see at
lino 30, I One of these, Thomas Curry, with a spirit Of enterprise superior to that of20
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his contemporaries, determined to penetrate to the furthest limits of the French
discoveries in that country, or at least till the frost should stop him. For this pur-
pose ho procured guides and interpreters who were acquainted with the country, and
with four canoes, arrived at Fort Bourbon, which was one of their posts, at the west
end of Cedar Lake, on the waters of the Saskatchewan." That is a good way to the
west, I suppose?

Mr. Mowat.-Yes; a great deal to the west.
Sir Robert Collier.-The Cedar Lake is the boundary of this map.
Mr. Mowat.-There are quite a number of them, I bave not mentioned them

all yet.
Sir Robert Collier.-I see several forts are marked,
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, all the important ones are marked.
Lord Aberdare.-Is your contention that all these existing places round Manitoba

formed a portion of the district of Upper Canada?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord, at least I am not claiming them now, so they may

have formed a portion of it. They belonged to Upper Canada because they were
ceded by France to England.

The Lord Chancellor.-lt is quite clear that that is what Sir Alexander Mac-
kenzie speaks of bocause ho says in the passage just referred to: "F or this purpose ho
procured guides and interpreters who were acquainted with the country, and with
four canoes arrived at Fort Bourbon which was one of their posts at the west end of
Cedar Lake on the waters of the Saskatchewan. His risk and toil were well
recompensed, for he came back the following spring with his canoes filled with fine
furs with which he proceeded to Canada and was satisfied never again to return to
the Indian country."

Mr. Mowat.-Of course ho referred there to the botter settled and botter known
parts of Canada. If your Lordship would permit me I should now like to call your
Lordship's attention to a few more passages bearing on this question, as it is a very
important one, in ascertaining what is to establish our case. Sir Alexander
Mackenzie goes on at page 65 in this way : " Hence it arose that it was so late as the
year 1766, before which the trade I mean to consider commenced at'Michillimakinao.
The first who attempted it were satisfied to go the length of the River Kaministiquia."

Sir Robert Collier.-We have read the whole of ihat passage already.
Mr. Mowat.-I beg your Lordship's pardon. Thon there is a report by Colonel

de Bongainville on the French post of Canada, 1757, which is at page 25 of the
Ontario Appendix. fie deals with posts that are not material for our present pur-
pose, I think, but I propose to cali your Lordships' attention to what is said on page
27, commencing with line 30, where he does refer to posts that are material for our
present purpose, " post of the Western Sea (la mer de l'ouest). The post of the Western
Sea is the most advanced towards the north, it is situated amidst many, I mean
tribes, with whom we trade, and wbo have intercourse also with the English towards
Rudson Bay. We have there seven forts built of stockades, trusted generally to the
care of one or two officers, seven or eight soldiers and eighty engagé; Canadians.
We can push further the discoveries we have made in that country and communicate
even with California." So he there states how many forts they then had in that
quarter.

Sir Robert Collier.-How do you say this report is given, for whom ?
Mr. Mowat.-I refer to this as a pioce of historical evidence, it is the only way

We can get at the facts relating to this distant poriod.
Sir Robert Collier.-But it is a statement by Colonel de Bongainville, to whom?

It is made on what occasion ?
Mr. Mowat.-It is taken from a " Memoir on the State of New France at the

time of the Seven years' War (1757)." It is from that printed book that I took this
extract.

Sir Robert Collier.-Was it addressed to his own Government, or what ?
Mr. Mowat.-It was a book printed for general circulation.
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The Lord Chancellor.-iLowever,' the passage you have read speaks of the
particular post which I suppose is to the south of the territory we are talking about,
because he speaks of communication with California.

Mr. Mowat.-" The post of the Western Sea " means all theNorthWesît Territory.
What follows shows that.

Lord Aberdare.-Why was this country called " La mer de l'Ouest?"
'Mr. Mowat.-T1he Pacifie Ocean was at that time called the Western Ocean, and

it was supposed that this lay near there.
Lord Aberdare.-Alhough it was in the centre?
Mr. Mowat.- Although it was in the centre.
The Lord Chancellor.-Is this particular post marked anywhere?
Mr. Mowat -The post includes a num ber of forts; a post did not mean one single

building, but it meant a series of forts.
The Lord Chancellor.-It was a post consisting of several forts ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord, you will see that by the paragraph beginning : " The

ost of La Mer d'Ouest includes the forts of Su. Pierre, St. Charles, Bourbon, de la
Reine, Dauphin, Poskvia and Des Prairies."

The Lord Chancellor.-I wanted, if possible, to see them on the map.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, they are all on the map.
Lord Aberdare.-This country is called " La Mer d'Ouest ?"
Mr Mowat.-All these are considered to be new and they are 80 marked: " Posts

of the Western Sea." It embraces the whole of the territory; the whole of the
North-West went under that name, in fact. It comes down right into Hudson Bay

Lord Aberdare.- On this map, the letters "Western Sea " unfortunaely g
through Manitoba. It was so called because it was supposed to be on the shores of
the Pacifie, where also California was to be found.

Mr. Mowat.-I may mertion here that one of my friends, who is with me here
from Canada, bas given attention for thirteen or fourteen years to this subje t, and
is an expert in all geographical matters connected with it. If Your Lordships would
allow him to address the court, besides myseif and my learned friend, Mr. Scobell, on
that part of the matter simply, it would shorten the whole discussion.

The Lord Chancellor.-Oh, no; as we said yesterday, we cannot hear three
counsel. *

Mr. Mowat.-Then, my Lord, tbis goes on to describe all these posts and points
out where they are situated. Your Lordship has looked at them on the map and I sup-
pose 1 need not read them over, but at each of them there are officers, at each of them
there are soldiers, at each of them there are men employed in very large numbers
-eighty. In this respect, much more was done to acquire sovereignty for France
than the Hudson Bay Company did to acquire sovereignty to England over what-
ever territories they had to deal with, although the forts were comparatively fewer
and they were rot named anything like so extensively. I think One of the things
appearing in the evidence here shows that they had only 120 men altogether in al
the other forts, instead of the very large number that the French had. Your Lord.

ships were asking who he was, and 1 mentioned some things about him. I should
have mentioned also that this number was submitted to General Montcalm, at the
time it was written, and that officer testified to the correctness of the information
which it contained.

At page 28, speaking of this post, Colonel De Bongainville says: "The post of
La Mer d'Ouest merits special attention for two reasons; the first, that it is the
nearest to the establishments of the English at Hudson Bay, and from which their
inovements can be watched; the second, that from the post, the discovery of the
Western Sea may be accomplished, but to make this discovery it will be necessary
that the voyageurs give up all views of personal interest." Then he goea on to say$
amongst other things, what steps were taken for the purpose Of dilscovery. The
French always had that matter in view, and were constantly making discoveries and
extending their possessions. Then, at page 39, we have got the post of Tahtibi.
d Tahtibi is a post dependent upon Temiscam gue, situated at 120 leagues from the
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precedent fort. Towards Hudson Bay, each post may contain one hundred mo;
they subsist on game and fishing, they sow no grain and have no village. All this
country is mountainous and not at all fertile. The post produces about 120 bundles
of furs."

The Lord Chancellor.-Where does that lie?
Mr. Mowat.-It is a little south of St. James' Bay. We looked at that before.

Then he describes a little lower down the method of proceeding. At lino 30 he says :
' We call congé the licenses or permits that are granted by the Governor General
for a canoe laden with six thousand pounds of merchandize intended to be sold in
one of the posts indicated, such a license costs fifty pistoles. The Governor General,
who is at liberty to give more or less, applies these funds for the maintenance of poor
families of officers. Account is given to the King of only twonty-two licenses. The
Governor sometimes gives as many as forty, the half of the fifty pistoles goes to the
King and the other half is at the disposal of the Governor for gratuities." Now, my
Lord, I have collected the evidence bere in regard to every one of these forts and
posts. Some of it I have read and some of it I have not read. I do not know
wbether my learned friends on the other side are going to dispute any of these
things.

The Lord Chancellor.-I should doubt whether they would dispute the historie
account of these thlngs given at the time, in 1777, by a well-known French writer,
and, as you say (aLd I daresay correctly), approved by tho Government of Quebec,
I should think the effect of that probably would not be agreed upon between y ou, but
the facts, I should think, would be agreed. .

Lord Aberdare.-I suppose that all these various fortresses that are scattered
over these various places were put there by Frenchmen, would not be disputed. The
question is, as the Lord Chancellor bas said, the effect of that.

Mr. Mowat.-Well, I think for the present I will not trouble your Lordships
with putting together the vast amount of evidence that there is bearing upon all
these forts. 'Iben, as your Lordships have asked me what evidence there is as to
lhow far this territory was ever claimed by Upper Canada as belonging to it, I will
refer your Lordship to what appears upon that subject. First, they are necessarily
historical documents to a considerable extent. The first I would mention is at page
412, wbere there is a petition set forth; it commences at page 410. It is a petition
by the Earl of Selkik in reference Io an Act of Upper Canada, which is entitled:
'An Act for extending the jurisdiction of the Courts to the trial ard punishment of

persons guilty of crimes and offences committed within certain parts of North
America adjoining the said Provinces," and it was further enacted " that al] offences
committed within any of the Indian terrilories, or parts of America not within the
Ilinits of either of the said Provinces of Lower or Upper Canada, or of any civil
government of the United States of America shall and be deemed to be offences
of the same nature and shall be tried in the sane manner and subject to the rame
punishment as if the same had been committed within the Provinces of Lower and
Upper Canada." The Act itself is at page 409; the petition is at page 410. The
Petition is a long one, and the passages that I am going to read to your Lordships
are the only ones probably that are material for our present purposes. 'I bo Earl
Of Selkirk complained of this Act and ho wisbed to have it disallowd.

The Lord Chancellor.-I do not see that ho complains of the Act. At piqge 410
there is a complaint against some legal proceedings in the Canadian < ourts.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, but in connection with this Act, and I have a statement here
Wbch shows that Upper Canada was claiming jurisdiction. It is one piece of evidence
to show how that Upper Canada actively claimed jurisdiction beyond the due north
kne.

Lord Aberdare.-Westward to an indefinite distance, ho says.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my lord. At page 412, if you will allow me, I will read these

tWo or three sentences which will show what I mean. He complains of the chief
judge of Upper Canada, in defiance of the Act of Parliament which declares the
Western boundary of Canada to be a lino drawn northward from the point of junctiOn
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of the rivers Ohio and Mississippi. Of course that was his point that that was our
limit, and he says that there was an Act of Parliament saying so, and that the chief
judge acted in defiance of that " and in opposition to the unanimous decision of thecourt at Quebec, asserts that the western district of Upper Canada extends westward
to an indefinite distance." That is the expression that your Lordship read just now.
So that there was the Earl of Selkirk pointing out what it was, which in his view, the
chief justice of Upper Canada asserted on that subject. " That in consequence of
this extraordinary doctrine your memorialist is apprehensive ttiat under the rovi-
sions of this new provisional Act the chief justice will not hesitate to issue ench.
warrants for the purpose of arresting several persons now resident at the Red River
Settlement," and so on. I cite that as an historical statement of what is said in
regard to that distant period.

The Lord Chancellor.-You cite it as an historical statement, but is it in your
favor ?

Mr. Mowat.-I cannot press it beyond what it says.
The Lord Chancellor.-Because it says: " That the chief justice of UpperCanada in defiance of the Act of Parliament which declares the Western boundary

of Canada to be a line drawn northward from the point of junction of the rivers Ohioand Mississippi, and in opposition to the unanimous decision of the court of Quebeo,asserts that the western district of Upper Canada extends westward to an inde.finite distance."
Mr. Mowat, -Yes, but your Lordship will not take this construction of the Actof Parliament.
The Lord Chancellor -If you use, it as a statement for any purpose, you must

use-it for all. Hlow can it be a statement with regard to the righ,?
Mr. Mowat.-No, not with regard to the rights. I do not cite it for thatpnrpose.Sir Barnes Peacock.-Yon cite it as an historical statement Only of the assertion

of the chiet justice ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-Were these acts committed in Upper Canada?
Mr Mowat -It was said to be in Lower Canada, not in Upper Canada; it was

Lower C nada in the De Reinhard case.
Lord Aberdare.-As against the unanimous decision of the whole court and indefiance of the Act of Parliament, he made this assertion?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes. There was a trial in Lwer Canada in 1818 of ponscharged of murder away up in the disputed territory, and in that case the court heldthat our westerly limit was a due north lne from the Mississippi. It had neyerbeen held before and never acted upon before whatever; and it appeardfrom these

papers in print that the question was referred to England as to whether that con-
struction of the Act of Parliament was the correct one, and after a good deal of cor-respondence, no opinion of the law officers appears to have been obtained. At alevents after very diligent enquiry and search in these papers we have not been ableto find that there was, and ultimately the man was pardoned. That is a single case
in which a decision of that kind was made, and there was a great mass of evidence
which we have now, to show what the true construction of the statute waiden
instance, there was a vast number of commissions there, and the judges had not theadvantage- of those commissions, and the great argument, and the coiclusive argu-
ment was, that the Act of 1774 recites that its object was to give a Governmnt to
those colonies and settlements, namely, the Government of the British Crow. Lt
was not brought before the court at ail, nor a great variety of other matters. If
reliance was placed on that I should show how very little material for judgmet upo
this point this court had; but, at all events, their judgment was never acted upon;
it was never acted upon in that case, and it has not been acted upon by any court.

The Lord President.-Was it not acted upon in McLellan's case ?
Mr. gowat.-He was acquitted; and on the occasion I am mentioning, theQuebec court charged the jury, and they came to a conclusion on whatevergth

were brought before them. No doubt th'"e is that judgment, but this court w sund24
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Zkot take their judgment as being correct unless it was right, and I argue it was
Wrong

T Lord Chancellor.-I do not think you can make very much out of a state-
tnent of that kind.

Mr. Mowat.-I only put it as one pie3e of evidence. I am asked what is the
position taken in Upper Canada with regard to this territory, and that is one of the
pieces of evidence that I put forward, and it is only one.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-The prayer of the memorial is, that their Lordships " will
take the Provincial Act into consideration as early.as possible, and will advise the
Princo Regent in Council to disallow the same."

The Lord Chancellor.-Which was done-it was disailowed?
Mr. Mowat.-N o; it was allowed.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-What was the Act ?
Mr. Mowat.-It is at page 409.
The Lord Chancellor.-Hlowever that seems to add very little light, because

that seems to provide for a jurisdiction in parts of the province "which are not
Within the limits of the county or counties," but what the province is it does not say.

Mr. Mowat.-No; it does not.
Sir Montague Smith.-What does it say, that under these Acts they might go

into these districts ?
Mr. Mowat.-That they claimed the right to go, and would go.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-Had they ever done so before the Hudson Bay Territory

Was settled ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes. I will tell your Lordship what evidence there is. At page

413 the same thing is said by the Hudson Bay Company, your Lordship observes.
They informed the Lords of the Committee of the Privy Council that by " the inter-
pretation which bas been put upon it by the chief justice and the law officers in
that province, it has had the effect of operating as an ex post facto law with respect
to several of your memorialists' officers and servants, contrary to the established
principles of justice and to the law of England. For, in consequence of such inter-
pretation, criminal prosecutions were immediately commenced and a bill of indict-
ruent preferred against certain of their officers and servants for a conspiracy to
destroy the trade of the North-West Company in having committed certain acta
alleged to have taken place at Fort William (a trading post of that compauy) two
Years prior to the passing of the said colonial law. Your memorialists further sub.
IlLit that Fort William, where the said acts were alleged to have been committed, is
'lot Upper Canada"-that is carrying out his idea that it was a due north-west
boundary-" being situated to the west of the boandary line of that province (as
established by Act of Parliament, 14 George LI, chap. 83) and, therefore, not within
the jurisdiction or subject to the Legislature of that province." That was his
construction.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-Fort William is within this part?
Mr. 51owat.-Yes, it is within this part. It is a little west of the due north lino

Ilear the shore.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-This is what is included in Oatario by the award ?
Mr. U)wat.-Yes, this is what is incldaed iii O iario by the award.
Sir Robert Cillier.-The object of this Act was to enable the Governor by

k roclamatioa to declare that any part of the territories was within the Province of
anada for the purpose of criminal jurisdiction.

The Lord Chancellor.-No; it assumed that there were certain tracts not part
Of any prescribed township or coanty, but which wore within the limita of the
P'ovineo. Lt did not define any tracts. Assuming that it was within the province
the Act extended there.

Sir R >bert Collier.-" Any of the said tracts of country." It says: " All parts
Of Wh -h province." 1 should read " tracts of country " as meaning tracts of country
llOt being parts of the province, not being within the limits of any prescribed town-
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ship or county for the purpose of trying prisoners. It is merely for the purpose of
tryingprisoners.

he Lord Chancellor.-No, it is not so. It is " An Act passed in the 38th year
of His Majesty's reign, intituled : ' An Act for the better of this
-province, large tracts of country are conprehended in the several districts of this
province which are not within the limits of any township or county therein."

Sir Robert Collier.-" Which are not within any township or county ? "
The Lord Chancellor.-Of course, with regard to that Act, we nust see whether

there was any such Act, and what was the effect of it.
Mr. Mowat.-It is printed immediately preceding.
Sir Montague Smi.th .- What you cite this for is to show that under this Act they

did exercise jurisdiction within these districts, and that they were treated as being
within the Act.

Mr. Mowat.-Treated as being within the Act.
Lord Aberdare.--Where is it?
Mr. Mowat.-What I have just read is at page 413, and before parting with it,

I want also to read something from Chief Justice Powell's report on this subject
which is printed at page 416.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-Do you show that under that Act there was ever any trial
by the Ontario judicial officers in that part which is now included in the award
before the Hudson Bay Company's settlement?

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, there is some evidence of that. I think I shall be able to
ahow your Lordships, I do not know whether under that Act or not, but at ail events
whether it was under this Act or not'there were trials.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-You say there were trials?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-In the part included in the award before the Hudson

Blay Company's settlement?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes. I think I shall be able to show your Lordship that. Will

your Lordships allow me to read.what Chief Justice Powell says, in the paragraph
commencing " The outrages," at page 416. This is the statement that he makes:
"The (utrages at Fort William were presented in the western district of Upper
Canada, that post "-that means Fort William-" having been ever considered part
of tbat district by the proprietors of the Governments and the courts, yet the
supre me courts of Lower Canada had adjudged that it was without the Province of
lUpper Canada." He complains there of the adjudication in Lower Canada as being
contrat y to what it was always considered to be in Upper Canada.

The Lord Chancellor.-The Supreme Court of Lower Canada had adjudged that
it was without the Province of Upper Canada.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
Sir Robert Collier.-Wbat became of ail this? Chief Justice Powell complains

that "the Supreme Court of Lower Canada had adjudged that it was without the
Province of Upper Canada." What finally became of that ? Was it finally treated
as being within or without the province?

Mr. Nowat.-In that particular case in which the judgment was pronounced,
and in whi h the prisoner was found guilty, it was disposed of in this way: The
Government sent to the Imperial Government here the papers, the notes of the trial
and the points, in order that an opinion of the law oflcers might be obtained as to
whether ihe lccality was or was not in Upper Canada, whether the judgment of the
court on that point was corrcot. Well, it seems to have rested there for about
two years. There was a coirespondence about wanting the opinion, but if there was
any opinion given we have no record of it, at ail events we cannot find it.

Lord Aberdare.-Are you speaking of De Reinhard's case.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes. The question was, whether the spot was situated in lUpper

Canada or in Lower Canada. My friend bas not cited a case, or suggested that there
was ever a case in which that view which the Lower Canada court held in the De
.Eeinhard case was ever acted upon by anvhody. It was acted upon by no Govern-
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nent afterwards, it was acted upon by no court afterwards, either in Upper or
owIer Canada, and whatever law there was required to be acted upon or put in force

i1 this territory was the law of Upper Canada. The Province of Manitoba has printed
An appendix setting forth a report of Judge Ramsay discussing this question of
ýOUDdaries; and the report so printed has this memorandum added to it, which I may
aborten the matter a little if I read it, because it really shows what was done and
*hat was well known to have been done in this territory west of the due north line
n lUpper Canada. This is at page 71.

Mr. McCarthy.-If my friend would allow me, it might shorten the time if I
Admit, as I ought to admit as a matter of fact, that up to the height of land, that is
between Lake Superior and the height of land, Upper Canada did exercise jurisdic-
tion. I leave my friend to point out that which is beyond the height of land.

Lord A berdare.-How far ?
Mr. McCarthy.-It is about 40 or 50 miles. Your Lordship will see that marked

ola the map.
Lord Aberdare.-That land would uot go so far as the Lake of the Woods.
Mr. McCarthy.-No.
Lord Aberdare.-There is only one particular map which shows it.
Sir Robert Collier.-What do you call the particular height of land ? Is it up

that way or down here ? (Pointing on a map.)
Mr. McCarthy.-Your Lordship will see it is marked on this printed map.

(,eferring to another map.)
[Mr. McCarthy pointed out on the map the position of the particular territory.]

Mr. Mowat.-The due north lines are here.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; I admit that they exercised jurisdiction between the due

lIorth line which we now claim as the proper line, and the height of land.
Mr. Mowat.-And that you always did so, so far as the information goes.
Mr. McCarthy.-I cannot say at all.
The Lord Chancellor.-There is an Act in 1803 " For extending the jurisdiction

Of the Courts of Justice in the Provinces of Lower and Upper Canada to the trial and
Plunitshment of persous guilty of crimes and offences within certain parts of North

ixerica adjoining to the said provinces."
Mr. Mowat.-That is under commission.
The Lord Chancellor.-Therefore giving an extra territorial jurisdiction.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, but not necessarily. The Governor might at his discretion

%thorize it.
Sir Robert Collier.-You do not say the right to the land was exercised under

that Act.
Mr. Mowat.-No. The documents here show that with reference to that Act of

1803 that it was passed in consequence of murders committed in Athabash a. I am
acOt quite sure how far my friend's submission extends. If he admits that that part
'est of the due north line up to the height of land is a territory in which Upper
.anada always exercised jurisdiction, of course I have nothing moie to say. That
l8 al that is needful for me to make out.

Lord Aberdare.-Oh no, he does not, because that is a very small part indeed
hich was allotted to them.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, I know that, but so far as regards that which is west of the
north line, and up to the height of land, I must ask m y friend to give me some

Lord Aberdare.-You made some case as to Fort William, and so forth, and ho
, " Yes, as to Fort William; that is all very weil," but beyond Fort Wi1iiar, ha
nvée fot admit anything.
Sir Montague Smith.-le admits that which is beyond the due north line.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, that we exercised the jurisdiction. There is no doubt at all

at we exercised jurisdiction beyond the due north line.
Mr. McCarthy.-Oh, yes. I think they did continually. I think, so far as

TPper Canada is concerned, different townships have been laid out there under the
27,
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municipal jurisdiction of Upper Canada. It is between the due north line and theheight of land and Fort William, as your Lordship sees, is in that territory.Sir Robert Collier.-Yes.
Mr. Mowat.-The jurisdiction is not only the equity jurisdiction of the courts,but also a jurisdiction as to granting land. Grants of land were from time to timemade west of the due north hne (there is evidence of that) by the Province ofCanada, and I believe by the Dominion.
Mr. McCarthy.-Oh, no.
Mr. Mowat.-Not by the Dominion, but by the Province of Canada before the

ConfeIeration, of course when the only right of doing so was that this formed part ofÇanada; and very extensive mining grants were also made.
Sir Robert Collier.-Mining grants?
Mr. Mowat.--Yes.
Sir Robert Collier.-You are able to prove all that I suppose ?
Mr. Mowat. -Yes. I had better show it at once.
Lord Abrdare.-If it is accepted up to the watershed, there is no use showingit. I think the learned counsel on the other side admitted that townships were

also formed there ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare. -And that would be exercising territorial jurisdiction also?Mfr. McCarthy. -Yes.
Lord Aberdare. - But then the argument, as I understand, was this: I gather,if you once show that this territory, beyond that articular territory, was a part of

New Canada,. that that would apply to the whoie of the district included in theaward; but this admission was limited to that portion of the district which is on theeast.
Mr. McCarthy.-That is so. I think my friend will not be able to show anYexercise of any jurisdiction beyond the height of land that was the limit.
Sir Montague Smith. -- Then you say beyond that that there have been grants oflandse?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, in that same territory.
Sir Montague Smith. -In that same territory, but that you carry grants beyondthe territory with respect to which the submission has been made?
Mr. McCarthy.-I do not carry the grants beyond the heights of land.Sir Montague Smith.-Perhaps that also will be admitted.
Mr. McCarthy. -Yes. That they exercised jurisdiction here as re gards timberand so on.
The Lord Chancellor.-Up to the height of land ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-On the western side?
Mr. Mowat.-No, I do not admit that.
Mr. McCarthy. -My friend does not admit it, so I shall have to prove it by and byeMr. Mowat.-Do you say on the west of the height of land?
Mr. McCarthy. -Yes.
Mr. Mowat.-Oh, that is another thing.
Sir Robert Collier.-You say jurisdiction is exercised up to the height of land.Is the height of land spoiren of as the boundary of the jurisdiction and on?
Mr. McCarthy. -Yes. I think in several places it is, for instance, in the treatY9which my friend will admit-
Sir Robert Collier.-Is there any Act of Parliament in which what ie caled"the height of land" is mentioned ?
Mr. McCarthy. -Yes. There was a treaty with the Indians in 1850, and th5Wtreaty took in all the land.
Sir Montagne Smith.-No, you are asked whether in any of the documentOrelating to the criminal jurisdiction there is any Act of Parliament in which it iementioned ?
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Mr. McCarthy.-No, not in any of the documents relating to the criminal juris-
diction. I am speaking of an offlcial document, and this was an official docu ment.

Sir Montague Smith .- That is another matter.
Mr. Mowat. -The jurisdiction is only exercised in all parts of Upper Canada

acoording as the population gets into it. There is a large part of the undisputed.
Territory of Upper Canada which has not yet been surveyed, which is quite unoccu-
Pied. There is no population there; and, therefore, there is no occasion for the
oxercise of jurisdiction.

Sir Robert Collier. -You get from this due north lino, you have got the juris-
diction beyond it, and you have got to the grants of land beyond it. You do not
Admit that the height of land is the boundary?

Mr. Mowat.-Oh, no.
Sir Robert Collier. -Then how far back do you go ?
Mr. Mowat.-The commission to Lord Dorchester-the commission of 1786-

Ospecially carries the boundary to a point which is beyond the height of land.
Sir Montague Smith.-And the Quebec Act ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes. I rely on the Quebec Act and the purpose of the Quebec

&ct, and I rely on the Order in Council in 1791, which declared that all Upper
Canada was to be included in Quebec, and then all the correspondence which is
Printed here shows that to be a contention.

Sir Robert Collier.-We have heard all that.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, you have. Then there is an admission by the Dominion

itself, which I think is of some value. At page 122 of the Supplemental Appendix
there is printed the material parts of a Dominion statute to readjust the represen-
tAtion of the House of Commons and other purpose§. It is a supplement to the
Appendix. The Appendix is in two parts.

Mr. M'Carthy.-We have not seen that.
Mr. Mowat.-I suppose that does not matter. The court will, I suppose, look

at any papers that are material. That is so agreed even if the papers should not be
Printed. This is a statute under which the settlements in the awarded territory are
lIade part of the Ontario District of Algoma for the purpose of representation.

The Lord Chancellor.-This is an Act of 1882?
Mr. Mowat. -Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-How does that bear on the question ?
Mr. Mowat. -Well, it is an admission by the Dominion.
The Lord Chancellor.-An admission of what?
Mr. Mowat.-It is an admission in effect that the territory in question is part of

Ontario, because it is given as a part of Ontario.
The Lord Chancellor.-Where does that appear ? Is it in the Act?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, it is in the Act. The-recital refers to the census which has

Just been taken and declare that the Province of Ontario requires to elect additional
Members in consequence of it, and so on. There is nothing more in the recital
Which is material for either of us. Then the first clause doclares of how many mem-
bers the louse of Commons should consist, and the second clause recites, " that the
said Province " &c., &c. (reading the clause down to the words) " as it now is, except
8o far as it may be altered In the following provisions of this Act." Thon there are
soTne provisions which are not material, but the material oue is printed here, ' in
Ontario the settlements," &o., &c. (reading down to the word Algoma.)

Sir Robert Collier.-It is merely an adjustment of the territories ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, but why should it be annexed to Ontario if it is not part of

Ontario ?
The Lord Chancellor.-What was the date of the award we had before us'?
Mr. Mowat.-1878. We contended that if the Dominion asserted that the
ward was wrong that this territory was no part of Ontario, why should they statethat it was ?
Sir Montagne Smith.-Pending the dispute, they rather adopt the award in theinterval for this purpose.
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Sir Barnes Peacock.-It says, " part of the Electoral District of Algoma
What is that?

Mr. Mowat.-That is the Ontario Electoral District.
Lord Aberdare.-What is the name by which this district principally went?

It is not down in the map. Something beginning with a " K."
Mr. Mowat.-Keewatin. Keewatin was not a province.
Lord Aberdare.-It was merely a name.
Mr. Mowat. -Yes, it is a very narrow strip. Nothing turns upon it 1 suppose, but

there is a very narrow strip called Keewatin in the territory. A strip 'betwee
Manitoba and Ontario was inclded in Keewatin and it was a very narrow strip in.

deed, assuming the award to be correct and the original boundaries of Manitoba tO
romain what they were.

Further, as bearing upon this point of the English River not being territorY
of the Hudson Bay Company and being within the bounds Of Upper Canada; I nal
refer for a moment to the mape. My learned friends rely upon the maps. Well, thel
are very varied. They are very inconsistent with one another, and whatever infor-
mation existed about this territory was really obtainable only from the Hudson BAf
Company. Therefore the maps are such information as is understood to be conveyed
by those to whorn inquiries were made by the map makers of the Hudson Bal
Company, who alone had information on the subject. When the matter was before the
arbitrators the Dominion applied to the Hudson Bay Company for any maps whioh
would throw light upon the question of boundaries, and the 'Hudson Bay CompanY
furnished tour maps, Only two of those, 1 believe, were of any importance or helped
to throw any light in any way whatever on the question in dispute, and unfortunatell
one of those two seems to be missing, but here is the other which is called Mitchell'f
map. It is the map stated in the evidence to have been before the Commissioners
when the treaty of 1783 was made, and it is a map which is very inuch worn and

appears to have been very much used. It comes, as I have said, from the custodl
of the Hudson Bay Company. Now, how does it lay down the boundary lino?
Now. in this map the boundary lne is laid down north of the Lake of the Woods.

Sir Robert Collier.-Which line ?
Mr. Mowat.-The lino which is spoken of here as being the bounds of the

Hudson Bay Company.
Sir Robert Collier.-That is the northern boundary ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
Sir Robert Collier.-How about the western boundary ?
Mr. Mowat. - I do not think there is anything in this which would throw light

upon that. I only refer to it for the other purpose. There are a number of ma 0
in the same way, which give as the boundary a lino north of the Lake of the WoZ•

Sir Robert Collier.-But not as far west as the Lake of the Woods ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord, and as far west as the Lake of the Woods.
Sir Robert Collier.-Then that is in yotir favor.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, in that respect it is in my favor.
Sir Robert Collier.-Then let us see it.
(The map was shown and explained to their Lordships.)
Sir Robert Collier.-If they give a lino as far west as the Lake of the Woods it

is in your favor?
Mr. Mowat.-There is the line and there is the Lake of the Woods (pointil1g

them out).
Sir Robert Collier.-According to that, Canada would go on here. Whore do

they say their own territory, the Hudson Bay, lies ?
Mr. Mowat.-That is the line which marks it. Lt is differently colored. The"

there is another height of land which runs away far north, and if you take thate"

the height of land it would give us the English River. jl

Sir Robert Collier.-This is the boundary of Canada, and there is the Lake
the Woods.
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The Lord Chancellor.-It seems exactly so far to correspond with the boundary
which has been laid down unless the iatroduction of the smaller map there dostroys
its value.

Sir Robert Collier.-At all events they treat Canada as going as far west as the
Lake of the Woods-perhaps further. Then they claim to come down near to the
Lake of the Woods. That is not very far from the line drawn by the arbitrators,
ls it ?

The Lord Chancellor.-This surely shows it somewhat further south than the
aiward does.

Sir Robert Collier.-Somewhat further.
Mr. Mowat.-The English River is not marked upon that.
Lord Aberdare.-The waters of the English River found their way into Hud-

son Bay.
Mr. Mowat.-Ultimately, after travelling a thousand miles.
Sir Robert Collier.-Tbis would seem to represent the Lake St. Joseph and the

Other lake called the Long Lake pretty mucb as it is here.
Mr. McCarthy.-But the Lake of the Woods is too far north of that map.
Sir Robert Collier.-As far as I can understand, that would represent the Lake

of St. Joseph. I suppose this would represent the English River ?
The Lord Chancellor.-Which do you say is the Lake of the Woods ?
(The lake was pointed out.)
The Lord Chancellor.-Then it is very inaccurately laid down. But there is no

dOubt this would correspond exactly with the awarded boundary.
Sir Robert Collier. -Theroabouts I think.
The Lord Chancellor.-Exactly this other part. The Lake of the Woods seems

to be shown too far north.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, and that would afford room for the English River and the

north of it in Canada.
Sir Robert Collier.-The Hudson Bay Company treat all this pink as theirs.

Then they treat the brown of Canada as theirs.
The Lord Chancellor.-That chain exactly corresponds with the northern boun-

dary they award.
Sir Robert Collier.-The brown they put as Canada.
The Lord Chancellor.-There can be no doubt of the extreme acouracy of the

proportions and distances.
Lord Aberdare.-Was that map before the arbitrators ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-Produced by which party ?
Mr. Mowat.-They were procured and put in by the Dominion. The idea was,

as it is here now, to put in everything.
The Lord Chancellor.-The Dominion will not deny, I suppose, then, that some

Weight is to be given to it.
Mr. Mowat.-Then there are other maps to the same effect. I have two of the

original maps here-one is a new map of North America, from the latest
discoveries. The date is 1763. That is the very year of the cession and there it
gives the bounds of Hudson Bay by the Treaty of Utrecht. I shall show that it is
a listake, but that shows what was supposed to be the boundary.

Sir Montague Smith.-Where does this map come from?
The Lord Chancellor. -There is the Lake of the Wo)ds, but the other lakes are

'Ot laid down at all.
Mr. Mowat. -It only shows it north of the Lake of the Woods. That is all I

can argue for that.
Sir R. Collier.-They put themselves as above the Lake of the Woods in that

direction, but they do not appear to come down here.
The Lord Chancellor.-They do not appear to claim to come down there. In

this a RHudson Bay map ?
Mr. Mowat.-I do not know what it is.
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The Lord Chancellor.-It is by some geographer?
Mr. Mowat.-yes. *
Mr. McCarthy.-It was not a Hudson Bay map?
Mr. Rowat,-No, but it was forwarded by the Hudson Bay Company to the

Dominion for the purposes of the arbitration. Then I have pinned to it another old

map, of about same period, and also showing the line north of the Lake of the Woods.
Sir R Collier.-That is the same thing.
Mr. Mowat.-That is a different map by a different author, but it is really the

same thing. Thero are a great number of maps which show the line in that way.
I refer psrticularlY to Mitchell's because it was the only map of any value which the
Hudson Bay Company forwarded when they were asked for maps for the purpose
of illustrating the question. There was another map furnished by the Hudson
Bay Company, which bas been mislaid since, but there is a statement here as to the
effect of it. It was not disputed at the time, and, no doubt, will not be disputed
here. It was a map dated 1748. The statement your Lordship wili find at page 66
of the Joint Appendix. It bears the Royal Arms and the arms of the company and
seems to have been prepared by the company in view of the Parliamentary enquiry
of that period, and for the purpose of showing the limits which the Company then
claimed.

Sir Robert Collier.-You are now reading from the proceedings before the
arbitrators ?

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, the map was mislaid for the moment. " The line which
this map gives as the company's southern boundary is considerably north of the
Iheight of land, even as shown on this map, for the lino is therein made to cue
Frenchman's River."

Sir ]Robert Collier. -Who says this ?
Mr. Mowat.-This is my statement. " And several other rivers ishown on the

map as flowing into Hudson Bay. The company does not, by the map, claim to
the height of land even so far as these comparatively small rivers are concerned.
Their southerly line on the map runs to the eastern shore of a lake called Nimign,
thence to and northerly along the eastern shore of Winnipeg, and thence northerly
to Sir Thomas Smith's Sound in Baffin's Bay." Now there is a manuscript nap
coming from the custody of the Hudson Bay Company and not claiming any part
of the territory which the arbitrators bave given to us. That is a map sent by the
ompany. It is one of the only two. perhaps, of any moment sent by the company

to the Dominion for the purpose of throwing light upon this question. We haVO
the one map (Mitchell's) upon which I have been commenting and here is the other
one perhaps still more valuable because it is in manuscript and must be presumed to
have been prepared for the company itself. I have mentioned here that it has the
company's arms upon it and the date indicates that it is the map which was probablY
prepared for use by the Parliamentary Committee in 1748.

The Lord Chancellor.-It isunfortunate that it is not produced. Can we drs
safe conclusions from a reported argument ?

Mr. Mowat.-There is some difficulty there. I cannot do anything better. 30th
sides 'made search for these maps, and Mitchell's map was found, but this ma has
not yet beenu discovered. Then there are a number of other maps whieh show goii'
daries that would not include the territory in question.

Sir Montague Smith.-Boundaries of what ?
Mr. Mowat.-Boundaries of the Hudson Bay Company. Some of these are in

Albany, and I bave not been able to produce them.
Sir Robert Collier.-Where do they come from?
Mr. Mowat.-I will tell your Lordship what they are. We made»a list of notes

on the.maps which we had before the arbitrators, and which your Lordship will find
in the separate Appendix of Ontario. Page 116 is what I am going to refer to.

The Lord Chancellor.-There seems to have been an immense number of maps
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord, an immense number of maps. The turn the thinó

bas taken bas been a little different from what we expected or perhaps some of these
32
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71naps might have been procured. All I can do now is to refer to the notes in regard
to them. This is a confirmation of the inference one would draw from Mitchell's.
I!ap, namely, that the territory in the award was not claimed by the Hudson Bay
Conpany at that time. The note is that it "shows a line exactly the same as that
Of Mitchell's map of 1755, already mentioned. It is engraved and colored, but has
7no inscription. The map extends further to the westward and to the eaLtward than
Mitchell's, but the line stops, incomplete at either end, at the same points as on his."

The Lord Chancellor.-Mitchell's is the one we saw ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-Which seems to make the chain of lakes the boundary to

the north ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord. This map, 120, is also a map which is at Albany.

nhat is also following Mitchell, and, therefore, perhaps it is not worth my while to
lefer to that particularly. Then 132 is another, on page 121.

Lord Aberdare.-Were all these maps before the arbitrators ?
Mr. Mowat.-These notes' were before the arbitrators, and a few maps. The

'lotes were before them.
Sir Robert Collier.-Here you state " The western limit of the map is a little

West of the Lake of the Woods."
Mr. Mowat.-" A lne engraved and colored and marked Bounds of Hudson

tay by the Treaty of Utrecht" commences at the point in the western limit where
the lune on Mitchell's map of 1755 (hereinbefore mentioned) produced westerly would
eld. So that it confirms Mitchell's only it carries the line further west and runs
easterly in about the same position as Mitchell's map to the eastern limit of the
Map." Then the following 133 confirms the same view. " A new map of North
Amllerica, showing the advantages obtained therein to England by the peace, has
a hne corresponding to that on Mitchell's map of 1755 (hereinbefore mentioned)
48 far west as the terminal point of that line and running thence south-westerly to the
Western limit of the map in about longitude 103° and latitude 49° 12'. The name
Canada on the face of the map applies westward to the same limit. The sources of
the Mississippi are in about their true position-Lake of the Woods has no feeders."
r1en No. 144, my Lord, contains a line marked, "Boundaries of Hudson Bay by
the Treaty of Utrecht," It follows substantially the height of land from a point

est of Lake Mistassin to a point north of Lake Nepigon (crossing, however, a river)
Whence it runs westerly, passing the Lake of the Woods at a distance of about half a
degree north of that lake.

Sir Montague Smith.-North of the lake ?
Mr. Mowat.-North of the Lake of the Woods,
Sir Robert Collier.-" Passing the Lake of the Woods at a distance of about

half a degree north of that lake."
Mr. Mowat. -- So it would give to Canada the whole Lake of the Woods and

s0mthing more. It was not actually measured.
Lord Aberdare.-That would take it up about to English River ?
Mr. Mowat.-That is wbat I contend.
The Lord Chancellor.-Where is Lake Mistassin ?
Mr. Mowat.-It is east of St. James' Bay, my Lord. It is'a lake of considerable

Exe, east of St. James' Bay.
Lord Aberdare.-Not Lake Nepigon ?
Mr. Mowat.-No.
Lord Aberdare.-That is just east of the Ohio lino. Just east of the eastern of
two ?
Mr. Mowat.-The northern part of Lake Mistassin is in a line with the northern

"t of St. James' Bay, and some distance to the east. There are also other maps
hich I will call your Lordships' attention to by-and-bye and which give as this li ne

to the bounds of Hudson Bay the height of land to the east and running away up
Split Lake which would be north of the English River.

Lord Aberdare.-Split Lake is on the Nelson River ?
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Mr. Mowat-Yes. That line would be quite north of any part of the awarde
territory. Split Lake is marked on the map on Nelson River. Your Lordship wr»
see the lino there.

Lord Abordare.-The line appearing on the English maps of the 18th centuryf
Mr. Mowat.-Yes It will not be disputed that line is also there and on some Of

these maps. It is north of the English River and is an authority therefore that *
would be in English territory. In some of those maps, ail that territory west of that
lino to Split Lake, is marked as French Canada. Thon another point, as to the liMit

of Canada, is establishod by the negotiations in respect Of the Treaty of Utrecht. P
wil juast tako me a ninute or two to mention what I refor to. The negotiations wlli
be found at page 490. At page 200 the particular memorials on which I rely for
this purpose will be found. Your Lordship will find at the foot of page 500 a momoriol

from Monsieur de Toroy to Mr. Prior. He gives an accoaint of what has been done
upon the:e nOgotiations. This was before the Treaty of Utrecht, by which the

Hiudson Bay and Straits were given up to the English and Commissaries were tO
be appointed for the purpose of deciding how the territory was to be divided. 13Y

the previoi)s Treaty of Ryswick the right of France was recognizod to what Wa
actically all the forts of the bay, with one single exception. Thon Englanld

uving recognized the right of France to all those forts, whatever territory should be
considei ed as accompanying the forts of course went to France likewise. Thon il
consequence of the success of British arms the Treaty of Utrecht was much more
favorable to England, and England insisted iupon getting the wholo bay and straitO
and insisted also upon France surrendering ail the posts and forts that were on the

bay, and as I have said the Commissarias wore to be appointed for the purposo
of ietermining exactly where the lino should be. The English Governmont g'iO
to the Hudson Bav Company authority to receive possession from France of these

posts and forts on the bay. They were delivered accordingly, and thore is a mofin'
rial from the Hudson Bay Company declaring (mY learned friends, I presume,

not dispute) that the company were satisfied with regard to the forts which were to

be delivered. They were the forts which the treaty provided for. But there was J.0
agreement as to how much territory should go. It is clear, however, that the terr-

tory was very near the bay, and it is very important to observe this, because, wbat-

ever territory did not go to England under the Treaty of Utrecht, whateve

torritory remained to France after the Treaty of Utrecht, would be part of that

Canala which was coded to England in 1763. Whatever remained to France by tb

Treaty of Utrecht in 1713, went to England under the Treaty of 1763, and will
be claimed by the Hudson Bay Company. It certainly cannot be claimed succea

fully. Now, we know there was only a limited amount of territory claimed prOVi1o

that treaty and for the purpose of the treaty by England. These papers show it.

refer, I have said, to the memoir from Monsieur de Torcy te Mr. Prior. " e
plenipotentiaries of Great Britain insist that it shall be ex ressed that Fiance sbao

restore not nly what has been taken from the English, but also ail that Engla

las ever possessed in that quarter. This new clause differs from the plan, ao
would be a source of perpetual difficulties; but to avoid them, the King has sent

his pIenipOtentiaries the same map of North America as had been furnisbed bY the

plenipoteltiaries of Great Britain."
The Lord Chancellor.-Have yon that map?
Mr. Mowat.-We have not got the very map.
Lord Aberdare.-This is it, I suppose ?
Mr. Mowat.-The lines are drawn, however, upon the map that we have.
The Lord Chancellor.-We saw Mitchell's mai.
Mr. Mowat.-The map itself we have very d ligently on both sides enden

-to get.
The Lord Chancellor.-This is of no value. It is 1763. be
Mr. Mowat. -Probably for a hundred years the map has been lost. I shal

able to show to your Lordships that maps of that period on which there isdot
lino, which is copied upon the map which we bring here--.
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Sir Robert Collier.-Are you speaking of this map now ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-I see upon the map in my hands a lino colored, which is

inarked as the lino alleged by the English, and that seems to go between Lake
Nepigon and Lake Superior. It is impi3.i ble to rmake an exact comparison between
these. It certainly would paso through theý territory now given by the award to
Ontario.

Mr. Mowat.-That is one of the English maps.
Lord Aberdare.-I see you have, on the map with which you have furnished us,

a dotted line showing the boundaries of Hudson Bay by the Treaty of Utrecht.
On what is that founded ?

Mr. Mowat.-I put that in as showing that some of the maps have that state-
nent upon them. There is no doubt the Treaty of Jtrecbt was never followed by

8Y agreement. I observe my learned fr iends have put in a memorandum declaring
that the question is disputed whether the bounds were ever settled under that treaty,
and a sentence is copied from Mr. Phillimore's book on International Law, for the
Plirpose of showing that. But I can show, beyond any sort of doubt, the bounds

ere never settled under the Treaty of Utrecht. That is a mistake which has got
tito a number of the maps.

[Adjourned for a short time.]
Sir Barnes Peacock.-I think.that old map you produce has not got any date

nPon it.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord. It is dated the 13th of February, 1755.

. Mr. Mowat.-My Lords, in several of these maps which have been looked at, and
l a number of other maps, the statement is made that the boundaries were settled
after the treaty of Utrecht. It is rather curions, in connection with those statements,that the lines laid down as the boundaries, being settled by the treaty of Utrecht, do
lot agree at all. On some of the maps, it is the lino 49. In others it seems to
IollOw the height of land; and in another set of maps, the lino so described runs
away north to Split Lake. That fact indicates that there must be some mistake in

1Ying that the boundaries were settled by the Treaty of Utrecht. My learned
1onds think it important to make out that they were so settled.

th' The Lord Chancellor.-What is the clause of the treaty which relates to this
s natter ? It is at page 504, is it not ?

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, clause 10.
The Lord Chancellor.-" The said Most Christian King shall restore to the

kiigdom and Queen of Great Britain, to be possessed in fult right power, the bay
straits of Hudson, together with all lands, seas, seacoasts, rivers and places

SIttIate in the said bay and straits, and which belong thereunto, no tracts of landor of sea being excepted, which are at present possessed by the subjects of France.

ll Which, as well as any buildings there made, in the condition they now are, and
e'wise all fortresses there erected, either before or since the French seizel the

%arne, shall, within six months from the ratification of the present treaty, or sooner, if
Possible, be well and truly delivered to the British subjects." ls there anything
about boundaries there ?

Mr. Scoble.-In the same article, a little further on.
Mr. Mowat.-It says that the commissaries should meet for the purpose of
Intlg them.
The Lord Chancellor.-I suppose they did.
Mr. Mowat.-No, my Lord, they did not. They met, but they uame to no

"celusion, and it is very curions thatwe find on so many of these maps the statemenitthade as to the boundar. It is a statement that we cannot admit, and it is curious,
that if the Oregon mat er, it was assumed that the commissaries had met, and had
8ttied on the lino 49. It is perfectly certain that the fact is otherwise. If that
re had bqen settled, it would bo an important element in deciding the present

ra4tter; but it is quite clear upon the documents that nothing of the kind has
eJrred. I have mentioned one thing that makes it clear, and that is that we find
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the boundaries vary so much on the different maps. Another thing is this that it is
not pretended you can fiud any isuch agreement. It is nowhere suggested that
anybody has been able to find the agreement that the commissaries entered into.
There is nothing but these maps on which this statement is to be found.

Sir Montague Smith.-Is the commission to the commissionors published ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, the authority under which they were to act is published, and

is amongst the papers. (It is at page 506.)
Sir Barnes Peacock.-The papers relating to the proceedings'under the Treaty of

Utrecht ?
Mr. Mowat.-There are also some further papers that we got at subsequently

after the Joint Appendix was printed, and which are nOw printed in the Ontario
Appendix, at page 34. I think the first in date is there. The title of it is given at
page 33, " Momorial of the Hudson Bay Company to the Lords 0f Trade and
Plantations, 3rd October, 1750."

The Lord Chancellor.-A long time after?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, a long time after. My purpose is to show that up to that

time it had never been settled. I suppose it may be a8sumeDd if it was not settled in
1750, inasmuch as the treaty was in 1713, it was not likely to have been settled at
ail, and it is only a few years after that the whole territory is ceded to England.
Then at the top of page 34 it says:-" That in pursuance of the said treaty and the
especial Commission of Her late Majesty, Queen Anne, dated 20th July, 1713, the
said bay and lands were delivered up to, &c., and commissioners were appointed to
settle the said limits and adjust the damages, &c., and commissaries were appointed
to settle the said limits and adjust the damages, &c., and proceedings were had by
the said commissaries towards settling the same, but they were never able to bring
the settlement of the said limit to a final conclusion."

Nobody was so interested in this matter as the Hudson Bay Company them-
selves, and we have that statement of theirs in an official document addressed to the
Lords of Trade and Plantations.

Then the next paragraph is:-"The boundary line then proposed by the
Hudson Bay Company to be settled on the limita on the continent between thein
and the places belonging to the French at the south end of the said bay, as appears
from the several memorials and a map or a plan thon presented by the said
Hudson Bay Company to the Lords Commissioners of Trade and still remaining in
your Lordship's office, was the same as the lino now grose by your memorialiste
for the south-east and south boundaries, and so on. o there we have this stat-
ment that up to 1750 nothing of the kind had taken place.

Then again in 1759 we have got another memorial from the company, and that
is at page 587 of the Joint Appendix.

The Lord Chancellor.-But the inference to be drawn seemingly is that when
they refer to the map in the Treaty of Utrecht they refer to an English map of
that date, because it is quite clear from the passage, at page 500, that there was such a
map?

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, it is clear, but unfortunately we have not been able to find it-
The Lord Chancellor.-And inasmuch as there was a general undertaking ii

very large terms to restore what had been considered to have been taken by the
French from this country in the absence of a settlement by the commissonrs
should suppose that the British map is that which must be referred to ? i

Mr. Mowat.-Your Lordship will give it such weight as it is entitled to. we
have not got the map at all. We have some indications of what the map contained,
but we have mot got either map.

The Lord Chancellor.-We know there was a British ma and we know there
was this general undertaking to restore " the same map of North America as h
been furnished by the plonipotentiaries of Great Britain. His Majesty bas caused to
be drawn upon this map a lino which describes the boundaries in such a manner
as he has reason to think they may easily agree upon this point on both sides. If,
however, there should be any obstacle which the plenipotentiaries cannot remofe
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the decision must be referred to commissaries to be named for the adjustment of
the boundaries of America." That is the passage. Thon there never were any
actual persons appointed commissaries to malre the English maps referring to the
map connected with the Treaty of Utrecht.

Mr. Mowat.-It would be hard to bind us by the maps of private parties on a
point of that kind.

The Lord Chancellor.-Not at ail. Secondary evidence lis receivable in such a
case where you cannot get direct evidence?

Mr. Mowat.-I think I may leave that to my learned friend.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is quite clear when Mitchell's map was published-the

exact date appears. But the view of the Hudson Bay Company was that under the
Treaty of Utrecht it was within the boundary, there marked. Then there was the
map of 1703, when I suppose the elements of dispute were already existing, showing
a straight lino which runs between Lake Superior and Lake Alemipigon. No doubt
there are a great many things laid down with a certain amount of inaccuracy on
that map, and in a matter of detail it would be comp aratively of little use, but it
shows that the then English pretensions wore regarded by France as being to an
apparently straight lino parallel and running beyond the end of Hudson Bay,
eastward.

Mr. Mowat.-Mr. Justice Draper's paper, which is printed with Appendix, and
which was submitted on behaIf of the province to the House of Commons' Committee,
-pointed ont the variati:ns in the position which the Hudson Bay Company took
from time to time, and then on the maps, while there are some mentioning the lino
your Lordship roferred, there are other maps which give another lino.

The Lord Chancellor.-This is a French map which comes fron the Government
*Survey of France, and is stated to be identical with that which is found in the Library
of the Ministry of Marine of Paris. It is dated in 1703, 10 years before the Treaty
of Utrecht, and it is a map of Canada, or New France, and is one from the French
point of view, and it lays down this as the line of the English pretensions.

Mr. Mowat.-The Treaty of Utrecht is 1713.
The Lord Chancellor.-I say it is 10 years afterwards. Thon this is before the

treaty which shows what the French 10 years before the treaty understood to be
English claim.

Mr. Mowat.-But, my Lord, it is quite impossible that can be the case, and you
will see that whon you see that by the Treaty of Ryswick the French had ail the
posts on the Bay, with the exception of one. That was in effect all but one-except
Fort Nelson. In 1703 that was not the English claim.

The Lord Chancellor.-Is this your map? Unless the parties had put this yellow
lino on it, which is hardly likoly, because the words are in the French language and
are printed, it certainly reprosents what in 1703 the French understood to he the
English claim of the boundary between the two countries, and as I say that corres-
ponds with an irregular line now drawn no doubt, but it was a perfe 3tly regular
and straight line drawn south of the lakes betweon Lake Alernipigos and Lake
Superior, to a point at the end of Hudson Bay, and then runnirg off through Lake
Mistassin to a place south of Davis' Straits and Baffin's Bay.

Mr. Mowat.-I think the fact is those linos were put on in 1719.
The Lord Chancellor.-It comes from your own clients.
Mr. Mowat.-It was put on for the purpose of showing the forts that are there.
The Lbrd Chancellor.-For whatever purpose it is put on, is or is not " L% proton-

Sion des Anglais " part of it. If it has been put on for the purpose of this case, we most
entirely disregard it, but if it belongs to that date it shows that the French Govera-
]nent thought what ton years before the Treaty of Utrecht was the English claim.

Mr. M'owat.-I will see what evidence there is upon that and my learned friend
Will mention it to your Lordships.

The L'-rd Chancellor.-This is a map of somo importance with reference to the
Treaty of Utrecht, bocause the French agreed to give up certain things described in
very general words under the name of restitution not cession.
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The Lord Chancellor.-And I think it was your observation that the succesa
of the English in the war that preceded the peace of Utrecht led rather to an enlarge-
ment of their claim.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes. Jltimately the whole territory had to be ceded, England
was so successful.

The Lord Chincellor.-You mean after the great war in Lord Ohatham's time ?
Mr. Mowat.-I will mention shortly the other evidence that there was no settle-

ment. The memorial that I have just referred to states this, dated in 1759. " Com-
'nissaries were appointed to settle the said limits and adjust the damages the com-

any had sustained, whicb, for the ships and goods of the company taken by th
Icench appears by an account stated in the year 1713, and delivered to the thon
Lords Commissioners of Trade and Plantations, amounted to upwards of £100,00,
besides the damages the company sustained by the enemies burning three of their
forts and factories at Charlton Island, Moose River, and New Severn, and pi oceed-
ings were had by the said commissaries towards settling the same, but they were
snever able to bring the settlement of the said limits to a final Conclusion, nor did the
,aid Hudson Bay Company ever recoive any satisfaction for their said damages."
This is what the company itaelf says:-

" That the papers which were laid before the said commissaries, and the Minutes
of their proceedings, as also a memorial relative to this matter, which in the year
1750, after the conclusion of the last war, was presented to your Lordships, remain-
ing, as your memorialists believe, in your Lordships' office, it is conceived from
thence will appear the best state of the rights of both Crowns and of the territories
and claims of the said company, that can be laid before your Lordships, whereto your
·memorialists beg leave to refer. Your memorialists therefore humbly hope, in case
sny treaty of peace shall be set on foot between this nation and France, that your
Lordships will intercede with His Majesty to take the premises into bis royal con-
sideration, and that ha will be graciously pleased to cause your nemorialists to
have full satisfaction made them pursuant to the said Treaty of Utrecht for the afore-
said deprodations they are thereby acknowledged to have sustained from the French
in time of peace, and for which satisfaction is by the said treaty agreed to bo made
to the company, and that the limits of the said compary's territory muy be settled,
as by the said treaty as also agreed."

Then the Dominion, for whom my learned friends are presumed to appear here,
in one of their despatches to the Secretary of State for the Colonies, dated the 8th of
February, 1869, which is to be found at page 287 of the Joint Appendix, make this
statement. The particular statement 1 am going to read is at page 294, and it is a
declaration of my learned friend's clients. As no definite boundary was established
between the possessions of the French in the interior and the English at Hudson
Bay down to the Treaty of Paris, 1763, when the whole of Canada was ceded to Grest
Britain, the extent of the actual possession by the two nations for some period, sqy
from the Treaty of Utrecht to the Treaty of Paris, affords the only rational and true
basis for ascertaining that boundary." That is the very thing I am contending
before your Lordships now.

Then letters are published in the Appendix, showing the searches that have been
actually made and the result of them, for any such division. For example, Mr.
MoDermott was -employed by the Dominion Goverument for this purpose, and the
result of his examination appears at pages 717 and 718 of the Joint Appendix. Ie
mays this: " The boundaries of the Hudson Bay Company, as defined by the Treaty
of Utrecht, are shown on both editions of Mitchell's map as following the height of
land which forms the watershed of rivera running southward to the lakes or
northward to the bay. I do not find, however, in the records and correspondence
of the Commissioners of Trade and Plantations (which consist of documents is
French, Latin and English) any mention of a decision arrived at by the commiS-
sioners appointed to fix this boundary matter and other disputed questions." That
in up to le70.

The Lord Chancellor.-Those are recent documents?
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Mr. Mowat.-Yes, they are the recent investigations as to whether tiere was a
Settlement or not. We have carried them up to a verylate date, indeed, ar.d we have
been all searchirg in every possible way so that there is no doubt whatever that the
boundaries were never settled. Mr. Justice Draper, in his paper put in on behalf of
Oanada before the Committee of thei House of Commons, makes the same statement
on page 196 of the Joint Appendix.

The Lord Char.cellor.-I thought you describc d a passage you read at page 294
as emanating from the Hudson Bay Company. That seems to have been from
their opponents when the question was being agitated as to whether they had any
rights or none ?

Mr. Mowat -I did not read it as from the Hudson Bay Company. I read it
as being from the Dominion Ministers.

The Lord Chancellor.-They were at that time endeavoring to persuade the
inglish Government to treat the Hudson Bay Company as having no rights.

Mr. Mowat.-They are my opponents here.
The Lord Chancellor.-You cannot deduce any argument from that ?
Mr. Mowat.-Your Lordships may very fairly make an in ference from that.
The Lord Chancellor.-What I infer is that they were very anxions to get rid

of the Hudson Bay Company altogether at that time ?
Mr. Mowat.-No doubt but they would not say what was untrue. They have

not been able to show since that those statements were incorrect. Then there is
?rench evidence to the same effect from the Memoir of M. de la Galissonière in the
Joint Appendix, page 514.

The Lord Chancellor.-I think it may be assurned that if the effect was that
the commissioners never settled anything, England continued to claim to pas&
'Under the restitution what they had claimed before at least, if not more.

Mr. Mowat.-But then would the Hudson Bay Company be entitled to it ? It
is one thing for the Crown of England to leave it and another thing for the Hudson
Bay Company to have it.

Sir Robert Collier.-Still it doas not seem to be a very accurate map so far as
I can make ont.

Lord Aberdare.-They did not know much about it at that time.
Sir Robert Collier.- I was only remarking that the map is clearly inaccurate.

The Lake of the Woods does not seem to be marked on it.
Lord Aberdare.-I see that this very document which you have just now quoted

assumes that the possessions of the Hudson Bay Company are very large, because
they say " They are there, however, by at least a show of right. Being there, they
obstruct the progress of Imperial and colonial policy, and put in jeopardy the
Bovereign rights of the Crown over one-third (and, as some think, even a larger
portion) of the North American continent."

Mr. Mowat.-I do not know whether the reference there is to the Hudmon
Bay Company's territories or to the whole territories over which trey had the
exclusive right of trading, because there was an enormous territory over which
they had the exclusive right of trading and which was not included in their charter

Sir Barnes Peacock.-It seems to apply to Rupert's Land.
Mr. Mowat.-In 1750 there was an attempt to settle the question bel ven France

and England, and thon M. de la Galissoninère was one of the commis ioners appointed
for that purpose, and at page 514 ho expressly states that nothing wa. done. At
the foot of that page the statement which I refer to is to be found. " The Treaty of
'Utrecht had provided for the appointment of commissioners to rogilai the boun-
daries of Hudson Bay; but nothing has been done in that mattor. The term
restitution which has been used in the treaty conveys the idea clearly that the
English can claim only what they have possessed."

The Lord Chancellor.-That is a French argument?
Mr. Mowat.-But we have French testimony, in addition to English testimony,

that the matter had never been settled, and thero can be no doubt about it at that
tiue because he was one of those authorizod to endeavor to come to a settlement.
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He was himself one of the commissioners. We have an officiai French document
a little later than that too, namely, the instructions to M. de Vaudreuil, dated
Versailles, lst April, 1755, which is to be found at page 515 of the Joint Appendix.
That is five years later. " By Article 10, of thelTreaty of Utrecht, it had been agreed
that commissioners should be named on both sides to settle the boundaries between
the French and British American colonies. On occasion of an expedition that the
English fitted out in 1118, against the fishing ports which the French had in the
Islands of Canso, the two courts did in fact nominate commissioners to decide the
property of these islands. The commissioners met at Paris. At the very first con-
ference, those of the King of England, who claimed that the Islands of Canso were
dependent on Acadia, which was ceded to the English by the Treaty of Utrecht,
were convinced, on inspecting the map which they presented themselves, that those
islands were, on the contrary, included in the reserves expressed in the article of the
Treaty of Utrecht containing the cession of Acadia, and that, consequently, Franoe
had retained the pi operty thereof. They withdrew saying they required new
instructions from their court and did not again make their appearance. Although
there had been questions on different occasions that since presented themselves of
naming other commissioners in execution of the treaty, the English had always
eluded it until the last war; and Sieur de Vaudreuil is better informed than any
porson how they abused the moderation." Here he inveighs against the English a
little. " Which had always governed His Majesty's proceedings and views since ho
has been a witness of their unceasing usurpations in the territory of Canada during
the long peace which followed the Treaty of Utrecht." Thon a little lower dowo there
is this afatement. " As yet the commissioners have not entered upon the limits of
Canada."

The Lord Chancellor.-" They (the English) have not yet explained themselves
respecting the extent they propose giving their Hudson Bay boundaries. But it is
to be expected that i hey will wish to stretch therm to the centre of the colony of
Canada in order to enclose it on ail sides." I do not know what value you ascribe
to this document. It does not seem to me to have much.

Sir Montague Smith.-You use that simply to show that no map had been made
or any boundaries settled ?

Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
Sir Montague Smith.-You have shown that in varions other documents. 1 do

not know whether the other side deny it.
Sir Robert Collier.-Yon had better wait tili the other side show there was a

settlement.
Sir Montague Smith.-Because that is all you have been laboring.
Mr. Nowat.-That is all, but I found amongst their papers that they intended

to set that up, and, therefore, I thought it worth while to select the evidence to
show that thore was nothing in it. Thon thore is just one matter more
which I will speak of, and I will give place to my learned friend who is with
me in the matter, to supply what I have omitted. I want to show your Lordships the
position taken with regard to ail the matters by the Province of Oanada and by the
Dominion. Your Lordships will see it is no new claim that we are setting up at ail.
It is merely continuing a claim that has been advanced for a considerable period.
The territory which the arbitrators gave us was really only a small part of what had
been insisted on as belonging to Canada in the strongest possible language. I do
not say that Canada had invariably asserted her right to it. I do not say but that il
some despatches expressions are found which imply that those who happened to be
thon members of the Government, or in charge of the particular depart monts, may not
have been alive to the interests of Canada, but thon the general scope of the position
occupied is very plain frorm what I will cati your Lordships' attention to. For
instance, at page 289, your Lordships will fiad a despatch of the Canadian delegate3
to the Under Secretary of the 8th February, 1819.

The Lnrd Chancellor.-That is again I suppose part of the controversy as to the
Uudson Bay?
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Mr. Mowat.-Yes. I want to make out that the Hudson Bay Company are not
entitlod to any part of the territory which the arbitrators have given us; at all
events not to that part which Manitoba and ourselves have a dispute about. That is
all that I am reading this for. This is about the middle of the page.

Sir R. P. Collier.-The date of this is 1869 ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord, it is so recent as that. It is the Dominion itseif

setting these things up. " It will be observed that two things are assumed iu these
proposals to the company which the Canadian Government have always disputed.
First, that the charter of Charles Il is still valid, and grants the right of soil or
freehold of Rupert's Land to the company. Second. That Rupert's Land includes
the so-called fertile belt, extending from the Lake of the Woods to the Rocky
Mountains. The law officers of the Crown in England have, on two or three occasions,
given their opinion in favor of the first assumption, but nover so far as we are
aware in favor of the second. The report of the law officers in 1857 admits that the
geographical extent of the territory granted must be determined by excluding the
country that would have been rightfully claimed by the French authorities as falling
within the boundaries of Canada (which the charter itself excludes by express words)
and states that the assertion of ownership on important public occasions, as at the
treaties of Ryswick and Utrecht should be considered, and also the effect of the Acta
of 1774 and 1791. The most recent opinion of the law officers of the Crown which
we have seen (6th January, 1868,) as to the rights of the Hudson Bay Company
does not even by implication support their prosent claim to the fee simple of nearly
one-third of the American continent. On the contrary, Sir John Harslake, and his
colleagues conclude their report with the emphatic statement that it is very necos-
sary, before any union of Rupert's Land with Canada is effected, that the true limita
of the territory and possessions held unler'the charter sbould be accurately defiaed.
An assumption therefore which covers so much ground and is unsupported by any
competent legal authority, which ignores the repealed protests and claims of Canada
and seeks to supply a basis upon which a surrender for valuable consideration may be
made is, to say the least, a most favorable assumption for the company. We notice
these points in Mr. Adderley's letter before remarking on Sir Stafford Northcote's
reply to prevent the possible inference that we have acquiesced in them." Then
they present this argument in the same paper at page 293, which I adopt and road
to your Lordship as being a correct view of the matter, and it is the statement of the
Dominion itself at the time. Take paragrap4s 1, 2, 3 and 4. " The charter of
Charles Il (and for the present we raise no question as to its validity) could not and.
did not grant to the Hudson Bay Company any territory in America which was
iot thon (1670) subject to the Crown of England. The charter expressly exoluded
all lands, &c', thon possessed by the subjects of any other Christian prince or state.
:By tho Treaty of St, Germaine-en-Laye (1632) the King of Englandresigned to the
eing of France the sovereignty of Acadia, Ne w France and Canada genorally, and
without limits La Nouvelle France was then un lerstood to include tho wholo region
of Hudson Bay, as the maps and histories of the time, English and French, abund.
antly prove.

The Lord Chancellor. -- That is not an allegation that Canada had claimed it ?
Mr. Mowat.-That particular sentence is n t, but this presents concisely the

argument against the ,company having any territory that could come down to where
'We are now.

The Lord Chancellor.-No, it goes very mach farther than that. It speaks of
the whole territory of the Hudson Bay Company. [t seems to me to have very
little bearing indeed on the particular question before us.

Mr. Mowat.-In 1863, my Lord, all the maps really did show that, and in al the
Inaps of that date the whole region of Hudson Bay is marked as if it belonged to New
]Prance or Canada, but of course when England got part of it that part ceased to
belong to New France. Fifth. " At the Trea y of Ryswick (1697), twenty-sven
Zears after the date of the charter, the right of the French to places situated in

udson Bay was distinctly admitted and although commissioners were appointed
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(but never came to any agreement) to examine and determine the pretensions which
either of the said kinges hath to the places situate in Hudson Bay and with authority
for settling the limits and confines of the lards to be restored on either side, the
places taken from the English (i. e. for the Hudson Bay Company) by the French
previous to the war, and re-taken by the English during the war, shall be left to the
French by virtue of the foregoing (the 7th) article. In other words the forts and
factories of the Hudson Bay be established in the Hudson Bay under pretencò of
their charter and taken possession of by the French in time of peace on the ground
tlhat they were an invasion of French territory, were restored by the Treaty of
Ryswick to the French and not to the company."

The Lord Chancellor.-Does this add anything whatever to what you have
pointed out already?

Mr. Mowat.-Well, my Lord, I have been asked several times what position hud
been taken with reference to this territory and I showed that the old Province of

nada took this ground, and I show that the Dominion of Canada have taken it since.
The Lord Chancellor.-I cannot se in the passages here any suggestion that

4hls was part of the Province of Canada ?
Mr. Mowat.-But that was the object of this statement.
The Lord Chancellor.-No, it was rather that the Hudson Bay had no right to it?
Mr. Mowat.-I quite agree, but the inference to be drawn from that is that

Canada had the right to it.
The Lord Cbancellor.-I do not see that any such inference is to be drawn.
Mr. Mowat.-Well, I thought so, my Lord. Another view of the matter occurred

to me which may be stated in a word or two. These territories were in dispute, at
ail events there was large territory in dispute from time to time between France and
Eîngland, and France at one time was recognized as the owner of all the territory
about Hudson Bay with the exception of one fort and whatever territory might be
considered as connected with that fort which England reserved and the company
posessed. Now, what is the effect upon legal ownership of a transaction ,of that
kind when there is no meeting of commissaries, no agreement as to how much
territory is to go with those different forts ? It is important to notice that when we
come to consider the effeet of the Treaty of Utrecht very much more territory was to
go to England under that treaty than under the Treaty of Ryswick, because under
the Treaty of Ryswick nearly the whole of the territory went to France, under the
treaty of Utrecht the bay, straits, and whatever territory that would command was
given to England. Commissaries were to be appointed under that trenty like-vise,
but they never were appointed. Now, there was a large territory around Hudson
Bay previous to that treaty belonging to France. How are we to determinte now as
to the effect of the treaty of Utrecht upon that? Where is the line to be drawn and
upon what principle can it be drawn? It seems to me that you might regard it as
unpartitioned property. The legal ownership of the property had been in France
at the time cf the treaty or the agreement. It was to be divided in s me fashion
between England and France, and I submit that the principles of partition would
apply. I roer to that for this reason: I undrstand that when a court is called
upon to partition property as to whicb there ils a joint ownershi p, or when commis-
uloners are called upon to partition a property as to which there is a joint owenership
they consider all the circumstances and have a discretion in reference t> what is fair
and just to determine and where to draw the line. I ask your Lordships here, if that
is a principle which applies to draw the line so as to give US such territory as under
al tho circumastances not more but less than tho Province of Ontario might fairly
elaim? Jpon these and other grounds, I hope your Lordships wilI see your way
to come to that conclusion.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-Can yon tell me whether Sohedules A and B, which are
annexed to the Order in Council are printed ?

Mr. Mowat.-We have them printed but this, book contains the same materials
am therefore we did not file those
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Sir Barnes Peacock.-Is the schedule printed anywhere ? The Order in C ouncil
la here but not the sohedule.

Sir Montague Smith.-Everything in the scbedule is printed ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes; your Lordships will find in this book, in a different form

and in a different oi der, but the materials are here.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-Are they here ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Sir Èarnes Peacock.-Wbat is the page ? I have the Order In Council here.
Mr. Mowat.-Does your Lordship mean the Addresses of the Houses?
Sir Barnes Peacock.-Yes; the Addresses!of the two flouses of the Dominion to

the Queen as to the manner in which this land surrendered by the Hudson Bay
Company was to be decided.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord, that is printed.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-I dare say it is, but I could not find it.
Sir ]Robert Collier.-Will you give us the reference and that will do now ?
Sir Barnes Peacock.-It is not annexed to the Order in Council as it is printed

here.
Mr. Mowat.-I will give your Lordships the reference afterwards.
Sir Barnes Peacock.--Do you contend that if the Hudson Bay Company was in

Possession de facto, I will only say de facto, if this land which is included in the
award before it was surrendered that cab be now given up as an addition to Ontario ?

Mr. Mowat.-Will your Lordships find it necessary to consider that, because
they were certainly not in possession ? It is perfectly certain that this territory-

Sir Biirnes Peacock.-Is no part of what was surrendered.
Mr. Mowat.-I think the Hudson Bay Company were not in possession at the

time of the surrender in 1763.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-I mean at the time of the surrender in 1869.
Lord Aberdare.-At the time of the surrender by the Hudson Bay Company

to Canada ?
Sir Barnes Peacock.-Yes, at the time of the deed of surrender of the 10th

Xovember, 1869, on page 315.
Mr. Mowat.-I think they had a post there. They had some posts put in the

Undisputed part of Ontario.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-If they were then in possession, defacto, was not it a

portion of the lands for which the £300,000 was paid by the Dominion ?
Mr. Mowat.-Not if it already belonged to Ontario.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-The Rupert's Land Act is this: ' For the purposes of this

Act " (that is, the Rupert's Land Act, 1868) " the term Rupert's Land shall include
the whole of the lands and territories held or claimed to be hold by the said
Governor and company," and then it a2uthorizes this to be surrendered.

The Lord Chancellor.-What is the page ?
Sir Barnes Peacock.-Page 445, and then there is a condition: "Provided,

bowever, that such surrender shall not be accepted by Her Majesty until the terme
and conditions upon which Rupert's Land shall be admitted into the said Dominion
of Canada shall bave beein approved of by Ber Majesty, and embodied in an Addres
to Her Majesty from both the Houses of Parliament of Canada."

Mr. Mowat.-Well, my Lord, the view that I take of that is this-
Sir Barnes Peacock. -I want to see those Addiesses if I can.
Mr. McCarthy.-The first joint Address of both Ilouses of Parliament is at page

266, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-7hat was in 1867. That sliso seems to me to be a

document very strong to show that the notion of Rupert's Land and the North-
Western Territory being part of Canada, was absolutely rejected by the Senate and
.Uouse of Commois of Canada, in December, 1767.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-The Act says, at page 446, that Rupert's Land shall
iclude all lands held or claimed to be held by the Hudson Bay Company-thê

lands which in fact they were selling for the £300,00.
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Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
Sir jzBarnes Peacock.-Then, if you find by the Order in Council that those lande

were to be legislated for by the Dominion of Canada, and equally to be legislated for
by the Province; if they were put into the Province, thon they would come to be
legislated for by the Province.

The Lord Chancellor.-These passages do not provide for the boundary of
Rupert's Land and Canada, but they show most conclusively that Rupert's Land
extended into this region, and was in immediate proximity to this boundary of
Canada.

Lord Aberdare.-But the claim was that Canada extended indefinitely to the
west ?

Mr. Mowat.-Yes; absolutely indefinitely.
Sir Robert Collier.-That I understood to be given up ?
Mr. Mowat.-I do not think that anything will be taken fron that expression,

" the lands claimed by the company."
Sir Barnes Peacock.-If they were de facto in Possession and Ontario was not

in de facto possession, thon were they not the lands which were sold for £300,000 ?
Mr. Mowat.-The land that was sold was just the interest of the Eudson Bay

Company on the lands before they were surrendered. During the correspondence
there was a dispute as to how much belonged to the Hudson Bay Com any, and the
Province on the whole, was willing to give £300,000 for a ease, t was only a
fraction of the land.

Sir Robert Collier.-It was whatever they had ?
Mr. Kowat.-Whatever they had; but it would never do to hold that the efl'eot

of this Act was to take from any province what really belonged to it, bocause it had
been claimed at soine time or other by the Hudson Bay Company. Your Lord-
ships wil further observe that they had made different claims at different times.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-Was not it intended that You wore not to go back to 1763
to see what was a portion of Quebec at that time, if the Hudson Bay Company at
recent dates had been in possession of these lands and Canada had not exercised any
dominion over them?

Sir Robert Collier.-Their possession would not be proved by that Act.
Sir Montague Smith.-You deny their de facto possession ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes; I do not say they were not there at that recent date. I

dare say they were there at that recent date.
Sir Montague Smith.-I daresay they may have had the forts there at that date.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-There is no parol evidence to show what was in possession

of this company at the time of the surrender, or at the time of the passing of Rupert's
Land Act, 1868 ?

Mr. Mowat.-They were in possession, but it was disputed.
Sir Robert Collier.-We shall hear the other side upon this.
Mr. Uowat.-Upon that Act I will add one word more, and thon I will say

nothing farther. The 5th section, I think, shows that the intention of the Act was
in that respect, namely, that it was not intended to take away from any province
anything that would belong to that province if this Act had not passed, because the
5th section provides this: "l It shall be competent to ler Majesty, by any such
Order or Orders in Council as aforesaid, on address from the Houses of the Parli-
ment of Canada, to declare that Rupert's Land shall, from a date to be therein
mentioned, be admitted into and become part of the D'>minion of Canada, and, thore-
upon, it shall be lawful for the Parliament of Canada, from the date aforesaid, tO
make, ordain and establish within the land and territory so admitted, as aforesaid,
all such laws," and so on.

Now, whatever territory passed by this was territory in which the Parliament
of Canada was to have the power of making the laws absolutely-not merely for
proviacial but for all purposes. Now, I submit that we cannot read the Act as
meaning to take away from a province land which belonged to that province, even
supposing the Hudson Bay Company happened to be there. For instance, the
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Rudson Bay Company had posts in the settled parts of Ontario, with regard to
which there is no dispute at al], where they traded with such Indians as they could
get to trade there.

Mr. Scoble.-May it please your Lordships, in the observations which I shail
address to your Lordships in following my learned friend, I shall endeavor to
confine myself as much as possible to simply supplementing those portions of his
argument, which, from the very voluminous character of the papers, he bas not
been, perhaps, able to state as completely as they may be stated, and to direct the
argument, which I shall offer mainly to the point of supporting the award of the
arbitrators, which of course may be supported by my showing that there is a
greater line which may have been given us, but which was not in fact given to us,
and as the learned Attorney-General has intimated his consent to this line, which I
think must strike your Lordships as being a very convenient line to establish from
one point to another, by natural boundaries; it will be only necessary for me to call
your Lordships' attention to those facts which show that the award of the arbitrators
is within the rights which Ontario is entitled to set before your Lordships in
supporting their claim to a division of the territory.

Now, my Lords, I take it to be perfectly clear that the Province of Ontario
succeeded by the British North America Act of 1867 to whatever formerly consti-
tuted the Province of Upper Canada. I take it to be quite clear that the Province
of Upper Canada, as established by the Constitutional Act of 1791, had a perfectly
defined and positive limit to the east, that the intention of the Constitutional Act
was, as it is expressed, in the second section of the Act, simply to divide the
Province of Quebec, which before this existed into two separate provinces, one of
which was to be called the Province of Upper Canada and the other the Province of
Lower Canada, and, with the purpose of making that division, by the Order in
Council of the 4th of August, 1791, the limits were settled. The limit of the Province
of Upper Canada was fixed to be (your Lordship will find the reference at the foot of
page 899 of the Joint Appendix) " From a stone boundary on the north bank of
Lake St. Francis at the cove west of Point au Baudet," and so forth, " running along
the said limit in the direction of north, thirty-four degrees west to the westermost
angle of the said Seigneurie of New Longueuil; thence along the north western
boundary of the Seigneurie of Vaudreuil," and so on, to the last few words at the end
of the page, " and from the head of the said lake up a line drawn due north, until it
strikes the boundary line of Hudson Bay, including all the territory to the westward
and southward of the said lino to the utmost extent of the country commonly called
or known by the name of Canada."

Now, my Lords, upon that there are two points. In the first place the north-
ern termination of Ibis eastern division lino of Upper Canada was fixed to be
the boundary line of Hudson Bay. It was not the boundary hne of the Hudson
Bay territory, it was the boundary lino of the bay itself, and to that I apprehend
no other interpretation cean be given. The boundary line of Hudson Bay was the
coast lino of Hudson Bay; and that the limits of Upper Canada at that part of its
extent went far over the height of land to which reference has been incidentally
made in the course of my learned friend's argument of counsel on the other side-far
over the height of land and directly away to the boundary of Hudson Bay. We
there get the first starting point of the lino fixed by the award of the three com-
rnissioners. They begin there and carry the lino in a south-westerly direction down
to the point above the Lake of the Woods where it touches the new Provin ce of
Manitoba.

Thon the second point which arises upon this description of boundaries in the
Order in Counil-

The Lord Chancellor.-Which is the Order in Council ?
Mr. Scoble.-This is the Order in Council of the 26th of August, 1791, at pages

399 and 400 of the Joint Appendix. I say that that fixes, beyond possibility of cavil,
the eastern bonndary from which the arbitrators, as I say, rightly made their new
bonndary line to depart. But the second point which arises, my Lords, upon this is
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that Upper Canada was to consist of all the territory to the westward and south-
ward of this lino to the utmoDt extent of the country formerly known or oalled by
the name of Canada. Now, we must ascertain what the meaning of that phrase is,
and it is a phrase which occurs not only in the Order in Council but in the Commis-
sion which was issued to Lord Dorchester, the first Governor General appointed after
the division was made. The commission will be found at page 400, and it follows
exactly the words of the Order in Council. " The Province of Upper Canada to com.

rehend ail such lands, territories and islands, lying to the westward of said lino of
ivision as were part of our said Province of Quebec, and the Province of Lower

Canada to comprehond all such lands, territories and islands lying to the eastward
of the said lino of division as were part of our said Province of Quebec." We have,
in that commission, a clear interpretation of what was intended to be convoyed by
the use of the term Canada in the Order in Council. Canada and the Province of
Quebec are, in these two documents, treated as interchangeable terms, and your
Lordships will find that in all the subsidiary Acts of the Canadian Government
which were entered upon in consequence of this division of the provinces into two
parts, as for instance in the proclamation of Governor General Clarke in 1791, at
page 401. The proclamation states that the country is to include all the territory
to the westward and southward of the said lino to the utmaost extent of the country
commonly called or known by the name of Canada. And Governor General Clarke
noticing the variation botween the words used in the Order in Council and the
words used in Lord Dorchester's commission communicates with Mr. Dundas, then
Secretary of State, upon the subject. His letter is at page 402, and ho says: " I
think it ny duty to remark to you, Sir, that the terms in Lord Dorchester's Com-
mission debcribing the boundaries of Upper and Lower Canada, are not the same a»
those used in the Order in Council on the 24th of August. Mr. Dundas, in reply to
that, writes, on the 10th of April, 1792 (at the top of page 403 your Lordships will
find the passage to which I am referring) " upon examination I observe that Lord
Dorchester's commission and the Order in Council, respecting the boundaries of the
two provinces, are not precisoly the same, but as the difference lies only in what is
explanatory, it does not, I conceive, amount to a variance between them and is there-
fore perfectly immaterial." Thorefore I think I may take it upon this part of the case
that in 1791, when the Constitutional Act was passed, the Province of Quebec was
considered to be identical with the country called or known by the name of
Canada.

The Lord Chancellor.-You mean the Province which was divided ?
Mr. Scoble.-Yes, the Province of Quebec was precisely the same as the country

known by the name of Canada and, as Mr. Dundas says, the words wpre practically
interchangeable.

The Lord Chancellor.-But the proceedings of that date merely give you the
time uf division between the two provinces ?

Mr. Scoble.-Yes, my Lord, but they give to Upper Canada all that is to the
west and south of that boundary lino and the question is how much lying to the west
and south of Ontario is entitled to claim undor that description.

Sir R. P. Collier.-LTo the west and south. The boundary lino c.me up to lerp
[pointing on the map].

Mr, Scoble.-No, my Lord.
Lord A.berdare.-Which was the boundary lipe ?
Mr. Seoble.-I think you will find it further op still in this map.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is in point of fact far to the east.
Sir R. J. Collier.-It is this one (pointing).
Mr. Scoble.-Yes, that blue lino.
Sir R. J. Collier.-You have all th4t is west of that ?
Mr. Scoble.-We have ail that is west of that, but how much it is reInains to be

seen. The point I make upon that is that that boundary lino fixed in 179 1 took s
up to the boundary of Hudson Bay and gave us all to the west and south of that, even
on the confines of Hudson Bay. We go up to James' River at ail events. Then if
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order to ascertain what the Province of Quebec, which was thus divided in 1791, wa-,
we must go back to the Quebec Act of 1774.

The Lord Chancellor.-We must break off here. It may be conveniout to,
counsel to know that the Council will not sit on Friday.

Adjourned to to morrow at 10.30

THIRD DAY.

Mr. Scoble.-If your Lordships please. When your Lordships rose yesterday I
was commenting upon the operation of the Constitutional Act of 1791 as continuing
the Province of Upper Canada, constituted by that Act, with the saine amount of
territory as was given to the western portion of the Province of Quebec, under the
old arrangement under the Quebec Act; and before I leave that part of the case there
is one other document to which I wish to refer your Lordships, and that is the
proclamation of Governor Sirncoe, which was published, in 1792, in consequence of
the promulgation of the Constitutional Act. Your Lordships will find that proclama-
tion at page 403 of the Joint Appendix, and in that proclamation, after recitirg the
effect of the Act in dividing the province into two parts, Upper and Lower Canada, it
proceeds " to divide the said Province of Upper Canada into districts, countries,
circles or towns and townships for the purpose of effectuating the intent of the said
Act of Parliament, and to declare and appoint the number of representatives to be
chosen by each to serve in the assembly of the said province." The number of the
counties, apparently constituted by that proclamation, was 19, the 19th of wbi ,h is
called the County of Kent. " That the nineteenth of the said counties be hereafter
called by the name of the County of Kent, which county is to comprehend ai! the
country not being territories of the Indians, not already included in the soveral
countries hereinbefore described, extending northward to the boundary line of
Hudson Bay, including all the territory to the westward and southward of the said
line, to the utmost extent of the country commonly called or known by the rame of
Canada."

Now, my Lords, that constitution of the County of Kent appears to be important
in two ways. In the first place, there appears to have been certain territories of the
Indians-Indian reserves, whieh were not intended to be included in this county for
electoral purposes, and the boundary of the county on the north was taken from
Hudson Bay itself, and westward and southward to the utmost extent of the country
commonly called or known by the name of Canada.

The Lord Chancellor.-You will observe that in the Act of 1818 at the bottom
of page 409 there is a reference to an Act of Upper Canada passed in 179 --that is
six years after this date-for the better division of the Province. I referred to it
yesterday, and I find that that contains-it is 38th George [II, cap. 5, a division into
a great number of counties, and the last, section 40, is in these words; " That the
Counties of Essex and Kent, together with so much of this province as is not included
within any other District thereof, do constitute and formn the Western District."
Here is the proclamation you have been referring to, the 18th and 19th counties are
those two counties of Essex and Kent.

Mr. Scoble.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-Rere nothing is said that indicates any boundary; but

here there are very important words indeed: " To comprehend all the country not
being territories of the Indians not already included in the several Counties hereiri-
before described extending northward to the boundary line of Hudson Bay." You
say that boundary lino of Hudson Bay means the sea ?

Mr. Scoble.-Means the bay itself, the coast of the bay.
The Lord Chancellor.-That appears to me to be a strong proposition from the

words " boundary line."
Mr. Scoble.-I apprehend the boundary lino of the bay can only be the coast

line of that bay.
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The Lord Chancellor.-It does not refer to a natural boundary, it means a
territory called the Hudson Bay territory.

The Lord President.-It is an unheard of thing, and as a geographical expres-
sion, I venture to say, utterly unknown.

The Lord Chancellor.-Haudson Bay territory ; of course the words are perfectly
sensible as applied to it.

Sir Robert Collier.-You hardly require to take it so high as that.
Mr. Scoble.-I require to take it as high as Hudson Bay on the east.
Sir Robert Collier.-James' Bay.
Mr. Scoble.-That is a portion of Hudson Bay.
The Lord Chancellor.-That would have no place in the County of Kent. The

Counties of Kent and Essex are the westernmost part of Canada.
Mr. Scoble.-It is quite sufficient for my purpose if your Lordships would take

it in that way.
Lord Aberdare.-You still leave undefined what is the liait of Hudson Bay ?
Mr. Scoble.-Yes, of course what I am most concerned about now is the western

and southern portion of the district.
Sir Robert Collier.-In one respect it does go up to Hudson Bay, it reaches

James' Bay, which is part of it.
Mr. Scoble.-Yes.
Then, my Lords, that is all I think I need trouble your Lordships with with

regard to the arrangement of 1l91, and I now must go back to the state of things
established by the Quebec Act of 1774. The Quebec Act is printed at page 366 of
the Joint Appendix and the preamble recites a Royal proclamation of the 7th of
October in the third year of the reign of His Majesty King George II-that is 1763
-whereby His Majesty thought fit to deoclare the provisions which had been made
in respect of certain countries, territories and islands in America, ceded to his
Majesty by the definite treaty of peace concluded at Paris on the 10th
day of February, 1763. Your Lordships will see that the preamble goes on
to state:-" And whereas, by the arrangements made by the said Royal
proclamation, a very large extent of country, within which there were several colonies
and settlements of the subjects of France, who claimed to remain therein under the
faith of the said treaty, was left without any provision being made for the adminis-
tration of civil government therein." I shall presently have tu call your Lordships'
attention to the districts which we there referred to. Then comes a recital as to
sedentary fisheries which is unnecessary to be dwelt upon, and then the enacting part
goes on to declare: ' That all the territories, islands and countries in North America,
belonging to the Crown of Great Britan, bounded on the south by a lino from the
Bay of Chaleurs, along the high lands which divide the rivers that empty themselves
into the River St. Lawrence from those which fall into the Sea, to a point in forty-
five degrees of northern latitude, on the eastern bank of the River Connecticut keep-
ing the same latitude directly west through the Lake Champlain, until, in the same
latitude, it meets the River St. Lawrence, from thence Up the eastern bank of the
said river to the Lake Ontario, thence through the Lake Ontario and the river com-
monly called Niagara; and thence along by the eastern and south-eastern bank of
Lake Brie, following the said bank until the same shall be intersected by the
northern boundary granted by the charter of the Province of Pennsylvania, in case
the same shall be so intersected, and from thence along the said northern and
western boundaries of the said province, until the said western boundary strike the
Ohio; but in case the said bank of the said lake shall not be found to be so inter-
sected thon following the said bank until it shail arrive at that point of the said
bank which shall be nearest to the north-western angle of the said Province of Penn-
sylvaia, and thence by a right lino to the said north-western angle of the said Pro-
vince of Pennsylvania, and thence by a right lino to the said north-western angle of
the said province; and thence along the western boundary of the said province until
it strikes the River Ohio; and along the bank of the said river westward to the banks
of the Mississippi." Now, my Lords, until we come to the point where the boundary
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strikes the River Ohio, the long description that I have read refers only to the
southern boundary of the province. The western boundary is commenced to be
described from the point at which the Mississippi and the Ohio meet, and then
"along the bank of the said river westward to the banks of the Mississippi, and
nlorthward to the southern boundary of the territory granted to the merchants'
adventurers of England, trading to Hudson Bay." Now, if your Lordships look at
the map which you have before yon yon will find that the country between the Ohio
and the Mississippi is a sort of triangular space which appears to have been known
in those days by the name of the country of the Illinois, and my contention is, that
is, that country of the Illinois was entirely ceded to Great Britain by the treaty of
Paris, it must be taken to be dealt with by this Act. The boundary of it will be on
the one side the banks of the Ohio, and on the other side the banks of the Mississippi,
and I apprehend the banks of the Mississippi would have to be followed so far as they
extended until they reached the sources of that river.

The Lord Chancellor.-That bank is expressed in the commission ?
Mr. Scoble.-Yes, and it follows as a matter of necessary inference from the

terms of the Treaty of Paris, which this Act of Parliament is intended to carry out.
1 will refer your Lordships now to the Treaty of Paris, and perhaps it will be con-
Venient at this point, befere coming to the northern boundary, to deal only with the
Act and treaty so far as the western boundary is concernel. The Treaty of Paris is
printed at page 530 of the Joint Appendix.

Lord Aberdare-It is a fact, I think, that at this time the sources of the
Mississippi were not known ?

Mr. Scoble.-I will give your Lordships authority for that in a moment.
Article 4 of the treaty renounces all the pretensions of the French to Nova Scotia
or Acadia, and at the top of page 531 your Lordships will find theso words: " His
àlost Christian Majesty renounces all pretensions whicb he has heretofore formed or
Inight form to Nova Scotia or Acàdia in all its parts, and guarantees the whole of it,
With all of it, with all its dependencies to the King of Great Britain; moreover His
kost Christian Majesty cedes and guarantees to his said Britannic Majesty in full
right Canada, with all its dependencies; as well as the Island of Cape Breton and
all the other islands and coasts in the Gulf and River St. Lawrence and, in general,
eVerything that depends on the said countries, lands, islands and coasts, with the
Bovereignty, property, possession and all -rights acquired by treaty or otherwise,
Which the Most Christian King and the Crown of France have had till now over the
said countries, islands, lands, places, coasts and their inhabitants, so that the Most
Christian King codes and makes over the whole to the said King, and to the Crown
Of Great Britain, and that in the most ample form without retstriction, and
'Without any liberty to depart from the said cession and guarantee under any
pretence, or to disturb Great Britain in the possessions above mentioned." Thon
the 7th section, I think, becomes very important on the point I am now addressing
tayself to. " In order to re-establish peace on solid and durable foundation., and to
lenove for ever all subjects of dispute with regard to the limits of the British and
Prench territories on the continent of America, it is agreed that for the future
the confines between the dominions of his.Britannic Majesty and those. of his Most
Christian Majesty in that part of the world shall be fixed irrevocably by a lino
drawn along the middle of the River Mississippi from its source to the River
Iberville.",

The Lord Chancellor.-Where is the River Iberville ?
Mr. Scoble.-It is down near New Orleans-right down south-" and from

thence by a lino drawn along the middle of this river, and the lakes Maurepas and
?ontchartrain to the sea."

Now, my Lords, the fixing of this line of boundary between the French and,
nglish possessions in America from the source of the Mississippi South, extendeid,
submit, the British possessions ceded by the treaty to the whole of the

?rench possessions which were on the east side of the River Mississippi from its
SOurce southwards, and included, therefore, as your Lordships, I think, will not be.
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asked to doubt by My learned friends, this country of the Illinois-this triangular
bit of country between the two rivers, the Ohio and Mississippi.

Sir Robert Collier.-Is it called Illinois on the map ?
Lord Aberdare.-No, there is a bit called Illinois, but the fact is that the

Illinois is a very large district.
Mr. McCaithy.-I think it is marked on the map.
Mr. Scoble.-I will see your Lordships presently the boundary of the Illinois

-88 given at the time by the authorities-
Lord Aberdare.-Does anything turn upon it ?
Mr. Scoble.-I do not think much turns upon it. I do not think it will be con-

tested that the Illinois country was part of the country ceded to Great Britain by
the Treaty of Paris.

Mr. McCarthy.- There is no doubt about that.
The Lord Chancellor.-Your argument is this, that the boundary line of Canada

under the Quebec Act runs up the Mississippi, otherwise there would have been
part of the British possessions omitted and not ineluded either in Canada or in any
of the States?

Mr. Scoble.-Yes, it would have been left entirely out.
The Li rd Chancellor.-And that argument is supported by the express terms

of Sir Guy Carleton's commission ?
Mr. Scoble.-It is.
The Lord Chancellor.-And, as you say, it is porfectly Consistent with a reason-

able interpretation of the Quebec Act itself ?
Mr. Scoble.-Quite so, that is my whole argument on the point. The procla-

mation, as your Lordsbips may remem ber thzL is printed at page 351 of the Joint
Appendix, dealing with the whole territory ceded by this treaty, divides the newly
acquired country ito various provinces, the Government of Quebec, the Govern-
ment of East Florida, the Government of West Florida, and the Government of Gren-
ada. The Goveriment of Quebec, the first of these four, is defined, at page 352, to
be bounded in this way: " The Goverument of Quebec bounded on the Labrador
Coast by the River St. John, aid from thence by a line drawn from the head of the
river through the Lake St. John to the south end of the Lake Nipissim, frorn
whence the said line crossing the River St. Lawrence and the Lake Champlain in
forty-dve degrees north latitude, passes along the high lands which divide the river$
that empty themselves into the said River St. Lawrence from those which fall into
the sea and also along the north coast of the Bay des Chaleurs and the coast of the
Gulf of St. Lawreince to Cape Roziers, and from thence crossing the mouth of the
River St. Lawrence by the west end of the Island of Anticosti, terminating at the
aforesaid River St. John.

The Lord Chancellor.-That tells us nothing about the western boundary ?
Mr. Scoble.-No, it tells us nothing about the western boundary, and it was

because the territory contained in the proclamation or ascribed by the proclamation
to the Government of Quebec omitted a great deal of territory for which it ws
necessary to provide a civil government that the Quebec Act was passed, extending
those boundaries and supplying the Civil Government for ail the subjects of the
French who had become our subjects in consequence of the treaty and who were
residing in the district which is there called the District of Quebec, and that district
thon unquestionably included the Illinois country.

Sir Robert Collier.-And part of the Illinois country is to the west of the line ?
Mr. Scoble.--Now, my Lords, if the contention of the other side be true that

the western boundary is a lne drawn due north from the confluence of the Ohio
and Mississippi, you have the Illinois country eut in two. Those who were to the
east got civil government, those to the west got no civil government at al.
have therefore the very mischief the Act intended to remove perpetuated by tbis
construction of it, which I submit is neither a necessary construction nor a reason'
able construction, nor one which is consistent in any way with the eircumstan0e
under which the Act was passed.
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Now, my Lords, if I am right in this contention as to the western boundary, it
carries me this far at least, that up to the source of the Mississippi the Province of
Quebec at any rate extended on the west. As far as the source of the Mississippi at
ail events you have fixed by the treaty, and by the Act of Parliament a boundary
which was the natural boundary furnished by that great river, and Governor Carte-
ton's commission, as the Lord Chancellor has already pointed out, gives that effect
to the Act. In fact every contemporary document gives that effect to the Act.
Amongst the subsidiary commissions which were issued by Governor Carleton in
pursuance of this general commission you have a commission given to the Lieuten-
ant Governor of the Illinois country at page 333. It is the third commission on that
page. It is dated the 7th April, 1775, and is addressed to Matthew Johnson, Esq.,
Lieutenant Governor and Superintendent at the Illinois : " We, reposing special
trust and confidence in your loyalty, integrity and ability, do by these presents con-
stitute and appoint you to be Lieutenant Governor and Superintendent of the Post and
its dependencies established, or to be established within the Illinois district, in our
Province of Quebec." I do not know whether it will be necessary for me to trouble
Your Lordships with any evidence as to the position of the posts in the Illinois dis-
trict, which were placed under the government of Mr. Johnson by this commission,
but, if necessary, I can show to your Lordships that many of these posts were on the
west side of this due north line for which my learned friend on the other side con-
tends.

Sir Robert Collier.-There are some marked here I see ?
Mr. Scoble.-There is no doubt about it. I do not think it will bo contested by

my opponents that there were posts and settlements in the Illinois country to the
west of this due north line contended for on the other side, and therefore I do not
think I need trouble your Lordships further with that.

Here we have it perfectly clear, as I submit, on the right construction of the
statute, and having regard to the whole of the circumstances which attend the con-
stitution of this Province of Quebec, the lino of the Mississippi established as the
western boundary of the Province of Quebec so far as it went.

Now, my Lords, with regard to the point as to what knowledge at that time was
possessed with reference to the sources of the Mississippi, your Lordships yesterday
noted upon Mitchell's map when it was produced.

Sir R. J. Collier.-Do you remember the date of it ?
Mr. Scoble.-1755.
The Lord Chancellor.-That is a date which is different from the date which I

have got on My notes.
Mr. Scoble.--My friend, Mr. Robinson, says it is 1755.
Mr. Robinson.-Yes, my Lord, that is correct.
Mr. Scoble.-I am sorry to say, my Lord, I have not seen that map and there-

fore I am speaking only from my recollection of the impression which your Lordship
seemed to derive from it that the source of the Mississippi as shown on that map is
to be the north of the north-western angle of the Lake of the Woods.

The Lord Chancellor.-I do not remember that. What I do remember i@, that
the northern boundary is shown to be the whole of the lakes and river
which seems to me to be, though it may not be, laid down in exactly the same
way, the north of the Lake of the Woods.

Sir R. Collier.-It lays down Canada, which is colored brown, as going as far as
the Lake of the Woods?

Mr. Scoble.-Yes, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-There is a point which at present we have heard nothing

about and that is the drawing of the western lino, which the award seems to have
donc from Lake Mississacargan, which seems to be one of the sources of the Missis-
Sippi, though not apparently the northernmost source ?

Mr. Scoble.-That is a point to which I am coming, but I wish, first of ll, to
ve your Lordships authority for the statement which I made just now In answGi' to

Lord Aberdare, that at that time, in the thon condition of geographical kno6Wlé,.
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the source of the Mississippi was unknown, and that it was supposed to be very far
more north than where it actually is. Now, in the Ontario Appendix, page 56, there
is a report of a Mr. Thompson, who was an astronomer and surveyor to the North-
West Company, and who seems to have travelled over this country, with a view of
settling the boundary, in the year 1796, at the time when the question of the boundary
between the British Dominion in America and the United States was under
discussion. At lino 20, the report states: " The services of Mr. Thompson was very
acceptable to these gentlemen." That is to the agents of the North-West Company
in those parts. " They desired to learn the position of their trading houses with
respect to one another, and also to the 49° of north latitude become since the treaty of
1792" (that is the treaty between England and the United States) " the boundary line
between Canada and the United States from the north-west corner of the Lake of the
Woods to the Rocky Mountains, in lieu of a lino from the former point to the head
of the Mississippi, as designated by the treaty of 1783." That was the treaty of
Versailles. " The soarce of the Mississippi was thon known only to the Indians and
a few fur-traders, and was supposed to be further north than the Lake of the Woods."

Lord Aberdare.-And it was supposed to be westward from it apparently from
the description of it given in one of these documents which we have had ?

Mr. Scoble.-Yes, my Lord, I have heard. I do not know of my own knowledge
whether it is so; but I have heard, and I think one of your Lordships made the
observation, that in that map of Mitchell's, which is really a very important map
historically, because it was the only map before the English and American delegates
when the Treaty of Versailles was negotiated that the source of the Mississippi is
taken to be north of this north-west angle of the Lake of the Woods.

The Lord Chancellor.-low does the map appear to be dated 1755 ? It was
supposed to be dated 1783 or earlier, from which I inferred that the dete was
uncertain ?

Mr. Scoble.-My learned friend, Mr. Robinson, tells me that the date is on the
map.

M1r. Robinson.-Yes, the date is on the map, I think.
Sir Robert Collier.-It is said to be 1755 ?
Mr. McCarthy (after referring at the map) -It is dated 1755.
The Lord Chancellor.-Then that becomes a very important map?
Mr. Scoble.-Yes, my Lord. Thon at page 62 of the sane report your Lordships

will find in the last paragraph on that page a statement of the origin of the Missis-
sippi River in Turtle Lake. Turtle Lake, the head of the Mississippi River, is about
four miles square. Its small bays give it the shape of a turtle. Tpis lake was sup-
posed in 1783 to be further north than the north-west corner of the Lake of the
Woods, and this supposition led to the error in the treaty of that year. The error
arose from the fur-traders who ascended the Upper Mississippi counting every pipe
and league, at the end of which it was the hab t to take a remt. Mr. Thompson found
these pipe distances to be as unsubstantial as the smoke itself, and that each instead
of three only measured two miles, and the error was not to make due allowance for
the sinuosities of the river. By this false metbod of reckoning, the notion had arisen
that the head waters of the Mississippi was 128 geographical miles further north
tlpan Mr. Thompson's survey proved them to be. 'lTe north bank of the lake is in
latitude 470, and so on.

Lord Aberdare.-Where is Turtle Lake ?
Mr. Scoble.-It is shown on the map.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is a very small lake.
Lord Aberdare.-Turtle Lake is the northernmost source of the Mississippi, as

Paskoyoe is the furthest point from which it draws its supplies?
Mr. Scoble.-I think so, my Lord.
The Lord President.-It is the point furthest west.
Mr. Scoble.-The fact of the ignorance which prevailed as to the extent of the

Mississippi River is, I think, somewhat important with regard to this enquiry,
because, as the King of France ceded to England all the country west of the Missis-
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sippi, froin the source of that river down to the sea on the south, I apprehend that
the boundary lino of Canada at the time of the treaty and at the time of the Quebeo
Act was supposed to go very considerably north of the Lake of the Woods, and that
when yon got to the source of the Mississippi River, continuing the western boun-
dary, you would have to take as that continued boundary whatever was the dividing
lino on the north between Louisiana, which remained to the French under the Treaty
of Canada, which by the treaty was ceded to England; and that therefore the true
western boundary of Canada, as defined by the treaty and the Act of Parliamont, was
a line which extended along the banks of the Mississippi to the source of that river,
and there followed westerly whatever was at that time the dividing lino between
Canada and Louisiana. But before I leave this point on the due north line taken
from the confluence of the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers up across the American
boundary into Canada, I think I may here conveniently refer, although I shall not
do so at any length, to the state of the judicial authorities on the subject in Canada.
Your Lordships lave already hoard, I think, so much about Reinhardt's case that it
is not necessary for me to go over the facts of that case again. I think my learned
friends are entitled fully to the value of whatever the decision of the judge in that
case may be, though I think I ought to mention here that that case has not been
followed even by the courts of Lower Canada. There is in the appendix a judgment
of Mr. Justice Monk in a case of Connolly vs. Woolrich, which is reported at page
687 of the Joint Appendix. Mr. Justice Monk was a Lower Canada judge. He was
Chief Justice of the Superior Court of the Province of Quebec. It is a recent judg-
ment, and was delivered on the 9th of July, 1867. The question was as to the legality
of a marriage by a Lower Canadian at Rat River, in the Athabasca District (latitude
58° north and 11l° west longitude). One of the points in the case was whether the
place was within the territory of the Hudson Bay Company, and the learned judge,
after going through a very careful investigation of the authorities upon the point,
held that the Athabasca country was not included in the limits of the Hudson Bay
Company, because he says: " It appears to me to be beyond controversy"-

Sir Montague Smith.-Whore are you reading ?
Mr. Snoble.-Page 691; at the foot of the page is the passage which I am read-

ing. I do not propose to trouble Your Lordships with the whole of the judgment,
but merely to give Your Lordships the effect of it. He says that this Athabasca is
part of the North-West Territory beyond the lirits given us by the award.

The Lord Chancellor.-Athabasca is a good deal to the north-west ?
Mr. Scoble.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-And in another water system ?
Mr. Scoble.-Yes, but still, according to the judgment, it was included within

the limits of Canada, and not within the territories granted to the Hudson Bay
Company.

Th Lord Chancellor.--What do you say-that Athabasca is within the limits of
Canada?

Mr. Scoble.-Yes, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-That would be, so far as it goes, fatal to the minor argu-

ment which you were going to put forward to me ?
Lord Aberdare.-That is to say within the territory of the Dominion, not noces-

sarily within the territory of old Canada, but within the territory of the Dominion
of Canada, out of which Athabasca has been carved as a district ?

Mr. Scoble.-Yes, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is impossible for it to have been in old Canada, for

Rupert's Land comes between ?
Lord Aberdare.-Yes ; quite impossible.
Mr. Scoble.-But it is held to be within Canada, because it belonged to the

Crown of France.
The Lord Chancellor.-Where is this place ?
Mr. Scoble.-It would be somewhere about here (pointing on the map).
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The Lord Chancellor.-Here the learned judge seems to have taken a view
which is in accordance with the widest argument which you submit to us ?

Mr. Scoble.-Yes; in accordance with the widest possible argument. I refer to
that, not so much as being in any way conclusive upon the point, although the learned
judge did not consider Reinbardt's case in delivering his judgment here, but as show-
ing that there is no concensus of judicial opinion in Canada in favor of this due
north lino, but that there is a good deal of authority on the other side, giving the.
whole of this country to Canada under the Treaty of Paris and under the Quebeo
Act.

The Lord Chancellor.-What strikes me at present about this particular
decision is, that Athabasca would not fall within the line in any conceivable con-
Btruction of the limit in the Quebec Act. If you take the lino from the conjunction
of the Ohio and Mississippi of course that would be a great deal further to the west.

Mr. Scoble.-Yes, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-If you take the lino of the award, that would strike

the Hudson Bay much to the east of the Athabasca country.
Mr. Scoble.-Yes, my L'rd.
The Lord Chancellor.-And the consequence is, that on no possible hypothesis

can such a notion be reconciled with the boundaries in the Quebec Act.
Mr. Scoble.-Except on the assumption that the intention of the Quebec Act

was to include in the Province of Quebec the whole of the territory which is ceded
by the Crown of France.

The Lord Chancellor.-How can you go against the express term of the Quebeo
Act, which, boyond all doubt, points out the boundaries, and even if you take the men-
tion of the Hudson Bay territory as carrying you up to the shores of the Hudson
Bay, that would still exclude this Athabasca territory ?

Lord Aberdare.-And all, I believe, that was claimed for the Hudson Bay
Company were the sources of the river which flowed into Hudson Bay.

Mr. Scoble.-They went down to the 49th parallel at one time, my Lord, the
boundary line between Canada and the United States.

The Lord Chancellor.-It is impossible to suppose that this judgment could
have meant that ?

Lord Aberdare.-You mean that they passed over the dividing ridge ?
Mr. Scoble.-Yes, my Lord. They varied their claims at various times in order

to suit the exigencies of their position, and at one time they went down as far as the
49th parallel. There is another opinion of an Upper Canada judge, which is perbaps
not of much more value than either of Chief Justice Sewell's judgment in tfie Rein-
hardt case, or Mr. Justice Monk's judgment, which is the opinion of Mr. Justice
Powell, at page 151 of the Ontario Appendix, the smaller book, in which in reforenue
to the controversy which was pending in the year 1719, .between Lord Selkirk's
partizans and the Canadian authorities, ho expresses his opinion in a letter to Lieu-
tenant-Governer Maitland.

The Lord Chancellor.-This is not even a judicial opinion.
Mr. Scoble.-It is not a judgment, but ho was called to account by Lord Selkirk

in a letter to the English Governor as to certain expressions which Chief Justice
Powell was alleged to have used, and then ho was required to explain and ho does
explain. He says that the intention (your Lordship will find it about lino 15) of
the Government in separating the Province of Quebec was to extend the western
limits, without difference to the limits of Quebec, in such terms as plainly indicate
the intention to comprehend all the country conquered from France under the name
of Canada, which had not been relinquished to the United States of America, or
secured to the Hudson Bay Company or designated as Lower Canada.

The Lord Chancellor.-Do you mean to suggest that the Opinion expressed in
this letter of Chief Justice Powell is to weigh with us without our considering the
grounds of it ?

Mr. Scoble.-I mean only this, that Reinhardt's case will no doubt be relied on
by tho other side in favor of the contention that the due north lino ought to be
varied from the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi, and I only cite this as-
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Sir M. E. Smith.-As a counterpoise.
Mr. Scoble.-As showing that there le no agreement of judicial authorities aa

to that contention.
The Lord Chancellor.-What strikes me je that this passage in the letter je a

reference to a particular Order in Council, the terme of which, he says, plainly
indicate a certain intention. I suppose we have got the Order in Council?

Mr. Scoble.-Yes, my Lord, I, suppose we have.
The Lord Chancellor.-I think we should see whether the terms of it bear out

that contention, and if so, how it bears on this controversy?
Mr. Scoble.-That, My Lord, would be the Order in Council which yon have

already had before you.
Tho Lord Chancellor.-We have seen that, and we have seen plainly that there

is nothing whatever in it about the westward boundary.
Mr. Scoble.-Nothing whatever definitely marking the western boundary. Of

course, I do not suppose your Lordship would be influenced one way or another by
these opinions. i cite them merely for the purpose of ehowing that there has been
no concensus of judicial opinion in Canada on this point. Some of tho judges have
taken one view and some another view, and I submit as far as any judicial authority
is concerned, the authority of Chief Justice Sewell's judgment in Reinhardt case is
entirely done away with by a reference to the wards cf the Act and to the words of
treaty, upon which the Act was passed, and that the Mississippi, as far as it goos,
must be taken to be the line which fixes the western boundary of the Provin.e of
Canada. Well, my Lords, I think that that would be enough to support the award.
If it ie presumed and was presumed that the rise of the Mississippi was considerably
north of the point at which it actually does take its rise-considerably north, that is
of the Turtle and Missisaquigan lakes, and considerably north also of the Lake of the
Woods-that would carry us as far as the first natural boundary at all events is
concerned, to the English River, which je the boundary given by the award.

The Lord Chancellor.-At present, the only evidence as to that boundary-the
northern boundary of the award-which we have heard je Mitchell's map ?

Mr. Scoble.-Yes, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-There je other evidence, my Lord. There is a letter of

Lord Sheiburne in the supplementary Appendix of the Province of Ontario, printed
at page 1, dated on the 14th November, 1767. ' Instructions of the Imperial Govern-
ment as to explorations of the territories to the westward of Lake Superior, and of
certain northern territories, as distinguished from the territories comprised in the
Hudson Bay Company's charter,"-which I think is of importance on this view of
the western boundary. The last. paragraph Il "As an accurate knowledge of t ha
interior parts of North America would contribute much towards enabling His
Majesty's Ministers to judge soundly of the true interests of the different provinces,
I cannot too strongly recommend to yon the encouraging such adventreis as are
willing to explore those parts which have not hitherto been much frequented, and
consequently are scarcely, if at all, known, particularly towards the territories
comprised in the charter of the Hudson Bay Company, north of the Hudson Bay
Company northward."

The Lord Chancellor.-What je the meaning of that ?
Mr. Scoble.-I do not know whether it is a misprint or not,?
The Lord Chancellor.-" North of the Hudson Bay Company "-it cainot

iean that ?
Mr. Scoble.-I cannot understand it. If it ie correctly printed I cannot under-

stand what it means-" the territories comprised in the charter of the Hudson By
north of Hudson Bay Company northward."

The Lord Chancellor.-What do you refer to the passage for ?
Mr. Scoble.-I refer to it, to show that as far as the English authorities were

concerned it was terra incognita, though certainly not so far as the French were con-
cerned. Then the words to which I particularly refer are, " and the country beyond
Lake Superior westward." Now, my Lord, that country " beyond Lake Superior
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westward " would certainly not be included within the territory granted to the
Hudson Bay Company by charter. It was in the contemplation of the Government
at that time, four years after the treaty, that there was territory beyond Lake
Superior westward, which passed to England under that treaty, and which was not
inciuded witbin the territory of the Hudson Bay Company.

The Lord Chancellor.-How does that appear from the context ? It may be so,
but at present I cannot see how that is borne out.

Mr. Scoble.-Simply on these grounds, my Lôrd, that the Government did not
know much about the country and wished to have it examined.

The Lord Chancellor.-There is nothing at ail to show that it was not comprised
in the charter of the Hudson Bay Company.

Mr. Scoble.- They draw a distinction, your Lordships see, between that country
and the country which belonged to the Huison Bay Company.

The Lord President.-Yes, it says, " and the country beyond Lake Superior
westward."

The Lord Chancellor. -If the words had been " particularly towards the terri-
tories comprised in the Hudson Bay Company's charter and the country beyond the
Lake Superior westward," you would be well founded in saying that the distinction
was drawn, but there come in these words, so difficult to understanq, which look as
if inot all the territories in the Hudson Bay Company's charter were intended to be
descri bed.

Mr. Scoble. -I would submit that there is a clear distinction drawn here between
the Hudson Bay Company's territory and the country beyond Lake Superiorwestward.

The-Lord Chancellor-That is what I at present do not see. I should sece it if
the words " north of the Hudson Bay Company northwards" were not there, butthere seems to be some error, either in the original letter or the print of it, but I
should infer that Lord Shelburne pointed to some particular districts, whether ailcomprehended or not, ail comprehended in the charter of the Hudson Bay Company,one of those districts being to the north, and cortainly s0 comprised, and the otherbeing westward, which might or might not be so.

Mr. Scoble.-Well, my Lord, I quite intend to take it on that ground. It was a
matter of enquiry whether this country was or was not comprised in the territory
of the Hudson Bay Company. There appears to have been sone action taken
upon this.

The Lord Chancellor.-It seems to me at present to be neutral in that respect.
It merely shows that the country beyond Lake Superior was one not sufficientlyexplored.

Mr. Scoble.-Then I would ask your Lordship to consider what evidence there
is as to this country which passed to the Crown under the Treaty of Paris which
gave to the English King ail the French possessions in Canada. Canada at that time
was known by the name of Canada and sometimes by the namue of " La Nouvelle
France."

The Lord Ohancellor.-Were thoso covertible terms ?
Mr. Scobe.-.Yes, Canada and La Nouvelle France; I think in ail the maps you

will find it is called Canada or La 1Nouvelle France.
The Lord Chancellor.-There was a document yesterday I think in which thereseemed to be a distinction drawn between them.
Lord Aberdare.-I suppose the northern imits of Louisiana were very little

known.
Mr. Scoble.-I apprehend very little known the way in which the boundary isdefined. In the only book that I have come to on the subject is the very vague des-

cription " bounded on the north by Canada," I think that is at page 183.
Sir Robert Collier.-What was bounded on the north?
Mr. Scoble.-Louisiana. It is not at page 183, I will find your Lordship the

reference in a moment.
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Lord Aberdare.-Its importance is this, that it might be shown that that
Which is French was Louisiana but not Canada. It might be French. It might be
Shown Louisiana extended in a north-west direction.

Mr. Scoble.-I do not think that can be contended at all, I think that what is
historically true is that whatever the boundary between Louisiana and Canada was,
Whatever was north of that boundary went to England under the Treaty of Paris,
Whatever was Eouth of that lino remained tO France under the name of Louisiana.

The Lord President.-There is a partial boundary line on this map.
Mr. Scoble.-There is. This description of Louisiana to which I promised te

refer is at page 47 of the Ontario Appendix. Mr. Jeffreys, who is described as geo-
grapher to Ris Majesty in a book published, in 1761, a description of New France or
the French possessions in North Amerîca gives the boundaries in this way: " The
Province of Louisiana or the southern part of New France e.etends, according to the
Prench geographers, from the Gulf of Mexico, in about 29 degrees to near 45 degres
1f north latitude on the western side."

The Lord Chancellor.-That at once proves you were too hasty in saying that
New France was equivalent to Canada.

Mr. Scoble.-I ought to have said after the Treaty of 1763, but you will find
that in another book published in that same year which is quoted at page 46, Canad&
3e it is taken for one and the same Province with New France containS New France
Properly so called. " I have seen Canada or La Nouvelle France," occurs constantly
on the old French maps, but with regard to this limit of Louisiana your Lordship
,Will see, at page 35, after giving the degrees of latitude and longitude, the geographer
goes on to say that it is bounded on the north by Canada.

Lord Aberdare.-But then what was Canada when you came to the North-West ?
The Lord Chancellor.-Was Acadia ?
Mr. Scoble.-No, Acadia is in Nova Scotia.
The Lord Chancellor.-It has been since we had it. It was not called Nova

8cotia by the French. Was not it a part of New France at the time it was a French
possession?

Mr. Scoble.- That I would not undertake to say. My impression is it was not,
but I should be sorry to express any positive opinion on the subjeet. I think you
Will find in the old geographers a distinction taken between Acadia and Canada.

The Lord Chancellor.-That there is no doubt of, but my impression was and
till is that New France was a general name for all the French possessions.

Lord Aberdare. -This map is an old French map and you find it there " Canada
011 la Nouvelle France."

Mr. Scoble.-There appears to have been a good deal of looseness of description
about the country in the 1'th century. For instance in Ogilby on the boundaries of
Canada, Labrador, &c., quoted at page 46, in describing Canada and New France, he
8ays : " Canada as it is taken for one and the same province with New France
cOntains New France, properly so called Nova Scotia, Norumbega and some adjoining
islands." There is a considerable varicty of description, but I think that I am right
lsaying that as a general rule " Canada ou la ¿Nouvelle France " is the term used
by French geographers.

The Lord Chancellor.-On the other hand, in this book of Jeffreys to whicl we
have been referred (and the title of which is a description of New France on the
'rench dominions of North America) Louisiana is included as a province?

Mr. Scoble. -Yes, that is so.
The Lord Chancellor.-I think probably the largest signification of La Nouvelle

ance included all the French possessions in North America and it becaras
11ore commonly used for Canada.

Mr. Scoble.-This same geographer, Jeffreys, in the same book, in a passage
ihÎch is quoted in a report of the Canadian Minister of Public Works, page 183,

of the Joint Appendix, says, at lino 21: " Canada according to the English account is
8nded on the north by the high lands which separate it from the country about

udson Bay, Labrador or New Britain and the country of the Eskimeaux and the
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Christeneaux, on the east by the river St. Lawrence and on the south by the
Outawais river, the country of the Six Nations and liouisiana, its limits towards the
west extending over countries and nations hitherto undiscovered ". I am quoting
from the memorandum of the Commissioner of Crown Lands. I have not the book
itself.

The Lord Chanceller.-It is an extract?
Mr. Scoble.-It is an extract from the book published in 1160 or 1761-two or

three years before the Treaty of Paris.
The Lord Chancellor.-That is quite indefinite-" over countries and natione

hitherto undiscovered ? "
Mr. Scoble.-Yes, very indefinite.
Lord Aberdare.-Its limits are unlimited.
Mr. Scoble.-Then he says at line 29 describing the country from Lake Sape-

rior westward " at the mouth of Les Trois Rivières, or the Three Rivers, is a little
French fort called Camenistagouia and 25 leagues to the west of the said fort, the
land begins to slope and the river to run towards the west."

Lord Aberdare.-This Fort Camenistagonia is what we call Fort WilliamS
probably ?

Mr. Scoble.-Yes. One gets embarrassed with these curious names.
Lord Aberdare.--That is pretty well admitted now to be within the watershed

and to be in a certain sense a portion of this territory ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Subject to the question of the due north line.
Mr. Scoble.-" At ninety-five leagues from this greatest height lies the second

establishment of the French that way called Fort St. Pierre in the Lake des Pluies
The third is 'Fort St. Charles eighty leagues further on the Lake des Bois The fourth
i8 Fort Maurepas a hundred lagues distant from the last near the head of the Lake
of Ouinipigon." I suppose we must take that to be Lake Winnipeg. " Fort >
Reine, which is the fifth, lies a hundred leaàgues further on the river of the Assiniboels.

The Lord Chancellor.-I think all these were the seven forts which are mon,
tioned as the posts of the West Sea in one place ?

Mr. Scoble.-Yes, I think they may be taken to be the same. " Another fort
lad been built on the River Rouge, but was deserted on account of its vicinity to thO
two last. The sixth, Fort Dauphin, stands on the west side of Lac des Prairies or Of
the Meadows, and the seventh, which is called Fort Bourbon, stands on the shore Of
the Great Lake Bourbon. The chain ends with Fort Poskoyac at the bottom of 0
river of that name which falls into Lake Bourbon. The River Poskoyac is made bf
De Lisle and Buache to rise within twenty-five leagues of their west sens which thel
any communicates with the Pacifie Oceap. Al these forts are under the Governor
of Canada."

Lord Aberdare.-Lake Bourbon I suppose was the French name for Lak&
Winnipeg ?

Mr. Scoble.u-No, I think not.
Lord Aberdare.-What would have been the Great Lake Bourbon ?
Mr. Scoble.-The northern part of Lake Winnipeg. The lako of the MeadoO

or Prairies is the lake, I understand, which is now known as Lake Manitoba.
Lord Aberdare.-The Meadows Lake is the upper portion of this map near Fort

Dauphin. Lake Manitoba and Swan's Lake is the upper part.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is clear one of the lakes was Lake Bourbon.
Mr. Scoble.-Now, my Lord, this book I suppose may be taken as showing the

popular knowledge, or in fact I may say showing the scientific knowledge of the
geography of this part of the world possessed in England at the time of tha affaire O
176 l, two or three years before the Treaty of Paris, and the British Government, L
think, may be taken to have known of the existence of these forts and that they W601
a the writer says, under the Governor of Canada-that is under the French overo'
ment. Now, my Lord, in connection with that I would ask to refer your Lordshbi
to a passage in Governor Pownall's report.
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Sir Robert Collier.-He goes on to say " The above it will be observed i3 the
English account of what was still Frencli Canada in 1760."

Mr. Scoble.-That was the argument of the Commissioner of Crown Lands, but r
do not ask your Lordships to consider that. I only ask your Lordships to consider
the authority which is cited. Thon I would ask in connection with that your Lord-
Ships' attention to a part of Governor Pownall's report in 1756, which my learned
friend Mr. Mowat did not read. The report is at page 601 of the Joint Appendix.

Sir Montagne Smith.-What is the date ?
Mr. Scoble.-1756. I am very sorry to have to refer your Lordships in this way

from book to book, but I am afraid it is inevitable. Now the report begins at page
601 and it is described as " Extracts from Governor Pownall's official account of the
French posts and the French dominion in North America, 1756." It appears to have
been drawn up by order of and presented to His Royal Highness the Duke of
Cumberland.

Sir Montague Smith.-It has been referred to.
The Lord Chancellor.-I do not know whether the title is in any way part of the

document, is it ? Whoever drow up the title seems to have distinguishel botween
Prench posts and French dominions?

Mr. Scoble.-Yes; my Lord. That apparently would be the original title, but
I have not seen the book and cannot give your Lordship any definite information
about it. It is " a memorial stating the nature of tl-e service in North America and
Proposing a general plan of operations as founded thereon, drawn up by order of and

lresented to His Royal Highness the Duke of Cumberland, 1756." The Dake of
umberland was Commander.in-Chief in 1756, and I suppose this was in regard to

railitary action. My friend read extracts and gave your Lordship a great deal of
Information with regard to the forts in Canada, which are specified at page 603, and
I would only further call your Lordship's attention to the Illinois forts, which are
tnontioned there later on. The Illinois has six companies (300). It states what the
pOsts were in 1762-the Caskasias, Fort de Chartres, Village de St. Philip, Pi airie
de Rocher, Cotokias, Village de Ste. Jeune Vierge. Those were al posts in the
Ilinois country, which were ceded by the Treaty of Paris, and some of them I have
already mentioned would be excluded from the operation of the Quebec Act, by
Which the north lino was drawn. But your Lordships will find, a littie further on,
'as to the posts in the Illinois country I am not able to describe them particularly,
but what appears to be of more consequence I collect from M. Vaudreuil's letters
(from 1743 to 1752), the general idea upon which the fortifying and securing that
0ontry is founded." Thon he gives the history of the forts, and at page 604, line 9,1 think there is a very important paragraph. He says: " Thus the French do not
only settle the country but also take possession of it, and by the form, site and police
Of such possessions (led on and established by the guidance of, and in alliance with,
tle waters) a natural foundation of a one command have they acquired and become
]Ossessed of the command of this country. By these means, I repeat it, have they
'treated an alliance, an interest, with all the Indians on the continent; by those means
have they acquired an influence, a command throughout the country.

Lord Aberdare.-That may be a moral command ?
Mr. Scoble.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-It means a predominant influence, a practical power

'#hich undoubtedly may lead to possession ?
Sir Robert Collier.-An ascendency, he goes on to say, with the Indians.
The Lord Chancellor.-Yes; the words which follow are certainly important.

They know too well the spirit of Indian politics to affect a superiority, a govern-
n1Bnt over the Indians, yet they have, in realit y, the truth of more solid effect, a»
'lIfluence, an ascendancy, in all the councils of all the Indians on the continent."

Mr. Scoble.-And lead and direct their measures, not even our own allies, the
pive bations, excepted.

The Lord Chancellor.--It is obvious he distinguishes that from territorial po-
sesion ?
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Sir Montagne Smith.-There is a classification of the different tribes of IndiSn
and how they are effected ?

Mr. Scoble.-Yes,
The Lord Chancellor.-I see a number of tribes bracketed and marked "sUP'

posed to be in the British interests," and there are some " wholly in the British
interests," and so on.

Mr. Scoble.-I think these passages which I have read are the most importalt

passages as showing the condition of English knowledge at the time or immediatelY
before the time of the treaty. There are other reports a little subsequent to the
treaty which do not add very much to the information which is contained in Jeffrey's
and in Governor Pownall, as for instance Deputy Superintendent Croghan's report$
on the French settlements of the Wabash and Illinois in 1764-65 (page 107 of the joint

Appendix) and a report by Governor Carleton at page 609 as to the French posts Of
the Interior, 1768.

The Lord Chancellor.-That was read ?
Mr. Scoble.-That was read. Now my Lord, the French view of what they hgd

and- what they ceded was very much more in favor Of actual possession than the
Englith view contained in the documents which I have read. In fact the whole
contention of the French from the time the French and British interests core into
-conflict in this part of the world appears to have been that they were in possessioO
-of the countrynot only by right of prior discovery, but also by occupation and
eettlement.

Lord Aberdare. -This contention goes to show the original Province of Manitoba
-was wrongly constituted.

Mr. Scoble.-Well my Lord, if it were necessary to contend that, no doubt that
might be contended upon these facts. At page 619 there is a report of the Sieur de
Bt. Lusson, who was sub-delegate of the Intendant Talon in 1611, in which he gi«®
an account of the way in which he proceeded. Hie says: " On the orders by "0
received on the third of September last from my Lord the Intendant of New France
signed and paraphed Talon and underneath by my Lord Varnier with paraph to
proceed forthwith to the countries of the Outaouais, Nespersez, Illinois and other
mations discovered and to be discovered in North America, near Lake Superior or te
Fresh Sea to make search and discovery there for all sorts of mines, particularly that
of copper, commanding us moreover to take possession in the King's name of all the
country inhabited and uninhabited wherever we should pass, planting in the first
village at which we land the cross in order to produce there the fruits of ChristianitY
and the escutcheon of France to confirm lis Majesty's Authority and the Frechlc
dominion over it." He goes on to say that ho has caused a number of tri bes to
assemble to the number of 14 nations, and be gives their names " To whom in the

resence of the Reverend Fathers of the Company Of Jesus and of all the Froeb
ereafter mentioned we have caused to be read our said commission, and had it

interpreted in their language by Sieur Nicolas Perrot, His Majesty's Interpreter 14

that part, so that they may not be ignorant of it afterwards causing a cross

prepared in order that the fruits of Christianity be produced there and near it
cedar polo to which we have affixed the Arms of France saying three times in a lo1
voice and with public outcry, that in the name of the Most ligh, Most Mighty a
Mfost Redoubtable Monarch Louis XIV-"

The Lord Chancellor.-They took possession of the whole continent?
Mr. Scoble.-Yes ?
Lord Aberdare.-Discovered or to be discovered.
Mr. Scoble.-Yes. They acted in much the same way as every nation acted.i"

those days. They afterwards occasioned disputes and came to wars in order to ao

tain their right to the territory they had in an exceedingly free and easy manner
taken possession of, and, to a certain extent, according to international law as it w
thon understood, they were perfectly right in doing se. But here they profes1 to

take possession of the whole of the continent. " As well discovered as to be disco ç
ered which are bounded on the one side by the Northern and Western Seas and o1
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the other side by the South Sea, including all its length or breadth." Thon at page
261 there is another record of taking possession in the King's name of the countries
of the Upper Mississippi: " Nicholas Perrot, commanding for the King at the post of
the Nadouesioux, commissioned by the Marquis de Denouville, Governor and Lieute-
]nant General of all New France."

And ho takes possession of all the places where he bas bitherto been, and whither
will go. Thon ho describes the places ho has been to, and records that he has

taken possession " for, and in the name of the king of the countries and rivers in-
habited by the said tribes and of which they are proprietors." Thon in regard to these
atters of taking possession, I may call your Lordships' attention to page 623, lino 20,

Where the pretension to Hudson Bay is set up in a lutter from Louis XLV himself to
I. de la Barre. It is dated Fontainebleau, 5th August, 1683 : " I recominend

you to prevent the English as much as possible from establishing thomselves in
enidson Bay, possession whereof was taken in my name several years ago."

Lord Aberdare.-That was in the evil days of Charles II?
Mr. Scoble.-Yes. Thon again at page 624, writing again to M. de la Barre

O4 the l0th April, as to the affaire of the Nelson River, ho says at lino 11: " It
WOuld be well for yon to have a proposal made to the commandant at Hudson Bay
that noither the French nor the English should -have power to make any new
etablishments." And then in regard to that same Nelson River at page 625, on an
aPPlication for a grant of the Nelson River by Gauliter de Comporté, in 1684, it is
recited that this Gaultier de Comporté has presented a memoir by which ho re-
q-uests the grant unto himself and his associates of the ownership of the River de
l3Ourbon-the Nelson-in Hudson Bay, of which possession had been taken in the
1arMe of the king for as long a time as it should please, with the permission to
establish three posts on the river." Thon in a report made in 1685 by the Gov-
erbor of Montreal, the Marquis de Seignelay, the origin of the French claim by
settlement is stated to be : "As regards Hudson Bay, the French settled thore in
1656 by virtue of an arrêt of the Sovereign Council of Qaebec, authorizing Sieur
101rbon, its Attorney.General, to make the discovery thereof who went to the north

said bay and took possession thereof in His Majesty's name." The Attorney-
neral was a very active person in those days, and in these latter days I have read
an Attorney-General leading a force in the south of Africa for the purpose of

ePressing attacks by the hostile tribes in that part of the world. The Attorney-
General of the Cape of Good Hope led a force most gallantly the other day, and I

eb8eve came off victorious in his encounters. I think, my Lord, all these documents
at4 Others with which the appendix abounds, show tolerably clearly that before the
t'lee of the Treaty of Paris the king of France laid claim, according to the fashion of
toe5 0 times, to the whole of the country to the west and south which constituted

n8t1ada as distinguished from Louisiana. I tbink it was so understood by the British
QOvernment at the time of the treaty and subsequently, because there is rather a curi-
0Ds thing in the Parliamentary debates of the year following, the year in which the
9quebec Act was passed. No less a person than Lord Camden brought a Bill into the
]'Ouse of Lords for the repeal of the Quebec Act, and his objections to the Act were

nut on three grounds: The first ground was the extension of the limits of Canada.he other two grounds were the grounds upon which the Bill had been fought inboth Houses in the previous year, namely : First, they objected to the establishment
O Popery in this large region, and, in the second place, they objected to the estab-
1Mhrnont of a much more arbitrary Government than that which prevailed in the othor
4orth American Colonies. On the point of the first objection Lord Camden approved,
there could be no good reason for extending the limits of Quebec as to make them coin-
Prebend a vast extent of country two thousand miles in length from north to south,;%]d bounded on the west only by the South Sea.

The Lord Chancellor.-A distinguished person speaking in the House of Lords
bon an idea which without proof is not to be accepted upon his authority, do you
Ppose Lord Camden knew more about it than we do ?
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Mr. Scoble.-I do not supposo ho knew as much or at all events did not know
se much as4 your Lordships wil[ know when yen coine to the end of this case, but it
shows that according to the means of knowledge he possessed at that time, and
according te bis construction of the Quebec Act, the Province of Quebec was made
te include all the territory France purported te coede and England assumed te take.

The Lord Chancellor.-What are the words in the Quebee Act? It is an Act

containing the boundaries. What are the bounds which show it extends te the
Western Pacifie? Yeu do not make much progress by showing what L:>rd Camden
said.

Lord Abordare.-You seem in this argument te throw away all the instruc-
tions given to Governor Carleton and others te define these boundaries. Yeu are
going far beyond that ?

Mr. Scoble.-No. I think Governor Carleton went far beyond that.
Sir Robert Collier.-If ho went as far as that it is quite enough for you ?
The Lord Chancellor.-What strikes me at present is that the Act speaks for

itself, and shows distinctly that whether the point is that for which your opponents
contend, or that stated by the award, westward towards the Mississippi, when you
have got te that point you go northward te the southern boundary of the territory
granted te the Hudson Bay Company, and if wO accepted your learned leader's
suggestion, that means northward of Hudson Bay, and nothing else. Still yen eut

off an enormous extent of territory, taking into conideration Lord Camden's view ?
Mr. Scoble.-If your Lordshîps construe the word " northward " as referring to

territory and net te boundary, that would give all that Lord Camden seemed to
think it did.

The Lord Chancellor.-I do net follow you. This states what territories are
included, and it gives you first of all the line of boundary as far as the junction of
the Ohio and the Mississippi. Then you either take north from that point or frora
some point arrived at by going northward along the Mississippi the further boun-
dary is struck northward until it meets the southern boundary of the Hudson Bay
Company. How can that be? The thing is simply impossible?

AIr. Scoble.-The westward boundary doos net carry it further than the banks
of the Mississippi.

The Lord Chancellor.-And from that yen strike northward until yen reach
either Hudson Bay or some territory which is described as granted te " the merchant
adventurers trading te Hudson Bay."

Mr. Scoble.-I submit the Act may be read in this way: "Ali the territor-
ies, isiands and countries in North America belonging te the Crown of Great Britain
bounded on the south"-

The Lord Chancellor.-It is te give a southern boundary, an eastern boundarY,
a western boundary and a northern boundary, and how it can include anythinf
which is net within any possible limite so described, seet te be beyond the power
of imagination te conceive.

Lord Aberdare.-And it seems wholly unnecessary for what is your substantial
-ontention ?

Mr. Scoble.-Well, then, my Lord, I will leave that part of the case, and i0
obedience te your Lordship's view just expressed, I will address myself now to what
is the northern boundary, established by the Quebec Act. That ia stated te be 6 the
southern boundary of the territory granted te the merchant adventurers trading to
Hudson Bay." Now, no southern boundary of those territories had at that ti0e
or bas te this day been ascertained. It is a historical errer te suppose that auY
boundary was settled by or after the Treaty of Utrecht. At page 587 of the JoiDt
Appendix, your Lordships will find the memorial of the Hudson Bay Company datd
the 6th December, 1759, in which in prospect of an approaching treaty o pate
between this nation and France, that le in prospect of theh Treaty of Paris of 1763,
they make certain representations. They state what the French had been doing io
Hudson Bay before the Treaty of Utrecht. They recite articles 10 and 11 of thAt
itreaty, and then at line 22 they go on te say this: " That in pursuance of the Oba
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treaty and an especial commission of Her said Late Majesty Queen Anne,
-dated the 20th of July, 1713, the said bay and lands then in possession of the French
Were delivered up to Governor Knight and Kelsey, who took possession thereof for
the English Hudson Bay Company and Commissaries were appointed to settie
the said limits, and adjust the damages the company had sustained which for the
ships and goods of the company taker. by the French appears by an account stated
in the year 1713, and delivered to the then Lords Commissioners of Trado and
Plantations, amounted to upwards of £100,000, besides the damages the company sus-
tained by the enemies burning three of their forts and factories at Charlton Island,
Xoose River, and New Severn. And proceedings were laid by the sai& commissaries
towards settling the same, but they were never able to bring the settlement of the
said limits to a final conclusion, nor did the said Hudson Bay Co)mpany ever receive
any satisfaction for their said damages." It is perfectly clear then that these lines
upon the various maps which point out the limits settled by the Treaty of Utrecht,
are lines introduced into these maps without any historical foundation at all, becanse
no limits wero over settled from the date of the Treaty of Utrecht, or from the date
of the Treaty of Paris or since. If that is so your Lordships have now to determine
what ought to be considered the southern boundary of the territory granted to. the
Hudson Bay Company at the time of the Treaty of Paris and the Quebec Act of
1774. I think the best evidence as to the condition of the Hudson Bay Company's
Settlements at the time of the treay is to be found in a letter from the Right
Elonorable George G. Goschen, who was chairman of the company at the time the
letter was written, which is printed at page 594 of the Joint Appendix. It is dated
12th December, 1876, and addressed by Mr. Goschen as Chairman of the Hudson
Bay Company to the Secretary of State for Canada. He encloses, first of ail, a map,
then a statement prepared with reference to the parliamentary enquiry which took
place in 1857. Then, in the fourth paragraph of his letter, ho says this :-" At the
time of the passing of the Quebec Act, 1774, the company had not extended their
poste and operations far from the shores of Hudson Bay. Journals of the following
trading stations have been preserved bearing that date, namely: Albany, Henley
Moose, Eastmain, York, Seveïrn, and Churchill. These journals give no information
upon the subject of the boundaries between Canada and the territory of the company,
nor was the question raised in 1748 when the House of Lords held an enquiry with
referer ce to the company's affairs as at that time conducted. A map, No. 3, no
doubt prepared for that occasion, and sent herewith shows the extent of the country to
which these operations were then confined." I do not know whether my learned
friends have that Act, but that map no doubt would show the Hudson Bay Con-
pany's views of its settlements at the time of the passing of the Quebec Act.

Lord Aberdare.-Yes, it would show historically what they occupied then. It
would not show what was the limit óf their actual claims now.

Mr. Scoble.-I apprehend that they could not extend their boundaries subsequent
to the Quebec Act beyond the limita which those boundaries had at the time of the
Quebec Act.

The Lord Chancellor.-The question is what is meant in the Quebec Act by the
"territory granted to the Hudson Bay Company ?"

Mr. Scoble.-Yes, and that makes it necessary that I should refer, and I shall
do it very briefly, to the charter of the Hudson Bay Company.

The Lord Chancellor.-What is important as bearing upon that, is the use in
that charter of the term "I Rupert's Land," as distinguishing territory over which the
grant was meant to extend.

Mr. Scoble.-The first observation I will make with regard to this charter,
Which is printed at page 341 of the Joint Appendix, is that the King, in granting it,
does not set up any title to the lands that ho is granting by right of prior discovery,
but only such title as ho might have by occupation and settlement.

The Lord Chancellor.-What are the words which appear to you to indicate
that, whatever is actually possessed by the King's subjects or the subjects of any
'other State, is excluded ?
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Mr. Scoble.-Yes, and I say that excludes also any claim by right of prior
discovery. He purports to grant whatever ho bas, that is, all the lands, countries
and territories.

Lord Aberdare.-He assumes all to be bis.
Mr. Scoble.-Then I apprehend if he were claiming by right of first discovery,

ho would claim to have the whole of it.
Lord Aberdare.-Then, surely, we come back to what is subsequently admitted

to bo Rupert's Land ?
Mr. Sfoble.-I do not think anything was subsequently admitted to be Rupert's

Land, because in the iRupert's Land Act, in which the phrase " Rupert's Land " for
the first time received legislative sanction, there is an express reservation of all
rights in regard to it.

The Lord Chancellor.-There are some words, which indicate what is meant, are
mot there ?

Mr. Scoble.-I will give your Lordship the exact words. They are at page 445:
«'For the purposes of this Act the terni iRupert's Land eball include the whole of
the lands and territories held or claimed to be held by the said Governor and
Company."

The Lord Chancellor.-" Or claimed to be held." You see, the whole of the
present relations of Canada and Rupert's Land are founded upon this.

Mr. Scoble. -But the surrender which was to be rade was only of " the lands
territories, rights, privileges, and so forth, as far as the same had been lawfullygranted to the said company."

The Lord Chancellor.-Where is that ?
Mr. Scoble.-In the third paragraph of the preamble, at line thirty-four.
Lord Aberdare.-But practically, aithough not admitting and grumbling against

the excessive claims of the Hudson Bay Company, for the purpose of annexationof those territories, they were admitted.
Sir Montagne Smith.-They seem to me to be left undefined, but they wished totake a surrender of whatever they had and wbatever they might ,laim.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-The Act spenks of Rupert's Land and the North-Western

Territory, and then it defines what Rupert's Land means.
Mr. Scoble.-For the purposes of the Act, and not otherwise.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-The annexatirn was to be of Rupert's Land and the North-Western Territory belonging to the Hudson Bay Company.
Tho Lord Chancellor.- When you speak for "the purposes of the Act," tbepurposes of the Act are that this territory shall be part of the Dominion of Canada

.and the whole of the legislation takes place upon that footing ?
Mr. Scoble.-Upon the footing of a compromise ?
The Lord Chancellor.-No, upon the footing of its being treated by the Im-perial Parliament as external to Canada.
Mr. Scoble.-Then on that presumption we do not get any further as to whatRupert's Land is ?
The Lord Chancellor.-As to the actual limit; but that it was a large territory

thon claimed by the Hudson Bay Company, and seems to be soa You do get that.
Mr. Scoble.-They may have claimed under two rights. They may have

claimed under their charter in regard to land immediately in the neighborhoo oflheir. settlement in Hudson Bay, and they may have claimed under the rght
derived from long occupation in regard to other portions of that territory.Sir Barnes Peacock.-Is not that what was intended to bo afnexed to Canada,
for which they were to pay £300,000 ?

Mr. Scoble.-It was a compromise arrived at between the Hudson Bay Com-pany and the Dominion of Canada.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-They purchased from the Hudson Bay Company allthose rights with certain exceptions, which were reserved to the Hudson BayCompany, and they paid £300,000 for that, Then there is a stipulation in the sur-

render as to the electric tolegraph. Canada was to purchase fromu the Hudson
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Bay Company their electric telegraph and that is in the surrender and in the Order
in Council. Do you know how far that electric telegraph went ?

Mr. Scoble.-I do not know, my Lord, my friends will supply your Lordship
with that information by-and-bye.

The Lord Chancellor.-Can you point out where the Fort Garry mentioned at
page 447 is ?

Mr. Scoble.-Fort Garry is where the town of Winnipeg now stands.
The Lord Chancellor.-Then that is very important, because you see this Im-

perial Order in Council under that Act of Parliament, distinctly treats the Town of
Winnipeg as adjoining the forts of the Hudson Bay Company. Then the company
as part of the terms for which they stipulated, besides getting £300,000, were t»
select certain blocks adjoining each of their forts in the Red River limits; and one of
those was a block of 500 acres at the " Upper Fort Garry and town of Winnipeg,
including the enclosed park around shop, and ground at the entrance of the town,"
showing most distinctly that that was witbin their grants.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-On another page there is also a reference to " Upper Fort
Garry and the town of Winnipeg."

Mr. Scoble.-There is no doubt that the Hudson Bay Company had settlement
in this country at the time of the surrender. lu constrning the words in the
Rupert's Land Act " the whole of the land or territories held or claimed," it must
be taken in connection with the Order in Council. It is quite clear that this was
land so beld.

Mr. Scoble.-And they might hold that by right of occupation and not under
their charter at all.

The Lord Chancellor.-Supposing they did; this Imperial Act is an instrument
which treats that territory as external to Canada, and to be admitted into Canada if
the Crown should think fit on certain terms.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-Canada was to purchase it for £300,000.
Mr. Scoble.-That was a compromise.
The Lord Chancellor.-And if it has been ascertained that that was part of

hupert's Land, how can you say that it is now to be treated a part of Canada? Of
course your argument on the award does not require you to say so, but if you are
going to claim the whole of North America, north of the United States, you must
8ay so.

Lord Aberdare.-All this argument seems to me to strengthen your claim for-
the more limited territory which is substantially what you are going for.

Sir Robert Col lier.-That does not in the least hurt you if yon confine yourself
to the contention which you were confined to some time ago.

The Lord Chancellor.-You told us yesterday that you meant to limit yourself
to that, but I suppose further consideration leads you to take a different view ?

Mr. Scoble.-It was rather in consequence of something which fell from one of
Your Lordships, because I was going to address myself to the state of things on the
shores of Hudson Bay at the time the Treaty of Utrecht was passed, and to show
lWhat the Hudson Bay Company had at that time, and that there was a claim on
the part of the French King, known to and to a certain extent admitted by the
1 nglish, to the land of what is called the bottonm of Hudson Bay.

Lord Aberdare.-But that is not before us.
Mr. Scoble.-It is important incidentally in regard to the argument as to the

height of land. If it is going to be contended that we are limited by the height of
land, then every piece of evidence which shows that we have a right to go to the
ahores of Hudson Bay is of importance to our claim. If we are to be bounded by
the height of land we do not get to Hudson Bay at ail.

The Lord Chancellor.-l thought at present we had only to decide the boii-
daries between Manitoba and Canada, and nobody contends that Manitoba goes up te
eudson Bay.

Mr. Scoble.-But I understood your Lordship to consider, that to a cert!gi&
eXtent, the question of the northern boundary was involved ?
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The Lord Chancellor.-The northern boundary between Manitoba and Canada
-crtainly, but not the northern boundary of Canada with any place not adjoining
Manitoba.

Mr. Scoble.-If that is so, of course it is unnecessary to say anything further
with regard to th'at, but I understood that your Lordships,in confsidering the question
of the award, would consider aiso whether the northern boundary given to Ontario
by that award was one whieh was supported by the evidence.

The Lord Chancellor.-Cortainly, but then that is the northern boundary between
Ontario and Manitoba.

Sir Montague Smith.-Where yon leave Manitoba oastward is not referred to.
Mr. Scoble.-Then it is not necessary for me to address mayself to that. The

point I understand your Lordships are going to dotermine is what is the proper
boundary westward between Ontario and Manitoba?

Sir Montague Srith.-Yes. l there anything elsereferred to us?
Mr. Scoble.--They do not adjoin on the north at all ?
The Lord Ohancellor.-Yes, they do. I understand that the whole of that tract

colored with a pale yellowish tint and orange colore linos across it-single orange
lines not double-had been given by the Domiion Vo Manitoba. Is ot that so?

Sir Robert Collier.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-Thon, of course, if the Dominion conld give that to

Manitoba, and it was not part of Ontario, the boundary there marked by the Eng-
lish River, Lonely Lake and Lake St. Josephia in it. Of course if it is admitted on
both sides beyond all questions, then it will save trouble.

Sir Robert Collier.-Do you say it is necessary to consider the northern
boundary ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, we say it is necessary to consider it.
Lord Aberdare.-If you will pardon me, it seems to me you should make up

your mind whether you are going to insiat on the portion of Manitoba which is
north of that portion which was considered by the arbitrators ?

Mr. Mowat. -We do not claim that.
Mr. Scoble.-No, not this cross-barred lattice part--the yellowish linos.
Sir Montague Smith.-[ understood the Attorney-GenOral of Ontario to limit hi@

argument to what was within the red ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes; perbaps in a word or two I could explain about that piece of

boundary about which an observation has been madejust now. By the terms of the
Dominion Act extended by the Manitoba Act, its eastern boundary is made to
depend upon our western boundary, not merely for the distance betwoen the two
Provinces, but for a further considerable distance, so that whether Manitoba gets that
from the Dominion or not depends on the present question, but we have no concern
with it.

Sir Robert Collier.-You are satisfied with the boundary in the cross-barred
lines.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
The Lord President.-With the award lino ?
Mr. Scoble.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-Then your argument may as weil be addressed to that ?Mr. Scoble.-Quite so; I will not trouble your Lordship with the other. Nofr

with regard to the boundary which lies between the due north lino which is shoWft
on the map here, and the western boundary which the award has given Us in that
portion which is north of the award lino, there is not, so far as I am aware, amy Posof any kind there of the Hudson Bay Company, or of the North-Western Company
to be found. But there were some posts within the portion of the territory whiob
the award has given us, and these posts were not, as I am instructed the Hudson
Bay Company's posts at ail. They were the North-West Company's posts; at ail
events, they did not become in any way Hudson Bay Company's posts until after the
fusion of the North.Western Company and the Hudson Bay Company, in or about
the year 1819. They were old French posts, and would' be included within the twr-
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ritory, which, under the Quebec Act, was intended to be affordel a civil government.
They were not very important posts apparently.

Lord Abordare.-Fort St. Joseph is one ?
Mr. Scoble.-Yes, Fort St. Joseph is one.
Lord Aberdare.-There is a fort cited La Manne ?
Mr. Scoble.-There is a River à la Manne mentioned in one of the French

documents at page 624 of the Joint Appendix and [ think that is the fort referred
to. There is a letter from the Sieur du L'Hut to M. de la Barre, in relation to
operations in the neighborhood of Hudson Bay. He says in part of his letter, at
lino 38, page 624, after pointing out the success he has had in interfering with the
operations of the English at ludson Bay, " The Klistinos, the Assenepalacs, the
people from the Sapiniere, the Openers, Dichiling, the Outoabouhys and Tabitibis,
which comprises all the nations which are to the west of the Northern Sea, have pro-
mised to be next spring at the fort which I have constructed near the River à la Manne,
at the bottom of Lake Almopigon, and next summer [ will construct one in the country
of the Klistinos, which will be an effectua[ barrier." Now the country of the
Klistinos, as it is called here, would be to the north. The Lake Almepigon is the
same as Almepigon which your Lordship will see lies within the due north linoi
but the Fort à la Manne is north of this Lake Almepigon, and it is within the
extended boundarv which the award has given us. Then Rainy Lake, your
Lordships will see, is within that same contested district, and a post was established
there by the French also.

Lord Aberdare.-Fort St. Pierre in 1731?
Mr. Scob e.-Yes, in 1731.
Sir Robert Collier.-Is it on the map ?
Mr. Scoble.-I will give your Lordship the reference in a moment.
Sir Robert Collier.-It is not mentioned in page 603. This one, Rainy Lake, is

one of those mentioned in Jeffrey's book, which I have already referred your
Lordships to, at page 183 I think it is. It is in that extract which [ read from the
memorandum of the Commissioner of Crown Lands, Canada, 1857. " At ninety-five
leagues from this greatest height lies the second establishment of the French that.
way, called Fort St. Pierre, in the Lake des Plies. The third is Fort St. Charles,
eighty leagues further, on the Lake des Bois. The fourth is Fort Maurepas, a
Ihundred leagues distant from the last, near the head of the Lake of Ounipigon."
Thon Fort La Reine is a little furtber on. We need not trouble anything about
that. It is considerably further on. It is described as on the River of the
Assiniboels. The only ones that I need trouble your Lordships with are Fort St.
Pierre and Fort St. Chai les on the Lake of the Woods.

Sir Robert Collier.-Is it here on the map ?
Lord Aberdare.-Yes ; it is on the lake to the westward ; it appears to be just

outside the district.
The Lord Chancellor.-Fort St. Charles is in Manitoba.
Lord Aberdare.-The lino of award goes through the lake ; it does not give ther

whole.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-The land reserved to the Hudson Bay Company is within

the Rainy Lake district. At page 317 they retain certain " posts or stations now
actually possessed and occupied by thom."

Mr. Scoble.-The order for the erection of these posts in the territory in ques-
t ion, you will find at page 640 of the Joint Appendix. It appears to be a report of th
Consul de Marine, dated 7th December, 1717. It says: "Messieurs de Vaudreuil
and Begou having written last year that the discovery of the Western Sea would be
advantageous to the colony, it was approved that to reach it M. de Vaudrenil
ehould establish three posts, which ho had proposed, and ho was instruoted at the
same time to have the same established without any expense accruing to the King
-as the person establishing them would be remunerated by trade, snd to send a
detailed schedule of the cost of continuing the discovery. In reply it is stated that
M. de Vaudreuii, in the month of July la4, caused the Sieur de la Noue, Lieutenal
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to set out with eight cannon to carry out this scheme of discovery. lie gave him
instructions to establish the first post at the River Kamanistiquia." That is just
at the boundary.

Lord Aberdare.-Fort William ?
Mr. Scoble.-Fort William. " e gave him instructions to establish the first

post at the River Kamanistiquia, to the north of Lake Superior, after which he is
to go to Tamamigen," which is, as I understand, Rainy Lake.

Lord Abordare.-I observe the word " Christmeaux " is printed in the north-
west portion of the territory given by the award, as well as being one of the names
by which Winnipeg is called.

Mr. Scoble.-Winnipeg Lake, I understand, is sometimes called the Lake of the
Christmeaux -that is the northern part of it-the other part of it is called the Lake
of the Assiniboels after the adjoining tribe.

The Lord Chancellor.-It seems to be printed to the north-west of the colored
part and to the end of the uncolored part. This reservation is a tract of 50 acres. It
seems to show, whether rightly or wrongly, they had claimed to extend their terri-
tory over a portion of what was awarded to Ontario. They claim it as part of
-the land of which they were in possession at the time the Act passed ?

Sir Barnes Peacock.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-The river which passes through Lake des Bois finds its way

into Rainy Lake.
Sir Robert Collier.-What they claim to be entitled to under the second section

of the deed of surrender is this: " The company to retain al the posts or stations
now actually possessed and occupied by them or their officers or agents, whether in
]Rupert's Land or in any other part of British North America, and may within 1
months after the acceptance of the said surrender select a block of land adjoiinig
each of their posts or stations within any part of British North America not com-
prised in Canada and British Columbia in conformity except as regards the Red
River territory with a list made out by the company and communicated to the
Canadian Ministers, being the list in the annexed schedule." Therefore it becomes
a question whether some of the territory set out in the schedule is comprised in
Canada.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-They specify that.
Sir Robert Collier.-But it does not follow necessarily that they are entitled to>

what they specify. Then they give a list of what they claim.
Lord Aberdare.-That is at page 319 ?
Sir Robert Collier.-Page 319, that is the schedule to their deed of surrender

in which they state their claim.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-The British Crown were to take it, and then restore it

after the surrerder.
Sir Robert Collier.-This states all they claim, but it does not necessarily follow

that they are entitled to all that they claim.
The Lord Chancellor.-There is something claimed in New Brunswick which

sdmittedly is not within their territory.
Sir Robert Collier.-Yes; they make very extensive claims, indeed, bore. They

assert this as not belonging to the Dominion of Canada, but I think that is a subject
to be enquired into.

Sit Montague Smith.-They agreed upon £300,000, and then the Government
would take in everything, whether doubtful or not. It does not show that this was
the Hudson Bay Company's territory at the time that the Government took to this
province. As the Lord Chancellor points out they claimed to have New Brunswick.

Sir Robert Collier.-Yes, they claimed to have New Brunswick.
Mr. Scoble.-They have not claimed anythirg of this territory which we are noW

oonsidering.
Sir Robert Collier,-Where is the Act enabling the Government to accept

surrender ?
Mr. Scoble.-Page 445.
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Sir Robert Collier.-I think this Act says: " Whereas a draft surrender has been
submitted to the Government of Canada." I am not quite sure whether we have had
before the draft surrender which was so submitted. ilere is the Order of Council,
and I do not see that the Order in Council gives them allthat they claim in their
schedule as at present advised. The size of the blocks which the company are to
select adjoining each of their forts in the Red River limits shall be as follows: Then
it mentions what they are entitled to, " Upper Fort Garry and town of Winnipeg,
including the enclosed park around shop and ground at the entrance of the town, 500
acres Lower Fort Garry (including the farm the company now have under cultivation)
500 acres,White Horse plain, 500 acres." But I do not see that this Order of Council
gives them all that they claim in their schedule.

Mr. Scoble. -In section 2, on page 448, the next page. "The company are to
retain the posts they actually occupy in the North-Western Terri.tory, and may,
within twelve months from the surrender, select a block of land ad oining each of
the posts within any part of British North America not comprised in Canada and
British Columbia."

The Lord Chancellor.-It goes on " in conformity except as regards the Red
River territory, with a list made out by the company and communicated to the
Canadian Ministers, being the list in schedule of the aforesaid deed of surrender."
The Order in Council says it is in conformity with a list made but by the Company,

Sir Robert Collier. --That is so.
Mr. Scoble.-As I understand under that clause of the surrender, they have not

claimed any land whatever within the limits of the bit of territory now under dis-
OussioD.

The Lord Chancellor.-The Order in Council says expressly they are to " select
a block of land adjoining each of its posts within any part of British North Americs
not comprised in Canada and British Columbia, in conformity (except as regards the
Red River territory) with a list made out by the company and communicated to
the Canadian Ministers, being the list in the aforesaid deed of Surrender to their
lists, if not comprised in Canada and British Columbia in conformity (except au
regards the Red River territory) with a list made out by the company.

Lord Aberdare.-If they did get a block on Fort Chaleur which is within the
award, would that be an argument that that was considered as not being a portion of
Upper Canada?

The Lord Chancellor.-If it was proved that they did actually get it, it might be
an argument, but the learned counset says they did not get it. I should like to know
whether there is any difference about it. If independently of this we should find a
grant to Upper Canada, and there is any evidemce that they actually got it and it
belonged to Upper Canada the fact that by deed of surrender they claimed it would
not at all decide it.

Mr. Scoble.-I understood that the statement I made just now must not be taken
by your Lordships, My friends contest the point.

The Lord Chancellor.-Very well.
Mr. Scoble.--I undorstood there had been no land taken in the particular regions

under this agreement. My Lord, there is one matter which I may nention here,
While we are upon this, which is a geographical question rather !han aything else,
that is with reference to that map which the Lord Chancellor had yesterday dated
1703. There were two lines marked on it, one line marked " Sipé selon la pretension
des Anglais," and the other line marked " Ligne selon le memore de lv. d'Anteuil."
Those two lines appear to have been put on to the map at a date considerably subse-
quent to the date which the map bears, becau"e, although the map is dated 1873, the
Unes à Selon la pretension des Anglais," and the line " Selon le meinoire de M. Anteuil"
did not come into existence till 1719. The lines on this map, so far as I can make
out, do not appear to be lines on the original map, but lines drawn on the map at a
Subsequent period. I am told they appear on the lice of the original map itself, and
I think it must be so for this reason, that it rofers to " la pretension des Anglais" Cf
Which there is no evidence whatever at thA date on the map, but in 1119 your Lort
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ship will find in referred to at page 511 of the Joint Appendix under the head of
" Boundaries clained by the English Commissaries." The English Commissaries
under the Treaty of peace set forth the line, and at page 512 your Lordships will
find the memoir of d'Anteuil, combating the " pretension des Anglais," put forward by
the Commissaries.

The Lord Chancellor.-This line was what at that time the British Government
elaimed ?

Mr. Scoble.-Yes, My Lord, and what the French Government would not agree
to, and so far it illustrates and may, perhaps, illustrate correctly, the statements to
which 1 have just referred your Lordships, but as nothing whatever came of the
reference I imagine neither party is bound.

The Lord Chancellor.-The line there laid down is a straight line; the boundaries,
B actually ascertained, are irregular.

Mr. Scoble.-The French boundary, your Lordships will, perhaps, remember,
runs close round the shore of Hudson Bay. M. D'Auteuil's memoir locates the
boundary there.

The Lord Chancellor.-The British pretension brings it to the south of the lake.
Sir ]Robert Collier.-It does not claim any territory south of the lino drawn.
The Lord Chancellor.-The lakes now called Winnipeg Lake and Manitoba Lake

are treated as one large lake, and they also are to the north of the ine marked as the
-boundary.

Mr. Scoble.-The line appears to have been drawn upon the face of the map by
some one in the French Ministry of Marine, or whatever public office it is that the
inap proceeds from. They were not pai t of the map as originally drawn by the geo.
grapher. They must have been drawn in or after 1719.

The Lord Chancellor.-They, doubtless, were drawn for the purpose of that
question.

Mr. Scoble.-Most likely to show clearly what the claims of the plans are. Then,
my Lord, I submit with regard to the whole of this territory covered by the award,
there is evidence to show that it was well within the line of what may be contended
to have been ceded to England by France by the Treaty of Paris, and whieh having
been so ceded is constituted by the Act'of 1774 into the Province of Quebec. The
position of the Hudson Bay Company in regard to this territory after the -ession
appears to bave been precisely the same as that of any other person who chose to
corne into th< country -in fact it does appear upon the evidencethat after the treaty
o 1763, other persons did come into that territory as squatters, and gradually, by a
series of processes, established their rights, broke down the monopoly of trade which
the Hudson Bay C'omp'any had, and established trade rights to be in this country
carrying on business, and settling themselves down in their various districts.
Eventually these tiaders formed thqmselves into a company called the North West
Ci(mpaniy, wlichi, for a series of years, carried on, practically, a civil war in that
region with the FervL uts of the Hudson Bay Company, and in the disputes which
arose bttween the North-West and the Hudson Bay Companies' servants, in those
years, we fa rc from the corresçondence, to which 1 need not refer your Lordshipe
at length, the Br itisb Government entirely declined to take any part whatever except
no far as was necessary to the protection of British tubjects in these parts against
the Indians, and really against one another. The position of the Hudson Bay
eetablishment in tbat part appears to have been precisely the same as those of
any other adventurers whô chose to come there, and they were not recognized
in any way 'y the British Government at the time. There is a long corres-
pondence upcn ihat subject. Lord Bathurst was Secretary of State. Your LordshipS
will find it in the Ontario Appendix, beginning at page 142. On that page, at lins 36,
in a letter from Lord Bathurst to Sir Gordon Drummond, 18th Marchi, 1815,
in answer to an application for a military force to assist him in resisting an attaclc
apprehended from the Indian nation in the Leighborhood of the Red River, Lord
Bathurst says:-" Y ou will take a special care whatever measures you may adopt
ior this purpose, to abstain from doing any act or expressing any opinion which maY
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tend to affect the question in dispute between the Hudson Bay and North-Wests
Companies; the sole object of the present instruction being to secure the lives and
properties of Her Majesty's subjects, established on the Red River, from the preda-
tory attacks of the Indian nation in the neighborhood, with which they atate them-
selves to be threatened.' Then in the next letter, one from Sir Gordon Drummond to-
Lord Bathurst:-" Castle Quebec, 16th August, 1815."-The last paragraph is the one
to which I call your Lordship's attention. Sir Gordon says: ' The question as to
the invasion of rights of which the North-West and Hudson Bay Companies mutually
complain, appears to me to be entirely one of law and one in fact on which the law
eau alone deoide; it bas, therefore, very properly been referred by the North-West
Company to a legal tribunal." Tbere is a good deal more correspondence, very
much to the same effect, all treating the question of the. right of settlement and
occupation in this part of the country about the Red River, as open to everybody
after the Quebec Act and the treaty with France. Then again in 1817 (page 146).
Commissioners are appointed to investigate and report upon the subject of dispute
between the Hudson Bay Company and the North-West Company.

The Lord Chancellor. -Are we not getting into an interminable quagraire ?
Mr. Scoble.-I merely wished with reference to this particular part of the

country to say it really was, as far as men chose to occupy it, no man's land. It was,
under the Government of England, exercised through the Government of Canada,
and anybody who chose to go and settle there and establish posts there, could do
so. The North West Company was establishing positions there, quarrelling with
the Hudson Bay Company, and the Canadian and British Governments prepared to
leave them to settle their disputes in a court of law.

The Lord Chancellor -Ail that ended in the Rupert's Land Act.
Lord Aberdare.-Your argument is to show that the mere occupation of certain

hunting posts in this region, which cccupation was in common with other hunting
associations, is no proof that it belonged to them.

Mr. Scoble. -No proof that the territory belonged to them.
Lord Aberdare.-You are directing your argument to that particular point ?
Mr. S3oble.--Yes. I do not think that there is any other matter that I have to

bring to your Lordships' notice upon this case. I think the evidence amply shows
that the arbitrators were perfectly justified by the evidence of law and fact in adopt-
ing the line which they did which has been admitted to be a convenient lino and I
ask your -Lordships to confirm their award.

(Their Lordships consulted.)
The Lord Chancelor.-Their Lordships desire it to be understood that they

will only hear two counsel and if counsel for the Dominion of Canada and the
Province of Manitoba wish to be heard they will settle among themselves who are
to be beard among the various counsel retained for those territories-but it is one
case, and there will be only two counsel heard. Then, secondly, their Lordships
do not desire that you should travel into the question of any or indefinite extension
of the limits of Canada north or west. They consider the true question to be the
presert identification of the boundaries laid dcwn in the Quebec Act.

Mr. McCarthy.-The point, my Lords, upon which the Province e f Ontario must
satisfy your Lordships in order to sustain the claim to which they have now limited,
the demand of the Province is: First, that the true north lino is nlot :he proper line
on the west-that proposition we deny. Secondly, if that be not the true north lino
but that the lino taken by my learned friend is the proper lino to tôlow on the west
bank of the Mississippi, thon, in order to get the determining point, it appears to me
that the province is bound to show wherc the southern boundary of the Hudson
Bay territory was and is, because, untilyou get to that southern boundary the line
1a not fixed. If, for instance, yon follow up the eastern b'ink of the Mississippi, and'
you corne to the height of land and that height of land was the southern boundary
of the Hudson Bay territory, thon the course in order to find the western boundary
Would be to follow that height of land. If that be not taken as the southern
boundary of the Hudson Bay territories mentioned in the grant, thon I am at a
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loss to know where my learned fi iend would ask your Lordships to stop. The award
of the arbitrators assumed that there was no Hudson Bay territory-they pene-
trated through this height of land of which I am now speaking; they went to the
north-west angle of the Lake of the Woods and when they went north for a certain
distance to that point of the English River due north-

The Lord Chancellor.-They adopted, apparently, the lino really laid down on
Mitchell's map?

Mr. McCarthy.-I think I shall ho able to show your Lordships that that was
not treated at any time as being properly or carefully voted in point of fact as to
this part of the country ; the geographers of that day were in great ignorance.

The Lord Chancellor.-Are you going to show us what took. place before the
award?

Mr. McCarthy.-I am going to show yourLordships that the only theory upon
which the award can ho suppoi ted is by penetrating this height of land to the north-
west angle of the Lake of the Woods.

The Lord Cbancellor.-We have not anything before us at present which pointa
to that height of land at all?

Mr. McCarthy.-My contention, if your Lordships will allow me, is if that
height of land be not taken, where is the line to stop ? That is one of the difficulties
that has always occurred to me.

The Lord Chancellor.-At present upon the evidence You have got certain limits
laid down in certain documents, the Quebec Act, a most authoritative document, and
to identify them a map is produced giving the lino of those lakes and the English
River as the southern boundary of that map of the Hudson Bay territory. Those
seem, at all ovents, to lead to the conclusion which the award bas arrived at and they
have to ho answered,

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord, your Lordship will see the award first follows
English River then up to Lac Seul and Lake St. Joseph, it thon takes the Albany
River and goes to Hudson Bay.

The Lord Chnncellor.-You will ob erve that the rest of the territory further
oast is assumed to bo correctly laid dowa, it is a consistent water boundary, the
water boundary starts from Hudson Bay going up the Albany River to Lake St.
Joseph, then on to the Eriglish River, and sO out on Manitoba territory. If any
natural boundary is to ho regarded at all that seems to be a very feasible natural
boundary.

Mr. McCarthy.-It entirely ignores any rights of the Hudson Bay Company.
The lino by the award is from Fort Rupert on the east, stretching to the Albany
River on the west. Supposing that there be any part that the Hudson Bay Company
wore clearly entitled to road between thee two points, it is where they first settled
and where they co>ntinuously occupy, and yet the award takes fron the company that
part of their territory to which, boyond al[ question, they are Most clearly entitled.

Lord Aberdare.-The award did not deal with this question of the addition to
Ontario ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Oh yes, my Lord, the award started on the east at Fort Rupert
and thon went along James Bay until it struck the Albany River.

The Lord Chancellor.-It is not that the arbitrators considered that to ho the
boundary in that direction, their office was to arbitrate betweon the Dominion ?

Mr. McC rthy.-The Dominion were alone entitled at the date of the arbitration
to both north and wst. Snco the award Manitoba bas come in upon the west, but
at the timo of tb award the Dominion was the owner both to the north and west.
What I an pointig out is this, that if the due line is followed to the north, a plain
consistent line, of course that would end your Lordships' labors, bt if the due line
be not folkwed an i the Mississippi course be taken as is urged on the other side,
thon, in order to find out where the western line is, it is necessary to find where the
Hudson Bîy territory ended, if it ended as we contend, at the height of land ; thon
your Lordships will seo the effect that will have upon the western limit, where it
appeared to me that my learned friend's arguments were inconclusive, was that they
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gave your Lordships no data, assuming the Mississippi was the proper course to take
Where that should stop.

The Lord Chancellor.-This map is evidence.
Mr. McCartby.-Excluding for the moment that that niap is some evidence, and

I think I shall be able to show that it is not, it may not be unimportant at the
Opening to point ont what were the rival claims for the Dominion and the province
When this reference was made. The Dominion claimed consistently all along for the
due north lino, relying upon the construction of the Quebec Act which we propose
to contend for here before your Lordships. The province upon being appealed to
say what boundary they mentioned fixed the limit which will be found at page
334 of the Joint Appendix. And it is useful in a twofold sense; it is useful in the
firat place as showing although, as I will point out, it was subject if not accepted to
8 greater claim being made-it is useful in a twofold sense, first as showing what
the province then was content with, and, secondly, as indirecting that the Hludson
Bay Company's rights were to the height of land. The boundary line of Ontario is
-the international boundary from the mouth of Pigeon River.

The Lord Chancellor.-What was the origin of this document?
Mr. McCarthy.-After Rupert's Land had been added to the Dominion the

Dominion formulated their contention, which was, as I have said, the true north line.
Then the province is called upon to naine the boundary it wanted, and that is com-
Iaunicated to the Dominion by the letter on page 333.

The Lord Chancellor.-This is the Ontario claim stated by them in 1872?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes. " The Committee of Council have had under consideration

the despatch from the Secretary for the Provinces of the 18th instant, on the subject
of the boundary lino of Ontario and the copy of our approved Minute of the Privy
Council of Canada enclosed." In this minute the Privy Council regrets " that the
Government of Ontario, while expressing their difference of opinion froin that of
the Dominion, omitted to give their own views on the subject and did not state
'What their claim as to the location of the boundary was." The Committee would
observe that the despatch, on which their Minute was founded, did not contain any
invitation to the Government of Ontario to express its viaws or state its claim.
The Government of Ontario is now invited to do so, and the Clommitteo advise that
the Government of Canada should be informed that his Government proposes the
boundary contained in the annexed description. Now we cno to the description :
"The boundary lino of Ontario is the international boundary from the mouth of the
Pigeon River or Lake Superior to a point west of the Lake of the Woods, where
the international boundary lino would be intersected by a lino drawn north fron
the source of the Mississippi River; thence the boundary line of Oatario runs north
to the point of intersection of the southern boundaries of the Hudson Bay territory;
thence the boundary lino of Ontario is the southern boundary of those territories to
the point where that boundary would be intersected by a lino drawn north from the
head of Lake Temiscamingue."

The Lord Chancellor.-Is that the one actually adopted by the award ?
Mr. McCarthy.-No; they adopted the western limit at the Lake of the Wools.

Instead of treating the Hudson Bay territory as existing in fact, if at all, they ignored
the Hudson Bay territory having any claim.

The Lord Chancellor.--I am afraid I do not see the topography exactly. The
E dson Bay claim, in 1755, appears, so far as the question now in dispute, to have
been limited to the water line-the water line to English 1Uiver and the James' Lake.
That is all we have at present upon it. Further oast down the river we k'now
1othing as to the boundary, but I want to know whether that is differeut in your
View from what is here claimed ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Oh, yes, my Lord. The claim, according to that map, would
have been to the height of the land.

The Lord Chancellor.-There is not a word about it.
Mr. McCarthy.-It says the Hulson Bay territories.
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The Lord (Chancellcr.-We have Mitchell's map laying down the southern limit
of the hudson Bay territory.

Mr. McCarihy.-Perhaps I may as well state that we propose to satisfy your
Lordships that the Hudson Bay territories were either bounded by the 49th parallel
or by the height of land.

The Lord Chancellor.-At present we know nothing about either the one or th&
ýother.

Sir Montagne Smith.-The proposed boundary is what the Dominion proposed.
Mr. McCarthy.-No, that is what Ontario proposed. The Dominion propose&

the due north line. Your Lordships will see by the next sentence of the letter.
(Adjourned for a short time.)
Mr. McCarthy.-It may perhaps be as well, my Lord, to look at this map of

Mitcholl's, which your Lordships think affords some evidence in favor of the vieW
taken by the arbitrators. (Producing Mitchell's map to their Lordships.) NoW
this map, beyond a certain point, may be said to be, I think, so wholly wroig as to
form no guide whatever, because the first thing which I find in the map is that thOr
height of land is laid down and stated to be the boundary of the Hudson Bay terri-
tory. That is the first thing I point out to your Lordships. You see it says " Treatjy
of Utrecht."

The Lord Chancellor.-The height of land does not seem to be connected with
the Treaty of Utrocht. Boundary of Hudson Bay by the Treaty of Utrecht. The],
.you may say that the thing is continued, no doubt ?

Mr. McCarthy.-That is what 1 mean.
Lord Aberdare.-That is not the land's height ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, at that particular part that is the land's height. But

-whi this geographer or mapper did not know or did not mark down was that thiO,
land height came down here. 4

Lord Aberdare.-Perhaps that is because the land's height at that particular'
part ceased to be the boundary, and that is perfectly consistent with the direction0

eonstantly given by the English commissioners to go up to the north-west point 'of
the Lake of the Woods. Now the north-west point of the Lake of the Woods iO
mertainly on the northern side of the watershed. There is the Lake of the Wood*
and here cornes the height of land. (Pointing out same on Mitchell's map.) < iMr. McCarthy.-From this point bere there is then another height of land, so
to speak; not, properly speaking, what the Americans term very expressively " *
divide," but a height of land that runs to Split Lake. These rivers here all draill
round Split Lake into the Hudson Bay, but this is the separating range of hills.

The Loid Chancellor.-This also drains into Hudso, Bay ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, but then this is the division, the true height of land come

down here.
Lord Aberdare.-That may be admitted, but it does not follow, because thO

general rule was that the Eudson Bay Company should have the height of land le
their limit, that it was universal, when we find that the north portion of the Lake Of
the Woods, whicti clearly was inside the height of land, was claimed by the British
Govemrnment as the proper boundary of Canada.

Mr. c eCarthy.-I think I shall be able to explain thatt when I come to it.
Sir Rober t Collier.-I understand the9 pink is the Hudson Bay territory, an&

that is Canada ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-The directions to the commissioners seem to be perfectly coIi'

aistent with this map, which is an older one than theirs.
Mr. McCarthy.-The commissioners of the Troty of Utrecht, does your Lord,

ihip mean ?
Lord Aberdare.-Carleton and Dorchester, and of the Freaty of Utrecht.
Sir Robert Collier.-According to this map it goes further west than the Lak0

"nf the Woods and a little to the north of it.
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Mr. McCarthy.-There is Lake Christmeaux shown there, but Lake Christmeaur
is here. (Pointing on the map.)

Lord Aberdare.-You will find that Christmeaux extends over a considerable
ditrict.

Mr. McCarthy.-But this is the Christmeaux Lake. There is no such lake aa
that which is shown here at all.

Lord Aberdare.-That is a minor matter.
Mr. McCarthy.-Then the Albany River they take as the boundary connecting

With the Lake of the Woods, which your Lordships will see is hundreds of miles on
that map from the Lake of the Woods.

Lord Aberdare.-The Albany River really represents the outflow of these
lakes.

Mr. McCarthy.-There is James' Bay and there is the Albany River. This is
the English River and this they call Seminopolis. That lake there is Lake
Xanitoba. This lake is west of that and there is no lake there at all corresponding,
to it in the correct map put in.

Sir Robert Collier.-It is an incorrect map, no doubt.
Lord Aberdare.-It does not follow because you may find mistakes here an&

there that its main broad lines may not be right.
Mr. McCarthy.-What I want to point out is that the arbitrators could not

have followed that. Here is the Hudson Bay teri itory according to that.
Lord Aberdare.-Bere where the English River is.
Mr. McCarthy.-But the arbitrators have followed this course. They

have followed the Albany River. That is their award. They follow from the
Lake of the Woods here and then they follow the chain of water and then they get-
to the Albany River, taking from the Hudson Bay territory from the French point
?ort Rupert, which is this point here.

Lord Aberdare.-I thought the point referred to the arbitrators was th*
question as between Ontario and Manitoba.

Mr. McCarthy.-N1o, my Lord, the arbitrators were dealing with the Dominion.
Manitoba was not in existence, and the arbitrators were finding the north and
'Western boundaries of Ontario and what they did was to follow up this chain of
lakes here, and go to James' Bay, taking from the Hudson Bay country and all that
Country whieb, undoubtedly, according to every contention was treated as the
Iudson Bay territory, if the charter was good for anything at all. If I am correct
lu my contention that you must first find this boundary, that is, the southern
boundary of Hudson Bay, in order to determine the western limit, then the
arbitrators were all wrong.

Lord Aberdare.-Then, according to your argument, the arbitrators should
have followed the line of the height of the ground ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-That would bave brought them down here? (Pointing

on the map.)
Mr. McCarthy.-That would have brought them to the boundary between the

States and Canada.
Lord Aberdare.-Then the whole of the Lake of the Woods would become a

POrtion of the Hudson Bay claim?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-Then how is that consistent with the instructions given to the

oOminissioners? d
Mr. McCarthy.-That I will point out when I come to them more clearly.
Sir Robert Collier.-This does determine the southern boundary if it i&

16eeessary.
Mr. McCarthy.-We do not admit the correctness of that map.
Sir Robert Collier.-But, taking that map, this is the southern boundary ?.
Mr. McCi)rthy.-Yes, but then the aibitrators have gone far north of thaâ.
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Sir Robert Collier.-That is another thing. I was only dealing with the
Inecessity of dotermining the southern boundary.

The Lord Chancellor.-I find on this map, which we have been furnished with1
the lino on Mitchell's map is laid down just to the south of that chain of water ana
thon it goes on eastward.

Lord Aberdare.-Were the arbitrators instructed to find the historical fact as
to this boundary or entrusted with the power of laying out what they might think,
having regard to the ganeral historical facts, the most convenient bounda-y ?

Mr. McCarthy.- 'here has always been a doubt on the construction of the
Orders in Council. I suppose the proper construction of the Orders in Council was
that they were to find the true limit, but the Ontario Government seems to have
thought it was possible that a different Construction might be open, because the
Legislature of Ontario passed an Act saying whether it was the true limit or not,
still they assen ted to it being made the boundary.

Sir Robert Collier.-That is they confirmed the awardisimply ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Whether it was the true lino or not? .
Sir Robert Collier.-That is to say it could not bo questioned.
Mr. McCarthy.-Now, one other preliminary point before I go into the arg*-

snent which we propose to advance, and that was to the territory that my learned
friend told you Ontario had if limited by the due north lino and which Ontario would
have if the arbitration lino was accepted as the correct one. My learned friend has
been quite right it stating to your Lordships the territory in one way and the other,
but the territory ha but very little to do in a question of this kind as between the
different provinces of the Dominion. It is population by which, and properly so, th9
repref-en ation of the provinces in the Dominion Parliament is regulated, and alreadf
Ontaii has, ont of 211 members, 92, although the territory as my learned friend the
Attorney-General for Ontario pointed out, was much less in dimension than the
other provinces.

Lord Aberdare.-But it has much the larger population ?
Mr. McCarthy.-In point of fact it may ho called the gardon of the Dominion

and of thiq territory, as awarded, was given to Ontario, and if it was, which I have to
say frankly it is not, included in the Province of Ontario, it would ho impossible thia
the Confederatioa could hold together. As a matter of fact, between Lake
Superior and Fort William or between the height of land and the north.west anglf
of the Lake of the Woods this is not arable land. This is not land that can be usefal
for settlement, there are minerals there, but it is chiefly valuable to the province 1
represent here on account of its timber wealth which Ontario doos not require, bat
which Manitoba, being a prairie province does require for its purposes. That is al
I need say about tiat, because Ido not suppose that your Lordships will b infiuenced
in the least degree by considerations as to the extent when the question really is
and what the provinces in the Dominion are anxious to ascertain is, whit îi the truc
limit according to the proper lino and according to the British North America Act
by which all these provinces consented to come together.

Now, a word more about the geographical part Of the southern country-souther»
so far as this question is concerned- before I go into the other considerations. 1
deny wholly that Canada, so called, ever extended to the Mississippi-that is French
Canada. Between what was, properly speatking, called Canada and the Mississipp"
there was the country subsequently called the Illinois country, so termed by the
French, wbich the English, iii the days of Nir. Pitt, utterly denied belonged to France.
On the Mistsissippi, undoubtedly from 16j0, the French had been penetrating through
the Wisconsin River and by the Ohio River and had gone down to the nouth
of the Mississippi and discovered the Mississippi mouth, and they thon claitned
having made that discovery, to appropriate out of this continent ail the countrY
that was drained by the Miississippi When the settlernent, after the cession
of Montreal to General Amherst. came to ho dealt with--and your Lordships will
bear this fact in mind-when Montreal capitulated and Guneral Amherst becatVO
entitled to Canada, the lino marked down as the western limit of Canada was the
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llunois line on one side, and the apx, which is this Red Lake whero practically the
XisSissippi rises to the uorth-west. Thon that left that great country between the
limes, which I will point out more in detail in a moment, between that great country-
And the Mississippi, and both sides were insisting that that should be kept as a
ueutral belt. Perhaps I cannot make myself clearer than by saying it was pretty
Inuch as England and Russia are to-day claiming that there should be a neutral belt,
as it were, between the two Empires in Asia. I will point ont that correspondence,
if it be at all disputed, in detail. That went on to 1761, the capitulation of Montreal
being in 1759. In 1763 the treaty was made by which the French ceded Canada, in
the first place, and its dependencies, and finally for the purpose of establishing a
boundary, not merely for this north country between Canada, but your Lordshipa
Will find, down to the Gulf of Mexico, they fixed the Mississippi as the limit between
the British possessions on the one side and the French on the other. t is not very
difficult to understand why France, baving now lost by the capitulation of Montreal
What is properly called Canada, that only being claimed, were willing to give up to-
the Mississippi, because by a secret treaty made in 1762, a year before the treaty of
Paris, they ceded Louisiana to Spain, although that treaty was kept secret. So th at
it becomes unimportant for thoe French to contend for having an intermediate territory
Which it would be utterly impossible for them to hold.

Now, my Lords, we contend that this view is important with reference to the
Donstruction which has to be placed upon the Quebec Act, and I will point out very
briefly-because my learned riend, Mr. Robinson, who represents the Dominion, will
deal with it more in detail-what, on that question, our contention is. Your Lord-
Ships have heard the Quebec Act of 1774 read, and your Lordahips bear in mind that
1n 1763 a small province had been constituted by Order in Council or by proclamation
Speaking generally to the east of Lake Ontario. In 1774, eleven years afterwards, it
Was proposed to enlarge that province, and we do not dispute on our side that the
recitals in that Act make it abundantly plain that the object of the enlargernent was
to take in French colonies and settlements; but what we do say is that the Act never
intended to mae, and for obvious reasons, it part of the Province of Que beo, as to
'Which your Lordships remember the French were mainly interested, the Roman
Catholic religion being made the religion of the country, they never proposed, we say,
to include anything beyond what was properly called Canada.

The Lord Chancellor.-What do you mean by saying that the Roman Catholie
religion was made the religion of the country? The existing Roman Catholie
stablishments were supported and maintained.

Mr. McCarthy.-It goes to this extent that it permitted representation of the
«Roman Catholics, and Roman Catholics to be representatives. It acknowledged the
legality of their religion, which, at that time, was not acknowledged in this country.

The Lord Chancellor.-There being no rights established beyond what were
found existing.

Mr. McCarthy.-They did do that, and there was a good deal of feeling at that
timne, judging by contemporaneous literature, with reference to the extension of that
favor to the Homan Catholie faith.

Now, perhaps I may prove to your Lordahips what I have said with reference
to the correspondence, which shows what was the true limit of Canada. If your
Lordships will look at page 518, your Lordships will see how the difficulty arose.
It is a communication from Vaudreuil to the Minister complaining of a publication
that had been made in England with reference to what ho had ceded in Canada: "I
Was astonished to soe by the historical account of the memorial of the negotia-
tiens between France and England what I am charged with by the English with
regard to the limits of Canada, as it is entirely false and groundless. I shall give
your Grace a true account of what passed betweon Mr. Amherst and me on that head.
When I capitulated I traced no limits whatever, and in al] the messages that passed
between the English general and me, I made use of the word 'Canada' only. Eight
or ton days after the surrender of the country, ho sent an officer to me for maps to
laform him of the extent of the colony. I returned for answer that i had none, my
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-naps .having been taken away with my baggage at Quebec, in breach of the capitu-
lation of that place, and the officer then Rhowing me a map which he had in his
iand, I told him the limits marked on it were not fact, and verbally mentioned
others extending, Louisiana on one side to the carrying place of the Miamis, which
is the height of the lands whose rivers run into the Wabache, and on the other to
the head waters of the Illinois. What I have the houor to tell you, my Lord, il
etrictly true," and so on. Then, General Amherst writes to Colonel tLaldimand,
'who is the officer referred to as having ben sont to the French general, and that
letter you will find on page 519. It is simply askingz him to state in detail what did
take place at this interview beLween the French officer and himseif as reprosenting
General Amherst: " About fivo or six days after I had entered Montreal, I asked
-M. de Vaudreuil if ho had no plans, momoirs or instructive maps concerning Canada."
I need not read it all down, but ho speaks about thoir bOing lost. Thon, at lino 40:
_ I found M. de Vaudreuil, with several members of his household in the rooru that
overlooks the street. After having paid my respects, I begged him, without an>y
other preamble, to be kind enough to show me the limits (that separated) of Canada
(from Louisiana), and conducting him towards the table that was-at the end of the
room, I opened the map, and after examining it a few moments, I reiterated m>y
request. He appeared very much surprised, and as he did not answer me, I passed
:ny finger along the Illinois River, saying: flere is the Illinois. Thon he replied
that the Illinois had been contested by the two Governors-that was, between the
<Governor of Louisiana and himself as Governor."

Lord Aberdare.-As to whether it belonged to Canada or Louisiana ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes. " But that it had been decided they should belong tolouisiana, upon which I took a pocil out of mypocket, and resting my elbows on theimap, while M. de Vaudreuil stood beside me, 1 marked a spot at the source of the

Illmnois, and showing him the north, I asked if the lino passed that, and having said
'yes,' I asked him, showing him the north of the Mississippi, if the lino passed that,and ho having said ' yes,' I marked the points from the source of the Illinois, return-ing up the Mississippi, and asking him once again if I marked correctly, ho answered
me in these words (ho, M. le Marquis de Vaudreuil, having his eyes fixed upon themap): 'lTake all the north ; take all the north.' Thon I pointed to Red Lake, which
tseemed to me the natural limit."

Lord Aberdare.-Is that the Red Lake near the source of the Mississippi ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yos.
Lord Aberdare.-Are you sure of that ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, I think it is perfectly plain. I will show your Lordships A

imap we bave-a tracing irom a map at the War Office sent to us by Sir Michael
Hicks.Bcach. " Then I pointed to Red Lake, which seeme( to me the natural limit
-without his making the slightest objection, after which I returned on the other side of
the Illinois, and not fanc ing that Lois could even be contested "-that as the Ohio, nO
doubt-" I said to him, there we undoubtedly take the mouth of the Wabache and
-putting my pencil on the confluence of the Lois and the Mississippi I traced a line
again coming up this first river and the Wabache and pinning the oint whero I h&d
imarked] commenced at the source of the Illinois. M de Vaudreuil stili stood besideme and looked at the map without making any objection whatsoever This liDethrough its different windings, though made off-hand (with a simple tracing of the

encil) still gave him plenty of time. But whether being occupied with his departure
e said yes indifferently (or supposing that what I had been doing was of no consequence ho was careless) and without giving it the necessary attention [and havingsaid yes too lightly, the accountJ or that in giving a tacit approbation ho sought tOgive me an erroneous impression-the account which I hava rolated to you, Sir, io

mone the less [exact] the most exact truth."
The Lord Chancellor.-We shall follow this much better if you tell us for what-purpose you quote this.
Mr. McCarthy.-I am showing for this purpose that this lino which iS

after wards insisted upon by the English as the western limit of Canada was far tO
78
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the east of the Mississippi. The French, in the negotiations which took place
afterwards, contended that the lakes were the boundary of Canada, Lake 'Huron,
Lake Michigan and Lake Superior. That, they said, was the true boundary of
Canada, and the English indignantly repudiated that, Mr. Pitt saying that it was
lunbecoming conduct and that the tracing made at this interview of Colonel
Raldimand and Vaudreuil should be the governing line, but that governing line
'Was altogether as the description I have read, if your Lordships could follow, it
'Would show, to the east of the Mississippi.

The Lord Chancellor.-Following the Mississippi up to the Red Lake you get
to the head waters of the Mississippi.

Mr. McCarthy. -I will show your Lordships a sketch from the Foreign Office
Which we have on the subject. We cannot say positively this is right, but it is a
record at the Foreign Office, and it shows the lino which we say is the lino marked
4 own on that map. That is the sketch from the Foreign Office and that is the
line we say was thon traced, and your Lordships will see the difforence (handing
sketch to their Lordships).

Sir Robert Collier.-This goes as far as the Red Lake apparently-as far west
as they are now contending for.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, but your Lordships will see the difference. We say it is
limited to that. It starts at the Red Lake, then it goes south of Lake Superior,
following the height of land between the Mississippi and the lakes.

Sir Robert Collier.-But it goes west as far as they contend for.
The Lord Chancellor.-This cannot possibly be what you are now referring to;

at least when I say it cannot possibly be I will not undertake to say that, but it
seems to be so from the dates. This letter of Colonel llaldimand was dated
December, 1762, and what is written at the corner of this map is: "I hereoy cortify
that this is a true and faithful copy made by me of the map enclosed to Mr. Pitt by
General Amherst on the 4th of October, 1760." That is apparently more than two
years before the writing of this letter.

Mr. McCarthy.-But Gen. Amherst stated what had been ceded to Canada in
1759.

Lord Aberdare.-This refers to the negotiations of 1759.
Mr. MCarthy.-Yes; the cession of Montreal whereby Canada alone was con-

ceded. It is curious to look at the physical atlas because the lino traced on that from
the Red River as far as it goes corresponds exactly with the watershed. I am rofer-
ring now to Johnson's physical atlas showing the water systems of North America.
That lino from Red Lake is, as far as it goos to the south of Lake Michigan, identi-
cal with the watershed of the River Mississippi systen and the St. Lawrence system,
and therefore was, according to the French contention of those days, the true boufn-
dary of Canada or New France.

The Lord Chancellor.-It seems to me to be absolutely impossible that this can
be the tracing to which Col. Haldimand refers. Col. laldimand speaks of this in
this way: " I marked the points from the source of the Illinois, returning up the
Mlississippi." That would go down the Illinois to its junction with the Mississippi,
Would it not ?

Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord. He took a turn to the mouth of the Illinois.
Lord Aberdare.-The source of the Illinois is near Lake Michigan.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-That appears to be his lino up to that particular point so,

far as this southern portion of Canada which is now in the United States is con-
served, but it does not seem to settle anything as to the north.

Mr. McCarthy.-No, I am only using it for the purpose of showing that the con-
struction we place on the Quebec Act is the true one. My argument is this : that it
nover was contemplated to take any more than what had been French Canada to
anake a French Province of it by the Act of Quebec.

Lord Aberdare.-Then you carry French Canada as far as the Red Lake on the
Morth-west.
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Mr. McCarthy.-French Canada appears to me to have been at that date all the
terriio'y drained by the St. Lawrence.

Lord A berdare.-North of that was on the Hudson Bay land or the Indian
land.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, we say that draining into Hudson Bay was Hudson Bay
land. That not draining into Hudson Bay was undiLcovered land, and was after-
wards know n as Indian territory, but it is a striking confirmation of the theory that,
was thon put forward that this line is, as far as it goes to the south of Lake Michi-
g an, the water limit of the St. Lawrence system. Now, your Lordships will see the
line goes, if I remember correctly, to the Ohio, and thon follows the Ohio down till
it meets the Mississippi, and it may be asked, and properly asked, what was the
necesity of going as far south as the junction botween these two rivers, and mark-
ing that out as Canada. The answer is this, and that is shown upon the map before
your Lordsbips, that south of the Lakes, Lake Michigan and Lake Erie there was a
disputed territory between the French and the English. They both claimed that ter-
ritory. The settlements at that time had not passed the height of land; the Aile.
ghany range and beyond the height of land and between that and the Ohio there
was a disputed ground claimed. both by the French and the Fnglish. Therefore at
this time it was insisted that they should give up all the parts north of the English
Settlement, the portion claimed by the English Settlement north of the Ohio, and it
also explains the word "ldependencies" which is afterwards mentioned in the treaty.

Lord Aberdare.-May not all this dispute have reference not so much to the
discussion between Canada and to the Hudson Bay Company as between Canada
and Louisiana?

Mr. MuCarthy.-No, my Lord. I will point out further that it was not so by the
correspondence that took place up to a certain date. Up to a certain date your
Lordships will see the point that was settled alter the cession was this: The French
were claiming that the proper boundary was the lakes ; the English were insisting
that the line marked by Colonel Haidimand was the line, and it was not until a year
before the treaty was signed that this question was apparently settled.

The Lord Chancellor.-That cannot possibly be the case. This is a controversy
between the French and the English, and supposing that to signify the lino of bound-
ary at that time, the Marquis, having his eyes fixed upon the map, said " take all the
north," which must mean all to the north of that line, and it would not briig you to-
th e waters of the Mississippi.

Mr. M cCarthy.-Pardon me, if your Lordship reads what follows that is not the
meaning of the words " then I pointed to Red Lake, which seomed to me the natural
limit, without his making the shghtest objection," which would seem to include that
in the expression " take all the north."

The Lord Chancellor.-No, I think not.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord; that having been said to Colonel Haldimand, ho

ta his pen on Red Lake and says:-May I go as far as that " then I pointed to
Red Lake, which seemed to me the naturl hmit, without his making the slightest
objection."

The Lord Chancellor.-We must understand what it is. The statement in the
latter is that a certain tracing was made, and which I assume to have been that which
you produce from the Foreign Office, and the Frenchman looking at it said: " Take
all the north, take all the north," at which time nothing had been said about Red
Lake, and can it mean anything but what is north of that line ?

Mr. McCarthy.-That lino had not thon' been traced.
The Lord Chancellr.-Yes, it had up to the source of the Illinois and returning

up the Mississippi. I thought you explained that that meant that he pointed
towards the source of the Illinois and then ho did not go back to the main current of
the Mississippi, but he followed at a distance the course of the Mississippi along the
-watershed so as to draw his lino on the watershed dividing the waters whieh fe into
the St. Lawrence system from the waters which fell into the Mississippi system.80
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Mr. McCarthy.-That is what I cannot soe now by-looking at the map. I do
not mean that map, but the map whieh is before your Lordships.

The Lord Chancellor.-But I want to understand this to which you refor. To
Me it seems that " take all the north, take all the north," means all that is north of
that lino beyond the Illinois so to go to England, and all that is south of it to
Prance, and it is evident that the treaty did not proceed on that footing.

Mr. McCarthy.-Quite so. The treaty proceeded on quite different considera-
tions. I am speaking now about Canada. Now, if your Lordships will look at the
nap before you you will find where the source of the Illinois is. It is the southern

p art of Lake Michigan. That is the first thing. He says : "l Here is the Illinois."
Thon he replied that the Illinois had been contested by the two Governors, but that
it had been docided they should belong to Louisiana, upon which I took a pencil out
of my pocket, and resting my elbow on the map,-while M. de Vaudreuil stood beside
rne, (I marked a spot at the source of the Illinois-that is the first spot marked-
ehowing him the north, I asked if the line passed that, and having said yes,) I asked
him, showing him the north of the Mississippi, if the lino passed that." That is to
say, does it pass the source of the Illinois. " And ho having said yes, I marked the
points from the source of the Illinois, returning up the Mississippi, and asking him
once again if I marked correctly, ho answered me in these words (he, M. de Marquis
Vaudreuil, having his eyes fixed upôn the map) 'take all the north, take all the
north.' Then I pointed to Red Lake." That is, having been told about the Red
Lake, he points to the Red Lake, which is a tremendous distance north of the
source of the Illinois, " which seemed to me the natural limit, without his making the
slightest objection, after which I returned on the other side of the Illinois, and not
fancying that Ohio could even be contested, I said to him, Here we undoubtedly
take the mouth of the Wabache."

The Lord Chancellor.-That means naturally to the west because the tracing is
continued.

Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord, he is speaking of the Ohio, which ho says could
]lot even be contested. " After which I returned on the other side of the Illinois,
and not fancying that Ohio could 'ven be contested." The Ohio is, of course, a long
way to the south-west of the point that ho was at-enormously to the south-west.
Then ho says: " I said to him, here we undoubtedly take the mouth of the Wabache,
and putting my pencil on the confluence of the Ohio and the Mississippi"-up to this
time he had made no tracing. He had put his pencil on the Illinois, thon on the Red
Lake, and now ho takes his pencil and traces, and where does ho start from ? " and
putting my pencil on the confluence of the Ohio and the Mississippi I traced a line
again coming up this first river" (that is the Ohio) " and the Wabache." He goes
uap the Ohio until ho strikes the Wabache " and joining the point whore I had
[markedj commenced at the source of the Illinois." If your Lordships will follow
lup the Ohio and Wabache, then the Wabache to its source, thon joining the point at
the Illinois between the two, you will have that lino exactly as far as that goes. Then
What follows afterwards shows quite clearly, as I venture to submit that that is so,
"This line through its difforent windings though made off-hand (with a simple
tracing of thepencil) still gave him plenty of time," and so on. The rest I have
read and I need not repeat it.

Thon the subsequent correspondence I think plainly indicates that. If your
Lordships will turn to page 521 you will find that that is the French view at line 26.
* Thirdly, that the limita of Canada, with regard to Louisiana, shall be clearly and
firmaly established, as well as those of Louisiana and Virginia, in such a manner that
after the execution of peace there may be no more difficulties between the two nations
On the interpretation of the limits relative to Canada or the other possessions of
EKngland."

Thon if you will follow that to the next page, at the foot of the next page the
Britannic answer is given: "l His Britannic Majesty will never recede from the
eitire and total cession on the part of France without any new limita or any
exception whatever of all Canada with its appurtenances, and His Majesty
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will never relax with regard to the full and complote cession on the
part of France of the Isle of Cape Breton," and so on. I need not

follow that further. Thon at page 523, " With regard to fixing
the limits of Louisiana with regard to Canada or the English possessions situate on
the Ohio, as also on the coast of Virginia, it never can be allowed that whatever does
not belong to Canada shall appertain to Louisiana, nor that the boundaries of the last
province shall extend to Virginia or to the British possessions on the borders of the
-Ohio, the nations and countries which be intermediate, and which form the true
barriers between the aforesaid provinces not being propor on any account to be
diroctly or by necessary consequence ceded to France, even admitting them to be
included in the limits of Louisiana. To that statement the Frenclh replied in the
next document, and if your Lordships will look at paragraph 1, you will se " the
King consents to cede Canada to England, in the most extensive form as specified in
the Memorial of Propositions; but Ris Majesty will not recede from the conditions
which ho has annexed to the said memorial, relative to the Catholic religion, and to
the power, facility and liberty of emigration for the ancient subjects of the King,"
and so on. That is all appertaining to this point. Then paragraph 2 is: " The
King bas in no part of his Memorial of Propositions affirmed that ail which did not
belong to Canada appertained to Louisiana; it is even difficult to conceive such an
assertion could be advanced. France, on the contrary, demands that the intermediate
nations, between Canada and Louisiana, as also between Virginia and Louisiana,
shall be considered as neutral nations, independent of the sovereignty of the
two crowns, and serve as a barrier botween them. If the English Minister
would bave attended to the instructions of M. Bussy on this subject, ho would have
seen that France agreed with England as to this proposition." Thon Mr. Pitt gave an
indignant answer about the interferenco between England and other nations, which
need not be read with referonce to this point. I go on thon to page 524, where the
British Minister delivers an ultimatum to France. " Article 1. The King will not
desert his claim to the entire and total cession of ail Canada and its dependencies,
without any limits or exceptions whatever; and likewise insists on the complete
cession of the Island of Cape Breton, and of other islands in the Gulf and River St.
Lawrence. Canada, according to the linos of its limits traced by the Marquis de
Vaudreuil himself, whon that Governor surrendered the said Province by capitulation
to the British General, Sir J. Amherst, comprehends on one side the Lakes Huroi,*
Michigan and Superior, and the said lino drawn to Red Lake"-that is, it takes in the
watershed of those three lakes-taken in by a serpentine progress the River WabachO
as far as its junction with the Obio, and from thence extends itself along the latter
river as far inclusively as its influx into the Mississippi."

The Lord Chancellor.-But thon that cannot be the lino here, because this lino iO
prolonged to the confluence between the Ohio and the Mississippi.

Mr. MoCarthy.-So it is, my Lord.
Lord Aberdare.-These are discussions in 1761, three years before the final

treaty.
Mr. MoCarthy.-Yes, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-These documents represont some conferences which took

place in 1759.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, or rather subsequent to 1759.
The Lord Chanoellor.-I thought you said they were in 1759.
Mr. McCarthy.-The cession was in 1759, and thon from 1759 to 1763 they were

endeavoring to make the treaty.
The Lord Chancellor.-This dooument was sent by General Amherst to Mr. Pitt

in October, 1760. You wore, I thought, suggesting that it originated in conversatio»'
which were held in 1759. That may be possibly right.

Mr. McCarthy.-So I do, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-Then that being so, I point out that the tracing referrO

to in this letter to Mr. Stanley, at page 524, cannot be the same because that reprl·
sents the river Wabash as taken into what was to be ceded to Great Britain as far aM
its junction with the Ohio.
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Mr. McCarthy.-So it does, my Lord, exactly. That is the course whih is
Iinarked on that map.

The Lord Chancellor.-Yes, I see. The Wabash is a separate name and then
the Ohio comes in ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; then, my Lord, it follows down you see to the confluence of
the Ohio and the Mississippi. Well, the only object of that was to settle this question as
to what it was which is called upon the map, " territory claimed by both England
and France " marked on the map before your Lordships, " prior to the surrender of
Canada." It was in order to settle that dispute. Then article 2 is: " As to what
respects the line to be drawn from Rio Perdido as contained in the note remitted by
M. Bussy, of the 18th of this month, with regard to the limits of Louisiana, His
Majesty is obliged to reject so unexpected a proposition as by no means admissible
i two respects." Now I should like to point out that that proposition of the French
itself has, as many of these things have, a two-fold bearing.

The Lord Chancellor.- At this time, as I understand it, it was not proposed to cede
ad medium ilum to the Mississippi ?

Mr. McCarthy.-No ; If your Lordships will look at page 43 of the joint
ýppendix you will see the proposition made to which the answer I am about to read
la given, at line 33, or thereabouts.

Mr. Mowat.-That is in your case ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes it is, but it is a correct quotation. We have copied it into

the case in full. This is the proposition to which the reply was made on the other
e which I will read in a moment: " To fix the limits of Louisiana towards the

nglish colonies and Canada, a line should be drawn which will extend from Rio
1ordido, between the Bay of Ucobile and that of Pensacola, passing by Fort Toulouse
in the Alibainous, and which, being prolonged by the western point of Lake Erie,
Will enclose the river of the Miamis, and by the eastern extremity of Lake Huron
Will go and meet the high lands on the side of Hudson Bay." This is the French
Proposition.

Sir Robert Collier.-That is the French proposition to g> and meet the high
lands on the side of Hudson Bay.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Sir Robert Collier.-Then you will observe that it is answered by us at page 524.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, I am going to read the answer in a moment. The French

«Were claiming that that should be the limit of Canada.
The Lord Chancellor.-This is the same passage which your read just now.
Mr. McCarthy.-No, I have not read this before. It is not the same.
The Lord Chancellor.-It follows it, I think, exactly. It seems to be the same

passage which you read just now on page 524.
Sir Robert Collier.-It is a little further down. " Because the said line," (that

is the line now spoken'of) " under color of fixing the limits of Louisiana, annexes
'Vfast countries to that province, which, with the commanding posts and forts, the
karquis de Vaudreuil has, by the most solemn capitulation, incontestably yielded
into the possession of lis Britannic Majesty under the description of Canada." We
Contended for all that came under the description of Canada.

Mr. Mcarthy.-Yes, if I make myself clear to your Lordships we were then
c0ntending for the lino marked on the sketch before your Lordships, and they were
0on1tending for a line passing through the lakes.

The Lord Chancellor.-A great deal to the east ?
. Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord, between Lake Huron and Lake Superior, at what
ts known as Sant Stettarie, and then to the height of lands. I ask your Lordships to
bear that in mind, because there the French, themselves, spoke of the height of
land as the terminal point of the lin. which they decided at that date.

Sir Robert Collier.-They say that they wanted Louisiana as large as it could
be and Canada as small as it could be, but we do not agree to their view.

Mr. McCarthy.-But we agreed to its definitely ending at Reci Lake at that
tile no doubt. Then I will follow on the correspondence which shows plainly thit
UP to a certain point--
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Lord Aberdare.-You argue for all these contentions as a proof of wbat the
actual limits were, whereas are not they rather a proof of what they wished to
secure and what they wished not to code ?

Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord, for my part I am willing to concede that in thio
controversy the English claim was right and that the water line was the true liilit
of Canada. What the French were trying to do, as it appears to me very clearly, a
that time, was exactly what the British Ministry accused them of attempting to do,
namely, unfairly to cut down what had been ceded to Montreal.

The Lord Chancellor.-That was settled afterwards ?
Mr. McCarthy. That was settled afterwards-after the cession to Spain.
The Lord Chancellor.-Then it strikes me that these previous communication0

can have but very little bearing upon the construction of the Quebeo Act becaU60
that was passed after the English Crown had acquired up to the Mississippi, which
at the time of these communications it was contemplated that it would do.

Mr. McCarthy.-There is no doubt, my Lord, that I have to meet that oit'
and I propose to do it. My only object 80 far is, with al' deference to your Urd
ships, and it does appear to me to be important to show whore New France ended,
because it was never contended, it was not contended by either of my learned
friends, that beyond New France the Province of Quebec went. Lt was to coninua
to the French people their French rights. I have to meet some of the points whioh,
of course, naturally suggest themselves as to that on that point.

The Lord Chancellor.-It would seem pretty clear that Canada, as defined bl
this map, would have included the whole of the country which bas been awarded to
Ontario by the award so far as it is bounded to the south by the present United
States territory.

Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-Red Lake is to the west.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord, it goes as far north, but what we say is th1

Canada did not go further north than to Red Lake.
The Lord Chancellor.-There is nothing whatever in these letters or in thoß

documents which suggest it-I should say rather the reverse. The word Canada i1
written there (pointing to the tracing), and I should imagine that everything to the
north is Canada till you get to something beyond Canada

Lord Aberdare.-That discussion seems to have been as to the line of limitati09
between Louisiana and Canada.

The Lord Chancellor.-Or, at all events, as between the territories of France a0
England as then contemplated.

The Lord Chancellor.-It appears to me evidently that this tracing is drawn 00
the principle of following the watershed, but it ascribes to Canada everything
north, including anything that is now in dispute on the southern boundary.

Mr. McCarthy.-Perhaps if your Lordships would allow me to deal with a Y
elebrated gentleman's opinion at this stage of the case, it would assist your I»

ships-I refer to Sir Travers Twiss, who has had a good deal to do with these matter
and who speaks of that question.

Sir R. P. Collier.-I do not think you can read that usefully to us.
The Lord Chancellor.-You can Only read it as Part Of your argument.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, that is all I propose to do, but he puts it far botter th

can hope to do. It is at pages 210 and 211 of Sir T. Twiss's book on the « oregol,
question. " This last lake,"-he is speaking of Lake Travers, which is pretty IUD
in the same neighborhood as the Red Lake.-" This last lake would have been
extreme southern limit in about 45V. 40'."

Lord Aberdare.-But the southern limits of what ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Ie is now speaking of this particular part of Hudson Bay.
Sir R. P. Collier.-Is this an opinion ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, a discussion and opinion given on this question.
The Lord Chancellor.-I am not sure that we ought to allow it to be referred tOr

because it is only an argument.
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Mr. McCarthy.-He gives his reasons for it.
The Lord Chancellor.-You may give your reasons for any conclusion which yon

'Wish to submit. I think, on the whole, we had botter know nothing of Sir T. Twiss's
Opinions.

Sir M. Smith.-If they are good arguments, you may use them.
Mr. McCarthy.-I thought, perhaps, the argument would come with very mach

'nore force from a gentleman like Sir T. Twiss, who knows more about International
9qnestions than I do. But the efect of the contention is this, that this was the
11 rthern boundary of New France and the southern boundary of the ,Hudson Bay
Trritory, or what was English thon. Certainly the claim made by the English in
those days was to what was comprised in the charter granted to the Hudson Bay

m)>Xfpany, and the effect of that would be to carry it to a lino between the Hudson
Y water and the St. Lawrence system. Now, following that on, this discussion

aPPears not to have ended in anything. When the discussion ends we do not find that
thIe English obtained the consent of the French to the acceptance of thoir views, nor,
011 the other hand, do we find that the French induced the English to waive their
0laima. Thon there is a certain lapse, and the negotiations cannot b3 procured. In
the end we find the treaty ceding France and its dependoncies, and for the purpose
Of fixing a limited line, not morely for this country, but for the whole continent, they

kethe lino of the Mississippi. We do not say by that, nor did France say by that,
r.herefore the lino of the Mississippi is the west of France. All we do say is that we

'eo up all claim (having already ceded on the east side to Spain, and practically
aving no claim left) which we might have made to this intermodiate country

Which was in dispute between us. Now comes the Quiebec Act. Now the Quebeo
Àct has been read already once or twice, but perhaps it will be convenient if I give
Your Lordship the page. Page 366 is where it is to be found. Now, the contentionwhich I advance is, following to a certain extent the argument of my learned friends
01 the other side, that the intention was-by this Quebec Act to take in what had been
the province or country of New France or Canada, and I agree also with my learned

iond who last addressed your Lordships, that those were equivalont or inter-
h.angeable terms. The boundary thon goes down to the very point marked upon

tis3 sketch to the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers. That very point
a114rked on the sketch which I handed up to your Lordships is the south-western

eXtremity of the lino marked down by the Act. The difficulty arises in finding
Ont what the western limit was. My contention is that from that definite point the
&ct Of Parliament says, " at lino due north to the Hudson Bay Territories," not due
aorth, but north.wards.

Lord Aberdare.-First of all it says, " Along the banks of the said river."
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, first of all, " Along the banks of the Ohio."
Lord Abordare.-" To the banks of the Mississippi?"
Mr. McCarthy.-To the banks of the Mississippi.
Lord Aberdare.-" And northward along the banks of the Mississippi," we
t take it to be.
Mr. McCarthy.-No; that's just where the difference comes in.

.Lord Aberdare.-That is clear, I should think, beyond controversy, in the com-
8Sion to Sir Hugh Carleton, which is a contemporaneous document and must show
oW this was acted upon.

Mr. McCarthy.-Undoubtedly.
The Lord Chancellor.-And surely if there were sufficient ambiguity about it to

mit of that construction you cannot escape from the conclusion that they were
ghtly constructed.

Lord Aberdare.-How was this construed immediately afterwards in the instrua-
07a8 given to the commissioners when everything was fresh ?

Mr. McCarthy.-I will say a word about that presently. My present contention
this: That if the Act of Parliament is plain and unambiguous, having learned the

geography of the country and having ascertained where these French settlements
4 colonies were, that is all that we are entitled to know in reading the Act of
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Parliament. You are bound to know and to take judicial cognizance of the geo-
graphical position of and where all the colonies and settlements of New France
referred to in the recital were. But having known that, then I take it that we havegot to look within the four corners of the Act of Parliament, and if there is no ama-
biguity in the expression, then I submit that that Act of Parliament must govern
the question.

The Lord Chancellor.-Of course you are quite right if the£e is no ambignity in
the expressions, nothing which can reasonably bear more than the sense which yoa
seek to impose upon it. That l8 the general rule, undoubtedly, but can that poEsibiy
be maintained hore ?

Mr. McCarthy.-That is what I am going to endeavor to argue before your
Lordships.

The Lord Chancellor.-You will observe it is not to the confluence of the two
streams, but to the banks of the Mississippi.

Mr. McCarthy.-Now the first point which presents any ambiguity is that in the
oarlier part of the statute; it has.been precise in following the bank of the Ohio.

The Lord Chancellor.-Yes, that is 80 in several places, and perhaps that has akhearing against you as it appears to me.
Mr. McCarthy.-I thought it was the other way. I submit with all deferenceit has the other bearing, because when they intended it to follow the bank of thestream, we have here the Legislature speaking in unmistakable language, butwhen they come to this point of the construction of the other side is the correct one,we see no explanation of why it should have said not following the western bank ofthe Mississippi.
Lord Aberdare.-It does not say bank of the Mississippi, but " banks of theMississippi," as if it meant the whole of the entire bank of the river.The Lord Chancellor.-You read " the bank " as if it was the point of cou*fluence.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, your Lordships will see at that time it was only one bank

that the English had.
Lord Aberdare.-It is only one bank of the Mississippi they claimed. They ha4only talked about the bank hitherto, but when they speak about the Mississippithey speak of the banks.
Mr. McCarthy.-They could not have meant the banks, because that would have

involved crossmg the stream, and they had no right to cross the stream.
Lord Aberdare.-No, they cannot have meant that, and therefore there must bO

another interpretation, and that interpretation is that it means the continuous balk
of the whole river.

Mr. McCarthy.-The British Legislature is only legislating with regard to the
British line, not with regard to the other bank which is the French lino. That word
« banks " is either a clerical error, or it can only be construed as being the bank.

Sir Montague Smith.-You mean that the insertion of the word is a clerical
*rror?

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, possibly.
Sir Montague Smith.-You construe "northward " to be " due north."
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Sir Montague Smith.-Is it not capable of two meanings-due north or north-

erly ?
Sir Robert Collier.-The Chief Justice declared that " northward " meant thesame as " due north."
Mr. McCarthy.-If the word was " due north " there would be no room f0rdoubt.
Sir Montagne Smith.-" Northward " may mean due north or in a northerli

direction. Thon, is there not an ambiguity to be got over?
Mr. McCarthy.-Not an ambiguity with regard to the meaning of the word, but

with regard to the lie of the ground.
Sir Montague Smith.-There is a latent ambiguity.
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Mr. McCarthy.-Supposing it had said " along the bank of the said river west-
ward to the banks of the Mississippi, and from those- banks northward to the southern
boundary of the territory." You can hardly deny that it is capable of being so read.

Mr. McCarthy.-That is my contention, and I will point out to your Lordship,
the difficulties which I see in applying the construction which your Lordship ha.
just suggested. The sources of the Mississippi were not then known, but on thia
Inap of Mitchell's the source of the Mississippi is supposed to be in latitude 50, longi-
tude 104. Now I will ask your Lordships to look at that on the map.

Sir Robert Collier.-That would take it above the Lake of the Woods.
Mr. McCarthy.-There is a note on the inap which I will read: " The head of

the Mississippi is not yet known. It is supposed to arise about 50 degrees of latitude
and westward of the boundary of this map, beyond which North America extends
4igh as far westward as it does to the eastward by all account8."

Sir Robert Collier.-It will take it to the Lake of the Woods.
Mr. McCarthy.-That is where they are supposed to be. I am going to point

ont that I doubt very much whether in those days that would be a reasonable con-
struction. I am pointing out what appears to me to be the difficulties in following
the Mississippi, because, of course, the Legislature did not stop short in its definition
Where the Mississippi was known. If that was the proper construction, the Missis-
sippi must be followed up to its sources, and from those sources to the Hudson Bay
Territory. On this map it is marked as on line 50 and as far west as 106.

Sir Robert Collier.-What map are you on now ?
Mr. McCarthy.-I am on Mitchell's map. I have read that from Mitchell'&

inap. If your Lordship will look on that yon wilL see where that point is. What it
says on Mitchell's map is this: " The head of the Mississippi is not known. It is
supposed to rise about the 50th degree of latitude and western bounds of this map."
The western bounds of this map go to 105. That was in 1755; the Act of Parliament
Was in 1774.

The Lord Chancellor.-Very probably some such idea was in the minds of those
Who drew this Act of Parliament, because, if you are to go along the banks of the
ississippi northwards to the southern boundary, that would be perfectly accurate.

The Mississippi rises within the Hudson Bay Territory.
Mr. McCarthy.-What strikes me, my Lord, if I may be permitted to say so,

about that is this. If your Lordship will look at the map at that particular point, it
l8 quite evident, I think, that at that date the Hudson Bay Territory could hardly
be known to extend. Mitchell's map, which has been referred to for other mattern
Would seem to show Hudson Bay did not go as far west as that territory under the
tharter. I think the line on MitOhell's map is the lin. that went to Split Lake, aud
if I went to Split Lake this is several degress west of Split Lake. The height of
land boundary on Mitchell's map is the height of land which gees to Split Lake.

Lord Aberdare.-You would argue that when they used the words, " the sourcS
of the Mississippi," they knew, at any rate, that the. sources of the Mississippi must
be on the other side of the height of land.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-Then you find it rather more to the south than you expected?
M1r. McCarthy.-Yes; and a good deal more to the east.
Lord Aberdare.-According to you, yon must not take it up to the fifth degree,

Where they supposed it to go.
Mr. McCarthy.-I have not made myself clear.
Lord Aberdare.-But you must take it to the watershed, and the watershed

actually turns out to be very much to the south.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; 1 am now speaking only as to the construction of the

A6t. We must look in order to find the construction of the knowledge of that day,
and we mist deal with it in regard to that knowledge. At that day the source of
the Mississippi was unknown, but the supposition was that it went as far to the west
as 106 and as far to the north as 50.

Sir Montagne Smith.-Where is 106?
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Mr. McCarthy.-It is west of the whole thing altogether. It is within a very
ehort distance of the Rocky Mountains. My argument is, that Parliament would
hardly intend to carry the country of West Canada to that point. If we follow that
line that is the conclusion, for two reasons: in the first place, it is going far west, as
jour Lordship will see, of Red Lake, which is supposed to be the limit of Canada.

Sir Robert Collier.-Very little to the west.
The Lord Chancellor.-You are reading the Act of Parliament by that map.

That map is very useful for some purposes, but hardly for that. Though the map
may b3 very useful for some purposes, it hardly. can be read into the Act of
Parliament.

Mr. McCarthy.-What I mean is, if we want to find out what was Mneant at the
time we must see what the consequence, in the eye of Parliament, would be, in fol-
lowing that reading.

The Lord Chancellor.-If you were to follow the banks of the Mississippi, the
framers of the Act believed they would be led along these banks tilt you reached the
southern boundary of the Hudson Bay Territory. More than that, it seems to me,
you cannot get from it.

Mr. McCarthy.-If that is so, it gives to the Hudson Bay Territory very great.
western extension, according to the view of that day. That was the diffleulty which
.appeared to me in taking that construction. You Lordship will see that the Hud-
son Bay had not penetrated to that extent westward at that time; and although it
may have been known there was a watershed to the Hudson Bay, still the other
side can hardly blow hot and cold. They can hardly say the Mississippi was to be
followed, and yet the Hudson Bay Territory could not have been reached by that,
north lino. Xour Lordship will see where the height of land to Split Lake is. I do
not know about the English knowledge, but in the French maps the height of land
is marked down and up, as far as Lake Superior, with marvellous correctness.

The Lord Chancellor.-As far as Lake Superior, likely enough.
Mr. McCarthy.-And other maps to which reférence has been made also show

that there was a height of land which I have spoken of already which went to Split
Lake. It may be quite possible that was the height of land at the time which was
supposed to bound the Hudson Bay Territory. If so, it would be absurd to follow
the Mississippi up to its source, and north of the Hudson Bay Territory.

Sir Robert Collier.-Nothing at all is said in the Act about the north of the
height of land.

Mr. McCarthy.-Now, my, Lord I will point out very briefly what I have to say
with regard to this question, which will be more fully dealt with by my learned friend.
I will not go into it in great détail. The chief settlements, but three or four, were
east of the due north line. The French colonies and settlements were at Detroit,
Michillimakingc, Sault Ste. Marie, Fort Miannis, Vincennes, and others. Numbers
and numbers of them, which will be pointed out more in detail, were all east of thiS
due north line, except three or four settlements upon the Mississippi, planted there at
the time LeSueur discovered the Mississippi. These, as the historical accounts of the
-day prove very naturally on the cession Of the treaty being published, abandoned
their homes and what had formerly beea their country, and went to the west bank
of the river and founded the present city of St. Louis.

Lord Aberdare.-What importance do you attach to those numerous forts which
had been founded to the west of this lino ?

Mr. McCarthy.--That comes in with reference to another point. Those were
not in any sense in which we should understand the term posts or forts. Thèse geO-
tlemen that are spoken of undoubtedly did go there and establish temporary posts,
but there were no settlements. They were really intended to help in the discovery
of the Western Sea. The mission of these men sent by France was to find the Westertl
Sea. They started at Fort William. They would have a fort here and there, tO
steps on the journey they were making to the Western Sea. I will point that OU
and prove it from the correspondence to which my learned friend has roferred, bUt
in the sense of their being settlements or colonies, the word could not be used. The
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Whole number of men in the posts of the Western Sea, included under one post, are
etated as seven in the document referred to from the Governor of the State of New
York.

Sir Robert Collier.-Seven for how many posts ?
Mr. McCarthy.-For all these seven or eight posts.
Sir Robert Collier.-One man at each post ?
Mr. McCarthy.-They had been abandoned. They were not posts. When the

tession took place at Detroit, Sault Ste. Marie and Michillimakinac were all delivered
up to the king, and after the treaty, the posts upon the Mississippi, but no one ever
heard there ever was a.surrender of these so-called posts and forts, what we now call the
fludson Bay territory. Therefore, if we want to give a meaning to the Act, which
of course the recital is intitled to, and we want to find what colonies and settlements
were to be brought in, and to which a civil government was to be given (and that a
Prench one) we do find ail the settlements belonged properly to France. The other
alternative is, and of course it is not free from doubt, to leave these posts upon the
Mississippi, such as Castrasias, Fort de Charles, Cohokias. These three posts and small
settlements about them, you leave without any civil government. The answer which
I make to that, with a good deal of confidence is, was it intended by the British Par-
liament that from the Wabash, where Vincennes is, all that intermediate country
which now forms the great State of Illinois, and boyond the great State of Illinois,
was to be brought in under the French law and made a French settlement ? Of course
all these three or four small settlements which were being deserted by the people
going to the French side of the river, because although ceded to Spain in 1762, that
cession did not become known for three or four years afterwards. That is the propo-
sition on the facts. Thon, if your Lordship will look at the map I concede that what
Sir Montague Smith has said is perfectly true, namely, that north-west is not the
same as due north. We have to look at what had to be reached. The Hudson
Bay territory had to be reached, and more especially looking at Mitchell's map it
would be more reasonable to take Illinois as the north lino than the Mississippi. To
go to the Mississippi to the junction of the Illinois, and follow the Illinois, would be
a far more reasonable construction in those days of the north lino if the words " due
north " do not except it. That would have equally reached the Hudson Bay Terri-
tory. It would have reached it in a much more natural course and would be much
less to the north-east than to the Mississippi, as then understood, or even as it existe,
M ould be to the next.

Sir Montague Smith.-Do you contend now for the due north line on this map ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my argument is this. The more difficulty you have as to

whether you are to bend to the east or the west in order to get to the Hudson Bay Ter-
ritory, the more certain it becomes that you must follow the due north line. I say
that the map and its history and the circumstances I have montioned indicate as I
venture to say (with pome clearness to your Lordships I trust) that it would be more
in accordance with what we can assume to have been in the contemplation of the
British Parliament at that time to have followed the course of the Illinois than it
would be to bond to the north.west and follow the course of the north-west. What
thon is left? Is there any other left except the line solemnly determined by the
Court of Queen's Bench in 1818 as the proper boundary, that is the due north lino. I
suppose it would be hardly fair to commit the chief justice to the report of the case
Which may not be full. This would b a reasonable construction to put upon the
language. If it would be a shorter lino to take the north-west lino to Hudson Bay
that would be a proper reason for following it.

Sir Robert Collier.-The due north lino would be the shortest ?
Mr. McCarthy.-That is what I contend. It depends upon whether the Hudson

Bay is nearer that point than the other. You migLt reach the Hudson Bay on the
West lino quicker than upon the due north. But, for the present, I wilil leave that part
of the subject and come to what I contend on the second point.

The Lord Chancellor. Your second proposition is that this lino which is drawn
direct to the confluence of the river& simply depends on what is the necessary and
right construction of the words of the Quebec Act ?
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Mr. McCarthy.-.Yos.
The Lord Chancellor.-You have nothing else in favor of it ?
Mr. McCarthy.-All the circumstances I have endeavored to point out are in

favor of it. That is my contention.
The Lord Chancellor.-I do not see it. But except those facts you have already

referred to there is no fact to show an actual use or enjoyment or possession or occu-
pation or government coinciding with that lino at any time.

Mr. McCarthy.-I think there is nothing one way or the other, except that up
to the height of land at Fort William, the Province of Upper Canada extends about
30 or 20 miles west of Illinois. Now, my second point is assumine the construction
oontended for on the other side is the proper one, and that the Miîsissippi has to be
followed up, we will follow the course of the Mississippi Up to Lake Attaska. Thon
if I am right in apprehending wbat has already occurred it seems to be conceded the
only thing to do would be to go direct north to the Hudson Bay Territory.

The Lord Chancellor.-The Act of Parliament seems to be drawn on the sup-
position that by following the banks of the Mississippi you would get to the boundary
line and probably cross it. That is a mistake in fact--I suppose on sound principle
you would then take the next point ?

Mr. McCarthy.-I understand there is no dispute upon that. Thon it becomes
a most important question in this view to determine where is the southern boundary
of the Hudson Bay. Until we know that we do not know where to stop at the
north lino. In regard to Hudson Bay, the charter has been referred to and I need
mot read it again. Our reading of the charter is that the King, who had then we
nay unquestionably according to his been the discoverer Of Hudson Bay and the
adjoining territory, had what is known in international law as an inchoate right to
prevent that by settlement. To the discoverer of this continent, or parts of it, fol-
lowed by settlement the country according to the arrangement made by the Euro-
pean nations belonged. I will not trouble your Lordship with that, because I know
that it is unnecessary. It is hardly necessary in an English court, or for an English
counsel, to contend as to that point with all these facts before us, though the French
did strenuously urge the other view. At that date what was the possession of the
Crown? It had discovered, but it had not settled. The dispovery gave it the right
to perfect and complote its title, its acquisition of this new territory by settlement,
but peradventure somebody else-France-might have settled, and so in granting the
charter the King gives to the adventurers as they were called the Hudson Bay and
aIl the territory draining into Hudson Straits and Bay, except such portion of
that territory as is now actually possessed by any other Christian people, and the
question is was there any actually possessed by any other Christian people at that
time, upon that also the facts are hardly in dispute. The French claim that they
had been there, but if they had been there, they had been there as discoverers, and
as thoir so-called discovery was subsequent to the English they took nothing by
that, they had not settled. Now, there is not a shred of pretence set up in any of
the evidence and documents before your Lordsbip, that at that date the French
were in possession of any portion of territory which we say was granted by that
charter to the Hudson Bay Company. So that prima facia and at all events as far
as the Crown and people of England are concerned, that charter of its own strength
and force, although not binding upon foreign powers, did give I understand is the
difference between the international view and the municipal viow, se to speak.
Municipally speaking that did give all it spoke of. It nmight be that as against A
foreign country it only gave what it was in the power of the King to grant, but s0
far as the municipal law goes, so far as Great Britain is concerned, it did grant all
which on its face it purports to grant. Now if I am right in that-that that was the
effect of this grant-let us see what followed, and I propose to divide my statemel t

ihto three or four different periods of time and to trouble your Lordships as little s
possible with references, though I have them all here. My first period of time I
have now brought to a close, and that is the date of the charter. The second period
of time is from 1671 to 1686, and during that time, but only commencing after 16S
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the French were fighting (although peace at that time prevailed) with the English
in Hudson Bay, and in point of fact had captured all their forts but one. They had
actually driven the English out of these forts, having come over from Canada. They
had succeeded in driving the English out of their forts, out of their positions, out of
their settlements, and tiey had occupied them and were thon in possession of som&
of them. But-I should have mentioned that during the early part of this period (and
it has always been made a strong point in favor of the Hudson Bay claims) the
French acknowledged and acquiesced in the Hudson Bay possessions. They did not
dispute it. To the claim has been put forward on behalf of the Hudson Bay on two
grounds: first, discovery and settlement, and, secondly, acquiescence by the Freneh
was pretended to be equally entitled and undoubtedly for some years did not disturb,
but rather were on good terms with the English (there is some correspondence to
show that) during the time when Bailey was Governor of the Hudson Bay Company.,
Not to delay your Lordship I will put in that afterwards. There is a document from
the French, a correspondence with the Goverbor of Hudson Bay, acquiescing in his
possession. Between that period, I say, the English were very much disturbed, and
thon in 1686, we have the treaty of neutrality, which forms, as it seems to me, the
first proper time to stop at. The treaty of neutrality is at page 544 of the Joint
Appendix. The fourth clause, I think, is the important one. Thon upon that treaty
commissioners were appointed and an attempt was made to ascertain what was the
proper line of demarcation between the French settlements in Canada and the Hud-
son Bay, and they extend over a peri, d until 1697 or rather they did not go as fer
u that because war broke out before that. I think I can give your Lordship the
date when that next war broke out. It was 1689. 1686 was the treaty of neutrality,
1689 was the date of the declaration of war. During this short period an attempt
was made, as the correspondence which is put in as part of the case shows, to settle
the dispute which thon existed between the two countries. I will trace it up his-
torically to your Lordships. I do not know that very much really attaches to it.

The Lord Chancellor.-Unless it tends to show the southern boundary?
Mr. McCarthy.-It shows duly the Hudson Bay people were claiming what they

have all along claimed, namely, that they were entitled to all the territory drained
by Hudson Bay. Thon comes the Treaty of Ryswick following that. That was in
1697. They were loft the only mourners by that peace. That did, to a certain
extent, leave thom in an uncomiortable position. That went to this extent. It has
already been referred to by the other side. It specifically stated that the forts that
had been taken by the French from the English, even although in time of peace,
should be restored to the French. That part of it is at the top of page 489: " The
Most Christian King shall restore to the said King of Great Britain all countries,
islands, forts and colonies, wheresoever situated, which the English did possesa
before the declaration of this present war. And in like manner the King of Great
Britain shall restore to the Most Christian King, all countries, islands, forts and
colonies, wheresoever situated, which the French did possess before the declaration
of war, and this restitution shall be made on both sides within the space of six
mnonths, or sooner if it can be done. And to that end, immediately after the ratifica.
tiop of this treaty, each of the said Kings shall deliver or cause to be delivered to
the other, or to commissioners authorised in bis name for that purpose, all acts of
concession, instruments and necessary orders duly made, and in proper form, so that
they may have their effect." Thon, " commissioners shall be appointed on both sides
to examine and determine the rights and pretensions which either of the said Kings
hath to the places situated in Hudson Bay; but the possession of those places which
were taken by the French during the pea.ce that preceded this present war, and
were retaken by the English during this war, shall be left to the French by
Virtue of the foregoing articles." That I think is ail " the capitulation made by the
English on the 5th September, 1695, shall be observed according to its form and
tenor." That I do not think applies to this point. Thon the Hudson Bay Company
Were exceedingly dissatisfied with this condition of affaire, but, fortunately for them,
this treaty, I think, never was carried out. These forts. never were actually
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delivered up, they continued in that way; the Hudson Bay Company representing
to their Government that almost, at all events, all that was intended to be given up
were the places that it did not affect the country-that if the country was theirs that
drained into Hudson Bay this article of the treaty and the treaty itself did not affect
it. That was the English contention, but the Most that was to be conceded were
the identical parts and places whioe had been taken by the French preceding the
peace and had been recaptured by the English during the war.

Then follows the next war which was in 1702, there being about five years
between the two, and during the five years there was an opportunity for the Hud-
son Bay people to state their claim and there was also an opportunity for the Eng-
lish authorities to set forth the view that I have spoken of, hinting it down,
whether rightly or wrongly, I do not stop to consider, because I do not think it is
of very much importance.

Now the Hudson Bay reply to the French claims arising Out of this Treaty of
Ryswick. If your Lordship oesires to look at it you willfind at page 555 of the joint
appendix. I have stated, I think, the;effect of it and it is not very important, at all
events in the view that I contend, for I will not trouble your Lordship with it except
simply just giving you the reference to it.

Then comes the war of 1702, followed by the peace and Treaty of Utrecht-the
all important treaty in the view that we contend for as firmly establishing the Hudson
Bay Company's claim; and, first, perhaps, your Lordship will look at the negotiations
which led up to that peace, at pages 490 to 494, so far as it concerns the Hudson
Bay: " The plan of peace 1712," in page 494. The proposition that commissioners
should be appointed, in order to settle the disputes, is found at page 495, where the
articles are marked O. 6, O. 7, and so on. At the top Of page 495, it says: " The King
will give up the Province of Acadia, with the town of Port Royal and its dependencies
to Great Britain, as also the Straits of Hudson Bay." Then upon that " England
demands that the town of Placentia remain in its present state. That the cannon
and warlike stores in Hudson Bay remain for England. His Majesty offers to let the
fortifications of Placentia remain as they are, upon giving up that place to England,
to consent to the demand made of the cannon in Hudson Bay, and besides to code
the Island of St. Bartholomew," and so on. And then article O. 6 says: " Af ter the
peace commissioners shall be appointed on both sides to ascertain whether within
the compass of a year the boundaries of Canada or New France on one side, and those
of Acadia and the lands of Hudson Bay on the other, and to settle in a friendly
manner all just and reasonable recompenses," and so on.

Sir Robert Collier.-That I understand they never did?
Mr. McCarthy.-That I shall have to say a word or two about by-and-bye. It

is not settled definitely whether they did or did not. There is a good deal to be said
on both sides, that is certain. Thon at page 498, there is this, which is from the
report of the French plenipotentiaries to the King, 18th April, 1712. " We have
made every possible effort to regain Acadia, or at toast to retain Newfoundland, but
it has been impossible for us to conclude the matter. They (the English
plenipotentiaries) have protested a hundred times that they had express orders to
break off the negotiations, rather to give way on either point, or upon that of Hudson
Bay, where they claim even the Common. We should not have taken their word
for this if the Sieur Gaultier had not confirmed what they said." Then at page 500
comes the correspondence with regard to the use of the words " restore " and " code."
The English were claiming that the word ''restore " should be used, and the French
that the word " code " should be used. " In the name of God, Sir, order your
plenipotentiaries to be less excellent grammarians. Ours who also understand the
force of Latin expressions," and so on. Then " The 9th (10th) article of the plan
imports that the King shall give up to the Queen of Great Britain Hudson Bay, &c.,
in the manner they are now possessed by the King and the French." Mark that,
my Lords, "in the manner they are now possessed by the King and the French,"
that is by both parties. " The plenipotentiaries of Great Britain insist that it shall
be expressed that France shall restore, not ouly what has been taken from the
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English, but also that England ever possessed in that quarter. This new clause
differs from the plan, and would be a source of perpetual difficulties; but to avoid
them the King has sent to his plenipotentiaries the same map of North America as
had been furnished by the plenipotentiaries of Great Britain. His Majesty
has caused to be drawn upon this map a line which describes the boundaries
in such a manner as lie bas reason to think they easily agree upon this
point on both sides. If, however, there should be any obstacle which the plenipoten-
tiaries cannot remove the decision must be referred to commissaries to be named for
the adjustment of the boundaries of America." Thon passing on to 504 we have
the treaty; and the 10th article of the treaty i8 the one in question with regard to
this : " The said Most Christian King shall restore to the Kingdom and Queen of Great
Britain to be possessed in full right for ever the bay and straits of Hudson together
with ail lands and seas, sea coasts, rivers, and places situate in the said bay and
straits and which belong thereunto." Your Lordship will see in the note what the
words were: It says, "there were two originale of this treaty one in Latin and
the other in French. This translation is that published by authority of the English
Government at the time. The expression here rendered, ' and which belong there-
unto' is in the Latin copy, spectantibus and eadem, looking in that direction."
They first speak of ail the lands, thon follows " looking in that direction," looking
that way. In other words it would mean the height of land, no tracts of land or of
sea being excepted which are at present possossed by the subjects of France. Ail
which as well as any buildings there made in the condition they now are and other-
wise al fortresses there erected either before or since the French seized the same
shall, within six months from the ratification of the present treaty or sooner, if
possible, be well and truly delivered to the British subjects having commission from
the Queen of Great Britain to demand and receive the sane entire and undemolished
together with ail the cannon and cannon bail which are therein, as, also, with a
quantity of powder, if it be there, and found in proportion to the cannon ball, and
with the other provisions of war usnally belong to cannon. It is, however, provided
that it may be entirely free for the Company Quebec, and ail other subjects of the
Most Christian King whatsoever to go by land or by sea whithersoever they please
out of the lands of the said bay.' I call your Lordships' attention, to that out of the
lands of the said bay, together with ail their goods, merchandises, arms and effects
of what nature and condition soever, except such things as are above referred to
in this article. But, it is agreed on both sides to determine within a year by com-
missaries to be forthwith named by each party, the limits which are to be fixed
between the said Bay of Hudson and the places appertaining to the French. Now,
with deference, I beg to submit to Your Lordships that tho proper construction of
that article in the Treaty is that the true boundary was ascertaned, that ise, the
limits were fixed not upon the ground, but that the rule for fixing these limits were
fixed in the language of the treaty, and that what the commissaries wore to do ws
to go upon the land, and, as it were, to mark ont and settie where that particular
point was; so that after the Treaty of Utrecht it was not left to the commissaries to
say " you shall have the height of land " or " you shall have a point parallel " or
"you shall have " anything else. I venture to say, with deforence to Your Lordships,
that the duty of the commissaries was to settle the height of land and to fix it.

The Lord Chancellor.-Which are the words you rely upon ?
Mr. McCarthy,-" The said Most Christian King shall restore to the Kingdom

and Queen of Great Britain, to be possessed in full right for ever, the Bay and
Straits of Hudson, together with ail lands, seas, sea-coasts, rivers and places situate
lu the said bay and straits and which belong thereunto."

The Lord Chancellor.-Supposing these words of description had occurred any-
where else would you have said that it included the water-shed ?

Mr. McCarthy.-What other line i there ? If I may venture to put it in that
,way.

The Lord Chancellor.-I am putting a question for you to answer. Your
Opponents answered it by saying there was a certain territory known by a certain
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denomination which had been considered or claimed as falling in that description.
No one can possibly say that, of nocessity, it included every stream that ran into
Hudson Bay.

Mr. McCarthy.-Your Lordship will see, on looking again at the map, what the
position of the parties was at that time. It certainly required that the French
should surrender to the English all the land they possessed on that bay.

The Lord Chancellor.-Let me take this as an illustration. In the map before
us there is colored pink or rose color the country immediately to the north and east
of Lake Superior. There runs through that country just east of Lake Winnipeg a
river which is marked " English River," taking its source in a lake well within that
pink or rose colored country. I do not know whether your contention is that the
whole of that lake was within the Hudson Bay territory ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes:
The Lord Chancellor.-Because it drained into Hudson Bay?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-Then it was Hudson Bay territory within a very short

distance of Lake Superior ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-Practically up to Fort Nepigon ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Oh, much to the east.
Lord Aberdare.-And east of Lake Nepigon there is a lake from which this

English River proceeds?
Mr. McCarthy.-All from English River was north of what was conceded to be

Canada.
The Lord Chancellor.-There are two English Rivers On the map. The English

River of which I have been speaking is to the east of Lake Winnipeg. It seems to
have taken its source close to Fort Nepigon. Your argument is that because that
runs into Hudson Bay that it is within Hudson Bay Territory ?

Mr. McCarthy. -Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-And not within Canada?
Mr. McCarthy.-Not within Canada.
The Lord Chancellor.-Extending up to that there is a narrow peninsula, or a

narrow isthmus I should rather say ?
Mr. MoCarthy.-Yes, owing to the peculiar formation of the height of land at

that place.
The Lord Chancellor.-That is your argument?
Mr. McCarthy.-That is my argument. Then your Lordships will see at that

time the forts which had been actually settled by the Hudson Bay Company and
some of which had been taken by the French, all of them, this treaty says, both
French and English, are to be restored to the English. Fort Rupert, which is at the
top of that blue lino at the south-east oorner was settled in 1667. That was then
built. Thon there is a fort called Moose Fort.

The Lord Chancellor.-I will not speak of that because, perhaps, that was not
built till afterwards. I did not before know that you claimed as any part of the
Hudson Bay territory any part of that which is colored rose.

Mr. McCarthy.-Perhaps your Lordship will allow me to hand to you this
map, as it shows the height of land were clearly marked upon it. In the ma that
your Lordship has the height of land is colored but it is not so clearly delned as it
is in this one.

(The learned counsel handed a map to the Lord Chancellor.)
The Lord Chancellor.-The argument is that the rose colored part in the

interior belonged to the Hudson Bay Company. What map is this ?
Mr. McCarthy.-That is the Ontarial map on which the height of land is more

clearly marked.
The Lord Chancellor.-The height of land and the water-shed ?
Mr. MoCarthy.-Yes; it is more clearly marked, that is ail. I will satisfy your

Lordship that my claim in that respect is right.
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The Lord Chancellor.-You say so, but your opponent did not conoede that.
Mr. McCarthy.-I do not know that ho did concede that. I do not know where

'ho put, exactly, the Hudson Bay territory. I listened to his argument and I could
Lot make out where he put the lino of the Hudson Bay.

Lord Aberdare.-It appears to me that the Dominion in their concession of this
Manitoba Province violated their own original grant ?

Mr. McCarthy.-No.
Lord Aberdare.-Did they not?
Mr. McCarthy.-No.
Lord Aberdare.-They gave you a certain portion of the south side of the height

of land ?
Mr. McCarthy.-No.
The Lord President.-Yes, that south-eastern corner.
Lord Aberdare.-Yes.
Mr. McCarthy.-Your Lordship sees in the northern corner instead of going up

to the height of land they took the Pigeon River and Long Lake, and ail the rest
of them as being the more convenient boundary.

Lord Aberdare.-Then, starting from the Pigeon River up to the north, there is
a portion of the territory assigned to Manitoba ?

Mr. McCarthy.-If the due north lino prevails between the height of land and
the due north lino. That is what I spoke of yesterday.

The Lord Chancellor.-However, you have nothing to found the argument upon
about the height of land except this Treaty of Utrecht?

Mr. McCarthy.-That is ail, and the claim which was more clearly and distinctly
made afterwards I will come to in due course. Now your Lordship will see that at
that time the Hudson Bay Company had forts at Fort Rupert, at the mouth of this
Very Albany River, at the mouth of the Churchill River much further to the nortb,
and on the Severn River, which is between the Churchill and the Albany, so that the
lino of forts and posts extended on the Hudson Bay from (I need not trouble your
Lordship with the east) this point north of this blue lino, which is called Fort
Rupert, to the Churchill, or Danish River as it is called; and in point of fact I think
substantially they had the mouths of ail the important rivers which drain into the
Hudson Bay even at that date. Also a fort at Fort Bourbon, or York, or Nelson, at
the mouth of the Nelson. There is one at the mouth of the Churchill, one at
the mouth of the Nelson, and one at the mouths of the Severn and the Albany, and
Port Rupert, ail which forts had been taken and retaken and were then occupied
either by the French or the English and were to.be restored, according to this treaty,
With " ail the lands appertaining theroto "-" belonging thereto," to use the English
translation of the treaty-to the English Government. I submit upon that, these
facts being stated with the interpretation of the treaty, the result is that that gave,
at ail events to that extent, to the Hudson Bay Company ail that was drained into
the Hudson Bay, the territories which were embraced by these particular limits; and
that ahl that was left by the same articles of the treaty for the commissaries to do
Was to mark out the limitary lino, not to determine the principle upon which that
limitary lino was to be fixed, but to mark ont that limitary lino so that it should
afterwards appear that the French should not come north of it, and that the English
should not go south of it. What both parties were struggling for at that time
'Should not be lost sight of. What they wore struggling for was the Indian trade.
What the English complained of was that the French came north here on the upper
Part of the river and thE Indians who brought the furs down to our forts and facto-
ries at Hudson Bay are intercepted by the French and that the trade is by that
rneans got by the French. The saine sort of thing was said by the French : "You
got the Indians that come to Montreal and Quebec," and I think this correspondence,
Which i will refer to presently, proves that the only duty of the commissaries was
to make that lino, so that north of that lino the French would not come and on the
south of it the English should not trespass. But the boundary, I submit, is to be
-ound in the four corners of the treaty itself and we are not required to go furthOr.

(Adjourned till Saturday next at 10.30.)
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COUNOIL CHAMBER, WHITEHALL, Tuesday, 15th July, 1884.

Mr. Mowat.-My Lords, I appear in this case for the Province of Ontario.
Mr. McCarthy.-I do not know whether your Lordships have considered who

has the right to begin in this case. I appear for the Province of Manitoba.
The Lord Chancellor.- Substantially the first question submitted is whether a

certain award is or is not under ail the circumstances binding ? Who denies its
validity ?

Mr. Mowat.-The Province of Manitoba.
The Lord Chancellor.-You affirm its validity ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-I suppose you would say it prima facie is binding?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
The lord Chancellor.-If so, would it not bear upon the person who disputes its

validity to begin ?
Mr. Mowat.-If your Lordships think right.
The Lord Chancellor. -Of course, if both of you agreed it was not binding, that

would be a different thing.
Mr. McCarthy.-M'ay it please your, Lordships: The first matter probably in

order is the validity of the award. I wouldjust state, as shortly as I can, the history
of the case and the circumstances under which the reference was made to arbitration,
and the award was afterwards made by the arbitrators. In 1867 the Confeder-
ation Act was passed, by which the then Province of Canada was brought into the
Dominion and became part of the Dominion, as the Province of Ontario as to one
part and the Province of Quebec as to the other. The Provinces of New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia were also made a part of the Dominion, and provision was made, by
the British North America Act, for bringing in at a subsequent date the Province of
Prince Edward Island, the Province of Britsh Columbia and what was known as
]Rupert's Land and the North-West Territory. These Provinces or Colonies were to
be brought in and to become part of Canada, as confederated, upon the joint petitiona
of both Hlouses of the Canadian Parliament, and subject to the sanetion of Her
Majesty in Council. Immediately after 1867 an agitation sprung up in Canada, in
point Of fact it is wrong to say it sprung up in Canada, because it had been initiated
before Confederation, with a view of doing away with the right of the Hudson
Bay Company, who claimed to be the owners, and I suppose, in point of fact,
were the owners of what is known as Rupert's Land. A controversy was
entered into, on behalf of the Canadian Government, continuing the controversy that
had been initiated before Confederation, in which it was attempted to be shown that
the charter to the Hudson Bay Company, which was made, as perhaps your
Lordships will remember, as early as 1670, was invalid, and, at ail events, disputing
the geographical limit which the Hudson Bay Company claimed for the territory
granted to them by that charter. Then the Rupert's Land Act was passed in 1868.
Bythat Act provision was made for settling the dispute between the Hudson Bay
Oompany and Canada, so to speak. An arrangement was provided by which thO
Hudson Bay claims could be settled, and upon their settlement it was arrarged and
provided that Rupert's Land should, upon the joint address Of both Houses of the
Canadian Parliament, be added to the Dominion. That was done in the year 1870.
Shortly after that, the Province of Ontario set up or desired, at ail events, that the
boundary upon the west, which had been in dispute, I may say sinea 1818, if not
earlier, the boundary of Ontario extended to the point, and, perhaps, beyond the
point which the arbitrators have since determined as being the limit of Ontario 01n
the west. The Dominion denied that. The Dominion asserted that the Rupert'$
Land Act settled the question, and defined the boundaries of Rupert's Land for the
purposes of Confederation, and that whether that Act did or did not settie and
determine that question, at ail events it was determined by the Quebee Act of 1774,
by which the limits of the Province of Quebec were fixed. That Province, afterwards,
was divided into two Provinces, called Upper and Lower Canada, in 1791. In 184t
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these two Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada were again unit ed, and became the
Province of Canada, to be disunited at the time of Confederation, and to be the
Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. Thereupon certain Orders in Council of the
Dominion of Canada on the one side, and by the Council of the Province of Ontario
on the other, it was proposed to refer the question of the dispute, as to the boundaries,
to the award of two gentlemen, who were named, and who were to have power to
select a third.

Sir Robert Collier.-At this time had Manitoba been taken with the Confederation?
Mr. McCarthy.-Manitoba was carved out of the new territory.
Sir Robert Collier.-You said it was provided that it should be taken into the

Confederation on the address of the two Houses. Had the address of the two flouses
been presented ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Ys,- but not as Manitoba. Rupert's Land is a much larger
0untry than Manitoba.

Sir Robert Collier.-That is my question, whether the address had been actually
presented ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, that was in 1870, and it was in 1874, after these differ-
ences had arisen between the Dominion and the Province of Ontario, orders were
made referring the point. What the Dominion contends for is this, the Dominion
says the award is not binding.

The Lord Chancellor.-I thought you said you appeared for Manitoba ?
Mr. McCarthy.-I should have explained. Manitoba, as originally formed, did

not come as far east as it does now. It did not touch the Province of Ontario as
the Dominion claims the Province of Ontario is. There was a considerable space,
some 200 or 300 miles between the western part of Ontario and the eastern part of
Manitoba as Manitoba was formed. In 1880 Manitoba was enlarged so that the east-
ern boundary of Manitoba goes to the western boundary of Ontario.

Sir Robert Collier. -When was it first called Manitoba in Acts of Parliament ?
Mr. McCarthy.-When it was created in 1871.
Sir Robert Collier.-You said it was called Rupert's Land in the Act of 1870?
Mr. McCarthy.-No, the whole territory is Rupert's Land belonging to the Hud-

aon Bay Company.
Sir Robert Collier.-Was it then called Manitoba?
Mr. McCarthy.- No, it was called Rupert's Land.
Sir Montagne Smith.-First of all Rupert's Land annexed to the Dominion and

thon Manitoba carved out of it ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes. Manitoba, as originally constructed, was west of the

north-west angle of the Lake of the Woods which is the determining point. It was
West of that as origi nally constructed and did not approach on the eastward of what
Manitoba now claims to be the western boundary of Ontario. In 188f Manitoba was
eularged and the boundary given to Manitoba bythe enlarging statute was that Mani-
toba upon the east should meet Ontario. Therefore the question now becomes
between these two Provinces, Ontario and Manitoba, although the question as it was
Originally fought was between the Dominion and Ontario.

Sir Montagne Smith.-When Orders in Oouncil were made referring it ha4
Manitoba been enlarged?

Mr. MCarthy.-No. It was after the award was made that Manitoba was
enlarged and came to the western limit of Ontario.

The Lord Chancellor.-Whieh boundary line does the question relate to?
Mr. McCarthy.-The boundary line between Manitoba and Ontario-that is the

Western limit of Ontario and the eastern limit of Manitoba.
The Lord Chancellor. -Then at the time the award was made Manitoba had no

interest in that question ?
Mr. McCarthy.-No.
The Lord Chancellor.-But the Dominion had?
Mr. McCarthy.-The Dominion had. Perhaps if your Lordships will look at

one of these maps it wili assist you (proucing map). All this that is marked in.
28-7 e
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blue is what is claimed as Rupert's Land. This is Hudson Bay, and this is what is
claimed as being Rupert's Land. The boundary on this side is the Hudson Bay, and
it was bounded on the south by the Province of Ontario.

Lord Aberdare.-That is in fact what was English territory at the time that
the French held Canada ?

Mr. McCarthy.-That will be a good deal in dispute here. My learned friends
on the other side contend for the French view of the case. We are contending for
the English view of the case, and the dispute was between France and England as to
the Hudson Bay rights.

Sir Montagne Smith.-That I suppose was fought out before the arbitrators ?
Mr. McCarthy.-It was, and it is again before your Lordships.
The Lord Chancellor.-I have a map which may ngt perhaps be exactly the

same as yours. iere is a square block which is colored yellow and within whieh
there is a smaller block with an orange margin on which Manitoba is marked.

Mr. McCarthy.-That was the original Manitoba, the smali block.
The Lord Cnancellor.-Then comes a block to the east with two lakes in it,

Lake St. Joseph and another lake.
Lord Aberdare.-What was done with the territory north of that which was

assigned to Manittba and Hadson Bay ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Divided between the Provinces. Your Lordships see it on

Johnston's map; it shows that very plainly. The Manitoba shown there is the
enlarged Manitoba.

Sir Montague Smith.-According to what boundaries is Manitoba shown here?
Mr. McCarthy. -- According to my claim, the Manitoba claim.
Lord Aberdare.-Did the award line carry the Ontario Province up to the Lake

of the Woods ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, the north-west angle of the Lake of the Woods.
Lord Aberdare.-Then the Dominion, under its assumed power of re.opening the

question, assigned a considerable tract of country beyond that which was given bV
the award of the arbitrators.

Mr. McCarthy.-That is to say if the Dominion view was right. They did not

actually set it out by metes and bounds; they merely said Manitoba on the east shall
be where Manitoba on the west ends. They left that point to be determined.

Lord Aberdare.-The Dominion drew no lino as to the east?
Mr. McCarthy.-No, they had originally drawn a lin. as to the east, but they

did not draw a line to the east as regards that.
The Lord Chancellor.-I understand you to admit that the disputed district wa

not within the limit of Manitoba until the year 1880 ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-That at that time, according to your view, it was again

the Dominion and not within Ontario ?
Mr. McCarthy.-That is so.
Sir Robert Collier.-Where was the line of the award ?
Mr. McCarthy.-The north-west line of the Lake of the Woods. (The learned

counsel explained upon the map.)
Sir Montagne Smith.-What does the boundary mean?
Mr. McCarthy.-That is the original Manitoba. WO claim now to this and the

arbitrators have given this lino. Thoy have taken the north-west angle of the LakO
of the Woods and then followed down here.

Sir Montagne Smith.-What do you claim as belonging to Manitoba ?
Mr. McCarthy.-We claim this lino here (pointing).
Sir Montagne Smith.-This bit which is colored ?
Mr. McCarthy. -This would be the District of Keewatin, it was originally Keewa-

tin. It would now be Manitoba. The matter in dispute really goes from that line
to this. That part Ontario is not claiming and did not claim by the award.

Sir Montagne Smith.-Then this dotted lin. is the award line, is it?
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Mr. McCarthy.-No, that is the railway communication I suppose. It is the
Water lino. It is the English River and the Albany River.

Now it may be as well, perhaps, at this moment, to point ont the heights of land,
because it will have a good deal to do with the discussion which we are about enter-
ing upon. This is the northern hoight of land which forms the lino of the water-shed
between the Hudson Bay and the St. Lawrence system. It goos round Lake Superior.
This map shows the whole heights of land, and this is another so-called heights of
land in this direction which was at one time claimed to b the limits of the Hudson
Bay Territory. This thon is the other water-shed lino which marks the limits of the
basin that drains into the Hudson Bay. The basin of the Hudson Bay was drained
by the Albany River, the Churchill River and the Nelson River. Thon when you go
west of that the Mackenzie River goes into the Arctic Ocean and thon the St. Lawrence
system takes its rise here and falls into those large lakes, Lake Superior and so on,
and rolls away to the Gulf of St. Lawrence, that is the St. Lawrence Aystem. Thon
below that there is the Mississippi system. Those are important natural land marks
to be borne in mind, because they wore referred to continually in disputes which
arose between the English and the French at the earliest times.

Now, your Lordships will see the effect of the aw ird was to îompletely ignore
the rights of the Hudson Bay Company to any territory whatever.

Sir Robert Collier.-We had botter see what the award is.
The Lord Chancellor.-We had better first see under what authority the award

was made and what the award is ?
Mr. McCarthy.-I will just point that out to your Lordships before I come to the

contentions we make upon it. In the Joint Appendix, page 7, your Lordships will
see how the matter was reforrred. Mr. Crooks, who was thon a m(; mber of the
Government of Ontario, reports to the Executive of that Province in the letter which
is set out on page 7, reciting the Acts of Parliament and going on down to about lin.
20 where the important matter comes in. "In view of those objects the undersigned,
before his late visit to Ottawa on other public business, was authorized, by the other
rembers of your Excellency's Council, to propose (subject to Your Excellency's
approval) to the Government of the Dominion that the question, concerning the
iorthern and western boundaries of the Province of Ontario, should be doter-

mained by a reference to arbitration, to be mutually agreed upon and whose
standing and ability might readily be expected to socure for their decision the
confidence alike of the people of Ontario and the people of the Dominion. Your
Excellency's Council were of opinion that a decision by such arbitrators is
likely to be more prompt, and, perhaps, more satisfactory than any other mode of
decision which is attainable. The undersigned was also authorized to suggest the
narme of the Hon. Wm. Buell Richards, Chief Justice of Ontario, as one of the
arbitrators, subject to Your Excellency's approval. Accordingly, the undersigned, while
at Ottawa conferred with the Premier and other members of the Dominion Govern-
ment on the subject of the said matters and made the above suggestions to thom.
The Government of the Dominion concurred in the views expressed on the part of
the Government of Ontario, and proposed, on behalf ofthe Dominion, the name of the
lion. Lemuel Allan Wilmot, late Lieutenant-Governor of New Brunswick, to act in
conjunction with the said chief justice, and that authority be given to the said Hon.
William Buell Richards and the Hon. Lemuel Allan Wilmot, to agree upon a third
Person to be associated with them, such third person not being a resident of Canada;
and that the determination of a majority of such referees should be final and con-
olusive upon the limits to be taken as and for such boundaries as aforesaid respectively.
The undersigned recommends that the Province agree to concurrent action with the
Dominion." I draw attention to that particularly. " The undersigned recommends
that the Province agree to concurrent action with the Dominion in obtaining such
legislation as may be necessary for giving binding effect to the conclusion which
Xay be arrived at for establishing the northern and western boundaries of the
-Province of Ontario in accordance therewith."

The Lord Chancellor.-That is in 1874?
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Mr. McCarthy.-In November, 1874. Then on p. 8 there is the formal order of
Committee of Council of the Province of Ontario acceding to Mr. Crooks' view, and
following that is the report of a Committee of the Privy Council of Canada: "f On à
memorandum dated the 12th November, 1874, from lon. Mr. Mackenzie stating that
he recommends concurrence in the proposition of the Government of Ontario t
determine by means of a reference the northern and western boundaries of that
Province relatively to the rest of the Dominion. The Ontario Government having
named the Hon. William Buell Richards, Chief Justice of Ontario, as one of the referees
ho submits the name of the ion. Lemuel Allan Wilmot, formerly Lieutenant
Governor of the Province of New Brunswick, to act in conjunction with him, and
advises that authority be given to them to agree upon a third person not being à
resident of Canada;" following the words I have already read. "I He further reconV
mends that the Dominion agree to concurrent action with the Province of Ontariô
in obtaining such legisiation as may be neceasary for giving binding effect to the
conclusions arrived at, and for establishing the northern and western limits of the
Province of Ontario in accordance therewith." That was the Minute of Council, and
I fancy from the next document which appears in the case that that was confirmed
by the Governor General. It says: " Appointed by the Governor-General."
Then, "I amr dirgted to transmit to you, fbr the information of your Govern-
ment "-that was from Ottawa to Toronto-" the information that an order
bas been passed and naming the gentleman who has been appointed abitrator
for the Dominion." Then on the 21st November the Secretary of State for Canada
writes to Mr. Wilmot informing him of his appointment, and at the top of page 9
Tour Lordships will see what ho informs Mr. Wilmot was the matter remitted to
him. " The question of the northern and western boundaries of that Province
relatively to the rest of the Dominion be determined by means of three referees,
of whom one is to be named by the Government of the Dominion, and one by the
Government of Ontario-these two to have authority to agree upon a third not
being a reside rit of Canada," and so on. Then at lino 10: "I am to add that the Dominion
Goverrment agree to concurrent action with the Province of Ontario in obtaining
such legislation as may b. necessary for giving effect to the conclusions arrived
at and for establishing the northern and western limits of the Province of
Ontario in accordance therewith." Nothing, I think, happens now until
at the foot of the page. Your Lordships will find the Act passed in Ontario
in 1874. It recites: " Whereas, by chapter 28 of the Act of the Parliament of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, passed in the Session held in the 34tb
and 35th yeai s of Her Majesty's reign, and intituled : ' An Act .respecting the estab.
lishment of Provinces in the Dominion of Canada,' it is enacted that the Parliameit
of Canada may, from time to time, with the consent of the Legislature of any Pro-
vince of the suid Dominion, increase, diminish or otherwise alter the limits of such
Province, upon such terms and conditions as may be agreed to by the said Legislature,
and may, with the like consent, make provision respecting the effect and operation of
any such increase or diminution or alteration of territory in relation to any province
affected thereby." Apparently showing that the arbitrators were appointed to fix a
boundary, which both the legislative bodies were afterwards to sanction, whether
inereased or decreased or altered, the true and proper line of the western boundary
of the province. " And whereas the northerly and westerly boundaries of the Pro-
vince of Ontario have never been determined; and whereas, subject t the a royal
of the Parliament of Canada and the Legislature of Ontario, it ha been agree y the
Governments of the Dominion of Canada and the Province of Ontario," and it gode
on to set out the agreement, which I need not read. Then the first clause of the A 1

is: " The Legislature of the Province of Ontario consents that the Parliament of
Canada May declare that the boundaries, which by the award of the arbitrat6rM
aforeeaid, or of any two of the arbitrators aforesaid, may be decided to be the northerlY
and westerly boundaries respectively of the Province, shall be declared to be the
northerly and westerly boundaries thereof, or in case the award shal be as to the
westerly boundary alone, the same may be, in like manner declared by the Parliament
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of Canada as aforesaid, and that the Parliament of Canada may thereby increase,
diminish or otherwise alter the northerly or westerly limits of the Province of
Ontario, so that the same may be in accordance with the award." Thon there is
provision made for the death or resignation of the arbitrator, which is not important.
This Act was not to come into effect until proclaimed, and, as a matter of tact, it.

ever was proclaimed, because the Dominion Government and the Dominion Parlia-
ruent never passed a corresponding Act. Although they had agreed, as your Lord-
ships will see by the Orders in Council, to which I have already referred, to concur-
rent legislation, which would give effect to the decision or opinion of t ho arbitrators,
apd that in point of fact was the basis of the whole proceeding, the whole reference
tQ arbitration, yet the Dominion Parliament were never called upon by the Govern-
rMent, and never did pass an Act. So that the Province of Ontario, althongh it passed
this Act, stipulated in the last clause that it was not to come into effect until the
lieutenant-Governor in Council should issue his proclamation, and he never did issue
bis proclamation, because the other Parliament had not passed the concurrent logis-
lation, which had been agreed to.

The Lord Chancellor.-The legisIation of Canada was to be an effective and
practical legislation, but it only could take place with the consent of the provincial
Jegislation?

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, that is in pursuance of the statute of 1861. Thon from
Iff4 until 1878, nothing appears to have been done, but in July, 1878, an Order in
Council is passed by Ontario, which your Lordships will find at the foot of page 10,
which rocites, upon the report ofthe Attorney-General, that Chief Justice Harrison

Wad been appointed in lieu of Chief Justice Richards. Chief Justice Richards had
become the Judge of the Supreme Court in Canada, and then ho rosigned his positioa
of arbitrator for Ontario, and Chief Justice Harrison became arbitrator in his place.
It also recited the jact that Mr. Wilmot had died in the interim, and suggested that
4ir Francis Hincks should be appointed as arbitrator for the Government of the

ominion, and Sir Edward Thornton, the Ambassador at Washington, as the third
arbitrator, to that extent departing from the original terms of the agreement, whieh
Were that the two arbitrators appointed by the respective Provinces, should them-
selves have selected the third, but nothing turns upon that. Thon it further goes on
et the foot of the page, " and also that the Province of Ontario agree, boundaries
rtespectively be taken as final and conclusive, and also that the Province of Ontario
agree to concurrent action with the Government of the Dominion in obtaining such
logislation as might be necessary for giving effectl to the conclusion arrived at by
the said arbitrators, and for establishing the northern and western limits of the
Province of Ontario in connection therewith." That, your Lordships will see, is
dated the 31st day of July.

Si- Robert Collier.-The Committee of Council advised the foregoing ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, that is on the 31st July, 1878. On the same day, at

Ottawa, the Privy Conneil of Canada adopt a corresponding Order. The arbitrators
thereupon proceeded to hear the matter, and on the 3rd August the award was made.

Now, your Lordships have the history of the reference and the award which
followed upon that reference. The first point that we make is this: We say, as a
rnatter of fact, all these papers show that it never was intended that the awarcd
Should be binding or effective until concurred in by both legislative bolies.

The Lord Chancellor.-Was it possible?
Mr. McCarthy.-We say not; we say it was not possible as a matter of law, and.

We say as a matter of fact, it was never contemplated that it should be effctive until
cncurred in by both Legislatures.

I will, in pursuance of this branch of the proposition, point out th 3 different pas-
sages which I think establish the fact for which I contend, i alditi>a to those tp
Wlhich I have already referred. The intermediate p,%ges merely state the case for the
r'espective parties and the argument before the arbitrators, to which I think I need
nkot refer at present. Thon we corne to page 103 following the awarl. The Prfr
Vince of Ontario, by an Act passed in 1879, the succeecding Sesion of Parliamente
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recites: "lWhereas the northerly and westerly boundaries of the Province of
Ontario were not determined untit lately; and whereas pending the determination
thereof, certain provisional lines, which for certain purposes were to be regarded as
such boundary lines were agreed to by the Governrments of the Dominion and the
Province." I may just explain that pending this dispute, and in order that the
timber might be guarded and regulated, a provisional line was agreed to between the,
parties, separating the disputed territory. To the east of the line the Province of
Ontario managed the timber, and to the west of the line the Dominion managed it.
" And whereas, it was agreed by the Governrments of the Dominion of Canada and the-
Province of Ontario that the true boundaries should be determined by reference to
arbitration; ard whereas, one of the arbitrators named in the :Revised Statutes of
Ontario, Chapter 4, died," then it goes on to recite that; then it sets out the
award. At page 109 it says: " And whereas the effect of the said award is to give
to this Province less territory than had been claimed on behalf of the Province, and
more territory than the Government of Canada had contended tO be written, the
limits of the Province or than was contained within the provisional boundary lines
aforesaid," then it again refers to the Imperial Act passed in 1871, which gives
the Parli ament of Canada power to alter the boundaries with the consent of the Legis-
lature of any Province.

Sir Robert Collier.-It recites: " And whereas it is proper that the boundaries-
determined by the said award be adopted and confirmed."

Mr. McCrthy.-Yes; and then the enacting clause is:-" The Legislature of
the Province of Ontario consents that the Parliament of Canada may declare that the
boundaries, which by the award of the arbitrators aforesaid were decided to be the
northerly and westerly boundaries respectively of the Province, shall be, and are, the
northerly and westerly boundaries thereof, whether the same increase, diminish, or
otherwise alter the true northerly and westerly limits of the Province." The Pro-
vince of Canada neverdid confirm these boundaries. I was proposing to refer to what
I think, without doubt, indicates that the intention was, speaking now of it as a
matter of fact, that unless Parliament did confirm the boundaries the award should
not be operative. The following document is a lecture delivered by Sir Francis.
Hincks, explanatory of the award.

The Lord Chancellor.-I think that can hardly be evidence of anything, can it?
Mr. McCarthy.-There is a good deal I am afraid in this joint appendix which

is not evidence of anything.
The Lord Chancellor.-The opinion of an individual, though he was one of the

arbitrators, can neither interpret the award nor settle the question independently.
Mr. McCarthy.-It was thought perhaps to be useful in this way: Sir Francis

Ilincks admitted to some extent that the award did not follow the true line, it was
to some oxtent a conventional boundary.

The Lord Chancellor.-It ought not to be brought in if it is not evidence. That
an only be referred to for prejudice ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Then I pass on to page i25.
Sir Montague Smith.-You say the Dominion Parliament has never confirmed

it. Has it ever been asked to confirm it?
Mr. McCarthy.- Yes, repeatedly ; I am coming to that now. At page 125 your

Lordships will find that on the 31st of December, 1878, the Provincial Government
in Toronto write to the Secretary of State for Canada. At line twenty-five he says:
"I am further directed respectfully to remind the Government of Canada that the
territory which was in dispute before the award was made, extends on the easterly
aide of Ontario from, say, the Rocky Mountains to a line drawn due rorth from the
confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi, and extends on the northerly side from, say,
the height of land to the most northerly limit of Canada, that the award assigns part
of this territory to the Dominion and part to Ontario, and that the ad ministration of
justice will continue to be surrounded with difficulties and uncertainties, especiallY
in the matter of jurisdiction, until the award is confirmed by exprees legislation ab
Ottawa and here, and that the subject assume unusual importance in view of the'con-
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struction of public works 'within the territory and the consequent irflux of an
uinsettled and migratory population. His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor will be
glad to learn that such legislation as may ho necessary to give effect to the award
,will ho had at Ottawa at the next Session of the Parliament of Canada, as the logis-
lation should, it is respectfully submitted, be as nearly as possible simultaneous and
identical."

Sir Robert Collier.-Tbat was written before the Act was passed ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; it promises that an Act shall be passed in the Province of

Ontariò, and it is an appeal to the Dominion authorities to pass a concurrent Act.
Then we come to page 127, when on the 23rd September, 1879, nothing having been
done in the meantime by the Dominion, the Government of the Province again brings
the matter to the notice of the Government at Ottawa. At the end of the page,
which is all I need refer to for this matter, for the rest is merely a ropetition of what
your Lordships already know, it says: " The Government of Ontario does not
doubt that the Government and Parliament of Canada will ultimately take the same
view, and I have respectfully to represent that the delay in announcing the
acquiescence of the Dominion authorities, and in giving full effect otherwise to the
award bas been embarrassing and injurious." Then the gentleman who wrote this
goes on at great length to discuss the merits of the award, and to show that the
conclusion arrived at by the arbitrators was a proper conclusion. That, however, is
beside the present question. Then at page 130, in a part of the same despatch, he
says: " In view of these considerations the Government of Ontario trusts that the
Government of Canada will recognize the propriety of announcing, without further
delay, their intention to submit to Parliament next Session, a Bill declaring the
boundary, established by the arbitrators, to be the true northerly and westerly
boundaries of Ontario, and to use the influence of the Government to have the
bneasure accepted by both Houses, and assented to by Bis Excellency the Governor
General." That met with but bare acknowledgment. No statement at that time
was made by the Government at Otta wa as to the course proposed to be taken, or
the advice proposed to be offer d to the Parliament of Canada.

Sir Robert Collier.-When did the Act of Ontario come into force?
Mr. McCarthy.-At once.
Sir Robert P. Collier.-At what date? It does not give the date here.
Mr. McCarthy.-It merely gives the year. I think nothing turns on the date.
Sir Robert Collier.-It was before this ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; the early part of 1879.
The Lord Chancellor.-There is nothing done by the Act except that the

Parliament of Canada may legislate on the subject. If the Parliament never did
legislate, of course the Act would not have any effect.

Mr. McCarthy.-That is what I submit. Then following out the matte still
further, your Lordship will find, at page 131, that certain resolutions were passed by
the Legislative Assembly of Ontario, on the 3rd March, 1880. These resolutions are
going over the well-beaten ground; it is again an appeal as it were to the Parliament
of Canada to legislate, and at page 132, line 27, your Lordships will find these words:
«"That this Bouse regrets that, notwithstanding the joint and concurrent action-of
the respective Governments in the premises, and the unanimous award of the
arbitrators, the Government of Canada has hitherto failed to recognize the validity
of the said award, and that no legislation bas been submitted to Parliament by the
Government of Canada for the purpose of confirming the said award," Then hore is
a legislative declaration, passed in 1880 by the Dominion Parliament that the award
is disputed. Your Lordships will find it in the Act 43 Victoria, cap. 36, page 133:
«"Whereas certain territory on the western and northern boundary of Ontario is
claimed by the Government of Ontario as being within the said Province, and
Whereas such claim is disputed, and whereas the Parliament of Canada is deirous of
Enaking suitable provision for the administration of criminal justice, within the said
territory, until the dispute is determined." The award ýwas made in 1878. These
humerous appeals had been made to Parliament, on the part of the Government of
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Canada, and in 1880 an Act is passed doclaring that the award is disputed in point o
tact.

The Lord Chancellor.-Is there any reference to the award in that Act ?
Mr. McCarthy.-No, except in the part I have read.
The Lord Chancellor.-That does not refer to the award at all ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Not in terms. But that was the matter then in dispute; it was

to provide for the administration of Criminal justice in this disputed territory pend-
ing the settlement of that dispute. Thon, on the 1st February, 1881 (page 134), the
Attorney.General of the Province again appeals to the Dominion. " I hope that the
present Session of the Dominion Parliament will not be allowed to come to an end
without the necessary Act being passed adopting and confirming the boundary
award. If, however, we are again to be disappointed, some additional legislation is
ebsolutely required." Then comes 44 Victoria, cap. 1, providing for the extension of
the boundaries of the Province of Manitoba, that I read here, and giving the boundf,
lies of Manitoba on the east the western limit of the Province of Ontario.

The Lord Chancellor.-That is headed: "Act of the Province of Manitoba."
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, the two must be taken together. That is the Act of Mani-

toba allowing the Province to be enlarged, and thon follows the Act of the Dominion
44 Victoria, cap. 14, to provide for the extension of boundaries for the Province o
Manitoba. The two muet be taken together.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-In those Acts the boundaries are defined, are they?
Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord, not at this disputed place; it just says wherever

Ontario ends Manitoba commences.
r Montague Smith.-It leaves it just where it was.

Mr. MoCarthy.-Yes, it is the third line from the bottom. " On the twelfth
base lino would be intersected by a line drawn due north from where the westerly
boundary of the Province of Ontario intersects the aforesaid international boundry
line dividing Canada from the United States of America." That is the last three
lines, page 136.

The Lord Chancellor.--That seems to refer to some definable point; "to a point
where the said centre of the road allowance on the twelfth base lino would be inter-
sected by a lino drawn due north."

Mr. McCarthy.-The lino bas to be intersected "by a lino drawn due north from
whore the westerly boundary of the Province of Ontario intersects." You have to
find out where that point is. That is just what we are troubled about.

The Lord Chancellor.-One hardly sees how it is to be worked, either in one
view or the other.

Mr. MeCarthy.-The United States bounds the country on the south. Whether
the north-western angle of the Lake of the Woods is taken as the line or the line 1
contend for is taken as the line, along that lies Ontario. The point that intersecte
where it first meets the boundary of the United States is the point of intersection.

Sir Montagne Smitb.-You must find out the entire boundary.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
The Lord Chanicellor.-I want to understand what is " the twolfth base line."
Mr. McCarthy.-The base line runs east and west.
The Lord Chancellor.-What i the twelfth bise lino ?
Mr. McCarthy.-That is one of the lines laid out. In laying out the new coun-

try it was laid out in meridian lines, north and south, and base lines east and west.
The Lord Chancellor. -That is one particular lino.
Mr. McCarthy. -No. 12, Thon there is the southern bounlary of the Province.
Sir Robert Collier.-Does it appear bore ?
Mr. McCarthy.-It is difficult to make out.
Sir Robert Collier.-Are they marked ?
Mr. McCarthy.-This is the'twelfth base lino.
The Lord Chancellor.-Does it cover the whole of the disputed territory ?
Mr. M uCarthy.-Yes, as far as it can go. Thon you follow that base lino atil

you strike this lino.
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Sir Robert Collier.-You say that point is not found.
Mr. McCarthy. -They found it over here on the Lake of the Woods.
Sir Montagne Smith,-If that award had been binding by legislation, thore

Would be no difficulty in finding this line ?
*Mr. McCarthy.-Of course not. That would have determined it. Whether it

Would have determined the true line or not is another question.
Sir Montagne Smith.-Assuming that to be binding, the difficulty vanishes?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Sir Robert Collier.-This line should be produced.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Sir Robert Collier.-B.ere is the lino of the Lake of the Woods.
The Lord Chancellor.-The twelfth base line commences here and covers the

whole of the disputed territory. Then what are the other eleven base lines ? I mis-
understood you before. I thought you said the twelfth base line was the whole of
this.

Mr. McCarthy.-So it is, it goes as far as the country goes, east to west.
Sir Montagne Smith.-The twelfth line, if produced, goes just as far as Manitoba

goes ?
Sir Robert Collier.-And there would be a tenth and so on ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Sir Montague Smith.-Where is the award line on this map ?
Mr. McCarthy.-There is the base line.
Sir Montague Smith.-I suppose that intersects this ?
Mr. MoCarthy.-Yes, my Lord, it intersects this line. Suppose this line were

plroduced, thon it is produced to what point ? It is produced t- such a point that a
line drawn from the intersecting point here will meet it. This is left to depend
Upon that line.

Sir Montagne Smith.-This is the starting point of the award line ?
Mr. McCaithy.-Yes, my Lord, the north-west angle, it goes this way.
Sir Montague Smith.-And running northerly, that intersects this base lino?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-But thon the arbitrators did not take it due north?
Mr. McCarthy.-No, they followed the two rivers.
Sir Montagne Smith.-It goes in this direction ?
Mr. MCarthy.-Yes.
Sir Montagne Smith.-Then, it does not signify whether they take it due north

or not ?
Mr. McCarthy.-No, they were bound to give it to Manitoba. It would either

answer the description in the award or not.
The Lord Chancellor.-There is no ambiguity about the description in the

award ?
Mr. McCarthy.-No, none at all.
The Lord Chancellor.-If the place of the award line is right, thon the rest is

eident ?
Mr MeCarthy.-Then, my Lord, there are two more despatches to whieh I

think I ought to draw your Lordships' attention. The first is dated 31st December,
1881, and it is a very long document from the Attorney General, or rather from the
tieutenant-Governor of the Province to the Dominion authorities, going over the
Whole subject again. It commences on page 137, and at page 141 the Lieutenat,-
Governor says: "I have called the Ontario Legisilature to meet for the despatch of
Ssiness on the 12th January. I perceive that the Parliament of Canada is to meet
41 the following maonth, and I would respectfully urge the great importance of my
being officially informed before the meeting of our Legislature whether the Dominion
B0vernment is now willing, with the concurrence of the Legislature of Manitoba, se

Ar as such concurrence is necessary, to agree to the arrangements which have been
suggested, and to obtain from Parliament at its approaching Session the Dominion
legislation necessary to give effect to such arrangements."
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There is next a despatch of the 27th January, 1882, which your Lordships will
lind at page 142. Here we have the first response from the Dominion, and that pre-
sents the view entertained by the Dominion Government, who were still to some
extent interested in the matter, and to whom the Lieutenant-Governor of the Pro-
vince of Ontario had appealed. I refer especially to page 143, paragraph 8: " The
proposal of 1874, referred to in your despatch, that the question in dispute should
be referred to arbitration, does not seem to have been treated by either Government
as a mode of seeking an authoritative decision upon the que& tion involved as a matter
of law, but rather as a means of establishing a conventional line without first ascer-
taining the true boundary. In corroboration of this view, it is to be noted, that of the
three gentlemen referred to in your despatch, under the reference of 1872, two were
laymen and only one of the profession of the law. His Excellency's advisers are of

inion, that in advance of Parliamentary sanction, it was not only highly inexpe-
dient, but transcended the power of the Government of the day to refer to arbitration
the question of the extent of the North-West Territories acquired by the Dominion
by purchase from the Hudson Bay Company. That territory had been acquired on
behalf of, and was, in fact, held for, all the Provinces comprised in the Dominion,
and i he extent of it was a question in legard to which, if a dispute arose, Parliament
only could have absolved the Government of the day from t e duty of seeking an
authoritative determination by the legal tribunals of the country, Such a decision
having been once obtained, if it had been found that it promised to be to the con-
venierce of Ontario and the adjoining Province that a conventional boundary should
be established in lieu of the legal boundary, authority might have been sought fror0
the legislatures of those Provinces, and from the Parliament of the Dominion, for
the adoption of such a conventional line. That the course pursued was not intended
as a mears of seeking a legal boundary, is further shown by the course pursued by
the Legislature of Ontario, who, under the provibion contained in the Imperial Act,
34 and 35 Vio., chapter 38, enabling the Parliament of Canada to increase, diminish or
otherwise alter the limits of a Province, with the assent of its Legislature, passed au
Act giving their assent to the limits of their Province being changed by Parliament to
imeet the award, whatever it might be. The passage of such an Act shows that it
was not sought that the true boundary line should be ascertained, but that a conven-
tional one should be laid down."

The Lord Chancellor.-Very bad reasoning.
Mr. McCarthy.-It must further be observed that a Committee of the House of

Commons bas reported as follows: Then it gives the report of the Committee of the
THouse of Commons. "In reference to the award made by the arbitrators on the 3rd
day of August, 1878, a copy of which is appended, your committee are of opinion
that it does not describe the true boundaries of Ontanlo. It seems to your committee
to be inconsistent with any boundary line ever suggested or proposed subsequent tO
the treaty of Utrecht (1713). It makes the provincial boundaries run into territory
granted by royal charter in 1670 to the merchants' adventurers of England
trading into Hudson .Bay, and it cuts through Indian territories which, according
to the Act 43, George 11I, cap. 138, and 1 and 2 George IV, cap. 66, formed no part
of the Provinces of Lower Canada or Upper Canada, or either of them."

The Lord Chancellor.-All that it cornes to is simply an intimation that theY
are disposed to throw over the award ?

Mr. McCarthy.-That is ail. I am only reading it with that view. I do nOt

think I need trouble your Lordship with any other observations upon it.
The lord Chancellor.-If there is anything lui ns upon it it does not seem to Iue

lat it cornes to anything more than that they did not intend to make the
sward, except on the actual bourdaries which there ought to be as between th1e

arties. From tbat it seems very clear that, prnîd facie, they had ro authority tO
it without legislation and did not contemplate doing it without legislation.

Mr. McCarthy.-Then, my Lord, that being so (and that is ny contention), the
mext question to which I propose to direct your Lordbhips' attention is what the true
line is the award being out of the way being treated as so much waste paper.
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Sir Barnes Peacock.-It might not perhaps be inconvenient upon this point first
of all to bear whether there is really anything to be said on the other side ?

The Lord Chancellor.-The award may or may not be amongst other circum-
stances mnaterial to the consideration of what the true line is, but you have certainly
made a primd facie case that the award should not, as a matter of law, bind yon
without legislation, and we should like to hear whether that is seriously contested.

Mr. McCarthy.-I might mention to your Lordship, before I withdraw from the
bar, that my friend Mr. Robinson appears for the Dominion. The Dominion claims
to be heard on the question, as the Dominion is interested almost, if not quite as
tnuch, as the Provinces. By the Act to which reference has been repeatedly made
already no alteration in the limits of a Province can be made without the consent of the
Dominion Parliament. In point of fact it is the Dominion which makes it without
the consent of the Province, and you can well understand how the enlargement of
one Province might disturb the whole scheme of Federation. The different Pro-
vinces came into Federation having certain representation in the Commons and a cer-
tain representation in the Senate, beside other certain territorial limits.

Mr. Mowat.-My Lords, I think I might shorten this if I say that I agree that
the .Dominion has an interest in this question, and I am perfectly willing, so far as
I am concerned, that they should be heard if your Lordships think they should.

The Lord Chancellor.-We can hear one counsel, if it is desired, for Manitoba and
another for the Dominion, but I suppose they are practically on the same side.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-As I understand the only question is as between Manitoba
and Ontario, and I think it is provided somewhere or other that our decision shall
Mot affect any question between Ontario and the Dominion.

The Lord President.-That is provided in the agreement. They reserve their
l'ights.

Sir Montagne Smith.-So that it cannot affect the relations of Ontario with the
Dominion. The question before us is simply between the two Provinces.

Mr. McCarthy.-I do not so understand it. If your Lordships fix the boundary,
it does fix the boundary of Ontario for the purposes of the Dominion as well as for
the purposes of the Province.

Sir Montague Smith.-I did not understand that.
Mr. McCarthy.-Oh, yes, my Lord, we are all agreed about that, I think.
Mr. Mowat.-Oh, yes.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-I think it is stated somewhere that no question between

Ontario and the Dominion shall be affected by our decision here.
Mr. McCarthy.-That is in the agreement bet'ween the two Provinces. The two

Provinces came to a certain arrangement, and in order to prevent there being any
question about it, we put in a clause stating that it was not to be presumed that.any
agreement between us was to be affected by this.

The Lord Chancellor.-Then is it agreed between you both that both are to be
bound by our decision ?

Mr. Mowat.-Yes; they have agreed to be bound by your Lordships' decision.
la it your Lordships' wish that I should now address myself to the point whether -

Sir Barnes Peacock.-Whether the award is conclusive.
Mr. Mowat.-If your Lordship pleases.
The Lord Chancellor.-But is it convenient at this point to hear the learned

Counsel for the Dominion ?
Mr. Mowat.- One question put to your Lordship is whether the award is valid.
The Lord Chancellor.-Quite so; but if the Counsel for the Dominion wants to

add anything, of course this is the right time. We have intimated, however, that
Xntil we hear something on the other side, there is a prima facie case made out to
Show that legislation was necessary in order to make the award binding.

Mr. Robinson.-I do not know that I have anything to add. I think It will be
'Waste of time, after the intimation your Lordships have given.

Mr. Mowat.-It seems to me, my Lords, that there is a good deal to be said in
favor of an opposite view.
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The Lord Chancellor.-Then we will now hear it, because if we are still againes
you, it will shorten the argument; if not, we shall know where we are.

Mr. Mowat.-Very well, my Lord; I think I eau satisfy your Lordship
independently of any statutory enactment that Provinces situated as these Provinces
are have a right to enter into an agreement for settling boundaries between them,
and that such an agreement is binding without any legislative action.

The Lord Chancellor.-But here, first of all, it is not independent of any statutory
enactment; and, secondly, in determining whether the award, as it has been made,
binds them, we must see what the agreement was.

Mr. Mowat.-Of course. Then, my Lord, perhaps I may address myself to
that point first of all. As to what the agreement really was--whether the agreement
really was that this award should be binding if the Government had the power to
make it so without legislative sanction, or whether it was to require legislative
sanction. Firat of ll, thon, addressing myself to that point, I ask your Lordshipa'
attention to the terme of the Orders in Council, T1s two Orders in Council, the
Order in Conucil passed in the Dominion, and the Order in Council passed in the
Province, are idsntiogl. Now what is it that tbey agree to?

The Lord Chapgellor.-What page are you on:?
Mr. Miowat.-Fiçst of all at page 7. Now, what l it that they agree to ? I

assume at present that they haye the power of reforring this matter to arbitration-
they have the lpgal power to refer it to- arbitration, if they choose to do so. I will
say somethig upon that point subsequently, if your Lordship will permit me to
do so. Assuming, however, that they have a power to bind both Governments, to
bind the Dominion on the one hand, and to bind the Province on the other, by a
reference to arbitration, I say that that is the effect of what they have actually
doue. Now, what is the agreement between them, as it is expressed in these Orders
in Council, as it is expressed first of all in the Order in Council at page 7, and
expressed also in the subsequent orders ?

The Lord President .- The one at page 7 is in the report ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, but that is the form in which our Orders in Council are

always drawn. I do not know whether it differd in form from the Orders in Counoil
here or not, but our Orders in Council are always drawn in that way.

Lord Aberdare.-There is an Order in Council given on the next page-page 8.
Sir Montague Smith.-That at page 7 is on the report.
Mr. Mowat.-Your Lordships may take it in this way. First, there is the

report, and then there is the Order in Council adopting the report. In effect, there-
fore, when a report of this kind is made, and it is adopted by an Order in Conneil,
then the recommendation so adopted becomes the Order in Council. What is it thon
that the Province and the Dominion agree to ? It is that the determination-that
is the word used-the determination of a majority of such referees should bo final
and conclusive upon the limits to be taken.

The Lord Chancellor.-Where are you reading from now 2
Mr. Mowat.-I am reading now at line 38, on page 7. The agreement is, I say,

that the determination of the majority shall be final and conclusive. Now, my
Lords, I say that on the interpretation that my learned friends place upon this, it is
not final and conclusive at all, it is no " determination," it is not a " determination "
in the slightest degree, according to the argument of my learned friends. But the
Council has said that it shall be a final determination and a conclusive determinationa
upon the boundaries to be taken.

The Lord Chancellor.-Bat you muet read that with the next sentence.
Mr. Mowat,-I quite agree my Lord, and I was coming to that. What the

next sentence was really intended to determine was this, and I subnit the language9
when it is examined, does express that. This is sometbing in addition to what has
been agreed to before. The award is to be final and conclusive, and any legislation
that is necessary to give it binding effect is to take place. Observe the language:
" The undersigned recommends that the Province agree "--" the Province agree."

ITow, " the Province " means the whole people through its representatives in the
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Legislature. And the agreement I submit to the court to have been that there was
to be a binding obligation on the Province to concurrent legislation with the
btainion, and on the other hand, according to the Orders in Council of the
Dominion, there was a binding obligation on the Dominion to concurrent legisla-
tion with the Province.

The Lord Chancellor.-But what are the words " for giving binding effect to
the conclusion ?"

Mr. Mowat.-There is that expression, but it was a matter of dispute whether
the Governments had the power or not, and all I think I have to satisfy your Lord-
ships of is that the Governments Intended it should be final, if they could make it 80,
that it should be conclusive, if they could make it so. The question was whether
they could make it so or not, or whether the award might be binding upon the
Governments, and yet , perhaps, not binding for some purposes; whether the award
was one that might be binding for some purposes and not for others, whether it
might require legislation by the Dominion Parliament or might require legislation
by the Imperial Government. When there was a controversy between the Province
of Canada and the Province of New Brunswick, many years ago, there was an
Imperial Act there to give effect to the award that has been made, so that it was a
question as to what, in point of law, was necessary; there being that question, both
Government8 did all they could to make this final. It would have been a
perfectly idle thing in a great controversy like this to leave the question to arbi-
trators, if there was to be in binding character, so far as the Governments could give
a binding character to the award. It would have been perfectly nugatory. We
Would not have advanced one single step towards a settlement; what bas taken place
since demonstrates that-that unless the award is to have effect, that we are discuss-
Ing here to-day, we do not advance one single step by this means; everybody saw
that; everybody knew it, and everybody must see it now.

The Lord Chancellor.-The reasonable intention of this clause about legislation,
Was that the legislation should take place before the award was known, was it not ?

Mr. Mowat.-My own notion, of course, is that that would have been botter. I
Inanifest that by getting an Act passed by the Provincial Legislature in advance.

The Lord Chancellor.-Could not attempts have been made to get legislation
pamsed before the award was made?

Mr. Moat.-But the Dominion did not take the same view on that point.
The Lord Chan.ellor.-Nor did Ontario. Have you evidence that attempts

were made to get legislation when it might have been a matter of common consent ?
Mr. Mowat.-The quantity of territory which was in question was very large.

The Dominion had been claiming before the settlement of the Hudson Bay Com-
pany nearly one million square miles instead of 100,000, which the arbitrators have
given us.

The Lord Chancellor.-Both seem to have been willing to take their chance, and
When that happens it is very natural that each should be willing to use his power to
recede from the agreement if he could.

Mr. Mowat.-That, I hope, is not the real effect of the language employed, for
it certainly was not what was intended by the two Governments themselves. Of
Course there has been a change of Government since, and there are different views
ettertained by the present Government to the views which were entertained by the
Govertment of the Dominion in power at that time, but we did not at al suppose
that the effect of that was anything more than to make it as obligatory as the Gov-
ornment should possibly make it, that the award should be conclusive. In the first
rlace, they agree that it shall be final and conclusive, They do not say that any
.egislation shall be necessary, there is no provision for any legislation beyond what
1s absolutely necessary. Whatever could be shown to be necessary was to be done.
The language is this: " In obtaining such legisiation as may be necessary for giving
binding effect," but if no legislation was necessary for giving that binding effect then
*e could not ask for legislation. It was only, if upon a disputed question of that
sort, it should appear that legislation was necessary, that legisiation should be ha&,.
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the Province was to be bound, not merely the Government, so far as the Govern-
ment could bind the Province, the Province was to be bound, and so far as the Pro-
vince could bind the Dominion the Dominion was to be bound. What I urge upon
your Lordships is that that is a conditional stipulation.

Sir Montague Smith.--Do you agree that legislation was not necessary ?
Mr. Mowat.-I am going to contend that it was not necessary.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is difficult to separate the two arguments as to what

they intended to do and what they could do. Your proposition is that the Governor
in Council could alienate the territory of Ontario or Canada.

Mr. Mowat -No, my Lord, I do not go so far as that.
The Lord Chancellor.-Surely it is necessary for you to say so.
Mr. Mowat.-Well, my Lord, that isthe way the Dominion put it.
The Lord Chancellor.-Without even an Act of the Provincial Legislature.
Mr. Mowat.-But I think I have authority against that view, if your Lordship

will permit me to say so. I think I have direct authority that a settlement of bound-
aries between the Provinces is not to be regarded as an alienating by the one tO the
other; and if two Provincial Governmonts profess to enter into an agreement for
settling boundaries it is no answer to the binding character of that agreemont that it
may involve an alienating of part of the land from the one to the other.

The Lord Chancellor.-low does the Governor in Council get his power ?
Mr. Mowat.--Perhaps I had better go into that before proceeding further upon

this point of what they meant to do. I will cite my authority in the first place. It
is the cae of Penn vs. Lord Baltimore.

The Lord Chancellor.-I know the case. There were two individual proprietors
under grant from the Crown of two Provinces in North America, and they made a
private cortract between themselves as to boundaries, and there the English Court of
Chancery did have jurisdiction.

Mr. Mowat. -Yes, my Lord; we have printed the charters under which Lord
Baltimore and Mr. Penn and their associates acted and entered into that agreement.

The Lord Chancellor.-But there it was a mere question of private rights. The
whole of the territory was under charter.

Mr. M owat.- It was not a more question of the ownership ofland; it was a question
whether the land belonged to one Province or the other. It was not a more question
of the ownership of land.

The Lord Chancellor.-How could the English Court of Chancery have any
jurisdiction as to the matter except upon the footing of private rights? 1 it not
quite clear that it was only on that footing that the Court assumed that jurisdiction ?

Mr. Mowat.-They assumed jurisdiction in a matter that involved government
and legislation.

The Lord Chancellor.-You may say that that was the consequence of what they
did, but if you cite this as an authority you must take it as you find it. Lord Hardwicke
as Lord Chancellor of England, in a suit in the Court of Chancery, treated it as a coU-
tract between private persons to be enforced by the Court of Chancery on the principle
of compelling people to act conscientiously in the fulfilment of their contracts, upon
the principle that the court acted in persona and not in rern.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, and it was in that way the court was able to give effect to
the agreement, but the first thing that had to be done was to consider whether the
agreement was a binding agreement or not.

The Lord Chancellor.-But you cannot take this as a public authority.
Mr. Mowat.-A proprietary Government, I submit, bears a very strong analogy

to what was before the court in that case.
Lord Aberdare.-You say you are going to prove that two Provinces can settle

their own disputes without the interference of the Dominion Parliament?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord.
Lord Aberdare.-But is that the question here ? Is not the question here

whether these two Provinces can appropriate certain territory that belongs to the
Dominion and does not belong to either of them ?
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Mr. Mowat.-No, my Lord, we claim that this territory is ours. That was tie
question for the arbitrator.

Lord Aberdare.-The Dominion claims that it is its own. How can you deal
with territory claimed by the Dominion on the plea that two Provinces with reoog.
nized boundaries and recognized existences are dealing with each others' territory?

Mr. Mowat.-I spoke of Provinces in a general way. The question before the
arbitrators was not between Manitoba and Ontario but between the Dominion and
Ontario.

Sir Montague Smith.-That makes it still more difficult, supposing it is an
alienation.

Mr. Mowat.-But, my Lord, it is not alienation. What the Province is
seeking is not to alienate from the Dominion. It is not as to who shall have
Provincial jurisdiction, whether it shall belong to Ontario or to any other Province,
but the Dominion may itself assign this territory away for that purpose.

The Lord Chancellor.-I have been until this moment under the impression
that the Council of Canada was the Dominion Council, and not the Council.for the
Province of Ontario.

Mr. Mowat.-That is quite correct; it was the Dominion of Canada.
The Lord Chancellor.-But it seems to me that you are an immense way from

your point. That case of Lord Baltimore's, I have always understood to rest upon
private rights, and it is plainly inapplicable to anything of this kind. The Court of
Chancery of England would never have dreamt of assuming jurisdiction to enforce
an award of this kind, whether it be properly made or not, and you have to press
not merely that the Provinces could settle among themselves their boundaries and
s0 on, but that the Executive Government of a particular Province and the
Executive Government of the Dominion could do it.

Mr. Mowat.--I have to press that, nodoubt, and I certainly think that upon that
point Penn vs. Lord Baltimore went a great way towards doing so.

The Lord Chancellor.-And you have to do that in the face of an Imperial Act
constituting the Dominion and the Province and expressly saying that they had to
do this thing by legislation.

Mr. Mowat.-That is going to another point, my Lord. I thought that that
Dominion Act made no difficulty in my way, for this reason: It provides for only
one case. If a Province wants to change its boundaries, or is willing to change its
boundaries, either by diminution or by increase, and the Dominion is willing, then cer-
tain provision for that purpose is made; but it does not provide for the case of any dif-
ference between them. It does not touch that question at all; but if a Province is will-
ing or desirous that its boundaries shall be changed, and if the Dominion is willing
too, then they can carry that out. I submit, my Lord, that whatever jurisdiction
existed before to settle this matter on the part of the Governments cannot be affected
by that Act, because the Act does not cover that ground. There are two cases
which may arise, one where the parties are agreed and one where they are not agreed.
If they are agreed then that Act applies, and renders it unnecessary to go to the
Imaperial Parliament for the purpose of giving effect to the changed desire; but if
they are not agreed, that Act does not meet the difficulty. I submit humbly to
Your Lordships that it might be said properly that the Dominion itself and the Pro-
Vince constitute two parties who in some respects ought to be treated as having this
Power d fortiori as in the case of Penn vs. Lord Baltimore. The whole principle
now is that all local matters should be settled locally as far as possible without
coming to the Imperial Parliament. That is the principle of all recent legislation
on that subject. Then we have in the British North America Act an express declara-
tion that the -form of Government and the principle of Government are to be those
of the British constitution. A question of this kind between Provinces, Lord lard-
Wicke points out in his judgment, is a question which the King in Council might
decide and would be a proper tribunal for deciding.

The Lord Chancellor.-Where there was no Parliamentary Government. You
do not mean to say that if the question arose as to the limits bet ween England and
Scotland, it would be decided by the King in Çouneil ?
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Mr. Mowat.-I do not know how it may be there, but I thought it followed from
what I have been reading. Your Lordbhips will observe further that there is nothing
in the Act of 1867 and nothing in any Imperial legislation which contains anything
as to a settlement of boundary between a Province and the Dominion. It does not
fall within any of the powers that are given to the Dominion Parliament by the
general Act. Now, if it had done so, it might be said that from that time it was in-
tended that the matter might be dealt with by the Parliament of Canada, or in any
other way that might be provided, but we do not find it so. Then if I am fortunate
enough to be able to satisfy your Lordships that as a general rule Provinces may,
through their executive, settle a matter of this kind in a binding way, there does not
seem to me to be anything in the British North America Act which would make the
Dominion of Canada an exception to that.

Sir R. P. Collier.-Where is the authority ?
Mr. Mowat.-This case of Penn vs. Lord Baltimore is the only one I have

found. That is in 1 Vesey, Senior, page 143. It is stated there that the objection
for the defendant was " that the Court has not jurisdiction nor ought to take cogniz-
ance of it, for that the jurisdiction is in the King in Council." I ought to mention
here that there was a legislative bcdy both in Pennsylvania and Baltimore, just as
there is in the Donlinion and the Provinces. Then the executive was hereditary.
The executive authority was given to Lord Baltimore in the one case, bis heirs and
assigns, and to William Penn in the other case, his heirs and assigus, and the
executive which had entered into the agreement there was not the original grantees
but their heirs. That seemed to me to be one of the circumstan ces that brought
the case very closely as a precedent for the present one. Each of those was the case
of a colony with both an executive and a legislature just as is the case here, and there
was no express provision in the charter of either of them under which a question of
boundaries can be said to be determinable. So I understand Lord Haidwicke as de-
ciding that in such a case the power was incident to the office of executive.

The Lord Chancellor.-Did lie decide it upon any ground connected with public
rights at ail ?

Mr. Mowat.-ft is a very important point. Will your Lordshipgive me alittle
longer? I did not take that view of it. The second objection was - that if there
is not an absolute effective jurisdiction in this court, yet being a proprietarv Govern-
ment and feudal seigniory." (The learned counsel read down to the words)" for that
is dismemberment." That was the second objection. The third objection was that
the agreement could not be carried into effect by this court. This is the way in
which Lord Hardwicke dealt with those objections. First he says, " the point of
jurisdiction might, in order first to be considered, and though it comes lite, I am not
unwilling to consider it." (The learned counsel read dowu to the words) " par tial in
this case." He seems to treat it as a thing common to Provinces generally.

The Lord Chancellor.-It is perfectly clear on what grounds il you take it as a
whole.

Mr. Mowat.-Will your Lordship allow me to read a sentence or two to shoW
the way in which his Lordship deals with the objection : " If it was o its would be
most unfortunate," &c. (The Iearned counsel read down to the words) "without
making any other persons therein parties except themselves." This wa?. the passage
that I spoke about a moment ago on the subject of the effect of an agreement as
amounting to a possible alienation. The Lord Chancellor said he thought " such a-
statement of boundaries as amounts to an alienation is not the true idea," &c. (Read-
ig to the words) " the boundaries so settled are presumed to be the true und ancient
bouindaries." I do not know that upon that point I can add anything, that is to saye
on the point of the power of the extcutive of the two Provinces to make a binding
agreement of this kird, I do not know that 1 have anything further to add upon that.
It will be observed that the executive in a case of this kind is in some respects in a
stronger position than the executive in that case. Here the Governor General is the
representative of the Crown, appointed by the Crown, and only holds office duriie
the pleasure of the Crown. By the system now prevailing lie has therefore the
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eonfidence of the Crown, and also of the representatives of the people, the confidence
of Parliament. Your Lordship, I take it for granted, will, take cognizance of the
Iystem of Government prevailing there, and the agreement I hold I submit is a bind-
'Dg and legal one, and is an agreement therefore entered into by parties having the
confidence on the one hand of the Crown here and having on the other the confidence
of the Parliament and Legislature in the locality. If a proprietor, situated as Lord
]Baltimore and Sir William Penn were situated, has a right of this kind, I do not see
on what ground it onght to be withheld from Executive Governments, or ought
to be considered as not possessed by Executive Governments in such a case as the one
before your Lordships now. Perbaps your Lordships will allow some of my friends
Who are with me to add anything they may desire upon that point. I was prepared
also to show, looking at the whole of the correspondence together, that there waa
nothing in it inconsistent with the view which I am now urging, but, of course, the
first point I quite understand to be whether the power to agree so as to make an
award binding is one which exists or not.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-Would not it be contrary to the British North America
Act of 1871, section 3, for the Executive Government of the Dominion and the
Executive Government of the Province to alter the boundaries of the Province?

Mr. Mowat.-I say they have not altered them. We thought that under that
agreement of 1871 if an Act were passed declaring the awarded boundaries to be the
boundaries, no objection afterwards could be taken by anybody because either they
Were the true boundaries or they were not. If they were the true boundaries no
person could take any objection. If they were not the true boundaries it would be
said, here is an Act of Partiament, which would be valid. Therefore we thought use
could be made of that for the purpose of giving it such effect that no person after-
Wards could take the objection.

The Lord Chancellor.-The arrangement there is this-that persons who have
naot authority to part with an acre of territory may nevertheless make an award
Which they agree to, conclusive evidence of the true boundary so as to exclude any
enquiry as to whether it was a true boundary or not.

Mr. Mowat.-Of course it implies that they have that agreement, and as Lord
Ilardwicke says, if it is done in good faith it will be assumed the boundaries so agreed
'Qpon were the true boundaries, and he would not assume there was any alienation
contained in that case.

The Lord Chancellor.--By what is this award made evidence if it would alienate
the smallest part?

Mr. Mowat.-Ijust put the point as Lord Hardwicke did. Where two parties-
The Lord Chancellor.--Two proprietors.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, they were two proprietors, but the principle seems precisely

the same. Ris Lordship put it upon the ground that you were not to assume it was
an alienation. He assumed that the parties could not alienate. Your Lordship will
bear in mind that Lord Hardwicke assumed the parties could not alienate, and if the
Agreement between them had involved an alienation it would be void, but ho said he
Could not assume it involved any alienation. The thing being done in good faith
(and the contrary he said was not to be presumed) his position was, it must be
Assumed, therefore, that the agreement did state the true boundaries and involved no
alienation. That is the way ho answered the very difficulty your Lordship suggests.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-Suppose the Province of Ontario were to legislate for land
Within the new boundary, and anyone objected to it, could they say that reference
Of the Dominion and the Ontario Province would make their acts or legislation or
dministration of justice binding ?

Mr. Mowat.-That would be involved, of course.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-It is not merely the disposai of the lands, but it is the

Rudng the place within which the Province of Ontario is to administer justice, and for
Which it is to legislate.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, some person must fix that. There must be some authority
kr fixing that, and if Parliament and the Province will not agree how is it to be
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done ? They do not agree now, unfortunately. Then how is it to be done ? It so
happons that, so far as our westerly boundary is concerned, the parties have at length
agreed that it should be referred here. That required an agreement, and we have
not been able to get that extended to any portion except the westerly boundary.
Then how is it to be settled ? I do not know, if it cannot be settled by the parties
agreeing in good faith as to what the true boundary is.

Mr. Scoble.-I appear with the Attorney General for Ontario and I desire to
add a few observations only te the argument which he has addressed to your Lord-
ships, and I will, first of all, take the opportunity of addressing myself to the remark
which fell from his Lordship the Lord Chancellor just now as to the question of
alienation as involved in this submission to arbitration. My Lords, if the arbitrators
had assumed in any way to diminish or to increase the territory of Ontario by their
award they would have beon acting beyond the limits of the reference, and any
order that they might have given on that point would have been ultra vires.

The Lord Chancellor.-Do you mean it would be ultra vires if in point of fact
they made the admission?

Mr. Scoble.-No, because there I pray in aid the dictum of Lord lardwicke that
if a boundary is referred to arbitration and the limits are fixed by the arbitrators,
that boundary becomes by the action of the arbitrators the old and true limit.

The Lord Chancellor.-It depends on whether the arbitrator has authority to do
it. That is at the bottom of the question.

Mr. Scoble.-I submit that, as a matter of fact, thero might be an alteration of
the limit of the Province; but, as a matter of law, there would be noue, because the
award of the arbitrators would fix the legal boundary. Your Lordships will see that
at page 7 of the joint appendix the object of the arbitration is fixed.

Sir Montague Smith.-The difficulty is, bas the Government any power at all to
do that, because the boundaries are fixed somewhere; the difficulty is to ascertain
them.

Mr. Scoble.-Yes.
Sir Montague Smith.-Courts of law might aseertain them, perhaps inoidentally,

if any question arose; but could any extraneous authority, short of an Act of Par-
liament, do it ?

Mr. Scoble.-I apprehend that, as far as the case has gone at present, legislative
action of either the Province or the Dominion of Canada.

Sir Montagne Smith.-Of course, the whole dispute assumes that there is a true
boundary somewhere between these two. It is to be neither increased nor diminished,
as regards either Province, but it is to be ascertained.

Mr. Scoble.-In the view I take of the point which this discussion has reached,
legislation is not yet necessary, according te the terms of the agreement between the
Province and Dominion. Legislation was not contemplated for the purpose of
enabling the arbitrators to act. Legislation was only contemplated for the purpose
of giving effect to the award the arbitrators might make. In point of fact, it was
an agreement that if legislation was necessary-

Sir Montague Smith -Then the difficulty is, until legislation, how is the award
authoritative, so as to have the force of law ?

Mr. Scoble.-It is binding in conscience.
The Lord Chancellor.-l should like to ask yon whether it doos not necessarily

result, from your propo sition, that if the counsel for the Dominion and the counsel
for Ontario had tiemselves drawn a line upon the map, it would have been within
their power to do Lo, without any reforence to arbitration or any other proceeding
whatever ?

Mr. Scoble.-I apprehend it would. It would have been an act of the executive
authority of the Dominion, concurred in by the Province affected by it.

The Lord Chancelior.-Concurred in by the Province? Yon seem to me, in thiS
argument, to confound the counsel with the Province.

Sir R. P. Collier.-You seo it is a Province with representative institutioas•
That makes all the difference.
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Mr. Scoble.-True; but the executive power of the Government is reserved by
the Act which constitutes the Dominion and the Province.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-Suppose this award included a part of Rapert's Land
which was not formerly part of Quebec, which was given up to the British Govern-
Ment; then, would that be binding? It would be contrary to an Act of Parliament
to say that should be binding, because the 6th section of the British North America
Act of 1867 says that the part which formerly constituted the Province of Upper
Canada shall constitute the Province of Ontario. Well, if they put anything in by
the award which was not part of what constituted Upper Canada, it would be invalid
and contrary to this Act.

Mr. Scoble.-That may be so, my Lord, but the contention here before the arbi-
trator and the contention here to-day is, that no portion of the country which was
formerly Canada has been deait with by the award.

The Lord Chancellor.-That is what will hereafter follow if we do not admit
this award is to be a binding raie. Of course, then we shall have to consider, to the
best of our power, what the real boundary is.

Mr. Scoble.-Yes, my Lord, but the Rupert's Land Act, if I remember rightly,
does not provide boundaries for the territory of Rupert's Land which at ail conflict
either with the legislation establishing the Province of Que bec or with the legisla-
tion under which the Province of Ontario was finally established, and, therefore, if
the arbitrators had as a matter of fact included in their award any portion of the
land which is described generally as Rapert's Land, that would not have been in
Contravention of any Imperial statute, but would have been a proceeding entirely
Llnfettered by Parliamentary enactment.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-My view is that if the award included in it any part ofJ'
Rupert's Land, that part not being part of original Çanada, thon it was not a parti
Which formed part of Upper Canada.

Mr. Scoble.-No, that would be so.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-Then it is adding to Ontario something which did not-

belong to Upper Canada and that would have been contrary to the 6th section of4
the British North America Act.

Mr. Scoble.-Yes, my Lord, that would be. That is at page 445, and there is
1o reference there to boundaries whatever.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-I think it is: " All the lands and rights which belong to
the Hudson Bay Company."

Mr. Scoble.-Yes, my Lord, all the lands granted under the charter or purported
to be granted to the Government and Company of Hudson Bay. But my argument
tIpon this question of the power to refer (for I think it is perfectly clear upon the
correspondence and upon the Orders in Council that there was no legislative action
Contemplated necessarily by either party except a declaratory Act after the award
had been made) leads me to this point which has already been referred to by one of
Your Lordships, ramely, as to the power of the Execative Government of the Dam-
'iton and of the Province to deal with a question of this kind which I submit, ac-
Cording to Lord Hardwicke's decision or rather dictum, in the case of Penn vs LDrd
haltimore is not a dismembering or alienation of any existing Province but a mere
ascertaining of the two boundaries of two coterminous Provinces. The 9th section
Of the British North America Act provides that "The Executive Gavernment and
aulthority of and over Canada is hereby declared to continue and be vested in the
Queen." I apprehend, my Lord, that entirely saved the Royal Prerogative in regard
to matters of this kind and left the Royal Prerogative to be exercised by the Gov-
ernor General in Coancil.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-But could the Royal Prerogative give anything to Ontario
Which did not belong to Upper Canada?

Mr. Scoble.-No.
The Lord Chancellor. -Could you exercise the Royal Prerogative to settle

boulndaries if it included something which did not belong to the Province?
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Mr. Scoble. -The contention is that the Province includes the whole of North
.America, up to the Rocky Mountains, and therefore it could not possibly give any-
thing which was not contained within the limits of the Province as it stood.

The Lord Chancellor. -That may be right or wrong, but it is an answer.
Mr. Scoble.-I apprehend that so far as there was no legislation affecting the

powers of the Executive, the Executive could deal with the whole lands comprised in
the Dominion of Canada, whatever they might be. If there were a legislative
enactment fixing the limit of any Province, then I admit the executive power could
mnot operate over the lands contained within the Province constituted by that
legislative enactment, but otherwise I admit the power of the Executive is free over
the whole of the lands included in the Dominion not specifically appropriated.

The Lord Chancellor.-This is the legisiative enactment: " The part of the
Province of Canada as it exists at the passing of this Act, which formerly constituted
the Province of Upper and Lower Canada, shall be settled," and so on. It says, " at
the passing of this Act."

Mr. Scoble.-That is, your Lordships will see as far as the two old Provinces of
lpper and Lower Canada were concerned, and nothing more. It says that old lUpper
Canada shall be Ontario, and old Lower Canada shal be Quebec. That is the whole
effect of that section.

The Lord Chancellor.-The words as it exists at the passing of this Act have
reference to a certain state of boundary, and with reference to that, the Province of
Ontario is constituted.

Mr. Scoble.-And that Province includos the whole Of Upper Canada and it is to
*scertain the boundaries of Upper Canada, now called Ontario, that the reference o
arbitration was made, and I submit that was well within the powers of the execu-·tive authority.

Sir Montague Smith.-Supposing the arbitrators had taken another view, and
inanifestly straightened the boundary so that it would not be the whole of the Pro-
wince of Upper Canada, would not that have been in the teeth of this Act of Parlia-
iment ? I mean it is doubtful.

Mr. Scoble.-Except upon Lord Hardwicke's opinion. I perhaps only ought to
call it Lord lardwicke's opinion, because it was not necessary to the determination of
the question of jurisdiction, which was the main question.

Sir Montague Smith.-If the arbitrators had authority, no one could assert that
that was not the true authority.

Mr. Scoble.-The authority to settle it must be somewhere. Wherever a
country is occupied or claimed by a Government, I apprehend the power to deal
with the lands contained within that Government must reside somewhere. It must
reside either in the executive or legislative authority.

Sir Montague Smith.-Suppose the boundaries of two counties in England
were in dispute ?

Mr. Scoble.-They would be settled by an action of ejectment in an ordinary
court of law.

The Lord Chancellor.-Of course the legislature can do anything so long as it
is a competent legislature.

Mr. Scobl.-I submit that according to the dictum of Lord lardwicke there i0
authority residing in the Executive Government.

The Lord Chancellor.-Those two persons who were the only parties before Lord
HRardwicke could bind themselves.

Mr. Scoble.-I think Lord Hard wicke goes rather beyond that, my Lord, with1
great submission in the general principle he lays down. le says there it is certaiD
that the original jurisdiction in cases of this kind relating to boundaries between
Provinces of the Dominion and proprietary government is in the King in Council;
where before the King in Council, the King is the judge.

The Lord Chancellor.-That would relate.to the Crown colonies, of course, where
the legislative power resides in the King.
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Mr. Scoble.-I apprehend in a case of boundaries between States, the proper
course would be a reference to arbitration. At all events, a legal course'would be a
reference to arbitration without appeal to the authority of Parliament. I will give
your Lordship a recent instance, owing in this very district of British North America,
the question submitted under the Treaty of Washington to the Emperor of Germany,
to determine the boundary between British Columbia, Vancouver Island and the
United States of America, in which the question of the right of-

The Lord Chancellor.-That was between independent States. There is no
common Legislature between independent States. It can therefore be determined by
international compact.

Mr. Scoble.-Is not this in the nature of a compact between independent States,
depending, no doubt, upon one Government, but still as regards their rights and
Legislatures independent, only controllable by the Dominion in certain respects, but
otherwise perfectly free and unfettered in matters relating to their own domestic
government and organization. I think the analogy must be taken to exist between
two large Provinces having independent rights, and the case of two independent
States, rather than the case between two private individuals. In the case which is,
no doubt, familiar to your Lordships, though it was not a question of boundary-the
Case of the Nawab of the Càrnatic vs. the East India Company, although the East
India Company was then a privaite company, and subject to the Crown, yet it was
lheld that in its position in India it was entitled to enter into agreements with inde-
pendent States in India, and it is put upon that ground by, I think, Lord Commis-
aioner Eyre, in giving his judgment, that in a matter of this kind-a matter of treaty,
as ho calls it, although it was not a treaty, because it was more of an agreement, but
lie uses the old word agreement-in a matter of treaty of this kind the East India
Company must be considered in the light of an independent State treating with
another independent State. So I apprehend here. Of course it may be that an
action of ejectment may be tried to settle this question, but suroly this is a M ),-a
convenient way of settling the question, once for al, by some inter-provincial agree-
ment, which will prevent harassing and troublesome litigation of this kind; and I
submit, my Lords, that unless it can be shewn that it was ultra vires of the Executive
Government to refer this matter to arbitration, the whole question falls. I submit,
tbat as a matter of convenience and as a matter of right, it was intra vires of the
Executive to refer this matter to arbitration, and that in the preliminaey agreement
Which occurred before the reference, nothing more was done in the way of contem-
Plating legislation than the contemplation of a declaratory Act, which should give
Offect to the award of the arbitrators, thereby making it perfectly certain t> all
Persons interested that the award had become law. It is only since the award that,
the objection has been taken that there was no powar to refer, and I submit that the
executive authority boing in the Governor in C nincil of Canada, the Governor in.
Council of Canada having agreed to refer, the Province of Ontario, through its con -
Utituted authorities, having also agreed to refer, and the arbitrators having pro
Ceeded-

Sir Montague Smith.-Your argument goes to this, that it has the effect of law
efore it is confirmed by the Legislature.

Mr. Scoble.-I say it is binding on the two Governments.
Sir Montague Smith.-It is binding on the two Govornmonts, but the people

'Are not bound and the courts of justice are not bound by it.
Sir Robert Çollier.-You may say it is binding on everybody.
Mr. Scoble.-It is binding on everybody. The Government merely represente&

the people for that purpose.
Sir Montagne Smith.-What you say amounts to this, that the courts of justice

Ilust be bound, when it came incidentally before them.
Mr. Scoble.-Yes, my Lord, and the curious thing is this, that the courts of

Onitario would be bound. I am mach obliged to your ordship for suggesting that
eOint, because the Dominion, it is true, has not passed an Act, but the Ontario
lugislature has passed an Act.
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The Lord Chancellor.-The Ontario Legislature has merely given its consent to
an Act to be passed by the Dominion Legislature, which never was passed.

Sir Robert Collier.-You will find it to be so.
Mr. Scoble.-Yes; they passed the Act and carried out the contract on their

Part.
Sir Robert Collier.-But subject to legislation by the Dominion.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-That would not make the award binding on the courts of

autice of Ontario.
Mr. Scoble.-No, my Lord, that would not.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is rather the reverse, because it shows that the Legis-

lature of Ontario did not take your view of the matter.
Mr. Scoble.-Then surely there is something to be gathered from this, that the

Dominion of Canada, which has the power to disallow Ontario Acts, did not disalloW
this Act.

The Lord Chancellor.-Why should itfhave disallowed it, seeing that it had no
operation whatever, unless the Dominion Pqrliament should think fit so to legislate.

Mr. Sooble.-Then, my Lord, I submit that the duty of the Government of thO
Dominion was, this award having been made and, aceording to the original terms of
the agreements. only requiring a declaratory Act to bring it into effect-

Sir Montague Smith.-Nobody can enforce on the Legisiature a duty. Suppos-
ing it is a moral duty that they should pass such an Act, nobody can enforce their
performance of the duty.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-The Executive Government could not do more than recon-
mend it to the Legislature.

Mr. Scoble.--They have never done that.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-They could not do more than that, and if they did recon-

mend it, and the Act was not passed, the recommendation would not have any effect.
Mr. Scoble.--But tbey never submitted to the judgment of the Dominion Legis-

lature the validity of this awaid. They have never brought forward any Act at al,
or taken any proceeding of a legislative character, as far as I am able to find in tbeo
papers submitting the question to the decision of the Dominion Legislature; and I
would submit that that not having been done, we are still in the dark as to whet4er
or not this award will be accepted by the Dominion. We have no means of judgig•
We say that utder the agreement between the parties the Dominion and the ProvinO
both agreed to lake the necessary stops to procure the passing of the declaratoil
.Acts; and the Dominion not having taken any such step up to this time, and the
award not having been rejected by the Legislature of the Dominion, it cannof be said
that they have cairied out their agreement, and I submit that they cannot be heard
to impeach the iiward. If the Dominion Legislature had had the question submitted
to it, as it was submitted to the Ontario Legislaturo, by an Act brought forward by
the Executive Government, then they might have passed an Act which probablY
would have prevented this, or possibly, I may say, for I do not know what the coi•
dition of parties in that part of the world is sufficiently to say what the chances
passing Dominion Legislature are, but possibly they might have passed an Act çvhich
would have sa'ved this reference to your Lordships. I'say that they cannot be had
to impeach the award now, they not having done what they consented to do under
the terms of the reforence to arbitration, namely, take steps to geta declaratory Act
passed.

Sir Baines Peacock.-Cannot Manitoba dispute it?
Mr. Scoble.-'No, my Lord.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-You say the Dominion cannot dispute, canuot Manitoba

dispute it ?
Mr. Scoble.-No, my Lord, Manitoba is not affected by this question at ail. The

.Act of the Dominion and the Act of the Manitoba Legislature which purport to alte
the boundaries of Manitoba by enlarging them, and which purport to be proceediD*
inder the British North Ameriea Act of 1871, are not operative for this reasBO1

that the preliminary consent of Ontario, which is necessary under the Act, has noeV*
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been obtained, and therefore the whole question is at large as far as Manitoba and
Ontario are concerned. The award so far as it binds the Dominion binds Manitoba,
which was carved out of the North-West Territory under the Imperial Act before the
award was made, and which the award therefore does not touch. As far as any
legislation affecting the disputed territory is concerned, either Imperial or Dominion,
there is no Imperial legislation at ail, and the Dominion legislation is incomplete
because it is not founded on the consent of the Province of Ontario.

My Lord, I shortly submit that this is really a question which must be looked
upon not as a simple question between the private individuals, but a question affect-
ing large and important communities, and it is a question which ought to be settled,
I will say not upon more technicalities, but upon a question of what is the right and
proper course to be adopted under the circumstances. Looking at it in that view, [
think your Lordships cannot have the slightest difficulty in holding that in proceed-
ing to a reference on this question of disputed boundary, both the Dominion and the
Province were taking what was the best course to be taken under the circum.stances,
and that it was within their powers as the executives of the Dominion and the Pro-
vince respectively, to agree to arbitration. No preliminary consent of the Legisla-
tures either of the Dominion or the Province, was stipulated for in that submission;
all the legislative action which was contemplated was subsequent declaratory Acta
giving effect to the award, or rather carrying out the award so far as declaratory Act&
night be necessary. If that be so, if there was this competency to refer, the award
is still binding-binding on the Province of Ontario-because it admits it to be
binding, and because it has taken the steps which it was required to take under the
aubmission to make it legally effective throughout the country assigned to it, and
binding on the Dominion, as yet, because if it was one of the conditions that a declara-
tory Act should be obtained, the Dominion is in default in never having submitted
to its Legislature any proposition that a declaratory Act of that nature should be
passed, and this court is, therefore, in the position of not knowing whether or not
such an Act, if submitted, would not be passed and the whole question set at rest.

Mr. Mowat.-As the case is a very important one, I wish to ask whether your
Lordships would allow Mr. Haldane who is with me tomake afew observations upon
this point, as the whole thing turns upon this point.

The Lord Chancellor.-Three Counsel ?
Mr. Mowat.-Of course it is a matter of grane and favor if he is heard.
The Lord Chancellor.-We cannot make a precedent of hearing three CounseL I

have no doubt Mr. Haldane would give us useful and great assistance, but it would
be a dangerous precedent.

The room was cleared and their Lordships deliberated. After some time Counsel
and parties were readmitted.

The Lord Chancellor.-Their Lordships are of opinion that the argument muet
proceed upon the footing that this award has not in itself the force of law.

Mr. Kowat.-That being so, should I go on now on behalf of the Province of
Ontario ?

The Lord Chancellor.-Of course it is very difficult indeed to lay down any
principle which should give priority. I think if you could arrange it arnong your-
Belves that would be a good thing. If you cannot we must do so.

Mr. Mowat.-The Province of Ontario is first on the record.
The Lord Chancellor.-Then that gives you a prima facie right if you wish it to

go on.
Mr. McCarthy.-To that I may just say, my Lord, that the Province of Ontario

dlaims that they have been in possession of a large portion of this territory before
the British North America Act, and undoubtedly they were up to what is called the
UOight of Lands.

The Lord Chancellor.-The Province of Ontario ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, the Province of Ontario.
The Lord Chancellor.-Then there may be several reasons why they should

Wish to be heard in defence of their possession.
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Lord Aberdare.-Are you going to contend that the Province of Ontario, or
Upper Canada, consisted of that which the arbitration gave them, or do you contend
for the full contention ?

Mr. Mowat.-Of course I am contending for as large an area as I can establish.
Lord Aberdare.-That opens the whole question.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord.
Lord Aberdare.-You do not limit it to the question whether or not the finding

of the arbitrators was a correct one?
Mr. Mowat.-No, my Lord, we have a stronger case perhaps on one side, at least

according to the view of the arbitrators, and probably it is the correct one; there is
a more conclusive case with regard to the west than with regard to the north, and
if we are not to have just i he very area that the arbitrators gave us, and do not
succeed in getting the northern boundary that they gave us, we want a larger area
in another direction.

Lord Aberdare.-You wish to swallow up the whole of this State?
Mr. Mowat.-I do not say the whole, but a further portion. I submit, my Lords,

that there is a very strong case indeed in favor of the position that we are entitled
to a much larger area than the arbitrators gave us, but the area that they gave us
was no doubt extremely convenient. It was giving us a compact Province; it was
giving us the watershed on the north for a northern boundary, James Bay, English
River, and Albany River, and we were quite content, and on the whole are con-
tented now with that. It may be a question whether a larger area is an expedient
thing for the Province to have. With regard to that there may be a difference of
opinion. If the award is not to be regarded as final, of course I must lay before
your Lordships what there is to be said in favor of much more extensive boundaries.
The area gctually in dispute now-the area which the arbitrators gave us and which
the Dominion disputes our right to, consiste of something less than 100,000 square
miles. There is a memorandum of the exact quantities on this map, 95,000 odd square
miles is the difference, but the portion of that in which Manitoba is interested is only
39,000 square miles, being the western portion of that quantity, but the territory
which was always claimed as part of Ontario by the old Province of Upper Canada,
and then claimed as part of Upper Canada by the old Province of Canada, and
again claimed by the Dominion itself as part of Upper Canada, embraces very
nearly 1,000,000 square miles-962.000 square miles. Now, it may not be even for
the interest of the Province to have so large a territory as that, but if the legal
boundaries are to be insisted upon, of course your Lordships have to find, and will
find, how much of that really must be considered as part of Ontario; and if it hap-
pens to give us inconvenient boundaries, the result will involve the necessity of
negotiation, and so on.

Sir R. P. Collier.-You would hardly wish to obtain an inconvenient boundary.
Mr. Mowat.-We do not want to obtain it, but we muet be content with such

boundaries as your Lordships hold to be legal boundaries, and if this happens to be
inconvenient we must try to: negotiate terms for the purpose of compromising the
matter. The area of the Province, as limited by the contention of Manitoba, the
grounds for which, and the answer to them, I will mention to your Lordships, is A
little over 100,000 square miles, making the Province the smallest of all the large
Provinces. The Province of Ontario, if we are to be limited in the way in whioh
Manitoba and the Dominion desire, becomes the smallest of the large Provinces of
the Dominion. Our area is 101,000 square miles, while Quebec is 188,000 square
miles, or very nearly double, and that is without taking into account any territory
to which Quebec may be entitled to the north of the Eleight of Lands. Britiob-
Columbia is 340,000 square miles, making it between three and four times the are&
of Ontario. Even Manitoba, as now constituted under the Dominion Act, if they had
power to give it the boundary which the Dominion Act does give it, is 123,000 square
miles, so that we are considerably smaller than oven Manitoba. On the other hand,
if we succeed in establishing some such boundaries as the arbitrators gave us we
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shall still not be much more than half the Province of British Columbia, and only
very little more than the Province of Quebec.

Sir R. P. Collier.-What will it be ?
Mr. Mowat.-If we were to succeed in getting the arbitration boundadîies we

should be about 196,000 square miles. In that case, however, Quebec would have
far more than 188,000 miles, because, if we make out a title, as I think we can, to
territory north of the Height of Lands, Quebec is also entitled to territory north of
the Height of Lands, so that their 188,000 miles would be considerably enlarged to.
I do not know how much; I have no estimate as to that, but it would be very con-
siderable indeed. Then what are our true boundaries? Ontario has the same
boundaries as the old Province of Upper Canada had. Upon that point there is no
dispute. The British North America Act united these Provinces into the Dominion
of Canada, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. The Province of Canada was created
by the Union Act of 1840, and by that Act the two old Provinces of Lower Canada
and Upper Canada were constituted into the new Province of Canada, so that what-
ever territory the Province of Canada had was part of either Lower Canada or Upper
Canada. Then what was the area and what the extent of the old Province of Upper
Canada? That Province was created under the Act of 1791, which contains a recital
that HUS Majesty was desirous of dividing the Province of Quebec into the two Pro-
vinces, but the Act did not make the division, but provided that if His Majesty
carried out that intention the constitution of each of the two Provinces should be the
constitution set forth in that Act. Under that Act His Majesty accordingly did
<divide the old Province of Que bec, enlarging it, as we say, at the same time that His
Majesty was dividing it into the two Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada.

Now, I have said that by the Act of 1791 and the action of the Crown the old
Province of Quebec was divided into the Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada,
With a probability of enlargement. That renders it necessary, therefore, for us to
enquire on the present question what the limits were of the old Province of Canada.
That Province was constituted by a previous Act of the Imperial Parliament, passed
in, 1774, which is commonly referred to as " The Quebec Act." It was passed some
eleven years after the cession of all French Canada to England. The cession took
place under the Treaty of Paris, as it is called, in 1763, and immediately af ter the
Cession a Royal proclamation was issued constituting the Province of Quebec, but
With very narrow boundaries. Nothing turns upon that now; but, as a matter of
evidence, your Lordships will find the first extent of Quebec marked upon the map
Which we have put in, but it is a very small part, indeed, of what was Quebec by the
Act of 1774.

Now, the first question, then, is as to the Act of 1774, and the limits which it
assigned to the Province of Quebec. Your Lordship will find that at page 366 of the
J'oint Appendix. I shall have to refer to the language in which that Aut is expressed
At page 366. As to the recital. It is: " Whereas His Majesty by his Royal Pro-
clamation, bearing date this 7th day of October, in the third year of his reign, thought
fit to declare the provisions which had been made in respect to certain countries,
territories and islands in America, ceded to His Majestyby the definitive treaty of
Peace concluded at Paris on the 10th day of February, 1763." Your Lordship will
observe that proclamation only referred to a very small portion of the ceded terri-
tory, as I will show directly. " And whereas by the arrangements made by the
said Royal Proclamation a very large extent of country, within which there were
Several colonies and settlements of the subjects of France, who claimed to romain
therein under the faith of the said treaty, was left without any provision being made
for the administration of civil government therein; and certain parts of the territory
of Canada." That is not material, I think, for our present purpose. We know,
therefore, from the recital of the Act, wby it was passed. It was passed in view of
the cession of Canada to the British Crown, and for the purpose of providing a
Government for a much more extensive territory than the proclamation provided.
This was deemed to be necessary, because outside the territory etnbraced in the
Proclamation'there was a very large extent of country within which there were sVe4-
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ral colonies and settlements of the subjects of France, who claimed to romain within
the Province. Now, that demonstrates that the purpose of the Act was to include in
the extended Province of Quebec so much territory that it would embrace all the
territory within which there were colonies and settlements of the subjects of France.

The Lord Chancellor.-Settlements in the Province of Canada?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes. It is called there " the Province of Canada," although reallY

tbere was no other Province of Canada. I suppose the reference, therofore, was tO
French Canada, which this Act calls ' a province," although I do not think it had
that name under France.

Lord Aberdare.-The French themselves reserved a portion of what was anciently
called Canada and threw it into Louisiana.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord; I shall have to refer to the treaty in a moment. By
the treaty of the Mississippi was made the lino of division between British and
Prench possessions, and that part of Canada which was on the west of the Mississippi
ireat Britain did not possess, As your Lordship sees in effect that was thrown into

Louisiana, and was thenceforth, so long as France governed Louisiana, part of it.
That recital 1 say is conclusive with regard to the object of the Act, and we know s
a matter of fact, which if it is disputed at all, I am prepared to establish beyond any
mort <f doubt upon the papers which are printed, and the maps and so on, that there
were those colonies and settlements all along the east bank of the Mississippi, and
then there were further colonies and settlements covering the whole of the north-
wett terri ory of the Rocky Mountains, and to a considerable degree to the Saskat-
ehewan, and fo on. All throu gh this territory I say there were these colonies and
gettlements of the French. They had taken possession of them, they had traded
tbere and were in exclusive possession of them, and had been so for a good number
of years. The Hudson Bay Company's rights I shal have to speak of by-and-bye,
but I shall have to say here that neither any English subjects nor the Hudson BaY
Company had gone into that territory until after this period, until after 1T74, with a
single exception perhaps, not very far from Hudson Bay. Up to this period, and
-p te some time ifterwards, the company had confined itself to the margin of the
bay and had traded with the Indians found down there, while the French took possession
aid spread themselves all over it.

Now, the Court will place on the Act a construction which will include all that
territory, the construction which we claim, and I will show other grounds for that,
mamely, that it assigned to the Province of Quebec the whole of French Canada north
of the line which is described in this Act. 1 may state this proposition clearly, be-
cause your Lordships will, I dare say, bear it in mind throughout the whole disons-
sion, that what we claim the Quebec Act assigned to the Province of Quebeo is all
British Canada, north of the southerly line, which this Act sets forth.

Mr. Mc( arthy.-All of French Canada ?
Mr. Mowat.-All of old French Canada. I ought to have said all of French

Canada which had been ceded that I concede, but all of French Canada which had
been ceded to Great Britain north of the prescribed lino. Now, what would that in-
elude? Itwould include the territory along the Mississippi up to its source, because
by the treaty of 1163. the treaty of cession, the Mississippi was made the boundary
between the British and French possessions, and then at that time it was not knoW"
how far north the Mississippi had its source, nor was the exact position of its source
well known, so that the effect of the treaty was, that as all Canada was ceded to
Ungland, all Canada that lay north of the south Of the Mississippi of course would pO
Îi England. That would be the fair construction of the treaty, and that was the
aonstruction which it bad always received.

The Lord Chancellor.-But the souLhern lin. on this seems to be along the
Course of the River St. Lawrence. It says, " bounded on the south from the Bay of
Chaleurs alon the highlands which divide the rivers that empty themselves into
the River St. Lwrence from those which fall into the sea to a point in forty-five
degrees of northern latitude on the eastern bank of the River Connecticut, keeping
the same latitude directly west through the Lake Champlain, until, in the same lati*
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tude, it meets the River St. Lawrence; from thence up the eastern bank of the said
river to the Lake Ontario, thence through the Lake Ontario, and the river coin-
inonly called Niagara, and thence along by theeastern and south-eastern bank of Lake
Erie, following the said bank until the same shall be intersected by the northern
boundary, granted by the charter of the Province of Pennsylvania, in case the same shall
be so intersected, and from thence along the said northern and western boundaries of
the said Province until the said western boundary strikes the Ohio; but in case the
said lake shall not be found to be so intersected, then following the said bank until it
shall arrive at that point of the bank which shall be nearest to the north.western
angle of the said Province of Pennsylvania, and thence by a right line to the said
north-western angle of the said Province until it strikes the River Obio, and along
the bank of the said river westward to the banks of the Mississippi, and northward to
the southern boundary of the territory granted to the Merchants Adventurers of
england trading to Hudson Bay.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes ; I was going to remark upon that if your Lordship will allow
me. Your Lordship will observe that in the beginning of that paragraph the
enactment is this: "That all the territories, islands, and countries in North Amorica
belong to the Crown of Great Britain, bounded on the south by a lino." Now, the
opening expression of that indicates the purpose which the Government had in view.
The only lino which is described is the south lino. There is no other lino described.
It is colored blue on the map (if your Lordship bas the same map) in order to show
the line.

Now, my Lord, what I contend is, and I contend this upon the language of the
statute certainly, but I contend it also upon a mass of evidence which I think is ad-
missible for the purpose of showing the meaning of the Act, and which realty seems
to me to place the matter beyond any sort of doubt, but in the meantime I ara re-
ferring for the moment to the Act only, aud what I say is, that the word " north-
ward " there does not refer to a line at all. It refers te the whole territory that
-Parliament has described, the south lino minutely, and how it came to describe the
south lino in the way in which it is described there, I will point out to your Lord-
ship directly, but I subinit to your Lordship that the true construction is that hav-
ing described the south lino, the " northward " refers to the whole territory to the
morthward of th 'Hudsen Bay Company. The word "northward " does not noces-
arily mean due north. We have heard the description of the " west " as not mean-

ing due west but in a westerly direction. We have the expression "due west"
where due west is intended. Therefore, thore is no presumption that" northward"
ineans due north, and the effect of it would be this, if you construe the word " north-
Waid " as referring not to the whole territory porth of the described lino, but as re-
forring to a lino merely, and assume that it means " due north" it cuts away a very
large and considerable French population in a number of French -colonies and
Prench settlements along the Mississippi as well as the whole of the French colonies
and Frenich settlements in the country north of the Mississippi. There is no noces.
iity Jor that construction, and I submit it is not the one which the Court would ar-
rive at without any extrinsie evidence and perhaps without any extrinsic evidence
lt all, but certainly without any evidence beyond the evidence that there were these
colonies and settlements and places which I have mentioned, grammatically we can-
flot say that the word " northward " refers to a lino. Look at the language once
ýnore: "That all the territories, islands and countries in North America belonging
to the Crown of Great Britain, bounded on the south by a lino from the Bay of
Obaleurs, " and so on. Now, what are the words whioh precede "northwant ?" l-
t " ounded northward ?" Are we to put in the word " bounded " thee e? That

Sanot'be " bounded by a lino northward," you would have to put in this ad
bounded on the west."

Sir Barnes Peacock.-Where is the w ord "northward " to be found ?
'Mr. Mowat.-It is in the 13tb line on page 361. Now, even the northern bonn-

dary, according to the construction put by the other side, is not found there.
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The Lord Chancellor.-That boundary carries you to the banks of the Missis-
sippi. There is a certain boundary " along the bank of the said river westward to
the banks of the Mississippi," and thon it strikes " northward to the southern boun-
dary of the territory granted to the Marchants Adventurers of England trading to
Hudson Bay."

Mr. iMowat.-Now, I may put the point in this way: You rnay say that that
admits primd facie one of two constructions, that it meant a lino running northward
from that point to the Hudson Bay territory, that would be one construction; and
another construction would bo, that it meant the territory northward from this south
lino to the Hudson Bay territory.

Now, the second being the construction which I will show your Lordship was
intended and which, I think, this statute, looking at the evidence of the intention,
sufficiently shows.-considering the Act doos not go beyond a northern boundary At
al in any view of the language.

The Lord Chancellor.-No, it goes "northward to the southern boundary."
There is a statement to that effect here, that it goes "northward to the southern
boundary of the territory granted to the Merchants Adventurers of England trading
to Hudson Bay."

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, we cannot go further than that. But if you treat the word
"northward " as a lino you morely get to a point on the territory of the Hudson
Bay Company, and you have nothing in the Act as to that to show how the rest of
our boundary is to run.

Sir Montague Smith.-Do you say it follows the Mississippi bank northerly ?
Mr. Mowa.-Yes; that is our construction.
Lord Aberdare.-That would give you the territory which the arbitrators give

you?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, that is our construction. The construction always in timnes

past was that northward would embrace, to use the language of this very Act, " ail
the tert itories, islands and countries in North America belonging to the Crown of
Great Britain, bounded on the south," by that lino which is described. And if go,
when you have got to the source of the Mississippi the whole of the British territory
north ofethat formed part of Quebec.

Now, there are several things which establish that view. One is, that if you
draw a due north line-because that is all I want in order to sustain the arbitrators'
award on the merits, but if you assume this to be the meaning of this Act, that wheu
you get to the source of the Mississippi you are to draw a due north lino-thon you
will leave out the French colonies and settlements in the North-West. Now the
statute did not mean to leave them out. It meant expressly to take thom in. That
was the very object of the statute. There is no distinction between the French
colonies and settlements in one part of Canada and the French colonies and settle-
ments in another part of Canada. Wherever it was situated it was intended to bring
them in. Now, if it was intended to bring them in, the only way of constructing the
Act is that which I contend for, that the "northward" means the whole territory
north up to the territory of the Hudson Bay Company. That would embrace
-them al

The Lord Chancellor.-Do you road it thus: " Along the western boundary of
the said province, until it strike the River Ohio, and along the bank of the said river
westward to the banks of the Mississippi, and along those banks northward to the
southern boundary of the territory granted to the Merchants Adventurers of England
trading to Hudson Bay."

Mr. Mowat.-Well, that is one reading of it, which would be sufficient to give
me an area as large as the arbitrators have given me, but, in fact, it is clear, froia
other evidence which I speak of, that Parliament did not even intend it to be in that

way.Lord Aberdare.-Your contention is, that whenever you get up to the point of
1he Mississippi, everything directly northward of that, or northwards of a lino drawa
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northwards of the Mississippi, which was English territory and was not included in
the Hudson Bay territory, was a part of it.

Mr. Mowat.-That is exactly it.
The Lord Chancellor.-Do you say the Hudson Bay territory; extended from

what is called " northward of the Mississippi ?"
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, I am speaking of that strictly.
The Lord Chancellor.-Is that contended ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, that is contended.
The Lord Chancellor.-So this would be intelligible if you follow the banks of

the Mississippi until you come to its source, and thon, according to the argument on
the other side there you meet with the southern boundary of the Hudson Bay
territory ?

Mr. Mowati-They are not content, my Lord, with that construction, judging
from the observations of my friend, Mr. McCarthy, in opening. What he said was
that we are limited by a north lino from the junction of the Ohio and the Mississippi,
leaving a space from the junction of the Ohio and the Mississippi.

The Lord Chancellor.-The source of the Mississippi seems to be a lino which is
nearly due north and nearly concides with the yellow.

Mr. Mowat,-The arbitrators appear to have taken that view of it, deciding that
point against the old contention.

The Lord Chancellor.-If the territory of the Hudson Bay Company can be
brought down to Turtle Lake, thon there couid be no difficulty in considering the Act
of 1774 in that way.

Mr. Mowat.-No there would not.
Lord Aberdare.-IUnless the southermost boundary of the Hudson Bay C ýmpany

were brought down also farther west.
The Lord Chancellor.-According to this preamble, you would stop at the point

you reached when you got to the end of the Mississippi, and for that point to coincide
with the southern boundary of the Hudson Bay territory the words " northward
to the southern boundary " would mean "northward along the banks of the Missis-
sippi until you come to the southern boundary of the Hudson Bay Company's terri-
tory," and thon you stop, and thon your southern lino stops. You are prespmed to
have met with the boundary of the Hudson Bay Company, because it says " north-
ward to the soutbward boundary " of the Hudson Bay territory.

Mr. Mowat.-We must consider for a moment what the treaty cf cession says
with respect to that, and what it cedes. I apprehend it to be this clearly: As all
Canada is coded, and as the Mississippi is to be the division botween French territory
and English territory, thon you would draw a lino due east and due west from the
Mississippi, and south of that would be France and north of that would be England,
whether it belonged to the Hudson Bay Company or not. Now, further. I have
said that unless that construction is adopted you exclude French colonies and settle-
monts. Further, what alone is sufficient, I submit, to demonstrate that this territory
is to be included is this: there was no other Government provided for the British
territory which is said by this construction to be excluded from the operation of the
Act. While this gives a Government to the Province of Quebec, with the description
contained here, neither this Act, nor any other Act, nor any executive Act, gave any
Government whatever to the territory said to be excluded.

The Lord Chancellor.-Are you still on the Hudson Bay territory?
Mr. Mowat.-I am dealing with the territory to which the Hudson Bay Com-

pany were-not entitled.
The Lord Chancellor.-There had been nobody settled there.
Mr. Mowat.-Perhaps your Lordship would like me to go into that question

ow ?
The Lord Chancellor.-Oh, no; I do not wish to interfere with your argument.
Mr. Mowat.-I see the force of what your Lordship says on that point. Then,

the most important thing for me to prove is that it is not a due north lino from the
confluence of the Ohio and the Missiasippi which is contemplated hro-that that
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" northward " does not mean that, because, if it does, it cute off a considerable part
of the Province which the arbitrators have given us. If the word "northward"
there means a due line from the confluence of the Ohio and the IMiississippi, then you
cut off 9,000 miles, I think it is, of territory south of the height of land of which that
Upper Canada and the Province of Canada and the Dominion of Canada before this
settlement of the Hudson Bay Company, and before they may have been said to have
been in undisturbed possession, granting lands in it and exercising jurisdiction over
it. It is marked on one of our maps with striped lines, in order to show what the
territory is.

Sir Montague Smith.-Is this other plan which I have here wrong?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes. It is marked pink there. I got this made for the purpose of

making the argument a little more easy.
Sir Montague Smith.-Where is the confluence of the two rivers?
Sir Robert Collier.-Down at the bottom of the purple line.
The Lord Chancellor.-If you strike due north from the confluence, it seems to

coincide exactly with the lines colored pink, from the yellow and the striped.
Mr. Mowat.--Yes, and they have been striped in order to make that clear.
Lord Aberdare.-Was this portion which was granted by the award ever claimed

as a portion of the Hudson Bay territory down to the Rainy River-down to the
United States boundary ?

Mr. Mowat.-Thoy did claim a portion of it. They never claimed that portion
which was south and east of the beight of land here on the western portion of the
Province.

Lord Abordare.-Is that marked here ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Jt is on the map which I handed in first.
Lord Aberdare.-In this colored portion, did the Hudson Bay Company claim

this as hunting grounds included in their grant of 1670 ?
The Lord Chancellor.-Was Winnipeg included ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord, Winnipeg was included, no doubt.
Lord Aberdare.--Is that colored portion a part of the territory which has since

been granted to the Hudson Bay ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Part was, and part was not.
Lord Aberdare.-Your contention is, that the whole of that which was north-

ward of the Mississippi belonged to the Hudson Bay Company ?
Mr. Mowat.-Part of it, and part of it only. It je only later in the century that

the Hudson Bay Company made the claim to run down so far as this. I want, in
the meantime, first to show that Goverument was not confined within these narrow
limits of the due north line from the confluence of the Ohio and the Mississippi, and I
have mentioned some things which show this, but there are others also. Immedi-
ately after the passing of this Act a commission was issuedl to the Governor General,
Sir Guy Carleton, and that describes the Province of Quebec, which was to be.under
his government, as being bounded by the bank of the Mississippi to its source. It is
at page 375, and it appears to have gone, in the usual course, to the law officers of
the Crown, to see whether it corresponded with the provisions of the Act, and so on,
and the officers at that time were very eminent men, Mr. Thurlow (afterwards Lord
Thurlow), and Lord Loughborough. Now, in the 4th line of the description as given
there, your Lordships will. find that the language is, that Sir Guy Carleton was
appointed " Governor-in.Chief in and over our Province of Quebec, in America, com-
prehending all our territories, islands and countries in North America, bounded on
the south," and so on. Then follows a description precisely the same as that in the
Act, with this difference: At the foot of the page there the language is, " and along
the bank of the said river westward to the banks of Mississippi, and northward along
the eastern bank of the said river to the southern boundary of the territory granted
to the Morchants Adventurers of England trading to Hudson's j3ay." So there the
commission le expressly that the western boundary was along the northern bank of the
river, and it was to include, your Lordship will observe, the territory placed under
it. The Province of Quebec is expressly declared to comprehend " ail our territo-
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ries, islands and countries in North America," bounded in the way desc-ribed. It
does not except any portion of it, but wherever they were to be found.

Now, there was a commission issued immediately afterwards. It shows the
muind of the Government and Parliament at that time, and negatives any such con-
struction, such as that which the other side endeavor to place upon the Act. I pre-
Sume, too, there is no ground whatever for suggesting that that evidence is not
admissible.

Stili, further, this being a very old Act, you are çalled upon to construe an Act a
hundred years old. I submit it would be in accordance with authorities to look at
the debates in Parliament for example, which are not usually looked at for the pur-
pose of construing an Act of Parliament, but which I say has been done in a large
number of cases.

The Lord Chancellor.-I want to get the dates right. I see the date of Sir
Guy Carleton's commission is 27th December, 1774. We do not know when the
Act received the Royal assent, but I see the session of Parliament in which it was
passed ended upon the 13th January, 1774, at least it seems to be so stated. If so,
the Act must have been passed before Sir Guy Carleton's commission. It is very
possible that the Act may have passed before.

Mr. Mowat.-It is before.
The Lord Chancellor,-Yes, I see it is nearly twelve months before.
Mr. Mowat.-The exact date of the passing of the Act of 1774 was on the 13th

January, 1774.
Adjourned for a short time.
Mr. Mowat.-My Lords, I have urged the construction of the Act to be that Que-

bec was to include all territory north of the prescribed south line upon several
grounds, and that that suffliently appears from the language of the Act without any
extraneous evidence. Secondly, that it appears when construed in connection with
the fact, that any other construction would exclude the French colonies and settle-
muents on the east bank of the Mississippi, and also in the North-West Territory.
Then I have urged that that construction is confirmed by the terms of the commis
sion issued immediately afterwards to the Governor General, and I was going to refer
them to the proceedings upon the Bill, contending especially in the case of so old an
Act as this, that it was proper enough and consistent with the authorities to refer
to those proceedings. The refei ence will be a very short one, and the proceedings
maake very clear that the construction intended was the one which I put upon this
Act.

The Lord Chancellor.-We must pause before we allow you to travel into that lino
Of argument. What authority have you for the proposition that what was said by
One gentleman in Parliament is to be admissible as construing an Act of Parliament?
If the opinion of Sir Francis Hincks is not admissible to construe an award made by
arbitrators of whom he is one, how can the opinion expressed when a Bill is before
Parliament by any particular member be admissible to construe the Act ?

Mr. Mowat.-What I was going to show was the terms of the Act as under-
Stood, mentioning the changes that had occurred which create the difficulty, and.
Showing why that change had been made, and that it has nothing to do with any
limitation of the extent of territory which the Province was to have on the west
and on the north.

The Lord Chancellor.-You must give us some authority for the use of such
raatters as evidence. At least they can only express the views of particular mem-
bers as to what they supposed was in controversy.

Mr. Mowat.- Then for the present I will pass that point, and I may refer to iti
again because I have not at hand the authorities.

Sir Robert Collier.-We never allow that.
The Lord Chancellor.-In those days there were very few speakers, but if the

Principle was applied 100 years hence to what goes on now it would be a very serious
thing.
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Mr. Mowat.-Then I have pointed out that no other provision was made for any
other part of French Canada north of that lino by means of this Act. I may further
lneintion, in conneetion with that observation, that was before the cession and while
the territory was French, and when this territory was under the Governor of Canada,
which is a ciroumstance, perhaps, to indicate that the same course would have been
followed by the English. No reason has, up to this moment, been suggested from
any source whatever only any portion of French Canada should not have been
included in the Province of Quebec. Whatever reason there was for putting any
portion in applies beyond any sort of doubt to the whole of French Canada-to the
whole of Canada that belongs now to Great Britain, and which was not owned by the
Hudson Bay Company.

My Lurds, those are the principal grounds on which, if we have to rest entirely
on the Act of 1774 without anything further, I submit it appears that the whole of
~British Canada, not including anything that was owned by the Hudson Bay Com-
pany, was included in the Province of Quebec.

But the argument does not rest there. there are other grounds that establish
the same thiig. In 1783 the treaty between Great Britain and the United States
was entered into by which a very large part of Canada was conceded to the United
States. The treuty is to be found at pages 583 and 534 of the Joint Appendix. This
treaty described what should be the southern boundary of British territory in this
quarter, and at the sixth or seventh lino at page 534 yon wi Il find it. It describes
the communications from Lake Ontario to Lake Erie, and thon through Lake Huron.
" France, along the middle of said water communication into the Lake Huron, thence
through the middle of said lake to the water communication between that lake and
Lake Superior, thence through Lake Superior northward of the Isles Royal an&
Philippeaux to the Long Lake, thence through the middle of said Long Lake and
the water communication betwee2 it and the Lake of the Woods to the said Lake of
the Woods, thence through the said lake to the most north-western point thereof, and
from thence on a due west course to the river Mississippi." iNow, that was the
treaty. A difficulty has occurred because it was subsequently discovered that a due
west course from the north-west angle of the Lake of the Woods would not strike
the Mississippi ; that the principal source of the Mississippi was at Lake Athabasca
or Lake Turtle, and that lay south of the point which was mentioned there.

The Lord Chancellor.-It is further south ?
Mr. Mowat. -Yes.
Sir Robert Collier.-Then the west lino would not go near it?
Mr. Mowat.-No; but then I may mention that there are tributaries of the Mis-

sissipi-the White Ash River, which a lino due west from the point would strike.
The White Ash River is near the Rocky Mountains.

Lord Abordare.-May not the Missouri have been in their minds as the larger?
Mr. Mowat.-That is one view of the matter. White Ash river is marked on the

nap; the longitude is 107,.
The LordChancellor.-Was that settled by the Oregon Treaty, or earlier ?
Mr. Mowat.-I think that was the treaty that settled it. It was in 1818 that

the Convention took place settling the 47th parallel of north latitude as the boundary
from the Lake of the Woods west te the Rocky Mountains.

Thon, in 1842 was the treaty as to the boundary lino east of the Lake of the
Woods, and the Oregon Treaty was in 1846. The settlement with the United States
was an arbitrary one. They did not attempt to do anything more than agree on
what a conventional boundary should be. 1 refer to this for the purpose of calling
your Lordship's attention to the fact that a large part of Canada is contained under
the Act of 1774, and is set forth in the commission of Lord Dorchester, issued in
1783, to be British territory, and thon a new commission was issued to Lord Der-
chester. The fresh commission to Lord Dorchester describes his jurisdiction in the
same terme as the treaty.
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Lord Aberdare.-What is the reference to the commission to Lord Dorchester?
Mr. Mowat.-Page 387. That commissian appoints Sir Guy Carleton " to be

our Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief in and over our Province of Quebec, in
America, comprehending all our territories, islands and countries in North America,
bounded," and so on precisely in the same way as the treaty; so that there we have
a commission to the Governor General expressly up to the north-western angle of
the Lake of the Woods, and thon so far west as should be included in a line due west
from that point to the Mississippi, whatever construction that expression should
receive under the circumstances. That is, again, further evidence that there was no
intention of stopping at a due north lino from the Ohio to the Mississippi. That is
one of the governmental acts negativing the notion of that being intended. la fact,
I may say this: There is not one tittle of evidence in any despatclh, in any map, in
any governmental act or in any legislation in favor of this due north lino. The sole
thing on which the whole argument rests is what you may gather from the Act of
1774. Everything else that was done, so far as this point was concerned-every bit
of legislation we have, every officia! paper, every despatch, overy map, and all
governmental action, both in England and in the colonies, is against the due north
lino as being the western boundary of the Province of Quebec, or the Provinces which
have constituted it-Canada, Upper Canada and Ontario. This is one of the commis-
sions which negatives any such thing, bocause it expressly gives to Lord Darchester,
as Governor Geroral of Quebec, a jurisdiction, at all events, to the north-western angle
of the Lake of the Woods, and so much further.

Lord Aberdare.-The description in Lord Dorchester's commission was just as
unintelligible as in the other one, because, after describing the lino to Lake Superior,
it says this: " Thence through the middle of said Long Lake and water communi-
cation between it and the Lake of the Woods-to the said Lake of the Woods; thence
through the said lake to the most north-western point thereof, and from thence on a.
due west course to the River Mississippi," which never would havé reached there.

Mr. Mowat.-But it removes any doubt, if any existed, as to the due north lino
from the Ohio to the Mississippi.

Sir Robert Collier.-It showed a groat ignorance of geography.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes. Then it would have to ba considered what effect had to be

given to the expression " due west." It seems to me on that point, since what is
called the Mississippi is not to be found duo west of that lino, that there is no reason
why the description should cease until you reach the Rocky Mountains. The object
evidently was to include all British territory there.

The Lord Chancellor.-One would also connect that with the original com-
mission to Sir Guy Carleton, which evidently supposed that it was drawn northward.
to the junction of the Mississippi and the Ohio to a point which probably they sup-
posed to lie to the west of the Lake of the Woods. They were wrong in their notion
on the point you have agreed. Is it not in substance probable that they meant as
inuch of the old boundary as remained after the cession te the United States ?

Mr. Mowat.-I think that is what they do mean.
The Lord Chancellor.-Such territory, bounded in the old way, as remained

after the cession?
Mr. Mowat.-I agree to that view, though I submit that what was intended to

be given was the whole of the British territory, with the exception of what was owned
by the Hudson Bay Company.

My Lord, I was coming then te the Act of 1791 and to certain matters which
passed immediately afterwards, which afforded further very strong confirmation
indeed of the construction for which I contend. I have already mentioned that the
Act of 1791 did not give the boundaries of the Province. It provided for a Gavern-
ment in Upper and Lower Canada in case His Majosty should carry out his intention
of dividing the Province into two, but did net give the lino of division. When the
matter was before Parliament, His Majesty communicated to Parliamont the lino
Which ho contemplated, and we have got the effectual evidence of what that lipe was,
and it contains what is material to. our present purpose. I refer your Lordehip to
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page 393 ; you will find it at the foot of that page, and it describes the line in this
*ay : " To commence at a stone boundary." I need not read the first part because
nothing turns on it. But then, after giving a description up to Lake Temiscamingue
at the top of 394, the paper goes on to describe the lino intended in this way : "And
from the head of the said lake by a lino drawn due north until it strikes the boundary
lino of Hudson Bay, including ail the territory to the westward and southward of the
said lino, to the utmost extent of the country called, or known by the name of
Canada."

Now we find several documents in which that expression occurs at that period,
and I refer to it for two reasons. I submit, my Lord, in the first place, we do not
show what the Province of Quebec was understood to include, and meant to include.

The Lord Chancellor.-Where is Lake Temiscamingue ?
Lord Aberdare.-It is due south of the easternmost point of James' Bay.
The Lord Chancellor.-That would include the greater part if not the whole of

Upper Canada. It will not help you as to the western boundaryý
Mr. Mowat.-It does not help us with the western boundary, [but I am referring

to it there for the purpose of calling attention to the territory of the Crown, intended
to be included in the Province of Quebec, in the concluding lino: " Including alt the
territory to the westward and southward of the said lino, to the utmost extent of the
country commonly called, or known by the name of Canada."

The Lord Chancellor.-That means the whole of Upper Canada, whatever
Upper Canada means ?

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, I want to find out what it means.
The Lord Chancellor.-The particular boundary divides Upper from Lower

Canada, does it not ?
Mr. Mowat.-We have the same expression in the Order in Council afterwards

made. I must prove to your Lordships that the territory I want to include was part
of Canada, and proving it was part of Canada, this expression shows it was to be in-
cluded in Upper Canada, Thon this paper was the subject of correspondence also
with the officiais in this country after the passing of the Act. Your Lordships will find
that at page 397 there is a despatch of the Right Honorable Henry Dundas to the
Lord President of the Department of Trade and Plantations. It is transmitted to
him. In the second paragraph, lino 17, your Lordships will see this language: "I
transmit to your Lordship herewith, by His Majesty's command, a printed copy of
the said Act, together with a copy of a paper presented to Parliament previous to the
passing of the said Act, describing the lino proposed to be drawn for separating the
Province of Upper Canada and the Province of Lower Canada." Thon the enclosure
follows and we have there that same expression as to what Upper Canada was to
include in the concluding lino of the paragraph marked " enclosure in the preceding
letter."

The Lord Chancellor.-It is ail Canada west of a certain lino?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, so that as I said I must show your Lordships what Canada

did include. But it is important for me that your Lordships should recognize that
we are entitled to all of Canada west of that lino. After the Act of 1791, and the
previous Act, and the interpretation which was put upon it by the Governments, I
think I am entitled to use what I find there in that respect, the description as to
what the country is to include, as explaining what the Province of Quebec had in-
cluded under the Act of 1774, and if it does not show that, and if it is not fair to use
it for that purpose, thon it shows that it was intended thenceforward that ail should
be included. There is nothing in the language that would prevent us from placing
on it that construction, so that if Quebec, provious to this treaty, did not embrace all
of Canada or west of that lino by means of the Orders in Council, and so on, which are
referred to here, the Orders in Council particularly, an increase was given to the
country to include all that which was formerly Canada. The Orders in Council will
be found at ages 399 and 400. Thon this paper is received and carried into effect.

Lord A erdare.-Is this contested by anybody?
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Mr. Mowat.-Yes, if this is correct then the due north lino from the confluence of
the Ohio and the Mississippi is put out of the question, and tbat fact makes the great
difficulty bore, because it is on the west side of the awarded territory that the land
is most valuable. That on the north side is not valuable now, but it will be some
day. It is not a very fertile country, but still it is a country that may be inhabited.

Lord Aberdare.-What I meant was this: They would of course accpt that it
was Upper Canada, all that was west of that lino. Then the question comes: What
is Canada ?

Mr. Mowat.-Then I shall have to show that.
The Lord Chancellor.-All that can be inferred from this is that there is a

line fixed between Upper and Lower Canada to the east, about which there is no
dispute. It was also inferred that the northern boundary of Canada was the
Hudson Bay territory, but where exactly the western boundary of Canada is, there
is nothing whatever to help you.

Mr. Mowat.-No, that would not show it. The expression there is that Quebec
includes all that is commonly called and known by the name of Canada. I do not
think thore is any room here for doubt with all the proofs we have here, that all
north of the prescribed lino which did not belong to the Hudson Bay Company was
commonly called or known by the name of Canada.

Lord Aberdare.-All north ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, all north of the prescribed line-that it was all commonly

called and known by the name of Canada.
The Lord Chancellor.-I should doubt it as a matter of fact and we have not had

anything at present leading to that conclusion. There is nothirg to show that
Canada extended further north and south than the land of the Hudson Bay Com-
pany. Did they go to the north polo ?

Mr. Mowat.-No, I do not think, I contend that they went further. I think the
Arctic slope was the boundary.

The Lord Chancellor.-l am not saying that information is to be derived from
the physical configuration when possibly the physical configuration on those points
was totally unknown.

Mr. Mowat.-There is a difficulty from the geography boing unknown.
The Lord Chancellor.-If it had been known such and such boundaries would

have been convenient. As it was not known, there is no presumption whatever
that the boundaries were fixed with reference to any such considerations.

Lord Aberdare.-You have the Lake of the Woods constantly mentioned, but
you decline to confine yourself to that.

Mr. Mowat.-Since the award is not to be recognized I want to go farther if I
can get it.

Sir Robert Collier.-You will be satisfied with that?
Mr. Mowat.-If I also get the north boundary which the arbitrators gave tis.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-It is only the western boundary ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, and all I have to make out with reference to the Hudson

Bay Company is this, that its boundary is this, that its boundary does not extend to
the territory now claimed by Manitoba.

Lord Aberdare. -That is not so, bocause, according to you, this portion was a
portion of old Canada and not a portion of the Hudson Bay Company, which is ,a
portion of Ontario. If it is not a mere question of the western boundary but a ques-
tion of the northern boundary.

Mr. Mowat.-In due respect that this case has not submitted the point. The
Dominion has not concurred in anything being decided now, except our western
boundary, and therefore, though part of the argument goes beyond that, that has
not to be decided now.

Lord Aberdare.-The question as to the western boundary is how far north it
extends ?

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, and, therefore, I have to prove that the Hudson Bay Ter-
ritory did not come down to the most northern part that is in dispute botwoen
Manitoba and Ontario.
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The Lord Chancellor.-Until we have direct evidence bearing on it, it is uncer-
tain that the iudson Bay Territory included Winnipeg Lake.

Mr. Mowat.-I think it is certain it did not include the Winnipeg Lake.
Sir Robert Collier.-What you want to determine is the boundary between the

two Provinces, whether north-east or south, it is the boundary between the two Pro-
vinces. That you eay in effect only makes it necessary to draw the western lino.
That is what we have to determine the boundary line between the two Provinces ?

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, and if I make out that the Hudson Bay Company's Terri-
tory did not extend to the old Manitoba, that is all I have to make out. I want to
cali your Lordships' attention to the fact first of all that it is 700 miles from the bay,
so that unless it can be made out against me that the Hudson Bay Company's Ter-
ritory came down so far as that-

Lord Aberdare-Old Manitoba is the Province includel within this lino ?
Mr. Mowat.-No, that je Manitoba as the Dominion proposes to increase it.
Lord Abordare.-I mean the inner one ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes. In regard to that part there can be no difficulty, because the

Dominion Act after it was passed was confirmed by Imperial Legislature, and that
settles it, of course.

ThelLord Chancellor.-Of course, in due order you must show us whether light
is to be obtained from the boundary of the Hudson Bay grant ?

Mr. Mowat.-Yes; perhaps I had better go into that now. The Hudson Bay
charter is to be found at page 341. Your Lordships know that the validity of that
statute has been very often questioned, but it has never been adjudicated upon.

The Lord Chancellor.--I think on this occasion you can have nothing to do
with its validity.

Mr. Mowat.-I will assume it is valid, and the only question is how far it
extends. The object of the charter was trade. The grant of the lands appears from
the face of the Act to have been merely incident to the intended operations of the
company in the way of trade. It provides, however, for the towns and villages and
colonies and Fo on, on the lands that were granted to them. The language of the
grant, of course, is very large. It is to be found at page 344. The paragraph at
line 29 commences in this way: " And to the end the said Governor and Company
of Adventurers of England trading into Hudson Bay may be encouraged to under-
take and effectually to prosecute the said design "---that is searching for a north-west
passage-" of our more especial grace, certain knowledge and mere motion. We
have given, granted and confirmed, and by these presents for us, our heirs and suc-
cessors, do give, grant and confirm unto the said Governor and company and their
successors, the sole trade and commerce of all the seas, straits, baya, rivers, lakes,
creeks and sounds in whatsoever latitude they shall be that lie within the entrance of
the straits commonly called Hudson Straits." So far the grant is of the sole trade
and commerce, and I believe it is now a well recognized thing that to that extent the
charter was void, but not in regard to what follows: " together with all the lands
and territories upon the countries, coasts, and confines of the seas, baye, lakes,
rivere, creeks and sounds aforesaid that are not already actually possessed by or
granted to, any of our subjectas, or possessed by the subjects Of any other Christian
Prince or State," with the right of fishing, and so on.

Lord Aberdare.-And the right of mines?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-" And that the said land be from henceforth repkoned

and reputed as one ofour plantations or colonies in America called 'iRupert's Land?'"
Mr. Mowat.- Yes, and then it goes on " and further we do by these presents for us,

our heirs and successors make, create, and constitute the said Governor and company
for the time being, and their successors the true and absolute lords and proprietorS
of the same territory, limits and places, and of all other premises, saving always the
faith, allegiance and sovereign dominion due to us, our heirs and successors, for the
same to have, hold, possess and enjoy the said territory, limits and places and all and
singular other the premises hereby granted as aforesaid, with their and every of their
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rights, members, jurisdictions, prerogatives, royalties and appurtenances whatsoever,
to them the said Governor and company and their successors for ever. To be holden
of us, our heirs and successors, and so on." That is the grant.

The Lord Chancellor.-It is a grant of all unsettled lands distinctly described as
being upon the countries, coasts and confines of certain seas.

Lord Aberdare.-And rivers too ?
The Lord Chancellor.-Yes.
Mr. Mowat.-Your Lordships know that a great many charters were issued about

this period of land in North America, then newly discovered and in the possession of
savages. The land was unknown and the charters were very large in the powers
which they give and in the extent of land which they purport to grant. Every one
of them, i think, was more defloite than this charter is, and the construction which
has been placed upon them is that they entitled the grantee to whatever lands they
should discover and appropriate by those means which are recognized in international
law as sufficient for that purpose in the case of a desert country. It is not more
discovery which gives property in a territory of this kind, but it is clearly settled
now that more than discovery is required ; possession, occupation and other things
are necessary as well.

The Lord Chancellor.-That fbay or may not be material in an international
question, but is it material for our present purposes. We want to know what is to
be settled between these two provinces. Take Sir Guy Carleton's instructions, thora
the expression is '' territories granted."

Mr. Mowat.--Yes, My Lord, that is the expression. Will I submit that that
means effectually granted ?

The Lord Chancellor.-But it does not contemplate any internAtional question.
Lord Aberdare.-Besides the " occupation " would be occupation of the hunters

who went all round taking beavers and elks.
Mr. Mowat.-But they did not do that. I can show your Lordship beyond any

sort of doubt that until after the cession of 1763, until a considerable time after the
cession of 1763, the Hudson Bay Company never did that.

Lord Abordare. -They did not occupy all at once.
Mr. Mowat. -They occu pied no part of it. They erected what were called

forts, trading posts made sufficiently strong to resent. attacks by the Indians of Hui-
son Bay. lhey had a few posts on Hudson Bay and they traded only with those
Indians who came there, they did not go into the country at all.

The Lord Chancellor. -But your proposition is that the words of the Act which
speaks of territories granted to certain merchant adventurers of England trading to
Hudson Bay really relate to nothing except a few forts upon the Hudson Bay,is that it ?

Mr. Mowat.-I think at that time these forts were not built, they were built
afterwards.

The Lord Chancellor.-Bat what is the subject which these words, according to
the ordinary principles of construction, are intended to describe?

Mr. Mowat.-What I say is that under these words no interest passed which did
not belong to the Crown.

The Lord Chancellor.-But the words are: " From the conflux of the Mississippi
and Ohio rivers to the southern boundary of the territories granted." Where do
you mean that the southern boundary to be ?

Mr. Mowat.--Well, my Lord, i think it is the territory that they have appro-
priated under the powers which that charter gives to them.

The Lord Chancellor.-How it is possible that such construction can be put
upon it I cannot conceive.

Lord Aberdare.-That would be limiti ng them as much, too much as the other
Construction would perhaps be too little.

Mr. Mowat.-In any way there is a difficulty in seeing where it is.
The Lord Chancellr.-But you must point out something definite that is there,

describing it. Supposing you can ascertain the boundary which had been granted,
that would be one thing.
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The Lord President.-Do you mean that they lost their grant by not acting upon
it?

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, I do mean that.
The Lord Chancellor.-But then, if that were sound in law, it would not have

anything to do with us here. This is a boundary dispute.
Lord Aberdare.-Surely, when they leave off at this point of the Mississippi

and then speak of going north to the Hudson Bay Territories they mean something
within reasonable limits, not traversing over hundreds of miles.

Mr. Mowat.-Whicb are the words your Lordship refers to?
Lord Aberdare.-I mean the varions definitions which yon have given to us in

order to make out that they went from beyond a line drawn north of the confluence
of the Mississippi and the Ohio, from a certain point west of the Lake of the Woods
and from thence to the point of intersection with the southern boundary of the
Hudson Bay Territory. Now, the southern boundary of the Hudson Bay Territory
wouhl be close to the Hudson Bay itself, probably.

Mr. Mowat.-Quite so, my Lord.
Lord Aberdare.-Well, surely they must have had in their contemplation some

other territory than that.
Mr. Mowat.-But that expression was used because it was not known how far

the Hudson Bay Territory extended. It was always a matter of question. The
Hudson Bay Company had nover taken possession there.

Sir Montague Smith.-This is as indefinite as it can be.
Mr. Mowat.-It is extremely indefinite, and, my Lord, it must be made definite,

I submit, by knowing to what extent the Hudson Bay Company were entitled to
that territory.

The Lord Chancellor.-But if it was a grant of everything which had not been
ceded to some other European countries it is material whether it was disputed by
France or Portugal, or any other nation. Is that question material here?

Lord Aberdare.-lt was disputed by France.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord, it was dispàted by France, and I can show you that

France actually bocame the owner of all this territory.
Lord Aberdare.--And the Treaty of Utrecht speaks, I think, of special things

" restored to the English Government, and not ceded," showing that the English
Government claimed all the things that Fiance had been claimirg.

Mr. Mowat.- But those were not the words which were ultimately adopted. The
despatches ou both sides show that they did not attach any special meaning to the use
of the one word rather than the other, and it seems to have been rather a matter of
sentiment and prejudice in introducing it than anything else. The correspondence
shows that clearly. There are severat considerations which, I think, warrant us in
the view we take of that. I think I can show your Lordship that all the country,
exoept some of the territory around Hudson Bay, did belong to France; that they
did occupy it, and .did possess it, and did own it, and did claim it; and that their
right to it was not a matter of dispute betwveen England and France. Then I would
submit that the words to which your Lordship refers " territories granted," plainly
were intended by Parliament to be contiaed to territory which the Hudson Bay
Company o\vned for this reason. Why was the territory excluded from Quebee ?
It was bocause tho Hudson Bay Company had authorities of G>vernment within
the territories which belonged to them, and, therefore, there was no necessity for
including such territory in Quebec; but if the terms of their grant had given them a
larger territory than they had appropriated or become owners of, if the terms of the
grant were sucl that it might cover territory which belongel to France and which
was ceded to England in î763, by France, the title to which came to England
through France, that territory would certainly not have been excluded from Qaeben
and the reason for excluding it would not have applied. There was a reason
for excluding territory in which there was Government under the Hudson Bay
Company, but there was no reason for excluding territory which the Hudson Bay
Company under the circurstances had no jurisdiction over; and, therefore, I say
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that the words should be construed as meaning territory owned by the Hudson Bay
Company, territory to which they had perfected their title, territory which was
theirs and which, therefore, would not come within the cession of territory made in
1763 by France to England. Whatever was ceded by France to England, whatever
was in such a position to the title to it arose from that cession, was not to be regarded
as territory which was to be excluded under those wards from the new Province of
Quebec.

Lord Aberdare.-You contend that everything that was not actually occupied,
in the sense in which you limit the word occupation, by the Hudson Bay Company,
was a portion of French territory?

Mr. Mowat.-I hardly say that, my Lord. I do not say it was a portion of it,
because they did not occupy it, but there was this dosert country unoccupied, and by
the laws applicable to such cases, as recognizel by European nations, it could be
appropriated to any nation. The discoverer is entitled to a moderato time for the
purpose of making his title good by occupation and so on, but in this case the
Hudson Bay Company were not the discoverers of any torritory which Manitoba
now touches. The Hudson Bay Company, through none of their agents, penetrated
this territory which is now in dispute.

Lord Aberdare.-Ip to what time do you go on to say they nover penetrated ?
Mr. Mowat.-They never penetrated until long after 1774. In fact, they never

penetrated for many years after 1774. What took place was this: After the cession
of 1763, the French abandoned the country. It had been ceded to England. The
French posts were under the command of French officers generally, and they gave
up those posts, some of them when they were demanded, and with regard to others
they abacdoned them. Then the English people from Canada and the other Pro-
vinces went into this territory and began trading with the Indians, and re-established
some of the French forts, built others, and occupied it even in a fuller way than ever
the French themselves had done, and it was not until the effect of all this was very
much felt by the Hudson Bay Company that they entered into this territory at alil,
or sent any of their servants or employés into this territory. The English began to
form companies. There was also trading by individuals. Ultimately they were all
united into a company called the North-West Company, whose operations were very
extensive, and then the Hudson Bay Company fodlowed these. After a time they
began to erect posts where this company had erected them. They went on without
quarrelling between the two companies until the Earl of Selkirk took an interest in
the Hudson Bay Company, somewhere about the early part of this century. The
distfirbances then became more formidable, but not until the latter part of the last
centary and until after all these Acts were passed, after the cession of territory to
England, after England bocame the proprietor of the territory, through France and
naot throigh the Hudson Bay Company at ail, and the Hudson Bay Company had
not gono into the interior. They have admitted that. We have got the proofs fron
themselves that they have nover gone into the territory at all, that they had made
use of their posts along the bay for the purpose of trading there with such Indians
as they could get to come there. Now the Frencth and the English after cession went
into the territory; they settled there, they establishcd themselves there in varions
ways and traded with the Indians there. There were two purposes to be served
by the charter. One was the purpose of trading and the other was the purpose of
forming settlements. What I submit is that the Hudson Company nover made use of
the charter for the purpose of settlement at all. They do not appear to have sold a
single ha'porth of land, or pretended to have sold it, or pretended to have occupiel it
for the purpose of colonization or settlement from 1670 when their charter was
formed until a large grant was made in 1811 to the Earl of Selkirk, nearly 150 years
after this charter was made.

Now, my Lords, what is it that they do contend for ? They contend that under
the words of this charter the whole of this territory, washed by the rivers that fall in-
to Hudson Bay, becomes theirs, consisting ofabout one and a-half million square miles;
that they w ere entitled to keep out of it everybody else; that the effect of the charter
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entitled them to keep it in the condition in which it then was, without settlement at
al; they did not want it settled; it was not their interest to have it settled. I am
not blaming them for this, they had a right to pursue their own interests in the
way best fitted to promote them, but the fact is that it was against their interest to
have the country settled, and they made no attempt, and pretended to make no
attempt to settle it until difference arose quite recently during the present century.
Be that for 150 years they had made no use of their charter for the purpose of
seulement. They did not possess themselves of any of those lands. Now, this long
course of proceeding on their part is sufficient, I submit, under the authorities to
show that this land did not belong to them, and that this land is not treated now as
belonging to them.

The Lord Chancellor.-Surely 'that does not bear upon the question. The
question we have to consider here is what is the meaning of the boundary of Canada
as defined by the Act of Parliament and the cession of 1775.

Mr. Mowat.-What I submit is that when the charter says and when the Act of
Parliament says that the boundary of Quebec is to extend to the territory granted
by the Hudson Bay Company, that means effectually granted by the Hudson Bay
Company-territory which the charter under the circumstances had the effect of
resting in the Hudson Bay Company, I cannot conceive that any other way of
construing the statute is possible. It is not what loose general words may have been
used-more vague than are to be found in any other charter, but what the effect of
those words is: Was the grant effectual ? did the interest pass ? what territory is
there the interest in which passed under the charter ? All these considerations bear
upon that point, that under this charter no territory passed except what the company
chose to appropriate and acquire the sovereignty of for the nation. There has been
no e:ise that I have been able to disco 7er. I have heard of no case in which to any
of these old charters an effect was given beyond territory which the grantees them-
Eelves acquired by those means. It was never considered in dealing with the terri-
tory embraced in them that lands or territory were included which the company did
not appropriate and make their own in that way. So far from its being considered
that those charters granted any territory, we find English monarchs from time to
time granting new charters covering the same territory, the general effect ascribed
to them being that notwithstanding the general words contained in them they were
not to be considered as really conveying anything beyond what the companies would
appropriate in the way of international law reqiires for the purpose of giving a title.

I submit that when we speak of an instrument granting the necessary meaning
of that must be effectually granting; and if I can make out that this charter did not
effectually grant any of this territory, I can make out all that is necessary for the
purpose of limiting the territory of the Hudson Bay Company to what was effectually
granted.

Sir Montagne Smith.-It expressly excludes territories occupied by any other
Christian princes-meaning France; but have you any means of showing to what
extent the French did occupy ?

Lord Aberdare.-The French constantly occupied, you will see that if you look
at this map.

The Lord Chancellor.-(After examining the map.) From this map it appears
that Rupert's Land wasthe known denomination of a large district in North America,
the sane denomination as we have in the Hudson Bay charter.

Mr. Mowat.-But are we to be bound by these maps ? How are these mapa
produced ? Whose are they ? Where was the information got ?

The Lord Chancellor.--I do not say that I look upon this map as proving the
absolute boundary, but it does seem legitimate to refer to it as against the extraor-
dinary idea you are suggesting that we should limit what is described in the bound-
ing words by considering what might or might not have been tholegal rights of th&
Hudson Bay Company if they had been contested.
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Mr. Mowat.-But your Lordship will find a great many more maps which treat
the territory which is Manitoba now as being Canada. You will find perhaps ten
raps describing it in that way for one in which it is called Rupert's Land.

The Lord Chancellor.-If we have any map of any antiquity, I do not see why
we should not look at it. I do not say now what decision we might come to upon it,
but for you to contend that Rupert's Land means nothing at all, is most extraordinary.

Mr. Mowat.-I do not say that, but I say it does not come down to this.
The Lord Chancellor,-If you can make that out well and good, but your general

proposition that you can use only maps which show something which was actually
settled and in colonization by the Hudson Bay Company is absurd almost on the face
of it.

Mr. Mowat.--Probably that may be stating the case too strongly; ail I meant to
put was that that did not come down to the dispute about Ontario and Quebec.

The Lord Chancellor.-That is another proposition.
Mr. Mowat.-Then, my Lords, I think it will be convenient if your Lordships

will allow me to show your Lordships what the evidence is as to this matter. These
old charters are always governed I apprehend by the consideration of what was done
under them. These charters referring to the newly discovered America, peculiarly
require a, construction of that kind, but I understand that that is the general rule in
regard to ail the old grants-that what was possessed under them is extremely
rnaterial in determining what they are to be considered as covering. Now, I wish
to show your Lordships what the Hudson Bay Company possessed under this charter,
and then your Lordships will consider how far they had the effect of entitling them
to say that the land and territories in question were effectually granted or not under
those words. I think on consideration your Lordships will say that Do territory
will be excluded from Quebec as belonging to the Hudson Bay Company or included
in their charter, if the Hudson Bay Company had not so acted as to entitle them-
selves to that territory and to govern it, otherwise Parliament would be leaving
that territory without any government, and it is perfectly certain that they did not
intend to do that.

The Lord Chancellor.-But if it was inhabited only by savages ?
Mr. Mowat.--It was inhabited only by these French colonists. I will go at

once intothat if your Lordships wiil allow me, in order to show what the Hudson
]Bay Company did, and what the French were in possession of. First, it would be
convenient, if your Lordships would allow me to show the position of the Hudson
Bay Company, and then I will follow that up by showing what the French had been
doing ail the time. Upon this point there is a great deal of e vidence, but the result
of it ail is to make the point very clear, so clear that I think your Lordships will
assume it in the remainder of the discussion. There are proofs of ail kinds. There
are proofs from the English standpoint; there are proofs in French documents, and
there are proofs also to be found in the documents of the old Province of Canada
bow represented by the Dominion of Canada, Lnd by the Dominion of Canada itself.

In the first place take the Hudson Bay Company's own statement. That is clear
enough. Your Lordships will find that at page 560 of the joint appeudix lino 23.
This is from the Hudson Bay Company's statement of their title under the Treaty of
]Ryswick in 1700. "l It was, then, alter the happy restoration of King Charles the
Second, that trade and commerce began to revive, and in particular that noblemen,
and other public spirited Englishmen, not unmindful of the discovery and right of
the Crown of England to those parts in America, designed, at their own charge, to
Adventure the establishing of a regular and constant trade to Hudson Bay, and to
settie forts and factories, whereby to invite the Indian nations (who live liko savages,
Unany hundred leagues up the country) down to their factories, for a constant and
Yearly intercourse of trade, which was never attempted by such settlements, and to
reside in that inhospitable country, before the aforesaid English adventurers under-
took the same." Thon, my Lords, at page 580 in this communication from Captain
Middleton to Mr. Dobbs, of January 1742-3, h. says: " I bave seriously considered
YOUr proposition of laying open the Hudson Bay trade and settling the country higher
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up upon those great rivers which run into the bay, and though I may agree with
you in the great advantage the publie would receive from such a settlement (couldit
be made) both as to their trade and the cutting off communication with the Mississ-
ippi, yet I must declare my opinion that it is altogether impracticable upon manY
accounts, for I cannot see where we could find people enough that would be willing
or able to undergo the fatigue of travelling in those frozen climates or what encour.
agements would be sufficient to make them attempt it with such dangerous enemaies
on every side-no Europeans could undergo such hardships as those French that
intercept the English trade who are inured to it and are called by us wood-runnos
(or coureurs des bois) for they endure fatigues just the same as the native Indians with
whom they have been mixed and intermarried for two or three or more generatiods.
As to the rivers you mention, none of them are navigable with anything but canoes,
so small that they carry but two men, and they are forced to make use of land car-
riagres nearly the fourth part of the way, by reason of water-falls during that little
summer they enjoy. Out of 120 ien and officers the company have in the bay not
five are capable of venturing in one of these canoes, they are so apt to overtura
and drown them. Many of our people have been twenty years and upwards there,
and yet are not dexterous enough to manage a canoe, s0 there would be no trans-
porting poople that way."

Sir Montagne Smith. -But after all what is this ?
Sir Robert Collier.-] t is a statement by Middleton " who was a Commander iin

the Royal Navy and who had served his master in the employ of the Hudson BaY
Company and for many voyages."

Mr. Mowat.-It is an historical statement.
Sir Robert Collier.-Mr. Dobbs had written a book, that was all.
-Mir. Mowat.-Yes, it is an historical statement.
The Lord Cbancellor.-The general fact is not in dispute, that the manner

which the Hudson Bay Company acted under their grant was to send hunters to got
furs into the interior holding certain communications and relations with the natiV00
and baving certain forts in positions which they found couvenient. I suppose thst
is so very well known that it is not likely to be brought into dispute. The beariDg
of the contest is what I do not understand.

Mr. Mowat.-They did not send mon into the interior in the way your Lordshi?
suggests.

The Lord Chancellor.-To such places as they thought convenient whother in the
interior or not.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-Some two or thrce hundred miles further up I see a fort erected

by thom before 1842.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, Fort Henry, I think. That is the only one. It is perfectly

clear, I submit, that it was not intended to give the grantees any power of interferiog
with other nations. It was not intended by this charter to grant them any territorf
which would interfere with other nations.

The Lord Chancellor.-What was alroady settled is expressly excluded.
Mr. Mowat.-Am I limited to that view of the matter, that it was only what iWa

thon possessed by any European nations ?
The Lord Chancellor. -As far as the construction of the charter is concernedYo

certainly are. You are at liberty to say if afterwards any European nations settled
and acquired certain territory and it was recognized, the charter might not stand in
the way of that. That is another matter.

Mr. Jlowat.-Would you say of any instrument that it granted what it did niO
effectually grant ?

The Lord Chancellor.-What is an effectual grant?
Mr. Mowat.-A grant so as to convey a title.
The Lord Chancellor.-Thore is nothing about titie. It is a grant of land withio

certain bounds. I think you are travelling into a question which has little relevanaf-
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to the matter in hand, namely, whether or not they did those things which were
Iecessary to give them a good title to the whole territory which they claimed.

Mr. Mowat.-We have been considering those words as meaning effectually
granted.

The Lord Chancellor.-They cannot mean that when used as boundary words.
That would be raising all sorts of law and fact which would maRe them perfectly
liseless.

Mr. Mowat.-Take the other view. It is extremely uncertain how far the
territory extended.

The Lord Chancellor.-The questions of fact investigate, by all means, but we are
31ot assisted to my thinking in the investigation of the question of fact by entering
flito questions of law and whether they were guilty of default or not in not doing
things which would be necessary to complete their title.

Mr. Mowat.-Nothing could be more uncertain than to say that all territory is
conveyed upon the confines of a country. What does that mean? Does it mean ten
miles, fifty miles, or 100 miles ? or what does it mean ?

Lord Aberdare.-I suppose in later days the Hudson Bay Company entered
their territory from the south. First I suppose they entered it through Hudson Bay
but afterwards from various parts of Canada.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, later in the century, but after the territory had become
British territory through the cession of France. They always entered it from the
horth at that time and for more than half a century afterwards.

Lord Aberdare.-Is there any reason to suppose that which they in later years
occupied as their Hudson Bay Territory and which extended farther to the south

uch more than you would admit, ought not to be considered as Hudson Bay Ter-
litory now for the purpose of this argument ?

Mr. Mowat-It was always a matter of dispute, my Lord. After the cession of
1793, the English people going there from the Province of Canada and the other Pro-
Vinces always claimed a right to go there as English territory. The claim of the
1udson Bay Company was never acquiesced in. The reason why, after a timo, there
'was no dispute, was that the Hudson Bay Company took in as partners all other
Persons who were engaged in the trade, and since they united their interests all in
Onle, there was no longer any occasion for some time for any active dispute in regard
tO the matter.

Lord Aberdare.-Taking your own argument, the land granted by the Hudson
]ay Compauy comes to the bend of the Red River, south of Manitoba. We find in
1814 the land granted by the Hudson Bay Company to Lord Selkirk is sonth of
Manitoba ?

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, at that time they were claiming the whole, no doubt. After
nniting with the North-West Company, and after the North-West Company had

begun to ocupy the territory, the Hudson Bay Cimpany began to follow them and
ereet their fOrts and in that way they did have a number of forts througbout that
territory, and they had these at the time they made that supposed grant.

Lord Aberdare.-Is it supposed they would have made grants to Lord Selkirk
4and held this country as their own if the limits of Canada extended to the Lake of
the Woods ?

Mr. Mowat.-It was in dispute.
Lord Aberdare.-Was the dispute followel up and enforced ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, so far that Lord Selkirk had to release to the company any

ilain he had under his grant. He could make no use of it.
The Lord Chancellor.-To what company ? To the Hudson Bay Company?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-Can it possibly be supposed, when that state of things was

taking place, that that is considered Canada at that time ?
Mr. Mowat.-I think I eau show your Lordship it was so.
Sir Robert Collier.-That this was a grant not acquiesced in bat disputed ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, disputed from the moment it was known, disputed actively.
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The Lord Chancellor.-By whom ?
Mr. Mowat.-By people from Canada and others.
The Lord Chancellor.-Do not say " people from Canada and others." Was it

disputcd by the Government of Canada?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes. I will show your Lordship that it was disputed.
Sir Robert Collier.-Was it disputed by the Government of Canada?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes; by the Government of British Canada, Lower Canada was

fnot interested. It was by the Province of Upper Canada. I will show your Lord-
ship that.

The Lord Chancellor.-Where is that?
Mr. Mowat.-For example, I might refer your Lordship to page 20' of thOe

Joint Appendix. I have lost my note for the present where I had an exact reference
to it. This is from the Adjutant General's office. It is one of a number of document0

which show that the Earl of Selkirk's claim was anything but acquiesced in on the
part of the Government. Some of them go further than others on the subject, but
they all show that clearly enough. " Sir, the Earl of Selkirk, having represented tO
the Administrator in Chief and Commanding General of the forces that he has reason
to apprehend that attempts may be made upon his life, in the course of the journey
through the Indian country which he is about to undertake, His Excellency has, ia
consequence, been pleased to grant his Lordship a military guard for his personal
protection against assassination. This party, which is to consist of two sergeanto
and twelve rank and file of the regiment de Meuron, is placed under your command,
and I am commanded to|convey to.you the positive prohibition of His Excellency the
Lieutonant-General commanding the forces, against the employment of this force for
any other purpose than the personal protection of the Earl of Selkirk. You are par-
ticularly ordered not to engage yourself or the party under your command in an3Y
disputes which may occur betwixt the Earl of Selkirk and his engagés and employé$
ånd ihose of the North-West Company, or to take any part or share in any affral
-which may arise out of such disputes." The North-West Company was insistii3g
that the territory belonged to the British Crown for the general benefit of Britisb
aubjects and that the Hudson Bay Campany had no particular rights in it. The
Eari of Selkirk was contending they were exclusive owners.

The Lord Chancellor.-What we want to know is whether when this arose, and
those disputes existed, the Government of Canada alleged that this territory belonged
to them ? I can see no trace of that.

Mr. Mowat.-I think I can show your Lordship that.
The Lord Chancellor-You may, but you have not done.
Mr. Mowat.--I have not, but I think I can do so.
'Ihe Lord Chancellor.-So far as it has any bearing it has a bearing the other waY-
Lord Aberdare.--As I understand, your argument is that these southern ter-

ritories were acquired by the union of the company with the North-West Compafllt
and therefore could have formed no part of the territory such as is referred to in the
definition of the boundaries of Canada in the Act of 1b74.

Mr. Mowat.--I do not know that it is quite that. The North-West Company
were not entitled to the territory except as all British subjects were. They were
nerely claiming the common right of all British subjects. When they united with

the Hudson Bay Company it was their common interest to exclude all except thoe
who had united-all important traders did unite ultimately. They found it was theit
common interest to do so, and they did unite. For a time there was no questio"
raised as to jurisdiction, or as to territory, but by-and-bye it arose again.

Sir Robert P. Collier.-This point is sprung upon you. Perhaps you may be
able to find us the authorities on the subject to-morrow, and it might be convenien
to go on with your general argument now. I only suggest that.

Mr. Mowat.--Yes, my Lord.
Sir Montague Smith.-You do not seem prepared to put your hand upon the

document which you suppoEe exists.
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Mr. Mowat.-If your Lordship will allow me to clo3e here without going on
with the rest of my argument, I know now where your Lordship's difficulties are,
And it would be a much briefer thing to-morrow.

Sir Robert P. Collier.-I do not suggest that. I think you should go on with
the rcst of your argument.

Mr. Mowat.-If it is to be assumed as made out (whatever importance May
appear to be attached to it from the authorities that I may present to-morrow) that
the Hudson Bay Company had not gone beyond the shores of the bay, and that they
had not gone into the interior at all, then I need not trouble your Lordships with
anything more upon that point, but I think it should be well understood to be so,
whatever the effect of it may be. I think certainly the effect would be great if I
establish that the Hudson Bay Company had not interpreted their charter sO far as
their own acts would enable them to show how they had interpreted.

Lord Aberdare.-Up to 1774 ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, up to 1774.
Lord Aberdare.-But surely it is a fair argument to say they permitted con-

tinued occupation of territory after 1774, and that was pretty good evidence of what
was original v granted to them by the charter and understood to be granted to thom
by the charter.

Mr. Mowat.-Anyone might go in that way after 1774. Ail Her Majesty's
subjects did go in.

Lord Abordare.-That is no proof they had a right to go in.
Mr. Mowat.-Your Lordship is referring to the more fact of possession and what

it might show. It was not by virtue of the charter they went in. The Hudson Bay
Company were not interfered with at all. They having gone there in common with
other of Her Majesty's subjects, exercising no more rights than the other subjects of
IUer Majesty exercised, would not be held-

Lord Aberdare.-It was the exorcise of a right, and a very stong exorcise when
rightly or wrongly they granted the large territory to the Earl of Selkirk in 1814.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, they did that.
Lord Abordare.-They must have taken them because they were generally pre-

sided over by men of a high position.
Mr. Mowat.-No doubt. Latterly the extent to which they made their claim

Was that they were entitled under a principle of international law. There is no other
ground for it that Iknow of but that they were entitled utder principles of inter-
national law, that having the mouths of rivers and their banks they were entitled to
the whole territory they watered.

Lord Aberdare.-More especially as those rivers and their banks were occupied
only by wild Indians.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, that is the claim they made and there is r o other ground I
*now of on which they pretended they could claim this territory. The expressions in
the charter might mean anything or nothing, they were so extremely vague, but
they latterly endeavored to give definiteness to them by taking that ground, and, of
course, the waters of this territory we are now speaking of do flow, after running a
long distance, into Hudson Bay. Charters, too, are to be taken most strongly in favor
Of the Crown always, and against the grantees, and a construction which claims
(through the use of indefinite words of a very general kind, of which the courts have
expressed their suspicion, and which they have limited very much in cases I may
cite) that they were entitled to one million and a-half of square miles of territory
'Which they had never entered or gone upon or used, and which other nations were
Occupying, and other nations having the advantage of, and which they were excluded
from--.

Sir Montagne Smith.-If you show that the grant is limited to land that other
Christian people were not occupying there may be something in your argument.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, this possession by the French did not extend to the whole
territory at the date of the charter, but it extended to the whole territory for half a
COeutury and more before the Hudson Bay Company pretended to have got any sort
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of possession or to have gone into the territory for any purpose whatever. It wa&
between a century and a half a century after the French occupation began before tbe
fludson Bay Company sent their men into this territory ; some of these things were
established clearly and by witnesses so long ago as 1749. A committee was appointed
in that year for the purpose of investigating the whole question in regard to the
Hudson Bay Company. Not much seems to have been the resuit, but witnesses were
examined on ail these points and we have got their lestimony now.

Lord Aberdare.-l have opened your book upon a letter of Mr. Merivale's to the
Governor of the Hudson Bay Company, written in 1858, where ho says, in dealing
with their territory, some limitation must be placed, and Vancouver's Island must be
excluded from their territory. Does it mot seem almost unnecessarily to imply that
their territory extended enormously to the west, when he thinks it necessary to
exclude Vancouver Island, Vancouver Island is to be exempted from the license as
already constituted into a colony. That is in 1858.

Mr. Mowat.-I shall be content with what bas been awarded to us. I do not
want to contend for anything more, if we get what is awarded on the west as well as
the north. It is very important that we should have the water lino on the north,
because an astronomical line is extremely inconvenient. Tho Hudson Bay CompanY
itself, in some discussions, declared it an impracticable thing to have an astronomical
lino on such large territory. It is a very costly thing to survey too. Alaska, which
is divided from Canada by an astronomical lino, after it passed into the hands of the
Americans, it was proposed should be surveyed, and it was found it would cost
£3,000 or £4,000 to do it. In consequence of that, a temporary arrangement had
to be made. So that it is important we should have the territory which the award
gives us there, and thon wo could establish, to the satisfaction of the committeer
that we are entitled to that or more. With reference to your Lordship's observatiol
about Vancouver Island, perhaps I ought to mention that that was not claimed by
the Hudson Bay Company under their charter, but under a license to trade, which
in fact gave them ail the territory in North America boyond what the charter had
given them.

Sir Robert P. Collier.-Have they a liconse to trade independent of their charter ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
Sir Robert Collier.-When was the license to trade ?
Mr. Mowat.-In 1821.
Lor d Aberdare.-That was no portion of the territory. That was a portion of

the Euglish dominion over which they had an exclusive licence.
Mr. Mowat.-Yes; this matter has been before the court. Your Lordship may

wish to refer to that. It is at page 421. That license is there set forth. It was
granted on the 5th of December, 1821, when ail the companies united in a genersl
body, it being a powerful one, and no opposition was made to their getting ail
exclusive right to trade over the whole territory, so that no question of jurisdictioni
arose for a considerable time after that.

Lord Abordare.-Suppose that to be the case, turn to page 223 where you will
see an answer to that letter. He indicates what they are ready to give up and it is
giving up, not a license, but actual territory, because ho says: " In comunicating
this assent on the part of the Hudson Bay Company, it is, however, right to notice
that the territories mentioned as those that may probably be first desired by the
Government of Canada, namely, the Red River and Saskatchewan districts, are not
only valuable to the Hudson Bay Company as stations for carrying on the fur trade,
but that they are also of peculiar value to the company as being the only sourcO
from which the company's annual stock of provisions is drawn." Ail that sho'W
they claimcd a territorial right over these regions, and pttached importance to their
aurrender. The Red River and Saskatchewan districts are both far beyond that
region.

Mr. Mowat.-My observation referred to Vancouver Island.
Lord Aberdare.-I admit that I was surprised to find Vancouver Island need

not be mebtioned ; but we come now to the Red River and the Saskatchewan districts,
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which are far west of Manitoba, and from the letter of Mr. Merivale, one sees the
RIudson Bay Company treat that as part of their territory.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-That is enough for me, but that goes far beyond the territory

granted to Lord Selkirk.
Sir Robert Collier. -It goes further to the west.
Lord Aberdare.-Therefore the Colonial Office at that time must have admitted

that they had territorial rights to this country.
Mr. Mowat.-But this is a letter from the company to the Colonial Secretary.
Lord Aberdare.-To the Colonial Secretary, in answer to his letter, in which he

sUggests that there should be certain surrenders.
The Lord Chancellor.-What is of more importance is Mr. Merivale's own letter,

to which this is a reply, at page 222, in which he says, in the 7th paragraph, it is
stated in the report-the report that is referred to as that of a Select Committee of
the House -of Commons-it is stated in the report that the districts likely to be
required for early occupation are those on the Red River and Saskatchewan. If that
should be the case, the'portion of territory thus generally indicated should be ren-
dered free for annexation to Canada.

Lord Aberdare.-Canada is there being treated as external to this country.
The Lord Chancellor.-That is a report of a Committee of the House of Com-

!InOns, specially appointed to enquire into this matter, and certainly not in the special
Illterests of the Hudson Bay Company.

Mr. Mowat.-But, my Lords, would that mean anything more than that that
Was part of what was claimed?

The Lord Chancellor.-It was certainly not at that time part of Canada.
Lord Aberdare.-It is treated as being external to Canada altogether.
Mr. Mowat.-That would seem to be treated as being external to Canada, but

still it is an observation which may be made if it was understood that it was a part,
even in dispute, but whether in dispute or not that it should be annexed to Canada.
Then if your Lordships take other passages you will find that made clear. For
lhstance, take the letter of the Colonial Secretary to the Governor General, which, I
believe, includes the correspondence at page 224, and which was written for fear of
aniy inference being drawn from other portions of the letter or correspondence.

We find him stating this: "I do not propose to discuss the question of the
'Validity of the claims of the company, in virtue of their charter, over the whole
territory known as Rupert's Land."

Lord Aberdare.-Over the whole territory ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes. "I Her Majesty's Government have come to the conclusion

that it would be impossible for them to institute proceedings with a view to raise
th 8i question before a legal tribunal without departing from those principles of equity
by which their conduct ought to be guided. If, therefore, it is to be raised at ail, it
lIuSt be by other parties on their own responsibility."

Lord Aberdare.-But the very expression, " the whole territory," assumes that
a very large portion of the territory at any rate was their due. It would be very
diicut to hold that that was to restrict them to a very small portion indeed, the

m111ediate neighborhood of their own- trading forts.
I&r. Mowat.-That I have to dispute, that the correspondence did not go down

What is in dispute between Manitoba and ourselves, which is 700 miles from thebay.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is very important, because the Red River, actually

ROWs through Manitoba into Lake Winnipeg, does not it?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-And the Saskatchewan runs still further ?
The Lord Chancellor.-Yes; if at that time the Red River territory was not

Part of Canada, the inference of law is prima facie that Manitoba was not.
Mfr. Mowat.-I think your Lordship will find that looking at the whole of the

<1Orrespondence, which was not intended on the part of the British Government to.
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admit the right of the Hudson Bay Company, although sometimes expressions may
be found to imply that if you look at them alone, but looking at the whole of the
correspondence, I think your Lordships will come to a different conclusion.

The Lord Chancellor.-Does not it show that they were no parts of Canada?
Mi. Mowat.-No; I do not know that it does. I think, my Lord, that it is

pretty clear and I think I can satisfy your Lordship of that to-morrow morning, if
not tbis afternoon, that whatever was not Hudson Bay territory was not Canada.

The Lord Chancellor.-At present I do not think you have made a single step
in that direction. On the contrary, you seem to have taken many steps in the
contrary direction. If this part was not occupied by them, and, therefore, not to be
deemed Hudson Bay territory, still it seems pretty clear that even as late as 1858
they were not parts of Canada.

Mr. Mowat.-There are expressions which imply that, but there are alsO
other expressions in the correspondence against that assumption.

Lord Aberdare..-Expressions which imply it, which were made after the
whole controversy had been fully raised, and with the view of procuring the cessionl
of lands fnot required by the Hudson Bay Company from England to Canada.
Therefore they were expressions make with the whole view of the case fully before
them, but I think you may use the time between this and to-morrow, not by
fortifying arguments in favor of a possible extension of Canada into these remote
regions, but by narrowing the question in some practicable way.

Mr. Mowat.-If your Lordship pleases.
Sir Robert Collier.--It would save a good deal of time and a good deal of

trouble to yourself if you did that.
Mr. Mowat.--I will read a sentence or two more from that very same despatch.

The whole paragraph is this: " With regard to the question of boundary as distii-
guished from that of the validity of the charter, Her Majesty's Government are
anxious to afford every facility towards its solution, a mode of accomplishing which
is indicated in the correspondence if such should be the desire of Canada," and so
on . At that very time Canada was claiming al this territory.

Lord Aberdare.-No, no; I do not understand Canada as claiming these
territories. The Canadian settlers wished to go on the country which was' said tO
be very rich, and from which they were excluded by the Hudson Bay Company. i
do not underetand that they claimed it as a portion of Canada, but as a portion Of
the continent which it was convenient And, perhaps, right that Canadian subjects
should colonize.

Mr. Mowat.--It was claimed on that ground 1 agree, but it was aliso claied on
the ground of right at the same time. Both grounds are put forward. Tho facto
with regard to the position of Canada in the matter were shortly these: The
Hudson Bay Company desired a renewal of its exclusive right of trading. Their
existing license would expire in about a couple of years and they wished to know be
forehand whether there was likely to be a renewal of this license and if over territory
which did not belong to them. So that having an exclusive right to territory
which was theirs prevented any dispute arising as to what was not theirs, because
the only value of the territory at that time was the trade. About two years before
the expiration of the license they applied for its renewal. Then the Government
here wrote out a despatch to the Governor General, informing him of this and
stating that the Government here intended to bring the whole question before A
committee of the House Of Commaons in order that the position of the company and
al matters connected with it might be investigated at the same time, and invitiog
the Government of Canada to take such course as they might think proper. The'
what position , did the Government take upon that ? I will refer your LordshiPs
to-morrow to a report of the Executive Council, approved of by the Governor
General, in which it was declared that they claimed as part of Canada al the
territory that was occupied by the French at the time of the cession of 1763. Then
in another despatch from this country, or in another oicial document, at least, yro
find at the same time. I think that is the first one. The claim is stated in th's
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form that the public opinion in this country ls that Canada is entitled to the whole
country to the Rocky Mountains.

Lord Aberdare.-Yes, it is entitled no doubt, but that does not mean that they
were entitled to claim that to be a part of Canada which waa ceded to England in
1763.

Mr. Mowat.-Perhaps that particular expression would not carry it farther but
the whole tenor of the correspondence I think shows it. Now, amongst other
things, the Commissioner of Crown Lands, in whose Department the matter was as
long ago as 1796, and before this despatch was received by the Governor General
telling him of the application to renew the license, had treated this territory as part of
Canada and therefore as part of Ontario. J think his report is at page 192.

Lord Aberdare.-Here is this expression again on the same page 223 with refer-
ence to the ceàsions of the Red River and Saskatchewan districts: "I trust that the
ready acquiescence of the Hudson Bay Company in the plan proposed for meeting
the requirements of the Canadian Government will be accepted as an earnest of their
desire to be on terms of harmony and friendship with their countrymen in Canada."'
That does not look like giving up Canadian terrritory so much as giving up land
which was not wanted for other.purposes.

Mr. Mowat.-That is the way they choose to put it. The Hudson Bay Com-
pany choose to put it in that way.

The Lord Chancellor.-In the long report, which begins at page 213, there is a
recital at page 216 of a minute from the Governor in Conrcil that the view thon
taken by Canada was not thon formed, but they wanted certain things to be deter-
mined and then that in the meantime the Chief Justice who seems to have been
accredited to England should see first "that Canada should be secured the reversion
of such territory north and west of Lake Superior as experience may show to be fit
for settlement contingent on the opening of such communication from Canada as
mnay prove sufficient to allow their future union with the Province. 2nd. That
immediate steps should be taken by Her Majosty's Government to prevent the absorp.
tion of the territory west of Lake Superior by unauthorized immigration from the
United States. 3rd. That every facility should be secured for enabling Canada to
explore and survey the territory between Lake Superior and the Rocky Mountains."
Then the Parliamentary Committee reported, at the bottom of page 219 and at the
top of page 220, this: " The recommendation of the report was in affect: Ist. That
the Province should be free to annex to her territory such portions of the land in her
neighborhood as may be available to her for the purposes of settlement, with which
lands she is willing to open and maintain communication, and for which she will
provide the means of local administration. The districts on the Red River and the
Saskatchewan are those particularly referred to," and so on.

Mr. Mowat.-There is no doubt you find expressions of that sort.
The Lord Chancellor.-It looks very much as if this claim was an afterthought

instead of this territory being already part of Canada.
Mr. Mowat.-I think I can prove the reverse of that. I can do so to some

extent now in the correspondence which we have been speaking about. Looking at
the joint appendix, page 255, and some following pages which I have mark d for
another purpose, there is there thereport of the Hon. George Brown, President of the
Executive Council, at the time, this is in 1865. The first paragraph is: "I have the
honor to report that while recently in England, in compliance with your Excel lency's
instructions, I placed myself in communication with Her Majesty's Secretary of
State for the Colonies, on the subject of Opening up to settlement the North-Western
Territories." Would your Lordships allow me to mention that there were two
things constantly kept in mind. It was thought that it was a desirable thing that
this territory or portions of it should be added to Canada if it did not belong to
Canada, and then the other ground was that it did belong to Canada, and that the
Hudson Bay Company had no right to keep it back. The passage which I wish to
Irefer to at page 255 is this: "In discussing with Mr. Cardwell these demands of
the Hudson Bay Company I pointed out what appeared to me the utterly untenable,
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character of their pretensions. I endeavored to show that they were seeking to
sell to Her Majesty's Government for an enormous sum territory to which they had
no title under their charter, and I contended that if the solution of the question was
to be sought in the purchase of a portion of the company's territorial claims, the
first step was clearly to ascertain what validity there was in those claims, what land
the company really had to sell." Those and one or two other passages which I ask
your Lordships permission to read should be remembered in connection with the fact
that the Commissioner of Crown lands in the Province of Canada, in 1856, I think
it was, made an elaborate report arguing from firet to last that the whole of that
territory was part of Canada.

The Lord Chancellor.-This passage does not say so or suggest it.
Mr. Mowat.-The passage which I have just read ?
The Lord Chancellor.-The passage which you have just been commenting upon.

It suggests very strongly that the whole of the charter and the claim of the Hudson
Bay Company should be set aside but not on the ground that the territory belonged
to Canada.

Mr. Mowat.-Is your Lordship referring to the passage which I read from, Mr.
Brown's report ?

The Lord Chancellor.-Yes; the passage you were just now reading.
Mr. Mowat.-Well, my Lord, this is general, but the foundation of the whole

thing, the first stop which was taken in this country was Mr. Cauchon's report as
Commissioner of Crown Lands, and he argues the thing from beginning to end,
and that is the point in the case that the Hudson Bay Company had not any part of
this territory. He takes as strong a ground as anybody could take, as your Lord-
ship will find.

Lord Aberdare.-But first look at what occurs after that which you just now
quoted which is a statement on behalf of Canada, at page 257. Mr. Cardwell sums
it up. It is a communication from the Colonial Secretary to the Governor General.
He refers to a conference which took place between your Canadian Ministers deputed
to proceed to England to confer with Her Majesty's Government, on the part of
Canada, and the Duke of Somereet, Earl De Grey, Mr. Gladstone, and himself on the
part of Her Majesty's Government, and he, says: " On the fourth point the subject
of the North-West Territory, the Canadian Ministers desirè that that territory should
be made over to Canada, and undertook to negotiate with the Hudson Bay
Company for the termination of their rights on condition that the indemnity if any
should be paid by a loan to be raised by Canada under the Imperial guarantee. With
the sanction of the Cabinet we assented to this proposal." AL that does not look as
if it was an admission of the rights of Canada. It looks rather like an admission of
the rights, qualified, perhaps, of the Hudson Bay Company under which they were
to make over to Canada a country external to.themselves.

Mr. Mowat.-But if your Lordship finds at the very start and as the foundation-
of the whole thing, that the Government of Canada had a report prepared by their
Commissioner,'which is set forth and which is a very long document-

Lord Aberdare.-Look again at this, the report of the Canadian delegates to
England on the same page, 257. These delegates, that is to say, Sir John Mac-
donald, Sir George Cartier, Hon. George Brown and Mr. Galt (I think ho was afterwards
knighted) say : " The important question of opening up to settlement and cultivation
the vast British Territories on the north-west borders of Canada, and obtained the
attention of the conference."

Mr. Mowat.--There are expressions of that kind, no doubt.
Lord Aberdare.-It is their own expression.
Mr. Mowat.-But then if you go on to observe, towards the foot it says: " The

claim of Canada was asserted to all that portion of Central British America which
can be shown to have been in the possession of the French at the period of that
cession in 1763.

The Lord Chancellor.-That is another matter quite. At the prosent WO
have not that before us. It is not even evidence which you can offer on that subjeot•
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If it was so in the possession of the French as to be part of the territory admitted
to be theirs, and ceded to the Ciown after the war, then a strong argument could be
founded. but that is not the ground, and I observe that in this same report of the
Canadan delegates, at page 258, it says that the Minute of the Council, approved by
the Governor, was referred to, which speaks of the Government of Canada beiDg ready
to co-operate with the Imperial Government for the annexation to Canada of such
portions of the territory as might be available for settlement.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-That is the tone of the correspondence at that time.
Mr. Mowat.-Well, it is the tone of a portion of it, my Lord, but simultaneously

with all that, there is the claim to ownership.
The Lord Chancellor.-Has claim to ownership of that which was in the

recognized and lawful possession of the French, I suppose at the time of the cession
in 1763.

Mr. Mowat.-If I could satisfy your Lordship that we are entitled to all that was
in the possession of the French in 1763, I should ba going a long way.

The Lord Chancellor.-There are various sorts of possession. If the French
possessed it as part of that territory which was acknowledged to be theirs, and which
they conceded in 1763, then I think your argument would be strong upon that, but if
they had gone merely as squatters into a territory not occupied by France, that
would be quite a different thing.

Mr. Mowat.-Since your Lordships are looking at expressions on one sido will
you allow me to point out some on the other. At page 259, for instance, which is
the report of the Committee of Council. The paragraph commences3: "In the first
place the ceommittee do not admit that the éompany have a legal title to that portion
of the north-western territory which is fit for cultivation and settlement." Then
your Lordship witl read the other expressions connected with that.

Lord Aberdare.-Just so, " even if it be admitted that the charter of 1670, recog-
nized as it has been by several Imperial statutes, gives to the company a freehold
right in the soil in Rupert's Land. Canada contends that the cultivable tract in
question forms no part of that land." Does not it carry it far beyond what you
have limited it to ? Even if you take it as excluding, in my opinion, the right of the
Hudson Bay Company to the Saskatcliewan and the Red River districts it leaves
their claim far greater than this which you have been arguing about.

Mr. Mowat.-Perhaps I am arguing for a larger extent of territory than I should
have presented to the committee, but this exception which is referred to here would
embrace all that is important for my present purpose, bocause the cultivable
portion-

Sir R. P. Collier.-We had better confine ourselves to what is important for
Your present purpose I think.

Mr. Mowat.-I propose doing that; I will not go beyond that.
Lord Aberdare.-That again goes to the Red River and the Saskatchewan, and

they would both he outside that portion of the country which was given to Ontario
by the arbitrators.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, that is beyond it. Therefore, it cannot cover this portion
and include this portion which is given. I do not know whether your Lordship read
that expression " even if it be admitted that the charter of 1670 "-

Lord Aberdare.-I have just read that. I think that goes strongly against yon.
Mr. Mowat.-It meets the suggestion that the claim was admitted because the

Contrary is asserted so far as regards that portion.
Lord Aberdare.-No, it only says that they do not admit it to be . Hudson Bay

Territory, but it does not necessarily admit that it was a portion of Canada ceded in
1763.

'The Lord Chancellor.-They say of the Hudson Bay Company, first of all they
are entitled to nothing, that their whole charter and privileges ought to be swept
away, but at all events they say they have not got a good title to thisj
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Lord Aberdare.-And that it ought to be annexed to Canada and made over to
Canada, all which seems to show that it was not part of Canada.

Mr. Mowat.-The Act of 1774 gave us all the territory bounded on the north by
the Hudson Bay Territory. It does ntt exclude any portion of the territory of
Great Britain.

Lord Aberdare.-That evidently means up to the line of the Lake of the Woods.
They do not go beyond the Lake of the Woods. It was unknown to them. It is
the headwaters of the Mississippi. We must take that line and that strengthens
your argument very much in my opinion in favor of the line which is against the
Mississippi and Ohio.

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, I see the force of that, my Lord.

CoUNCIL CHAMBER, WHITEHALL, Saturday, 19th July, 1884.

Mr. McCarthy.-I now produce another map.
Lord Aberdare.-That map is colored so as to show the claims of the Hudson

Bay Company, that it infringes on the entire territory more than it otherwise would
have done.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-The part colored dark purple is that part which I suppose

is disputed ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-You admit this to be Ontari o?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-That seems to depend on the theory of the watershed ?
Mr. MeCarthy.-Yes.
Sir Robert Collier.-You say Canada las exercised jurisdiction up to what is

called the height of land ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-We have nothing to do with anything that goes further

east than the boundary of the yellow land claimed by Manitoba.
Mr. McCarthy.-No. The only object, of course, is to find out the west line.

Now, my Lords, when your Lordships adjourned on Thursday afternoon I had
reaehed the point in the' historical narrative that I was endeavoring to present to
you of the Treaty of Utrecht and the bearing upon that treaty had upon the question
as to the limits of the Hudson Bay lands, so far, at all events, as that was determined
by the dealings between the French and English. I had made some reference to
matters which I had not at the moment, perhaps, given your Lordships proof of, and
I propose, in the first place, to give your Lordships the proof, as briefly as I possibly'
can, of the more important events up to that date. I had divided my statement, as
I thought, in a manner which would make more easily understood what I desired to
say with reference to those periods of time. In the first place, up to the time of the
charter, 1670, I think it is very evident, and I was willing to take it for granted at
all events, that the English had been the discoverers of the Hudson Bay, and I would
just now present to your Lordships amap called Sanson's map, a very early map
prepared by the French. It is dated 1656.This is a photograph of the map rpro-
ducing same]. It is important in this view: It shows that what was regarded in
those days as New France or Canada was in point of fact south of a lino which, I
take it for granted and I think it appears fairly enough on the map, was assumed tO
be the watershed line.

The Lord Chancellor.-The words " Canada ou Nouvelle France " are writteU
almost up to Hudson Bay.

Lord Aberdare.-The rivers are all made to flow into the St. Lawrence.
Mr. McCarthy.-.'Except those going into Hudson Bay. The copy, I think, is

much easier to follow, and I am told it is correct. It has been colored, showing more
distinctly the difference between the two. The coloring is mine.

Sir Robert Collier.-This map is obviously very incorrect.
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Mr. McCartby.-At that time nothing was known west. Ail I am showing is
this, that at that date, 1656, the French acknowledged that the English owned or
were possessed of all the north country by the Hudson Bay.

The Lord Çhancellor.-What strikes me at present is this, that they carry the
dotted line, which seems to be the northern boundary to Canada as here laid down,
close up to if not in actual contact with the waters of Hudson Bay.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes. I do not pretend to say that that accurately lays down
the lino.

Lord Aberdare.-It is intended to be a watershed line up to the western
extremity of Hudson Bay. Further than that we know nothing.

Mr. McCarthy.-No.
Sir Robert Collier.-Does it appear on the face of it to be a watershed line ?
Mr. McCarthy.-I think so.
Lord Aberdare.-It really is much more a map defining the limits of Labrador

on one side and Canada on the other.
Mr. McCarthy.-I do not say it is accurate as a map. My object in citing it is

to show that at that date the French seem to have confined their New France or
Canada to the watershed of the St. Lawrence. In confirmation of that, if your Lord-
ships will look at the boundary description in the commission of that date from the
French King to the Governor of France that view is very much confirmed.

Ttie Lord Chancellor.-That is, they laid.down their Canada as including the
watershed of the St. Lawrence, and they make all the streams within their limita
flow into the St. Lawrence.

Lord Aberdare.-They acquired a great doal of land with that.
Mr. McCarthy.-I think, with deference, they did not beyond Louisiana. In

this country I do not think they acquired anything.
Lord Aberdare.-Not in the hundred years?
Mr. McCarthy.-No, not beyond the watershed. In point of fact the country

between the watershed of the St. Lawrence and the north was the Hudson Bay
country, the country on the west was the Mississippi country, which they called
Illinois and Louisiana, and granted that they had Louisiana and Illinois, which
undoubtedly they did up to that line (shown on the copy produced on Thursday),
atill there was nothing to the north but Canada and tho Hudson Bay.

Sir Robert Collier.-They go very near, indeed, to Hudson Bay.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; that was intended to be the water lino. If -that was

incorrectly laid down, we have to find which the true water line is, and about that
there is no dispute.

The Lord Chancellor.-That is an ingenious way of putting it. You troat, as
the cardinal point here, the water lino. It is not said on the other aide that they
mnean to relinquish their claim to any territory hore put down as French.

Mr. McCarthy.-I do not know, as a matter of fact, that they represented any
river on this map as flowing into the St. Lawrence, which does not, as a matter of
fact, flow into the St. Lawrence. It is correct as far as that goes.

Lord Aberdare.-This map does not touch that portion of Canada which is west
of Lake Superior.

Mr. McCarthy.-It is the foundation of the claim. We must start at the
Commencement.

Lord Aberdare.-I think this may be assumed to be a map showing the limits
between La Nouvelle Bretagne and La Nouvelle France.

Mr. McCarthy.-If you look at page 649 of the Joint Appendix, you will find the
COmmissions that were granted by the French King. It is a commission to
Montmagny. The Hudson Bay rights began in 1670. Thon the question is, what
lad the English a right then to claim as thoirs, and what had the French a right to
Claim ? I find that, in 1645, 1651, 1657, and down to 1663, the French limited their
claim to the territory watered or drained by the St. Lawrence. Then the English
take possession of the Hudson Bay. They claim, that having taken possession of
the Hudson Bay, and having discovered it prior to that, gave them the right to take
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all the watershed of the Hudson Bay. The effect would be, if on the one hand, the
French had a right to the watershed of the St. Lawrence, and the English, in 1670,
became entitled to the watershed of the Hudson Bay, then that watershed, being
ascertained the proper boundary between the two countries, would be defined. Now,
these commissions go to show what the French in those days were claiming, was, as
I say, the watershed of the St. Lawrence. That brings it up to 1670. Then your
Lordships will recollect language of the charter. The first commission gives the
words more fully. It is the one to Montmagny, "and in the Provinces watered by
the St. Lawrence, and the rivers which discharge into it, and the places that depend
thereon in New France."

The Lord Chancellor.-" The places that depend thereon " goes further.
Mr. McCarthy.-I submit that means the places that depend on the rivers. It

means the land drained by those rivers.
The Lord Chancellor-l take it the words " in the Provinces watered by the St.

Lawrence, and the rivers which discharge into it," do prima facie relate to the district
no watered; but then the words, " and the places that depend thercon," mean the
places that depend upon those Provinces whether watered or not.

Mr. McCarthy.-The effect of that would be to take in the whole continent,
because every place bordered on the Provinces-

The Lord Chancellor.-No; if the French had annexed something which was not,
strictly speaking, watered by the St. Lawrence or the rivers which discharged into
it, it would become a dependency of Canada.

Mr. McCarthy.-Their claim was confined to the St. Lawrence at that date.
The Lord Chancellor.-This particular commission strikes me as indicating

sometbing more.
Sir Robert Collier.-There is a commission of 1665 which says nothing about

watershed that I can see,
Mr. McCarthy.-No. Will your Lordship look at the second commission in

1651?
Sir Robert Collier.-I was looking at the more recent one.
Mr. McCarthy.--From time to time the French were increasing in their encroach-

ments. Of course it is not everything the French claim that is to be taken as belong-
ing to them.

The Lord Chancellor.-Nor on the other hand is much to be founded on the
argument which Pays that at a certain earlier date they do not appear to have claimed
as much as they did afterwards.

Mr. McCarthy.-No. We traced it historically and endeavor to show the rela-
tive position of the countries at the time.

Lord Aberdare.-They treated a large part of the country within that water-
shed as theirs.

Mr. McCarthy.-No. I think they really did not.
Lord Aberdare.-Here is the boundary claimed by the French. There are

various French fortresses there.
Mr. McCarthy.-No doubt they are encroaching on the Hudson Bay, and it waS

complained of by the English that they were doing se and that was forbidden tO
them.

Sir Robert Collier.-Look at the next commission of 1651 on the same page,
649. It says: " Over the whole extent of the River St. Lawrence, in New France,
the isles and lands adjacent on both sides of the river and the other rivers that dis-
charge therein, as far as its mouth, taking ten leagues near to Miscou on the south
and on the north as far as the lands of the said country extend."

Mr. McCarthy.-It says: " In the same manner that it was held and exercised
by Sieur Daillebout." It is limited, but I do not think we have the limitation. Then
your Lordships will see that in 1670, when the French began to be pressed with the
encroachments upon their trade, so to speak, of the Hudson Bay adventurers, tbey
put forward claims to the whole of the continent, and that gave rise to disputes
which they attempted to settie by the Treaty of Neutrality. Now, one important
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document, as it seems to me as showing the view thon entertained by the English
Governmont, is to be found at pages 480 and 481 of the joint appendix. This was
in the correspondence between the French and English after the Treaty of Neutrality,
and with a view of settling their disputes upon this part of the continent, the Eng-
lish in point of fact claiming all that the Hudson Bay Company were entitled tto,
and the French endeavoring to confine the Hudson Bay Company to the bay and to
the forts they had ; in point of fact, to drive them from the bay.

The Lord Chancellor.-This seems to be in 1687.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; at about line 36 it says:-"And it will be sufficient

answer to the greatest part of the French paper to assert that the country of Canada
and that of Hudson Bay are two different Provinces, and have no relation but that
of neighborhood as may appear by ancient and modern maps, nor did the English,
when they were possessed of Canada itself, esteem the country of Hudson Bay as
appertaining to it, and it is to be hoped that it will not now be reputed a dependence
of Canada, which would be a pretension not to be advanced between two Crowns
that entertain so good a correspondence together, and which would quite destroy the
end of the late Treaty of Neutrality, since instead of preserving peaco in time of
war it will be looked upon as the oc8asion of the worst effects of war in the time of
peace, if so notorious an invasion should romain unpunished or satisfaction refused
for the losses that have been sustained." That is in 1387, after the Treaty of Non-
trality There are great numbers of papers here between French and English com-
imissioners upon this disputed question as to the Hudson Bay.

Lord Aberdare.-What is the meaning of the expression: "Nor did the English
when they were possessed of Canada itsolf estoom the country of Hudson Bay as
appertaining to it" ?

Mr. McCarthy.-The English claimed to be the discoverers of Canada and after-
wards to have ceded it for some consideration which they alleged the French had
lot paid and they were talking of reviving that old claim. This particular part
seems to me to be good as showing that the claim put forward by the English at that
early date was that the Hudson Bay was a Province.

The Lord Jhancellor.-The claim was first made by Sir William Alexander,
Earl of Stirling and Viscount Canada.

Mr. McCarthy.-Now it is a fact, which is not perhaps unimportant with refer-
ence to these encroachments, that it was charged in this correspondence or nogotiation
between the English and French that the French King had rather disap proved of
What his Canadian subjects had been doing in the neighborhood of Hiudson Bay. He
Professed at all events to repudiate it. That your Lordships will sae stated at page
484 of the case, and not in any place donied that I have beon able to find.

Sir Robert Collier.-That is the answer of the Hudson Bay Company.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes. ' But the said Erglish company cannot hope botter from

the justice of His Most Christian Majesty, who, having declared his disapproval of his
subjects' proceedings in this affair in so plain a case, will not infringe the good cor-
respondence that is between the two Crowns." All through your Lordships will
find the Hudson Bay Company and the English Government are interchanging cor-
lespondence. The English Governmont applies to the Hudson Bay Company to
know what they are to say and the Hudson Bay Company replied and on' thing is
dovetailed into another.

Sir Robert Collier.-What they reprosent to His Majesty is, that in case the
French be suffered to be sharers in the bay and straits of Hudson, or be permitted toe
trade therein, the company cannot any longer subsist.' What they protested against
was the French claiming the trade or to be possessed of land in the bay or straits of
Rudson.

The Lord Chancellor.-That would include Fort Nelson, a long way to the north.
Mr. McCarthy.- At that time the French had captured many of the forts on the

bay, and the English were claiming restitution for this outrage as they called it, and
the French King, in answer to the English, stated that he did not endorse the con-
duct of lis subjects. Now at page 484 is a report of the English commissioners to
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the King, finally upon the result of ail this. Whereupon their Lordships agree to
report their opinions to His Majesty as follows: We, your Majesty's commissioners,
appointed to treat with the ambassador and envoy extraordinary of Ris Most
Christian Majesty concerning the differeices that have happened between your
Majesty and the French in America, have had frequent conferences with the said
ambassador and envoy extraordinary, in order to obtain satisfaction for the
damages your Majesty's subjects have lately sustained from the French in Rudson
Bay, with restitution of the three forts, which, by surprise, were seized on by them,
as also touching several other differences depending between the two crowns, and as
to the business of the Hudson Bay having already acquainted your Majesty with
our proceedings therein. Now bore is the opinion: We do further add our humble
opinion, that as it plainly appears your Majesty and your subjects have a right to
the whole bay and straits of Hudson, and to the sole trade thereof, so it may be fit
for your Majesty to support the company of Hudson Bay in the recovery and
maintenance of their right, since otherwise that trade will be totally lost, and fail into
the hands of the French, if they be permitted to continue in the possession of those
forts, or of any fort or place of trade within the said bay or straits.

Sir Robert Collier.-Within the said bay or straits? That seemed to be their
pretension at the time.

Mr. McCarthy.-It goes further: "the whole bay and straits of Hudson." Of
course, the important thing was the trade. That is to say, the trade of the Indians
which was brought down by the different rivers to Hudson Bay.

The Lord Chancellor.-Then there is a proposai for settlement of the boundary?
The Lord President.-Those words there are given more fully at page 4Î4, and

in the same terms as those found in the Hudson Bay Company's charter: " With the
rivers, lakes and creeks therein, and the lands and territories thereto adjoining.'
That is at lino 9. Those are nearly identical with the terms of the charter ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Sir Robert Collier.-You say it comprehended Fort Nelson ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, as part of the whole. Now we have His Majesty's sanction

for that.
Sir Robert Collier.-It is a long way to the north.
Mr. McCarthy.-There is no doubt part of this was Hudson Bay in the part that

has teen awarded. That part, which beyond ail doubt the Hudson Bay Company
had a right to claim, is the part ceded by the award as not being Hudson Bay
Territory. Now the memorandum is page 485. " Ris Majesty's commissioners and
the commissioners of France appointed to treat concerning differences in Amerios
being met, their Lordships delivered to the French commissioners a general
memorial, declaring His Majesty's pleasure, touching the several matters in dif-
førence, and that His Majesty had empowered them to treat concerning the settling
of limits in America, whereupon the French commissioners do promise to return an
answer to such points wherein they are enabled 80 to do, and to receiVe
the direction of the King, their master, concerning the others, and do likewisO
propose that the subjects of both Kings be restrained from ail acts of hostility." NoW
we find the King's resolutions at lino 20: " His Majesty's commissioners, appointed to
treat with the commissioners of the Most Christian King for the execution of the TreatY
of Neutrality in America, have received His Majesty's orders to acquaint the said
eommissioners that baving maturely considored his own right and the right of his
subjects to the whole bay and straits of Hudson and having been also informed of
the reasons allege3d on the part of the French to justify their late proceedings in
seizing three forts which for many years past have been possessed by the English
and in committing several other acts of hostility to the very great damage of the
English company well founded in their demands and hath therefore ordered us to
in.sist upon his own right and the right of his subjects to the whole bay and straits of
Hudson and the sole trade thereof as also upon the demand of full satisfaction for thO
damages they have received and restitution of the three forts surprised by the French-
We are also ordered to declare to the French Commissioners that His Majesty had
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given us powers and directions to enter into a treaty with the said commissioners
for the adjusting of limits between the Dominions of both Crowns in Arnerica and
doing everything else that may conduce to the removing ail occasion of differenceS
between the two nations."

The Lord Chancellor. -Which, I suppose, they never did settle?
Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord. Nothing came of this attempt to settle these

boundaries. This was before the Treaty of Ryswick and still earlier before the
Treaty of Utrecht.

Now, the next matter, and it is not unimportant as I understand Your Lordshipe'
view of this question as the Act of Second William and Mary, 1690, page 348 of the
joint appendix. It is only important as showing the recognition of the Hudson Bay
claim by the Act of Parliament. I do not know that your Lordships require me to
address you upon that ?

The Lord Chancellor.-We have already indicated that yoti may conduct your
argument on the supposition that you need not go into any question as to the
validity of the Hudson Bay charter.

Mr. McCarthy.-The Act does confirn in the clearest way for a limited time the
charter of the Hudson Bay Company in every respect. That is in the year 1690.

Sir Robert Collier. -No; it only takes the very words of the charter and recites it.
Thon, at page 635, I refer to the statement as to Port Nelson being one of the

rost important ports. Port Nelson is to the north. One of the early discoverers
died there in the winter and it was called Port Nelson. It is a little below the
,Churchill River, your Lordship will see. I give your Lordships the reference where
it is spoken of as boing the most important point in the Hudson Bay at page 635.
Then the Treaty of Ryswick, I think I mentioned to your Lordship on Thursday,
and I need not trouble your Lordships to take r, note of it. The next reference is to
page 555 of the joint appendix, and it is a very full and clear account of the right of
the Hudson Bay Company and as to all the discoveries and so on, at the foot of the
page. It is an answer of the Hudson Bay Company. Again at pages 559 to 563 is
another statement which is very precise as to dates, places and events. I do not pro.
pose to trouble your Lordships with reading them, but I will first give you the refer-
ences. That is in 1700. Thon comes the paper at page 562 which I ought to rofer to,

Lord Aberdare.-Which is Rupert's River ?
Mr. McCarthy.-It l to the east. It is just north of the bine lino. It is the

north-east corner of the awarded territory, practically.
Lord Aberdare.-I see that that was their contention, that under the Treaty of

Ryswick the French had no right to any points eastwards.
Mr. McCarthy.-I am coming to that because that is the only document from

first to last that gives even the slightest color or foundation for the award.
Lord Abordare.-Just toit me this if that is so. The map we have here is the

Ontario map?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-And thorefore you do not accept it, of course ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord, I do, but I do not accept ail the statements on it.
Lord Aberdare.-It is with reference to a statement on it that I wanted to ask

you. If you look to the north portion along the lino of the Albany you will see
Written there and across St. James' Bay, "southern boundaries." That is the
Albany being the southern boundary, "proposed by the Hudson Bay Company,
29th January, 1707."

Mr. McCarthy.--That is the very document we are now at.
The Lord Chancellor.--You are now reading from a document in 1700 ?
Lord Aberdare.-But you procoeded to say that neither then nor afterwards

Was there anything to justify the award.
Mr. McCarthy.-I say this is the only document.
The Lord President.- -This document carries thu French up to the Albany River.
Mr. McCarthy.-Al south of that the Hudson Bay Company proposed as a line

for the French. Tbey said, we do not want the French to come north of it and w»
will not go south. What I say is that that is the only document, firet to lait.
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The Lord Chancellor.--That may be the only document first or last, but we
should like to understand what this document is.

Mr. McCarthy.-It is on page 562, " The Company's claims after the Treaty of
Ryswick." " The limits which the Hudson Bay Company conceive to be necessary
as boundaries between the French and them in case of au exchange of places and
that the company cannot obtain the whole straits and bay, which of right belong
to them. It is a document without projadice, viz, that the French be limited not
to trade by wood-runners or otherwise, nor build any house, factory or fort beyond
the bounds of 53 degrees or Albany River, vulgarly called Chechewan, to the
northward on the west or main coast."

The Lord Chancellor.-I should have thought that that name was the name ot
the fort built in 1684, at the mouth of the Albany River.

Mr. McCarthy.-The first forts built there were by the English, thon the
FreLch took them, then the English retook thom, thon the Treaty of Ryswick was
passed, which said that notwithstanding the English had captured them, never-
theless they ought to be returned to the French, although they had been taken from
the English by the French during the peace, and therefore the Hudson Bay Company
said they were the only mourners by the peaceo. Thon the second paragraph says:
"That the French be likewise limited not to trade by wood-runners or otherwise, nor
build any house, factory or fort boyond Rupert's River to the northwand on the
est or main coast. On the contrary, the English shall be obliged not to trade by

wood-runners or otherwise, nor bauild any house, factory or fort boyond the aforesaid
latitude of 53 degrees, or Albany River, vulgarly called Chechewan, south-east
towards Canada on any land which bolongs to the Hudson Bay Company," treating
it still as their land. " As also the English be likewise obliged not to trade by wood-
runners or otherwise, nor build any houso, factory or fort beyond Rupert's River to
the south-east towards Canada on any land which belongs to the Hudson Bay
Company." "It is only regulating trado after there is no surronder of territory."

Sir Robert Collier.-" As likewise that neither the French nor English shall at
any time hereafter extend their bounds contrary to the aforesaid limitations."

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, " Nor instigate the natives to make war or join with either in
any acts of hostility to the disturbance or detriment of the trade of either nation
which the French may very reasonably comply with, for that tbey, by such limita-
tions, will have all the country soutb-eastward between Albany Fort and Canada to
thomselves, which is not only the best and most fertile part but also a much larger
tract of land than can be supposed to be to the northward."

The Lord President.-I see these are the limits which the Hudson Bay Com-
pany concoived to be necessary as boundaries in case of an exchango of places.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes. " And unless the company can be secured according to
these propositions they think it will be impossible for them to continue long at York
Fort (should they exchange with the French), nor will the trade answer their charge,
and therefore if your Lordshipe cannot obtain these so reasonable propositions from
the French " - Your Lordships see it was to the Commissioners of Trade and Planta-
tions-"' but that they insist to have thp limits settled between (Albany and) York
and Albany Fort as in the latitude of 55 degrees, or thereabouts, the company can by
no means agree thereto, for they by such an agreement will be the instruments of their
own ruin never to be retrieved."

The Lord Chancellor.-I see it is Fort York or Fort Nelson.
• Mr. McCarthy.-Yes. I omitted to read the last part of paragraph 5. Your
Lordships will observe "in the first place that this is a propositiôn made to the Lords
Commissioners of Trade and Plantations.

Sir Robert Collier.--There we have the precise boundary which they claimed at
this particular time, 10th July, 1700.

Mr. McCarthy.-Not what they were claiming, but what they were willing for
the sake of peace and settlement to accept.

Sir Robert Collier.--It is called "Proposed southern boundary by the Hudson
Bay Company, 10th July, 1700. Thon, a few years later, they go a little higher and
there is " Lino proposed on 29th January, 1707."
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Mr. McCarthy.-I find no authority for that lino on the map.
Sir Robert Collier.-The southern boundary proposed by them.
Mr. McCarthy.-If you look at paragraph 5 you will see what the company say

as to that-line 31-" which is not only the beost and most fertile part, but also a
miuch larger tract of land than can be supposed to be to the northward, and the Com-
pany deprived of that which was always their undoubted right." Now they speak
of their right and make a proposition for settlement to their own Government and
not to the French.

Sir Montague Smith.-They wanted their own Government to get that boundary
settled.

Mr. McCarthy.-1 say this never was communicated to the French.
The Lord Chancellor.-What does that signify ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Perhaps not, 1 only stated the fact.
The Lord Chancellor.-There have been many documents which do not seem to

have been communicated which have been referred to as showing what the claims or
pretensions of particular parties were at different times.

Mr. McCarthy.-I thought I had read the part which made it very clear that
they claimed all, but were willing to make concessions for the sake of peace.

The Lord Chancellor,-You have read enough to show that they do not noces-
sarily admit by this that they are conceding something to which they made no claim.
It does nlot go further than that.

Mir. McCarthy.-They do say " and the company deprived of that which was
always their undoubted right." They speak of their right and make a proposition for
settlement to their own Government and not to the French. I do not know what
stronger words could be used.

Sir Robert Collier.- And they also say that they claim the whole straits and
bay.
é - The Lord Chancellor.-They seem to admit by this that looking to the actual
tate of occupation and possession that would be a limitation of boundaries in which

they would acquiesce.
Mr. McCarthy.-If that settlement had been carried out at that time they would

be willing to acquiesce. That came to nothing. It was a proposition made by them
naot communicated to the French, and which, if it was communicated to the French,
Was never agreed to, and, therefore, it was like a proposition made without prejudic e
and, of course, is not to be used against them in any sense.

Then if your Lordships care to follow this further I may state I have gone care-
fully through it and I think I can state the effect of it, that nothing came of all this
correspondence. I merely referred to this because I thought it ought to be explained
toyour Lordships and it would hardly have been candid to your Lordships if I had
passed it over. The Treaty of Ryswick was followed rapidly by the outbreak of war
between France and England, which ended at the Treaty of Utrecht. By that treaty
the Treaty of Ryswick was wiped out and the English and the Hudson Bay Company
Testored to all their rights.

The Lord Chancellor.-This is the paragraph at the bottom of page 564, showing
exactly the state of things, right or wrong, where the Hudson Bay Company state
" that the only settlement the company have now left in Hudson Bay (of seven they
formerly p3ssessed) is Albany Fort, vulgarly called Chechewan, on the bottom of
the said bay where they are surrounded by the French on every side, viz., by their
Settlements on the lakes and rivers from Canada to the northward towards Hudson
Bay as also from Fort Nelson (Old York Fort) to the southward."

Mr. McCarthy.-I do not know to what extent that statement is right, but they
had a settlement on the Albany River and they ha I that settlement on Lake Abbit-
tibbi, which is to the north of Lake Temiscamingue. When they say settlement it
does not mean a settlement of cultivated land, but a post from which they traded and
where they had fortifications. I think they had posts at both those places on the
Albany River and at Lake Abbittibbi.
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Lord Aberdare.-Your argument would be that their settlement there would no
-more entitle them to the territory than their settlement to the north would entitle
them to the land to the north.

Mr. Mcarthy.-The English insisted on having the canon and a good deal of
discussion took place as to the words "restitution " and cede, and one of the points
was that if it had been a cession the French would have right to withdraw their ord-
nance and their public property. If, on the other hand, it was restitution the canon
and the public property went to the conqueror. Then in view of the Treaty of
Utrecht, the war having occurred in 1700 and 1702 and having continued to 1713, I
think, if your Lordships will look at page 572 in view of the negotiations
thon pending for peace the Hudson Bay Company presented their claim to the
Queen, and that states "that the French, in a time of perfect amity between
the two Kingdoms, viz., Anno 1682, did arbitrarily invade the company's ter-
ritory at Port Nelson, burn their houses and seize their effects. That in the years
1684 and 1685 they continued their depredations. That in the year 1686 they forcibly
took from the company three factories,viz., Albany, Fort Rupert and Moose River Fort;
which violent proceedings they continued the years 1687 and 1688, the whole
damages done by the French to the company in times of peace amounting to
£108,514 19s. 8d., as your petitioners are ready to make appear, beside interest for
the same. That in the year 1685 they supplicated his thon Majesty King James the
Second, to interpose on their behalf, and by his ambassadors at the French court to
demand reparation for the damages done to the company and restitution." That is
a repetition of what your Lordships have heard. Then they talk, on page 573, about
the peace of Utrecht. " But so it is, may it please Y our Most Excellent Majesty, that
the company found their interest not comprehended in the Treaty of Ryswick, which
they are far from attributing to any want of care in that gracious Prince of this
Kingdom's honor and trade, and rather think their rights and claims were there
overwoighed by matters of higher consequence depending in that juncture, for by the
said treaty they found their condition much worse than it was before, by the 8th
article whereof the French were left in possession of such places situated in Hudson
Bay as had been taken by them during the peace which had preceded that war. That
at a meeting of commissioners on both sides (as directed by the said treaty to adjust
these differences) the company did again set forth the undoubted right of the Crown
of England to the whole bay and straights of Hudson, against which nothing but
sophistry and cavils were offered on the French side, and the matter remained
undotermined."

Sir Montague Smith.-The whole bay and straights ?
Mr. McCarthy.-That is used shortly to indicate as I submit or imply their

right to the whole country "that the only settlement now remaining to the companY
in those parts (of soven they formerly had) is Albany fort, on the Chechewan, where
they are surrounded by the French on every side, viz., by their settlements on the
lakes and rivers from Canada to the northward towards Hudson Bay, as also from
Fort Nelson (at York Fort) to the southward." They thon speak of the former treaty
and your Lordships have heard that, then "l the promises considered when your high
wisdom shall think fit to give peace to those enemies whom your victorious arms
have so reduced and humbled, and when Your Majesty shall judge it for your people's
good to enter into a treaty of peace with the French King, your petitioners pray that
the said Prince be oblige:i by such treaty to renounce all right and pretensions to the
bay and straights of Hudson, to quit and surrender all posts and settlements erected
by the French or which are now in their possession, as likewise not to sail any ships
or vessels within the limits of the company's charter, and to make restitution of the
£108,514 19s. 8d, of which they robbed and despoiled your petitioners in times of
perfect amity between the two Kingdoms." And virtually that prayer Ws
acceded to.

Sir Montague Smith.-The bay and straights of Hudson again-
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes. They never set out the words of the charter in full, but

it does appear from the Ryswick treaty, which was referred to a moment ago, that
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they meant the land, because they speak of their land, and they speak of more valu-
able land being given to the French by that proposition they thon propose to make
than they were retaining.

The Lord Chancellor.-Then this is a new proposition in 1712. What is the
bearing of that?

Mr. McCarthy.-I do not know that that varies anything that I have read. This
is the proposition now as to limits.

The Lord Chancellor.-Where is Grimington's Island ?
Mr. McCarthy.-To the north-east of the coast of Labrador.
The Lord President.-That would be taking the French out of the bay alto-

gether.
Mr. McCarthy.-They proposed before the Treaty of Utrecht to suggest a lino

of demarcation between the two Provinces, and your Lordships will find that on the
Imap marked substantially in.accordance with the height of land " that the said limits
begin from the island called Grimington's Island or Cape Perdrix, in the latitude of
58½ north."

Sir Robert Collier.-That is very far north.
Mr. McCarthy.-On the coast of Labrador.
The Lord Chancellor.-Nobody could possibly say that that.would coincide with

the height of land.
Mr. McCarthy.-I was wrong in saying that it corresponded, it is a lino down

below.
The Lord Chancellor. -This lino is quite on a different part of hills.
Mr. McCarthy.-The height of land in this part runs up north-easterly. It is

not at all in the same direction.
Sir Robert Collier.-Do you mean this yellow lino ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, that is the height of land.
The Lord Chancellor.-I have the boundary proposed by the Hudson Bay Com.

pany in 1712, about the middle of its course there is some large river running into
Kugara Bay which is also lately inconsistent with the height of land or the watershed
having anything to do with that territory. It may be immaterial for our prosent
Purpose.

Mr. McCarthy.-It is in this sense. I made a mistake in supposing it was the
height of land. It is the lino below that which goes to Davis' Inlet.

The Lord Chancellor.-That seems to cross the water not far from the sources
of the River Canuse.

line. Mr. McCarthy.-That is virtually the height of land line, it is not a straight

The Lord Chancellor.-Not only not a straight lino but this on the face of the
Iap goes across the water.

Mr. McCarthy.-If your Lordship looks at the height of land you will find it is
a8 near a straight lino as can be.

Sir Robert Collier.-The height of land would not be straight.
Mr. McCarthy.-No, but the lino proposed by the second document, I mean.
The Lord Chancellor.-That is exactly the same lino as the boundary proposed

by the English commissioners under the Treaty of Utrecht of 1719. The general
tendency of the line seems, no doubt, to be much in accordance with your viow, but
at that particular part of it I do not think it is, and that is not an unimportant thing.
If this is relevant to the present controversy it shows that they are not to take too
little.

Mr. McCarthy.-The answer to that is this, that they did not exactly know
Where the water line was. What I say to that, my Lord, whether rightly or
Wrongly, is this, that they did not pretend to survey the water lino.

Lord Aberdare.--They go to the Lake Miscosinke, which is pretty nearly the
Water lino.

Mr. McCarthy.-Of course, I do not mean to say that they found out exactly the
lino of the water lino, but they adopt the general course of the water linle in the sub-
Bquent correspondence although not in this.
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The Lord President.---I think in this memorandum the Hudson Bay Company
call attention to the fact of thoir charter.

Mr. McCarthy.--Yes, that is at page 574.
The Lord President..-.Page 575.
Mr. McCarthy.-It commences at page 574: " That the said limits begin from

the island called Grimington's Island or Cape Perdrix in the latitude of 58ý north,
which they desire may be the boundary botween the English and French on the
coast of Labrador, towards Rupert's Land on the Eastmain and Nova Britannia on
the French side, and that no French ship, bark, boat or vessel whatsoever shal pass
to the northward of Cape Perdrix or Grimington's Island towards or into the Straights
or Bay of Hudson, on any pretence whatever. That a line be supposed to pass is
the way they put it."

Lord Aberdare.-From that point it goes down to Lake Miscosinke.
Sir Robert Collier.-It takes you down to that ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord.
Lord Aberdare.-And then It goes on further ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; " dividing the same into two parts (as in the map nowr

delivered)."
The Lord Chancellor.-I suppose you have not got that map ?
Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord, although afterwards, however, this becomes

important. I think it is proper to refer to it; but afterwards the line is laid down on
the 49th parallel. That is where we get the 49th parallel afterwards.

Sir Robert Collier.-Then they say that the French boats shall not come to the
north or north-westward of the said lake or supposed line. That is to say, that the
French are not to go northward of this Lake Miscosinke.

Mr. McCarthy.-That comes afterwards, after the Treaty of Utrecht.
Sir Robert Collier.-What they say is, that the French boats shall not come to

the northward or north-westward of the said Lake Miscosinke.
Mr. McCarthy.-That is the proposition. That is the memorandum prepared

by the company and suggested to the Lords Commissioners of Trade and Plantations.
Lord A ber dare.-Those are intermediate negotiations ?
Mr. McCarthy.-These are before the peace. These are not negotiations at alil,

strictly so called while negotiations for the peace were going on, the Hudson Bay
people proposed to the English negotiators to have that line established.

Sir Robert Collier.-That is the lino that they claimed at that time ?
Mr. McCarthy.-That is the lino they claimed on that side. " Those limits being

first settled and adjusted, the company are willing to refer their losses and damages
formerly sustained by the French in time of peace to the consideration of comiis-
sioners to be appointed for that purpose." Then they go on: " The said company
are, by their charter, constituted lords proprietors of ail those lands, territories,
soas, straits, bays, rivers, lakes and sounds, within the entrance of the straits, to
hold the same as of Her Majesty's Manor of East Greenwich, in the county of Kont."
That means, I take, that they take the whole from the entrance of the Strait of Hud-
son and ail the lands drained by the tributaries to that. That is their claim. Your
Lordships will find that pretty plain when we go on step by stop. Of course, the
land was not of so much importance then as the trade.

The Lord Chancellor.-You are going through the detail of these negotiations,
and it may be that it is necessary that you should do so; but as far as I can make
ont, the result of it seoms to be this, that from time to time various boundaries were
proposed, none of which exactly refer to or coincide with the watershed, and that nO
boundary was finally settled. .is not that it ?

Mr. McCarthy.--That is just what I am coming to, but I think it is only fair to
point ont these negotiations, because they are rather against the view which I an
contending for, and I shall have no opportunity of replying in case any statement
may be made by my learned friends on the other aide, if they advance anything
upon them. Then there follows what I was very nearly omitting, the report of the
Lords of Trade to the Earl of Dartmouth, at page 575: "In obedience to 1er
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Majesty's commands, signified to us, we have considered the enclosed petition from
the Hudson Bay Company to Her Majesty, and are humbly of opinion that the said
Company have a good right and just title to the whole Bay and Straits of Hudson."1

Sir M. E. Smith.-That seems to be the phrase adopted at that time all the way
through the bay or straits.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; in point of fact I am inclined to think that the clearer
view of international law, as it is now understood, was on the French side-as to the
Watershed I mean-as far as I can gather from the correspondence.

The Lord Chancellor.-Surely thereis no international law involved in the subjects
Mr. McCarthy.-I propose, my Lord, to cite authorities from writers on inter-

national law, in support of that view, such as Sir John Phillimore.
The Lord Chancellor.-It may be that the French had no abstract right to the

possession of these territories.
Mr. McCarthy.-But I mean with reference to how these matters with regard,iore especially to the American continent, were settled because they required to be

settied.
The Lord Cbancellor.-That is a matter of history rather than international law.
Mr. Mcerthy.-These pretensions were advanced at one time by the Spanish

in the cessiou of their territories; they were advanced at another time in disputea
between France and England, between England and the United States; and I should
submit that there is now a rale of international law derivable from what was done on
those occasions, and in that sense it is that I say that questions of international law
are involved.

The Lord Chancellor.-If you mean that every treaty and convention may be
said to enter into international law, of course I follow what you mean.

Lord Aberdare.-Will you go on to what was the result of all this ?
Mr. McCarthy.-The result of all this was the Treaty of Utrecht, in which no

lnes were fixed, but your Lordships will remember my argument on the subject.
Now, thon, coming to that point again, if your Lordships will pardon me for

recurring to it, I say, looking at what your Lordships now know more accurately
than you could from my statement, what is the fair meaning of that treaty ? Two
things are proved, as I say, firat a rule of division, a rule by which the commissioners
were to divide the Provinces, for I will so continue to call them, of Hudson Bay and
French Canada. The rule provided for their division was that the commissioners
Were not to meet and settle that great question, which no doubt caused a good deal
Of trouble, but that that was already determined under the 10th article of the treaty,and how was it determined ? Now, it requires a great deal of hardihood after the
Way my argument was received by your Lordships the other day to repeat it; but I
ask your Lordships again, what is the fair meaning of the words, when you speak of
land and territory looking to water ?

Lord Aberdare.-" Looking to " is the translation of the original words of the
treaty spectant(bus.

Mr. McCarthy.-That is what I say.
Sir Robert Collier. -Then in the French copy, the word is "dependent" or

appurtenances."
The Lord Chancellor.-Everybody knows that the Latin word is capable of that

sense.
Mr. McCarthy.-Is not that the fair meaning of that word when you speak with

regard to land looking towards the water ? What does it mean if you speak of the
land looking to the Thames ? Would not anyone say that that was the part of the
Property that sloped towards the Thames?

Lord Aberdare.-That is the primary meaning of the word spectantibus.
SUppose the ordinary meaning of spectantibus is " relating to."

The Lord President.-The French version is the original one.
Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord,
The Lord President.-Well, it is stated that there were two originals.
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Mr. McCarthy.-But the English Government directed their commissioners to
be guided by the Latin, and not by the French version.

The Lord Chancellor.-Where is the treaty to be found ?
Mr. McCarthy.-At page 504 is the treaty.
Sir Montague Smith.-The note says that there were two originals ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Your Lordship is quite right. Now what say the instructions

to the commissioners at page 509, if your Lordship will turn to that for a moment Y
The Lord Chancellor.-Before we pass from that, let me say---
Mr. McCarthy.-I am coming back to it, my Lord, but I want just to refer to this

page 509, because there you will find the instructions to Commissioner Bladen, in
1719, about this Treaty. If the French commissary or commissaries should pretend
to ground a more extensive claim upon the French treaty than does appertain to
them by the Latin one, you are to insist upon it that the Latin treaty is to be your
guide in all cases, though even by the French treaty they eau have no title to any
islands lying in the Bay or Gut of Canceau.

The Lord Chancellor.-You see here you want to impose on the Latin word a
sense which it does not necessarily bear, and which in the contemporaneous trans-
lation both of the English Government and of the French Government was not given
to it.

Mr. McCarthy.-I just wasn't, if your Lordships will pardon me for perhaps
undue persistence upon this point-

The Lord Chancellor.-Both the contracting parties agreed to it in the sense in
which the word will be used in the Latin.

Mr. McCarthy.-That is not signed in English, but the English is a translation.
The Lord Chancellor.--The English is a contemporaneous translation, accepted

by the Government, and made by the authority of the English Government- at the
time.

Mr. McCarthy.-But what eau possibly be the meaning of these words as applied
to lands which you speak of, looking to certain rivera. Your Lordships will eee what
he says: " together with all lands, seas, seacoasts, rivers and places situate in the
said bay and straits, looking towards the said bay and straits." Now what can that
mean ?

The Lord Chancellor.-But you insist on imposing on the word that literal con-
struction which both the contracting parties at the time rejected.

Mr. McCurtby.--Then, my Lord, let me take the other words: " and which
belong thereunto."

The Lord Chancellor.-It may be either those words or the French words.
Mr. McCarthy.--But, my Lord, have not I a right to quote the Latin, whon I

have the English commission saying, if there is a difference between the French and
the Latin, you are to take the Latin ?

The Lord Chancellor.-We know the English interpretation as well as the French
does not give the meaning you seek to impose on the words.

Mr. McCarthy,-It was a translation not signed by the parties.
The Lord Chancellor-The note says, which note I suppose you agreed upon:

" This translation is that publiahed by authority of the English Government at the
time."

Mr. McCarthy.-Then I will take the words of the treaty: " and which belong
thereunto." What can that mean ? According, as I understand, land is never said
to belong to streams or rivera. If you are speaking of a river belonging to a country
it is becauso the river flows through a country, and the land is owned by that State.
You do not, as a usual thing, speak of land appertaining to a river or belonging to a
river. Rivera, on the contrary (and I am quoting from a high authority), are spoken
of as being dependent on the ownership of the soil, so that when you say, " which
belong thereunto," I do not know that there is any great difference in the meaning.

The Lord President.-There is no question about belonging to a river but it is
"belonging to the said bay."
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Mr. McCarthy.-But the same thing applies. How would Yeu define
that ? Supposing a person called upon you to fix the limita of land " which belong
to the Hudson Bay," how eau you define it, and should you go ton miles or fifty
miles or 200 miles back, or should you go back to a defined line, or what are you to
do? Does not the Latin supply the answer that you are to go to that line whioh ia
looking or sloping towards this bay or river?"

Lord Aberdare.--That is not the ordinary use of the word spectantibus.
Mr. McCarthy.-No, but "looking toward " would be one use.
Sir M. E. Smith.-But rivers wind and the land looks towards rivers in all sorts of

ways, and that therefore can hardly be the proper meaning of spectantibus.
The Lord President.-My impression is that the English words mean that and

that there is no need to argue about the meaning of spectantibus.
Mr. McCarthy.-Very well, my Lord. Now, thon, what follows ? The com-

pany's petition for an Act of cession follows this treaty.
M r. Mowat.-It would be convenient, perhapx, to mention that the moaning of

this word spectantibus, as given in Rolis' Abridgement, 95 E., is identical to apparten-
ant or appertaining. That is in a grant to the Duchy of Cornwall.

Mr. McCarthy.-The Latin dictionary I have looked at gave the meaning of the
word when used with regard to land as being "looking to."

Mr. Scoble.-The primary meaning of the word is to '' appertain to " or to
" relate to."

The Loid Chancellor.-Every school boy knows that.
Mr. McCarthy.-Then, if we go to page 575, your Lordship will find the coin-

pany's petition for an act of cession. My learned friend advanced an argument the
other day that although this land was restored by the Treaty of ULrecht and this
territory was the same that was restored to the Crown that did not enure to the
benefit of the company.

The Lord Chancellor.-You need not trouble yourself about that.
Mr. McCarthy.-That is all that that shows that it was so, and the following

pages make that out. They pray that the land be restored to them. Now, we come
to the negotiations under the treaty and I may state briefly to your Lordships what
i think those show so far as it is necessary for the purposes of this case.

Lord Aberdare.-What treaty do you mean ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Under the Treaty of Utrecht of 1719. Your Lordshipe will

remember that now there was a long peace, from 1719 up to 1746, and in 1719 com-
missaries were appointed under this treaty to mark out this line provided by the
treaty. But before I pass from the treaty, I want just to draw your Lordships' atten-
tion to this. I stated this as a fact. but I thought perhaps your Lordships might
have thought it was my argument and not the statement of the treaty itself. It
says: " But it is agreed on both sides to determine within a year by commissaries to
be forthwith named by each party, the limits which are to be fixed between the said
Bay of Hudson and the places appertaining to the French, which limits both the
English and French subjects shall be wholly forbid to pass over or thereby to go to
each other by sea or by land. The same commissioners shall also have orders to
describe and settle in like manner the boundaries between the other British and
?rench colonies in those parts." That appears to me to strengthen the argument
that it was not intended to leave the commissioners to do more than just mark down
8ome line, the principle on which that lin. was to be marked being already deter-
mined. And the object is also apparent. It is to present an absolute wall, a sort of
'chinose wall, over which the French wore not to go and below which the English
were not to go, and the purpose is obvious wheu we have regard to the trade which
Was carried on. By coming up and interfering with one another's rivera, they were
interfering with the trade which went on one aide to Montreal and on the other aide
to Hudson Bay.

The Lord Chancellor.-They are " to determine within a year by commissaries,
to be forthwith named by each party, the limits which were to be fixed between the
-said Bay of Hudson and the places appertaining to the French." Your argument is
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that nature had determined and that they were only to go along the line of the hills
or where they founi the water divided by hills.

Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord, that is not quite so. I have not made myself
understood. My argument was that as a matter of public law, even as understood
in those days, the Hudson Bay province was bounded by that watershed on the onO
side, and equally so was the French province bounded by it on the other,
and that that principle which had been disputed up to that time by the twO
Governments was practically adopted by the Treaty of Utrecht; and then it would
be an impossible thing-when I say impossible I mean relatively with reference to
the expense-to have gone and traced the line of this watershed all through this great
continent which was a savage wilderness, therefore they were to determine some con-
venient lino which was to be the line of demarcation between them. That is what I
think the treaty day

Sir M. E. Smith.-Which lino need not be the watershed ?
Mr& McGarthy.-It need not be the watershed.
Lord Aberdare -Thon to avoid all the trouble and expense what really was pro-

posed as the exact lino of demarcation was that they should take a straight line
eginning at one point and ending at the other in its place?

Mr. McCartby.-Yes; my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-Then that may have been a perfectly rational proceeding,

but at present I see no words which indicate one thing or the other.
Mr. McCarthy--I need not repeat the argument if your Lordship understands

me, I cannot put it better than I have done.
The Lord Chancellor.-That would seem to be somewhat important if you could

make it ont, because although these people did not do that which according to your
view it was contemplated that they might do, yet in the absence of a decision by
these commissioners, the thing might have practically settled itself on the same footing-

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; and I think it did, I think your Lordsbip will find that it
was practically tsettled on the lino of the 49th parallel.

Lord Aberdare.-The proposition they put forward in 1701 is again renewed at
page 578. in 1714, but you say that they ultimately settled the lino of the 49th parallel ?

Mr. MoCai thy.-Yes. May I state briefly what I mean, because it will make the
correspondence a good deal easier to understand?

The Lord President.-Do I understand that your contention, that the water lino
or height of land was the original boundary of the Hudson Bay Company's Terri-
tories, is entirely derived from the words of the charter, namely: " The lands upon
the rivers running into or belonging to Hudson Bay ?"

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord.
The Lord President.-It all depends upon them ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
The President.-Absolutely, does it ?
Mr. McCarthy.-I think so. What I think is this: that all that the English owned

their Hudson Bay Company were entitled to as I stated on Thursday in my first
observation. The English being their first discoverers were entitled to settle.

The Lord President.-But the whole contention that there was a water line
boundary-a biundary depending upon the height of the land-rests upon the words
of the charter-" the lands upon the rivers flowing into Hudson Bay."

Mr. McCarthy.-Practically it does, but this ought to be added to qualify that-
Sir Robert Collir.-What page is the charter ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Page 341 it commences. Now, thon, what took place was this,

commissioners were appointed on both sides to fix this lino. On the side of England a
line was put forward starting from Grimington Island or Davis' Inlet, I am not sure
which, perhaps Davis' Inlet, which more corresponds to the height of this landr
down to the Lake Wisconsin, and from there down to the 49th parallel, and thea
westward along the 49th parallelý

The Lord Chancellor.-That will not have any reference whatever to the watOr'
shed.
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Mr. McCarthy.-Pardon me, of course it is not the watershed which is an
irregular lino and for the reason I have already advanced would not be a line at ail
suitable to the state and condition of the country, but looking at that line on the map,
Johnson's map, it would go and take ail the watershed.

Lord Aberdare.-How far westward did that go?
Mr. McCarthy.--I will point out afterwards that they went as they claimed in

those days to the very sea. That was the claim advanced. The first territorial
claim that the Hudson Bay made before they knew where the height of land ended
was to the Pacific Ocean.

The Lord Chancellor.-I oniy want to see the bearing of it. I should think it
is as clear as the daylight that it has nothing whatever to do with the watershed
lino. It takes in as the Hudson Bay Company ail the western side of the Rocky
Mountains.

Mr. McCarthy.- The Rocky Mountains had not been discovered then.
The Lord Ohancellor.-That is very true and, therefore, I say that any such line

in the nature of things could have nothing to do with the waterslied line.
Mr. McCarthy.-What I say is this, that supposing they knew where the water

line was, as the maps show they did, and assuming still further, as another factor of
the argument, that they agreed it would be impossible to follow that irregular water-
line, that the 49th parallel is a fixed line, and I think as fair a line as could be
assumed. That is ail 1 mean to say; not that it was the water-line by any means,
but looking at that 49th line, and looking at what we know to have been the supposed
height of land in those days, because they did know there was a height of land, and
they did mark it down on their maps, and the French maps put in by my frienda
drawn before the charter was granted show the height of land.

Lord Aberdare.-Was this 49th line ever accepted ?
Mr. McCarthy. - There is a good deal to be said about that.
Sir Robert Collier.-Yes.
The Lord President.-Where is the Treaty of Utrecht printed ?
Mr. McCarthy.-At page 504.
The Lord Chancellor.-Where are the proposals of the company ?
Mr, McCarthy.-1 am just coming to them, my Lord. The first is in 1719.

That is at page 579. " That at the Treaty of Utrecht it was agreed between the
Crowns of Great Britain "-

Sir Robert Collier.-This is the memorandum of the company.
Mr. McCarthy.-The memorandum of the corporation to the Lords Commissioners

of Trade and Plantations. " It was agreed between the Crowns of Great Britain and
France that the Straits and Bay of Hudson should be delivered up to the British subjects,
and that the limits should be settled between the said Bay of Hudson and the places
appertaining to the French, and also that satisfaction should be given to the com-
pany for ail depredations committed against them by the French in a time of peace,
according to an estimate thereof to be made at the requisition of the several parties.
Now, may it please your Lordships, the first of these articles, the surrender of the
straits and bay aforesaid, has been made, according to the tenor of the treaty at
lesat, in such a manner that the company acquiesce therein and have nothing to
object or desire further on that head. The other two, viz., the running of a line
between the English and French territories and the making reparations to the com-
pany for their losses and damages yet remain to be done. Whereupon the Governor
and company most humbly present to your Lordships that they conceive it abso-
lutely necessary that the limits between the two nations be settled without delay,
for that the French have since the conclusion of peace, viz., in 1715, made a settle-

nent at the head of Albany River, upon which very river our principal factory is
Settled."

Lord Aberdare.-You mean the mouth ?
Mr. McCarthy.-No, the source or head of the river. " At the head of Albany

-River, upon which very river our principal factory is settled." That is Fort St.-
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Germain, your Lordship will see. It is not at the mouth. It was spoken of by thema
as being at the head.

Lord Aberdare.-Do you think that is what they meant, Fort St. G-ermain ?
MI. McCarthly.-Yes.
Sir Robert Collier.-Where is that ? That is not the head of the river.
The Lord Chancellor.-This says: " Since the conclusion of peace, namely, in

1715."
Lord Aberdare.-It may have been pulled down and rebuilt.
Mr. MoCarthy.-It may have been. I do not remember any evidence that it

was built in 1664. It is not at the mouth of the river.
Sir Robert Collier.-Nor is it at the source. It is neither one nor the other.
Mr. McCarthy.-I thought for the moment it was at the bead.
Sir Robert Collier. -It is not at the head.
Mr. McCarthy.-What I meant was it was not at the mouth.
Lord Aberdare.-What is the head?
Mr. McCarthy. -One cannot say where the head is properly. It is the head of

Albany Ribver-" Whereby they intercept the Indian trade from coming to the
company's factories and will in time utterly ruin the trade if not prevented. It is,
therefore proposed and desired that a boundary or dividend may be drawn so as to
exclude the French from coming anywhere to the northward of the latitude of 49,
except on the coast of Labrador. Unless this be doue the company's factories at the
bottom of Hudson Bay cannot be secure nor their trade preserved." The 49th line
would be practically the line we are contending for here. That was, as i
pointed out to your Lordships, found within the last 20 years. A committee of
the United States Sonate or House said, notwithstanding ail that has been alleged
against the adoption of the 49th parallel, they are still of opinion it was adopted by
the commissioners, but I wili not anticipate my argument upon that point-but it is
the basis of everything that bas happened on the continent, it is the basis of the
north-westerly angle of the Lake of the Woods, it is the basis of all the treaties
between England and the United States. Of course I am only speaking of that part
of the country. Now we come to page 507, " Representation of the Lords of Trade
respecting the powers and instructions of the English commissaries "-your Lord-
ships will see the date of the last document I read from the Hudson Bay Company
was 1719-I am not quite sure the exact date of it is given. We have the exact date of
this, viz., 26th August, 1719. This is a representation of the Lords of Trade
respecting tho powers and instructions of the English commissaries, 26th August,
1719 to their excellencies the lords justices." They speak of the instructions. It
was not in our power to give more dispatch to this matter by reason of the multipli-
city of books and papers which were necessary to be read and well considered upon
this subject, besides that we were obliged to consult with several persons and to
wait for such lights as the company of British merchants trading to Hudson Bay,
the African Company and several other parties concerned in the success of this nego-
tiation could give us touching their respective interests and demands for which wo
have made the most effectuai provision we could think of in Mr. Bladen's instruc-
tions. We have perused and considered the several charters granted by His Majesty's
royal predecessors to the respective British colonies on the Continent of Americs
from Hudson Bay and Nova Scotia as far as the Bay of Mexico, of which many arc
very extensive, stretching from sea to sea, but as the French would not perhaps be
determined by these authorities only, and since we have not hitherto been able to get
such maps of the said plantations as may be depended on or to obtain such further
information as might be required to support the right and title of His Majesty or anY
of his subjects have to places which the French possess or pretend to, either on the
back of the British plantations or westward from New England down to the Gulf of
Mexico, we thought it, proper to leave out of Mr. Bladcn's full powers that part
of the tenth article which relates to a general settlement of the boundaries betwed'
the colonies of the two nations in .âmerica and to restrain his commission to th*
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boundaries of Hudson Bay and Nova Scotia, only where we have proofs and
authorities against which we think no exception can ever reasonably be made."

Then it goes on to say what else the instructioùs *ere. The instructions are at
page 508, line 29: " It being provided by the tenth article of the Treaty of Utrecht
that the limits and boundaries between Hudson Bay and the places appertainin
to the French be settled by commissaries on each part, which limits both the British
and-French subjects shall be wholly forbid to pass over, or thereby go to each other
by sea or by land. You are to endeavor to get the said limits settled in the following
manner, that is to say" (these are the instructions), " That the same begin from the
island called Grimington's Island, or Cape Perdrix, in the latitude of 58J north,
which the company desire may be the boundary between the British and the
French subjects, on the coast of Labrador, towards Rupert's Land on the east main
and Nova Britannia on the French side, and that no French ships, barque, boat or
vessel, whatsoever shall pass to the north-westward of Cape Perdrix or Grimingtot's
Island, towards or into the Straits or Bay of Hudson, on any pretence whatsoever.
And further, that a line be drawn from the south-westward of the Island of Griming-
ton or Cape Perdrix (so as to include the same within the limits of the bay) to the
great Lake Miscosinke, alias Mistoveny, dividing the said lake into parts (as in the
map to be delivered to you) and that where the said lino shall cut the 49th degree of
northern latitude another lino shall begin and be extended westward from the said
lake upon the 49th degree of northern latitude, over which said lino, so as to be
described as above mentioned, the French, and all persons by them employed, shall
be prohibited to pass to the northward of the said 49th degree of latitude, and to the
north or north-westward of the said lake or supposed lino by land or water, on or
through any rivers, lakes, or countries to trade, or erect any forts or settlements,"
and so on. Then follow the instructions about the Latin Treaty.

Mr. Scoble.-Will you read the next paragraph ?
Mr. McCarthy.-" But you are to take especial care in wording such articles as

shall be agreed upon with the commissary of His Most Christian Majesty, upon this
head, that the said boundaries te understood to regard the trade of Hudson Bay
Company only; that His Majosty does not thereby recede from the right to any lands
n America not comprised within the said boundaries, and that no pretension be there-
by given to the French to claim any tracts of land in America, southward or south-
west of the said boundaries."

Lord Aberdare.-Those are references to what we call the United States Colonies
nlow.

Mr. McCarthy.-I thought it was perfectly understood that this was only doter-
mining the limits on the north. My friend's point is that it speaks of the trade of
the Hudson Bay, but I do not think that was the intention ofit.

The Lord Chancellor.-I think it is probably intended to guard against ceding
to the French everything to the south of this lino.

Mr. MCarthy.-That is what I thought. The next is very import ant: " And
whereas it hath been represented by the said company that the French have since
the Peace of Utrecht, viz., in 1715, made at a settlement the head of the Albany River,
1upon which river the company's principal factory is settled, whereby the French
nay intercept the Indian trade from coming to the said factory, and may in time

Utterly ruin the trade of the company if not prevented, you are to insist that the
said fort be given up or demolished by the French, and their subjects be withdrawn
from that settlement."

The Lord Chancellor.-I observe that what I should call the head of Albany
liver is very near the dividing lino between the two forts now in dispute and
Within that part of the territory which is admitted to be north of Manitoba.

Mr. McCarthy.-Of course, the Albany River, your Lordship will see, is the
lino taken by the arbitrators.

The Lord Chancellor.-I mean the head of Albany River, properly so-called,
eems to be a small lake below this lake and another lake.

Mr. McCarthy.-There is first English River.
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The Lord Chancellor.--English River appears to be near the principal head of
Albany River, seems to be to the north.

Mr. McCarthy.-That is Lake St. Joseph.
The Lord Chancellor.-No, nearer tho line drawn straight from the confiuence.
Lord Aberdare.-Of that they probably knew nothing whatever at that time.
The L)rd Chancellor.-It is well within that portion of the territory which is

admitted to be Dominion land.
Mr. MoCarthy.-I think it is not disputed that the point they had settled on

was this point marked in the map "Settlement of 1744." That is the point marked
near the 85th ineridian degree of longitude.

Sir R>bert Collier.-The Albany River, if it does not come from that lake
which the Lord Chancellor has pointed, comes from Lake St. Joseph I should say.

The Lord Chanoellor.-You might possibly treat the river as commencing at
thé foot of Lake St. Joseph.

Mr. McCarthy.-That is the way it is spoken of now. That is what is called
Albany River now, from Lake St. Jesepri down. I do not know that it was in those days.

Sir Robert Collier...-That is called Albany River from Lake St. Joseph.
The Lord Chancellor.- The Fort La Mose was built before 1684, and therefore

cannot ho the one which is here referred to.
Mr. McCarthy. -I think that it may be taken for granted that the fort spoken

of is that one midway up the river.
The Lord Chancellor.-You may think so; but it is not the natural conclusion

to be drawn from this.
Mr. McCarthy.-I think, perhaps, we can satisfy your Lordships upon that.

Thon if your Lordship will corne to page 510 we find that Mr. Bladen communicates
with the French, claiming what ho had been instructed to claim. Then on page
511 we bave the boundaries claimed by the English commissaries, 1719.

The Lord Chancellor.-That is the 49th parallel.
Mr. McCartby,--Yes, that is all I have been able to show your Lordship. They

never claimed anything but the 49th. There is not a word in this correspondence
about that. I have only said looking at the map and looking at the knowledge the
French had and, I stipose, the knowledge the English had at that time, if a straight
lino were taken that would be a fair line

The Lord Chancellor.-You do not imagine that both the French and English
supposed that every river from the Pacifio side fb-wed into Hudson Bay. They
may not have known the geography of the Rocky Mountains or the country at the
west side of them, but it would be a very extraordinary thing to suppose they
imagined there was no river between the two seas which did not flow into Hudson Bay.

Lord Aberdare -- I suppose they dealt practically with this 49th line as dealing
with the countries they knew of.

Mr. McCarthy.-That is what I was going to say. If yon look at page 511
there is something to support the English point of view about this contention about
the rivers. That is the latter part of the boundaries claimed by the English
commissaries. "The said commissai les 'further demand that the subjects of His
Most Christian M jesty shall not build forts, or found settlements upon any of the
rivers which empty into Hudson Bay, under any pretext whatsoever, and that the
stream and the entire navigation of all the said rivers shall be left free to the
Company of English Merchants trading into Hudson Bay and to such Indians as
shall wish to traffic with them." The instructions to Mr. Bladen are that ho is
authorized to agree to that lino, and your Lordship will see that had already been
provided by the Treaty of Utrecht. That treaty provided that was to be thO
boundary line between both sides, which neither were to cross. Then we come tO
the declaration of war. 1740 or 1741 seems to have been the date of the declaration
of war. Ail I can say up to this stage is that was the claim made by the Engligs
That claim, so far as the evidence shows, was not acceded to, though it does not say
up to this date particularly that it was not. I have not been able to prove to your
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Lordship that it was. There is one statement which has been cited by my learned
friend.

The Lord Chancellor.-More than one -several statements.
Mr. McCarthy.-Your Lordship has not heard me out. There is one statement

showing line between the two was two degrees, and the French were claiming it
should be fifty-one instead of forty-nine.

The Lord Chancellor.-I do not recollect that.
Mr. McCarthy.-I can refer to that statement. It is mentioned in Chief Justice

Draper's memorandum.
Mr. Mowat.-The reference is to the maps differing two degrees.
Mr. MeCarthy.-I thought it was that the French commissioners insisted at this

time on two degrees further north. That is my recollection of it.
The Lord Chancellor.-Let us see.
Mr. McCarthy.-It is page 213.
The Lord Chancellor.-This is in 1857 ?
Mr. MCarthy.-Yes. It was the report sent by Chief Justice Draper. It is put

Inost strongly against the company, of course.
The Lord Chancellor.-Which is the passage ?
Mr. McCarthy.-I had better not detain your Lordship as I cannot lay my hand

upon it at this moment.
Lord Aberdare.-He says at the bottom of page 215: " That at various periods,

subsequently to 1670 and to 1750, the Hudson Bay Company had been called upon to
Point out the extent of their territorial claims under the charter and to define the

undary which they claimed, and that on no one occasion, during all that period,
had they advanced the claim they now insisted upon, namely, that the charter gave
them the ownership of the lands, the water from which flows into the Hudson
Bay or Straits, and therefore extending so far as the head waters of the Red River,
and east and west of that stream to the sources of its tributaries, though the Ashbur-
ton treaty has, of course, disposed of so much of that claim as lies south of the 49th.
paraliel of latitude."

The Lord Chancellor.-I have no note of any such statement.
Mr. McCarthy. We have not come to that yet. Your Lordship will find they

did claim that and a little more.
Sir Robert Collier.-Subsequently they claimed a grant to Earl Selkirk.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-Lord Selkirk did not go beyond the watershed.
Mr. McCarthy.-No, he was bounded by the watershed. I think I shall be able

to find that. I must pass it by for the present. Then the war occurs, and during
the war the next thing that we have with regard to the company it is a claim by
rival adventurers setting forth pretty much the same that has been set forth by my
learned friends on the other side, namely, that the Hudson Bay Campany had not
ftlfilled their mission and they prayed that a new charter be granted to them, they
'Qndertakiig to do what the Hudson Bay Company it was alleged had undertaken by
their charter to do and in consideration of that all the property not actually possessed.
býy the Hudson Bay Company should be granted. I refer your Lordship to that peti-
tion for the purpose of showing what followed upon it.

Sir Montague Smith.--You are going back in date.
Lord Aberdare.-I thought we had got to 541.
Mr. McCarthy.-The documents are all scattered unfortunat3ly. It has been

inpossible to keep them in any kind of sequence.
The Lord Chancellor.-Who did Chief Justiee Draper represent?
Mr. McCarthy.-He represented old Province of Canada before Confederation.
The Lord Chancellor.-Not the Dominion?
Mr. McCarthy.-The Dominion is a much larger body. It includes that.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is larger than either of the contending parties now.
Mr. McCarthy.-No, not old Canada. Old Canada was Upper and Lower Canada,Quebec and Ontario, two of the Provinces. What I propose to refer to is the claint
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nade at this date on page 580 and 581. The Hudson Bay Company were complained
of in the sense 1 have put. It commences at the foot of page 581 " Captain Middle-
ton to A. Dobbi, Esq." It is more clearly shown on documents contained at page
598 The result of it appears to have been this that it was referred to the Attorney-
General and the Soliciior-General for their joint opinion. They not only took the
complaint into consideration but they heard counsel, and I think they had deposition
evidence before them upon the question and it seems to be a quasi-judicial determin-
ation of the very matters which, at this late day, raised again by my learned friends.
This is the report of the learned Attorney.General and the Solicitor: " To the Right
Honorable the Lords of Committee of His Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council.
May it please your Lordships in humble obedience toyour Lordships' Order in Coun-
cil of the 4th of February last, representing that by an Order in Council bearing date
26th February last, referred to your Lordships the humble petition of Arthur Dobbs,
Esq., and the rest of the committee appointed by the subscribers for finding out a
passage to the Western and Southern Ocean of America for themselves and the other
adventurers, and that your Lordships have taken the said petition into considera-
tion were pleaeed to refer the same to i's to consider thereof and to report our opinion
thereupon to your Lordships. Which petition set forth that the petitioners
in the year 1746 did, at their own costs and charges, fit out two ships upon an
expedition in search of the north-west passage to the Western and Southern Oceans of
America, in order to extend the trade and increase the wealth and power of Great
Britain by findirg out new countries and nations to trade with us, as well in the great
morth-webtern continent of America, beyond Hudson Bay, as in countries still further
distant and hitherto unknown to the Europeans, and also to many large and populous
islands in the great Western Ocean. That the petitioners, by means of the said expe-
dition, have made several discoveries of bays, inlets and coasts, before unknown, and
have a reasonable prospect of finding a passage to the Southern Ocean by sea, although
the discovery may not be perfected without repeated trials, upon account of the
difficulties and dangers of seai ching different unknown inlets and straits; and sailing
through new seas, and of procuring men of resolution, capacity and integrity to pur-
sue it effectually. That the petitioners find that the reward of £20,000 given by
Parliament is not adequate to the expense the adventurers must be at to perfect the
discovery, they having already expended above that sum in their late expedition.
That the petitioners find that upon a former attempt His Majesty's predecessor King
Charles the 2nd, as a suitable encouragement, granted a Royal Charter to the Gov-
ernor and company of adventurers of England trading to Hudson Bay, making them
a body corporate for ever upon their petition setting forth that they had, at their own
proper costs anid charges, made an expedition to discover a new passage into the

outh Sea, and for finding some trade of furs, mines and other commodities, and gave
them the sole property of all the lands they should discover, together with an exclu-
sive trade to all the countries within Hudson Straits, not in possession of any of his
subjects or of any other Christiar power with the royalties of mines, minerals, gems
and royal fish, to enable them to find out the passage, extend the trade, and to plant
the countries they should discover, phying two elks and two black beavers whenever
and as often as His Majesty and bis successors should en er their territories, granting
-to them the greatest privileges as Lord proprietors, saving only their faith and alle-
giance to the Crown of Great Britain. The petitioners beg leave to observe that the
said company have not since effectually, or in earnest, searched for the said passage,
but have rather endeavored to conceal the same and to obstruct the discovery thereof
by others, nor have they made any new discovery either upon the coast or in the
inland countries adjoining to Hudson Bay since the grant of their charter, nor have
they taken poFsession of or occupied any of the lands granted to them or extended
their trade into the inland parts of the adjoining continent, nor made any plantations
or settlements except four factories and one small trading house, in all which they
have maintained in time of peace about one hundred and twenty persons, servants of
the company, nor have they allowed any other of His Majesty's subjects to plant,
aettle or trade in any of the countries adjoining to the bay granted to them by their
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charter, yet have convincel at, or connived at, or allowed the French to encroach,
settle and trade within their limits on the south side of the bay, to the great detri-
ment and loss of Great Britain."

The Lord Chancellor.-They want to be incorporated.
Mr. McCarthy.-They want to be incorporated. Their prayer is set out at page

599, and it is this: " That Ris Majesty would be graciously pleased to incorporate the
petitioners and the other subscribers for finding out the said passage, or such of them,
and such other persons as they shall engage in the said undertaking, and their suc-
cessors for ever, and grant to them the property of all the lands which they shall
discover." The Attorney-General and Solicitor-General were counsel on both aides,
and I venture to say their decision amounts to a quasi-judicial decision.

Sir Robert Collier.-It amounts to a decision that the Hudson Bay Company
had not forfeited their charter, that is all.

The Lord Chancellor.-The Solicitor-General hears and decides on applications
in patent cases, but one never understood that his decisions were judicial decisions.

Mr. McCarthy.-I say a quasi-judicial decision.
The Lord Chancellor.-It can bardly be regarded as having any greater authority

than that which appears on the face of it. He had no original jurisdiction to deter-
mine this matter. It is a reference by the Crown. They advise the Crown, and to
assist tbem in that advice they hear what both parties have to say, and the parties
employ Counsel.

Mr. McCarthy.-I submit it is different from the opinion of counsel obtained by
the company.

The Lord Chancellor.-Yes, it is the opinion of two law officers of the Crown,
Men of great reputation, and I daresay quite as valuable as a very large proportion
of the documents in this book.

Sir Robert Collier.-It seems to me to have very little bearing upon the question.
If you read the last paragraph you will sea exactly what they did.

Mr. McCarthy.-We must see what the claim was. " The petitioners insisted
on two general things: That the company's charter was either void in its original
creation, or became forfeited by the company's conduct under it." The first part is
not question.

Sir Montague Smith.-What do you say it shows?
Mr. McCarthy.-I say it shows that the question of the occupation, as my

learned friend Mr. Mowat opened to your Lordship by the company, or non-oecupa-
tion by the company of all the territory, did not work a forfeiture of any part of the
land granted.

Sir Robert Collier.-Nobody contends it did.
Mr. McCarthy.--Oh, yes.
Sir Robert Collier.-You may as well read it. " But as the grant proposed is

not necessary in order to prosecute any future attempt of the like kind, and the charter
of the Hudson Bay Company does not prohibit the petitioners from the use of any
Of the ports, rivers or seas included in their charter," they are inclined to think the
charter of the Hudson Bay Company did not give them an exclusive right of trade.

Lord Aberdare.-The whole question is about a grant of £20,000 to find the
north-west passage to the Pacifie. I think what was meant was that the granting
Of the charter did not prohibit these men from passing to their discoveries that way.

Mr. McCarthy.-I suppose that is one thing they mean. Here is* a distinct
indictment against the company set. It was followed then by an argument on be-
half of the petitioners which the company opposed by their counsel, and finally the
law officers say, with respect to both these, what ? What is the first ? The first is.
that the company's charter was void.

Sir Montague Smith.-They give no opinion. They say it is not expedient to
advise the Crown to declare the charter void. With respect to both these, consider-
ing how long the company have enjoyed and acted under this charter without inter-
ruption or encroachment, we cannot think it advisable for Bis Majesty to make any
express or implied declaration against the validity of it till there has been some
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judgment of a court of justice to warrant it; and the rather because if the charter is
void in either respect there is nothing to hinder the petitioners from exercising the
same trade, and so on.

Sir Robert Collier.-Yes; that is they had not the exclusive right of using those
rivers. This really has no bearing upon the question.

Sir Montagne Smith. No, I do not think it is of any use at all.
Mr. McCarthy. This, I think, is very important. I will state what it is. Your

Lordship will see whether it is important or not. From a certain period during the
war the Hudson Bay Company were giving directions to their servants how to
defend themselves. Then in 1748 is the treaty Aix la Chapelle. The effect of it
was to restore, so far as this question is concerned, the Treaty of Utrecht, It is
spoken of in the documents.

Sir Robert Collier.-It really restored the Treaty of Utrecht ?
Mr. Mcarthy.- Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-It merely restored what had been taken in war, so far as

I can see.
Mr. McCarthy.-The effect of it was to restore the treaty. It left things as

they wore before.
The Lord Chancellor.-There is nothing whatever about restoring. " All the

conquests that have been made since the commencement of the present war, or which,
since the conclusion of the preliminary articles, signed the 30th April last, may have
been or shall be made, either in Europe or the East and West Indies, or in any part
of the world whatsoever, being to be restored," that is all.

Mr. McoCarthy.-I take it the effect of that is, (there being no war between the
TreaLy of Utrecht and that) if everything taken during the war was to be restored,
it leaves matters as they were at the Treaty of Utrecht.

The Lord Chancellor.--If something of which the British had been in possession
under the Treaty of Utrecht had been taken by conquest from them by the Frenoh
during the war, that is to be restpred. If nothing had been taken by conquest it
does not seem to affect the question one way or the other.

Mr. McCarthy.-That is what I mean. It does not seem to affect the question
one way or the other, except that the parties upon that immediately proeeeded to
appoint commissaries to fix these limits. The Hudson Bay Company were called
upon then to put in their claim. That you will find in the Manitoba Appendix, page 24.

This is the memorial first continuing the narrative, and that sets out: " The
said Governor and company, in obedience to your Lordship's orders of the 25th July
last, requiring them to bar before your Lordshipi an account of the limits and boun-
daries of the territory granted to them, represent to your Lordships." This contains
the first claim made by the Hudson Bay Company as between themselves and the
Crown, defining limits. Before that, they were proposing to the Crown, that between
France and England the 49th parallel should be the limit under the Treaty of Utrecht.
Now they set out what they claim the charter means. " The said straights and bay,
commonly called Hudson Straights and Bay, are now so well known that it is appre-
hended they stand in no noed of any particular description than by the chart or map
herewith delivered to your Lordships; and the limite or boundaries of the lands or
countries lying round the same, comprised, as your memorialists conceive, in the said
grant, are as follows, that is to say: All the land lying on the oast side or coast of
the said bay, and extending from the bay eastward to the Atlantic Ocean and Davis'
Straights and the line hereinafter mentioned as the east and south-eastward boun-
daries of i he said company's territories, and toward the north all the lands that lie at
thu north end, or on the north side or cost of the said bay."

The L>rd Chancellor.-Then, it is quite clear that the watershed is not passing
there ?

Mr. McCarthy.-No, they do not speak of the watershed at that date.
The Lord Chancellor.-No; they not only do not speak of it, but they make a

claim which is absolutely inconsistent with it, because they claim the waters which
low into the two oceans, and the waters which flow into the Arctic Ocean. They
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must have known by experience that there were waters which went into the sea and
not into Hudson Bay.

Mr. Mcarthy.-They must have gone far away to the west of that.
The Lord Chancellor.-They might have gone to the north, the east and the

west of that.
Mr. McCarthy.-There was no law of nature which absolutely precluded the

waters from flowing into Hudson Bay.
The Lord Chancellor.-We cannot exclude all that which was known to geogra-

phers by experience.
Mr. McCarthy.-However, I will read this. In the first place, it includes more

than the Hudson Bay included. Your Lordship remembers the language of the
Rupert's Land Act; it is all they ever claimed.

The Lord Chancellor.-It is the whole of North America north of the French
possessions. That is the long and the short of it.

Sir Montague Smith.-And the Great West Sea.
Mr. McCarthy.-No doubt it is wide enough and large enough to cover all.

Then I will go to the correspondence which follows on that between the Governmente,
which your Lordship will find at page 27.

The Lord Chancellor.-I see the southern boundary there referred to is exactly
the 49th degree.

Mr. MoCarthy.-Yes; some of this correspondence which is stated here at page
27 becomes important. I will read the first statement at line 20. This is the French
view. They lay down certain pointe which it is necessary to refer to. " It is nece-
sary to establish, as a base of negotiation relative to this ' Article,' that the River
St. Lawrence is the centre of Canada. This truth is justified by all titles, by all
authors and by possession. All that France will be able to admit, after having
established this principle, which cannot be reasonably contradicted, is to examine, in
regard to this object, whether the reciprocal convenience of the two nations can
exact some particular arrangement thereto in order to fix invariably the respective
boundaries."

Then the answer of the English to that is found at page 29, at the foot of the
page. " In whatever manner one interprets the Treaty of Utrecht with respect to
the trade which will be permitted the French and English to carry on indiscrimin-
ately with the savage nations, it le nevertheless very certain that such a general trade
is by no means forbidden by this treaty. It is an ordinary and natural right to trans-
act business with one's own subjects, allies or friends; but to come in force into the
territories"-I draw your Lordships' particular attention to this -M"belonging to the
subjects or allies of another Crown, to build forts there, to deprive them of their terri-
tories, and to appropriate them is not and will not be authorized by any pretension,
]lot even by the most uncertain of all, viz., convenience." Then it goes on to say:
" Ilowever, such are the forts of Frederick, Niagara, Presqu' ILe, Riviere-aux-Bufs,
and all those that have been built on the Oyo and in the adjacent countries. What-
Over pretext France can allege for regarding these count ries as dependencies of Canada,
it is certainly true that they have belonged to and (inasmuch as they have not been
Ceded or transferred to the English) belong stili to the same Indian nations that
France has agreed by the 15th article of the Treaty of Utrecht not to molest.

The Lord Chancellor.-South of the Great Lakes ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes. All I state it for is for the purpose of showing that that

15 the contention. The importance L attach to it is this. Your Lordship will
renember that my friends have contended that the occupation of the French, whicl
took place between 1719 and the final cession in 1760, or thereabouts, of this
Western country, deprived the Crown of it, and, of course, also the Hudson Bay
Company. That has been the argument used. Now, what I say is, that the English,
from the Treaty of Utrecht, were endeavoring to get this line fixed. The lino
ither was or was not fixed. If it was fixed, we contend it was placed to the 49th

parallel. If it was not fixed, then, at all events, the French were trespassing or
poaching on the ground of the Hudson Bay without color of right, and the Engliuha,
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in 1750, before the outbreak of the war, speak of it in that way: "lIt is an ordinary
and natural right to transact business with one's own subjects, allies or friends; but
to come in force into the territories belonging to the subjects or allies of another
Crown, to build forts there"-that is supposing they did build up forts in this
country-" to deprive them of their territories, and to appropriate them is not and
will not be authorized by any pretensions, not even by the most uncertain of all,
viz., convenience." No doubt that is referring to other forts specifically,

The Lord Chancel lor.-Yes, but that tends to show that the complaint was in
respect of some of the forts and some of the districts which were part of Canada.

Mr. McCarthy.-No. The forts they are now speaking of are forts south of the
lake.

The Lord Chancellor.-They are now on the territory of the United States.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-Are they treated as in Canada in the Treaty of Utrecht Y
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-Then I think I am right in what I said, that this passage

includes some districts which were part of Canada.
Mr. McCarthy. No. That was not so in reality. Your Lordship remembers

that south of the lake there is no boundary at all between the two countries. In the
Treaty of Paris they do not speak of any boundary at ail. They take the Mississippi
as the dividing line; and there is no attempt on the part of the French to say that
anything south of the lakes belonged to the French.

The Lord Chancellor.-Certainly there were certain settlements before that
treaty which were not affected in any way by that, and between the settlements and
the lakes there were certain French territories.

Mr. McCarthy.-Your Lordship will see on the map that there were French
posts; but the English say, " you having erected posts there, we do fot think it is
right and proper. It is an ordinary and natural right to transact business with
one's own subjects or allies of another Crown; to build forts there, to deprive them of
their territories and to appropriate them, is not and will not be authorized by any
pretension, not even by the most uncertain of all, viz., convenience." I say that not
only applies to those forts south of these lakes, but it applies to the posts and forts to-
,the west, which are on the ýmap more immediately b~fore your Lordships on this
discussion.

Now, I go back to the Joint Appendix, page 586. It is headed " Memorandum
of 1752," and it is a mere repetition of what bas already occurred ; claiming the same
limitory lire, ard still the same amount of damages. Then in 1759-

The Lord Chancellor.-Before you entirely depart from that; the limits of the
Province of Quebec are here accurately defined in the commission at the end of page

375.
Mr. McCarthy.-It is lorg after that.
The Lord Chancellor.-] do not say it is cointempoianeous exactly with the

Cession. I want to know whether it is the fact that within those limits are these
places whieh are south of the lakes ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, undoubtedly. I have said so. These posts are there.
The Lord Cbancellor.-Within the Province of Qunbec, as constituted under the

commission of 1774 ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, undoubtedly. Then in 1759 the Hudson Bay CompanY

again memorialize. This is atjpage 587. This is " To the Right Honourable the LordS
Commissioners of Trade and Planlations," and it sets out a good deal that we have
Iiad over ard over again ; and then it says: " in pursuance of the said treaty and
an especial commiission of Her said late Majesty, Queen Anne, dated the 21th of
July, 1713, the said bay and lards then in posiession of the French, were delivered
mp to Governor Knight and Kelsey, who tock possession thereof for the English

nudson Bay Company, and commissarys were appointed to settle the said
limits, and adjust the damages the Company had sustained which for
the ships and goods of the Company taken by the French appears by
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an account stated in the year 1713 and delivered to the then Lords Commissioners
of Trade and Plantations amounted to upwards of £100,000, besides the damages the
country sustained by the enemy's burning three of their forts and factories at Charlton
Island, Moose River and New Severn, and proceedings were had by the said commis-
saries towards settling the same, but they were never able to bring the settlement of
the said limits to a final conclusion, nor did the Huds n Bay Company ever receive
any satisfaction for their said damages." Thon, -That the papers which were laid
before the said commissaries, and the minutes of their proceedings, as also a memorial
relative to this matter, which in the year 1750, after the conclusion of the last war, was
presented to your Lordships, remaining as your memorialists believe in your Lord-
ships' office, it is conceived from thence will appear the best state of the rights of
both Crowns and of the territories and claims of the said company thal; can be laid
before your Lordships, ;whereto your memorialists beg leave to refer." Thon the
prayer is: " In case any treaty of peace shall be set on foot between this nation and
France that your Lordships will intercede His Majosty to take the promises into Hie
Royal consideration, and that ho will be graciously ploased to cause your memorial-
ists to have full satisfaction made them, pursuant to the Treaty of Utrecht, for the
aforesaid deputations they are hereby acknowledged to have sustained from the
French in time of peace, and for which satisfaction is by the said treaty agreed to be
made to the company, and that the limits of the said Company's territory may be
settled as by the said treaty is also agreed." There is no doubt at all that that is
very st rong evidence indeed, il not conclusive, one would say (although I do not
concede it) that the limits had not been defined. But my purpose for reading it is
this, that up to that, as late as this date- 1759-we find the English Hudson Bay
Company still claiming this 49th parallel, and that the English Government
acknowledged the 49th parallel, and took the view of it that they were contending
for. Now, lot us see practically what follows after that; nothing comes after that,
I think, until we get the treaty. Thon the whole country-the northern part of it-
became British territory. Now, what is the effect? If the 49th parallol is
established, the position of the Hudson Bav Company is perfectly clear. If the
49th parallel is not taken as clearly fixed between the rival states, my position is,
that the English Government having adopted that as the lino, and having taken that
as the country, they were thon bound by the 49th parallel, they never having
repudiated it. As long as that was claimed as French territory they say that is the
IHudson Bay Company's land. Thon they become the joint owners and possessors of all,
and it las never been disclaimed in any document that I have seen that that was the
limit fixed and conceded as between them and the Hudson Bay Company. My
contention is that they said the 49th parallel was the lino which they wore willing te
accept for the purpose of the Utrecht Treaty. They wore willing to accept that, because
they believed generally it was the height of land.

The Lord Chancellor. -That is your theory.
Mr. McCarthy.-I meant that I am putting it forward as my theory.
The Lord Chancellor.-They do not say so.
Mr. McCarthy.-They do not say so, but that is my theory and that is the view

On which the 49th parallel was taken.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is quite clear to me that there are other large claima

north, east and west which are inconsistent with any such theory.
Mr. McCarthy.-Withgroat respect to your Lordships, not within that part of the

country where it was known where the height of land was. Now the position of
the Hudson Bay Company would naturally be this, "we know where the height of
land is in the eastern part of the continent, we say that is about the 49th line."

The Lord Chancellor.--It is a most singular thing if that was all along in their
rninds that they never should once have said so.

Mr. Mcarthy.-It is no use my repeating what I have said, of course, but they
took the 49th instead of the 50th lino, that is what I say.

The Lord President.-With respect to what the Hudson Bay Company were
entitled to claim, just look at page 512. " French memoirs of 1719-20, relating
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to the limits of Hudson Bay under the Treaty of Utrecht," No. 2. " They cannot
say that any land or river, or lake belongs to Hudson Bay; because if all the rivera
which enter into this bay or which communicates with it belongs to it, it might be
said that all New France belonged to them." I suppose that was the French answer.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, that was the French answer.
The Lord President.-It shows what the French understand the company to

mean.
The Lord Chancellor.-I confess I do not quite agree with that. It seems to Me

that the French are putting that which is a reductio ad absurdum not as the actual
claim, They say that they cannot say that, and thon they give a reason which I do
not follow, 1 confess.

The Lord President.-It seems to me that the French understood the company
to claim all the rivera which entered into the bay.

The Lord Chancellor.-I do not think so. The French say they cannot claim
that as a matter of fact. In no single document that I have seen have they ever put
forward that claim, a great deal more than they expected to get.

Mr. McCarthy.-It is hardly so; in this particular country which they know all
about. What could be more natural than not knowing where the height of land is
for them to say: "We are a company, we have a charter," and knowing that in
1750 there were people opposing their charter, that they should put forward their
claim in the way in which I submit they did ? At all events my argument is that the
Crown of England were, in good faith, as against this company, precluded from
contending as against the company, that the line did not go so far south as 49°.

The Lord Chancellor.-That there had been an endeavor in France to fix that
line which failed is true, but it did not bind the parties.

Mr. McCarthy.-It is not contended that the English had any other land there
belonging to the company than that which went down to the 49th parallel.

The Lord Chancellor.-Do you put that by interpretation of the Charter, or by
actual possession that it would be a give and take line ? That would be your view.

Mr. McCarthy.-
Sir ]Robert Collier.-If the English commissaries had been appointed, they might

have taken some line intermediate, between 49 and 51.
The Lord Chancellor.-Your argument is not prejudiced by your having been

willing to accept that line
Mr. McCarthy.-At all events, I an entitled to take this position. I suppose

that nothing had happened to destroy the effect of the Hudson Bay Company's
grant. We have to go back to the Hudson Bay Company's grant to see what that
was. If the Hudson Bay Company's grant means anything, it must mean all the
country drained into the Hudson Bay, of which they, at all events, took possession-
Where else is the line to be drawn ? It is either void by reason of uncertainty, as
not giving any limitry, or it must go to the countries drained into the Hudson Bay.
I submit that is the effect of the grant from the treaty upwards. Let us see what has
been done. It has been urged before your Lordships that there was no possession
actually taken by the Hudson Bay Company in the interior of the country until
after the cession. Well, there were posts on the mouths of the rivers some leagues
up-it is not very important how far up. These posta are set ont on page 588 of the
joint Appendix, but perhaps they are not so clearly set out there as at a subsequeint
place; but I will deal with those separately, if your Lordship will permit me, as it is
a matter which can be dealt with better separately than if taken at this point of mni
argument. But what I want to point out now is this: We now come to 1774.
is not denied, but rather admitted, that the Hudson Bay Company did establish
Cumberland Post, or Cumberland Fort, the very year after the Act was passed after
the cession.

The Lord Chancellor.-Where is that ?
Mr. McCarthy.-That is on the Saskatchewan. It is between 50 and 55

degrees on the Saskatchewan. It is spoken of in Mr. Henry's travels, which is cited
from the Ontario Appendix. He visited the country. He was a trader from Mon-
treal, and he speaks of this particular fort boing there at 1774. It is on page 5 1.
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The Lord Chancellor.-Are you referring to that to show that wherever the
French had forts the Hudson Bay Company had forts also ?

Mr. McCarthy.-l es. I am leading up to show what the Hudson Bay Company
had in that way. It is at the foot of page 51. " On the twenty-sixth October we
reached Cumberland House, one of the factories of Hudson's Bay Company, seated
on Sturgeon Lake, in about 54° north latitude, and 102° longitude west from Green-
wich. This house had been built the year before by Mr. Hearne, who was now absent
on his well-known journey of discovery. We found it garrisoned by Highlanders
from the Orkney Islands, and under the command of a Mr. Cockings, by whom, though
unwelcome guests, we were treated with much civility." This Mr. Henry was one of
those who were trading through the territory much against the will of the Hudson
Bay Company at this time. " The design in building this house was to prevent the
Indians dealing with the Canadian merchants and to induce them to go to Hudson
Bay."

The Lord Chancellor.-I do not quite see the bearing of this on the dispute
which is before us.

Mr. McCarthy.-It is not a part of the territory now in dispute before your
Lordships, but my friend's argument was that between 1719 and the time of the
cession the French occupied that country, and he goes to this very point as one of
the places -commencing at Fort William, going to the Rainy Lake, the Lake of the
Woods, and so on-French posts were established, and your Lordships will recollect
my friend's contention was that the effect of that was to cut down the Hudson Bay
charter and to limit them-to drive them back-to confine their limits closer to
Hudson Bay. I am answering by saying that is not so, because from this very
date the English were endeavoring to get the line fixed, the French were trespassing,
and the Hudson Bay Company were as far as it was necessary for the purpose of
their occupation-because after all it was a trading occupation-so far as it was
necessary the Hudson Bay Company.were occupying too, and I propose to go on and
show what next they did,

The Lord Chancellor.-It is impossible that the Cumberland House should be
within the limits of the commission.

Mr. McCarthy.-No, it was not.
i he Lord Chancellor. .-Then that being so it is outside this altogether.
Mr. McCarthy.-If your Lordship so rules it.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is not a question of ruling, it must be so.
Mr. McCarthy.-I am contented to take it that it must be so.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-It is not in that territory.
Mr. McCarthy.-The argument is that in 1719 the French sent an officer there

to the western sea. In 1730 that was followed up by other officers of the French
Commission appointed by the King to find the western sea, and they were told by
the King: " We are not going to pay you anything ; you will pay yourselves by the
trade you will get in passing through the country." Then this gentleman, Veren-
deyes, established posts from point to point and my friend argued that that had the
effect of taking away the territory from the Hudson Bay Company.

Mr. Mowat.-My argument was that they never had it.
Mr. McCarthy.-If they had not got it then they got it afterwards. Now, I

Ineet that argument by saying that the Hudson Bay Company were in possession
of the mouths of the river, and as it became necessary for the preservation of their
trade and as their strength permitted, they passed on from time to time until even-
tually in 1790 we find them down in Red Lake.

The Lord President.-They claimed the Saskatchewan, 1 presume, because it
was a river which drained into Hudson Bay.

Mr. MoCarthy.-Yes, and they got to Red River, which by some accident was
ceded down to the United States, down to the very Red Lake which is spoken of by
Colonel Haldimand and his correspondents.

Lord Aberdare.-Near the source of the Mississippi ?
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Mr. McCarthy.-Near the source of the Mississippi. I do not know that I need
weary your Lordships by going through all these forts and the details of them.
That is the result of it, that in 1790 we find them down in Red Lake.

The Lord Chancellor.-That was long after the cession.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-I think it might be taken that the Mississippi went a little

northward.
Mr. McCarthy.-They took it at that time that the Pigeon River and all those

rivers that went up drained into the St. Lawrence, according to these maps, but as a
matter of fact they do not. Instead of taking the 49th line, they followed that which
was a convenient boundary until they got to the Lake of the Woods. I am coming
to what the subsequent treaty and correspondence demonstrate. They followed that
which was a convenient boundary, and that is the reason why the boundary of the
Lake of the Woods was assumed, and then the next commission of Dorchester fol-
lowed that, and said the Mississippi was northward of the territories granted to the
Hudson Bay Company. You will find that the commissions neutralise one another.

Lord Aberdare.-It is good so far as the Lake of the Woods goes, and covers a
very considerable territory.

Mr. MeCarthy.-I will go to it now if your Lordships like, but I think it will be
more convenient to treat of that by itself. The beginning of the present century,
1800, cornes. The first thing that we know is done is this. This is very important, and
to my mind it seerns to put an end to the claim made by the other side. Lord
Selkirk, in 1808, or thereabouts, proposed to found a colony on the Red River, and
in 1814 a grant was made to him by the Hudson Bay Company. Now, will your
Lordships look at the limits of that grant ? The map I handed in this morning
shows the limits of the grant to Lord Selkirk. It follows the height of land as the
southern boundary until it comes to the height of land upon the west. It is all
placed on the map. It goes considerably west of the present Province Of Manitoba,
thon it goes southerly to the height of land, thon it takes the height of land as its
boundary until it comes to the western height of land near Pigeon River.

Sir Robert Collier,-low doos it appear that it is bounded by the height of
land ?

Mr. McCarthy.-It is stated so in this grant to Lork Selkirk. Macdonald's
proclamation sets it ont.

The Lord Chancellor.-That is to the United States boundary.
Mr. McCarthy.-At that date it went boyond the United States boundary.
The Lord Chancellor.-Is that the boundary settled by the Ashburton Treaty ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, your Lordship will find it at page 589.
Sir Robert Collier.-It is 520 north latitude.
Mr. McCarthy.-Hence running due west to Lake Winnipeg.
Lord Aberdare.-It seems to go right through Lake Winnipeg.
Mr. McCarthy.-Then in a southerly direction through the said lake, so as to

strike its western shore in latitude 52 degrees; then due west to the place where the
parallel of 52 degrees north latitude intersects the western branch of Red River,
otherwise called Assiniboine; thon due south from that point of intersection to the
height of land which separate the waters running into Hudson Bay from those of the
Missouri and Mississippi Rivers; then in an easterly direction along the height of land
to the source of the River Winnipic (meaning by such last-named river, the principal
branch of the waters which unite in the Lake Saginigas)." That brings us down to
the point marked on the map, the westerly limits of the height of land. " Which
territory is called Assiniboia, and of which I, the undersigned, have been duly
appointed Governor." Then it follows up the stream which was the line of separation
between the United States and Canada, until it gets to the point of commence-
ment, taking in, acknowledging and treating the height of land up to that point as
if the property of the Hudson Bay, and relying on the height of land as the
boundary. 176
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The Lord Chancellor.-Where is there mention made of the boundary between
that and the United States ?

Mr. McCarthy.-It was not known thon. Thattook in a large part of the United
'States territory.

Lord Aberdare.-It conveys the district of Louisiana.
Sir Robert Collier.-It goes below the boundary of 1653.
Mr. McCarthy.-We do not at all'acknowledge that line. These lines are not yet

proved to your Lordships.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is to be regretted, if there is anything disputed as to

this map, that it has not been before us all the time.
Mr. McCarthy.-All we admit is that the general linos of the country are

correct, the rivers, the latitude and longitude.
Lord Aberdare.-You do not admit that particular line ?
Mr. McCarthy.-No. This is a map which shows what we say was the Treaty

of 1653.
Lord Aberdare.-You inserted no maps on account of the difficulty of doing so?
Mr. McCarthy.-We could not do it. We agreed about the maps that each side

should put in such maps as they thought tended to prove their case. In 1814 they
bounded it on the south by the height of land, they carried that as far as where
Pigeon River takes its rise, and then they pursued the watercourse along into Lake
Winnipeg to the place of commencement, adopting this water lino as the actual
southern boundary of their territory.

The Lord Chancellor.-It is all to the west of the land now in question ?
Mr. McCarthy.-No, it is south of the disputed territory. Your Lordships will

see it very clearly in Koith Johnstone's Physical Atlas. It shows the height and water
system very plainly.

The Lord. Chancellor.-Something is assumed with regard to it in 1814. The
claim certainly includes part of that which, in the Quebec Act, is confined to the
Province of Quebec.

Mr. McCarthy.-We submit not.
The Lord Chancellor.-Boyond all question a line drawn from its source would

cut off a part of that.
Mr. McCarthy.-it goes straight to the territory. The Act says following the

western bank of the Mississippi to its source, and then northward to Hudson Bay
territory. If the Hudson Bay territory is bounded by the height of land, it strikes
the height of land and that ends it.

Lord Aberdare.-This map of Johnston's shows the river system.
Mr. McCarthy.-The Mississippi goes up to Lake Alaska. Lake Alaska is south

of the hoight of land, thon from that you go due north to the Hudson Bay
territory. That, as we contend, is the height of land. Now we offered this as evi-
,dance, that in 1814 this was treated by the Hudson Bay Company as their land and
granted, I submit, it is some evidence. Your Lordships will see also it was up to
that hoight of land that Upper Canada exercised juriediction. Upper Canada never
laimed to exercise jurisdiction beyond the height of land.

The Lord Chancellor.-We have at present no evidence whatever of this.
Mr. McCarthy.-My learned friend, Mr. Mowat, contended for that. Johnstone's

Physical Atlas seems to me to show it very nicely, at plate 17. It showsi the river
e stems. Afterwards it was made into a formai colony. The Hudson Bay

ompany exercised the power of life and death. They appointed a judge, the present
Judge Johnstone, of the Province of Quebec. They called him recorder,.but he waa
a judge there. He is still living. That is the place called Assiniboia. The head-
uarters were Fort Garry. The colony, as they called it, was that limit confined on
ewàO south by the United States line. Within those limita was the colony. He

actually continued there until it was taken possession of under the Dominion Act,
after the Rupert's Land Act was passed, and after the country was taken over by
Canada.

The Lord Chancellor.-Where is Fort Garry ?
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Mr. McCarthy.-Fort Garry is now Winnipeg. Thon, the history of Lord
8elkirk's colony is this: He commenced to colonize in 1808. The grant was made
in 1814. Ho brought a number of people out from Scotland. Very shortly after
that, or about that same period, the traders from Montreal, the individual men who
had been trading, and who had been operating as rivals to one another, combined,
and they became an incorporated company.

Mr. Mowat.-It was long before that-half a century before.
Mr. McCarthy.-I will give you the exact date.
The Lord Chancellor.-Is it not the fact that the respective claims of those

companies were in controversy for a long time, and that the then Governor of Canada
did not very much favor Lord Selkirk's pretensions ?

Mr. McCarthy.-No, they were in controversy to that extent. I accept your
Lordship's statement, but all the Governor did was to accept neutrality. Your
Lordship will see that at that time it was very much doubted whether the charter of
the Hudson Bay Company gave them a right to exclude others from trading there.
Every opinion I have seen concedes that the Hudson Bay Company's grant of land
was good. The contention they put forward, that they had the exclusive right to
treat, was in practice opposed by those men who afterwaids joined together and
became the North-West Company, and the English authorities, the Governor General
or his subordinates, were directed not to interfere in that dispute. That was not a
dispute about the territory. The North-West Company had no grant of land. They
were a company incorporrted in the city of Montreal, simply for trading purposes,
and they went into the North-W est and traded. The Hudson Bay Company said :
You have no business to trade here; we are not merely the owners of the soil, but we
have the exclusive right to treat, and you are all trespassers. And civil war ensued.
Those disputes went on from day to day, and in one battle Governor Temple 4nd 29
men were killed. There was another fight at Dalles, which afterwards gave rise to
the trial of De Reinhardt for murder in the Province of Quebec. All that the cor-
respondence shows is that the Governor was not to interfere to recognize Lord Sel-
kirk's rights, nior the Hudson Bay rights, nor the North-West Company's rights. He
was to observe neutralitv, because it was a proper question of law, and it was stated
that the North-West Company were bringing the matter to the test of legal decision.
Thon what followed ? The North-West Company became a part of the Hudson Bay
Company; the Crown recognizes them in that position, actually recites it in an Act of
Parliament that they had joined together, thon recognizes the Hudson Bay charter and
gives a power io the Government to give an exclusive license to trade to the Hudson Bay
Company, thus embracing all who were trading up to that time, not merely on their
own territory-that was the position of it-that was renewed in 1838. It was in
1821 it was first granted, after the statute of that year, to the Hudson Bay Company
and to three gentlemen who represented the other company. In 1838 that license
was renewed to the Hudson Bay Company alone-because the others had become
shareholders in the Hudson Bay Company. That continued until 1857, and then it
was becoming obvious that this country could not be closed up by the Hudson Bay
Company against the advancing tide of settlement coming from Canada on the eaet.
Communications were opened up between the British and Canadian Governments,
which finally led to the passage of the Rupert's Land Act, which distinctly recognise8
and incorporates for the purposes of that Act and of that transfer all that the Hud-
son Bay Company thon possessed or claimed for the very purpose of settling this
dispute as to boundary. So bore we find that the Hudson Bay Company were
de facto in possession. We find that, at all events, they claimed it, as I pointed out, in
the most solemn documents recognized by the authorities, and thon the Act of Par-
liament was passed saying that Rupert's Land shall, for the purposes of this Act,
mean all that the company held or claimed at any time. I think the words are as
large as possible-and the colony of Rupert's Land was added to the confederated
provinces of Canada. That is generally the outline of the position we take with
regard to that. I am reaching that point gradually. What Iwas going to refer to
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was the Acts of Parliament of 1803 and 1821. The Act of 1803 is to be found at
page 406 of the Joint Appendix.

Adjourned for a short time.
The Lord Chancellor.-I have been endeavoring to follow the limits of the Hud-

son Bay grant to Lord Selkirk, as stated at page 589, and I cannet make it out that
it includes any country to the east of Red River.

Mr. McCarthy.-Has your Lordship got down to the height of land?
The Lord Chancellor.-Yes, it begins at a point on the western shore of Lake

Winnipeg.
Mr. McCarthy.-Perhaps my learned friend would admit it. (To Mr. Mowat.)

Do you not admit that the grant to Lord Selkirk goes down to Pigeon River-the
height of land past Pigeon River ?

The Lord Chancellor.-Following the boundary as here described it seems clear
that it is not.

Mr. McCarthy.-It goes down to the source of Lake Winnipeg. That is what
it says.

The Lord Chancellor.-The source of the Winnipeg River it means.
Mr. McCarthy.-It says: " Meaning by such last-named river the principal

branch of the waters which unite in the Lake Saginagas." That is the point, that is
close to Pigeon River.

Lord Aberdare.-That is exactly where the height of land comes in.
The Lord Chancellor.-I cannot follow the limits. The limits as they are laid

down are first of all, "beginning on the western shore of Lake Winnipeg," at a
certain point. Then running due west to Lake Winnepegosis, thon in a southerly
direction through the lake.

Mr. McCarthy.-No, that is nt the course. You still go westward, only a little
bit south.

The Lord Chancellor.-" Then in a southerly direction through the said lake,
so as to strike its western shore in latitude 52 degrees, then due west to the place
where the parallel of 52 degrees north latitude intersects the western
branch of Red River, otherwise called Assiniboine." I see that by the dot-
ted lino: " Thon due south from that point of intersection to the height of land
which separates the waters running into Hudson Bay from those of the Missouri and
Mississippi Rivers," I find the height of land laid down. " Then in an easterly direc.
tion along the height of land to the source of the River Winnipeg, (meaning by such
named river the principal branch of the waters which unite in the Lake Saginagas)."
Now, the River Winnipeg, I should have supposed, would have been the river which
ran into the Lake Winnipeg, but supposing it does not, where is the river that is
inentioned ?

Lord Aberdare.-The river Winnipeg flows into Lake Winnipeg immediately
above the Red River, and thon comes out in Lake Assiniboine which lake itself is
connected by what flows through a series of lakes with Lake Saginagas.

The Lord Chancellor.-You are brought to the source of the River Winnipeg,
which means, as I understand, in substance, the easterly branch of the Red River.

Mr. McCarthy.-No.
Sir Robert Collier.-The River Winnipeg seems to rise in a very small lake.

(Their Lordships referred to the maps.)
The Lord President.-It would look as if the whole of that water communication

from Saginagas was included under that head. It all runs into it.
The Lord Chancellor.-It was suggested that certain waters did unite in that

Lake Saginagas, and the principal branch of it is close to Pigeon River.
Mr. McCarthy.-The Ontario map marks it down. The line we put is only to

show it more distinctly.
Mr. Mowat.-We have marked it correctly on our map.
Lord Aberdare.-These rivers often have a variety of names.
Mr. McCarthy.-It is not open to controversy so far as the other side are con-

cerned. They have marked it on their own map.
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Then, my Lord, I will recur again to the position of the Hudson Bay Company,
but I now wish to draw your Lordships' attention to the Acts which appear to me to
have some little hearing with reference to the disputes at that time.

The Lord Chancellor.-What Acts?
Mr. McCarthy.-First the Act of 1803.
The Lord Chancellor.-You referred to that before.
Mr. McCarthy.-It was under that Act that the De Reinhardt trial took place,

and the question in the De Reinhardt trial, your Lordship will see, was merely as to
the due north line.

The Lord Chancellor.-That turns on the adoption by the learned Judge of the
line from the confluence of the Rivers Mississippi and Ohio. If that is not right that
decision ceases to be any authority.

Mr. McCarthy.-As far as this goes. The only way it becomes important, of
course, is that there was a trial in Quebec of this offence committed under that Act,
assuming, of course, if it was outside thejurisdiction. Of course, Quebec did not reach
there. It is either Upper Canada or the Indian Territory, and it was on the assum
tion that it was not in Upper Canada. A similar trial took place in Upper Cana
which resulted in a verdict of not guilty, and therefore there was no point in it
beyond the one I am going to speak of. That will be found at page 685 of the joint
case.

The Lord Chancellor.-Was this a trial under the Act of 1803 ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, this was the case of Brown vs. Boucher in 1818. It com-

mences at the foot of page 685, and the only importance of that case-and it is
important in that view-is that if this was Upper, then the Crown Offcer should not
have prosecuted the case under the Act of 1803.

The Lord Chancellor. -Was the precise spot where that question arose fixed ?
Mr. McCarthy.-It was a trial for the murder of Governor Semple, which took

place at the battle of Frog Plains.
The Lord Chancellor.-Was the spot deeided where the murder took place?
Mr. McCarthy.-It is close to what is now Winnipeg.
The Lord Chancellor.-That would not affect it.
Mr. McCarthy.-Not if the award is taken as being anything, but your Lord-

ships, if I may say so, were dealing with it as if the award were of some validity.
The Lord Chancellor.-Not the least in the world. The question is what is the

true boundary. It is immaterial, but we get any assistance from the award we can.
Mr. McCarthy.-What I am pointing ont is that, if not, it makes no difference

in our contention whether the statutable offence took place est or west of the
awarded line.

The Lord Chancellor.-That is to say, if you have established the fact that the
boundary is what you allege, whatever that may be, then it may be perfectly indif-
ferent; but the question we have to determine here is whether or no the boundary is
one which gives to Ontario the whole or only part of what has been given to Ontario.
Then the place where this alleged murder took place is, as I understand it, in what
is admitted to be Manitoba.

Mr. McCarthy.-Your Lordship will pardon me. The question, as I understand
it, now is, if the award be invalid, what is the true boundary ?

The Lord Ohancellor.-True. We have practically dcided in your favor the
attempt to push the boundary of Canada indefinitely to the west, and you may
assume, I think, at least it is my impression, and I think the view of their Lordships,
that we shall not carry it further to the west than the award has carried it. Whether
we shall carry it so far muet depend on the effect of the argument.

Mr. Mcoarthy.-Perhaps your Lordship will allow me to state my position. If
the height of land is not the true hne then I fail to sec, and I state on my part that I
fail to seo, any evidence of where the true lino is.

The Lord Chancellor.-We have got-and your attention was called to this at
the beginning-certain boundaries mentioned in the Quebec Act and in the contem-
,poraneous, or nearly contemporancous, documents. We are in search of those bound-
-aries.
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Mr. McCarthy.-Tf I may go back to the Quebec Act again, and assuming, in the
view I am arguing for, that the true construction is to follow the Mississippi River,
then it ends at the territory granted to the Hudson Bay.

The Lord Chancellor.-Very likely, and I quite follow the argument that, having
got to the hesd of the Mississippi River, striking north from that you reach the
boundary which you call the height of land. I quite understand that argument, and
will consider the weight to be attached to it, but any way that would exclude the
alleged site of this particular murder.

Mr. McCarthy.-Between the place of the alleged murder and the lin, of the
north-west angle there is nothing in all the papers, that is what I venture to assert,
to show any distinction, because the first Commission does not speak of the north-
west angle at al]. It follows the construction which for the present I am conceiving
your Lordships are holding to be the proper wording of the Act-that is, up to the
Hudson Bay territory; so that there is no difference whether it happened east or-
west of that particular line.

The Lord Chancellor.-If it stopped there thon you might say that that is truee*
I do not follow it, because it is quite clear, at least it seems to me at present, that
that would draw a lin. to the north wherever that line stops which would be east of
Manitoba.

Mr. McCarthy.-What I mean to say is that there is no suggestion of the southern
boundary of the Hudson Bay territory being at any point or place where a lin. from
the north of the Mississippi would strike or make any difference as to this particular
offence.

The Lord Chancellor.-I cannot agree with you. Whether the line drawn north
from the head waters of the Mississippi strikes what you call the height of land or
whether it continues further north, any way it would cut off this particular spot to
the west.

Mr. McCarthy.-If it goes north, of course.
The Lord Chancellor.-Either way this particular spot would be to the west.
Mr. McCarthy.-But what I said, and I think your Lrdship agreed in that con.

tention, is, that it was the southern boundary of the Hudson Bay land that we are
endeavoring to be paid. I say there is no suggestion of any southern boandary of
the Hudson Bay land which makes any difference whether the offence was commit-
ted to the east or west of the north-west angle of the Lake of the Woods.

The Vice Chancellor.-We are endeavoring to find the point where the lino
Mentioned in the Quebec Act would strike the southern boundary.

Mr. McCarthy.-We have to find that to get the point. There is nothing to show
there is any point of the Hudson Bay territory that could be struck if it be not the
height of land where it would make any difference whether this offence was commit-
ted east or west of the north-west angle, and, therefore, I submit it is an authority
where we find a Court of Upper Canada trying an offence committed there at that
date, not upon their own law, but under the Act of 1803. It did not require to be
decided.

The Lord Chancellor.-That is begging the whole question.
Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord. Perhaps I do not make myself clear. What I

me6an is this. Is that in Upper Canada?
The Lord Chancellor.-The thing is that you assume that it was not Upper

Canada, if that is in your favor-that what was then Manitoba is Dot Upper Canada.
Mr. McCarthy,-What I am endeavoring to point out to your Lordships is that

la point Of principle there was no distinction between the land admitted to be Mani-
toba and the land immediately to the east of that.

The Lord Chancellor.-You cannot make it out because upon the Manitoba
territory a certain murder is committed, it is held not to be within Ontario.

Mr. McCarthy.-It is only a further fact.
Now, my Lords, I have gone over the whole history and what I submit is that

Ihere is nothing anywhere which would enable our Surveyor to draw a line that
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would strike the north-west angle of the Lake of the Woods and join that which is
the sout bern boundary of the Hudson Bay.

Sir Montague Srnith.-Can you have it much more than the whole of what is
admitted to be Manitoba is admitted not to be Canada.

Mr. McCarthy.-I only want it as the principle. It is not the territory. The
point I desire to make was this-

Sir Montagne Smith.-I quite understand you. You say it proves that this part
of it was not Canada, and proviug that that is out of Canada we should come to the
conclusion that that is not, because the lino must be taken as the watershed. It goes
no further than that.

Mr. McCarthy.-I do not contend that it does. Thon I come to the Act of 1821
which your Lordships will see at page 417 of the case. That was an Act having a
two-fold object. When the Act of 1803 was passed it. was intended to give jurisdic-
tion to the courts of Canada over ail offenees outside the limit of either of the Pro-
vinces apparently; also to include the Hudson Bay Territory. Botween 1803 and
1821 this difficulty suggested itself. By the charter to the Hudson Bay Company
they had courts and rower to constitute courts, and they had constituted courts, and
the difficulty that suggested itself was that this Act of 1803 sufficiently and explicitly
declared that the intention of Parliament was that the Canadian courts should have
jurisdiction over offences arising in that territory. For that purpose the doubt was
cured and thon it in point of fact acknowledges, which I need not trouble your Lord-
ships with after what your Lordship has said-the Hudson Bay Conpany's rights in
a certain sense, and finally it goes on to say that oven though offences may be com-
mitted within the jurisdiction of the Hudson Bay Company's lands, that nevertheless
they shall be triable unçier the Act of 1803, and it also deals with the fur trade. The
recital there is not unimportant. " Whereas the competition in the fur trade between
the Governor and the company of Adventurers of England trading into Hudson Bay
and certain associations of persons trading under the nane of The North-West Com-
pany of Montreal,' bas been found for some years past to be productive of great
inconvenience and loss," and then it goes on to describe that and the fonds that took
place between them. " And whereas many breaches of the peace and violence extend-
ing to the loss of lives and the destruction ofoonsiderable property have continually
occurred therein. And whereas for remedy of such evils it is expedient and noces-
sary that some more effectual regulations should be established for the apprehending,
securing and bringing to justice ail porsons committing such offences, and so on.
Thon it recites the Aet of 1803, and thon the enacting clause is that " it shall be
lawful for His Majosty, his heirs or successors, to miake grants or give his Royal
license nnder the band and seal of one of Ris Majesty's principal Secrotaries of State,
to any body corporate or company, or person or persons of, or for the exclusive privi-
loge of trading with the Indians in ail such parts of North Americ as shall be
specified in any sncb grants or licenses respectively, not being part of the lands or
territories horetofore granted to the said Governor and company of Adventurers of
England trading to Hudson Bay, and not being part of any of Ris Majosty's Provin-
ces in North America, or of any lands or territories belonging to the United States
of America, and ail such grants and licenses shall be good, valid and effectual," and
so on. Then " Provided always, and be it further enacted, that no such grant or
license made or given by Ris Majesty, his boirs or successors, of any sch exclusive
privilegos of trading with the Indians in such parts of North America as aforesaid,
shall be made or given for any longer period than 21 years, and no rent shall be
required or demanded for or in respect ot any such grant or license or any privileges
given thereby under the provisions of this act for the first period of twenty-one
years," and then there is something more with reforence to rents. Thon the 3rd
section says: " That f roum and after the passing of this act the Governor and Com-
pany of Adventurers trading to Hudson BLy, and every body corporate and coM-
pany and person to whom every such grant or license shall be made or given s
aforesaid shal respectively keep accurate registers of ail persons in their employ ili
any part of North America, and shall once in oach year return to His Majesty's
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Becretary of State, accurate duplicates of such register and shall also enter into such
security as shall be required by Ris Majesty for the due execution of all processes
criminal and civil as well within the territories included in any such grant as within
those granted by charter to the Governor and Company of Adventurers trading to
Hudson's Bay, and for the producing or delivering into safe custody for purposes of
trial of all persons in their employ or acting under their authority, who shall be
charged with any criminal offence." Tlhen it speaks of the convention between Ris
Majesty and the United States, which does not appear to me to be important, and of
the other Acts with regard to that which were passed for the trial of offenders. The
first Act of 1803 gave power to issue commissions, and under that Act one of the
Justices of the Peace was Lord Selkirk. That is they had power to grant commis-
sions under the Act of 1803 for the purpose of apprehending offenders in order to
permit of their trial under that Act in the courts of Canada, and under that Act Lord
Selkirk and all the principal men of the Hudson Bay Company were appointed
Magistrates and Justices of the Peace. Now follows the license at page 4 'l, and it
recites the Act which I have just partly read to your Lordships, and the powers of
the Act at page 422, line 22, it says: "And whereas the said Governor and Com.
pany of Adventurers of England trading into Hudson Bay, and certain associations
of persons trading under the name of the North-West Company of Montreal, have
respectively extended the fur trade over many parts of North America which had
not been before explored. And whereas the competition in the said trade has been
found for some years past to be productive of great inconvenience and loss-not only
to the said company and associations, but to the said trade in general, and also of
great injury to the native Indians and of other persons our subjects. And whereas
the said Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading into Hudson
Bay, and William M'Gillivray, of Montreal, in the Province of Lower Canada,
Esq.," and so on naming them, "have represented to us that they have entered into
an agreement on the 26th day of March last, for putting an end to the said compe-
tition and carrying on the said trade for twenty-one years, commencing with the
outfit of 1821 and ending with the returns of 1841, to be carried on in the name of
the said Governor and company exclusively. And whereas the said Governor and
company and William M'Gillivray, Simon M'Gillivray and Edward Ellice, have
humbly brought us to make a grant and give our royal license of them jointly of and
for the exclusive privilege of trading with the Indians in North America under the
restrictions and upon the terms and conditions specified in the said recited act.
Now, know ye, that we being desirous of encouraging the said trade and remedying
the evils which have arisen from the competition which has heretofore existed there-
in, do grant and give our royal license under the hand and seal of one of our prin-
cipal Secretaries of State to the said Governor and company and William MI'Gillivray,
Simon bi'Gillivray and Edward Ellice, for the exclusive privilege of trading with
the Indians in all such parts of North America to the northward and westward of
the lands and territories belonging to the United States of America as shall notform
part of any of our Provinces in North America, or of any lands or territories belong-
Ing to the said United States of America, or to any European Government, state, or
Power, and we do by these presents give, grant and secure to the said Governor and
Company, William M'Gillivray, Simon M'Gillivray, Edward Ellice, jointly, the sole
and exclusive privilege for the full period of twenty-one years from the date of this
our grant of trading with the Indians in all such parts of North America as aforesaid."

The Lord Chancellor.-What is it you rely upon there ?
Mr. McCarthy.-I rely upon that as an adoption by Parliament and the Govern-

Ment of the agreement, an end to competition between the Hudson Bay Company
and the North-West Company, who were the only persons disputing the right of the
Hudson Bay Company to the country which they claimed under their charter, and
a license is granted thereupon to the united bodies.

The Lord Chancellor.-That is for the exclusive privilege of trading with the
Indians in all such parts of North Ameriea to the north ward and westward of the lands
and territories belonging to the United States of America as shall not form part of
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any of our Provinces in North America. How that tends to determine whether the
particular part in dispute does, or does ngt form part, I do not see. %

Mr. McCarthy.-It goes perhaps more to the other part as to the rights of the
Hudson Bay Company. That was renewed in 1838, as your Lordships will find on
the next page, 423, to the Hudson Bay Company alone for twenty-one years.

Sir Robert Collier.-If that goes no further than this, it is not necessary to
read it.

Mr. McCarthy.-I am not going to read it. It is to the company instead of to-
the company and others. Thon the covenant by the Hudson Bay Company to per-
form their part is on the following page.

Now, my Lords, pausing here for a moment in the history of the Hudson Bay
Company, I come back to endeavor to answer the arguments advanced by my learned
friend, your Lordships being satisfied as to the legality of the company's Act, as to
which I have several authoçities, and the recognition of the Hudson Bay Company's
charter, even in one case in a treaty between them and the United States.

Sir Robert Collier.-You may assume that for the purpose of the argument.
Mr. McCarthy.-Then the only point that it appears to me I have to answer is

this up to this stage, and that is the contention advanced by my learned friend'
Mr. Mowat, and repeated by the learned counsel who followed him, that the trespass-
ing, as we call it, the going upon this intermediate country from Fort William west-
ward by the French from 1719 upwards, had the effect of limiting and contracting
what otherwise would be the measure of the lands granted to the Hudson Bay,
Company. I deny, as a proposition of law, that that would be the proper conclusion
to draw. There was the grant in 1670, which for the purpose of the British territory,.
so far as the Crown of Great Britain and the subjects of Great Britain are concerned,
is of its own strength sufficient to grant all that is therein contained. Although it
may not have been of binding efflicacy, as far as foreign powers are concerned, for the
purposes of the subjects of Great Britain, it is of binding effect, and, therefore, when
the Act of 1774 speaks of going to the territories granted to the Hudson Bay Com-
pany-

Sir Montague Smith.-The way the argument was put is this : That it does not
limit the grant, but the grant itself puts that as a limit-countries not possessed byr
the sulject of a foreign power. It is not put as a limitation of the grant, but as part
of the exception in the grant itself.

Mr. McCarthy.-That is not the way I understood my learned friend's argument
The way I understocd it was this: Assuming, for the sake of the argument, that it doe&
take in all the territory claimed by the Hudson Bay, nevertheless my learned friend
argued, if we find the Hudson Bay Company had occupied only 200 miles from the
shore, and that French people had come up to that 200 miles from the shore, that
circumstance had changed and limited the grant. I say that that is not a good argu-
ment in law, because the charter of it does--and I am assuming now, for this part of
-the argument, that it does-grant to the heights of land surrounding Hudson Bay,
it is a good charter-no matter whether it is good as to foreigners or not-as to
British subjects; and when afterwards, in 1774, the Parliament, which had again and
again referred to the Hudson Bay Company, and on one occasion had expressly
Tatified %he charter, speaks of the grant in this way, the Province of Quebec being
limited on tho north by the land granted to the Budson Bay Adventurers, i
should submit that nothing that happened between the French and the Hudson Bay
people could limit or affect the grant.

The Lord Chancellor.-Is your proposition that if it was ever so clear that
French Canada had included the locus in quo, and had been recognized as having done
so by the Britizh Crown, and the British Crown accepted it as part of the cession of
.French Canada, yet because you would argue from the charter given by Charles Il
to the Hudson Bay Company that it included the rivera up to their sources, there-
fore we are not to regard the boundary mentioned in the QuebeO Act according to
the facto, but according to the theory.
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Mr. MfcCarthy.-Yes; my argument goes that far on two grounds: first, as a
matter of law; and secondly, as a matter of fact.

The Lord Chancellor.-It cannot be a matter of law.
Mr. Mcarthy.-I mean a matter of law in this sense: If we find a grant in

1670 defining certain limits.
The Lord Chancellor.-It does not.
Sir Montagne Smith.-Not already actually possessed by other people. Thon, if

in fact, it was actually possessed.
Mr. McCarthy.-It was not at that time.
Sir Montagne Smith.-l do not say it; but if you find it was actually possessed

thon the fact is doubtful.
The Lord Chancellor.-If you find that for years afterwards it was recognized as

a Prench possession, and so treated by the British Crown, would not legal principles
justify the presumption that it was a French possession ?

Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord, I submit not, and I will tell you my reasons for
it. The grant at that time was of all that territory. I am assuming now, as I must
assume something for the sake of the argument, the limitation to which your Lord-
ship has just referred, the grant was a grant of all the territory into Hudson Bay.
Then what is the meaning of the grant in 1670, the day it was signed and sealed ?'
It says all that territory, except such as was thon in the possession of any other
Christian power, not such as might, a hundred years after, pass into the possession
of any other Christian power.

The Lord Chancellor.-Do not the courts of law draw such inferences, even
'When individual minds are satisfied that the fact was otherwise ? Ras it not been the
practice for courts of law to draw from a hundred years, or very long possession, an
inference of earlier possession, even when the probability of fact was not so?

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; I am endeavoring to shorten my argument as much as I
can, but as a matter of fact this is perfectly plain, and I will go on and prove it, if
your Lordships doubt it, that in 1670 the French were not in possession of an inch
Of that territory.

The Lord Chancellor.-You cannot prove a negative.
Mr. McCarthy.-I can only prove it historically. I think there was no pretence

that they bad penetrated at that date, or gone beyond the limits of the St. Lawrence,
'Watershed at that date.

The Lord Chancellor.-No facts that I am aware of are in anyway proved which
include the legal presumption from long possession.

Mr. McCarthy.-Unless the definite proof of when that possession commenced.
The Lord Chancellor.- There is no sncb proof.
Mr. McCarthy.-With all deference to your Lordship, I think there is.
The Lord Chancellor.-But you deny the fact of possession altogether.
Mr. Mc Carthy.-Yes, my Lord, I say there is no proof of that there was any

Possession of any country which was not drained by a part of the St. Lawrence
Prior to 16.0. I start with that. Now, if it be necessary, I will go back and prove
that to your Lordships, so far as we can trace it from the historical documents
which are left to us. What were the French pretensions ? The French pretension
Was that they had discovered Hudson Bay, and by virtue of that discovery they
Claimed that they bad a botter right than the English. The English said that they
had discovered it; and I assumed on Thursday, and I think it was an expedient and a
fair and proper assumption, that the English were right in that view, but whether
they are right or wrong the English undoubtedly first took possession of it under
their discoverer, and thon it is a question of law to what extent of territory that
gives the English a right, internationally speaking, as between them and the French
by virtue of their prior discovery and their after occupation. That question of law
I propose to discuss still later on. As I understand, the result of the authorities-
speaking of them in that sense, the recognized rules which govern all the treaties
dealing with this part of the North American continent-and I submit they must
be accepted as the international law on the subject-it is this, that the discovery of
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a coast lino and the occupation of that coast lino gives to the discoverer an entire
right to all the territory that is drained thore. Now, the American Ministers put
foi ward a much wider claim. They put forward this claim. They said that the
discovery of the mouth of a river gave to the discoverer and occupier of that river
or of the mouth of that stream, a right to all the territory that was drained by the
stream, and that is discussed in Sir Robert Phillimore's work and afterwards in Sir
Travers Twiss', and settled now on this basis that the American view put forward
by Mr. Galton was too broad, that merely the discovery of the mouth of a river did
not give a right to all the territory which it drained, but that the discovery of the
coast lino and the occupation of course in either case did give to that discoverer and
occupier a right, internationally speaking, to all the country that was drained into
the coast lino.

Sir Robert Collier; -You must not assume that to be so.
Ihe Lord Chancellor.-If Sir Travers Twiss said so it cannot be taken to be the

law.
Lord Aberdare.-You must show that the occupation followed on the dis-

covery.
Mr. McCarthy.-Of course, my Lord, that would be so.
Lord Aberdare.-I suppose the first occupation was under the charter?
Mi. McCarthy.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-And the discovery was in 1610 ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, that is also dealt with. If the discovery is not followed

by the occupation and anybody else intervenes, then it is also a question of whether
thero has been an abandonment.

Lord Abordare.-Yes, the French claim to have intervened.
Mr. McCarthy.-Y es; but as a fact they did not. There is no pretension that

they had gone into Rudson Bay until after the Hudson Bay people had gone there.
The Hudson Bay people went into Hudson Bay first in 1657. Then they came
back and got their charter. A man of the name of Zachariah Gehan was sent from
Bristol on behalf of the Hudson Bay Adventurers, and thon took possession, and
thon came back and represented it to the King and got the charter.

Lord Aberdare.-What was the earliest date of the claim of the French ?
Mr. McCarthy.-They pretend that a man of the name of Bourdan-
Lord Aberdare.-The Attorney General ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, Bourdan, the Attorney General of the Province of Quebeo.

They pretend that he went there and took possession in 1650 or 1660.
The Lord Chancellor.-I see that various forts are said to have been built in

1684 ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord, that we deny, and I have on the evidence, if it

becornes necessary to go into the evidence, I shall be able to satisfy your Lordship
that Bourdan did not go there. Bourdan was despatched from Quebec and directed
to go there, and ho is said to have gone there in 1656, but, as a matter of fact, it
appears that ho started and went a distance, but did not succeed in getting there on
account of the difficulties, and tben returned. Thon in 1657 the Hudson Bay people
are there and they continue in occupation until 1672, and in 1672 Father Albanie is
sent out from Quebec and he goes through the form Of putting up a polo and putting
up the Fronch arms, and takes possession in the name of the King of France, doing
it all secretly. But in 1660 the French Governor at Quebec corresponded on friendlY
te rus with the Governor of Hudson Bay, and it has always been put forward as
another jaim that the French in the first place acquiesced in the possession of thO
Huulson 13.1y Company, but from that time to 1672 or 1673 the French were conspir-
ing to di-ve out the Hudson Bay Adventurers, and in 1682 they sent out a military
expedition and did drive them out and took possession of thoir forts, or six or seve]
forts, which they ha1 erected. Your Lordships have heard the history of that which
followed in the subsequent treaties. Now, the proposition of international law I
will state, and I do not think anything can be found to the contrary, and I submitit
is in accordance with reason and law. If this continued, how was the country set-
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tled? The English settled on the Atlantic coast; they claimed, as the map shows,
that that settlement gave them a right as far as the Pacifie Ocean. They claimed
that Virginia stretched to the Pacifie Ocean. The English claim was wider than the
French, because the French claimed the watersbed of the system up to the height of
land, if your Lordships remember (and I will give the reference to it). Wben Lesieur
discovered the Mississippi he came from the north. He started from Quebec and
came down by the Wisconsin and penetrated down the Mississippi to the mouth, and
it was not till he got to the mouth of the Mississippi that he claimed to be the dis-
COverer. Then he erected a pole and made a proclamation in the name of the King
of France that the whole of the territory drained into the Mississippi was taken pos-
Session of in the name of the Crown of France. Now everything in these matters
relating to the continent were treated on that basis and the only dispute was as
between the American Minister setting up that the mere discovery of a river gave a
right to the watershed of a river, and the other claim contended for by the British
Minister and the Spanish Minister was that that was not so unless there was a dis-
COvery of the coast line as well.

The Lord Chancellor.-In a direct reason there seems to be about as much foun-
dation for the one idea as for the other. If you say that because you take possession
of a few miles of the coast of Africa you take possession of all the country which is
dlrained by a river which goes three thousand miles, it is so absurd that I cannot con-
'Dive it to be laid down by any writer on international law. However, it has very
little bearing upon this question.

Sir R. P. Collier.-Whther it is so or not is of very little consequence.
The Lord President.-What do you conceive to be the bearing of all this?
Mr. McCarthy.-The bearing of all this is that the charter did give to the Hud-

Son Bay certain defiaite limits. If it did not give to Hudson Bay certain definite
limnits the charter was- void for uncertainty. Now, what were those limits?

Sir R. P. Collier.-Then we go back to the charter.
Mr. McCarthy.-I am speaking about that charter which was the only possession

that the English had in all this north country. The Hudson Bay Company repre-
Sented the Crown of England and the charter purported to give them all the landa
Which drained into. Now, either it was void for uncertainty and a piece of waste
Paper, and I am not required to argue that, or it did give to Hudson Bay certain
definite limits. Where are those definite limits ? Can my learned friends on the
Other side suggest any definite limits to the Hudson Bay grant ?

Sir R. P. Collier.-I thought yon were trying to suggest some title that they had
independently of the charter.

Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord.
Sir R. P. Collier.-Then we come back to the charter and we have heard your

Views on that subject.
Lord Aberdare.-Would you argue that although the French may have possessed

themaselves of the portion of the territory draining into the Hudson Bay most
distant frorn HaIson Bay and held possession of it for a considerable time, that
Claim would have availed as against England itself when it once be3ame possessed of
Canada ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Precisely.
Lord Aberdare.-Yon argue that even although the evidence showed, for instance,

Just as an example, that a portion of this territory granted by the Arbitrators within
the watershed towards Hudson Bay had been o-cupied by the French, that occupa-
tion for 50, 80, or 100 years would not avaiL against the claim of the Hudson Bay
Company.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord, that is my proposition.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is really a proposition which, if it is anything, is the

Inost extraordinary imaginable. The French got access to this country which is
drained at a certain point by the St. Lawrence, they push their settlements into the
initerior and do not meet there with any other settlements of any other nation what-
Over. According to your argument they might organize these settlements in the
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mnost civilized way and build towns and villages and cultivate the land, but becauser
Ring Charles II had granted, 100 or 50 years before, a charter to some of his subjectb
whieh in the terme of it as you say construed upon certain principles, would include
part of the territory which the French had seo settled, therefore, internationally, the
adventurers, the grantees of Charles I, have a right to turn out the French settlers?

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is perfectly absurd.
Mr. McCarthy.-May 1 put it in this way. It seems for the moment that it i&'

part of the Hudson Bay, and supposing that the Crown of England had sent there
directly, not by the Merchant Adventurers, but directly taken possession of this coast
line on the Hudson Bay.

The Lord Chancellor.-That is exactly the same thing.
Mr. McCarthy.-Then assuming that the French got into possession of the source

or the head waters of the rivers, not by their consent or acquiescence.
The Lord Chancellor.-Assume that they push their settlements back from the

point at which they had bonafide settled.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord, then I say the French claims would not have

availed. That is what has been denied in ail these matters.
The Lord Chancellor.-Even though acquiesced in?
Mr. McCarthy.-No, not even though acquiesced in. Of course that is a different

thing. If it is acquiesced in that would be equivalent to abandonment, and there is=o pretence of any acquiescence at ail.
Sir Robert Collier.-You mean by the Crown ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
The Lord President.-I understand that you admit that the boundaries men-

tioned in the Quebec Act as the boundaries of Canada are conclusive for our purposO
Mr. McCartby.-Yes, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-And that what we have to do is to ascertain what those

boundaries mean ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-You go on to seay that the boundary of the Hudson Bay'

ia to be obtained by theory and not by fact.
Mr. McCarihy.-By both together. I am. putting forward the theory first, and

I come now to the tact. I say that, even assuming what my friend said to be the
fact, and your Lordship exaggerated the argument in order to put it to the teStr
there is no pretence that there was any settlement.

Lord Aberdare.-That is the question of fact.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord. In the way that the Lord Chancellor put it, it

was -ut as if the French had built cities and towns.
The Lord Chancellor.-That was to try the principle.
Mr. McCartby.-I undei stand that, my Lord, but ail that they did was to go

and take possession of forts against the will of the Hudson Bay Company and against
the will of the Crown of England.

Lord Aberdare.-When they first put up these forts the Hudson Bay people
were so remote and distant"from them that they could not have known what they

were doing.
Mr. McCarthy.-I think they soon became alive to it.
Lord Aberdare.-They probably could bave made very little progress for a long

time towards the interior, and you do not suppose that in the eai ly time when these
forts were placed by the French along the immediate northern line of the height Of
land the Hudson Bay Company would have known anything about it.

Mr. McCarthy.-No. I think, my Lord, they were ephemeral. They were not
vat there permanently. The first fort is spoken of in 1619. That was, no doubt,
nmediately abandoned. It was not a permanent fort. It was not occupation by

the Ring. The King said to certain gentlemen and adventurers-but I had botter
ive yur Lordships the evidence on that point.

Lord Aberdare,-The firet French forts seems to have been built in 1684.
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Mr. McCarthy.-There is in evidence of that the first evidence which has been
cited from the Appendix, because the statements on the map were not accepted; the
first evidence that we have of the occupation consists of the building of a fort by a

t'an of the name of Newhay.
The Lord President.-Do I understand you to hold that the words of the charter,

"lot now actually possessed by any other«Christian Prince or State," had no effet?
Mr. McCarthy.-Practically.
The Lord President.-I mean from thestate of facts existing ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord.
Sir Montagne Smith.-If you find that there was a subsequent time still, although

a Very distant time, when they had occupied-I do not say that the evidence proves
it, but supposing they had-

The Lord President.-The words are not actually possessed.
Sir Montagne Smith-But supposing you find for a long distance of time they

had it and that they were in Canada at an early period, you would infer, in the
absence of all evidence, that they were putting their forts where they had a right to
Put them.

Mr. McCarthy.-There is evidence that the occupation of Canada was limited to
'What was properly Canada, that is to say, the watershed of the St. Lawrence.

Sir Montagne Smith.-But supposing they had put their posts or forts further
beyond the watershed:

Sir Robert Collier.-They did not think of going to the south of the extent to
'Which you put their boandary; they were quite satisfied in 1800 to take a boundary
different from the boundary of the watershed. This contention that they were
enutitled to all the waters of rivers flowing into Canada never occurred to them.

Mr. McCarthy.-For the purpose of my argument the 49th parallel is as good as
the height of land. I do not suppose my friend would like to accept for Ontario thew
-4 9th parallel.

Lord Aberd are.-Because that goes through a part of admitted Ontario.
Sir Robert Collier.-They give up the watershed of this land. They do not

dlaim that. There are a number of rivers which drain into James' Lake, which,
ecording to their own showing on the system of the boundary, being the watershed,

thiey ought to claim.
Mr. McCarthy.-The only evidence that I have, and which has been referred to,

about the French possession, is this. Perhaps we had 'better have the facts first and
discuss the law afterwards. Your Lordships will find it at page 640 of the Joint
Appendix, and it is not unimportant to observe in reading this that the French were
n4ot intending to take possession of this country, but were intending to find stepping
8t0nes to get to the western sea. All these they called, as your Lordships wilL
irernember, poste of the western sea.

Lord Aberdare.-That would accord with the intention of keeping al the land
that lay between Canada and the sea.

Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord, as I understand they had to get stepping stonea
o' resting places on their journey. I think that will appear. They started at Fort
William and go to another point and so on, and not only;that, but the French Gov-
ernment said you must pay your expenses by the fur trade that you get in your

Journey. That is the way it was.
Lord Aberdare.-When did this expenditure begin?
Mr. McCarthy.-In 1715.
Lord Aberdare.-Then that observation would not apply to forts built before

1115?
lir. McCarthy.-There are no forts except those in the neighborhood of Had-

6Ou Bay which were given up by the Treaty of Utrecht. They were given up.
Sir Montagne Smith.-That may be so, but thon they existed. I do not see what

is the effeet of it.
Lord Aberdare.-These forts given up by the Treaty of Utrecht were genrally

along the coast ?
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Mr. McCarthy.-There were no others.
Lord Aberdare.-I find on this map a fort to the north of Lake Almepigon.
Mr. McCarthy.-That is south of the height of land.
Lord Aberdare..-That is in French Canada.
Mr. McCarthy.-There is no fort that I can find in the evidence, and I can only

speak of that, and my friends on the other side have not given any evidence of a fort
until this one I am speaking of in 1715.

Mr. Scoble.-I call your Lordships' attention to the foundation of Fort à la
Manne, which is in this d espatch of the Sieur Du L'Hut, at page 684 of the Joint
Appendix.

Lord Aberdare.-That is the one which I was mentioning before near Lake St.
Joseph. That is the exception.

Mr. McCarthy.-If soit was erected. May I go back to see what the evidence
ls about it ?

The Lord Chancellor.-It is extremely important in connection with this pre-
sent controversy, if it is the fact that there was at that time a fort on the eastern
angle of Lake St. Joseph constructed by the French.

Mr. Scoble.-It is mentioned in the last paragraph on page 624, in the paragraph
which begins, " It remains for me." He says: " The Klistinos, the Assenepolces,
and so on, which comprises all the nations which are to the west of the northern
sea have promised to be next spring at the fort, which I have constructed near the
River à la Manne, at the bottom of Lake Almepigon and next summer I will con-
struct one in the country of the Klistinos, which will be an effectuai barrier."

Mr. McCarthy.-The beginning of Lake Almepigon is in Ontario, not in the dis-
puted territory.

Lord Aberdare.-Where is that Fort à la Manne?
Mr. Scoble.-Your Lordship will find it shown on the map near Lake St.

Joseph. Your Lordship will find it at page 624 of the Joint Appendix in the para-
graph which begins, " It remains for me.

Mr. McCarthy.-The Klistinos, the Assenepolacs, the people from the Sapinière,
the Openeno, Dachiling, the Outowboughys and Fabitibis, which comprises all the
nations which are to the west of the Northern Sea, have promised to be next spring
at the fort which I have constructed near the River à la Manne, at the bottom of
Lake Almepigon, and next summer I will construct one in the country of the Klis-
tinos, which will be an effectuai barrier.

Mr. Scoble.-Your Lordship will find it shown on the mVp near the L&ke of St.
Joseph.

Mr. McCarthy.-This is not evidence of that, 'ýHave promised to be next spring
at the fort which I have constructed near the River à la Manne, at the bottom of
Lake Almepigon." Well, the whole of Lake Almepigon is south of the height of
land. I object to putting anything down when there is no evidence in support of any>
suoh forts.

Lord Aberdare.-Where is the River à la Manne?
Mr. McCarthy.-There is no such river. There may have been a river so called

at the date. The list of forts did not include any fort north of the height of land ex-
cept the one I was about to mention.

Sir Montagne Smith.-Where is the list of forte given ?
Mr. McCarthy.-At page 603, Joint Appendix. My friends talk of Fort St. Joseph.

But Fort St. Joseph is on the River St. Clair, quite a different place altogether.
We can make that clear to your Lordships' although my friends deny it. That fort
is on the River St. Clair near Detroit. There is another called St. Joseph at the
head of the water of the Wabash, at a different place, but there is no Fort St-
Joseph on Lake Joseph, nor does the place my friend refers to speak of a fort except
the Lake Almepigon.

Lord Aberdare.-It says it is on this River à la Manne.
Mr. Mowat,-But this gentleman asserts it does run into the river.
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Lord Aberdare.-We have not been supplied with any evidence that this fort
lear Lake Joseph really existed.

Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord, except the statement that it is at the bottom of
this Lake Almepigon. I perfectly understand that they had forts there, and I do
nlot attempt to investigate it because I am confining my attention to forts within the
height of land and not outside the height of land.

The Lord Chancellor.-And you say that of these forts marked 1684 on the map
there is no evidence ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Oh, yes, my Lord, you will find on their map they have marked
these on the south of Lake Nipogong. They have Fort Almepigon, built at that very
time, put on their own map between Lake Almepigon andiLake Superior.

Mr. Mowat.-Not there; it is Fort à la Manne.
Mr. McCarthy.-Where is that ?
Mr. Mowat.-On Lake St. Joseph.
Mr. Mc Carthy.-So you say, but where is the evidence of it ?
Lord Aberdare.-Where is the evidence of it other than what ie written on that

ifap ?
Mr. Mowat.-I will have it looked up.
Mr. MoCarthy.-Our attention was not drawn to it in my learned friend's open-

Ing, nor was there anything to indicate that, and it is very important that we should
know about it if there is any evidence of it.

The Lord Chancellor.-Very well, then; you say we are to discharge from our
tmind everything relating to that ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord, we relying on the evidence here in the Joint
Appendix which we have agreed to be evidence for what it is worth. Then the
evidence is at page 640, and it is with regard to the planting of posts.

The Lord Chancellor.-It is rather to be regretted that this map should be in our
hands all this time if it is not to be trusted. Who puts it in ?

Mr. McCarthy,-Ontario puts it in. It has been engraved specially for this hearing.
Sir Montague Smith.-I understood that you agreed that it might be used subse-

quently, not relying on those dates unless proved from the general Appendix. I admit
that the coast line and the general configuration of the country is correctly laid down.

Sir Montague Smith.-But you say the statements upon it are disputable.
Mr. McCarthy.-Oh, yes. They have to be proved from the Joint Appendix.

That map has been prepared within the last week, and we did] not see it even until
the first day of the hearing; and then, in order to prevent confusion, we put lines
Ipon it so as to enable your Lordships to understand ôur arguments, and have used
it in that sense throughout. You will find at page 6S40 directions were given by the
French Governor with regard to it. Messrs. de Vaudreuil and Begon having written
lset year that the discovery of the Western Sea would be advantageous to the colony,
it Was approved that to reach it M. de Vaudreuil (I do not know whether that is the
Governor or some officer) Ishould establish three posts, which he had proposed, and
he was instructed at the same time to have the same established without any expense
accruing to the King, as the person establishing them would be remunerated by trade,
and to send a detailed schedule of the cost of continuing the discovery. In reply it
i3 stated that M. de Vaudreuil, in the month of July last, caused the Sieur de la
Nouie, Lieutenant, to set out with eight cannon to carry out this scheme of discovery.
Re gave him instructions to establish the first post at the River Ramanistiquoya,"
(that is Fort William) to the north of Lake Superior, (after which he was to go to
another lake, with an Indian name, which I take it was either the Lake of the
Woods or one of the Winnipegs-Winnipeg was at that time thought
to be two lakes), near the lake of the Christineaux, to establish a
second, and to acquire through the Indians the information necessary for the
establishment of the third at the Lake of Assimpoelles (Winnipeg). " This journey
costs the King nothing, because those engaged in it wilI be remunerated for their
outlay by the trade which they will engage in, but to follow up the discovery it is
Absolutely necessary that Hie Majesty should bear the expense, bcause the persons.
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employed in it will have to give up all idea of trade." Then there is the estimate of
the cost of following up the establishment of these three poste. Then you will find
on the following page, 641, a letter dated from Quebec, December 11th, 1718, which,
is a report as to these posts:-" Le Sieur de Vaudreuil has been informed by the
letters of Sieur de la Noüe that, having arrived very late at Raministiquoya, where
he found but few Indians, he was unable to send any of the canoes to Ramisanionen,
and that he will send them after the return of those which he sent this spring to
Michilonalsinac in search of provisions; he adds that the Indians of his post werd
well satisfied with this establishment, and promised to bring there all those who
have been accustomed to trade at Hudson Bay; that he wrote through a Frenchman
who was at Point Chagowamigon to a chief of the Sioux Nation, and he hopes to
succeed in making peace between this Nation and that of the Christineaux, the accom-
plishment of which would put him in a condition to pursue with less risk the execu-
tion of his orders for the discovery of the Western Ocean."

Then the next letter is also bearing upon the same subject. It states that no
letter had been received from these gentlemen, and at page 642 it is continued; and
there again I think the account of that expedition ends.

Well, now there is not a word that that fort was kept up and maintained. We
have not a word about that fort again until we come to the history of the forts given
at page 643. Mr. Bellin seems to have pursued the same ground, and re-established
the posts which had been put here in 1770, an attempt to discover the Western Sea
which was practically abandoned. Then we will come to see what these gentlemen did.

'fhen we come to the Colonel's account in 1757, upon which so much reliance
was placed by my learned friends, and while I do not in one sense dispute the
general statements made by this officer, I am not at all prepared to accee to the
proposition that they are to be taken with literal exactness, because it was written
after the war, after the cession, and purported to be a statement of the French occu-
pation of the French forts during the cession or prior to the cession, but ho speaks
of them as "the poste of the western sea." He says: " The post of the western ses
is the most advanced towards the north. It is situated amidst many Indian tribes,
with whom we trade, and who have intercourse also with the English towards
Hudson Bay. We have there seven forts built of stockades, trusted generally to the
care of one or two officers, seven or eight soldiers and eighty engagés Canadiens.
We can push further the discoveries we have made in that country, and communicate
even with California." The language here is extraordinary, to say the least of it.
It is written after the cession.

Mr. Mowat.-In 1757.
Mr. McCarthy.-It is an account of 1757, but it was not written in 1757, as I

understand.
Lord Aberdare.-Yeos, it was publihed in 1757.
Mr. McCarthy.-Your Lordship will find at page 41 it was published in 1857.
Mr. Mowat.-No; that is a French book giving an account of these things was

published in that year.
Lord Aberdare.-It does not say it was published thon. It says it was given in

this particular book.
er. MoCarthy.-We will see how that is.
Lord Aberdare.-These poste seem to have been established for other than more

purposes of geographical discovery. They seein to have been established for trading
purposes.

Mr. McCarthy.-They had licenses, not to take the territory, but to trade with
the Indians. These Governors of the forts bad power to give licenses to people who
chose to trade with the Indians, for which certain royalties were exacted, and it Was
upon these licenses that some of these matters took place; not licenses to discover
and take possession, but licenses to trade with the Indians. What they were doing
was attempting to tap the Hudson Bay trade by getting at the Indians at the source0
of the rivers instead cf letting them come down to Hudsen Bay. But I think I cau
point that out more fully in the Ontario Appendix. Your Lordship will find this set out
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at pp. 25 to 30, and the note is, " Memoir on the State of New France at the time of
the Seven Years' War (1757)." Louis Aloine de Bouganville, author of this memoir
on Canada, was one of the most distinguished French officers in the war which
resulted in the conquest of Canada. Ris memoir was submitted to General Montcalm
at the time it was written, and that officer testified to the correctness of the informa-
tion it contained. Then the French original is given in the relations and memoirs
published by Pierre Margry, in Paris, in the year 1867. So that your Lordships see
they are first published in Paris in 1867, and they consist of the statement given by
this gentleman after the war was over.

I will follow now, with your Lordships' permission, the statement in the Ontario
Appendix, page 27, because it is stated to be given more fully than the other, and
the statement with regard to the western posts is treated of. Now it is important te
observe that what this gentleman is speaking of was the expedition of Vaudreuil.

Lord Aberdare.-This must have been written about the year 1757, because it
was submitted to General Montcalm, who was killed in 1789.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, if that is true that must be so.
If your Lordship will look at the list of forts given, commencing at p. 28, that

have any bearing upon this question, the first is Kaministiquia, which is Fort William.
That was farmed out to a French gentleman. Then comes Michipicoton, which is on
the other side of Lake Superior. Then Sault Ste. Marie and Temiscamingue, which
is on the other side also.

Lord Aberdare.-Kaministiquia is within this territory, on the south side of
the height of land.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord. Then lie says: "There are posts where the fur
trade goes on for the benefit of the King, such as Toronto, Frontenac, Niagara, Petit
Portage, Presqu'isle, Hurcrean Bouf, Fort Machault, Fort Duquesne. The traffic in
these posts is not a profitable one for the King," and then it speaks of the trading
posts. If your Lordships desire to have a more detailed account of how these posts
were established, and why, I will give you the reference. I do not know whether
you have heard that read.

Lord Aberdare.-I think we have.
Mr. McCarthy.-Then, beyond a general statement, Ilwill not trouble your Lord

ships by reading it.
On page 11 of the Ontario appendix you will find the explorations and discov-

eries of the Verendryes, 1728-1750. I think I am not incorrect in saying that pur-
ports te be this, and nothing more, that he was directed to find the western sea at his
own expense, and that he went and did establish what he called forts in these differ-
ent places; that lie went as far as the Rocky Mountains; that he then returned to
Quebec without having got as far as the Pacifie Ocean, there being no pretence that
these forts were kept up in any sense. He returned to Quebec and again he was sent
ont later, and then the war broke out and it really came to nothing. It goes over
several pages. I have summarized what I think your Lordship will find (if it becomes
necessary to read them) is -the result of all that statement, and I think I have fairly
stated it.

Now we have Lord Dorchester's statement upon this subject, which was referred
to by the other side, and we will see how that agrees; it commences at page 609.

Lord Aberdare.-That is Carleton's official report.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; in 1768. He is speaking, of course, of the past. The

French had then gone and he is speaking of the method of the French in dealing
with the Indians. There is no doubt the French had been able to obtain the sym-
pathy of the Indians better than the English had, and Governor Carleton (Lord
Dorchester, as he afterwards became) is drawing attention to that in this statement.
The part I allude to is his statement at page 611 of these forts of the west. At lino
40 he tells us about these forts. Your Lordship will recollect what he says about them
is this. " The annexed return of the French posta of the troops for the protection of
trade, with the number of canoes sent up in the year 1754 shows in some measure
the extent of their trade, and the system pursued by the French Government in
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Indian affairs." When you come to Gamanastigonia and Michipicoton there is one
commandant and five canoes, these forts to the west and all these different posta
mentioned going on to Lake Winnipeg, and even beyond that, I think, if I rumember
rightly, the farthest post was Athabasca. These posts are said to have officers one,
sergeants two, soldiers four, canoes nine. 1 it not manifestly absurd to speak of
these as forts in that sense ? Then I need not refer again to what I called attention
to this morning, that the Hudson Bay people complained of this, and the position
taken by the British Government (and it seems to me to be a proper position), was
that it was an unfriendly act, which could not be justified, for the French to be going
into the territory of the English during a time of peace, building what they called
forts, and interfering with the trade which rightly belonged to Hudson Bay. I
think Mr. Pownall's report was also referred to, and its only importance, as I take it
(and it is important in that view), is that it establishes that these were not expedi-
tions in the view of discovering and taking possession of and appropriating to the
French Crown, but they were licenses which were issued, and indeed there is good
reason to suppose (if I take Mr. Portman's history, and he is the best historian of
the period), that many of these expeditions were undertaken without any authority
at all, but contrary to express edicts issued from time to time by the French. The
wood rangers infested the whole country, and the complaint at that time was, that
the young men of Canada were leaving their proper employment and becoming a
species of outlaw, and disobeying the edict of their King and interfering with the
legitimate trade which otherwise would have come to the cities of Montreal and
Quebec.

Now, that is all there is of this so-called French occupation. There was ne
settlement. The most that can be said about it is that gentlemen commissioned by
the King for a different purpose crossed over to the territory of the Hudson Bay,
and from time to time erected what they pleased to call forts or posts, abandoned, so
far as the statements show, immediately afterwards, given up and not prosecuted in
any sense as being a possession of the country adverse or hostile to the rightful
owners, assuming the Hudson Bay Company were the rightful owners of the terri-
tory at that date. But whether that be so or not, what forts here would justify this
award ? There being none at Lake Joseph, as I think I may say after the statements
we have beard here, there being one at Fort William, within the line, what partic-
lar post or posts, or pobsession or occupation, would have entitled the French to say
that that particular tract of land belonged and pertained to the colony or Province
of Canada, and belonged to it as against the Crown of England ?

The Lord Chancellor.-There is a fort here which seems to me to be within the
disputed tetritory.

Mr. McCarthy.-That was on the Rainy Lake, I believe.
The Lord Chancellor.-Yes.
Mr. McCarthy.-There is no line taken at Rainy Lake in that sense.
Lord Aberdare.-The only point which seems to me of weight is that, apart

from Indian names, nearly all the names of these places are French.
Mr. McCarthy.-Where does your Lordship mean ?
Lord Aberdare.-Everywhere.
Mr. McCarthy.-I do not understand that that is so. They named their owS

forts.
Lord Aberdare.-For instance, Portage des Rats, River St. Pierre, Fort Roug&

You see they either take the Indian name or the French, which subsequently were
altered to English.

Mr. McCarthy.-The French on their maps call them by French names, but thO
English never adopted them.

Sir Robert Collier.-On this man they are called by French names, just as the
forts are called by French names. rdaresay this is a correct transcript from Frenek
maps, but they are not so denominated by any English maps of the period. I
will put them in. I do not understand they are so called on the English mps ove»
-at the earliest period we have, relating to that country.
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The Lord Chancellor.-What is the earliest map we have ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Mitcholl's map of 1755. I mean of the English maps. There

are some French maps of an earlier date. J do not think Mitchell's map goes prac-
tically further than Lake Superior. It bas the Christianeaux on it.

Lord Aberdare.-The Lake of the Woods is a translation of the French Lac des
Bois, and Lac Seul must have been the name before it was called Lonely Lake. These
names all appear to have been French and then translated by the English.

Mr. McCarthy.-Or else they were English and translated by the French,
Lord Aberdare.-It appears to me to be otherwise.
Mr. McCarthy.-I do not remember for the moment how that is. I dare say I

shall be able to find that date before the argument is closed. My learned friend has
just reminded me of a fact which must not be lost sight of, that the North-West Com&-
pany's people who traded from the time of the cession were all French from Mont.
real, and many of the names may have been given at that time: We shall have to
look at the map to see if anything turns upon that. Now, are the Hudson Bay
Company to be deprived of their land, or is the English Crown to be deprived of it
by this occupation ? It may be looked upon, I suppose, as the English Crown more
than the Hudson Bay Company. Can it be asserted as a proposition of international
law that if the question had then been referred to a judicial tribunal between the
French and the English, anything your Lordships have heard here would have
deprived the English rCiown of its property in that country ? Becauso that is really
what my learned friends have to contend.

Now, my Lord, I come to the maps, which I may just as well refer to now;
and the first observation I make with regard to them is this, I
am going to refer to the maps put in and also to deal with
those we put in bearing upon. this question. It was stated (and I ask
your Lordship to adopt it as my argument if I cannot read it) by those who have
been concerned in investigations of this kind that there is nothing more deceptive
than a map. Nothing bas given rise to greater trouble in the settlement of interna.
tional boundaries than reliance being placed upon maps. Of course it is a different
thing if a map is referred to in a treaty and incorporated in a treaty or Act of Par-
liament or any document of that kind, but maps published independently or under
royal authority, as many of these are said to be, are apt to be and have been proved
by experience to be the most deceptive possible kind of evidence to be guided by, so
that whilst I put 'n maps which may or may not be useful, I disclaim relying very
iuch upon them, and at the same time I argue before your Lordship that very little

reliance is to be placed upon maps put in by either side. If your Lordship will first
look at the map they put in, one thing at all events eau be derived from it. Your
Lordships will find that the French write Louisiana (which is admitted afterwards to
be confined to the Mississippi) right across the whole map from east to west.

The Lord Chancellor.-Which map are you referring to now ?
Mr. McCarthy.-These which are done up in brown.
Sir Robert Collier. -Is that before us?
Mr. McCarthy. -Yes, it was put. It is not before you, but it bas been put in

by the Ontario side.
The Lord Chancellor.-The map of 1703 ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord, the map numbered thirty-three in the corner.

The first thing I say about that is that it is strongly in favor of the contention as to
the 49th liLe. That is the only observation I -have to make upon that map. The
other maps, so far as the Hudson Bay is concerned, are principally important as
ehowing these places had English names, as Fort Rupert, Rupert Bay, New South
Wales, and so on. Will your Lordships look at the map No. 71 ?

The Lord Chancellor.-Is the date of the map 1744?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes. Your Lordship will see there Louisiana is placed as

crossing the Mississippi, just as in other maps referred to Canada is placel by theom
as stretching across the northern part of the continent.
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Lord Aberdare -If that was not French what was it ? The French did claim
Canada on that side of the river. What was it if not French?

Mr. McCarthy.-The English oalled it Virginia, Carolina, and so on, as the
other mapb will show going right through and ignoring the French.

Lord Aberdare.-That was an extravagant claim in the same, was as the
French claim what was east of English boundaries at Louisiana.

Mr. M<Caithy.-The maps are not to be relied upon at all. You cannot take a
map and say because Canada is written across the head of it that was substantially
claimed as French territory.any more than you can take it that because the English
wrote Virginia from the Atlantic to the Pacifie that was Enýglish territory, though
I think the English did insist that was the proper measure of their title. Then, the
last map, No. 76, is important as showing the height of land.

The Lord Chancellor.-This is 1746 ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord. If your Lordship will look at the longitudinal

lino 45, you will see the commencement of wbat is marked as the height of land,
showing that even in that early time the French gecgraphers, at all events, pretended
to mark out the limits of the height of land.

Lord Aberdare.-Is that map No. 76 ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, you will find what I have said near meridian line 45. You

will seo a thin dotted lino indicating the height of land. It is up at the north part
of the map very near the longitudinal line 45. Your Lordship will see it just above
the lake.

The Lord Chancellor.-Which lake?
Mr. McCarthy.-A lake I cannot make out the name of. Near lino 45 your

Lordship will see the commencement of a thin dotted lino which I take it is the
height of land. It is marked so I think, my Lbrd.

Lord Chancellor.-I see a dotted line, certainly.
Mr. McCarthy.-There is something written upon that, and I think it is intended

to be the height of land.
Lord Aberdare.--Is that north of Lake Superior ?
Mr. McCarthy. Oh, no, my Lord, much further to the east.
Lord A berdare.-North of what, thon ?
Mr. McCarthy.-North of a lake, the name of which I cannot make out.
The Lord Chancellor.-Is it south of St. Lawrence ?
Mr. McCarthy.-No, that is another lino your Lordship is looking at. That is

another height of land. I mean at the very top of the map.
The Lord Chancellor.-Yes, now I see it.
Mr. McCarthy.-Ihat seems to run, if my sight serves me, as far as the south of

Hudson Bay.
Lord Aberdare.-That is pretty near whatlyou have been speaking of and this

is the great lake we heard of.
Mr. McCarthy.-Then there is another lino to the west. I am not sure whether

that is inte.ded for a river or a height of land. It is not very easy to tell. I do not
know whether there is a river there. It is a lino further north of what is known now
as the Lake of the Woods longitudinal lino.

Lord Aberdare.-That is a river ?
Mr. McCarthy.-It may be a river.
Lord Aberdare.-It is not marked as the other is.
Mr. McCarthy.-No, it is not marked as the other is.
Sir Montague Smith.-It is difficult to follow.
Mr. MoCarthy.-It is very difficult to follow without a magnifying glass. I think

it empties itself into Hudson Bay. The Jesuits seem to hai e made very good maps.
This is one made by them I think. We have very large mapS made by the Jesuits
and afterwards copied and now in the Parliament at Ottawa which have been sent
over here for the purposes of this case which are apparently marvellously correct.
Then I refer to Mr. Bourne's map of 1772.

The Lord Chancellor.-That is not one of the set,
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Mr. McCarthy.-No, that is not one of the set. We have got the original but we
have also got copies of it here. This your Lordship will see marks the southern
boundaries of Hudson Bay as bounded by the 49th line. Perhaps your Lordship will
look at the centre portion which is enlarged. That is very small. It is a map made
by Mr. Bourne, just as Mitchell's map was made in 1772.

Lord Aberdare-It is after 1763 ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, because it has the original Province of Quebec marked

upon it. I can give your Lordships the exact date. We agree upon it.
Sir Robert Collier.-Hudson Bay Territory goes to the north of the Lake of the

Woods ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, that is the 49th parallel. This is quite correct. There

was a mistake made on this map which has led to all the treaties made on the con-
tinent. It appears from the thorough investigation the case has had it was a mis-
take. I have a dozen maps here in which it was made. One bit of this map is in the
British Museum I think.

Sir Robert Collier.-Is it another map ?
Mr. McCarthy.-No, it is the same, only it is the centre of it. The centre of it

is photographed to make it larger and plainer.
Lord Aberdare.-What is this map you are putting in?
Mr. McCarthy.-Mr. Bohn's map.
Lord Aberdare. -What do you rely on it for?
Mr. McCarthy.-The original speaks for itself. I see it is dated 1763.
Lord Aberdare.-It is after the cession.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, it is after the cession. This says : An accurate map of

North America, describing and distinguishing the British and Spanish Dominions on
this great continent according to the definitive treaty concluded at Paris, 10th
February, 1763.

The Lord Chancellor. -Was this the original Province of Quebec ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yos, that was the original Province of Quebec by proclamation.

The king proclaimed that into a Province. It defines the lines of the griginal Pro-
vince of Quebec. Then your Lordship sees that it gives the southern bounds of the
Hudson Bay territory marked and defined by this treaty, and that is stated in the
notes to be as late as 1775, or somewhere about that.

The Lord Chancellor.-Where does it carry the dividing line, as far as this map
goes, so far as the map itself extends, that is as far as the meridian line eighty-five?

The Lord Chancllor.-To two small points on the other part of the Lake of the
Woods.

Mr. McCarthy.-I should think in that respect it is not quite accurate. The
49th lino goos to the south of the Lake of the Woods.

The Lord Chancellor. -Yes, I should think so. Nearly the whole of the Lake
of the Woods would be about the 49th line.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, but it is much more accurate than Mitchell's map in 1785,
which gives the Lake of the Woods hundreds of miles out of its place. Then Bell's
map is the next map, that is in 1772, and the difference between that and the last
nap is, that the height of land of the Hudson Bay Company is given. It gives a

Wavy line there in that respect according with Mitchell's map, that the true bound-
ary was the height of land, but both those mappers, so far, either place the line at
the height of land, or at 49.

Lord Aberdare.-No, it is north of the Lake Nepigon.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, that is right; the height of land is north of the Lake

Nepigon.
Lord Aberdare.-Yes, but it does not come down. It rather passes to the north

of the Lake of the Woods.
Mr. McCarthy.-That is the way they assumAd it to go, it was pretty much a

straight line. I will show when I come to the treaties that that was the cause
of the mistake between Great Britain and the United States in taking this Pigeon
River as the point of departure for the boundary line. It was on the assumption
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that all those lakes as well as the Lake of the Woods drained into the St. Lawrence
system, but as a matter of fact they do not.

The Lord President.-I see by the petition of the Hudson Bay Company in
1819, page 413, that they even thought that Fort William was not in Upper Canada.

Mr. McCarthy.-That was also said by Lord Selkirk in his petition That was
mot according to the due north lino and it could not be according to the due north
line. The due north lino had been established as the governing point, and Lord
Selkirk said: " According to the decision of the Quebec court you are trying in
Sandwich us for an ofence committed at Fort William which is really outside your
jurisdiction."

The Lord President.-Your memorialist submits that Fort William, a trading
post occupied by the said North-West Company, and the place where the alleged
offences charged against him are stated to have been committed, is not situated within
the jurisdiction of the courts of Upper Canada, as settled by the Act of 14 George
III, cap. 83.

Mr. McCarthy.-And it is so defined by the decision in De Reinhardt's case.
Lord Aberdare.-This map shows the course of the Mississippi more to the

westward than it really was.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes. Mitchell's map also doos the same thing. The Mississippi

is supposed to rise between 60 and 106 degrees west.
The Lord Chancellor.-I do not think it is possible that it can be contended that

this map was intended to lay down the height of land.
Mr. McCarthy.-It does practically correspond with Mitchell's map, except thah

the Lake of the Woods is botter placed.
Sir Montagne Smith.-It goes to the north of the Lake 9f the Woods and goea

across the height of land.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yos. The height of land was not intended to go round there at

that date.
The Lord Chancellor.-It crosses streams.
Mr. MiCarthy.-The scale is so small that it is difficult to follow it.
Sir Montague Smith. -There is " Canada " written just at the south of it.
Mr. McCarthy -Mitchell's, my Lord, was intended, I think, for the height of it.,
Sir Robert Collier.-No, I think not.
Mr. McCarthy.-Here is another copy of Mitchell's map (handing it in).
The Lord Cbancellor.-A reduced copy or a full copy ?
Mr. McCarthy.-No, it is in sections.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is the Hudson Bay Company who lay down the lines,

themselves ?
Mr. McCarthy.-No.
The Lord Chancellor.-I thought it was so ?
Mr. McCarthy,-No. After the cession the Hudson Bay Company endeavored

to get all the evidence they could and they were asked to send some maps, and they
ent four maps, amongst them Mitchell's.

Sir Montague Smith.-It was cne of their maps ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, but I mean it was not compiled by them at all: That

map does lay down the hoight of land. Your Lordship will see distinctly that it is
the height of land.

The Lord Chancellor.-We cannot find it. Perhaps you will have it marked on
the map ?

Mr. McCarthy.-I will do that my Lord. There is also a map there very shortly
after of Mr. Roppertt's. (Their Lordships referred to the maps.)

The Lord Chancellor.-The material thing is, that the lino is certainly sonth of
the lino of the award-not so very far from it, and I suppose it may be taken to be
roughly laid down here, because it is north of the Lake of the Woods. Thon the
next thing is: Does it appear on the face of this map for whom it was made?

Mr. Mcoarthy.-That was made for the Board of Trade and Plantations.
The Lord Chancellor.-Made for the Board of Trade hore ?
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Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-I see it is described by Mitchell to be for the Board of

Trade and Plantations. The date is 1755.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, 1755 is the date there. In those three colored columna

is where the date is.
The Lord Chancellor.-" This map is undertaken with the approbation and at

the request of the Lords Commissioners of Trade and Plantations, and is chiefly com-
posed," &c., &c., (reading down to the words) "February 13th,~1755." So you could
Mot have a higher authority, whatever its value.

Mr. McCarthy.-Just see how they mark Virginia-.-the two parallel lines of
Virginia running right over the continent. On the other side of the Mississippi it is
colored in same way. Your Lordships will see there is one straight line drawn there.

The Lord Chancellor.-Oh no. Virginia does not extend this side of the Missis-
sippi; certainly not. There is North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Mexico,

ida, Arkansas-
Mr. McCarthy.-The river.
The Lord Chancellor.-There i% no name here at all. Then Le Sage; then the

Western Sea, and then an Indian Tribe.
The Lord President.-It seems that this map published after the Treaty of 176a

bus the same bounds.
The Lord Chancellor.-I think so.
Mr. McCarthy.-If your Lordship will roll up Mitchell's map 1 think you will

see it has written on it " The height of land."
The Lord Chancellor.-Yes.
Sir Robert Collier.-Here it is, " Height of land." Do you say that goes every-

Whàere ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, I take that to be a statemont of the land's height and the

boundary of the Hudson Bay Company by the Treaty of Utrecht.
The Lord Chancellor.-" The bounds of the Hudson Bay Company by the Treaty

of -Utrecht." I see that, but yon must not take it quite for granted that that relates
to the whole of that red line. I do not see it marked to the west of the red line. I
should doubt extremely whether your extensions of the land's height is beyond here
(pointing on the map).

• Mr. McCarthy.-Perhaps the other map would show that. It did not occur to
rne that there was any difficulty about that thing; that it was a description of the
Whole line.

The Lord Chancellor.-It is not at all evident to me on the face of the map.
Mr. McCarthy.-Perhaps the other Mitcheli's map will throw a light upon it&

There is one there before the president.
Lord Aberdare.-The place of the land's height is written where mountains are

figured.
Sir Montague Smith.-The Northern Mountains?
Lord Aberdare.-The Northern Mountains and the land's height go below this

lin.
Sir Robert Collier.-There are no indications of mountains here at all.
Mr. McCarthy.-This seems to be a better guess at the real land's height thau

iy of them (referring to a map).
Adjourned till Monday morning next, at 10.30.

COUNCIL CHAMBER, WHITE1HALL, MONDAY, 2lst July, 1884.

The Lord Chancellor.-Before the argument proceeds, their Lordships desire to
8ayV something with reference to the course which it has taken and which hereafter
ls to be taken. Their Lordships of course feel it their duty to ait as long as neces-
Mary to hear arguments that may be relevant to the real question, but they wish to
put it to learned counsel whether travelling over vague and indefinite ground does
4onduce at all to the settlement of the real question, which is as to the actual
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boundaries due north, and if you please to the west also. There have been a great
many things referred to which really have no bearing at ail on that question, but a
vague and generat bearing upon the claims of the Hudson Bay Company, and so on.
Their Lordships wish that the arguments should come a little to closer quarters, and
whilst they must hear ail details which the learnel counsel in the exorcise of their
discretion think really material for the determination of the true question, yet they
sincerely hope that having heard those details, the learned counsel who have to fol-
low will, at ail events, think it not necessary to repeat them.

Mr. McCarthy.-May it please your Lordships, I will endeavor, my Lords, as
far as I possibly can to comply with the wishes of your Lordships, and I have not
'willingly, at ail events, referred to that which is immaterial.

The Lord Chancellor.-No, we quite follow that. It is not very easy in a
boundary case to draw the lino which, novertheless, their Lordships are very desirous
to have drawn if possible.

Mr. McCarthy.-I will compress the few observations that have to be made
about the maps, and the references which I propose to make upon the maps which
have been put in on both sides. The maps that have been already referred to and
which have been put in by Ontario, show these things so far as it is important to
consider them in this case. The contention, as I understand it, on the part of the
Province of Ontario, is that the French had certain forts or posts on this disputed
territory, and coming to close quarters on that particular point, the forts that I
understand they claim are: first, this fort upon the Albany River, called Fort St.
Germain; secondly, the series of forts that were built by Le Verendrye in 1738 or
thereabouts; and thirdly, the disputed fort they speak of whieh had been put up by
a man whose name is now called Deluth, north of the height of land. I think
probably I satisfied your Lordships on Saturday that that old fort put up by Deluth
was south of Lake Nipegon. Thon the fort on Albany River, I admit, was there, and
jour Lordships recollect the Hudson Bay Company complained of it in I715, and
that the British Government afterwards insisted that the French should withdraw
from that. I say that these maps put in by the other side show that that fort was
not there earlier, and that is the first point I draw froin the maps. The maps they
put in are one of 1703, which is the first map on this point which does not refer to
that fort, though it does to the other forts and the French mission houses. The
map your Lordship has before you is the photograph which we roly upon.

The Lord Chancellor.-Whether you rely upon it or not it is of use to their
Lordships, and it is practically taken from Mitchell'@ map.

Mr. McCarthy.-What I am speaking about now is forts, and I say that -the
absence of any statement on the maps of 1703, the three maps of 1744, and the map
of 1746, that were put in about this part that they speak of, indicates the two thinge
which I contend for.

Lord Aberdare.-Before what date?
Mr. McCarthy.-Before 1793. Their contention is that this fort on the Albany

River was put up in 1686 or thereabouts.
Lord Aberdare.--I thought this Fort St. Anne was the same one.
Mr. McCarthy.-But there is no fort mentioned on that map.
Lord Aberdare.-l thought Fort St. Anne was ment ioned, not exactly on the

Albany River, but close to it. The river is called the St. Anne's River.
Mr. McCarthy.-That is the Hudson Bay port.
Lord Aberdare.-This is the French map.
Mr Mcarthy.-But it is the Hudson Bay port.
The Lord Chancellor.-How does that appear ?
Mr. McCarthy.-That appears fron the statement made of the names of their

ports.
The Lord Chancellor.-Suroly one may not lay too much stress upon namies, but

is it very likely that after the date of the Hudson Bay Company the name of SL
Anne would have been given by the English Adventurers to one of their forts ?
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Mr. MeCarthy.-That is on James' Bay-the bay itsolf, as I understand tht fort
indicated there is on the bay and not on the river.

The Lord Chancellor.-That is a matter of measurement, but to me seems that
it is rather in the angle of land between the estuary of the river, if I may use that
expression, and the bay-that upon either the one or the other.

Mr. McCarthy.-There is no contention that there was any port there. The
claim is that there was a fort on what is called Perray River, which is the Albany
]River. Then there was a fort upon the bay.

The Lord Chancellor.-One wants really to see what the map represents. The
'name St. Anne I should have thought much more likely to be a French name than an
English.

Mr. McCarthy.-Perhaps it is a French fort, but we must remember the history
Of it at that date. The French, between 1680 and the close of that century, had forts
and occupations upon the bay. There is no dispute about that.

The Lord Chancellor.-There is an exceedingly important circumstance which we
shall have to consider, which is this, that the Hudson Bay Company themselves, in
1701, I think, proposed or assented to as a boundary consistent with the actual
occupation, the line of the Albany River. That is one of the most important facts in
the case.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; but what I ask your Lordship's attention to now is-and
there is no dispute about it-that the French did occupy the bay, and took six out of
the seven forts erected there by the Hudson Bay Company, and, as a matter of fact,

ave their own names to them. The fort marked there is a fort upon the bay itself,
ames' Bay, and is not claimed to be a fort on the Albany River.

Lord Aberdare.-On this map, Fort Albany, Fort St. Anne and Fort Chechouan
are all thought to be identical.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; they are identical forts called by the French St. Anne,
ilnd by us Fort Albany, but on the bay and not on the river. The claim set up is
that there was a fort on the river before the commencement of 1700.

The Lord Chancellor.-As marked on this map of 1703, it seems nearer to the
river than to the bay, and 1 should say rather on the river than the bay.

Lord Aberdare.-Ifyou follow the words, "Fort St. Anne on Quichichone," youWill find that will be on the bay rather than on the river. But the real question is
Whether these maps are sufficiently precise, and whether it is likely there were two
forts, one called Albany and this one.

Mr. McCarthy.-The name of Albany is not given to that fort. They do not
claim that as Fort St. Anne on the Alibany.

Lord Aberdare.-So far as the French or possession is concerned, surely it is
ilidifferent whether it was a few miles below the entrance of the Albany, or whether
actually on the Albany itself.

Mr. McCarthy.- do not mean to say so, but there are two or three forts there
ar0 disputes and two or three are not disputes about. It must be understood, my
Lords, that I freely admit, that after 168,, when the French invaded Hudson Bay,anld captured these forts, they had posts on Hudson Bay which they continued to have
nrItil the English recaptured them after 1701, and then that matter was brought to a

close by the Treaty of Utrecht, in 1713.
The Lord Chancellor. -Is there any evidence of the subsequent possession by the

ngi'sh of those forts?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; that is equally as clear as the statement I make. Alithe correspondence I read with regard to the Treaty of Utrecht shows that thenglish recaptured those forts.
The Lord Chancellor.-There is a statement, in 1755, at page 643, that "Albany

bRiver, when the French settled upon it, was called Quitohide Choneu by the Indians,but We gave the name of St. Anne to the tort and river. That name long existed,and it is to be found in old maps. The river flows out of a lake of the same name om
the shores, of which we had a post called St. Germain. The English bailt a factorythere, and called it lenley, but it amounted to very little.
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Mr. McCarthy.-Now, to make myself clear to your Lordships on that point
about the forts, I should like to say that at that time, about the commencement of
the eighteenth century, the French and English were in possession of the bay, and
shortly before that the French had taken all but one of the seven posts which the
Hudson Bay Company had erected. Then the war broke out, which ended in the
Treaty of Utrecht. During that war the English recaptured some of those posts,
but not all. At the Treaty of Utrecht it was insisted that the French should with-
draw from those and leave their cannon, and that was agreed to. There is no doubt
about that. Then in the year 1715, following the Treaty of Utrecht, the Hudson
Bay Company were put in possession of those posts and forts, and they were alway.
acknowledged that that was done to their satisfaction. All that I read to your
Lordships on Saturday, and I need not refer to it again.

The Lord Chancellor.-If you say that there is evidence that this Fort St. Anne,
de facto passed, I should like you to refer to it.

Mr. Moarthy.-I will give you that evidence.
Lord Aberdare.-I think what you stated was that that part of the arrange-

mnent was really completed, but what was not finally completed was the final rati-
lieation of the boundaries.

The Lord Chancellor.-I should like to see the specific statement as to these
particular forts which are past the boundary line of the award.

Mr. McCarthy.-In the first place, if your Lordships look at page 498 of the
Joint Appendix, you will see what was insisted upon was not merely the forts, but
-the cannon. That is before the treaty. Then, if your Lordships will look at page
576, there is a letter from Lord Dartmouth. I cannot give that fort separately
because it was not dealt separately with.

Lord Aberdare.-That is very important, because the French took a fort far to
the north of that by a ship of war in 1706 during the war.

The Lord Chancellor.-If you can show nothing specific then the question
-will romain in this position, that forts were to be given up and forts were given up
.- what forts ?

Mr. McCarthy.-All the forts.
The Lord Chancellor.-" All " is a very large expression. There being certain

territories in dispute as to whether they were French or English property, and the
boundaries never being settled, it would be very useful if we could have it showa
that on one of the sides south of the disputed boundary certain forts were taken.

Lord Aberdare.-The order of the French King for the surrender of forts on?
the Hudson Bay, which is at page 576, would seem to include all the forts. " M.
Jérémie, commander of the forts and straights of Hudson Bay, is commanded to
deliver up to the bearer of the Queen of Great Britain's order, the bay and straights,
together with all buildings and forts there erected." Would they necessarily have
included in the Bay of Hudson, James' Bay?

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-At ail events, you must not yet assume that, and if this-

is the fort upon the river rather than upon the bay, might it not have been retained '
Mr. McCarthy.-If your Lordships desire me on that, I will go over it step by

step, but I can prove it without that. All I say is that the correspondence proves
it clearly and pointedly. Your Lordships will see the French lino laid down on that
very map before you. They never claimed north of that French lino.

The Lord Chancellor.-There are two claims put down there. You yoursolf
have admitted in 1701 something a little to the north of that line.

Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord, pardon me.
The Lord Chancellor.-When I say you ýourself, I mean the Hudson Bay

CJompany.
Mr. McCarthy-No, we never admitted it to be French. We denied it to b-

French, but said, for the sake of peace, we would accept it.
The Lord Chancellor.-AB a matter of fact, it was a boundary which the Hudson

Bay Company were willing to have accepted.
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Mr. McCarthy.-Your Lordships will see all that was changed between 1701,t he war follbwing immediately and the Treaty of Utrecht.
The Lord Chancellor.-It would be extremely-important if we could see that the

articular places which are now in dispute were treated as being English and not asc g French. If you cannot show that, but rely only on the general words, we
fOllow the argument, but it is not necessary to enlarge it in detail.

Mr. McCarthy.-The reference I gave your Lordships on Saturday does not make
My distinction between one point and the other.

The Lord Chancellor.-tf that is so we must consider the force of general words
COnnection with other things.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; and then I would add to that, that your Lordships will see
'On the map before you, that where the French desired the line to be drawn was south
Of James' Bay and south of the watershed by a very considerable distance.

The Lord Chancellor.-Not a very considerable distance; something very far-
8hort, indeed, of what you allege to be Hudson Bay territory.

Mr. McCarthy.-But far south of these posts at that date.
Lord Aberdare.-You mean the line 49?
Mr. McCarthy.-No; that is our claim.
The Lord Chancellor.-It would cut off the mouth of the Albany River and

"etain a considerable part of these forts.
Mr. McCarthy.-But I say all the forts were north of that point. That is madePlain by this, and I did not think there was any question about it. If your Lordships

'*l look at the words used in 1744, at page 583, " Extracts from the orders given by
%he Uudson Bay Company to their chief factors in the bay in anticipation of an
4ttack overland from Canada."

The Lord Chancellor.-What is the material part of it?
Mr. McCarthy.-It is addressed to Mr. Joseph Isbister and council at Albany

'. Albany Fort was St. Anne Fort, one was the English and the other the,
1fench name.

Lord Aberdare.-There was a fort on the Moose River.
Mr. McCarthy.-And they had put up a factory at Henley, on the Albany Rivçr.
The Lord Chancellor.-Henley is on the north side.
Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord, on the south.
The Lord Chancellor.-Surely not?
Ur McCarthy.-We afterwards put the Henley Fort on the Albany River, 140es from its mouth.
The Lord Chancellor.-I asked whether on its north or south side?
Mr. McCarthy.-I answer the south.
The Lord Chancellor.-I want to know from the map where it is ?
Mr. McCarthy.-If your Lordship looks at Mitchelt's map it shows it very plainly.
The Lord Chancellor.---There it is marked on the south side. This photo. whichà

taken from Mitchell's map, shows it below, and the map we have been using marks
i above the river and not below.

ir. McCarthy.-Then it is incorrect, because all the early maps mark it below-river.
Sir Robert Collier.-You say the original Mitchell's map shows it.

e Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, and I have anotber original map here which shows it.
Iey Factory, on the Albany River.
Lord Aberdare.-Would that be on the south side ?
Mr. McCartby.-Yes, and there are other maps where it is marked on the south

Lord Aberdare.-Where do you suppose Fort St. Germain was ?
Ur. McCarthy.-About the same place. In fact, I have a statement that it wa&s
othe same place. The French say it was the same place, and that the Henley Fort

not amount to mucir. But the fort we are speaking of that date was at the,
oUath of the river, sometimes called the Albany Fort and sometimes Fort St. Anne..
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Now, my Lords, the result would appear to have been that though in 1701 the
Hudson Bay Company proposed limitations on the Albany River on one side, and at
Fort Rupert on the other as their southern boundary; nevertheless, the changes
made by the war that immediately followed has completely altered the complexion
of affairs, that they insisted then on getting the whole of the Bay and Straits of Hud-
son. The French acceded to that and surrendered all the forts on the Bay and Straits,
giving up even the cannon.

Sir Robert Collier.-" The bay and straits of Hudson " is exceedingly indefinite.
Mr. McCarthy -The bay and straits cortainly meant all the forts on the bay

and straits. How far back it went is another question.
Sir Robert Collier.-On the bay ard straits would not take you far.
Mr. McCarthy.-There were no inland forts thero thon at all. There is no

pretence that thore were any inland forts at all. Now we come to the treaty of
1713-14, when the Hudson Bay Company were put in possession under the order of
the King. The French King gave the order. The King transferred the order to the
Hudson Bay Qompany to take possession, and they acknowledged the fact, and that
is the last time the French ever occupied on the bay. The next occupation that we
hear of the French is on the Albany River, at the place where Fort Henley now is.
That was complained of by the Hudson Bay Company in 1715. In 1719 that
complaint was represented by the British Ministers to the French, and we do not
hear anything more about the French fort which they call St. Germain subsequent
to that period. But I rely on the maps which are put in of 1744, and I rely on
the statements read, of 1756, to show that at the time of the cession, this Fort St.
Germain had been practically abandoned. It does not appear in the list of forts
given by Governor Pownall, nor in the list given by the two French officers to
which reference was made by the other side, and to which I referred on Saturday.
So that we may assume that that Fort St. Germain was abandoned in obedience to
the English demands. Then what happened with regard to that ? In the documents
in which the Hudson Bay Company state the facts in 1748, after the Treaty of
Aix-la-Chapelle. they state distinctly, and I draw particular attention to that-

The Lord Chancellor.-Where is it to be found ?
Mr. McCarthy.-I will give your Lordship the reference to that. It is at page

587, and it is 1759, I see. That is a later one. I must get the earlier one in a
moment. , The one of 1719 may be read. That is at page 578. Then there is one
of 1748, which I shall be able to give your Lordships in a moment.

The Lord Chancellor.-At page 587! What is thero thero? i do not s00
anything there bearing upon the question, of any importance at all.

Mr. McCarthy.-I will give it to your Lordship, because it is of importance
with reference to the French posts.

Lord Abordare.-The French go on claiming steadily from time to time, up tO
1750. and past that.

Mr. \IcCarthy.-No,-my Lord.
Lord Aberdare.-They go on steadily claiming their right to possession and

their legal possession, at one time or other, of part of Hudson Bay.
Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord, I think not. Whon I say they do not, I want

to be correctly understood. After 1719, when Lord Stair and Mr. Blayden, o
behalf of the English, endeavored to have this lino fixed between the French and
the English, nothing appears to have been said more than that Lord Stair Was
unable to get- the Commissioners to meet. Ho speaks of two meetings. At the
first meeting the commission was read, and thon at the second the Hudson BaY
claims were presented. Thon they never met again. Lord Stair writos to say that
ho had seon the Rogent, and the Rogent promised that ho would name a deflnite
period for the Commissionors to moet, but ho never did so.

L>rd Aberdare.-What I refer to is this, that in 1720-
Mr. McCarthy.-That is the time when the nogotiations were going on under

the Treaty of Utrecht. At that timo they wore trying to sottie this limiting li0'
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Lord Aberdare.-" The fact is, that at the time of the said Treaty of Utrecht the
French possessed one part of the Strait and. Bay of Hudson, and the English
Possessed the other. It is very true that the King of France had sometime before
cOnquered the English part, and it is of this, that it has been understood that
restitution is to be made, that is to say, to trouble them no more in their enjoyment ;
but with regard to the said lands possessed by the French in the said bay, if they have
Previously belonged to the English, the King will bind himsel'f in the same manner to
Inake restitution to them. But there must be a real and incontestible proof of proprietor-
ship." That is at the top of page 514. Then you have extracts from M. de la
Galissonières' Memoir in 1750, where the same claim was kept up, where they say
again that they only restored that which the English could show that they had
before, and nothing else. " The Treaty of Utrecht had provided for the appointment
Of Commissioners to regulate the boundaries of Hudson's Bay, but nothing bas been
done in the matter. The term 'restitution,' which has been used in the treaty, con-
Voys the idea clearly that the English can claim only what they have possessed, and
as they never had but a few establishments on the sea coast, it is evident that the
interior of the country is considered as belonging to France." That is in 1750, and
appears at the bottom of page 514. Again, in 1755, the same claim was put forward
that the English had never got more than the lower part and mouth of the rivers,
and it was to that portion that the restitution to be made was to be limited. " There
are no indications that the English Commissaries who have been named to receive
this restitution have demanded or required that the French should abandon the upper
Part of the rivers and the lakes."

The Lord Chancellor.-It is clear that there were disputes.
Lord Aberdare.-Yes, up to 1755.
The Lord Chancellor.-Restitution, they said, we ought to maire to you accord-

I13g to your previous title and position. We admit that if you can show a previous
title to it we are to restore, but we are not to restore what was always ours. That
i the principle upon which they were conducting the negotiations,

Lord Aberdare.-In the instructions to M. De Vaudreuil, on the next page, they
saY, " they (the English) have not yet explained themselves respecting the - they
Propose giving their Hudson Bay boundaries. But it is to be expected that they will
Wish to stretch them to the centre of the colony of Canada, in order to enclose it on
all sides."

Sir Robert Collier.-" However that may be, his Majesty is firmly resolved to
DIaintain his rights and his possessions," and seo on.

Mr. McCarthy.-Those were secret instructions, and they do not appear to have
e'er been communicated. In point of fact your Lordship will find that they never
Were communicated. They did not meet or present to the English Commissioners
their claims at all. These were secret instructions from the King to the officers, but
they were never communicated to them.

The Lord Chancellor.-The probability is, that they must have in some way or
Other transpired.

Mr. McCarthy.-No, I think not.
The Lord Chancellor.-Where do you get them from then ?
Mr. McCarthy.-They were got from the French documents-the public recordsof France, or some of them, and also from Quebec. We have got possession of plenty

'f papers there.
The Lord Chancellor.-However, it does not seem to be of much importance.
Mr. McCarthy.-We put before your Lordship the statement of how it occurred.
The Lord Chancellor.-These papers will be evidence to show what view the

French took, pending the negotiations for the settlement of the boundaries under the
Treaty of Utrecht, but not of course any evidence that their views were right.

Mr. McCarthy.-Then, my Lord, here is the Hudson Bay statement of it at page
572. This is before the treaty.

The Lord Chancellor.-That is in 1711 ?
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Mr. Mcoarthy.-Then in 1714, at page 577, the representation of the Hudson
Bay Company is: " That pursuant to the 10th article of the-Treaty of Utrecht theY
did, the beginning of June last, send a ship for Hudson Bay, and therein a Governor,
one Captain Knight and his Deputy, one Mr. Kelsey, to take possession of the whole
bay and straights of Hudson, together with all other places relating thereto as
mentioned in the said articles, they having not only Her late Majesty (of blessed
memory), her commission for the same purpose, together with one from the companY,
but likewise the most Christian King's order under his hand and seal with a power
from the Canada Company to deliver up the same according to the said treaty, which
ship, at the request of the said Canada Company, is not only to bring away th e
French settled in Hudson Bay, but likewise their effects, pursuant to the aforesaid
treaty, they paying freight for the same, which ship may be expected the latter end
of September or the beginning of October next."

The Lord Chancellor.-It was not necessary to read this passage.
Mr. McCarthy.-I think that is a passage which supports me.
The Lord Chancellor.-That shows nothing whatever as to what particular forts

were delivered up.
Mr. McCarthy.-Except that it:says, all of them.
The Lord Chancellor.-It does not say all of them even.
Mr. McCarthy.-Doesn't it, my Lord?
The Lord Chancellor.-Well, which are the words which show that, I cannot

see it. They want somebody to receive that which was to be delivered. It does no
show anything whatever.

The Lord President.-The French only intend to deliver up that which they
had before.

The Lord Chancellor.-It is clear that that was the principle that they went on,
whether it was right or wrong. That was the principle which they meant to insis
on in the settlement of the disputes.

Mr. McCarthy.-Your Lordship wanted me to point out the statement of what
took place under the treaty at the time of the negotiations.

The Lord Chancellor.-Sureiy you went at length through those negotiatio0.
Mr. McCarthy.-I thought I had gone through the whole of them.
Sir R. P. Collier.-I do not think we wish you to go over the same ground

again. I do not think we want that.
Mr. McCarthy.-Then if your Lordships will look at page 510 there you wil

find the statement I have made as to what took place with the negotiations from Mr.
Bladen. It is dated the 7th of November, 1719, and it is at line 30, commencing
with that paragraph.

The Lord Chancellor.-What has that to do with it except that their time Was
wasted?

Mr. McCarthy.-A little more, my Lord, I think: " Our time was spent in
preparatory discourses concerning the intent of the 10th article of the Treaty Of
Utrecht, relating to the boundaries of Hudson Bay; and at our next meeting, which
wili be to-morrow, at my Lord Stair's house, we design to give in the claim of the
:Hudson Bay Company in writing, with some few additions, pretty material for their
service, in case the Abé Dubois his health will allow him to be there, which i fear
it will not, for he is confined at present to his bed. But I confess, I cannot helP
thinking it will be to very little purpose to puzzle ourselves about settling boandarie,
by treaty, in the north of America, if the French have go concise a way of fisgi0
theirs in the south without asking our concurrence; it is to be hoped they will have
the modesty to recede from this new acquisition." Then follows a further letier-'

The Lord Chancellor.-Now, I really wish to remonstrate with you against read-
ing letters so absolutely useless. It does not go to any point whatever.

Mr. &carthy.-Perhaps your Lordship will pardon me for referring to the ne%
letter. There is a great mass of matter, and I-will endeavor not to read more than
is necessary. At the foot of page 511 your Lordship will see: "My Lord Stair has
spoke to the Regent, who said immediately that the conference shall be renee
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whenever we please. His Excellency thon desired his Royal Ilighness would appoint
a day, which he promised to do. This is what the Regent has promised my Lord
Stair once every week, for four or five months past, without any effect, and His
Excelleney does not expect any more from the promise now, though possibly a con-
ference may be appointed for form sake. I have been here near six months, and have
sen only one conference, which was appointed by my Lord Stanhope's desire. I
think there had been two conferences before I came; at the first of them the cor-
mnissions were read, and at the second my Lord Stair and Mr. Bladen gave in a
memorial about the limits of the Hudson Bay Company, to which no answer has been
inade." That is what I dosired to point out, and that is the reference we have to it.

The Lord Chancellor. -What possible bearing has that upon any question which
we have before us?

Mr. McCarthy.-Your Lordships were urging a moment ago that it was impor-
tant to know what the statement of the French claim was.

The Lord Chancellor.-We have got it.
Mr. Mcarthy.-I want to point out that the French never presented that claim.

to the English.
The Lord Chancellor.-You say so, and you are entitled to assume it, but the

document is before us in which the statement of the claims of the French is put out
of question, and the principle upon which it is to be construed is expressed in the
cloarest and plainest terms. Whother that other document was presented or not can
nake not the slightest difference.

Mr. McCarthy.-I think it does make a difference, and therefore I read that
passage to your Lordship.

The Lord Chancellor.-If you could show that any negotiations proceeded to
the point at which they waived that and took up other ground, that might be
important.

Mr. McCarthy.-All I can show is, and J believe it to be the fact, that they did
not make any pretensions of that kind to the English. Now, will your Lordships
look at what I have been trying to find for some time, namely, the Hudson Bay
Company's memorial in 1750. It is in the Manitoba Appendix, page 24.

Sir Robert Collier.-We have had this before us, and I have marked it.
Mr. McCarthy.-I am going to rofer to the passage which your Lordships

seemed to require, at the foot of page 25: " That your memorialists have used the
beet endeavours in their power to prevent the French making any encroachments on
the British territory in those parts, and particularly at the south end of the said bay,
Where, by the neighbourhood of the French, there is most to be apprehended. Your
maemorialists have made a settlement, many years since, upon the principal river
there, called Moose River, which runs at a great distance south into the bay, and
have also erected a fort mounted with cannon for the defence of the settlement, and
preventing the French entering the bay by any navigation down that river; and
Your momorialists, on another principal river, called Albany River, that likewise
falls into the bay towards the southward thereof, and comes a great way from the
West, erected another fort called Henley, at the distance of 120 miles up that river.
'Your memorialists, therefore, endeavouring to guard their territories both to the
south and west against the French frontier, and which forts and settlements of your
Inemorialiets are maintained and supported by them at considerable expense. And
Your memorialists have in like manner for their further defence toward the west"-
That I do not think I need read.

The Lord Chancellor.-Of course this is a document whieh is to the purpose,
and it certainly refers to the ports on the Moose and Albany Rivera. The words
Which you have just read seem to deserve attention. " Your memorialists there
endeavoring to guard their territories both to the south and west against the Frei
frontier."

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord, it shows, at ail events, that there was no aoqi-
escence on the part of the Hudson Bay Oompany, and also shows that at this point
Port Henry they had withdrawn from.
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Lord Aberdare.-It shows that the frontier must have come up uncommonly
close to the Hudson Bay.

Mr. McCarthy.-So it did, my Lord.
Lord Aberdare.-They were at Fort Abbitibbi, which is immediately south of

the bay, and you will see that there is very little distance between the fort which
they erected at Fort Moose and Fort Abbitibbi, which is immediately to the north of
the height of land and south of St. James' Bay.

Mr. McCarthy.-The distance [ will give your Lordship exactly, but that was
the fort, that was the place they speak of, and that was the danger they apprehended
of the French from the contiguity of Canada.

Lord Aberdare.-The French claim, in the various papers which they put in,
that they have occupied all this country coming from the south; that they have
come up almost to the borders of Hudson Bay, and that all that the Hudson Bay
Company could claim would be the borders of the bay.

Mr. McCarthy.-That is what the French were claiming, and the English
claimed that the Hudson Bay went down to the 49th line. That was the difference
between them, and, as a matter of fact, the Hudson Bay Company were in possession
and went into the interior as far as the Moose River, a distance of 150 or 120 miles,
or whatever it is.

The Lord Chancellor.-What is the distance between the fort at Moose River
and Fort Abbitibbi; as far as I can guess, it must be over 100 miles.

Mr. McCarthy.-I think we can give your Lordships the exact distance if it
becomes material.

Lord Aberdare.-.-It is about 3 degrees.
Mr. McCarthy.-It is about 3 degrees between the two forts. And the French

proposition, if I can find it, I think is important.
The Lord Chancellor.-It.is not possible to describe the Moose River Fort as a

frontier fort.
Lord Aberdare.-No; and there is Fort St. Louis, which is said to have been

built in this map since 1646.
The Lord Chancellor.-That is the fort I say there is no evidence of being a

frontier fort.
Lord Aberdare.-Nor Fort St. Jacques or Fort Charles.

Mr. McCarthy.-That I say there is evidence about. There is a fort at Abbitibbi,
which is a frontier fort.

The Lord Chancellor.-You cannot seriously contend that Moose Fort is a fron.
tier fort. It is a considerable distance at the extreme north of Fort Abbitibbi.

Mr. McCarthy.-I say so. It was not a frontier, fort, but a fort upon the river
for the purpose of meeting the attacks of the French.

The Lord Chancellor.-No, they have altered their expression, because at page
26 they say, " your memorzalists thereby," that is by the erection of these Albany
and Henry Forts, " endeavored to guard their territories both to the south and west
against the French frontier."

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-Does not that imply that they were frontier forts ?
Mr. McCarthy. -I do not think so, my Lord.
Lord Aberdare.-It implies that they must have come very close up to them.
Mr. McCarthy.-It implies this, my Lord. We say all the trade was done

by these rivers and what they dreaded was that the French might penetrate
down by these streams, and they erected these forts for the protection of their
business on the Hudson Bay. That is how I understand it. In one of the papers put
in by the other side there is a clear explanation of all that, and your Lordships will
understand that readily on a moment's reflection. Those who were at the source Of
the rivers could congregate their forces and prepare for an attack, because it was a
very simple and easy thing to do, to go down the stream and attack the people at
the mouth of the stream, and that was one of the reasons why in early times tbey
said that it was necessary to give the boundary limited by the watershed, because if s
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enemy or another power was allowed to come in at the source of the stream they
could gather their forces together before any preparations could be made to meet
them, whereas if they had to come over the height of land, the time required for the
preparation and the time of the passage would give notice of their approach and
enable a defence to be, made. That is stated by one of the French gentlemen whose
memoirs have been put in by my learned friend on the other side, and it is a good
and plain reason why the line of the height of land should be accepted as the lino of
limitation between powers in this savage wilderness.

This fort at Lake Abbitibbi I propose to say a word about by-and-bye. AIl I
think we have is this, that the French fort at Fort St. Germain was not there till
1714 or 1715. There is no evidence of its being there before that. Thon that fort
Beems to have been withdrawn, and in its place Fort Henry was substituted by the
Hudson Bay people. Thon the only other fort to the north of the height of land was
Port Abbitibbi, and lot me tell your Lordships when that was built.

Sir R. P. Collier.-Fort Renry was substituted for Fort St. Germain?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord; it is the sarue place, and consequently Fort St.

Germain was withdrawn. The French withdrew from that place, and we find no
mention of it or any mention of their forts at a later place. Thon the other fort
Which they had in the country north of the height of land was Fort Abbitibbi. Now,
that fort was erected at the time that the invasion of the Hudson Bay was made in
1682 by a man of the name of Trouyes. He went there to attack the Hudson Bay
Party, and his party erected Fort Abbitibbi, and that remained in the possession of
the French until the lino of the settlement. That was the reason probably why the
Hudson Bay people suggested that the 49th parallel should be their boundary,
because their Lordships will see it is immediately north of Fort Abbitibbi.

Lord Aberdare.-If this map is to be any guide at all, the country both in
Lower Canada and the portion of Canada called Quebec, and on the other side the
Portions awarded to Ontario by the arbitrators, is covered by French ports.

Mr. McCarthy.-I have again to say that until your Lordships find proof of
that-and no proof is to be found or offered in the books before you-I ask your
Lordships not to accept it. There is no pretence for it on the evidence. My friend
has given no reference to it, and I have looked carefully to see, and I can find no
reference except to these forts which I mention. I think probably the reason why
the Hudson Bay people proposed the 49th line as the lino of demarcation is because it
gives to the French this Fort Abbitibbi. Thon, with reference to Fort Germain, I
have spoken of that, and I have said all that I wish to say about that. I need not
Weary your Lordships by repeating it. Thon, if your Lordships are satisfied about
that, we will come to the next series of parts which they claimed, and those parts
are shown upon a map, which has been put in.

The Lord Chancellor.-What is Fort St. Louis mentioned in this map of 1703?
Mr. McCarthy.-Where is that?
Lord Aberdare.-Fort St. Louis, it is down in the south of St. James' Bay.
Mr. McCarthy.-That was one of the forts of the Hudson Bay Comp ny that had

been taken. Your Lordships will romember that up to that time the French were in
Possession actually of six out of seven of the forts of the Hudson Bay.

Lord Aberdare.-Did they give it a new name, because, [ tuppose, the Hudson
]Ray pople would not call it Fort St. Louis?

aer. McCarthy.-No, they gave a new name ;"they called these forts by different

The Lord Chancellor.-It is the Moose Fort?
Lord Aberdare.-It is called Fort St. Louis.
Mr. McCarthy.-Everything they called by French names, for instance York

Port they called Fort Bourbon, and Fort Albany they called Fort St. Aune. I am
lot quite sure that they changed the name of Fort Rupert, but they gave different
nlames to these forts generally. These forts on the bay, as I have said over and over
again, were, undoubtedly, in the Possession of the French, captured by them from
the English, and were restored by the Treaty of Utrecht, so that I think your Lord-
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ships will flnd that I am correct when I say that all the forts on the bay which they
did occupy were given up by the Treaty of Utrecht. The other fort was built on the
River Albany in 1714, and with the exception of that fort and Fort Abbitibbi and the
forts erected by Verendrye subsequent to that in 1738, there are no forts which have
any bearing on the question which your Lordships have to decide. I am desirous of
confining my observations as much as possible to those matters which appear now to
me to be important Now, if your Lordships will follow me and look at Map No. 48
coming down to the other forts, your Lordhips will see exactly where they are. I
have never denied that there were forts. It is a small map in the brown-colored
collection.

Lord Aberdare.-That is a map of 1750.
Mr. McCarthy.-A map of 1750, and that is said to be a map marking the forts

to the west by M. Verendrye.
Lord Aberdare.-Is this an English or a French map?
Mr. McCarthy.-A French map.
Sir Robert Oollier.-From whose custody does it come-the Hudson Bay

Company?
Mr. McCarthy.- No, my Lord.
Lord A berdare.-It is from the Depot de la Marine?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, from the Marine Department. Now, your Lordships will

see on the right hand side is all that is shown on the map of Lake Superior. Then
following a chain of waters your Lordsbip will see the forts.

The Lord Chancellor.- That is not what I have got. I have got one which is a
chart of the new discoveries in the west of Canada.

Mr. McCarthy.-That is the one, that No. 84, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-I do not see Lake Superior at that point.
Mr. McCarthy.-I am pointing out what is Lake Superior, ut it is not marked.

On the right hand side your Lordship will find Lake Superior.
The Lord Chancellor.-Do you mean where the map ends?
Mr. McCarthy -Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-For instance, it is called " Partie du Lac Superior."
Mr. McCarthy -Yes, it is, as a fact.
The Lord Chancellor.-Then that makes Lake Winnipeg discharge itself into

Lake Superior ?
Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord, the height of land is marked immediately after-

wards.
The Lord President.-It does look as if the watercour-e was continuous.
The Lord Chancellor.-It looks as if these lakes met and discharged themselves

into the Bay of Hudson and also into Lake Superior.
Lord Aberdare.-In all the maps it is difficult to make out the different systems.
Mr. McCarthy.-That is really the height of land there, which is marked, but

up to that time it was hardly known. I think this is the first map in which we find
any mention of the height of land. All the other maps show this water systerl
draining into the lake and being a part et the St. Lawrence system. Now, if your
Lordship will follow that up to the lake called Rainy Lake-

Lord Aberdare.-There is no doubt that the source of the river which flows ilto
Lake Superior is very close to the source of the river that flows into Lake Winnipeg-
It is like the Severn and the Wye, which take their rise within a very few miles of
each other.

The Lord Chancellor.-Whether you can or cannot divide the waters at this
point may be a question, but here on this map it is not, of course, very important.

Lord Aberdare.-What is the map supposed to show ?
Mr. McCarthy. -It is supposed to show the forts or posts which were founded

or erected by Verendrye, and if your Lordships will follow it you will find that it
puts that down exactly.

Mr. McCarthy.-Your Lordship will see at Rainy Lake, Fort St. Pierre. Ti t

ia the first fort. Then, if your Lordship will follow on to the next lake, which iO
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the Lake of the Woods, you will find south of that Fort St, Charles. Then, if yon
'will go to Lake Winnipeg, you will find another fort on the east side of that, and il
You will still follow on to the west you will find, at what is called the Lake of the
Prairies, Fort Dauphin, and also Fort La Reine. These are the forts which that gen-
tleman erected, and this is the map showing where ho erected them.

The Lord Chancellor.-These are all forts of the Western Sea.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, these are the forts ho erected. What I draw attention to

is that this lino of forts is on the boundary lino betbween Canada and the United
States and south of the awarded territory. it is on the very lino which is the
southern boundary of the awarded territory.

The Lord Chancellor.-Some of thom are in the awarded territory.
Mr. McCarthy.-Speaking generally they are on the lino. One is to the north,

Fort St. Pierre. Fort St. Charles is to the south. This lino of forts is on the lino
which is southward of the territory.

The Lord Chancellor.-There is a Fort Caministiquia.
Mr. McCarthy.-That is further north. I understand that Pigeon River is

south of that. There is no doubt that Fort Caministiquia is not on this chain.
Sir Robert Collier.-This map is altogether wrong. The Rainy Lake is put as

to the north when it is to the south.
Mr. McCarthy.-Still it is accurate enough so far as the forts are conoerned. I

rely upon them.
Sir Robert Collier.-It is an inaccuracy which is material.
Mr. McCarthy.-It is not my evidence. It is their evidence. They have put

it in and I must accept something. It is the only evidence which your Lordships
have of where these were.

Sir Robert Collier.-It is altogether wrong. The Rainy Lake is put as to the
]aorth, but it is to the south, and the Hudson Bay is wrong.

Mr. McCarthy.-That is out of place.
Sir Robert Collier.-It is as wrong as possible.
Mr. McCarthy.-All the maps are. He puts them down on this water communi-

cation. We find it was the water communication ho took. At that date ho could
not have got into this country except by water communication. Up Pigeon River,
Long Lake, and the Lake of the Woods, was the only means of communication in
those days. There is no doubt that is where ho erected the forts. That is, at all
events, the proof which is offered to us. The result of what I have said, so far as it
appears to me, that there is not one fort that goes to justify in any sense the claim
which is made here by the Province of Ontario after the Treaty of Utrecht. The only
Possible fort they could rely upon was the Fort St. Germain, and that fort was with-
drawn, as I think I have offered sufficient proof to show. The other forts are south
Of the lino, and cannot justify the northern boundary assumed or taken by the arbi-
trators. Here is a map which is the same as theirs, only different in color. Now, as
to the forts the Hudson Bay Uompany occupied. That, I take it, is the next question
Which properly comes up.

The Lord Chancellor.-There doos not seem any evidence ithat there was any
fort of the Hudson Bay Company before the cession further inland than this.

Mr. McCarthy.-Ten years atterwards we have the Cumberland Fort.
The Lord Chancellor.-That is in 1774.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes. The next fort we have isl in 1790. That is called Red

lake.
The Lord Chancellor.-Anything doue to that lake cannot affect the limit between

the Provinces.
Mr. McCarthy.-But it does affect the torritory as between the Crown and the

hudson Bay Company.
The Lord Chancellor.-There is no question as to thatIpart of the territory.
Mr. McCarthy.-Your Lordship will see Fort Red Lake was down south of all,
The Lord Chancellor.-Where is that ?
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Mr. McCarthy.-That is south, in the portion that was awarded afterwards to
the United States.

The Lord Chancellor. -I see Red Lake. I do not see the fort.
Mr. McCarthy.-That is where it is put.
Mr. Mowat.-There are two or three Red Lakes. The fort was on the northern

]Red Lake.
Mr. McCarthy.-I will give your Lordship the evidence about it.
Lord A berdare.-What is the date?
Mr. McCarthy.-1790.
Lord Aberdare.-That was included in the cession afterwards to Lord Selkirk?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
The Lord Chanellor.-It strikes me it may possibly be important. I should

like to know where the references are. It is apparently just outside the western
boundary. It may possibly be material.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Mr. Mowat.-Before 1790 Red Lake was ceded to the United States.
The Lord Chancellor.-It strikes me at present that this may be important.
Mr. McCarthy.-Will your Lordship allow me to hand that in later? I cannot

detain your Lordship for that. I cannot find the reference at the moment.
The Lord Chancellor.-I am a littie surprised considering the position of Red

Lake, that you should not have it in the front of your artillery.
Mr. McCarthy.-I have it marked, but I have not the place where it is referred

to. I know it is'mentioned in two or three places, but I cannot lay my hand upon
it at the moment.

The Lord Chancellor.-Then we will postpone it.
Mr. McCarthy.--If your Lordship will kindly do that, I think I can find it.

'Then there was another fort.
Lord Aberdare.-WilL you look at page 590.
Mr. McCarthy.-It is at page 716 of the joint appendix, if your Lordship will

pardon me. It is a letter from Messrs. Bischoff, Bompas & Bischoff, Agents for
îhe Dominion, " the following are the dates of the establishment of the earlier poste
of the Hudson Bay Company in this district." It is a document from the agents of
the Dominion which is admitted to be correct. It is put in by both parties. It is
from searches they made. "9 The following are the dates of the establishment of the
earlier posts of the Hudson Bay Company in this district: Cumberland House, 1774,
Red Lake, 1790."

The Lord Chancellor.-And Lac la Pluie, 1790.
Mr. McCarthy.-That is the next I am coming to.
Mr. Mowat.-That is away in the north.
Mr. McCarthy.-No.
The Lord Chancellor.-Either that statement is admitted to be correct or it is

not. If it is, we can take it on the admission of both sides. .
Mr. McCarthy.-I will state to your Lordship what we have agreed to. All il

the joint appendix we submit to your Lordship.
Sir Robert Collier.-For what it is worth?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-You agree that whatever is stated in this letter frt00

Messrs. Bischoff, Bompas & Bischoff is matter of fact?
Mr. McCartby.-Yes, I understand it is agreed; as a matter of fact it is correct'

What value is to be attached to it is another question. Is not that so, Mr. Mowat?
The Lord Chancellor.-If your opponent says so, we shall know where we are.
Mr. Mowat.-We admit they are substantially correct. There are little errors

of detail.
The Lord Chancellor.-Do you admit it ?
Mr. Mowat.-With regard to Red Lake thero are several Red Lakes. My learned

friend chooses to put this Red Lake away to the south but that is not the Red liake
referred to here at all.
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Mr. McCarthy.-That is an arguable point, but it is a fact that a fort is established.
at a Red Lake.

Mr. Mowat.-It is marked on the map north of Cumberland House. Your LordI
ship will find it there as Lac la Rouge.

Mr. McoCarthy.-That is what we dispute.
The Lord Chancellor.-If that is in dispute this statement of Messrs. Bischoff,

Bompas & Bischoff will not relieve you of the neeessity of identifying it.
Mr. McCarthy.-No. All it says is a fort was erected at Red Lake. We have

now to prove where that Red Lake is. We say it was in the south.
Mr. Mowat.-My learned friend overlooks that Red Lake is in the United States.

It is part of the ceded territories.
Mr. McCarthy.-I do not overlook that at all. I perfectly well understand it is

oeded territory, but as late as 1811 the Hudson Bay Company granted that ceded
territory to Lord Selkirk and were treating it as their own. I perfectly understand
it was ceded. Lord Selkirk's grant included this very territory in 1811.

The Lord Chancellor.-So we have understood.
Sir Montague Smith.-That is the date of the earlier posts ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Sir Montague Smith.-And this is 1790.
The Lord Chancellor.-Let us follow it if we can.
Mr. McCarthy.-The proof we adduce is this: Will your Lordship look at page

590. That is a list in 1821 of the posts of the Hudson Bay Company, and in the
southern department your Lordship will find Red Lake. This is only evidence of
where this lake was.

Lord Aberdare.-And there is a Red River in the northern department ?
Mr. McCarthy.-There is a Red River in the northern department. No doubt

there were two forts at different times but the only important one is this one.
The Lord Chancellor.-You say the Hudson Bay Company, in 1820, had a sta-

tion at Red Lake in the United States Territory ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord. And we also say that is evidence that this

]Red Lake fort referred to in Messrs. Bischoff, Bompas & Bischoff's letter is the same.
Lord Aberdare.-Is the southern department what you are referring to ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-There are Albany, Henley and various other places.
Mr. McCarthy. -Your Lordship will see Michipicoton.
Lord Aberdare.-All these places seem to be north.
Mr. McCarthy.-My learned friend says that is north of Cumberland House.

Cumberland House is reckoned in the northern department, No. 15. It is called the
northern department. It cannot be that Red Lake, it is the Red River.

The Lord President.-Cumberland House is reckoned in the northern depart-.
Ment.

The Lord Chancellor.-Red river is in the northern department.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes. It is next to Camberland flouse and is marked there a%

having a fort.
Lord Aberdare.-Where are Albany and lenley, in the southern department ?
Mr. McCarthy.-That is the way they classify them. There is Moose and New

Brunswick directly south of St. James Bay. They classify this as the southern de-
Partment. Churchill and the others went much further north.

The Lord Chancellor.-It may be a point of great importance. Can we take
this as identifying the position.

Mr. McCarthy.-I know of no other Red Lake. If my learned friends can point
it Out it will be a different thing.

The Lord Chancellor.-Have you any map showing your forts about that time?
Mr. McCarthy.-No, we have no such map at all. The only map we had was a.

nap of an earlier date [and it has been mislaid ; I know of no other Red Lake.
The Lord President.-I do not know what Lac la Rouge means. I do not knowr

that it does mean Red Lake.
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The Lord Chancellor.-Can you show us the position in the same neig hbor-
hood of any of these forts ? Can you identify any others ? I observe that the Rainy
Lake is put into the northern department.

Mr. McÇarthy.-So it is. Your Lordship will see if you look at the map where
the department extends to. It is not perhaps a very correct geographical demarca.
tion.

The Lord Chancellor.-Where is there an ancient map showing the northern
and southern department ?

Mr. McCarthy.-I do not think there is any map to be found. We can only
trace it out from the forts. Henley is put in the southera department.

The Lord Chancellor.-Everything we know is there. Everything we really
know is there and then you ask us to take this word which may very likely occur
in several places as referring to this particular position. Take another example to
show how very difficult it is to go by these names only. lu the southern depart-
ment I see New Brunswick and Michipicoton. Michipicotin is put down as a part
of Lake Superior within the unquestionable territory of Canada.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, but undoubtedly it was in the southern department of the
fHudson Bay Company all the same. They had forts north of Lake Superior.

The Lord Chancellor.-If you admit the Hudson Bay Company had forts not
in their own territory this does not go very far to show ihis was in their own territory.

Mr. McCarthy.-They had forts admittedly in what is now Ontario, Michipicoton,
for example.

The Lord Chancellor. -This map does not help you, then. It seems that as in
the undisputed territory of Ontario or Canada, as it was, they had this fort of
Michipicoton, so in what is now the undisputed territory of the United States they had
this fort of the Red Lake.

Sir Robert Collier.-I observe Red Lake and South Branch ditto. There are
two forts, one the Red Lake and the other the South Branch at page 716.

Mr. McCarthy.-I am told, my Lord, (and shall be able to put in a document if
it is denied) that the ditinction between the northern and southern departments
was that the forts supplied by one of the factories were in the northern and all
supplied by Moose Factory were in the southern. I shall put in a document of the
HRudson Bay Company to show that.

The Lord Chancellor.-That may be so, but the moment we see this includes
Michipicoton we see it has not necessarily much bearing.

Mr. McCarthy.--It has not as much force as if it had not included Michipicoton,
but I think it has some bearing and I use it as it occurs. The next series of forts it
is important to look at.

The Lord Chancellor.-What is New Brunswick? Is that within the limits of
the territory we now call New Brunswick ?

Mr. McCarthy.-It is marked on this map. It is in the awarded territory south
of James' Bay. It is marked nearly at the head of the Moose River.

Lord Aberdare.-That was that North- West Company's post ?
Mr. McCarthy.-That is what they say. There were posts, I fancy, of both

parties there.
The Lord Chancellor.--It may be in both.
Mr. McCarthy.-I thirk probably it wais both.
Lord Aberdare.-You will see New Brunswick in this map we bave before us.
Mr. McCarthy. Both parties had forts at that date. The North-West Company

had a fort there as well. There were rivais forts.
The Lord Chancellor. It being admitted that Michipicoton was in Ontario, it

does not ove that New Brunswick-
Mr. McCarthy. No, my Lord, of course not, not conclusive!y. Now, if your

JLordships will come to page 590 your Lordships will find the forts the Hudson Bay
Company had at that date. It is at the time of the union between the companies.
Tour Lordships will find the Hudson Bay Company's posts are in the northern and
outhern departments, 22 in one and 14 in the other.
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Sir Robert Collier.-I observe among the North-West Company's stations Lac
la Rouge (32).

Lord Aberdare. -Lac la Rouge is the Red Lake.
Sir Robert Collier. No; it is called Lac la Rouge in the North-West stations,

and very probably it would be that station north of Cumberland louse.
Mr. McCarthy. Now, I think I have done with the different posts on both

sides and I come now to the position in which the company stood at a little later
date. The next thing in point of time which I ought to refer to I think is
the formation of the Red River colony, or the colony of Assiiib>ia, as it was
Variously termed. There are two pieces of evidence which I offe'r for that, first,
the evidence of Judge Johnson, who was the recorder there as I said

The Lord Chancellor.-What is the date?
Mr. McCarthy.-1838, I think it is, my Lord.
Sir M. Smith.-Is tiat the date of the foundation of the colony ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-That is the date of Lord Durham's commission.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, about that. I propose to say a word ab)Ut that.
Mir. Mowat.-I do not admit the propriety of looking at Judtge Johnson's evi-

dence. It is in the Manitoba Appendix, and it is ex parte evidence given before a
Committee of the House of Commons quite recently.

The Lord Chancellor.-Yes, but there is so much that would not, according to
the strict rules of evidence, be admissible, and the nature of the enquiry is one
which cannot be limited by strict rules of evidence.

Mr. Mowat.-No, I quite admit that.
The Lord Chancellor.-It would hardly be of equal importance with a publie

document if one should be found tending in the opposite direction.
Mr. McCarthy.-They do not-they quite agree.
The Lord Chancellor-We shall see.
Mr. McCarthy.-I will first point ont this if your Lordship will aUow me.
Lord Aberdare.-Where if Judge Johnson's evidence to be found ?
Mr. Mowat.-It is in the XMnitoba Appendix, page 92.
Mr. McCarthy.-His evidence commences at page 72.
The Lord Chancellor.-What was Judge Johnson's position.
M r. McCarthy.-He was a recorder but now is a judge in L9weýr Canada. If

Your Lordships will look at page 73 you will sec this: " It was in the year 1839, on
the 13th of March, at a general court held in the Hudson Bay H1ouse, London, that
the district of Assiniboia was erected and was declared co-extensive with such por-
tions of the territ ry (these are the words of the Order) granted to tho late Thomas,
Earl of Selkirk, on the 12th of January, 1811, as is now within the domains of Her
Britannic Majesty. That is what constituted the district of Assiniboia, and it is con-
stituted de facto, whatever its precise extent it has certainly been recognized by a
aeries of Acts by the British Government.

The Lord Chancellor.-Ais far as the Hudson Bay Company's claim is concerned,
if that is correct, they claim to be entitled to make this district in 1839.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-That did not touch the territory that was se tled by the

award.
Mr. McCarthy.-No, but it goes up to the boundary line. It recognizes the Lord

Selkirk grant.
The Lord Chancellor.-Of course, as it came from the authority which made

that grant, there is no wonder it recognized it.
M r. McCarthy.-Then we find this colony was recognized on several occasions

by the British Government. They sent ont troops, as Judge Johnson tells us, and ho
gives the history of this.

The Lord Chancellor.-You admit Assiniboia, whatever the authority that made
it, is to the west of the disputed territory ?
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Mr. McCarth.-Yes, my Lord; because south of the disputed territory was
then the United States.

Lord Aberdare.-It is not the present district of Assiniboia?
Mr. McCarthy.-No; it is south of the water communication which forms the

boundary and it takes in a little to the east of the lino at the north-west angle. It
does not take in ail at the west. The lino at the north-west angle is the arbitrators'
grant, and to the east of that there is some little portion which is part of Lord
Selkirk's grant which took the water communication up to the contre of the Lake
of the Woods, so to that extent it did encroach and pass over the impor-
tant point of departure; and I look at it as a document with reference to all that
happened us, of the very greatest consequence. Now, I will go to question 303.

The Lord Chancellor.-You say itincluded a small part of the Lake of the Woods?
Mr. McCarthy.-More than that. Where does your Lordship mean ?
Lord Aberdare.-Just at that little black lino going through the upper part of

the Lake of the Woods. That is the eastern part of the grant to Lord Selkirk and
therefore that doos come within this district of Assiniboia.

Mr. McCarthy.-It is an irregular piece of land, but the importance of it is that
at all events to the east, and many miles to the east of the lino of the north-west
angle of the Lake of the Woods.

The lord Chancellor.-I suppose you do not say that anything took place about
this Assiniboia which made it part of Canada?

Mr. McCar thv.-No; but I say it was not Canada. Your Lordship will ses at
that time Canada was making no pretensions. Your Lordship will understand that.

The Lord Chancellor.-Oh ! yes.
Mr. Mcartby.-They recognized the Colony of Assiniboia. Now, I will read

question 303, page 72: " Was the Colony of Assiniboia recognized by the Imperial
Governmont, and in what way? The existence de facto of the Colony of Assiniboia was
certainly recognized in a variety of ways and in the most authoritative manner by
the Crown of England in a series of Acts that admit of no doubt whatever. They
sent the 6th Reg ment there in 1846 or 1847, under Colonel Crofton. They were
sont by orders of tho Duke of Wellington to ocoupy that place, so that in view
of any trouble in respect of the* Oregon question they might be made available on
the other aide of the mountains. However that was, they were sont there. After
that, when I was sw, rn in as Governor, in 1855, after the retirement of Oolonel
Crofton and the troops, I made a demand for troops for the purpose of keeping
order, and I got troops commanded by Major Seaton. They sent out a company
of a hundred men of the Canadian Rifies-British troops in the pay of the British
Governmont, and they were quartered there some years."

The Lord Char cellor.-At present it seems to me that your object is to show
that the limits of the Colony of Assiniboia, as laid down by the company, were
recognized by the Government as the limits of the colony.

Mr. McCarthy.-Of course, I cannot say that absolutely. All I say is that the
Hudson Bay Compa ay claiming this part of Rupert's Land formed a colony,
appointed the goverror to administer the laws, and so on, and was in this way
acknowledged by the Imperial Government.

The Lord Chance tlor.-Supposing the Hudson Bay Company laid down the
boundaries of Assiriboia, what evidence have we that the Imperial Government
reocognized it ?

Mr. McCr rthy -If the Hudson Bay Company claimed this part of Rupert's
Land, formed a colony, appointed a governor, appointed judges and executed their
laws, so far as to execute a man, and the British Government recognized that, I think
it is very good evidence indeed.

The Lord Chancellor.-This is ovidence of nothing else than that the Imperial
Government recognized a colony under that name properly formed, but not that it
acknowledged it within certain boundaries. I think you have shown enough to
satisfy us that the Hudson Bay Company took upan themselves to make a grant to
Lord Selkirk and to make that grant coterminous with this Assiniboia. It is clear
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that if the Hudson Bay Campany did that and that it was recognized, it goes a good
way to establish your coDtention.

Mr. McCarthy.-If your Lordship will pardon me, it is a question of finding out
from what took place at the time what were the facts?

The Lord Chancellor -You have not shown that the Government recognized
the boundaries, or that any commission was appointed to consider these boundaries.

Mr. McCarthy.-I should have thought that if the Government had recognised
the governor of the colony they had recognized the colony.

The Lord Chancellor.-It is sufficient evidence of recognition of a certain juris-
diction, but is not evidence that it extends to other jurisdictions. If it does not
include the United States territory why should it include Canada?

Mr. McCarthy.-Because it did specially exclude the United States territory.
The Lord Chancellor.-There is nothing whatever in the charter mentioning it

as a boundary.
Mr. McCarthy.-I can only offer it with all deference to your Lordsbips. I

Bubmit it does. If I cannot convince your Lordships, of course it is my misfortune.
Lord Aberdare.-This portion was an infinitesimally small portion of the whole

colony.
Mr. McCarthy.-But at that time there was no pretence that Ontario went up

to the Lake of the Woods.
The Lord Chancellor.-This matter was not present to the mind of anybody at

the time. The next question is 347.
Lord Aberdare.-It is as well to have in our minds that this territory was not

granted by the Hudson Bay Company to Lord Selkirk, but by the Old Canada
Company.

Mir. McCarthy.-No, m ï Lord.
Lord Aberdare.-Yes, yon will find it is so stated by the juige, whose evidence

you referred to just now. Mr. Justice Johnson, in answer to question 319 : "l Iow
did Lord Selkirk come into the possession of thatvast territory called Assiniboia, and
how did it pass afterwards into the hands of the Hudson Bay Company? The Old
Canada Company, called the North-West Company, gave certain rights in the first
instance."

Mr. McCarthy.- I will prove that by the evidence, before the House of Commons,
which I have here, Lord Selkirk made a settlement in 1808 before the grant was
Inade, and in 1818 the grant was made. The settlement of that colony proved a
disastrous failure, involving a great amount of expense, and although they had made
h grant to Lord Selkirk to ena ble him to carry out bis intention of settling that colony,
they afterwards bought it baek and gave him £100,000 for it, and thon they estab-
lished the colony of Assiniboia.

Sir Robert Collier.--In 1836 they bought it back?
Mr. McCarthy.--Yes.
The Lord Chancellor -- I think you are quite right. Lord Selkirk held under

both companies, and, at all events, ho held unier the H'Iudson Bay Company, bocause
you have roferred to the grant. This witness of yours says that Lord Selkirk was a
Usurper, and had no autiority at ail. I am very much under the same impression.
I think it was the United States territory. I think that is quite clear.

Sir Robert Collier.-He says it was established as a colony in 1839.
Mr. McCarthy.-That is what he says. I will give your Lordships a piece of

Ovidence from the report from the Select C>nmittee of the House of Commons on
the Hudson Bay Compar y in 1857. Your Lordships will see the way I put it is this:
In the first place, I say the Hudson Bay Company claimed the height of land. That
is the first point. If they had the right to claim the height of land, it is clear that
Ontario did not go further than the height of land. Then we find they a, o continu-
ing that up to 1836, so far as that grant to Lord Selkirk was concerned. There is
no doubt about that, and if that be so, and there is no departing point, that the award
Can be sustained, on the territory granted by the law.
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Now, 1 propose to show that there was no settlement of the country. At page
'Il ho is asked about the settlement made on Rainy Lake and the Lake ot the Woods.
It must not be forgotten that there was no settlement of any kind, not at Fort
William, not between the height of land and Lake Winnipeg. There is no question
of that. There is one thing which I wish to correct, and to remove an erroneous
impression from your Lordships' minds. I made a concession the other day rather
too widely, and I want to take that back. I said that Upper Canada laid out this
part in townships. That is not 80.

The Lord Chancellor.-In 1798 an Act was passed to lay out townships gnd
districts, and thon there are two laid out?

Mr. McCarthy.-That is not the point I am upon. I made a concession the
other day that Upper Canada laid out this part in townships. That is not so. My
friends will bear me out that I am right in that. Before the Confederation, it is
quite true that Upper Canada had been making mining leases, but thore were no
settlements or townships there.

Mr. Mowat.-There were small settlemnts, but no townsbips.
Mr. McCarthy.-No townships. Since that date Ontario has laid ont a portion

of this height of land in townships.
Mr. Mowat.-The whole of it ?
Mr. McCarthy.-My friend says the whole of it, and I have no doubt ho is right,

but not beyond the height of land. Now, I showed that there are no settlements here
between Rainy Lake and the Lake of the Woods. My friend, Mr. Mowat, is not
quite accurate in saying that the census was never taken. At that time the census
-was taken by Canada, which at that time was Upper and Lower Canada combined.
.But at that time thore were no people to be reckoned, so it would not throw much
light on the matter one way or the other. Now, lot us refer to the evidence before
the House of Commons Committee, which I have here.

The Lord Chancellor.-There is a passage at question 347 which I do not think
you have referred to. -

Mr. McCarthy.-That is the one I just read.
The Lord Chancellor.-He says in answer to that question: " About the Rat

Portage and Fort Frances there were several French half-breed families settled."
That is, at the Lake of the Woods.

Mr. McCarthy.--That is at the head of Rainy Lake, ho says. The particular
portion which ho speaks of, ho says in answer to the next (question 348) is at the
Jiead of Rainy Lake.

The Loi d Chancellor.-But there is nothing on this map to show that. You see.
the question is: Were any settlements made on Rainy River or Lake of the
Woods ? and the answer is, you cannot call them settlements. [ have known eccen-
trio individuals who settled there, one of whom was a Mi. MicLeod, but there were
no settlements of any importance. About the Rat Portage and Fort Frances,
there were several half-breed families settled.

Mr. McCarthy.-I am told there is only Rat Porta2e and that is not of much
consequence whether it is at the Rainy Lake or the Lake ot the Woods.

The Lord Chancellor -This gentleman speaks of several French half-breed
families settled there, almost on this part of Assiniboia.

Mr. McCartby.-1 will now go to the evidence before the louse of Commons,
1857. This is not printed among the documents before your Lordships, and we shall
either have to print it or perhaps your Lordship can refer to this copy. It is the
evidence given before aSelect Committee of the House of Commóns in the year 1857,
on the iludson Bay Company's claims, It goes into the whole of the claims of the
Hudson Bay Company, in point of fact into the whole of their claim, rights and pri-
vileges. Chief Justice Draper, the Chief Justice of Canada, was present and was
examined as a witness. *

Sir Montagne Smith.-What have you there, a manuscript ?
Mr. McCarthy.-No; the original document itself. It is the report of the

Committee on the Hudson Bay claims with all the questions, answers and appendices
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and so on, ard it is in the year 1857. I will refer your Lordships to the evidence of
the Right Honorable Edward Ellice, I think he was then the Chairman of the Hud-
son Bay Company. He speaks about the grant to Lord Selkirk and describes it.

Sir Montague Smith. -Was he not connected with the North-West Company?
Mr. McCarthy.-I think that either he or some one of his name was connected

with the North-West Company.
Sir Montague Smith.-Was he the Chairman of the Hudson Bay Company ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Mr. Mowat.-My friends referring to this places me at a great disadvantage. f

have not had the opportunity of following this report.
The Lord Chancellor.-Probably you will be able to follow it as we go on ?
Mr. McCarthy.-At page 340, or rather, more strictly speakirg, it is about 341,

question 5,931, they speak of purchasing it back from Lord Selkirk and at question
5,985, page 34., they speak of the price they paid. ln the same Etatement which las
been laid before this committee, I observe an item of £84,111 paid to Lord Selkirk
for the Red River settlement. I stated just now that it was £100,000. I thought it
Was £100,000, but I find it is £84,000 odd. The answer is: That is the money actually
paid to Lord Selkirk with interest added to it. The honorable gentleman is aware that
wien merchants make a purchase they open an account and they debit to that account
the money which the estate cost them and they add the interest and deduct any
revenue or receipt which they have had from it since, and the £84,000 is the balance
Of such an account. Then, in one of the appendices is a statement from Judge
Johnson giving a report as to the courts, and so on.

The Lord Chancellor.-That has no direct bearing on the question.
Mr. McCarthy.-No; the only reason I am referring to it is for the statistical

account of Red River Colony, taken on the 20th and 24th May, 1856, and it is signedi
18' G. Johinson, Governor of Assiniboia; Wm. R. Smith, Secretary.

The Lord Chancellor.-It is not in the appendices before us, and it has no bearing
onr the case.

Mr. McCarthy.-It speaks of the courts, the general quarterly courts and the
Petty local courts, and gives the statistics and the number of causes tried, and so on.

The Lord Chancellor.- That only goes to show that there were some disputes in
the courts.

Mr. McCarthy.-That is what it is I suppose. Now I will return to the Joint
Appendices, and your Lordships will see the statement of the Hudson Bay Company's
rights, pages 591 and 592, and which summarizes what they claim to be their rights.

Sir M. E. Smith.-That is in 1850 ?
Mr. McCarthy.-That is in 1850, and it becomes very important as leading up to

the Rupert's Land Act. It is more fully set out, perhaps, with ail its details, in this
document addressed to the House of Commons which i have in my hands. It gives
the Hudson Bay Company's statement of right as submitted to the Attorney and
Solicitor Generals. At page 616 is the opinion, and that opinion cites all the doc-
bieuts that had refereuce to it, and amongst the documents is the map and plan of
the Hudson Bay claim which I have before me. The map was the foundation of the
1tupert's Land Act, and which ended in the annexation (f it to the Dominion. Here
it is, annexed to the statement, and that was referred to the Attorney and Solicitor
Generals with that statement of claim and they gave their opinion that the claim of
the Hudson Bay Company was well founded.

Lord Aberdare.-Yes, but that opinion also embodies some words which you
cannot ignore. At page 618, ine 20, there is this: " In the case of grants of con-
siderable age, such as this charter, when the words, as is often the case, are indefi-
bite or ambiguous, the rule is that they are construed by usage and enjoyment,
ilncluding in these latter terms the assertion of ownership by the company on im-

rQntant public occasions, such as the Treaties of Ryswick and Utrecht, and again in

Sir Robert Collier.-The opinion they gave is that the important question of
boundaries might be the subject of a quasi judicial enquiry.
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Mr. McCar thy.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-You conceded just now, did you not, that this map showed

that it was Freich territory ?
Mr. McCarthy.-No.
'The Lord Qhancellor.--You referred to it as the nearest post to Moose River.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; but I never conceded that it was French territory. What

I endeavored to state was, that that was taken possession of as an act of war.
The Lord Chancellor.-I thought that you conceded that it was French terri-

tory.
Mr. McCarthy.-No ; the French never lost possession of it. It was one of those

which they ought to have given up, but they never gave it up. It was taken posses-
sion of as an act of war.

The Lord Chancellor.-Well, but with regard to this map, at all events, what-
ever else appears about it, one thing is clear, that the colored portion included the
Hudson Bay Company's territories.

Mr. McCarthy.-Ali the awarded territory is in there.
Tho Lord Chancellor.-Apparently all the awarded territory is in there, as yon

say, and a good deal more.
Mr. McCarthy.--Yes, a good deal more to the west, which is not disputed at alil.

Will your Lordship kindly tell me whose opinion is attached to the House of Com-
mons document that you have in your hand ?

The Lord Chancellor.-There is an opinion of Sir John Jervis and Sir John
Romilly.

Mr. McCarthy.-That is the one I am looking for. I think it is with reference
to the extent of the territory and the bounidaries. It is on that map, your Lordship
80es, that the opinion is given, and that is the extent of their claims.

Lord Aberdare.-Is that opinion given in the Joint Appendix ?
Mr. McCarthy.-It is; page 26. That is merely an extract. The Lord Chancel-

lor bas the opinion in full.
The Lord Chancellor.-I do not see that this has any reference to the boundaries?
Mr. McCarthy.-If your Lordship will hand it to me I think I shall be able to

find it for you.
The Lord Chancellor.-The only words that refer to the boundaries of the com-

panies' territories are these: " Under this grant the company have always claimed
and exercised dominion as absolute proprietors of the soil in the territories understood
to be embraced by the ternms of the grant, and which are more particularly defined
in the accompanying map; and they have also claimed and enjoyed the exclusive
right of trading in those territories." That is all that is said.

Mr. McCarthy.-No. If your Lordship will look a little earlier you will see
this: " We were honored with your Lordship's commanda."

The Lord Chancellor.-I was referring to the statement.
Mr. McCarthy.-I was referring to the opinion.
The Lord Chancellor.-Yes; the opinion proceeds on the statemient and the

papers sent. There was the passage which I mentioned just now, and there is
nothing whatever bearing on any question of boundaries afterwards; and it looks to
me as obvious, as anything can be, that it did not refer to the Attorney and Solicitor
Generals the question of the extent of the rights and claims and boundaries.

Mr. McCarthy.-I think I can point it out to your Lordship, with deference.
The Lord Chancellor.-The real question was whether they had or had not their

charter rights, and it is with reference to that question only that the opinion was
asked.

Sir R )bert Collier.-It is not a question about laying down the boundary line.
Mr. McCarthy.-Your Lordships will see this at page 26: " Mr. Haweas then

stated that he was to enclose a copy of a letter from a chairman to the Hudson Baly
Company together with a statement and map prepared under his direction of the
territories claimed by the company in virtue of the charter granted to them by
King Charles the 2nd." That is plain enough. "Mr. Hawes also sent the copy of a
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letter dated the 30th September last, from Mr. A. K. Isbister "- -that is the gentle.
man who was opposing the Hudson Bay Company -" enquiring on what mode Her
Majesty's Government intend to give effect to the resolution of the House of Com-
mons, and whether, in the event of any reference to a judicial tribunal, it will be
necessary for the parties interested to appear by counsel or otherwise or to furnish
evidence, and if so, of what nature. Mr. Rawes concluded by stating that your
Lordship requested that we would take these papers into our early consideration, and
inform you whether we are of opinion that the rights claimed by the company do
properly belong to them." I take it that it means the territories claimed.

The Lord Chancellor.-No; it does not.
Mr. McCarthy.-If your Lordship will allow me to go on, I think you will see

it does.
The Lord Chancellor.-" Having regard to the powers in respect to territory,

trade, taxation and government, claimed by the Hudson Bay Company," that is
what the law officers gave their opinion upon.

Mr. McCarthy.-Your Lordship sees it says Mr. Hawes concluded by stating
that your Lordship requested that we would take these papers into our early consid-
eration and inform you whether we are of opinion that the rights claimed by the
Company do properly belong to them. Accompanying that was a statement of the
territories claimed. Now, let me read the following: "In the event of our enter-
taining a doubt on any point raised in Jhese papers, Mr. Hawes was to request that
we would advise your Lordship in what manner the opinion of a competent tribunal
Can be obtained on the subject. In obedience to your Lordship's command we have
taken these papers into our consideration." Now, what are the papers? The paper
marking the territorial claim was one of them. " We have taken these papers into
Our consideration and have the honor to report that having regard to the powers in
respect to territory, trade, taxation and government, claimed by the Hudson Bay
Company in the statements furnished to your Lordships by the chairman of that
Company, we are of opinion that.the rights so claimed by the company do properly
belong to them."

The Lord Chancellor,-Did anybody ever hear that a court of justice was taken
to express an opinion on that which was not before it? And in the opinion of the
law officers there is not a trace that the question of the extent of the rights, claims and
boundaries was before them. There is a large general question whether they have
or have not their charter rights.

Mr. McCarthy.-There is more than that.
The Lord Chancellor.-The question of what the powers in respect of territory,

trade, taxation and government were the Attorney and Solicitor Generals could
form an opinion upon, and they had the means of doing that, but what means had
they for judging of the extent of the boundaries ? There is nothing.

Mr. McCarthy.-They had the map; they had the limits of the watershed. At
that date two questions were submitted to the law officers of the Crown for their
opinion: lst. Was the charter invalid? Chief Justice Draper did not contend that
representing the people here. And then, 2ndly, What were the limits up to a particular
Point? Then the law officers' opinion was taken and the company was asked to make
a statement, and if your Lordship will pardon me for apparently persisting in this, it
Seemas to me one of the questions submitted to the law officers, not as the trade
Xnerely, but as to the extent of territory was considered by them well founded.

The Lord Chancellor.-I have no idea of any such question being submitted to
the law officers. It seems to me perfectly clear that it was not.

Sir M. Smith.-Then, subsequently the opinion of the law officers was taken as
to whether these questions could be put into a separate enquiry treating them entirely
as in doubt, the law officers giving reasons for thinking they could be construed into
a question of boundaries, and the law officers said that that question might be made
the subject of a quasi judicial enquiry.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; but Canada declined to do so.
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Mr. MeCarthy.-I began by saying that it was the opinion subsequently taken
of the law officers. If it had been supposed that any opinioa of the law officers
had settled the matter, that would have been another thing.

The Lord Chancellor.-If you really attend to what passed in 1849, it is really too
clear for controversy. Mr. Isbister in 1849 writes that an address to the Crown had
been agreed to by the House of Commons to institute an enquiry into the legality
of certain powers claimed and exercised by the Hudson Bay Company under their
charter. Then .he asks how that enquiry is to be made. Mr. Hawes, the under-
secretary, replies on the 23nd October: " With reference to your letter requesting
to be informed in what manner Her Majesty's Government propose to carry into
effect the enquiry into the legality of certain powers claimed and exercised by the
Hudson Bay Company, I am directed by Earl Grey to acquaint you that the subject
is at present under consideration." -Then what is sent to the law officers by the
colonial secretary is the copy of the resolution of the House of Commons, " That an
address be presented to Her Majesty, praying that measures be taken for ascertaining
the legality of the powers which are claimed or exercised by the Hudson Bay
Company," and he sends all the papers. The " rights claimed by the Company"
meant the right to exercise those powers, and there is nothing in the letter upon the
subject of a dispute concerning boundaries. They send a copy of a resolutioi which
shows that they claim, but as to there being a dispute as to boundaries there is
not the least trace of it.

Lord Aberdare.-But how can that be assumed to have any weight in that
controversy, when you find what has been submitted to the consideration of the law
officers.

Sir Robert Collier.-I can speak as an ex-law officer and I say that it is
perfectly absurd to suppose that the law officers would go into such a question.

The Lord Chancellor.-Of course, if they had understood that the boundaries
were involved they would have sent the papers back.

Mr. McCarthy.-Of course, if your Lorships do not wish to hear me I do not
wish to be persistent, but as counsel here I represent the Province of Manitoba.

The Lord Chancellor.-We shall be glad to hear your argument, of course.
Mr. McCarthy.-All I propose to do now is to read to your Lordships the letter

from Governor Pelley. Your letter has been handed to the directors of the Hudson
Bay Company (that is the letter from the Under-Secretary of State) and in
compliance with your request, &c., &c. The learned counsel read an extract down
to the words " Russian Yellow." That was a pretty clear statement that they
understood that they were to furnish a statement of their territory.

Sir Montague Smith.-But the law officers were not considering the way in
which that affected the boundary.

The Lord Chancellor.-And the controversy as to whether they claimed the
disputed land, that is another thing altogether.

Mr. McCarthy.-Your Lordships will see that I think it comes pretty much to
that. The Rupert's Land was cut out. Now I will refer to page 610 of the joint
appendix as shortly as possible, just to trace the listory of this subject, showing what
they were claiming, at all events, and I want to show that it was perfectly well
understood by the Ministers of Canada. Then at the joint appendix, page 168-

Sir Barnes Peacock.-For what do yon refer to page 168 ?
Mr. McCarthy.-That was for the opinion as to the geographical opinion. They

did not give any opinion as to the boundaries at all. Then at page 273 there is a
letter from the Duke of Buckingham (who was then Colonial Secretary) to the Gov-
ernor General. He says: "i Her Majesty's Government will be willing to recom-
mend a compliance with the prayer of the address so soon as they shall be empow-
ered to do so with a just regard to the rights and interests of Her Majesty's subjects
interested in those territories. They are advised, however, that the requisite powers
of government and legislation cannot consistently, with the existing charter of the
Hudson Bay Company be transferred to Canada without an Act of Parliament.
Before such an Act can be obtained it is necessary to consider the position of thO
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Hudson Bay Company. The company have held their charter and exercised privi-
loges conferred by it for 200 years, including rights of government and legislation,
together with the property of all the lands and precious metals, und varions eminent
law officers consulted in succession have all declared that the validity of this charter
cannot be justly disputed by the Crown." Thon at page 274 the Duke of Bucking-
ham's secrotary writes that " the Duke of Buckinghan and Chandos has had under
his consideration the address from the Parliament of Cauada to Her Maîjesty, praying
that Rupert's Land and the North-West Territory may be united with the Dominion
of Canada, and placed under the authority of the Canadian Parliameaut, and the letter
from the Governor of the Hudson Bay Company, dated the 25th day of January, on
that subject. Her Majesty's Government think that it will be right to comply, under
proper conditions, with the wish expressed by the Parliament of Canada, and they
propose to introduce a Bill for the purpose into the Imperial Parliament. They
-desire, however, to pay due regard to the interest of Ber Majesty's subjects already
concerned in the territory, and with that view they will be prepared to make pro-
Vision for ary reasonable terms which may be agreed upon with the Hudson Bay
Company. I am directed to call your attention to the negotiations which took place
in 1864 between the Secretary of State and the company as recorded in the
correspondence referred to in the margin (setting out several letters) and I am to
request that you will state what are the terms which the company would be pre-
pared to accept, proceeding on the principles thon adopted, namely, that the com.-
pensation should be derived from the future proceeds of the lands, and if any gold
which may be discovered in Ruport's Land complied with reservations of defined
portions of land to the company." Thon at page 594 there is a.letter from Mr.
Goschen to the Secretary of Scate. "I have the honor to acknowledge your letters."

Sir Robert Collier.-We have had this letter.
Mr. McCarthy.-I beg your Lordship's pardon, that was not the letter I had

intended to read. Now, if your Lordship goes back to look at the Act of Confedera-
tion, on page 433, section 6, there are two things which I take it are of importance
in this Act.

Sir Robert Collier.-That is the British Columbia Act.
Mr. McCarthy.-No, the British North America Act. It is the Act of Confeder-

ation. I refer to the 6th section for this purpose, it may be important otherwise
With reference to Lord Durham's commission. " The parts of the Province of Canada
{as it exists at the passing of this Act) which formerly constituted respectively the
Provinces of Upper Canada and Lower Canada shall be deemed to be served, and
shall form two separate Provinces." The question there is what weight is to be
attached to the words " as it exists at the passing of this Act ?" Thon section 146
says: "l It shall be lawful for the Queen, by and with the advice of Her Majesty's
Most Honorable Privy Council, on addroses from the Hlouses of Parliament of Canada,
and from the Houses of the respective Legislatures of the colonies or provinces of
Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island and British Columbia, to admit those colonies or
provinces, or any of them, into the union, and, on address from the Houses of Parlia-
Ment in Canada to admit Rupert's Land and the North-Western Torritory, or either
of them, into the union on such terms and conditions in such case as are in the
addresses expressed and as the Queen thinks fit to approve, subject to the provisions
Of this Act." Provision is thus made for the inclusion of Rupert's Land. Thon we
come to the Rupert's Land Act, which is at page 445, and which has a very impor.
tant bearing upon the question here. It says: " Whereas, by certain letters patent
granted by fis late Majesty King Charles the Second, in the twenty-second year of
his reign, certain persons therein named were incorporated by the name of ' The
Governor and Company of Adventurers of England,' trading into Hudson Bay and
certain lands and territories, rights of government and other rights, privileges,
liberties, franchises, powers ani authorities were thereby granted or purported to be
granted to the said governor and company in His Majesty's dominions in North
America. And whereas, by the British North America Act, 1867, it was (amongst
other things) enacted that it should be lawful for Her Majesty, by and with the advice
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and consent of Her Majsty's Most Honorable Privy Council, an address from the
Houses of Parliament of Canada to admit Rupert's Land and the North-West
Territory, or either of them, into the union, on such terms and conditions as are in
the address expressed, and as Her Majesty thinks fit to approve, are subject to the
provisions of the said Act. And whereas, for the purpose of carrying into effect the
provisions of the said British North America Act, 1867, and of admitting Rupert's
Land into the said Dominion as aforesaid, upon such terms as Her Majesty thinks fit
to approve, it is expedient that the said lands, territories, rights, privileges, liberties,
franchises, powers and authorities, so far as the same have been lawfully granted to
the said company, should be surrendered to Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors,
upon such terms and conditions as may be agreed upon by and between Her Majesty
and the said governor and company as hereinafter mentioned ; be it therefore
enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and
consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal and Commons in this present Parlia-
ment assembled, and by the authority ofthe same, as follows:-1. This Act may be
cited as Rupert's Land Act, lt68. 2. For the purposes of this Act the term ' Rupert's
Land ' shall include the whole of the lands and territories held, or claimed to be held,
by the said governor and company." Now, whether they were rightfully held or not,
it is quite plain that with regard to the documents which I produce and which I will
show in a moment, was communicated to Canada, they did claim to hold the water-
shed.

The Lord Chancellor.-I see the word " held " is included-as well as the word
"claimed."

Mr. McCarthy.--Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-Do you say that that would imply the title you claim ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes ; "l for the purposes of the Act."
The Lord Chancellor.-That raises an important question of construction. You

will certainly have something to do to satisfy us that the merely putting territory
in a map of this kind was sufficient to show that it was meant to be transferred,
although it was defacto held by the Province.

Mr. McCarthy.-I would say first it was not de facto held by the Province. Thon,
I say it was de facto held by the company, and thirdly, I say whether it was de facto
held or not, it was claimed by the company. We must look and see what the objeot
of it was. It was known when Canada was confederated that so far as Ontario was
confederated it was taken in as it then was, and I will point out by-and-bye, that
according to Lord Durham's commission it did not go further than the height of
land, if it went as far.

The Lord Chancellor.--Lord Durham's commission, if I remember rightly, car-
ried the Ontario boundary beyond their blue land.

Mr. McCarthy.-I was speaking of the western part.
The Lord Chancellor.-But it is important to know that.
Mr. McCarthy.-I understand that my friends, when addressing you on that

point, contended that the true meaning of that was not to the shore, but rather to
the Hudson Bay Territory.

The Lord Chancellor.-No; that was an earlier document which, if it stood by
itself, perhaps, would suggest that view, but Lord Durham's commission is express
"to shores." That is an extremely important point, and no doubt you will not.over-
look it.

Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord, I shall not. Now, I am going to contend, and I
think your Lordship will at once accede to the reasonableness of my proposition, that
it was a very important matter indeed for the welfare of the confederacy that
Rupert's Land should be defined before it was transferred. Nothing could be more
unfortunate than that a question of this kind should be permitted to arise, and I saY
that care was taken, that for the purposes of the Act and for the purposes of the
transfer, Rupert's Land was defined. It was a well-known claim put forward by the
Hudson Bay Company. They claimed to go to the height of land. Their claim Was
disputed, but what does Parliament say? We say that Parliament says that for the
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Purpose of this Act which was to be the basis of the transfer, this colony is a
coony and is a new Province under the Dominion, who will define it. Now, how is
it defined ? " For the purposes of this Act, whether it be Rupert's Land, or whether
it be not Rupert's Land, all that the Hudson Bay Company hold or all that the Hud-
son Bay Company claimed is Rupert's Land."

Sir Montague Smith.-This was a purchase, in fact.
Mr. McCartby.-That is one view; but if you like to hear my argument ul on it,

Tny Lord, I hope to be able to show you that it bas another bearing.
Sir Montague Smith.-But they would only purchase what was clained.
Mr. McCarthy.--It was more than a purchase; it was a surrender to Her Majesty,

in the first place.
Sir Montague Smith.-It was a purchase by the colony; it was not made a sep-

arate colony.
Mr. McCarthy.-It was made a separate Province. The Dominion is made up

Of several Provinces. Amongst the new Provinces was Rupert's Land.
The Lord Chancellor.-You are contending that the Act speaks of territory

Which was not at that time under the Dominion of Canada.
Mr. McÇarthy.-What I submit with all deference to your Lordship is this : It

wvas important, when this new colony was to be brought into the Dominion, that
there should be no dispute as to boundaries. Canada atthat time perfectly understcol
its position. Its attention was drawn to it, and although they have proceeded as
though this Act had not been passed, still upon the whole they accepted it. Are we
to suppose that Parliament would throw this as a bone of contention into Canada
Without saying: We will define the boundaries, and we will define them just as the
lindson Bay Company has laid them down and claimed it will not hurt Canada, and
they will go into Canada, whichever way it is ?

Sir Barnes Peacock.-When you speak of Canada do you speak of Ontario?
Mr. McCartby.-No; Ontario was boand by it.
Lord Aberdare.-I was going to ask that. Had Canada then power to bind

'Ontario ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; we 0hbmit in fact they had. Canada was composed of

ePoresentatives of the whole of i tke Dominion, including Ontario. There was not
aY protest on the part of Ootanio, they never objected to; they never entered a
Protest of any kind whatever.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-This was addressed to the two Houses of Parliament, not
of Ontario, and, therefore, Ontario was not necessarily bound by it, except it was
legislation, and it takes away their rights.

Mr. McCarthy.-It bas the force of legislation in this sense. The petition
addressed to the two Houses asks that this colony shall be transferred. Now, what

as the colony ? Surely it was for the British imperial Parliament to say what the
*olony was, and they did declare what the colony was. It is a colony witbin the
ltits described by that map, about which there can be no dispute. On page 445,

YOur Lordship will sec in the Rupert's Land Act, this passage:-" It shall be compe-
tont for the said governor and company to surrender to Her Majesty, and for Her

ajesty, by any instrument under her sign manual and signet, to accept a surrender
of all or any of the lands, territory, rights, privileges, liberties, franchises, powers
abd authorities whatsoever, granted or purported to be granted by the said letters
Patent to the said governor and company within Rupert's Land, upon such terms and
conditions as shall be agreed upon, by and between Her Majesty and the said governor
Rnd company."y

Sir Barnes Peacock.-That says " Rupert's Land."
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; but Rupert's Land for the purposes of this Act means all

that they claim. AWd it goes on: " Provided, however, that such surrender shall not
e aepted by Her Majesty until the terms and conditions upon which Rupert's

,and shall be admitted into the said Dominion of Canada shall have
been approved of by Ier Majesty, and embodied in an address to ler Majesty from
both the Houses of Parliament of Canada in pursuance of the one hundred aid forty.
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siy th section of the British North America Act, 1867, and that the said surrender
aid acceptance thereof shall be null and void unless witbin a month from the date of
sucb acceptance, Ber Majesty does, by Order in Council under the provisions of the
said last recited Act, admit Rupert's Land into the Dominion; provided further that
no charge shall be imposed by such terms upon the consolidated fund of the United
Kingdom. Upon the acceptance, by Her Majesty, of such surrender, ail rights of
government and proprietary rights and ail other privileges, liberties, franchises,
powers, authoi ities, whatsoever granied, or purported to be granted, by the said let-
ters patent to the tsaid governor and company within Rupert's Land and which shall
have been so surrendered, shall be ab-olutely extinguished, provided that nothing
berein shall prevent the said governor and company from continuing to carry on,
in Rupert's Land or elsewhere, trade and commerce. It shall be competent to Her
M ijesty, by any Orderor Orders in Council as aforesaid, on address from the Houses
of the Parlian ent of Canada, to declare that Rupert's Land shall, from a date to be
1crein mentioned, be admitted into and become part of the Dominion of Canada ; and
Si reupon it shall be lawful for the Parliament of Canada, from the date aforesaid, to
iî ke, ordain and establish, within ihe laund and territoiy ,o admitted as aforesaid,
ali uch laws, ir stitutions and ordinances, and to conbtitute sucb courts and officers as
nay be necesbary for the peace, order and good government of Her Majesty's sub-
j ets, and othei s therein; provided, that until otherwise enacted by the said Parliament
oi Canada, ail the powers, authorities and jurisdiction of the several courts of jistice
now established ii Rupert's Land and of the several officers thereof, and of ail magis-
in aes and justices, now acting within the said limits, shall continue in full force and
etct therein."

Now, if your Lordship will allow me, I will refer to the first address at this stage,
wbich is to be found at page 266 of the joint appeudix. 'This is the one passed
inrmediately after confederation, and it is important upon this part of the care. Bav-
i n ei ccited the 146th section to which I bave referred, they say: " We do therefore
rost humbly pray that your Majesty will be most graciou4y pleased, by and with the
a.vice of your most Honorable Privy Council, to unte Rupert's Land aud the North-
Western Territory with the Dominion, and to grant to the Parliament of Canada
authority to legislate for their future welfare and good government, and we most
humbly beg to express to your Majesty that we are willing to assume the duties and
obligations of government and legislation as regards these territories." That was
the earlier address that gave to the correspondence which passed between the govern-
inents at great length and which culminated in the further legialation to which I ana
about to refer. Now at page 25-

Sir Robert Collier.-We do not require that correspondence.
Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord, I am not going to give you more than is absolutely

nccesary, at least so far as I can understand it.
Sir Robert Collier.-What page are you now on ?
Mr. McCarthy.-275.
Sir Robert Collier -That is the second address ?
Mr. McCarthy.-No. It is a " Memorandum from the Canadian delegates Of

Sir George E. Cartier, and the Honorable Wm. McDougall, Canadian delegates to
England." It is dated the 1st Outober, 1868, and the Rupert's Land Act (to whicb
it refers apparently) had been passed just before-

Sir Montague Smith .- The Rupert's Land Act is put, as regards getting into the'
Dominion, on the same footing as the North-West Territory. t was first to forr
part of the Dominion. On the purchase, when Rupert's Land Act passed, it formed
a part of the Dominion. Then, subsequently, it came to be entered as a Province.

Mr. McCarthy.- Oh no, you will see that the Dominion is ms4e up of Provinces.
Then there is a provision made for taking in the organized Provinces, such as Briti5h
Columbia, and so on.

Sir Montague Smith.-What became of the North-Western Territory ?
M r. McCarthy -That was also brought in as a separate Province.
Sir Montague Smith. -But still it was brought in ?
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Mr. McCarthy.-Of course it belonged to the Imporial (Government; it was a
part of Canada.

Sir Montague Smith.-It was a part of the Domir ion.
Mr. McCarthy.-Oh, no; the Dominion was at first limited to the original five

Provinces. Then all that great country up here (describing on the map) wa; either
in Rupert's Land or the North-We.torn Ter-itory. Then provisýon was made for
bringing in Rupert's Land and the North-Western Territory at a subsequent date,
upon petitions from bth luuses, but when they were brougbt in they would come in
as independent Provinces. Thon they would have to be organ'zed, of course, under
Dominion powers, and provision was made for that. What I draw your [ordship's
attentioni to particularly now is this minute of Sir G orge Car;ier and the Hon. Wm.
McD Ugall. saying: I We have the honor to acknowledge communication of a
rninute of Council of this day's date, ap;ointing as dele,ation to England to arrange
With the Irnperial G vernment the termis upon which Canada nay acquire Rupert's
Land, nd to state that we have much p1esure in accepting th mission. We would,
however, beg to call the attention of the Comiarite to the terms of the recont Act
of the 1mperial Parliament to <nnble Her Mijelty to accept a surrender upon ter-is
of the lands, privileges and rights of the Htudson Bay Company, which declares that
Rupect's L-id, for the purposes of that AMt, bali inelado the whole of the lands and
territorieq held or claimod to bo hold by the company, sliwng that their attention
Was directed to it. We would also call the aUention of the Comumit.tee to the terme
of the Britit-h N. i th America Act, which provid-s for 'the admission of Rupert's
Land and the NorLh-Weszt- Territor-y, or etier of thea into the union. We respect-
fully recomnendl that we be anthmized.to arrange with the Lmperial Go-vernment
for the admissiin of the Noirth-West Territory into union with Canada, either
With or without Rtipert's Land." Then there is the report of the Committee of the
Council upon that. They recite the anthority, they recite the very wards of the
Act, which is ail important, as your Lrdship w.t see, beuaue ià was utr donu with-
OUt their notice aid knowledge. Here they say: We are disputing what the Hudson
Bay C'mpany claim, and the Imperial Parliament have stated that for the purposes
of Ihe Act, the laud which is transferred to it bas been defined, and they draw
special attention to that, and the report of the Committee of the Council quite com-
prehends the point.

The Lord Chancellor.-J do not quite follow these documents. I see here no
ovidence of any dispu e.

Mr. McCarthy.-But it shows they understood that the Rupert's Land Act had
this wide definition.

The Lord Chancellor.-If it is to show that these words were in the Act, I do
not see how it is material, because that is bey ond all question. Can you say more
than that ?

Mr. McCartby.-But it shows that they knew their meaning, and apprehended
their for ce.

The Lord Chancellor.-That does not seem to advance you a step. We know
that the words are thère, and of course they must be presumed to know what the
effect of them was.

Mr. McCarthy.-I am sorry if your Lordship thinks it unnecessary, but it does
appear to me important, as showing that Canada perfectly understood what she was
doing.

The Lord Chancellor.-How could Canada be ignorant of it ?
Sir Robert Collier.-You are occupying our time, then, by showing that Canada

Understood the effect of the words in the Act. Of course they must be taken to have
done se.

The Lord Chancellor.-I do not see how it je of the least importance.
Sir Montague Smith.-The Act of 1871 makes provision for the Parliament of

Canada establishing new Provinces in any territory forming, for the time being, part
of the Dominion of Canada, but not ineladed in that Province.

Mr. McCarthy.-There may be territories not in the Province.
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Sir Montague Smith.-Territories within the Dominion, not in the chaotic state
,which has been mentioned.

Mr. McCarthy.-That is so.
Sir Montagne Smith.-That is what I was saying just now. I thought you çor-

rected noe and said that could not be, and that what was not in the Dominion was to
be formed into a Province ?

Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord, not in the Dominion originally.
Bir Montague Smith.-That I am quite aware of. They seem to have put these

territories, the North-Western Territory and Rupert's territory into the Crown first,
and then into the Dominion, and then it was afterwards carved into Provinces.

Mr. McCarthy.-Pbrtions of them sliced into Provinces.
Sir Montague Smith.-That is what I meant.
Mr. McCarthy.-I thought your Lordship meant that Canada included that

oountry at that time. Then I was8 going on to refer your Lordship to page 221 of
the joint appendix.

The Lord Chancellor.-Is there any authentic map which shows Upper and
Lower Canada, and Upper Canada as divided into côunties and districts under the
Act of 798 ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, there are numbers of them, but, unfortunately, my Lords,
none of us have a eopy with us.

The Lord Chancellor.-It is rather to be regretted, because if one saw a map of
the description we have befôre us, and then a map of that kind, it would be useful.

Mr. McCarthy.-I dartsay it might be found at the Geographical Society. We
will look for it.

Lord Aberdare.-They have them all collected there for examination by any
one who may wish to consult them.

The Lord Chancellor.-Here is an Act passed in 1798 which divided Upper
Canada into a number of territories and districts, and attention has already been
directed to the 40th section of the Act, which says " that the counties of Essex and
Kent, together with so much of this Province as is not included within any other
district thereof, do constitute and form the western district." That would lead one
to expect that the counties of Essex and Kent were the last defined counties to the
west, but that west of them there was an indefinite district which was not included
in the county or in any other than the western district, and it is hardly probable
that that would have included the northern part adjoining Hudson Bay.

Mr. McCarthy.-I thinx I am correct-my learned friend will say I am not if
he differs-that ail the claim made under the Act was that it took in to the height
of land.

Mr. Mowat.-I do not agree to that at all.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is not to be assumed that your opponent would agree

to that at all, but what we should like to see is some authentic map of some subse-
quent date, showing what these counties are.

Mr. McCarthy.-By to-morrow morning we will try and furnish your Lordships
witb that.

The Lord Chancellor.-What is not within Upper Canada you would say is not
in Ontario ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, your Lordship will remember the time of the Lord
Selkirk's trouble. He objected to be tried for offences committed at Fort William,
claiming that the due north lino was the boundary, and the answer made by the
authorities was that up to that point Upper Canada had been in the habit of exer-
cising criminal jurisdiction.

The Lord Chancellor.--But that would be clearly within the western district under
this Act, though not within any county. But what strikes me as of importance is
to know whether those counties included anything north up to James' Bay. It iS
hardly in the north.western district anyway.

Mr. McCarthy.-I think there is a map in existence in London which would
show that was not so.
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The Lord Chancellor.-One would like to see that.
Me. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord. Then as to the que tion of boundary being an

important one, I would direct attention to page 221. Your Lordships will remem-
ber in 1850 the claim of the Hudson Bay was cleariy defined and put for ward in the
presence of Chief Justice Draper, who attended on behalf of Cinada. It is a letter
from the Under Secretary to the Governor of the Hudson Bay Company, and I ask
your Lordships' attention to the latter part of the fourth paragraph, at lino 35:
" I am further to state that Her Majesty's Government consider it very desirable to,
ascertain, by the decision of some competent auithority, the boundary beLween the
Provinue of Canada and the territories claimed by the company under their charter.'
Then the company acquiesce in that by tieir leter at page 223, 21st January, l8t 8 .
That was communicated to Canada by the letter of the 22nd January, 1858, on pege
224, where Mr. Labouchere says: "I do not propose to discuss the question of the
validity of the claims of the company in virtue of their charter over the whole ter-
ritory known as R'îpert's Imnd. Hler Majesty's Government have come t) the
conclusion that it would be impossible for them to institute proceedirgs wilh a view
tLo raise this quetiln b-cfore a legal tribunal, without departing from those principles
of equity by which their co:iduct ought to be guide,. if; therefore, it is to be raised
at all, it must be by other parties on their own responsibilitv."

Sir Mi.taguo Smritb.-What do you cite that fo. ?
Mr. McCarthy -To show that the-., quest(ri of the boindary was an important

question between therm at that time.
Sir Robert Coller.-Nobody would deny that.
Mr. McCarthy.-Perhaps it would be quiekeî to read it than fer me to state it

and haçe to pi ove it atterward-. Then following that Canada was asked to assume
the responsibility of contesting this boundary, and at page 225 the address of the
Canadian PaHiarm-nt is to be found: " That the settlement of the boundary 11ne is
immediately required, and that taerefore we humbly pay Your Majesty that the
subjet therof my bo forthwith subrnitted for the op"nion of the Judicial Cor-
maittee of Y >ur Mtjesty's Privy Council, bat without restriclion as to ary
question Uanadî m ty deer it proper to present on the validity of the said charter,
or for the maintenance of her rights " Canaia threw it back on the Imperial
authorities and said : We think the Imperial authorities should do thi,.; and finally, to-
bring this part of the statement to au end, the Imperial authorities said: No, if it is
to be done at ail it must be done by Canada and not England; so that up to 1858 all
parties were agreed on this that the boundary should be defined, and I read that a&
Confirmatory of the view I put forward, that, in point of fact, the Rupert's Land Act
did define these boundaries.

Sir Montagne Smith.-Nothing can be more vague than " What is claimed to
be," and the expression " granted or purported to be granted."

Mr. McCarthy.-What is claimed to be is pretty plain, because they put it on
that map and define it as the water lirits.

Sir Barnes Peacock -Was not that t, bind the Hudson Bay Company that all
they po'gsessed and all they claimed to possess was to pass to the Canadian Govern-
ment for £ 00,000 ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Undoubtelly that was the twofold object; first, to get rid of all
Possible claims, and, secondiy, to define for the purposes of the company what was
.Rupert's Land.

Sir Montague Smith.-Whatever they claim, rightfully or wrongfully ?
Sir Barnes Peacock.-They were to have no claim again excepting what they

reserved to themselves by their surrender.
Mr. McCarthy.-That was only one obj3ct of the Act. I admit one was to

elmpower the Queen to accept it, the other was to define the boundary, because we
Will follow that up by the next address.

Sir Robert Collier.-We have had the terms of the Act before us several times.
The Lord Chancellor.-You say that the boundary is settled by saying everything

they claim.
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Lord Aberdare.-Did they put in as part of their claim all the territory to the
east of the line marked here that goes up to James' Bay ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, they disregarded that altogether. They pit in all the
watershed of the Dominion eastward as well as westward-all that is colored green.

Now, my Lords, we come to the deed, which is the next thing in point of order.
The Lord Chancellor.-We really do not want anything in point of order to be

gone through. The deed, if I remomber right, simply transfers everything which
the Hudson Bay Company had to transfer.

Mr. McCarthy.-And is defined by metes and bounds.
The Lord Chancellor.-Where is that deed? If tho metes and bounds are there

they may be worth lookirg at.
Mr. MoCarty.-That is at page 315. At page 3I6,line 20, they recite:--" And

whereas, by the Rupert's Land Act, 1868, it is enacted (amongst other things) that
for the purposes of that Act, the term ' Ruport's Land' shall include the whole of the
lands and territories held or claimed to be held by the said Governor and company,
and tbat it shall bo competent for the said Governor and the company to surrender,"
and so on. Then that " the Canadiai Government shall pay to the company the sun
of £300,000 sterling." Then " the company to retain ai the posts or stations now
actually possossed and occupied by them, or thoir officers or agents." Thon the sizes
of the b!ocks are given, and so on. Thon, at page 318: " Now know yo, and these
presents witnees, that in pursuance of the powers and provisions of the Rupert's
Land Act, 1868 " and on the terms aid conditions aforesaid, and also on condition of
this surrender being accopted pursuant to the provisions of that account, the said
Governor and comnpany do horeby surrender to the Queen's Host Gracious Majesty,
all the rights of governrment, and other rights, privileges, liberties, franchises, powers
and authorities, grianted or purported to be granted to the said Governor and com-
pany by the said recited lotters patent of His late Majesty King Chartes the Second.

The Ln'd ChàanceI[or.-It is everything they had. There are no boundary
words there.

Mr. McCarthy.-Except by the recitel. The whole deed mist be read together,
i submint.

Sir Montague Snith.-The recital does not carry it farthor than the Act itself.
Mr. McCarthy.-Of course not. I do not say that it does, but I say it does

carry it to that extett. Thon the reservations define the deed in that regard very
plainly. Your Loh!hips will find ther in the schedule referred to, and there is this
English River.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-That refers to sectiou two. At page 317 of the sur-
render tbe compary are to retain ail the posts.

Mr. MCarthy.-Yes; that is ieforred tu in the schedule and on page 319.
Several of these posts are on this Rainy Lake.

Tho Lwd Chaicellor.-We have already seen that there were facts within the
undoubted lirnits of Canada which belonged to them.

Sir Robert Collier -We have had ail this before us.
Mr. McCarthy.-Then at page 310, and from that up to page 312, your Lord-

ships wilil ee the report of the Canadian delegates and' the joint address of both
Houses. I submit it is impossible to read these without seeing that what they did
take over was what was called Ripert's Land, on the Rupert's Lard Act, and if I arn
right in saying that that was ail they claimed, and thoy did claim at that time all
that was colored green, it does appear to me that thero is an end of the question as
far as the height of land is concerned.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-They could not claim against the Çanadian Government
after that had been sold, anything included in that deed.

Mr. McCarthy.-Undoubtedly, but I think it goes further.
Sir Barnes Peacock. -Bat it did not bind Ontario that they wero entitled to all

that was in the deed, whether that was included in the Ontario boundary or not.
Mr. McCarthy.-If the Imperial Act could bind Ontario, as I submit it does,

thon I think it does have that effect.
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Sir Barnes Peacock.-How does the Imperial Act bind Ontarin. supposing any
part of the green is within the boundary of the Province of Ontario ?

Mr. M Carthy.-In the first place that was disputed territory, then the Imperial
Act enacts that for the purpose of this Act this disputod territory is to be within
Rupert's Land. That was a thing perfectly ccmpetent for the Imperial Parliament
to do.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-They only say the words" IRupert's Land " were to include
al1 that territory in the possession, or claimed to be in tho possession, of the Hudson
Bay Company. Then they authorize them to sell and dispose of that or surrender that
in comideration of £300,000.

M". McCarthy.-Yes. Thon what I séay is this, that this being dispuited territory
-at the time, it was competent for the Imperial Parliarent to enact " we will settle
this dispute and say ail that is claimed by the Hluson Bay Camtnp ny shal be Rupert's
Land."

Sir Barnes Peacock.-Did they say that ?
Mr. McCarthy.- They do say so.
Sir Montague Smrith.-Tney do not pro>fess to settle a dispite.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-They only say ihe term " lipert's L tnd " is not only to

include Rupert's Land, but ail the North-West Provinces.
Mr. McCarthy.-But what the Canadiau Parilatnerit ought to have transferred to

them as Rupert's Land is defined by this Act. I hurmbly submnit that that is very
clear. Here there is a dispute from 1859 upwards.

Sir Montagne Smith.-Whalever the (Governinent purchased under that Act is to
become part of the Dominion, and upon an address may ba form3d into a Province.

Mr. M_ýCarthy.-Yes. Your Lordships will allow me to repeat once more the
dates and history of it.

Sir iMintague Smith.-There is no intention recited to settl3 boundaries.
Mr. McCarthy.-Your Lordship will see in I85) the Hodsuon B:y Company put

forward this claim. Al parties agreed that it was mot important to settle the
boundaries. The Canadian people were a.sked to appeal to this board to settie
boundaries; they declinel to do so; and thon tho A-t of Parliament savs : It being
important to settle it, we settle it for the purpose of this transfecr of aUl the Hudson
B3ay Company's claim.

Sir Ro'bert Cllier.-l t'ik we ail inderstand that.
Mr. McCarthy.-Then you L3rdship will find at page 31l the address of both

11ouses.
Sir Robert Collier-lt is in the terms of the Act.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes. I will read the last part: " That the Sonate will be ready

to concur with the House of Commons in an adilress to fer Majesty that sho will be
graciously pleased, by and with the advice of Hor Most Honorable Privy Council
under 146Lh clause of the British North America Act, 1,867, and the provisions
of the Imperial Act 31 and 32 Victoria, cap. 105 to uaite R ipert's Land, on the
terms and conditions expressed in the foregoing resolutions, and also to unite the
North-Western Territory with the Dominion of Canada, as prayed for, by and on the
terms and conditions contained in the joint address of the Sanate and the louse of
Commons of Canada alopted during the first Session of the first Parliament of
Canada." That brings that part of my argument to a cloie, and my submission oa
that is that it is clear at ail events that the Rupert's Land torritory did go up to the
height of laud.

Now, during the discussion something was said by Lord Aberdare about the
commissions and the importance of the north west angle as b2aring upon that point.
1 am not going to discuss, because my learned friend who follows me will do that-
the effect of those commissions-I am morely going to trace their history and see in
'what way they have any bearing upon the present question now in dispute. Now,the first commission, s your Lordships will remember, was to Sir Guy Carleton, and is
to be found at page 375. It is the commission that immediately followel the Q iebec
-Act, and I am assuming for the greater part of my argument that that commission
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torrectly represents "northward along the eastern bank of the said river to the
boundary of the territory granted to the Merchant Adventurers "-the purport of the
Act.

The Lord Chancellor.-Along the banks of the Mississippi.
Mr. MoCarthy.-I say that that coirectly represents for the purpose of my

argument the purport of the Act. I am coming to the north-west angle to see how
that became an important point.

The Lord Chaucellor.-This is the commission of 11774.
Mr. MCarthy.-Yes; thien the next commission is 1876, and that is after the

cession to the United States, and that is at page 387.
The Lord Chancellor.--That brings us to tho Lake of the Woods.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, for the first time. l the first place, if I may read the

commission, your Lordsbip; will see in effect it follows the earlier commission,
omitting the territory ceded to the United States. That is the effect of it, if your
Lordships widi look at the map. The earlier commission was based on the theory,
and so was the Act, that the River Mississippi went further to the north than it does
as a matter of fact. Then this commission braces up by the United States bounda-
ries to the north west augle, and theo goes westward to the Mississippi and north-
ward to the Hudson Bay territory or the height of lani. The only difference-
between the two is this, that whereas the first commission said along the eastern
bank of the Mississippi to the territory granted to the Merchants Adventurers, this
goes to the Mississippi and then nortbward, carrying out the exact language of the
A-t of 17à'4; instead of saying, and then along tho Missisippi to the height of land
it goes to the Mississippi and then northward to the height of land. That is the
only difference between the words of the two commissions, but it advances the argu-
ment no further than the one I have montioned.

The L)rd Chancellor.-I do not the least follow you. The difference is that
the United States having now had ceded to it some of the territory that was
formerly Canada, this b>undary is drawn through Lake Saperior to Long Lake.
That is close to the south-eastern boundary of the disputed territory. Then it goes
on: " Thence through the middle of the Long Lake and the water communication
between it"-which seems to have been assumed erroneously, if I rightly understand
the fact-" and the Lake of the Woods to the said Lake of the Woads." That goos
substantially along the prosent boundary of the disputed territory ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-And then it goes on: " Thence through the said lake to

the most north-west portion thereof."
Mr. McOarthy.-Now comes the difference.
The Lord Chancellor.-Then it was supposed that proceeding further on a due

west course you would get to the River Mississippi, and then having got to that you
would go northward to the southern boundary of the Hudson Bay Territory.

Mr. McCarthy.-May I point out the difference there ? The first commission
says, "northward along the eastern bank of the said river to the southern boundary
of the territory granted to the Merchants Adventurers," whereas this says, to the
Mississippi and then northward.

Lord Aberdare.-There is something before that.
The Lord Chancellor.-The difference is this: The first description is intended

to include up to the banks of the Mississippi territory, which was afterwards ceded
to the United States.

Mr. McCarthy.-I have not made myself plain to your Lordship. It is only in
the last few words that the difference occurs. I will point out on the map what I
mean. The first description goes to the banks of the Mississippi and it follows that
by express terms along the east branch of the Mississippi until the Hudson Bay
territory be reached. That is the first description of 1774. The second description
says, going from the north-west angle to the Mississippi, but it does not say " and
then along the east bank of the Mississippi," but it says " then northward," just
introducing the words of the Quebec Act. That is the only difference.
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The Lord Chancellor,-The difference relates to an imaginary prolongation of
the Mississippi. The other description is capable of being followed up to its course,
whatever that may be.

Mr. MCarthy.-The one description says in terms along the bank. The other
description, although it says to the Mississippi, says to the Mississippi and then
northward.

The Lord Chancellr.-The importance of this description is that it deals with
the whole of the southern boundary of the now disputed territory. It takes you up
tQ the north-west angle of the Lake of the Woois, and so on.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; thon the treaty is to be found at page 533. It is the
treaty of cession to the United States and an acknowledgment of their independence,
and that is the next paper to be looked at to unIerstand, if we can understand, why
the north west angle was used.

The Lo-rd Chanellur.-I suppose you admit that this description takes in some
part of the disputed territory up to the Lake of the Woods ?

Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord, I am going to explain what our contention is
with reference to these words. Your Lordships see it follows the boundary given to
the United States. That is page 533. " is Britannic Majcsty acknowledges the
said United States "-naming them-" to be free, sovereign and independent States,"
and that he treats with thom as such. Then, the 2nd article is: " And that all dis-
putes which might arise in future on the subject of the boundaries of the said United
States may be prevented, it is hereby agreed and declared that the following are and
shall be the boundaries." Then I need not read the earlier part of it, but if your
Lordshipis will look at page 534: " Thonce through Lke Superior norLhward of the
Isles Royal and Pùillipeaux to the Long Lake; thence through the middle of said
Long Lake and the water communication botween it and the Lake of the Woods to
the said Lake of the Woods ; thence throught the said lake to the most north-western
point thereof, and from thence on a due west course to the River Mississippi." What
I say is this, that the subsequent treaties, and I am going to read them, indicate that
the view of the powers at that time in agreeing to the north-west angle of the Lake
of the Woods was that was as near as possible the 49th parallel. Up to the
49th parallel they take the water-course. It was more convenient to take the
water boundary, but when they go to the Lake of the Woods instead of going to the
north-west they go to the north-west angle, and, as the subsequent dealings between
Great Britain and the United States show, that was on the theory that that was the
49th parallel.

The Lord Chancellor.-I do not follow that.
Mr. McCarthy.-I am going to point that out by the subsequent treaties. There

is an explanation of why that was adopted at that place
Lord Aberdare.-The 49th parallel strikes the southermost portion of the Lake

of the Woods, but not the north-west portion.
Mr. McCarthy.-But what I say is that at that time it was understood that that

was as near as they could come to the 49th parallel.
Sir Montague Smith.-Why did not they say so ?
The Lord Ohancellor.-Supposing it was ?
Mr. McCarthy.-I am asked to explain why it was the north-west angle was taken.
The Lord Chancellor.-We have nothing to do with why at all. The question

iS One of fact. Here is a boundary laid down in the treaty between the United
States and Great Britain as to the southern boundary of Canada.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-The question how they came to fix that boundary is

entirely different from the question that they did fix it.
Mr. McCarthy.-If it is the fact that they took the 49th parallel, and took it be.

cause that had been treated from the Treaty of Utrecht' onward as the sonthern
boundary of the Hudson Bay territory, is it not important then ?

The Lord Chancellor.-Not the least, I should thipk.
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Mr. McCarthy. -Thon I need not argue it; but we are prepared to show you that
all through the United States conceived, and Great Britain admitted, that the Treaty
of Utrecht had considered the 49th parallel as the southern boundary oftheir territory
prior to the cession, and that formed the basis of all the treaties between, not merely
the UYnited States and Great Britain, but between the United States and Spain, and
so on. If your Lordships look at the last extract io the Manitoba Appendix you will
see it plainly stated.

Lord Aberdare.--They only touch the 49th parallel at the very point where it
was supposed that the territdry of Ontario ends.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes; but perhaps I may refer to the other treaties before I go
to that. In 1794 the next treaty took place. That is at page 517, and w as between
the United States and Great Britain. It is called Jay's Treaty, or the Treaty of
Amty, and acknowledges the Hudson Bay charter, which, of course, is not now in
dispute, for the purpose of this investigation in article 3, and thon at page 549 thore
is this article: " Whoreas it is uncertain whether the River Mississippi extends se
far to the northward as to be intersected by a lino to be drawn due west from the
Lake of the Woods in the manner mentioned in the Treaty of Peace between His
Majesty and the United States; it is agreed that mensures should be taken
in concert with His Majesty's Government in America and the Government
of the United States for making a just survey of the said river from one degree
of latitude below the Falls of St. Anthony to the principal source or sources
of the said river, and alco the parts adjacent thereto, and that if, on
the result of such survey, it should appear that the said river would
not be intersected by such a line as is above mentioned. The two parties
will thereupon proceed by amicable negotiation to regulate the boundary line
in that quarter." Thon folLows the Treaty of 1814 on the same page-the
Treaty of Ghent. Thon comes the Treaty of 18 18 on the next page, 550: " It is agreed
that a lino drawn from the most north-western point of the Lake of the Woods, along
the 491h parallel of north latitude, or, if the said point shall not be in the 49th
parallel of north latitude, thon that a lino drawn from the said point due north or
south, as the case may be, until the said line shall intersect the said parallel of north
latitude, and from the point of such intersection duo west along and with the said
parallel, shall be the lire of demarcation between the Territories of the United States
and those of His Britannie Majesty, and that the sai 1 line shall form the northern
boundary of the said Territories of the United States, an-I the soathern boundary of
the Territories of His Britannic Majc.sty, from the L Ao of the Woods to the Stony
Mountains." Thon the Treaty of 1842 goas maore definitly int the lino commencing
at the moniith of the Pigeon River and going up that lino. I submit that these trea-
ties indicate that the intention in taking the north-west angle of the Lake of the
Woods was first in the belief that it was south of the source of the Mississippi. If it
was south of the source of the Mississippi it was in the Province of Queboc and was
not ii the Hudson Bay Territories. Thon afterwards when doubts came to arise as to
where the source was they agreed that, the country should b3 surveyed and ascer-
tained. Finally it was agreed that the 49 th lino shouHl be taken. Now, if your
Lordships will look at the statement of the report of the CommSittee on Military
Affaira have in Congress in 1843, you will see an explanation of it. It iî the last page
which has been added te the book of the Manitoba Appendix. "The Treaty of Utrecht
was concluded in 1113." Thon it goes on to say what the 10th article was : "This
lino "-that is, the lino of the 49th parallel--" is generally considered in the United
States and has been assumed by their Goverament as the true boundary." Before
that there is " One of these linos is drawn irregularly from tihe Atlantic te a point
in the 49th parallel of latitude "-that is, from Grimington Island or Davis's Inlet-
"south of the southernmost part of Hason Bay and thence westward along that
parallet to Re River, and in some maps stili further west." This lino is generally
considered in the United States, and has ben assuned by their Government, as the
true boundary, settled ty the commissioners agreeably te the treaty above men-
tioned. Thus we find Messrs. Munra an I Pinekney, at Madrid, in 1805, writing te the
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Spanish Minister as follows:-In confoimity with the 10th article of the first mon-
tioned treaty (Treaty of Utrecht), the boundary between Canada and Louisiana
on the one @ide and the Hudson Bay and North-western Companies on the other was
established by Commissioners by a line to commence at a cape or promontory on
the ocean "-g ing on to fix that lino.

The Lord Ohancellor.-We have hitherto been sold by both sides. I think that
that never was established at all.

Mr. McCarthy.-I know, but I am just giving your Lordships the statement of
this Committee on Militaty Affairs, made in Congress. "In this opinion the com-
littee do not concur; so far from doing so it is thought the presumption that the

49th parallel was adopted by the commissioners under the Treaty of Utrecht, is
strengthened by the lino of demarcation subsequently agreed on by the Treaty of
Versailles in 17J3 between France and Great Britain, and also by the Treaty of
Peace of 17S3 between the United States and Great Britain. By the former the
Confines between the British and French possessions were irrevocably fixed " by a
line drawn along the middle of the Mississippi from its source to the Iberville," &o.
By the latter that part of the northern boundary of the Unied States which is
applicable to the subject is deýcribed to be through the Lake of the Woods to the
maost north-western portion thereof, and from thence on a due wes1t course to the
Mississippi River. The most north-western point of the Lako of the W3od3 is,
perhaps, a few minutes north of the t9th parallel of latitude." Then it goes on to
speak of the Convention of 1818. Thon, " [n the second article it i; agreoel that a
lino drawn from the most north-wcstern point of the Lake of the Woods a!ong the
49th parallel of north latitude, or if the said point shal not lie in the 49th parallet
of north latitude," thon it would lie in the lino I have already read to your
Lordships. " This line, it will be observed, is a deviation from the boundary
established in the Treaty of 1783, that was to extend due west frotm the north-westera
Point of the Lîke of the Woods without any reference to its latitude. By this we
are in the contingcncy namci to run by tho shortest lino fron the specified point on
the Lake of the Woods to the 49th paralleI of latitude. Whnca, it may ba asked,
the solicitude to adopt this particular p trallel exce pt a4 it c)rresponded with pre-
Oxisting arrangements which could have be i m 1-3 uide" the provisions of Utrecht
alone, for under no other had auy reference at that time bCea mada t th- said 49th
degreo. This coineidence between the boundariei establishe'l by :reat Britain and
France in 1763 and betwccn Gret Britain and the Unite:i Stateo, 1783 and 1818, can
scarcely be aceounted for on any othor supposition than that th said lino hal bean
previously estabilshed bv the Corumis4ioners under the Treaty of Utreoht. This
conclu.iion is strengthenod -y a fiurther i3inl d letac in the boundaries fixed in the
said Treaties of 17i3 and 173. la b>th the M sMissippi is adoptl as th- boundary.
Onle of the lines thon (the Mississippi) previously etablished between Grat Britain
and France being thus b'yond ail cavil, adopted betw3e the United States and
Great Britain, may it not b fair'y inferred, in the ab3eace of ail proof to the
cOntrary, and with strong corroborating proof in favor of the inference drawn from
the stipulation of treaties, linos of demarcation or old maps, &c., that the other lino
(49th parallel), equally beyond cavil, e.tablished by the United States and Great
Britain, was als > the samae onu previously existing between Great Britain and France ?

ut such lino had no eistence unless under the stipulation of the Treaty of U&recht.
lor the-se reasons the committee have adoptel the opini>n that the 49th parallel of

latitude was actually establishod by thîe Comissioners undar that tr.eaty. It may
aot be unimportant here to obsorva that thii 49th parallel is not a random, lino
arbitrarily selecteri that the one to which France was entitled upon the well-settled
Principle that the first discoverer of a river is entitled by virtue of that discovery to
ail the "noccLtpied tecrítory watere. by that river and its tributarias." S. that I
think 1 have been rable to sho« some autho:ity for my proposition that that was the
reason the 49th line was chosen.

The Lord Chancellor.-You have shown that a Committee of Military Affairs
roported to Congress the motive why the aitual boundary was really fixed, namely i
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That it was foundel on the supposition that the Commissioners, uader the Treaty of
Utrecht, bad fixed the 49th parallel.

Mr. M'3Crthy.-Of course that is all, bat it is some supp-rt, I submit, for my
proposition.

The Lord Caancello.. -I do not know what your proposition is, because, suppos-
ing it to be established ever so clearly that they imagined the bound iry was fixed to
coincide with the 49th parallel when it did not, what would follow ?

Mr. McCarthy.-It explains, at ail events, the action of the commission.
The Lnrd Caancellor.-it explains nothing, surely, but a motive for what was

done.
Mr. McCarthy.--If it is done and romains it is just as efficacious.
The Lord Chancellor.-Bat the commission could not eulrge the Province which

was fixed by Act of Parliament.
Mr. NcCarthy. -The commision would not take a v ty fron the Ua ted States

what belonged to the United SLates, but it could, most disuncly, determino what the
British Province of Qiebec should be.

Mr. MicCarthy.-Thait wi propose to argie, aftor the Act of 1749 was p:tssed, the
commission could not do. It was fixed by Act of Parliament and the commission
could not determine it.

The Lord Caancelor.-Bat if you make oit that the two are inc>nsistent it falls
to the ground.

Mr. McOarthy.-Now, if your Lrdship will allow me, I will refer to a book I
mentioned the other day, reroly for the historieal statenent of facts. I noed not
trouble your L-dships with anay other reference to it I refer to Sir Francis Twiss'
book. I did not complain what the nature of the book was. When this Oregou
question, which turned on this 49th parallel, was under discussion, ho wrote fromi the
English point of view as Mr. Greenbough wrole fro.m the Armerican point of view. It
bas nothing to do with this question in the world, except inoidentally. I mean it
bas no reference to the Canadian dispute.

Tne Lord Chancellor.-ow can his opinion or bis view of the fact be of more
importance than your argumont and the documents now bafore the Committee ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Well, he is a gentleman who has devoted himself to these
questions.

The Lord Chancellor.-He is no expert as to questions of fact ?
Mr. Mi-Carthy.-No, my Lord, but ho states the fact.
The Lord Chancellor.-We have got some large bookrs here with all the materials

and we have been at full length through them, and I do not think we can get any
enlightenment from such a book.

Mr. McCarthy.-Now I will trouble your Lordships with one more commission,
and that is ail I have to say of the commissions. My learned friend who is with me,
or those attending on behalf of the Dominion, will go into the point which I do not
propose to discuss, as to the efficacy of this commission. What I say is that this
commission to Lord Durham, so far as the western boundary is concerned, which is
to be found at page 406, and speaking simply of the west at present, because I will
not say anything as to the east, because that will anticipate what my learned friend
has to say.

The Lord Chancellor.-The west takes you into Lake Superior and no further?
Mr. McCartby.-No, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-That is true, but then I suppose that the whole of

Canada stops at the point where Lake Superior discharges itself into Lake Huron ?
Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord. What I say would be the proper meaning to give

to this commission, with deference, is this: If we gave a literal interpretation to it, it
would confine and describe no territory. One must therefore give some territory
to it, and I submit it would follow up the middle of Lake Huron the lino which be-
longed to the British territory up to the height of land; and possibly it was the
diffliculty at that time about going beyond the height of land which was thon becom-
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ing perfectly well known to be in dispute in the event of the Governm<nt firding
the territories more definitely marked.

The Lord Chancellor.-You will say that, according to your contention, if the
Western boundary had continued, it ought to bave so continued, but as a matter of
faet it is not continued, and as you are only taken into Lake Super ior by this you
are left to find out aliunde what there was to the west.

Mr. Mc Carihy.-The argument I advance is this, that at that time doubts began
to arise as to the validity of the other commissions going so far west.

The Lord Chancellor -I should have thought that the true inference is, that the
knowledge in the possession of those who drew up the other commissions was not
sufficient to enable them with accuracy to detine anything further west.

Mr. McCarthy.-That is what I meant to say.
The Lord Chancellor.-But that does not imply that there was any doubt as to

the validity of the commission ?
Mr. McCarthy.-No, I did not mean to put it in that way.
The Lord Chancellor.-I thought you did.
Mr. MCarthy.-No, my Lord, I did not.1 But I mean doubts began to be enter-

tained as to where the west of Upper Canada was so that they did not pretend to
determine it by the commission.

The Lord Chancellor.-That is a well-founded observation, that the western
bouridary is Dot defired, but what seems of great importance id that the northern
boundary is along the shore of Hudson Bay.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes. I wish to observe your Lordship's rule, and therefore I
do not go into the effect of the commissions My learned frienids who are to follow
me will deal with that and they would not be following your Loidship's rule if they
repeated what I had said. TLerefore I leave that to my friends.

Now, I bave some observations to make and they shall be very few, because
my learncd friend will have to deal with this in some measure, but I do not think I
ought to close my statement without making some references as to the doctrine of
law on which we rely as io the height of land. I suppose I may refer to Sir Travers
Twiss' woî k on International Law, as I supjose your Lordship will allow me to do, to
Mr, Hall's and Mr. Hallack's works aid other v orks on International Law.

The Lord Chaiicellor.-The thing which I am at a loss to understand, is how
the boundaries between two different territories can possibly be determined by inter-
national law, unless you include in international law all conventions, acts and docu-
Mcnts of title which have to define those boundaries.

Mr. McCarthy.-I mean this, and your Lordship will say whether I am to go
On or not, but what I understand is this, that from time to time nations have agreed
Upon certain well. kuwn rules fr settling matters of this kind, and that this ques-
tion as to the walershed and as to the territory which one nation that discovers
becomes entitled to has in that way by conventions, by arguments adduced at those
conventions, by settlements made upon r<ferences, been so firmly established, that it
May now be accepted as a weli-known rule of international law. Now, that well-
known rule of international law, so far as this continent is concerned, of course, in
early times-within the last century I may say-was of very great importanee.
There was an enormous continent, the discoveries had all been made from the
Ocean; each discoverer and each occupier were claiming certain quantities of land
by reason of that discovery, ard that gave rise to disputes and d ficulties which
tlitimately have been settled, and settied upon a fair and reasonaible basis, and these
rlies are now incorporated, if they were not incorporated before, and I think that the
earlier authorities show that they were-as rules of international law. Now, I have
already stated what I understand to be that rule, and what I understand also to
havet been the dispute with regard to that rule. One claim put forward by the
Amrericans which ultimately they had to withdraw, as the argument was against
them, was this, that the mere discovery of the mouth of the river gave to the discov-
erer the whole of that river (I mean followed by occupation, because I am assuming
Occupation in alil cases), and the land that was drained by it. Then the British
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authorities stated that that was stating the claim too widely, and that the true rule
was this, that not mcrely the discovery of the ilver, but the discovery and settle-
ment of the coast line gave to the discoverer ard settlers of that coast line all the
country that drained into it, and upon that basis the French seem to have proceeded
fiom the earliest times. Thc Engiish at first took a wider view. They claimed that
the mere discovery ot the coast line gave them all that thoy cbose to claim back
even to the very ocean. The French took a m)re correct view by saying that it gave
them a right to aIl the land that it watered dovça to the sea, where the discovory was
made; and so I have read once Or twice refi ences to the c.)mmissions of thc French
King and his officiais and Govemio, in whieh it is referred to ai to the lind drained
by such a stream. Now, I wili read from Sir Travers Twism' work, the second
edition, page 196.

Lord Aberoare.-Did the French claim all the land which was watered by the
tributaries of the Misissippi fromi tbe east to the west ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, il fact they did--I matu the discoverer Lessalle proclaimed
that on his discovery.

Sir Robcrt Collier.-According to that view, if a few miles of the coast on either
side of the mouth of a river were discoveçered and settled, you might claim any extent
of country you like isuppose.

Lord Aberdar.-That is to say, that the discoverer of the mouth of the Missis-
sippi or the land on e*ther oide oflthe Missisippi could claim not only the lands on the
line of the Mississippi, but all the lands watered by the enormous tributaries of the
Mississippi on either side ?

Mr. McCarthy.-That is what he French claimed and what Lessalle claimed
when ho ereeted tho post and pu)t the French arms upon it. ' Thon that was ceded
to Spain, and ihen Spain gave that to the States, and thon the question arose, aud it
was with regari to that thit this passage which I am going to refer to was dealt
with. This is Sir Travers Twiss' book, and I am reading at present at page 196.

Sir B irnes Peacock-Bit what treatise is it-on international law, I supp>se ?
Mr. McCarthy -Yes.
Sir Robert Collier.- You may read it valeat quantum.
Mr. McCarthy.-" The exciusive right of a nation to toerritory which it has

acquired by occupation, has been universally recognized b.- the nations o Europe,
and in respect of >uch right certain rules have become established by usage, whereby
the condition of lw ct'oistituting occupation may be placed beyond doubt. The
natural right of an individual to appropriate." Then ho goes on to give the reasons
for that which I need not trouble your Lordships with reading. Then section 119
"A nation is under an obligation towards other nations analogous te that under
which an individual stands towards other individuals with regard to the discovery of
a thing, if it seeks to found an exclusive title to its possession upon the right of
discovery. It must manifet in some way or other to other nations its intention to
appropriate the territory to its own purposes. The comity of nations then sanctions
a presumption, that the execution of the intention will iollow within a reasonable
time the announcement of it. Bat natural reason requires that the discovery should
be. notified to other nations, otherwise if actual possession has not ensued, the
obvious inference would be that the discovery was a transient act, and that the ter-
ritory was never taken possession of anmc et facto." Then he says that the mean-
ing of notification is either by notifying it formally or taking possession. Then we
corne to section 120, which I do not think I need read to your Lordships. Then
section 122: " When discovery has been followed by the settlement of a nation,
other nations, in accordance with the law of nature, recognize a perfect title in the
occupant. Where discovery has not been immediately followed by settlement, but
the fact of discovery has been notified, other nations by courtesy pay respect to thO
notification, and the usage Of natios bas been to presume that settlement will take
place within a reasonable time; but unless discovery has been followed within a
reasonable time by s)me bort ot tsettlement, the presumption arising out of' notifica.
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tion is rebutted by non user, and lapse of time gives rise to the opposite presump-
tion of abandonment."

That point does not become important here, because there was the occupation.
Now here is section 123. as to the extent of right which the discovery gives:-" The
two rules generally, perhaps universally, recognized and conseurated by the Usage
of Nations, have followed from tho nature of the subject." This is quoting now from
Mr. Gallatin, onethe other side, the Plenipotentiary of the United States, who thus
states his view :-" By virtue of the first, prior discovery gave a right tO occUpy,
pi ovided that occupancy took place within a reasonable time, a.nd was ultimately
lollowed by permanent settleuent and by the cultivation of the soil. In conformity
with the second, the right derived froin prior discovery and seulement was not
confined to the spot discovered or first settled. The extent of territory which would
attach to such first discovery or settlement, might not, in every case, be precisely
determined. But that the first discovery and subsequent settlement, within a reason-
able time, of the mouth of a river, particularly if none of its branches had been
explored prior to such discovery, gave the right of occupancy and ultimately of
sovereignty to the whole country drained hy such river and its several branches,
has been generally admitted, and in a question between the United States and Great
Britain, ber acts have, with propriety, been appealed to, as showingP that the prin-
ciples on which they rely, accord with their own." Now comes Sir Travers Twiss'
view upon that :-" The question as to the extent of territory over which the dis-
covery of a part gives rise to the right of occupancy, may receive a solution by
reference to the principles of law, whieh decide to what extent natural possession
mrust go, in order to give a title to more than is actually inhabited. It is not neces-
tary, in order to constitute the occupant of a thing the legal proprietor of it, that ho
should have natural pocsession of the whole of it ; if he bas possession of a part,
whieh cannot be separated from the whole, he is in possession of the whole." Then
Section 125 is:-" The principles applicable to such questions, were discussed by the
Comamissioners of the United States of America in the negotiations with the Com-
iissioners of Spain, on the subject of the western boundary of Louisiana," which is

just the point which your Lordship was putting to me a moment ago:-" ' The
principles' they oberve, which are applicable to the cases, are such as are dctated
by reason, and have been adopted iii practice by European nations, in the discov-
eries and acquisitions which they have respectively made in the New World. They
are few, simple, intelligible, and, at the same time, founded in strict justice. The first
Of these is that, when any European nation takes possession of any extent of sea-
coast, that possession is understood as extending into the interior country, to the

sources of the rivers emptying within that coast, to ail their branches and the country
they cover, and so give it a right in exclusion of ail other nations to the same. It is
evident that some rule or principle mut govern the rights of European powers in
regard to each other, in all such cases, and it is certain that none can be adopted, in
those cases to which it applies, more reasonable or more just than the present one.
Many weighty considerations show the propriety of it. Nature seens to have destined a
larger range of territory so described for the same society; to have connected its several
parts together by a common interest,and to have detached them from others. If this prin.
Ciple is departed from, it must be by attaching to such discovery and possession, a more
enltarged or contracted scope of acquisition, but a slight attention to the subject will
demonstrate the absurdity of either. The latter would be to restrict the rights of an
European power, who discovered and took possession of a new country, to the spot
on which its troops or settlements rested-a doctrine which bas been totally
disclaimed by ail the powers who made discoveries and acquired possession in
-America. The other extreme would be equally improper, that is, that the nation
Who mude such discovery should in ail cases be entitled to the whole territory so
disecovered." Then he speaks of an island, and says that if an island be discovered,
it ai goes. At section t26, he ssys: " The position of law mantained on behalf of
the United States by Mr. t÷allatin, in 18l7, above alluded to, had been previously
advanced by Mr. Rueh, in 1824, when resident as qinister Plenipotentiary of the
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United States, in London. '1 asserted,' he writes to the American Socretary of State,
Hon. J. Quincy Adams, ' that a nation, discovering a country by entering the montu
of its principal river at the sea coast, must necessarily be allowed to claim and hold
as great an extent of the interior country as was described by the course of such
principal river and its tributary streams.' " " The Plenipotentiaries of the United
States, in support of their position, appealed to the language of ancient charters,"
and so on. Then, " It was replied, on behalf of the British Plenipotentiaries, that
those charters had no valid force or effoct against the subjects of other sovereigns,
but could only bind and restrain vigore suo those who wore under the jurisdiction of
the grantor of the charters, and that, although they might confer on the grantees an
exclusive title against the subjects of the same sovereign powar, thev could only
affect the subjects of other sovereign powers so far as the latter might be bound by
the common law of nations to respect acts of discovery and occupation eff3oted by
the members of other indepondent political communities."

Lord Aberdare.-That last position does not seem to have been contested by
Rush.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord, ho contended for a much wider position. He
contended that tho merc discovery of the land near a river gave the whole of the
territory; the British said not.

Lord Aberdare.-Although a part of the land watered by the tributaries or the
principal river lad been already occupied ?

Mr. McCarthy.-No, my Lord, I do not think that is contended. The discoveries
were always from the sea in this country, and being fron the sea, there could be
hardly any foreign power or rival power at the head of the stream. At section 127,
then he says: " The principle involved in the position of law ad vanced by the United
States, on the above occasions, seems not to be reconcilable with other positions of
law in which all nations agree. It is inconsistent, in the first place, with one of the
positions of law upon which the United States themselves rested their claims against
Spain respecting the boundary of Louisiana, in 1805, namely, that tho discovery and
occupation of an extent of sea coast by a nation are understood to convey to that
nation a right of possession ovor the interior country as far as the watershed line,
which position of law Messrs. Munro and Pinckney, the Commissioners ot the United
States, then alleged to have been completely established by the controversy between
France and, Spain on the one hand, and Great Britain on the other,
which produced the war of 1755 between those nations. It is obvious
that a claim to all the lands watered by a river and its tributaries,
founded on the discovery and occupation of the mouth of the river, must
conflict with a claim to all the inland territory as far as the lino of watershed
founded on the discovery and occupation of an extent of sea coast about which latter
position of law there is no dispute amongst nations." Now, there are many authori-
ties (it is not merely Sir Travers Twiss) to the same effect, and all of them are quite
consistent with what I have read. My learned friend will refer to them more in
detail, but what is the reason of it ? One reason is given in the book which I have
just read. Another reason is that if you allow a rival nation to come to the head
waters of the stream you would have no opportunity of defending yourselves against
them. They would come down with ease and swiftness and without any opportunity
being afforded of preparing for defence, and therefore it has been essential in the
settiement of these new counries that sone such reasonable rule should be adopted.
I refer also to Sir Robert Phillimore's wor k, the second edition, volume 1, pages 277
and 279, where ho lays it down in the same very char and unmistakable terms to
which I have just referred.

Those are the propositions of law for which we cortend ; and now to apply them.
I have done with the facts now, and will say just a few words as to the application
of the points which I have endeavored, I am afraid at some length, but as far as I
can consistently with my duty to lay before your Lordships. I say in the first place
that the possession of the English and the Hudson Bay people of this territory are
correlative, or rather interchangeable. That would be the botter expression-that
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the English had no claim to the Hudson Bay country except that which they gave
to, the Merchant Adventurers of Hudson Bay. I submit that by the words of the
charter, as undeçstood in international law and'with reference to the dealings with
the continent, that did give in terms to the Hudson Bay Adventurers, so long as
it was not at that time occupied by afy foreign or Christian power, all the
watershed of the Hudsôn Bay. I say that is the real meaning of the charter
as explained by international law, and adopted, of course, in municipal law.
The Peace of Ryswick : there was a clain set up by the French to very nearly all the
Hudson Bay-practically to all' the Hudéon Bay, which, on the other hand, was
denie<d by the English, as your Lordships*will remember, who stated that the effect
0f the treaty would be merely to cause the English to deliver to the French the
actuai posts mentioned in the treaty and not the territory itself; that whatever may
have been the effect of that treaty, everything con nected with that was swept away
by the Treaty of Utrecht; that by the Treaty of Utrecht the country to which the
Hudson Bay people were entitled was restored; that a line was fixed, or rather a rule
of line was fixed which was, in point of fact, the watershed, that that can be as well
defined to-day in a dispute arising, as this dispute does arise as to the limits of the
Hudson Bay, as it could have been by the commissaries; that the commissaries
Were only a method pointed out by the treaty of fixing that limit, but that the rule
being laid'down and established in the treaty that all the Hudson Bay and straits
" and the rivers and the lands belonging thereunto be restored to Great Britain," we
are just as competent in this country as the commissioners werti within a year after
the treaty to have defined and marked down that limit, and that line would be the
Watershed, or if it be not the watershed after what has taken place, it would be the
49th line. That 49th line was accepted by the British as the proper line which they
Were prepared to contend for, which they did contend for, and which is binding in
honor upon the Crown. I cannot assume to the Crown dishonor-after its obtaining
the property again from the French. The Crown was in this position: We contend
On behalf of Hudson Bay that the true line was the 49th parallel. The Crown then
get the territory and dishonor cannot be imputed to the Crown-and it would be
Inputing dishonor to the Crown to say that the Crown could tura round and say to
the Hudson Bay Company: " True, last year we said that was your territory-we
have got it now, but you have got to prove that it is your territory." If that be so,
and I have already stated to your Lordships that there is no pretence of any occupa-
tion by the French at that date and no settlement, then we comue down to see whether
a1lything happened since by which the limits of the land or territory granted has
been curtailed. I submit there has not been. I submit that between the French
and English, and owing to the troubles which took place at that time, these limits
Would have been curtailed, but, nevertheless, upon the restoration of the country to
-England, under the well-known rule of post limine, as it is called, all the private
Property would have reverted to the Hudson Bay Company. The English Crown,
against its own charter, according to well-recognised rules of law, having obtained
back-assuming now, for the sake of argument, that it had lost a portion of the
Hudson Bay Territory by the wars which happened between 1676 and 1717, and
having qbtained it back again in 1767, the effect of that would be as a matter of law.
Iabnit that that would revert back to the original donees of the grant, the Hudson

. Bay Company. That is as I understand the clear, weildefined princi ple of law
Wipah goes under the name ofpost limine, in other words, that the private property

e subject of a State who reconquers territory which formerly belonge to the
Mtale individual, does not enure to the benefit of the public, but it enures to the

eofit of the p;i$v P ownpr. So that I subnit broadly that it is of no consequence
1,ether the] 'rpph dÏd or did not encroach upon tþis territory. The effect upon

e retrocession or the cession of this property io Great :Britaini would be equally the
Bame, but, as a niatter of fact, I submit that while it is true that in 1700 and after,
. do not mean to say tihe rown is estopped, but I do mean to say it Would be impit-
ing dishonor'te tohe Crown to suggest any other course had been taken. The drowh
1 over objected to the Hudson Bay Company. On the contrary, the Hudson Bay
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Company remained in occupation and went down as far as Red Lake. From time to
time it occul ied the whole country. In 1821 we find Lord Bathurst suggests this
compromise between ihe two companies. We fid then a license was granted, and
that that license was again renewed, recognizing it with a perfect knowledge of alt
that took ple ce, and we say the Crown has not only recognized it, but it bas refused,
when appealed to by Canada, to test the validity of the Hudson Bay charter. Both
Mr. Labouchere, in the letter I h ave read to your Lordship, and the Duke of Bucking-
ham afterwai ds, state that " it would not be within the principles recognized in Great
Britain for us to object in any sense, but if you choose to do so, you can." Afterwards
it became necessary that this colony should be taken in. I repeated My argument
so recently with regard to Rupert's Land that I need not trouble your Lordships by
repeating it again. For Ihese reasons, I submit, subject to what my learned friend
bas to say with regard to the due north line, that either the due north line or the
corfluence of the river is the proper western boundary. If not that, the proper
boundary is the height of land, or if your Lordship chooses, the line which would be
bounded by the 49th lino. Practically, the 49th line and the height of land aro the
same. I suppose the Province of Ontario would much rather have the height of
land than the 49th line.

I have one more word to add with regard to the award. Your Lordships have all
the facts before you, and I submit with some confidence that there is not Que tittle of
evidence in support of the lino of the award. I think it is proper that I should state
this, and I will tell your Lordship the purport of it before I state it, as I do not want
to do anything whioh your Lordships might not think proper. Betore the award
was signed, the arbitrators announced their decision, that is, their two points, and it
was by arrangement, which I have, I think, a perfect right to state, subject to what
your Lordships think, that this particular lino was then agreed to. Your Lordships
will allow me to state it. Mr. Mowat is present, who heaid it. My learned friend, Mr.
Macmahon, is present, who heard it on behalf of the Dominion, and it was stated by
Sir Francis Hincks io bu the fact. If I rnay state it, I will tell your Lordship how
that was.

The Lord Chancellor.-Is there not some document in which Sir Francis Hincka
says it ?

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-I thought ho said each of the three arbitrators arrived at the

same decision independently of each other,
Mr. McCarthy.-Hle does. The point I am going to refer to is not on that

exactly.
The Lord Chancellor.-Where is the document ?
Sir Robert Collier.-It is at page 109.
Mr. McCarthy.- That is where it commences, but that is not where the passage

is. Your Lordsbip will find the passage I refer to at page 124, lino 30. The sole
ground for the charge that they adopted a conventional or convenient boundary is
that the lino connecting the north-eastern and south-western boundaries was adopted
for the sake of convenience. The arbitrators were guided in their decisions solely
by Acts of Parliament, proclamations authorized by Orders in Council on the authority
of Acts of Parliament and international treaties. They found in the proclamatiou
of 1791; then ho goes on to give bis argument. If the critics of the award believe
such language susceptible of the construction that it lays down a precise spot on the
north-west as a boundary, then their charge might have some foundation, but the fact
is that the language would have justified the arbitrators in extending the boundar
les of Ontario very considerably. They were strongly urged by Colonel Dennis•
Bore is the passage: " One of the permanent staff of the Department of the InteriOr,
after their decision as to the south-westerly and north-easterly boundaries became0
known, to connect the two points by a natural boundary, and being aware of the faCt
that the Albany River had been formerly suggested by the Hudson Bay Company,
as a satisfactory southern boundary, they accepted it." That, I believe, is perfectly
correct. It was done by consent.
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Mr. àowat.-Will you read the next paragraph ?
Mr. McCarthy.- I will.
Lord Aberdare.-That they took that rather than what may be called a geogr&.

phical lino.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes. The effect of the award is this, as your Lordships will

see. They take the north.west angle of the Lake of the Woods. If the Hudson
Bay Company had any territory at all, their duty was to go to that territory. If
they had no territory their duty was to carry that line up to the Hudson Bay itself.
Thev, in point of fact, ignored all possible claims of the Hudson Biy Company.
Their award is only based upon the theory that the Hudson Bay Company did not
own a foot of land.

The Lord Chancellor.-low does that appear fron this letter of Sir Francis
Hfincks ?

Mr. McCarthy.-They assumed the north-west angle. That was Hudson Bay.
The Lord Chancellor.-Do they, or do they not say so ?
Mr. McCarthy.-They do not say it in words.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is your theory ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, they assumed the north-west angle which is on the bay

itself. 1 am only stating the fact. What I am saying is that they ignored any
Hudson Bay property.

Sir Robert Collier.-That is not so.
Mr. McCarthy.-They say to that point at all events there is no Hudson Bay

property, Then they go to Albany River and say there is no Hudson Bay property.
I say the award is based upon the theory that the Hudson Bay Company had no ter-

ritories between those two points; and, further, if there had not been a conventional
line, where would they have gone to? The only way they could have drawn their
lino would have been northwards. Supposing Colonel Dennis had not made that
suggestion, and the parties had not acquiesced in that suggestion, whero would the
arbitrators have gone to ? Following the Quebec Act, it was to go north to the
territory granted to the adventurers and merchants of Hudson Bay. So that the
effect of that would have been to carry it up to Churchill. That would have been.
the theory if there had not been that consent given.

The Lord Chancellor.-I do not see that at all.
Sir Montague Smith.-Was that by consent?
Mr. McCarthy.--Yes.
Sir Montague Smith.-Between whom ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Counsel for the Dominion on one side.
Sir Montague Smith.--Why do the Dominion dispute it thon ?
Mr. McCarthy. -They have to contend on behalf of the Parliament that the

whole thing was ultra vires. What I say is that there is not a single thingz so far as
I eau understand (I am speaking now of the west, my learned friend will address
your Lordships on the other part) in favor of the award upon the we-t, and the t hoory
of the arbitrators would have carried them up to Churchill, or at all even ts to Albany
River, ignoring the whole of the Hudson Bay territory completely between the
ieight of land, whether it be 100 leagnes or twenty leagues.

The Lord Chancellor.-You argue that to the south of the Hudson River the
Hudson Bay territory does not extend ?

Mr. McCarthy.-What I mean is this. If it had been for the conventional.
arrangement made?

Sir Robert Colher.-There was no conventional arrangement made.
Mr. McCarthy.-I am stating it in the presence of Mr. Mowat.
Mr. Mowat.-I know nothing more than is here.
Sir Robert Collier.-Mr. Mowat denies that there was any such conventional,

arrangement.
The Lord Chancellor.-They fix the south-westerly and north-easterly bound-

aries, and having fixed the south-westerly and north-easterly boundarie.. they were
saved some trouble by a suggestion from the Dominion that a natural boundary
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would be desirable, and they take the Albany River-not entirely on that Rrôund,
but because also they were aware of the fact that it had been fomerly i1 ,egested.
'iou may very fairly say upon that that the only reasons stated for their taking the
Albany River are those two.

Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, my Lord, I will state that.
Sir Montague Smith.-This is an informal lecture, and not at all official.
Mr. MoCarthy.-It is put in for what it is worth by both of us.
Mr. Mowat.-You put it in.
Sir Montague Smith.-But it is not official.
Lord Aberdare.-As I understand it is an explanation ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, it is an explanation.
Sir Montagne Smith.-What is it exactly ? It is called a lecture.
Mr. McCarthy. - Yes, Sir Francis Hincks gives a lecture to explain his award.
Mr. Mowat.-A popular lecture.
Sir Montagne Smith.-A written paper ?
Mr. McCarthy.-[ was not present. He gave it as a lecture. I suppose it was

a written lecture.
Sir Montagne Smith.-It was not official ?
Mr. McCarthy.-No.
Sir Montague Smith.-You say it was an apology for his award ?
Mr. McCarthy.-An explanation.
Sir Robert Collier.-The award had been attacked anonymously in the news-

papers, and by those against whom the award was, ard he defends himself.
Mr. McCarthy -That is it. I was stating what was the effect, and [ say it is

a fair argument for me to use, that if you take the iorth-west angle of the Lake of
the Woods as the point of departure, and follow the Quebec Act, you go north of
the Hudson Bay Company's land. Following that lino where can you get north of
the Hudson Bay land ? I submit with great confi [ence that this award is based
upon the theory that the Hudson Bay Company had no lands. That is the effect of it.

Lord Aberdare.-Would not it be that there was sufficient evidence for them of
oppupation and partial settlement by Canada of the country up to the Lake of the
Woods ?

Mr. McCarthy.-I am afraid I shall be repeating myself again and again.
L ord Aberdare.-You say not.
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, I say there was not a syllable of evidence to warrant it

more than there is now.
The Lord Chancellor.-Not more than there is now? Certainly.
Mr. McCarthy.-Your Lordship will see the only pretence for it was the settie-

ment at Albany River, and Fort St. Germain, I have dealt with. The other forts
were south of the point. I say there is nothing to justify it, and I submit that the
award itselfhaving been objected to by the Canadian people in Parliament assembled
ought not to be taken as of any weight or as evidence against us in the ascer-
tainment of the true line. Ihe Canadian Government, contrary to the will of the
(lanadian people, managed this matter in a man aer they did not approve of. I submit
it is not to be treated as of the effect of a jadgment primd fade right. It is of
no validity on this question. It has no effect or weight in itself. For these ressons
t submit the contentions I have made before your Lordships.

The Lord Çhancellor.- I sbould like to ask you if it is not inconvenient to yon
whether supposing we did arrive at the two south-westerly and north-easterly
boundaries-the north-eastorly at Hudson Bay and the south-westerly at the Lake of
the Woods-yôu have a9ything to suggest as to the way the line should be drawn
instead of following the course of the Albany River ?

r. MgCartby.-No, my Lord, I am not authorized to make any suggestion.
The LÔrd Chancellor.-I mean you have nothing to suggest as to what the true

line s oîld be if those two data are arrived at ?
1.M edarthy.-No, My tord.
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Mr. Christopher Robinson.-I represent the Dominion here. The position taken
by the Dominion is substantially the same as that taken by the Province of Ontario,
and as far therefore as the facts are concerned, so far as ail these geographical ques-
tions are concerned, which my learned friend ha discussed in detait, I do not pro-
pose to add anything to his argument We have, of course, discussed the matter
very much together, and what he has said embodies, I think, ail we could find which
we desire to represent to your Lordships upon these different questions. There is
only one of them therefore, and that a very short one, upon which it will be recessary
I think to make any allusion to details. In the view of the Dominion Government,
as I understand it, a good deal of what has been said here, and a good deal of what
lms entered into the argument, would be irrelevant, whether their view were right
or wrong. Now, your Lordship will find at page 142 that when this question was
first raised, as between the Dominion and the Province of Ontario, the Dominion
adopted the view that the boundaries of Ontario were the due north line and the
height of land.

The Lord Chancellor.--The wish which has been expressed to see, if possible,
inaps earlier than the dispute, showing the division of Upper and Lower Canada, will
be remembered.

Mr. Robinson.-Oh, yes.
Lord Aberdare.-I have despatched a letter to the Geographical Society, asking

them to send down any maps which they may have.
Mr. Robinson.--I am very certain that many of these maps may be found, but

whether they may be had here L am not sure, of course. Your Lordship will find at
the very outset, as soon as the question was raised as between the Dominion and th6
Province of Ontario, and when the question. of settling it by commissioners was first
raised the Dominion asserted as the boundaries of Ontario what may be shortly;
described as the due north line and the height of land. Now, the determination of
this question must depend, after ail, altogether upon the construction of the Quebee
Act,

The Lord Chancellor.-Yes.
Mr. Robinson.-Because, by the Quebec Act, as it was in 1774 so it is fnow.

That Act has never been repealed and bas never been changed. We have nothing,
therefore, to do but to endeavor, in the light of.such facts as are admissible in evi-
dence and as are now known to your Lordship, to place a construction upon that Act.
Now it is also the fact that really the only thing which it is necessary to do is to
settle the construction of the two courses given on that map, that is to say, what is
the meaning of the words, " And northward to the southern boundary of the Hudson
Bay Territory." The boundaries go along the Ohio after getting to the Ohio. I
laeed fnot at this moment read to your Lordship the different courses by which you
get to the Ohio, but the boundaries go to the Ohio. They then go westward along
the Ohio to the division of that river with the Mississippi, and southward to the
southern boundary of the territory granted to the Hudson Bay Company. Now, the
first question is, what is the meaning of that term "northward ?" The Dominion
Government have asserted, and have always maintained the view, that "northward "
there means due north. In the first place, your Lordships will remember that that
point had been decided in 1819, in the De Reinhardt case. That case, whether the
decision of it was right or wrong, bas never been judicially questioned, still less over-
rnled. I do not think your Loidship will find that the Monck case, to which my
learned friend, Mr. Scoble, referred, does in any way affect that case, because it
Irelated to the Territory of Athabasca, which really ha nothing to ao with what we
are now discussing. We find, therefore, by the decision of the court in a case of the
litmlost importance, in which life and death was concerned, that point had been set-
tied, and it was not for the Dominion Government to concede that the decision was
wrong.

Lord Aberdare.-Was it settled by a court competent to setle it ?
Mr. -Robinsn.-It was settled by a court whiùh had a right, just as every court

has an incidental right to try such questions.
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The Lord Chancellor.-It was settled by acquitting the accused.
Mr. Robinson.-No, it was settled by convicting him.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-The petition had not got to the Crown within three years,

and thon they say, considering all the time ho has been kept in prison and remem-
bering all the circumstances of the case, we release him.

The Lord Chancellor.-Was it an Upper Canada or Lower Canada court ?
Mr. Robiuson.-A Lower Canada court.
The Lord Chancellor.-What is the date?
Mr. Robinson.-1818. HIe was tried under the statute-
Sir Barnes Peacock-Under the Act 43 George II[, chapter 138; I cannot very

well understand it, The commissioners were to try whether the offence was committed
out of the boundaries of Upper or Lower Canada or in the territories of either.

Lord Aberdare.-Therefore it was they convicted, I suppose. Is that at what is
called the Dalles?

Mr. Robinson.-Yes.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-I think the Chief Justice treated the boundary of Lower

Canada as the boundary of Upper Canada. You will see what ho says. Ho says:
" A lino drawn due north from the head of Lake Temiscamingue till it strikes
the boundary line of Hudson Bay," is the boundary of Upper Canada.

Lord Aberdare.-The eastern boundary of Upper Canada.
The Lord Chancellor.-Where is the judgment ?
Sir Barnes Peacock.-At page 679 the Chief Justice says this. I think ho

makes a mistake. He was trying whether it was committed either in Upper
Canada or Lower Canada. This was under a commission issued by Quebec. That
was Lower Canada.

Mr. Robinson.-If I understand and recollect the facts of that case rightly the
jurisdiction of that court to try only arose provided the crime was committed ont of
the Province.

Sir Robert Collier.-Yes, in Indian territory. The Chief Justice says ho is
accnsed of committing a crime in Indian territory, therefore if ho committed it in
Canadian territory, I suppose ho could not have been tried by that indictment.

Mr. Robinson.-That was it, my Lord. The first words of the Act show quite
plainly what its purpose is (page 406): " Whereas crimes and offences have been
committed in the Indian territories and other parts of America not within the limita
of the Provinces of Lower or Upper Canada or either of them." It was to try such
cases that jurisdiction was given by this statute to this court in Lower Canada. It
was, therefore, a condition precedent to the jurisdiction that they should say the
place where this murder was committed was outside the limits of Upper Canada.

Sir Montague Smith.-And I suppose there was an objection to the jurisdiction?
Mr. Robinson.-Yes, there was an objection to the jtrisdiction, which they thon

discussed at length.
The Lord Chancellor.-The Chief Justice says at lino 19: " A lino drawn due

north f rom the head of Lake Temiscamingue till it strikes the boundary lino." That
is the eastern boundary?

Mr. Robinson.-Yes, that is the eastern boundary.
Sir Barnes Peacock. That is the boundary of Upper Canada.
Mr, Robinson.-That is a mistake; that should bo eastern. I noted that in my

book as a mistake. It is printed western. That has confused your Lordship, I have
no doubt. It is clearly wrong.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-What ho wanted to show was that this offence was
committed out of thejurisdiction of either Upper Canada or Lower Canada?

Mr. lobinson.-Exactly.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-He did not show that by laying down the eastern bound-

ary-:-he ought to have gone to the western boundary to show it was committed ouat
of the jurisdiction of Upper Canada. The Act says: " To try offences not commit-
ted within the limits of either of the said Provinces."
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The Lord Chancellor.-It is quite clear from that and the next page that th a
Jearnel jxdge did decide that the lino drawn due north from thejconflionce was thei
western boundary.

Mr. Robinson.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-And that ho went upon that ground. Suppose we do

not view it in that way?
Mr. Rcbinson.-Then the decision will be the other way.
Tho Lord Chancellor. -Of course we shall give due weight to such opinion, but

it is manifest that it does not rest upon any materials different fromn thse which W%
shave to deal with.

Mr. Robinson.-In no way.
The Lord Chancellor. -And that it cannot be a concluiive authori ty,
Mr. Robinson.-In no way. I am not hare for a moment to contend for that

-position bafore your Lordships. That is not the view with whiclh I puinted ont to
your Lordships, or referrel your L>rdships to it for a moment. I ara only point-
-ing ont the position of the D>minion anI the groun Is they had baf>re themr for the
View they asserted. Those grounds will b3 docided by your L>rlships, of course o.
your own opinion to be either right or wrong. I am only pointing out that whea.
the Dominion first came to consider this question and saw that the qe3stion of the
western boundary of Oatario and the southern borindary depended entirely upon the
-construction of the Qaebec Act->f course it was a most essential ele nent in their
,consideration that that statute had been construed by a Lower Ctna la court on a
trial for murder in 1818, and that that decision had never been judicially questioned.

The L>rd Chancellor.-Where are the commissions to Sir Gay C-ielton to forai
the court at that time. I don't see any reference to ther ?

Mr. Ribinson.-l do not see that thore were any.
Sir Montagne Smith.-The judge seems to have taken a decided view that

*northward must mean due north?
Mr. Robinson.-Under the circumstances.
Sir Montague Smith.-The judge thonught it was so plain a construction that ho

ineed not go any further on the lauguige of the Act itself. He said northward
-xneans due north, and ho has a discussion with a surveyor who takes a different view,

Mr. Robinson.-Yes.
Sir Montagne Smith.-Bat of course the jndge had to constrae the Act, and that

was his construction ?
Mr. Robinson.-Yes, that was the construction.
Sir M>ntague Saiith.-He does not give any reason for it other than that the

words mean it?
Mr. Robinson.-I cannot pretend to say any reasons were given beyond what

We have in the report.
Sir Montagne Smith.-It must plainly mean that.
Mr. iRobinson.-Yes, at all events that was his opinion expressel in his judgment.
Sir Montague Smith.-That was the whole of it. Of course you have his

lauthority in your favor.
M. R>binson.-Yes. I eau say nothing more. I cannot push a thing beyond.

its legitimato strength, but your Lnrdship, of course, will remerbar that roporting in
those days was a very different thing from what reporting now is, and although I
cannot pretend to say thore was no more when more does not appoar, I think it very
likely.

Sir Montagne Smith.-This is very fully set out. It seems to be the fixed view
from the baginning that " northward meant due north ?"

Mr. Robinson.-There is no doubt about that.
Sir Montagne Smith.-And that ho had no discretion.
Mr. Robinson.-He 'thought that was the proper construction to put upon the

-Act-not beaause, as a general rule, northward always means due north, but because
nlorthward, as found there, taken together with the context, should be construed to
2nean due north.
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The Lord Chancellr.-Whether or not the words ought to be construed in any
other way than the way in which the learned judge construed thôm, I cannot ùnder-
take to say, but surely you would not deny that the words ate such as to admit of
extrinsie tacts ?

Mr. Robinson.-No, I should certainly not.
Lord Aberdare.-And that one of those extrinsic facts wAs the Act of 1774,

which was to provide a proper method of judicial decision.
Mr. Robinson.-Unquestionably.
Lord Aberdare.-For this purpose it was just as necessary to go up io the

Misaissippi.
Mr. Robinson.-That is a question of fact upon which I propose to say a few

werds to your Lordship.
Lord Aberdare.-You are prepared to show the limit between that lino and the

Mississippi itself was provided for otherwise.
Mr. Robinson.-No, I am prepared to show the majority of the important settle-

men's were taken in bv the due north lino. I cannot go further than that.
Lord Aberdare.-Evon down from the junction of the Ohio for a considerable

way notthward?
Mr. Robinson.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-If you take a due north line it will leave out a more in-

considerable part of Lake Superior.
Mr. Robinson.-Yes. Thon will your Lordship permit me to come to the settle-

inents of the Illinois that are spoken of. I will come to that afterwards, but I suppose
]my duty now is to endeavor to show that position was correct. It seems to me that
perbaps -the fairer way to construe an Act of that sort is first to take the enacting
part, toe Fee that the enaeting part taken by itself will fairly mean, and thon to See
whether there is anything in the preamble, taken in connection with the surrounding
circunistances, which are properly admissible in evidence to effect that construction.

Now, if we take the words of the enacting part first at page 366 of the 1st
Appendix, they go first " to the junction of the two rivers," thon northward to the-
southern boundary of the territory granted to the Hudson Bay Company.

The Lord Chancellor.-It is not quite io the junction of the two rivers.
Mr. R iinson.-If I am wrong in that I said it for the sake of shortness, but it

is, at all events, westward to the banks of the Mississippi.
Sir Rbert Collier -And northward to the southern boundary.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is not quite immaterial to notice that in several places

before they speak of following the said bank.
Mr, Robinson.-No, my Lord, that is important.
Lord Aberdare.-And that whereas when they are speaking of the other rivers

you have the word " bank," when you corne to the Mississippi, although we do not
claim the further bank of the Mississippi, you have the word " banks."

The Lord Chancellor.-I See it says that the line is to go to a point in 45 degrees
of nortbern latitude on the eastern bank of the River Connecticut, keeping the same
latitude directly west.

Mr. Robinson.-Yes, it is s I have net overlooked any of those things in any
consideration of this statute, and 1 only desire to point out to your Lordship my
argument upon it, whatever weight may attach to it.

Lord A bordare.- As long as we deal with this ground of the due north lino the
question of the height of land is of very little consequence.

Mr. Robinson.-No. If we get the due north lino we shall get it to the southern
boundary of the territory, and thon we shall have to consider where that comes to.

Sir M. Smith.-Y-ur construction ignores the height of land as a boundary.
Mr. Robinson.-No; because we must follow the due north lino until we get te

the height of land. The due north lino is marked on the map and the effet of it is
very plain to be seen there. At alil events this course goes along the bank of the
Ohio westward to the banks of the Mississippi and northward to the sonthern
boundary of the territory granted to the Merchant Adventurers of the Hudson Bay
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Company. I cannot say myself what particular effect ought to be attributed to the
use of the terms " banks " instead of " bank," nor òan I say whether it wa- inter ded
to have any effect or not. We do not claim both banks, as your Lordships know, and
it is quite within the bounds of possibility that it is a misprint. But I arm not pre-
pared to say that it is so in anyway because I do not know. Al I say is I cannot
myself found any definite argument upon it either pro or con. If ydur Lordships
Were aware-as we are unfortupaiely-how many volumes have been published upon
this subject and how very small a part of the literature and discussions upon this
subject is the enormous mass of evidence we have placed before you, you would see
that it is more difficult than in an ordinary case to endeavor to extract what is
relevant. Our own impression, representing the Dominion, is that a vast mass of
what is here is wholly irrelevant to the settlement of the question. But it is neither
Our wish, nor is it in ot power, to exclude anything which on the part of Ontario was
thought to be relevant or right to be brought before your Lordships, and what has been
brought before you together with the effect of it, has been discussed as fully and as
Strongly by my learned friends as it would be possible for me to put it before you as
far as relates to the details of these matters, and therefore I am not going to repeat
one syllable of that.

But now I will ask your Lordships first to consider what would that course
taken by itself mean without any assistance. It goes to a certain point without
saying what that point is, and that is northward to the Hudson Bay territory.

Supposing a surveyor were directéd, the day after the Act was passed, to take
that Act in his hands and draw that lino. Is there any doubt what that surveyor
'Would do ? I do not contend that northward always must mean due north. I do not
Contend that of itself it is identical with due north in meaning in anyway. It may
nean somewhat to the north-east, somewhat to the north-west; but 1 do not think

there can be any reasonable doubt as to what a surveyor would have done, if the day
after the Act was passed, it had been placed in his hands and he had been told to
draw the line that that Act contemplates. He would simply have placed himself at the
Junction of those rive rs, on whichever bank it might be and he vç ould have said:
"Where is Hudson Bay territory ?" Well, unquestionably, it is somewhere to the
north, and he would have drawn, I suppose, the shortest straight line to that territory.
That I sup pose is hardly capable of dispute.

The Lord Chancellor.-I am not so sure of that. I can quite imagine two
Surveyors taking two different views upon such a subject as that.

Lord Aberdare.-And I can quite understand a person not teing a surveyor
lookin at the whole of the facts together.

Mr. Robinson.-Quite so.
Sir Montague Smith.-Mr. Saxe took a different view and took it strongly.
Mr. Robinson. -Not of the single proposition I have stated, and I am not stating

that proposition as involving the whole case, I say if that stood alone and without
any extraneous consideratioLs, there is no question of what a surveyor would do. t
think it would be almost as simple as if your Lordship told rue to draw a line from
the point where I stand northward to the book case. I should unquestionably draw
the shortest line which would go from this spot to that book case. That, I say then,Would be the first meaning of the Act.

The next question is, is there anything in the Statute and in the circumstances
Which have been brought to your Lordships' attention to show that construction
ought not to be adopted. My Lords, there is no want of American authority, at ail
events, for the proposition, which is the only proposition of law for which I contend
'-that northward taken by itself means the north, if there is nothing to alter or

change that direction. I find that in the case of Jackson, on the demise of Clarke v.
1Reeves (3 Kane's Reports, page 293), a case decided in 1805 in the court of which
the late Chancellor Kent was then Chief Justice, a man whose name stands in that
Country as a very high authority-

The Lord Chancellor.-And here also.
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Mr. Robinson.-He is called in some books I have seen the Blaokstone of
America. He was the Chiet Justice of the court, and Thompson, Justice, in laying
down the law there as to the effect of a patent granted in 1688, conveying an
enormous quantity of land, called the Catskill Patent, said the courses are " nrth-
ward, southward, eastward and westward," and it is a settled rule of construction
that when courses are thus given you must run due north, south, east and west.

Sir Montague Smith.-What are the precise words of the patent ?
Mr. Robinson.-The general features of the case were these : There was a

patent called the Catskill Patent, which conveyed five great plains by name,
together with the woodland adjoining the same, extending for four English miles
round the said plains-that is to say, four English miles f rom the said plains
eastward, four English miles from the said plain northward, four fro.a the said
plain westward, and four from the said plain southward.

The Lord Chancellor.-Were the plains rectangular blocks?
Mr. Robinson.-I think not; but I was going to refer your Lordship to another

set of cases which would clearly make out that northward would not be beld to
mean due north in every case. Without reading it all to your Lordships in detail,
I will refer your Lordships to an authority where the same proposition is adopted -
the case of Brendt on the demise of Walter v. Hogden, 1 Johnston, page 15ï, where
the same Chief Justice presided over the court. There it is said that the course was
" thence eight miles more northerly." The word " northerly " there was construed
as meaning due north. It was said with regard then to the course "l thence eight
miles more northerly, there being no object to control it, it must be a due north line,"
and there are one or two other cases in which the samegeneral doctrine is expressed.

There is a set of cases in Kentucky chiefly which, I think, furnish a very goodi
Illustration of a different rule. There was a custom in early days in that State
apparently of making an entry of a claim-that is to say, entering your claim fâr the
pre-emption of certain territory, and claims were entered for certain territory of so
many miles along a creek, and then saying "northward for quantity." There it was
held that the term northward must yield to the rule which required such blocks to
be rectangular. They said " the term ' northward' is there used simply to decide
the side of the creek from the lino runs; because if the creek is running*east aad.
west, and you claim four miles along the creek, you must show whether yau go
northward or southward for quantity, because it is necessary to show which aide of
the creek the land is lying upon ; but they said that does not mean that you must go
due north, because there is another rale which runs in conflict with that which says
that the blocks are to be rectangular, that is to say, that the blocks are to rua at right
angles to the stream upon which they lie. I will refer your Lordship to those cases
and to one or two more cases layiug down the general rule for which I have con-
tended-Garwin v. Dean, 115 Massachusetts, page 57; and Howard v. The College
of the loly Cross, 116 Massachusetts, page 1(7. That case says " southerly is not
necessarily due south." There there were definite boundaries, and it was not construed to
mean due south. Other cases to which I would refer your Lurdship are Seaman v.
Hogoboom, 21 Barber, page 398-Craig v. Hawkins, 1 Bill, page 54, aad Calk v.
Sterling, in the saine volume at page 122. It is said, however, that looking at this
description,taking it on a whole and taking it in connection with all the circumstances,
" northward " here should be construed " along the bank or banks of the Mississippi."
Now, the first thing to be remarked upon there, as your Lordship pointed out, and as
is made the basis of a great many of the opinions which have been expressed upon
this, is this: When the Legislature wished to say that they went along the banks of
a river, they said so. In the very preceding sentence they say that the line " shall
be from thence along the said northern and western boundaries of the said Province
until the said western boundary strike the Ohio, but in case the said bank of the said
lake shall not be found to be so intersected, thon following the sid bank until it
shall arrive at the point of the said bank which shall be nearest to the north-western
angle of the said Province of Pennsylvania, and thence by a right line to the said
mnorth-wastern angle of the said Province, and thence along the western boundary Of
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the said Province until it strikes the River Ohio and along the bank of the said
river westward." That is a familiar argument as applied to the construction of
Wills-that when you find an expression familiar to the person writing, and when
you find that that expression, although appropriate if the contention is such as is
contended for, is omitted afterwards, it is a reasonable argument at all events that it
Was not intended to use it. Ast al eveuts, just in the sam, line they do use the words
" along the bank of the said river (that is the Ohio) westward," and there they
furnish a good illustration of what the word " westward " must mean, because
nkobody would contend that it means due west, whether the banks of the Ohio went
due west. Then in several places they speak also of going along the banks of a
lake, showing that when they desired to go along the bank either of a lake or of a
river they said so. It is perfectly fair to point out also that in another place where
lue west was meant, it was so stated as follows: We have now to consider what are
the circumstances under which this Act was passed. S') far as one can judge, I
should think it probable that Mitchell's map was the one which was then referred to.
I say that, because it is a map published in 1775. It is a map whlich, from the
Certificate upon it, I should infer to be authorized by those who would probably be
supposed to know best, and to show what they believed to be the geographical
features of the country at that time. I am not aware of any other map between 175e
and 1774 which would have been at all likely to be used by way of substitution by
Mitchell.

The Lord Chancellor.-Is it not too much to assume that there is any implied
reference to any map at all ? Yon cannot import that into this document for any
PtLrpose.

Mr. Robinson.-No, I do not think you can.
The Lord Chancellor.-That was the best map that they knew.
Mr. IRobinson.-I say nothing more than this, that those who drew the Statute,

(and we know that the Statute was the subject of a good deal of debate) consulted
the best maps that they could, that were in existence at the time. I cannot say any
maore than that. It is almost impossible t> suppose that this boundary of the Statute,
involving the important consequences that it did, would have been drawn without
reference to the best maps that could be found, and so far as one knows, MiLchel's
maP was the best. Now, if Mitchell's map is referred to, the first observation which
sirikes is, that the source of the Mississippi was then unknown It is stated in
Mitchell's map that it was unkriowj. It is stated in the same map that the Sourc
Was supposed to be in about latitude 50, and I think longitude 106-although it was

iunknown-that was the best conjecture they could form. lhey point out where they,
supposed its source to be.

Now, one of two things is very certain. In the first place with regard to .hat des-
cription as applied to the then course of.the Mississippi. it would be more correct to

8Y north-west-the course of the Mississippi there would have been more accurately
described by the term nor tnh-westward than by the teru northward. The general
Courme of the Mississippi by Mitchell's map went more north-west than northward.

Then it has been said in many discussions in this case that it would not go according
toMitchell's map; that it was supposedto be then Hudson Bay territory; butone arga-
?nent we certainly are entitled to have. If wu lose strength in one way, we certainly
gain it in another. If my friends on the other side contend that the Legislature
intended to go to the source of Mississipi'i, I suppose it would not be doubted that

the only thing you would have to do when you got there, if the source did not go te
the Rudson Bay territory, would be to go northward, and get to it as soon as yo
could. But it is impossible to cintend that the Hudson Bay was limited in the way'
they had contended by a few posts along the shore, and then that the LegisIature,
'When they drew this description intended that yon should get to the source of the
Mississippi 800 miles from the shore.

The Lord Chancellor.-The other side certainly mean that something more was
granted to the territory of the Hudson Bay Company than merely the forts along the
Shores2
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Mr. Robinson.-Yes, of course it goes a little further. The addition of 800 miles
would, however, be a very serious addition. I think the source about 800 miles fromu
the shore was the source as they understood it.

Then the next, and by far the most important point is : Does the preamble show
that in order to fulfil the intention of the Act, it was necessary ‡o go along the
Mississippi? It is said to be so becauselin the preamble of the Statute it is recited
That by the arrangements made by the Royal Proclamation a very lprge exteiýt of
ountry within which there were several colonies and settlements of the subjects of
France, who claimed to remain therein under the faith of the said treaty, was left
*ithout any provision being made for the administration of Civil Government there-
in. And it is said, and I think it is said fairly, that the intention of this Statute was
to put an end to that difficulty. I do not think that that çan be fairly denied, but we
have now to see what these settlements were. In the first place your Lordships wll
remember that by the proclamation of October, 1863, the Province of Quebec hadbeen
formed with a boundary very far to the eastward of that given by the Quebec Acts.
That boundary, I think, speaking generally, cornes down nearly to the meridian of
P............on Lake Ontario; I forget the exact limit, but it is marked on several mapsa
and your Lordships will see that between that limit and the due north limit most of
#e important settlementa beyond ail question which were left and inhabited by tha
rench were to be found.

The Lord Chancellor.-There are a good many forts.
(Bis Lordship read out the names of several forts.)
Mr. Robinson.-I am not going into the smaller posts at length, but I am only

desirous of pointing out to your Lordships, that within the line we contend for, or
the east of that line, you will find again the most important of thesesettlements, that
in Detroit,

Sir Montague Smith. -You say there are some settlements on the other side,
but not s0 important ?

Mr. Robinson.-A few, but not so important. What I say is, that they would
ave thought of those settiements only whicb they desired for their government, and
an going to show your Lordship that there were abundant settlements, including

ihe line which we claim, to satisfy the objects of the Act. That is ail I can do. It
is impossible to say there were none beyond. If your Lordship will refer to Governor
Pownall's account of French posts, for instance, at page 602, that was an official
account stating the settlements there in 1756. 1 am stating the settlements in the
country which would be east of the due north line, and between that and the line
gstablished by the prcelamation, and established by the Treaty of 1763. H1e says:
" There i8 a fine settlement at Detroit of near 200 families ; a better still at St.
Joseph, of about 200." Now, that no doubt is the St. Joseph at Lake Michigan.
The only other St. Joseph that I know of is on the St. Clare River. Those are the
two most important settlemerts there. Be says he cannot speak particularly abou t

the Illinois forts.
The Lord Chancellor.-Those are what we are uot concerned with, I think.
Mr. Robirson.-What I proposed jut to show your Lordbhip shortly, was, first,

tUe posts and settlements which would be includen in the due north line; and, next,
gose which would be excluded, so far as i kicw Governor Powuall's account, I haVe
referred to. In the Ontario Appendix, at page -5, your Lordship will find what i0
the French account, which must have been written about l'57, I should say.

The Lord Chancellor.-I am afraid we must interrupt you here.
Adjourned to to-morrow at 10.30.

SIXTI DAY.

CouNEcIL CHAMBER, WIHITEHALL, Tue>day, 22nd July, 1884.

Mr. .Mowat.-Your Loi dships asked for maips yesterday, published before Con-2
federation. 1 have been searching for some, and one o the books I have brought he
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cOntains a map, before Confederation, of the date of 1810, which shows Upper
Çanada.

The Lord Chancellor.-Will you let us see that ? (The map was handed to thoir
LOrdships.)

Mr. Mowat.-There are two or three maps in that book which have not been
rnentioned, and which may throw some light upon it. One is'No. 68 of the mana-
script maps. (Their Lordships examined the map.)

The Lord Chancellor.-Of course, we do not assume this map to be of authority,
but it is dated in 1809. It seems, as far as I can form an opinion, to mark the divid-
ing lino between Upper and Lower Canada by this dotted lino. Is that so?

Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord.
The Lord Ohancellor--(To Mr. McCarthy).-Do you agree ?
Mr. McCarthy.-I think so. Of course, I have not seen this before.
The Lord Chancllor.-It goes through Lake Temiscamingue.
Lord Abordare.-Then valeat quantum, it soems to claim up to the Albany as

Jpper Canada, just as this on that side is Lower Canada.
The Lord Chancellor.-It may be of no authority whatever, but, as a matter of

fact, it does seem to carry Upper Canada up to the Albany.
Mr. McCarthy.-It seems to carry it up to the Arctic Circle-up to New South

Wales.
The Lord Chancellor.-From New South Wales to the Albany.
Lord Aberdare.-Who was Hugh Gray?
Mr. Mowat.-He was a resident in the country, but there is no preface to show

'Who ho was.
The Lord Chancellor.-It clearly is no authority; but it shows that the idea of

extending up to the Albany was entertained by some persons at that time.
Lord Aberdare -Is there a map connected with Mir. Mills' report ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes.
Lord Aberdare.-Where is that map ?
Mr. Mowat.-I will send for it. I have not got it here.
Lord Aberdare -It does not touch on these questions ?
Mr. Mowat.- I think some of bis maps do.
Lord Aberdare.-He was an authorized agent of Canada?
Mr. Mowat.-No, my Lord, of Ontario.
Lord Aberdare.-Only of Ontario ?
Mr. McCarthy.-Yes, and ho is one of the counsel for Ontario here prosent.
The Lord Chancellor.-le is the author of the report and the map that accom-

Panied it ?
Mr. McCarthy.-I think the map is only one of the old maps that are referred to.
Lord Aberdare.-What was the date of that report?
Mr. McCarthy.-Since this dispute and in consequence of it.
Mr. Robinson.-It was prepared for the arbitration. Perhaps, my Lords, I may

be allowed to say with reference to these maps, that if your Lordàhips desire, no
doubt that any member of them could be brought from Canada, and that a joint cable
could be arranged between us so as to have them sont over at once.

The Lord Chancellor.-That would be a very inconvenient thing to be done to>
onable one to come to a conclusion, because if maps are sent from Canada thon both
,ides must be heard upon the maps unless it is a case of extreme necessity. What
Of Course would be of the greatest value, if it were accessible, would be some map
elade out by public authority. That map shows that at a certain date, 180 ) or
1810, there were people who considered the Albany River to be the boundar y of
Canada, rightly or wrongly which coincides as it happons with thé award. That
I the impression that map makes, but thon it is not a map published by any author-
ity. It is morely a privatie writer's map which expresses what ho understands to be
the fact. Of course a map made under the authority of the Government would be of
€reat use.
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Mr. Robinson.-I may say with reference to maps that we do not attach the
importance to them that the other side have done. Our impression from the maps is
simply this, that all they can show is the state of geographical knowledge at that
time.

The Lord Chancellor.-Reputation is always a matter of importance on ques-
tions of boundary, and these maps certainly are some evidence of reputation. Of.
course we are free from the technical rules of evidence in courts of law, and, taking
the wider view, they are undoubtedly some evidence.

Mr. Robinso1.-We have never disputed with reference to Mitchell's map, for
instance, that it shows what was the general information and belief as to the state of the
country at the time; but that is absurdly wrong in several respects as we have now.

The Lord Chancellor.-I suppose that it is not correct in all respects is quite
clear.

Mr. Robinson.-Now, my Lords, when your Lordships adjourned, I was speak-
ing of the Quebec Act and the due north line, and I had referred to the De Reinhard
trial as a decision on that point. I want to cail your Lordships' attention with refer-
ence to that trial to two points. In the first place your Lordships will see by page
660 that it was not the decision of one judge at a nisi prius trial. It was a case pre-
sided over by two judges under a commission, the Chief Justice Sewell and Justice
Bowen, and there were other judges consulted apparently, because at page 660 it
appears that De Reinhard was tried on such a day before Chief Justice Sewell and
Mr. Justice Bowen under the authority of a joint commission. Then your Lordships
will find at page 634 that the Chief Justice in McLellan's case, I think it is, in
giving judgment, says: " In this opinion the court are unanimous, for I have consulted.
my learned brothers who sat with me in the late trials." I only refer to that to
show what my understanding was that this was probably a joint commission addressed
to all the judges; that some of the cases were argued before some of the judges and
some before others and that they all consulted on this point and were all unanimous.
The only other point with regard to that trial is that my learned friend, the Attorney-
General, on the other side, has intimated to your Lordships his impression that the
question of competency of jurisdiction was considered in England, that the prisoner
was probably respited. One thing is certain, that we do not know the exact ground
on which he was respited.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-Ie seems to have been respited, and the petition for pardon
did not seem to have got to the Government in some way for nearly three years and
then they say, considering the period during which he has been imprisoned and the
rough state of the country, they give him a free pardon. They did not allude to the
question of the decision being wrong.

Mr. Robinson.-Not in any way, and at page 683 it is said: "lUnder the circum-
stances of this man's long confinement, and the misery under which he has suffered,
considering also the feelings prevalent in that wild district at the time, and the union
of these companies just now taking place, I entreat flis Majesty's gracious pardon."

Sir Barnes Peacock.-They also allude to his having been kept in suspension for
nearly three years, his petition having been mislaid and not having been duly sent.

Mr. Robinson.-It was not sent.
Sir Robert Colher.-Those are the grounds.
Mr. Robinson -No doubt they are the grounds, because at page 684 Lord

Bathurst says: " In consequence of the circumstances therein represented, his execu-
tion has been respited, so that there is no question that the question of jurisdictiol
never was considered." It can show nothing more. Then I was proceeding last
might to discuss the question of the due north line.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-I did not quite understand the Chief Justice's decision in
Reinbard's case, because he says: Down the eastern boundary.

Mr. Robinson.-That is a mistake, no doubt.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-It could not be the western boundary of Upper Canada, it

was the eastern boundary of Upper Canada, but when this place was out on the west
Bide of that boundary it was still in Upier Canada, and what the Chief Justice war
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endeavoring to show was that the murder was committed within the jurisdiction of
ieither Upper nor Lower Canada.

Mr. Robinson.-That was it.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-And, therefore, his decision only put it outside Lower

Canada?
Mr. Robinson.-No, my Lord.
Sir Robert Collier.-He took this north line.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-He says that is the western boundary.
Mr. Robinson.-No; it was too clearly outside Lower Canada to admit of any

discussion.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-That is ail it came to. He does not show it was outside

lUpper Canada unless he made that mistake.
Mr. Robinson.-Distinctly so.
Sir Robert Collier.-He means that.
Mr. Robinson.-Your Lordships will find no question about that. He distinctly

decides that the due north lino is the lino whether he bo right or wrong.
Sir Mntague Smith.-I do not think that is disputed.
Mr. Mowat.-I think that is correct.
Mr. Robinson.-At page 679 your Lordship will find that very distinctly at line

20. This is his opinion. He says: " The western bonndary of the Province of Upper
Canada is the line drawn due north from the head of Lake Temiscaming." That is
mot the one.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-He says: "The western boundary of the Province of
Uipper Canada is a line drawn due north from the head of Lake Temiscaming till it
strikes the boundary line of Hudson Bay."

Mr. Robinso.-That is ail wrong.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-That gives the boundary of Lower Canada.
Mr. Mowat.-I have no doubt that is some mistake, probably of the reporter, and

that what he meant to decide was that it was outside Upper Canada as well as Lower
Canada.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-But he lays down.the boundary wrong, for the purpose of
showing it was outside the western line*of Upper Canada.

Mr. Robinson.-If your Lordship reads the note to the same page it says that is
a manifest error.

Sir Robert Collier.-That is agreed on both sides.
Mr. Robinson.-Then I need not discuss it further: There is no doubt that that

Was the decision, whether right or wrong.
Then, my Lords, I was discussing the question of what was the proper construc-

tion of that Quebec Act, and the meaning of the word northward. Idesired, or, at all
events, I am prepared to show to your Lordships in detail, for I have taken the pains
to go over ail those, ail the forts which were west, and ail the forts which were east
of the due north lino. I do not desire, however, unless your Lordships should so
wish, to go into ail that in detail for this simple reason, that I do not think your
Lordships' view of-that Act can possibly turn on whether there were ten, twenty or
fifty men more or less west of that line, and such a number more or less east of it. The
,uestion must be the general principle. What I am prepared to show to your
,rdships beyond ail question is that by far the greater number in importance and
in every other way of the settlements west of Old Quebec established by the Proclama-
tion of 1763 were, in point of fact, east of the due north lino. I cannot deny, and it
is u1seless to attempt to deny that there were settlements west of it.

The Lord Chancellor.-We counted eleven yesterday.
Mr. Robinson.-Then if your Lordships will go into the history of those settle-

lents, remembering that t he words of the Act are not " forts Il" or " posts " but
"colonies or settlements," you will find that only two or three of them were of any
importance at all. Detroit, by far the most important, was east. The next one was
St. Joseph ; Fort Sandusky was east; Fort Miamis was east; Fort Vincennes was
east, and ail the posts of most importance were east of that lino. Then we come
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west to Fort Kaskaskias, Fort de Chartres and all the posts along th e Mississippi in
the Illinois country.

The Lord Chancellor.-Chagonamigon founded as far back as 1660 on Lake
Superior.

Mr. Robinson.-That is near Duluth.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is said to have been built in 1665, and re-established

by Le Prieur in 1692, and there was a Mission founded as early as 1660.
Mr. Robinson.-Yes, there is no question about that.
The Lord Chancellor.-[ only guess, but I should think it is very likely that

that was a settlement of some importance from its position.
Mr. Robinson.-There are a number mentioned which I have taken the trouble

to look up. There was the post of Lesueur on the Mississippi, and there wMs the
post of St. Antoine, again, on the Upper Mississippi.

The Lord Chancellor.-You need not go so far as the Mississippi.
Mr. Robinson.-I am only taking the different posta to see what possible bearing

they can have. Then there was the Mission de St. Esprit. Your Lordships will find
that that apparently consisted mainly, if not entirely, of Indians.

The Lord Chancellor.-There was a fort there.
Lord Aberdare.-What was Fort Kaskaskias?
Mr. Robinson.-That was on the Illinois, and that is one of the settlements there

unquestionably were. That is west of the line. Then there was Fort de Chartres.
Lord Aberdara.-Why should all those forts have been left out ?
Sir Montague Smith.-Because they were French settlements.
Mr. Robinson.-They were French settlements.
Sir Montagne Smith.-The preamble of the Act of 1774 refers to the French

settlements.
Mr. Robinsor.-It does not say all French settlements.
Lord Abei dare.-Why should they have been leit out?
Sir Montagne Smith.-And why should there be an arbitrary division ?
Mr. Robin on.-It says there weremany French settlementa. We have taken

in many, and by far tbe larger number.
Lord Aberdare -Why should not they have taken in all? What reason could

you suggest wby they should not? Because the territory was, undoubtedly, I
suppose, English territory ?

Mr. Robinson.-It was ceded up to the Mississippi by the definite treaty of 1763.
Lord Aberdare.-Why should they be deprived of the advantages which it was

intended to bestow by the Act on the inhabitants, and between the Mississippi and
this line ?

Mr. Robinson.-Our impression derived from history is this, and you will find
it very strongly confirmed by Mr. Parkman's work, who is unquestionably thp
historian of that period.

Lord Aberdare.-That is a recent work?
Mr. Robinson.-Yes, but it is a book universally referred to.
Lord Aberdare.--W- at is the date of it ?
Mr. iobinson.-I think there has been more than one edition.
Sir Robert Collier.-What does it purport to be ?
Mr. Robinson.-.e has pnblgihed a series of works.
Sir Robert Collier.-Wbat does that work purport to be ?
Mr. Robinson.-'his is an acqount qf this part of the country. It is heade4,

"The Conspiracy of'Pontiac, and the Indian War #fter thi Cqgnest of Canada. By
Francis Parkman.". At page 2&3 he sppaks of tihese forts, ase ip one qf tSesp maps
attached to Volume I of that work he shows all thee foits, 4«nd I think it islte best
one that is to be found. Your Lordships will see it is prepa•e4' for the purposO.
There is a little summary of all the forts that there are (handing the map to their
laordships).

Lord Aberdare.--The map does not show it. There may be a oummary in the
text of the book.
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Mr. Robinsonm-The map shows several of them.
Lord Aberdare.-It shows Kaskaskias.
Mr. Robinson.-I think it shows all the forts south of L ke Superior, as far as I

know from looking at it.
Lord Aberdare.-Will you look at it now ?
Mr. Robinson.-It is headed " forts and independencies or settlements in

Armerica in 1763." I see Vincennes, St. Louis, Cahokia, Kaskaskis s, Fort St.
Joseph, Detroit, Sandusky.

Lord Aberdare.-It does not mention Fort St. Esprit ?
Mr. Robinson.-No, but your Lordships must remember that that map whioh

you are looking at is not a map which we recognise in any way.
Lord Aberdare.-But surety this is not put before us entirely to mislead, with

all these forts and the ¿dates attached to them and the names of those who erected
them ?

Mr. Robinso.-But the forts were tenanted by French soldiers ; they were
abandoned at the time of the cession. They are not settlements where the French
iremained in numbers, they were military poste ; that is the distinction in that
respect. Now, at page 257, having given at page 251 an account of these posts, Mr.
Parkman speaks of the bitter feeling that existed at the close of the cession in con-
sequence of the war and of the removal of the forts which were then left on the east
bank of the Mississippi to the west bank, and it seems natural, and there is no ques-
tion that a large number of those who were there in 1763 had left before 1764,
because St. Louis and other settlements on the other side of the river were founded
by those who left. But I do not desire to go into that at more length, because it
Would only prove the general proposition. I can prove nothing more.

Then our view has been further with regard to that north line, that it is im-
probable that in the state of geographical knowledge at that time they would have
taken as the boundary of a Province a river of which they knew so little. They
did not know where that river went to, or where its source was, and it was perfectly
eident that by running along that line, as it is said we must do, they would take in
a vast and enormous country, where there were no settlements, and a country which
'Was better provided for by the form of Government which was provided in 1803 by
St ipendiary magistrates. There was really no necessity for extending government
to the country. I do not think I can say more upon that question, and I leave it
therefore simply saying that that is the contention, and bas been from the beginning
the contention of the Dominion Government.

Now, the next question which we come to is assuming that the northward lino
-- because we are only considering one Act of this whole statute, and one lins of it
0 ly is in question, " northward to the southern boundary of the Hudson Bay ter-
ritory "-assuming that goes along the Mississippi, the next question which we have
to Consider is, where does that go to ?

Now, our view of that matter bas been this: It is the southern boundary of the
territory granted to the Hudson Bay.

The Lord Chancellor.-It goes up to that ?
Mr. Robinson.-It goes up to that wherever that may be. There is no question

about that. The Act is at page 366. The words are " to the southern boundary of
the territory granted to the Merchants Adventurers of England trading to Hudson
]Ray." Now, in the first place we say that that clearly means-and we hardly think that
capable of dispute-the territory granted de facto, and that that can involve no ques-
tion of the validity of the Hudson Bay Company's charter. If A. should grant
land to B. and should then grant land to C. extending to or bounded by the land
lwhich he had previously granted to B., the finding the boundaries of C.'s land would
involve no investigation of B's title at all.

Lord Aberdare.-Does your contention go as far as this ? What they graited,
You argue, is up to the watershed ?

Mr. Robinson--Yes, my Lord.
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Lord Aberdare.-Very good. Now, supposing historically it was proved that
they had not, within reasonable time, occupied that country in any sense, bat, on
the contrary, that this land was occupied by others, French Canadians, would you
then say that those words covered ail that was originally granted, in spite of the
subsequent failure to occupy by themselves and the subsequent occupation by
the French ?

Mr. Robinson.-Yes, my Lord, under the circumstances.
The Lord Chancellor.-You could not put forward such a proposition as that if

a question had arisen internationally between the French and English, that the
settlement of the whole of the country going back to the St. Lawronce or to
the part now in dispute could in any way be contrary to British rights, because
King Charles II had given a charter in these terms to the Hudson Bay Company.

Mr. Robinson.-Yes, my Lord, I shall come to that.
The Lord Chancellor.-That would be a very extraordinary proposition, unless

indeed you were to assume, whieh for my part I am not prepared to assume, abstract
notions of rights of discoveiy to have been between the two nations the governing
principles.

Mr. Robinson.-At all events, I can state to your Lordships what we contend in
a very few words, I think. in the first place we say that the construction of the
Hudson Bay charter is plain and that in its words it goes to the height of land.

The Lord Chaucellor.-Well, no, it doos not, indeed. You see you cannot make
out any limit or boundary without introducing that idea. Perhaps you may be
right there, but it says not une word about that.

Mr. Robinson.-I am not going to discuss that question at length for a reason
which I will give to your Lordships in a moment.

The Lord Chancellor.-You sec that unless some such limits can be arrived at,
thon it might be open to question whether the objection taken to the charter being
void for uncertainty was not good.

Mr. Robinson.-Ycs, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-We need not hear any argument about that, because we

think that whether the limits can be found or not from the charters, yet if they are
found de facto that is enough.

Mr. Robinson.-First, taking the words of the charter they give " the rivera
within the straits and bay and ail the lands upon those rivers." That is very clear.

Sir Robert Collier.-It is " rivers within the entrance of the straits."
Mr. Robinson.-Yes; "rivers «within the entrance of the straits commonly

called Hudson Str aits." It is at page 344. It gives " the sole trade and commerce
of all tho seas, straits, bays, rivers, lakes, creeks and sounds in whatsoever latitude
they shall be, that lie within the entrance of the straits commonly called Hudson
Straits, together with all the lands and territories upon the countries, coasts and
confines of the seas, bays, rivers, creeks and sounds aforesaid."

The Lord Chancellor.-" That are not already possessed."
Mr. Robinson.-Yes, my Lord, I am coming to that. That is the exception.

I am perfectly right in saying that they gave the rivers and all lands on the rivera.
I am right aiso in saying that subsequent provisions of the same charter in which
they provide for the appointment by the Hudson Bay Company, and so, on " for
the good government of the said company and of all Governors of colonies, forts and
plantations, factors, masters, mariners and other officers employed or to be employed
in any of the territories and lands aforesaid," show very clearly that they contem-
plated by that the giving of a large territory. They never would have given this
land or spoken of it as a plantation and made provision for the appointment by the
grantees of Governors of the colonies which they had granted if they meant it to be
anything but a very extensive territory.

The Lord Chaniccilor.-Then, as against France, I suppose you would not
seriouly contend that King Charles the Second could create any right.

Mr. Robinson.-What we do contend, my Lord, is this: I ain anticipating MY
argument there becautse I wish, first, to try and settle the construction of the charter
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as to what the word " granted " meant; but what we do contend is that the English,
beyond all question, had obtained Hudson Bay, and whatever goes under the con-
struction of international law with that discovery. They had discovered Hudson
Bay; they had taken possession of a considerable portion of the coast, Whatever,
according to the rule of International Law, they acquired by that discovery the
English had.

The Lord Chancellor.-What was that?
Mr. Robinson.-I cannot say.
The Lord Chancellor.-Then when diffarent nations are disputing about bound.

aries, they have recourse to abstract reasoning and certain principles, and so on; but to
represent that as a rule of International Law, and especially as a rule of International
Law which had any existence, or was imagined by anybody at the time, we have to
consider in this enquiry, is surely a proposition which cannot be maintained. You
might just as well go back to the time at which the Pope was supposed, by Interna-
tional Law, to be able to give away whatever districts in the world he ploased.
Those words, "International Law," are very misleading. There are certain
principles generally accepted amongst nations; there are particular reasons which
have been constantly resorted to when disputes have taken place, about boundaries
or otherwise, between nations, as the best available means of settling those disputes ;
but to say that there is any genera] International Law that gives to the first
discoverer of the mouth of a river and a certain line of coast, as against all other
nations, whether ho occupies it or not, or to what extent it is occupied or not, a right
to all the country that is watered by any of the rivers that come, in there, is a pro-
position which no amount of modern books will prove.

Mr. Robinson.-Well, I am not desirous for one moment of arguing this question
at length, or expressing any opinion of my own. Al that I can say is that I find it
laid down in the clearest language in the book which my learned friend has referred
to, and your Lordship will find that confirmed.

The Lord Chancellor.-We really cannot have the laws of the world made by
gentlemen, however learned, who have published books within the last twenty or
thirty years.

Mr. Robinson.-I do not desire to have the laws of the world made in that way.
The Lord Chancellor.-Can you find any such proposition in Chancellor Kent?
Mr. Robinson.-No; I do not know that he has written a word on the subject.
The Lord Chancellor.-Or Wheaton ?
Mr. Robinson.-No; I do not think he as written upon it.
The Lord Çhancellor.-These writers merely generalize from the reasoning

Which has been employed between particular nations and particular subjects.
Lord Aberdare.-It must be borne in mind that Charles II was utterly unaware

of the enormous bearing of such a proposition as yours.
Mr. Robinson.-As all the persons were who took possession, or as all the powers

Were who took possession of the New World at that time; nevertheless, the other
grants wore construed upon that footing.

The Lord Chancellor.-It is quite certain that France never recognized any such
idea, nor cai I perceive that it was ever suggested on the part of the Hudson Bay
Company in the early stages. We first meet with it in the Selkirk Grant of 1814.

Mr. Robinson.-You will find some grants by France very much upon the same
principle granting rivers and the lands upon rivers, which wore held to mean the same
thing; but, at all events, 1 have in Sir Robert Phillimore's work, the last edition, first
Volume, page 277, and the previous edition at page 338.

Lord Aberdare.-Are those the pages which wore substantially read yesterday?
Mr. Robinson.-I am not going to read those passages to your Lordships. Those

passages are substantially the same as were read yesterday, but I was going to read
aither passage which was not read yesterday, which, I think, is at page 286, in

Which he speaks of the kind of possession that is requisite under certain circum-
Stances. I am reading now from the second edition, page 286: "The chief portion
of the Oregon Territory so valuable solely for tie fur-bearing animals which it pro-
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duces. Various establishments in different parts of this territory organized a system
for securing the preservation of these animals, and exercise for these purposes a con-
trol over the native population. This was rightly contended to be the only exorcise
of proprietary right of which these particular regions at that time were susceptible;
and to mark that a beneficial use was made of the whole territory by the occupants."
That shows that the nature of the occupation by the Hudson Bay Company here was
efficient, as being the only occupation which could be taken by them.

The Lord Chancellor.-But do not you see that the same argument tends to
establish every French fort as a bond fide occupation ?

Mr. Robinson.-I have not forgotten that.
Sir Montague Smith.-The French had hunted there a great deal.
Lord Aberdare.-Yes, to a far greater extent than the Hudson Bay people.
Mr. Robinson.-That will not affect the argument about the French if it is a

sound argument.
Sir Montague Smith.-Ycu seen to bave forgotten that this charter itself sup-

poses that there may be rights on the part of the French.
Mr. Robinson.-I was coming to that afterwards.
Sir Montague Smith. -Whether there were or were not is a matter in dispute.
Mr. Robinson.-The only other authority I desired to refer your Lordships to is

the latest work of International Law of Mr. Hall, at page 292, where there is a note,
which, in my view, is a valuable one, setting out the substance of the law.

The Lord Chancellor.-Do you think that the authority ofsuch works is greater
in proportion to their recency ?

Mr. Robinson.-No, I cannot say that it is, but it isof course, greater or less in
proportion to the standing of the writers.

The Lord Chancellor.-These writers repeat each other, and are constantly
extending the notion cf International Law.

Mr. Robinson.-I am speaking of the proper construction rof the Hudron Bay
charter. Cne thing is perfectly certain that we have bore printed the opinion of
six gentlemen of the very h'ghest authority in the law in England, two of them after-
wards distinguished upon the bench, and another of whose standing and reputation I
am not perfectly clear, who are unhesitatingly of opinion that this grant conveys
to the Hudson Bay Company all the territories up to the height of land.

The Lord Chancellor.-What page are you now referring to?
Mr. RobinEon.-I am now referring to pages 47 and 52 of the Manitoba Appen-

dix. At page 47 I find " Copy Queries and Opinion of Mr. Justice Holroyd, Sir
Samuel Romilly, Mr. Cruise, Mr. Scarlett, and Mr. Bell. 1. Whether any objection
can be made to the grant of the soil."

The Lord Chancellor.-Which of those names is unknown to you ?)
Mr. Robinson.-Dr. Stoddart, who is spoken of afterwards.
The Lord Chancellor.-None of these names ?
Mr. Robinson.-No. I ought not to be ignorant, but I may say that I do not

know what reputation Mr. Bell had.
The Lord Chancellor.-He had a very great reputation indeed.
Mr. Robinson.-I was not familiar with it.
Sir Robert Collier.-Is this a case stated by the Hudson Bay Company ?
Mr. RobinEon.-I do not know, my Lord, but I think so.
Sir Montagce Smith.-I should think so.
Mr. Robinson.-No, your Lordsbips will see it does not depend upon any case at

all, or any facts, if you will simply look at the first passage; "Whether any objection
can be made to the grant of the soil contained in the charter, and whether the grant
will include all the country the waters of which run into Hudson Bay, as ascertained
by geographical observations." Now that depends upon no facts. The answer is:
"We are of opinion that the grant of the soil contained in the charter is good, and
that it will include all the country the waters of which run into Hudson Bay, as
ascertained by geographical observation." Now surely nothing can be clearer than
that. Now that was a second opinion of Mr. Cruise, because, at p. 39, there is an
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earlier one. The last opinion I read was given in 1813. At page 39 I find a similar
opinion by Mr. Cruise: " That therefore the opinion of the geographers would be
adopted, namely, that all the countries lying upon the waters which run into Hud-
son lBay are included within the charter." I think there must be a misprint there,
for it says, " for therein it will be ineffectual." I think that must mean, " for other-
wise it will be ineffectual." That was also a second opinion of Mr. Justice Holroyd's.

The Lord Chancellor.-Mr. Cruise is a great English lawyer, whose digest is a
very useful book, but I do not know that on such a subject as this his authority is
Very great.

Mr. Robinson.-I do not know, my Lord, but I am perfectly satisfied th at his
opinion has far greater weight than my own, and that is the reason I desire to refer
to it. That was a second opinion of Mr. Justice Holroyd's which I read, beca use, as
appears at page 84, he had expressed the same opinion in the previo us year. The
first opinion is at page 34, the second opinion is the joint one to whi ch I have already
referred your Lordships. The gentleman whose name I was not familiar with, and
whose reputation I did not know, was Dr. Stoddart. lour Lirdships will find his
opinion at the beginning of page 50, and in full at page 52.

Lord Aberdare.-Yes, he goes into it fully.
Mr. Robinson.-Yes, my Lord. All that I wish to say about it is, that if your

Lordships will read that opinion I am quite content to adopt it as my argument. I
can add nothing to it, I am perfectly certain, nor can I state the considerations which
we think should prevail in the construction of this grant more clearly, or as clearly,
or as strongly as he has stated them there. If they do not convince your Lordships
I am sure I should be wasting your Lordships' time in trying to do so.

The Lord Chancellor.-May I ask with regard to these several opinions what
was the precise matter which the learned counsel were asked upon ? You see some
opinions are to be construed with reference to the cases upon which they are given.
Was it stated that there was a question of boundaries between Çanada and the Hud-
son Bay Company, or were the opinions given with referen ce to any such question ?

Mr. Robinson.-They were given with reference to the disputes existing, if I
remember rightly, about the north-west country.

The Lord Chancellor.-I supposed that; but then, you see, if the minds of coun-
sel are directed solely to disputes turning upon the validity of the charter, and not
Suggesting connter claims upon another kind of a title, they might give the go-by to
what is the question we have to consider entirely, and the fact that it was not
brought before them is a thing to be considered.

Lord Aberdare.-As a fact between the North-West Company and the Hudson
Bay Company, the Hudson Bay Company might think the North-West Company
intruders.

The Lord Chancellor.-Supposing this was an unoccupied territory wh ich the
Hudson Bay Company had the right to occupy and possess and make themselves
masters of under their charter, and that the only question was between them and
certain traders who denied the validity of the charter, then I can quite understand
opinions of this sort being given upon differences between such parties and upon
such a question, but would they really have much bearing if the question were
between France and England for instance, France insisting that she had occupied a
certain territory which came within the theoretical limits ?

Mr. Robinson.-I am not presuming to say what value they- have, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-No; but have they any bearing ? It is not a question

of value, but a case and opinion relating to the matters brought to the attention of
Counsel, and to the question raised by those matters, and not to other questions quite
different.

Mr. Robinson.-It is so, my Lord, but I am at least yithin the rile in doing
this, which was what I desired to do.

The Lord Chancellor.-You are quite at liberty to refer to this as showing that
Upon a question submitted to them these opinions were expressed by lawyers, some
0! whom, or every one of whom, would be a great authority.
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Mr. iRobinson.-Of course I cannot do more-I can only-also point out that
their opinions were not asked upon any additional extraneous facts which might be
true or untrue. The charter was put before them and they were asked to express
their opinion upon the construction of that charter-what land does it cover-and
there is their opinion.

Sir Robert Collier.-They had not a case submitted to them?
Mr. Robinson.-No, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-I do not think one would be disposed to dispute the pro-

psition that so far as the Crown of England could give it it gave to the Hudson Bay
Oompany a right, if they were able to make themselves masters of the country to
the territory up to the sources of the river; but they did not make themselves
masters of the whole of that country, for some other nation had come in in the-
meantime.

Mr. Robinson.-To that I will come afterwards, but, in the meantime, I do not
wish to extend my argument. I wish, if possible, to save your Lordships time by
simply adopting what you Vil] find at page 52, and if your Lordships will be good
enough to read that and consider it as my argument, I can add nothing to it. The
other argument I am coming to now.

Now, then, I assume, because I certainly can prove it no further, that, as between
the Crown and the Hudson Bay Company, this charter granted to that company the
land up to the watershed. Then we come to what is the effect of any subsequent
proceedings. Our view bas always been and your Lordships will remember that
I am not pressing all these views strenuously upon your Lordships. We are
not directly parties here. We reDresent the Dominion and the Province is a part of
the Dominion, but it is our duty to place before your Lordships the ground upon
which the Dominion came to the conclusion which they adopted, and it was impoe.
sible for us to disregard those opinions which we fin4 there, and the view of inter-
national law which we find stated in what we take to be works of the best authority.
Our view has always been with regard to the other portion of the case, that the
French occupation, that the French doings, that the French position in that country,
the French habitations in that country, or whatever you choose to call it, have no
bearing whatever upon this case. Whether we are right or wrong in that, that is
the view which has always been adopted by the Dominion and which has been
presented to them many years ago by those who were consulted. Now it must be
remembered that both parties here claim, as it were, under a common grantor, that
is to say, the same authority which granted the charter to the Hudson Bay Company,
fixed the limits of the Province of Ontario. The charter was granted by the Grown
of England, the limits were fixed by the Legislature of England and we have always
thought and submit now and think still that the question is not what, as between
England and France, the Hudson Bay Company were entitled to claim or this
charter secured to them, but what the Crown of England, or rather the Govern-
ment of England, or England, I may say, shortly, under whom we both claim,
considered to be the limits of the Hudson Bay charter, and recognized as being the
extent of their grant.

Lord Aberdare.-Do you, as representing the Dominion, claim as part of Lower
Canada all that is to the east of this line, that is described in Lord Durham's
commission which ran up to the shore of Hudson Bay?

Mr. Robinson.-All to the east of that line.
Lord Aberdare.-You claim it ?
Mr, Robinson.-I suppose that is part of Lower Canada, but I have not thought

of lA because it is not in question here.
Lord Aberdare.-If s0, you are claiming lands, which, according to your

contention, were concede4 to the Hudson Bay Company just as fully as those to the
west of that line.

, r. Robinson.-Oh no, my Lord; Lower Canada does not claim beyond the
height of land. The limits of Lower Canada's boundary, if I recollect right, for I
am speaking from recollection only, are the height of land. 1 think it begns st
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Cape Grimmington and runs along the high lands. I must look at that to be
certain, because ttat would depend.

Lord Aberdare.-Then what is the meaning of that boundary lino which is s»
frequenty referred to in the commissions between Upper and Lower Canada?

Mr. Robinson.-That is the boundary line running through Lake Abbitibbi
northward.

Lord Aberdare.-Yes, the shores of Hudson Bay.
The Lord Chancellor.-It goes from the River Ottawa to Lake Temiscamingua

up to the River Nottaway.
Lord Aberdare.-They take no notice of the height of land. They go right

through it all and they seem to throw into Upper Canada everything that is to the
east of that.

Mr. Robinson.-Where are these limits to be found?
The Lord Chancellor.-In Lord Durham's commission. I do not know whether

that is the earliest place where they are; but they are clearly to be found there.
Lord Aberdare.-They are mentioned before, but they are mentioned with the

words " boundary of Hudson Bay " and then it was argued that that meant the
boundary of the territory claimed by the Hudson Bay Company. But thon you
bave in a subsequent commission the words " running to the shore of Hudson Bay."

Mr. Robinson.-If .your Lordships will: permit me to say so that is the branch
of my argument founded on the commission; and I was going to take it afterwards&
That is entirely a separate matter.

Lord Aberdre.-But I wanted to knoew as a matter of fact, and surely the
Dominion must know, whether it claims as a part of Lower Canada all this territory
which apparently is marked off as belonging to Lower Canada?

Mr. Robinson.-I cannot say what the claim of the Dominion would be as
regards Lower Canada, becanse I have not addressed myself to that, not thinking
that it was in question. I cannot speak authoritatively as to that. I should have to go
back to - the Quebec Act. We have always regarded that Act as defining the
boundaries, whatever they may be.

Sir Montagne Smith.-That is common ground, and, if so, the question is
Whether the Province of Quebec does not indisputably go up to the north, indepen-
,dent of the water shed ?

Mr. Robinson.-I think I understand his Lordship's question. As I understand
his Lordship, ho is referring to its being carried up by a commission.

Lord Aberdare.-No; the commission explains more clearly, in indisputablê
language, that which before was described in language more open to doubt.

Mr. Robinson.-That was previously described in another commission.
Lord Aberdare.-I do not want you to anticipate your argument.
Mr. Robinson.-I will pass on.
Sir Montagne Smith.-You were just saying, that what the French did, had no

bearing on this case.
Mr. Robinson.-Yes. That has been always, in our view, a most important

question. We are both here claiming under England, your Lordships must remem-
ber, and we say that the rights which might exist internationally, as between France
and England, cannot affect this question, which is one as between the Province of
9ntario and the Hudson Bay Company, both claiming under England. Now, therer
is no question that the Crown of England assumed to grant to us--

The Lord Chancellor.-Is there a copy here of Lord Durham's commission in full?
Mr. Robinson.-There is a copy.
The Lord Chancellor.-This seems to be only extracts from it ?
Mr. Robinson.-They probably would not give the whole commission.
The Lord Chancellor.-I should like to see it. It is the commission of the 30th

of March, 1838.
Mr. Robinson.--Iwill proceed with the commission, if your Lordship thinks it

is the best order.
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The Lord Chancellor.-It is not merely the commission to lord Durham, but
the same description is repeated in the commission, of the same year, to Sir John
Colborne, as Governor of Upper Canada. The same thing is repeated in the com-
mission to Sir John Colborne, of December, 1838, as Governor of Lower Canada, and
the commission of 1839.

Mr. Robinson.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-In truth, in thoQe two years, 1838 and 1839, there was

no less than five commissions, all containing that description. Thore were the
commission to Lord Durham, for the whole of Canada, apparently both Upper and
Lower; a commission to Sir John Colborne, also for Upper and Lower Canada, and
another, during the same period, and in each commission the description is the same.

Mr. Robinson-There is no question as to the meaning of the torms of the
commissions. The question as to their effect I propose to discuss.

The Lord Chancellor.-Reputation is of great importance, and what reputation
can be higher than that which is expressed in these commissions ?

Mr. Robinson.-Of course, I am very ready and very desirous to go to that part
of the argument, if your Lordships prefer it, but I am trying to point out what we
think a very important branch of the case, the effect of the French possessions and
the French acts within the country.

Sir Montague Smith.-You say that has always been regarded by the Dominion
as being irrelevant ?

Mr. Robinson.-Yes.
Sir Montague Smith.-What is your argment then upon that ?
Mr. Robinson.-My argument I was about to address to your Lordship upon

that. We say that the question, being solely as between Ontario and the Hudson
Bay Company, the question of what was granted to the Hudson Bay Ccmpany mast
be what the Crown of England treated as the Hudson Bay territory, that when
Cana1a is directed by the Act of Parliament to go to the southern boundary of the
territory granted, in order to ascertain that, we must ascertain (all French claims
being removed by the cession of 1763) how and in what light the Crown of England
regarded their grant. Anything that the French obtained, after the grant by the
Crown of England to the Hudson Bay Company; anything the French obtained by
possession or whatever it may be, was practically obtained as an act of war. It
was obtained as an act of trespass, or a hostile act against the British Government.

The Lord Chancellor.-You do not pretend it was occupied in any other sense
than that there were forts at the mouth of the river and upon Hudson Bay ?

Mr. Robinson.-Yes, there is this unquestionably.
Sir Montagne Smith.-ln what respect did your occupation differ from that of

the French ?
L>rd Aberdare.-In being less complete ?
Mr. Robinson.-No, we discovered the bay and the river, and we settled upon

the coast. I am either right or wrong in saying that gave us the right according to
the rules at that time prevailing --

Sir Montagne Smith.-That is discovery, but as far as occupation went ?
Lord Aterdare.- Did you occupy them within a reasonable time ?
Mr. Robinon.-We think we did. Considering the nature of the territory and

the purpose for which it could be occupied, we think we oc3upied within a roason-
able time, and we say the French came in there simply as trespassers, endeavoring
to take from us what the Crown of England had asserted a right to, what she had
established her right to by discovery, and what she had granted her subjects.

Taen we say whatever rights could be founded upon the occupation by the
French, at ail events vanished when the French ceded the whole country in 1763 to
England, and afterwards when England, subsequently to that, recognized the rightsof
the Hudson Bay Company under the charter granted by the Crown. The Crown
never for a moment adopted the rights acquired by the French as entitling the
Crown to any portion of this land. 264
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Lord Aberdare.-Then comes the question why on earth did they appear te take
all east of this line ?

Mr. Robinson.-That I will come to.
Lord Aberdare.-That at once breaks enormously upon your argument.
The Lord Chancellor.-The commissions were acts of State and of great

authority and importance, beginning contemporaneously almost with the conquest
of Quebec and coming down to the years 1838 and 1839, and probably the case
depends upon them more than upon anything else ?

Mr. Robinson.-Then, my Lord, I will go to them and say what J wish to say to
try and establish the argument which I was advancing, because that argument is
one which, whether right or wrong, has been, the one always adopted by the
Dominion.

Sir Robert Collier.-You have something to add to your present argument before
you go to that. You may as well finish that, perlhaps ?

Mr. Robinson.-It is just as your Lordships desire. I am only anxious to place
myself in the hands of the court and conduct my argument as far as I am able as
they desire. If I am to conclude that argument, we say that the question is what
did England regard as the territory she had granted to the Hudson Bay Company,
because beyond ail doubt, by the Act of Parliament, we were entitled to go te the
limit of that territory.

Now the claims which the Hudson Bay Company made, have a double aspect in
this case. They bear in so far as they were known to and sanctioned by or adopted
by the Crown upon the construction placed by the Crown upon their own charter,
just as an executive act of the same nature in the commissions would be an act show-
ing the construction placed upon the Crown by their grant. They also bear upon
that expression in the Rupert's Land Act: " The territory held or claimed." I ara
not again going into that in detail (my learned friend has done that) as to what It
'was thoy did claim ; but I want to point out to your Lordships one or two pointa
Which seem to me, at ail events, to be worthy of a special notice. After the Treaty
Of Utrecht, by which the Hudson Bay Territory substantially was ceded to England
by France (the treaty having been concluded in April, 1713,) in May, 1713, the
ompany demand delivery of possession to their nominees. Your Lordships will find

At page 576 what I take to be the plainest recognition by the Crown of the rights
Of the Hudson Bay Company. As I understand it the Treaty of Utrecht, at all events,
Ceded ail that territory to England. Now, at page 576, Lord Dartmouth writes to
the Lords of Trade, ho having been asked on the previous page by the Hudson Bay
Conpany that ler Majesty would be graciously pleased to direct the said Act of
cession might be transmitted to the petitioners as also Her Majesty's commission to
certain gentlemen named to take possession. In answer to that Lord Dartmouth-
ays: "I am to acquaint you that the places and countries, therein named, belong-

ing of right to British subjects, ler M1ajesty did not think fit to receive any act of
Cession from the French king, and has therefore insisted only upon an order from
that court for delivering possession to such persons as should be authorized by Her
Majesty to take it; by this means the title of the company is acknowledged and they
Wi come into the immediate enjoyment of their property without further trouble."
Xow that, we say, is the strongest conceivable auknowledgment and affirmance and
assertion of the title of the Hudson Bay Company by the Crown. " We have nothing
to do with this territory. France has been obliged to yield it to us but we decline to
tae a delivery of it to ourselves. We simply require that the French Crown shal
deliver it to the Hudson Bay Company whose territory it is." Now in pursuance of
that Possession was given.

.ir Robert Collier.-The delivery was of the Bay and Straits of Iudon and the
buildings thereon erected.

Mr. Robinson.-Yes, there is no question what they claimed. Now we shall se
What construction the Crown put upon the extent of the claims of the Hudson Bay
Company. Will your Lordships refer to pa eas 511 and 512 ? You will remember
that commissioners were appointed after the Treaty of Utrecht with the view of set-
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tling these territories but whether they ever did settle ther or not is a disputed
question, but upon which the weight of evidence, I think, is against their having
settled them. At page 511 your Lordships will find the document.

Sir Robert Collier.-We have had this document.
Mr. Robinson.-Yes, that document has been referred to. Your Lordship will find

this was a memoir on the limits of Hudson Bay sent by the English commissaries
appointed by England through Lord Stair, Ambassador in Paris to ilaréchal d'Estrees,
one of the French commissaries. We there have the demand made by the Crown
en bebalf of the Hudson Bay Company; what can possibly be stronger than the
demand made there as including the watershed? In the first place, the commissaries
-named by his Britainie Majesty demand that the said limits may be defined to comm
nence from the North Cape of Davis' Bay?

The Lord Chancellor.-That is the 49th parallel ?
Mr. h'obinson.-No, not what I am on at this moment.
The Lord Chancellor.-That is further to the east ?
Mr. Robinson.-No, further to the north.
The Lord Chancellor.-Well, to the north-east ?
Mr. Robinson.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor,-All that we have to deal with as to this is surely the

49th paraflel ?
Mr. Robinson.-Yes, but your Lordship will see when I point out the rest how

completely their demand inclades the height of land. Their demand was " that no
French vessel, boat or ship whatsoever shall be allowed to pass to the north or the
-west side of the North Cape of Davis' Bay towards or into the Strait or Bay of
Rudson, under any pretext whatsoever," and further that the 49th parallel shall be
their limit. " The said commissaries farther demand that the subjects of His Mosý
Christian Majesty shall not build forts or found settlements upon any of the rivers
which empty into Hudson Bay under any pretext whatsoever."

The Lord Chancellor.-We must reconcile that with the demand of the 49th
parallel as the boundary line ?

Mr. Robinson.- Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-As the boundary of their territorial domain they proposed

the 49th parallel and beyond that they wanted to restrict French trade even in
French territory.

Mr. Robinson.-They did.
The Lord Chancellor.-That may or may not have been a reasonable demand or

one they were likely to persevere in, but how does il, affect the boundary?
Mr. Robinson.-In this way, we submit. It shows the boundaries the Crown

thought had been granted to the Hudson Bay Company by their grant because it wa
a claim made by the Crown for the benefit of the Hudson Bay Company upon France.

The Lord Chancellor.-It demands something outside this boundary. The 49th
Iarallel is evidently one which would not coincide with that ?

Mr. Robinson.-Our belief is that the 49th parallel and the height of land were
mamed indifferently. Practically they come to ruch the same thing. They give and
take.

The Lord Chancellor.-They knew that the 49th parallel, if it were adopted as s
boundary would not extend to the subject of their further demand, because it seen
from the further demand, if they had already got a boundary beyond which neither
French nor any person employed by them should pass, it would be quite unnecessary
to put in the farther demand which followed.

Mr. Robinson.-Our construction has been that there would not be an incongr
tency in any such demand nor an intention to have it inconsistent, but that it io
inconsistent because they regarded the 49th parallel and the height of land: 20
practically the same.

The Lord Chancellor. -There seems to be no foundation for such au idea eitli<
iu fact or in, nature, but suppôsing there had been, then everything they coi44
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possibly desire would be granted by establishing that as the boundary, but knowing
it is not so or may not be so they make a further demand.

Mr. Robinson.-Then I should be content to say they demanded the 49th parellel,
because, whether we take the 49th parallel or the height of land, we certainly have
more than the award gives us.

The Lord Chancellor.-It strikes me this document is very much indeed against
the notion that at that time they had any idea of the height of land as their territorial
boundary, because, having proposed a boundary of their territorial rights, they theâ
go on to desire to restrict French trade even to the south of that boundary, if these
rivers happened to go up so far.

Mr. Robinson.-The view we submit, on the other hand, is that their subsequent
demand is merely an illustration of their first demand. In other words they say: We-
demand the 49bh parallel, and to show yon what we mean we add thia farther
demand. All that I desire to show is that if that demand is taken altogether it is
1tterly impossible to frame a demand more comprehensible and more clearly includ-
ing everything watered by those rivers, because first they say we demand that noý
ship of yours shall come inside the straits; in other words, no ship of yours shall
approach the mouth of any of those rivers. In the next place we demand that no
subject of yours shall settle upon any part of those rivers. How can you make or
frame a stronger demand including the rivers and all the country watered by them ?
It seems to me that language would fail to include more clearly a demand t' all the
countries watered by the rivers. Now, it is to be remembered, that was a demand
Made by the Crown authoritatively upon France. It was an executive Aet at least of
the same character, I apprehend, as commissions, and so on, and has the same weight
in the construction of the Crown grant as commissions may have in relation to other
mnatters. In 1714 the company, at all events, acknowledge the delivery of the pro-
perty and they repeat the limits and say they demand that the French shall not
Come north of them by land or water.

Sir Robert Collier.-Where do they acknowledge the delivery ?
Mr. Robinson.-It was in 1714.
The Lord Chancellor.-What is the page you are referring to ?
Mr. Robinson.-Pages 576 and 577.
Sir Robert Collier. This is what they acknowledge: " The compan y do with

the utmost gratitude return your Majesty their most humble and hearty thanks for
the great care your Majesty has taken for them by the Treaty of Utrecht, whereby
the French are obliged to restore the whole Bay of Hudson andlthe straits." That is all.

The Lord President.-You see what they mean by that if you look at the note
At the top of the page 575. They mean what was meant by the original words of the
charter. They say so themselves. There is a note by the Hudson Bay Company.

Mr. Robinson.-The company are by their charter constituted lords proprietors,
of all those lands, territories, seas, straits, bays, rivers, lakes and sounds within the
entrance of the straits, and so on.

The Lord Chancelor.-At the top of page 575 it says: " These limits being
first settled and adjusted the company are willing to refer their losses." Then they
maake a note.

The Lord President.-I mean that shows what they mean by the shorter expres
Sion " Bay and Straits of Hudson." It is their own explanation of it.

Sir Robert Collier.-" All those lands, territories, seas, streights, bays, rivers,.
lakes and 3ounds within the entrance of the streights," is all they say.

The Lord President.-It is an old expression which they are taking from the>
Original charter.

The Lord Chancellor.-In one place there is a reference to the commissionera
With a view to the settlement of the limits. In another place there is an acknow-
ledgment of the delivery. No person eau suppose they mean everything they claimed
h been de facto delivered.

Mr. -Robinson.-At ail events that was in 1713 and 1714, and what I have sab-
Soquently referred to in 1719 is the demand of the Crown thereby as we say, putting
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the construction upon their own charter. The Crown plainly demand you shall not
enter the straits. You shall make no settlement on the rivers. That demand they
make on behalf of the company. The only other point to which your Lordships'
attention has been called is this: It is said the company at one time were content
with a lesser boundary. That was.in 1701. It is to be found at pages 563 and 564.
1It is after the Treaty of Ryswick, and it is impossible to frame a claim more clearly
without prejudice. The company there, while they said they would take bounds
much more limited, expressly asserted their undoubted right to ail Hudson Bay.

Sir Robert Collier.-" The limits which the Hudson Bay Company conceive to
be necessary as boundaries."

Mr. Robinson.-Yes, and at page 564 they say, if this is not accepted, they
adhere to their undoubted right to the whole bay and straits. It was not accepted,
and that ends that. So from the beginning to the end the company had always
claimed up to parallel 49, whether it was or was not identical with the height of
land. If they do not get 49 the award must be wrong. The Crown had adopted
that claim and asserted it for them as against France. Then we pass on to the
megotiations which led to the Rupert's Land Act. That Act again, whether rightly
,r wrongly, we have always conceived practically to put an end to the whole ques-
tion. That Act admits or authorizes the admission into the Confederation and for
-the purposes of that Act, in other words, for the purpose of this admission into the
Union, it defines it as being al the land and territory which the Hudson Bay Com-
pany hold or claim. If your Lordship will look at page 164, when those negotia-
tions first began or near the initiation of them (for I do not desire to go through them
minutely again) your Lordship will find that the Secretary of State for the Colonies
wrote to the Governor Generai of Canada, saying, you are aware that the Hudson
-Bay Company claim under the charter of 1760.

Sir Robert Collier.-That is in 1856 ?
Mr. Robinson.-Yes, that is about the beginning of the negotiations which ulti-

mately eided in the Rupert's Land Act and in the admission. I am coming to that
now. That is in connection with the Hudson Bay claims. " You are aware that the
Hudson Bay Company claim, under the charter of 1760 and the various Acts of Par-
liament which they consider to have subsequently recognized it, rights of proprietor-
Ship, exclusive trade, taxation and government, over ail the regions under British
dominion watered by streams flowing into Hudson Bay." So that there was a dis-
tinct statement by the Government of England to the Governor General that that
was the claim of the Hudson Bay Company. Negotiations followed upon that, and I
do not desire to refer to those negotiations at length and in detail, because they have
been referred to more or less; at ail events Canada answered that, practically assert-
ing that the Hudson Bay Company had no territorial rights at al. They sent home
Mr. Draper at that time to insist upon that view. There was an enquiry by the
Hlouse of Commons in England (which is before your Lordship), who took evidence.
The resuit of ail that was that the British Government declined altogether to ques-
tion the Hudson Bay Company's charter. They said to Canada: We think ourselve0
precluded, having submitted the matter to the law officers, by every principle of
equity, froin questioning the charter. Do you wish to do so for yourselves ? WO
will afford you every facility if you like to question it. Canada said: No, we will
not take the responsibility of questioning the charter. Then the Hudson Bay Coi"-
jpany at one time (in 1858) were rather desired by the then Colonial Secretary tO

t.bmit the validity of their charter as a question for the courts. They distinctll
refused to do so. They eaid their charter had been recognised by numerous Acte of
Parliament and they would submit no question which implied any doubt as to its
validity; Canada would not question it herself. Thon it was suggested to Canada:
-Do yeu not wish to take part, or had you not botter take part, in negotiations with
the Hudson Bay Company for the cession of its territory? Canada declined. She
said the Imperial Government granted the charter and had better negotiate with the
.oompany to whom they granted it, and our arrangements can be made subsequentlY•
-They then sent four delegates from Canada to assist in those negotiations, though not
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directly, but to be there as a board representing Canada, as I understand it. Then
Orders in Council were passed, and so on. There was an address to Her Majesty
from the Dominion Parliament. There were arguments strongly urged by the
Dominion Parliament that the cession should be made without any reference to the
Hudson Bay Company. England refused to consent to anything of that sort and
ifsisted upon protecting the rights of the company. Your Lordship will find, at
page 273, in 1868 the Colonial Secretary writes to the Governor General, refusing to
transfer, and saying: "Il purpose to introduce a Bill into the Imperial Parliament,
With the view of authorizing any arrangement which may be effected on the basis
thus indicated, of defining the territory over which it extends," and so on. So that
the intention of the Government here to pass a Bill defining this territory was also
thon expressed.

Thon the next thing we find is that in 1868 Messrs. Cartier and McDougall, two
Of the thon Ministers of the Crown in Canada, were sent to England. That was
after the passing of the Rupert's Land Act. Your Lordships will find at page 275,
that before going to England ho specially called the attention of the Government
to the fact that " the terms of the recont Act of the Imperial Parliament to enable
Her Majesty to accept a surrender upon terms of the land privileges and rights of
the Hudson Bay Company which declares that Rupert's Land for the purposes of
that Act shall include the whole of the lands and territories held or olaimed to be
held by the company." And they recommend that they be authorized to arrange
for the admission of the North-West Territory into union with Canada, and the Com-
luittee of the Privy Council of Canada report upon that, and it is approved by the
Governor General.

Thon the Rupert's Land Act is passed, which is to be found at page 445.
Now, what we say with regard to that Act, is, that it practically puts an end to

the whole of this controversy, and that it was intended to put an end to it. The way
in which it was arranged was this: Her Majesty accepted from- the company a
transfer of their whole property and for the purpose of the transfer of the property
Was defined and it was surrendered to the Crown as all the land the Hudson Bay
Company had claimed.

The Lord Chancellor&-Held or claimed ?
Mr. Robinson.-Yes, " held or claimed to hold by the said Governor and com-

Pany." Thon the Imperial Parliament, or rather the Crown of England, having the
Property in themselves granted that property to the Dominion. The Dominion
acquired that property from the Crown, the Dominion paid for that property the
Mun of £300,000, the money coming from the joint purse of the Confederated Pro-
Vinces.

The Lord Chancellor.-Supposing any part belonged to Canada. Nothing was
Paid to Canada, I suppose, was it ?

Mr. Robinson.-No, it was not; but for the purposes of getting that Act and for
the purposes of getting the territory it was vested in the Crown and it was acquired
fromn the Crown by Canada not by Ontario.

The Lord Chancellor.-But is your proposition that if under those words a con-
Siderable slice of Upper Canada was taken that that was taken without any con-
ideration by the Imperial Goverument from Upper Canada?

t Mr. Robinson.-Yes, that is, so it is acknowledged by Canada for that purposeo be part of Rupert's Land.
Sir Montague Smith.-How does Canada's claim affect Ontario?

rMr. Robinson.-Simply because Canada now derives her titie to that property
from the Im perial Government. Let us just têst it.

Sir Barnes Peacock.--It was to be surrendered to the Crown on condition that
the Crown was to put it back again into Çanada. That was the Act of Parliament?

Mr. Robinson. -Yes.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-It was not to be the Crown's property ?
Mr. Robinson.-No.
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Sir Barnes Peacock.-But it was conveyed to the Crown on condition that the
Crown would within a certain time reconvey it ?

Mr. Robinson.-Yes, after a time.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is an extraordinary thing to say that the Imperial

Govern ment took, without consideration from Canada or Ontario, part of its terri-
tory and included it in Rupert's Land to be, by some future Act, made a distinct
property. Of course if such a thing was part of the Imperial Act it will receive its
proper construction, but it seems to be an extraordinary thing-of course that
assumes t hat it was part of Upper Canada. If it was part of Upper Canada, and it
was intended to pass under the Act there, it clearly falls within the words.

Mr. Robinson.-Are not the words plain ? Is not the property which Canada
thereby receives the property which the Hudson Bay Company claim to hold ? Is
is not quite clear what property they did claim to hold? If so, just look at what
the effect of a contrary construction would be. Is it possible to hold that after the
United Provinces have paid a sum of £300,000 for this property, which, as I say,
comes from a joint rate levied on all the Provinces, comes from their joint purse-

The Lord Chancellor.-Property taken from Upper Canada without notice-
Mr. Robinson.-Not without notice.
The Lord Chancellor.-And a rate levied upon them to pay for what belonged,

not to them, but to somebody else. But there is not the slightest trace that I can
see in the controversy that anything was taken from Upper Canada.

Mr. Robinson.-All I desire is to present to your Lordships what we conceived
to be the meaning, and see what the practical result is. Supposing after this money
was paid for this territory, derived from the source I have already indicated, some-
body were to come in and say: "Why, three.fourths of this property belonged to
us before. "

The Lord Chancellor.-But they are not so claiming.
Mr. Robinson.-They are now claiming.
The Lord Chancellor.-That claim is set aside as manifestly anfounded, and

you are not called upon to answer it.
Mr. Robinson.-But they are now claiming that part of the property which the

Hudson Bay Company claim as having belonged to them before this transfer. That
is what I mean.

The Lord Chancellor.-There is nothing in these words to show it.
Mr. Robinson.-Apart from this controversy, Upper Canada did claim a great

deal of this property as being theirs before the transfer.
Lord Aberdare.-Who is the Honorable Joseph Cauchon?
Mr. Robinson.-He is the administrator of the whole Province.
Lord Aberdare.-Of the whole Dominion and Upper Canada in 1857 ?
Mr. Robinson.-Not in 1857.
Lord Aberdare.-Of the whole Province of Canada?
Mr. Robinson.-Yes; he was Commissioner of Crown Lands, Canada, 1857.
Lord Aberdare.-In 1857, when he was Commissioner, what did he represent?
Mr. Robinson.-He represented Upper and Lower Canada.
Lord Aberdare.-When you turn to page 169, you will see what the claims of

Canada are. I do not sec Upper Canada.
Mr. Robinson.-There is, no doubt, what their claims were. They made the

strongest claims and asserted that the Hudson Bay Company had no territorial
right at ail.

Lord Aberdare.-No; look at page 169. You will see that the Hudson BaY
Company were allowed to establish themselves on the Canadian territory.

Mr. Robinson.-Yes; they assert the French view.
Lord Aberdare.-Look at page 16C, at about line 12. The commissioner says

that the company " have had every facility they could possibly enjoy in their own'
territorics, if such exist," of that there is no doubt, " whether on the coasts Of
Labrador, Lakes Huron, Superior, or Winnipeg, whether on the Saguenay," which
I suppose is wholly Canadian, "the St. Maurice," which I suppose aiso is whollY
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Canadian, "the Ottawa, the Red River, the Assiniboine, or the Saskatchewan."
1ou will see that they couple together the rivers which are undoubtudly and
undisputably Canadian, with those which the Hudson Bay Company claim as having
been permitted to establish posts there. " Whenever they have operated within the
boundaries of Canada they have had precisely the same scope as within their own
territories on the shores of Hudson Bay."

Mr. Robinson.-Yes; and you will see that the wording of that passage clearly
corroborates what I said, that they emphatically denied all rights of territory to the
Hudson Bay Company.

Lord Aberdare.-Yes. They say: " You have had our territory, and you have
Carried on your operations on our territory, and you have had the same facility, and
precisely the same scope on our territories as you have had within your own
territories on the shores of Hudson Bay."

Mr. Robinson.-Yes. They said: " We simply allowed you to trade in our
territories just as you would within your own."

Lord Aberdare.-Yes.
The Lord President.-In page 170 you will see ho says this: "In the first place,

then, with respect to the territory affected by the charter of the Hudson Bay Com-
pany, it may be admitted that it would not only be difficult, but absolutely impossible
to define it, it is therefore fortunate that its limited extent renders the question of
little importance, further than it becomes necessary to consider and rebut the very
large pretensions of the company."

The Lord Chancellor.-However, any extravagant view taken by the represent-
ative of Canada could not diminish the right that they had. But to say that the use
of the word " claim " is to take away part of Upper Canada and annex it to Rupert's
land, is a proposition which is really beyond all argument.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-This is an Act really which authorizes the Hudson Bay
Company's surrender of all that they claim. It is not because it authorized the
Hudson Bay Company's surrender that it would bo binding upon any other persons,
'Ontario or any other colony, not to claim that which belonged to them. It was to
bind the Hudson Bay Company saying: " When you receive this £300,000, and have
Inade a surrender, you will have no claim to Rupert's Land." Then section 4 enacts:
"'tUpon the acceptance by Her Majesty of such surrender, all rights of government
and proprietary rights, and all other privileges, liberties,. franchises, powers and
authorities whatsoever granted or purported to be granted by the said letters patent
to the said governor and company within Rupert's Land, and which shall have been
80 surrendered, shall be absolutely extinguished." It does not say that it shall
extinguish the rights of any other colonies of Upper Canada or Ontario.

The Lord Chancellor.-The question is whether this territory did belong to
Canada. If it did belong t Canada, thon no doubt it is part of Rupert's Land.

Mr. Robinson.-Substantially Canada treated for this territory, on the footing that
it did not belong to them, and the Confederation paid for it on that footing.

Now, let me refer your Lordship to section 5 of the Rupert's Land Act. What
can be the meaning of that ? And, remember, this is an Imperial Act overriding
everything. " It shall be competent to Her Majesty, by any such order or orders in
council as aforesaid, on address from the Houses of the Parliament of Canada, to
declare that Rupert's Land shall, from a date therein mentioned, be admitte i into and
become part of the Dominion of Canada."

The Lord Chancellor.-That shows that it was not so before.
Mr. Robinson.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-That is a strong argument against supposing that any.

thing that was so before is included in the designation of Rupert's Land.
Mr. Robinson.-" And therefore it shall be lawful for the Parliament of Canada,from the date aforesaid, to make, ordain and establish within the land and territory

80 admitted as aforesaid, 'all such laws, institutions and ordinances, and to constitute
such courts and officers as may be necessary for the peace, order and good govern-
-nent of Her Majesty's subjects and others therein provided, that until otherwise
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enacted by the said Parliament of Canada, ail the powers, authorities and jurisdic-
tion of the several courts of justice now established in Rupert's Land, and of the
several officers thereof, and of ail magistrates and justices now acting within the said
limits, shall continue in full force and effect therein." Now, remember that that
was authorizing the Dominion to mak'e laws for the peace, order and good govern-
ment of that country, in other words, that the government of that country was
placed under the Dominion.

Sir Montague Smith.-Then that leaves the boundaries of that country just the
same ?

Mr. Robinson.-If it belonged to Ontario.
Sir Montagne Smith.-That is the question. Then, it is not part of Rupert's

Land. Whatever was part of Ontario was already in that Province. Then Rupert's
Land is made part of Ontario. The boundary betwoen Rupert's Land and Ontario
is what we are trying to get at. They cannot claim to hold what belonged to some-
body else, unless they make out their title.

Mr. Robinson.-I say that the result may be this, that after all the negotiations,
after the acquirement of this territory, described as it is described by that descrip-
tion, including that which Ontario now claims, Ontario may come and say " part of
that property which was purchased by the united funds, belongs to me."

The Lord Chancellor.-No; they would not say it was part of that property.
Sir Montagne Smith.-You assume complex propositions which they deny.
Mr. Robinson.-I submit that I am able to prove, and that I have proved, that

they claim it as part of their property. Of course, if I have not proved it, my argu-
ment fails.

Sir Montagne Smith.-Supposing that any part was formerly a part of Canada,
do you mean to say that it ceased to be Canada and became part of Rnpert's Land ?

Mr. Robinson.-I say any part which Canada claimed to hold at the time she
came into the Confederation, ceased to be a part of Canada therefrom.

The Lord Chancellor. -If it does not apply to the whole, why does it apply to
part ?

Mr. Robinson.-I pass now to the question of the commissions which your Lord-
ahips directed my attention to some time ago.

Lord Aberdare.-From 1791 onwards.
Mr. Robinson.-Oh ! From before that, from 1774. Now, in the first place,

they say that the Quebec Act defines the bounds.
The Lord Chancellor.-Supposing these commissions show what was understood

by the Crown of England to be within these boundaries, and what was acted upon as
being within these boundaries, does it not require that we should take the two things
together ?

Mr. Robinson.-Yes ; but I say whatever is the meaning of the Quebec Act, that
defines the boundaries. I say wherever the commissions are inconsistent with the
Quebec Act they cannot claim to change it or affect it in any way in its operation.
I say wherever the commissione are uniform it may well be that they in some way
throw some light upon the Act and explain it;' but the only benefit that we derive
from them, in our view, is that they do explain the Act. The commissions them-
selves are inconsistent with one another. They are consistent with one view, and
inconsistent with another view. In the first place the commission of 1774 requires
no more explanation because it has been given fully already. The commission goes
morthward along the eastern bank of the Mississippi, and I have said ail I have to say
about that. Our contention is that the commission is clear, and that the Act is
inconsistent with it. That is my argument about that. Now, the next is the com-
mission of 1786. That was the commission to Sir Guy Carleton.

The Lord President.-The boundary laid down in this commission is entirely
independent of the north lino and the junction of the two rivers.

Lord Aberdare.-Remenber this is after the separation.
The Lord President.-Yes, it has nothing to do with the due north lino.
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Mr. Robinson.-No. Of course it had to start from a differont point, because all
the southern territory had been conceded. Thon the first distinctioa between the
Commission of 1786 and the commission of 1774 is this. The fÍist commission
differed from the Act, going to the Mississippi and thon going along its westward
bank. The next Commission goes back to the wording of the Act, curiously. It
goes to the Mississippi, and thon goes northward without saying " going riorthward
along the eastern bank of the Mississippi." It is a curious thing. We may say on our
side that that shows that the commissioners did not intend to depart fiom the word-
ing of the Act in their first commission.

The Lord Chancellor.-As a matter of fact the whole course of the Mississippi
had been ceded to the United States. It was evident that that was not understood
at the time.

Mr. Robinson.-Downwards, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-But that was so in point of fact.
Mr. Robinson. -Yea, that was so-in point of fact downwards. The commission

of 186 goes back to the wording of the Act so far as the Mississippi is concerned-
it says, if I recollect rightly, that the boundary goes "on a due west courtse to the
Mississippi and northwards to the southern boundary" of the Hudson Bay.Coipany's
territory.

Sir Robert Collier.-" To the Lake of the Woods and thon from the Lake of
the Woods to the north-western point thereof."

The Lord President.-Whatever it is, it carries the limits of " our Province of
Quebec " as far as the Lake of the Woods, and further westward.

Lord Aberdare.-But we have been told that the supposition was that the
Mississippi was west of the Lake of the Woods, but would not this seem to extend the
boundary to the Lake of the Woods-to the point where the Mis-dssippi goes?

Mr. Robinson.-Nothing could be plainer.
The Lord Chancellor.-Then it turns out that that was an error. You cannot

find any western point in that way, and that thoy were therefore right in stopping
at the extreme point as a correct description.

Lord Aberdare.--Yes; at the same time it shows that in the minds of those who
Were putting the construction that there was sonething west of the Lake of the
Woods.

The Lord Chancellor.-Yes.
Sir Robert Collier.-After indicating the due west course to the Mississippi it

thon goeson northward to the southern boundary of the territory grantud to the
11udson Bay Company.

The Lord Chancellor.-I should read it as if expressed thus: " Thence through the
said lake to the most north-western point thereof," and that if the River Mississippi
rUns to the west thoreof, thon northward to the River Mississippi to the southern
boundary of the territory granted to the Hudson Bay Company.

Sir Robert Collier.-It assumes the Mississippi to be northward of the southern
boundary of the Hudson Bay Company's territory.

Mr. Robinson.-Both the commission and the treaty were founded upon a
geographical mistake.

The Lord Chancellor.-It is so, no doubt.
Mr. iRobinson.-We all know that if you were to go due west te the angle of the

Lake of the Woods you would not touch it; therefore we point to a commission
which is plainly founded on an error. If they had recognized the height of land
then they never would have drawn this commission in these terms. Nobody in the
World can question that. Thon what weight is to be attached to a commission which
is founded on an error? What we say under the circumstances is, that that commis.
elon cannot affect the Act, that is what we say.

The Lord President.-It is quite accurate as to the southern boundary from Long
Lake te Lake Superior and the Lake of the Woods.

Mr. IRobinsn.-Yes. You cannot get at that without interfering with the rights
of the Hudson Bay Company. If their rights are what I have said, if the Hudson Bay
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Company are entitled to the height of land (I do not want to go back to that) the
Crown could not take it from them by a commission.

The Lord Chancellor. -We have strong evidence that the Crown did not regard
the territory of Rupert's Land as included in this district, and that it was not acted
upon as being in this district.

Mr. Robison.-They did not know where the height of land was any more than
they knew where the source of the Mississippi was.

Sii Montague Smith.-If they meant the height of land, why did not they say
so? Because it was capable of being clearly ascertained.

Lord Aberdare.-Your contention, I suppose, would be that they suppose the
Lake of the Woods went in a soutberly direction.

Mr. Robinson.-Yes. There was a mistake altogether as to where the line of the
water was. I am not going back to that.

The Lord Chancellor. -This map is, as nearly as possible, 100 years old.
Mr. Robinson.-I cannot strengthen my argument by a repetition, and as long

as my argument is understood I will not say anything more.
The Lord Chancellor.-It soems to me that the argument on the evidence you

have put forward about that to be wholly beside the question.
Mr. Robinson.-Of course that commission in question was issued on the theory

that the source of the Mississippi was in a different place altogether. There can be
no mistake about that.

Sir Robert Collier.-Yes.
Mr. Robinson.-And if the construction of the Hudson Bay Company's charter

is to give to them the height of land yon cannot take it from them by commission.
That is what I say upon that, the subject being the most important branch, or one of
the most important branches, at ahl events, of the discussion of this subject in the
view taken by the Dominion. I think it bas been always said to be an established
proposition of law, that it is impossible to question the assertion that no commission
can interfere with an Act of Parliament which, by itself, is clear.

Then we come to the end of 1791. A great deal has been said about that, and
there again is an instance of the inconsistency of these commissions, and the danger
of founding any argument upon them, because they vary from each other.
• Lord Aberdare.-You come to another class of questions.

Mr. Robinson-The Act of 1791 is what is generally termed " the Constitutional
Act."

Sir Montague Smith.-Page 393, is it not?
Mr. Robinson.-Yes; but I ought, before speaking to those, remind your

Lordship that there is a commission put into Mr. Johnson, I think in respect of the
territory of Illinois, which was referred to by my friends as strengthening their
construction of the Quebec Act. That is to be found at page 383. In the first
place there is a singular circurmstance connected with that, and that is that they are
ail commissions to Lieutenant Governors.

The one to Mr. Johnson your Lordships have already had. That has been
referred to by my friends as strengthening their construction of the Quebec Act
and their view that Illinois was included.

Sir Robert Collier.-That goes against the due north line?
Mr. Robinson.-Yes; what I want to point out to your Lordships as a curions

circumstance is that if you look at page 385 there is an item " To Philip De Roche-
blave, Esq., for bis salary as commandant of the Illinois from the 13th January, 1784,
to the 13th January, 1785, pursuant to Lieutenant Governor Hamilton's warrant
dated 2nd March, 1785, £200." Against that is put: " To this article I cannot assent,
as it is unprecedented, and as it introduces a new appointment upon the civil estab-
lishment of the Province, and the more especially as lis Excellency Governor
Haldimand declined issuing warrants for the six months ending lst of December,
1l84, for the salaries of Lieutenant Governors Abbot and Johnson, though commis-
sioned by the King, as St. Vincent and the Illinois were without the limits assigned
by the Province by the definitive treaty, and not occupied by the King's troops or
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subjects." I point to that remark to say that I myself am not able clearly to under-
stand it.

Lord Aberdare.-St. Vincent is within the lino?
Mr. Robinson.-St. Vincent is within the Illinois.
Mr. Mowat.-The explanation is that it ceased to be British territory under

the treaty.
Mr. Robinson.-No; ho says it was " without the limita assigned to the Province

by the definitive treaty." The definitive treaty has generally been spoken of as the
Treaty of Paris of 1763. That is what has been called the definitive treaty.

The Lord Chancellor.-No; it is made perfectly intelligible thoro.
Lord Aberdare.-It means the last treaty there.
Mr. Robinson.-If it means the last treaty thero of course that makes it clear;

but it has been spoken of throughout the books as the treaty of 1763. I can show
your Lordship that in many places.

The Lord Chancellor.-It agrees with the fact. It is within the limita deflned
for the Province.

Mr. Robinson.-By the treaty of 1763.
Lord Aberdare.-It could not be said that it i- within the treaty of 1763.
Mr. R.Iobison.-If it was the treaty of 1783, it is intelligible, but it is not what

is called the definitive treaty. Although thero is a commission to Governor Johnson
and this was in Illinois, there seems to be no commission for this territory up to the
northward. One would expect to find commissions for the Government of that
territory as well as for that of Illinois. That shows that it is not taken as being
within the country. Now I pass to the Act of 1791, which your Lordship will fini
at page 93-

Sir Robert Collier.-That divides the two Provinces ?
Mr. Robinson.-Yes; that divides the two Provinces. Now, it has been said

that that Act extends the limita under any circumstances. In the first place, you
will find that the Act does not profess in any way whatever to extend or to diminish
the Provinco of Quebec. It simply says that His Majesty has been pleased to signify
his royal intention to divide his Province of Quebec into two separate Provinces.
Now, that would authorize no Order in Council, which it did more than divide the
Province of Quebec, if thore wore any such Order in Council.

Lord Aberdare.-I suppose there is always some ambiguity in what the meaning
of the Province of Quebec is, because the Province of Quebec, as first constituted,
Was very far from covering the whole of the territory ceded by the French, and when
You say the Province of Quebec here in the Act of Parliament, it means the whole of
the territory ceded by France.

Mr. Robinson.-I should think it meant the Province of Quebec as formed by the
Quebec Act.

The ,Lord Chancellor.-It does not deal with the south-eastern boundary, but
With the north-eastern boundary, and it is material to observe the language of this,
Which, perbaps, might have been equivocal, if the other commissions had not given
Construction to it.

Mr. Robinson.-Yes; my Lord. Now, a great deal has been said about the effect
Of that Act. It has been said that the Act in connection with the Order in Counoil
1Ssued upon it, did extend the Province of Quebec, whatever it might have been before
1774. All we have to say is that the statute itseolf does not more than divide the
Province of Qnebec. It recites the Province of Quebec as formed by the Act of 1774.

The Lord Chancellor.- Is thero any inconsistency between the two, if the bound-
ary between the Hudson territory and the French territory was stated ? SUpposing,
for instance, that the French territory is regarded as running up in accordance with
the lino of the award to Hudson Bay, is there any inconsistency in any part of the
language of the Quebec Act and this langnage ?

Mr. Robinson.-If we regard the French territory as running up to the lino of
Etudson Bay and the French rights as thereby overriding the rights of the Hudson
-Bay Company, there may not be.
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The Lord Chancellor.-Therefore, it depends on the fact. The suggestion of
inconsistency involves a hypothesis of fact, viz., that Hudson Bay boundary did not
coincide with the award line, or, at all events, that it did not carry the French
territory in Canada to the shore of Hudson Bay. But that is a thing to be proved.
It is not proved by the language of the Quebec Act.

Mr. Robinson.-I do not wish to go back, but your Lordship will see.
Sir Montagne Smith.-I think you are trying to meet an argument which you

suppose was used on the other side, viz., that this Act extended the boundary.
Mr. Robinson.-Yes; that is what I mean.
Sir Montague Smith.-I do not know that that was argued ?
Mr. Mowat.-Not the Act itself.
Mr. Robinon.-I certainly recollect that argument often having been used, and
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I thought it was used at the bar.?
Sir Robert Collier.-You are fighting a shadow. I do not think it was argued

here.
Mr. Robinson.-I know it certainly has been contended.
Sir Montague Smith.-It has not been contended at the bar.
Mr. Robinson.-I certainly have heard the contention very often.
Sir Montague Smith.-It was not contended here. You say, although it has

been contended that this Act extended the boundary, it was merely an Act for the
division of the whole Province of Quebec into two.

The Lord Chancellor.-It was rather put forward as evidence of what the
boundary of Quebec was. The words are " from the head of the said ,lake" (that is
Lake Temiscamingue by a line:drawn due north,"-which is certainly the lino we have
here; the blue on the one side and the red on the other) until it strikes the boundary
line of Hudson Bay." Well, of course, we may say that the meaning of that is one
thing or the other, but at all events, it gives you the eastern boundary of the two
Provinces up to that point. Well, that point is, the shore of the bay, or it is the
boundary lino, wherever that might have been, of the Hudson Bay territory. You,
of course, say the latter, and that that did not coincide with the shore of the bay.

Mr, Robinson.-Yes, my Lord.
The Lord Chancellor.-There is no doubt something to be said upon your aide;

for instance there is the primd facie force of the words "dividing line" as distin-
guished from the " coast " or "shore." Now, I should like you to address yourself
to the question whether you find a similar description in any plan in the commission
of 1839, connected with this dividing Act upon which those commissions must have
depended.

Lord Aberdare.-I have looked through the Queboc Act and the commission
founded upon the Quebec Act, and [ find there that the Hudson Bay Company when-
ever they are mentioned are described as " The Merchant Adventurers of England
trading to Hudson Bay," and the first mention of boundary line is when you come to
1791.

Mr. Robinson.-Yes, that is in the commissions.
Lord Aberdare.-On one occasion, and on one occasion only, so far as [ can see,

they are described as the company trading to Hudson Bay, but that was not the
description finally adopted in the Act. It was " the boundary line of the Hudson
Bay."

The Lord Chancellor.-It is very remarkable by the way and ought not to be
overlooked that beforo this Act was passed there was a paper ordered by the House
of Commons to be printed on the 21st April, 1791, which proposed to make a
line " running due north to the boundary of the territory granted to the Merchant
Adventurers of England trading to the Hudson Bay."

Lord Aberdare.-That is what I have quoted just now. The commission is not
so precise. It simply takes the boundary line of Hudson Bay and you will find
afterwards that it is the first and not the second dofinition that is invariably adopted.
Till you come down to the time of Lord Durham, and from that time forward it i0
always the shore of the bay. 276
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Mr. Robinson.-Quite so.
The Lord Chancellor.-But It by no means follows from that that the territory

granted to the Merchant Adventurers of England trading to Hudson Bay in this
description granted to them and in their possession did not coincide with the lino
drawn at the Hudson Bay. The two might be perfectly consistent.

Lord Aberdare.-You will find in all the Orders in Council afterwards that the
definition in the second is not adopted. It shows that it was before them, but they
did not adopt it.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-That is so, but, probably, it was thought to be the same
thing, because here was the boundary in 1700.

Lord Aberdare.-I do fnot say that. When you come to find that upon sub-
sequent documents the word " shore " is subsituted for 4e boundary ;" it seems material.

Tho Lord Chancellor.-It seems to be possible that the Legislature deliberately
adopted the words " boundary line of Hudson Bay " rather than the others, because
regarding them as practically coincident, the one phrase was more expressive than
the othor and more geographically correct.

Mr. Robinson.-Then, my Lord, if no argument is founded on the Act of 1791, 1
pass it by; but if not· upon the Act, I understood that some argument was founded
upon the Order in Council issued under the Act.

The Lord Chancellor.-Where is that?
Mr. Robinson.-There are two Orders in Council. They are at pages 397 and

399. The Act gives no boundaries at all, it professes only to divide the Province of
Quebec; the Order in Council specifies the line of division. There are two Orders in
Council. One of them speaks of " The line of division described in the paper, a copy
of which is hereunto annexed." That description is this : " Including all the terri-
tory to the westward and southward of the line to the utmost extent of the
country commonly called or known by the name of Canada." Thon your Lord-
ahips will find at page 400-

Sir Robert Collier.-First of all take the bottom of page 399. "The proposed
lino of division."

Mr. Robinson.-Yes, my Lord, the words that are of any importance there are
these: " Including all the territory to the westward and southward of the said lino
to the utmost extent of the country commonly called or known by the name of
Canada." They then referred to " the name of Canada."

Sir Robert Collier.-" A line drawn due north until it strikes the boundary line
of Hudson Bay."

Mr. Robinson.-Quite so, that is the phrase used in the Order in Council.
The Lord Chanceltor.-You have passed over page '398, bat there is something

there which seems deserving of attention. It appears the Right Hon. Henry
Dundas had addressed a letter to the Lord President enclosing copy of a paper pre.
Bented to Parliament, previous to the passing of the Act, describing the line proposed,
that being the paper in which the words " until it strikes the boundary lino of Hudson
Bay " occur. Then that Order follows " from the head of Lake Temiscamingue by a
lino drawn due north until it strikes the boundary line of Hudson Bay "-taking the
language of that paper and not of the other. Then comes the Order in Council at
Page 398: " The Lords of the Committee, in obedience to your Majesty's said Order
of Reference this day, took the said letter into their consideration together with the
-Act of Parliament therein referred to, and likowise copy of the said paper describing
the lino proposed to be drawn for separating the Province of Upper Canada and the
Province of Lower Canada, and their Lordships do, thereupon, agree humbly to report
as their opinion to your Majesty by your Order in Council to divide the Province of
Quebec into the distinct provinces by separating the Province of Upper Canada and
Province of Lower Canada according to the said lino of division described in the said
paper."

Mr. Robinson.-Yes, my Lord, but we say that that Order in Council cannot
affect the Act of the Legislature.
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The Lord Chancellor.-It expressly says: " According tothe said line of division
described in the said paper."

Mr. Robinson.-Yes, my Lord, I have those words marked and it seems to me
they support my contention. It comes to t4iis, it seems to me, in the end. That in
the Act of 1711 no boundaries are mentioned; in the Order in Council issued upon it
boundaries are mentioned. What we say is that in so far as the boundaries differ,
if they do differ at all from the boundaries of the Quebec Act, they cannot affect that
Act because words in an Order in Council cannot affect the Act of Legislature.

Lord Aberdare.-But the boundaries of the Quebec Act have nothing whatever
to do with the separation of the two Provinces.

Sir Montague Smith.-But what the learned counsel says is that the Province of
Quebec was fixed by that and this only divides it.

Mr. Robinson. -Only divides what was really the original Province of Quebec.
It is no changing of its boundaries.

Lord Aberdare.-But surely the Act of Quebec is uttorly silent as to this portion
of the territory ?

Mr. Robinson.-I am speaking of the southern boundary of the Hudson Bay
territory; the Act of Quebec fixes that and the northern boundary.

Lord Aberdare.--At this particular place ?
Mr. Robinson.-Ycs; at least I take it altogether.
The Lord Chancellor. -The Quebec Act fixes, no doubt, the southern boundary

as that which is regarded as the Hudson Bay territory, but it does not show exactly
what that southern limit is, and, surely, these subsequent Acts go a long way to show
what, in point of fact, was reputed and acted upon as being that southern limit.

Sir Montague Smith.-You say in some respects they vary, but you get a toler-
erably consistent stream of interprotation from the Act down to quite modern time.

The Lord President.-This is a new expression hera " to the utmost extent of
the country commonly called or known by the name of Canada."

Mr. -Robinson.-We are either right or wrong in saying that the Hudson Bay
charter went from the mouth of the bay to the height of ]and.

The Lord Chancellor.-You say that nothing which afterwards passed could
overrule that Act ?

Mr. Robinson.-Yes.
Sir Montague Smith.-That underlies all your arguments ?
Mr. Robinson.-That underlies all my arguments.
The Lord Chancellor.-In considering that we must look to possession and deca-

pation and enjoyment and de facto use of the land.
Mr. Robinson.-Yes. Then, my Lords, I could not do more than repeat my

argument, and I do not wish to do that. I have spoken as regards occupation and
enjoyment and as regards the construction of the Hudson Bay charter. If I am
wrong in that, I fail.

Sir Robert Collier.-I think your argument is very clear.
Mr. Robinson.-I cannot put the thing otherwise in any way at all. If I am

right in what I have put to your Lordships with regard to the Hudson Bay Com-
pany's charter, and the strong explicit and clear recognition by the Crown, not only
of the charter but of the limits which the Hudson Bay Company wero entitled to
claim under the charter, I have established sufficient for my purpose. The Hudson
Bay Company, in the year 1719, had clearly been recognized by the Crown as
entitled to the country to the height of land. Then I am right in saying that no
subsequent Orders in Council, no subsequent commissions can take away from that
company any portion of their rights. If I am wrong in that, of course, my argument
fails. I cannot strengthen it anyway, that I know of. It has always seened to ,8
in that respect to be clear that nothing could be stronger than the recognition by the
Crown of their charter and the assertion by the Crown of the boundary of the coun-
try which they had granted.

Sir Montague Smith.-You say it is perfectly clear what the grant was and tha%
therefore, these, so far as they depart from, or are inconsistent with, it, are of r o avail?
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Mr. Robinson.--Yes, my Lord, we say not only that it is clear what the Crown
asserted it did grant, and we say it having been granted and the construction having
been placed upon it by the Crown, it is impossible by subsequent commissions or
executive acts to take away from them any portion, of their rights, and that inasmuch
as our rights by the Quebec Act are dependent on other rights, we go to the boundary
of the territory granted to them and that that territory oxtends everywhere wher-
ever that territory be. I should pause for a moment at the Aet of 1791, merely tg
point out to your Lordships that there is there again the same curious inconsistency.
A great deal bas been said upon the fact that that bonndary as fixed by the Order
in Council is including " all the territory to the westward and southward
of the line to the utmost extent of the country commonly called or
known by the name of Canada." Now we have always thought that
that meant Canada defined as founded and as established by the Act of Quebec,
because the Quebec Act, according to the proper construction, took in everything
that was known by the name of Canada. But, apart from that altogether, you will
find that when the commission of Lord Dorchester comes to be issued under that
Act on the 12th September, 1791, they depart from the term Canada again, and
they say " including such territories as were part of our sa-id Province of Qaebec.''
Then you will find that when the Lieutenant-Governor, Alfred C!arke, in 1791,
issues his proclamation declaring when that Constitutional Act of 1791 was to come
into effect, he goes back to the expression " commonly called or known by the name
of Canada." Thon you find when that is transmitted to the Secretary of the Colonies,
the Right Honorable Henry Dundas, it is pointed out to him that the commission of
Lord Dorchester and the Order in Council differ.

The Lord Chancellor.-Not in any part that is material to this enquiry.
Mr. Robinson.- I cannot say whether it is material or not. We have never

thought that it is material. I am only pointing out to you that these commissions
differ from each other constantly. The answer is that it is not thought that the
difforences are material. Thon we find that after that (and some importance seems
to be attached to it), in 1848, the commission is issued to Lord Durham.

The Lord Chancellor.-I think this is of some importance, and, porhaps, you
Would like to deal with it. The proclamation of Governor Simede, of 1732, recites the
Quebec Act, and, amongst other things you will observe that it says: " The 19th of
the said counties is hercafter to be called by the name of the county of Kent," which,
as we have looked at the map seems to bo at the angle between Lake Erie and Lake
liuron right down to the south, but it is very little to the west of this lino itself, andI
all the other boundaries are either in between it and the French River or to the east-
Ward of this dividing lino. Thon it goes on : " That the 19th of the said counties be'
hereafter called by the name of the county of Kent, which ceunty is to comprehend
all the country not being territories of the Indians not already included in the sev.
eral counties hereinbefore described extending northward to the boundary lino of
Eudson Bay, including all the territory to the westward and southward of the sail
line to the utmost extent of the country commonly called or known by the name of
Canada," and in the Provincial Act of 1798 the vestern district is said to consist of
the counties of Essex and Kent, and what is to the west of them. Now, speaking
broadly, the whole of the disputed tort itory from that point to the west and up to
iaudson Bay is to the wett of the angle botwoen Lake Huron and Lake Erie.

Lord Aberdare.-And it is party to the northward ?
The Lord Chancellor. -Yes, although the county of Kent lies so much to the

South, yet, as would be expected, it is thrown into connection with it.
Mr. Robinson.-That touches the west side and not the north-east angle, that I

ara now upon.
The Lord Chancellor.-Yet it does, because the lino drawn from the county of

Rent, although as it was drawn due north from the county of Kent it would not
acurately coincide with this, yet would come very near it, if you understand the
Whole of the western district to be thrown together whatever its extent was and not
divided into counties.
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Sir Montague Smith.--The curioas thing is that the county of Kent is not the
westernmost part of this district. Essex is west of Kent.

Mr. Robinson.-Yes, Essex runs down the River Detroit, if your Lordship will
look at the map.

Mr. Mowat.-Essex was part of Kent in the first instance, which explains that.
Mr. McCarthy. -Oh, no.
Me. Robinson.-They were Essex and Kent, the united counties of Essex and

Kent; they are separated in the commission bore I see.
(Their Loi dships referred to the varions plans.)
Mr. Robinson.-Passing, thon, from the Act of 1'91, and from the Orders in

Council and the commissions issued under it, I will endeavor to point ont the incon-
sistency in those and to argue that it is impossible to rely upon this commission for
any definite description. Now the next thing we find is that in 1838 a commission
is issued to Lord Durham. Your Lordships will soe that these commissions differ,
and di tfer very materially, from the other commissions, because they go "until it
strikes the shore of Hudson Bay." The commission for Upper Canada gives its
oastern limit as a line drawn due north from the head of the lake until it reaches the
shore of Hudson Bay. Now it has been said that commissions, whatever may have
been the rights of the Hudson Bay Company, practically took away from them their
rights.

The Lord Chancellor.-Still they are strong evidence of what.those rights were.
Mr. Robinson.-Then they are construction.
The Lord Chancellor.-And they are aiso strong evidence of what was the true

construction of the words "until it strikes the boundary lino of Hudson Bay," in the
earlier commissions and in previous orders.

Mr. Robinson.-At all events, what I mean is this, it is said that the effect of
them is to confine the Hudson Bay territory to the shore at that point.

The Lord Chancellor.-It is strong ovidence that they were in point of practice
so confined, according to the descriptions which are contained in those documents,
and that the de facto boundary was consistent with that, being the north-east boun-
dary of Upper and Lower Canada. It is a question of evidence. It is not a question
of taking away. It is a question of evidence as to the status quo of rights depending
really upon possession and documents.

Mr. Robinson.-Yes. Now, in the flrst place, we say that the Hudson Bay Com-
pany's rights under their charter were settled long before that.

The Lord Chancellor.-You say they did not depend upon possession, occupa-
ti-n on the charter?

Mr. Robinson.-They depended upon the grant recognized by the Crown. lu
the next place they say the result of that would be to take away from them the terri-
tory which they clearly~did occupy at that time. Their forts are there. The history
of their forts bas been given, and if they owned any territory at ail under their grant
they would unquestionably have owned the territory covered by those forts, which at
that time existed, which they have always held, and which they hold, as I under-
stand, to this day.

The Lord Chancellor. -If they do, tl at would not be inconsistent with its being
within Canada. Fort Michipicoton is admitted to be in Canada.

Lord Aberdare.-And several other forts mentioned in that paper.
Mr. Robison.-I am speaking now of the forts up at the north-the forts of

James' Bay.
The Lord Chancellor.-If you are right in saying that they have to this day

certain forts within the district bore marked out as belonging to Upper Canada,
there is nothing in that inconsistent at all, bocause we know that it extended to the
southward.

Lord Aberdare.-There are forts on the side of the river St. Lawrence.
The Lord Chancellor.-In the paper recently read the Government of Canada

said that no obstacle had ever been thrown in their way within the limits of Canada
to act exactly as they did elsewhere.
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Mr. Robinson.-In'one paper on this subject, which has been published, and which
your Lordships will find at page 125 of the appendixof the Province of Manitoba, I
find the history of the forts there, which are about the first. To begin with Fort
Rupert, up at the north-east angle: " Fort Rupert, called by the French St. Jacques,
found in 1667 to 1668 by Gillam. Taken by the French, under de Troyes and
d'Iberville, July, 1686. Retaken by the English, 1693." As far as I know, that fort
bas been occupied since. Thon "Fort Monsippi, Mousom's, St. Louis or Moore
Fort" (your Lordships will see, that as the French took these forts they changed
their names, and gave them French names), " taken by de Troyes and d'Iberville
about the 20th June, 1686. Retaken 1693. 3rd. Fort Chechonan, Ste. Anne or
Albany " (chauging again from the French name to the English) " taken by de Troyes
and d'Iberville in 1686. Retaken 1693. 4th. New Severn or Nicu Savanne, taken
by d'Iberville in 1690. Fort Bourbon, Nelson on York, founded in 1670. Taken by
des Grozeliers and Radisson, acting for the French, in 1682. Retaken by Radisson,
acting for the English, in 1684. Retaken by d'Iberville, 12th October, 1694. Retaken
by the English, 1696, and again by the French in 1697. It remained in the posses-
sion of the French until 1714, when it was given up under the Troaty of Utrecht.
6th. Fort Churchill, built 1688, and taken by the French in 1769."

The Lord Chancellor.-Is this one of your documents ?
Mr. Robinson.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is a little worthy of notice, that certain forts are men-

tioned as being taken and retaken, and then this fourth one, New Sovern, is taken in
1690, but there is nothing about its being retaken. And thon, Fort Nelson is taken
and given up in 1714, under the Treaty of Utrecht. So that, with regard to some
other forts, nothing is said about their being given up under the Treaty of Utrecht.
Some are said to have been retaken by the English after their capture by the French.

Mr. Robinson.-Yes. Your Lordship is aware that the French, at a certain
period, did capture ail the forts but one. I think that was Fort Albany, and that
was the foundation of the complaint of the Hudson Bay Company after the Treaty of
IRyswick, that the French had in time of peace invaded their territory and taken
their forts, and they petitioned for redress, but as I understand, if the assertion is,
that the commission issued to Lord Durham goes at that angle up to the shores of
fludson Bay, it plainly takes from the Hudson Bay Company the territory which
they, beyond ail question, had occupied, because they were there with these very
forts.

Tho Lord Chancellor.-There would seem to be within the territories discovered
by Verendrye two forts-the Moose Fort, the Albany Fort and no other.

Mr. Robinson.-Surely they occupy the territory there by means of those forta,
and surely they have acquired a title by occupation which no commission could take
from them. If occupation is necessary to give them rights under that charter, thon
they had occupation, and thon they had acquired the rights, and no commission could
take those rights from them.

Then, with regard to the distinction in those commissions between the shores
of Hudson Bay and the territory of Hudson Bay, we have always b3lieved that there
Was never any intentional difference in those words. Any person would say natur-
ally the boundary of the bay is the shore of the bay. Any person not knowing or
caring, as very possibly whoever it was who drew these commissions did not know
or care about the rights of the Hudson Bay Company-seeing them go in one place
to the southern boundary of Hudson Bay, would naturally say: " The boundary of
the bay is the shore of the bay, and it makes no difference." To say that simply by
that change of phrase in a commission, territorialr ights granted by charter are taken
away, seems to us to be saying that which can have no foundation in law.
. Then, my Lords, if these commissions are in the one respect to affect the que-

tion, they must affect it in another respect. If these commissions are to be held to
be precisely what they say-are to be held, ail of them, to be intentional-if Lord
IDurham's commission at page 405 is to restrict our boundaries on one side, because
it is to be presumed that the change of phraseology in it was intentional, and becaus
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it is to be said, as a proposition of law, that it can have that effect, then what is the
meaning of restricting the other boundary and only going into Lake Superior ?

The Lord Chancellor.-The other commissions are the same.
Mr. Robinson.-From 1838 to 1846 they rua in the same terms,
The Lord Chancellor.-Then there is no more recent boundary commission ?
'Mr. Robinson.-No; after that they give no boundaries. They simply describe

the property and give no bounadaries.
The Lord Chancellor.-And during all this time there was no controversy at all

about the boundaries between Rupert's Land and Canada ?
Mr. Robinson. -Up to 1846 I do not remember that there was.
Lord Aberdare. -Was the country east of James' Bay described as Rupert's

Land ?
Mr. Robinson.-That, my Lord, I cannot give your Lordships information upon.

My learned friend refera me to a map which comes from the Hudson Bay Company,
and which shows all the forts that are here, and will show them all, but in 1838 this
country practically was covered by the forts of the Hu;soa Bay Company.

The Lord Chancellor.-You will observe that in the British North America Act
of 1867 these words océur in the 6th paragraph : " The parts of the Province of
Canada (as it exists at the passing of this Act), which formerly constituted respec-
tively the Provinces of Upper Canada and Lower Canada, shall be deemed to be sev-
ered and shall form two separate Provinces." Then are not these commissions some
littie evidence as to what the Provinces existing at the time of the passing of the
Act were ?

Mr. Robinson.-Then, if so, if we are to be bound by the commissions to Lord
-Durham, all we can say is they do not carry Ontario beyond Lake Superior. Lord
Durham's commission is to go into Lake Superior.

Tho Lord Chancellor.-You may say it ends there.
Mr. Robinson.-It does not go further.
The Lord Chancellor.-It does not limit the boundary farther, but it is perfectly

consistent with the continuation of the boandary along the American line.
Mr. Robinson.-Yes; it does not go further.
The Lord Chancellor.-It does not limit the boundary farther, but it is perfectly

consistent with the continuation of the boundary along the American line.
Mr. Robinson.-Yes.
Loi d Aberdare.-And if it goes as far as Duluth it would give to us a great deal

of the awarded territory?
Mr. Robinson.-Yes, our belief has always been that those commissions really

were not drawn with any view of accurately limiting or binding the Provinces or of
describing any fixed boundaries which had been fixed by statute before, but were
drawn simply to define the authority of the Governor over particular territory. They
could be renewed or changed from time to time, and they were intended to have the
force given to them here.

Lord Aberdare.-Is not a reasonable view of the question this that they were
sufficiently specific in describing the boundaries between Upper and Lower Canada,
but that they were not competent to go into the question of the western boundary ?

Mr. Robinson.-I think one may say that, and I also say generally, that these
commissions were drawn for a totally different purpose.

The Lord President.-But the earlier commissions did that and treat themselves
of doing it in the year 1774 and 1796.

Mr. Robinson.-They would not trouble themselves about the western boandary
after that. They were simply drawn under the statute dividing the Provinces, and
go long as they preserved the boundary it did not matter; the original boundaries
on each aide were fixed by the Quebec Act, and they were never intended to inter-
fere with them. That has been the view, at all events, we have taken of the different
commissions, say that that commission, by going to the shores of ludson Bay,
practically, took away a large portion of what we believe to have been granted to the
Eudson Bay Company-a claim which has been recognized by the Crowa-then wo
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Bay we have an eqnal right to insist on the fact that that commission takes them to-
the west end of Lake Superior, and all it does is to take the territory into Lake
Superior.

The Lord Chancellor.-I suppose no one controverts the fact that the northeru
shore of Lake Superior up to the territory now in controversy belongs to Upper
Canada ?

Mr. Robinson.-I do not know that they do.
The Lord Chancellor.-There is all the difference in the world between contro-

Verting an uncontrovertible state of facts and one which is in controversy. If yon
were fighting and contending for that boundary of Upper Canada which is bounded
by Lake Superior, thon the words " and thence into Lake Superior " would be worth
attention; but you are not, and there is no room for any such controversy. I cannot
perceive the bearing of the argument. If the words as to the north lino were
equally indefinite, thon I could well understand that you would be very fairly
entitled to say it is inconsistent with its being or not being a prolongation. But
they are perfectly different-" Until it strikes the shore of Hudson Bay."

Mr. Robinson.-Then, it is not a reasonable argument to suppose that that was
never intended to change the boundaries or the limit of the Hudson Bay charter.

The Lord Chancellor.-But the question is whether it is evidence of what that
boundary was-not under the charter, because the charter was not a boundary
charter at all, but under the rights which have resulted from possession ?

Mr. Robinson.-Then, if it was uncontroverted that that portion north of Lake
Superior belonged to Canada by virtue of occupation it was equally uncontroverted
that the land where they went to the shores of Hudson Bay belonged to the Iludson
Bay Company by occupation.

The Lord Chancellor.-What evidence of prssession since 1791 of anything-
Iwithin that lino, have you produ<d-that is possession by the Hudson Bay Company
since 1791 ?

Mr. Robinso.-If I understand rightly they had the Moose Fort there.
The Lord Chancellor.-To have the possession of a fort we know is possible.
Mr. Robinson.-Surely, my Lords, the possession, under the circumstances of the

Country and company of a fort on the shore from which they traded into the upper
country, was possession of the upper country in the only way in which they can
take possession.

The Lord Chancellor.-If they had nothing but their forts, it is quite consistent
that they should have those forts though within Canada.

Mr. Robinson.-Surely it is inconsistent, as I submit with confidence. with every
view that has been taken of the rights of the Hudson Bay Company in that country,
that they were confined to tbe limits of the coast at that point.

The Lord Chancellor.-We have to deal with nearly 100 years of Acts of State
crrying the boundary up to Hudson Bay, if the earlier commission is to be construed
in the same way as the later ones.

Mr. Robinson.-But we are now dealing with an Act or commission of 1838.
The Lord Chancellor. Yes; but that follows on the earlier commission of 1791.
Mr. Robinson.-BLut the commission of 1774, if I recollect rightly-
The Lord Chancellor.-The provinces were not divided thon ?
Mr. Robinson.-No, my Lord, they were not divided at that time.
The Lord Chancellor.-It is only when the provinces came to be divided that

this boundary comes into existence and becomes important.
Mr. Robinson.-Well, my Lord, our contention has always been that there was

no change made in the Province of Quebec by the commission of 1791. There could
be ne change made in it by any commission. It either was settled or not settled by
tihe Act of 1774. The subsequent commissions contain no limitations of boundaries
and therefore they cannot assist us.

Now, your Lordships will understand the argument which I have addressed
to you and which I have endeavored to put just in those two points. We first
Contend for the due north lino and we have pointed out to your Lordship the
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authorities on which we argue for that. We next contend that, at all events,
we go to the southern limits of the Hudson Bay territory-I mean of the terri-
tory granted; that that territory is defined by the terms of the grant, and
by the construction which should be put upon that grant at the time it was given,
at all events, coupled with the acts of occupation which followed it, which are
questions of fact. We say that beyond all doubt or question, founded on our own
assertion, or our own assertion confirmed by the Crown, our limits long after that
were limits only confined by the watershed. We say that that being the case, it was
impossible to take away from us territory which we had thus acquired by our occupa-
tion. We had not occupied as individuals, becanse a distinction must always be
drawn between an occupation by individuals, which may give individuals proprietary
rights, and occupation by a country which gives international rights. Of course we
have always conceded that the French subjects living on our territory may acquire
auch rights as individuals can acquire by prescription or by occupation; but what we
have always denied is that the French rights and the French occupation, hindered as
it was by the cession in 1763, can have any effect upon our grants as between us and
the Province of Ontario, we both claiming under the same power, namely, the Crown
of England, and the legislature of England. Whatever rights the French might or
could have asserted, they have lost by the cession, and they are out of the way. The
whole question now is between British 'subjects and betwoen parties claiming under
the Crown of England.

Then, my Lords, we say, with regard to those commissions, they are inconsistent
one with the other. They are not intended for the pirpose, and were not drawn
with the object of defining the limita of the territory as a matter of boundary. They
were simply drawn with the intention of giving authority to the Governors. So that
it would b within the limits of executive authority as I understand the law, and as
laid down in Penn vs. Lord Baltimore, whatever m'ght be the legal boundaries of the
proviùee, to give to the Governor of it by his commission more extended jurisdiction.
In other words, the Crown can give to the Governor of any territory, the limits of
which are fixed by statute, a jurisdiction over an additional territory, and we say that
at most these commissions could have no other effect. Then, my Lords, I only wish
to add a few words with reference to this award, with reference to the position of the
Dominion, with reference to the award, and with reference to the whole subject
generally. With regard to this award wa do not know precisoly what was the inten-
tion of the reference to arbitration, whether it was intended as a reference, or
whether it was accepted or acted upon as a reference to settle the true legal bound-
aries, or was a reference to ascertain what would be the most convenient and best
boundaries. There is no doubt about one thing that the Act which Ontario passed
after the award, by which it was enacted that the boundaries given by the arbitrators
shall be the boundaries, whether thoy alter or diminish or change the true boundary
or not is the strongest intimation on the part of that province of the light in which
they regarded the arbitration, namely. that they regarded the award as being con-
clusive whether it fixed the true boundaries or not. Now, the Government of the
day-the Dominion and the Parliament of the day-have always said that that never
was intended to be the roference, and if it ever was intended to be the reference it
never was an authorized reference, and never should have been made, for there never
was any authority to make it on the part of the Executive.

The Lord Chancellor.-What is the use of any arbitration except to settle the
disputed points ?

Mr. IRobinson.-Yes, but a very great question is on what principle you are to
settle the disputablo points.

The Lord Chancellor.-SUppOSinlg they did settle as well as they could the true
boundary, it is very difficult to say that the award is always to depend for its validityl
on the question. If whether it is right or wrong, and when it concerns matters f
this sort, surely it is a reasonable thing for a competent legislative authority to give
it effect whether it is right or wrong.
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Mr. Rubinson.-Whether it may be a roasonable thing or not, one thing is cer-
tain that it was utterly impossible for them to do it.

The Lord Chancellor.-I am not going into the motive which led the Dominion
to recede from its engagement. That is our affair.

Mr. Robinson.-What I mean is that that arbitration has been looked updn as an
arbitration not to settle the actual legal boundary according to legal rights, but an
arbitration intended to give the arbitrators power, and as accepted by the arbitrators
to settle what was, under allIthe circumstances, the best and most convenient boundary.

The Lord Chancellor. -What we gathered from Sir Francis Hincks' document
is this, that they having settled certain points on the strictest principle, according to-
the best of their judgment, then the person who represented the Dominion said it
would be convenient that those points should be connected by a good geographical
boundary, and they thought the Albany River line was proper for that purpose.
Thon finding some indications in previous documents that that view of the Albany
River line had been at one time entertained by the Hudson Bay Company, it was,
adopted. I do not think it is for the Dominion, I must say, to complain of that, I
do not mùean that they are bound by it. 0f course they are not; but inasmuch as it
was at their instance that that amount of deviation-if it was a deviation-from the
ascertainment of the exact line took place, they can only blame the agent who then
represented them, who asked for it.

Mr. Robinson.-However that may be your Lordsbips will find that the whole
question was referred to a Committee of the House of Commons.

Sir Montague Smith.-What are you now addressing us upon? We have heard
you upon the principle that the award was not binding.

Mr. Robinson.-Then the award not being binding I am only desirous to cali
your Lordships' attention just to these considerations. The Dominion, as I have said, is
nDot the direct litigant party here claiming any territory. They are not very much
concerned as to whether this territory belongs to Manitoba or Ontario. The only
thing to be said, and the only way in which it could be said they have any direct
claim, is that they have the management and the control of the Crown lands in Mani-
toba and they have not the management or control of the Crown lands in Ontario.
That is the only sense in which the Dominion have any interest in Manitoba differ-
Ing from their interest in Ontario.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-Does not the sale of the waste lands go to the Dominion?
Mr. Robinson.-No, the management of the sale of the Crown lands is in Ontario.

It is placed in the control of that Province. In Manitoba it is different.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-In Manitoba the Dominion Government have reserved it

to themselves and that has been recognized by the Imperial Act, the right to the
lands ?

Mr. Robinson.-Yes.
Sir Barnes Peacock-That is by the Imperial Act?
Mr. Robinson.-Yes.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-So that the Dominion are interested to that extent that

Whatever is given to Manitoba the Dominioh Government are entitled to the lands in ?
Mr, Robinson.-Yes, but your Lordships will also find that before Manitoba's

boundary was extended, and before Manitoba had any interest in this matter, the
Dominion asserted the view for which they now contend on public grounds, and the
Dominion asserted that there never would be satisfaction felt by the people of the
Dominion with a decision of this boundary, except by the tribunal before which
We now appear. Now, as I have said, it is of little importance to us who owns these
lands; but this is of great importance to us : It is necessary that we should endea.
Ver to hold au even hand as between the different Provinces. Your Lordships are
perfectly aware that Confederation was formed under a great deal of difficulty, and
it is carried on under some difficnlty. Your Lordships are aware that old Canada
consists Of one Province, which is, to a very large extent, subject to different laws,Peopted by people of a different nationality and of different religion, aàd the great
difficulty has from the commencement of Confederation been, not to say the jealousy
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but the difficulty of reconciling the rights to which they are entitled with other
matters. Now, all that I desire urgently to press upon your Lordships is this, that
whatever may have been the question before the arbitrators, there is no doubt what-
ever as to the question which we come before this tribunal to have decided. It is
not to ascertain what is or is not a good or convenient boundary. I have nothing to
say affecting any view which may be asserted that the Albany River or the English
River and so on is pointed out by geography and by nature as a good boundary, and
that it is a convenient boundary. We cannot satisfy Manitoba by saying to her you
may lose a certain portion of land which you require, but it is very convenient that
Ontario should have it. Still less can we satisfy Quebec, and this is a more impor-
tant question, and that province is the province of which I have spoken, by saying
to her the boundary settled enlarges Ontario beyond what you imagined her to be
and beyond what you supposed to be ber boundaries when you entered into Confede-
ration; but it is a convenient boundary. It is for that reason that I called attention
specifically to this point, and did call attention very strongly and specifically to the
decision in th e Reinhardt case. The Province of Quebec, and this is an assertion
we have heard over and over again, entered into Confederation upon the agreoment
specified in the British North America Act that Ontario should consist of what was
formerly Upper Canada. They bad a decision in their country by their highest
courts, acquiesced in for fifty years, stating what was the line of division and what
were the limita of Ontario. Ontario is Upper Canada and Ontario is what Upper
Canada was. They had that decision, and for that reason I called it to your Lord-
ships' attention, and endeavored to do so very plainly, which, in Quebec, had existed
unquestioned for fifty years, specifying what were the limita of Ontario. Upon that
understanding existing in their minds they entered Confederation.

The Lord Chancellor. -Is it soriously possible to represent that they entered
Confederation on the faith of the De Reinhardt's judgment ?

Mr. Robir.son.-No, not on the faith of the De Reinhardt trial. I say it was on
the faith of the definition of the British North America Act that Ontario should be
what Upper Canada had been. I simply point to vour Lordships' attention that
there was in Lower Canada at that time a decision recognized for fifty years which
had decided the limita of Upper Canada, and which, therefore, may be held to be the
law of Canada.

The Lord Chancellor.-What do you mean by recognised for fifty years ?
Mr. Robinson.-I mean never questioned.
Tho Lord Chancellor.-Hlow could it be ?
Mr. Robinson.-There was the decision at all events, and it bad never been

judicially questioned.
The Lord Chancellor.-A man was convicted of murder and was afterward

pardoned, as I understand. That is the long and short of it.
Sir Montague Smith.-Quebec must have been perfectly aware of these commis-

sions ?
Mr. Robinson.-I suppose so.
Sir Montagne Smith.-You are now taking a popular view of it, and these are

much stronger than the popular view to show where the boundary of Upper Canada
was.

Sir Barnes Peacock.-Did not that decide that the place where the murder was
committed was beyond the western boundary of Canada?

Mr. Robinson.-Yes.
The Lord Chancellor.-1 thought that was the opinion of the judge, and the

grounds on which it was decided. They distinctly adopted the due north lino from
the confluence of the rivers. .

Mr. -Robinson.-Yes; and decided that this was outside it.
The Lord Chancellor.--All that was done was to convict a man of murder, who

was afterwards pardoned, and there was no possibility of raising the question in any
way whether the decision was right or wrong.
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Mr. Robinson.--I am only stating that there was a decision known and supposed
to be right. All I desire to press on your Lordships, so that there may be no
misunderstanding on that point, is simply this: That what we desire to have settled
is not what is a convenient or satisfactory boundary, but what is the true legal
boundary according to the construction of the statutes. That we conceived we are
bound to obtain for the; different provinces. Whon we have obtained that we have
lot the slightest doubt they will all cheerfally submit to whatever the decision of

this tribunal may be, but it is to get that and that single question alone decided that
I am here before the highest tribunal in the Empire, so that it may be settled on
what we believe to b its proper basis, and upon the basis which the Provinces assert
to be their right, and that they may have the right, which, we believe, as represent-
ing the Dominion, it is our duty to obtain for them.

The Lord Chancellor.-Will you allow me to ask you one question : Supposing
in any part of the boundary there should be any uncertainty, do you mean to say
that we are not to exorcise that kind of judgment which a jury would do, and come
to the best conclusion we can upon the materials ?

Mr. Robinson.-It is not for me for a moment to say what your Lordships would
do.

The Lo- 1 Chancellor.-Is it your proposition that unless we find the boundary
to be demonstratively proved in any given point, we are not dosired to come to any
conclusion ?

Mr. Robinson.-I should say, my Lords, to this extent. That proposition has
lever presented itself to my mind, because it has never occurred to me that it would
be your Lordships' conclusion that it was impossible to say what the legal boundaries
Were.

The Lord Chancellor.-We can easily make certain approaches to it, undoubtedly,
but it may well be that it may be impossible for us to be confident by demonstrative
evidence that the line which you assert, or your opponents assert, or which anybody
else could lay down, is correct on all points. We may, at certain points, clearly
ascertain it. Assume for the moment that the south-west boundary is clearly
ascertained; assume for the moment that the north-west bourdary is clearly
ascertained. Thon the intermediate boundary may, perhaps, not be so clearly
ascertained. Are we to do nothing ?

Mr. Robinson.-It is not for me to say.
The Lord Chancellor.-You did just now submit with what I thought some degree

Of earnestness that we were only to find the true boundary, and were not to exercise
any power of arbitration, or anything like that, if in any respect there would be a
difficulty in ascertaining the true boundary.

Mr. Robinson.-I dc not see that I can say more than this, that the different
Provinces assert that there are true legal boundaries fixed.

Sir Mortague Smith.-By referring it to arbitration you presume that the bound-
ary cannot be shown to demonstration. If it was apparent that it could be, the courts
of law miglht have decided it.

Mr. Robinson.-I do not know that.
The Lord Chancellor.-We may be quite satisfied that the direct north lino from

thie Confluence is not right; we may be satisfied that the watershed lino is not right;
«We may be quite satisfied that the 49th degree is not right; we may be satisfied that
at certain points we have found the true boundary; as to its being found by demons-
trative evidence along the whole northern course that may be perhaps a different
Conclusion to it. Do you say we are to do nothing as to any part of the boundary
concerning which we have not direct and demonstrative evidence ?

Mr. Robinson.-The reference is, and was so intended to be, to ascertain what
are the true boundaries.

The Lord Chancellor.-I am assuming this state of things-where we can to
seme extent ascertain to the satisfaction of our minds certain points in the true
boundaries beyond doubt, and that there are other points as to which the evidence is
Xulch less conclusive. I wanted to know what your proposition is as to the position
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we had to discharge. I suppose a jury would do the best they could under such cir-
cumstances. Are we to do the same ?

Mr. Robinson.-I should have thought not, my Lords, because I never thought
we were coming before your Lordships as a jury.

The Lord Chancellor.-We might have been saved all this argument if that is
your contcntion. What is the use of referring to this tribunal such a question as this
if we arc to do nothing-unless the demonstrative-

Mr. Robinson.-In other words, we are not to judge of the amount of proof
which your Lordships require. The question submitted being: What is the true
boundary ? What I am asked is what your Lordships are to do if you find no true
boundary.

The Lord Chancellor.-We know there must be some true boundary. It may be
the evidence as to a certain part of these lines to be drawn may be very far from com-
plete or satisfactory. Supposing, for instance, we had ascertained those two points.
Doyou say wo ougbt to have drawn an arbitrary line-a direct lino botwoen them ?

Mr. Robinson.-No, my Lords, I do not, nor am I able at this moment to say to
your Lordship, nor would I presume to say what course your Lordship should take.
I otly desire to avoid any impression that we were submitting the same question here
which had been belioved by the arbitrator to be submitted.

That is all I desire to guard myself against, bocause I know that the provinces
desire their bonndaries to be ascertained.

Lord Aberdaie.-Supposing we should be of opinion that thero is no evidence to
show the truc boundary, would you have us so find ?

Mr. Robinson.-I should suppose so. That would be my impression on the
referenco. That is a question I have never considerod for a moment.

Sir Montague Smitb.-It must be done on prosumptions. If ovidence fails, it
must be the best presumptions we can make upon the tacts before us.

Mr. Robinson.-I hope your Loi dships understand this, that we can make no
objection to your Lordships entertaining any presumption of any legal boundary ?

Sir Montague Smitb.-Or any question of fact either?
Mr. Robinson.-I wish there to be no misundorstanding about that.
Sir Montague Smith.-It is a mixed question of law and fact.
Mr. Robinson.-And your Lordships would so treat it.
Sir Montagne Smith.-If boundaries were described by language in the deeds

thon wc nut construe the language, but whon it is by reference to a grant, then that
grant has itse1f to be construed by what was done under it.

Mr. Robinson.-Then I think I understand your Lordships better. It is a ques-
tion of mixed law and fact. If it b so, we wish your Lordships to decide those
questions of law and fact, because the question of what the true legal boundary is
involves both those questions, and we wish that decided; but we do not wish it
decided on any view of conventionalism or convenience.

Sir Montague Smith.-Mere convenience?
Mr. Robinson.-Yes. There is another question to which, without speaking

upon it, I wish to draw your Lordships' attention. The question is, whether your
Lordships' decision will require any Imperial legislation to carry it into effect. That
will have to be considered, and that depends on whether the present legislation, con-
tained in the British North America Act of 1871, is sufficient or not. The difficulty
has beon this, that that authorizes the provinces, with the consent of the Dominion,
to alter, change or diminish, and so on, all the boundaries. Now we are not asking,
at least that has been suggested, and this reference is not to alter, change or dimin-
ish the boundaries, but to establish them, and if in your Lordships' view that should
be the correct view of it, then it would require Imperial logislation, which, of course,
would be obtained.

The Lord Chancellor.-I suppose nothing but Imperial legislation would be
satisfactory to either narty, because it is manifest that if there is not Imperial logis-
lation the same thingwould happen over again which happened in the case of tho
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award-the party who did not like the conclusion would corne and say he was not
bourd by it.

Mr. Robinson.-I do not think Ihere is the slightest apprehension of that.
The Lord Chancellor.-I do not express apprehension. I suppose nobody had

apprehension before when they assented to the award.
Mr. Robinson.-The question is whether that legislation is required, and I only

desire to point it out to your Lordships that there is that to be settled.
Sir Barnes Peacock.-You say, under the Act there is no power to settle the

boundaries, but only to alter them?
Mr, iRobinson.-Yes; it is supposed that they knew the boundaries, and they

may change or diminish them.
Sir Montague Smith.-They may add to them ?
Mr. Robinson.-Yes, but they must know what they are adding to.
(Adjourned for a short time.)
The Lord Chancellor (to Mr. Mowat).-Their Lordships are of opinion that you

may assume the southern boundary and the western to a point north of the Lake
of the Woods (I do not at present say what is the exact point) to be sufficiently
established as correct as laid down by the award; and their Lordships, therelore
wish you to address yourself to the question of what i may describe as the northern
boundary of the disputed land and the evidence by which you think that is made
out.

Mr. Robinson.-Will your Lordships allow me to mention before my learned,
friend commences, that I promised to put in the statement of the Hudson Bay Com.
pany as to the post and fort on Red Lake. I find we are both mistaken, my Lords.
It is not where i thought it was, and it is not where my learned friend thought it
Was. It is stated here [handing a document to their Lordships].

The Lord Chancellor.-Is it in any place material to the present enquiry?
Mr. Robinson-It is just on the north of the disputed territory.
The Lord Chancellor.-Than we need not trouble ourselves about that.
What their Lordships desire to be understood is this, that the southern bound.

ary is, in their opinion, correctly laid down in the award and substantially the
Western, but at the same time it is not to be taken that the western boundary is so
absolutely fixed to the north as to preclude the con sideration of the northern termin-
ation of the western boundary in connection with the northern boundary. Do you

nllnderstand ?
Mr. Mowat.-Yes, my Lord. Thon I understand that I am not required to say

anything with regard to the height of land ?
The Lord Chancellor.-No, nothing. Their Lordships do not adopt that view,

nor do they adopt the 49th parallel.
Mr. Mowat.-Nor with regard to the due north lino from the confluence of the

Ohio and the Mississippi?
The Lord Chancellor.-Nor that.
Mr. Mowat.-Then it being established that we are entitled to a northern bound-

ary Somewhere north of the Lake of the Woods, the question is then what point north
Of the Lake of the Woods that westerly boundary should touch, what lino should be
Our northerly boundary? Then supposing there is no evidence upon that, and
taking the whole case together, it is impossible for me to pint out any particular
lin. i submit it follows from that that the court will take' the natural boundary.

Thore is nothing else to be taken. There is no possibility of fixing upon anything
else than the natural boundary.

Lord Aberdare.-There is the line on Mitchell's map. What do you say to that?
.i r. Mowat.--That line is an uncertain line. All that Mitchell's map, in fact,
Indicates is that the lino is north of the Lake of the Woods, but it does not help to
4scartain where, north of the Lake of the Woods, that lino is. Now my learned friendshave lot suggested, and nobody can suggest any possible lina if you once pass theLake of the Woods until you reach the Eaglish Rver. Something might be said fora More northerly boundary, and if I was claiming a more northerly boundary I think
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1 might find something to say in favor of that, but since I do not claim anything
more than that every argument which I might be entitled to use in favor of a
northerly boundary is sufficient to make a case for the English River. I do not
know that I can do anything more than make that single observation and take that
single position, that having reached a point north of the Lake of the Woods, and no
other lino being suggested except the English River, the English River should be
adopted; that if Manitoba and the Dominion desire to limit us still further the bur-
den ought to be upon thom to show that we are not entitled to go so far. In one of
the documents which, 1 think, have boen read by your Lordships-one of the early
documents emanating from the Hudson Bay Company-they object to anything but a
river boundary and they speak of anything other than that as being impracticable.

The Lord Chancellor.-Where is that?
Mr. Mowat.-That is at page 563, my Lord, at the foot of the page. That is in

one of the communications in t701. The last sentoice is: " As to the company's
naming of rivers as boundaries and not latitudes, the same is more certain and
obvious both to the natives as well as Europeans, and the contrary impracticable."
And the immense advantage of a natu ral boundary must be obvious to everyone.

The Lord Chancellor.-That is in the year 1701 when they were beginning to
accept the Albany river. The same lino which we have in the award ?

Mr. Mowat.- Yes, my Lord, the very same one that affords another ground that
not only is it a usual thing to adopt a natural boundary when you have got no other
and not only is it in accordance with settlements made betweon nations whon que+
tions of this kind arise between them, but we have one of the parties familiar with
the country declaring that any other lino would be impracticable. That, I submit, iS
a sufficient reason for adopting that lino.

Sir R. P. Collier.-Wh says that ?
Mr. Mowat.-The Hudson Bay Company, through whom the present defendantS

are claiming. I say it is impracticable. The advantages of this lino over any othor
are really enormous, It is impossible to state them too highly. The cost which I
refer to in my opening of running an astronomieal lino, would, many times over,
exceed the whole value of the territory, and thon, when it was done, it would be a'
extremely inconvenient lino. Now convenience is, of course, an element of decision
when there is nothing else to go by. It is not to override more important elements,
but since it is an element we have nothing else to go by. We have nothing else to
go by here, and when I mention that and refer to it as being analogous to what is
done in other cases where the fact of a natural boundary is always taken intO
account by the courts in the absence of any other consideration, I think I have said
on that point all that I have to say to your Lordships.

(The room was cleared and thoir Lordships deliberated. After some tine,
counsel and parties wore re-admitted.)

The Loi d Chancellor.-Counsol are probably aware that the practice of their
Lordsbips in reference of this character bas always been not to deliver a judgment

with reasons, but to make a report to Her àlaiesty upon which Her Majesty will act
or not as she may be advised, and that course will be followed upon the present occa-
sion. Thoir Lordships see no reason why they should deviate from that, even if it
were clear that it would be consistent with their duty to do so. It is right to men-
tion to counsel that their Lordships will not consider it to be their duty to say any
thing about any boundary except the boundary betweenthe two Provinces of Ontario
and Manitoba.

Whatever is beyond that will not enter into the report which they will make to
Her Majesty.
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RETURN
(28a)

To an ADDRESS of the HOUSE OF COMMONS, dated 8th March, 1886 ;-For
Copies of all correspondence between the Government of Canada and
the Government of Ontario, in reference to proposed Imperial Legisla-
tion, to confirm the decision of the Queen in Council upon the west

and north-west boundaries of Ontario.

By Command.
J. A. CHAPLEAU,

Secretary of State.
Dfepartment of the Secretary of State,

1st April, 1886.

GoVERNMENT BOUSE, ToRONTO, 26th February, 1886.

d SIR,-My Government are extremely anxious that there should be no further
obtaining Imperial legislation confirming ihe decision of Her Majesty in

with reference to the boundaries of the Province. You will remember that
e decision of their Lordships of the Judicial Committee of Her Majesty's Privy

Council was announced on the 22nd July, 1884, and was known in Canada on the
arne day, and that it was confirmed by Ber Majesty in Council on the 11th
&glust, 1884.

One of the questions submitted to their Lordships of the Judicial Committee,
tith·the concurrence of the Dominion Government was, " whether, in ease legisla-thon la n eeded to make the decision on this case binding or effectual, Acts passed by
!i]e Parliament of Canada and the Provincial Legislatures of Ontario and Manitoba
In t'onnection with the Imperial Act, 34 and 35 Victoria, chapter 28, or otherwise
Woa'ld be sufficient, or whether a new Imperial Act for the purpose would be neces-
iY ry With reference to this question, their Lordships stated, " that without express-
"i ca opinion as to the sufficiency or otherwise of concurrent legislation of the Pro-
hnoes of Ontario and Manitoba and of the Dominion of Canada (if such legislation
hould take place), their Lordships think it desirable and most expedient that an
1Peral Act of Parliament should be passed to make this decision binding and

On the 27th August copies of Her Majesty's Order in Council were transmitted
by the Right Honorable the Secretary of State for the Colonies to be laid before the
bOnîriion Government. By the despatch to His Excellency the Governor General,
aoOinenpanying them, it was observed that one of these copies is an autboeotic " doc-
fleut under seal, and is intended to be kept among the archives of the Dominion."The despatch proceeds as follows:-

lWith regard to the third section of the report of the Judicial Committee I8 1 be glad to be informed whether it is desired that the Imperial legiâIution therein
P'OPOBed shall be promoted by Her Majesty's Government; and in that oase a draftOf the Bill Which is thought proper should be transmitted to me for the consideration

havin Majesty's Government." No copy of this despatch, and no intimation of its
solicir oe received, was communicated to myself or to my Government; but the
the 11th the Province in London, procured, from the Colonial Secretary, a copy on

tiil November, and transmitted the same for the information of my Govern-
'neth It l has been ascertained that no answer to this despatch had been received at

Colonial Office up to the 22nd January of the present year.
Yona are aware that my Government have by every means in their power

O]delvorOd to induce action by the Dominion Government on the subject of this
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despatch. I may refer particularly to my despatches of the 22nd November and
12th December, 1884.

During the session of the Federal Parliament last year questions were put in
the House of Commons as to the course the Government intended to take in the
matter, but no answer was given until the 13th July, being within a few days of the
close of the session. The answers then given have been ascertained from the official
report of the debate3 and proceedings of the House of Commons of Canada. It there
appears that the leader of the Government stated that: " With respect to the boun-
dary between Ontario and Manitoba there can be no difficulty. The Government are
quite prepared that an Act should pass for that purpose; and that there is no
chance of there being any Imperial legislation until the next meeting of the Impei ial
Parliament." On this statement my Government desire to remark that, while the
statement may have been correct on the 13th July last, they maintain that, as
between this Province and the Dominion, the Province was entitied, both as a matter
of right and justice, to have the Act passed as soon after fier Majesty's Order in
Council as was consistent with the convenience of the Imperial authorities.

The despatch referred to shows that ten months beforethis statement was made
Her Majesty's Government in England had been prepared to promote the Imperial
legislation needed.

The right honorable gentleman further stated that the Canadian " Government
in the meantime desire to open negotiations, or rather, to have communication with
the Province of Manitoba, the Province of Ontario and the Province of Quebec, for
the purpose of settling for ever, not only the boundary between Manitoba and Ontario,
which is practically settled, but the northern boundary of Quebec ; and, after com-
municating with these several Governments, to get from the Imperial Parliament at
its next session, some legislation settling these three questions for ever."

In reference to the reason thus, for the first time, given for the delay which had
taken place, and for any further delay which the contemplated negotiations should
involve, my advisers observe that the decision of their Lordships of the Judicial Com-
mittee, confirmed by fier Majesty in Council, settled every possible question of
boundary between the Province of Manitoba and the Province of Ontario, and that
there is no dispute as to the boundary between Ontario and Quebec.

As to the northern boundary of Ontario, or so much of it as is not included in
ier Majesty's Order in Council, I had the honor to submit a proposal in a despatch

of the 22nd November, 1884, and I have had no communication from your Govern-
ment on the subject since. I also transmitted the draft of an Imperial Act for the
consideration of your Government, for the purpose of confirming the decision. I
now enclose another form of such an Act, which would be acceptable to my Govern-
ment, and I would be glad to know whether your Govern ment approve of it, or what
other form they desire.

The Imperial Parliament being again in session, and the matter not being one
which will involve any discussion or delay there in case the two Govern ments c ,n-
cerned agree as to the proper Bill, I earnestly hope that your Government will not
any longer postpone settling with my Government the form of the Act, and trans-
mitting it to the proper quarter in England.

I shall be glad if the Bill so to be settled and transmitted should embrace the
whole northern boundary of the Province, but if you are not prepared to agree to
this, it is of importance that there should be no delay in procuring an Act settling
the boundary so far as it has been decided by Her Majesty in Couneil. You will
bear in mind that the territory which was in dispute with Manitoba and which is
covered by the decision as to our western boundary consists of about 39,000 square
miles, and include the only parts of the disputed territory in which there has hitherto
been any seulement worth speaking of, and the only disputed territory in which
there is any expectation that settlement will soon take place.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN BEVERLY ROBINSON, Lieutenant Governor of Ontario.

Bon. Secretary of State, Ottawa.
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DRAFT BILL to give binding effect to Her Majesty's Order in Council with respect to
Boundaries of the Province of Ontario.
Whereas the westerly and northerly ioundaries of the Province of Ontario, in

the Dominion of Canada, being in dispute between the Governments of the Dominion
and Province, the matter was referred by the two Governments to arbitration, and
the arbitrators made an award on the 3rd of August, 1878, but the legal validity of
the reference was afterwards disputed by the Government of the Dominion ; and
whereas after the making of the said award by two certain Acts of the Parliament
of Canada and the Legislature of Manitoba respectively, passed in the 44th year of
Her Majesty's reign, the easterly boundary of the Province of Manitoba, in the said
Dominion of Canada, became and is a lino drawn due north from where the westorly
boundary of the Province of Ontario intersects the international boundary lino
dividing Canada from the United States of America; and whereas the said Province

fi Manitoba thereby became interested in the question of boundary of the said Pro-
Vince of Ontario; and whereas the said two Provinces agreed to submit the question
between them to Ier Majesty in Council for determination, and the Government of
the Dominion concurrod in the reference;

And whereas ier Majesty by Her Order in Council of the 26th July, last, wa
pleased to refer unto the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council the humble peti-
tion in that behalf of the Attorney-General for the Province of Ontario, and the
Attorney-General for the Province of Manitoba, as representing the said Provinces
respectively ;

And whereas the Lords of the Committee in obedience to Her Majesty's said
'order of reference took the matter into con4deration and after hearing counsel for
the Dominion of Canada, as well as for the Provinces, reported to Her Majesty their
opinion that legislation by the Dominion of Canada, as well as by the Pruvince of
Ontario, was necessary to give binding effect as against the Dominion and the Pro-
Vince to the award, and that as no such legislation had taken place the award was not
binding; that, nevertheless, their Lordships found so much of the boundary lineki
laid down by that award as relate to the territory in dispute between the Province of
Ontario and the Province of Manitoba to be substantially correct, and in accordance
With the conclusions which their Lordshi ps drew from the evidence laid before them;
anid that upon the evidence their Lordships found the true boundary between the
Western part of the Province of Ontario and the south-western part of the Province
'of Manitoba to be as in their said report stated ; and their Lordships further reported
that without expressing an opinion as to the sufficiency or otherwise of concurrent
legislation of the Provinces of Ontario and Manitoba and of the Dominion of Canada
(if such legislation should take place), their Lordships thought it desirab!e and most
expedient that an Imperial Act of Parliament should be passed to make the decision
Qoitheir Lordships binding and effectual;

And whereas fier Majesty having taken the said report into consideratioa was
Pleased by and with the advice of fier Privy Couneil to approve thoreof, and to order
that the same should be observed, obeyed and carried into execution:

Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent M.ajesty, by and with the
advice and consent of the Lord's spiritual and temporal, and of the Commons in the
present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same ; And it is hereby
enacted and declared, that the true boundary between the western part of the Pro-
V'ince of Ontario and the eastern part of the Province of Manitoba was, and is as
foliows: " So much of a line drawn to the Lake of the Woods, through the waters
e8twards of that lake and west of Long Lake, which divide British North Americafrom the territory of the United States, and thence through the Lake of the Woods
tü the most north-western point of that lake as runs northward from the United
States boundary, and from the most north-western point of the Lake of the Woods
a lino drawn due north until it strikes the middle lino of the course of the river dis-
charging the waters of the lake, whether above or below its conßluence, with the
fatrean flowing from the Lake of the Woods towards Lake Winnipeg."
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And it is hereby further enacted and deoclared, that the true boundary to the
north of Ontario, was and is in part as follows.-

" Proceeding eastward from the point at which the before mentioned lino strikes
the middle lino of the course of the river last aforesaid along the middle lino of the
course of the same river (whether called by the name of the English River, or as to
the part before the confluence, by the name of the River Winnipeg), up to Lake
Seul or the Lonely Lake, and thence along the middle lino of Lake Saul or the
.Lonely Lake, to the head of that lake; and thence by a straight lino to the nearest
point of the middle lino of the waters of Lake St. Joseph; and thence along that
middle lino untit it reaches the foot or outlet of that lake, and thence along the
middle lino of the river by which the waters of Lake St. Joseph discharge tbemselves,
until it reaches a lino drawn due north from the confluence of the Rivers Mississippi
and Ohio."
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RETURN
(IN PART)

(35)
To the STANDING ORDER of the 1OUSE OF COMMONS, dated 20th February,

1882; For full information on all subjects affecting the Canadian
Pacific Railway up to the latest date, and particularly all details as to:

1. The selection of the route.
2. The progress of the work.
3. The selection or reservation of the lands.
4. The payment of moneys.
5. The laying out of branches.
6. The progress therein.
7. The rates of tolls for passengers and freights.
8. The particulars required by the Consolidated Railway Act and

amendments thereto, up to the end of the previous fiscalyear.
9. Like particulars up to the latest date before the presentation of
the Return.

10. Copies of all Orders in Council and of all correspondence
between the Government and the Railway Company, or any
member or officer of either, relating to the affairs of the

Company.

By Command.
J. A. CHAPLEAU,

bepartment of the Secretary of State, Secretary of State.
Ottawa, 6th March, 1886.

OTTAWA, 5th March, 1886.
SIR,--I have the honor to send you herewitb, in accordance with the Resolution

of the Bouse of Commons of the 20th February, 1882, copies of al Orders in Couneil
and correspondence respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, connected
With this IDepartrnent, since the similar return of last Session; also sLatements of
autOunts with said company.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

J. M. COURTNEY, Deputy Minister of Finance.
ndeir Secretary of State, Ottawa.
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FINANCE DEPARTMENT, OTTAwA, 27th February, 1885.
DEAR SiR LEONARD TILLEY,-Will you be pleased to get a ruling of Conoil on the

following point:
The Loan Act, Cangdian Pacific Railway, of last Session, was assonted t . on the

5th March ; the first payment was made 12th March, and the half-yearly interest
was collected on the 12th September.

Mr. Driikwater, the secretary of the cormpany, called uoon me this morning and
pointed out that the loan was repayable 1891 on the lst May. The sixth clause
of the Act enacts that an agreement shall be made by the Government and the com-
pany for the due performance of the conditions contained in said Act, and under the
eighth clause of this agreement, the interest is to be paid half-yearly on the 1st days
of May and November in each year. Mr. Drink-water therefore wish-3s payment of
interest to be postponed to ist May instead of 17t Mairch, and to lst Novom'er
instead of 17th September, and so on.

I wish, thorefore, for instructions whother any alterations shoald be mad3 in the
date of payment on interest, and if it is determined that such a change should be
made, I tbink that it would be as well that the first half-year's interest sh'ould be
collected and paid up to lst November last, ani what has already beýen receivel to
17th September h taken as an account.

I have promised Mr. Drinkwater an early answer to this request and I should
be glad to be informed on the point as sooa as possible.

I have, &c.,
J. M. COURTNEY, Deputy Minister of Finance.

Hon. Sir LEONARD TILLEY, C. B., K.C.M.G., Minister of Finance.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, OUtwa, 3rd Maruh, 18 5.
SIR,-With reference to your letter of the 27th ultim , to the3 Minister of Finance

respecting the dates at wich the interest on the loan to the CPadian Pacific Rtil-
way Company is payable, and by the Minister referred to the Department of Justice,
I have the honor to enclose mny opinion thereon, and to return the papers wbich you.
lent me.

I amn, &c.,
GBO. W. BURBIDGE, Deputy Minister of Justice.

J. M. COU.RTNY, Esq., Deputy Minister of Finance.

Interest on Loan to Canadian Pacific Railway when Pajable.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTOE, OTTAWA, 3rd March, 1885.

By 47 Vic ,'chap. 1, sec. 4, the Governor in Council is authorized to loan to the
Canadian Pacific Rai1way Company the sum of $22,500,000, pay able on or before 1st
May, 1891, with interest at the rate of 5 per centum per annum, payable balf-yearly.

By the 6th section of the said Act it is provided that the Governor in Council
shall cause a deed of agreement to be executed providing for such remedies, terms
and conditions as the Governor in Council deems expedient for (among other things)
the repayment of the said loan with interest.

The Act was assented to on the 5th of March, 1884, and the deed of agreement
was executed on the 7th of that month.

By the 8th clause of the agreement it is provided that the interest shall be pay-
able half-yearly on the 1st days of gay and November in, each year, the principal to
be paid on or before the lst day of May, 1891.

The first payment to the Company on account of this loan was made on the 12th
of March, 1884, and instead of collecting or charging interest on the 1st of May and
lst of November following, the half-yearly interest was collected on the 12th of Sep-
tember.
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Under these circumstances the Minister of Finance desires to be advised as to the
dates at which the interest is payable.

I arm of opinion that the interest is payable on the lst ·days of Hay and Novem-
ber in cch year, as provided by the agreement made in conformity with the Act.

GEO. W. BURBIDGE, Deputy Minister of Justice.

CERTIFIED EXT.OT qf a Report of a Comrnittee of the Hfonorable the Privy Oouricil,
approved by His Excelency the Governor General in Council on the 20th July, 1385
That the Right Honorable Gertze Grenfell Gyn, Bron W'lverton, the Righi

Honorable Edward Charles Bariig, Baron R3vestnýe, and te !4norable Sir Chartes
Tupper, K.C.M.G., High Commiszioner for Ceaa4a, be ppc ei as the T.rastaeA by
whom the deed of mortgage reforred to in the Aýt paised at the lat S sion of Parlia-
ment respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway Company is to be executed.

JOHTN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

CEaTII1ED EXTRACT of a Report of a Comnittee of the Honorable the Privy Cmtcil
approved by Bis Excellency the Governor Gi-eral in CocÂ&tJil on the 39th Jay, i3M.
That the accompanying form of deed and mortgage bnd as su'mitted by tho0

Canadian Pacifie R9ilway Company be approved in acordanc- with the provisioad
of the Act passed at the last Session of Parliament respecting the said Company.

JOHN J. MoCGEE, Clerk Privy Council.
The Hon. the Minister of Finance.

THE CANADIAN PAcIFIo RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF TUE SECRETARY, IONTREAL, 22nd Jaly, 1885.

S1t,--I have the honor to state tha-t this company is now desirons of carrying
into efctct the provisions of the A-t of last Sossion respecting the Canadian Paeidio
Railway.

Q(4rtain steps have already been taken by this company in that direction, ap>n
which I beg to report to you as follows:-

An issue of $35,000,000 of tirst mortgage bonds, in conformity with the authority
provided in Lhe first section of the said Act, bas been authorized by the shareholders,
at a meeting thereof, held on the 20th July instant, at four o'clock in the aftornan,
of whichi resolutions [ enclose you a certified copy.

A mortgage deed has boen prepared for execution under the provisions of the
2nd section of the Act, and of the 2Sth secotion of the chartcr, secaring the bonds and
contaiiiing the conditions, provisions and remedies settled upon betweon the Govern-
ment and this company and confirmed and approve' by an Order in Canoil on the
20th instant. •

The ùocpany desired to naine Lord Wolverston, Lord Revelstoke aud Sir
Charles Tupper trustees of the bonds, and they have communicated these names to
the Goverument, receiving its approval also on the 20th July instant. Immediately
upou the xompletion of these pretiminaries the company haviig been engaged in
negotiation with Messrs. Baring Brothers and Company of Loudon, for the sale of
815,000,000 of the bonds authorized to be issued, agreed with them, subject to the
approval of the Government, that the bonds should be issued to the publie ut the rata
of ninety-five cents to the dollar.' The issue has been made at that price and wc are
advised that the whole amount has been sold. I am therefore instructed to ask the
approvi by the Government of this transaction, and for authoricy to deposit the pro-
ceeds with the Government in lieu of the bonds.

Being desirous of obtaining the temporary loan of 85,000,000 provided for by
the said Act and also of availing itself of a portion of the 67,000,000 of bonds set
apart for the purposes of the coompany, after the reserve of 88,000,000 of bonds, aa
security for the 85,000,000 loan, the company after a conversation with Sir John A.
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Macdonald, yourself and the Auditor General, on Tuesday, the 21st instant, propose
the following mode of arranging for the delivery to the Government of the bonds to
be issued, or in case of sale, the proceeds of such sale, in conformity with the
requirements of the Statute.

The Company will instruct the trustees under the mortgage deed, and Messrs.
Baring Brothers & Co., that the whole of the bond issue or the proceeds of any of
them which may be sold are to be held subject to the order of the Government.

And the Government will, no doubt, convey the same instructions to their agents
in London, as weil as to Sir Charles Tapper, who is one of the trustees, and by this
means it seems clear that the Government will have effectual control of the entire
issue.

Thereupon the Government will, of course, retain their equivalent of $20,000,000,
say £4,109,500 sterling, as security for $20,000,000 of the existing debt as provided
by the said Act.

They will also retain the equivalent in sterling of $8,000,000 of the said bonds
as security for the repayment of $5,000,000 loan and they will retain the remaining
$7,000,000 temporarily to be disposed of from time to time in favor of the comnpany
as provided by the Act.

It is probable that an application will be immediately made for a portion of
these $7,000,000 of bonds, but it is not necessary to trouble you with this subject at
present.

Tbe meeting of the directors will be held on Friday, for the purpose of complet.
ing the mortgage deed and causing it to be executed. And as soon after as practic-
able, the officers of the company will eau upon you or your department in your
absence, and complete the arrangements hereinbefore suggested, or such other
arrangements as will be satisfactory to the Government.

I have, &c.,
C. DRINKWATER, ôecretary.

Hon. Sir Leonard Tilley, KC. M.G, &., &c., &c., Ottawa.

Minutes of the adjourned annual ard special general meeting of the shareholders
of the Canadian Pacifi Ralway Conpany, held pursuant to resolution passed at the
meeting held on Tuesday, tho 14th day of July, 1885, on this Monday, the 20th day
of July, 1885, at the office of the comipany, at Montreal, at the hour of 4 o'clock,
p.m.

Present in Persou, and by Proxy

Name.

VanHorne, W. C ..... ........... ...
Angus Richard ;... ... . ............
Osler, Edmund:B............. .................
Stephen, George........ ...................
Smith, Donald A Hon... ..............
Ashburnham, Right Hon. Bart., Earl of
Armstrong, Andrew C ...........
Austin-Leigh, Edwar . ..................
Angus, Miss Jessie - ..... .......
Angus, Miss Margaret......................
Angus, Miss Kate.......... ......
Anderson Samuel Lee ......... ...... .. ,.
Abrams, ôharles........................ .......
Beare, William W..............................
Byng, Edmund Henry.................
Bartholomew, John Smith.............
Butler, Miss Mary J. S. A ...............
Binks, Jabez.................................

Shares.

2,103
11,950

550
24,272
21,750

1,000
10

100
110
110
110
60
70
60

5]
20

100
50

Name.

Bilbrough, Brooks P......................
Beale, Walter ..................
Bibby, Edward............................
Bushe, Charles K.............................
Brady, Charles W. R.... .....
Brown, William., .............
Bancroft, James.....................
Bishoff, Thomas William ............
Bennett, John ..... ............... .....
Bottomly, John,........... ......
Bald, James . ............ .
Bernard, Hewitt................................
Baring, Alexander .......................
Boissevain, Adolph, & Co............
Baynes, George Edward.....................
Beatty, Henry........................
Beguelin, Henry E............................
Bigg, John . ..........................

A. 1886

Shares.

40
20

700
116
10

100
20
40

100
50

100
61
10

9,780
100

1,000
300

50
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Present in Person, and by Proxy-Continued.

Name. Shares.

Baumann, Fred. William................. 30
Bloss, James 0.................................. 100
Blackstone, Lorenzo.........................1,350
Burnett & Co ............................. .... 975
Blis, John W ........ ....................... .75
Blias, Lewis H ....... ................. 50
Bull, W illiam .................. ............. 500
Coates, Anirew.. ............................. 200
Cameron, John. ........... ............ 100
Christie, Hugh L ................................ 100
Camerou, Sir R. W............................400
Cowan, Henry ...... . . .................... 65
Curtis, Wm. C ...... .................. 200
Clanwilliam, Earl of... ........ ...... 3,710
Clauwilliam, Countess of..............190
Christie, David A. T. ...................... .70
Capper, John J ... ......................... . 20
Campbell, Henry Walter..............200
Champion, Charles ..... .................... 100
Cunninghame, Richard.........,............ 60
Collins, 8ir R. H. ......................... .140
Crerar, John . ............... ..................... 300
Cornell, William W...... .................. .100
Cross, Alfred T ............................... . 200
Denny, Thomas, & Co. . .................. 5
Drummond, Frances Mary.................25
Delerne, Aime Louis . ...................... .20
Denbigh, Earl of............................... 50
Dixon, Reginald B ............................ 100
Donald, Gordon Bo........................ 430
Eyre, George . B .................. ........ . 30
Erskine, James E .................... 300
Field, John............... . ................... 40
Fournet, Mrs. A. M.... ......... 10
Forbes, Hamilton..... .................. .... 86
Parrer, Wm. James ................... 450
Fickus, William ................................ 180
IFreeman, Francis T ........................... 100
Poley, Rev. P............................ 30
Penwick, William I........................... 25
Gay, Mrs. Sarah.................... ......... 200
Gleichen, Count V. F. F. E. G. A. C. F. 40
Govett, Sons & Co ............................ 505
Green, Samuel............... ......... 100
Gantn, Amos John........... ......... 200
Goldsmith, Philip..... ........ .............. 100
Griffith, John..... .-........................... 50
Graham, Mrs. Jane.......... ................ .. 30
-Gammon, Mrs. Elizabeth 8............... 40
Grahame, Thomas. . ..... 10
Goodwin Mrd. Lucy.......................... 100
Grove, Ch arles...... ................... ..... 60
Gordon, Charles Henry............0....
Grengeî, G...................................... .1,470
lalsted, Mc ane ............... .............
Hansen' Louis... .. . 1,0Rauen Loi...................... 100

Osack, John..300
HIldyard J. G B T65

orne, Alfred E......20
-H1l-Roughten, Henry......... ................ 00

arding C;harles 100
Ri George W........................ 50

Rawkes, Hen
flerbert, A. m. H
HO 1 James......y............................ 300

iHoppus, JO. S....... ................... 10

Name.

Hooper, James..................................
Hoghton, Thomas de.................
Hawkins, George ...............
Barding, B. J..............................
H awden, George B. ...........................
Henderson, Edwin.................. ..........
Renderson, George W..................
Heseltine, Powell & Co...........
Huydecoper, H. M.... ...... ..................
Holden, J. H............. ...................
Hunter, W. B .... ..........................
Howe, J. W...... .......... ....................
Johnson, C. H., jun .. ..... .........
Johnson, L. A. G.............................
Jones, B W ,........................ ...........
Kane, J. K....... ............... .......... ......
Knight, Jos .................... ......... .......
Ker, W. P........ .... ... ...........
Kittle, Chas. A.............................
Leith, A. J.......................................
Lea, J. W......... ..... ........ ..............
Lawson, H. Là. W..............,...............
Levy, J 3.. ....... . ...............
Leman, P. G. H ........ .........
Luke, James................................
Lethbridge, Wm....... .................
Levison. David. ......... .........
Loat, Wm............. ...... ........ ............
Lansdown, Frances P ..................
Langdon, Mrs H. L ......... .........
Leven and Melville, Earl of...............
Le %farchant, Helen A.......................
Leadbitter, Edward............ ...............
Losee, Charles E......................
MacDougall, John........ .... ...............
Moffatt, George...... .... .................
Mitchell, A. 8.................................
Mitchell. F. Wm. V................ .....
Mackenzie, Capt. F. G...........
Manly, John Samuel..................
Molineaux, G...... ..........................
Montagu, O. G. P .........................
M ullene, John A.......... ................
Manly, John B. ..................
Meade, J. G... .......- ... .....
Marsden. M. M........ ..............
Maude, J. A..................................
Maunsell, W. P................. ..............
Mills, Bart., Sir C. H. ... ..... ,......
Maschwitz, Wm ....... ..........
Matras, Ernest .............. ................
Marklove, M. W. C.. ...................
Miller, Sir M. W................................
Muntz, P. H....................... ........
Macdougall Bros..................... ...
Mackenzie, Kenneth.....................•
Morton, Rose & 00............................
Moody, Harry......... ......... ....
Moody, Thomas.................
Morton, Blias & Co ... .......................
MeAndrew, W. ................. •.••.
McNeill, Malcolm................ ..........
Newcomen, Robert...... -...............
Nolen, H. 0 ..............................
Northcote, Alico 8..................
Natha:, Max.......... ..... .....

5
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Shares.

20
140

40
10

180
300

1,190
3,167

700
790
400
100
500
10

800
50

.160
50

1,500
1,000

295
100
200
20
50

100
52
90
20
10

3,000
10

1,100
6,100

30
20
40

350
250
21
30

460
750
180

30
100
10

100
100-
320

20
600

5,000>
200
675
300

71,59L
100
150

21,884.
2,910

360
70

4,700
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Present in 'Pr-on, and by Proxy-Concluded.

Names.

Newell, John..... .......................
Nicholette, John T. .................. .....
Newdigate, .- lfred. ...................
Noel, W. F. N..................
Northcote, B. S................
lorton, H. B............. ......
Osborne, W. N........ ..........
Oppenheimer, A..........
Oyens, H., & Zonen..............
Praed, H. ., ........................
Pearsall, T. W......... .....
Poche, F., & Co.......-........
Phili ps, R J............... --..
Pike. James R.. ..............
I lnyfoid, Miss Jane..... -.........
Pearce, Frank.. .............
Preseott, Bart., Sir G R ....
Peart all, T. W., & Co...... ......
Perry, R. D ........ ............
Pitrbon, Irving M ...............
Pop# , Joseph...................
Pupke, J. F.... ................
Renwick, James ................
Reynolds, Thomas...............
Ridout, George...... ..........
Reynes Bros. & Co.. ............
Richards, Ed. John....... .......
Reynolds, S H...... ..........
Robertson, P W... ........
Ri(ley, John H. E .. .............
Robin, P. R....... .. ...........
Rigby, Robert... ..........
Ransford, Henry ................
.Ridout, A G ....... ............
l'oberts, C H ..................
Rose, Lart., Sir John ............
Rose, C. A...... ..............
Rose, G. Day.......... ........
Reigbley, Madame H., net DeMailly....
Scott, George S, & Co...........
Scott, Henry G... ........ ....
Scott, Wm. L..... .............
Solomon, Wm. T..... ...........
Smitbors, Louisa M ..............
Sergeant, Cor. F. .............
bmith, Robert..... .........
btannard, William.. .............
Simpson, P. A ..... ..............
Shadbolt, H. F..... ..............

Shares.

600
540
30
10

1,000
100
10

4,500
2,510

40
1,500

60

30
10
40

5 0

300
49-j

lù
10 O

20
60U

100
100
40
50

300
200
10

130
200
200
5î)

4,300
260
45

300
50

600
50

1,000
50

190
20

200
20

Namnes.

Scluton, Sarah J ..... ......... ......
Sherry, John P................ .......
Stilwell, Henry ........................
Si h, dgar.... .... .. .............
Sparks, .4mes., ...................
Stapl' ton. J. W ...... ... .... ...............
Siduey, George ......... .......... ..,
Se baw , A. S............................... ......
Sheldon, L M ......................
Skinx r, Thomas.................. .....
$iegm an, S.. ....... . ...................
Smabàeis, C. H., & Go..............
St ±pf'r & Streuli ......... . ...........
St, rling, John W . .........................
S ure, Henry .--....................
Stern, George W ..... .....................
Teunant, Charles ...... ...........
Tui]uh, R. H. B............ . ...... ......
Turner, Henry......... ........
Tnurstield, Thomas G.......................
Thorn, Fred............ ...................
T.- d, J , Kennedy & Co.... ..............
Urquhart, Robert... ... ...................
Utter, F'. M.................................
Vasey, Uharles .................
V an Naime, E. H..................... ......
Van Eghen, J. H ................
Vickers, J. J ............................ .........
Vickers, J. A. D .......... ............... ......
% allch, Joseph..........................
Warrender, Bart., Sir George...........
Wishftrt, James . ........ _........ ......
Wynn, Wm. Henry............................
W atson & Lang.......... ..................

hite, Fred .... ....... ............
Wi mot, Miss Amy. .......................
White, Henry E...................
Williams, Mrs. Jane..................
Waller, Fred ........................... .........
Webb, C. L ....................
Welby, Sir R. E.............................
Wallis, Henry.......................
Williams, L. Ann............. ...............
Administration Office.........................
Blake Bros. & Go.............................
Harris, George R.....................

Total Shares...... ....

The Hon. J. J. C. Abbott, counsel, also attended, ani Mr. Charlesi Drinkwater
secretary of the company, acted ai secretary of the meeting.

In the absence of the President, Mr. George Stephen, in England, the Vice-.
Fresident, Mr. W. C. Van Horne, took the chair.

'Ihe resolution of adjournment passed at the meeting held on the 14th instant
.was road.

The vice president stated as thore was no further business before the annual
genoral meeting, he would now m>ve tha. this mneeting be made special in accorao

nce with the notice convening the same.
And it was resaîved: That the meeting b now declared special for the purposeê

of considerirg anid accepting a certain Act passed during the Session of Parliament
.ohed this day, relating to the cancellation of the unsold shares of the company; the

6

A. 886

Shares.

10
40
50
40
20

100
20

5,450
200
50

850
1,025

2U0
300

10
1,160
5,000

60
50
30
90

16,270
10

3,940
500
300
500
20
2

q,380
6,000

40
50

5,23o
55
10

140
10

310
i20
200
620
100

59,720
1,260

.00

370,360
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issue of mortgage bands; the liquidation of the debt of the Company to thc Govern-
ment, and to other matters in the interest of the company; of authorising the issue
of first mortgage bonds under the provisions of the said Act; also of authorising the
board of directors to carry out the provisions of the said Act, and to exorcise the
powers thereby conferred; and specially to do all that may be requisito validly to
make the said issue of mortgage bonds; and to consider and determiue upon theterms,
remedies and other provisions to be contained in the deed to be exeeuted securing such
bonds.

Thereupon the meeting having becorne spocial in accordance with the last pre-
ceding resolution, the vice-president submitted a copy ofthe Act tefrred to intituted :
"An Act further to amend the Acts reopecting the Canadian Pacifin Railway, and to
provide for the completion and successful operation thiereof," and the same having
been reed and considered ;

It was resolved : That the said Act, and the terms and conditions therein con-
tained bc, and they are hereby accepted by this company.

That this company do issue first mortgage bonds to the extent of £7,191,500
sterling, bearing 5 per cent. pur annum interest for the te.rm of thirty years
from the lst day of July, 1885, such bonds to constitute and be a first lien and charge
on the entire property of the company real and personal, now owned or hereafter to
be acquired, or owned by it (save and except the lands granted, or to be granted, by
the Government to this company under the contract between fier Majesty and this
company, and the Acts relating tbereto), including its main line of' railway with its
tolls and revenues, the extensions thereof, its branch linos of railway (except the
Algoma branch), the whole of its equipment, rolling stock and plant, and all its
steamers and vessels; saving always, however, the rights of the hoders of the exist-
ing mortgages on the extendions of the lino of the railway from Callander to Brock-
ville and Montreal, as security for the unpaid balances of the purchase money of the
said extensions.

That the payment of the said bonds and of the interest thereon be secured by a
deed of mortgage executed by this company to trustees whereby in effect the pro-
perty, assets and revenues of this company mentioned in the foregoing resolution,
with the exceptions therein also nentioned, shall be mortgaged in manner and forn
as authorized by the said Act, and by the charter of this company, and that the
board of directors of this company be authorized to make the said issue in due and
legal form, and to dispose and deal with the same according to the authority vested
in this company by its charter and by the said Act.

That the Right Honorable George Grenfell Glyn, Baron Wolverston ; the Right
Honorable Edward Charles Baring, Baron Revelstoke ; and the Honorable Sir
Charles Tupper, K C.M.G., High Commissioner fer Canada in England, be the Trustees
in whose favor the said deed of mortgage shall be executed, their appointment having
been approved by the Governor in Council on the 20th day of July, instant

The vice-president thereupon laid before the meeting a draft deed of mortgage
including the form of the bond to be i"sued by this company, and informed the
meeting that the said form of mortgage deed had been this day approved by the
Governor in Council, with leave to the company to modify the form of the bonds to
be issued in such manner as may be expedient to facilitate their negotiation. The
draft deed and form of bond were thereupon read and considered ;

Wbereupon it was resolved: That the said draft deed of mortgage be, and the
same is hereby approved, that the form of bond therein contained be, and the same
is aliso hereby approved, subject to such modificaticns as may be deemed necessary to
facilitate the negotiation of the bonds, and that the said draft, deed and torm of bond
be lyled among the archives of this company, marked with the letter " A," and
endorsed with the date of its production before this meeting.

That the directors of this company do cause a deed of mortgage conformable to
the said draft to be duly executed by the executive officers thereof, in manner and
form as provided by the charter of this company, and by the terms of the said deed.

That the shares of the capital stock of this company to the extent of $35,000,000,
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rnow in the handp of the Government, be cancelled and destroyed, in such manner and
under such precautions as the board of directors shall determine.

And on motion it was resolved : That this meeting for the special business
referred to, be adjourned tilt Tuesday, the 21st instant, at the same place, at the hour
of eleven o'clock in the forenoon.

Certified a true copy,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 27th July, 1885.

SIR,-Please deliver to the Bank of Montreal, for account of this Company, five
million dollars, the amount of the loan to this Company authorized by the Act of'
Parliament passed during the recent Session.

Yours, &c.,
W. C. VAN HORNE, Vice President.

Hon. the Minister of Finance, Ottawa. C. DRINKWATER, Becretary.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 27th July, 1885.

SIR,-I have the honor to enclose copy of a letter addressed to Messrs. Baring
Brothers & Co., and to the Trustees under the mortgage securing the issue by this
Company of $35,000,000, first mortgage bonds, authurized by Act of Parliament
passed durrg the recent Session, requiring them to hôld all the said bonds or the
proceeds thereof if sold to the order of the Government of Canada.

I have, &o.,

Hon. the Minister of Finance, Ottawa. 0. DRINKWATER, Becretary.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIO RArtwAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTaEAL, 24th July, 1885.

-Meurs. Baring Brothers & Co., and the Trustees of the Bond issue of £7,191,500 made by
the Ganadian Pacfic Railway Company.
GENTLEEN,-I am instructed by the Board of Directors of this Corpany ta

require you to hold, subject to the order of the Government ot Canada, the whole of
the above mentioned bond issue, or, in the event of its sale, or any part thoreof, the
unsold portion of such bonds, and the proceeds of those sold.

I have, &c.,
C. DRINKWATER. Secretaru.

Certified a true copy.
C. DINKWATER, Secretary.

FINANCE DEPARTMENT, OTTAwA, 29th July, 1885.
Messrs. Barinq Brothers & Co., and the Trustees of the Bond issue of £7,191,500 madd

by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, London, B.C :
GENTLEMEN,-I am directed, by the Honorable the Acting Minister of Finance,

to inform you that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company have sent to the Govern-
ment of Canada a copy of the following letter:-

" THE CANADIAN PACIFlO RAILWAY COMPANY,
" OFFICE OF TUE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 24th July, 1885.

"Messrs. Baring Brothers & Co., and the Trustees of the Bond issue of £7,19 1,500 mad
by the Canadian Pacißic Railway Company:

" GENTLEMEN,-I am instructed by the Board of Directors of this company to
require you to hold, subject to the order of the Government of Canada, the whole of
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the above mentioned bond issue, or, in the event of its sale, or any part thereof, the
unsold portion of such bonds and the proceeds of those sold.

"I have the honor to be, Gentlemen, your obedient servant,
" C. DRINKWATER, Secretary."

I am directed, by the Honorable the Acting Minister of Finance, to state that we
beg to confirm the above letter, as it is considered necessary that a coutirmation
thereof should be sent on behalf of the Dominion Government.

I have the honor to bo, Gentlemen, your obedient servant,
FRED. TOLLER, Acting Deputy linister of Finance.

C ERTIFIED CoPY of a Report of a Committee of the -Honorable the Privy Council, approve
by Ris Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 30th July, 1885.
On a report dated 27th July, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Finance, sub-

mitting an application from the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company for the sum of
five million dollars, authorized by the Act passed at the last Session of the Parlia,-
ruent of Canada, intituled: " An Act further to amend the Acts respecting the
Canadian Pacific Railway, and to provide for the completion and successfual operation
thereof," to be loaned to the Company by the Government.

The Minister represents that the Right Honorable the President of the Privy
Council sent the following cable message to the ligh Commissioner f r Canada in
London:-

"OTTAWA, 25th July, 1885.
"Pacifie bonds or proceeds as sold to be deposited with agents subject to Govern-

ment order-obtain letter stating so from agents-cable copy letter immediaiely-is
'Government to declare satisfaction with price at ninety-five ?"

To which the following answer bas been received:-
" LoNDON, 27th July, 1885.

" Barings write in reply to your letter of to-day: ' Wo have to say that we
-have issued a loan for three million pounds sterling of the bonds of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company, authorized by the Act recently passed by the Partiament
of Canada at ninety-five per cent., and that we will hold the proceeds thereofsubject
to the order of the Government of Canada.' I think the price most satisfactory."

The Acting Minister of Finance under these circumstances recommends that ho
be authorized to place to the credit of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Cormpany in the
Bank of Montreal, at Montreal, the said sum of five million dollars, in the manner
SPecified in the seventh section of the above cited Act.

The committee advise that the requisite authority be granted acoorlingly, as the
Price hereirbefore mentioned is satisfactory to the Government.

JORN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

'CRTIPIED CoPY of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approve&
by Ris Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 31st July, 1885.

On a memorandum dated 28th July, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Railways
and Canals submitting that under the Act passed during the last Session of Parlia-
Mnent, relating to the Canadian Pacifie Railway, authority was given for the grant
of a temporary loan to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company of $5,000,000, and
for the following arrangement regarding this and the former loan, viz.:-

The company 10 issue first mortgage bonds to the extent of $35,000,0004 Of
81ch bonds the Government to retain as security for 820,000,000 of the original losa
the amount of $20,000,000, and as security for the present contemplated loma
48,000,000; total $28,000.000, leaving a balance of bonds of $7,000,000.

The Minister represents, with regard to this balance, that it wus provided by
Section No. 7 of said Act, that they should be i'from time to time delivered by the
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Governmint to the ccmpany, to ho applied by the company under the supervision of
the Ccv(rr mcrt, to the pay ment for work done or to be done for the developnent,
improvement and extention of the railway, its construction and equipment, and for
the mainterance of the credit and efficiency of the company generally, to the satis.
faction of the GoverpnmLnt."

The Minister further submits an application from the company dated 25th July,
instant, for the carryirg out of this arrangement, the proper mortgage deed securing
the isue of the sa:d $35,ooo,ooo of bonds having been duly approved by the Governor
in Council under date z9th July, instant.

The lMiniter also represents that the Chief Engineer of Government Railways
has reported to the follkwing effect, viz.:-

That aftcr examinirg the company's books on the lst of January Iast, Mr. Miall
reported a floating debt of 86,95,462, from which would be deducted the tomporary
loan of $5,000,O'O, leaving a balance of $1,S95,462, to which the couipany may be
considercd fali ly entitled. The company, however, furriish with t.heir present appli-
cation a -tatemert showing au expenditure in excess of the requirements of their
contrac ancunting to ?9,782,EO4, and the Chief Engineer being satisfied that the
amourt is as et down, advises that a further sum be paid the conpany of $1,104,538,
making a totil o f 6 ),00,000.

Tý Mini-ter on tho report of the Chief Engineer recommends that authority be
given for payment accordingly.

The ecmmittee submit the same for your Excellency's approval.
JOHN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

CANADIAN PAcIFIc RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 5th August, 18S5.

SMa -It being necessary, in conformity with the Act of the recent Sessio-n of
Parliament relating to this company, to provide for the cancollation of tho shares of
the cai it l stock of the company, amounting to $35,000,000, now in the hands of the
Domirio Government, I beg to inform you that I am authorized to talie the stepS
necessa'y to effect such cancellation.

I sl l be glad to know, therefore, in what manner the Government desire the
sane to be carrried out.

I Fhall be prepared to visit Ottawa for the purpose at any time, and beg to add
that it is cf ruch importance to this company that the stock refeired to should be
eancelcd with as little delay as possible.

[ have, &c.,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

Yawn TOLER, Esq., Acting Deputy Min,ster of Finance, Ottawa.

OTTAWA, 21st August, 1885.
SIR,-I teg to inform you that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company is pre-

pareld to repay the lo'n of $5,000,000 obtained from the Bank of Montreal on the
se(Urity of a like amount of treasury bills drawn in favor of and paid to the said
ecnpany in lieu of cash as a temporary loan under the Act of last Eession relating
to dle compuny. 1 therefore reipectfully request that such arrangements as may be
iDet 1 sary may be made, so that on the return of the said treasury bills the 88,000oo0
et _ nds, or the proceuds thereof, held by the Government as security for the said
.lobn under the 7th clause of the said Act of last Session, may ho paid to the companY-

I have, &c.,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

Jon. MacKENzziz BoWELL, Acting Minister of Finance, Ottawa.
10
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CERTIFIED CoPv of a Report of a Conimittee of the Bonorable the Privy Ccuncil
approved by Ris Excellency the Gov ernor General in Council on the 27th of
August, 1885.
The Committee of Council have had under consideration an application from the

Caiadian Pacifie Railway Company to repay the $5,000,000 advanced tom-
porarily by the Act of last Session, 48 Vie., chap. 57, and they advise that the
repayment be accepted, and tbt the deposit of railway bonds in security for sueh
repayment be released, and that the said bonds shall remain in the hands of the Gov-
ernment, to be dealt w ith according to the Act of last Session.

All which is respectfully submitted,

Hlon. the Minister of Finance. JOHN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

GOVERNMENT BOUSE, OTTAWA, 27th August, 1885.
Present-His Excellency the Governor General in Council.

Whereas by an Order in Council, dated 30th July, 1885, the Government, under
the seventh section of the Act, 48 Vic., chiap. 57, made a temporary loan to the Cana-
diani Pacifie Railway Company of $5,000,000 by the issue of exchequer bille deposited
With the Bank of Montreal for that purpose.

And whereas railway bonds under the said Act to the amount of $8,000>000 are
held by the Government as security for the said loan.

And whereas at portion of the said bonds have been sold at a price satisfactory
to the Government, and by such sale the said temporary loan and the accrued inter-
est thereon bas been fully repaid.

The Committee of Couneil recommend that the whole of the said $8,000,000 of
bonds held as seurity b- re!cased and delivered to the said company.

All of which is respectfully submitted,
JOIIN J. McG-EE, Clerk Privy Council.

B\NK OF MONTREAL, MONTREAL, 7th September, 1885.
Si,-As requosted by your telegram to-day, I forward by the hands of Mr.

. V. Meredith, assistant inspector, the 835,000,000 Canadian Pacific Railway
stock, lodged with us on ')th of November, 1883, subject to your order, and shall
le obliged by your signing the accompanying Ieceipt for them.

Yours, &o.,
A. MACNIDER, Assistant General Manager.

. TOLLER, Esq., Acting Deputy Minister of Finance, Ottawa.

FINANcE DEPARTMENT, OTTAWA, 8th September, 1885.
]Received from the Minister of Finance thirty-five certificates of ten thousand

shares of $100 each in the common stock of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, amounting
al to thirty-five million dollars ($35,000,000) which have been held by 'Bank of

3ontreal subject to the order of the Finance Minister, and which are now cancelled
anad returned to the company, No. 373 to 407.

For the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

CanadaC. DRINK.WATER, Secretary.
Canada

Province of Ontario
to wit :

-'o ail to whom these presents may come, be seen or known
. I, William Egerton Hodgins, of the City of Ottawa, in the County of Carleton,la the Province of Ontario, a notary publie by royal authority duzly commissioned, do

11
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hereby certify and declare, that on this eighth day of September, A.D., 1885, per-
sonally appeared and came before me, Frederick Toller, of the said City of Ottawa,
Acting Deputy of the Minister of Finance of Canada, icting for and on behalf of the,
Government of Canada, and Charles Drinkwater, of the City of Montreal, in the
Province of Quebec, the Secretary of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, ac.ing
for and on behalf of the said Canadian Pacific lRailway Company, and the said
Frederick Toller and the said Charles Drinkwater did then and there, and in my
presence, cancel and destroy and make null and void thirty-five (35) certificates for
ten thousand shares of the value of one hundred dollars each, of the common stock of
the said Canadian Pacific Railway Company. making in all thirty-five million dollars
which said certificates of stock aforesaid were respectively dated the seventh day of
November, A.D. 1883, and were numbered consecutively from three hundred and
seventy-three (373) to four hundred and seven (407), both numbers inclusive.

An Act whereof being requested, I have granted the same under my notarial
form and seal of office to serve and avail as occasion shal or may require.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my haud and seal of office, this eighth
day of September, A.D. 1885.

W. B. IIODGINS, a Notary Public in and for the Province of Ontario.

FINANCE DEPARTMENT, OTTAWA, l6th September, 1885.
When will the bonds be ready which are to be deposited with the Govern ment ?

Reply.
FR ED. TOLL ER, Acting Deputy Minister of Finance.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary, C. P.R. Co., Moutreal.

CANADIAN PACIFIc RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 16th September, 1885.

DEAR SIR,-In answer to your message of this date in regard to the date of
delivery of the bonds to be deposited with the Government, I telegraphed as
follows:-

"Bonds will be ready about middle October, but an order has already been given
to Baring Brothers by Sir Charles Tupper, trustee, to hold for the Government the
equivalent in sterling bonds of twenty million dollars; " which I now beg to conftrm.

"Yours truly,

C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.
F. TOLLER, Esq., Acting Deputy Minister of Finance, Ottawa.

CANADIAN PAcI710 RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 19th October, 1885.

SI,-I have the honor to state that this company has paid to the Bank of
Montreal 83,000,000 in redemption of $3,000,000 of the treasury bills advanced to
the company by the Government as cash, under the Act of last session. The amount
so paid represents 84,800,000 of the bonds retained by the Government as security
for the loan of 85,000,000, and as the said sum of $3,000,000 was paid by Messrs.
Baring Brothers by order of the Government, I have now respectfully to request that
a further order for the sum of $1,800,000 of the.said bonds, or the proceeds of that
amount, be paid to this company; the said $4,800,000 of bonds being payable to this
company in conformity with the provisions of the Act of last session.

I have, &c.,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

Hon. MAoKENZIE BoWELL, Acting Minister of Finance, Ottawa.
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FINANcE DEPARTMENT, OTTAWA, 21st September, 1885.
Sin,-I am directed by the Honorable the Acting Minister of Finance to request

that a certificate may issue in favor of the Grand Trunk Railway Company for
$525,000 in accordance with the terms of the Order in Council of the 19th instant, on
account of the North Shore Line from Montreal to Quebec, as provided for by chapter
58 Of the Acts of last Session.

I have, &c.,

Auditor-General, Ottawa. FRED TOLLER, Acting Deputy Minister of Finance.

CEERTIFIE, CorY of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved
by Bis Ilonor the Deputy Governor in Council on the 2nd October, 1885.

On a memorandum dated 1st October, 1885, from the Honorable Mr. Bowell, for
the Minister of Finance, submitting a report herewith attached, from Sir Alexander
Carnpbell with respect to the proposed purchase at 87J cents on the dollar, of cer-
tain bonds amounting to $1,545,000 and accrued interest thereon of the North Shore
ltailway Company under the Act (chapter 58) passed at the last Session of Parlia-
tnent relating to the acquisition by the Government of the North Shore Railway.

The Minister recommends, therefore, that a Governor General's warrant do issue
and a Bill of indemnity be submitted to Parliament as advised by the Minister of
justice.

The Committee submit the same for approval.

ion. the Minister of Finance. JOHN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Councit.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, OTTAWA, 30th September, 1885.
SIa,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of yours of this date, relative

to the meusures taken under the Act of last Session (chapter 58) by the Canadian
Pacific Railway to obtain free access to the port of Quebec and informing me that of
the $1,500,000 set apart by the said Act to assist in that object, the sum of $525,000
had been paid the Grand Trunk Railway (towards the acquisition, I presume, of the
North Shore Railway) and that a proposition had been made to acquire tho sumi cf
41,500,000 of 5 per cent. bonds of the said North Shore Railway Company, with
accrued interest at 87â per cent., and adding that " the question is whether the Gov-
ernlMent can effect the purchase under the Act, or otherwise, and if so whether the
balance of the $ 1,500,000 or $975,000 can be employed and a Governor General's war-
rant procured for the difierence, or whether a warrant should be procured for the
'Whole amount."

In reply I beg to say that in my opinion the payment to the Grand Trunk Rail-
'Way Company towards the acquisition of the North Shore Railway of the sum naned,
4525,000, with the view of transferring the same to the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Ceompany is directly authorized by the Act referred to, and no special step, such as
Obtaining a Governor General's warrant, is necessary.

i But as regards the purchase of the bonds of the railway company, as proposed,
t is no doubt a further step towards the acquisition of the railway, and is I think
Within the purview of the Act, but it is not a means directly authorized by the
Btatute and I should advise as to the sum of $975,000 referred to, that a Governor
GeIeral's warrant be obLained for it and a Bill of indemnity submittted to Parliament
during its next Session in respect of that appropriation of so much of the wholc .sun
]ientioned in the Act above referred to.

I have, &o., A. CAMPBELL.
11on. the Minister of Finance, Ottawa.
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FINANCE DEPARTMENT, OTTAWA, 6th October, 1885.
Sir,~-I have the honor to request that you will be good enough to issue a corti-

ficate to pay the Bauk of Montreal on delivery of bonds of the North Shore RaitwaY
Company £317,400 at 87j, $1,351,595, and interest theroOn 831,439-total $1,383,034

I have, &c.,
FRED. TOLLER, Acting Deputy Minister of Finance.

Auditor General, Ottawa.

FINANCE DEPARTMENT, OTTAWA, 6th October, 1885.

Sir.,-We h-ve the honor to inform you that a cortificato has been issued in favor
of the Bank of Montreal for $1,383,033,37 to be applied as follows:-

Tho Government bas agreed to tako up North
Shore Railway bonds £317,400 at 87 . .... .... 81,351,595 00

Ar d ccracd interest thereon to the 20th Septonber 31,438 37

81,383,033 37

The monoy to be handed Over on the surrender of the bonds to your agent at
Montrea nd L-ndon, England.

of the bonds about 81,165,000 are held in London, and the balance $380,000
about, ait Mortreal.

Wi hav7e now to ask that you will telegraph your Montreal Ageay to send the
bonds thoy hold by express to Ottawa, and to cable to your London office to hold
the bonds in England at the disposal of the Govern mert, and on the receipt of a cable
from your London office that they have the bonds to pay over to your Montreal officOe
their value.

We have, &c.,
FRED. TO LLER, Acting Deputy ]linister of Finance.
J. L. MoDOJGALL, Auditor General.

F. GUN>RY, Esq., Manager, Bank of Montreal, Ottawa.

FINANCE DEPARTMENT, OTrWA, 23rd October, 1885.
SI,-By section 8 of the Act 47 Victoria, chap. 1, relating to the Canadian Paciflo

Railway, it was enacted that until the payment in fuli of the indobtedness of the
compauy to the Government with iliterest, ail moneys earned and to be earned by the
company as postal subsidy, and for transport service should be retained by th@
Goverrment and applied as therein specified.

The Act 47 Victoria, chap. 1, was continued in force by the Act of last Session
(48-9 Vie., c. 57) except in so far as affected by the provisions of the latter Act, and
by this Act also the Government was given a lien upon the interest of the Company
on the lines leased to it.

The Post Office Department have raised the question as to whether they aro to
retain moneys earned by the company for postal subsidy earned on the leased line$#
aud as the question is an important one, affecting not only the post office but othe
departments as well, I have the honor to request that you will be good enough to
advise me at your earliest convenience whether the provisions of section 8 of the Act
47 Victoria, chap. 1, are in force, and the Government can rotai n moneys earned and
to be earned by the company as therein set forth, and whether also the provisiOn#
thereof extend to moneys earned by the company for services performed over li040
leased by them.

I have, &c.,
J. M. COURTNEY, Deputy Minister of Finance.

Acting Deputy Minister of Justice.
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FINANCE DEPARTMENT, OTTAWA, 14th December, I5.
SI,-Referring to my letýer of the 23rd October, I have now the honoç ,o send

You herewith a copy of a letter received by me through the Auditor General from T.
G. Ogden, Auditor of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, on the subject of a lien Of the
Government on moneys earned by that coempany on account of postal subsidy, &c.,and I shall be glad to be advised by yon on the subject at your earliest convenieuce
as the settlement of interest will take place very shortly.

I have, &c.,
J. M. COURTNEY, Deputy Minister of Finance.

G. W. BURBIDGE, Esq., Deputy Minister Justice, Ottawa.

AUDIT OFFICE, 13th December, 1885.
SIR,-I enclose herewith a copy of a letter received from Mr, T. G. Ogden,&uditor of the Canadian Pacific Railway.

Yours iespe3tfally,
J. L. McDOUGALL, Auditor General.

•' CoURTNEY, Esq., Deputy Minister of Finance, Ottawa.

CANADIAN PAciFIa RAIL WAY OFFICE,
OFFICE OF AUDITOa, MONTREAL, 10th De ember, 1885.

the EAa SIR,-Yours of tho lst received, and in reply I have to say that I ieferredthichatti. to Ion. J. J. C. Abbott, and received menmorandutn from hin as
ik you wil see is prety clear on the point.

By the 5th section of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Act of 1881 the GovernmnentWas declared to have a first lieu and charge uporn the entire property of the ciopny
a" "seuty for the p'yment of $22500,000, and as additional security tor the pay-Ment of i$,380,912 with interest.By section 8 a lien was created on the revenue of the company from poastaI
ernmentand for transport service, as security for the same payment; and the Gov-
eruaet was authorized to enforce the first lien, by taking possession of the railway
tPO default; and the lien upon the revenue by applying it first to the interest on

t B and afterwards to the principal.
issu 3 t'he Canidian Pacifie Railway Act of 1885 the company was authorzzed to
lien d '00000, first nortgage bonds, which bonds were to constitute and be a first
revenues upon the entire property of the company including its to1ll and

I de nd the company was authorized to secure the payment of the bonds bypeed f inortgage, executed under section 28 of the charter, mortgagong its pro,-,
PBrîy and assets imieluding its entire revenue.

boy the 3rd clause of this Act it is declared that on the issue and delivery oL iooid to the Government the lien and charge created by the Act of 188 i upon t erailw revenues, and property affected by the new bonds and by the deed of mort-
rage ecuring the same, shah cease to exist and shall be released and discharged in

pdet e the railway revenues and pioperty so affected.1nder these clauses you will perceive,-
the pota at a lien was created by the Act of 1884 on the revenue derived froma

Postal and transport service.2ntot That by the Act of 1885, the company was authorized to create a new lien
rto the extent of $35,000,000 of bonds upm) all its property and revenues, and actually

service. a ien covering the revenue derived from the postal and transport,

Cha3rd. That by the Act Of 1885 all liens oreated under the At of 1881 were dis-arged as respects the property and revenues affected by the lien created under theA&ct of 1885.
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Therefore, the lien upon the postal and transport service created by the Act of
1884 is discharged by the Act of 1835 in consequence of the new bonds being secured
upon it under the latter Act.

I think, on examining this closely, yon will see that postal subsidy and other
accounts of that nature, after the date of the Act, should be remitted in the usual
way, as the mortgage under,which the bonds are issued certainly covers all the revenue.

Yours truly,
T. G. OGDEN, Auditor.

IL. MODoUGALL, Esq., Auditor General, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF JUsTICE, OTTAWA, 31st December, 1885.

SIR,-By your letters of the 23rd October and the 14th December, the latter
.nclosing an opinion by Mr. Abbott upon the question, I am asked to state whether
under secaion 8 of the Act 47 Victoria, chapter 1, the Government should retain all
inoneys earned by the Canadian Pacifie Railway postal subsidy and transport service,
and apply the same 0on account of the interest and principal of their indebtedness to
the Government as therein provided.

By reference to the Act of last Session 48-49 Victoria, chapter 57, section 3, it
will be seen that the lieu created bythe Act 47 Victoria, chapter 1, upon the Canadian
Pacifie jRailiçay, its revenues and the property of the company was discharged, except
as to the Algoma branch, and the interest of the company in railway lines leased to
it. I am of opinion, therefore, that the Government should not retain. monys earned
by the Canadian Pacifie Railway for postal subsidy and for transport service, as
provided by 47 Victoria, ehapter 8, except moneys earned by the company for postal
subsidy and for transport service in respect of the Algoma branch and the company's
leascd lines, which moneys should be retained by the Government, and applied on
accounlt of interest, to become due from time totime upon the company's indubtedness
to the Government, and then to the payment of the principal.

With respect to the leased lines there is nothing in the papers disclosing the
conditions of the icases, and it may be that by the teris of such leases, if there are
any, If e revenues of the leased lines are pledged for the payment of r2nt, and if that is
So, 1 an iuclined to the opinion that moneys earned by the compauy for postal subsidy
and for taijcrt service in respect of any such leased lires canot be retained, as it
Is only the interest of the Company, and not the interest of the owners of the road
that is pledged to the Government.

I have, &c.,
GEO. W. BURBIDGE, Deputy Minister Justice.

.. M. CoURTNEY, Esq., Deputy Minister of Finance, Ottawa.

FINANCE DEPARTMENT, OTTAWA, 22nd January, 1886.
SI,- I have the honor to enclose herewith a copy of statement of interest to

20th January, 1886, sent by me to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, and copy
of letter erelosing same, dated the 15th inst., and also copy of reply of the secretary
of the (company thereto, dated the 20th inst. From this letter you will see that the
com any tùke the position that with iespect to the interest upon the 89,880,9412, as
the lands Of the corpany are especially charged therewith by the Act of 1885, it is
not i! a (ordar ce with the urdeistarding of the company in respect of the payment
of intercst, to include the interest upon the above mentioned sum in this account,
and they therefore do not remit the amount.

In this connection I beg to point Out that by the Act of last Session, relating to
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company (48-49 Vie., chap. 57), the amount of the-
entire loan to the company by the Government is stated to be the sum of $29,880,912
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This amount consists of the two sums forming part of
the fand referred to in their agreement of the 7th
November, 1883 (vide 47 Vic., cap. 1, sec. 3) viz...$ 2,853,912

And................................ ....... 4,527,000
And also loan to company under 47 Vie., chap. 1, sec. 4 22,500,000

$29,880,912

By the Act of last Session the Government hold $20,000,000 of the first mort.
gage bonds of the company, lately placed on the London market as security for
820,000,)00, of the above named sum of $29,880,912 receiving interest thereon at
the rate of 4 per cent. until default is made, as provided by section 5 of the Act. As
security for the balance of the $39,880,912, or f)r the sum of $9,880,912, mentioned
in the enclosed letter from the company, the Government are to have " a first lien
and mortgage, subject to the outstanding land grant bonds, on the whole of the
unsold lands forming the remaining part of the company's land grant earned and to
be hereafter earned, such pirincipal and interest to be paid ont of the net proceeds of
the sale of such lands; and provision is made further on in the section for a sale of
lands in case the proceeds ot such sales are insufficient to pay the interest. I under-
stand that no lands have been sold, and that therefore there are no proceeds out of
which such interest can be paid.

The 6th section further provides that the Government are to " continue to hold
and retain the entire amount of land grant bonds now in its custody and possession "
(amounting to $8,996,000) " as provided by the said Act " (i.e., 47 Vie., chap. 1, sec.
5) " applying the monies," &c. By sec. 5 of 47 Vie., cap. 1, the Government are to
hold these land grant bonds, " subject to redemption under the terms of the said
land grant mortgage, and with ail remedies as to interest, voting power, and all
other matters in respect thereof, which would be held or possessed, or could be exer-
cised by any purchaser of the said bonds."

I have now the honor to request that you will be good enough to advise me
Whether in your opinion the words last above quoted are yet in force, and whether
the Government still hold these bonds subject to redemption, &c., and with all
remeodies as to interest, &c., which could be exercised by any purchaser of said bonds.

I have aiso to call your attention to a letter to you from this Department of the22nd November, 1884, and your reply thereto, of the 7th January, 1885, on the sub-
ject of the right of the Government to col tect interest on these land grant bonds, and
for convenience of reference I enclose copies of the same and also of a letter to the
Company founded upon your letter, to which latter letter no reply has been received,
and I have to request that you will kindly inform me whether in view of the fact
that the road has been completed these bonds may not now be considered as earned
and issued, and the Government entitled to cail upon the trustees of the land grant
mnortgage to pay the interest due thereon. If, in your opinion, this can be done, I have
to request that you will be good enough to inform me whether this course could not
be adopted under section 6 of Act 48.49 Vie., chap. 57, and the interest so collected
applied towards payment of the interest due on the $9,880,912, in lieu of or in addi-
tion to ordering a sale of the unsold lands as provided by said section.

I shall be obliged by your kindly returning the correspondence last alluded to.
I have also the honor to request that you will be good enough to inform me

Whether the position taken by Mr. Drinkwater, in his letter of the 20th instant, that
the interest upon the 89,880,012 is specially charged by the Act of 1885 upon the
landsof the company, and that that is the only security therefor, and that it should
not, therefore, have been included in the account, is correct.

I shall be glad to hear from you at your earliest convenience, as it is a matter
Of importance that the accounts should be settled at the earliest possible date.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
J. M. ÇOURTNEY, Deputy Minister of Fnance,

2 WBUbIE Esq., Deputy Minister of Justice, Ottawa.
35-2 1
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FINANCE DEPARTMENT, OTTAWA, 15th January, 1886.
SIR,-I have the honor to enclose herewith statement of interest due the Gov-

ernment on the 20th instant, amounting to $844,271.04 and I shall be obliged by you
sending me a remittance for the same.

I have, &c.,
J M. COU RTNEY, Deputy Minister of Finance.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary C .P.R. Co., Montreal.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

STATEMENT of Interest to 20th January, 1886.

Date. Particulars. Amount. Days. Interest.

1885. $ ets. $ ets.
July 20... To Amount of Loan at date, as per previous statement. 20,867,100 00 184 420,772 21

28... Payments .................................... 61,600 00 176 4
28... do ................. .... ,.... .............................. 163,000 00 176 4,332 00

Aug. 17... do ................. ..................... 265,400 00 156
17... do ........ ............. .................. ......... 18,500 00 156 4,853 52

Sept. 19... do ....... . ................................. 91,600 00 123 1,234 71
29... do ......................................- ............ .... 24,100 00 113 298 44

Oct. 8... do ......................... 140,900 00
16... By Transfer ............... ,......... 140,900 00
27... To Payments............................................................ 24,200 00 85 225 42

Dec. 5... do ........................................................... 58,700 00 46 295 91
15... do ..... .................. .... .......... ,................... 62,900 00 36 248 15
19... do ................................................. ......... 13,600 00 32 47 69
19... Amount of Interest, as per statement, to 20th July, '85 .... ....... ......... 318,585 67

1886.
Jan. 20... Interest on above amount, from 20th July, 1885, to

20th January, 1886 .... ..................... ......... ,,................... 181 6,424 08
20... Six monthe' interest on $7,380,912. 00..... ...... ................ .............. 147,618 24

21,650,700 00 904,936 04

1885 Lsss-Amouts rccelved on Guarantee Account- Interest.
July 23.. By Receipts...................... $ 1,742 52 34 56 181

24.. do.................. ........ 91742 04 191 17 180
Aug. 3... do.......................... 7,934 68 147 82 170

il L. do .................................. 1,124 32 19 96 162
Oct. 7... 0o .......................... 1,363 90 15 69 105

7... do........ ....... 1,065 88 12 27 105
21... do................. ........ 12,917 36 128 82 91

Nov. 4... do.................. ........ 7,463 22 62 97 77
6... do ............... .......... 2,527 66 20 77 75

18 B... do ........................ . ............. 1,873 88 12 93 63
25 ... do .............. ........... 10038 43 61 61 56

Dec. 2 ... do .......................................... 2,150 DO il 54 49

$59,943 89 721 il 60,6 65 DO

844,271 04

Fiti"cOc DEPARTMENT, OttaWa, l6th january, 1886.
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STATEMENT of Interest to 20th July, 1885.

Date. Particulars. Amount. Days. Interest.

1885. $ cs. ets.
May 1... To Amount of [oan st date....... ......... 20,097,600 00 80 220,247 58

18... Cash ... ............. 57,200 00 63 493 64
20'.. do ................. ........................ 83,00 61 697 74
22... do... ............... ................... 69,300 0O 59 560 09

June 5... do.............................. ........... 19,700 ü0 45 121 44
9... do.............................108,100 0O 41 607 13

12... do ............................. .......... 1(6,900 GO 38 556 47
22... (l ................ ............................... 26,800 GO 28 102 79
26.. do......................... 36,900 GO z4 121 32

July 6... do........ ................................. 48,900 GO 14 93 77
d. do ...... .. . ... ...... .... .......................... 180ý 500 GO 10 247 27
d. do ...... .. ... ................................ ......... 31,700 OU 9 39 08

20,867,100 GO 223,888 32

lnterest to 14t May ....................... $418,056 57
80 days' Interest ................... ...... 4,581 49..........4269G

On Advance Account (4 per cent.)-
Feb. 17... To Amnount of acciunt ................... .... ...... 7,380,912 00 153 123,756 66

770,281 Ot
CR.

May 17.. By Militia Department .................................... 2,630 93
17... 7.1 days' interest...... ................ ........ 21 33
8... Post Office Ûepartment.................................. 7,235 54
8 ... 73 days' interest ....... ........ _ ...... . ....... ......... 57 89

Jnly 6 ... Mails, Lakes Huron and Superior....................... 1,750 GO
6 ... 14 days' interett........................................ 21 68

il.698 37

6 ... Militia Department ...................................... 400,000 Go781.5 7
6 ... North-West Mounted Police ............................ 40,000 GO

-0,440,000 O

318,585 67

FINANCE DEPARTMENT, Ottawa, 2Oth JuIy, 1885.

TIrE CANADIAN PAOIFIC RAILWAY CUM1PANY,
OFICE OF TuIE SECRÉTARY, MONTREÂL, 2Oth January, 1886.

SIR,-J beg to, acknowledge receipt of the account against this Company for
lflterest, enclosed in your letter of the lSth instant. I observe that the interest upon
the $9,880,91 2, for which. the lands of the Company are specially charged by the Act
Of 1885, is included in the account. This is flot in accordance with the understand-
]flg of the Company as respects the payment of interest, and I therefore do not remit
the amnount. There are some other minaor points in which the account appears to
require revision, axid it has been placed in the hands of the Auditor to be revised. A
statement will be sent you immediately in accordance with our views.

I have, &o.,

J. M. (JOUUTNET> 0. DRINK WATER, Secretary.
eEsq., Deputy Minister of Finance, Ottawa.
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FINANCE DEPARTMENT, OTTAWA, 22nd November, 1884.
Si,-I have the honor to enclose herewith copy of agreement, dated 7th March,

1884, between the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company and the Government, respect-
ing the loan to the Company of $22,500,000 and other matters, the same being
executed in accordance with the Act passed last Session (47 Vie., Chap. 1) respecting
the said Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. I wish to call your particular attention
to section 9 of the agreement, whieh provides that " as further security, &c., the Gov-
ernment shall continue to hold and retain the entire amount of land grant bonds now
in its custody or possession, subject to redemption under the terms of the mortgago
created by the Company upon its land grant to secure the said land grant bonds and
with all remedies as to interest, voting power and al] other matters in respect thereof
which would be held or possessed or could be exercised by any purchaser of the said
bonds." At the time of the making of this agreement the sun of $ i0,000,000 of land
grant bonds was hold by the Government, but of this amount $1,004,000 have been
released to the Company as will appear by roferonce to the Order in Council of the
5th July last (copy enclosed herewith) and there arc now held for the Government
in the Bank of Montreal 88,996,000 of such bonds (sec letter from General Manager
of the bank, dated 21st July last, enclosed herewith with other letters and telegrams
attached thereto). I enclose aiso agreement of the Company with the Government
of the 7th November, 1883, relative thereto, by which certain land grant bonds were
deposited by the Company as security for carrying out that agreement, which agree-
ment was modified and confirmed, as modified by Act of the Parliament of Canada,
47th Vie., cap. 1, sec. 3. I have the honor to request that you will be good enough
to advise me at your earliest convenience whether the Government of Canada are to
treat the bond held by them as aforesaid as issued by the Company in advance of their
being earned by them and to call upon the trustees of the land grant mortgage to:pay
the interest thereon, as the same becomes due, or are they to be treated as issued only
after they have been earned, and I shall be obliged if you will advise me generally as
to the rights of the Government to interest on the bonds in question.

I have, &c,,
J. M. COURTNEY, Deputy Minister of Finance.

The Deputy Minister of Justice, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, CANADA, OTTAWA, 7th January, 1885.
Si,-With reference to your communication of the 22nd November last, in

which, referring me to the agreement between Her Majesty and the Canadian Pacifie
Railway of 7th November, 1883, and 7th March, 1884, respectively, and other papers
and documents, you ask to be advised as to whether the bonds held by the Govern-
ment as security under the said agreements are to be treated as issued, calling upon
the trustees of the land grant mortgage to pay interest thereon as it becomes due, or
whether they are only to be so treated after they are earned by the company I have
the honor now to state the substance of the opinion which I then gave you personally.

By the Act respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway (41 Vie., chap. 11), and the
contract recited in the schedulo thereto, it was in effect agreed that the land grant
bonds should be released to the company in the proportion in which the land grant
was earned.

In November, 1883, there were in round numbers $10,000,000 of these bonds
deposited with the Government, in addi tion to $5,000,000 deposited as security for the
operation of the road. Of this $10,000,000 there were by the contract of 7th Novem-
ber, 1883, $3,420,OOO pledged to secure the payment on the 1st February of $2,853,912,
and $1,830,000 to secure the payment of $1,527,000, parcel of $4,527,000 payable
under the said contract on 7th November, 1887, and it was agreed that the revenue
derivable from such socurities should be adjusted at the rate of four per centum per
annum on 84,527,000 by the payment half-yearly by the company of any deficiencY
or by the return to the company of any surplus.

20
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By the agreement of 7th March, 1884, the time for paying the $2,853,912 was
extended to 7th November, 1887, making the total sum thon payable $7,380,912, upon
which it was agreed that interest should be paid half-yearly at the rate of 4 per cent.

Between 7th November, 1883, and 7th March, 1884, the company, it appears,
earned $1,004,000 of the bonds which were delivered to them, leaving in the hands of
the Government $8,996000.

With respect to these bonds it is, by the agreement of 7th March, 1884, made
under 47 Vie., chap. 1, among other thingg, by a clause to which yoa call special
attention, provided that as further security for the loan and repayment of $7,380,9 12
and interest, the Grivernment shall continue to hold the entire amount of land grant
bondsin its possession, subject toredemption under theterms of the land grant mortgage
and with all remedies as to interest, voting power and other matters in respect
thereof, which would be held or possessed, or could be exercised by any purchaser of
the said bonds. The bonds mentioned include the $5,000,000 held as security for the
operbtion of the railway as well as the $8,996,000. It is further provided that the
85,000,000 and any moneys received in redemption of them shall continue to be hold
on the terms of the contract of 21st October, 1880, and that moneys received in
redemption of the $8,996,000 shall be applied:-

lst. On account of interest on the loan, and on the $7,380,912.
2nd. On account of the capital of the sum of $7,380,912.
3rd. On account of the capital of the loan.
It is also agreed that in default, as mentioned in the 13th par.-graph of the

agreement, the said bonds shall become the property of the Government. Until
default thon it is clear that the Government hold the bonds for the company, subject
tO the trusts and charges attaching thereto.

Under these circumstances you ask whether the bonds should be treaited as issued,
and the trustees of the land grant mortgage called upon to pay interest thereon, or
Whether they are only to be so treated as earned by the company.

As the company is obliged to pay to the Government interest on the loan and on
the sum of $7,380,912, and as any money received from the trustees in respect of the
88,996,000 bonds, is to be applied.

Firstly.--Ia reduction of this interest, it might be to the advantage of the com-
Pany to have the bonds treated as issued, and I am not Drepared to say that the words of
the Act " with all remedies as to interest," &c., &c.,'&c., " which could be exercised
bY a purchaser," are not broad enough to support such a claim if made by the com-
panay.

But the purchasers of the land grant bonds and the trustees of the land grant
nolrtgage are, I presume, interested in not having the charge upon the proceeds of
ands sold increased beyond what is clearly authorized; and as the security for the

issued bonds would be lessened by charging the lands now earned with the total
1ssU0, I am of opinion that we should not come to the conclusion that this was the
Intention of the Act, if there is any other reasonable construction to bo put upon it.

As the bonds in the possession of the Government are earned by the company
they should, I think, be treated as issued and interest collected on them, but that
IUearned bonds should not be so treated as long as there is no dofault on the part of
the company,

I would suggest, however, that you ask the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
that their view is, and if they concur in the opinion I have expressed, you will, I
thjnk, be perfectly safe in not collecting interest on unearned bonds.

f have, &c.,

ùeputy Minister of Finance. GEO. W. BURBIDGE, Deputy Minister of Justice.

FINANCE DEPARTMENT, OTTAWA, 14th January, 1885.

bet SI,- have the honor to state that looking at section 9 of the agreement madeWearn your Company and the Government of the 7th March last, it struck me that
21
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the Government might be entitled to call upon the trustees of the land grant mort-
gage to pay interest on the bonds held by them and pledged to the Government
under the agreement in question, whether the same had been earned by your com-
pany or rot. The point will appear in the letter sent by me to the Department of
Justice on the point under date of the 22nd November last. I have the honor to
enclose a copy of such letter, and of the reply thereto from the Deputy Minister of
Justice, under date of the 7th inst., and inaccordance with the su'gestion contained
in the last paragraph thereof, I shall be glad to be informed as to the opinion of
your company on the subject, and whether you concur in the opinion expressed by
the Deputy Minister of Justice.

I am, &c.,
J. M. COUIRTNE Y, Deputy Minister of Finance.

Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

CANADIAN PAciFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 28th January, 1886.

SI,-I now beg to enclose a statement of our interest account with the Govern-
ment, made up in accordance with the understanding of this company in regard to
the payments to be made under the Act of last Session. At 20th July last, there
was due on account of interest, $318,585.67. This amount has since been allo ved to
remain in abeyance, pending the settlement of contra accounts for transportation of
troops, &c.

These accounts are now in process of adjustment, and on payment of the same
the said sum of $318,585.67 will be transferred to the credit of the Receiver General.
A cheque for $321,513.72, being interest to 20th January, inst., on the proportion of
the $i0,000,000 loan paid to the company, is transmitted herewith in accordance
with the provisions of the 5th clause of the Act above referred to. As I have
already informed you this company holds that interest on the balance of the loan
($9,880,912) is payable exclusively out of the proceeds of the sale of lands under the
6th clause of the said Act, and does not constitute a charge on the ordinary revenues
of the company.

Be good enough to acknowledge receipt.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.
J. M. COURTNEY, Esq., Deputy Minister of Finance, Ottawa.

Foa interest on lon under Act of 20th July, 1885, from 20th July, 1885, to
20th January, 1S86, as per statement, as follows:.

Date. Amount. Days. Interest.

1885. $ ets. $ cts.
July 20 To amour.t of loan at date..,... ........ .... ........ 18,367,100 00 184 370,361 25

di> 28......... To paymt uts....... ........................ .................... 61,600 00 176 1,188 12
do 28. ....... do ...... ... ......................- ............... 163,000 00 176 3,143 88

Aug. 17........ do ........ .. ....................................... 265,400 00 156 52do 17 ........ do ...... ..... .................................. 18,500 00 156 4,853
Sept 19 ........ do . ·... ----. ................. ............. 91,600 00 123 1,234 71
do 29 ....... .do . .. . ...- ... ....................... 24,100 00 113 298 44

Oct. 27......... do ........ ......... .................... 24,200 00 85 225 42
Dec. 5......... do ............. .................. ........... 58,700 00 46 295 91

do 15........ do ........ ..............~.........-. . . .. 62,900 00 36 248 15
do 19......... do ......... .... ........................ 13,600 00 32 47 69

381,897 09

49 Vcoi. A. 1886
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LuEs-Amounts credited on account of Postal ani o hr subsidies, as follow 3

July 23 .......................... .................... î,712 52 34 56 181
do 24. ......................................... 9,742 04 192 17 180

Aug 3............ ................................. 7,934 68 147 82 170
do 1 .......... ......... ... _.................... ....... "14 32 19 96 162

00't- 7................................ ................. 1,363 90 15 69 10.5
do 7 .... ....................................... ..... .. ...... 1,065 88 12 27 105do 21 ............................................. 12,917 36 128 82 91

NOv. 4.......................................................... 7,463 22 62 97 '77
do 6,............................................... ..... 2,527 66 20 77 75
do 18 ... ................................... .................. 1,873 89 12 93 63
do 25 ..................... >................. .............. 10,0D8 43 61 61 56Dec. 2 ........ ........ .... «I. ...... .1.... ... 2,1 ê0 00 il 54 49

59.943 89 721 il ........... 60,665 00

321,513 72

IDEPARTMENT 0O' JUbTICE, OTTAWA, CANADA, 8thi February, 1886.
Sra,-RepIying to your communication of the 22nd uit., 1 have tho honor to

exp'ress My views on the sevoral questions therein subrnittecl for opinion.
pai1 Tiie Governeont in rny opinion hold the land grant bonds of the Canadian~fie, iRailway'which woe in AtS possession on the 20th July, 1885, on the torms

anj Conditions mentioned in the Act 47 Victoria, chapter 11, sectioni 5, with the
eeeoPtioni that the rnoyis arising from such bonds othor than the five millions
reford to in the second paragrapli Of the fifth section of the Act, are to ho applied
tO the Payment of the principal and intorost of the sum of $9,880,912, montioned in
t'ho .A.C 48-49 Victoria, chapter 57, section 6.

ea ,These land grant bonds rnay, I think, ho treateci as earned and issued to the
tu aianl Pacifie Railway Company, and the Governrent is entitled to all -apon the

e 0tle f the land grant mortgage to pay the~ intorost thereon.
3. The rnoney roceived frorn the trustees of the land grant mortgage may under

419 'Victoria, chapter 57, sections t6 and 8, be appliod in payrnent of the interesta,
0f h the $9 88OY912 tLherein rnentioned in lieu of or in addition to ordoriog a sale
o àOUnsold lands as provided by the 6th section.

G0 V '1 For the payrnent of the interest and principal of the surn of $9,880,912 the
verurno6nt have the following security :(a.) The $8 996,000 of land grant bonds in its possession on the 2Oth July, 1885.b.) A& first lien on all the company'is lands aftor redemption of the land grant

With power to order sales.
(c.) Th1e .Algoma branch and the interest of the c,-m-n iui its leased linos.
(d. «I) After sale of the lands) and for any balayce, thon unpaid, tho company's

Otier revenue, after providing for its fixed cnarges.
(e.) The liability of the company.
Lheh Provision of 48-49 Victoria, chapter 57, section 6, that " after the sale of thelhoe of the lands any deficiency in the proceeds thercof to pay the amount chargedthoreon, t~aibe a charge on the cornpany's entîre revenue, iifter providing for itsflxed hrgand bY preference over thie tshareLiolders, lias probably suggosted the

VÎOw of he secretary of the company that the lands alone are primariîy liable forteitreat and principal of $9 )880>912) and that the counpany should not have bouCalled Upolu for the interest thereon. I arn inclined to the Pinon however, that theObject of that provision was to croate a second mortgageofottie revenues of theComlpany as an aïditional sodurity for this sum, and that it was not intendod to, and
doo not re hive r o the npny from its liability to pay tho interoat duo to the Gov-

~~m~t outhi par of he an.

do&o.

G. W- BURBIDGE, Deputy kLini-ster of Justice.
28



FINANCE DEPARTMENT, OTTAWA, 10th February, 1886.

SIR,-Referring to your letter of the 20th ultimo, on the subject of payment of
interest on the sum of Ï9,880,912 lent by the Government to the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company, I have the honor to send you herewith copy of a letter from the
Deputy Minister of Justice on the subject, the same being sent you by direction of
the Honorable the Minister of Finance, and I am directed to request that you will be
good enough to advise me at your earliest convenience as to your views on the same.

I have, &c.,
J. M. COURTNEY, Deputy Minister of Finance.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.

Tii Canadian Pacifie Railway Company in account with the Dominion Government

TEMPORARY LOAN ACCOUNT.

1885. $ ots. 1885.

August 12... To Treasury Bille. ....... 5,000,000 00 Sept.
Nov.

5,000,000 00

2... By Treasury Bills ........
6... do ........

FINANCE DEPARTMENT,
OTTAWA, 2nd March, 1886.

J. M. COURTNEY,
Deputy Minister of Finance.

naY,
anance.

$ etS.

3,000,000 00
2,000,000 00

5,000,000 00

49 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 85.) A. 1886
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CANADIAN Pacifie Railway Company in acconnt with the Dominion Governmont.

SUBSIDY ACCOUNT.

1885.

Feb. 7...
do 7...
do 19...
do 19...
do 19...

March 6...
do 10...
do 11...
do 14...
do 20...
do 31...

A pril 9...
do 11...
do 18...
do 29...

May 18...
do 18...
do 20...
do 22...

June 5...
do 9...
do 12...
do 22...
do 26...

July 6...
do 10..
do 11...
do 28...
do 28...

Aug. 17...
do 17...
do 22...

Sept. 10...
do 12...
do 19...
do 29...

Oct. 8...
do 16...
do 27...
do 29...
do 29...

Nov. 5...
do 7...

Dec. 5...
do 5...
do 15...
do 19...

To payment for work performed per eotimate........................... -
do do .............................. •••. ...
do do ............ ....................
do do ................................ .....
do do ......... ,............ ...............
do do ......................................
do do ....................... .......... ....
do do ......................................
do . do ....................... ...............
do d o ................................ ......
do do ....................... ...............
do do .......................... ...........
do do ........................ ............
do do ...... ............................
do do ...... ....... ...........
do do ....................... ...............
do do ............ ..... ..................
do do .......................................
do do ..................................... .
do do ............... .. ....................
do do ...... .......... .....................
do do .............. ..... ..................
d o do ........................... .......... .
do do . ..................................
do do .................... ..............
do do ..................... ..............
do do ......................................
do do ......................................
do do ............... .......................
do do .................... ..................
do do ......................................
do do ....................... ...............
do do ........................... ., .......
do do ...... ................................
do do ........... ..................... ....
do do ..... .................................
do do ........................... ........
do do ............................ ........
do do ......... ............... ............
do do .......................................
do do ................................ ......
do do ......................................
do do ...... ,.................. .............
do do ......................................
do do ......................................
do do .............. ...... ..................
do do ............................. , ........

Amount as per previous returns.......... ................................. f.....

Total...... . .................... ............

FINANCE DEPARTMENT,
OTTAwA., 26th February, 1886.

J. M. COURTNEY,
Deputy Mini8ter of Finance.

35-s .

A. 1888

$ ets.

45,789 00
109,485 00
2 0,851 00
50,460 00
18,727 00
38,256 00
73,646 00
96,394 00

128,073 00
25,002 00

7,810 00
58,653 00
72,766 00
84,875 00
1,537 00
29,262 00
9 ,669 00

55,687 00
46 158 00
13,089 00
72,028 00
71,044 00
17,869 00
24,537 00
35,501 00

120,115 00
23,058 00
41,116 00

108,620 00
176,712 00

13,542 00
267,755 00

34,459 00
468,047 00
123,238 00

23,404 00
61,872 00

140,900 00
23,472 00
132,613 00
518,624 00
232,962 00

5,000 00
107,675 00
207,442 00
53,200 00
11,601 00

4,304,595 00
20,240,317 87

24,544,912 87
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CANADIAN Pacifle Railway Company in account with the Domiuion Governmeut.

LOAN ACCOUNT.

For the following amounts paid to the Canadian Pacific Railway Corùpany, under authority of 47 Vic.,
Chap. 1:-

1885.

7........ ........
7............ .......

19. ..........................
19............. .......
19 ....... ........
20............. ............
6 ....... ........

10...........................
10 ............................
il...............
14 .............................
20 ....
31 ..... .................

9 ...............
11........................ .....
18....................
29............ ......
18.........................
18 ....................
20....... , .........

$ ets.

68,800 00
150,500 00
142,181 76
75,900 00
28,100 00

147,618 24
57,500 00
92,357 31
18,142 69

132,700 00
175,900 00
37,500 00
10,800 00
88,200 00

109,300 00
116,700 00

18,800 00
44,000 00
13,200 00
83,500 00

Carried forward............

1885.

May 22..... .........
June 5 .......

do 9.......
do 12 ..............
do 26...... .........
do 26...............

July 6...............
do 10.. ........
do il......... .....
do 28...............
do 28...............

August 17...............
do 17..... .........

Sept. 19 ..............
do 29..............

October 27..............
December 5...............

do 15...............
do 19..... . ..

Amount paid as per la

Total.........

$ ets.

....... 69,300
... .......... G
...... ........ G
......... 106,900
...... ........ o
.............. 36,900
............... 8,900
.. .......... ,500
.............. 31,700

...... ......... G
S......... 63000

...... 2. .......
...... ..... 00

.............. 91,600

... ............

............... 24,200
........ 58,700
............... 62,900 0

............. 600
~st return.. 18,626,600 00

21,650,700 00

FINANCE IDEPARTMENT,
OTTAWA, 26th February, 1886.

J. M. COURTNEY,
Deputy Minister of .Rnance,

A. 1886

February
do
do
do
do
do

March
do
do
do
do
do
do

April
do
do
do

May
do
do

1
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CANADIAN PCIrio RAILWAY 00. in Aocount with the Dominion Govrnment.

DR. SBOURITY ACCOUNT. OR.

1885.

Marchl0...

Aug. 8...

June 30...

1886.

Ian. B0...

Feb. 21...

ots.)

To Transfer to interest on
Investments. ............

do do

Balance as per Public
Accounts, page xxxi..

Transfer to interest on
Investments..............

Balance......... ... ......

1885.

Feb. 17...

March13...

April 16...
do 22...
do 24...

May 7...
do 9...

July 6...

11,021 58
41,523 67

11,616 47

64,161 72

59,943 89

73,934 76

133,878 65

1...
25...

4...
6...

11...
8...

15...
22...
5...
7...
27...
3...

1886.

Jan. 18...
do 20...
do 23...

Feb. 3...
do 11..
do 21...

,Balance ............. .. I*

By Balance as per last re-
turn ...........

Receipts for transport
service......

do
do
do ...
do
do
do ...

Balance... ................
Receipts for transport

service..........
do
do ...
do ...
do
do
do
do
do ...
do
do

do
do ...
do ...
do ...
do
do

A. 1886

do
do

Ang.
do
do

Oct.
do
do

Nov.
do
do

Dec.

J. M. COURTNEY,
Deputy Mfiniser of Knance.

FINANOE PEPATMENT, Dey M rf6.
OTTAwA, 26th February, 1886.

$: ets.

34,633 10

7,028 06
1,629 61
2,617 88
6,636 60
2,630 93
7,235 54
1,750 00

64,161 72

11,616 47

11,484 56
18,449 07
7,934 68
1,124 32
1,363 90
1,065 88

12,917 36
7,463 22
2,527 66
11,912 31
2,150 00

11,967 17
1,775 91

14,035 62
285 31

14,710 27
1,094 94

133,878 65

1 3#935 76
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SUPPLEMENTARY RETURN
(35a)

To the STANDING ORDER of the HOUSE OF COMMONs, dated 20th February,
1882 ; For full information on all subjects affecting the Canadian
Pacific Railway up to the latest date, and particularly all details as to:

1. The selection of the route.
2. The progress of the work.
3. The selection or reservation of the lands.
4. The payment of moneys.
5. The laying out of branches.
6. The progress therein.
7. The rates of tolls for passengers and freights.
8. The particulars required by the Consolidated Railway Act and

amendments thereto, up to the end of the previous fiscal year.
9. Like particulars up to the latest date before the presentation of

the Return.
10. Copies of all Orders in Council and of all correspondence

between the Government and the Railway Company, or any
member or officer of either, relating to the affairs of the
Company.

By Command.
J. A. CHAPLEAU,

Department of the Secretary of State, Secretary of State.
11th March, 1886.

CANADIAN PACIFIC IRAILWAY RETURN-1885.

GENERAL TABLE OF CONTENTS.

Subject.
1. Selection of route.
2. Reports on progress.
3. Land.

1. Station grounds and ballast pits.
2. 200 feet right of way.

4. Payment of subsidy and loan.
1. Eastern section.
2. Central section.

35a-I 1
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5. Rates, tolls and fares.
6. Particulars required under Consolidated Railway Act.
7. Miscellaneous.

1. Form of mortgage.
2. Authority to transfer western section of Canadian Pacifie Railway

to Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.
3. Claim of Lake Superior Silver Mining Company.
4. Claim of A. S. Farewell.

SELECTION OF ROUTE - LOCATION - CENTRAL SECTION - FRO
SICAMOUS' NARROWS TO SECOND CROSSING, COLUMBIA RIVER
-DISTANCE ABOUT 44 MILES.

MONTREAL, 5th February, 1885.

SIR,-I have the honor to transmit the following plans and profiles of portions
of the main line, for the approval of the Governor General in Council •

Corrected profile from Shuswap, Summit, eastward to a point 7î miles east of
Sicamous' Narrows.

Profile from a point 7Î miles east of Sicamous' Narrows to the Second Crossing
of the Columbia River.

Plan of location from Sicamous' Narrows to a point nosly 8 miles ea.3t
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.
A. P. BRADLEY, Esq., Secretary Department Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

CANADIAN PACIFIO RAILWAY,
OFFICE OF THE ENGINEER-IN.CHIEF, OTTAWA, 14th February, 1885.

SIR,-Mr. Drinkwater's letter, dated the 6th instant, under cover No. 35,748,
submitting for approval profiles of the location of the main line of the Canadian
Pacific Railway from the Sicamous' Narrows to the second crossing of the Columbia
River, a distance of about forty-four miles, having been referred to me, I have the
honor to report that the grades and curves are well within the conditions imposed by
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Act, and such as the physical features of the country
appear to require. The maximum grade is 1·25 per 100 feet, or 66 feet per mile,
and the minimum curve 10°.

I recommend that the location now submitted be approved.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Chief Engineer.
A. P. BRADLEY, Esq., Secretary Department Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

(Memorandum.)
DEPARTMENT 0F RAILWAYs AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 18th February, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to represent, that under date the 5th instant, the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company have furnished plans and profiles showing the
proposed location of their main line extending from the Sicamous' Narrows to the
Second Crossing of the Columbia River, a distance of about forty-four miles.

That under date the 14th instant, the Government Chief Engineer has reported,
stating that the grades and curves are well within the conditions imposed by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Act, and are such as the physical features of the country
appear to require. The maximum grade is, he states, 1-25 per 100 feet, or 66 feet
per mile, the minimum or sharpest curve being 100.

We advise that approval be given thereto.
The undersigned thereupon recommends that the said plans and profiles be

approved. Respectfully submitted,
J. H. POPE, Acting Mnister Railways and Canals.

2
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CERTIFIED CorY of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved
by His Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 16th March, 1885.

On a memorandum, dated 18th February, 1885, from the acting Minister of Rail-
ways and Canals, submitting plans and profiles of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
showing the proposed location of the main line extending from the Sicamous' Nar-
rows to the Second Crossing of the Columbia River, a distance of about forty.foar
rniles, and upon which the Chief Engineer has reported that the grades and curves
are well within the conditions imposed by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Act, and are
such as the physical features of the country appear to require, the maximum grade
is, he states, 1.25 per 100 feet, or 66 feet per mile, the minimum or sharpest curve
being 1o.

The Minister on such report recommends that the said plans and profiles be
approved.

The Committee submit the same for Your Excellency's approval accordingly.
JOHN J. MCGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

Ilon. the Minister of Railways and Canals.

DEPARTMENT OF R&ILWAYs AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 2nd April, 1885.
SIR,-I am instructed to enclose herewith to you a copy of a certified copy of an

Order in Council,.dated the 16th ultimo, approving plans and profiles of the location
'Of the Canadian Pacifie lRailway from the Sicamous' Narrows to the Second Crossing
Of the Columbia River, a distance of about 44 miles.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

CRAs. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAwa, 2nd April, 1885.
SiR,-I am instructed to enclose herewith to you a copy of a ccrtified copy of an

-Order in Council, dated the 16th ultimo, approving plans and profiles of the location
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway from the Sicamous' Narrows to the Second Crossing
of the Columbia River, a distance of about 44 miles.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRAIDLEY, Secretary.

C. SCHREIBtR, Esq., Chief Engineer, &-., Ottawa.

'3LECTION OF ROUTE-LOCATION-CENTRAL SEcJTION, EASTWARD-
PROM A POINT 42J MILES EAST OF SAVONA'S FERRY, TO A POINT
62J MILES EAST OF SAVONA'S FERRY-DISTANCE 20 MILES.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 12th February, 1885.

SIR,--I have the honor to transmit, for the approval of the Governor General in
COuncil, plan and profile of that portion of the main line of the Canadian Pacifio

1ilway, from the 42½ to the 6ý½ mile east of Savona's.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

C. DRINKWATER, &ecretary.
P. BRADLEY, Esq., Secretary Department Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY,
OFFICE OF THE ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF, OTTAWA, 23rd February, 1885.

th SIR,-Mr. Drinkwater's letter, dated the 12th instant, submitting for approval
re plan and Profile of the main line of the Canadian Pacifia Railway from the 42J

ile to the 62Î mile east of Savona's, having been referred to me, i have the honor to
repoIrt that the grades and curves are well within the limits imposed by the

&5a-1 a
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Canadian Pacifie Railway Act, the maximum grade being 1 per 100 feet and the
minimum curve 8°. I, therefore, recommend that the location, as submitted, be
approved. I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

COLLINGWOOD SOHIREIBER, Chief Engineer.
A. P. BRADLEY, Esq., Secretary Department Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

(Memorandum.)
DIEPARTMENT OF PRAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 24th February, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to represent that under date the 12th instant
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company have submitted for approval plans and
profiles showing the location of their main lino for the portion extending from
the 42à to the 62J mile oast of Savona's Ferry.

That under date the 23rd instant the Government Chief Engineer has reported
stating that the grades and curves are well within the limits fixed by the Act, the
maximum grade being 1 per 100 feet or 52·80 feet per mile and the minimum curve
8°; he advises that approval bo given.

The undersigned recommends that the plans, &o., in question be approved.
Respectfully submitted,

J. H. POPE, Acting Minister of Railways and Canals.

CERT1FIZD CoPY of a Report of a Committee of the Ronorable the Privy Council,
approved by Ris Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 2nd AMarch, 1885.
On a memorandum, dated 24th February, 1885, from the Acting Minister of

Railways and Canals, submitting for approval the plans and profiles showing the
location of the main lino of the Canadian Pacific Railway for the portion extending
from the 42J to the 62j mile east of Savona's Ferry;

The Minister recommends, on the report of the Government Chief Engineer,
to the effect that the grades and curves are well within the limits fixed by the Act,
the maximum grade being 1 per 100 feet or 52.80 feet per mile and the minimum
curve 8°; and that the plans and profiles, as submitted under date the 12th February,
be approved.

Tho Committee advise that the plans and profiles as submitted be approved
accordingly.

JOHN J. MoGEE, Clerk Privy Council.
The Hon. the Minister of IRailways and Canals.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAÂY AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 23rd March, 1885.

Srn,-I am directed to forward for your information and guidance the accom-
panying certified copy of an Order in Council, passed on the 2nd March, 1885,
approving of the plans and profiles showing the location of the main lino of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway for the portion extending from the 42J to the 62J mile
est of Savona's Ferry, British Columbia.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. IBRADLEY, hecretary.

C. SOHREIBER, Esq., Chief Engineer, &c., Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALs, OTTAWA, 23rd March, 1885.

SIR,-I am directed to forward, for your information and guidance, the accom-
panying certified copy of an Order in Council, passed on the 2nd March, 1885,
approving of the plans and profiles showing the location of the main lino of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway for the portion extending from the 42J to the 62J mile
east of Savona's Ferry, British Columbia.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

0. DRINKwArER, Esq., Secrotary C.P.R. Co., Montreal.
'4
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SELECTION OF ROUTE-LOCAT1ON-CENTRAL SECTION-WESTWARDS
-FROM 119TH MILE WEST OF SUMMIT OF ROCKY MOUNTAINS TO
1317TU MILE WEST OF SUMMIT OF ROCKY MOUNTAINS OR FROX
1081ST MILE WEST OF WINNIPEG TO 1099TH MILE WEST OF WINN[-
PEG-DISTANCE 18 MILES.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SEORETARY, MONTREAL, l4th March, 1885

SIR,-I have the honor to send you herewith, for the approval of His Excellencythe Governor General in Council, plan and profile of that portion of the main line
froma the 119th to the 137th mile west of the summit of the Rocky Mountains, or
frOmi the 1081st to the 1039th mile west of Winnipeg.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

. P. BRADLEY, Esq,, Secretary Department Railways and Canais, Ottawa.

CANADIAN PACIFIa RAILWAY,
OFFICE OF THE ENGINEER IN-CHIEF, OTTAWA, 16th March, 1885.

SIR,-Mr. Drinkwater's letter, dated the 14th March, under cover No. 36126,
80Tmpanied by plan and profile extending from the 119th mile, west of the summit
of the Rocky Mountains to the 137th mile, being the western crossing of the Columbia
hier, having been referred to me, I have the honor to report that the maximum
grade is 1·00 per 100 feet or 52·80 to the mile, and the minimum curve 10°. Theseare, I believe, necessitated by the general features of the ground, and it having been

Dehrally understood that such curves would have to be used in passing over the
lKirk Mountains, I recommend that the location be approved.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Chief Engineer.

P. BRADLEY, Esq., Secretary Department Railways and Canais, Ottawa.
(emorandum.)

DEPARTMENT RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAwA, 19th Marob, 1885.
The undersigned has the honor to represent that under date the 14th

a s., the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company have submitted for approval
18 ' and profile, showing the proposed location of their main lino for a distance ofth Iles, extending from the 119th mile to the 137th mile west from the summit ofthe &kcky Mountains, or from the 1081st to the 1099th mile west from Winnipeg.
fT hat under date the 16th instant, the Government Chief Egngineer has reported,
satlg that the maximum grade is 1 per 100 feet, or 52.80 feet per mile, that the
torPOst curve is 10° deg'ros, and that he believes this gradient and curvature

be necessitated by the general features of the ground. le advises that this location
b'pProved, it having been generally understood that such curves would have to be

Thpassigover the Selkirk Range.he undersigned would, therefore, recommend that approval be given accordingly.
J. H. POPE, Acting Minister of Railways and Canals.

0ECY of a Report of a Comnittee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved
ye his Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 23rd March, 1885.

on a memorandum dated 19th March 1885, from the Acting Minister of RailwaysA.Ild canais, >adm 85,RiwWay, s inmitting for approval a plan and profile of the Canadian Pacific Rail.endowing the proposed location of their main lino for a distance of eighteen miles,"ountaig from the 119th to the 137th mile west from the summit of the Rockyuntins or from the 1081st to the 1099th mile west from Winnipeg ;The Ïmater represonts that the Govornment Chief Engineer has reported, stating
tj1at the maximum grade is 1 per 100 feet, or 52-80 foet per mile, that the sharpes$
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curve is of 10 degrees, and that ho bolieves this gradient and curvature to be
necessitated by the general foatures of the ground. He advises that this location be
approved, it having being generally understood that such curves would have to be
used in passing over the Selkirk range.

The Minister, therefore, recommends that approval be given accordingly.
The Committee submit the plan and profile of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,

dated 11th March, 1885, for Your Excellency's approval.
JOHN J. McGE E, Clerk Privy Council.

The Honorable the Minister of Railways and Canals.

DEPiÂTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAwA, 2nd April, 1885.
Si1a,-I am instructed to transmit to you herewith a copy of a certified copy of

an Order in Council, bearing date the 23rd ultimo, approving plan and profile of the
location of the line of the Canadian Pacifie Railway for a distance of eighteen miles,
from the 119th to the 137th mile west of the summit of the Rocky Mountains, or
from the 1081st to the 1099th mile west from Winnipeg.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

. SCHRIEBER, Esq., Chief Engineer, &c., Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 2nd April, 1885.
Si,-I am instructed to transmit to you herewith a copy' of a certified copy

of an Order in Council, bearing date the 23rd ultimo, approving plan and profile of
the location of the lino of the Canadian Pacifie Railway for a distance of eighteen
miles from the 119th mile to the 137th mile west of the summit of the Rocky
Mountains, or from the 1081st to the 1099th mile west from Winnipeg.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Co:, Montreal.

SELECTION OF ROUTE-RE-LOCAT [ON-CENTRAL SECTION, WESTWARDS
-FROM SUMMIT OF SELKIRK RANGE-TO A POINT EIGIITEEN MILES
WEST OF SUIMIT OF SELKIRK RANGE-DISTANCE EIGHTEEN
MILES.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILwAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 20th February, 1885.

Sia,-I am forwarding you, under separate cover, a plan and profile of revised
location from Kamloops eastward, 16-6 miles. This includes the portion from station
4250 to 4550, required to complote the plans already forwarded to you.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant.
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

A. P. BRADLEY, Esq., Secretary Department Railways and Canals, Otawa.

CANADIAN PACIFio RAILWAY,
OFFICE OF THE ENOINEER-IN-CHIEF, OTTAWA, 6th July, 1885.

Sî1,-The Vice-President of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company having sub-
mitted for approval a plan and profile of a re-location of that portion of the railway
extending from the summit of the Selkirk Mountains, eighteen miles westward, with
the object of avoiding heavy snowslides, 1 have the honor to report that in the new
location an additional three miles is made in order to gain distance and reach thee
bottom of the valley; this necessitates a very crooked lino in those three miles, but
Mr. Dickey, the Government Inspecting Engineer, reports that ho bolioves the
location now made to be the best possible, and notwithstanding the first part being
very crooked, that taken as a whole there is less curvature than in the old location .
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The work is very heavy; the maximum grade is 116 feet per mile, and the minimum
curve 10°1.

From the best information I have at command I have no doubt the line as now
located is as favorable as any that can be obtained crossing the Selkirks, and I recom-
10end its approval.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
COLLINGWOOD SOHREIBER, Chief Engineer.

Â. P. BRADLEY, Esq., Secretary Department Railways and Canais, Ottawa.

(Oemorandum.)
DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 9th July, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to represent that under date the 16th of January,1885, an Order in Council was passed approving of the location of the main line of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway extending from the 95th to the 119th mile west of the
sUlmit of the Rocky Mountains and crossing the western descent of the Selkirk
Range.

That the company have now submitted for approval plans and profiles showing
a re-location of a portion of the line on this distance, namely, for eighteen miles,
extending westwards from the summit of the Selkirk Range, such re-location being
ln Place of that for fifteen miles covered by the said Order.

That under date the 6th instant the Government Chief Engineer has reported to
e effect that the additional three miles have been taken in order to gain distance

Xd reach the bottom of the valley; further that the Inspecting Engineer has
exPressed his belief that the location now made is the best possible, and that, not-
Withstanding the fact that the first portion is very crooked, the curvature taken, as a
whole, is less than that on the old location. The maximum is 116 feet per mile, and

e minimum, or sharpest curve 10°. These are the same as in the former location,
Te Chief Engineer advises that the present location should be approved.

The undersigned, therefore, would recommend that the re-location now submitted,e shown on the plans and profiles furnished by the company be approved, and that
Order in Council of the 16th of January, 1885, be amended to the extent indi-

qted i the said plans.
Respectfully submitted,

J. H. HOPE, Acting Minister Railways and Canals.

OKIIfEmD CoPT of a Report of a Uomnittee of the Honorable the Privy Council,
appro'oed by His Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 25th July, 1885.

ndOn a memorandum, dated 8th July, 1885, from the Acting Minister of RailwaysAnd Canais, submitting that under date of the 16th of January, 1S85, an Order inp ncil Was passed, approving of the location of the main line of the Canadian

CefioeRailway, extending from the 95tb to the 119th mile, west of the summit of
the Roeky Mountains, and covering the western descent of the Selkirk Range;The Minister represents that the company have now submitted for approval
Plane and profiles showing a re-location of a portion of the line on this distance,
]laney, for eighteen miles, extending westwards from the summit of the Selkirk
Orde -such )e-location being in place of that for fifteen miles covered by the saidOrder in Council of the 16th of January last.
three Minster, on the report of the Chief Engineer to the effect that the additionalalley mles have been taken, in order to gain distance and reach the bottom of the
tiole; nfurther, that the Inspecting Engineer has expressed his belief that the loca-
tion now made is the best possible, and that notwithstanding the fact that the first
l-Oaoat is very crooked, the curvature taken as a whole is less than that on the old'ctien, h "urve m0 ari grade is 116 feet per mile, and the minimum or sharpestlocation , these are the same as in the former location, recommends that tho re-

now submitted and shown on the plans and profiles furnished by the com-
7
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pany be approved, and that the Order in Council of the 16th of January, 1885, be
amended to the extent indicated in the said plans.

The Committee submit the same for your Excellency's approval accordingly.
JOHN J. MoGEE, Olerk Privy Council.

Hon. the Minister of Railways and Canals.

OTTAWA, 7th August, 1885.

SiR,-I am directed to enclose to you herewith a copy of a certified copy of an
Order in Council, bearing date 25th alt., which amends that of 16th January last, and
approves plans and profile showing re-location of a portion of the lino of your com-
pany's railway for eighteen miles westward from the summit of the Selkirk Range.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary C.P.R. Co., Montreal.

OTTAWA, 17 th August, 1885.
SI,-I am directed to enclose to you herewith a copy of a certified copy of an

Order in Council, bearing date the 25th uit., approving plans and profiles, showing a
re-location of a portion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway line for eighteen
miles westward from the summit of the Selkirk Range, and amending Order in
Council of 16th January last.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRA.DLEY, Secretary.

C. SoHREIBER, Esq., Chief Engineer, &c., Ottawa.

DEVIATION OF LINE FROM OLD TOWN PLOT KAMINISTIQUIA TO
FORT WILLIAM.

Hon. the Minister of Railways and Canals. OTTAwA, 21st August, 1885.

Sia,-At the request of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, I have the
honQr to transmit for examination and approval plans and book of reference of the
railway line from the Old Town Plot on the Kaministiquia River by a new route
along the river to Fort William, and thence to the intersection with the line now
used formerly, the Port Arthur and Kaministiquia River. The greater portion of
the new lino has already been constructed.

May I request that one of the duplicates may be certified for the purpose of
filing with the Clerk of the Peace at Fort Arthur.

Your obedient servant,
R. W. SCOTT.

OTTAWA, 28th August, 1885.
SIR,-I am directed to forward for your information the accompanying copy of

a letter addressed to the Honorable R. W. Scott, Ottawa, by the Department return-
ing to him duly cortified the plans and book of reference showing the proposed
deviation of the line of the Canadian Pacifie Railway from a point near the town of
Port Arthur to Fort William and thence along the River Kaministiquia to the Town
Plot.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

-C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary, C. P. R. Co., Montreal. .

OTTAWA, 28th August, 1885.

SIR,-I return to you herewith duly certified as having been filed in this ofUo
in accordance with the provisions of the Consolidated Railway Act, the plan and book
,of reference showing the proposed deviation of the line of the Canadian Paoid
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Railway from a point near the town of Port Arthur to Fort William, and thence
along the River iaministiquia to the Town Plot, such plans having been furnished

duplicate by you on the 26th of August current, for that purpose.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Ron. R. W. SOOTT, Ottawa. A. P. BRADLEY, Secretar.

SUBJECT NO. 2-REPORTS ON PROGRBSS.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY,
OFFICE oF THE ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF, OTTAWA, 9th February, 1885.

SIR,--For the information of the Honorable the Acting Minister of Railways
aud Canals, I have the honor to transmit, attached hereto, a diagram showing
'approximately the condition of the works of construction upon the Canadian Pacifie

Ilway on the 31st January, 1885. By looking at this diagram the progress which
has been Made with the construction of this road can be taken in at a glance, and I
think the Honorable the Acting Minister will be struck with the shortness of the
length of railway remaining to be built.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
A COLLINGWOOD SCIIREIBER, Chief Engineer.

P. BRADLEY, Esq., Secretary Department of Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

CANADIAN PACIFIo RAILWAY,
OFFICE OF THE ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF, OTTAWA, 10th October, 1885.

SIar-On the lst of October, 1884, I had the honor to report to you upon the
o gress made up to that date with the work of construction of the Canadian Pacifie

way. Another year having passed, it now devolves upon me to report progresa
1%e subsequently to that date.

I shall, in the first place, give a table of distances similar in form to that of last
y'ear, as a revision of location has made sligbt changes in those figures.

TABLE OF DISTANCES-TRUNK LINE.
.Montreal to Port JMoody.

Miles. Miles.
Montreal to Callander.........................344
Callander to Port Arthur......... ...................... 651
Port Arthur to Red River (opposite Winnipeg) ... 428
Red River to Savona's Ferry..... .................... 257
Savona's Ferry to Port Moody....................... 213

Branch Lines, Acquired and Built.
St. Lin (Ste. Thérèse Junction to St. Lin).........15
St. Jérôme (St. Lin Junction to St. Jérôme) ....... il
St. Eustache.......................... ..... 8
Aylmer (HuIl to Aylmer)....... .............. 7,
Brockville.... .........................
Perth .................................... 12
Algoma..................................94Ï
Pembina (Emerson to Winnipeg)...............64j
Colville Landing ............................ 2
Selkirk.............
Stonewall (Air Line Junction to Stonewall) ....... 8
Pembina Mountain........................................102*
Gretna...................... ........... .14

mesnand West Lynne ......................... 15 4324

Total aCqnired and built ..................... 3t3251
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Rolling Stock.

The rolling stock applicable to the main line is the same as reported last year,
vin:-

245 engines.
78 first-class cars.
33 second-class cars.
48 baggage and mail cars.
25 dining, sleeping and palace cars.
10 immigrant sleeping cars.

4,386 platform freight cars.
1,867 box and cattle cars.

126 conductors' vans, pay cars, &c.
8 derrick and coal cars.

19 snow ploughs.

POSITION AND PROGRESS OF THE WORK.

TRUNK LINE.
Jkontreal to Calander, 344 miles.

his section has continued up to the present time in successful operation.
Callander to Port Arthur, 651 miles.

A revision of the location bas so improved the general alignment as to shorten
the length of this section by 6 miles, giving 651 instend of 657 miles, as reported last
year. The sub-section between Çallander and Biscotasing, 19 miles in length, is
completed and in operation, and from thence to Port Arthur, 462 miles, the track is
laid, and the work oi making up to grade the few remaining low embankments and
the ballasting is progressing rapidly. The wooden bridges, when fully braced and
Completed, will be strong structures.

Many of the truss bridges over the rivers are strong, well designed steel
aructures, resting on solid masonry piers and abutments.

The Pic River bridge is a fine steel structure, with timber approaches, which
latter Mr. Van Horne, the vice-pi esident of the company, informs me he proposes
to replace with iron trestles next season.

As the trestle bridges wear out they will as a rule be replaced by earthen
embankments. In most eases no earth was to be bad in the immediate neighbor-
hood with which to form the embankments, and it would, in my opinion, have been
a great waste of money to have formed solid embankments in advance of the track.

The road-bed is in many places formed of good ballast, of which there is abun-
dance tbroughout this section; it will therefore, when finally completed, be very solid.

A very efficient water service is nearing completion, the tanks having a capacity
of 50,000 gallons. Suitable stations to accommodate the traffic are being erected, as
well as engines bouses at each of the five divisional posts, which will range from 120
to 130 miles apart. Strong gangs of men are employed in hurrying forward the
completion of the several buildings, and about twenty trains are engaged in making
up low embankments and in ballasting, wit h a 'view of baving this section ready for
traffie within a few weeks, so as to afford unbroken rail connection from Halifax,
on the Atlantic scaboard, to Manitoba and the North-West. Thus, early in Novem-
ber, passengers landing at Halifax will be able to board the train and proceed
through British territory direct to the great North-West, by the Canadian PacifiC
Railway, passing by the north of Lake Superior, while the railway will be available
during the current month to merchants desiring to forward freight.

Port Arthur to Red Riuer (opposite Winnipeg), 428 miles.

This section is completed and in fine running order. The large elevator at Fort
William, the foundation of which I mentioned in my last report as having been laid,
is now finished, and a ecneiderable quantity of grain has passed through it. Its

10
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espacity is 1,000,000 bushels. Suitable engine bouses tnd other buildings have been
erected at the two divisional points, and station houses and dining-rooms have been
huilt, suitable for the traffle.

Red River to Savona's Ferry, 1,257 miles.
The action of the snow during last winter was carefully watched by the Govern-

ment Inspecting Engineer, as well as by the company's staff; and from the informa-
t1on obtained it was apparent that it would be necessary to locate the line so as to
escape, 0 far as possible, the snow slides descending from the northern range ofraountains. This somewhat retarded the work of construction, as it was consideredadvisable to abandon the location already made upon the side of the mountain pre-
paratory to construction, and to devise some means of crossing the valley and reach-
13g the lower levels before approaching the snow slides which it was desired to avoid,,
without increasing the severity of the grade. Mr. James Ross, an able engineer and

thauager of the company's works of construction, set vigorously to work to solve
e problem; and, by a clever piece of engineering, succeeded in gaining the neces-%ary distance by taking advantage of the general contour of the country toforra, as it were, a double loop ; thus touching the bottom lands clear of the most

formidable snow slides, and without increasing the severity of the grades ;
th although this resulted in an increase of 3 miles to the length of the section,
the general alignment, outside the loop was much improved. The sub-section from
the eRed River (opposite Winnipeg) to Donald Station at the foot of the east slope of

he Selkirks, 1,022 miles in length, is under trafic. The latter point is 2,416 miles
. Montreal. Nine miles of temporary road is being used in the meantime,>lmding the completion of the permanent way to take its place. From Donald

Bi lon to within 10 miles of the second crossing of the Columbia, a distance of 73Miles, the track is laid. From this latter point, for a distance of 36 miles, the grading
af tbridging are so far advanced as to ensure the laying of the track by the end
if tae current month. Thence to Savona's Ferry, a distance of 124 miles, the trackt laid. Savona's Ferry is 2,680 miles from Montreal. Although the track is laid
throug out with the exception of the 36 miles, just referred to, there remains con-liderable anount of work to be done before the road is completed. The permanent
le alongside the 9 miles of temporary track near Mount Stephen has not yet been
ollmrenced, and between Donald and Savona's Ferry a good deal of finishirg up willatill beriý

of t e required. A tunnel in the Ille-cille-wait Pass is not quite finished, a number
trus bridges have yet to be built over rivers now crossed by te mpo -ary trestles.

ba ation buildings, water service, &c., have yet to be provided; cuttings and em-
i nts to be trimmed up and completed, besides a considerable amount of ballast-
Condi to be done. It will, however, not take very long to get the road into fit4'1dition for traffic, but I do not think it is the company's intention to operate it
tod g the mountains this season; in fact I should not consider it wise to attemptOdo s until the road is thoroughly completed, which will scarcely be before spring,

buildin rst 900 miles west of Red River the engine bouses and other necessary
adgs have been erected, and water service provided, and preparations are being

"th stiply these requisites on the next sub-section westwards. The portion of
th 8 Section under taliff, 1,022 miles, is in good running condition.

Savona's Ferry to Port Moody, 213 miles.

a his section rnay almost be said to be completed, being so far advanced that it
r orty b accpted by Government. It is in fine running condition. Itembut by Messrs D. O. Mills and A. Onderdonk, under contract with the Gov-

Compn'u JUnder the terms of the agreement with the Canadian Pacific Railway
0ntractors bis section will be transferred to them upon being taken over from the
ad an or -Y the Government. The station bouses and water services are all built,

The Port Odhouse at North Bend is in progress, and will shortly be completed.
OTobe'r1884. y wharf bas not been touched since the date of my last report, lst
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GENERAL.

The condition of the railway may be summariz3d thus:-

Trunk Line.
Miles.

Track laid ............ .......................... 2,857
Grading nearly completed..........,................................. 36

Total length of main lino............................. 2,893
It thus appears that the only break in the track is 36 miles in length, and I am

safe in stating that by about the close of the present month, October, 1885, the road
from Montreal to Port Moody will be ironed from end to end.

The contract with the Canadian Pacific Railway Company called for the com-
pletion of the road by the 30th June, 1891. It is now early in October, 1885, and
about the end of the month there will be unbroken rail connection over the entire
lino. The road is therefore to ail intents and purposes completed five years and
eight months in advance of the contract limit. The accomplishment of this aston-
ishing feat is without doubt largely due to the ability and determination of the Vice-
President, Mr. VanHorne, aided by his staff, in giving effect to the policy of activity
adopted by the company. The work of carrying this great undertaking to comple-
tion has been fraught with many difficulties, both financial and otherwise; but
perseverance on the part of the company, with judicious aid from the Governmont
in timo of difficulty, has overcome all barriers, and as I have stated, the anxiously
looked for object of having railway connection from ocean to ocean through British
territory is now practically accomplished.

Branch Lines.

The position of the branch linos has not changed since my report of October
last. Their length is as thon stated, 432k miles.

In conclusion I may state that the rolling stock is first class in every respect.
The passenger car stock is especially admirable, the dining and sleeping cars being
most elaborately fitted up, both as regards comfort and beauty, while I may safely
say that the other classes cf'passenger stock are not excelled on the American con-
tinent.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
COLLINGWOOD SCIREIBER, Engineer-in-Chief.

A. P. BRaDLEY, Esq., Secretary Department Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

CANADIAN PACIFrO RAILWAY,
OFFICE OF THE ENGINEER-IN-'%HIEF, OTTAWA, 31st December, 1885.

Si,-On the 10th of October last, I had the honor to submit my annual report
of the progress made with the works of construction upon the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way up to that date, and as ithas been the practice to give the latest information in
regard to the condition of the works before Parliament meets, I now beg leave to
report on the advancement with the works subsequent to that date, and inasmuch
as the rail connection was made from ocean to ocean on the 7th November last, at
which date the road may be accepted as practically completed, the moment appears
opportune to offer a few remarks upon the progress made with the construction of
this stupendous undertaking from the first broaking of ground.

This great enterprise, as is well known, was first undertaken as a Governmont
work and the first contract for the construction of any portion of the Trunk line ws

12
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entered into on the 3rd of April, 1875, being for the section lying between Fort
William and Sunshine Creek, a distance of 27 miles; the work of construction was
at once engaged in, and this may be considered the date at which actual construction
"was commenced and continuously prosecuted. From time to time contracts for
further sections were let until the entire distance of 422 miles between Fort William
and the Red River, opposite Winnipeg, was covered. Whilst this work was in pro-
gress contracts were let for the construction of 200 miles from Winnipeg westward,
and of 127 miles in British Columbia, extending from Savona's Ferry to Emory's Bar,thus aggregating 749 miles which were under construction as Government work in
May, 1880, the last contract having been entered into on the 3rd of that month.

Shortly after this, negotiations were entered into for the construction by a
comkpany, resulting in the Canadian Pacific Railway Company entering into an agree-
ment to construct 1,909 miles and equip the entire Trunk line from,Callander to Port
thody, 2,550 miles, assuming the work done west of Winnipeg and paying the cost

25ereof, In consideration of the Government granting them $25,000,000 and
,000,000 acres of land, together with a constructed road composed of 641 miles of

Trunk line and the Pembina Branch, 65 miles in length. This contract is dated the21st Of Octob'er, 1880, and was ratified by Parliament on the 15th .anuary, 1881,
Prut 'which the company at once set to work to organize a force for carrying on the

Work.
1 May of that year active operations of construction were commenced, when

66emworks west of Winnipeg, which consisted of about 70 miles of graded road and
miles of track laid, together with a quantity of rails and other material, were

transferred to them.

fro In February, 1882, the last sub section of the Government sections, viz., that
rc Bmory's Bar to Port Moody, a distance of 86 miles, was placed under contract.

i he progress made with the work on the Government sections of the Trunk
e viz., Port Arthur to Red River (opposite Winnipeg), 428 miles; and Savona's
errY to Port Moody, 213 miles-in all, 641 miles, at the close of each calendar

Year may be stated, as regards the length of road which was so far completed as to
adrit Of the running of regular trains thereon, to be as follows, viz.:-

Each year. Total
Miles. Miles.

During and at the close of 1875...................... 0 0
" tg 1876................ 45 45
"c ci 1877. ..................... 17 62
"i ci 1878...................... 136 198

1879...................... 35 233
"i ci 1880............ ......... 66 299

1881.................. ... 102 401
"i 1882...................... 49 450
i 1883.... ................. 77 527
i 1884...................... 111 638

On the 30th June, 1885...................... 3 641

hiles ily, 1885, the sections of the road undertaken as a Government work, 641
I hlength, may be said to have been practically completed.

vo already stated that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, under contract
equip th October, 1880, undertook to construct 1,909 miles of Trunk line and to
oerPt entire road from Callander to Port Moody, 2,550 miles, and that active
Operations commenced in the month of May following.Tr e progress made by the company up to the end of each ealender year, as
regaIrS the ngth Of line which was so far completed as to admit of the running of
regular trains thereon, may be stated as follows:-
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Each year. Total
Miles. Miles.

During and at the close of 1881..................... 161 161
d i 1882..................... 440 601

1883..................... 473 1,074
g 9 1884...................... 358 1,432
" g 1885 ..................... 477 1,909

Thus the entire 1,909 miles, which the Company undertook to construct, were
practically completed on the 7th day of November, 1885, tfie day on which the last
rail was laid, forming a continuons rail connection from ocean to ocean. The cor-
pany is still operating a temporary section of nine miles near Mount Stephen, which
was constructed for the purvose of avoiding some heavy work, ineluding a tunnel of
1,400 feet, which would have greatly delayed the completion of the through line.
This temporary line is in first.rate running condition, and seems to be operated with-
ont difficulty.

Exclusive of this nine mile section a small expenditure only is reguired to place
the road in such a condition as to comply with the requirements of the contract.

The entire line is equipped with rolling stock of a high standard.
The 641 miles constructed by the Government were commenced in April, 1975,

and practically completed in June, 1885, ten years and three months.
The 1,909 miles constructed by the company were commenced say, in February,

1881, and practically completed on the 7th of November, 1885, four years and nine
months.

The following are statements of the revenue and expenditure for the years
ending the 31st of December, 1884 and 1885, published by the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company: -

1884. 1885.
Gross earnings .................... . $5,750,521 08,348,500
Gross expenditure. ...................... 4,558,630 5,124,400

Net earnings.,.......,........ 81,191,890 $3,224,100

Those figures give indications of a most successful enterprise and of a most
valuable property, especially when it is considered that a large section of the country
through which the road passes is at present sparsely settled, and hiltherto unserved
by railway facilities, with but very limited opportunities for a development of trade,
and I think there can be no doubt this section of country will become speedily
populated and trade will rapidly develop.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
COLLINGWOOD SCIIREIBER, Chief Engineer.

A. P. BRADLEY, Esq., Secretary Department Railways and Canals, Ottawa.
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RUBJECT No. 3-LANDS FOR STATION GROUNDS AND BALLAST PITS
BETWEEN WINNIPEG AND CALGARY.

'CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

LIST of Station Grounds between Winnipeg and Calgary, and Dimensions thereof, as
shown on Plans and described in Books of Reference submitted by the Company
Under the provisions of the Consolidated Railway Act, 1879, sec. 8, and the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Act, 44 Vie., chap. 1, secs. 18 and 19.

1By letter dated 26th Nov., 1894-No. 35211-Winnipeg to Moose Jaw.
do 26th Nov., 1884-No. 35250-Moose Jaw to Medicine Hat.
do 4th April, 1884-No 36302--Medicine Hat to Calgary.

Name of Station.

Wfnnipeg to Moose Jaw, 26th
Nov., 1884, No. 35211.

Bergin.............. ...osser........ .. ..... ..........
.eadows -..... .............

Arquette .. . . ..... ...... . . . . . . . . .Reaburn ...... ........Poplar Point .
Figh Bluff...... .......ortle la Prairie............
Burniside. ......~. ......... ........
agot .. ~.....................

regor -....... ...... ........Austin-....~.....~... .........."....

er .... . .........

sewelr .... .... .. .........
Chglas....... ........
Bra r .. ................
Kennay...... .........BraxndnIr ................-... .........

1mna ................... 
Gi .. ....... ..........
gak Lake '.''..
Eirdi .... -................

F l m i - .. ". ''".. .. .. ...... ..,,,rav-.............. .........Eilora

Rled acet ' "~''''''.
Burro- ................i tew ...""".... .........

Pecvl*""~.........Oahe ".."'......
Gr ..... ""..........

Sumer "... ..........
olsrer er ( ea.S a t e ...... . ......e e ••.. .. •............

Percliva .................
Bolsye (eumean.

8111t8.lUta (ean)......
ta.......... .

Dimensions.

Feet.

400
400
400
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300

400
300
300
350
e00
300

Length.

Feet.

2,600
2,650
2,850
3,000
2,650
2,650
2,650
3,000-
2,650
2,650
2,650
2,650
2,650
2,800
5,000
2,650
2,800
2,850
5,280
2,650
3,200
3 000
2,650
2,650
3,000
2,650
2,650
2,650
2,750
2,600
2,950
2,850
2,650

2,400
3,750
2,700
2,650
2,600
2,650

Name ofiStation.

Indian Head.......... ............
Qu' Appelle ......................
McLean ............ ...............
Balgonie ......................
Pilot Butt ....................
Regina ....................... .....
Grande Coulée........... ......
Pense ...... ...................
Belle Plaine ...... ........... .
Pasqua ........................
Moose Jaw (mean) ...... .....

Moose Jaw to Medicine Hat,
26th Nov., 1884, No. 35250.

Boharm ........ .................
Caron ...................
Mortlack ...... ............ .
Parkbeg ...............-........
Secretan ...........................
Chaplin .................. ........
Enfold . ............................
Morse ............ .......... .....
Herbert ...... ........... .........
Rush Lake ................
Waldeck ..............
Aikens .............................
Swift Current (mean).........
Leven ...... ..................
Goose Lake .....................
Antelope ......................
Gull Lake ... ..........
Oypress .............. ..........
Side Wood .........
Orane Lake ...... ...............
Oolby ....... .........
Maple Oreek ....................
Kincarth..........................
Torris ......... . .........

A 1886

Dimensions.

>n Length.

Feet.

300
300
300
300
300300
875
300
300
300
300
800

400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
500
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400

Feet.

2,650
5,500
2,650
2,650
2,750
7,000
4,000
2,650
2,650
2,650
2,650
4,500

3,000
3,100
2,800
2,650
2,850
2,650
2,800
2,650
2,650
2,650
2,750
3,200
5,250
2,850
2,640
2,650
3,200
2,650
2,650
3,400
3,000
2,750
3,000
2,700
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CANADIAN Pacifie Railway - List of Station Grounds between Winnipeg and
Calgaiy, &c.-Continued.

Name of Station.

Walsh..........................
Irvin...........................
Dunmore....................
Medicine Hat (mean) .........

do on Saskatche-
wan River front..............

Medicine Hat to Calgary, 4th
April, 1885, No. 36302.

Stair...........................
Bowell................. ............
Suffield..... ..........
Langevin ....................... ,
Kinimore.................. .........

Dimensions.

L egh

SLength,

Feet.

400
400
400
500

250

400
400
400
400
400

Feet.
2,650
2,650
2,650

...... ......

3,150
3,000
3,000
3,000
3,250

Name of Station.

84 Tilley ......... ..............
85 Bantry.................. ...........
86 Caseils.............. ...... .........
87 Southesk ...... ......... ........
88 Lathorn ...................
89 Bassano ......... ......
90 Crowfoot.................
91 Cluny. ....................
92 Glei chen ...........
93 Namaka ... . .........
94 Strathmore.. .................
95 Cheadle .............. ......
96 Langdon..........................
97 Sheppard .............
98 Calgary ........... ..............

Dimensions.

>,Length.

Feet. Feet.
400 3,000
400 3,250
400 4,150
400 3,000
400 3,500
400 2,750
450 2,650
480 3,400
800 3,650
480 3,200
400 3,000
400 3,000
400 3,400
400 2,640
400 10,600

The above list and dimensions were made from the plans and books of reference
sent us, as above mentioned.

THOMAS RIDOUT.

MONTREAL, 2nd September, 1885.
DEAR SIR,-Referring to your objection to the amount of lands shown, as required

for gravel pits, on the plan of the prairie section of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
between Winnipeg and Calgary, which was submitted some months ago, I send you
herewith tracings showing the different areas required with explanatory notes.

I have caused careful enquiry to be made into the matter, and I feel sure that
the amount of land asked for is not alone reasonable but necessary.

The gravel is not distributed uniformly over the larger areas shown on the
plans, but is so distributed that the entire areas shown are required either for the
gravel itself or for access to it.

There is comparatively little gravel in the entire distance between Winnipeg
and Calgary, and it is exceedingly important that a sufficient amount should be pro-
vided, not alone for immediate, but for future requirements. »

Yours truly,
W. C. VAN HORNE, Vice.President.

C. SCHREIBER, Esq., Chief Engineer, &c., Ottawa.

CANADIAN PA01FIO RAILWAY.
OFFICE OF THE ENGINEER IN.CHIEF, OTTAWA, 27th November, 1885.

SIR,-In reference to the plans submitted by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany under covere Nos. 35,211 and 36,302, dated respectively, 26th November, 1884,
and 4th April, 1885, showing the land which they state is required for station and
ballasting purposes betwaen Winnipeg and Calgary, I have the honor to report, that
although the areas shown on the plans appear large, nevertheless, Mr. Van Horne,
the Vice.President, who is very familiar with the lay of the ground, by letter dated

16
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the 2nd September last, assures me that not only is the amount of land asked for
reasonable but necessary for ballasting purposes, and I am of opinion that thestation
grounds, as shown on plan, are not larger than the future requirements of the traffio
MaY naeed. I attach a copy of Mr. Van Horne's letter, ani for the reasons given-
therein, 1 recommend the approval of the plans with station grounds and ballast pits,

8 shown.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

C. SCHR EI BER, Chief Engineer.
A. P. BRADLEY, Esq., Secretary Department Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

(femorandum.) OTTAWA, 4th December, 1885.
The undersigned has the honor to represent that under date the 26th of Novem-

r, 1884, and 4th April, 1885, the Canadian Pacitie Railway Company submitted
Plans showing lands which they desire to take for station and ballast purposes
between. Winnipeg and Calgary, as to which the chief engineer bas reported on the21th ultiro, that in his opinion the area of the proposed station grounds if not larger

an the future requirements of the traffic may need. As to the land to be used for
gravel Pits and access thereto, he reports in effect that in view of the quantity of
gravel between the points named and its distribution, the extent asked for is not
Orly reasonable but necessary.

The undersigned accordingly concurring in the opinion of the chief engineer,
meOrarnends that approval be given to the said plans, both of the station groundsand the ballast pits and their approaches, the lands being duly indicated in the two

achedules attached hereto.
Respectlully submitted,

J. R. POPE, Minister of Railways and Canals.

']Caln' COPY of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approveL
by .Ifs -Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 5th December, 1885.
On a memorandum, dated 4th December, t885, from the Minister of Railwaysad Cnals, representing that under dates the 26th of November, 1884, and 4th April,188 the Canadian Pacific Railway Company submitted plans showing lands which
dsesire to take for station and ballast purposes, between Winnipeg and Calgary,

s t which the chief engineer has reported on the 27th November ultimo, that in
reqa.Pinion the area of the proposed station grounds is not larger than the future
requiremenut8 of the traffic may need, while as to the land to be used for gravel pits
the access thereto, he reports in effect that in view of the quantity of gravel between

e ints named and its distribution, the extent asked for is not only reasonable butIeesseary.

The Minist er accordingly recommends that approval be given to the said plans,O Of the station grounds and the ballast pits and their approaches, the lands being" icated in the schedules attached hereto.The Colmittee submit the same for Your Excellency's approval.

JOHN J. MoGREB, Clerk Privy Council
he0n. the Minister of iRailways and Canals.

49 'Victoria. JL 1886
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CA.NADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

LIsT of Station Grounds between Winnipeg and Calgary, and Dimensions thereof'
as shown on Plans and described in Books of Reference submitted by the Company,
under the provisions of the Consolidated Railway Act, 1879, sec. 8, and the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Act, 44 Vie., chap. 1, secs. 18 and 19.

26th Nov., 1884-No. 35211-Winnipeg to Moose Jaw.
26th Nov., 1884-No. 35250-Moose Jaw to Medicine Hat.
4th April, 1885-No. 36302-Medicine Hat to Calgary.

By letter dated
do
do

Name of Station.

Winnipeg to Moose Jaw, 26th
Nov., 1884, No. 35211.

Bergin .......................
Rosser .........................
Meadows .... . .........
Marquette.....................
Reaburn .......................... ,
Poplar Point .....................
Higb Bluff ............ ........
Portage la Prairie.............
Burnaide ............ .......
Bagot ...........................
MeLregor........... .............
Austin...........................
Sydney ....... .... ,...............
Melbourne ........................
Carberry...........................
Sewell..........................
Douglas............-............
Chater.. ..... .............
Brandon ......... .........
Kemnay .................. ···· ··
Alexander ....................
Griswold .,.......................
Oak Lake .....................
Virden..............................
Hargrave............... ......
Elkhorn......................
Fleming....................
Moosomin.....................
Red Jacket. .........

Wapella ......................
Burrows..........................
Whitewood... . .............
Percival. -.. . .........
Broadview (irregular, mean

width) ..............
Oakshield ..........
Grenfel .......... .........
Summerberry (mean) ........
Wolseley (mean)...............
Sintaluta..................
Indian Head......................
Qu' Appelle....................
McLean.......................

Dimen

dgg

Feet.

400
400
400
300
800
300
300
300
300
300
300
800
300
300
900
300
300
300
300
800
300
300
300

800
300
300
800
300
300
300
300
300

300
300
300
3501
300
300j
300
300
300

Name of Station.

sions.

Length.

Feet.

2,600
2,650
2,850
3,020
2,650
2,650
2,650
2,650'
2,650 1
2,650
2,650
2,650
2,650
2,800 I
5,000 1
2,650 I
2,800 1
2,850
5,280 1
2,650
3,200 J
3,000 j
2,650

2,650
2,650
2-650
2750
2 600
2,950
2,860
2,650

2,400
3,750
2,700
2,650
2,650
2,650
2,650 j
5,500
2,650

Dimensions.

g Length.

Feet.

300
300300
875
300
300
300
300
800

400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
500
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400,
500

250

A. 1886

Feet.

2,650
2,750
7,000
4,000
2,650
2,650
2,650
2,650
4,500

3,000
3,100
2,800
2,650
2,850
2,650
2,800
2,650
2,650
2,650
2,750
3,200
5,250
2,850
2,640
2,650
3,200
2,650
2,650
3,400
3,000
2,750
8,000
2,700
2,650
2,650
2,650
2,o00

5,508

1

Balgonie........... .......
Pilot Butt...........

Regina.. ..... ............

Grande Coulée ...........-
Pense................... ...........
Belle Plaine .............
Pasqua. ....... ..............
Moose Jaw (mean).......

Moose Jaw to medicine lat,
26th Nov., 1884, No.35250.

Boharm ........................
Caron .................. ...........
Mortlack ..................
Parkbeg. .........................
Secretan ...... ,....,...............
Chaplin ...........................
Enfold........... ......
Morse . .. ................
HIerbert ...........................
Rush Lake ........................
Waldeck....... ..........
Aikens .... .....................
Swift Current (mean).........
Leven.............. ......
Goose Lake ........ ,............
Antelope ........................
Gull Lake.......................

pres.........................
Stdewood ....... ..
Crane Lake ........Colby ......................
Maple Creek......................
Kincarth.. ..................
Torris......,..........
Walsh ..............................

rin............ ........ .......
Dunmore.......................... 

Medicine Mat (mean) ......
do or Saskatch .

wan River front........
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LiST of Station Grounds between Winnipeg and Calgary, &.-Continued.

Name of Station.

Medicine Hat to Calgary, 4th
April, 1885, No. 36302.

Dimensions.

Length.

No. Name of Station.

Dimensions.

Length.

9 r................................ 400 3,150 89 Bassano.......... ......... 400 2,750
81 S e ............................ 400 3,000 90 Crowfoot ......................... 450 2,650

82 .'........ ... •••... .. •... 400 3;000 91 Cluny .......... ..... ............ 480 3,40)
L n ........... ............ , 400 3,000 92 Gleichen .............. .... 800 3,650

8 K more ............ 400 3,250 93 Namaka....... ........... 480 3,200
85 e ................ ............ 400 3,000 94 Strathmore. ..................... 400 3,000
8 ...... ............... ........ 400 3,250 95 Cheadle...... ................... 400 3,000
81 ..... 400 4,10 96 Langdon......................... 400 3,400
8 th . ............. 400 3,000 97 j8heppard..........................400 2,660

o ..... ..... ......... 400 3,500 98 Calgary ........................... 10600

keabove list and dimensions *as made from the plans and books of reforeno.
~8l nas above mentioned.

TflMIAS IR[DO UT.

CANADIAN PACIYIC RAILWAY.

WINN~IPEG TO CALGARY-BALLAST PITS.

*

4 "~ -.

Position.

- Ares. Owner.

eton. Toi . Range.

Acres.
19.,. 10 19, West 1st Principal Meridian. 98.25 O.P.R............
AZ... 15 1, West 2nd do ... 30 -00 Dom. Gov......

21... 16 3 do do ... 37.00 .P.R ...........

S ". 30... 16

SgN. 35.. 16
7 NE 18... 18
8 8.W. 28 ... 17

.8 . 33... 17
10 31... 17
11 . 18

SAX7
le g 17

2.. 15

W 28..: 14'
SN.w. ... 12

15 S-W 7... 12
N.11' ... 12

.. 12
18 N '

2.-- 12

do do ...

do do ...
do do

West 3rd do
do do ...
do do ...
do do
do do
do do ...
de do ...
do do ...
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do

19

70.00
89-25

144*91
32.00

126.00
33-00
48-00

136.0. 9
98*00
24'00

190 '50
8•00

11.30
0.50

10.80
3500

~1

Dom. Gov......
C.P.R ......
Dom. Gov......

do .....
O.P.R ............

do ...........
Dom. Gov......

do ......
do ......

.. P.R.............
Dom. Gov......

do ......
O.P.R ............
Dom. Gov......

o.P.R.
do ....... ' 3,060

A. 1886
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MEDIOINE HAT TO OALGARY.

Position.

.4-- --------- Area. Owner. -
.a

Section. Town- Range.ship.

Acres.
17 10... 12 4, West 4th Principal Meridian. 80-00 Dom. Gov.

N.E 36... 12 6 do do ... 48*08 do

18 N.E. 35... 12 6 do do 1.460.P.R.

S 2... 13 6 do do ... 297'55 Dom, Goy ... 34,209
S.W. 1... 21.................... ... 140»85O.P.R.
8.. 2 21............... ..... 15697 Dom. Go 29782
S.W. 281 ... 21 20, West 4th Principal Meridian 9837 do
N.W. 21... ............. ................. 032
S.E. 29.... ................................. 158*11 Schoolland,..
N.E. 20..................... 1850 Dom. Goy.......27530

361.. 23 20, West 4th Principal Meridian.. 614*66 do. WhoIe section,
lesu righl way.

Total.......2,83238 Acres.

R E OAP IT ULA T ION.
Dominion GoTernment land ... ... . 2,077-08
S 2hool1 ......... . .................. .... 1832

anadian Pacifi Railway..........................................59698

2,832-38

The above ballast pite are ishown on plans and described in books of reference-
snbmitted by latter dated 26th Nov., 1884, No. 35Z11, Winnipeg to Moose Jaw.

do 26th Nov., 1884,9o 352-5O) Moose Jaw to Medicine Rat.'
do 4th April, 1885, ni . 36302, Medicine at to algary.

THOMAS RIDOUT.

OTTAWA, lSth Dccernber, 1885.
SiR,-I arn instructed to enClose to you herewith a copy of a certified copy of an

Order in Council, under date &th. met., approving plans ehowing lands which your
company desires to tako for station and ballast purposes, between Winnipeg and

Oalgary.I arn, Sir, your obedient servant,

A. P. BRADLEY, cretary.
DBINx&wAitE, Esq., Se·retary 4. P. 6. Co, Montreal.

OTTAWA Dth December, 1885.
Si,-I arn instructed to enclose herewith to you a copy of a certifled copy of an,

Order in Council, under date 5th inet., approving plans showing lande w'hich the,
Clanadian Pacifie Railway Comnpany desires to take for station and ballast purposes.

1etween Winnipeg and Calgary.
I art rt, your obedient servant,

. SORBIBtîsq., Chif Engineer &o., Ottawa. A. P. BRADLEY, &ecretary.

20
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OTTAWA, 29th December, 1885.
SIR,-I am directed to return to you, herewith, plans, profiles and books of

reference in duplicate, of that ortion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway extending
from Moose Jaw to Medicine Hat, transmitted with your letter dated the 26th
November, 1884, the same having been examined and certified by the Deputy of the
Minister of Railways and Canals, subject to the provisions respecting the diversion
-or closing of highways. One copy thereof hais been placed on file in this office.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

UAs. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary G. P. R. Co., Montreal.

OTTAwA, 29th December, 1885.
SIR,-I am directed to return to you, herewith, plans, profiles and books of refer-

nce1in duplicate, which accompanied your letter of the 4th April last, showing land
taken for right of way, station grounds, &c., for the main line of the Canadian Pacifie
'talway from Medicine Hat to Calgary and for the branch line from the Stairsstation to the Saskatchewan coal mines, the samne having been examined and certified
b the Deputy of the Minister of Railways and Canais, subject to the provisions of

e law with respect to the diversion or closing of highways; triplicates thereof have
en placed on file in this Department.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

C'As. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.

OTTAWA, 29th December, 1885.
1 SIR,-Referring to your letter dated the 26th November, 1884, I have now thehior, by direction, to return to you plans, profiles and books of reforence, in dupli-ate' of the main line of the Canadian Pacifie Railway from Winnipeg to Moose Jaw,aich have been examined and certified by the Deputy of the Minister of Railwaysofd Canals subject to the provisions of the law in respect to the diversion or closing

f hghways. One copy of each has been deposited in this Department.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.
. DRISKWATER, Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.

fJBJECT No. 3-CLAIM FOR 200 FEET RIGHT OF WAY-MOOSE JAW
TO CALGARY.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILwAYs AND CANALs, OTTAWA, 25th April, 1885.
1 8  '--I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 26Ui of November,of8theand 4th instant, covering plans, profiles and books of reference of thie majn lino
eine tanadian Pacific Railway from Moose Jaw to Medicine Hat, aud from Medi-
ainaest to Calgary; also of a branch from Stairs Station to the SaskatiLhewan coal
the Cslisotsae being forwarded for purposes of certification and registration undernh 'Jnsldate<i Railway Aet

rih is connection I am to inform you that it is observed that the width of theegt of way shown exceeds the width allowed by the said Act, and the need for such.
tat you winot being apparent to the engineers of the Department, I am to reguest

be pleased to farnish me with the grounds upon which it is sought.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.
TER, .sq., Secretary G. P. R Co.,j Montreal,

*49 Victoria. A. 1886



CANADIAN PACIFra RAILWAY COMPANY.
OFFICE OF THE VICE-PRESIDZNT, MONTREAL, 8th May, 1885.

SIR,-Replying to your letter of the 23rd ult,, addressed to Mr. Drinkwater, on
the subject of the width of the right of way, shown in the plans of the main line of
the Canadian Pacific Railway from iMoose Jaw to Medicine Bat, and from Medicine
Rat to Calgary, submitted for approval on the 26th November last, I beg to say that
the unnueal width of 200 feet is necessary to the full protection of the line from
enow. West of Moose Jaw numerous cuttings occur, and it has been found necessary
to grade these away to a distance of more than 100 feet from the track, and in some
cases over three hundred feet to prevent the accumulation of snow. It is found
that the erection of fences or buildings at a distance of fifty feet from the railway is
almost certain to cause snow driits reaching across the track, and the extra width is
asked for in order to guard against anything of the kind being erected within 10
feet of the lino. Snow storms are not so frequent west of Moose Jaw as east of that
point, but very heavy storms occasionally occur, and we have already been obliged
to expend more money for snow protection west of Moose Jaw than east. I regard
the extra right of way asked for as absolutely necessary to the regular working;of
the road in the winter.

i am, Sir, your obedient servant,
W. C. VAN HORNE, Vice-President.

A. P. BBADLY, Esq., Secretary Department Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

(Memorandum.)

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 15th May, 18S5.
The undersigned bas the honor to repre.sent that under date of the 26th of'

November, 1884, the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company submitted plans, profiles
and books of reference relating to their right of way between Moose Jaw and
Medicine Rat, and on the 4th uit., those relating to the right of way between Medi-
cine Hat and Calgary.

That the saia plans, profiles and books of reference were furnished simply for
the purpose of certification prior to registration, under the Consolidated Railway
Act, a routine proceeding ordinarily requiring no submission to Your Excellency in
Council.

The company, however, have not set down the width of the land required to be
taken, as 200 feet all through, in place of 33 yards, the width allowed by section 9
of the Consolidated Railway Act, and by a letter dated the 8th inst., they state tht
this width is necessary to the full protection of the lino from snow. They allege
that west of Mooso Jaw numerous cuttings occur, which it has been found necessary
to grade away to a distance of more than 100 feet, and in some cases over 300 feét
from the track, to prevent snow accuwnalation.

The extra width they state is absolutely necessary to the regular working of the
road in the winter.

That under date of the 12th inst. the Government Chief Engineer bas reported
to the effect that ho is aware of the expenditure of a large sum of money in running
out the slopes of cuttings very flat, to prevent snow drifts, and that it is desired to
grant the right of talring the width of 200 feet asked for.

That by the Act 46 Victoria, chapter 24, section 2, amending the Consolidated
Railway Act, it was providcd that for the purpose of affording " protection against
snow drifts such greater quantity of land, or land covered with water, may be taken
<over and abova that proviously authorized) as may be approved by the Governor in
Council."

'The undersigned accordingly recommends that the width of 200 feet for the
whole line between Moose Jaw and Calgary be approved of; that the company be
permitted to expropriate from private persons or corporations such extra land over
and above the 99 feet allowed by the Consolidated Railway A ct, as may afford the
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W idth of 200 feet, and further that where the land is vested in the Dominion Gov-
Ortment, such width of land be granted to the company, being for protection against
£lnow, as provided by the 19th section of their charter.

Respectfully submitted,
J. B. PO PE, Acting nMinister Radways and Canals.

TIPIED Copy of a ReIport of a Committee cf the Honorable the Priv.q Council, approved
by lis Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 26th May, 1885.
On a memorandum, dated 15th May, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Railways

a1nd Canals representing that under date the 26th of November, 1884, the Canadian
Pac&ific Railway Company submitted plans and profiles and books of reference relating
to their "right of way " between Moose Jaw and Medicine iat, and on the 4th April

ltimo, those relating to the "right of way" betwoen Medicine fIat and Calgary,12k Minister states that the said plans, profiles and books of reforence were furnisbed
'utnPlY for the purpose of certification, prior to registration, under the provisions of
th1e onsolidated iRailway Act, a routine proceeding ordinarily requiring no submission
toyour Rxcellency in Council.

That the company, however, havelset down the width of the land required to be
en as 200 feet all through, in place of thirty-three yards, the width allowed by

section 9 of the said Consolidated Railway Act; and that by a letter dated tie Sth
'tant, the company state that this width is necessary to the full protection of the

1'ne from snow. They also allege that west of Moose Jaw numerous cuttinga occur
*hich it bas been found necessary to grade away to a distance of more than 100 feet,
And i Bome cases over 300 feet from the track, to prevent snow accumulation, and
that the extra width is absolutely necessary to the regular working of the road in the
wiriter.

The Minister further states that under date the 12th instant, the Government
hief Engineer has reported to the effect that ho is aware of the expenditure of a

ae s Om f money in running out the slopes of cuttings very flat to prevernt snow-
, and that it is desirable to grant the right of taking the width of 200 feut asked

The Minister observes that by the Act 46 Vict., chap. 24, sec. 2, amending the
sOlidated Railway Act, it wfas provided that for the purpose of affording " protec-

Ioaganst snowdrifts such greater quantity of land, or land covered with water may
<G>ven(over and above that previously authorizod) as may be approved by the

ert for thn Council." The Minister accordingly recommends that the width of 200
orte whole lino between Moose Jaw and Calgary be approved; that the com-
be ermitted to expropriate from private persons or corporations such extra

and above the ninety-nine feet allowed by the Consolidated Railway Act as
to-a afford the width of 200 feet; and, further, that where the )and is vested in the
progUQionf Government, such width of land be granted to the company, beting forI)roteti0 1 aantso

eon agaist snow, as provided by the 19th section of their charter.
e Committee submit the foregoing for Your Excellency's approval.

JOHN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Councit.
heRon- the Minister of Railways and Canals.

DEPARTMNT oP RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 5th June, 1885.
WasD3- ain direoted to inform you that on the 26th ultimo an Order in Council

'Way c , a copy of which is herewith enclosed, granting the Canadian Pacific Rail-
bele opauny the right to take the width of 200 feet of land for the whole lino
withien tMooe Jaw and Calgary, with permission also to expropriate requisite lan4

'lthat width from private persons or corporations, &c.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

" f n &A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.
E, Esq., Chief Engineer, &c., Ottawa.
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DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 5th June, 18b5.
SIR,-I am directed to enclose to you herewith a copy of a certified copy of an

Order in Council, bearing date the 2Dth ultimo, granting to your company the right
to take the width of 200 feet of land for the whole Une between Moose Jaw and
Calgary, with permission also to expropriate land from private persons and corpora-
tions, over and above the 99 feet allowed by the Act, as may afford the width of 200
feet.

IJam, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Becretary.

C. DRINKWATEE, Esq., Secretary 0. P. R. Co., Montreal.

SUBJECT No. 4.-PAYMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 40--
EASTERN SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacific Railway
Company; locality of works, Eastern Section; name of contractors, Canadian Pacifie
Railway Co.; Date of contract, 21st October, 1880.

krogress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning of
operations under this contract to the 28th of February, 1885.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
the Department of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated as above,
aliso under letter No. 27,8 16.

Total value of work done and materials deliv-
ered to the 28th February, 1885.. ............. $18,833,274

West of Callander 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur 67 miles; 167 miles, at
$15,384.61.......... ........................ 82,569,229

T roportion ot value of work done under the
" Loan " Act of 1884 to work remaining
to be done............................... ....... 16,264,045

818,833,274

NoTE.-The amount of this certificate pay-
able under the loan of 822,500,000.......8 9,416,400

Previously returned..................... 9,283,700

8 132,700

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by Thomas
Ridout. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at the con-
tract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by Departmental letters above
mentioned.

J. R. OHAMBERLAIN&

I have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
calculations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been duly
authorized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCHI, In charge of C. P. R. Read Office.

Total arr ount now certified on this contract, 818,833,274. Al previous payments
to be deduct<d.

COLLINGWOOD S'JHREIBEIR, Engineer-in-Chief.
OF1FICE OF ENGINIER-IN-CHIEF, OTTAWA, ith March, 1885.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

EASTERN DIVISIoN of Eastern Section-Progress Estimate No. 26, up to 1st March,
1885, under the Loan Act of 1884.

$ $ $100th to 120th mile, west of Callander-
20 miles, at $23,000 par mile......... . . . . ............................. 460...

120th to 140th mile-
20 miles, ax $27,000 par mile... ................... 540,

140th to 160th mile-
20 miles, at $26,000 per mile ................ ................ .............................. 520t0(

looth to 180th mile-
20 miles, at $26,000 per mile . ......................... ................ ........ 0

Luss-To complete ô station buildings........................ ......... 2,000

180th to 200th mile-
20 miles, at $26,000 per mile............. .................... ......... ......... 20,000

Lias--To complete 5 station buildings. .......................... 2,000

200th to 220th mile-
20 miles, at $25,000 per mile...............................................500,000

Luss-12 miles of ballasting, at $500 per mile ...... .............. 6,000
Station buildings and water service, 20 miles, at $700. 14,000

220th to 240th mile- -- 20000

20 miles, at $25,000 par mile. ........................................ 500,000
Luss--20 miles ballaating, at $500 par mile........ . ... 10,000

Station buildings and water service, 20 miles, at $700. 14,00
Engineering and superintendence ......................... 200

240th to 260th mile-
20 miles, at $21,000 par mile ........................................ 4201COO

Lias-Rails, &c., as per standard, at $7,800 per mile ............ 156,000
Bridging aud culverts, at $2,130 per mile............. 42,600 460,000

221,400
Grading-

93 per cent. executed . ...... ........ 205,902
100 do bridging and .rt... ........ .. 42,600
Sepers delivered, 54,600, at 35o ....................... ... 19,110
Rails and fateninga, 2,100 tone, at $36..................... 75,600
100 per cent. track-laying, at $365 par mile ...............- 7,300
90 do engineering ad superintendence................9... 00

------. 58,0%~

260th ta 280th mile-
20 miles, at $21,000 par mile.... ...................... . .. 2.. 50,000

Lumes-Rails, &c., as par standard, $7,800 par mile .. 156,000
Bridging aud culverto, at $2, 130 par mile ............... 42,600

198,600

0 221,400

90 par cent. grading executed . -..- ....0.... .... ........ 199,280
97 do bridging sud culverts .... ...................... 41,322
Slaepars deliverad, 54,600, at 35ec....................... ......... 19,110
Rails sud fasteningi delivered, 2, 100 tons, at $36 ......... 75)600
100 par cent. trackiying, at $365 par mile ... ..... .. 7,300
85 do engineering and superintendeuca, at $500 par m. 8,500

8th t4 303rd mile- -,0

23 miles, st $21,000 par mile. ...................... ..... 3. 4,000
Luse-Rails, &c., as par standard. at $7,800 par mile ......... 179,400

Bridging sud culverte, at $2, 130 par mile................ 48,990 28,9

254,610
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EAsTERN DIVIsIoN of Eastern Section-Progress Estimate No. 26--Concluded.

Grading-
92 per cent. grading executed .................. ....... 234,241
94 do bridging and culverts...................................... 46,050
8leepers delivered, 62,790, at 35c................. ........ 21,976
Rails and fastenings delivered, 2,415 tons, at $36..................86,940
78 per cent. track-laying, at $365 per mile... ........................ 6,548
85 do engineering and superintendence, at $500 per m 9,775

à MUes of post road, at $40') per mile ....................... ................ ... 0.
Balance of rails in Montreal, 298 tons, at $30 ................ 8,940
Ralaace of rails delivered at Brockville, 3,924 tons, at $29 ............. 113,796

______.- 122%736

42742,670
Previously returned, Western Division .. ................ ,318,...........9..

18,071,161
Lus- per cent.. ....................................... 1,807,1

1264,045

(.Memorandum.)

DEPARTMENT OF RAILwAYS AND CANALs, OTTAWA, 6th March, 1885.
The undersigned has the honor to represent that under date the 7th instant, the

Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has issued a certificate, Ne. 40, of the
Eastern Section of the road of which the details are as follcws:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 28th of Feb.
ruary, 1885............................... $18,833,274

West of Callander 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur t7 miles; 167 miles, at
$15,384.61 ............ .................. $2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
· the Loan Act of 1884, to the value
of work remaining to be done....... 16,264,045

$18,833,274

That of this sum the books of the
aceount ant of the Department show
there has already been paid........ 18,604,180

Leaving the balance payable...................... $229.094

Of this balance the portions chargeable to the loan and the subsidy accounts are
Ms follows:-

Loan........................................ $132,700
Subsidy................... 96,394

$229,094

The undersigned rec ommends that authority be given for the payment of the
anId sum of 8229,094 to t he Canadian Pacifie Railway Compary in accordance with
tIhe foregoing. Respectfully submitted,

J. B. POPE, Acting .Minister of Railway8 and Canal.
26
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%TIPI'i Corr of a Report of a Committee of thefHonorable the Privy Council, approved
by 11is Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 9th March, 1885.
On a memorandum, dated 6th March, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Railways

Jid Canals, submitting a certificate, No. 40, dated 7th March, 1885, from the Chief
-"guieer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with respect to the Eastern Section of the
me, of which the following are the details:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to 28th February, 1885................ $18,833,274

West of Callander 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur 67 miles; 167 miles, at
$15,384.61......... ......................... $2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884, to the value of work
remaining to be done...................... 16,264,045

$18,833,274

Of this amount the books of the Depart-
ment show that there has already been
paid............................................................ 18,604,180

Leaving the balance payable........ .............. $229,09

af which the portions severally chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts
efollows:-

Loan....................................... . . ................ $132,700
Subsidy..................................... . 96,39 I

$229,094

The Mlinister recommnends that authority be given for the payment of the said
r Of $229 094 to the Canadian Pacifie Reilway accordingly.

The Comraittee advise that authority be given as recommended.

JOHN J. McGE, Clerk Privy Council.

S EPARTMENT 01 RAILWAYs AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 11th March, 1885.

to i -- arm directed to inform you that a certificate has issued for the payment
tor Canadian Pacifie Railway Ccmpany of the sum of $229,094, balance due for

o the icne and materials delivered, as per engineer's estimate, on the Eastern Section
Ye, Up to the 28th February, 1885, chargeable as under:-

Loan........................................$132,700
ubsidy.............................. ..................... 96,d94

8229,094

I am, Sir, your obedient servant, Acretary.
A. P. B3RADLEY,&reay

DnK'WATER, Esq., Secretary O. P. R. Co., Montreal.

OF MONEYT--PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 41-EASTERN SEC-
TION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Con cription of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifie Railway
1  vail ; ocality of works, Eastern Section ; name of contractors, Canadian Pacifie

ay Ompany; Date of contraot, 21st October, 1880.
27
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Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning of
operations under this contract to the 28th February, 1885.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
the Department of Railways and Canals, under contract numberel and dated as above,
also under letter No. 27,816.

Total value of work done and materials deli-
vered to the 28th February, 1885.............. 819,137,247

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of Port
Arthur, 67 miles ; 167 miles, at
$15,384.61.. ....... ............. 8 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under Act
of 1884 to work remaining to be done... 16,568,018

819,137,247
NoT.-The amount of this certificate pay-

able under the loan of $22,500,000 is... $9,592,300
Previously returned............................... $9,416,400

$ 175,900

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by J. St
V. Caddy. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at the
contract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters abate
mentioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

I have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
calculations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been dIlf
authorized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of C. P. R. Head Office.

Total amount now certified on this contract, 819,137,247. Al previous pai
ments to be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer-in-Chief.
Orrioz OF ENGINEEB-IN-CHIEr, OTTAwA, 7th March, 1885.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
EASTERN SacTIoN--Western Division-Progress Estimate (No. 41) under the Loa*

Act of 1884.

Nipigon to Gravel Bay-
34 miles, at $35,000 per mile ....... ................................ ..................... 1,190,000

LEss-Standard, at $6,670 per mile .......... ........................... 226,780
Bridging, at $14,413.53 per mile ............................. 490,060

716,840

473,160

97 per cent. grading ...... ........... ......................... *. .... 458,965
87J do bridging .......................... ...... ....... 428,802

ADD-Rails, 3,570 tons, at $35 .......... ...... »......... 124,950
Bleepers, 92,820, at 35o....... ... ~....... ... .... .. 32,487
Track-laying, 22 miles, at $350 ... ......................... 7,
96 per cent. engineering, at 500................. 16,320

--- 181,7

28
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EASTERN SECTIoN-Western Division-Progress Estimate No. 41-Concluded.

e*PS'el B8ay to 2 miles east of Pic-
95 miles, at $80,000 per mile ........... ..................................

Lias-Standard, at $6,670 per mile ....................................
Bridging, at $11,775 do .................. ................

98 per cent. gradin'g ................................ .............................
9 do bridging ........................ ...............................

ADD-.Rails, 9,975 tons, at $35 ......... ..........................
Sleepere, 205,400, at 35c.. ...... .................
Track laid, 54 miles, at $350 ..............................
Ballusting, 14,000 yards, at 50oc.............................
95 per cent. engineering, at $500 per mile...............

oiles east of Pic River-
125 Miles, at $40 000 per mile ...................................................

LiSs-tandard, at $6,670 per mile...............,.....................
Bridging, at $4, 189 do ......................................

Per cent. grading .............................
do bridging ........................................................

ADD-Rails, 10,222 tons, at $35........... . . . .
Sleepers, 337,500, at 35c.............................................
Track-laying, 58 miles, at $350. ....... .................
Stations, &c ......... ............ .........
90 per cent. engineering........ ..............................

2 bi to Dog Lake-
2 iles, at $33,740.74 per mile.......... ...............................

adrd, at $6,670 per mile .................
Bridging, at $5,538 do .............. ....... . .

per cent. grading ................................. ...................Be do bridging .......................................5 pers, 15,000, at 35c............... .............. ,..............................
Per cent- engineering, at $500..... ...

ruce roads
at Port "'••........... .................. •......

ort Arthur, 2,825, at $32...............................

"eouy returned .......... ,............

...............
633,650

1,118,625

........... ...

...............
349,125

71,890
18,900

7,000
45,125

833,750
523,625

...............
...............

357,770
118,125
20,300

7,000
56,250

...............
180,090
149,526

Lass-10 per ce4t. .............................

7,600,000

1,752,275

5,847,725

5,730 ,771

492,040

5,000,000

1,357,375

3,642,625

3,569,772
466,026

559,445

911,000

329,616

581,384

546,500
53,829

5,250
11,475

$

7,274,318

4,595,243

6 17.054
10,000

13,656,239
. .. ........... 4,752,670

18,408,909
. .. ........... 1,840,891

16,58,018

andum.)

DUPARTMENT of IRAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 10th March, 1885.
The undersigned has the honor to re sent that under date the Tth instant the

the gineer Of the Canadian Pacifie ilway has issued a certificate, No. 41, ofru Section Of that road, of which the details are as follows:-

29
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Total value of work done and materials

delivered, up to the 28th of Febru-
ary, 1885....................... .................

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles,
at $15,384 61................... 2169e229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884, to value of work
remaining to be done.................. 16,568,018

819,137,247

That of this sum the books of the
Accountant of the Department show
that there has already b6en paid.............

19,137,247

18,833,274

Leaving the balance now payable ............................ 8308,973
Of this balance the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts seve-

rally are as follows:-
Loan................................................................... 8175,900
Subsidy............................................................... 128,073

$303,973

The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of the
said balance of $303,973 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, in accordance
with the foregoing.

Respectfully submitted,
J. H. POPE, Acting Minister Railways and Canals.

CERTIFIED Copy of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council,
approved'by Ris Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 1lth Mfarch,
1885.
On a memorandum, dated 10th March, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Rail-

ways and Canals, submitting a certifleate, No. 41, dated 7th March instant, of the
Chief Engineer of the-Canadian Pacifie Railway with respect to the Eastern Seotion
of that railway, of which the following are the details:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 28th of Feb-
r ary, 1885.................................................

West of Gallander 100 miles; east of
Port 4rthur, 6t miles; 167 ?miles,
at $15,38461....... . .- ... 8 2;569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884, to value of work
remaining-tod-be 4d%...............,... 16,568,018

819,137,247

That of this suma the books of the ac.
countant of the Department show
tilat there has already-been paidî..... ......

Leaving the balance now payable..........

$19,137,247

$18,833,274

$ 303,973

A&. 1886,.49 Yeictoria. Sessional Papers (No. 35.)
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Qf this balance the portions chargeable to the loan and the eubsidy accounts aras folîo a...
Loan .................... ....................................... 8175,900
Subidy.. .................................. . .128)073

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the said
orIl Of 8303,973 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company accordingly.
The Committee advise that authority be given as recommended.

JOIIN J. MoGEE, Clerk Privy Council
the Minister of Rail ways and Canals.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALs, OTTAwA, 15th March, 1885.
8114-'' am directed to inform you that a certificate has been issued authorizing-
Phe Pyment to your company of the sum of 8303,973 for work done and materiala

isB1td under your contract on the Rastern Section of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,shown in engineer's progress estimate to 28th ulti mo.
1itribution as follows:-

Loan......... ........................................ .................. $175,900
Subsidy........................, ........ .,............................ 128,073

8303,973

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
O. Da A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

INK&WATIR, Esq., Secretary C.P.R. Co., Mon treal.

ENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 42-EASTERN
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIO RAILWAY.

0 obescription of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifie Railway
Ea1paiy ; locality of works, Eastern Section; name of contractors, Canadian Pacifia

ay Oompany; date of contract, 21st October, 1880.
oPera ogresa estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning of

T os under this contract to the 15th March, 1885.
e eworks, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of

tbov ePartmn0 1 t of Railways and Canada, under contract numbered and dated me, also0 under letter No. 27816.
Total value of work done 'and materialg

delivered to the 15th March, 1885 ............ 819,155,857

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of Port
Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles, at
$15,384.61 ........ ............ 8 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884 to work remaining
to be done..................... 586,628

$19,155,857
OTE.-The armount of this certificate payable

under the loan of $22,500,000 is......... 89,603,100
ily returned............................ 9,592,300

610;800

-49 'Victoria. A. 188
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The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by Thomas
Bidout. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at the
contract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters above
mentioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

I have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
calculations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been duly
authorized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of U.P.B. Head Office.

Total amount now certified on this contract, $19,155,857. All previous pay-
ments to be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCIIRELBER, Engineer-in-Chief.
OrioE OF ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF, OTTAWA, 26th March, 1885.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY (EASTERN SECTION) EASTERN DIVISION,
ESTIMATE No. 42-UNDER THE LOAN ACT OF 1884.

Previously returned-Eastern Division..................$ 4,638,874
Rails delivered at Brockville for the Western Division

-previously returned 3,924 tons; delivered 9th and
13th March, 713 tons; 4,637 tons at $29.. ......... 134,473

4,773,347
Previously returned-Western Division..................... 13,656,239

$ 18,429,586
Less 10 per cent......................... 1,842,958

$16,586,628

(Memorandum.)
DEPARTMENT 0F RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 27th March, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to represent that under date the 26th inst., the
Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway has issued a certificate, No. 42, o1
the Eastern Section of that road, of which the following are the details:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 15th of March,
1885.........................819,155,857

West of Calander 100 miles; east of Port
Arthur, 67 miles -167 miles at
$15,384.61....................................$ 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884 to value of work re-
maining to be done .............. 16,586,628

819,155,857

That of this sum the books of the accountant of the
Department show that there has already been paid
the sum of................................................... 19,137,247

Leaving the balance payable,................. $18,610
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0f this balance the proportions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts are
Ils fOllows3.

Loan................................................... ...... . . 10,500
Subsidy.....................................................................7,810

$18,610

The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of the
'aid balance of $18,610 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway, in accordance with the
foregoing.

Respectfully submitted.
J. H. POPE, Acting Minister Railways and Canals.

'exa1PE CorY of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved
by Ri3 Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 29th March, 1885.

Ol a memorandum, dated 27th March, 1885, from the .Acting Minister of Rail.
aWI and Canals, submitting a certificate, No. 42, dated 26th March, 1885, of the

Chier engineer of the Canadian Pacifie «Railway, with respect to the Eastern Section
of the railway, of which the following are the details

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to 15th March, 1885............. 819,155,857

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of Port
Arthur 67 miles; 167 miles at
$15,384.61.... ................... $2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done -ùnder
the Act of 1884 to value of work re-
maining to be done................. 16,586,628

$19,155,857

That of this sum the books of the accountant of the
Department show there has already been paid
the sum of........................................... 19,137,247

Leaving the balance payable................. $18,610

as which the portions severally chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts are

Loan ........................... ........................................ $10,800
Subsidy........................................ 7,810

818,610

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the said
oi: 'f $18,610 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company accordingly.

The Committee advise that authority be given as recommended.

JOHN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Councii.
The lon. the Minister of Railways and Canals.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALs, OTTAWA, 30th March, 1885.

.1 am instructed to inform you that a certificate has issued in favor of
Yonr teompany for 818,610, being a payment for work done and materials delivered
o the -Eastern Section of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, ai shown in engineer's pro.
gress etimate, up to the 15th instant.35a-3 o
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Distribution as follows:-
Loan......... .......................................................... $10,800
Subsidy. ............. ................. . ..... . 7,810

Total................................. $18,610

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

C. DRINKWATEa, Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.

PAYMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 43-EASTERN
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIQ RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company; locality of works, Eastern Section; name of contractors, Canadian Paciflo
.Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1880.

Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning of
operations under this contract to the 31st March, 1885.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
the Department of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated as
above, also under letter No. 27816.

Total value of work done and materials
delivered to the 31st iMarch, 1885................... $19,357,432

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur, 67 miles ;* 167 miles,
at 81L,384.61..... ............ ......... $ 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done to
wori remaining to be done.......... 16,788,203

$19,357,43

NoTE.-The amount of the certificate
payable under the loan of $22,500,-
000 is........ ................ $9,719,800

Previously returned.................... .... 9,603,100

8116,700

The above is a correct estimate, made up fi om the returns forwarded by J. St. V.
Caddy. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at the co-
tract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters above met-
tioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

I have examined the returns on which this estimate is based, have verified the
calculations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been duly
authorized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of C. P. R. Head Office.

Total amount now certified on this contract, $19,357,432. All previous pal'
ments to be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer-in-Chief.
OFFICE oF ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF, OTTAWA, 13th April, 1885.

34
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

EASTERN SECTION-Western Division-Progress Estimate (No. 43) under the
Loan Act of 1884.

X'Pigon to Gravel Bay-
34 miles, at $35,C00 per mile à ............................. .

LEss-Standard, at $6,670 per mile .... ....... .............
Bridging, at $14,413 per mile.. ..........................

97 per cent. gradin g ......... ............. ...............
87 do bridging ....... ...........................................
ADD-Rails, 3,570 tos, at $35......... ...............................

Sleepers, 92,820, at 35c ..... .......................... .
Track-laying, 22 miles, at $350...................................

96 per cent. engineering ..... ............. ...... .........

Graeel Bay to 2 miles east of Pic-
95 miles, at $80,000.... ..... ......... ............. ..

Las-Standard, at $6,670............... ...................... ....
Bridging, at $11,775 ..... ...........................

98 per cent. grading ...... .......................................... .........
94 do bridging . ..... .... - ..
ADD-Rails, 9,975 tons, at $35......................... ..... .... .....

Sleepers, 225,400, at 35c................ .......... I. ....... ........
Track-laying, 60 miles, at $350.......... .............. ......
Ballasting, 1,400 yards, at 50c........................

95 per cent. engineering, at $500 ...... ...... .....................

2 mle, east of Pic i o Missinabi-125 miles, at $10,000.. .......... ..................... ....................
LaSEs-Standard, at $6,70........... .... ..... ... ......

Bridging, at $4,189..... .................. .....

98 per cent. grading .................................................. ........
94 do bridging ..... ........................................ , .........
Rails, 10,222 tons, at $35 ...................................................
Sleepers, 337,500, at 35c. ......... ......................... 
Track-laying, 90 miles, at $350........................ ......
Btation and water service................... ..............
95 per cent. engineering .. ..... .............. ......

)&8Qirab to Dog Lake-
21 sile, at $33,740 24 per mile........................ ........ss;-Standard, at $6,670 per mile .............. --

Bridging, at $5,528 per mile.......... .........

9 7 per cent. gradin g....
90 do bridging ............... ......................... =...... ........
gie, 27,000 ton@, at $35 ,......................,.....

ePers, 71,280, at 35c .............................
95ack lying, 27 miles, at $350.................. ...................

per cent. engineering, at $500 . .....................

â5a--3ý 35

$
226,780
490,060

124,950
32,487

7,700
16,320

633,650
1,118,625

349,125
78,890
21,000

7,000
45,125

...... .........
833,750
523,625

...............
357,770
118,125
31,5CO
10,000
59,375

$
1,190,000

716,840

473,160

458,965
428,802

181,457

7,600,000

1,752,275

5,847,725

5,720,771
1,051,507

$

1,069,224

501,140
-- 7,283,418

5,000,000

1,357,375

3,642,625

3,569,772
492,207

576,7706
---- I ',638,749

........ ... 911,000
180,090
149,526

-- 329,618

581,384

563,942
.............. 134,573

94,500
24,948

9,45012,825
------ 141,73

840,238

A 1886
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IAsTERN SECTIoN-Western Division-Progress Estimate No. 43-Concluded.

Rails at Port Arthur, 2,825 tons, at $32............, ......... ........ .............. ............... 90,400
do Brockville, 3,195 do 29. ........................... .............. ............... 92,655

14,014,684
Previously returned, Eastern Division, less rails delivered at

Brockville, transferred as above, .... ................ ......... ........... ,. ............... 4,638,874

Total .......................................... 18,653,558
LEss.-10 per cent.................. ......... ..., .......... . 1,865,355

16,788,203

(Memorandum.)
DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 15th April, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to represent that under date the 13th instant, the
Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, has issued a Certificate, No. 43, of
Eastern Section of that road, of which the following are the details:-

Total value of work doue and materials
delivered up to the 31st of March,
1885................................... ............. ........ $ 19,357,432

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles, at
815,384 60. ............................... $ 2,569.229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884 to that of work
remaining to be done............ 16,788,203

819.357,432

That of this amount the books of the
accountant of the Departrnent show
that there has already been paid the
sum of....................................................... 19,155,857

Leaving the balance now payable................... 8201,575

Of this sum the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts, severallY,
are as follows :-

Loan........... ........................................................ 8116,700
Subsidy.. ..... ......................... .............. 84,875

8201,575
The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of the

said balance of $201,575 to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, in accordanc
with the foregoing. Respectfully submitted,

J. H. POPE, Acting Minister Railways and Canals.

CERTIFIED CoPY of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council,
approved by fis Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 18th April,
1885.
On a memorandum, dated 15th April, 1885, from the Acting Minister of RailWays

and Canals, submitting a certificate, No. 43, dated 13th April instant, from the
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Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, in respect of the Eastern Section of
the railway, of which the following are the details:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered to the 31st of March, 1885................... 819,357,432

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur 67 miles, 167 miles at
$15,384.60................... ............ 8 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the:Act of 1884 to that of work re-
maining to be doue..................... 16,788,203

819,357,432
Of this amount, the books of the Depart-

ment show that there has already
been paid the sum of..................., .......,. $19,155,857

Leaving the balance now payable.............................$ 201,575

Of this sum the proportions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts sever-
y, are as follows:-

Loan ........................................................ ........... 8116,700
Subsidy................................................................. 84,875

$201,575

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the said
% ance of $201,575 to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company accordingly. The

rittee advise that authority be given as recommended.
JOHN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 21st April, 1885.

SIp,~-By direction I beg to inform you that on the 18th inst. a certificate was
delied for the payment to your company of $201,575, for work donc and materials

ivered under their contract, on the Eastern Section of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
ay, a.s expressed in engineer's progress estimate to 31st ultimo.

Distribution as follows:-
Loan...................................................... .............. 8 116,700
Subsidy........................... ...................................... 84,875

8201,575

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

DaI(wAra, Esq., Secretary C. P. R, Co., Montreal.

?AYMENT OF Mi'NEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 44-EA.STERN
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAIMWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifie Railway0 lalany -P locality of works,«Eastern Section ; name of contractors, Canadian Pacifie'ay Ceompany; date of contract, 21st October, 1881.
progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning ofOPerations under this contract to the 15th April, 1885.

the Dheworks, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
above Partment of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated as

), aso under letter No. 27816.

419 'Victoria., A. 1888
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Total value of work done and materials
delivered to the 15th April, 1885............. 19,389,769

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of Port
Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles, at
815,38461 ................................... $ 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884 to work remaining to
be done........................ 16,820,540

$19,389,789

NoTE.-The amount of this certificate pay-
able under the loan of 822,500,000 is 8 9,738,600

Previously returned.............................. 9,719,800

$18,800

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by J. St. V.
Caddy. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at the con-
tract rates, or at the rates specially authorizod by departmental lettera above
mentioned.

J. R. CH AMBERLAIN.

I have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
calculations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been duly
authorized by the Department.

FRANOIS J. LYNCII, Ia charge of C. P. R. Rlead Office.

Total amount now certified on this contract, $19,389,7t39. Ail previons payments
to be deductcd.

COLLINGWOOD SCJHREIBER, Engineer-in Chief.
OFFICE oF ENOI'mER IN-CHI&P, OTTAWA, 24th April, 1885.

CANADIAN PACIFIC IRkILWA1.
CENTRAL SECTIN-Western Division-Progress Estimate No. 44, under the

Loan Act of 1884.

Nipigon to Gravel Bay-
34 miles, at $35,000 p-r mile............ ....... ........ ............... 1,190,000

Liss-Standard at $ 6,670.00 per mile........... .................. 226,780
Bridging at 14,413.53 do ................................. 490,060

--- 716,840

473,160

97 per cent. grading ............. ............ .. ......... ......... .... . ...... .............. 458,965
871 do bridging............... ... ......... 428,802

ADn-Rails, 3,570 tons, at $35 ................................. ..... 124,950
Sleepers, 92,830, at 35c ...... ...................... 32,487
Track-laying, 22 miles, at $350................................... 7,700
96 per cent engineering at $500.......... ............ ......... 16,320

> --- 181,457
Grav'l Bay to 2 miles east of Pic- -- 1,069,224

95 miles at $ì0,000 ................. ...... ... ................. ............... 7,600,000
LEss -Standard, at $ 6,670 .... ............ ......... ........ 633,650

Bridging, at 11 775......... ............ ...... 1,118,625
-- 1,752,275

5,847,725
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CzwrTRAL SECTIN-Western Division-Progress Estimate No. 44 -Conclude.

98Pr $ S
98 per ent, grading ...................... ......... ...................... ,.... ......... 5,730,771
94 do bridging........................................... 1,051,507

ADD-Rails, 9,975 tons, et $35 .......... ................ 349,125
Sleepers, 225,400, at 35c....................... .................. 78,890
Track-laying, 68 miles, at $350............. ........ 23,800
Ballasting, 14,000 yards, at 50c.......... ...................... 7,000
95 Mer cent. engineering, $500........................... 45,125

r"les east of Pic to Missinabi- 7,286,2181 25 miles, at $40,000 ................................ 5,000,000
Lais-Standard, at $6,670.............................................. , 833,750

Bridging, at 4,189 ....... ...... . . . 523,625
1,357,375

3,642,625

98 per cent grading . ..................... ,....... ..... ................ ...... .... ........ 3,569,772
94 do bridging ...... ................................ 492,207

Rails, 13,125 tons, t $35........ ..... .. ............... 459,375
Bleepers, 337,500, at 35c ....................... ..... . .................... 118,125
Track-laying, 100 miles, at $350......................... 35,000
Stations and water service ........................... ...... 10,000
95 per cent. engineering, $500 per mile.............. .............. 59,375

3[i ---- 681,875
e1Uinabi to 27 miles east- ---- 4,743,854

27 niles, at $33,740.24........................................................... ............... 911,000
L Ess.-Standard, $6,670 .................. ...................... .... 180,090

Bridging 5,538....... ......... ... .................... ....... 149,526 3
---- 329,616

581,384

S7 Per cent. ...................................... ........... 563,942
do * rdging ...................................................... ......... 142,050

Rails, 2,992 tons, at $35........ ....................... 101,720
BleeperB, 76,950, at 35c...... .......................... ,..................... 26,932
Track-laying, 27 miles, at $350 ..... ............. ........ 9,450
8tation and water service.................................................. 1,000
95 Per cent. engineering, at $500 ................... ...... 12,825

Ra ----- 860,919
etls a Port Arthur, 2,825 tons, $32. ................ .... ............... ............... 90,400

14,050,615
Previously returned, Eastern Division................. ......... ...... ....... 4,638,874

18,689,489
L Ess- 10 per cent ,............................................... ............... .............. 1,868,949

16,820,540

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYs AND CANALS, OTTWA, 24th April, 1885.ý

the Che undersigned has the honor to represent that, under date the 24th instant,
No elf Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has iisued a certificate,
detais.' of the Eastern Sec'îon of that road, of which the following are the

Total Value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 15th April, 1885...... ......$9,389,769

West Of Callander, 100 miles; east of Port
Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles, at615,384 61 35.................. .... 5 69229

39
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Proportion of value of work done under the
Act of 1884 to that of work remaining
to be done....................................... 16,820,540

819,389,769

That of this amount the books of the
accountant of the Department show that
there has already been paid the sum of........819,357,432

Leaving the balance now payable................ $32,337

Of this amount the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accountS
severally. are as follows:-

Loan............................ ........................................... 818,800
Subsidy..................................................................... 15,537

$32,337

The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment to the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company of the said sum of $32,337 in accordance with
the foregoing.

Respectfully submitted,
J. il. POPE, Acting .Minister Iailways and Canals.

CZRTIFIED CoPY of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved
by His Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 27Tth April, 1885.
On a memorandum, dated 24th April, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Railways

and Canals, submitting a certificate, No. 44, dated 24th April instant, from the Chief
Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with respect to the Eastern Section of the
line, of which the following are the details:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 15th April, 1885....... ....... 819,389,769

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of Port
Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles, at
815,384.61....... . ............................. 62,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under the
Act of 1884 to work remaining to be done 16,820,540

$19,389,769

That of this amount the books of the
Department show that there has already
been paid the sum of............................. ........819,357,432

Leaving the balance now payable................ $32,337
Of whioh balance the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accotunte

severaly, are as follows:-
Loan....................... ................ 818,800
Subsidy..................--.. ....... .................................... 13,537

832,337

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment to the Caf-
adian Pacifie Railway Company of the said sum of $32,387 accordingly.

The Committee advise that authority b given as recommended.
JOHN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

The Ion. the Minister of Railways and Carials.
40
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DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALs, OTTAWA, 28th April, 1885.
Sia,-I am directed to inform you that a certificate has issued for the

pa.yrent to your company of $32,337, being for work done and materials issued
Under your contract on the Eastern Section of the line of the Canadian Pacifie
lZailway, as shown on engineer's progress estimate to the 15th inst.

Distribution as follows:-
Loan ........... ........................... .. 18,800
Subsidy....................................................... 13,537

832,337
I an, Sir, your obedient servant,

A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.
0114. DRINKwATER, Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.

PAYMENT OF MONEYS - PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 45 - EASTERN
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Dbescription of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifie RailwayUI1Pany; locality of works, Eastern Section; name of contractors, Canadian Pacifie
Way Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1880.
Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning of

Operations under this contract to the 30th April, 1885.

the The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
a, epartment of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated asVaiso under letter No. 27816.

Total value of work don. and materials
delivered to the 30th, April, 1835............. 819.412,638

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of Port
Arthur, 67 miles ; 167 miles, at
815,384.61................................ .. $2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under the
Act of 1884, to work remaining to b.
done............................................. 16,843,409

$19,412,638
NOTE -The amount of this certificate, pay-

able under the loan of $22,500,000 is... $9,751,800
Previously returned.............................. 9,738,600

$13,200
The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by J. St. V.Coac The quantities so furnished have been accurately monoyed out at the

cOntact rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters above

.J R. CHAMBERLAIN.

ealeI aave examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
alth .atons, and ara satisfied that all the work returned as done has been duly

orized by the Department.
FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of C. P. R. Head Office.

eota be eount now certified on this contract, $19,412,638. All previous pay-

oIbCE COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER. Engineer in-Chief.
or' ENGINEIER-IN-CHIEF, OTTAWA, 8th May,' 18b5.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
EASTERN SECTIN-Western Division-Estimate No. 45, under the Loan Act of 1884.

Nipigon to Gravel Bay- $ $ $
34 miles, at $35 000 ........ ....................................................... ............... 1,190,000

Luas-Standard, $ 6,670.00 per mile............................. ..... 226,780
Bridging, 14,413 53 do ........................... . 490,060

-- 716,840
473 160

97 per cent. grading ..................... ... 455,965
91 do bridging .................................... ... 445,951

ADD-Rais, 3,570 tons, at $35, -6.9 . ............. 124950
8leepers, 92,820 do 35e......,............................... 2 8
Track-laying, 34 miles, at $350.. ..........-........ 11,900
98 per cent. engineering....... .................... 16,660

Gravel Bay to two miles east of Pic- 1-0885999
95 miles, at $80,000......................................,........

Lss--Standard, $ 6,670...... ............................ 633,650
Brdgîng, 11,775_ ............................ .... 1,118,625

-- 1,752,275
5,847,725

98per cent. grading4...........4....... . ... 5,730,771
98 do bridging.. ............................................. ...-. ......... 1,096,252

ADD-Rils, 9,975 tons, at $35 ..... ........... ............... 349,125
Bleep'ers, 225,400 tons, at 35e ........ la.............. ., 78,890
Track-laying, 83 miles, at $350........ ......... .......... 29,050
Ballasting, 14,000 yards, t 5o .......................17,000
96 Per Cent. engineering ... ,............. ..... 45,600

Two miles Esst Of Pie to Misinabi- -509,685 7

125 miles, t $0,0 ...... . ... . ..... 5,000,000
Luss-Standard, $6,67o per mile............ ............ 833,750

Bridging, 4,189 do...... ............ ........ 23,625

---- 1,7,275

3,642,625

97 per cent. grading ........................... ..... ............... 3. .... ........... 5 3,346
94 do bridging .................... ... . ....................... .. 496,207

ADD-Rails, 13.125 tons, at $35 ............. .............. ...... 49,375
Sleepers, 337,500, at35c, ........... ................. ..... 18,125
Track-laying, 119 miles, at $350 .......... .......... 41,650
Ballasting, 8,000 yards, at 50c........1 ........... 4 ,000
Stations and water service ......................... 10,000
95 per cent. engineering ......................... 59,376

Missinabi to 27 miles Es it- -- 4,718,078
27 miles. at $33,710 ............................. ................................ ............ 911,000

Lsss-Standard, $3,670 per mile ......................... 180,090
Bridging, 5,538 do .................. . ... .......... 149,526

-- 329,616
587,374

99 per cent. grading .... ...................... .............. ............. 578,477
80 do bridging ................. .... 119,620
Rails, 2,992 ton onsat $35 .................... ... .......... ........ 104,720
Bleepers, p1,000, at 35.,.......... ...... .... .. 17,850
Track-lTying, 27 tons, at $350 ........ ........................ 9,450
95 per cent. engineering.and supenntendence... ........ . ..... 12825

-- 842,942
2,825 tons rails at 3 0. ...... ..... ..... ......... .... t $32.............,.... ..... ... .... 90,400

14,076,024
Previously returned, Eatern Division..........,,..................... 4,638.87.

Ls -10 pr cent................ .............. 3 .. 1,489

.6,843,4 .
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(Mlelnorandjum )
DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 12th May, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to represent that under date the 8th instant the
hef Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway bas issued a certificate, No. 45, of

the Eastern Section of tht road, of which the details are as follows:-
Total value of work done and materials

delivered up to the 30th of April, 1835.............$ 19,412,638
West of Callander, 1ß0 miles; east of Port

Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles, at $15,-
384 6 t...........................................8 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under the
Act of 1884 to that of work remaining
to be done.......... ............ 16,843,409

$19,412,638
Of this amount the books of the accoun-

tant of the Department show that
there has already been paid tho sum of .......... 6819,389,769

Leaving the balance now payable........ 22,869

a f this sum the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts, sever-
are as follows -

Loan......................... .............. 63,200
Subsidy.................................... ...... ,.. ..................... 9,669

$32,869

dhe undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of the
th alarice, 822,869, to the Canadian Pacifie Railway C..mpany, in accordance with

oregoing.
Rspectfally submitted,

J. H. POPE, Acting Minister of Railways and Canals.
0

T E Cony of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council,
approved by Ris Evcellency the Governor General in Council on the 13th May, 1885.
On a memorandum, dated 12th May, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Railways

Cieaas submitting a certifieate, No. 45, dated the 8th May instant, from the
ofgth Eagineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with respect to the Eastern Section

1 ne, of whieh the details are as f->llows:-
Total value of work done and materials

delivered up to the 30 th of April, 188j...........8.$19,412,638
West of Callander, 100 miles; east of

Port Arthur, 67 miles; 161 miles, at
815,384.61............ ......... 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884 to that of work
remaining to be doue.......... ..... ...... 16,843,409

$19,412,638
Of this amount the books of the Depart-

ment show that there has already been
paid the sum of..........................819,389,769

Leaving the balance now payable....... ......... 822,869



Of which balance the portions severally chargeable to the loan and subsidy
accounts are as follows:-

Loan........................................ $13,200
Subsidy............................................................... 9,669

$22,869

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the said
balance of $22,869 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway accordingly.

The Çommittee advise that authority be given as recommended.
JOHN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

The Hon. the Minister of Railways and Canais.

DEPARTMENT oF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 15th May, 1885.
Sin,-I am directed to inform you that a certificate has issued in favor of your

company for the payment of $22,869, for work done and materials supplied under
your contract on the Eastern section of the Canadian Pacific Railway, as shown in
engineer's progress estimate to 30th ultimo.

Distribution as follows:-
Loan .................................... ................. ................. 813,200
Subsidy........................................ ....................... 9,669

$22,869

1 am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

CEARLEs DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary .P. R. Co., Montreal.

PAYMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 46-EASTERN
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company; locality of works, Eastern Section; name of contractors, Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1880.

Progress estimate of work doue and materials delivered from the beginning of
operations under thise contract to the 1st June, 1885.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
the Department of Railways and Canais, under contract numbered and dated as above,
also under letter No. 27,816.

Total value of work done and materials deliv-
ered to the 1st June, 1885.... . ............. 819,497,039

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of Port
Arthur, 67 miles ; 167 miles, at
$15,384.61...............................$ 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under the
Act of 1884 to work remaining to be
dine.............. ................ .. 16,927,810

$19,497,039

NoTZ.-The amount of this certificate pay-
able under the loan of 822,500,000 s.... $9,800,700

Previously returned under the loan........... 9,751,800

$48,900

49 Victoria. Sessional Papern (No. 85.) A. 1886
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The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by J. St.
V. Caddy. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at the con-
tract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters above men-
tioned.

J. R. CHAMIBERLAIN.
I have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the

calcullations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been duly
authorized by the Department.

FRANCIS J LYNCH, In charge of C.P.R. Bead Office.
Total amount now certified on this contract, $19,497,039. All previous payments

to be deducted.
COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer-in-Chief.

O'ICa o1r ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF, OTTAWA, 24th June, 1885.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
s'TERN SECTION-Western Division-Progress Estimate No. 46, under the Loan

Act of 1884.

e'Pigon to Gravel Bay- $ $ $34 miles, at $35,000.............................. .................................. --............. 1,190,000
Luse--Standard, at $6 670...... .. ..... ................................... 228,780

Bridging, at $14,413.53 ' .... ........... . . 490,060
-- 716,840

473,160

97 Per cent grading ................. ..... .............. ......... 458,96596 do bridging ............... . .................................... 470,457
ADD-Rails, 3,570 tons, at $35. ... ..... 124,950

Sleepers, 92,8 0, at 35c......... ................... ............... 32,487
Track laid, 34 miles, at $350 ...... ,...... ..... ................. 11,900
Ballasting, 4,000 yards, at è0c...... ........ .................... 2,000
99 per cent. engineering ...... ............ ,........................ 16,830

ravel Bay to two miles east of Pic- 1 - 1P117,589
95 Miles, at $80,000...... ........ .............................................. 7,600,000

Lnss-Standard, at $6,670..................... ......................... 633,650
ridgng, et $1,775 ........................ 41,118,625

- 1,752,275

5,847,725
98 percent. grding................................. ............ 5,730,771
9 do bridging ........................ ............ 1,118,2 1,107,439

ADD-Rails, 9,975 tons, at $35.. ................ 349,125
Bleepers, 235,000, at 35c ........................ .................. 82,250
Tracl-laying, 95 miles at $3ÊO........ ............. 33,250
Ballasting, 14,000 yards, at 50c........ .... 7,000
97 per cent. engineering, &c ............... ..................... 46,075

Two -- 517,700
1 miles east of Pie to Missinabi- -- 7,355,910125 miles, at $40,000..... ............................................ 5,000,000L Ess.Standard, $6,670............... ...................................... 833,750

Bridging, $4,189 ....................... 523,625
-- 1,357,375

3,642,625
94 per cent. grading .............................................................. ............ 3,551,559do bridging ............... .................... ......... 492,207

ADD-Rails, 13,125 tons, t $35 ......................................... 459,375
Sleepers, 337,500, at 35c............ ..... .................. ..... 118,125
Track-laying, 125 miles, at $350............... ............... 43,750
Ballasting, 8,000 yards, at 50c ............ .. .............. 4,000
Station and water service.......................................... 8,000
95 per cent. engineering, &c...... . ....... ... ........... 59,375

----- 5 4,736,391
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EASTERN SECTIN-Western Division-Progress Estimate, No. 46-Concluded.

Missinabi to 27 miles eastward- $ $ $
27 miles, at $33,740.74 ................ ...... ............... 911,000

Lxss- Standard, at $6,670 ..... ..................... ..................... 180,000
Bridging, at $5,538 ....... ................... 149,526

329,616

100 per cent. grading....................................................................... 581,384
90 do bridging ..... ...... ..... .............. . ......... . ...

ADD-Rails, 2,992 tons, at $35 ............................ .. ..... 134,570
Sleepers, 75,500, at 35e ....... ................................... 26,425
Track-laying, 27 mile, at $350 ..... ..................... 9,450
96 per cent. engineering .............. ................... 12,960

-- 153,555 89,1

Rails at Port Arthur, 2,825 tons, at $32 ...................................... 90,40

Previously returned, Eastern Division ....... ,......,.................. ........... 4,638,814

Lss-10 per cent....................... .......... .. 1 880861

16,927,810

(MHemorandum.)
DEPARTMENT 0F RAILWAYS AND ("ANALB, OTTAWA, 251h June, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to represent that urider date the 24th instântt
the Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has issued a certifloate,No
46, of the Eastern Section of the road, of which the following are the details:

Totàl value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 1lst of Junea, 1885.........$19,497,039

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles,

t 5,38461...1................., 25569529
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1881 to woik remaining
to be do.................. 9016,927,810

419,497,039

That of this amount the books of the
accountant of the Department show
that thera has already been paid
the um of. ........................ ..... $.,. 412638

Leaving the balance now payable......... ...... $84e4 01

0f this balance the portions chargeable to, the loan and snbsidy accoutst, several?'
are as follows:-

Loan .............................. ..... ,...................$ 48 900
Stibsidy..................................................... 35)501

The undersigned recommend that authority be given for the payment of the
said sum of 884,401 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway in accordance with the foregoiNo

Respctfully subm;itted,
J. H. POPE, Acting Minter Railways and Canas

46
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Oe.RTIFIXD Corp of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved
by Ris Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 30th June, 1885.

On a memorandum, dated 25th June, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Railways
and Canals, submitting a certificate, No. 46, dated 24th June instant, from the Chief
lgineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway, with respect to the Eastern Section of the

ne, of which the following are the details:-
Total value of work done and materials

delivered up to the lst of June, 1885........... $19,479,039
West of Callander, 100 miles; east of

Port Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles,
at $15,384.61............................ $ 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884 to work remaining
Ito be done................................. 16,9?7,810

$ 19,479,039
Of this amount the books of the Depart-

ment show that there has already
been paid the sum of .................................... $19,412,638

Leaving the balance now pay-
able............................. 884,401

Of which balance the portions severally chargeable to the loan and subsidy
RceonInts, are as follows:-

Loan............. ...................... ...... .. 848,900
Subsidy .............. ......................... 35,501

$84,401

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the said
anra of $84,401 to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company accordingly.

The Committee advise that authority be given as recommended.
JOH N J. McGEE, Clerk £rivy Council.

on. the Minister of Railways and Canals,'

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYs AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 4th July, 1885.

y 1%,-I am directed to inform'you that a certificate has issued for the payment to
tion company of 884,401 for work done and materials delivered on the Eastern See-
the 1st t oanadian Pacific Railway, as shown in engineer's progress estimate to

Distribution as follows:-
Loan..................... .......................... 8 48,900
Subsidy ............. 900........ ..... 35,501

$84,401

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

e . DRINK WATER, Esq., SecrLtary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.
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PAYMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 47-EASTERN
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy; No& of contract, Canadian Pacific RailwaY
Company; locality of works, Eastern Section; name of contractors, Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1880.

Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning of
operations under this contract to the lst July, 1885.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
the Department of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated as above,
also under letter No. 7806.

Total value of work done and materials
delivered to the lst July, 1885............... 819,551,797

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles, at
$15,584.61 ............................. S 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884 to work remaining
to be done.............................. 16,982,568

819,551,797

NOTE.-The amount of this certifi-
cate payable under the loan of
$22,500,000 ................... 8 9,882,400
Previously returned................... 9,800,700

831,700

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by Thomas
Ridout. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at the cof-
tract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters above men-
tioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

I have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
calculations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been dalY
authorized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of C. P. B. Head Qffice.

Total amount now certified on this contract, $19,551,797. All previous paY
mentis to be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer-in.Chief.

OFFICE OF ENGINEER-IN.CHIEF, OTTAWA, 7th July, 1885.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
148TIERN DIVISION of Eastern Section-Progress Estimate No. 47, up to 1st July,

1885, under the Loan Act of 1884.

loth to 120th mile, west of Callander-
12 20 mile-, at $23,030 per mile................................... .................

ito 140th mile-
20 miles, at $27,000 per mile ................................................l40th to 160th mile-

t
0

oiles, at $26,000 per mile.. ..................... . .........
10£tO 180th mile-

20 miles, at $26,000 per mile ................... ......................
Lues-To complete station building...................

180th to 200th mile-
20 miles, at $26,000 per mile.....................................................

Lass-To complete station building................................

l 00th to 220th mile-
20 miles, at $25,006 per mile..........................................

Luas-To complete 8 miles ballasting, at $500 per mile.........
Station buildings, &c...............................................

'3 Dth to 240th mile-
20 miles, at $25,000 per mile............................

Liss-To complete 16 miles of ballasting, at $500 per mile...
Station buildings, &c. .. ... ......................
Engineering and superintendence ....................

240th to 260th mile-
20 mileý, at $21,000 per mile ...............................................

Lass-Rails, as per standard, at $7,800 per mile....... ..........
Bridging and culverts, at $2,130 do ....... .........

Qrading-
95 per cent. grading executed............................................

100 do bridging and culverts.......... ..........
Bleepers delivered, 54,600, at 35c . ............................
Rails and fastenings, 2,100 tons, at $36 .....................
100 per cent. track-laying, at $365 per mile ........................
Ballasting, 12 miles, at $500 per mile....................
W ater service .......... .. .................. ...............................
Engineering and superintendence..................................

20 280th mile west of Oallander-
20 Miles, at $ 1,000 per mile....... ..............................................

l's.-Rails, &c., as per standard, at $7,800 per mile............
Bridging and culverts, at $2,130 per mile...................

Qrading-.
95 per cent. grading executed ................. . . ..........
97 do bridging and culverts............. . . .........
Sleepers delivered, 54,600, at 35e.....................
Rails and fastenings delivered, 2,100 tons, at $36.............
100 lper cent. track-laying, at $365 per mile...................
Ballasting, ô miles, at $500.................................................

ngineering and superintendence ......... ...........................

28't to 303 rd mile-
3 miles, at $21,000 per mile..........,........... .................

Ess-Rails, &c., as per standard, at $7,800 per mile ............
Bridging and culverts, at $2,130 per mile...................

..............

...............

............ 520,000
........... 2,000

...... ........................

8,000
8,000

...... ....., .
8,000

12,000
200

156,000
42,600

210,330
42,600
19,110
75,600

7,300
6,000
4,000
9,500

..............
156,000

42,600

210,330
41,322
19,110
75,600

7,300
2,500
8,500

520,000

500,000

12,000

500,COO

20,200

420,000

198,600

221,400

374,440

420,000

198,600

221,400

460,060

510,000

520,000

518,000

518,000

488,000

479,800

-- .............. 1 364,662
...... .........

179,400
48,990

483,000

228,390

254,610

A. 186
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EASTEEN DIvIsioN of Eastern Section-Progress Estimate No. 47, &c.-Concduj&

Grading-
95 per cent. grading executed ..................... .......................
94 do bridging and culverts...... ....... ....... 46,050
Bleepers delivered, 62,790, at 35o ............... ..... .................. 21,976
Rails and fasteninge delivered, 2,415 tons, at $36............ 86.940
100 per cent. track-laying, at $365 per mile................ 8,35
Ballasting, 14 miles, at $500......... ..................... 7000
W ater service ............................................. ..................... 4,000
Engineering and superintending .............. ......... ..... 9,775

.- - ...... . 426,015

800 tons steel rails and fastenings for additional sidings at divisional
stations, &c., at $36 per ton. ............................. ,..................

Previously returned, Western Division (936)................ ...... 4 6 9 ,80

241,8795Y

LEss-1O per cent .... . ............ .............. .......... ..... ..... 188,5

46,050,5

(Memorandum.)

OTTAWA) 8th July, 1885.
The undersigned has the honor to represent, that under date the Mt insten4t

the Chief Eugineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has issned a certifloate, No. 47,
of the Eastern SeCtion, of whicb the followîng are the partionlars:

Total vaîuo of work doue and materials
delivered Up to the lst July, 1885.......... 81l9p551,797

West of Caihinder, 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles, at
$15,384.61 .......................... 8$2e5699229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act ot 1884 to work remaining to,
be done...................... ........ 16)982)568

2,5 1,976

That of this amount, the books of the ac- 93517

,,countant of the Department show that
there lias already been paid the isum of 19,497,039

Leaving the balance payable ...... $54.758

0f this balance the portions chargeable to, the loan and snbsidy accounts oeCv«
-ally, are as follows:

iLonn.............................................. ........ 83 1,700
Subsidy...................................... ..... ......... 23)058

$54,748

The undersigned recommends that authlority be given for the payment to tb'
ýCanadian Pacifie Raiilway Comupany Of the said b..dance Of 851,758 aooordingly.

Respectfully submitted,
J. 11. POPE, Acting Mirdster Railways and UCabe.I

9,77
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TITrFIED CoPY Of a Report of a Committee of the- alonorable tho Privy Council, approveJ
by His Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 9th July, 1885.

On a memorandum, dated 8th July, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Railways
aid Canals, submitting a certificate, No. 47, dated 7th July instant, from the Chief
R"gineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with respect to the Eastern Section of the
road, of which the following are the details :-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to 1st July, 1885................ $19,551,797

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles, at
815,584,61.................................... $ 2,569,229

Proportion of work done under the Act of
1884 to that of work remaining to be
done ........ .................. 16,982,568

$19,551,797
That of this amount, the books of the

Department show that there has
already been paid the sum of.......... $19,497,039

Leaving the balance payable..... 54,758

Of which balance, the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts
Mcverally, are as follows :-

Loan............................................................... $31,700
Subsidy..... ..... .... ...... .... ............................. 23,058

$54,758

The Minister recommends that authority be given for tho payment to the Cana-
]Pacifie Railway Company of the said balance of $54,758 accordingly.
The Committee advise that authority be given as recommended.

o t nJOHN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Councit.
the Minister of Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT 0F RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAwA, 11th July, 1885.
eiR,--I am directed to inform you that a certificate has been issued for the pay-

Ie3I tO YOur company of 854,758 for work done and materials delivered under your
eontract upon the Eastern Section of the Canadian Pacifie Railway as shown in
""ineer's progress estimate to the lst instant.

DIistribution as follows :-
Loan,.................................................................. 831,700
Subsidy ............................................................... 23,058

854,758

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

. A&. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.
araWATER, Esq., Secretary C.PR. Co., Montreal.

35a-4i 51
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PAYàiENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS EST[DIATE No. 48-EASTERN
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company; locality of works, Eastern Section; name of contractors, Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1880.

Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning of
operatione under this contract to the 3lst July, 1885.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
the Department of ]Railways and Canalis, under contract numbered and dated as above,
also under letter No. 27816.

Total valie of work done and materials
delivered up to the 31st July, 1885.............819,583,839

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles at
$15,38461............... ................ 8 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884 to work remaining
to be done....................... ........ 17,014,610

$19,583,839

NoTE.-The amount of this certifi-
cate, payable under the loan of
$22,500,Ù00 is............................ 89,850,900

Previously returned under the loan.... 9,83,00

818,500

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by J. St,
V. Caddy. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at the
contract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters aboVe
mentioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

I have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
calculations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been duly authOr-
ized by the Department.

FIANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of C.P.R. Head Office.

Total amount now certified on this contract, $19,583,839. All previous paY
ments to be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCHIREIBER, Engineer.in-Chief.
OFFICE OF ENGINEER IN-CHIEF, OTTAwA, l0th August, 1885.

CANADIAN PACIFIO RAILWAY.
flAsTERN SECTIoN-Western Division-Estimate No. 48, under the Loan Act of 1884

Nipigon to Gravel Bay-
34 miles, at $35,000.......... .... .................................. . .. .. ,0 0

LEcss-Standard, at $ 6,670.............. ...................... ...... 226,780
Bridging 14,413............... . .............................. 400,060

716,840

473,160

A. 188649 Victoria.
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EASTERN SEoTIoN-Western Division-Estimate No. 48, &o.-Concluded.

$ $ $
98 per cent. grading..................................... ......................... ............... 463,696
96 do bridging .............. ............................................... ............... 470,457

ADD-Rails, 3,570 tons, at $35..........,........ ...... 124,950
Bleepers, 92,820, at 35c.................................... -... 32,487
Track-laying, 34 miles, at $350 ....................... ......... 11,900
Ballasting, 24,000 yards, at 50c..................... 12,000
99 per cent. engineering......... .............. ......... 16,830 198,167

(ravel Bay to 2 miles east of Pic- -- 1,132,3
95 miles, at $80,000 ....................... ..................... . ................ 7,600,000

Lass-8tandard, at $ 6,670 per mile.......... ........... 633,650
Bridging 11,775 do ......... ............ 1,118,625 1,752,2

5,847,725

98 per cent. grading .............................................................. ............ 5,730,771
99 do bridging..................................................... ... . ............ .. 1,107,439

ADD-RSils, 9,975 toue, at $35.......................... 349,125
Sleepers, 235,000, at 35 .................... .82.250
Track-laying, 95 miles, at $350..... ............... 33,250
Ballasting, 65,000 yards, at 50c ................................ 32,500
Stations and water service....................................... 4,000
98 per cent. engineering ...... ....... . .. 46,550

.-- . 547,675
Two miles east of Pic to Missinabi- - - 7,385,885

125 miles, at $40,000.... .... ........ .......... ................ ...... ......... 5,000,000
Lss-Standard, at $6,670 per mile...................... 833,750

Bridging 4,189 do .................. ................. 523,625
--- 3,357,375

3,642,625

98 per cent. grading ........ ......... .......... ......... ......... ........ ......... ............... 3.569,772
96 do bridging ............... ... .. ................ ......... ......... .............. 502,680

ADD-Rails, 13,125 tons, at $35 ..... .................. 459,375
Sleepers, 337,500, at 35c. .... ................................ 118,125
Track-laying, 125 miles, at $350 ........ .................... 43,750
Ballasting, 47,500 yards, at 50c ................... ............. 23,750
Station and wâter sei vice ............. ........................... 16,000
97 per cent. engineering................ . ..... ............ 60,625

-- 721,625
Missinabi to 27 miles .east- - .- 4,794,077

27 miles, at $33,740.74 .............................. .......... .... 911,000
Lus-Standard............... .............. ...................... 180,090

Bridging .................... 149,526
--- 329,616

100 per cent. grading.............................................................. ............... 581,384
95 do bridging.......... .............................................. ............... 142,049

ADD-Rails, 2,992 tons, at $35 .............. 104,720
. Sleepers, 75,500, at 35ec....-. .... ,...,...... ...... ....... 26,425

Track-laying, 27 miles, at $350...................... 9,450
Ballssting, 32,000 yards, at 50c............................ ..... 16,000
97 per cent. engineering........, ......... .......... ............... 13,095

-- 160,690
893,123

14,205,405
Previously returned, Eastern Section (No. 47)................ ............. ... 4,699,717

18,905,122
1,890,510

17,014,610
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(Memorandum.)
DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 10th August, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to represent that under date the 10th instant the
Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has issued a certificate, No. 48, of
the Eastern Section of that road, of which the following are the particulars:-

Total value of work doue and materials
delivered up to the 31st July, 1885...................$19,583,839

West of Callander, 100 miles ; east of
Port Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles, at
815,384.61............ ......... 8 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884 to that of work
remaining to be done............. ... 17,014,610

819,583,839

That of this amount the books of the
accountant of the Department show
tbat there bas already been paid the
sum of........ ................................................ 19,551,797

Leaving the balance now payable......... 832,042

- Of this balance the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts,
aeverally, are as follows:-

Loan ........ ..................... ................... $18,500
Subsidy............ ..................................................... 13,542

$32,042
The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of the

said sum of 832,042 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, in accordance witb
the foregoing.

Respectfully submitted,
J. I. POP E, Acting Minister of Railways and Canals.

CERTIFIED Con> of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council,
approved by His Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 13th August,
1885.
On a memorandum, dated 10th August, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Rail-

ways and Canals, submiLting a certificate, No. 48, dated 10th instant, from the Chief
Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie iRailway, with respect to the Eastern Section of the
xoad, of which the detail3 are as follows:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to 31st July, 1885. ...............819,583,839

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles, at
015,384.61............... ............... ...... 8 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under the
Act of 1884 to that remaining to be
done........................... 17,014,610

81,583,839

That of this amount the books of the
Department show that there has
already been paid................................... 19,551,797

Leaving the balance now payable.............. 832,042

49 Victoria. A. 1886
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Of which amount the portions chargeable to the loan and subsi<y accounts,
eratlly, are as follows:-

Loan................................................................... $18,500
Stbsidy................... ............................ 13,5 12

$32,042

The Minister recommends tbat auhorify be granted for the payment of the said
'41%tnce of $32,042 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Compai y accuidingly.

The Committee advise that authority be granted as recomiinerded.
JOBIN J. McGHE, Clerk Privy Council.

U Ilon. the Minister of Railways and Canals.

DiPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 17th August, 1885.

10 SIR,-I am directed to inform you that a certificate has issued for the payment
YOUr company of $32,042 for work done and materiald delivered upon the Eastern

OCtion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, as shown in engineer's progress estimate
31st Ultimo.

bistribution as follows:-
Loan. ............................................................... $18,500
Sabsidy.................................................. .......... 13,5 11

8 32,042

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BIRADLEY, Secretary.

'JNXWATER, Esq., Secretary C.P.R. Co., Montreal.

0NT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 49-EASTERN SEC.
TION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy and loan; No. of Contract, Canadian Pacifie
lWay company locality of works, Eastern Section, Eastern Division; name of

et1ract0 jr, Canadian Pacific Railway Co.; date of contract, 21st October, 1880.
Progress estimate of work doue and materials delivered from the beginning of

"Perations; und er this contract to the 3 lst August, 1885.
The works, of which this is an estimate, are being execnted by the aitthority of
Deparitment of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated as

Ve, also under letter No. 27816.
Total value of work done and materials deliv-

ered to the 31st August, 1885................... $19 618,298

'West of Callander 100 miles; east of Port
Arthur 67 miles; 167 miles, at
$15,384.61... ................ 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under the
Act of 1884 to work remaining to be
doue............................................... 170,490 69

$ 196,182 98

NoTE.-Inasmuch as there has been in the
past an overcharge in the proportion of
loan, I recommend that this estimate be
charged to 'subsidy," pending adjust-
ment of the proportion of loan to sub-
sidy.
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The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns fyrwarded by Thomas
Bidout. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at the co-
tract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters above
mnentioned.

J. R. OfIAhiBERLAIN,

I have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
calculations, and ain satiified that all the work returned as done has been daly
authorized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of .P.R. Read Office.

Total amount noweortified on this contract, 8196,182.98. Al previous pay-
meuts to be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCHR EIBER, Bngineer-in-Chief.

OFFICE OF ENGINEER-IN-CmEF, OTTAWA, 3rd September, 1885.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

WESTERN SEcTIN-Eastern Division-Progress Estimate No. 28, up to 1st Septem-
ber, 1885, under Loan Act of 1884.

100th to 120th mile West of Callander- $ $
20 miles, at $23,000 per mile......... .................................................... 460,00

120th to 140th mile-
20 miles, at $27,000 per mile.. .................................................. .... ... .. S5O,000

140th to 160th mile-
20 miles, at $26,000 per mile...................................................520,09

160th to 180th mile-
20 miles, at $26,000 per mile......... .................................................... 520,000

Luss-To complete station buildings, &c..............,............... 2,000

180th to 200th mile-
20 miles, at $26,000 per mile........ .................................................... 520,000

Lass-To complete station buildings.......................................... 2,000

g0th to 220th mile-
20 miles, at $25,000 per mile... . .. .......... .. ,............................ 500000

LEss-To complote 8 miles of ballasting, at $500 per mile........ 4,
do station buildings, &c .................... 4,000

220th to 240th mile- 492,00
20 miles, at $25,000 per mile .......................................... 500000

Las-To complete 15 miles ballasting, at $500 per mile ....... 7,00
do station buildings, &e ... ............... ,....9,00

Engineering and superintendence................. 200

140th to 260th mile- 16,700
20 miles, at $21,000 per mile......... ........................................ 420,00

LEss-lZails, &c., as per standard, at $7,800 per mile......,..... 156,000
Bridging and culvert, .t $2.130 . 42,600

- - 198,600

Grading-221,400
96 per cent. grading executed............... ......... .............. 212,544

100 do bridges and cuverts.......................... 42,600
Bleepers deîivered, 54,600, at 35ec ....... ..... ... ........... 19,110
Rails and fastenings, 2,100 tons, at $36. . .......- ... 75,600
100 per cent. trck-laying, at $365 per mile................... 5,300
B asting 15 miles, at $500 per mile................. ... 7,000 0
W r service and buildings... ............................4,.. 2
Engineering and superintenden............9,. 2,000
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W B8TERN SECÂ.IoN-Eastern Division-Progress Estimate No. 28, &c.-Conclade&

'10th to 280th mile-
20 miles, at $21,000 per mile......... ...... 420,000

Luss-Rails, &c., as per standard, at $7,800 per mile........... 156,000
Bridging culverts, $2,130 per mile,........................... 42,600

- - 198,600

221,400
'Grading.- -

96 per cent. grading executed............................................ 212,544
98 do bridging and culverts....... .................. ........ 41,748

Sleepers delivered, 54,600, at 35................ ...... ....... 19,110
Rails and fastenings delivered, $2,100 tons, at $36. ............... 76,600
100 per cent. track laying, at $365 per mile. ....... .... 7,300
Ballasting 15 miles, at $00 per mile.................,........ ........ 7,500
Water service, ballasting and turn-table ........................ .... 5,000
Engineering and superintendence.......................... 9,000

h to 303rd mile--
23 miles, at $21,000 per mile.......................................... 483,000

Lass-Rails, as per standard, at $7,800 per mile................. 179:400
Bridging and culverts, at $2, 130 do .................. 48,990

-- 228,390

Grading-2
98 per cent. grading executed............................249,518
97 do Bridging and culverts....................................47,520

Sleepers delivered, 62,790, at 35c........................ 21,976
Rails and fasteningd delivered, 2,415 tons, at $36.................88,940
100 per cent. track-laying, at $365 per mile..........................8,395
Ballasting 22 miles, at $500 per mile ........ ........ 11,000
Water service and buildings................. .............. 4,000
Engineering and superintendence ...................... ......... 10,500.

tou 05 s teel rails and fastenings for additional eidings at Divisional 4,7,0
f3tatlon, ai $36 per ton.,.......................................... .............. ............... 10,30M

Previouely returned, Western Division (950) ..... ...... ........ 14,206,405,
18,943,410

Laso-IO per cent ........-.......................................... 1,894,3M1

17,049,29

<jfàmOrandum.)

IDICPABTMXZNT OP RÂILWAYS AND ÇANALB, OTTAWA, 3rd Soptemnber, 1885.
TrhD underaigned has the honor to represant that undcr date the 3rdl instant th
the f -agiearof the Canadian Pacifie Railway ha3 issaei a. ce3rtiticat;ý, No. 49, o

tI-8er Seto of' that road, of which thc detailN are as follbwi:
Total value of work donc and materials

dclivered, up to the 3lst of Aagtist,
188$ý.......................................... 0 819,61SY298

West of Catlander, 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur, 67 miles; 167 mnile%,
at $15,:i84 61 .................... o.$ 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work donc under
the A&ct of 1884, to that of work
rcrnainiog to be donc .............. 17,049,069

81 9,6 18,298
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That of this sum the books of the
Accountant of the Department show
that there has already been paid .............. 19,183,839

Leaving the balance now payable............... 834,459
That in reFpect of the said certificate, the Chief Engineer states in a note

thereon 1hat inasmuch as thero has been in the past an overcharge in the proportiol
of loan, he recommends that the amount of the present certi ficate be charged to the
subsidy account4, pending the adjustment of the proportion of loan and subsidy.

The underisigned corcurs and recommends that authority be given for the pay-
iment of l ho said sura of $34,459 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, the
amount buing charged against the subsidy account.

Respectfully submitted,
J. il. POPE, Acting Minister Railways and Canals.

CERTIFIED CoPY of a Beport of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Councit,
approved by Ris Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 5th September,.
1&b5.
On a memorandum, dated 3rd September, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Rail-

ways and ( anals, submitting a certificate, No. 49, dated 3rd September instant, frors
the Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway with respect to the Eastera
Eection of the road, details of which are as follows:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the b1st of August,
1885.................................. 819,618,298

West of Callander 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles,
at $15,384.61........... 8 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884, to value of work
remaining to be done.................. 17,049,069

$19,618,298
Of this amount the books of the Depart-

ment show that there has already
been paid the sum of.................................... 19,583,839

Leaving the balance now payable.......... $34,459
The Miii ter represents that in respect of the said certificate, the Chief Engineer

recommends that inasmuch as there has been in the past an overcharge in the prO-
portion of Ioan, the amount of the present certificate be charged to the subsidY
Account, pending the adjustment of the proportion of loan to subsidy.

The Minister concurs in this view and recommends that authority be given f«r
the payment of the said sum of $34,459 to the Canadian Pacific Railway Companl,
the aiount to be charged to the subsidy account.

The Committee aivise that authority be given as reconmended.
JOHN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

"Phe IIon. the Minister of Railways and Canais.

DEPAItTMENT OF RAILWAYs AND CANALs, OTTAWA, 9th September, 1985.
Sm,-I am by direction to inform you that a certificate has issued in favor of yOur

coipany for 834,459, in payment for work done and materials supplied under
your contract on the Eastern Section of the Eastern Division of the Canadian Pacife

ailway, as shown in engineer's progress estimate to 31st ultimo.
58
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This amount is charged to the subsidy account pending the adjustment of the
Proposition of loan to subsidy.

1 am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

IIRLEs DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary C.P. R. Co., Montreal.

»&YMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 50-EASTERN
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacific Railway
CnPany; locality of works, Eastern Section, Western Division; name of contrac-
rs, Canadian Pacifie Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1880.

Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning of
perations under this contract to the 31st August, 1885.

th The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
Department of Rtailways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated as above,
o under letter No. 27816.

Total value of work done and materials deliv-
ered to the 31st August, 1885...........................819,665,802

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of Port
Arthur, 67 miles ; 167 miles, at
$15,384.61......................................$ 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under the
Act of 1884 to work remaining to be
done.......................... .. 17,096,573

$19,665,802
NoTE.-TOtal amount of this certifi.

cate payable under the loan of
$22,500,000, is........................... $8,672,000

Previously returned-Central Section.. 5,319,300

$13,991,300
Previously returned..................... 13,967,200

$24,100

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by J. St. V.
t. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at the con-

oni rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters above men-

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

le have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified thetha4tions, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been duly
borizd by the Department. a

FRANCIS J. LYNCHI, In charge of C. P. R. Head Oùßce.

enot aout now certified on this contract, $19,665,802. All previous pay-
tto be deducted.

eDo? COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer-in-Ohief.
c P ENGINEER-IN.CHIEF, OTTAWA, 22nd September, 1885.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
EASTERN SEcTION-Western Division-Estimate No. 50, under the Loan Act of 1884.

$ $
.Nipigon to Gravel Bay-

34 miles, at $35,000 per mile ......... ........................................ ............... 1,190,000
LEss-Standard ........................................ -...................... 226,780

Bridging ............... ....... ........................................ 490,060
-- 716,840

473,160

98 per cent. grading . .... .. .... .. 463,698
97 do bridging ............ ............ ......... 475,358

ADD-Bails ............................. . ..................... ................. 124,950
Sleepers ........ ........... . .................................. 32,487
Track-laying..................................... 11,900
Ballasting, 33,000 yards, at 50o.......... ....................... 16,500
Stations and water service ........... ........................ 1,000
99 per cent. engineering and superintendence ............. 16,830

-- 203,667
Gravel Bay to 2 miles east of Pic- 1,142,723

95 miles, at $80,000 per mile ...................................... 7,600,000
Luss-Standard ...... ......................................................... 633,650

Bridging ................................... ............................. 1,118,625
- --- 1,752,275

5,847,725

98 per cent. grading .......... .................................... 5,730,771
99 do bridging ............. ,............................................. . ..........

ADD-Rails ......... ......... -............ . ...... .... .. 349,125
Bleepers ............... ................................................. 82,250
Track-laying ......... ......... 33,250
Ballasting, 68,000 yards, at 5Oc.......... . ............. 34,000
Stations and water service ......................... ,000
Engineering and uperitendence.......... .......... 46,550 5,7

349,175

2 miles eut cf Pie to Missinabi- -- - 713943We
125 miles, at $40,000 per mile............................ ............ .......... . 5,0 00, ;0-

Laso-Standard .......... ........ 838,750
Bridging .............-................................ 523,625

-- - 1,357,375

3,642,625

99 per cent. grading .......................... ..........-................... 3,606,199
96 do bridgg. ............. 5 502,680

ÂDD-Rails ............ ................ 459,375
SIeepers ....... . 4 . ...................... 118,125
Track-laying4............................................... 43,750
Ballasting, 64,000 yards, at 0o3.....................32,000
Stations and water servie.......... ............... 16,000
98 per cent. engineering and superintendence .......... 61,250 46,550

73,15

Mis inabi to 27 m iles eastw ard- o P to8i9na i

27 miles, at $33,740.74 pr mile ............. ............................. ........ 911,000
Luss-Bridging ............ .......... ...... .. ......... ................. 10,000

Station and water service......................................... 18,900
Engineering and superintendence.... ........................ 400 ,199

- - 881p700

14,258,187
Previouly returned, Eastern Division.......................... ......... ......... 4,738,005

18,996,192
Lpss-10 p r cent...................... ............................ 11...81,899,619

1770983573
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(Memorandum.)
DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 23rd September, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to represont that under date the 22nd instant a
ertificate No. 50 of the Eastern Section of Canadian Pacific Railway lias been issued

by the Government Engineer-in-Chief, of which the details are as follows:-
Total value of work done and materials

delivered up to the 31st of August, 18:,5...... .... $19,665,802
West of Callander, 100 miles; east of Port

Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles, at $15,-
384-61...........................................$ 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under the
Act of 1884 to that of work remaining
to be done..................................... 17,096,573

819,665,802
That of this amount the books of the ac-

countant of the Department show that
there has already been paid the sum of ................ 19,618,298

Leaving the balance now payable............... 847,504

That of this balance the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts,
'eerally, are as follows:-

Loan................................................. . . ............. 824,100
.ubsidy ................. ...................... 23,404

847,504
The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of the
Sum of $47,504, to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, in accordance withtho foregoing.

iRespectfully submitted,
J. H. POPE, Acting Minister of Railways and Canals.

DUTIPIED Cory of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council,approved by the Ronorable the Deputy Governor General in Council on the 25th Sep-
teber, 1885.
On a memorandum, dated 23rd September, 1885, from the Acting Minister of

lways and Canals, submitting certificate, No. 50, dated 22nd September instant,
the Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with respect to the Eastern
on of the road, the details of which are as follows:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 31st of August, 1885..............81,665,802

West of Callander, 100 miles ; east of
Port Arthur, 67 miles ; 167 miles, at
*15,384.61.................. ......... ......... $ 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884 to that of work
remaining to be doue.......... ..... ...... 17,096,573

$19,665,802
Of this amount the books of the Depart.

ment show that there has already been
paid the sum of................................... ... 19,618,298

Leaving the balance now payable............ 847,504
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That of this amount the portions chargeable to the loan and the Eubsidy accounto
are as follows:-

Loan.............................. ........... .................. $2 ,100
Subsidy.......................................................... 23,40l

$47.504

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the said
sum of $47,504 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company accordingly.

The Committee advise that authority be given as recommended.
JOHN J. MoGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

Hon. the Minister of Railways and Canals.
DEPARTMENT oF RAILWAYS AND CANALs. OTTAWA, 28th September, 1885.

SIRa,-I am directed to inform you that a certificate has issued in favor Of
your company for the pay ment of 847,504, for work done and materials delivered
under your contract upon the Eastern Section, Western Division of the Canadisa
Pacifie Railway, as shown in engineer's progress estimate to the 31st ultimo.

Distribution as follows:-
Loan .................................... .... .. ........................ $24,100
Subsidy .................................................................. 23,404

647,504

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

CriAs. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.

PAYMENT OF MONEYS - PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 51- EASTERN
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company ; locality of works, Eastern Section, Western Division; name of contractoro,
Canadian Pacific Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1880.

Progress eatimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning Of
operations under this contract to the 30th September, 1885.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
the Department of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated as
above, also under letter No. 27816.

Total value of work done and materials
delivered to the 30th September, 1895............... 819,713,474

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of Port
Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles, at
$!5,384.61.....................................8 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under the
Act of 1884, to work remaining to be
done............................................. 17,144,245

$19,713.474

NOTE-Total amount of this certificate, pay-
able under the loan of $22,500,000 is... 88,696,200

Previously returned, Central Section ...... 5,460,200

814,156,400
Previously returned.............................. 14,132,200

$24,200
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The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by J. St. V.
Caddy. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed ont at the
COntract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by dopartmentai letters above

ielntioned.
J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

I have examined the return on which this estimate is basel, have verified the
caloulations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as doue bas been duly
aUthorized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of 0. P. R. Head Office.

Total amount now certified on this contract, $19,113,474. All previons pay-
inents to be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SOIREIBER, Engineer in-Chief.
FICE oF ENGINEER-N-OnEF, OTTAWA, 19th October, 1885.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

stUTECRN SECTIoN-Western Division-Estimate No. 51, under the Loan Act of 1884.

'igon to Gravel Bay-
34 miles, at $35,000 per mile ........................... .............. 1,190,000

LEss- Standard ......... .........-................ .......................... 226,780
Bridging ...................................... 490,060

--- 716,840

473,160

99 per cent. grading ........ .................. .... ....................... . . 468,428
97 do bridging ..................... ....... ........................... 475,358

ADD-Rails ....................................................................... 124,950
Sleepers ....................................... 32,487
Track-laying............................ .......................... 11,900
Ballasting, 34,000 yards, at 50c. per yard ................... 17,000
Stations and water service .... ....... ..... .................... 5,000
99 per cent. engineering and superintendence ...... ...... 16,830

--- 208,167

vel Bay to 2 miles east of Pie-
95 miles, at $80,000 per mile . .................................................. .............. 7,600,000

LEsS-Standard .............. ..................... ........................ 633,650
Bridging ............................................ ..... ........... 1,118,625

- - 1,752,275

5,847,725

981 Per cent, grading............. ............................... 5,760,010
9 do bridging.... ............................. ..................... 1,107,439

AD-Rails ........... ............................ 349,125
Sleepers ............... ........................ 82,250
Track-laying ........................................................... 33%250
Ballasting, 81,000 yards, at 50c. per yard ...... ..... ...... 40,500
Stations and water sereice ............... .... ................... 14,000
Engineering, &c............ .... ....... .......... 6..... ........ ,550

rles east of Pic to Missinabi-
125 miles, at $4o,000 per mile......... .... . ...... .... ......... ................ 5,000,000

LESS--Standard ................................... ......... ................
Brdgng.................................. 23,625

1,357,375

82,25062

3325
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FAsTERN SiCTIoN-Western Division-Estimate No. 51, &c.-Concluded.

99 per cent. grading ......... ...... ..... -..... .................... ......... 3,606,199
26 do bridging......... .................. ............... .. 502,680

ADD-Rails .. ..... ... ... 459,375
Sieepers ............ ................................................... 118, 125
Track-laying............................................... ......... 43,750
Ballasting, 84,000 yards, at 50c. per yard.................. 42,000
Stations and water service ....................................... 20,000
98 per cent, engineering and superintendence............. 61,250

744,500
-- 4,853,3e

Miunabi to 27 miles east of Pic-
27 miles, at $33,740.74 per mile................ ......... .............................. 911,000

L as- Bridging ...... .................. ....................................... 10,000
Ballasting, 22,000 yards, at 50c. per yard. ..... ... ,........ 11,000
Stations and water service ,..... ........ 16,000
Engineering and superintendence ..................... . 400--- 38,300 87,O>

14,311,156
Treviously reported, Western Division..................... ............... ..... ......... 4,738,005

19,049,161
Less 10 per cent ................................. . ............. 1,904,916

17,140024

(Memorandum.)

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 21st October, 1885.

The undersigned bas the honor to represent that under date the 19th instant, A
certificate, No. 51, of the Eastern Section bas been issued by the Chief Engineer of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, of which the following are the dotaiLs:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 30th of Septem-
ber, 1885................... 19,713,474

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles, at
815,384.61. ................... 8 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884 to that of work
remaining to be done...... 17,144,245

819,713,474

That of this amount the books of the
accountant of the Departrnent show
that there has already been paid the
sum û£.................. .................................... 19,665,802

Leaving the balance now payable............ 847,672

The portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy acounts, severally, being *
llows.-

Loan........... ........................................................ 824,200
Subsidy.. ..... ....................................................... 23,472

847,672
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The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of the
8aid sum of $47,672 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, in accordance with
the foregoing.

Respectfully submitted,
J. H. POPE, Acting Minister Railways and Canals.

11ETIFIn CorY of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Councit,
Capproved by the Ronorable the Deputy Governor General in Council on the 23rd
October, 1885.

On a memorandum, dated 2lst October, 1885, from the Minister of Railways and
% ailas, submitting a certificate, No. 51, dated 19th October, instant, from the

of Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, in respect to the Eastern Section of
road, of which the following are the details:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 30th of Septem-
ber, 1885.................. ............. 19,713,474

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles at
8 15,384.61................... ............ $ 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884 to that of work re-
maining to be done..................... 17,144,245

$19,713,474

That of this amount, the books of the
Department show that there has
already been paid the sum of................ 19,665,802

Leaving the balance now payable............. $47,672

lOf which balance the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts, sever-
Yare as follows :-

Loan......................................................... ........... 824,200
Subsidy................................................................. 23,472

$47,672

a TheB Minister recommends that authority be given for the paymient of the said

k1tt Of $47,67U to the Canadian Pacifie Railw.ay Company accordingly. The Com-
ee advise that authority be given as recommended.

JOHN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Council.
naon. the Minister of Railways and Canais.

DEPARTMENT OF PRAILWAYs AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 27th October, 1885.

o SIkRe-I am directed to inform you that a certificate has issued for the payment
Your company of the sum of $47,672 for work done and materials delivered on the

%t rn Section of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, as shown in engineer's progress
rnate to the 30th ultimo.
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Distribution as follows:-
Loan ............................... . . . ......... $24,200
Subsidy.............................................. 23,472

$47,672
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.
C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.

PAYMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 52-EASTERN
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company; locality of works, Eastern Section (Eastern and Western Division); namle
of contractors, Canadian Pacifie Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October,
1880.

Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning 0<
operations under this contract to the 20th October, 1885.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority 0f
the Department of Railways and Canalis, under contract numbered and dated s0
above, also under letter No. 27816.

Total value of work done and materials
delivered to the 20th October, 1885............ ........ $19,846,087

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of Port
Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles, at
$15,384.61................................... 8 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884 to work remaining to
be done................................ 17,276,858

819,846,087

NoTE.-The amount now payable under the
loan of$22,500,000 is (central section) $13,886,700

Previously returned............................. 14,156,400

Nil.

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by T. Rid0'd
and J. St. V. Caddy. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed O11e
at the contract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letteo
above mentioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

I have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
calculations, and am satisfied that ali the work returned as done has been de
authorized by the Department.

F RANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of C. P. R. Head O(îce.

Total amount now certified on this contract,819,846,087. All previous paymue1lto
to be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer-i-Ohi4.
-OFF1o0 oF ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF, OTTAWA, 24th October, 1885.

66
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

EASTERN AND WESTERN DIvISIONs-Under the Loan Act of 1884.

BRN DIVIsIoN: $ $ $
100th to 200th mile-

100 miles, at $2,560......................................... 2,560,000
LEss-For stations, &c ............. ................................. ,........... 4,000

200th to 240th mile- -- 2,556,000

40 miles......................... .................................................. ..... 1,000,000
LEss-Ballasting 23 miles, at $500 ............. ........ . 11,500

Station buildings, &c..... ................. .. ...... 13,000
240th to 260th mile- -- 24,500 975,500

20 miles, at $21,000......................... .......... ,........................ ............... 420,000
Luss-4 per cent. grading .................. ... ........ .. 8,856

Ballasting, 5 miles, at $500......... ............ 2,500
Stations and water service......... ....... ............... 10,000

- - 21,356
200th to 280th mile- i

20 miles, at $21,000 ........ ............................................ ..... ............... 420,000
LEss-4 per cent. grading . .......................................... 8,856

2 do bridging....... ................... .852
Ballasting, 5 miles ........................... 2,500
Stations and water service.............. ...... .9,000

280th to 303rd mile- 398,792
23 miles, at $21,000 ........... . .............. ............ 483,000

Liss-2 per cent. grading....... ........................ 5,092
3 do bridging................................. .1,470
Stations and water service.,........................ 10,000

----- 16,562

DI ----- 466,438

ipigon to Gravel Bay- 4,795,37434 
miles, at $35,000.......................... ...... ....... ......... ..... ......... 1,190,000

Lass-1 per cent. grading....................................... 7..... 31
3 do bridging ......................... ...... 14,700
Stations and -water service.............. .......... 12,000

-- 31,431

Qravel Bay to 2 miles east of Pic-
951 riles, ai $80,000......................................... 7,600,000

LEss-1 per cent. grading....... . ....... 58,477
1 do brid g. ................... 11,186
Ballasting, 14,00 suare yards, at 0c.............. 7,060
Stations and water service ................................. 33,500

--- 110,163

2 ---- 7,489,83g2 iles east of Pie to Missinabi-
125 miles, at $40,000 ..... ............................. 5,000,000

Lss-1 per cent. grading .................. ... 36,426
4 do bridging ........................................... 20,945
Ballaiting, 41,000 square yards, at 50o........... 20,500
Stations and water service.................................. 42,500

-- 120,371
g. . -- 4,879,829

Milinabi to 27 miles eaut-
27 miles, at $33,740.94........... ............. ... ... . ... 911000

Luss-.Bridging............................... . ............... 10,000
BallastIng'.......................... ............. 11,000
Stations and-water service............ ......... .16,900

______37,900

---- 873,100

19,196,509
Luss-10 per cent............... ...... ,................ ............. .............. 1,919,651

17,276,858

67
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(Memorandum.)
]EPARTMENT OF RATLWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 26th October, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to represent that under date the 24th instant,
the Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has issued a certificate, No.
52, of the Eastern Section of which the details are as follows:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 20th of October,
1885........... ............................. $19,846,087

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles,
at s 15,384.61....... ......... .8 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1881 to that of work re-
maining to be done..................... 17,276,858

819,846,087

That of this amount the books of the
accountant of the Department show
that there has already been paid
the sum o£.................................................. 19,713,474

Leaving the balance now payable................. 8132,613

Of this amount the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts, respe-
tively are as follows:-

Loan.. ............. ,........................ ...........................
Subsidy ............................................. $132,613

8132,613

The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of the
said sum of 8132,613 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company in accordance with the
foregoing. Respectfully submitted,

J. H. POPE, Acting Minister Railways and Canals.

CEETIFIED CoPY of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approv6
by His Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 27th October, 1885.
On a memorandum, dated 26th October, 1885, from the Minister of Railwayo

and Canalis, submitting certificats, No. 52, dated 24th instant, from the Chief
Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with respect to the Eastern Section of the
line, the details of which are as follows :-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to 20th October, 1885................... $19,846,087

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles,
at $15,384.61.......................... $ 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done to
that of work remaining to be doue. 17,276,858

819,846,087

That of this amount the books of the
Department show that there hias
already been paid.............................. 19,713,474

Leaving the balance payable,.................... $132,613
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That the whole of the said balance is chargeable to the subsidy account.
The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the said

B'tm of 8 132,613 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company accordingly.
The Committee advise that the requisite authority be granted.

JOHN J. McGEE, Clerk .Privy Counci.
1on. the Minister of Railways and Canals,

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAwA, 29th October, 1885.

SmR,-I am instructed to inform you that a certificate has issued for the
PaYment to your company of 8132,613, for work done and materials delivered under
your contract on the Eastern Section of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, a3 shown iia
enlgineer's progress estimate, to 20th instant.

Distribution as follows :-
Loan.... ..................................... Nil.
Subsidy ..................................... 8132,613

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

O. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.

PAYMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 53-EASTERN
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIO RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy and loan; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifie
ilway Company; locality of works, Eastern Section; name of contractors, Canadian.

aPcifie Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1880.
Progress estimate of work done and materials detivered from the beginning of

Operations under this contract to the 25th November, 1885.
The works, of which this is an estirmate, are being executed by the authority of

e Department of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated aa
bove, also under letter No. 27816.

Total value of work done and materials
delivered to the 25th November, 1885............... $20,053,529

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur, 67 -miles; 167 miles,
at 815,384.61..... ............ ......... 8 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884 to work remaining
to be done............................... 17,484,300

820,053,5V>

NOTE.-Total amount now payable
under the loan of $22,500,000 is.... $14,125,000

Previously returned.............. .... 14,156,000

Nil.

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by T.
"'(dct and J. St. V. Caddy. The quantities so furnished have been accurately

4oneeyed ont at the contract rates or at the rates specially authorized by depart-
1tal letters above mentioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.
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I have examined the returns on which this estimate 'is based, have verified the
calculations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been dulf
authorized by the Department.

FRANCTS J. LYNCH, In charge of (. P. R. Read Office.

Total amount now certified on this contract, $20,053,529. All previous par
rnents to be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD iSCHREIBER, Rngineer4n-Chief.

rrio0E OP ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF, OTTAwA, 28th November, 1885.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.
EASTERN SEcTIoN-Estimate No. 52, under the Loan Act of 1884.

Eastern Section-5 8 4 miles................... $19,581,000
Less- adin ......... ........ ............ $65;000

Bridging........................ .... 14,000
Stations and water service...... 75,000

154,000
- - 19,427,000

Less 10 per cent......................... 1;942,700

$17,484,300

(Mmorandum.)

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAwA, 28th November, 1885.
The undersigned has the honor to represent that under date the 28th instant, the

4Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway bas issued a certificate, Nc. 53, of the
iastern Section, of which the details are as folIcws: -

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 25th of No-
vember, 1885............................................... $20,053,529

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur, C7 miles; 167 miles, at
$15,384.61 ............ .................. $ 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884, to that of work
remaining to be done.......... ....... 17,484,300

$20,053,529

That of this arount the books of the
accountant of the Department show
there has already been paid the
sum of...................................................... 19,846,087

Leaving the balance payable....................... $207,442

Of this sum, no portion being chargeable to the "loan " account, the undeer
signell recommends that authority be given for the payment thereof to the Canadian
Racific Railway from their subsidy.

Respectfully submitted,
J. B. POPE, .Minister of Railwoys and Canais.

70
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OUTIPI En CoPY ot a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved
by His Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 1st December, 1885.

On a memorandum, dated 28th November, 1886, from the Minister of Railways
%d Canals, submitting certificate No. 55, dated 28th instant, from the Chief Engi.

er of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with respect to the Eastern Section of the line,
ée details of which are as follows:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 25th November, 1885.............$20,053,529

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of Port
Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles, at
815,384.61........ ............. $ 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under the
Act of1884 to work remaining to be done 17,484,300

820,053,529

That of this amount the books of the
Department show that there has already
been paid the sum of............................. ........ 19,846,087

Leaving the balance now payable................ $207,442

That the whole of the said balance is chargeable to the subsidy account.
The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment to the Jan.

84 kn Pacifie Railway Company of the said sum of $207,442 accordingly.
The Committee advise that the requisite authority be granted.

JO HN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Council.
1on. the Minister of Railways and Canals.

DEPARTMENT OP IRAILWAYS AND CANALs, OTTAWA, 4th December, 1885.

SI,-I am instructed to inform you that a certificate has issued in favor of your
Mo'npany for $207,442 for work done and materials delivered upon the Eastern Sec-

e Of the Canadian Pacific Railway, as shown in engineer's progress estimate to
25th ultimo.
This sum is chargeable to the subsidy account.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

04'É&. DRINKwATER, Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.

PAYMENT OF MONEYS-P-ROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 5 t-EASTERN
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIO IRAILWAY.

SDescription of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Cana i. -i Pacifie Railway
anY ; locality of works, Eastern Section; name of oontractot ('anadian Pacifie
way Company; date of contract, 21st October, 18580.
Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered fror he beginning of

Oe4ionis under this contract to the 2nd December, 1085.
The works, of which this is an estimate, are being ex-3cuted by ;he aathority of

Department of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated as above,
uInder letter No. 27816.

Total value of work done and materials
delivered to the 2nd December, 1885...........$ 30,169,629

>11

Y ictoria. A. 1868
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West of Callander, 100 miles; east of
Port Arthur, 67 miles ; 167 miles, at
$15,384.61 ............................... 8 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Aet of 1884 to work remaining
to be done......................... 17,600,400

820,169,629

NoTE.-The amount of this certificate pay-
able under the loan of 822,500,000 is....$11,378,000

Previously returned under the loan........... 14,215,100

$162,900

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by J.
Ridout and J. St. V. Caddy, from a recent personal inspection by the Chief Engineer.
The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at the contract rates,
or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters above mentioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

I have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
caloulations, and arn satisfied that all the work returned as done has been dalf'
authorized by the Department.

F RANCIS Ji LYNCH, In charge of 0.P.R. Read Office.

Total amount now certified on this contract, $20,169,629. All previous paymentO
to be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer in-Chief.
OrricE or ENGINEE-BIN-OMEF, OTTAwA, 4th December, 1885.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

EASTERN SECTION-Estimate No. 54-Under the Loan Act of 1884.

Callander to Port Arthur, 584 miles................... 819,581,000
Less-Grading ................... 810,000

Br idging.................... 5,000
Stations............................... 10,000

25,000
-- 819,556,000

Less 10 per cent...................................... 1,955,600

817,600,400

(Memorandum).

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAwA, 4th December, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to represent that under date the 4th inst., the
Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway has issued a further certificate, N"'
54, of the Eastern Section of that road, of which the following are the details:-
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Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 2nd of December,
1885..................................$20,169,629

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of Port
Arthur, 67 miles; 167 miles, at
$15,384.60.........................$ 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884 to that of work re-
maining to be done.............. 17,600,400

$20,169,629

That of this amount the books of the accountant of the
Department show that there has already been paid
the sum of ................................................... 20,053,529

Leaving the balance now payable............ $116,100

Of this amount the portions chargoable to the loan and subsidy accounts seve-
y are as follows:-

Loan................................................................... $ 62,900
Subsidy....................................... 53,200

$ 116,100

The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of the
SumdU of 8116,100 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, in accordance

*'th the foregoing.

Respectfully submitted,
J. H. POPE, Acting Minister Railways and Canals.

pI ED Copy of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approvel
bY Ris Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 9th December, 1885.

On a memorandam, dated 4th December, 1885, from the Minister of Rîilways
(3 .anals, submitting a certificate, No. 54, dated 4th instant, fr-m the Chief

~geer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with respect to the Eastern S30tion
the road, of which the following are the details:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to 2nd December, 1885............... $20,1ý9,629

West of Callander, 100 miles; east of Port
Arthur, 67 miles ; 167 miles, at
$15,384.61....................8 2,569,229

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884 to that of work
remaining to be done................... 17,600,400

20,169,629

That of this amount the books of the De-
partment show that there has already
been paid the sum of... ......... 20,053,529

Leaving the balance now payable..............$116,100
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Of which balance the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts sev-
rurally are as follows:-

Loan...................................................................... $62,900
Subsidy.................................................... . .......... 53,200

8116,100

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the said
Sum of $1 L6,100 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company accordingly.

The Committee advise that authority be given as recommended.
JOH N J. MOGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

TIe Hon. the Minister of Railways and Canals.

OTTAWA, 14th December, 1885.
81,-I am instructed to inform you that a certificate has issued in favor of your

eompany for $116,100, being in payment for work done and materials delivered under
your contract on the Eastern Section of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, as shown in

ngineer's progress estimate to the 2nd inst.
Distribution as follows:-

Loan......... ......... .............................. .................. 862,900
Subsidy........................ ........ ........................ 53,200

8116,100

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

C. IDRINIKWATER, Esq., Secretary C.P.R. Co., Montreal.

BUBJECT No. 4.-PAYMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 64-
CENTRAL SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifie RailwaY
Clompany; locality of works, Central Section, west of Red River; name of contractors,
gnadian Pacific Railway Company; Date of contract, 21st October, 1880.

t'rogress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning Of
operations under this contract to the 28th of February, 1885.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
the Department of Railways and Caals, under contract numbered and dated asabover
aso under letters IEO. 27816 and 28944.

Total value of work done and materials de.
livered to the 28th February, 1885.. ............... 813,306,905

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at $10,000.... $9,OO000
Western Division, 54 miles, at $13,333.... 119,982

Proportion of value of work done under the $9,719,982
Act of 1884 to work remaining to be
done.......................................... 4,186,923

#13,906, 05

NoTE.-The amount of this certificate pay.
able under the loan of 822,500,000 is... $2,513,500

Previously returned under the loan.......... 2,456,000

857,500
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The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by James
The quantities so furnished have been accurately monoyed out at the con-

tat rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters above
xientioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

I have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
calcUlations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been duly
%nthorized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of C. P. R. RHead Ofice.

Total amount now certified on this contract, $13,906,905. Al previous payments
be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer-in-Ohief.
0"IcE oF ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF, OTTAWA, 2nd March, 1885.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
CENTRAL SEoTIoN-Estimate (No. 64) under the Loan Act of 1884.

O55th to 962nd mile-
8 miles, at $26,000 per mile................... ..................

LEss-Station buildings and water service .........................

963rd to 966th mile-
4 Miles, at $26,250 ................. ............................ ,..................

Luss-Station buildings and water service . .......................
87th to 975th mile-

9 miles, at $44,444.44................................. ...........................
LEs-Station buildings and water service............,..............

'76th 1 to 1,024th mile-
49 Miles, at $37,755 ......... ......... ......... .......... ...........,......,... .....

Lss--Structures .............................................................
Ballasting.............. ........................ ...................
Station and water service........................................

ise2th tO 1,038th mile-
14 miles, at $60,714.28...... ................................

Lues-Rails ...................................................................
Ballasting ................................... .........................
Stations ..................................
Structures .................................... ,.....

95 per cent. grading ....................................... ..................
58 do structures .................................
Rails, &c., ties, 12 miles, at $6,600........................

1039th to 1,057th mile-.
19 ie at $35, 789.47....................................

U-Structures ................. ...................
Rails ............................................................... ,.....
Ballasting ............ ............. . . . . .
Station and water service.....................

69 per cent. grading ....,........................ .......

do structures ...... .......... . . . . ..........

t5

$

15,000
48,000
20,000

. ...........
92,400
16,400
5,500

127,600

..............
74,008
79,200

..............
176,000
125,400
20,900
11,000

208,000
3,200

...... ......... 105,000
............. 2,200

............... 400,000

............... 4,400

1,850,000

83,000

850,000

240,900

609,100

578,645

153,208

680,000

333,300

346,7ciO

239,223
35,200

204,800

1O2,800i

395,600

1,767,000

731,853

274t423.

A 1886
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CEINTAL SECTION-Estimate (No. 64)-Concluded.

1,057th to 1,072nd mile- $ $ $
15 miles, at $36,666.66 ............... .... ....................................... .......... . 550,000

Luss-Structures ............................................ 33,000
Rails............................................ ...... 99,000
Ballasting.............................................................. 16,500
Station and water service................ ........ .............. 8,250

-- 156,750

393,250

20 per cent. grading.......................................... . ........ ........ ..... .............. , 7,865

Materials delivered-
Rails, 1,322 tons, at $43...................................... ...... ......... ......... ..... 6
Bleepers, 88,200, at 22 cts...... ........... .... ........... 19,404 76,20

Service roade .................................................... ........ ................. ......... .,000
Rolling stock ...... .................................................................. ..... ...............

3,856,591
Previously returned, Savona eastward..., ............... 7..,

Lss-10 per cent................................ ............ 10465216

4,186,9A0

(Memorandum.)

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 3rd March, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to represent that, under date the 2nd instant
the Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has issued a further certificae
No. 64, of the Central Section of the road, of which the following are the details:--

Total value of work done and materials de-
livered up to the 28th of February, 1885....... .. 813,906,905

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at $10,000...... 89,000,000
Western do 54 do 13,333...... 719,982

$9,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under the

Act of 1884 to that of work remaining
to be done............................. 4,186,923

813,906,905

That of this amount the books of the
accountant of the Department show that
there has already been paid the sum of........... 13,811,149

Leaving the balance now payable................ 895,756

Of which the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts, severallfr'
are as follows :-

Loan .............. .......................... 857,500
Subsidy......................................................,.............. 38,250

895,756
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0  The undersigned would recommend that authority be given for the payment to the
teadian Pacifie Railway Company of the said sum of $95,756 in accordance with

foregoing.
Respectfully submitted,

J. n. POPE, Acting Minister Railways and Canals.
CarnTIIE D CoPy of a Report of a Committee of the Bonorable the Privy Council, approved

by Rlis Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 6th March, 1885.
On a memorandum, dated 3rd March, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Railways

A 9anals, submitting a certificate, No. 64, dated 2nd March inst., of the Chief
E'inaeer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with respect to the Central Section of that
ay West of Red River, of which the following are the details:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to 28th February, 1885................. $13,906,905

Eastern Division 900 miles at 810,000.........89,000,000
Western Division 54 miles at $13,333....... 719,982

89,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884, to the value of work
remaining to be done..................... 4,186,923

$13,906,905

Of this amount the books of the Depart-
ment show that there has already been
paid the sum of.................................... 13,811,149

Leaving balance now payable....... ..... .. 895,756

Of which the portions severally chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts
as follows:-

0an ................................................ . . ........... 857,500
Subsidy................................................................ 38,56

895,756

8 The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the said.
S Of lintyfive thousand seven hundred and fifty-six dollars ($95,756.00) to the

ian Pacifie Railway Company accordingly.
The Vommittee advise that authority be given as recommended.

h ns oR0 JO I J. McGE, Clerk Privy Council.
on.7a the Minister of Railways and Canals.

DIEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAwÂ, 7th March, 1885.
am directed to inform you that a certificate has been issued in favor of

th 1ompany for $95,756 in payment for work done and materials deliver ed upon-
et tral Section of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, as shown in engineer's progress
ate to 2nd ultimo.

Distribution as follows :-
Loan....................................................................... $57,500
Subsidy.................. ....................... 38,256.

$95,7.6

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
àIts E A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.JRINKWATEa., Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.



CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY-PAYMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS
ESTIMATE No. 65-CENTRAL SECTION.

Description of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifie RailwaY
Company; locality of works, Central Section, West of Red River; name of contract-
ors, Canadian Pacific Railway; Date of contract, 21st October, 1880.

Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning of
operations under this contract to the 28th February, 1885.

Tbe works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority Of
the Department of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated as aboVO,
also under letter No. 27816 and 28944.

Total value of work done and materials deli-
vered to the 28th February, 1885....................... 814,091,051

Eastern Division, 900 miles at $10,000....... $9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles at $13,333.... ... 719,982

$9,7 19,982
Proportion of value of work done under Act

of 1884 to work remaining to be done... 4,371,069

$14,091,051

NoT.-The amount of this certificate pay-
able under the loan of $22,500,000 is... $2,624,000

Previously returned under the loan ......... 2,513,500

$110,500

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by Marc¢
Smith. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at th'
contract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters abOVe
mentioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

I have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
calculations, and am satisfied that ail the work returned as done has been dill
authorized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of C. P. R. Head Ofice.

Total amount now certified on this contract, $14,091,051. All previous pA'
ments to be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer.in-Chief.
OFFIOE OF ENGINEE-IN-CalEF, OTTAWA, 5th March, 1885.

A. 188049 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 35.)
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CANADIAN PACIFIO RAILWAY.
PaoGRESs ESTIMATE (No. 65) under the Loan Act of 1884.

s $ s
Previously returned, Eastern Division, Estimate No. 64..... .... ......... .. , ............. 3,856,6.

Savona's Ferry to Kamloops-
25 miles, at $48,000 per mile....... ................... ........................... ............... 1,200,000

Liss-Bridging, at $3,300 per mile...................................... 82,500
Standard, at 7,360 do ..................................... 181,500

- 261,000

936,000

84 per cent. grading ....... ................................................... ............... 786,240
9 do bridging ...................................................... ......... .... 7,425

- -- 793.085
Kamloops to Middle of Eagle Pase-

190 miles, at $20,000 per mile ... .................... .................... . . ...... 2,000,000
Liss-Bridging, at $1,322.50 .................................... 132,250

8tandard, at $7,245....................................... 724,500
---- 856,750

1,143,250

15 per cent. grading......... ..... ....................... ..... ............... 171,487
Bleepers delivered, 140,000, at 25c..........................,. ....... ,.. ............... 35,000

-- -- 206,48T

4,856,748
Luas- 10 per cent......... ...... .............. ............................... ....... ....... 485,674

4,371,069

(Mémorandum.)
DEPARTMENT OF BAILWAYS AND CANALs, OTTAWA, 6th March, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to represent that, under date the 5th instant, the
Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has issued a certificate, No. 65, of
the Central Section, of which the following are the details:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 28th February, 1885......... 814,091,051

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at $10,000...... $9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at 813,333...... 719,982

89,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884, to the value of work
remaining to be done...................... 4,371,069

814,091,051.

That of this amount the books of the
Acountant of the Departmeit show that
there has already been paid the sum of............... 13,906,905

Leaving the balance now payable...... ........ $184,146

Of this sum the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts, severally,
-are.:-

Lôan.................................................................... $110,500
Subsidy ............................. ............................ 73,646

$184,14A
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The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of the
sam of $184,146 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company in accordance with the

lbregoing. 
iRespectfully submitted,

J. H. POPE, Acting Minister of Railways and Canals.

CERTFiED CorY of a Report of a Ccmmittee of the Bonorable the Privy Council, approved
by Ris Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 7th March, 1885.

On a memorandum, dated 6th March, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Railways
and Canais, submitting a certificate, No. 65, dated 5th March instant, of the Chief
Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with respect to the Central Section of the
roa, of which the following are the details :-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 28th February,
1885 ......... ........ ..................... $14,091,051

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at 810,000.... $ 9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at 813,333.... 719,982

89,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884 to value of work
remaining to be done..................... 4,371,069

814,091,051
Of this amount, the books of the Depart.

ment show that there has already
been paid the sum of.................... 13,906,905

Leaving the balance now payable 8184,146

Of which the portions severally chargeable to the loan and subsidy accountS
are as follows :-

Loan..................................................................... 8110,500
Subsidy................................... ............................. 73,616

8184,146

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the said
Oum of $184,146 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company accordingly.

The Committee advise that authority be given as recommended.
JORIN J. MOGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 9th March, 1885.
SR,-I am directed to inform you that a certificate was issued by this Depa8r

ment on the 9th instant, for the payment to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Companif
of the sum of $184,146, balance due on account of work done and materials deliveW
to the 28th February, 1885, on Central Section west of Red River.

Chargeable as under :-
Loan..................... ........... ....... $110,500
Subsidy ........................................................... 73,646

8184,146
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A. P. BRADLEY, Secretory.
C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary C.P R. Co , Montreal.
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PAYMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 66-CENTRAL
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Paciflc Railway
'olpany ; locality of works, Central Section, west of Red River; name of contractors,Canadian Pacifie Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1880.

Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning of
OPerations under this contract to the 12th Mareh, 1885.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
Department of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated as above,
Under letters Nos. 27816 and 28944.

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 12th March, 1885............ 14,153,553

Eastern Division, 900 miles at 810,000.. $ 9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles at 813,333... 719,982

$9,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Aet of 1881 to work remaining
to be done....................... ........ 4,333,571

$14,153,553

NOTE.-The amount of this certifi-
cate, payable under the loan of
$22,500,000, is.......................... $2,661,500

Previously returned under the loan.... 2,621,000

837,500

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by
nces Smith. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at the

etrAct rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters above

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

a have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
'4dations and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been duly author-

y theDepart ment.

FRANCIS J. LYNOH, In charge of C.P.R. Head Office.

Tenotal amount now certified on this contract, 814,153,553. All previous pay-to be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer-in-Chief.
oF ENGINEER.IN-CHIEF, OTTAWA, 13tb March, 1885.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

CENTRAL SECTIN-Estimate (No. 66) under the Loan Act of 1884.

Previously returned, Eastern Division ................................. ......... ............... ............... 3,856,

Savona's Ferry to Kamloops-
25 miles, at $4S,000 per mile....................... ............... 1,200,000

LEss-Bridgiag, $3,300 per mile ........----........... ................. 82,500
Standard, 7,260 do ........................ ...... >...... ... 181,500

264,000

936,000

84 per cent. grading ................................. . ........ . ... ......... 786,240
14 do bridging.................. ... - ............... ......... ............... 11,550 7750

Kamloops to Middle Eagle Paso-
100 miles, at $20,000...... ............. .... ......... .................. 2,000,000

LEss-Bridging, $1,322.50 per mile .... ........ ..................... 132,250
Standard, 7,245 do ..... .................. ........... 724,500

- - 856,750

1,143,250

15 per cent, grading ................. •••••• ........................ ..... ....... 171,487
1 do bridging ........................... ...... ..... ............... 1,322

Ties delivered, 140,000, at 25c............................................. 35,000
Rails delivered at Port Moody, 2,000 tons, at $32........................ ............... 64,000

4,9265
LEss, 10 per cent.. ......... ............................. 492819

4,433,511

(Memnorandum.)

DEPARTMENT oF RAILWATs AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 14th March, 1885i

The undersigned has the honor to represent that under date the 13th insta)t 0
eertificate, No. C6, of the Central Section of Canadian Pacific Railway has beeni
by the Government Engineer-in-Chief, of which the details are as follows

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 12th March, 1885..........814,153,553

Eastern Division, 900 miles at 810,000...... $9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles at $13,333...... 719,982

Proportion of value of wôrk done under the 89)719,982
Act of 1884 to that of work remaining
to be done....... .. .............. 4,433,M71

814,153,553

That of this amount the books of the ac-
coun tant of the Department show that
there has already been paid the sum of ............... 14,091,051

Leaving the balance now payable............... 862,502
82
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That of this balance the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts,
everally, are as follows:-

Loan............................ ........... 837,500
Subsidy........................... ......... ....... ..................... 25,002

$62,502

The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of the
id sum of $62,502, to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, in accordance with

lRespectfully submitted,
J. il. POPE, Acting Minister of Railways and Canais.

1TIPIED Copy of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council,
approved by Bis Bxcellency the Governor General mn Council on the 17th March, 1885.

On a memorandum, dated 14th March, 1885, from the Acting Minister of
.tlWays and Canals, submitting certificate, No. 66, dated 13th instant, from the
CIef Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with respect to the Central Section

the road, the details of which are as follows:-
Total value of work done and materials

delivered up to the 12th March, 1885...............$14,153,553
Eastern Division, 900 miles at $10,000...... 69,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles at 813,333...... 719,982

$9,7 19,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884 to that of work
remaining to be done............... ...... 4,433,571

$14,153,553

Of this amount the books of the Depart-
ment show that there has already been
paid the sum of.................................... ....... 14,091,051

Leaving the balance now payable................ 862,502

e That of this amount the portions chargeable to the loan and the eubsidy accounts
as foliow

Loan.................... ........................................ 831,500
Subsidy.........................,.................................. 25,002

$62,502

e Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the said
Ûf 862,502 to the Canadian Pacifle Railway Company accordingly.
1he Committee advise that authority be given as recommended.

JOHN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Council.
te inister of Rail ways and Canals.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 20th March, 1885.
Yoe-I am directed to inform you that a certificate bas issued in favor of
thei o »mpany for 862,502 in payment for work done and materials issued upor

entra1 Section of the Canadian ýPacific Railway, as shown in engineer's progress
te to the 12th instant.3 5a-6i 83

0 «Victoria. A. 1886
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Distribution as follows:-
Loan .................................... .... .. ................ $37,500
Subsidy ................................................................. 25,002

862,502
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.
CHAs. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.

PAYMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMA-TE No. 67-CENTRA0

SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
Description of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacific Railway

Company; locality of works, Central Section, West of Red River; name of contrOe
tors, Canadian Pacific Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1880.

Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning
operations under this contract to the 31st March, 1885.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authoritY
the Department of Railways and Canais, under contract numbered and dated as abO'
also under letter Nos. 27816 and 28944.

Total value of work done and materials deliv-
ered to the 31st March, 1885..................... ...... $14,300,406

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at 810,000. 8 9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles at 13,333..... 719,982

8 9,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under the

Act of 1884 to work remaining to be
done........................................ ... 4,580,424

$14,300,406
NoTE.-The amount of this certificate

payable under the loan of $22,500,000, is $2,749,700
Previously returned-Under the loan......... 2,661,500

$88,200

The Above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by ,
Dickey. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at the
tract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters above
tioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAI 1 •

I have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verife,
calculations, and am satisfied that ail the work returned as done has beez4d
authorized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCII, In charge of C. P. R. ffead Oi0e#

Total amount now certified on this contract, $14,300,406. Ail previous
ments to be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer-i-Chld-
OFFICE OF ENGINEER-IN.CHfIEF, OTTAWA, 4th April, 1885.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

CENTRAL SEOTIoN-Progress Estimate No. 67-Under the Loan Act of 1884.

955th to 962nd mile- $
8 miles, at $26,000 per mile......................-...... 208,000

LEss-Station buildings and water service........................... 3,200
---- 204,800963rd to 966th mile-

4 miles, at $26,250 per mile ........................................ 105,000
Lass-Station buildings and water service.............. ...... 2,200

-- 102,8009 67th to 975th mile-
9 miles, at $44,444.44 per mile............ ................. ............... 400,000

L ass-Station buildings and water service............ ........................ 4,400
76th to 1024th mile- 395,600

49 miles, at $37,755 per mile................. ......... . ........... 1,850,000
LEBs-Structures ............................. ...... 11,000

Ballasting .......................................... 50,000
Station and water service.............. . .. 22,000

---- 83,000
025th to 1038th mile- - - 1,767,000

14 miles, at $60,714.28 per mile........... ............... 850,000
LEss-Structures ............... 38,500

Ballasting .... ......................................................... 15,400
Station and water service............................. ... ...... 5,500

---- 59,400
to 1057th mile- --- 790,600

19 miles, at $35,789.47 per mile ............. ............ ...... ............. .. ....... 680,000
Lass-Structures ........................................................... 176,000

Rails..... ........ ...................................................... 125400
Ballasting ................................................... .......... 20,900
Station and water service.................. . ..................... 11,000

--- 333,300

346,700

71 per cent. grading......... ....................... ........................ ............... 246,157
1 te31 do structures........................... ...... ....................... .... ............... 54,560

th to 1072nd mile- 300,71g
15 miles, at $36,666.06 per mile ................................................. ............... 550,000

LEss.--tructures...................................... 33,000.
Rails.......................................... .,..... .. ,.................. 99,000
Ballasting ...... ..... ...................... ..... ...... 16,500
Station and water service......................................... 8,250

-- 156,750

293,250

l07 Per cent. grading ............................................................. ............ ,............ 13,763
to 1100th mile-28 miles, at $35,714.29 per mile......................... ............... ......... ............... 1,000,000

LEss.--Structures .... .................... ............... .................. 77,000
Rails.................. .............. ...................................... 184,800
Ballasting... .... ................................................ 30,800
Station and water service...... .................................. ,500

-- 309,100

690,900

1100 Per cent. grading ................................... ............... 27,68
to 1125th mile-
miles, at $40,000 per mile . ................................. ...... ,........ 1,000,000

L ss-Structures .......... ......... ............ ....... 275,000
Rails .................... .................... 165,000
Ballasting ................... 27,500
Station and water servce ........ . . 7,700 475,200

524,800

POr cent. structures.............. ............................... .......... 12,875
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CENTRAL SECTION-Progress Estimate No. 67-Concluded.

Materials delivered-
2,102 tons of rails, at $43...... ..............--............................................ 90,386

82,200 sleepers, at 22c........... ........................................................... 18,084
Service roads ..... ..... ................................. .......... 10,000

Rolling stock............. .............. ..........-................................ 2.0. .

Pteviously returned .......................................... ............... î,069t699

L e- per cent .............................................. 
.... ,........ 50,9

(Memorandum,)

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYs AND CANALS, OTTAwA, 6th April, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to represent that under date the 4th instant the
Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has issued a certificate, No. 67, of
the Central Section of that road, of which the following are the particulars:-

Total value of work doue and materials
delivered up to the 31st March, 1885..........8...14,300,406

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at 810,00O.... 8 9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at 13,333.... 719,892

89,719,892
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884 to value of work
remaining to be done...................... 4,580,424

$14,300,406

That of this amount the books of the
accountant of the Department show
that there has already been paid .................... 14,153,553

Leaving the balance now payable........... 8146,853

Of this amount the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accout4
severally, are as follows:-

Loan........ ..................... ................... $88,200
Subsidy................................................................... 58,653

$146,853

The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of
said sum of 8146,853 to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, in accordance W
the foregoing.

Respectfually submitted,
J. 15. POPE, Acting -Minister of Railways and Canais.
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e»TIPIED Copy of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Cotcit,
approved by Bis Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 7th April, 1885.

On a memorandum, dated 6th April, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Rail-
*Ys and Canals, submitting a certificate, No. 67, dated 4th April, 1885, from thie
0 hief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with respect to the Central Section
*est of Red River, of said railway, of which the following are the details:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to 31st March, 1885....... ............... $14,300,406

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at $10,000.... $9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at 813,338.... 719,982

o9,719,b82
Proportion of value of work done under the

Act of 1884 to that remaining to be
done..................... .. ,.................. 4,580,424

$14,300,406

That of this amount the books of the
Department show that there has
already been paid........................................ 14,153,553

Leaving the balance now payable....... .... 8146,853
Of which amount the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts,

%VOea1ly, are as follows:-
Loan...................................................................... $88,200
Subsidy.................................... ......................... 58,653

$14ê8,853

The Minister recommends that authority be granted for the payment of the said
%ce of $146,853 to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company accordingly.
The Committee advise that authority be granted as recommended.

JOHN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Council.
Ueon. the Minister of Railways and Canals.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 8th April, 1885.

t k-I am directed to inform you that a certificate has issued for the payment
44.r company of $146,853 for work done and materials delivei ed upon the Central

to 3 ( of the 0nadian Pacifie Railway, as shown in engineer's progres estimate
stultim.

A'stribution as follows:-
Loan............................'............. 888,200
Subsidy.................................................................. 58,653

$ t46,853

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

.,b A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.
'XWATER, Esq., Secretary C.P.R. Co., Montreal.
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PAYMENT OF MONEYS-PROG-RESS ESTIMATE No. 68-CENTRAL SE»
TION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifie RailwaY
Company; locality of works, Central Section, West of Red River; name of contractor,
Canadian Pacific Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1880.

Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning Of
operations under this contract to the 31st March, 1885.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority Of
the Department of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated a0
above, also under letters Nos. 27816 and 28944.

Total value of work done and materials deliv-
ered to the 319t March, 1885..... ..... ...... $14,482,472

Eastern Division, 900 miles at 810,000..... 89,000,000
'Western Division, 54 miles at $13,333....... 719,982

69,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under the

Act of 1884 to work remaining to be
done............................................... 4,762,490

81 t,482,472

NOTE-The amount of this certificate, pay-
able under the loan of $22,500,000 is.... #2,859,000

Previously returned............................... 2,749,700

8109,300

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by laigrou
Smith. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at the OO'
tract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters abaor
mentioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

I have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
calculations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been doUW
authorized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCHI, In charge of 0.P.R. Read OfGice.

Total amount now certified on this contracit, 814,482,472. Al previous pKY'
ments to be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer-in-Chdi

OFFICE OF ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF, OTTAwA, 9th April, 1885.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
CENTRAL SECTIoN-Progress Estimate (No. 68) under the Loan Act of 1884.

ona's Ferry to Kamloops- $ $ $
25 miles, at $48,000 per mile .............................. ...... ........ 1,200,000

Lass-Bridging, at $3,300 per mile..................................... 82,500
Standard, 7,260 do ................................... 181,500

264,000

936,000

91 per cent. grading .... .. ..................... 851,760
40 do bridging .................................................. 33,000
Sleepers, 12,000, at 25c. ....... .......................... 3,000

taloops to Middle of Eagle Pass- 887,700
100 miles, at $20,000 per mile........................ ...... ................. .............. 2,000,000

Luss-Bridging, at $1,322.50.......................... 132,250
Standard, 7,245.00...... .............................. 724,500

_____ 856,750

1,143,250

25 per cent. grading.................................... .............. 285,812
1 do bridging......................................................... ............... 1,322

Sleepers, 132,000, at 26c. ..... ............................................. ....... ...... 33,000

sIO delivered at Port Moody-
2,000 tons, at $32 ................................................... ....... ...... ............... ............... 64,000

1,271,894Viously returned, Eastern Division, Estimate No. 67................ .................. 4,019,761

5,291,655
L as- 10 per cent......................... ...................... .... ............ ............. 529,165

4,762,490

(Memorandum.)

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 9th April, 1885.
The undersigned has the honor to represent that under date the 9th inRtant the

of Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has issued a certificate, No. 68, of
Central Section, West of Red River, of that road, of which the details are as

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 3 ist of March,
1885.......................... .... ......... 814,482,472

]Eastern Division, 900 miles at $10,000... 89,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles at $13,333... 719,982

$9,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884, to that of work
remaining to be done................... 4,762,490

814,482,472

That of bthis sum the books of the
Accountant of the ;Department show
that there as already been paid.................. 14,300,406

Leaving the balance now payable................ $182,066
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The portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts, severally, being s
follows:-

Loan........... ....................................................... 8109,300
Subsidy.. ..... ............... ........................ .............. 72,766

8182,066

The undersigned would recommend that authority be given for the paY
ment of the said sum of $182,066 to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, in
accordance»with the foregoing.

Respectfully submitted,
J. H. POPE, Acting Alinister Railways and Canals.

CmniLIED Cory of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy CounCi
approved by Ris Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 9th Aprd
1885.
On a memorandum, dated 9th April, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Rail-

ways and Canals, submitting a certificate, No. 68; dated 9th April instant, frot
the Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway with respect to the Central
Section, West of Red River, of the road, details of which are as follows

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 31st of March,
1885.......................... .................. $14,482,472

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at 810,000.. $9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at 813,333... 719,982

89,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884, to value of work
remaining to be done.................. 4,762,490

$14,482,472

Of this amount the books of the Depart.
ment show that there bas already
been paid the sum of.................................... 14,300,406

Leaving the balance now payable.......... $182,066
O(J which the portions severally chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts ad

Ms folio ws
Loan......... ....... ............. - .............................. $109,300
Subsidy.............................. ......... 72,766

$182,066

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the sid
Oum of $182,066 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company accordingly.

The Committee advise that authority be given as recommended.
JOIIN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

The Hon. the Minister of Railways and Canals.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 10th April, 1885.
SIR,-I am directed to inform you that a certificate has issued in favor of Y00

company for $182,066, in payment for work done and materials issued 01
Central Section, West of Red River, of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, as shoWn 'o
engineer's progress estimate to 31st instant.
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Distribution as follows:-
Loan.................................................................. $109,300
Subsidy............... ..................... .......................... 72,766

$182,066

1 am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

%&lEs DRINKWATER, Esq,, Secretary 0.P. R. Co., Montreal.

P&YMENT OF MONEYS - PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 69 - CENTRAL
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

k. Description of works, cash subsidy; No. of Contract, Canadian Pacifie
1 way Company; locality of works, Central Section, west of Red River; name of

0 ]tractors, Canadian Pacifie Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1880.
Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning of

IPerations under this contract to the 30th April, 1885.
The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
Department of Railways and Canais, under contract numbered and dated as

Ve, also under letter Nos. 27816 and 28944.
Total value of work done and materials

delivered to the 30th April, 1885......... ........... $14,555,734

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at $10,000.... $9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at $13,333...... 719,982

89,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under the

Act of 1884, to work remaining to be
done............................................. 4,835,752

$14,555,734

NOTE.-The amount of this certificate pay-
able under the loan of $22,500,000, is. *2,903,000

Previously returned under this loan........ 2,859,000

$44,000

bi khe above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by James
%]t* 7.The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at the
Metiact rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters above14etOned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

tle have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
llations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been duly

ized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of 0. P. R. Head Office.

4ày 2tòa amount now certified on this contract, $14,555,734. Al previous pay.
t Ôbe deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCUREIBER, Engineer-in-Chief.
0,NINEER-IN-CHEF, OTTAwA, 4th May, 1885.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

CENTRAL SECTION-Progreus Estimate No. 69-Under the Loan Act of 1884,

955th to 962nd mile-
8 miles, at $26,000 per mile ....... .................. ....................... 208,000

Lusa-Station buildings and water service.................... ..... ............ 3,200

963rd to 966th mile-
4 miles, at $26,250 per mile .......................................... 105,000

Lass-Station and water service ...... ....... ............. ............... 2,200

967th to 975th mile-
9 miles, a ti 44,444.44 er mile ........ .................... . ........... .....

Lues-8tations an water service .. ............... 4,400

976th to 1024th mile-
49 miles, at $37,755 per mile........................... ..................... ......... ..... 1,850

Lues-Structures ............ ..... ........ 3,000
Ballasting........ . . . . ........ 50,000
Stations and water service... ......... 22,000

208,000

O2th te 1638th m ile- -1775,0 

14 miles, at $60,714.28 per mile .................................... ..... ......... 850,000
Luess-Structures ................................................. 388,500

Balla.ting........... ...................................... 15,4W0
Stations and water service ... ................... ......... 5,500

59,400

1029th to 1637th mile-
19 miles, at $35,789.47 per mile......... ............ 680,000

Lueas-Structures ............................. 0........................ 18,000
Rails, &c ................................................. 114,000
Ballasting.... ... ............... ... 19,400
Stations and water service ..... ................................. 10,00

---- 359,00

377,0 - ,

68 per cent grading$3,8 . ...... ......... ... .... .......... 266,360
50 do structures ................................... 1 ... 80,
Rails, .miles at...... ..... .. ......... .............,,............... ... 30110

1058th to 1072nd mile-
15 miles, at $36,666.66 pe .mile................................. ..... 550,

Les-Structures nd..ater.ere.................................. .... 33,000
Rails, &o...................9,000 ....... 25636
Ball s ti g............................................. ....... 16,500
Stations and water service .............. -.... ......... 8,250

393,250

7 per cent. grading ......... ................ 30..0.

1073rd to 10th mile-
28 miles, at $35,714.29 per mile ........................ ........ . ............ 1,000100

L as-Structures .........-.................................................... 77,000
Rails ......................... 184,800
Ballasting............,........... 30,800
Stations, n .. ............................... . 16,50

690,900

10 per cent. grading ..... . ........... .................. ,2
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CENTRAL SEOTIoN-Progress Estimate No. 69-Concluded.

1101st to 1125th mile- $ $
25 miles, at 40,000 per mile ........................ ............... .... ......... 1,000,000

L ss--Structures ...... ..................................................... 275,000
Rails, &c...... ........... ...... .................. ......... 165,000
Ballasting .................. ............................................ 27,500
Stations, &c........................................................... 7,700 475200

524,800

1 per cent. grading ..... ............ ,..... ...... ................................ ,.............. 5,248
4 do structures ........ ......... .................. ......... ............ .............. 12,375trials delivered- -- 17,623
Rails, 953 tons at $43 per ton... ........ ................ .... 40,979
Sleepers, 67,200, at 22c. each ......................... 14,784
Service road .................... .......................... ......................... 10,000

-- -........... 65,763
holling stock................. .................... ..... ..... ................... ......... ............. 286,000

4,101,163
revIOubly returned-Western Division ................................... 1,271,894

5,373,057
Lass- 10 per cent......... ....................... ... .................. .... ........ 537,305

4,835,752

(Ilemorandum.)
DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 5th May, 1885.

The undersigned bas the honor to represent, that under date the 4th instant,
O Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has issued a certificate, No. 69,
the Central Section of that road, of which the following are the particulars:-

Total value of work doue and materials
delivered up to the 30th April, 1885. .. ...... .814,555,734

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at $10,000.... 9,00000
Western Division,h54 miles, at 813,333.... 719,982

Proportion of value of work done under 89,719,982
the Act of 1884 to work remaining to
be done......... ................. ..... s. 4,835,752

That of this amount, the books of the ac- $14,555,734
countant of the Department show that
there has already been paid the sum of..... ... ... 14,482,472

Leaving the balance payable................ ...... 73,262

al Of this balance the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts sever-
are as follows :

Loan.......................................... 844,000
Subsidy...................................... ........... 29,262

873,262

The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment to the
044IQian Pacific Railway Company of the said balance of 875,262 accordingly.

Respectfully submitted,
.T. H. POPE, Acting Minister Railways and Canals.
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CERTInED CoPY Of a Report of a COmmittee of the Honorable te Privy Gouncil, approved
by His Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 5th May, 1885.

On a memorandum, dated 5th May, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Railways
and Canais, submitting a certificate, No. 69, dated 4th May instant, of the Chief
Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with respect to the Central Section of the
road, of which the following are the details -

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 30th April, 1S85...........814,555,734

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at $10,000.... $ 9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at $13,333.... 719,982

$9,7 19,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884 to value of work
remaining to be done..................... 4,835,752

$14,555,734

Of this amount, the books of the Depart.
ment show that there has already
been paid the sum cf..................................... 14,482,472

Leaving the balance now payable................ 873,262

Of which the portions severally chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts
are as follows:-

Loan ...................... ................... 844,000
Subsidy...................................... 29,262

873,262

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the said
sum of $73,262 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company accordingly.

The Committee advise that authority be given as recommended.
JOHN J. McG EE, Clerk Privy CounciL

The Hon. the Minister of Railways and Canais.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 9th May, 1885.
SIR,-I am directed to inform you that a certificate has issued by this Depadment for the payment to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company of the sum o

$73,262, balance due on account of work done and materials delivered to the 30th
April, 1885, on Central Seotion west of Red River.

Distribution as follows:-
Loan ......... .............................. 844,000
Subsidy .............................................................. 29,262

873,262

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

CHAs. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary C.P.R. Co., Montreal.
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Y 0ENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 70-CENTRAL SEC-.
TION, CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

00 Description of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifie Railway-
Inpany; locality of works, Central Section, West of Red River; name of contract-

ors Canadian Pacifie Railway; Date of contract, 21st October, 1880.
Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning of

OPerations under this contract to the 15th May, 1885.

the The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
SDepartmpent of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated as above,
o onder letter No. 27816 and 28944.

Total value of work done and materials deli-
vered to the 15th May, 1885............................ 814,694,921

Eastern Division, 900 miles at $10,000....... 89,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles at 813,333.... ... 719,982

$9,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under Act

of 1884 to work remaining to be done... 4,974,939

$14,694,921

NOTE.-The amount of this certificate pay-
able under the loan of $22,500,00 is... $2,986,500

Previously returned under the loa ....... 2,903,000

883,500

The above is a correct estimate, made up f rom the returns forwarded by T. Ridout
At t ames Dickey. The quantities so furnis bed have been accurately moneyed out

te contract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters
Ove mentioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

tal 1 have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
th uations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been duly
thOrized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of C. P. R. Head OOice.

enTotal amount now certified on this contract, $14,694,921. All previous pay-
to be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer in-Chief.

l'o o ENGINEERIN-CmEF, OTTAWA, 16th May, 1885.

'49 'Victoria. A- 188o
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.

CENTRAL SECTIN-Progress Estimate No. 70, under the Loan Act of 1884.

Previously returned-Eastern Division..................... 84,101,163
6,724 tons of rails delivered at Brockville and Montreal

at $23........ ......... ........................................ 154,652

$4,255,815
Previously returned-Western Division..................... 1,271,894

85,527,709
Less 10 per cent................................. 552,770

84,974,939

(Memorandum.)

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALs, OTTAWA, 18th May, 1885.
The undersigned bas the honor to represent that under date the 16th instant, the

Chief Engineer of the Canadian Paciflc Railway bas issued a certificate, Nc. 70, of the
Central Section of that road, of which the details are as follcws:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 15th of May,
1885.................. ............ ............................ $14,694,921

Eastern Division, 900 miles at 810,000... 89,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles at $13,333... 719.982

$9,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884, to that of work
remaining to be done............4,974,939

814,694,921

That of this amount the books of the
accountant of the Department show
there has already been paid the
sum of....................................... . . ..... 14,555,734

Leaving the balance payable....................... 8139,187

Of this amount the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts, resPec
tively are as follows:-

Loan.. ................................ ........ $83,500
Subsidy ................................................................ 55,687

8139,187

Tho undersigned would recommend that authority be given for the payment to te
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company of the said sum of $139,187 in accordanceVi
t.he foregoing. Respectfully submitted,

J. H. POPE, Acting Minister Railways and Catal$
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'%X191E nCorr of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved
by His Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 18th -May, 1885.
On a memorandum, dated 18th May, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Railways

d Canais, submitting a certificate, No. 70, dated 16th May inst., of the Chief
. neer of the Canadian Pacific Railway, with respect to the Central Section of that

Way, of which the following are the details:-
Total value of work done and materials

delivered up to 15th May, 1885..................... . $14,694,921
Eastern Division 900 miles at 810,000.........89,000OOO0
Western Division 54 miles at 813,383....... 719,982

$9,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884, to the value of work
remaining to be done...................... 4,974,939

814,6i94,9ý,1

Of this amount.the books of the Depart-
ment show that there has already been
paid the sum of............................ 14,555,734

Leaving balance now payable..................... . .8139,187

Of which the portions severally chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounta
as follows:_

Loan........................... ............ 883,500
Subsidy............... ......................... 55,b87

8139,187

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the said
of $139,187 to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company accordingly.

Tkhe Committee advise that authority be given as recommended.
JOHN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

]>EPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAwA, 19th May, 1885.
-I am directed to inform you that a certificate has been issued in favor of

e Ceom pany for $139,187 in payment for work done and materials delivered upon
on "tral Section of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, West of Red River, as shown in

neer's progress estimate to 15th instant.
Distribution as follows :-

Loan.......................................................... ......... 883,500
Subsidy................................................................. 55,687

$139,187

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

Is DRIINKwATEa, Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Go., Montreal.

»AYMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 71-CENTRAL
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

%o scription of works, cash subsidy ; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifie Railway
Urý I4y; locality of works, Central Section, west of Red River; name of contractors,

an Pacific Railway Company; Date of contract, 21st October, 1880.
6a--7 97
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Progress estirmate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning b!
operations under this contract to the lst May, 188b.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority Of
the Department of Railways and Canalis, under contract numbered and dated as aboP',
also under letters No. 27816 and 28944.

Total value of work done and materials de-
livered to the lst May, 1885.. .................. 14,810,379

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at $10,000.... $9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at S13,333.... 719,982

$9,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under the

Act of 1884 to work remaining to be
done............................................ 5,090,397

814,810,379

NoTE,-The amount of this certificate pay-
able under the loan of $22,500,000 is... $3,055,800

Previously returned under the loan.......... 2,986,500

869,300

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by Macrlo
Smith and James Dickey. -The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneYd
out at the contract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letler
above mentioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

I have examined the return on whieh this estimate is based, have verified tIb
calculations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been dlf
authorized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCI, In charge of C. P. R. Read Office.
Total amount now certified on this contract, 814,810,379. All previous paynea"'

to be deducted.
COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer-in-Chief.

OFFICE oF ENOINEER-IN-CHEF, OTTAWA, 18th May, 1885.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
CENTRAL Section-Progress Estimate No 71-Under the Loan Act of 1884.

ona's Ferry to Kamloops-
25 miles, at $48,000 per mile ................................ .............

LEss-Bridges, at $3,300 per mile........... .........
Standard............................................................

93 Per cent, rading ...................... ......... .............
Trcdo kl idgnng ................ ............................... .
'rack-laying, &c., 2 miles, at $5,000 per mile.................. ........

les delivered, 12,000, at 25c................................ .................

Oops to Middle of Eagle Pass-
100 miles, at $20,000 per mile..................... ..........

Las-Bridges, at $1,322.50 per mile...................................
Standard, at $7,245 do ............................ ......

27 per cent. rading.................................................................
.3 do Dridg ' ............ ...................................................

Sleepers delivered, 279,730, at 25e .......... ......... ,...........,...........

aile delivered at Port Moody-2,000 tons, at $32............................ ........

g Uly returned-
asterg Section, Estimate No. 70....... ..................

...............
82,500

181,500

...............

...... .....
10,000

3,000

...... .........
132,250
724,500

Lues-10 per cent.................................................. ..............

('~teinorandum)

1,200,000

264,000

936,000

870,480
70,125

13,000
-- 953,605

2,000,000

856,750

1,143,250

308,677
3,967

69,932
382,576

....... .. 64,000

1,400,181

............... 4,255,815

5,655,996
............... 565,599

5,090,397

DEPARTMENT OF' RAILWATS AND CANALS, OTTAwA, 19th May, 1885.

OTIie 1 lundersigned has the honor to represent that, under date the 18th instant, the
the f ngmneer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has issued a certifloate, No. 71, of

entral Section, of which the following are the details:-
Total value of work done and materials

delivered up to the lst May, 1885............... S 14,810,379
Eastern Division, 900 miles, at $10,000...... $9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at 813,333...... 719,982

Proportion of value of work done under $9,719,982

the Act of 1884, to the value of work
remaining to be done...................... 5,090,397

$14,810,379
That of this amount the books of the

Aooountant of the Department show that
there has already been paid the sum of................ 14,694,921

Leaving the balance now payable............... $115,458
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Of this sum the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts, severallyr
are as follows :-

Loan... ................................................................. 869,300
Subsidy ........... ............................ 46,158

$115,453

The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of the
sum of $115,458 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company in accordance with the
foregoing. 

Respectfully submitted,
J. H. POPE, Acting Minister of Railways and Canals.

CERTIFIED Coiy ot a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved
by His Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 20th May, 1885.

On a memorandum, dated 19th May, 1885, from the Acting Kinister of Railways;
and Canals, submitting certificate No. 71, dated 18th instant, from the Chief EngV
neer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, in respect of the Central Section, west of Red
River, of said Railway, the details of which are as follows:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the ist of May, 1885..................814,810,379

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at 810,000. $9,000,00
Western Division, 54 miles, at $13,333....... 719,982

$9,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under the

Act of 1884 to work remaining to be done 5,090,397

814,810,379

That of this amount the books of the
Department show that there has already
been paid the sum of.............................. ........ 14,694,921

Leaving the balance now payable................ $115,458

Of this sum the portion chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts, severally
are as follows:-

Loan ............... ......................... 869,300
Subsidy ....................................... ................. ...... 46,158

8115,458

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment to the Can'
adian Pacifie Railway Company of the said suam of $115,45S accordwgly.

The Committee advise that the requisite authority be granted.
JOHN J. McGEE, <C7erk Privy Council.

DEPARTMENT oF RAILWAYS AND CANALs, OTTAWA, 22nd May, 1885.

SBa,-I am instructed to inform you that a certificate has issued in favor of Y-Ou
oompany for 8115,458 for work done and materials delivered on the Central 0e'
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tion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, west of Red River, as shown in engineer's
Progress estimate to ist instant.

Distribution as follows:-
Loan......... ........................................ .................. $69,300
Subsidy........................ ........ ............................ 46,158

$1 15,458

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

AUS. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.

PAYMENT OF M >NEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 72-CENTRAL
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC R AlWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifie Railway
o0rnpany ; locality of works, Central Section, West of Red River; name of con-

trctors, Canadian Pacifie Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1880.
Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning of

aPerations under this contract to the 29th May, 1885.
The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
Department of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated asve, also under letters Nos. 27816 and 28944.

Total value of work done and materials
delivered to the 29th May, 1885.............. 814,843,1#68

Eastern Division, 900 miles at S10,000.... 8 9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles at $13,333 719,982

Proportion of value of work done under 89,719,982

the Act of 1884 to work remaining to
be done....................................... 5,123,186

$14,843,168

NoT.-The amount of this certificate pay-
able under the loan of $22,500,000 is... $3,075,500

Previously returned............................. 3,055,800

819,700

bi The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by James
at tey and others. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out
the contract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental lettersA0 icaentioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

ol1 have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
at lations, and am satisfied that all the work returned a8 done has been duly

'itzoeZed by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of C. P. B. llead Ofice.
to ýotal amount now certified on this contract, 814,843,168. Ail previous payments

bedducted.
o10s COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer-in-Ohief.

Ie OTTAWA, 30th May, 1885.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RA1LWAY.

CENTRAL SEOTIoN-Estimate No. 72-Under the Loan Act of 1884.

Previously returned-Eastern Section................ 84,101,163
8,308 tons of rails delivered at Brockville and Montreal

at $23.................................... 191,084

$4,292,247
Previously returned-Western Section...... ............. 1,400,18l

85,692,428
LEss-10 per cent........................ 4 921

$5,123,186

(Aenorandum.)
DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 30th May, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to represent that, under date the 30th instant
the Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway has issued a further certificater
No. 72, of the Central Section of the road, of which the following are the details :-

Total value of work done and materials de-
livered up to the 29th of May, 1885....................814,843,168

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at $10,000...... 89,000,000
Western do 54 do 13,333...... 719,982

89,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under the

Act of 1884 to that of work remaining
to be done....................................... 5,123,186

814,843,168

That of this amount the books of the
accountant of the Department show that
there bas already been paid the sum of............ 14,810,379

Leaving the balance now payable................ 832,789

Of which the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts, severally'
are as follows:-

Loan ........................................ $19,700
Subsidy....................................... ........................ 13,089

$32,789
The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of th

said sum of $3-,,789 to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, in accordan"'
with the foregoing. Respectfully submitted, •

J. H. POPE, Acting Minister Railways and Canals.

ÇZRTIF1ED Cory of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, apprOvd4

by Ris Excellency the Governor Generat in Council on the 2nd June, 1885.
Oi a memorandum, dated 30th May, 1885, from the Acting Minister of RaileI

and Canals, submitting a certificate, No. 72, dated 30ta instant, gom the '
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xafineer of the Canadian Pacifle iRailway, with respect to the Central Section
4 the road, of which the following are the details -

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to 29th May, 1885..............$14,843,168

jEastern Division, 900 miles at 810,000.... 89,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles at 813,333...... 719,982

89,71l9,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884 to that of work
remaining to, be done................... 5,123,186

$14,843,168

That of this amount the books of the De-
partment show that there has already
been paid the sum of................................... 14,810,379

Leaving the balance now payable.............. $32,789

Of this amount the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts seve.
y are as follows:-

Loan ........... ............................. $19,700
Subsidy..................................................13,089

032,789
TIe Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the said
o Of 82,789 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company acoordingly.
The Committee advise that the requisite authority be granted.

JOH N J. McGEE, Clerk Privy CounciL

IDEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 5th June, 1885.
aRn-1 am instructed to inform you that a certificate has issued for the

zet to your company of $32,789, for work done and materials delivered under
our cOntract on the Central Section, West of Red River, of the Canadian Pefind

ay, a-3 shown in engineer's progress estimate, to 30th ultimo.
Distribution as follows:-

Loan......... .......................................................... $19,700
Subsidy ................................................ 13,089

832,789

am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

'WTRa, Esq., Secretary CJ. P. R. CJo., Montreal.

P-&'Y NT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 73-CENTRAL
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIF10 RAILWAY.

cotDescription of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacific Railway
to pany; locality of works, Central Section, west of Red River; name of contrac-

iCanadian Pacic eailway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 180.
rogress estiaate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning of

under this contract to the 31st May, 1885.
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The works, of which this is an estimate, are being exoeted by the authority of
the Department of Railvays ani Canals, under contraot numbered and dated as above,
also under letter No. 27816 and 2b944.

Total val ne of work done and materials
delivered to the 31st May, 1885...........................$15,0)3,296

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at 810,000 ...... 89,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at 813,000..... 719,982

89,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884 to work remaining
to be done..................................... 5,303,314

815,023,296

Nor.-The amount of this certificate pay-
able under the loan of 822,500,000 is.... $3,183,600

Previously returnel under the loan.......... 3,075,500

$108,100

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by JamO
Dickey. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at the contract
rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters above mentiond•

J. R. CEAMBERLAIN.
I have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the

calculations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been dalf
authorized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of 0.P.R. Head Office.
Total amount now certified on this contract, $15,023,296. All previons paymnIt

to be deducted.
COLLINGWOOD SCHIREIBER, Engineer in-Chief.

OFFICE oF ENGINEER IN-CHIEF, OTTAwA, Lt June, 1885.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

CENTRAL Section-Progress Estimate No. 73-Under the Loanu Act of 1884.

955th to 962nd mile-
8 miles, at $26,000 per mile ............................................... ..... 208,000

LEss-tation building and water service ...... ................ 3,200 2,

963rd to 966th mile-
4 miles, at $26,250 per mile.................................................. ........ .105,000

LEss-tation building and water service ..... ,,............... 2,200

287th t0 975th mile-
9 miles, at $44,444.44 per mile...... ............. ...... ... 400,000

LESS -Station building and water service ... .......... 4,400

276th to 1024th mile-
49 miles, at $37,755 per mile....... .1.850,000

Luss-Ballasting, 84,000 cubic yards, at 50c...................42,000
Water service.............................. .................. 22,0 

........... 20,000 .go
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CEN rRAL Section-Progress Estimate No. 73- Concluded.

1025th to 1038th mile- $ $ $
14 miles, at $6 ),714.28 per mile ........... .......... , .................. ......... ..... 850,000

Luss-Structures ........... ....... . .. 30,000
Ballasting,.20,000 cubic yards, at 50oc............ 10,000
W ater service ....... , ................ ................................ 5,500

- - 45,500
to 1057th mile- 804,500

19 miles, at $35,789.47 per mile ........ ...... ........ .................... 680,000
Luss-Structures ................. . ..... ................. 160,000

Rails..................................................................... 114,000
Ballasting.................................. ..... ......... 19,000
Station and water service......................... 10,000

- - 303,000

377,000

per cent grading. .............................. ............ 301,600
7 do structures....... ............................... ...... 115,200

nagls, 8j miles, at $6,000..... ................... 51,000
ll5ating, 8,000 cubic yards, at 50c................ ............. .... 4,000

-- - 55,000
U to 1072nd mile- - 471,800

15 miles, at $36,666.66 per mile................................................ ...... ....... 550,000
L Es--Structures ................................................. ........... 33,000

Rails ........... .............. .. ....... 99,000
Ballasting ................... ..................... 16,500
Water service, &c....... .. . ....... .......... 8,250

- - 156,750

393,250

per cent. grading............... .............................................. .............. ,........ 27,527

013rd to 1100th mile-
28 miles, at $35,714.24 per mile ........... .................. ..... 1,000,000

LusS--Structures ......... ...................................................... 77,000
Rails....................................................................... 184.800
Ballasting .............................. ..... .......................... 30,800
Stations and water service........................................ 16,500

- --- 309,100

690,900
22 per cent. grading............................... ............ .. . 151,908

1le tO 1125th mile-
2 miles, at $40,000 per mile...................................... .... ......... ............... ,

Lass-Structures ...... ........................................... ............ 275,000
Rails ................ ..... 165,000
Ballasting ...... ......... .................... 27,500
Station and water service...................... . .. 7,700 475,200

524,800

4 Per cent. grading .. .......... ........ 4 ............. 10,496to do structures............................ ......... ........ ............. ............. 11,000
Sdelivered-21,48

8 l, 620 tons, at $43....... ...... ......... 26,660
p .68,500, at 25c .... . ............... ........ 17,125

le d'ivered at Brockville, 8,308 tons, at $23. ....................... 191,084
ee road.................................. 5,000

.......... 239,868
g stock ............................. 286,000

4,492,A00
7 returned-Western Division............... ,. ................ .............. ......... ..... 1,400,181

5,892,571
Liss-.10 per cent.......... ......... ....... .............. . .. ......... 589,257

5,303,314,
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(Manorandum.)
DEPARTMENT OP RAILWAYS AND PANALS, OTTAwA, 2nd June, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to represent that under date the lst instâadr
the Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has issued a certificate, 1<
13, of the Central Section g>f that road, of which the details are as follows:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 31st of May,
1885...................... ............ $15,03,296

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at 110,000. 89,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at 813,333. 719,982

89,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 188.1 to that of work re-
maiping to bè done ......... . 5,303,314

815,023,296

That of this amount the books of the
accountant of the Department show
that there has already been paid
the sum o£......................... . . .............. 14,843,168

Leaving the balance now payable................. 8180,128
Of which balance the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts 80

mrally are as follows:-
Loan............... ....... ................. 8108,100
Subsidy...... ................................. 72,028

8180,128

Tb undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of the
said sum of 8180,128 to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company in accordance with tb
foregoing.

Respeçtfully submitted,
J. E POPE, Acting Minister Railways and Canals.

CERTIFIIED CoPY of a Report of a Committee of the ffonorable the Privy Council, approté
by Bis Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 5th June, 1885.

On a memorardum, dated 2nd June, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Railel
and Canals, submitting certificate, No. 73, dated lst instant, from the
Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with respect to the Central Section Of tIo
Une, the details of which are as follows: -

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to 31st of May, 1885 ...... ....... $ 15,023,296

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at $10,O0O. e9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at $13,333. 719,982

89,719,982
Proportion of value of work done to

that of work remaining to be done. 5,303,314

$15,023,296
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That of this amount the books of the
Department show that there hs
already been paid.......................................... 14,843,168

Leaving the balance payable..................... 8180,128

0f which balance the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts, sever.
are as follows:

Loan......................................................... ........... 8108,100
Subsidy........................... ..................... 72,038

8180.128

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the said,
if 8180128 to the Canadian Pacifie Rala

te advise that authority be given as recommended.
JOHN J. MoGEE, Cleri Privy CounciL

!he lon. the Minister of Railways and Canais.

DEPARTMENT OF IRAILwaYs AND CANALs, OTTAWA, 9th June, 1885.

t SiR,--I am directed to inform you that a certificate has issued for the payment
yeor company of the sum of $180,128 for work done and materials delivered on the
.ltral Section west of Red ]River, of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, as shown in.

ELneer's progress estimate to the 31st ultimo.
Distribution as follows:-

Loan......................................................................8108,100
§ubsidy................................................................. 72,028

8180,128

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, &ecretary.

NIKWATER, Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.

?AYMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 74-CENTRAL
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC eAILWAY.

CoDjbescription of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifie Railway
irjPany; locality of works, Central Section, west of Red River; name of con-

etors, Canadian Pacifie Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1880.
Progr.ess estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginniiàg of

erations under this contract to the 31st May, 1885.
The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
epartment of Railways and Canails, under contract numbered and dated as

e, also under letter Nos. 27816 and 28944.
Total value of work done and materiale

delivered to the 31st May, 1885 ...................... 15,201,240

astern Division, 900 miles, at 810,000. 89,000,000
Western bivision, 54 miles, at $13,333. 719,982

89,719,982
Proportion of value of work doue u4der

the Act of 1884 to worir remaining
to be done................................ 5,481,258

$15,01,240

Yictoria. A. 188&
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NoTE.-Total amount now payable
under the loan of $22,500,000 is.... $3,290,500

Previously returned.................... .... 3,183,600

$106,900

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by Mar!on
Smith. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at the 0'
tract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters above mBOP'
tioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.
I have examined the returns on which this estimate is based, have verified tb6

calculations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been dill
authorized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of 0. P. B. Bead Office.

Total amount now certified on this contract, $13,201,240. All previous ps'
menta to be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer-in-Chief.

.OFFIvE oF ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF, OTTAWA, 9th June, 1885.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
CENTRAL Section West, Progress Estimate No. 74, under the Loan Act of 1884.

Savona's Ferry to Kamloops-
25 miles, at $48,000 per mile............... .......................-. ......... . · ..... 1,200,000

Luss-Bridging at $33,000 per mile .. ....................... 82,500
Standard, at 7,260 do .......................... 181,500

-- - 246,000

936,000

95 per cent. grading ......... ..................... ............ 889,200
85 per cent. bridging ........ ,............ ....................... ......... 70,125
Tracklaying, &c., 2 miles, at $5,o00................................. 10,000
Ties delivered, 62,000, st 25e ......... ............... ......... 15,500

- - 95,625 984,

Kamloops to Middle of Eagle Pase-
100 miles, at $20,000 per mile........................... ......... .................. 2,000,000

Lass-Bridging, at $1,322.50 per mile..... ..... ...... 132,250
Standard, at 7,244.00 do .................... 724,500

-- - 856,750

1,143,250

41 per cent. grading ................. .................................... .................. 468,732
7 per cent. bridging.... ..... ... .... 9,257

Ties delivered, 284,330, at 25c..... ................. 71,082
____ _- 80,339 0

Rails delivered at Port Moody- 6t,00
2,000 tons, at $32 ................. ... .................................................... -

Previouuly returned, Eastern Division, Estimate No. 73...... .................. ..... ...........

6,09019
Laus- 10 per cent........................ ...... ................. ................. ..
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DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 10th June, 1885.
The underaigned has the honor to represent that under date the 9th inst., the

oief Engineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway has issued a further certificate, No,
0 the Central Section of that road, of which the following are the details:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to 31st May, 1885 .............. $15,201,240

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at $10,000... $9,O00,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at $13,333... 719,982

*9,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884 to that of work re-
maining to be done........................ 5,481,258

$15,201,240

That of this amount the books of the
accountant of the Department show
that there has already been paid the
sum of ................................. 15,023,296

Leaving the balance now payable......... $177,944

s f this balance the proportions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts are

Loan.................................................... . . ..........$ 106,900
Subsidy............. . .................................... 71,044

$177,944

bad The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of the
bo alance of $177,944 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway, in accordance with the1egoing.

Respectfully submitted.
J. H. POPE, Acting Minister Railways and Canals.

n CoPy of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council,pproved by His Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 10th June, 1885.
a %n a memorandum, dated 10th June, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Railways
i anals, submitting a certificate, No. 74, dated 9th instant, from the Chiefaineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway, in respect to the Central Section of theOf which the following are the details:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to 31st May, 1885 ............. 15201240

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at 810,000. $9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at $13,333. 719,982

Proportion of value of work done under $9,719,982
- the Act of 1884 to that of work re-

maining to be done...............5,481,258

$15,201,240
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That of this amount, the books of the
Dbpartment shoiv that there has
already been paid the sum of.................. ........ 15,023,296

Leaving the balance now payable............ $177,944

Of which amount the proportions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accountp
are as follows:-

Loan................................. .................................. $106,900
Subsidy......................................................... ....... 71,044

8177,944

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the Mid
sum of 8177,944 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company accordingly.

The Committee advise that authority be given as recommended.
JOH N J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Oouncil.

The Hon. the Minister of Railways and Canals.

(Memorandum.)
DEPARTMENT oF RAILWAYs AND CANALs, OTTAwA, 12th June, 1885.

SIR,-I am instructed to inform you that a certificate has issued in favor of Y00
company for 8177,914, being in payment for work done and materials delivered undo
your contract on the Central Section of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, West of
River. as shown in engineer's progress estimate to the 3lst ultimo.

Distribution as follows :-
Loan....................................... ..... ........................ ,8 106,900
Subsidy...................... ........................ ............... 71,044

$177,944

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

O. DRINKwATzR, Esq., Secretary C.P.R. Co., Mon treal.

PAYMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 75-CENTMÀ
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifie Rail wfy
Company; locality of works, Central Section, West of Red River; name of contrac
Canadian Pacific Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1880.

Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginniag
operations under this contract to the 15th June, 1885.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authorit
the Department of Railways and Canada, under contract numbered and datd
above, also under letters Nos. 27816 and 28944.

Total value of work done and materials
delivered to the 15th June, 1885............. . 15,245,909

Eastern Division, 900 miles at 810,000.... 8 9,000,000
Western Division, 54 iles at 813,333... 719,982

110 89,719,982
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Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884 to work remaining
to be done......... .......................... 5,525,927

815,245,909
DOTIE.-The amount of this certificate payable

under the loan of $22,500,000 is............. 83,317,300
Previously returned.......... ....... ............... 3,2 9 0,5uO

$26,800

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by Marous
o ith and J. B. Brophy. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed

, at the contract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental lettoe
e mentioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.
a have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the

mc1lations, and arn satisfied that all the work returned as done has been duly
tlthorized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of C.P.R. Read Ofice.

to Total amount now certified on this contract, $15,245,909. Ail previous payments
bdeducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer-in-Chief.OEr ENGINEEIR-IN-CmIEF, OTTAWA, 15th June, 1885.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
TAL SECTIoN-Progress Estimate No. 75-UJader the Loan Act of 1884.
Central Section, Western Division-Previously re-

turned (No. 74).............................................. $1,553,896
Rails delivered at Port Moody-3,551 tons at $32....... 113,632

$1,647,528
Previously returned-Eastern Division..................... 4,49-,390

86,139,991
Less 10 per cent..... ............................ 613,991

$5,525,927
DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 15th June, 1885.

theh eUndersigned has the honor to represent that, under date the 15th instant,
f e eginer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has issued a certificate, No. 76,ntral Section, of which the following are the details:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 15th June, 1885...........$15,245,909

leastern Division, 800 miles at $10,000...... 89,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles at $13,3;3 ...... 719982

$2,719,j82
Proportion of yalue of work dône undor

the Act of 1984 to tiat of work
remaining to be doüne...........*... 5,525,927

$15,245,909
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That of this amount the books of the ac-
countant of the Department show that
there has been paid the sum of........................ 15,201,240

Leaving the balance now payable............ 844,669

The portions of the said balance chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounter
severally, are as follows:-

Loan....................................................... $26,800
Subsidy .............. ............................................... 17,869

$44,669

The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of the
said sum of $44,669 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, in accordance with
the foregoing.

Respectfully submitted,
J. H. POPE, Acting Minister Railways and Canals.

CRT'rEn CoPY of a Report of a Connmittee of the Bonorable the Privy Council, approv6J
by His Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 17th June, 1885.

On a memorandum, dated 15th June, 1885, from the acting Minister of RailwaYO
and Canalis, submitting a certificate, No. 75, dated 15th June, instant, from the Chief
Engineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway, with respect to the Central Section of tbe
lino, of which the following are the particulars:-

Total value of work done arid materials
delivered up to the 15th June, 1885.................... $15,245,909

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at 810,000....... $9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at 913,333......7:9,982

89,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884, to that of work remain-
ing to be done......... ............ 5,525,927

$15,245,909

of this amount the books of the Department
show that there has been paid the sum of.............. 15,201,240

Leaving the balance now payable............844,669

Of which balance, the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accou"0
severally, are as follows :-

Loan.......... ........................................................... $26.800
Subsidy......................... .............. 17,869

$4t,669

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the S1
balance of $44,669 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway accordingly.

The Committee advise that.authority be given as recommended.
JOHN J. MoGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

The Hon. th e Minister of Railways and Canals.
11.3

A. 189649 Vict-o-ria.
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DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 22nd June, 18b5.
I am, by direction, to inform you that a certificate has issued for the payment

yOur Company of 844,669, for work done and materials delivered upon the Central
tion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, as shown in engineer's progrees estimate to
15th instant.
Distribution as follows:-

Loan............ ........ ................................................. 626,800
Subsidy........................ ...................................... .. 17,869

844,669

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

arNiKWATza, Esq., Secretary 0. P. R. Co., Montreal.

OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 76-CENTRAL SEC-
TION, CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

e6scription of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifie Railway
nPnYlocality of works, Central Section, West of Red River; name of contract-
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company; Date of contract, 21st October, 1880.
Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning of

Iû>ratjons unçier this contract to the 16th June, 1885.
The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
Iýepartment of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated as above,
Onder letter No. 27816 and 28944.

Total value of work done and materials deli-
vered to the 16th June, 1885............................ 815,307,316

Eastern Division, 900 miles at 810,000....... 89,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles at 813,333.... ... 719,982

Proportion of value of work done under Act $9,719,982

of 1884 to work remaining to be done... 5,587,364

815,307,346
NoTE.-The amount of this certificate pay-

able under the loan of $22,500,000 is... 83,354,200
Previously returned under the loan ....... 3,317,300

836,900
a The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returnis forwarded by T. Ridout
ttheames Dickey. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out
'bto Contract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental let ters

%b erentioned.
J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

Ibe have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified thetoations , and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been dulyi1zed by the Department.

Tota un FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of c. P. B. Head Office.

enow certified on this contraçt, 815,307,316. All previous pay-tbe deducted.

%In c a eNQfleE. COLLINGWOOD SCHRBIBER, Engineer-in-Chief.
C, o, ENGruINEEa-INq-o r, OTTAWA, 17th June, 1885.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
CENTRAL SECTIoN-Progress Estimate No. 76-Under the Loan Act of 1884.

Previously returned, Western Division ................... 3....... .............. ,966,521
Materials delivered-

Rails, 620 tons, at $ 3 ..... .... ........................ ........................ 26,660
Sleepers, 68,500, at 25 cents . .- ........ ........ . ......... ...... ......... 17,125

Rails delivered at Brockville and Montreal-
11,276 tons, at $23................................ ........ ........ ..... ......... 259,348
Service roads................. -. . . ........... ..................... 5,000

Rolling stock................................................................................ .............. 286,000

Previously returned, Western Division............................... .... . .... ............... 1

Less 10 per cent......... .......... ......... ...................... ............. .. 620

Total........................................ .. 1,687

(Memorandum.)
DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 18th June, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to rep-esent that under date the 17th instant
Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has issued a certificate, No. 76'
the Central Section of that road, of which the following are the particulars:-

Total value of work doue and materials
delivered up to the 16th June, 1885..... ...... $15,307,346

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at 810,000.... 8 9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at 13,333.... 719,982

$9,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884 to value of work
remaining to be done...... ............... 5,587,364

815,307,346

That of this amount the books of the
accountant of the Department show
that there has already been paid ................. 15,245,900

Leaving the balance now payable............. $61,437

Of this amount the portions cbargeable to the loan and subsidy acoa
severally, are as follows:-

Loan ....... ..................... ................... $36,900
Subsidy................................................................... 24,53l7

$61437

The undersigned recommendo that authority be given for the paymen t of
said sum of 861,437 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, in accordance
the foregoing.

Respectfnlly submitted,
J. il. POPE, Acting Minister of Railways and CaWe
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9 Cory of a Report of a Committee of the ilonorable the Privy Council, approved
by His Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 20th June, 1885.

On a memorandum, dated 18th June, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Railways
. Canals, submitting a certificate, No. 76, dated 17th instant, of the Chief

9i'neer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with respect to the Central Section of the
, of which the following are the details -

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 16th June, 1S85 ....... ......... 815,307,346

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at $10,000.... 8 9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at $13,333.... 719,982

Proportion of value of work done under $9,719,982
the Act of 1884 to value of work
remaining to be done..................... 5,587,364

$15,307,346

Of this amount, the books of the Depart.
ment show that there has already
been paid the sum f...................... 15,245,909

Leaving the balance now payable............... 861,437

8e WOhich the portions severally chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounta
follows :.

Loan.................................................................... 836,900
Subsidy.................................. ............................. 24,537

$61,437

s h e Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the saidTf 861,437 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company accordingly.
1he Comlnmittee advise that authority be given as recommended.

JOIIN J. MOGEE, Clerk Privy Council.
a- the Minister of Railways and Canals.

DEPARTMENT oF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 26th June, 1885.
Sin I am directed to inform you that a certificate has issued by this Depart-

,4 37r the payment to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company of the sum of
sta , 1alance due on account of work done and materials delivered to the 16tho0 Central Section west of Red River.

istribtion as follows :-
Loan..................................... ............................. 836,900
Subsidy . ......................................................... 24,537

861,437

I am, Sir,,your obedient servant,

* IR E , SA. P. BRADLEY, &cretary.
ajaî85 wTE, Esq., Secretary C.P.R Co., Montreal.
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PAYMENT OF MONEYS - PROGRESS ESTIIMATE No. 77 - CENTBRA
SEOTION-CANADIAN PACIFIO RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy; No. of Contract, Canadian Pac
Railway Company; locality of works, Central Section, west of Red River ; nainem
contractors, Cariadian Pacific Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1

Progress eFtimate of work done açd materials delivered: from the beginnina
operations under this contract to the 30th June, 1885.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authoritY
the Department of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated
above, also under letter Nos. 27816 and 28944.

Total value of work done and materials
delivered to the 30th June, 1885............. $15,607,961

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at $10,000.... $9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at $13,333.......719,982

89,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under the

Act of 1884, to work remaining to be
done............................................ 5,887,979

$15,607,961

NoTE -The amount of this certificate pay-
able under the loan of 822,500,000, is. 83,534,700

Previously returned under this loan....... 3,354,200

8180,500

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by
Dickey. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at
contract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters a
mentioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

I have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified e
calculations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done bas becd
authorized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCO, In charge of 0. P. B. Head office.

Total amount now certified on this contract, $15,607,961. All previous
ments to be deducted.

COLLINGWOO D SOHREIBER, Engineer.in-ChiOf-
OFFICE OF ENGIiNEER-IN-CHIEF, OTTAWA, 3rd July, 18'ý5.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
0 1NTRAL Section-Progress Estimate No. 77-Under the Loan Act of 1884.

to 9 62nd mile-
iles, at $26,o00............................ ...... 208,000

LEss-tandard and water service...... ................................ 3,200

tO 966th mile- 204,800
4 Miles) at $26,250 ...... ..................... ....................... 105,000

Lus-8tandard and water service....................,.............2,200
Seth to 978th mile-1080

Sles t $44,4444 .................... ........................... 402,000
LutR ,Lbs,tions and water service..................................4400

97ito 1024th mile-
ileS, at $37,75..............................
LEss--..Ballasti~ng, ,48,000 ÓRbic yards, at 50c...................2,0

Water service ....................... 22, 460

1h to i m - 1,804,000

1liles, at $60,714.28 ..................... ............................... 850,000
LUss.-tructui-es ....... ....... ................................. 3,000

Ballasting, 14,000 yards, at 50c................................. 7,000
W ater service ........................ ..... --................... ...... 5,500

- 42,500

18th to 1057th nile-81 Miles, at $35,789.47 ............... ..................... .... ..... ... 680
Lass--Standàrd...... .... ..... .. . . .............................. 143,00ý

Bridging.................. ....................... 160,000 208,000

377,000

.&DD-..96 per cent. graabig . . .... . .. .... ............. ......... 361,920
84 do bd..... 134,400
Rails, &c.,0....60.. 50
Ballating, 14,000 yards, at 5c.................. . .... 7,000 2,00

--- 172080

~10 72ud mile- -- 563,320
5, a $36)666.66............ ......................... .......... 50,000

LsStdard......................01230750
Bridging.......... ............................ 33,000

- - 156,750

393,250

10o cent. grading ...... .....................-............. ............ 137,637
do bridging ............................................... ............... 3,300

t il -- - 140,937

Lls à6t $6,~3 7 1 4 .2 9 . . . ................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000,000
Standa................ ......................... 211,000

70,000

Bridging....................... ................... - 281,000

719,000

Cent gradin................ 179,750do bridgln1 70,00

B ridging 8.. .. . .. ............................ ............................. 60.... ... 0..5

ADD -9 pe cent . d ......... ...... ................................ .............. 1,000,000
L 84 d britdandard gi.............. ....................... ,............... 2 134,40

Bridgi g .............. ............. 26,000 475,20I

524,800

68% t- ----- 53,32
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CENTRAL Section-Progress Estimate No. 77-Oontinued.

$ s $ô per cent grading ..................... ............... ............. . 26,240
4 do bridging .......................... ................................... ............... 11,000

.-- 37,40
Materiala delivered at end of track-

Rails, 875 tons, at $43 ............................................ ............. 37,625
Sleepers, 95,000, at 25c ... .. ......... 23,750

At Brockville and Montreal- -- 61,375
Rails ................................ ....................... 11,276 tons.
Less in track.........,..................................... 1,000 do

10,276 do at 23c. 236,348
Service roads..................... ....................................................... 5,000

-- 241,348 3

R olling stock...... ....................... ......................... ...................... ..... ......... .............. 286

Previonaly returned, W estern Division............................................ ............... .............. 1

Lias- per cent..................................... 6,542

5,887e

(Mémorandum.)
DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALs, OTTAWA, 4th July, 1885.

The undersigned has the bonor to represent that under date the 3rd instant tee
Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has issued a certificate, No. 77
the Central Section of which the details are as follows:-

Total value of work doue and materials
delivered up to the 30th of June, 1885................815,607,961

Eastern Division, 900 miles at 810,000...... 89,000,000
Western Division, 64 miles at $13,333...... 719,982

Proportiôn of value of work done under the $9,719,982

Act of 1884 to that of work remaining
to be done..................................... 5,887,979

815,607,961

That of this amount the books of the ac-
couatant of the Department show that
there bas already been paid the sum of ............... 15,307,346

Leaving the balance now payable............... $300,615
That the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts, severallY, be

as follows:-
Loan........... ...................................................... 8180,500
Subsidy.. ..... ............... ........................ .............. )20,115

$300,615
- tof

The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the paYpa
the said sum of $300,615 in accordance with the foregoing.

Respectfully submitted,
J. H. POPE, Acting -Minister Railways and Canas
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CorY of a Report of a Committee of the Ionorable the Privy Council,
approved by Ris Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 8th July,1885.
On a memorandum, dated 4th July, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Rail-

Y8 and Canais, submitting a certificate, No. 77, dated 3rd July instant, from
% hief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway with respect to the Central

Ion of the line, of which the details are as follows
Total value of work done and materials

delivered up to the 30th June,
1885.......................................................... $15,607,961

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at $10,000.. 89,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at 813,333... 719,982

Proportion of value of work done under 89,719,982

the Act of 1884, to value of work
remaining to be done.................. 5,887,979

815,(i07,961

Of this amount the books of the Depart.
ment show that there bas already
been paid the sum of.................................... 15,307,346

Leaving the balance now payable.......... $300,615

ef Which balance the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts
y are as follows : -

Loan....................................... 8180,500
Subsidy........ .............................. 120,115

$300,615

Rhe Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the said
of 8300,615 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company accordingly.
Th0 Committee advise that authority be given as recommended.

JOHN J. MOGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

IDEPARTMENT OF RA.ILWATS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 9th July, 1885.

I am directed to inform yon that a certificate has issued in favor of your
d t 7 for the sum of 8300,615, in payment for work done and materials delivered

ljdr YOur contract upon the Central Section, West of Red River, ot the Canadian
ifie Railway, as shown in engineer's progress estimate to 30th ultimo.

s1Ï'tribution as follows:-
Loan................................................................... 8 180,500
Subsidy............... ............................................... .120,115

$300,615

1 am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.
1 DRINKWATER, Es<., Secretary 0.P. R. Co., Montreal.
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PAYMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 78-CENTRAL SE0•
TION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Caradian Pacifie Railway
Company ; locality of works, Central Section, West of Red River; name of contractors,
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1880.

Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning 01
operations under this contract to the 30th June, 1885.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority Of
the Department of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated as
above, also under letters Nos. 27816 and 28944.

Total value of work done and materials deliv-
ered to the 30th June, 1885.............................. $15,710,677

Eastern Division, 900 miles at 810,000.... 89,000,000
'Western Division, 54 miles at 813,333....... 719,982

Proportion of value of work done under the
Act of 1884 to work remaining to be
done.............................. ................ 5,990,695

815,710,677

NOTE-The amount of this certificate, pay-
able under the loan of $22,500,000 is.... 83,596,300

Previously returned............................... 3,534,700

$61,600

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by Marog0

Sxith. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at the c0o'
tract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters abOfo
mentioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

I have examined tle return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
calculations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been dalf
authorized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of .P.R. Read Office.

Total ainount now eertified on this contract, 815,710,677. Ail previous p
ments to be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer-in-Chdef-

OFFIcz O ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF, OTTAwA, 13th July, 1885.

A. 188649 Victoria.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
TUAL SECTION-Western Division-Progress Estimate No. 78.

Act òf 1884.
Under the Loan

o ia's Ferry t Kamloops-
25 miles, at $48,000...................................

L ss-Bridging, at $3,300 .......... .................................
Standard, at $7,260................ .............................

i5 per cent. grading ................... ...... ......... ...............
do bridging. ...,. . . ......... ....................... ...

Trck-laying, &c., 15 miles, at $5,000 ..........................
Ties deivered, 75,000, at 25e .. .............. ..................

P8 to west end,ef Griffin Lake-
miles, at $18,181.81............... .................
Lfess-Bridging, at $1,363.50........................

Standard, at $7,245........................................

50 pe
1 r cent. grading. ................. ..... ..................... ......

d bridging......... ..................................................
elivered, 304,000, at 25c............................. .............

delivered at Port Moody, 3,551 tons, less 15 miles laid, 1,575tOuS; 1,978 tons, at $32..........................,.. ............... ...............

$ ets.
......... ..

82,500
181,500

...............
70,125
75,000
18,750

150,000
762,300

25,500
76,000

y returned, Eastern Division........ -. ....................... . ...............

ss-10 per cent.................. ......................... ............... ...............

$ ets.
1,200,000

264,000

936,000

889,200

163,875

2,000,000

912,300

1,087,700

543,850

101,500

$ ots.,

1,053,075

645,350

63,232

1,761,657
4,894,670

6,656,32t
665,632

9o6r

('U orandum.)
D]EPARTMENT OF RAILWAYs AND CANALs, OTTAWA, 14th July, 1885.

e T Undersigned has the honor to represent, that under date the 13th in8tMt,
ot thef engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway bas issued a certificate, No. 78,

Central Section ot that road, of which the fojlowing are the particulars:-
Total value of work doue and materials

delivered up to the 30th June, 1885. ...... ......... 815,710,677
Eastern Division, 900 miles, at 810,000.... $ 9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at 813,333.... 719,982

Proportion of value of work done under
t.he Act of 1884 to work remaining to
be done .... ................... ...

$9,719,982

5,990,695

9 1710677ll
That of this amount, the books of the ac-

countant of the Department show that
there has already been paid the sum of..... .........

Leaving the balance payable.....................

121
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Of this balance the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts sever-
ally, are as follows -

Loan................................................... 861,600
Subsidy................................................. ............... 41,116

8102,716

The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment to the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company of the said balance of $102,716 accordingly.

Respectfully submitted,
J. H. POPE, Acting Minister Railways and Canals.

CERTIFIED Copy of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Counci1
approved by Bis Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 14th July, 1885.

On a memorandum, dated 14th July, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Bail-
ways and Canals, submitting a certificate, No. 78, dated 13th July, 1885, from the
Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway, with respect to the Central Sectioo
west of lRed River, of said railway, of which the following are the details:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to 30th June, 1885....... .......... .... $15,710,677

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at 810,000.... 89,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at 813,333.... 719,982

$9,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under the

Act of 1884 to that remaining to be
done..................... ....................... 5,990,695

815,710,677

That of this amount the books of the
Department show that there has
already been paid the sum of......................... 15,607,961

Leaving the balance now payable......... ...... 8102,716
Of which amount the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accoutX'

severally, are as follows:-
Loan.................................................................... 861,600
Si bsidy..................... ........................... 41,116

$102,716

The f inister recommends that authority be granted for the payment of the
balance of 4102,716 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company accordingly.

The Committee advise that authority be granted as recomihended.
JOHN J. MoGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

The Hon. the Minister of Railways and Canals.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAwA, 20th July, 1885.
SIR,-I am directed to inform yon that a certificate has issued for the Pay

Io your company of #102,716 for work done and materials delivered upon the eoo
122
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FSectio01 of the Canadian Pacific Railway, as shown in engineer's progre s estimate
Ohultimao.

Iistribution as follows:-
Loan.............................................,......................... 861,600
Subsidy ....................................... 41,116

$102,716

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
. g A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

DINKWATER, Esq., Secretary C.P.R. Co., Montreal.

PAYMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 79-CENTRAL
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

00 Description of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract, Canadian Pacific Railway
p11 Pany; locality of works, Central Section, west of Red River; name of contractors,ndian Pacific Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1880.

0  Progress estimate of work douie and materials delivered from the beginning of
ratione5 under this contract to the 20th July, 1885.

the The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
epartment of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated as above,

lnder letters Nos. 27816 and 28944.
Total value of work done and materials

delivered up to the 20th July, 1885................815,982,297

Eastern Division, 900 miles at 810,000.. 8 9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles at 813,333... 719,982

Proportion of value of work done under $9,719,982

the Act of 1884 to work remaining
to be done....................... ........ 6,262,315

815,982,297
NOTE.--The amount of this certifi-

cate, payable under the loan of
$22,500,000, is....... ............. 83,759,300

Previously returned under the loan.... 3,596,300

8163,000
The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by Marous

t a tand James Dickey. The quantities so furnisbed have been accurately moneyed
b Atthe Contract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters

rnentioned.
J. IR. CHAMBERLAIN.

tal 1have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
athos and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been duly author-
by the Department.

anount nw FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of C.P.R. Head Office.

toal deoutnow certified on this contract, $15,982,297. Al previous pay-t' obe deducted.
COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer-in-Chief.

OF ENGINEER-IN.CHIEF, OTTAWA, 20th July, 1885.
123
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

CENTRAL SEcTIoN-Western Division-Estimate No. 79 -Under the Loan Act of 1884.

Previously returned-Eastern Division .................- ................. .... ............... 14,894,670
do Western do ......................... ........... 1,761,657

Rails in transit for Port hoody-
9,832 tons, at $33 per ton.ý... ...... .......... ........... ........................ 324,456

Lass-Freight to pay . ................................. 22,656 301,800

Lass-10 per cent. ............ ......... ...... ................ 695,812

Total...... ................. ....... ......... ........... 6,262,315

(Memorandum.)
DEPARTMENT 07 RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 22nd July, 1885.

The undersigned bas the honor to represent thatý under date the 20th instantthd
Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway has issued a, certificate, No. 49, Of
the Central Section, West of Red River, of that road, of which the details are as
follows:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 20th of July,
1885.................... .................................. 815,982,297

Eastern Division, 900 miles at $10,000... 89,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles at 813,333... 719,982

Proportion of value of work done under $9,719982
the Act of 1884, to that of work
remaining to be done................... 6,262,315

815,982,297

That of this sum the books of the
Accountant of the Department show
that there has already been paid....................... 15,710,677

Leaving the balance now payable................ $271,620

That of this balance the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy acouftlW
severally, are as follows:-

Loan........................ .............. $163,000
Subsidy.................................... ......... ................... 108,620

$211620

The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the paylhent of
said sum of 8271,620, to the Canadian Pacific iRailway Company, in accordance Wi
the foregoing.

Respectfully submitted,
J. i. POPE, Abting Minister of Railways and Canals.
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C'IRTIPIED CoPY of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council,
approved by Ris Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 25th July, 1885.

On a memorandum, dated 22nd July, 1885, from the Acting Minister of
I aYs and Canals, submitting certificato, No. 79, dated 20th instant, from the

À Fngineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with respect to the Central Section
ýethe road, the details of which are as follows

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 20th July, 1885........... $15,982,297

Eastern Division, 900 miles at 8 10,000...... 89,000,000
Western Division, 5t miles at $13,333...... 719,982

89,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under ,

the Act of 1884 to that of work
remaining to þe done............... ...... 6,262,315

815,982,297

Of this amount the books of the Depart-
ment show that there has already been
paid the sum of.................... 15,710,677

Leaving the balance now payable................ 8271,620

a 0 That of this amount the portions chargeable to the loan and the subsidy accountsae as foliows ....
Loan.................... ........................ ..................... 8 163,000
Subsidy......................................... 108,620

8271,620

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the said
8' Of 821,620 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company accordingly.

The Committee advise that authority be given as recommended.

39 KN J. McGE , Clek Privy Council.
the Minister of Railways and Canals.

DEPARTMENT 01P RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 30th JuIy, 1885.

8Re-I am directed to inform you that a certificate bas issued in favor of
te ompany for 8271,620 in paymcnt for work done and materials issued upor

sigentral Section of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, as shown in engineer's progresseftiraate to the 20th instant.

Distribution as follows:-

oan .................................... ..... . ................ 8163,000
Subsidy ................................................................ 108,620

8271,620

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Beretary.

%IîxRWATE]R, Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.
125
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PAYMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 80-CENTRAL
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy and loan; No. of contract, Canadian PacifiO
Railway Company; locality of works, Central Section, West of Red River; name O
contractors, Canadian Pacific Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1880•

Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning Of
operations under this contract to the 31st July, 1885.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority Of
the Department of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated as abover
also under letter Nos. 27816 and 28944.

Total value of work donc and materials dcliv -
ered to the 31st July, 1885.... ................... ...... 816,424,409

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at $ 10,000..... 8 9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at 13,333..... 719,982

$ 9,719,982
Proportion of value of work donc under the

Act of 1884 to work remaining to be
done......................................... .. 6,704,427

$ 16,424,409

NOTE.-The amount of this certificate
payable under the loan of $22,500,000, is $4,024,700

Previously returned-Under the loan......... 3,759,300

$265,400

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by Jamed
Dickey. The quantities so farnished have been accurately moneyed ont at the 1001
tract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters above Doo'
tioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

I have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
calculations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been dIll
authorized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of C. P. R. Head Office.

Total amount now certified on this contract, $16,424,409. All previous Paf
monts to be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer-in.Chief.
OFFICE oF ENOFNEER-IN.CmE, OTTAWA, 3rd August, 1885.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC IR AILWAY.

SECTION-Eastern Division-Estimate No. 80-Under the Loan Act of 1884.

5 St to 9 6 2nd mile to summit of Rockies- $miles, at $26,000 per mile .................... .............. . .. .......... ..... ......... 208,000
L.dEM--Stations and water service . .......... 3,200

963rd to 966th mile, to temporary line- 204,80
4 miles, at $26,250 per mile . ................ ............ ......... ...... ....... 105,000

LEss-Stations and water service............. ................ .... ......... 2,200

th 975th mile temporary line-
miles, at $44,444 per mile .... ..... ......... 400,000

LEss-Stations and water service........................................ ............... 4,440
976th to 1 024th mile to first crossing of Columbia-

49 miles, at $37,755 per mile...... .. .. ................. ....................... ............... 1,850,000
l Ess-Ballasting, 18,000 yds., at 50oc......... ........................... 9,000

Stations and water service ........... .................... .... 22,000
231,000

1025th to 1038th mile, to crossing of Beaver River- - 1,819,000
14 nuiles, at $58,571.42 per mile . ... ......... 820,000

LEss--Ballasting, 4,000 yds., at 50e............... ......... 2,000
Stations and water service...... .... ,...... ................... 5,500

l19th to 1057th mile, to summit of Selkirk-
19 'tiles, at $35,789.47 per mile...................... ..................... ...... .... ........ 00

LEsS-Standard.................... ..... ......... .... ...... ....... . ......... 143,000
Bridging . . .... ................... ,........... 180,000

303,000

377,000

bPer cent. grading .............................................................. 369,460
do bridgng. .......... 0.......148,80a 10 miles, at $6,000......8............60,000

Sallaj8t, 20,00o yds., at 50c ...................................... ....... 10,000
0Mh t0 - 70,000

18 ltu 05th mile, to first crossing of lllialliwait- - 58,6
18"ilesy at $41,666.66 per mile ...... . ................ ......... ............... 750, 000

Lis-....Standard................. .............. ........ ...... ...... 136,950
Bridging ........................ .......................... 132,000

-- 268,950

481,050
684 Per cent. grading ........................................... ........ ..... 307,872
37 do bridging ... .... ................. ........................... ..... 48,840

-- 1,819,0-

'17t t lO3Cd maile, to second crossing Columbia River- 311
2Ildes, at $ 10,357.14 per mile ......... . ....... ..... -... ........... 1,t130,000

'18-tndr ...... .... .................. .......... 232,1..00......
Bridgng..........................0....077,000

- 309,100

820,900

do ridging ............................. ............................... . .........116,40
ilO3ard tu 1ll8th mile, to west end of Griffin Lake- -- 425,450

8 e at $43-750 per mile ..................................... 700,0 
Los gSta ndard ............................................................... 128,700

Bridging , . ......................................................... 145,200
-- 273,900

426,100

10t- -

18 ter cent. graing o.irscrsi......................
1 d, atr$1,66. ............. ....... .... ......... 18.86

L s --S nrid ....... .,....... ......... ..... .... ..0..... ...... . 0........ ... ..... 136,950

3- 61,4
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CENTaAL Section-Eastern Division-Estimate No. 80-Continued.

Materials delivered-
Bleepers, 123,000, at 25e............. ............. ........... ........... ......... ..... z0,750

Delivered at end of track-
1,251 tons 60 lb. rails.
2,059 do 70 do

3,310 tons, at $43 per ton....................... ..... ............... 142,330
Tons.

Rails delivered at Brockville ...... ......... 11,276
LEss-In track........................ ..... 1,000

At end of track................... 3,310
-- 4,310

6,966 at $23 per ton. ............... 160,218

Rolling stock...... ....................... . ................................................ 286,00

Previously returned, Western Division................... ......... ...... ..... ......... ...... ........ ,76

ADD-Rails in transit to Port Moody, 9,832 tons, at $33 per ton... 324,456.
Luss-Freight................................................................. 22,656

- -- --en . . . .,.............

7,449,q3
Lma- 10 per cent ........ ............................... .......... ..... ......... ........ 744Y ,

6,704, 2

(Memrandun.)
DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALs, OTTAWA, 10th August, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to represent that under date the 3rd instant, th
Chief Eingineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway has issued a certificate, Ne. 80, Of
Central Section of.that roaud, of which the details are as follcws:-

Total value of work done and materialis
delivered up to the 31st of July,
1885 ........... ... ............ ................ ... $16,424,409

Eastern Division, 900 miles at 810,000 ... 89,OO000
Western Division, 54 miles at 8 13,3.. 719,982

$9,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884, to that of work
remaining to be done ................. 6,704,427

816,424,409

That of this amount the books of the
accountant of the Department show
thgre has already been paid the
s8m ................................ .............. 15,982,297

Leaving the balance now payable.................. $442,112
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Of this amount the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy aceounts, respec-
eIy are as follows:-

Loan.. ............ ........................... S265,400
Subsidy ................................................................ 1'-6,712

84 2,112

o.The undersigned would recommend that authority be given for the payment to the
the aian Pacific Railway Company of the said sum of $442,112 in accordance with

Ioregoing.
Respectfully submitted,

J. H. POPE, Acting Minister Railways and Canals.

I E » Corr of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved
by lis Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 13th August, 16b66.

On a memorandum, dated lOth August, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Rail-
ef and Canals, submitting a certificate, No. 80, dated 3rd August instaut, from the

ý 1elngineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with respect to the COItral Section
fe le, of which the following are the details:-
Total value of work done and materials

delivered up to the 3lst July, 1885................... $16, .24,409
Eastern Division, 900 miles at $10,000...... $9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles at 813,333...... 719,982

Proportion of value of work done under 89,719,962

the Act of 1884 to that of work
remaining to be done..............6,704,427

816,424,409

Of this amount the books of the Depart-
ment ehow that there has already been
paid the sum of.... ............ 15,982,294

Leaving the balance now payable......... ..... $442,112

at Of this balance the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts
Y, are as follows:-

Loan....................................... $265,400
Subsidy............ . ................................. 176, i11

$4 12,112

%%'theMinister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the said
t 442112 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.

Commtaittee advise that the requisite authority be granted accordingly.

JOHN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Couacil.
the Minister of Railways and Canals.

.DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 17th August, 1885.
o, I am directed to inform you that a certificate bas issued in favor of

cPany for the payment of $142,112 for work done and materiais delivered
12â
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under your contract upon the Central Section of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, go
shown in engineer's progress estimate to the 31st ultimo.

Distribution as follows:-
Loan....................................................... ........... $265,400
Subsidy.................. ............................................. 176,712

$442,112

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

CHAS. DRINKWATEa, Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.

PAYMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 81-CENTRAL
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy and loan; No. of contract, Canadian Paci
Railway Company; locality of works, Central Section, west of Red River ; naine
contractors, Canadian Pacifie Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1880•

Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning
operationis under this contract to the 3lst July, 1885.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authoritYO
the Department of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated
above, also under letter Nos. 27816 and 28944.

Total value of work done and materials
delivered to the 31st July, 1885....... ....... $16,692,614

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at 810,000. $9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at 813,333. 719,982

89,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884 to worx remaining
to be done ............................... 6,972,182

$16,692,164

NoTE.-Inasmuch as there bas been in the past an overcharge in the proPg
tion of loan, I recommend that this estimate be charged to subsidy, pending ad
ment of the proportion of loan and subsidy.

The above is a correct estimate, made up fiom the returns forwarded by
Smith. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at the
tract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters above 01
tioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLA1N·

I have examined the returns on which this estimate is based, have verifiedi
calculations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done bas beeil
authorized by tho Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of 0. P. R. Read OfM
Total amount now certified on this contract, $16,692,164. Al previoust

ments to be deducted. COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer-i-ChiCef-

ýOFrIoE or EN;GINEER-IN-CHIEF, OTTAWA, 12th August, 1885.
130
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
0  rNTRAL SECTION-Western Division-Estimate No. 81-Under the Loan Act of 1884.

Ferry to Kamloops- 
$ $

25 miles, at $48,000 per mile ......... ................................... ... ........... 1,200,000
Luss- Bridgees ........................................- ....................... 82,500

Standard ...................... ....................................... 181,500
264,000

936,000

99 Per cent. grading......................... ....................................... ............... 926,6409 O Per cent. bridging .......................................... ................... ............... 74,250
Tracklaying-25 miles, at $5,000 per mile ............... . ....... 125,000

et End of Griffin's Lake to Kamloops- 1,125,M
110 miles, at $18,181.81 per mile ............................. ............... ............... 00,000

Lss--Bridgng............. ........................ 172,159
Standarâ ........................... 79,8

1,030,661

Der cent. grading................................................ ......... 742,075
2 per cent. bridges . ............... ...... 86,079
raecklaying, &c.-16 miles, at 5,000 per mile............................80,000
'es--200,000, at 25c. each.................... .. ........ 50,000

?1lB delivered at Port Moody......,..... ................ ..... 3,551
'10 transmit ....................... .................. 9,832

13,383
Less in track ....................... 4,305

9,078 et $33 ............. 299,574
Less freight................. 22,656

802060,962
asmliY returned...... stern Section............................ ...... 5,385,906

7,746,M6
Luesf-ri per cent................................................... 774686

6,972,182

(Mmrand).
DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYs AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 14th August, 1885.

O he undersigned has the honor to represent that under date the 12th inst., the
te f tngineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway has issued a certificate, No. 81, of
te Central Section of that road, of which the following are the details:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to 31st July, 1885..................... $16,692,164

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at 810,000... 89,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at 813,333... 719,982

Proportion of value of work done under69,719,982
the Act of 1884 to that of work re-
maining to be done........ ...... 6,972,182

$16,692,164
35a-131
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That of this amount the books of the
accountant of the Department show
that there has already been paid the
sum of ................................. 16,424,409

Leaving the balance now payable............ 8267,755

That with regard to the present estimate the Chiet Engineer reports to the
effect that in the apportionment of the amounts to be charged to the subsidy and 1oan
accounts severally there bas, for some time past, been set down to the loan accountS,
a larger amount than is properly'speaking due as proportionatel value, and that thiO
matter is now in process of adjustment ; meantime, however, the whole of the
present estimate should be charged against the subsidy account.

The undersigned concurs and recommends that. authority be given for the paY'
ment of the said balance of 827,755 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway, in accord-
ance with the foregoing.

Respectfully submitted.
J. H. POPE, Acting Minister Railways and Canals.

CERTIFIED Cony of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy CounCilt
approved by His Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 15th August, 1885.
On a memorandum, dated 14th August, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Bail-

ways and Canals, submitting a certificate, No. 81, dated 12th instant, from the Chief
Engineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway, in respect to the Central Section of the
road, of which the following are the details:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to 31st July, 1885.... .. ....... $16,692,164

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at 810,000. 89,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at $13,333. 719,982

Proportion of value of work done under
the Act of 1884 to that of work re-
maining to be done...............6,972,182

$16,692,164

That of this amount, the books of the
Department show that there has
already been paid the sum ................... 16,424,409

Leaving the balance now payable................ 8267,755

The Minister represents that with regard to the present estimate the Cblet
Engineer reports to the effect that in the apportionment of the amounts to be charg
to the subsidy and lo>n accounts severally, there has, for some time past, beel
down to the loan account a larger amount than is, properly speaking, due as ProPe
tionate value, and that this matter is now in process of adjustment.

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the aO
sum of $267,755 to the Canadian Paeific Railway Company, and that the whole
this payment be cbarged against the subsidy account.

The Committee advise that authority be given as recommended.
JO HN J. MOGEE, Clerk Privy Council-

The Hon. the Minister of Railways and Canals.
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OTTAWA, 2 th August, 1885.
SIR,-I have to inform you that a certificate has, this day, issued in favor of

Your Company for 8267,755 payable out of the subsidy for work pfrformed on the
Central Section, West of Red River, as per estimafe to 31st July, last.

The amount of this estimate is made payable from the subsidy pending a new
pprtionment of amounts payable on future estimates from loan and subsidy.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

• DRINKWATER, Eeq., Secretary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.

PAYMENT .OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 82-CENTRAL
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy and loan; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifio
lway Company; locality of works, Central Section, West of Red River, Eastern

2ision; name of contractors, Canadian Pacific Railway Company; date of contract,
1st October, 1880.

Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered fromn the beginning of
OPerations under this contract to the 3 lst August, 1885.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
e Department òf Railways and Canada, under contract numberod and dated ashbove, also under letters Nos. 27816 and 28944.

Total value of work done and materials
delivered to the 31st August, 1885 ................ 817,160,211

Eastern Division, 900 miles at 810,000.... 8 9,000),000
Western DLivieion, 54 mites at 8 t3,333... 719,982

Proportion of value of work done under $9,719,982

the Act of 1884 to work remaining
to be done......... .......................... 7,440,229

$17,160,211

f oTE.-Inasmujch as there has been in the past an overcharge in the proportion
tait , I recommend that this estimate be charged to subsidy, pending adjustment

e proportion of loan to subsidy.
hi The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by Jamestokey. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at the oontract

Or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters above mentioned.
J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

t have examined the return ou which this estimate is based, have verified the
anelations, and am satisfied that ail the work returned as done has been duly

orized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCI, In charge of C.P.R. Read Odlce.

to Total amount now certified on this contract, $17,160,211. Ail previous payments
deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCiREIBER, Engineer-in-Chief.
I ENOINEEl.IN.CHIEP, OTTAwA, 5th September, 1885.
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CANADTAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

CENTRAL SECTION-Eastern Division-Estimate No. 82-Under the Loan Act of 1884.

995th to 962nd mile, to summit of Rockies-
8 miles, at $26,000 per mile ..... ...... ........... ............. 208,000

963rd to 966th mile, to temporary line-
4 miles, at $26, 250 per mile ............ ....... , ......... ............... ....... ............... ........ ..... 105,0$

967th to 975th mile, to temporary line-
9 miles, at $44,444.44 per mile ................................................. ............... ............... 400,00

976th to 1024th mile, to 1st crossing of Columbia River-
49 miles, at $37,755 per mile ......................................... ......... ....... ....... 1,850,000

Lasa-Stations and water service ....................................... ............... 22,000
---- 1,828,000

1025th to 1038th mile, to crossing of Beaver River-
14 miles, at $58,571.42 per mile ........ ........................................ ............... 820,000

Luss-Stations and water service ...... ........... ...................... .. 5,500

1039th to 1057th mile, to summit of Rockies-
19 miles, at $85,789.47 per mile ........................ .......... .. ...... ........ 680,000

Lass- Bridging . .................... ,........................................ 10,000
Ballasting......... ........................................... ........ 7,000
Stations and water service ..................... ................ 10,000

- - - 27,000 6

1058th to 1075th mile, to Ist crossing of Illicilliwait-
18 miles, at $41,666.66 per mile ...... ......... ... ................................. . 750,000

Lss- Standard .................. .......... ................... ........ 136,950
Bridging ................. ....... .................... ................. 132,000

-- 268,950

481,050

80 per cent. grading ................ ...... ............................. ,........ ................ 384,840
55 do . bridging ......... ........................ .............. 72,600
Rails, &c., 1,300, at $55......... ............... 71,500

1076th to 1103rd mile, to 2nd crossing of Columbia River-
28 miles, at $10,357.14 per mile................... 1,130,000

Luss--Standard ........................ ...................................... 232,100
Bridging ............... ......... . .............. ...... 77,000

- - 309,100

820,900

70 per cent. grading.............................................. 574,630
33 do bridging .............................. .............. ......... ............... 25,410 600,$

1103rd to 1119th mile, to west end of Griffin Lake-
16 miles, at $43,750 per mile ............................................ ......... ............... 700,000

L uss-Standard ................ ...................... 128,700
Bridging ............................................ .................. 145,200

273,900

426,100

41 per cent. grading .............................................................. ..... ...... 174,701
15 do bridging ................... ......... ....................... ......... ............. 21,780

Materials delivered-
Rails, 3,450 tons, at $43 ...................... ................................... 148,350
Bleepers, 125,000, at 25 cents ................................................... 31,250

134179,600
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CENTRAL SECTION-Eastern Division-Estimate No. 82-Continued.

s $
Tons.

Rails delivered at Brockville and Montreal.......... 11,276
Liass-n track and in end of track............... 6,650

4,626 at $23. .............. 106,398
- 285,998

5,619,959
R lling stock ......... ............ .. ..... ...... ......... ....... ..... ........ ......... ............. ,..... , 128 ,900~Iifg tok. . .. .. .. .. . ........ 286,000

P 5,995,959,
oelIy returned, Western Division ........... . ................ ............... ............... 2, 360,962

8,266,921Ess-10 per cent............................... .................... .............. ............... 826,692

7,440,229

(emorandum)

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 7th September, 1885.

e The undersigned has the honor to represent that, under date the 5th instant,
ofa 6 hief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has issued a certificate, No. 82,e central Section, of which the following are the details:-

Total value of work done and inaterials
delivered up to the 31st August, 1885..................817,160,211

Eastern Division, 900 miles at 810,000...... 89,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles at $13,333...... 719 982

$9,7 i9,982

Proportion of value of work doue under
the Act of 1884 to that of work
remaining to be done............... 7,440,229

817,160,211

That of this amount the books of the ac-
countant of the Department show that
there has been paid the sum of........................ 16,692,164

Leaving the balance now payable............ 8468,047

That with respect to the source from which psyment of this sum should b.
prese amly, from the subsidy or loan actount, the Chief Engineer, in the said
oth estimate, advises that, inasmuch as there bas been in the past an overcharge

ehade oan account, thist estimate should be charged to the isubsidy account, pending
.. justment of the proportion between loan and subsidy.

eIt e undersigned concurs and recommends that authority be given for the pay-
ot b the said um of $468,047 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, the
% t being charged against the subsidy account.

Respectfully submitted,
J. H. POPE, Acting Mnister Railways and Canals.
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CERTIFIED CoPY of a Report of a' Conmittee of the Bonorable the Privy Council, apprOve
by His Excellency the Goveinor General in Council on the 10th september, 1b85.

On a memorandum, dated 7th September, 1885, from the acting Minister of Raii'
ways and Canals, submitting a certiflate, No. 82, dated 5th September, instant, frolo
the Chief Engineei of the Canadian Pacific Railway, with respect te the Centre
Section of the line, of which the following are the particulars

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up te 1he 31st August, 1885................. 817,160,211

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at $10,000....... $9,000,000
Western Division, 54 mileF, at $13,333....... 719,982

89,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884, to that of work remain.
ing te be done........................ 7,440,229

S 17,160;211

Of this amount the books of the Department
show that there has been paid the sum of.............. 16,692,164

Leaving the balance now payable............ 8468,047

The Minister observes that the Chief Engineer, in the said presont estiate,
advises that, inasmuch as there bas been in the past an overcharge te the 1o,a
aceount, this estimate should be charged to the subsidy account, pending the adjt8 '
ment of the proportion botween loan and subsidy.

The Minister concurs and recommends that authority be given for the payXeoe
of the said balance of $468,Q47 te the Canadian Pacific Railway, the amount toe
charged against the subsidy account.

The Committee advise that authority be given as recommended.
JOHN J. MOGRE, Clerk Privy Council.

The Hon. the Minister of Railways and Canals.

DErARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 12th September, 1885.
SIR,-1 am directed to inform you that a certificate has issued for the payrathto your company of the sum of 8468,047 for work done and materials delivered o1

Central section of the Eastern Division of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, as shown'
engineer's progress estimate te the 31st ultime.

This amount is charged to the subsidy account, pending the adjustment Of tbe
proportion between loan and subsidy.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretar/.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secrotary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.

PAYMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 83-CENTBR
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy and loan; No. of contract, Canadian PÎao
Railway Company; locality of works, Central Soction, west of Red River, We51
Division; name of contractors, Canadian Pacifie Railway Company; Date of con
21st October, 1880.
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Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning of9Perations under this contract to the 31st August, 1885.
the The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority ôf

Ùlsoepartment of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated as aboe,
Under letters iNo. 27816 and 28944.

Total value of work done and materials de-
livered to the 31st August, 1885.. ................ 617,375,049

'Eastern Division, 900 miles, at $10,000.... $9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at $13,333.... 719,982

Proportion of value of work done under the $9,719,982
Act of 1884 to work remaining to be
done............................................ 7,655,067

817,375,049

The amount of this certificate payable
under the loan is.........................,.. $5,319,300

Eastern Section.................................. 8,647,900

$13,<67,200

1%Zhe above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by Marcus
. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed out at the con-

tes, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters above mentioned

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN

a 1have examined the return on whieh this estimate is based, have verified the
an tions, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been duly

sed by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of C. P. R. -Head Office.

to a aount now certified on this contract, $17,375,049. Ail previous paymeUta
e educted.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engeer-in-Chief,
en oP ENGINEER-IN-CIEF, OTTAWA, 10th September, 1885.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RATLWAY.

ONETRAL Section-Western Division, Estimate No. 83-Under the Loan Act of 1884ý

&vona's Ferry to Kamloops-
25 miles, at $48,000 per mile...... ......... ,............. .. 1,200,000

Luis-Ballast, 10,000 yards at 40e .. ............................. 4,000
Stations and.water service................... .................... 20,000

24,000

West end of Griffin's Lake to Kamloops-
110 miles, at $18,181.81 per mile ...................... . . .... 2,000,000

L as-Bridging.................................................................
Standard........ ............................ 797,180

-- 969,339

1,030,661

83 per cent. grading .................................... ...................... 6.. ...... 855,448
80 per cent bridging................................................. ............... 86,079
TracklaTing, 68 miles, at $5,000 .................................. 34,000
Ties delivered, 91,000, at 250 .......................... 22,750

Tons. 362,750130,7
Rails delivAred at Port Moody................ ... 13,383

LUcssi-In track ............................ 9,765

3,618 at $33 ...................... 119,3

172,1597

Previodsly returned, .astern Division ..... ...................... ... 7, .... 59

8,505163,
Lis8-pr per cent ........... ..................................................... ......... 850563

7,655,067

(Memorandum.)
DEPARTMENT 0F RaILWAYS AND CANALrS, OTTA&WA, llth September, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to represent that, under date the lOth instant, th0,
Ohief Enginee r of the Canadian Pacifie ailway hms issiied a certificate, No. 83,0Of
tii. Central Section of that road, of which the following are the details-

Total vaine of svork done and materials
delivered up to the .st August, 1...........817,35,049

T atern Division, 900 miles, at.............. 89000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at 813,333...... 19,982

-- --- - 362,85

Proportion of value of work done under $el)8
the Act of 1884, to the value of work
reaini g to be do........................ 7,655,067

81,530,049

That of this amount the books of the
A ccountant of the Department show that
there raes aready been paid the sur ........... 17,751602

Leaving the balance now payable... ........ 214838
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Of this sum the portions chargeable to"the loan and subsidy accounts, severally,
a as follows:-

Loan.......................................... 8 91,600
Subsidy ....... .. .................... ............................ 123,238

$214,838

The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of the
aid sum of $214,838 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company in accordance with
the foregoing.

Respectfully submitted,
J. H. POPE, Acting Minister of Railways and Canals.

OmTIPIZD Coy ot a Report of a Committee of the Ronorable the Privy Council, approved
by the -Honorable the Deputy Governor in Council on the 15th September, 1885.

On a maemorandum, dated 11th September, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Rail-
'Ways and Canais, submitting certificate No. 83, dated 10th instant, from the Chief Engi-
Ieer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, in respect of the Central Section, wekt of Red
]River, of eaid Railway, the details of which are as follows:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 31st of August, 1885........... $17,375,049

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at 810,000...... 89,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at $13,333....... 719,982

89,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under the

Act of1884 to work remaining to be done 7,655,067

$17,375,049

That of this amount the books of the
Department show that there has already
been paid the sum of............................. ........ 17,160,211

Leaving the balance now payable............ .$214,838

Of this sum the portion chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts, severally
are as follows:-

Loan ...................................................................... 8 91,600

Subsidy ....................................... .................. ...... 123,238

$214,838

. The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment to the Can.
Ian Pacifie Railway Company of the said sum of $214,838 accordingly.

The Committee advise that the requisite authority be granted.
JOEHN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

DEPARTMENT oF RAILwAYs AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 18th September, 1885.
SIa,--I am instructed to inform you that a certificate has issued in favor of your

*O1Xpany for 8214,838 for work done and materials delivered on the Central Sec-
139
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tion of the Canadian Pacific Railway, west of Red River, as shown in engineer'O
progress estimate to 31st instant.

Distribution as follows:-
Loan......... ......... ................. ............. .................. $ 91,600
Subsidy ........ .............................. 133,238

$214,838

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

CHus. DRnKwATER, Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.

PAYMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 84-CENTRAL
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Description of works, caàh subsidy and loan; No. of contract, Canddian Pacifi0
Railway Company ; locality of works, Central Section, west of Red 'River; name Of
contractors, Canadian Pacific Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October,
1880.

Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginning ài
operations under this contract to the 30th September, 185.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority Of
the Department of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated as above
also under letter No. 27816 and 28944.

Total value of work'done and materials
delivered to the 30th September, 1885..................817,577,821

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at 810,000 ...... $9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at $330 719,982

Proportion of value of work done under $9,719,982
the Aet of 1884 to work remaining
to be done..................................... 7,857,839

$17,577,821

NoTE.-The amount of this certificate pay-
able under the loan of $22,500,000 is.... $5,460,200 Central

Previously returned under the loan........... 8,672,000 Eastern

14,13Z,200
Previously returned............................... 13,991,300

$140,900

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by JamuO
Dickey. The quantities so furnished have been accurately mon eyed out at the contract
rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters above mentioeO'

J. R. CLAMBERLAIN.
I have examined the return on which this estimate is based, htve verified the

calculations, and am satisfied that ail the work returneci as done has been dulf
authorized by the Department.

F RANCIS l4 LYNCH, In charge of 0.P.R. :Bead Office.
Total amount now certified on this contract, $17,577,821. Ail previous paym0e"

to be deducted.
COLLINGWOOD SCHIREIBER, Engineer.in-Chief.

OrICnE or ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF, OTTAWA, 5th October, 1885.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

IWftAL OSI6ON-Easter1 Division-Estimate No. 84-Under the Loan Act of 1884.

95 5th to 962nd mile, to summit of Rockies- $ $ $
8 miles, at $26,000 per mile................ ......... ............... 208,000

9 63rd to 966th mile, to temporary line-
4 miles, at $26,250 per mile.................................... ...... ......... 105,000

th to 975th mile, to temporary line-
9 miles, at $44,444.44 per mile................ ............................... ................ 400,000

-- 713,000

%7th to 1024th mile,. to lst crossing of Columbia-
49a miles, at $37,755 per mile . ......... ....... ,. ......... ........ ............... ............... 1,850,000

LEs-Stations and water service .................. ....... ............ ............... 22,000
--- 1,828,000

l025th to 1038th mile, crossing of Beaver River-
14 miles, at $58,571.42 per mile ..... .................... ....... ............. ............... 820,000

L Ess-Stations and water ser7ice............ ........................ .... ......... 5,500
--- 814,500

1039th to 1057th mile, to summit of Selkirks-
19 miles, at $35,789 47 per mile................................................ ...... ....... 680,000

Lasa- Bridging. ,....... .......................... . .................. 10,000
Ballasting.. ......... ......... ........ ....... ......................... 7,000
Stations and water service......... ............................. 10,000

1058th to 1075th mile, to lst crossing of Illicilliwait- --- 653,000
18 miles, at $41,666.66 per mile.................. .................................... 750,000

Lusis-Standard...................... ................................... .... 136,950
Bridging............ ................................................... 132,000

--- 268,950

481,050

87 per cent. grading..... . ......................... ......... 418,513
57 do bridging... ........... ........... .................. ...... ........ 75,240
Rails and fastenings, 18 miles, at $5,500 per mile....................... ............... 99,000

1076th te 1103rd mile, to 2nd crossing of Columbia River- -

28 miles, at $40,357.14 per mile ...... ............................. 1,130,000
Lias-Standard..................................... 232,100

Bridging....... .............................. 77,000
--- 309,100

820,900

75 per cent grading.......................... ..................................... .............. 615,675
60 do bridging..................................... 46,200
Rails, &c., 10 miles, at $6,000 per mile. ...... ............................. .............. 60,000

1l03rd to 1119th mile, te west end of Griffin Lake-
16 miles, at $43,750 per mile....................... ..... .................... ............... ,00

Lass- Standard. ...................... ...... ............ ...... ......... 128,700
l3ridging . ....... .............................. 145,200.

273,900

426,100

85 Per cent. grading ............................................ ................. 276,965
15 do bridging ................................................ .-.. ........ 21,780

R Brid gin......................................... 145,200.

1leepers, 2,400, ait 25 . . ........................... ... .............. 2,0

- - 154,411
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CENTRAL SEOTIoN-Eastern Division-Estimate No. 84-Continued.

$ $ $
Tons.

Rails delivered at Brockville and Montreal.. ..... 11,276
Lees -lu track.......... ......... 4,700

At end of track ......... ....... , 3,577
8,277

2,999, at $23 ............ 68,977
---- 223,388

5,845,261
Rolling stock........................................................... ............... ............... 286,000

6,131,261
Previously returned, Western Division........................................... .............. 2,599,671

8,730,932
LEss--10 per cent............................... ................ ............... 873093

7,857,839

(Memorandum.)
DEPARTMENT oF RAILWAYS AND CANALs, OTTAWA, 5th October, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to represent that under date the 5th instant'
the Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has issued a certifloate, N•
84, of the Central Section of that road, of which the details are as follows:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 30th September,
1885............................ ..... ....................... $17,577,821

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at 10,000. S9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at 813,333. 719,982

Proportion of value of work done under 89719,982
the Act of 1881 to that of work re-
maining to be done ........ ........... 7,857,839

$17,577,821

That of this amount the books of the
accountant of the Department show
that there has already been paid
the sum of.................................................. 17,357,049

Leaving the balance now payable.............. .. $202,772

Of which balance the portions chargeabie to the loan and subsidy accounts, sef
erally, are as follows:-

Loan................... ......... ....................................... $140,900
Subsidy.......... ............................................... 61,872

$202,772

Tho undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of the
said sum of $202,772 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company in accordance with the
foregoing.

Respectfully submitted,
HECTOR L. LANGEVIN, Acting Minister Railways and Canais.
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CMTIFI ED Copy of a Report of a Committee of the Hfonorable the Privy Council, approved
by the )Ïonorable the Deputy Governor in Council on the 6th October, 1885.

On a memorandum, dated 5th October, 1885, from the Hon. Sir Hector Langevin
for the Minister of Railways and Canals, submitting certificate, No. 84, dated 5th
Instant, from the Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with respect to the
Central Section of the line, the details of which are as follows: -

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to 30th Sept., 1885. ...... .... 817,577,821

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at $10,000. 89,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at $13,333. 719,982

$9,719,982
Proportion of value of work done to

that of work remaining to be done. 7,857,839

$17,577,821

That of this amount the books of the
Department show that there has
already been paid....................................... .17,375,049

Leaving the balance payable..................... 8202,772

Of which balance the portions chargeable t- the loan and subsidy accounts, sever-
ally, are as follows:-

Loan......................................................... ......... 8140,900
Subsidy................................................................. 61,872

$202,772

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the said
saun of $202,772 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company accordingly. The Com-
Inittee advise that authority be given as recommended.

JOHN J. MoGEE, Clerk Privy CounciL.
The Hon. the Minister of Railways and Canais.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 8th October, 1885.
SIR,--I am directed to inform you that a certificate has been issued in favor of

your company for $202,772 in payment for work done and materials delivered upon
the Central Section of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, West of Red River, as shown in
engineer' 8 progress estimate, No. 84, to 30th September ultimo.

Distribution as follows:-

Loan..................................................................... $140,900
Subsidy................................... .. ........... 61,872

$202,772

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, &cretary.

CRAILEs DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.
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PAYMENT OF M -NEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 85-CENTRAL
SEC PION-ANADIAN PAC1FIC R AIliWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy and loan; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company; locality of works, Central Section, West of -Red River; name of
contractors, Canadian Pacifie Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1880.

Progress estimate of work done and materials delivèred from the beginning of
operations under this contract to the 20th October, 1885.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
the Department of Railways and Canalis, under contract numbered and dated as
above, also under letters Nos. 27816 and 28944.

Total value of work donc and materials
delivered to the 20th October, 1885.......... ........ 818,096,445

Eastern Division, 900 miles at 810,000.... 8 9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles at $13,333.... 719,982

89,719,982
Proportion of value of work donc under

the Act of 1884 to work remaining to
be done........................ 8,376,463

$18,096,445

NoT.-The amount now payable under
the loan of $22,500,000 ....... ....... .$13,8s6,700

Previously returned under the loan East.
cru Section................................. 14,15k,400

Now payable........................ Nil.

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by James
Dickey and Marcus Smith. The quantities so furnished have been accurately moneyed
out at the contract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by departmental letters
above mentioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

I have examined the return on which this estirnate is based, have verified the
calculations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done bas been duly
authorized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of C. P. R. flead Ofice.

Total amount now certified on this contract, 818,096,445. Ail previous payments
to be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer.in-Chief.
OrwCE oF ENOINEER IN-CHIEr, OTTAwA, 26th October, 1885.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

CENTRAL SECTIoN-Estimate No. 85-Under the Loan Act of 1884.

EÂsTEnN DivisIoN.

I6th to 967th mile, to summit of Rockies-
8 miles, at $26,000 per mile .................................... ..

963rd'to 966th mile, to temporary line-
4 miles, at $26,250 per mile ............... ....................

luth to 975th mile, to temporary line-
9 miles, at $44,444.44 per mile.. ..... ............. ..

976th to 1024th mile, to lst crossing of Oolumbia-
49 miles, at $37,755 per mile............. ............... ............ ..........

Lass-Stations and water service ............ .....................

105th to 1037th mile, to crossing of Beaver River-
-14 miles, -at $58,571.42 per mile ................................. .

Liss-Stations and water service .....................

i39th to 1059th mile, to summit of Sekirks -
19 miles, at $35,789 47 per mile ................ ....................

Luss-Bridging ................. ... ............ ............. . ..........
Ballauting ................ . . . .........
Stations and water service .........................

1058th to 1075th mile, to lst crossing ot Illicilliwait-
18 miles, at $41,666.66 per mile ......... ....... ........ ....................

Lsa-10 per cent. grading ....... ,.... ............... ....................
40 de bridging.... .... ... .... ..........

1(0 do ballasting .........................................
100 do station and water service........................

1078th to 1103rd mile, to 2nd crossing of Columbia-
28 miles, at $40,357.14 per mile . ... ................................

Luss-15 per cent. grading............ ................................
30 do bridging .................. ......... ...............
18 miles tracklaying, at 56,000 per mile...... ..............
28 do ballasting ...... .....................
Stations and water service ......... ........................

1103rd to ll19th mile, to west end of Grifin Lake-
16 miles, at $43,750 per mile .......... ......................

Lss-20 per cent. grading ........... .................................
50 do bridging.........................
16 miles tracklaying ....................................... ........
Ballasting .................. ........................ .......... .....
Stations and water service ......... ...... ........

Materials delivered-
Rails-3,577 tons, at $43 per ton,.............................
Sleepers--2,400, at 25c. eaeh ...... ............ ...........................
Rails delivered at Brockville and Montreal 11,276

Lus-In track .. .............. ..... ...... 4,700
At end of track............ ........... 3,577

--- 8,277

2,999 at $23...

Enl1ing Stock ..................... . . . . . ..........

Total, Eastern Division............... ...... ..........
35a-10 Ai5

$

............. 208,000

105,000

400,000

.............. 1,850,000
............. 22,000

-----

,.......... 820,000
........... 5,500

1--

10,000
7,000

10,000

48,105
52,P400
30,000

8.250

......... ......
123,135

23,100
108,000
28,000
16,500

......... ....
85,220
72,600
96,000
32,000

5,500

153,811
600

68977

...............

680,000

27,000

750,000

145,155

1,130,000

298,735

700,000

2$1,320

t

713,000

1,828,000

814,500

653,000

604,845

831,2a5

408,680

838,228
.............

6,191,518 '
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CENTRAL SECTIoN-Estimate No. 85.-Continued.

WESTERN DivsioN.$ $

Savona's to Kamloops-
25 miles, at 48,000 per mile ..................................................... ............. 1,200,000

Liss-Ballast, 10,000 cubic yards, at 40c................... .... .... 4,000
Stationa and water service ......................... 20,000

-- 24,000
-- 1,176,00S

West end of Griffin Lak3 to Kamloops-
110 miles, at $18,181.81 per mile .... ........................... ......... ...... ............... 2,000,000

LSh-10 per cent. grading ........... .................. 103,066
20 do bridging............................. .................. 34,431
10 miles tracklaying, at $5,000 per mile ...... ..... ...... 50,000
8tation and water service . ............. 22,009
Ballasting........................ ....... 22,000

_____ 231,497
-- 1,768,50

9,307,181
Lass-10 per cent............ .............................. ............... 930,718.

8,376,463

(Memorandum.)
DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYs AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 26th October, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to represent that, under date the 26th instant,
the Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has issued a certificate, No. 85,
of the Central Section of that road, of which the following are the details:-

Total value of work done and materials de-
livered up to the 20th October, 1885.............818,096,445

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at 810,000...... 89,000,000
Western do 54 do 13,333...... 719,982

89,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under tJie

Act of 18S4 to that of work remaining
to be done................. 8,376,463

818.096,445

That of this amount the books of the
accountant of the Department show that
there has aiready been paid the sum of......... 17,577,821

Leaving the balance now payable............... $518,624

Of which the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts, severally,
are as follows:-

L oan............................ .........................................
Subsidy .................................................................. 8518,624

$518,624

The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of the
said sum of $518,(524 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, in accordancO
with the foregoing.

Respectfully submitted,
J. H. POPE, .Minister Railways and Canals.
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COaTIFIED CoPY of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approveI
by Ris Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 27th October, 1885.
On a memorandum, dated 26th October, 1885, from the Minister of Railways

And Canais, submitting a certificate, No. 85, dated z6th October, 1885, from the Ohief
Engineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway, with respect to the Central Section, west
of Red River of the road,'of which the following are the details

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to 20th October, 1885 .............. 818,096,415

Eastern Division, 900 miles at 8 10,00.... 89,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles at $13,333...... 719,982

$9,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884 to that of work
remaining to be done................... 8,376,463

$18,096,445

That of this amount the books of the De-
p artment show that there has already

been paid the sum of...................... ... ... 17,577,624

Leaving the balance now payable.............. $518,624

Of this amount the portions chargeable to the loan und subsidy aceounts, seve-
l'ally, are as follows:-

Loan..................... ............... ............................. 8
Subsidy................................................................ 518,624

8518,624

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the said
suin Of $518,624 to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company accordingly.

The Committee advise that the requisite authority be granted.
JOEHN J. McGEE, Clark Privy Council.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALs, OTTAWA, 29th October, 1885.
SIa,-I am instructed to inform you that a certificate has issued for the

Payment to your company of $518,624, for work done and materials delivered under
Your contract on the Central Section of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, as shown in.
engineer's progress estimate, to 20th instant.

Distribution as follows:-
Loan......... ......................................................... N il.
Subsidy .................................................................. $ 518,624

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

C. DRINKWATEa, Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.

PAYMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 86-CENTRAL
SECTION-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy and loan; No. of contract, Canadian Pacifie
hailway Company; locality of works, Central Section, West of Red River; name of
COntractors, Canadian Pacifie Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1889.
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Progress estimate of work done and matorials delivered from the beginning of
operations under this contract to the 31st October, 1885.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
the Department of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated as above,
also under letter Nos. 27816 and 28044.

Total value of work done and materials deliv-
ered to the 31st October, 1885................... ...... 818,329,407

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at 810,000..... $ 9,000,000
Western Division, 51 miles, at 13,333..... 719,982

8 9,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under the

Act of 1884 to work remaining to be
dune......................................... .. 8,609,425

818,329,457

NOTE.-The amount of this certificate
payable under the loan of $22,500,000, is$ 14,012,800

Previously returned-Under the ln..... 14,156,400

Nil.

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by Jameg
I)ickey and Marcus Smith. The quantities so furnished have been accurately
moneyed out at the contract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by depart-
mental letters above mentioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.

I have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
calculations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been duly

athorized by the Department.
FRANCIS J. LYNCII, In charge of C. P. B. lHead Office.

Total amont now certified on this contract, $18,329,407. All previous pay-
ments to be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCUREIBER, Engineer-in.Chief.
0FFICE OF ENGINEER-IN.CRIEF, OTTAWA, 2nd Novem ber, 1885.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

CENTRAL Section-Eastern and Western Divisions-Estimate No. 86-Under the
Loan Act of 1884.

255th to 962nd mile, to summit of Rockies- $
8 miles, at $26,000......... ......... ............................................... ............. 208,000

SS3rd to 966th mile, to temporary line-
4 miles, at $26,250................. . ............. 105,000

SO7th to 975th mile, to temporary line-
9 miles, at $44,444.44............................................ 400,000

S7eth to 1024th mile, to 1st crossing Columbia River-- 713,0
49 miles, at $37,755...... ..... ............. 1,850,000

L«mes--Stations and water service..... ......... 7....................,, ....... ...... 7000
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CENTRAL SECTIoN-Eastern and Western Divisions-Estimate No. 8 6 -Continue.

$ $ $
1 025th to 1038th mile, to crossing Beaver River-

14 miles, at $58,571.42........................................................... ............... 820,000
LEss-4Stations and water service........................................ ............... 5,500

1039th to 1057th mile, to summit of Selkirk - - 814,500
19 miles, at $35,789 47..................................................... ........... 680,000

LEss-Bridging...... ........ .............................................. 10,000
Ballasting, 10,000 cubic yards, at 50c..... ................... 5,000
Station and water service........... ........................... 10,000

-- 25,000

1058th to 1075th mile, to Ist crossing Illicilliwait-
18 miles, at $41.666.66 ..................... .. 750,000

Luss-Grading 12,000 cubie yards, hard pan, at 50c............ 6,000.
Bridging............................................................... 35,000
Ballasting, 36,000 cubie yards, at 50c.................. 18,000
Stations and water service.... ................................... 8,250 67,250

1076th to 1103rd mile, to 2nd crossing Columbia River- 682l750
28 miles, at $40,357.44.............................................................. ............... 1,130,000

Luss-Grading, 12,000 cubic yards earth, at 280................... 3,360
Bridging .... ...... ............................................... ...... 15,000
Ballasting, 32,000 cubic yards, at 500.............. ......... 8,000
Stations and water service........................................ 16,500

1103rd to 1119th mile, to west end of Griffia Lake- 1,067140
16 m iles, at $43,750 ... .......................... .... ............................ ............... 700,000

Luss-Grading, 45,000 cubie yards, at 75c....................... 33,750
Bridging................................................................. 87,000
Ballasting, 31,000 cubic yards, at 50c. -. ... . .. 16,000
Stations and water service........................................ 5,500

---- 142,50
-- 557,750

Rolling stock.... ................................................................. ............... ............... 286,000

Total, Eastern Division................................. ......... ............... 6,619,140

8AVOna's Ferry to Kamloops-
25 m iles, at $48,000.... .......................... ........ ............. ..... ...... ......... 1,200,000

Luss-Fencing, 23 miles, at $500................ .......... ......... 11,500
Ballasting, 20,000 yards, at 40e............ ..................... 8,000
Stations and water service....................................... 20,000.

---- 39,500

West end. of Giiffin Lake to Kamloops- - 5 1
110 miles, at $18,181.81.......................................... 2,000,000

LEss-2 per cent. grading ...................... ..................... ..... 20,613
Bridging......... ..................................................... 2,000
9 miles tracklaying, at $5,00, .................................. 45,000
Ballasting, 220,000 cubie yards, at 50c....................... 110,000
Stations and water service ..................................... 36,000

-- 213,613
-- 1,786,387

9,566,027
LEss- 10 per cent....., ............ ,..,............ ............... ............... 956,602

8,6@9,425
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(Memorandum.)

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALs, OTTAWA, 2nd November, 1885.
The undersigned has the honor to represent that under date the 2nd instant the

Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway bas issued a certificate, No. 86, of
the Central Section, West of Red River, of that road, of which the details are as
.follows:-

Total value of work doue and materials
delivered up to the 31st of October,
1885...................... ................................... $18,329,407

Eastern Division, 900 miles at $10,000... 89,000,000
Western Divwion, 58 miles at $13,333... 719,982

$9,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884, to that of work
remaining to be doue................... 8,609,425

818,329,407

That of this sum the books of the
Accountant of the Department show
that there has already been paid.................. 18,096,445

Leaving the balance now payable................ 8232,962
The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of the

said sum of $232,62, to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, the whole being
charged against the subsidy account.

Respectfully submitted,
J. H. POPE, Minister of Railways and Canals.

0CzREIFED CoPY of a Report of a Committee of the Bonorable the Privy Council, approved
by Ris Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 3rd NYovember, 1885.
On a memorandum, dated 2nd November, 1885, from the Minister, of Rail-

-ways and Canals, submitting a certificate, No. 86, dated 2nd instant, of the Chief
Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with respect to the Central Section of the
road, of which the following are the details -

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 31st October, 1885.... .......... 818,329,407

Eastern Divisien, 900 miles, at $10,000.... 8 9,000,000
Western Division, 58 miles, at 813,333.... 719,982

89,719,982
Proportion of value of work donc under

the Act of 1884 to value of work
remaining to be done..................... 8,609,425

$18,329,407
Of this amount, the books of the Depart.

ment show that there has already
been paid the sum of ................................... 18,096,445

Leaving the balance now payable............ 8232,962
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That the whole of the said balance is chargeable to subsidy account.
The Minister recommends that authority be given for tho pwrment of the said

sU of $232,962 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company accordingly.
The Committee advise that authority be given as recommeded.

JOEIN J. McG EE, Clerk Privy Council.
ne lon. the Minister of Railways and Canals.

DEPARTMENT oF RAILWAYS AND CANALs, OTTAWA, 5th November, 1885.
Bl,-I am directed to inform you that a certificate bas itsued by this Depari-

ment for the payment to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Oompany of the sum of
$232,962, chargeable to the subsidy account, for work done and materials delivered
Wder contract, on Central Section west of Red River, as shown in Engineer's pro-
ros estimate to 31st ultimo.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

C0 Au. DRINKWATER, Esq., Seocretary C.P.R. Co., Montreal.

?&YMENT OF MONEYS-PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 87-CENTRAL SEC-
TION-CANADIAN PACIFIO RAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy; No. of contract. Caradian Pacifie Railway
Company; ocality of works, Central Section, West of Red River; name of contractors,
Canadian Pacific Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October, 1880.

Progress estimate of work dono and materials delivered from the beginning of
çeIrations under this contract to the 25th Novem ber, 1885.

The works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
the Department of Railways and Canalis, under contract numbered and dated as
above, also under letters Nos. 27816 and 28944.

Total value of work done and materials deliv-
ered to the 25th November, 1885............................ $18,495,782

Eastern Division, 900 miles at 810,000...... 89,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles at $13,333....... 719,982

$9,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under the

Act of 1884 to work remaining to be
done.............................. ................ 8,775,800

$18,495 782

NOTE-The amount of this certificate, pay-
able under the loan of $22,500,000 is.... $14,215,100

Previously returned.... .............. 14,156,400

858, 00

The above is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by Jame
bickey and Francis Smith. The quantities so furnished have been accurately
loneyed out at the contract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by denart-
Mental letters above mentioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN,
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I have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verifed the
calculations, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been duly
authorized by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of 0.P.R. Read O0ic&

Total amount now certified on this contract, $18,495,782. Al previous pay..
ments to be deducted.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineerin.Chief.
OFFICE OF ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF, OTTAWA, 28th November, 18S5.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

CzsTRAL SCOTIoN-Progress Etimate No. 87 -Under the Loan Act of 1884.

955th to 962nd mile, to summit of Rockies-
8 miles, at $26,000 per mile... .............................................................. 208,000

$63rd to 966th mile, to ternporary line-
4 miles, at $36,250 per mile .... ............ .............................. 105,000

967th to 975th mile, to temporary line-
9 miles, at $44, 444.44 per mile ............... .................. .............. 400,000

O76th to 1024th mile, to crobsing of Columbia River-
49 miles, at $37,755 per mile ...... .......... ......... 1,850,000

Lies-Stations and water service.............................. ....... 5,000

1025th to 1038th mile, to crossing of Beaver River-
14 miles, at 58,571.42 per mile ............................................... 820,000

Luss-Stations and water service..... ........................... ..... 5,000
815,000

1039th to 1057th mile, to summit of Selkirks- - - ,373,00

19 miles, at $35,789.47 per mile...................... .............. 680,000
La-Brid ging . ,........................................ 10,000

Ballasting, 10,000 yards, at 5c. per yard..............5,000
Stations and water service.............. ....................... 10,000

25,000

1058th to 1075th mile, to 1st crosaing, Illicilliwait-
18 miles, at $41,666 66 per mile ............................... .......... ...... ...... 750,000

Liss-Grading, 12,000 yards, at 25c. per yard............... 3,000
Bridging ........ ... . ............. .... .. . . ........ ......... 15,000
Ballasting, 13 miles, 26,000 yards, at 50c. per yard .... 13,000
Stations and water service .............. ..................... 7,500

38,500

l076th to 1103rd mile, to 2nd crossing of Columbia River-
28 miles, at $40,357 per mile . --...... ...... .............................. ..... .............. 1,130,000

Liss-Grading, 12,000 yards, at 28c. per yard ..................... 3,360
Bridging...... ..... . -...................... ........ ... 15,000
Ballasting, 56,000 yards, at 50c. .................. 28,000
Station and water service ...... ...................... 15,000

---- 61,330

l104th to 1119th mile, to west end of Griffin Lake-
16 miles, at $43,750 per mile........................ ............... 700,000

LiEss-Gra<iing, 45,000 yards, at 25c. per yard..................... 11,250
Bridging............. ...................... ...... ............ ... 87,000
Ballasting, 32,000 yards, at 50c. per yard.................. 16,000
Stations and water service . ................................... 5,000

---- 119,250
--- 580,75.

Kamloops-
110 miles, at $18,181.81 per mile ...... ............. .............. .... .. ............... 2,000,00

Luss-Grading, 20,000 yards, at 25c. per yard......... ........... 5,000
Bridging...................................... 2,000
Ballasting, 1 10,000 yards, at 50c. per yard . ............ 55,000
Station and water service ....................................... 30,000

---- 92,000
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CENTBAL SEoTIor--Progress Estimate No. 87 -Continued.

To Savona's Ferry- $
28 miles, at $48,000 per mile..... . ............................................ ....... ..... 1,200,000

LEss-Fencing, 20 miles, at $500 00...................... 10,000
Ballasting, 10,000 yards, at 40c. per yard ......... ......... 4,000
Water service and stationa ....... ......... ................. 18,000

-.--...--- 32,000
-- 1,188,000

O li g stock. .... ........................ ................................... .. ..... .... ............... 286,000

Total, Central Section ........................ ........ ......... 9,750,890
L ss--10 per cent. .................. ............. ............... .............. 975,089

8,775,801

(Jfemorandum.)

DzPARTMENT 0F RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAwA, 28th November, 1885.

The undersigned bas the honor to represent that under date the 28th instant the
Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has issied a certificate, No. 87, of

e Central Section of that road, of which the details are as follows:-
Total value of work done and materials deliv-

ered up to the 25th November, 1885 .... ....... $18,495,782
Eastern Division, 900 miles, at $00,000.... 8 9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at 13,333.... 719,982

$9,'719,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884 to value of work
remaining to be done...................... 8,775,800

$18.495,792

That of this amount the books of the
accountant of the Department show
that there bas already been paid .................... 18,329,407

Leaving the balance now payable............. 8166,375
Of this amount the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy accounts,

%erally, are as follows:-
Loan ............................... $ 58,700
Subsidy...................................... 107,675

$166,375

The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment of the
d 8Um of 8166,375 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, in accordançe with

lhe foregoing.
Respectfnlly submitted,

J. i. POPE, kinister of 'riltcays and Canals.

exaeFIED CoPY of a Report of a (ommittee of the fonorablk the Privy Owneil
%proved by is Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 1st. December,
1885.
On a memorandum, dated 28th November, 1885, from the Minister of Rail-

*Ys and Canais, submitting a certificate, No. 87, dated 2dth ultimo from the
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Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway with respect to the Central SectioOi
of the ine, of which the details are as follows:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 25th November,
1885...........................................................818,495,782

Eastern Diviéion, 900 miles, at 810,00O.. 89,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at 813,333... 719,982

69,719,982
Proportion of value of work done unider

the Act of 1884, to value of work
remaining to be done.......... ...... 8,775,800

818,495,782

Of this amount the books of the Depart-
ment show that there. bas already
been paid the sum of................................... 18,329,407

Leaving the balance now payable.......... $166,375

Of which balance the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy acco2 10
severally are as follows :-

Loan........•.....-. ............. -............ .................. 858,700
Subsidy................................ ............................. 107,675

$166,375

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the W
sum of $166,315 to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company accordingly.

The Committee advise that authority be given as recommended.
JOHN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 4th December, 1885.
SIR,-I am directed to iinform you that a certificate has issued in favor of

company for the sum of 8166,375, in payment for work done and materials deliVe
under your contract upon the Central bection, West of Red River, of the Canad1f>l
Pacifie IRailway, as shown in engineer's progress estimate to 25th ultimo.

Distribution as follows:-
Loa ................................................................... 858,700
Subsidy ..... .......................... 107,675

$166.375
1 am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary-
rAr.ms DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary C.P. R. Co., Montreal.

PAYMENT OF MONEYS - PROGRESS ESTIMATE No. 88 - CENTee
SECTION-CAN ADIAN PACIFIC IRAILWAY.

Description of works, cash subsidy and loan; No. of Contract, Canadian Pac
Railway Company; locality of woiks, Central Section, west of Red River ; na0
eontractors, Canadian Pacitie Railway Company; date of contract, 21st October,,18

Progress estimate of work done and materials delivered from the beginnin
iperations under this contract to the 10th December, 1865.
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the T works, of which this is an estimate, are being executed by the authority of
bepartmen t of Railways and Canals, under contract numbered and dated as
e, also under letters Nos. 27816 and 28944.

Total value of work done and materials
delivered to the 10th December, 1885 .............. 818,520,983

Eastern Division, 900 miles, at $10,000.... $9,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles, at $13,333...... 719,982

89,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under the

Act of 1884, to work remaining to be
done.......................................... . 8,801,001

$18,520,9ôd

NOTE.-The amount of this certificate pay-
able under the loan of $22,500,000, is.814,291,600

Previously returned under this loan......... 14,278,000

$13,600

eabove is a correct estimate, made up from the returns forwarded by James
oe6yedand Marcus Smith. The quantities so furnished have been accurately

*1etal Out at the contract rates, or at the rates specially authorized by depart-
letters above mentioned.

J. R. CHAMBERLAIN.
Cac'have examined the return on which this estimate is based, have verified the
an 1 n, and am satisfied that all the work returned as done has been duly

by the Department.

FRANCIS J. LYNCH, In charge of 0. P. R. Head Office.
e otal amount now ertified on this contract, $18,520,983. Al previous Pay

ý%t8stO be deducted.

oJt R vCOLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Engineer in-Chief.
ENGINER-IN-CHIEF, OTTAWA, 11th December, 1885.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
0ClL&L SECTION-Estirnate No. 88-Under the Loan Act of 1884.

J.êZ ...............le._..... ............ .........-.......... 11,129,000
«encing.....................10,000

L ading..20t.e. 43,610
]Bridging... ...... e................... .... ...... 800«

alatg ..................................... 121,000
Stations and water service .......... ..................

Completing 9 miles of permanent road...............................1,000,000

14*" 0 pr cet ......... .... 9,778,890
..e.. ...... ................. ... 977,88

Total............................................ ................ 8,801001
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(Memorandum.)

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 12th December, 1885.
The undersigned bas the honor to represent that under date the 11th instant, ti

Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has issued a certificate, Nc. 88, of tb
Central Section of that road, of which the details are as follcws:-

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to the 10th December,
1885 ..... . ............ ........................... $19,520,983

Eastern Division, 900 miles at $10,000... 89,000,000
Western Division, 54 miles at 813,333... 719.982

$9,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884, to that of work
remaining to be done............ 8,801,001

818,520,983
That of this amount the books of the

accountant of the Department show
there hai already been paid the
sum of....................................................... 18,495,782

Leaving the balance now payable................ 825,201
That of this balance the portions chargeable to the loan and subsidy acWo4 0

*everally, are as follows:-
Loan................................................ . . ............... $13,600
tubsidy....................... ......... ....... 11,601

$2 ',20 1
The undersigned recommends that authority be given for the payment Ge

tho said sum of $25,201 in accordance with the foregoing.
Respectfully submitted,

J. I. POPE, Minister Railways and Canais.

CERTIFIED CoPY of a Report of a '7ommittee of the Honorable the Privy aOUm
approved by Ris Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 14th Dece*
ber, 1885.
On a memorandum, dated 12th December, 1885, from the Minister of

%ilwavs and Canals, submittirig certificate, No. 88, dated 1lth instant, froml th
Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway, with respect to the Central Sectiol'
of the road, the details of which are as follows :

Total value of work done and materials
delivered up to 10th fDecember, 188à................ $18,520,983

Eastern Division, 900 miles at 8t0,000...... 89,000,000
Western Division, 5 t miles at 813,j33...... 719,982

69,719,982
Proportion of value of work done under

the Act of 1884 to that of work
remaining to be done............... ...... 8,801,001

$18,520,983
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Of this amount the books of the Depart-
ment show that there has already been
paid the sum of............................................. 18,495,782

Leaving the balance now payable................ 825,201

That of this amount the portions chargeable to the loan and the subsidy accounta
e as follows :-

Loan .................... ..................... $13,600
Subsidy................................................................. 11,601

825,201

The Minister recommends that authority be given for the payment of the said
nfli of $25,20i to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company accordingly.

The Committee advise that authority be given as recommended.
JOHN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

3On. the Minister of Railways and Canals.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 17th December, 1885,
Sra,-l am directed to inform you that a certificate has issued in favor of

ur company for 825,201 in pay ment for work done and materiats issued upoS
I Central Section of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, as shown in engineer's progress
Stimate to the iOth instant.

Distribution as follows:-
Loan .................................... .... .. ...................... 613,600
Subsidy ................................................................ 11,601

825,201

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary

QA&s. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary C. P. R. Co., Montreal.

OANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY-JOINT FREIGHT CLASSIFICATION-.
TARIFF PASSENGERL FARES AND RATES.

ToRONTO, 23rd March, 1885.
Sra,-I have the honor to enclose herewith certified copy of a by-law adopting

e tariff of toils, rates and fares to be charged for carriage of freight and passengers,
*d to request you to submit the sam for the approval of the Governor General ini

D0ancil, as required by the Consolidated Railway Act, 1879.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

H. W. NANTON, Secretary and Treasurer.
. P. BRADLEY, Esq., Secretary Department Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

OTTAwA, 21st April, 1885.
&a -The by-law of the Ontario and Quebec Railway Company, adopting a tariff

touas ), rates and fares proposed to be charged for the carriage of freight aLd passen-
s, transmitted by the secretary of the company for sùnlission to the Governor

Council for approval, under cover No. 36221, dated 23rd March, 1885, having been
EtetIred to me, [ have the honor to report that I have had the rates compared with
Striff of other railways in Canada, and that they appear reasonable, and suoh as
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might be accepted as satisfactory. The passenger fare of 3 cents per mile is th1
same as the maximum for first-class passonger fares of the Grand Trunk Railwali
authorized by 16 Vie., cap. 37, sec. 3, and the rates and tolls for freight compared
with the mileage tariff of freight rates adopted by the Grand Trunk Railway in
freight tariff dated lst January, 1884, and the classification is that adopted by the
Grand Trnk Railway and many other Canadian railways in doiug exchange trafgi
business. I therefore recommend it for approval.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER.

A. P. BRADLEy, Esq., Secretary Department Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

(Memorandum.)

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALs, OTrAWA, 22nd April, 1885.
The undersigned has the honor to represent that, under date the 23rd of March

last, the Ontario and Quebec Railway Company have submitted, for the approval Of
Your Excellency in Coancil, as required by the Consolidated Railway Act of 1879, a
tariff of the tolls, rates and fares proposed to be charged for the conveyance of freight
and passengers over their line, the same.being embodied in a by-law (No. 31) enacted
and passed at a meeting of the Board of their directors, held on the 14th of
'March, 1885.

That the said tariff has been examined by the Chief Engineer of Governmeo*
railways, whose report thereon, dated the 21st instant, shows that the maximum pO'
senger fare proposed, viz., 3j cents per mile, is the same as the maximum for firt'
class passengers on the line of the Grand Trunk, as fixed by their Act of incorpor*-
tion, and that the rates and tolls for freight compared with the mileage tarif Of
freight rates adopted by that railway in freight tariff dated the 1st of January, 1884,
and that the classification is the classification adopted by the Grand Trunk and maOI
other Canadian railways in doing ex- ge trafßic business. The Chief Enginete
advises that the present proposed tarifA, approved.

The undersigned recommends the said by-law (No. 31), establishing the inax"
mui rates and tolls for passengers and freight on this lino, be approved and sanctioned
by Your Excellency in Council.

Respectfully submitted.
J. H. POPE, Acting Minister Railways and Canals.

CERTIFIED Copy of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy 00M
approved by His Excellency the Governor General in COuncil on the 5th May, 1885.

On a memorandum, dated 22nd April, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Railwa.Y5
and Canals, representing that the Ontario and Quebeo Railway Company have suIb-
mitted for the approval of Your Excellency in Council, as required by the ConsOl
dated Railway Act of 1879, a by-laW (No. 31) enacted and passed at a meeting of
the Board of their directors, held on the 14th of March, 1885, embodying a tarif Or
the tolls, rates and fares proposed to be charged for the convoyance of freight and
passengers over their lino.

The Minister further represents that the Chief Engineer of Government railwafe
has examined the said tariff, and he reports that the maximum passenger fare pro-
posed, viz., 3* cents per mile, is the same as the maximum for first-class passenger
fares on the lino of the Grand Trunk Railway, as fixed by their Act of incorporation;
that the rates and tolls for freight correspond with the mileage tariff of freight rates
adopted by that railway in freight tariff dated the lst of January, 1884, and that the
classification is the classification adopted by the Grand Trunk and many other Cana-
dian railways in doing exchange traffic business, and advises that the presont pI'
posed tariff be approved. 158
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The Minister, on such report, recommends that the said by-law (No. 31)p
establishing the maximum rates and toils for passengers and freight on thia line, be
approved.

The Committee submit the same for Your Excellency's approval and sanction
ectOrdingIy. JOHN J. McGREE, Clerk Privy CounciL

CANADIAN JOINT FREIGHT CLASSIFICATION.

No. 3, 1st April, 1885.
Canadian Pacifie Railway.
Canada Atlantic Railway.
Central Ontario Railway.
Central Vermont Railroad (in Canada).
Brie and Huron Railway.
Grand Trunk Railway.
intercolonial Railway (through Canadian traffic).
International Railway.
Kingston and Pembroke Railway.
Manitoba and North-Western Railway.
Michigan Central Railroad (Canada Division).
Northern and North-Western Railways.
North Shore Railway.
Quebec Central Railway.
South-Eastern Railway.
Bay of Quinté Railway and Navigation Company.
Napanee, Tamworth and Quebec Railway.
Thousand Islands Railway.

Explanation of Terms and Characters used.

The number of the class is given opposite each article:-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10, stand for first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth
classes respectively; 1½ stands for once and a-half first class; D-1 for double first
Clase ; 3-1 for three times first class; 4-1 for four times first class; C.L. stands for
%ar load; L.C.L. for less than car load; O.R. stands for owner's risk; K.D. stands

for knocked down; S.D. stands for single deck; D.D. for double dock.
Articles not enumerated should be classed with similar or analogous goode.

SPECIAL REGULATIONS AND CONDITIONS.

1. The minimum weight for carloads of lst, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 9th clasm
freights is 20,000 pounds per car; and for 7th, 8th and 10th class freights, 24,000
pounds per car, unless otherwise specially stated. Carloads to bo entitled to C.L.

te must be from one shipper to one consignee. All cars must be loaded up to
their full capacity at L.C.L. or C.L. rates, as the case may be.

2. Mixed freight will not be taken at C. L. rate, but each description muet be
Weighed and charged as per classification, except as otherwise provided for in this
classification.

3. Freight from one shipper to one consignee should not be charged more for a
'%ialler than for a greater quantity where varying quantities of the same description
Of goods are classed differently. For instance, 4 barrels of aie, &o., should not be
charged more than for 5 barrels; 49 barrels of apples and under should not be
charged more than for 50 barrets; 129 barrels or under should not be charged more
than 130 barrels; 120 flour barrels should not be charged more than 125 barrels; nor
5hould an L.C.L. weight at a higher class be charged more than the sum for a C.L.
Where C.L. classification of the same freight is given.
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4. \Where 0.L. ie not quoted, the classification given is to apply irrespective of
quantity.

5. All articles, except as otherwise specified, will be taken at actual gross weight.
6. Ail articles marked at O.R. in this classification muet be so receipted for by

agents, and the words "owners' risk" written in full on the shipping notes and
receipte. All articles marked "Released " muet also be receipted for, and shippera
or owners muet duly execute a release in duplicate on the company's forms.

7. Special attention is directed to articles marked as "I Not taken unless by spe
cial contract, &c." Agents muet always apply for rates, and for permission to carry
auch traffic before accepting or receipting for it.

8. Dynamite, dualine, gun cotton, giant powder, Hercules powder, or other exploo
ive compounds, not provided for in this classification, will not be received or trans-

ported.
9. Grain, bran, feed, malt, &c., in bulk, and all other bulk freight, muet always

be receipted for " more or less," and these words written in full. Agents, however,
inust in all cases obtain from shippers a full statement or declaration on shipping billo
cf the correct quantity of all bulk freight loaded in or on each car; such declarationl
should show quantity, weight or imeasurement in accordance with the common or
commercial standard under which such traffic is sold, such as:--Bush. wheat, pas,
barley, potatoes, &o. Tons bran, feed, &c. Square feet, or toise stone, &c. eet
(board measuie) lumbor, &c. Thousands lath, shingles, stave, &c. Cords wood,
stave boits, bark, poste, shingle bolts, slabs, poles, &.-with statement as to descri
tion, and whether " green," " partly seasoned," or " dry," of all forest products. 1
signing receipts, agents must be particular to note " said to be " as to quality and
L more or less " as to quantity.

10. All heavy freight, of 1,000 ibs. or over per piece or package, of let, 2nd, 3rd,
4th and 5th classes; also heavy freight, and all bulk freight, in 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th and
10th classes, is to be loaded and unloaded by owners. At points where the companieS
provide a cartage service, it muet be understood that heavy articles, and bulk freight
above referred to, will not be carted or handled by the companies, unless by specia
arrangement, and at the expense of the owner, in addition to the rate.

11. Bulk freight in less than car loads will not be taken.
12. When fruit, vegetables and other property, liable to damage by frost, are

shipped in winter (let Ncv. to 30th April) one man will be passed free with one or
more cars to care for the fires and protect the property from freezing. No returO
Imm to be given. The stoves, if returned, to be charged same as " empties returned.'
W en shippers put stoves in cars, agents muet see that all reasonable precautiol'
against damage to the car or train is taken, and receipts in all such cases muet be
given at " owners' risk of fire." Passes will not be given to men in charge ot treoe
or shrubbery.

13. Agricultural implements, machinery, vehicles, and other bulky traffle on f99t
ear should not be loaded to exceed eleven feet six inches in extreme height above the
top of the rail, and nine feet in extreme width, and should be well secured by ir0o
roda, wire, or wooden bars passing over the load and connecting the upper ends o0
the stakes in such a manner as to prevent spreading. When these conditions are no
complied with, the companies reserve the right to either refuse the freight, or to
»emove any excess from the car and forward it on another car, at full rates as per
elassification.

14. No single shipment will be taken for less than 100 lbs. as per classification,
but not lower than let class; minimum charge, 3â cents. Articles from one consignmor
to different consignees, or from different consignors to one consignee, are te J
aharged for separately.
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CLASSIFICATION.

A.

C.L.
&cetate of Lime, in packages........ ................ ................................... 4 7

Acids, less than 15 carboys or di rms, O R .......................................... D 1
do 15 carboys or drums and upwards, O.R ...................... . 1
do in carboys or drums, C.L., O. R ....................................... 4

Acids must not be takeni for shipment by water, unless by special con-
tract.

&tinolite.................................................. . 4 10
A&dvertising Boards, in bundles, prepaid...................... ................ . 1
&erated Waters.-Same as Ale.
Agate Ware, not otherwise specified........................................... 1

do do nested............... ........... ......... .. . 2 4
Agolite or M ineral Pulp......... ........................................ .......... .... 4 7

Agricultural Implements, as follows: (Subject to note at tout of this
article.)

Binders, set up ............... ............................... D 1
do K .D .............................. ,............................................ 1

Corn Cutters, Planters, Shellers.............................. ...... ............. 1
Cleaners, Grain......... ............................................................... D 1
Clover Ruilers ......... ......................................... . D 1
Crushers, Clod......... ........................... .............. 1

do G rain.................................. ............ .... .................. 1
Cradles, Grain, set up. ............... ............... 4-1

do K .D. and boxed........................... .............. ......... D 1
Cultivators, set up....................... .. ....................................... D 1

do K D ................................................. . . ................. 1
Cutters, Feed, set up.................. ................... 1

do K .D .................................... . . . .. 1
]Drills, Grain and Seed.................. ................ ............................ D 1
Fanning Mills, set up .................................... D 1

do K. D. and tied in bundles........... ............ 1
larrows, set up...................................................................... . . D 1

do K. D. in bundles................... ...... I
Harrow Frames, without teeth, K. D., in bundYs............. 2
Hay Loaders, K. D., and closely packed . .................................. 1
HayPitchers, K D........................................ 1
R ay Tedders, set up ................................................... ........... D 1

do K.1)......................................... 1
Manure Spreaders, on wheels set up.............. .............. ...............

do do whels off, K.D........... ................... 1
M owers, Field, K D.......... .................................. .............

do L aw n, set up........................... ................................... 1
do Lawn, K. D., boxed, hand'es in bunidles..... ................. 1

Ploughs, Com non, set up.................................................. ........ D I
do do handles detached............................. 1
do do K D., and boxed............................ 2
do Gang, Shovel or Sulky, set up.......................................... D 1
do Gang, Shovel or Sulky, K.)...... ... ... ............................ 1

Powers, Dog........................................................................ ...D 1
do iHorse, Pitt's or Sweep .... . . . ........................... 1½
do Horse, Tread or Endless Chain............................3-1
do Steam (Portable Engines) .............................................. 1

Presses, Iay, K........................................................ 1
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Rakes, Horse, set up.................................................... ....... D
do H orse, K .D ...................... ....................... .................. 1
do fland .......... ......................................... .............. ......

Reapers, sing te (or Harvesters), K. D............ ............. 1
Reaper and Mower Knives.-See Hardware.
Reaping and Mowing Machines (combined), shipped in pieces............ 1
Rollers, Field and Garden................................. ....... i
Sowers, Grain or Seed..................... .................... . D 1
Threshers or Separators...............................................................3-1

.Agicultural Implements, not otherwise specified, light and bulky...........D I
do do All kinds....................................

NOTE.-Agricultural Implements of 1,000 Ibs. per piece or over, to be
loaded and unloaded by owners.

NoTE.-Agricultural Implements are at owner's risk of breakage and
chating, and loss of small parts, in each and every case. Any ship-
ment of Agricultaral Implemnents reqiring a whole car for carriage
(whether full capacity of car be occupied or otherwise), if 12,000
Ibs. or under, to be charged 20,000 lbs......... ..................... 
If over 12,000 lbe., to be charged O. L................................... 6

Air Brake Appliances........................................ 3 &
Alabastine ..................................... ........... 4 I
Alcohol-See Liquors.
Ale, Beer and Porter (bottled), in open cases, O. R, released....... ... D1

do do do in boxes or barrels, 04 R...................... 3 4
do do in wood, less than 2,000 Ibs., O. R.................... 3
do do do lots of 2,000 Ibs. and over, O. R .............. 4 5
Ale, Beer and Porter must be prepaid between lst November and 30th

April.
Almond.-See Nuts.
Alum, in boxes................................................................................. 2 4

do in barrels or casks................................................................ . 3 4
Ammoniacal Liquors, in wood............................................................ 3 4

do W aters. in carboys........ ................................................ 1 4
do in bottles, packed in wood.............................. 1
do in bris. or drums............................................................ 3 4

Ammonia, Carbonate, in jars, packed in wood....................................... 1
do in kegs ........................................................................... 2 4
do Sulphate of, in casks or bris.................... 2 4

Ammunition.-Taken by special contract only.
Anchors.-See Iron.
A nim al Pokes................................................................................. 1 6
Annaline Oil, in cans, packed in wood ............................................... 3 4
A nnato, in glass, O.R...... .............................. ..... ................ 1

do in stono jars, packed in wood ........ ......................................... 2 4
Anthracine (dry), in barrels............................................................... 2 4
A ntim ony....................................................................................... 2 4
Anvils.-See Iron.
Apples.-See Fruits.
Argols........................ .. ............................... ...................... 3
Arrowroot, in boxes or barrels............................................................ 1
Archery, in hoxes .................................................................... .,D 1
Arsenic, in boxes or barels........ ........... ............................. ...........

do crude, in barrels.. .................... 2 4
Asbestos, Manufactured, in packages.....................................2 4

do crude ............................ ............ ...... 3 6
Ashes, Pot, Pcarl and Soda, in boxes, barrels or casks............................ 4 à

do Coal or Wood, in bulk......................... ................ 10
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O.L.
Aih Boilers and Kettlies...... ........................... 2 4
Asphaltum.................................................... 3 5
Axes, in boxes, barrels or casks. ........................................................ 3 5
AxIe Grease, in cans or buckets........................................... ............... 8 5

do in barrels or casks.......................................................... 4 5
Axies, Iron, carriage or waggon.............................................. 3 5

do W ood........................................................................ . ..... 3 6
Awnings.-See Tents.

B.
Babbit Metal............ ...................... ...................... 3 5
Baby Jumpers, in boxes...................... .......... ................................... 1
Backing, for Picture and Looking-glass Frames, in bundles...................... 4 7
Bacon, loose or in bags, O.R........ ............................. 2 4

do in boxes, barrels or casks............ ........................................... 3 5
Baggage, Military. Taken by special contract only.
Baggage Truces or Barrows-See Vehicles.
Bags and Bagging, in bales............................................................ 3 5
Bags, in bags............................. ......................................... 2 5

do used in transporting Flour, Grain or Vegetables over this Road.-See
Empties Returned.

Baking Powder............................................... 2 4
Balls, Sportsmen's Glass, in boxes or barrels, O.R .................. ....... 1

do Cricket, Baseball &c ................ ............................ 2
Ballusters.-See Joiners' Work.
Band Boxes, not boxed, O...........................................4-1

do nested and crated, O.R ......................... 3-1
do nested and boxed, O.R............................... .D

Barilla............................ ................................... 2 4
Bark, Extract of, in tasks, O.R ................................... 4

do Tanners, 28 feet box cars to be charged 20,000 lbs., flat cars and large
box cars, 24,000 Ibs.................................................. . .7

do Ground, in barrels, casks or sacks........ ................................. .... 3 5
do Slippery Iltm, in boxes, barrels or bundles.................................... 1

Barley, Pearl, Pot and Common.- See Grain.
Barrels, Empty-Plour, Sugar and Apple, prepaid...............................D 1

do Ale, Oil and other iron hooped barrels and casks, prepaid. 1½
do ail kinds, C.L. 20,000 lbs., prepaid returned.-See Empties

Returned..................................... .................... 10
Barrel Covers...................................... . .... ,.... 1 '
Barytes...... ............. ................... .................... 3 s
Baskets, wicker........................................ .......... ...... 4-1

do stave and splint, nested........................................................D 1
do ail kinds, C.L. 20,000 Ibe................... ................................. 10

Bath Brick, in barrels or boxes................. ................... 3
Bath Tubs, wood or tin.......................................D i 

do do nested......................... .... .............................. 1 6
Batting, in bundles, O.R................ ......................... D 1

do pressed, in bales or cases......... ............ ................................. 1
Baseball Bats, in bundles.............. ........ ........... .............................. 2

do in boxes........................... ......................................... 3
Bay Rum, in glass or stone, packed in wood, O.R............................ 1

do in wood............................................................................ 2
Beans.--See Grain.
Bedding.-Seo lousehold Goods.
Bedsteads, Iron.-See Iron.
Bedsteads, Wood.-See Furniture.
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C.L.
Bee Rives, set up.......... .......... ................. ................. D 1 4

do nested............................................................................ 1 4
do K.D., in burdles, or packed in boxes or hives........................ 3 5

Bees, in Rives, O. R., released.... ................................................. 3-1 &
Owners to load and unload. Man in charge of carload lots passed free.

B ees' W ax ... .. ........................ ................................................... 1
Beer.-See Al(.
Beets.-See Vegetables.
Bellows, O. R , released........................ ............................................ 1
Bells, O . R............................... ...................................................... 1

do Small, in cases.-See Hardware.
Belting, Leather or Rubber, 0. R ........................... ......... 2 
Bent Stuff,-See Carriage Goods.
Benzine or Benzole, in wood.-Sarne as Coal Oil.

Must not be taken for shipment by water.
Berries -See Fruit.
Bicycles.-Seo Vebicles.
Billiard Tables and Fittings, K.D., boxed, 0.1....................... 1

do not boxed. Not taken.
Binders' Boards, 0. ................................................ .................... 3 s
Bird Cages, in boxes, O. R..............................................................D 1
Biscuits, in boxes or barrels.......................................................... . 2 4
Bitter.-Same as Liquors.
Blacking ......................... ........................ . 2 4
B lack Lead .. .........-----... ..--............................ .......................... 2 4
Blankets, in bales...................... ...................... 1
BleachiLg SaIts...... .................. -------- ...................... 4 5
Blinds, Wooden.-Sce Joiners' Work.
B lock Shells ... .. --.--................ ........................ ........................ 3 5
Jlocks, Butchers'...... ....................... .................

do Puly or Ta kle................................................................... 3 
Blowers, ron Rotary............................ 2
Blue Stone or Vitriol, in kegs or bxes.... .................................... 2 4
Blueing, Liquid, Cake or B.l...................................... 1
Boats, Racing.-Taken by special contract only.

Canoes, 20 feet and under, estimated weight 700 lbs. each, O.R.,
released.............. .................... .......... 1

Skiffs and Pleasuie Boats, 15 feet and under, estimated weight 800
lbs. each, O.R., released,........ .....................

Boats, 20 feet and under, estimated weight 1,200 lbs. each, 0.R., released. 1
do A0 feet and under, estimated weight 2,000 lbs. each, 0.R., released... 1
do over 30 feet long. Taken by special contract only.
do under 30 feet long, C.L. 20,000 lbs., O.R1., released..................... 6
do Lumbermen's and Batteaux, 30 feet and under, estimated weight

2,000 lbs. each, O.R.., roleased........................................... 1
do Lumbermen's and Batteaux, C.L. 20,000 lbs., 0.R., released.........

Boilers, 28 leet and under, loaded and unloaded by owners ..............
do over 28 leet long. Taken by special contract orly.

Boiler Flues or Tubes.................................. ........ 2 4
Boiler Plates.-See Iron.
Bolster Plaites.-See iron.
Bolsters-Feather, Bair, &3..-........ ................................................... D 1
Bone Black......................................... . 3 &
Bone Dust, in barrels or casks ..................-......... ...... ,...... .............. 1
Bones, in sacks or casks, less than 10,000 lbs....----. .............................. 3

do do over 10,000 bs ........... 4
do in sacks, casks or bulk, C. L .....................
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O.L.
Bonnets.-See Millinery.
Books, in boxes or cases............................ .....................................
Boots and Shoes, in trunks, O.R.................................... . 4.

do in cases, O . R............ . .... ................................... i 4
Boot Crim ps................ ......................................................... ...... 1
Boralumine .............................. .............................................. 3 
B orax............................................ ............................................. 3
Bottles.-See Glassware.
Bows.-See Carriage Goods.
Boxes, Wooden, Empty, prepaid.........................................................D 1

do do nested, or with inside divisions for bottles.......... 1
do do C.L. 20,000 ib.............. ................. 10
do Butter, Cheese, Grease, Fig, Spice or Bail, in crates, boxes or cases... 1
do Paper, Empty, not boxed, O.IR......... ........ ........................... 4-1
do do nested and crated, O. R..................................... 3-1
do do nested and boxed, O. ........................ D 1

Box Stuff, in bundies or shooks............... ......... 3 
Brackets.-See Furniture.
Bran ............................................................................................. 4 8
Brandy.-See Liquors.
Brass, Car Brasses or Bearings .................... .. ........... 2 à

do manufactured, not otherwise specified. ......... 1 4
do in Sheets, Roils, Rivets or Tubing.......................................... .. 2 4
do Scrap .............................................. .. .. 3 6

Bread, prepaid, O.R.......................................... 1
Bricks, Common.............................. ..................................... ....... 4 18

do Fire......................... ....... ...................... 3 7
Brick, for stove lining, loose, O.R ........ ........................ 1 7

do do in boxes or barrels, O......................... ....... 3 7
Brick Machines, set up.................................................................... 1 6

do K .D .................. ............... .... ........ ....................... 3 6
Brimstone, in packages...... .............. ,.......... .................................... 2 4
Bristles, in packages.................................................................... 1
Britannia Ware, boxed...... .... . ................................................... 1
Bromide of Ammonia, in boxes or barrels........................................... 2 4

do Potash, do do ........................ 2 4
do Soda, do do ............... ............................. 2 4

Bromide, in iron drums..................................................................... 3 4
do in glass, packed in wood..................................................... 1

Brooms, in bales, bundles or racks,........ ..................................... ..... 1 5
do boxed, handles detached......................................................... 2 5

Broom Corn, pressed, in bales, 0 . ............. .................. 5
Broon Handles -See Handles.
Bronzeware, in boxes or cases........................................................... 1
Brush Backs, Wooden, in boxes........................................................ 3 5
Brushes, in boxes............ .................. .............. 2 4
Buckets, Iron.-See Iron.
Buckets, Wooden.-See Woodenware.
BUckwheat.-See Grain.
Buckwheat Meal.-See Flour and Meal.
Buffalo Robes, in bales, O R.......................................................... 1 a
Buggies..-.See Vehicles.
Bulbs and Roots, in packages, prepaid, O. R................. .............. ....... 1
Bungs, Wooden, in bags............. .................................................... 2 4

do in boxes or barrels.......... .. ................... 3 4
Burial Cases, Wooden or Metallic, O. R., released........ ............. 1 4

do do do nested, O. R., released. ............... 1 4
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.. L.
Burlaps........ .............. ................. ............ .... .............. 3 5
Burr Stones or Blocks....................................... ..... ,............ 3 5
Butter, in croeks, jars, baskets or pails, 0. .............. .......................... 1 3

do in tubs, firkins, kegs or barrels, 0.R................. .......... ............ 2 3
Butter Tubs and Firkins..................... .................... 1 6

do do nested, covers in bdls ............ . ...................... 2 6
lutter-Workers, set up........ .............................. ........................ 1
Buttons, in casos or boxes.................................................................. 1

C.
Cabbage. -See Vegetables.
Cables, Chain.-See Chain.
Calamine, in packages .. ................. ....................... 3
Caloric Engines ......... ................................................... . ........... 1
Camphene, in wood only, O. R,........................................................... 1

This freight must not be taken for shipment by water except by special
contract.

Camphor Gum ................................................................................. 1
Canada plate............... .. ............................ ....... ....... 3 5
Candied Peel, in boxes or barrels........................................................ 1
Candles, Tallow...................... ............................ 3 5

do Wax and Paraffine............... .......................................... ... 2 4
Canes, Walking, in bundies................ . ............................ D 1

do do in boxes............ .................................................. 1
Cane Splints, in bundles......................... ................ 1
Canned Goods-Fish, Vegetables, Berries, Fruit and Potted Meats............ 3 5
Cannon and Cannon Balls. Taken by special contract only.
Cant Hllooks and Peaveys.................................................................. 2
Canvas in rolls...... ....................................................................... 1

do in bales ........................................ 2
Capstans ....... ............................................................................... 2
Carbon Points (Electric Light).................,................................... 1
Carboys, empty, O. R.................. ........... ................ 1
Car Brasses.-See Brass.
Cardboard, in cases ...... ................................ ..... ..... ..................... 2
Cards, in cases. -Same as Stationery.
Càrpenters' Tools, in chests.......................................... .................... 1
Carpets and Carpeting, in bales, O.R. of chafing.................................... 1 s
Carpet Sweepers, loosO, O. R.. . .......... .................................... D 1

do do boxed,................. .... ............................ ............... 1
Varriages.-See Vehicles.
Carriage Goods, as follows

Bodies, unfinished, without springs or wheels.................
Bows, in bund1es.................................................................... ... 1
Carriage Stuff, not otherwise specified.......................................... 2
Hubs ............................... ........ .............................. 3
H ub-Blocks..................... ...................................... ............... 4 10
Running Gear, wheels off............... .......................................... là
Rims or Felloes.................. ...................................................... 3
Shafts, unfinished in bundles, Tongues and Poles,......... ......... b
Spokes, in bundles................................. . ............................... 3
Thills, unfinished, in bundles................................. 3

do finished.................. . ...... ................. 1
Thimble Skeins, loose or in bundles.. .......................

do in boxes............................................................. 3
Wheels, finished.......... ............ ....................... 1
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0.L.
*heels, unfinished, in white................,,,...................................... 1
'Whiffletrees. unfinished, in bundles.............................................. 3

arriage Goods and Bent Stuif (except Hub Blocks) ...... ...... .g

Cr, Railway, on own wheels, 0.R., released :-
Sleeping Cars............ ..................................... each 15e. per mile.
Passenger Cars................................................ do l2v. do
Mail, Baggage or Express Care........................... do 10c . do
Freight Box Cars............................................ do 8c. do
Platform and Coal Cars.......... .......................... do 6c. do
4-Wheel Box, Platform or Coal Cars............ do 5c. do

Minimum charge, $6.
Railway cars requiring transportation on other cars, taken by

special contract only.
irs, Street, 1-Horse, estimated weight 6,000 pounds ................... 1 4

do do 2-Horse, do 8,000 do .......... ............ 1 4
ars, Hand or Push, set up................................................................ 1 6
do do K . ................ ....... ........................................ 3 6

Cr Pushers............................ .................... 3
%r springs, Rubber, Spiral or Elliptic................................................. 3
Car Wheels and Axles......... ........................................... ............... 4 
Vartridges, Metallie (when authorized to be taken), closely and securely

boxed........................... ......................................................... 1
Varts.-See Vehicles.
cassia, in bales or boxes........................................ 1
Oastor Oil, in tin or glass, boxed .................. 1 4

do in casks, O.R. of leakage.................................................... 2 4
Vatsup, in glass, boxed, 0. R...... ..................................... 1

do in kegs or casks, 0.1R................................. .......................... 3
Cultie Food, Patent or Concentrated, in boxes, barrels or bags ............ 3 5

do Chopped Straw, hay, Versilage and similar common Cattie Food 4 8
Oattle Tails.............................. ........................................... ....... 2
Cedar Poste and Ties. Taken by special contract only.
Cement, in sacks or barrels .............................................................. 4 10.
Chain, other than Cable, loose.............. . .......................... 2 4

do do in boxes or barrels.................................. 3 5
do Cable...................................... ....... ......................... A 4

Chalk, in boxes...... ........................................................................ 2
do in barrels or casks. .................... 4

Charcoal, in sacks or Barrels........................................ .... .............. 2
Vheese, in boxes or casks, 0. R. from weather........ ................ 3 4
C eeae Presses. -See Machinery.
Cheese Safes............................................................................... 4.1
% eese Setters......................................... .............. . . . ..... . . . . ....... 1

ileese Vats, set up............... ..... ..... . . . ... .. . ... ...... D 1
do requiring a whole car for carriage (whether full capacity of car

be occupied or otherwise), if 12,000 pounds or under, to be
charged 20,000............................................ ... ........ 10

do if over 12,000 pounds, to be charged C. L........... .................. 6
. o ............................. . . ........................ . . ..... 3 6

%icken Coops, prepaid................................................................ D 1
eiory, in cases..... ................................ ............................ 2 5

do in bags or barrels................................................................ 3 5
VIIildren's Carriages, sledm, &c.-See Vehicles.

hiinney Pots, Earthenware................... ................. 2 4
i ey Pots, zinc................................................................. ...... D 1 5
i of Potab, ii kegs ............................. ....................... 3
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. .L.
Chloride of Lime, in boxes .......... .................................... 3 

do in catks or bariels........... ..... .................... ......... 4 i
Chloride of Calcium, in boxes or barrels................................... ............ 1

do in drums ............. . ............................. 3
Chocolate, in boxes...................................................... ................... 1
Churns, loose .............................................................................. D 1 6

do boxed or racked ................................................................... 1 ô
Cider. Same rates and conditions as Ale.
Cider Mills and Presses.-- See Machinery.
Cigars, in cases, securely sti apped .................................................. .. l

do not strapped. Not taken.
Cinnamon.-See Spices.
Cisterns, Wooden........... ............. D 1

do requiring a whole car for carriage (whether full capacity
of car be occupied or otherwise), to be charged 20,000 Ibs. 10

Clams.-See Oysters.
Clay, Fire Potters, &c ....................................... ......... 4 10
Clocks and Weights, roxed, O. R............ ...................... 1
Clothes Lines.- See Cordage
,Cl>thes Frames or Horses........ . ........... ........................... 1
Clothes Pins, less than 50 boxes.......................................................... 2

do 50 boxes and over.................................. s... 3
Clothes Wringers and Washers, not boxed ........................................ 1l

do boxed..................... ........................... 2
Clothing (not personal effects) in trunks........................ ......... ........... D 1

do boxed ................................................ 1
Clover Seed.-See Seed.
cloves.-See Spices.
Coal, Mineral and Coke... ......................... I 10
Coal Facings ............................. ............... ................ 3 i
Coal Hods or Scuttles, O. R........................................ 
Coal Oil.-See Oils.
Cocoa, in boxes.................................................................. ........... 1
Cocoanuts, in bags ..................... ....................... 4

do in boxes, barrels or casks ................. ... . ........... 2 4
do (dessicated), in boxes................................ 1 4

do in barrels ......................................... . . ..... 2 &
Cocoa Matting.-See Matting.
Ooffee, Essence or Extract, in cases...... ..... ................... 1

do roasted, ground or unground, in sacks, boxes, barrels, or tins crated. 3 5
do green, in sacks or barrels......................... .............. ............... 4 6

Coffoe Mille........................... .. .................................. 1
Coffins.-See Burial Cases.
Cogs, wooden, in boxes or barrels .......... ...................... 3
Combsq, in cases...... .. ...................................... 1
Concentrated Lye .......................................... 2
Confectionery, O. R... .... ..................................... 1 4
Coop< rs' Flags..... ............................................... 1
Copperas.............................. ................... .... 2 4
Copper Stills and Worms .... ,..............................................D 1

do Bottoms, Boits, Nails, Sheets, Rod, Wire and Ingots................ 2 4
do Vessels, very large. Taken by special contract only.
do Scrap and Pig........................................................................ 3 6
do Ore................................................................... ............... 4 10
do Oxide.......................................... ............ . ........................ 3
do Manufactured, not otherwise specified....................................... 1

Copying Presses ................................. ,.........,....i
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Q.".
Cordwood. Taken by special contract only.
Cordage, Rope and Rigging ............................................................. 3 5

do Clothes Lines Small Cord and Twine ..................................... 2 4
do Binding Cord for Harvesters, in bales or boxes. ..................... 3 5.

Corks and Corkwood ....... ........................................... 1 4
Cork, ground, compressed in packages... .................................... 3 5
Cornices, Metallic, in frame or open box ........................... 3-1

do K. D., well boxed... ...................................... ......... 1
Cornices, W ooden....................................................................... 1 G
Cornice Polos, in bundiles or cases ..................................................... 1
Corn.-Seo grain.
Corn Cakes, in cases........................................................... .....- .... 1
Corn Meal. Same as Flour and Moal.
Corn, Pop Corn.................... ......................................... 2

do parched or popped................................................ 1
Corn Sweet, dried ......................... ........................... .................... 2
Corn Cobs, C. L. 20,000 lbs. ..... ................................................ 10
Corn lufks. Same as Flusks.
Corn Poppers, -See Hardware.
Cotton, raw, pressed in bales, O. R. of fire........................ . . ... 3 5

do not pressed, in bags or sacks, O. R. of fire.... .................. ......... 4
Cottons, Domestie, in bales................. .. ................................. ...... 2 4

do in cases............................... .............................. 1
'Cotton Goods. ..................... .................................................... . 1
Cotton Seed M eal ................................................. ................... 4 8
Cotton Waste, not pressed, in bags or sacks, O. R. of fire......................... 1 4

do pressed in bales, O. R. of fire ............ ................. .. 3 5
Crackers, in boxes or bris............................................................... . 2 4
COracklings ............. ......... ............................ 4 7
Cranberries.-See Fruits.
Vricket Bats, Wickets, &c., in boxes......... . ........................... 1
Crowbars.-See Hardware.
Crayons, in boxes or barrels, O. R....... .............................................. 1
Cream Tartar, in cases........................ ............................................. 1
CrPckery and Stoneware, in barrels or boxes, O. R.................. .. 2 5

do in crates or hogsheads, O. R,..................... 3 5
Cross Arms.-See Telegraph Supplies.
Croquet Scts............................................................................. ....
Crucibles, O. R........................... ........................... ........................ 1

do in boxes or casks........ ..................................................... 3
Cltivator Teeth, in bundles.... .................................... .................... 2 4

do in boxes or casks...................................................... 3 4
C riing Stones, O. R .................................................. .................. I.
'Crrants.-See Fruit.
Curtain Fixtures, boxed or crated ........... ....................... 1

do Rollers and Slats, in bundles or boxes,.................................... 2
cshions, Carriage or Sleigh, boxed................. ............ D

These articles must not be receipted for as part of any vehicle for-
warded by railway.

utlery.-See Hardware.

D
bates.--Seo Fruits.
bock Vault or Floor Lights.-See Glass.

,er .in carcass O.......................................... ..
ltal Goods................................................ 1
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Demijohns, Empty, O.R....... .................. .......... D 1 4
do in casks or cases, O.R........ .............................................. 1 4

Derricks, too large to go into an ordinary box car, and necessitating a plat-
form car for carriage, if 12,000 Ibo. or under, to be charged 20,000
ibis ...... ......................................... I

do if over 12,000 lbs. to be charged O.L. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
IDesks.-See Furniture.
Dirt Sera pers....................... ........... ............................................. 1
Dres&ed Hlogs, O.R . of weather.......................................................... 3
Drugs and Medicines, in boxes, barrels or casks, not otherwise specified..... 1

Drums, in cases...... ...................... ..................... 4-1
Dry Goods, in trunks, 0.» ........................................... . ............ D 1

do in boxe, or bales, O «R. of chafing........................................ 1
Daaline. Not taken.
)uck, in bales........................ .................................... 2

Damb-Bells, in boxes....................................................................... 3
lye Stuif, not otherwise specified...................................... ................ 1

do in sticks or bundles......................................................... 2 
do in boxes. barrels or bags... .................................................. 3

Dynamite. Not taken.

E
lEa thi Closets, loose....................................................... 1

do racked........... .............. ..... ....................................... 1
Earthenware, in boxes or barrels, O.R .........11 ............................... 2

do in crates or hhds., O.R............................... a
do Loose, O.R., taken in C.L. only.
do loaded and unloaded by owners ...................................... ô
do Drain or Sewer Pipe.............. ............................. .. ..... 4 10

Eavetroughs, Metallic......................................................................3-1
do Wooden.... ..................................................... .......... 2 

Edge Tools.-See Hardware.
IEggs, in baskets or pails, 0.................. ..................... .. . ........ D 1

do in boxes or barrels, 0.R.......................................................... 2 4
do in patent carriers, 0............................ ............ 2 4

Egg Cases and Carrier...................................................................D l
do do C.L., 20,000 Ib ................................................ . 10

IElbows, corrugated.-See Stove Pipe.
Blectroty po Plates, boxed, O.R., released.............................................. 1
Elevator Buckets, Tin or Iron, in bundles, crated or boxed........ ....... 1
Elevators, for buildings.......... ........................................................ 1 6
Emery, in cases........ ...................................................................... 2
iEmigrants' M ovables.-See Household Goods.
Empties, not otherwise specified, prepaid ..... ................................... D 1

do do do C.L., 20,000 Ibs......................... 10
do returned fi om original consignee to original shipper, every package

to be fullv marked or addressed, any quantity, prepaid......... 4
do not fuliy marked or addressed. INot tairen.

Engines, Lccomotive and Tenders on their own wheels, actual weight-
Shippers must declare weight-0.1R. released.................................
Locomotive Engines nmust be accompanied by a person fully competent

to take charge of and travel with them, who will be passed free
under the same conditions and regulations as in case of man travell.
ing in charge of live stock.

Engines, Portable or Stationary.-See Machinery.
Engravings.-See Pictures.
Bpsom or Glauber Sat.-See Salts.
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C.L.
ences and Extracts, in packages, not otherwise specified...................

vaporators............... ..................... ................................ Di
eOsior, in bales............................................................................ 1 4

This Freight must not be taken for shipment by water.

P

ancy Goods, in cases........ ................... ........................................ là
ans, Palm Leaf, in cases.................. .................... a
arina, in cases.................................................... .............. ....... 2 5
eo in bags or barrels............... ...................... . ... ................... 3 5
an Ucets, Wooden, in bariels or boxes.......... ...................... 2
eathers, in boxes....... .................... ................ 4-1

d in sacks........ ....... ................ .................................... D t
eather D sters, in boxes................................................................

Steamers and Evaporators, O.R..............................D
lt Clippings, in boxes, barrels or bags .............. ...................... 3 5

4o for roofing ....................... ...................................... 4 5
boiler and pipe covering........................................... 2 4

0 Pce Posts and Rails. Taken by special contract only.
ders and Fire Irons, in boxes.......................... 2

.rtilizers, in bags or barrels ....... .................................................... 4 7
gs---See Fruit.
les.--See Hardware.

ings, Shoe an Leather, in cases............................................... ... 1
Arms, in boxes (not Government property)............ .................. 1

e Crackers and Fire Works, securely boxed, and marked to show con-
».tents, O.R.......................... ........... .............. D1

Rugines, Hand-brake estimated weight 4,000 lbs., O. ............ ........ 1 6
edo Steam, estinlfted weight 8,000 Ibs., O. ............................ 1 6

iExtinguishers, Chemical, in boxes, 0........................................ 1
do do set up............................................D
do do 2-wheel, estimated weight 2,000 lbs., O.R... 1 6
do do 4-wheel, estimated weight 6,000 lbs., O.R.... 1 6

e Kindlers, W ood, boxed............................................................... 3 6
do Com position....... ............. ...... .................................. 1

, Presh or Frozen, in packages or fish safes on wheels, prepaid or guar-
4fanteed, O.R.............................................................................. 1
Presh, in packages or frozen in bulk, prepaid or guaranteed, O.R...... 4
1i fish safes on wheels, prepaid or. guaranteed, 0......................... 6
Pish in bulk or in fish safes on wheels to be loaded and unloaded by

Sowners.ated, dried or smoked, in hampers, O. ....................... 1 » 4
do do in bundles, boxes or barrels, O.R............... 2 4

Pickled, in barrels.......................... ........................................ 4 s
. Canned.-See Canned Goods.
lg rods, in bundles or cases........................... 1
in boxes ............................................... 2
in bales, O.- R.........s....................... ............ 3 5
Seed.-See Seeds.
Seed Meal, in bags or barrels................................ 4 8
sOk in sacks or boxes, O.. . ............................... 1

HBard Pressed, in bales,....... .... ....... ... 3 5
and Meal, in boxes and paper sacks, O.R. released..... .............. 3 6
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015.a
Flour and Meal, in bags or barrels, estimated weight 200 ibs. per brl......... 4

do mixed, in bags or brls..... ............................. ........ ...
Flour Spar, in packages........................... .... ........ ,........................ 3
Fluters.-See Hardware.
Fly Traps, in boxes............................................................ ......... D 1
Foots...................................................... 4
Forges, Portable, O.R ............................ ............ .........
Forks, Hay and Manure, in bandles, 0.............................................2

do Wooden, in bundles, O.R .................... .................... 1
Fountains and Fixtures, Soda, boxed, 0.R......................................D 1

Fowls.-See Poultry.
Frames, Picture or Looking Glass, in bundies, 0 ........................... . . D 1

do do in boxes....................................... 1
Freezers, Ice Cream ...................................................................... 1½
Fruits:-

Apple Cores or Parings, in bxes or barrels................... .. 4
Apple or Fruit Butter or Sauce, in glass or stone, O.R...................... 1

do do in cans or wood, O.R. .............. 2
Apples, Evaporated or Dried, in bags..................... ....... .............. 1

do do in boxes.............. ..................... ..... 2
do do in barrels ........................ 3
do Green, only carried at owner's risk of freezing; must be prepaid

and released between the lst of Novomber and 30th April,
as follows :-

do In bags or boxes............... ...... . ................ 1
do In bris., estimated at 150 lbs. per brl., as follows:-
do Under 50 barrels...... ...... 2
do Over 50 and under 100 barrels 3

oo 100 to .....r......................................4ýýo 100 to 129 barrels..... 4
do Carloads of 130 barrels and over.......................................
do In bulk...... ......... ............................

Cranberries, prepaid, O.R..... .............................. 2
Oranges and Lemons, in packages, 0. R.............. ......................... 1

Must be prepaid and releaied between the 1st of November and 30th
April.

.Fruit, Fresh, nOL otherwise specified, prepaid, 0. R................................ 1
do dried-Dates, Figs in drnms, Raisins in boxes, not strapped............ i
do do Raisins in boxes, strap ped, currants, prunes, figs and berries,

in boxes..... ........ ......................................... 2
do do urrants, Raisins and Prunes, in barrels........................... 3
do Canned.-See Canned Goods.
do preserved, not otherwise specified ........................... 1
do grapes, pressed in bari els, for wine making purposes.............. 3
do driers, galvanized iron................. ........................... D 1

Fuller's earth, in cases................................................................... 2

Furnaces ana Furnace Castings.-See Stoves.
Furniture. In less thain carloads, 0. R., released in each case, as follows

do Common, in white. set up......................................... Ji
do do K.D., and closely boxed................... 2
do Willow or Rattan...................................4-1
do Tables (extension), common.............................................. 1*
do Bureans, Wardrobes, Dressing Cases, Desks, Sideboards, wrapped

or crated .,.... ..- ................................................. IÎ
do Bureau Glass Frames, K.D., in bundles................................. 1
do do do K.D. and closely boxed......................... 2
do Bedsteads, wooden, common, set up...................... 4.1
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eiture. Bedsteads (common), finished, K.D... .................................. 2
do do do in white, K.D., and bundled............ .. 3
do do extra valuable, carved or elaborately finished, wrapped

or crated...................................................D 1
do do (iron), set u p..................................................D 1
do do do K .D ....................................................... 1
do Camping Tables and Ironing Stands (combined) K.D., and tied

together ............... . ...................................... ......... 1
do Chairs, set up and closely boxed............... ........ ................. 1
do do do crated ............................................. ...... D 1
do do Wood Seat, common, set up.....................................D 1
do do do K . D ........................................ 2
do do Cane,'Reed, Split and perforated wood and hair seat, K.D1,

bundled or boxed................................................ 1
do do Cane, Reed, Split and perforated wood seat, set up.......... 3-1
do do W illow or Ratt an.................................................... 4-i
do do Cam p, in bondles .................................................... If
do do Folding......... ..................................................... D 1
do do Stuffed Parlor Furniture, tête-à-têtes, and Sofa Lounges,

set up......................................................... D 1
do do Dentists' or Bar bers'...........................D 1
do Chair or Lounge Frames, set up... .................... 3-1
do do backs and legs off.............. ........ . . 1i
do Cradles, Children's, wood or wicker work....... ......... 13-
do do iron.... ...... .......... ........... Il
do Folding Beds or Cots, folded .......................................... i
do not otherwise specified, set up, wrapped or crated....... ....... D 1
do do do and closely boxed................. 1
do Spring Beds, set up....................... ................ .............. D 1
do do rolled in bundes....... ................ ...
do Spring Bed frames ........ ............................................. D 1 -
do Marble Slabs for Furniture, boxed or crated ........ .............. 1
,do Mattresses, wire, K.D., and securely boxed......................... 3
do do wire, hair, &c., set vp...................................D 1
do de wire, rolled or K.D., in bundles........................ 1
Bed, Sofa, or Chair Springs, in bundles ... ................. D 1,

do do in boxes or bbls ................................ 1
do do nested, in covered bundles.................... 1Night Commodes.......................................... .. . 1

1rackets, W ood, boxed................................... ................... ....... 1
lattan, in bundles ............... ........ .................. 1
8 0hool Furniture, K D., and packed.............................................. 2

do set up.................. .............. ......... 1
Church Furniture, K.D., Pew Ends, Backs, Seats, Mouldings, Chancel

.Rails, Altars, Pulpits, ......................................................... 1 6:
erurniture and Chair Stock, in rough............................................. 3 6:

eIurniture of all kinds, O. R. released............... ............. .6
o in bales, not otherwibe specified.......... .................................... D 1do in barrels or boxes ....... .................... .................................... 1

............................ .... 0...*...... ......... ............ 0

G.

Gaiboe....". --.. ---.-.. ................. ---.............. ...
ge, in cases
il, boxes or barrels, prepaid, O.R... ........................ i
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Garden Seats, Rustie.........,.................... ................
do Iron.......................................................................... 2

Gas Fixtures, in boxes, barrels or casks. ....... .............. ............ .......... 1
Gas Machines, O.R ....... ................. .--.......................... D 1

do requirir g a whole car for carriage (whether full capacity of
car be occupied or otherwise), if 12,000 lbs, or under, to be
charged 20,000 lbs........................................................ 6

If over 12,000 Ibo.. to be charged 0.L.................................
Gas Meters.................................................................. .......... Di
Gas Retort.-See Retorts.
Gasoline.-Same as Coal Oil. Must not be taken for shipment by water.
Gelatine, in boxes........................ .................................................. 1
Ginger, in cases..............................................................................
Ginger Ale.-Same as Ale.
Ginseng ...... ...................................... ............ ............................
Glass, Plate, boxed, loaded in box cars, O.R., released.........................D 1

do requiring a whole car for carriage (whether full capacity of
car be occupied or otherwise) if 12,000 lbs. or under, to be 10
charged 20,000 lbs., O.1R., released..... . ...................... G

If over 12,000 Ibs., to be charged C.L., O.R., released..............
Plate glass nôt in box cars to be loaded and unloaded by owners.

dô Signs, O.R., released....................................................D 1
Glass, Showeards, boxed, O.R., released......... ...................................... D 1

do Stained, boxed, O.1R., released............................................... 1
do Common Window, boxed, O.R. released. ................................... 3 6
do roken or Scrap in packa .................................................... 4
do Lights-Deck, Vault or Floor...... ........................................ 8
do Mirrors, well boxed, O.R. released...........................................D 1
do 'nsulators, in barrels or boxes.......................................... 3

Glassware, Bottles -Ale, Beer, Porter, Soda, Mineral Water, Brandy, Wine,
Bitters, Fruit.Jars, in packages..... .......................... 3

do not otherwise specified, in boxqs or casks, 0.11........................... 1
do in crates ............................................. 2

Gloves, Leather, Woollen or Cloth.................. ................................ i
Glue, in boxes or barrels ....... ................................ 2
Glue, Stocir or Scrap, in sacks or barrels ......... ........ ........... 3

do do in bulk...................................
Gluecose, in packages.................................... ........ ,.......,................. 4
Glycerine, Refined, in glass or tin.. ............................... 1

do Crude, in barrels or drums.............................. 2
do Nitro. Not taken.

Government Supplies. Taken by special contract only.

Grain, as follows:-
Barley, Pearl and Pot, in boxes or barrels...................................... 3

do Common.......................................... 4
Beans, in bags, boxes or barrels.................................................... 4
Buckwheat............................................... 4
Corn, Sweet, Pop, &c.-See Corn.

do Common....................................................................... 4
Malt ................................................... 4 8
Oats .................................................... 4 5
Peas, Dried or Split, in boxes....................................................... 3

do Dried, Split, in bags or brîs.............................. 4
do Dried, Common ................ ....................... 4

Rye....................................................................................... *
Wheat........................................................4
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Granite.-See Marble.
Grates and Grate Castings, O.R......................................................1
Gravel ........... .............................. 10
Gravestones.-See Marble.
Grease, in cans or buckets.............. ........................ 2

do in boxes or barrels........................................ ........ .............. 4 à
Grindstones, O.R............................. ........... ...................... .4 à
Groceries, not otherwise specified........ ......................... 1
Guano.-Same as Fertilizers.
Gum, in packages......................... .................... 1
Gun Stocks and Barrels, in boxes ................ ................. 1

do in the rough, in boxes or bundles....................................... 2
Gunny ......................................................... 3 5
Guns.-See Fire Arms.
Gunpowder. Taken by special contract only, and under special regulations.
'Utta Percha and Gutta Percha Goods............................. ............. ..... 1
Gypsum......... ....... ............... .... .................. 4 10

Jaair, in sacks................................................. 1
do Curled or Rope, pressed in bales............................................. 2 4

laair, Plasterers', in sacks.................................................................. 1
do in barrels............................................................... 2
do pressed in bales.......................................................3 5

nams.-See Meats.
Iandles, Wood-Finished...... .......... ........................... 3 

do Rough........................ ...... ................................. . 4 I

hardware, in trunks............................................ I
4mardware :-

Bells, O.R.............................. .............
Cant-dogs, Clawbars, Crowbars...................................................3 S
Cutlery, Corn Poppers................... .................. 1
Cutter Bars................................................... 3 r
Drag Teeth, in packages.............................................................3 5
Files, in packages...................................................................... 2
Fluters................................................. 1
Forks, Hand, in burdles............................................................. 2 5
Hay Knives, in bundles.................................. . 1

do in boxes........................ ....................................... 2
lammers, Sledge.... ..................................................... 3

Ilarrow Teeth, in packages........................................................ 3 5
H oes, in bundles....................................................................... 1 5
Jacks, H and, loose.................................................................... 2

do boxed or crated................................. 3
Pick-Axes, loose or in bundles...................................................... 2

do in boxes or casks.............. ......................................... 3
Plough Beams, Iron..................................................................... 3 5
Plough Castings, Plough Points.................................................... 2
Post Augers..... ....................... ..........................
Punches, Iron (power)................................................................ 3
Rake Heads, Iron, in boxes........ ............ ...... ............................ 3
Rake Teeth, in packages..................... .................... ................. 3
Reaper and Mower Knives........................................................ 3
Rings (Bull or Hog), in boxes......................................................
8ad Irons, in boxes or barrels........................... .... ,....... .............. 3
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O.L.
Scoops, in bundles...................................................................... 2 5
Screws, Iron or Steel, in boxes...................................................... 3 5
Screw and Strap linges...... ........... .................... 3 5
Scythes, in bundles..................................................................... 1 5

do in boxes.............. .............. ......................... ................ 2 5
Scythe Snaths, in bundles.. ......................................................... 1 5
Shot, in bags.................................... .................................... 1 5

do in boxes or kegs....................... ........ .............................. 3 &
Shovels and Spades, in bundles................................ 2 5
Tacks, in boxes.................. ......................... .......................... 2
T and Band Hinges, in bundles and packages......... . ............. 3 5
Wrenches, in packages.............................................................. 3
General Hardware, not otherwise specified..................................... 2

IHarness.-See Saddlery.
Rats and Caps, other than straw goods, in boxes.................................. 1

do in trunks.................................................................D 1
lay, in bales............. .............. ... ......................... 3 10

Ordinary 28 feet cars, minimum weight 20,000 lbs., larger cars, 24,000
ibs. Large hay cars, by special agreement. Hay must not be
taken for shipment by water, unless specially authorized.

Reading.- Seo Lumber.
Headlights, not boxed, O. ..................................................... .... D 1

do boxed, O.R............ ........................................................ 1
ffemp, in boxes, O.R. of fire and water................................................. 2 5

do in bales do do ... ............... ............... 3 5
do Seed.-See Seed.
do Machines.-See Machinery.

Hfercules Powder. Not taken.
lerrings.-See Fish.

Rides and Skins : •

Hides, Dry, loose.............................. ....................................... 1 3
do do pressed in bales.............. ............................... .. 3 5
do Green, loose .......... ............... .................. 1 3
do do booked or bundled................................................... 3 5
do Salted or Pickled, in barrels............................ 3 5

Skins, Dry-Calf and Sheep, loose...... ............. ............................ 1 3
do do do in bales.............................................. 2 4
do do Deer and Goat, loose............ .................................. D 1
do do do in bales ............ ................ 2 4
do do Peltries (Fur), loose................. ........................... D 1
do do do in bales............................................... 1
do Green, Calf and Sheep, and Sheep Peits, loose..... .... ,..... ..... 1
do do do do in bales...................... 2 4
do do Deer ar d Goat, loose................................................. 1
do do do in bales............................................ 2 3
do do Peltries (Fur), loose.................. ............................ ID 1
do do do in bales............................................. 1

Hide Cuttings........ .................................... 3 5
11igh Wines.-See Liquors.
Minges.-See Hardware.

.Hobby Ilorses, set up...... ............................ ................................... 4-1
do do and boxed...... ........................... D 1
do K.D., and boxed ..................................................... 1

logs, Dressed.-See Dressed Rogs.
Hominy............................................. .........-..... ............................ 2
.Honey, in boxes, kegs or cans............ ................................................. 1

do in barrels or casks....................................... 2
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a.L.
Roofs and Homs, in crates or bags, less than 10,000 lbs ................ 3

do 10,000 bs. or over................................ 4 10
Roops, Hop Poles, &c.-See Lumber.
Rops, in bags or boxes................................................................... 1

do pressed in bales, actual weight.................................................... 2 3
Morse Nails.-See Nails.
Borse-Powers.-See Machinery.
hlorse Shoes.-See Iron.
Rose, Leather, Rubber or other........................................................... 2 4
Rousehold Goods, O.R., released, prepaid.............................................. 1

do do Any shipment requiring a whole car for carriage, if 5,000
lbs. or under, to be charged 20,000 lbs.................... 10

do do If over 5,000 lbs. and under 10,000 Ibs., to be charged
20,000 Ibs....................................................

do do If over 10,000 lbs., to be cbarged C.L ...........................
do do including Live Stock (not over 10 head per car), to be

charged C.L..................................................... 6
louse Movers' Material .......................................... . .6

flouses, Portable............................................................................ 7
]Rubs.-See Carriage Goods.
Busks and HuIls, in bags. ................................................................. 1

do in bales.................................................................. 2 10

I.

Ice, L.C.L, in tin boxes or safes, or C.L. in bulk, O.R., prepaid............... 3 10
Indigo, in cases................................ ............................ ........ ,....... 1
ir&, in glass or stone, in packages, O.R ........ .................... 1
do in kegs, barrels or casks... ................... 3 5

InWsulators.-See Telegraph Supplies.
Iron:-

Anchors, Anvils, and Heavy Forgings........................................... 3 5
Bar, Band, Boiler...................................................................... 4 5
Bloom ..................................................................................... 4 5
Bolts, Nuts, Rivets, Washers..................... .......... 3 5
Bedsteads, set up, OR ............................................................. D 1

do K.D., folded................ ....................................... 1
Bolsters and Boiler Plates............................................................ 3 5
Bridge Material, in box cars. ........................................ .............. 3 à

do too large to go into an ordinary box car, and necessi-
tating a platform car for carriage, if 12,000 lbs. or
under, to be charged 20,000 lbs ....................... 10

Bridge Material, if over 12,000 Ibs., to be charged C.L........................ 6
Buckets, nested............... ....................................................... 2
Buggy Seats, set up..........................................................,........ 2 4

do nested................................................................... 3 4
Castings, light, loose, in bundles, O.R...................... 1 &

do do in boxes or casks, 0. .................................. 2 5
do dressed and finished, O.R............................ 1 5
do heavy, 100 lbs. per piece or over,. O.R................. . 3 ô

Heavy Castings, over 1,000 lbs. par piece, to be loaded and unloaded by
owners.

Chairs.................................................. 2 5
D oors....................................................................................... 2 5
Drums, empty............................................... 1 r
Fencing, Raiing................................................... .,................2 5
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.L.
Filings...................... ...... ......................................... 4 10
Fountains, K .D . . . ........................................... . ................ .. 1 4
Grates and Fronts, O.R......................................................... 1 4

do do K.D., and boxed.... ....................... 2 4
H oops ...................................................... 3 5
H orse Shoes......................................... ............................ 3 5
Mantels and F onts, siet up, 0. R................................................. 1 4

do Co K .D., and boxed............................................. 2 4
Metallic Shingles, in packages ......................... ........................... 3 5
Ore ........ ................... .................................. 4 10
Pig and Speigle ........................................................................ 4 10
Pipe (gas and water, light) . . ................. ........ ............. .... 3 5
Pipe, 5 in. diameter and over................................... ... ,... . 4 7

do (Hot Air, Steam or Water-Coil).-Same as Radiators.
Pots, Pans and Stove Furniture.................................................... 1
Pulleys................. ...... ........................................ ............ .... 2
Pumps......................... .............. .......... 1
Roils ...... ............................................................... 3 5
Roofing.......... ............................................................. 3 5
R ussia (Shleet), 0 . ....................... ...... ................................... 1 4
Safes, 10,000 lbs. each or over, 0.R........................... 2 4

do under 10,000 lbs. each, O.R................................... 3 4
do of 1,000 lbs. each, or over, to be loaded and unloaded by owners.
Sash-Shutters...........................................2 5
Scrap, including old rails, old wheels, &c................................ 4 10
.Sjhafîing-wheels and pulleys atached .............................. ......... 1 6

do do detached.............. ........ ........... 2 6
do requiring a whole car for carriage (whether full capacity of car

be occupied or otherwise), if 12,000 lbs. or under, to be
charged 20,000 Ibs............ .. . . . . . . ........ . . .. .. s 10

do If over 12,000 Iba. to o charged . .............................. ..
Sheet, Sheet Galvanized, Seet Tinned 3 à
Ship Knees....... ........................................... 3
Sinks................., ............ ..................... 1
Smoke Stacks...... ................... .......... .31

do requiring a whole car for carriage (whether full capacity
of car be occupied or otherwise), if 12,000.lbs. or
under, to be charged 20,000 1....................... 10

do If over 12,000 lbs., to be charged O.L..................... 6
Statuary and Ornamental Figures, O.il.... ................. 1 4
Stills and Worms......................................................D 1
Tyres, other than R.R. Supplies................................. 3 5
Vault and Prison Work............... ............................................ * 3 &
Vases........................................................ ..... 1 4
Vices .................................................. 3
W ater W heels.................................................................. 2 5

Iron, for Railway Supplies, viz:-
Fish Plates, Spikes, BoIts................................................... ........ 4 7
Frogs and Crossings......................................... 4 7
Chairs, Tyres........................................................................ 4 7
Wheels, Axios, Rails ...... ....................................... 4 7

Isinglass, in cases........................................ 1
Ivory and Ivory Black, in packages................................................... 1
Ivory Nuts, or Blocks, in packages................................3 
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J.

c.L.
Jacks, Hand, loose......................................... 2

do boxed or crated...................................................... 3
Japanware, boxed or crated.................... .. ,.................. ................ 1
Japonica.................................................. 3 5
Jellies.-See Preserves.
Jewellers' Scrap or Sweepings........................................................ 1
Joiners' Work (subject to Note at foot of this article) as follows:-

Blinds, Inside-Door and Window........... . . ....................... 1
do Outside, with Slats, racked, O. R .... ....................... 2

Balusters and Turned Work, O.R...... ........................ 2
Counters, if in box cars, O. R .... .......................... .......... 1
Door Frames, O. R................ .................................. 1
Doors, loose and racked, O. R ............................. 2
Mantels, O. R.......... .............. .................. 1
Mouldings, in bundles, O. R. ...... .................. ...... 1

do in boxes......... ... ............................ 2
Panelled W ork. O. R............................................................ 2
Planed and Moulded Boards, 0.R...... ....................... 3
Shelving, Baseboards, &c., O. R......... ......... ...... ...... 3
Sashes, Glazed, O. R........................................................... D 1

do Unglazed, O. R .............. 1
Shutters, close, O.R..... 2
Joiners' Work, not otherwise specified.......................... .............. 1 6

NOTE.-Joiners' work, requiring a whole car for carriage (whether
full capacity of car be occupied or otherwise), if 12,000 lbs. or
under, to be charged 20,000 bs.................. ...... 10
If over 12,000 lbs. to be charged C.L............................ 6

~unk..... ................................................................. 3 5
Jute............ ............... .................... ................................... 3 6

K.

Raoline.-Same as Clay.
Ralsomine.-Same as Paints.
Knees, Ship. -See Lumber.

do Iron.-See Iron.
Rnitting Machines, fland, in boxes. ......................... .. . ............

do Power.-See Machinery.

L.

Lacrosses, in bundles ....................................................................... D 1
do in boxes........................................................................... 1

Ladders...................................................................................... D 1 6
do Step ........................................................... ............... ...... 1 6

Jamp Black .................................................................................... 1

Lamps and Lanterns, well packed, O.R .......................... 1
Lard, in crocks, O.. ........................................ 1

do in boxes or buckets................................................................. 2
do in barrels or casks................... ................... 3 5

Lasts, tied in bundles or sacks.................................... 5
do in boxes..................................................................... .......... 2 

Last Blocks ..................... .......................................
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C.L.
Laths -See Lumber.
Lawn Tennis Sets, in boxes ....... ...................................................... 1
Lead, White or Red, in tins, loose...................................................... 2

do do do paoked in wood............ ............................. 3 &
do do in kegs, casks or drums .......................... 3 5
do Bar, Pig Sheet and Pipe........ ................................................ 3 5
do Scrap........................ ........................... 4 7

Leather, loose ......... ....................................... ... ........ .......... 1 4
do in bundles, rollis, boxes or bales.............................................3 &

Leather Board... ......................................................................... 3 
Leather, Patent, in boxes ................................... ........................... .
Leather Scraps . ................................... ......... ..................... 3 5
Leather Belting.-See Belting.
Lemons.-See Fi uit.
Lemon Syrup, in glass, packed in wood............................................... 1

do in wood ..... .......... ... ..................................... . . 2

]Iicorice- Stick, Root or Mass............................................................ 1
do Mass or Paste, in boxes...................................................... 2
do Powdered, in barrels......... ................................................ 3

Lightning Rods, in bundles............ ............... ......... 1
do in boxes.......................,,............. 3 4

Mime, Common ....................................... ..................................... 4 10
Linseed.-See Seed.
liinseed Meal, in bags or barrels ......................................................... 3 &
Liquors, in demijohns, 0............................................................. .D 1

Foreign Wines, Spirits and Cordials, in glass, tins or jugs, securely
packed in boxes or barrels, 0........ ............... 1 3

do Wines, Spirits and Cordials, in wood, less than 5 barrels, O.R. 1
do do do 5 barrels and over, O.R. 2 4

Native Wines, Spirits and Cordials, in glass, tins or jugs, securely
packed in boxes or barrels, O.R ........... ..................... 1 4

do Wines, Spirits and Cordials, in wood, less than 5 barrels, O.R... 2
do do do 5 barrels and over, O.R... 3 5

Litharge.-Same as Lead, Red.
lithographic Stones, in boxes, 0.R...................................................... 1
Live Stock will only be carried at owner's risk, to bo loaded, unloaded and fed

by owners or at their expense, as follows:-
In car loads at not less than the following minimum weights:-.

H orses, 20,000 lbs................................................................ . 9
Cattle, 0 ,000 lbs.................................................... ........... . 9
Hogs, S D., 20,000 lbs ........................................................ 9

do D.D., 25,000 lbs ...................................... 9
Sheep, S.D., 18,000 lbs ........................................................ 9

do D .D , 24,000 Ibs ........................................ ............... 9

Hlogs, Sheep, Calves or Small Cattle must not be loaded under larger
cattle in same car.

When small and large animais are shipped together in same car they
must be kept separate by a partition ; this rule, however, will not
apply to Mileh Cows with their Calves.

The owners or drovers may be taken free on the same train with their
Live Stock, under the following regulations:-
1, 2 or 3 cars..... . ............................. ............. one person.
4, 5 or 6 cars......................................................two persons.
7, 8, 9 or L! cars ................ three do
Over 10 cars in one lot ............... ....... four do
Return passes will not be given.
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O.k.
In less than carloads as follows --

Bulls, under one year old, 1,000 lbs. each ................................. 1
do one year and under two years old, 3,000 lbs. each,.............. 1
do over two years old, 4,000 lbs. each ................................. 1

Cattle or Horned Animals:-
One animal, 2,000 Ibs...... ........................................ . i
Two animais, 3,500 lbs....................................................
Three animais, 5,000 Ibs.......... ...................................... 1
Each additional animal in same car, 1,000 lbs .....................

Calves, under six months old, 500 lbs. each............. ...... 1
Cow and Calf, together, 2,500 lbs........................ .................... i
Colts, under six imonths old, each 1,000 Iba............................... 1
lHogs, Gasts, Sheep and Lambs not crated not taken, except by

special authority.
Hogs, Sheep, Lambs and other small animals, in boxes or crates,

actual weight............... ........................ D....... .............. D 1
Horses, Mules, &c.-One animal, 2,000 lbs ............ ................. 1

do Two animais, 3,500 lbs .............................. 1
do Three animals, 5,000 Ib.................. 1
do Each additional animal in same car, 1,250 lbs. 1

Mare and Foal, together, 2,500 Ib............ .................... 1
Stallions and Jacks, 4,000 lbs. each.......................................... 1
Minimum charge for any one animal, $1.00.
Above weights and rates are based upon and intended for animals

of ordinary value only.
Race Horses and other valuable animals will be carried at the same

weights and rates on condition that the owners sign a written
agreement, as follows:-

"At owner's risk of loss or damage arising from any cause
whatever."

This must be written on the face of the consignment note
and receipt.

lobsters, Fresh, in casks or boxes, O.R............................. 1
do in tins.-See Canned Goods.

I'ogwood and Logwood Extract.-Same as Dye Stuff.
Looking Glasses.-See Glass Mirrors.
]Uiber, Common and other, to be loaded and unloaded by owners, will only

be carried at the convenience of the Company and at the risk
of the owners, shippers furnishing their own stakes. Lumber,
Common, to include:-

.Ash, Birch, Beech, Cherry, Cedar, Chestnut, Elm, Hemiock, Hickory,
Larch, Maple, Oak, Pine, Poplar, Spruce, Sycamore, Tamaraik,
Willow, Staves, Laths, Shingles, Clapboards, Bolts, Edgings, Slabs,
Shooks, Heads, Hoops, loop and Hop Poles, Ship Kees, Blocks,
iRaftsmen's Floats, Oars, Traverses, Toggles, and Withos, Poplar
and Pulp W ood.................................................................. 4 10

Railis, Fence Posts, Telegraph Poles and Ties of all descriptions will oaly
be taken by special contract.

Mahogany, Rosewood, Walnut, Lignum ViLaS and all other valuable hard-
woods ...... .................................................. . . .

NOTE.-All cars with Lumber should be loaded to their faIl capaciLy, as
marked upon them, at C.L. rate per 100 Ibs. Cars without capa-
city marked upon them should only be loaded with 24,000 lbs. All
excess over the capacity of cars up to 2,000 lbs. each shall be
charged proportionate C.L. rate, but if the excess be over 2,000
lbs. the whole excess over the capacity of the car shall bu charged
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C.L.
L.C.L rate as above; and the Companies reserve the right to
remove all the excess, at the expense of the owner, and forward
the same on another car.

M.

M acaroni ..... .............................................. 1
M achine or Cattle Cards................................................................... 1
Machinerv (su bject to note at foot of this article), at O.R. in each case, as

follo ws:-
Bark M ills................................................................................ 1
Bolt Cutters............ ..................... . ......................... . . 1
Bran Dusiers....................... . ........ ............................ ........ D 1
Carde, Cotton or W ocllen...........................................................D 1
Cob M ills ........ ....................................................................... 1
Cotton Presses........................................................................... 1
Cider M ill Presses...... .............................................................. 1
Cheese Presses........................................................................... 1
Ditching Machines.... ...................... ......... .......... 1
Drag Saws, with horse-power, Sweep........ ....................................
Engines, Portable or Stationary ...............................
H em p M achines........................................ ................................
Hlorse.Powers, Sweep....................... ......................................

do Tread.-See Agricultural Implements.
Knitting Machines, Power......... ........................
Looms........................ . ..................................
Nail Machines...........................................3
Planing Machines and Jointers ....................................................
Printing Presses...................................................................... 1
Purifiers, Fet up....... ...................... D

do K. D. and boxed...................................i
Saw Mills, Portable ............. ........................... 1
Sawing Machines...... ................ ......................... 4-1
Shearing Machines .......................................... I
Shingle M achines ...................................................................... 1
sm at Machines ..... ..................... .................................... 1
Stumping Machines, K.D., detachable parts removed ......................... 2

Machinery, not otherwise specified, in frame, 0.1................................. 1
do do closely boxed, O............................ 1
do Heavy, K.D., not otherwise specified, 1,000 Ibo. per piece or

over, with connections and detachable parts removed and
boxed, 0 ....-...-......... -............................................ 2

do AL kin ds............. .... . . . ........................ 6
NoT.-Engines or machinery requiring a whole car for carriage

(whetber full capacity of car be occupied or otherwise), if 12,000
Ibs. or under, to be arged 20,000 Ib ........... ........................ 6
If over 12,000 lbs., to be charged C.L ..................... 0

Engines or machinery over 1,000 lbs. per piece to be loaded and un-
loaded by owners.

Machines, Sewing, set up, not boxed or racked, O.R...............................3-1 2
do set up, boxed or racked, O.R. ..................... 4
do K.D., and boxed O.R. . ...... .......... 1 4

M adder, in cases............................................................................... 2
do in barrels or casks...............-......--........................................ 3

Magazines, returned empty, used in transporting gunpowder................... 4
Majolica Ware.-Same as Crockery.
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-Malt.-See Grain.
M anilla, in bales, O. ..................................................................... 3
Manure, Stable, in cattle cars only............................. ............ ......... V)
Maple Sugar.-See Sugar.
Maple Syrup.-See Syrup.
larble, Polished, Carved or lettered, not boxed. Not taken.

do do boxed, O.R., prepaid....... ............... 1 5
do Slabs, Blocks or Spires, Polished, not Carved or Lettered, boxed, O.R. 2 5
do do unwrought ........................................... 4 7
do Tile, O.R ...................... . ................................................. 4 '7
do Dust, in barrels........................ 4 7
do Blocks, Rough from Quarry................................................. 10

M arble, in boxes or casks.................................................................. 2
Masts. Taken by special contract only.
Matches, completely covered in paper or wooden boxes and securely packed

in cases, O.. ................. ......... ..... ) 1 &
do packed as above, lots of 2,000 lbs. and over, O.R............... 1
do loose in cases.-Not taken.

Match Splints................. ................ ... ................... 3 7
Mattresses.-See Furniture.
Mats and ]Rugs .... ........ ............. ............ ................... 1
Matting-Cocoa, Hemp, &.................... ................... 1 4
Meal, in bags or bbls.. ................................. .... 4 8
Measures, loose.............................................D 1

do nested .............................................. 1
Meats, Fiesh, prepaid, .R............... .... ... ........ ... .. 1 4

do Mince, and Sausage, prepaid, O.R...... . 1 4
do Salted, Smoked or Dried, loose or in bags...................... 2 4
ao do in boxes, barrels or casks...............3 &

Mechanics' Tools, in boxes......... ...................................................... 1
Medicines,-See Drugs.
Melons, prepaid, O.R.................. ..................................... 1 a
Merchardise-Shippers are required to give full description of contents of

packages; all articles described as merchandise will be charged.........D 1
Metallic Packing, in packages .................. . ................. 3 4
Metallic Shingles.-See Iron.
Methylated Spirits.-Same as Liquors (Native).
Mica, Slanufactured, in packages......... .................... 4
Milk -Taken by special contract only.

do Condensed.-Same as Canned Goods.
Miii Boards.-Same as Binders' Boards.
Millett.-See Seeds.
M ill Dogs .............. i. ........................................... 1
M ill Feed............................................. .. .......................... 4 
Mill-Stnone -See Stones.
3fillinery Goods, in cases........ ...... ....................... 1
Mineral Waters.-Same as Ale.
Moccasins.-Same as Boots and Shoes.
Modols for Statuary and Stucco Work.................. ............................... D 1
Molasses, in wood, O.R. of leakage..................................................... 3 5
Mops and Mop Sticks, in bundles ...................................................... i

do do in boxes............... ........................................... 2
oss, in sacks................................. ....................................... .D 1
do in bales.............. ...................................... 1 4

-Mouldings-Gilt or Fnished, in bundles........................... D 1
do do boxes...... ........................................ ...... 1
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c.L.
Mouldings-Common Building.-See Joiners' Work.
Mucilage, in glass, packed in boxes or barrels..............

do in wood.......................................................... 2

Musical Instruments, not boxed.-Not taken.
do Pianos and Organs, boxed and released, 0.R........ . 1 4
do Church Organs, K.D., loaded and unloaded by owners,

O............. ............... ......... D 6 1
do boxed, not otherwise specified, O.R ............... D 1

Mustard............................. ..... ............... ...... . .... .. . 2
Mustard Sed. ................................................ 2

Nails and Spikes, in bags................................................2 5
do in boxes or cases................ ...................... 3 5
do in kegs. ...... ...... .................... 4 5

Naphtha.-Same as Coal Oil. Must not be taken for shipment by water.
Neck Yokes........................................................................... ......... 2
Nitro-Glycerine.-Not taken.
Nitrate of Soda.-See Soda.
Nutmegs................ --. ................... ........ ................. 1
Nuts, Edible, in bags, 0.R................. ......................... 1

do in boxes or barrels .................................. 2 4

o.
Oakum ........................................ ................................................. 2 4
Oars, Boat.......................... .... ,.................................. ................ 1 6
Oats.-See Grain.
Oatmeal, in packages.......................................... 4 8
Ochre, in cans, kegs or boxes................................................. 2

do in barrels or casks...... ............................... 3 5
Oil Cans, Glass, in tin jackets, crated or boxed, O R ........ ...................... 2 6
Oil, except Coal or Mineral, in glass or stone, well packed, 0.R........ t

do do in kegs or c-ns, securely boxed, O.R.............. 2 4
do do in wood, 0.z................... ............. 3 5

Oil, Coal or Mineral, in Cans, securely boxed, 0.R .............................. 2 4
do do in wood, less than 10 bbls., O R.............................. 1
do do do 10 bbls. and over, 0.R .... ............. 3 4

Coal or mineral oil must not be taken for shipment by water.
O il Cake...............................................,..,.................................... 4 8
Oil Cloth, in rolls, 0. ...................................................................... 1

do in boxes............. .............................. ......................... 2
do requiring a whole car for carriage (whether full capacity of car

be occupied or otherwise, if 12,000 lbs. or under, to be
charged 20,000 lbs................................... 10

do if over is0o0 Ibs., to be charged C.L. ... . ..................
Onions.-See Vegetables.
Opticians' Instruments, O.R...... ........ .... ......................
Orarges.-See Fruits.
O re...................................... ....................................................... 4 10
Organs.--See Musical Instruments.
Ornaments.-See Plaster of Paris.
Ox Y okes....... ................................. ......--.......... ........................ 2
Oysters and Clams, Fresh, in cans or kegs, 0. R .............. ..................... i 3

do Shell, in bags or barrels, 0.1............................ ..... 2 4
do Pickled.--See Pickles.

Oziers (Willow Reeds), in boxes, bales or bdls....................................... 2 6
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P.

Pails.-See Woodenware.
Paintings and Engravings, contents not to exceed $50 in value, boxed and

released...... .................. .............................................. 3-1
do over $50, not exceeding $200 in value, boxed ard released ......... 1-1
do over $200. Taken by special contract only. Shippers must de-

clare value.
Paints, Earth. in boxes, barrels or kegs ....... ............ .......................... 3 5

do not otherwise specified, in cases or cans, boxed........ .......... 1 4
do do in bbls. or kegs...................................... 3 5

Palm Leaf, in bundles .... .... ......... ................................ ........ ........ 1i
Panorama and Theatrical Scenery, ..................... ........ D 1 4
Paper, Stationery, in boxes........................................... 1
Paper CoQds, such as Collars, &c., in boxes....................................... ... 1
Paper Hlangings, in bundles, O.R. of chafing.............. ............ ........... 1 3

do do in boxes or pressed in bales...................................... 2 4:
do Patterns, in cases, prepaid......................................................... 1
do Printing or Wrapping, 0................................... ..... 3 &
do Building and Roofing, O.R..................... .......................... 4 5
do Bags, in bundles or boxes, O. R...........................2 5
do Stock.-See Rags.
do Boxes .- See Boxes.

Papier Maché Goods...................... ..................................... D i
Pasteboard, in bundles...................................................................... 2 5

do in boxes......................................................................... 3 5
Paraffine W ax,................................................................................ 2 4

do Candles.-See Candles.
Patterns, Wood or Metallic, O. R......... . ............................ q
Peaches.- See Fruits.
Peas.-See Grain.

do Green.--See Vegetables.
Pears. -See Fruit.
Peat .. ....... ...... ... ............................................................ 3 10
Pelts and Peltries.-See Hides and Skins.
Pencils, Slate, in boxes .. ,. ... ......................................................

do Lead, in boxes ......... .............................. 
?epper.-See Spices.
Pepper Sauce....... ............................................................. ........... i
Perfumery, in cases......................................................................... Ji
Phosphate ............ ......................................................... ....... .... 4 10
Photograpbic Material.................................................................1
Planofortes.-See Musical Instruments.
Piano Legs and Stools, wrapped or crated......... . ...................... 1

do do boxed............................................................ 2
Pickles, in glass or stone, well packed, 0........................................... 1

do in kegs or barrels ........ ,,.......................... ............. 3 5
PiCtures, common, in bdis., O. ............ ... .............................. D 1

do boxed................................. ......... ... ,.................... 1
?icture Frames.-See Frames.
»iCture Frame Backing, in bundles........................ ............................ 4 7
Pigs' Peet, in boxes or barrels...................... ..... ......... 3]?iIlows, Feather, Hlir & .................. D. ,1lo x , air, ............. .......... . . .......................... D

111i Boxes, ,--- ..
ile Drivers.- Same as Derricks.

Pies. Taken by special contract only.
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i.L.
Pimento, in boxes or barrels......................................... ........ 1
Pins, Toilet, in boxes...........................................1
Pine Apples, O.R., prepaid............................................................. 1 3
P ipe Clay....................................................................................... 3
Pipe, Drain or Sewer, Cement or Earthen, 0. ..................................... 3 7
Pipe, Iron.--See Iron.
Pipe, Wooden ................ .............. .................. 2 6
Pipes, Smoking, in cases................................................................... 1
Pitch, in barrels .............................................................................. 3 5
Plants, in boxes, prepaid, O........................................................ 1
Plaster, Land...... ............................................. ......................... 4 10
Plaster of Paris and Stucco, in barrels ......................... .............. ....... 3 5

do Ornaments, in packages, O.R., prepaid...............D 1
Plated Goods or Ware.......................................................... ......... 1
Plate, Electrotype or Stereotype......................................................... 1
Plumbago, Crude ............................................................................ 3 5
Porcelain. - Same as Crockery.
Pork.--See Meats.
Porter.-See Ale.
Potatoes, Evaporated.-Same as Fruits (Apples), Evaporated.

do Sweet, in bags or boxes, 0.R............................. 1
do Common ........................ ................................................. 4 8

Potatoes at O. R. of frost, and must be prepaid between lst Nov. and
30th April.

Pottery.-Same as Earthenware.
Poultry, Live, in coops, minimum weight, S.D., 20,000 lbs. .................. 9

do do do D.D., 25,000 bs...................... 9
do Dressed, O. Rè, prepaid........................................................ 1 3

Preserves, in glass or stone, well packed, O.R...... . ..................... 1
do in kegs or caskts......... ....... .......... ................... 2 4

Printed Matter, unbound, in bundles, O. R., prepaid............................... 1
do do do in cases, prepaid........................................... 2

Prunes. -See Fruits, Dried.
Pulleys and Blocks.--See Blocks.

Pumice Stone ..... ......... ..................................................... ........ 2
Pumps, Iron or Wood ... ......................................... 1 4
Putty, in barrels or casks .................................................................. 3

Q.
Quicksilver in iron flasks................................................................... i
Quinces--See Fruit.
Quills, in boxes .............................................................................. D 1

R.
Iadiators ....................................................................................... 2 4
Rmgs and Paper Stock, in sacks ............... ........................ 3 10

do do pressed in bales................................................. 4 10
iRaisins.-See Fruit.
Rattan.-See Furniture.
Refrigerators ................................................................................. 1
]Rennets, in wood.............................................................................. 2
Retort O.R ............ .......................... ........ . 2
Resin.......................................... ........... 3
]Rice, in packages .............................................. 3
Road &rapers.-See Machinery 186
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0.L.
Roofing composition, in barrels or casks .................... ......................... 4 7

do Material and Implements, in mixed lots ............. ......... 4 7
Roots, Garden.-See Bulbs and Roots.
Ropes.-See Cordage.
Rosewood.-See Lumber.
IRubber, Crude...........,........ ........ ......................... 3 5
Rubber Goods, in packages........... .................................................. 1 4

do BeIting, Hose and Packing............................ ... 2 4
do Old, Scrap............................................................. 5
do Spi ings.- See Car Springs.

Rugs, in bales........................................... ............
Rium.-See Liquors.
Rushes, in bales or boxes............. .............. ................................... 1
Rye.-See Grain.
]Rustic Work, light and bulky................................... D 1 e

S.
SADDLERY:-

Saddles and Harness, loose or in bundles............. ........................ D 1
do do in boxes ...................................................... 1

SaddIe Trees............................................. 1
R am es, in bundles............ ......................................................... 1

do in boxes or casks ................................... ...................... 2
iHorse Collars, in sacks or bundles......... ..... ............................. D 1

do in boxes or barrels................................................. 1
Saddlery Hardware, in boxes or barrels,.................................... .... 2
Saddl, ry and Harness..... ........................................................ e

Bafes, Bread, Meat, Milk or Cheese .................................................. 4-1
do Iron.-See Iron.

Saleratus, in boxes or brls.. ........................................................ 2
Salt, in small bags or boxes........ ............ ........................ ................ 3
Salt, in sacks or barrels (or C.L in bulk).............................................. 4 10
saits, Epsom and Glauber............................................................... 1
Saltpetre, in boxes........................................................................ 2 a

do in barrels......................... .................... 3 5
Sago ....................... ............................ ...................................... 1
Sand ..................................................... 10
Sandpaper........................ .................................................... 2 51
Sand Soreens ............ ................................................................... D 1
Sardines.-Same as Canned Goods.
Sashes.-See Joiners' Work.
SashlwAghts, in boxes............................................... ....................... 2
Saur Kraut.-Same as Pickles.
Sausage Casings, in barrels or kegs...................................................... 2 5
Sausages.-See Meats.
Sawdust and Shavings ...................................................................... 3 ID
Sawbicks, Wooden, packed in bundles.............................. 2
Saws, loose or on boards......... ....................................................... 1

do boxed ............................................. ... 2 51
do Buck, in bundles.......,.................. ................................ 1

Sawing Machines.-See Machinery.
&aw Mills, Portable -See Machinery.
&cales and Scale Beams, not boxed ..................................................... 1

do do boxed.............................................. ........ 2
&cale Boards................................................. 2 5

do Weights Met1........................................... 3 5
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0 L.
Scoops, Spades and Shovels.-See liard ware.
& rews, W ooden......, ....... .............................................................. 2 5
Seul ture, prepaid, O.R., released .... .................................... ............. D 1
S e Snaths.-See Hardware.
Scythe Stones, in boxes.................................................................... 3 5
Sea Grass, pressed, in bales.................. ............................................. 3 7
Seed, Bird, in packages, 0.. .................................... 1

do Garden, in boxes, O.R .............................................................. 1 4
do Blue Grass or Orchard, in bags or barrels, O.R .................. 1
do Clover, Timothy or Red Top, 0.R............................................... 3 5
do Flax or .emp............................ ............... 3 8
do Field, not otherwise specified, in bags, boxes or barrels................... 2 5

Sewing Machines.-See Machinery.
Shavings (Brewers') in bales............................................................... 2 4
Shellac, Gum, in boxes or barrels................................... 1
Shells, Sea, in packages, O.R .................................................... 1
Shoddy ........... ......................................... 2 5
Shoes.-See Boots and Shoes.
Shoe Findings ....... ..................... 1

do Pegs, in boxes.................................. .................................. 1 5
do do in barrels or casks ........................................................... 2 5

Shooks.-See Lumber.
Shorts.-See Bran.
Short.- See Hardware.
Shower Baths...............................................................................D. 1
Show Cases, O.R., released.................. .................... 3-1
*hrubbery, loose, prepaid, O.R, . .................................

do in boxes or bundles, prepaid ............................ 1 5Sieve,.pr.p................................................Bieves..--......................... ...................,....................... .................... D 1
do nested and bored............ 

Sign Boards.-Same as Advertising Boards.
Sizing, in sacks or barrels .................................... 2
Slag, Mill, and Cinders, prepaid........ ........................ 10
Slate, Floor, in barrels or casks........... ....................... 4 5

dô Sohool, in boxes................. . ......................... 2
do Roofdng, 0.1............................................ 3 10
do Manufactured or Marbleized, well boxed, O.R 1............. i 4

8!eds and Sleighs, Children's or Hand.-See Vehicles.
Sleigh Stuff.-See Carriage Goods.

do Shoes, Iron and Steel............................................................. 3 5
Stnoke Stacks.-See Iron.
Snowshoes, in bundies ......................... ................................... D 1

do in boxes ......................................................................... i
Snow Shovels, Wooden, in bundles ........... ......................... 1
Snuff, in jars or bladders ................................................................... q

do in boxes, barrels, casks or kegs............ ......................... ,........... i
Soap, Common, in boxes ...................................... ........................... 4 5

do Fancy, in boxes........... ........................................................... 1
do Oil or Soft, in barrels ............................................................... 4 5

Soapstone, Crude.................. ........................................... 4 10
do Stabs and Manufactured Articles, 0.R... .... ........... .. 1
do D ust.................. ............... ,........................................... 4 7

Soda, Bi-Carbona te, in boxes, kegs or barrels .......................................... 3 5
do Ash or Sal Soda, in boxes, barrels or casks.................................... 4 5
do Caustie, in iron drums....... ..................................... ................ 4 5
do Nitrate, in iron drums............................................................... 3 ô
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Soda, Salt Cake, in casks................................................................... 4 5
do Water.-See Mineral Water.

Solder, in packages......................... ................. 2
Spark Arresters..................... .................................................... D 1
Spars. Taken by special contract only.
Spelter ........ ................................................................................. 3
Spices-Cloves, Cinnamon, Pepper, Allspice, Nutmegs, &c...................... 1
Spinning W heels.............................................................................. 1

do do Ileads................. ............. ........ D i
Spirits.-See Liquors.
Spirits of Turpentine, in barrels, or in cans securely boxed, O.-R. of leakage. 2 4

This freight must not be taken for shipment by water.
Spoke Drivers................................................................................ 11
Sponges....................................................................................... D 1
Spools, in crates................ . ..... ............................................. 2 5

do in cases.................. ................................ ............................ 3 5
do in bulk..................................................................... ........ 7

Springs, with Axles attiached, wheels off.............................................. 1½
do Rubber, Steel, Volute, Spiral................................ .................. 3
do Carriago, W aggon and Seat.................................................... 2 5
do Wire, coiled in bundles ......................... D 1
do W ire, in boxes, barrels or casks...... ......................................... 1 4

Stamped Ware, nested in boxes or barrels .......................................... 2 &
do do in crates, 0.]....................... . . .................. 1

Starch, in boxes.................................................................2 &
do in barrels or casks.............................. .................................. 3

Stationery, in boxes......................................................................... 1 4
Statuary.-See Sculpture.
Stearine ................................................... .... &
Steam Gauges, boxed ................................ 2
Steel.-Same as Iron.
Steel Castings.-See Iron.
Steam Shovels.-See Machinery.
Stone, Polished, Carved or Lettered, not boxed. Not taken.

do Polished, Carved or Lettered, boxed, prepaid, 0.R ............ ,............ 1 5.
,do Slabs, Bloeks, Spires, Polished, not carved or lettered, in boxes, O.R. 2 s
do Siabs, in Blocks, Unwrought.................. ........ ......................... 4 l0
do Coursing and Dimension .................................. . 4 1
do Tiling (Floor) .......................... .................................. 4 7t
do Rubble, Cobble and Field.......................................................... 10

Stones, Grind..... ............... ................................. 4 5
do Scythe and W het............................................. ..................... 3 &
do Mill, Finished, O.]R........ ........................ .. 2 4
do do Rough.......................................................... . ............ 3 5

Stoieware.-See Crockery.
&oves, and Stove Furniture shipped with Stoves, O.R...................2 4

do Oil, packed in boxes or crates, 0................................... 1
do Gas OR .............................................. 2 4

Yurnaces, O. ............................................... ......... 2 4
do requiring a whole car for carriage (whether full capacity of

car bu occupied or otherwise), if 12,000 Ibo. and under, to
be charged :20,000 Ib.............................. 1e

if over 12,000 Ibs. to be charged C.L................................ 4StOve Boards, loose, 0.. ............................... ......... i a
do racked, Oj.......................2 5

8tove Brick or Lining.-See Fire Brick.
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O.L.

Stove Plates O.R ....................................................................... 2
do boxed or crated....................... ........ . ....................*3 à

Stove Pipes and Elbows, Corrugated or other, loose or in bundles, O.R.,
released...... ............ ................ ..................... ............ 4-1 5

do in crates or boxes, O.R., and released...... ............................ D 1 5
Stove Polish, Liquid......................................................................... 1
Straw.-Samo as lay.

do Boards................................................... ............................ 3 5
do Goods, in cases. ......................... ......................................... D 1

Stretcher Stock, in oundles ............................................................... 4 7
Stucco and Stucco Work.-See Plaster of Paris.
Sugar, in boxes or kegs........ .......................................................... 2 5
Sugar, in bags, barrels or hogsheads............................... 4 b

do Lemon, Grape or Maple........................................... .............. 2 6
do and Syrup, mixed, bbls, hhds., O.R. leakage................................. 5

Sugar Evaporators.-See Evaporators.
Sulphate of Copper........................................................................... 2 4

do Iron........................ ....... ............................................. . 2 4
do Zinc............... ............................... 1

Sulphur, in boxes or kegs .................................................................. 2 5
do in barrels or casks............................ ..... ........... ......... 3 5

Sumac.-Same as Dye Stuffs.
Superphosphate of Lime, in barrels.....................,............................... 4 7
Surgical Instruments, O.iR....... ................... ............ . . 1
Syrup, in glass or jugs, boxed, O.R... ............ .......... ....... 2

do in kegs or barrels, O.R. of leakage............. 3 G
do Maple, in glass or tins, well packed........................................... 2 4

.Switch Gates and Signal Material, Iron or Wood.................................... 4 7

T.

Tal..... ... .. ....................................................... 4 
Tallow.-Same as Grease.
Tamarinds, in jars, boxed................................. ................. 1
'Tanner's Scrap, in packages............................................................3 5
Tapioca, in packages.................................................................... 1
Tar, in kegs or buckets... ...................................... 2

do in barrels................................................................................. 4 7
T arpaulins.........- .......................................................................... 2
Tartaric Acid, in cases or barrels......................................................... 1
Tea, in boxes, not matted. . ......... .............................. 1 3

do do matted...................................................................... 2 4
Teasels............................... ... ....................... D 1 4
Telegraph and Telephone Instruments and Fixtures, O.R............
Telegraph Supplies, viz.:-

Top Pins, in bags or boxes....................................3 5
Cross Arms, in bundles................................................................ 4 7
Insulators, in bbls. or boxes......................... .......................... 8 5

Tents, Awnings and Fixtures ........................................................... 1
Tentpoles, in bundles......................................................... ............. 2
Terra Alba Clay, in packages............................................................ 4 10
Terra Cotta,0.1-....................................................... 1
Terra .aponica.-Same as Japonica.
Theatrical Scenery, O ............... ......... .............. D 1 4
Thimble Skeins.-See Carriage Goods.
Thred, in boxes...............................................
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Tierces, Empty.-See Empties.
Ties.- Sec Lumber.
Tiles, Drain or Sewer......................... .................. 4 10

do Roofing.................................................. ............................... 3 09
do Encaustic or Enamelled, for floor, O.R ........................................ 1 4

Tile Machinies.-Same as Brick Machines.
Timber and Logs, under 28 ft. long.-Same as lumber.

do do over 28 ft. long.-Taken by special contract only.
Tin Foil.......................................................................................... 1
Tin, Pig or Plate........................................... . . .................... 3 5
Tin Troughs.-Same as Eavetroughs.
Tinware, loose, O.R..... ............................................ D 1

do nested, O.R..........................o ...... . . . 1
do in crates, O.R...................................... . 1
do in boxes or barrels.............................................................. 1 4

Tobacco, Unmanufactured, in bales..................................................... 1 5
do do in hogsheads and cases............ ..................... 3 5
do Cut, in pails, loose or tied together......... ...................... D 1 4
do do do two or more, strapped together with metal or wood.. 1 4
do do in boxes or barrels........................................................ 1 5
do Plug, in caddies, loose or together................................ ........ D 1 4
do do do two or three, strapped together with metal or wood 1
do do do four or more do do 3 5
do do in boxes or barrels............... ................... 3 à
do Stems, in cases or hogsheads... ............................................ 3 à

Toboggans..................... .............................................................. 3.1
Tooth Picks, in boxes....................................................................... 1
Top Pins.-See Telegraph Supplies.
Tow, in boxes, O.R................. .................... 2

do pressed in bales........................................................................ 3 5
Toys, in boxes or crates, O.R...................... ............... D 1

do loose or in bundles, 0..R.............. ... 4-1
Trays, in racks or cases..................................................................... 1
Trees.-See Shrubbery.
Tricycles.--See Velocipedes.
Tripe, salted or pickled............................. ........... 3 5
Tripoli.......................................................................................... 2
Trunks, empty, O... ............................ ........... D I 4

do filled with Valises and Satchels, .............. .. ........... 1 4
Trunks containing wearing apparel and personal effects will not be

taken as freight unless with shipment of household goods. Wheu
they are oflered for shipment, Agents will refer parties to Express
Companies.

Tubs, in nests.-See Woodenware.
Turned Stuff.-See Joiners' Work.
Turnips.-See Vegetables.
Turpentine.-See Spirits of Turpentine.
Twine.- See Cordage.
Type, in boxes......... ................... ................... 2 5
Tpe Writers or Caligraphs, boxed or crated, O.R., released...................D t

Ur.
Umubrellas, in boxes.. , .................... ..... 
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V.
O.L.

v alises, loose O .R....................................................... ......... ........ D 1
do in trunks, O.R ...................... ................ 1½ 4
do in cases................................. ......................................... 1 4

Varnish, in cans when boxed, O.R ....... ....... . .................. 1
do in wood, O.R. of leakage...... .............. ............. ...... 2

This freight must not be taken for shipment by water.
Vats Empty.-Same as Cheese Vats.
Vegetables, Evaporated.-Same as Fruits (Apples) Evaporated.

do Green, O. R. prepaid-Beans, Beets, Cabbage, Carrots, Cauli-
flowers, Cucumbers, Onions, Parsnips, Peas and Tur-
nips, in bags or crates........................................ 1

do do in boxes or barrels.............................. 3
do do in packages or bulk......... ..................... .... ........... 8
do do not otherwise specified............................ 1 8

"Vehicles at O. R. of chafing and breakage in each case, and subject to Note
at foot of this article:-

Omnibuses, Stage Coaches, 5,000 ibs. each............. ......................... 1
Hearses, Waggons and Sleighs, extra large, 5,000 Ibs. each................ 1
2-Horse Buggies, Carriages, Hacks, Sleighs, Waggons, Express and

Peddlers' Waggons, 3,000 Ibs. each.......................... ............ 1
1-Horse Buggy or Carriage, with Covered Top, 3,000 lbs. each........... 1
1-HForse Carriage, Buggy, Chaise, Waggon, Express or Peddlers' Waggon,

Cab, Gig, Phaeton or Sleigh, 2,000 lbs. each.............................. 1
1-Horse Cariole, Calèche or Cutter, 1,000 Ibs. each..................... ...... 1
1-Horse Carts, 2 Wheels, 1,000 lIbs. oach......................... 1
1-Horse Sulkies, 800 lbs. each...................................................... 1
Lumber Waggons, Common, set up, 2,400 lbs. each..................... ..... 1

do do K. D., 1,200 ibs. 1ach........
Farmers' Waggons, 1-Horse, set up, 2,000 each...... ......................... 1

do do K. D., 1,000 Ibs. each.................. 1
do 2 -Hlorse, set up, 2,400 lbs. each........................ 1
do do K.D., 1,200 Ibs. each............ ............... 1

Buck-board Buggies, set up, 1,000 lbs. each..................................... 1
do K.D., 800 ibs. each...................... .................. 1

Bob Sleds, set up, actual weight................................................... li
do K .D ., in pieces ..................... ................................... 1

Buggies, Carriages and Sleighs, crated (wheels, shafts and poles
removed and shipped separate)........ ................. .................. 3-1

Buggies, Carriages and sleighs (wheels, shafts and polos taken off), all
completely and closely boxed............... ............................. D 1

Buggy and Sleigh Bodies, Unfinished in White, crated...................... If
Buggy and Sleigh Bodies, Unfinished in White, closely boxed............. 1
Rose Carts or Reel, 1,500 Ibs. ach............. . ............................... 1
Hook and Ladder Waggons, 5,000 lbs. each...................................1
Baggage Truck or Barrows, set up................................................ 1i

do do K .9...................................... .... 1
Vehicles-At O.R. of chafing and breakage in oach case, and subject to note

at foot of article.
Warehouse Trucks or Barrows, set up.............. ...........

do do K .D. ............................................

Wheelbarrows, set up ........................................ 1
do K.D. and nested .................................................. î

Children's Carriages, set up................................... 4.1
do K.D. and crated..........................................D 1
do K.D. and boxed........................................ i
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Yehicles-Continued. 0L
Children's Carriage Bodies, Wicker or Willow, nested............. D 1

do Sleds or Sieighs, set up, loose or in bundles.......... ......... D 1
do do crated or boxed............... ........... 1
do Express Waggons, set up............... .............................. D 1
do do nested and racked, wheels separate......... là
do do K.D. and boxed....... .............. 1

Velocipedes, Bicycles and Tricycles ........ ................................. D 1
do do do crated .................................... 1½
do do do closely boxed...... .................... 1
do Children's...................................................... . .4-1

Vehicles, all kinds, C. L ................... &
NOTE.-Above estimated weights are for Vehicles not too large to be

loaded in an ordinary box car. Any single Vehicle too large to go
in an ordinary box car, and necessitating a platform car for car-
riage, will not be taken at less than 5,000 lbs............................ 1

Veneering, Foreign, in boxes .................................................. .......... 1 &
do Native ............. . ........................................ 3 7

Venison, prepaid, O.R..................................... 1 4
Vermicelli, in boxes.................................................. ................ .... 1
Vinegar, in demijohns, O.R................................ .......... ...... 1
Vinegar, not otherwise specified.-Same rates and conditions as Ale.
Vitriol, Blue.-See Blue Stone.
Vitriol, Oil of.-Same rates and conditions as Acids.

W.
W adding............................................. .......................................... D 1

do pressed in bales or cases............... ................................. i
Warp Beams, Empty, not boxed....... ................... ...... . .D i

do do boxed .................. ............................. ............. 1
do Wrapped with Warp, not boxed, O.R................. D 1 4
do do crated or boxed.......... ......... 1 4

Warp, pressed in bales, O.R. of chafing ............................ 3 5
W ashboards, Zinc and Wood.............................................................. 2 5
'Washing Machines, set up, not boxed................................................... 1½

do boxed................ . ............................. 2
Water Lime.-See Cement.
Water Pipe.-See Iron.
Water Wheels, iron.-See Iron.
W ax, in boxes or barrels.................................................................. 1

do Paraffine.-See Paraffine Wax.
Weights.- See Scales.
whalebone .... ........................................
'eat.-See Grain.
W heat Cracked, in boxes................................................................... 3

do in ba 8....... ................................. 4 8,~Wheelbarrows.See Ïehicles.
W hips, in bundles.............. ........ ................. .............................3-1

do in boxes.............................. ............... 1
'Whiskey.-See Liquors.
White Lead.-See Leads.
W hiting, in boxes............................................................................ 2 5

do in barrels or casks.................... .......................................... 4 5
icker Work, not otherwise specified.............................................4-1

Wicking ............................... .................... 1
-Wllow Ware or Work, not otherwise specified .................. . . 4-1

do iReeds.-See Oziers.
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C.L-
Wivdow Frames.-See Joiners' Work.

do Snades and Curtains, boxed ............. ..................
Windmills, boxed or crated, K. D...................................................... 1 6
Wine.-See Liquors.
Wire, Fine, in boxes........................................... 2 4

do harb, Fence, ard Telegraph, in coi]............................................. 4 5
do Binding, for Harvestors ............. ,............................................ 4 5
do Cloth ................................................................................... 1 4
do do in rolis, 150 Ibs. each or over ............................................ 2 4
do Common, in coil................... . ............................................... 3 5
do Fencihg or Railing........... .......................... 1 4
do Rope, in coil...................... ............................ ....... ...... ,........ 3 5
do Truss looping in coil............................................................... 3 5
do Work, not otherwise specified ................................. ................. D 1

W ood Boaid...................................... . . ........................... , ... 3 5
Wood Cuts, in boxes, O. RIR............................ ,........... 1
W ood Pulp .................. ............................................... ........... 4 10
Woed Spirits or Alcohol.-Same as Liquors.
Wood, Turned.-See Joiners' Work.
Woodenware- Buckets, Pails and Tubs, iested .................................... 1 6

do Not otherwise specified................................................. 1 6
Wool, Domestie, in sacks, any quantity.............................................. 1

do Foreign Compressed, in bales............................... .............. 3 5
W oollen Goods................................................................. 1
Wool Waste.-Same as Cotton Waste.

Y.
Yarn, in bundles or boxes ......... .............................. i 4

do prsed, in bales ............ ............................ 2 4
Yeast, in kegs or barrels...................... .................. i

do Powdr and Cakes, in boxes.......................................... . 2

Z.
Zinc, in Sheet or Rolls................ ................................................... 2 5

do Slabs or Pigs......................... ............................................. 3 5
do Scrap............................................................................ ....... 4 10

TABLE of Estimated Weights only to be used when Actual Weights cannot be ascertained.

Lbs.
Alcohol, per bbl............... ... .................... .......... 420
Ale, Beer and Porter, per Imperial gallon ......................... 10.60

do. do per wine do .............................. 885
Lager Beer, per Imperial gallon........................... .................. 10.50

do per wine do ............... .................. 8.75
(Weights of barrels to be added,)

AppleseGreen, per bushel............................................................... 56
do per bbl................... ....................... 150

Barrels, Empty-Ale, Beer and Porter, per hhd8...................... ...... 125
do do do bbl..................................... 75
do do de bb....................... 50
do> do do bbl ..... ...............
do . Lager Beereper bbl........................................ ......... 85
doi. do., i bbl............................................... 52
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Barrels, Empty-Lager Beer, per j bbl............. ................................
do do bbl...............................
do do j bbl...............................................

Beef, per bl....................................................................................
do per tierce...... ................... ............................ ...

Brick, Common, each ......................... ..............
do pressed do ................................. ................................
do Fire do .....................................................................

Charcoal, per bashel..................................................................... ...
Cider, per bbl................................ ................... ...... ....................
Clay, per cubic yard........ ....................... ..........
Coal, Anthracite:-

Nut, per cubie foot.............................................. . ............
Stove do ...................................................................
Egg do ..................... , ........... .......... ... .................

Bituminous:-
Blossburg, per cubie foot.. ................................
Cumberland do ............................................................
Pittsburg do ............. ..............................................
Clover 11ill do .................. .................... ...................
Pictou do ...............................................

Coke, per bushel ....................................................... ...... ......... ....
Pish, Salted or Pickled, per bbl......................................

do do *bbl..........................................................
do de j bbl...................................................
do do kit............. .................. ...........................

Grain:-
Barley, per buishel ................................. . . ............. ........
Beans do ..................................................... ..............

do per bbl.......... ..................................
Buckwheat, per bushel .............................................. ...............
Corn (shelled) per bushel ..........................................................
do (in ear) do ......... ..............................................

Malt, per bushel............................... .........
Oats do ................. ... .... ..................................
Peas do ............................... .......................................
do (whole), per bbl................. .............................................
do (split) do ..............................................................

Rye, per bushel.........................................................................
'W heat do .........................................................................

Gravel, per cubie yard....................... ........... ...... ...........................
ligh Wines, per bM............................. .............
Ce, per cubie foot............................................................................

LIne, per bushel........................................................... .................
Nails Perkeg. ........... ...................................
Oils, per bbl
Oui, Petroleum, in bulk, in tank cars, per Imperial gallon....................

O yons, per bushel...................... ...
do parbbl ..................................... ........

Pitch, per bbl ........ ............................. ............
Pork d ............ .. ........... ...............
?otatoes, Common, per bbl................................................................

do do per bushel......... .........................
in, per bbl ..............................................Salt, per bus.el..............................................
o per bbl......................... ......................
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Lbs.

32
20
12

30
480

4j
7
7

22
400
,000

50
53
55

53
53
46
45
49
40

300
160
80
40

48
60

2L0
48
56
70
38
34
60

260
240
56
60

3,50o
420
57
75

106
400

8
56

170
400
320
180
69

280
60

300)
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Lbs.
Sand, per cubie yard......................................................................... 3,000
Seed, Blue Grass, per bushel............ ..... ............................... ........... 14
do Clover do
do Flax do
do Hemp do
do Hungarian do
do Millet do
do Timothy do

Stone, Cobble or Rubble,
do do
do Granite, dressed,
do Limestone do
do Marble do
do Sand or Free do
do Slate do
do Quartz, per cubie

.... .................................... ............. 56
.................................06 66 ... .......... 44

.............. ........4 ........ý«.........., ...... .... ......... 45

......... .......................................... s......-.. 45

....................... ..... ................ 0.............. 45
per cord of 128 feet ........................................ 13,000
per toise of 216 feet ........................................ 22,000,
per cubic foot ................................................. 166

do ..- 0.. .. .. . .... . .. .. .0.. ......... . .. ..... 170
do .......... .. ......... .... .................... 170

do .................... . ..................... 150
do .................. .. ..................... ..... .... 170

foot .............................................................. 166
Tar, per bbl...............................................................................
Turnips, per bushel.................................... ............................
Vinegar, per bbl............. .. ............................ ..........
W hiskey....................................--................................................

400
56

400
450

Hickory,
Beech and Maple
Pine and lHemlock
Poplar

per cord of
do
do
do

CORDWOOD.

Green.
Lbs.

128 ft......................................... 5,000
.................................. 4,500
...................................... 3,500
..................................... 5,000

STAvI BOLTS.

Lbs.
Oak, green, per cord........................................... 5,300
Ash and Elm do.. ............................................... 4,600
Maple do .... ......................................... . ......... .. 4,500

" Dry " Cordwood should be out and piled at least 6 months.
To ascortain contents of a car of Cordwood or Stave BoIts:-Multiply the length,

breadtb and height (in feet) together, and divide by 128.
Thus:-Car 30 ft. long, 3 It. 6 in. high, 8 ft. wide:-
30 ft. x 3 ft. 6 in. x 8 ft. 840 + 128 -. 656 corda.

TABLE of Estimated Weights, &c.

Lumber, Etc.

White pine, white wood, basswood, per 1,000 feet...............................
Butternut, chestnut, red pine, Norway or yellow pine, hemlock, spruce,

per 1,000 teet........ ....... ........ ........ ........ ................. ...... ........
Ash, elm, maple, cherry, per 1,000 feet........ .....................................
Oak, walnut, hickory, birch, beech, per 1,000 feet................
Shingles (18-inch), per 1,000..................... ...............................

do (16-inch), per 1,000 ............. .. ............ ..............................
Lath, per 1,000,............................................
Bark, per cord ...........................--- .......- ............. ..--.....................-
8tavea, finished, for oil, ork and beef barrels, per 1,000. ...........
Staves, sawed, unfinish d, for oil, pork and beef barrels, per 1,000. .......
Staves, rough, for oil, pork and beef barrels, per 1,000...............,.........
Staves, manufactured, for flour barrels, per 1,000.................................

196

green.
Lb.

3,500

4,000
4,500
5,000

375
350
600

3,500
3,750
4,375
5,000
1,250

Partly
Seasoned.

Lb.

3,000

3,500
4,000
4,500

350
325
525

3,000
3,375
8,925
4,500
1,125

Dry.
Lb.

2,700

3,000
3,500
4,000

32&6
300
450

2,400
3,000
3,500
4,000
1,000

A. 1886

Dry.
Lbs.

4,000
3,750
2,500
4,000
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TABLE of Estimated Weights, &c.-Continued.

Partl yGreen, Seaeoned Dry.
Lumber, Etc. Lba. Seasoned.

Lb..

Cedar poBts, or bolts, for block paving, per cord........ ...... .................. 8,500 3,000 2,500
Bhingle bolts, per cord...... ......... ........ ........... 3,500 3,000 2,500
Blabe-Hardwood, per cord .............................................. ......... 5,000 4,000 3,000

Pine, spruce and hemlock, per cord ..... .......... ........................ 4,000 3,000 2,400
Telegraph poles, per cord............................. .................................. 4,000 3,500 3,000
Ties--Hemock, pine, spruce, tamarac, each about.................. ............ 160 150 130

Cedar, sawn, pine, each about .......... ............... ........................ 140 120 100
Hoope, hoop poles, hop poles, per cord ............................................. 3,500 3,250 3,000

Above estimates are for " Dry Lumber," ont and piled 4 months or over; "Part
Seasoned," cut and piled at least 2 months, and all under 2 months ont is " Green."

To find contents in each measure of a car of lumber, multiply the length in feet,
the width in feet, and the height in inches together, the produet will give the num-
ber of feet, inch measure.

Thus:-Car 14 f t. long, 8 ft. wide, 60 in. high:-14 X 8 X 60 = 6,720 feet.
Allowance should be made for waste space (il any) between the boards.

OEDAR PosTS.

The following quantities of cedar posts, 9 feet long, are estimated to weigh
24,000 lbs.:

28 feet car..........................................4 ft. 9 in. high
30 do .............. .................. 4 ft. 6 in.
32 do .......................................... 4 ft. 3 in. "
33 do .......................................... 4 ft, O in. "
34 do .................................... 3......3 ft. 10 in. "

GRAIN IN BULK.

The quantity in a car can be ascertained with sufficient accuracy, by multiplying
the internal length and breadth ot the car together, and then by the height of the
grain. Multiplying this product by 1,728 (number of inches in a square foot), and
divide by 2,150 (number of square inches in a bushel).

Thus:-Car 27 ft. 6 in. x 8 ft. 7j in. x 2 ft. 1 in. = 494 ft. 1 in. 8 pts.
Multiply by 1,728, and ÷ 2,150 - 400 nearly.

ROUND TIMBER.

lst. When all the sizes are in feet, multiply the length by the square of one
quarter of the mean girth, and the product will give the volume in cubie feet.

2nd. When the length is in feet and the girth is in inches, multiply as above, and
divide by 144.

Brd. When all the dimensions are in inches, multiply as above, and divide by
1,728.

Thus :-50 ft. long-girths 31.5 and 62. 9 inches.
81.5+62.9 \2 2 6962

0 2 +4 =50 × 118 =6,962, and î 48347fet.

OrL5O > 31.5 + 62•9 +'2 111,392 144= 48,347 foot
16 144= 1
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The mean girth of round tinber may be obtained by taking the circumference
at both ends and in the centre, adding them together, and dividing by 3.

The girl h of spars should be arrived at by taking their dia'meter at one-third
of their length from the abut or large end.

SQUARE TIMBER.

1st. When ail the dimensions are in feet, multiply the product of the breadth by
the depth, by the length, and the product will give the volume in cubic feet.

2nd. When One Of the dimensions is in inches, and the other dimensions are in
feet, multiply as above, and divide by 12.

3rd. When two of the dimensions are in inches, and the other dimension in feet,
multi ply as above and divide by 144.

Thus:-20 ft. long and 15 in. square:--15 x 15 X 20 = 4,500, and 4,500 ÷ 144
31.25 cubic feet.

The following are found to be average weights of round and square timber
W hite pine......... - . --..................... .. 48 lbs. per cubic foot.
IHemlock, spruce, red pine.................... 55 "
Ash, elm, maple, cherry, birch, beech....... 60 c
Oak, hickory........................................ 65 "

EXTRACT from the Minutes of a Meeting of the Board of Directors of the Ontario and
Quebec Railway Company, duly calied and held at the Office of the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company in Montreal, on Saturday, the 14th day of March, 1885.

PRESENT:

Mr. E. B. OsLER, in the Chair.
Mr. GEoRGE STEPHEN, Hon. DONALD A. SMITH,

R. B. ANGUS, PETER MITCHELL.
W. C. VAN IIORNE,

Mr. Drinkwater, Secretary of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, also
attended, and acted as secretary of the meeting.

" The chairman stated that it was desirable to pass a by-law adopting the tariff
of tolls, rates and fares to be charged for the conveyance of freight and passengers,
as required by the Consolidated Railway Act.

e Whereupon it was unanimously resolved,
" That the following by-law be, and the same is hereby enacted and passed as

the by-law of the conpalny:-

"BY-LAw No. 31.

"The rate for the conveyance of passengers shall not exceed three and one-
third cents per passenger per mile on ail the company's lines, and any extension of
the same. An additional sum of ten cents may be charged for each ticket purchased
on the company's trains, in case where a passenger bas entered the company's cars
at a station where tickets were sold, but has neglected to purchase a ticket at such
station, or other duly authorized ticket office, before entering the cars.
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" And the following shall be the maximum mileage tariff of f reight rates and
tolls on the said lines and extensions:-

Distances.

Not exceeding 5 miles........ ........
Over 5 and no. over 10.........

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
325
350
375
400
425
450
475
500
$25
560
675
600
625
650
675
700
72s
750

800

15.........
20.........
25 ........
30,........
35........
40.........

50 ........
55,.........
60.........
65.........
70........
75.........
80 .......
85.........
90.........
95....

100.........
110.........
120.........
130.........
140........
150.........
160.........
170.........
180.........
190.........
2(0.........
210.........
220.
230.
240.........
250.........
260........
270.........
280....
290.........
300..
325.
350.
375.
400...
425......
450.
475.........
500..
525...
550 ...
575....
600 ........
625........
650.........
475 ........
700-......

25.........
750.........

800........
825 ...

Classes in cents per 100 lbs.

8 7
8

12
14
16
18
19
21
21
23
23
25
25
26
28
23
30
30

32
33
33
35
35
37
37
39
40
40
42
42
44
44
46
47
47
49

12
14
16
18
20
22
24
24
26
26
28
28
30
32
32
31
34
36
36
38
38
40
40
42
42
44
46
46
48
48
50
50
52
54
54
56
58
60
64
66
68
70
72
76
78
80
82
84
86
90
94
98

102
106
108
112
116
120
124

10

51
53
56
58
60
61
63
67
69
70
72
74
75
79
82
86
89
93
95
98

102
105
108

A. 188%

6 5 4 4 4 3
7 6 5 5 4 4
9 8 6 6 5 5

il 9 7 6 6 6
12 10 8 7 6 7
14 il 9 8 7 8
13 15 10 9 7 8
17 14 11 10 8 9
18 15 12 il 8 9
18 15 12 il 9 10
20 16 13 12 10 10
20 16 13 12 10 il
21 18 14 13 11 11
21 18 14 13 il 12
23 19 15 14 12 il
24 20 16 14 12 13
24 20 16 14 12 13
26 21 17 15 13 14
26 21 17 15 13 14
27 23 18 16 13 14
27 23 18 16 14 15
29 24 19 17 14 15
29 24 19 17 15 15
30 25 20 18 15 16
30 25 20 18 16 16
32 26 21 19 16 17
32 26 21 19 17 17
33 28 22 20 17 18
35 29 23 21 17 18
35 29 23 21 18 19
36 30 24 22 18 19
36 30 24 22 18 19
38 31 25 23 19 20
38 31 25 23 19 20
39 33 26 24 20 20
41 34 27 25 20 21
41 34 27 25 20 21
42 35 28 26 20 21
44 36 29 27 21 22
45 38 30 28 21 22
48 40 32 30 22 23
50 41 33 31 23 24
51 43 34 32 23 24
53 44 35 33 24 25
54 45 36 34 25 26
57 48 38 36 26 27
59 49 39 37 27 28
60 50 40 38 28 29
62 51 41 39 29 30
63 53 42 40 30 31
65 54 43 41 31 32
68 56 45 43 33 34
71 59 47 45 34 35
74 61 49 47 36 37
77 64 51 46 37 38
80 66 53 51 38 39
81 67 54 52 39 40
84 70 56 54 4L 42
87 73 58 58 42 4
0 75 60 58 44 45

93 78 62 60 1 45 46
199

3 3
4 4
5 4
6 5
7 5
7 6
8 -6
8 7
8 7
9 7

10 8
10 8
11 9
11 9
11 10
12 10
12 10
12 11
13 il
13 il
14 12
14 12
15 13
16 13
16 14
17 14
17 15
18 15
18 15
19 16
19 16
20 16
2) 17
21 17
22 18
23 18
23 19
23 19
24 20
24 20
25 21
26 22
26 22
27 23
28 24
29 25
29 26
30 27
30 28
31 29
32 30
35 32
36 3s
38 35
39 36
40 37
42 38
43 4»
44 ] 4146 43
47 4
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TARIFF of freight rates and toils, &.-Coninued.

Classes in cents per 100 lbo.

Distances.

Over825 and not over 850......... 128 112 96 80 64 62 46 47 49 45
850 do 875......... 132 116 99 83 66 64 47 49 50 46
875 do 900 ........ 136 119 102 85 68 66 49 51 52 48
900 do 925......... 140 123 105 88 70 68 50 52 53 49
925 do 950 ........ 142 124 107 89 71 69 51 54 55 50
950 d o 975. ........ 146 Il28 110 91 73 71 52 55 56 51
975 do 1000......... 150 131 113 94 75 73 54 56 57 53

Smalla.-No single shipment of freight from one consignor to one consignee will be charged less
than for 100 Ibs. ist class rate; minimum charge, 35 ets.

Cartaege.-Above rates are completed exclusively by cartage.

" The classes referred to in the foregoing tariff are those fixed by the Canadian
joint freight classification, as the same shall be agreed upon from time to time by the
various Canadian lines, a copy of the classification now in force being appended
hereto."

Certified a true extract.
H. W. NANTON, ecretary.

DEPARTMENT RAILWAYs AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 16th May, 1885.
SIR,-I have to inform you that, under date the 5th instant, an Order in Council

passed, approving of By-law No. 31 of the Ontario and Quebec Railway, and adopted
at a meeting of the board of directors of company, held the 14th of March last,
whereby a tariff of maximum toils, rates of fares for the conveyaneo of freights and
passengers was established for this road.

I enclose a certified copy of the said order, so that the requirements of the
Consolidated Railway Act, in respect of publication, may be fulfilled by your coin-
pany.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

H. W. NANTON, Esq., Socretary Ontario & Quebec Railway Co., Toronto.

THE CANADIAN PAC1FI R&ILWAY CoMPANY,
OFFIcE OF THE SEcaETARY, MONTREAL, 9th June, 1881

Sir,-I have the honor to enclose certified copy of a resolution passed at a meet-
ing of the directors of this company, held to day, amending the by-law relating to
the tariff of fares for the couveyance of emigrants.

That the cause for this amendment may h fully understood, a further resolW-
tion, giving the reason therefor, is also enclosed; and I am instructed respectfully tO
ask that the amendîment to the by-law may receive the consideration of the Governor
General in Council at the earlies convenient moment.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, ecretary.

A. P. BaDLEY, Esq., Secretary, Dept. of Railways and Canals, Ottawa.
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-EXTRACT from the Minutes of the Regular Weekly Meeting of the Board of Directors of the
Canadian Pacfic Railway Company in Montreal, on Tuesday, the ninth day of June,
1885, at the hour of tu elve o'clock, noon.
Present in person, Mr. George Stephen, Mr. R. B. Angus, Hon. Donald A. Smith,

Mr. W. C. Van Horne, Mr. John Turnbull;
And by proxy, Mr. P. du P. Grenfell, Mr. C. D. Rose, Mr. H. S. Northcote.
Mr. C. Drinkwater, secretary of the company, also attended.
" In view of the extraordinary methods adopted by certain railway companies

in the United States, for the purpose of diverting from Canada emigrants passing
through the United States, on through tickets for points in Manitoba and the Cana-
-dian North West;

" It was resolved that by-law No. 50, fixing the tariff of tolls, rates and fares, be
arnended so that the section relating to the convoyance of emigrants shall read as
follows:

" Emigrant fares, one-half first-class passengers rates except from Emerson and
Gretna.

"And it was further resolved that the traffic officers of this company be
listructed to make, from time to time, such special rates as may be necessary to
riomote emigration from points in the United States to Manitoba and the Canadian

--North-West, and that they be authorized to carry such emigrants fro from Emerson
,or Gretna to points on .the lino of this railway if necessary, to fully counteract the

dverse efforts of railway linos south of the international boundary."
Certified a true extract.

C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

THE CANADIAN PAcIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 18th July, 1885.

SI,-I have the honor to enclose an amended by-law of this company relating
to passenger fares, and to request that the same may be submitted to the Governor
'n Council for approval as required by law.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

4- P. BRADLET, Secretary Department Railways and Canals.

eTU&CT from the Minutes of the Regular Weekly Meeting of the %oard of Directors
of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company held at the Office of the Company in
Montreal, on Tuesday the 13th day of June, 1885, at the hour of twelve o'clock
noon.

Present in person, Mr. George Stephen, president; W. C. Van Horne, vice-
J1resident; Hon. Donald A. Smith; Mr. Richard B. Angus; Mr. Sandfoed Fleming,V.E., C.M.G.

And by proxy, Mr. E. B. Osler, Mr. H. S. Northcote, Mr. P. du P. Grenfell, MX.l. D. -Rose.
Mr. C. Drinkwater, secretary of the company also attended.
IResolved, That existing By-law No. 50 establishing the tariff of tolle, rates and

th for passenger traffic on certain portions of the Canadian Pacifie Railway be and
the same is hereby amended by the addition of the following words thereto:-

"An additional sum of ton cents may be charged by the company for each
ticket purchased on the company's trains in cases where a p-assenger has entered the
'001upany's cars at a station where tickets are sold, but bas neglected to purchase a,
tcket at such station or other duly authorized ticket office bofore ente ring the cars.'"

Certified a true extract.
O. DRIlNKWATER, ecretary.
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DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS,
OTTAWA, 23rd Jaly, 1885.

Memorandum,-The undersigned has the honor to reprosent that the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company have submitted for approval by your Exellency in Coun-
cil, in conformity with the requirements of the Consolidated Railway Act, 42 Vic.,
chap. 9, sec. 17, a resolution adopted at a meeting of their directors, held on the 30th
of June last, in the following terms:-

Resolved, That existing by-law No. 50, establishing the tariff of tolls, rates and
fares for passenger traffic on certain portions of the Canadian Pacifie Hailway be and
the same is bereby amended by the addition of the following words thereto :

An additional sum of 10 cents may be charged by the company for each ticket
purchesed on the company's trains, in cases where a passenger bas entered the coi-
pany's cars at a station where tickets are sold, but bas neglected to purchase a ticket
at such station or other duly authorized ticket effice, before entering the cars. This
the chief engineer is of opinion to be a reasonable provision.

Ibe undeisigned recommendsthat the said amendment be approved.
Respectfully submitted,

J. il. POPE, Acting Minister Railways and Canals.

CERTIFIED CoPY of a Report of a Committee of the Bonorable the Prvy Council, approved
by Bis Exceltency the Governor General in Council on the Ilth September, L885.
On a memorandum, dated 23rd July, 1885, from the acting Minister of.Railways

and Canals, submitting a resolution adopted at a meeting of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company. beld at Monti eal on the 30th of June last, as follows:-

" Rtsolved: That existing by-law No. 50 establishing the tariff of tolls, rates aind
fares foi- passenger traffic on certain portions of the Canadian Pacifie Railway be and
the same is hereby amended by the addition of the following words thereto:

" An additional snm of ton cents may be charged by the Company for -ch
ticket purchased on the Company's trains in cases where a passenger has entered the
ConpaLy's cars at a station wheb e tickets are sold, but has neglected to purchase a
ticket at such station or other duly authorized ticket office before entering the cars."

The Minister of Justice, to whom the said r solution was referred, is of opinion
that under section 17 of the " Consolidated Railway Aet, 1879," Your Excellency inU
Council may approve of the by-law in question.

The Committee accordingly submit the sanme for Your Excellency's approval.
JOHNK J. McGEEB, Clerkc Privy Counil.

The Minister of Railways and Canals.
DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 17th September, 1885.

6i,-I am directed to forward you the accompanying cortified copy of the Order
in Council dated ilth instant, authorizing he adoption of a resolution, amending by
law No. 50, establishing the tariff of toils, rates and fares for passenger trafflio 01
certain portions of the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, &ecretaryp

C. ]RIKWATER, Esq., Secretary C.P.R. Co., Montreal.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY RETURN--9[SCELLANEOUS-FORM O?
MORTGAGE BOND AND MODILICATION OF TIE SAME.

JoBM OF MORTGAGE.

'111 CANADIAN PAcIPIO RAILWAY,
OFFICE O THE SICaTARY, MONTREAL, 25th July, 1885.

81a,-I have the honor to inform you that a mortgage deed securing the issue of
£,191,500 sterling, being the equivaient of $35,000,ooo firt mortgage bondS,
authorized by the Act of the recent Session respecting this Company, has bee1
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executed in triplicate by the proper officers of the company, under authority of
the Board of Directors at the meeting of the board held on the 24th inst., and that
olne copy of the said deed has this day been deposited in the office of the Secretary of
State as required by the company's charter.

I am therefore instiucted to apply for payment of the temporary loan of
45,000,000, authorized by the said Act.

I beg further to state that since the date of the statement submitted by the presi-
dent in bis letter of the 18th March last, showing an expenditure upon the railway
and branches and for other purposes outside the requirements of the contract of
*8,181,269, which statement was laid before Parliament, further expenditure bas been
Inaade by the corpany of the same class, amounting on the 31st May last to the sumn
Of 81,601,535.67, as shown by the staqtement enclosed; forming together with the
said sum of $8,181,269, referred to in the said letter, an aggregate expenditure to that
date, outside the contract, of $9,782,804.67.

And I beg respectfully to request that the Government will authorize the com-
Pany to receive out of the proceeds of the $7,000,000 provided for that purpose by
the said Act, the sum of $4,782,804.67 forrning, together with the temporary loan of
85,000,000 already referred to, the sum of 89,782,804.67, being the amount which the
eornpany now requires to provide for in excess of the expenditure under the contiact.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER. Secretary.

1on. J. IH. POPE, Acting Minister of Railways, Ottawa.

IVAeTEMENT of Expenditure on Main Line and Branches in excess of estimates received and
beyond requirements of contract, from lst January to 3 Ist May, 1885.

Amount of expenditure shown by statement accom-
panying the President's letter of 18th March last,
and laid before Parliament......... ....... ............ $8,181,269 00

V urther expenaiture of the same class made on the
railway since 31 st December, 1881, in excess of
the requirements of the contract as follows:-

Montreal to Biscotasing .......................... 131,357 02
Winnipeg to Rocky Mountains.................. 70,566 95
On Government Lines............................ 72,916 43
On equipment........................... ............ 40,875 16
On Branch Lines.................................... 25,164 73
On Ma'n Line-

Under Contract..............85,298,464 09
Less Estimates.................. 8,353,067 00

81,945,397 09
Decrease in stock of material 184,7 4 71

-8 1,260,655 38

$9,782.804 69

re emo:-In addition tothe above the Qompany bas made the following expenli-
ince lst January, 1885.

Dividend paid ..................... $650,000 00
Interest exchange.............. 426,298 89
IDominion Government Guarantee Fnd............. 147,618 24
Interest on Land Grant Bonde............................... 100,702 il
Advances for purposes within the charter...... .... ...... 293,347 '8

81,617,966 52

C, DiRINKWATER, Secretary.
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CANADIAN GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS,
OFFICE 0F THE CHIEF ENGINEER AND GENERAL MANAGER,

OTTAWA, 27th July, 1885.
SIR,-I have the honor to report that an application of the Canadian PacifiO

Railway Company has been referred to me under date of 25th instant, for the pay
ment of the temporary loan of 85,000,000, and also of bonds to the amount Ol
.$4,782,804, making in all, as stated by the company, the sam of 89,782,804, as pro
vided by the Act of 48 Vie., intituled: " An Act to further amend the Acts respect-
ing the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and to provide for the completion and successful
operation thereof."

I have the honor to state that as security for the temporary loan of $5,000,000,
the Government were to retain 88,000,000 of the $35,000,000 of first mortgage bonds.
I am not aware that these bonds are at present in the Government's possession, but
I believe that the mortgage deed has been prepared in accordance with the Act snd
deposited with the Secretary of State. But if this bas been done, this Departmenty
.so far as I know, has not been advised of it by the Department ot Secretaryof State.

As I have stated, the authorized issue of first mortgage
bonds is 835,000,000, of which the Government take............... $20,000,000

And as security for temporary lan....... ......... 8,000,000

828,000,000

Leaving a balance of ................................... $ 7,000,000

This remainder, according to the Act, " shall be, from time to time, delivered
by the Government to the company, to be applied by the latter, under the supervisiO
-of the Government, to payment for work done, or to be done, for the developmOln
improvement and extension of the railway, its connections and equipment, and for
the maintenance of the credit and effieiency of the company generally, to the satiO'
faction of the Government."

It is out of this fund that the sum of 84,782,804, now asked for, would be paid
After examining the company's books on the Lst January

last, Mr. Miall reported a floating debt of............................. 86,895,462
From which should be deducted the temporary loan of 5,000,000

Leaving a balance of.......................................... 81,895.462

to which the company may be considered fairly entitled. This, however, leaves an
additional sum of $2,887,342, of which they ask payment, and for which they put i
a statement of expenditure which, however, I have no means of verifying. Then,
however, furnish, with their present application, a statement showing an expenditure
in excess of the requirements of their contract amountingto $9,782,804; and unlesi
funds are available to li uidate their indebtedness their credit will suifer. I would?
therefore, suggest that e sum of 81,104,538 be paid to them in addition to the bal-
ance of $1,895,462, making together a total of $3,000,000.

It is stated in the Act that "if the bonds in the hands of the Government, or
any part thereof, shal be sold by the company at a price satisfactory to the GOvr'
ment, the proceeds of such sale shall be paid into the hands of the Governmefnt,
the place and stead of the bonds so sold, and such proceeds shall be dealt with as
hereinbefore provided, with respect to the bonds they represent."

It is currently reported that $15,000,000 of bonds have been sold, whether at
price satisfactory to the Government or otherwise, I am not informed; neither do
know whether the proceeds have been paid into the hands of the Government.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
COLLINGWOO> SCHIREIBER, ChiefBngineer and Gen. Man.

A. P. BRADLEY, Esq., Secretary Department Railways and Canals.
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OTTAWA, 28th July, 1885.
MEMORANDUM,-The undersigned has the honor to represent that under the Aet

relating to the Canadian Pacifie Railway, passed last Session, authority was given for
the grant of a temporary loan ot 85,000,000 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com.
»any and for the following arrangement regarding this and the loan, viz.:-

The company were to issue first mortgage bonds to
the extent of............................................$35,000,000

Of such bonds there was to be retained by the
Government as security for $20,00u,000
of the original loan to the amount of...$20,000,000

And as security for the present contem-
plated loan .................................... 8,000,000

$28,000,000

Leaving the balance with bonds..................$ 7,000,000

With regard to this balance, it was provided by section No. 7, that they should>
be from time to time delivered by the Government to the company, to be appliel by
the Company under the supervision of the Government, to the payment for work
done, or to be done, for the development, improvement and extension of the railway
ad equipment, and for the maintenance of the credit and efficiency of the company
genaerally to the satisfaction of the Government.

That under date the 25th instant the company have made application for the
carying out of this arrangement, the proper mortgage securing the issue of the said
4M5,O00,000 of bonds having been duly filed with the Hon.'the Secretary of State.

That upon this application, the Chief Engineer has reported, under date the 27th
s5tnt, to the following effect, nanely:

That after examining company's books on the lst of Jannary last, reported a
o0ating debt of.................................. 6,895,462

From which will be deducted the temporary loan of.... 5,000,000

Leaving a balance of ...................................... $1,895,4e2

hich the company may be considered fairly entitled. The company, however,
rnish with their present application a statement showing an expenditure in excess

fthe requirements of thoir contract amounting to $9,782,804, and the Chief Engineer,
%engsatisfied that the amount is as stated, advises that a further sum be paid them of

04,538, making a total of $3,000,000.
The undersigned concurs in the foregoing and recommends that authority be

gvenl for payment accordingly.
Respectfully submitted,

J. H. POPE, Acting Minister of Railways and Canais.

19T2IPID CoPY of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approveJ
by IIis lxcellency the Governor General in Council on the 31st July, 1885.

A On a memorandum, dated 28th July, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Railways
Ie Canais, submitting that under the Act passed during the last Session of Parlia-

a 4t relating to the Canadian Pacific Railway, authority was given for the grant of
te Porary loan to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company of $à,000,000, and for

te lowing arrangement regarding this and the former loan, viz:-
The company to issue first mortgage bonds to the

extent 0f................................ $3â,000,000
0f such bonds, the Government to retain as

security for $20,000,000 of the original
loan, the amount of..........................$20,000,000
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And as security for the present contemplated
10an............................................... 8,000,000

-- $28,000,000

Leaving balance of bonds......................... 7,000,000

The Minister represents, with regard to the balance, that it was provided by
section No. 7 of said Act, that they should be, " from time to time, delivered by the
Government to the company, to be applied by the company, under the supervision of
the Government, to the payment for work done, or to be done, for the developmoent,
improvement and extension of the railway, its construction and equipment, and for
the maintenance of the credit and efficiency of the company genorally, to the sati-
faction of the Government."

The Minister further submits an application from the company, dated 25th July
instant, for the carrying out of this arrangement, the propar mortgage deed securing
the issue of the said $35,000,000 of bonds having been duly approved by the Governor
in Councif, under date 29th July instant.

The Minister also represents that the Chief Engineer of Government Railways
has reported to the following effect, viz,:-

That after examining the company's books on the 1st
of January last, Mr. Miail reported a floating
debt of.......................................................... 86,895,462

From which should be deducted the temporary loan of. 5,000,000

Leaving a balance of..................... ..... 81,895,462

to which the company may be considered fairly entitled.
The company, however, furnish, with their present application, a statement

showing an exponditure in excess of the requirements of their contract, amounting
to $9,782,804, aid the Chief Engineer being satisfied that the amount is as set down,
advises that a further sum be paid the company of 81,104,538, making a total Of
$3,000,000.

The Minister, on the report of the Chief Engineer, recommends that authoritY
be give) for payment accordingly.

The Committee submit the same for Your Excellency's approval.
JOHN J. McGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

To the Honorable the Minister of iRailways and Canals.

CERTIFIED COPY of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approvel
by Ris Excellency the Governor General in Councl on the 20th day of July, 1885.
On a report, dated 17th July, 1885, from the Minister of Justice, submitting in

pursuance of an Act passed during the recent Session of Parliament, intituled : ". A
Act further to amend the Acts respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway and to pro-
vide for the completion and successful operation thereof," the accompanying form of
mortgage between the Canadian Pàcif'c RailwAy Company and the trustees to be
approved by the Government, whicle has been settled by Mr. Leith, Q.C., on behljf
of the Crown, and by Mr. Abbott, Q.C., on behalf of the company, and recommen
ing that the said form of mortgage be approved by Your Excellency under section
2 of the said Act.

The Minister further recommends that the company be authorized to modify the
form of bond contained in the said form of mortgage in such a manner as may be
determined upon to facilitate the advantageous negotiation of the bonds.

The Committee advise that the foregoing recommendation be approved.
The Committee further advise that the Right Honorable George Glenfell Glyn,

Baron Wolverston, the Right Holnorable Edward Charles Baringi Barmn Revelstoke,
and the Honorable Sir Charled Tupper, K. C. K. G., High Commissioner for Canad,
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Who have been named as trustees, and by whom the deed of mortgage referred to in
the Act*is to be executed, be approved by Your Excellency in Council, in pursuance
of the provision contained in the second clause of the said Act.

All which is respectfully submitted for Your Excellency's approval.
JOHN J. MCGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE oF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 24th July, 1885.

SIR,-I bave the honor to state that a cablegram has been received from the
President of the company stating that it is expedient, to facilitate the negotiation of
the bonds of the company, that they should be altered by omitting from the form of
bond the provision that there should be a certificate upon it signed by the trusteos,
and that the place for keeping the London register was arranged to be at the count-
lIg house of Messrs. Baring Bros. & Co., where also the bonds and their interest were
to be payable. He further states that it was agreed that the place so fixed for the
Payment of the bonds and interest should not hereafter be changed, and ho requesta
that the requisite alterations might be made in the bond and deed.

Under the terms of the Order in Cauncil of the 20th instant, the cimpany is
authorized to make such changes in the form of the bonds as might be found
eXpedient to facilitate the negotiation of them. But as these changes require a cor-
responding alteration in the deed, the company do not feel justified in making those
alterations in the deed without the approbation of the Governor in Gouncil.

i, therefore, submit a copy of the deed with the form of bond comprised in it,
altered in such a way as to meet the requirements of the London financial agents of
the company in respect of the form of bond, and I beg rospectfully to ask that an
Order in Council may be passed approving of these alterations.

The president and Messrs. Baring Bros. & Co. are most urgent that the mort-
gage deed should be executed, and it is also essential in the interest of the business
of the company bore that no time should be lost in doing so. I would, therefore,
espectfully ask that you would be good enough to have the matter brought up at,
the first meeting of the Council, and as it is a matter which does not affect any of

e remedies or rights of the Government, I venture to hope that the Order in
o0Oineil may be passed to-morrow.

I have, &c.,

on. the Minister of Railways and Canals. 0. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

MORTGAGH,

"InIS INDENTURE, made the twenty-fifth day of July, in the year of Our L>rd one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, between the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company, a body corporate and politic, duly incorporated by letters patent under
the Great Seal of the Dominion of Oanada, party of the first part, hereinafter
called the Company, and the Right Honorable George Grenfell Glyn, Baron
Wolverton, the Right Honorable Elward Charles Baring, Baron Revelstoke, and
the Honorable Sir Charles Tupper; K.G.M.G., Hi h Commissioner for Canada,
Parties of the second part, hereinafter called the Trustees:

Whereaas by the charter of the, company, the directors of the company are
"4 itorized and empowered, with the aath@ry of the shareholders of the company,
jranted at a special general meeting. thereof, duly called for the purpose, to issuie
p rnt Mortgago bonds o the extent of tentheusanddollars per mile of the Canadiaa

thic iilway, for the purpose of raieing: money fur prosecuting the said unier-taking, which bonds it is horeby declared shal constitute a. first mortgage andPrivuege upon the said railway, constructed or acquired, and to be hereafter con-
or acquired, and upon its property, red and personal, acquired and to be
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thereafter acquired, including rolling stock and plant, and upon its tolls and revenues
(after deduction from such tolls and revenues of working expenses) and upon thoe
franchiFes of the company, the whole as should be declared and described in any deed
of mortgage, as thereinafter provided:

And whereas, it was further, by the said charter, provided, that the company
might eenre the said bonds by a deed or deeds of mortgage, executed by the com-
pany under the authority of its shareholders, expressed by a resolution passed at such
special general meeting, which deed, it was therebydeclared, might contain, amongst
other things, such description of the property mortgaged by such deed, and suoh con-
ditions respecting the payment of the bonds secured thereby, and of the interest-
thereon, and respecting the remedies which should be enjoyed by the holders of such
bonds, or by any trustee or trustees for them, in default of such payment, and the
mainer of enforcing such remedies, and such provisions as to forfeitures and penalties,
in default of such payment, as should be approvel by such meeting; and might also
contain, with the approval aforesaid, authority to the trustee or trustees, upon such-
default, as one of such remedies, to take possession of the railway and property
mortgaged, and to hold and run the same for the benefit of the bondholders thereof,
for a time to be limited by such deed, or to sell the said railway and property, after
such delay, and upon sucb terms and conditions as should be stated in such deed;,
and might also, either directly by its terms, or indireutly by reference to the by-laws
of the company, provide for the mode of enforcing and exercising the powers and
authority to be conferred and defined by such deed, under the provisions of the said
charter:

And whereas, by an Act of the Parliament of the Dominion, passed during the
last preceding Session thereof, the power of the company to issue first mortgage bonds
was extended; and it was thereby authorized and empowered, with tue authority of
its shaieholders, as provided by its charter, to issue such bonds to the extent of
e3-5,000,000, or the equivalent thereof, in sterling money of Great Britain, and to
secure the payment thereof and of the interest thereon by a deed of mortgage, to be
executed by the company to trustees to be approved by the Government, with the
authority and of the tenor and purport and containing the conditior.s, reniedies, pro-
visions and powers authorized and provided for by the twenty-eighth section of the
charter of the comfpany, to such an extent, and in such mianner and form, as should
be approved by the Governor in Council:

And whereas, a special general meeting of the shareholders of the company was
duly called and held on the eleventh day of May, 1885, at the office of the said com-
pany, at the city o 1Montreal, in Canada, for the purpose, amongst other things, of
authorising the directors of the company to make and issue bonds secured by a deed
of mortgage of the said railway and undertaking; containing such of the conditions,
stipulations and provisions authorized by the company's charter, and by the said last
mentioned Act as the shareholders should approve of, and for the purpose of consider-
ing the form of such bonds and of such deed of mortgage, which said meeting bas
since been adjourned from time to time, and finally to the twentieth day of July, 18b5,
on which last mentioned day the said adjourned meeting was duly held for the pur-
poses aforesaid :

And whereas, resolutions were duly passed at the said last mentioned meeting,
whereby it was resolved, in effect, that the company should issue first mortgage
bonds, under the said authority, for thirty.five million dollars ($35,000,000), or the
equivalent thereof in said sterling money, such bonds to be secured by a deed of mort-
gage, as authorized by the said charter and by the said last mentioned Act, contain-
ing a description of the property mortgaged by such deed, conditions respecting the
paymnent of the bonds secured thereby and of the interest thereon, the remedies to bO
enjoycd by the holders thereof, and the enforcement of such remedies, and also pro-
visions for forfeitures and penalties in default of payment; the whole as specified in-
general terms in the said resolutions, and hereinafter more particularly des cri bed and
detailed :
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And whereas, a draft of this deed of mortgageand of the bonds and coupons therein.
referred to and in part recited, was duly submitted at the said meeting to the said
khareholders, and each was, and the provisions in said draft were, duly approved and
confirmed by a further resolution passed at the said meeting; and the said draft of
this deed, and the names of the said trustees, were submitted to the Governor in Coun-
cil, and were duly approved by an Order in Council, duly made and passed on the
twentieth day of July, 1885; and this deed, and the bonds and coupons hereinafter
set forth, conform in all respects to the said draft:

And whereas, the said company has caused the said bonds, to the extent of the
sum of seven million one hundred and ninety-one thousand five hundred pounds
sterling, to be signed and countersigned by its chief executive officers and duly sealed,
the said bonds being in the form following, that is to say :-

£ DOMINION OF CANADA. No.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIO RAILWAY COMPANY.

o...... .Ftve per cent. First Mortgage Bond.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company, for value received, hereby promises to,
pay to the registered holder hereof, or if not registered to the bearer, the sum of

pounds sterling money of Great Britain, on the first day of
July, one thousand nine hundred and fifteen, at the counting house of Messrs. Baring
Brothers & Company, in the city of London, England, with interest thereon at the
rate of five per cent. per annum, payable half-yearly at the said place in like sterl-
ing money, on the first days of January and July in each year, on presentation and
Surrender of the interest coupons hereto annexed, as they severally become due.

This bond is one of a series of twenty-five thousand three hundred and fifteen
bonds of like tenor and date, whereof two thousand six hundred are for one thousand
Pounds each, and are numbered consecatively from 1 to 2,600, inclusive; five thou-
Sand eight hundred are for five hnndred pounds each, and are numbered consecutively
from 2601 to 8400, inclusive; and sixteen thousand nine hundred and fifteen are for
One hundred pounds each, and are numbered consecutively from 8401 to 25315, inclu-
Sive; the whole amounting in the aggregate to seven million one hundred and ninety-
One thousand fiye hundred pounds sterling, the payment of all of which bonds, and
the interest thereon, is secured by a doed of mortgage bearing even date herewith,
duly executed by the said company to Lord Wolverton, Lord Revelstoke, and Sir
Charles Tupper, as trustees, which conveys to the said trustees, by way of mortgage,
the railway of the said company constructed or acquired, and to be hereafter con-
Structed or acquired, the extensions thereof, its branch lines of railway (except the
Algoma branch), its tolls and revenues, its stations, docks, shops, buildings and
Other appurtenances; its equipnent, rolling stock and plant, acquired and to be.
acquired, and all its steamers and vessels (saving always, however, the rights of the
holders of the existing mortgages on the extensions of the line of the said railway-
fron Callander to Brockville and Montreal, as security for the unpaid balances
Of the purchase money of said extensions), the whole as described in the said deed of
raortgage.

This bond may be registered on the books of the company, at its office in Mon-
treal, or at the counting bouse of Messrs. Baring, Brothers & Company, in London
aforesaid, after which no transfer, except upon the books of the company, will bu
Valid; but it is not to be deemed registered until the name of the holder is registered on
the back of the bond as well as on the books of the company. It may be exchanged
by the holder for a registered certificate thereof; or it may be registered in favor of
bearer, after which it will be transferable by delivery alone until again registered in
the name of the holder.
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In wi!ness whereof, the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company bas caused these
presents to be signed by its president or vice-presidont and countersigned by its
accretary, this twenty-fifth day of July, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-fire.

President.
Secretary.

And each of the said coupons shall have the signature of the secretary affixed
thereto by being engraved thereon and is in the form following, that is to say:-

INTEREST COUPON.
The Canadian Pacifie Railway Company will pay the bearer, on the first day of

, pounds sterling, at the counting bouse of Messrs. Baring
Brothers & Company, in London, being half-yearly interest on bond No.

Secretary.
Now, therefore, this indentuce witnesseth:-
That the company, for and in consideration of the premises, and for the purpose

of securing the payment of said bonds so issued and to be issued, and the interest
thereon as specified in the interest coupons ;thereto attached, and every part of the
said principal and interest, as the same shall become payable according to the tenor
of the said bonds, doth grant unto the trustees, their heirs and assigns, as joint ten-
ants, and to their successors in the trust, the main lino of the said railway, the exten-
sions thereof, its branch lines of railway (except the Algoma brar ch), its tolls and
revenues, the whole of its Cquipment, rolling stock and plant constructed or acquired,
or hereafter to be constructed or acquired (saving always, however, the rights of the
holders of the existing mortgages on the extensions of the line of the said railway
froü Càallander to Brockville and Montreal, as security for the unpaid balances of the
purchase-money of the said extensions)-together with ail and singular the rights of
'way, road-bed, depôt grounds and lands, and all tracks, bidges, viaducts, culverts,
fer ces, dépôts, station grounds, station houses, elevators, docks and wharves, engine
houses, car bouses, freight houses, wood houses, machine shops and other shops, and
all other structures and buildings whatsoever, now held or acquired, or hereinafter to
to be in anywise held or acquired by the company, its successors or assigns, for use
in the construction, maintenance and operation of, and in connection with, the said
railway, or any part thereof, now owned by it, or hereinafter constructed, or in any-
wise acquired; also all locomotives, tenders, passenger, baggage, freight, cattle and
other cars, and ail other rolling stock and equipment whatsoever, and all machinery,
toôls and implements, and ail fuel, supplies and materials, now held or acquired or
hereinafter to be held or acquired by the company, its successors or assigns, for con-
structing, maintaining, operating, repairing or replacing the said railway, its branches
and eitensions, or any part thereof, or any of the equipments or appurtenances
theteof; also ail its steamers and vessels; and also ail income, rents, issues, profits
and sums of money arising or to arise from said railway, the extensions and branches
thereof (except the Algoma branch), and from aIl other property and premises here-
by èxpressed to be conveyed, acquired and to be acquired, constructed and to be con-
structed, or from any of them; and also ail rights, privileges, powers, immunities
and etiéniptions, and ail corporate and other franchises, now ewned, held and enjoyed
by the company, or hereinafter to be owned, held or enjoyed by or conferred upon it,
its Encessoris or assigns, in aDY way connected with or relating to the said railway
and prdpeity, acqnired and t hobe cquired, constructed and to be ôonstracted, and all
the føversion and reversions, remaffider axid remainders thereof, in trust, however,
for the ies afid purposes heréinafter mentioned.

To have and to hold the above described property, premisès, things, rights, p+4-
411' inrranidèes and frnchisW, acqn1r'd aind to hé aequired, and hereby epressèd
lié là eyed,- mnd intéeded to be, unito thé trustees, théir heirs, executora, adùiin-
istrators and assigna, according to the nature and quality thoreof, asjoint tenà"ts,
and to their successors in the said trust.
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In trust, nevertheless, to and for the uses and purposes, and with powers and
authori4 y, and upon the conditions, hereinafter mentioned and set forth, viz.:-

Article First.-Until default shall be made by the company in the payment of
the principal or interest of the said bonds hereby secured, or of some one or more of
them; or until default shall be made by the company in respect of something horein
required to be done, or some condition or covenant to be performed by it; the con-
pany shall be suifered and permitted to possess, manage and enjoy the said line of
railway, and the extensions and branches thereof, and all other property expressed
to be conveyed hereby, together with the equipment and appurtenances thereof, and
the franchises appertaining thereto, and to take and use the rents, incomes, profits,
tolls and issues thereof, in the same manner and with the sane effect as if Lhis deed
had not been inade, but subject or to be subject novertheless to the lien of these
pros, n ts.

Article Second.-And whereas the company is indebted to the Governmont of
Canada in the sum of twenty million dollars bearing five per cent. interest, part of a
loan made by the said Government to the company under the provisions of an Act
of the Dominion Parliament passed in the forty-seventh year of Her Majosty's reign,
chapter one, and it bas been agreed botween the said Government and the company
that the said rate of interest shall be reduced to four per centum per annum, so long
as the same and the said sum. of, twenty million dollars shall respectively be punctu-
ally paid when due, that time of payment should be of the essence of the agreomint,
and the return to five per cent. hereafter named should not be construed as a pen-
alty, or in the nature thoreof; that the said sum of twenty million dollars shall be
repaid to the Governmont, on or before the first day of May, one thousand eight
hundred and ninety-one, with interest payable half-yearly at the rate of four per
centum per annum, subject to increase to five per cent, as herein provided; and that
the Government shall roceive and hold the amount of four million one hundred and
nine thousand five hundred pounds sterling of the bonds hereby secured and the
coupons thereto appended, as security for the repayment of the said sum of twenty
million dollars on or before the said last mentioned day, in accordance with the said
agreement and for the payment of the interest, respectively, and the said agreement
has been embodied in an Act of the Parliament of the Dominion, passed during the
last preceding session thereof; whereby it is provided in effect, that if the company
should make default in the payment of the interest on the said sum of twenty mil-
lion dollars, payable half yearly, at the said rate of four per cent. per annum, or of
the principal thereof, at the time when any instalment of the said interest or the said
principal shall beoome due, respectively, the interest upon the said debt shall there.
after be computed and payable, at the said original rate of five per centum per
annum, and such default shall be equivalent to a default in the payment of the interest
on the bonds hereby secured, the issue whereof is authorizod by the said Act, and
shall entitle the Government to the same remedies as if default had been made in
payment of the interest or principal of the said bonds: And it was thereby fdtrther
Provided in effect, that if the company should remain in default in respect of eiLher
the principal or interest on the said sum of twenty million dollars for a period of six
lorths, the trustees hereunder should be authorized and empowered to take posses-
Sion of the property mortgaged, and should exorcise all or any of the powers con-
ferred upon them by the terms of the present deed in pursuance thereof; as if the
Prilncpal of the bonds hereby secured were in default:

.Now, therefore, the company hereby further covenanta, binds and obligea itqelf
to and with the said trustees, that forthwith, upon the execution of the bonds hereoy
secured, it will deliver to the Government a portion thereof, amquotij; to the g
sun of four million one hundred and nine thousand five hundred po d, wi th o
coupons ap ended thereto, as security as aforesaid, and wil Il duly pay to tie .ceie*r7
General eto Dominion of Canada for the time being, the interest on the eauid eMpi
0f t 4l1ion do1aas faIf-yearly gn the daýys respectivoly next precediqg tbe

eys wheregn the d$eppos sha become payable, at the rate of four per ot y
a mflÛ, a.n a prop cftÇe said om on or before the said first day of May
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one tbousand eight hundred and ninety-one, in conformity with the said agreement
ai d with the said Act. This covenant is without prejudice to the increase in the
rate of interest, and to other provisions herein, on default in payment of the said
bonds or of the coupons thereon; it being understood and agreed that on default in
payment, as aforesaid, of either the said principal sum or of the said interest at four
per cent., the said Government shall be entitled to en forcement of the coupons at the
rate of five per cent., payable after any such default.

Article Thiid.-In case default shall be made in the payment of any interest to
accrue on any of the aforesaid bonds to be issued by the company, when such interest
shall become payable according to the tenor of such bond or the terms of any coupon
thereto annexed, and such default shall continue for the period of six months; or in
case default shall be made in the observance or performance of any other matter or
thing in these presents mentioned, and agreed or required to be observed and per-
formed by the company, and such default shall continue for the period of six months ;
then and from thenceforth, and in either of such cases it shall be lawful for the trus-
tees, personally or by their or his attorneys or agents, to enter into and upon
ail and singular the railway and premises hereby conveyed or intended so to
be, acquired or constructed, and to be acquired or constructed, or any part
thereof, and thenceforth to have, hold, possess and use the said railway
and premises, and each and every part and parcel thereof, then subject to the
lien of these presents, with full power, for the period of three months thereafter, and
afterm ards until a sale and subsequent delivery of the said railway shall have
been made as herein provided ; to operate and conduct the business of the said rail-
way by their superintendents, managers and servants or attorneys or agents, and to
:make, from time to time, alt repairs and replacements, and such needful alterations, ad-
ditions and improvements thereto, as may seem to them to be judicious, and to collect
and receive ail tolls, tares, freights, incomes, rents, issues and profits of the same,
and of every part thereof ; and, after deducting the expenses of operating the
said railway and conducting the business thereof, and of al the said repairs,
replacements, alterations, additions and improvements and ail payments which
may be made or may be due for taxes, assessments, charges or liens, prior to
the lien of these presents upon the said premises, or any part thereof as weil as just
compensation for their own services, and for the services of such attorneys and
counsel and ail other agents and persons as shall have been by them employed, and
all other charges and expenses reasonably incurred in or about the execution of the
trusts or powers by this indenture created ; the trustees shall apply the moneys
arising from such collections and receipts, as aforesaid, to the payment of interest
on the said bonds, in the order in which such interest shall have become and shall
become due, ratably to the person entitled to such interest, and if, after paying in
full the interest which shall have accrued on the said bonds, a surplus of the moneys
arising, as aforesaid, shall remain ; and the principal of the said bonds shall not be
due, and such surplus or any part thereof shall not be required, in the judgment of
the trustecs, for the protection of the property, or to provide for the instalment of
interest next thereafter to fall due, the same shall be paid over to the company ; but
in case the principal of said bonds shall have become due, the surplus arising, as
aforesaid, shall be reserved, to be applied to the payment of said bonds, upon a sale
of the said railway and premises, as hereinafter provided.

Article Fourth.- In case default shall be made in the payment of interest on the
said bonds, or any of them, as aforesaid, and shall continue, as aforesaid, for the
period ofsix months thereafter ; or, in case default shall be made in the payment of
the principal of the said bonds, or any of them, or any part thereof, or in the pay-
ment of the principal of the said sum of twenty million dollars, when the same shall
respectively become due and payable, and shall continue for a period of six months
thereafter, it shall be lawful for the trustees, after such entry as aforesaid, or after
other entry, or without entry, personally or by their attorneys or agents, to sell arid
dispose of the said railway, and all and singular the property, rights and franchises
hereinbefore expressed to be conveyed, and which shall be thon subject to the lien of
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these presents, at public auction in the city of Montreal, in the Province of Quebec,
and at such time as the trustees shall appoint, þaving first given notice of the time
and place of such sale, by advertisement published not less than three times a week
for three successive months, in one or more daily newspapers published in the city
of Montreal, in one or more daily newspapers pub] ighed in th e city of New York, and
in one or more daily newspapers published in the said city of London. And, after such
notice, it shall be lawful for the trustees to make such sale, with or under any special
conditions as to upset price, reserved bid or otherwise; or as to receiving the price or
consideration of such sale in whole or in part in bonds secured hereunder, which may
be prebcribed or authorized by the bondholders in the manner hereinafter provided ;
also with power to rescind or vary any contract of sale that may bave been entered
into thereat, and resell with or under any of the powers herein. And the trustees
may stop, suspend, or adjourn sncb sale, from time to time, in their discretion, and
if so adjourning, make the -ame, with or under any of the powers herein, after one
nonth's notice thereof, published as hereinbefore provided, at the time and place to

'which the same shall be so adjoirned, and make and deliver to tho purchaser or
purchasers of the said railway and prem ses, or any part thereof, good and sufficient
<feed or deeds in the law for the same, which sale, made as aforemaid, shall be a
perpetual bar, bothin law and equity, againstthe company and its assigns, and all other
persons claiming the said premises or any part or pai cel thereof, by, from, through
Or under the company or its assigns. Anc, after deducting from the proceeds of
Such sale just allowances for all expenses thereof, including attorneys' and counsel
fees, and all other expenses, advances or liabilities, which may have been made or
incurred by the trustees in operating or maintaining the said railway and premises,
Or in managing the business thereof, and all payments by them made for taxes or
asessments, and for charges and liens prior to the lien of these presents on the said
Promises or any part thereof, as well as reasonable compensation for their own ser-
Vices and any other expenses or charges referred to in article tbird, it shall be law-
ful for the trustees, and it shall be their duty, to apply the residue of the moneys
arising from such sale to the payment of the principal and accrued and u npaid interest
on all the said bonds which shall then be outîtanding, without discrimination or
preference as between principal and accrued and unpaid interest, or as between the
Qolders of said bonds or of any coupons issued therewith, but equally and ratably to-
all such bond and coupon holders; and if, after the payment and satisfaction of said.
bonds, principal and interest, a surplus of the said proceeds shal remain, to pay'
such surplus to the company or its assigns. And it is hereby declared and agreed,
that the receipt of the trustees shall be a sufficient discharge to the purchaser or
Purchasers at such sale for his or their purchase-money; and that after payment of
such purchase money, and baving such receipt, such purchaser or purchasers shall
nlot be obliged to enquire into the application of such purchase-money upon or for
the trusts or purposem of these presents, or be in any manner whatsoever answerable
for any loss, misapplication or non-application of sich purchase-maney, or of any
Part thereof, nor shall he or they at any tine be oblige 1 to enquire at any time into,
the necessity, expediency or authority of or for any such sale.

Article Fifth.-In case default shall be made in the paiyment of any half yearly
i8talment of interest on any of the said b nds, when such intereit shall becone,
Payable according to the tenor of such bond or of any coupon thereto annexed, and
such instalment of interest shail remain unpaid and in arrear for a period of sir
rionths after the same shal bave become payable as aforesaid, and been demanded .

Or if default be made by the company in the pay ment to the Government of Canada,,
On the first day of May, 1891, of the said sum of $20,000,000, and such default shal
continue for six months thereafter, then and from thenceforth the principal sum of
ench of the bonds aforesaid shall, upon a declaration of the trustees to that effect,
bcome and be immediately due and payable, notwithstanding that the time limited

he said bonde for tbe payment thereof may not then have elapsed ; but a majority
l ilterest of the holders cf all the bonds aforesaid which shall then be outstanding,.
and upon which default in the payment of interest shall have been made and shal
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be contiruing, shall have the power, with the assent of the Government of Canada,
previous to the psyment to it of the said sum of $20,000,000, and after such pay-
mert without such assent; by an instrument in writing under their hands and seals,
or by a vote at a meeting duly convened and held as hereinafter provided, at any
time before the actual paymert and acceptance of the interest in arrear, to instruct
the liustees to declare such principal sum due; or to cancel any declaration already
made to that effect; or to waive the right so to declare; on such terms and con-
ditions as sueb m8jority in interest shall prescribe : Provided always, that no act or
omiEsion either of the trustees or of the bondholders in the premises, shail extend to,
or be taken in any manner whatsoever to affect, any subsequent default, or the rights
resulting therefrom.

Article Sixth.-It shall be the duty of the trustees to exercise the power of
entry hereby granted, or the power of sale hereby granted, or both, or to proceed by
suit (r suits in equity or at law, to enforce the rights of bondholders in the several
cases of default herein specified, cn the part ofthe company, or its assigns, in the
manner, and subject to the qualificat ions herein expressed, upon the requisition of
bondholders as herein prescuiled, as follows :-

1. In care default shall be mi de in the payment of any semi-arnual
instalment of interest to accrue on any of the said bonds to be issued as
teiein provided, and such default shall continue as aloresaid ; or in case dtfault
shahl be made in the payment to the Government of Canada of the said sum
of 820,000,000, as hkreinbefore provided, for a period of six months ; thon and in
every such caFe, uron a requisition in writirg signed by the holder or holders ofsaid
londs to an aggregate amount of not less than one-fifth of the amount of said boLds
then outstandirg, and adequate and proper indemnification of the trustees against the
costs, expenses and liabilities to be by them incurred, it shall be the duty of the trus-
tees to pioceed to enforce the rights of the bondholders under these presents, by suchl
proceeding authorized by these presents or by law, as they shall be in such requisi-
tion directed to take by the said proportion of bondhoiders; or, if such requisition
cortains no such direction, then by entry, sale, or suit or suits in equity or at law, as
they, being advised by counsel learned in the law, shall deem most expedient for the
interest of theholdeis of said bonds ; the rights of entry and sale hereinbefore granted
boing intended as cumulative remedies, additionat to all other remedies allowed by
law for the execution and enforcement of the trusts hereof: Provided nevertheless,
that it shall be lawful for a majoiity in interest of the holders of said bonds for the
time being, with the assent of the Government of Canada previous to the payment to
it of the said sum of twenty million dollars, and after such payment, without such
assent, by an instrument under their hands and seals, or by a vote at a meeting duly
convened and held as bereinafter provided, to direct the trustees to waive such defaunit,
-upon such termas as may be directed by such majority in such instrument, or by such
Vole, with the assent of the Government, if îequired under the conditions hereof.
And it is hereby provided and expressly · greed, that no holder of bonds or coupons,
secured to be paid hereby, shall have the right to institute any suit or proceeding for
the foreclosure of this indenture, or to the execution of the trusts thereof, except upon
and after the refusal or neglect of the trustees hereunder to proceed to act in the
premises, upon requisition and indemnification as aforesaid; but it shall nevertheless
te lawful for a majority in interest of the holders of said bonds, for the time being, to
direct the party or parties bringing any such suit or proceeding, to waive the default
or defaults on which it is founded, in like manner, and with or without the like assent
of the Ciovernment, as is hereinbefore provided for a direction to the trustees to waive
default: And it is hereby further declared and provided that no action taken by the
trustees or by the bondholders under this clause, shal prejudice or iin any manner

f1eict the powers or rights of the trustees, or of the bondhotders, in the event of anY
gubsequent defhult or breach of condition or1 covenant herein.

11.-If the company bail make default or breach in the performance or qbservgceÇ
ofany oher condition, obligation or requirement by the said bonds or'by thipre-
sxnyt.teedhiingosed upon them, then and in such casetha truetees shal, upon a req1-
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aition in manner aforesaid, of not less than one-fifth in interest of the bondholders, for
the time being, and upon adequate and proper indemnnification of the trustees against
the costs, expenses and liabilities to be by them incurred, proceed to enforce the rights
of the bondbolders under these presents in the manner by the first clause of this
article provided, subject to a power in such majority at any time to direct, in manner
aforesaid, the trustees to waive such default or breach, upon reparation therefor to
the satisfaction of such majority being made. And it is hereby provided that no
action taken by the trustees or by the bondholders, under this clause, shall prejudice
or in any mariner affect the powers or rights of the trustees or of the bondholders, in
the event of any subsequent default >r breach of condition or covenant herein.

Article Seventh.-The trustees shahl, at all times during the continuance of the
trust hereby created, have power and authority, to be exercised in their own discre-
lion and not otherwise, to convey or release from the lien and operation of those pre-
eents, to any party who may be designated in writing by the compary to receive the
same, any portion of the lands and premises which are convoyed hereby, or which are
at any time acquired or held by the company for use in connection with the said rail-
Way or extension thereof, or the construction, maintenance or operation thereof, but
which in thejudgment of the tru,tees it shall be unnecessary longer to retain for use
in connection therewith. And the trustees shall also have power and authority to
allow the company, from time to time, to dispose of, in its discretion, tuch portions
of the equipment, machinery and implements at any time acquired or held for the
use of the said railway, or the extension thereof, as shall have become unfit or unneces-
sary for such use.

Article Eighth.-All bonds, hereby secured, shall be payable to bearer, and be
1egotiable and pass by delivery, uiless registered for the tirme being, in the name of
the owners thereof in the manner hereinafter provided; and the company shall keep
at its transfer office in the city of Montroal, and at the counting house of Messrs.
.Baring, Brothers & Company in the city of London, a bond register in which
every holder of a bond bshll be entitled to bave bis name and address and
Ie number of the bond held by him entered, upon presenting at either of

Ihe baid places a written statement of the said particulars and verifying his title
to such bond by the production thereof; and every such registration of ownership
shall be properly certified on the bond. After such registration of ownership of any

oich boid, so cei tified thereon, no transfer shall be made or shall be valid except in
'riting, in a suitable transfer book, to be kept by the company at each of the said
Places for such transfers, signed by the party register ed as the owner thei eof for the
Uime being, or bis legal representatives, or his or their agent or attorney there-
linto duly authorized. And the fact of every such transfer shall be entered upon the
8aid last mentioned transfer book, so as to show the number of the bond transferred,
and the name and address of the transf eree, unless any such transfer shail be to bearer,
'4 which case it shall be so entered ; and every such transfer shall be noted on the
bond, and if the last transfer be to boarer, it shal restore to it transferability by
delivery; but every such bond shall be subject to successive registrations and trans-
era to bearer as aforesaid, at the option of each holder.

Article Ninth.-Any bond hereby secared may be surrendered to the company
y the holder thereof, and upon lis request a registered certificate of such bond, con-

tlining the description and particulars thereof, shall be issued to him in its place and
hetea. And thereafter, upon production of such certificate, ho shall, from time totUne, receive the interest accrued upon such bond when due, and the principal there-
of at maturity, and shall be entitled to ail the rights, privileges and remedies as a
bondholder. And upon the surrer der of such certificate he shal be entitled to have
b4ch bond returned to him on demand.

Article Tenth.-The trustees, or any trustee herounder, may take such legal
advice and employ such assistance as may be necessary in their judgment to the pro-
per discharge of their duties, and shall be entitled to reasonable compensaticn for
'Miy and ail services which may hereafter be rendered by them, or cither of thom, in
aid trust, which Compensation the company hereby promises and agrees to pay; but
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in ca.e the company shall make default in such payment, the same may be retained
by the trustees out of any trust moneys coming into their hainds.

Article Eleventh.-The trustees shall not, nor shall any trustee hereunder, be
answerable for the default or misconduct of any agent or attorney by them appointed
under or pursuant to these presents, if such agent or attorney be selected with
reasonable care, nor for any error or mistake made by them in good faith, but only
for personal misconduct or gross negligence in the execution of said trusts, and not
the one for the other or others of them, or the acts or defaults of the other or others.

Article Twelfth.-Any one of the trustees may resign his trust and bo discharged.
from all further duty thereunder, or liability thereafter accruing, upon giving three
months' notice in writing to the company, if such resignation takes place before any
default by the company in the payment of any interest or principal, or in any of the
conditions hereof; or after such defanit, upon giving a like notice to the company
and to the bondholders, at the same time calling a meeting of the bondholders to
accept his resignation and appoint bis successor; or upon such shorter notice as the
company or the bondholders as the case may be, may accept as sufficient. Any one
of the trustees may be removed from office by the vote of a majority in interest of
such of the holders of said b )nds, aq shall be present or represented at a meeting of
the said bondholders duly held, and attested by an instrument in writing, under the
hands and seals of the persons so voting.

Article Thirteenth.-In the case of the resignation, death, removal from office,
or incapacity to act, of any one or more of the trustees, before any default by the
company in the payment of interest or principal, or in any of the conditions hereof,
a successor or successors shall be at once appointed to fill such vacancy, by tho sur-
viving or remainftiig trustee or trustees, if any,-with the consent of the board of
directors of the company, or of its assigns, or, in case no trustee survives or remains,
b y the said board of directors, subject however to the approval of the Governmenti
of Canada, if any portion of the said sum of twenty million dollars then remains
unpaid. If such vacancy is not filled within thirty days after it occurs, any compe-
tent court may appoint a trustee or trustees to fill such vacancy on the petition of
any holder or holders of sncb bonds, to the armo)unt of not less than one-fifth part in
interest of ail such bonds then outstanding, upon reasonable notice to the company,
its successors or assigns, and to the surviving trustee or trustees, if any; and the
person or persons so appointed shall be atrustee or trustees under this instrument. But
if after such default a vacancy shall occur from any cause, in the office of trustee, such
vacancy shall bo filled by the bondholders, at a meeting thereof, called and held in,
the mainer hereinafter provided. And from thenceforth, on any new appointment
under this article, each person so appointed shall be vested with the sane powers,
rights and interests, and charged with the same duties and responsibilities, as if he bad
been named among the parties of the second part to this instrument, in place of the
trustee to wbom he succeeds, withoutf any further assurance, conveyance, act or deed ;
but there shall be immediately executed ail such conveyances or other instruments
as may be necessary or suitable for the purpose of assuring to the new trustee 0
appointed, a fuil joint estate in the premises.

Article Fourteenth.-Meetings of the bondholders under this deed of trust, mal
be calied in sncb mode as may be fixed by regulations prescribed or established by
the bondholders; and the bondholuers may vote at such meeting personally or by
proxy; and the quorum may be defined, and suoh other regulations or by-lawa in-
respect of such meetings may be from time to time established, altered or repeaed,
by the bondholders, acting by the majority in interest, as to them shall seem expe-
dient; and until the bondholders shail define the quorum, and make such regulatiols
or by-laws, such powers may be exercised by the trustees. And the trustees shall
have the right, at or before any meeting of bondholders, to require that any act or
resolution of the bondholders, affecting the duties of the trustees, shali be authelti-
cated by the signatures of ail the pers>ns assenting thereto, as weil as by a minute
of the proceedings of the meeting. And whenever and as often as any contingelcy
shall arise, in which the action of the holders of the bonds acured hereby shal be
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lecessary, or in which the said bondholders are herein declared to have any discre-
tionary voice or power, it shall be the duty of the trustees, and such trustees shall be
Und are hereby authorized and required, to call a meeting of the holders of bonds
'Secured hereby, to be held in the said city of London, and in the absence of any
legulation or by-law dotermining the notice to be given of such meeting, it shal be
T.Itified to the bondholders by advertisement (the expenses whereof shall be a liability
'f the company, and may be defrayed if necessary from the trust fund) to be pub-
lished three times in each week for six weeks, in at east two diily newspapeas of
9od circulat on among the business community in said city, and also for a like
IUltnber of times in two daily newspapers in like circulation in the said City of
Montreal; and in default of such meeting being ctlled by the trastees within thirty
daYs after notification to them in writing by any bondholder, of the nocessity therefor,
Or in case the trust shall be wholly vacant, it shall be competent for any holdor or
holders of said bonds, to the aggregate amount of at least one-fifth of the entire ont-
8tanding bonds of the company, to calt such meeting; and at such meeting sa
iýOnfvened, the holders of the said bonds shall be competent to exorcise in person, or
by proxy, by the vote of the majority in interest of those present or represented at
auich meeting, all the powers and authority conferred upon thom by these presents.

Qt, until otherwise provided, pursuant to the provisions of this instrument in that
bohalf, a majority in intorest of the holders of the outstanding bonds f£r the timer
being, shall be required to constitute a quorum at any such meeting.

.&Aricle Fifteentb.-The word " trustees," wherever used in this indenture, shall
la all cases be construed to mean any one person or more persons, who for the time'

o6ing shall be trustee or trustees, whether such person or persons be the said parties
Cf the second part, or any successor or successors of said parties of the second part
.PPointed hereunder. Ana so long as there are three Trustees hereunder, a major-
ytY of them may perform the daties hereby imposed upon the trustees. In caqe of a
a'%cancy in said trust, the surviving or continuing trustees or trustee, if there be

eY, shall be competent to exercise, until the appointment of new co-trustees or a
new co-trustee, any and all powers and authorities herein granted to the said parties
of the second part.

Article Sixteenth.-If the Company, or its assigne, shall pay the principal of
each and every of the bonds secured by this instrument, when the same shall become
payable, and all interest coupons thereon, as they shall from time to ti me mature,according to the tonor of such bonds and coupons, respectively, and shal well and,
rlIiy do and observe every other matter and thing provided or mentioned in those

presents, to be by it or them done and observed, then and in that case, all the estateilght, title and interest of the trustees by these presents created, shall cease, deter mine,
ad become void; otherwise the same shall rernain in full force and virtue. And
DIPonl any such determination of such interest, the trustees shall execute such recon-

Veyance and reassigument of the promises, as may be necessary or expodient.
Article Seventeenth.-The company, in consideration of the premises, here

e''n1lants and agrees to and with the trustees, and thoir sucossors in trn t crea
y these presents, that whenever and as often as the company shall hereafter acquire

ar'Y additional property, rights, franchises or things whatsoever, pertaining to, or for
e Upon, the said railway, branches and extensions hereinbefore conveyed, or upon

part thereof, the company and its assigns, shall and will acquire, possess andhold
lsame, and every part and parcel thereof, upon and subject to the trusts of thisn"denture, until conveyance thereof, in pursuance of the covenants herein containe'],hai be duly made and delivered to the trustees, for the benefit of the trast by these

lresents created.
Article Eighteenth.-And the company, for itself and is assigne, hereby coven-
and agrees to and with the trustees, and their successors in the trust created by

those prosents, that the bonds hereby secured or intended so to be, shall be is.iuec
at such times and in such amounts as hereinbefore limited; that the company

et y in each and every year ensing the date hereof, faithfully use aud apply the
'earnings and income to be from time to time derived from said railway, branches
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and extensiors, or from any part thereof (after discharging its obligations upon or
with respect to prior liens thereon), or so much of such net earnings and income a
may be necessary for that purpose, to the Payment of the interest accruing iD ube
year, on said bonds, when the same shall become due, until all the said bonds shall be
fully paid and satisfied ; and that it will seasonably, in each and every year, pay a,
discharge all taxes and assesments of every sort and description whieh may be lae
fully imposed, levied or assekstd u[on all or any part of the franchises or othe
property herein and hereby conveyed, or intended or contemplated so to be, so ast
'keep the moi tgagcd premises free and clear from any incumbrance by reason thereo r
and that it will, from time to time, and at all times hereafter, and as often as there
unto requested by the trustees under this indenture, execute, deliver and acknowledge
all sucb further deeds, conveyances and assuranees in the law, for the better assuriig
unto the trustees, upon the trusts herein expressed, the railway, branches, and exten
aions alcresaid, acquii d or ho be acquired, constructed or to be constructed, together
with their equipments, appurtenances and franchises, and all and singular the lands
property and things, hereinbefore mentioned or described, acquired and to be acquired
arnd granted or conveyed, or agreed or intended or contemplated to be granted or cor
veyed, to the trustees, or their successors in the trust created by these presents, as bY
the trustees, or by their counsel learned in the law, shall be reasonably advised'
devicd or required.

In witncss whereof, the Canadian Pacific Railway Company has caused its cOe
poi ate seal to te bereunto affixcd, and these presents to be signed by its vice.pres'
dent in the abscnce cf its pi esident, and by its secretary; and the isaid parties Of the
second part, to evidence their acceptance of the said trust, have likewise signed au

asealed these presents.
The Canadian Pacific Ra5. way Company, by

Signed W. C. VAN HORNE, Vice-President.
JUS.]

Witnesses as to the signature of 0
2ir Charles Tupper, Trustee.

B. S. MAcINNIs,
G. B. MAOPHERMON.)

Witnesses as to the signature of)
'Lord Wolverton.

GEOFFREY C. GLYN, WOLVERTON, Trustee.
THEODORE WAINGLO, I

Valet to Lord Wolverton. J
WOness to signature of Lord

IleRvestoke.
WX. J. WALPOLE. jREVELSTOKE, Trustee>

48-49 VICTORIA.

CAPTER 57.

An Act further to amend the Acts respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and W
provide for the completion and successful operation thoreof.

[Assented to 20th July, 1885.]
WBEREAs. the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company have represented,

although the advance rovided for by the Act of the now last Session cf this Pau irl
inent, chapter 1, is sulcient for the construction and equipment of the railway'

according to the provisions of the contract of con struction, within the period c0nte
plated by the said Act, yet that the large development of traffic which has air
Uken place on thq lino of railway, and the immediate increase which is ÇXPe0D'
xender it receesary to provi'e efectively for the requirements of such trage up0
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e0 completion of the railway, by the improvement of the railway itself, the exten-
On of its station and siding accommodation, the creation of additionai terminal facili-

ties at various points thereon, and the provision of additional equipment; that by
reason of the strîingency ot the provisions of the said Act, the company cannot raise
îds for such purposes upon the security of its property, and that it has been unable
c sell any part of its shares remaining in the bands of the Government; and the

npanly have therefore applied for authority to issue first mortgage bonds on their
property and franchises, for a re-arrangement of the lien and security created by the

Act thereon, and for a temporary advance to be repaid from the sale of part of the
"aid bonds: And, whereas, in order that the character of the railway and its facilities

rthe transport of traffic across the continent may be of the highest possible elass,
is expedient to grant the application of the company to such extent and in such

a4nner as shall be consistent with the security of the advances already made and to
e made to the company: Therefore Her Majesty, by and with the a:vice and consent

of the Sonate and House of Commons of Canada, enacts as fotlows:-
1. The Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, under the authority of its share-

t ders, as provided by the twenty-eighth section of its charter, may issue and deliver

the Government first mortgage bonds to the extent of thirty-five million dollars, or
eequivalent thereof in sterling money of Great Britain, bearing five per cent. per

interest, for a term not exceeding fifty years, such bonds to contitute and be
f'irst lien and charge on the entire proporty of the company, real and personal,

Owned or beieafter to be acquired or owned by it (save and except the lands
granted or to be granted by the Government to the company under the contract

been Her Majesty and the company and the Acts relaling thereto), including its
a inLe of railway with its tolls and revenues, the extensions thereof, its branch
tes of railway (except the Algoma Branch), the whole of its equipment, rolling
tock and plant, and ait its steamers and vessels; saving always, however, the rights
o the holders of the existirg mortgages on the extensions of the lino of the railway

'"i Callander to Brockville and Montreal, as security for the unpaid balances of the
1lirebase noney of the said extensions.

th 2. The company may secure the payment of the said bonds and of the interest
b reon by a deed of mortgage executed by the company to trustees to be approved

the e Government, with the authority and of the tenor and purport, and containing
,le Conditions, remedies, provisions and powers authorized and provided for by the
tnty-eighth section of the charter of the company, to such extent ard in such
siQlener and form as s'hall be approved by the Governor in Council; and the provi-
toIi b of the thirty-fifth section of the charter of the company shall apply to the bonds

isued, or to any mortgage deed to be execnted, under this Act.
b . Uponi the issue and delivery of the said bonds to the Government, Ibe lion

charge created by the Act forty-seventh Victoria, ehapter one, intitulcd " An
ant O amend the Act intituled ' An Act respecting the Canadian Prcific Railway,'
alffectr Other purposes," upon the railway, revenues and property of the cuMpany
to feted by the said bonds and by the deed of mortgage securing the same, shall ceasepOist, and shall be released and discharged in respect of the railway, revenues and.
f eity so affected, and t he shares in the capital stock of the company, to tho extent

Irty-five million dollars, now in the hands of the Government, shall be cancelled
t destroyed; and no further issue of stock shal be made without the special

lien Oriy Of Parliament; but tho Algoma branch shall still remain charged with the
rge created by the said Act; and the interest of the com ary in any

unynes leasd t 0 it, shall also be charged with the said lien and clarge to the
bejiextent and in the same manner a if the same had been expressly includcd, as

ir so charged, with the property aLd securities mentioned in the said Act:
rovided, that the rights vested in the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company to

leefrom ti m te time, any powers granted to any of the companies whose linos
t be oexercised if and when such exercise is specifially saictioned

Governor in OunciL.
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4. The time for the payment of the entire loan to the company of twenty-nine
million eight hundred and eighty thousand nine hundred and twelve dollars, shall b
fixed at the first day of May, one thonsand eight hundred and ninety-one; and so long
as default shall not occur in the payment or principal or interest at the times when
they shall respectively become due, the interest upon the said loan shall be computed
at the rate of four per cent per annum; but the company may, at any time, pay the
amount of the said debt, or any part thereof, in sums of not less than one milliOu
dollars; and if such payment be made on account of the sum of twenty milliofl
dollars hereinafter mentioned, a corresponding amount of bonds shall be returned to
the company.

5. As security for the payment of twenty million dollars of the said loan and of
the interest thereon, the Government shall hold and retain twenty million dollars of
the said first mortgage bonds, and, in respect of such bonds, shall have all the rights
of bondholders, except as to the rate of interest, as provided in the next pro-
ceding section; and upon payment of any half-yearly instalment of such interest,
the halfyearly coupons attached to the said bonds, corresponding to such half-
yearly payment of interest, shall be cancelled and surrendered to the companY;
but if the company makes default in the payment of the interest on the said sum of
twenty million dollars, or of the principal thereof, at the time when the same shall
become due respectively, the rate of interest upon the whole loan shall thereafter bO
computed at the rate of five per cent. per annum ; and such default shall be equiva-
lent to a default in the payment of the interest on the said bonds, and shall entitle
the Government to the same remedies as if default had been made in the payment of
the interest or principal of the said bonds; and- upon the company remaining il
default in respect of either the principal or interest on the said twenty million dollars
for a period of six months the trustees shall be authorized and empowered to takO
possession of the property mortgaged and shall exercise all or any of the powers
conferred upon them by the terms of the mortgage deed in pursuance thereof, as if
the principal of the bonds were in default.

6. As security for the payment of the balance of the said loan, amounting to the
sum of nine million eight hundred and eighty thonsand nine hundred and twelVe
dollars, and the interest thereon, the Government shall have a first lien and mortgage,
subject to the outstanding land grant bonds, on the whole of the unsold lands formin
the remaaining part of the company's land grant earned and to be hereafter earne
such principal and interest to be paid out of the net proceeds of the sale of such lands ;
and tho Government shall continue to hold and retain the entire amount of land
grant bonds now in its custody and possession, as provided by the said Act, applying
the moneys applicable to the land grant bonds in the hands of the Government, over
and above the sum of five million dollars referred to in the paragraph numbered two
of section five of the said Act, to the interest and principal of the said sum of niD
million eight hundred and eighty thousand nine hundred and twelve dollars, instead
of the purposes provided by the paragraph numbered one of section five of the said
Act. And if the net proceeds of such sales, to be made from time to time in due
course, shall be insufficient to pay the interest on the said lait mentioned amount s
the same shall fall due, or the principal thereof when the same shail become due, the
Governor in Council may order the sale by the trustees of such lands, or any part
thereof, in such manner as shall be fixed by such order, in satisfaction of the interest
or principal in respect of which default has occurred; and atter the sale of the whole
of such lands any deficiency in the proceeds thereof to pay the amount charged thereon
shall be a charge upon the company's entire revenue, after providing for its fixed
charges, and by prererence over the shareholders. And no further or other charge shall
be created on the property mortgaged as security for the said first mortgage bonds
until the said sum of nine million eight hundred and eighty thousand nine hundred
and twelve dollars, and interest, and also the said sum of twenty million dollars, and
interest, shall have been paid in full. And after payment out of the proceeds of suchb
lands of the outstanding land grant bonds, and of the said sam of. nine million eight
hundred and eighty thousand nine hundred and twelve dollars, and interest, the
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rernainder of such lands shall romain charged with a first lien and privilege in favor
Of the Government as additional security for the payment of the said sum of twenty
14illion dollars, and interest.

7. The Government may make a temporary loan to the company of five million
dollars, to be repaid by the company to the Government on or before the first day of
"uly, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-six, with interest at the rate of four per
elt. per annum, payable on the first day of January and the first day of July, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-six, the company to have the right to repay the
said loan by instalments of not less than one million dollars each, and to receive on
the payment thereof a correspondirig proportion of the amount of the said bonds hold
as security therefor; and after reserving part of the said bonds to the amount of
Irght million dollars, to be held by the Government as security for the said ternporaryOan, and to be delivered to the company on payment to the Government of the said
Entn of five million dollars, and interest in whole or in part in proportion to such

yament, the remainder of the said bonds shall be, from time to time, delivered
'Y the Government to the company, to be applied by the company, under the super-

Oion of the Government, to the payment for work done or to be done for the de.
elopmnent, improvement and exténsion of the railway, its connections and equipment,ed for the maintenance of the credit and efficiency of the company generally. to the
tisfaction of the Government: and if the bonds in the hands of the Government, or

any part thereof, shall be sold by the company at a price satisfactory to the Govern-
aent, )the proceeds of such sale shall be paid into the bands of the Government in
the Place and stead of the bonds so sold, and such proceeds shall be deait with as is
ereinbefore provided with respect to the bonds they represent.

8. The proportion of the mon eys realized by the trustees of the land grant bonds,
4Plicable under section six of this Act to the payment of the amount of the said
1bads held by the Government, over and above the sum of five million dollars in
ýOI1ds referred to in the said section, and after the redemption of the land grant
tolds, the proceeds of all sales of land granted or to be granted to the comptny, under

e aforesaid contract, realized as provided by the said Act, shall be applied to the
1 eYinent of the interest and principal of the said sum of nine million eight hundred

el ighty thousand nine hundred and twelve dollars, and, after payment thereof in
so tOWards the payment to the Government of the interest and principal of the said

Of twenty million dollars.
9. The said Act forty-seventh Victoria, chapter one, shall romain in force, except

s0 far as it is affected by the provisions hereof.
10 If, at any time, any lino connecting with the United States system of railways
be i course of construction to a point on the River St. Mary's, and there shall

t' e probability of the early completion thereof, and the company shall desire to con-
'le the Algoma Branch to a junction with such lino, the Governor in Council may,

is discretion, and upon such conditions as he shall determine, postpone the lien
cla charge thereon created by the said Act, and continued by this Act, so that the
. of the Government shall rank on the said branch next after the mortgage here-
efter mIentioned; and in case the Governor in Council should permit the creation of
rahnmortgage for the purpose of continuing the said branch as aforesaid, the whole

nh lhne 80 extended shall be charged to the same extent as the presônt Algoma
a bh nW is charged, but subject to such mortgage; and the Governor in Council

bY by Order in Council, authorize the company to exercise, in respect of the said
chart , h power of mortgaging the same in manner and form as provided by its

1hll4with respect to mortgaging the main line thereof, to such extent per mite as
to the o fixed by such Order; the proceeds of such mortgage to be applied exclusively

nstruction of the extension of f ie said branch to such junction.

a n COPY of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved
by Bxcellency the Governor General in Council on the 29th July, 1885.

tiO A memorandum, dated 25th July, 1885, from the Minister of Justice, submit-g acomunication, dated 24th inst., from the Secretary of the Çanadian Pacifie
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Railway Company, requesting that certain modifications might be made in the form
of the mortgage deed and bond approved by your Excellency in Council on the 20th
July, inst.; such alterations being requisite to facilitate the negotiation of the bonds
of the company.

The Minister states that these modifications appear to be necessary to facilitate
the negotiations as requested by the president of the company, and he, the Minister,
therefore recommendd the approval of the form of deed and bond as submitted in
correct form with the said communication of the 24th inst.

The Committee submit the same for Your Excellency's approval.

Hon. the Minister Railways and Canals. JOHN J. MCGEE, Clerk Privy Council.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY RETURN-MISCELLANEOUS-TRANSFER
TO CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY OF LINE

BETWEEN PORT MOODY AND SAVONA'S FERRY.

(Memorandum.)
OTTAWA, 25th July, 1885.

The undersigned bas the honor to represent that under the 18th section of the
Act 44 Vic., chap. 1 (1833), approving and ratifying the contract dated the 21st of
October, 1880, made with the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, it was provided
as follows:-

" Pending the completion of the Eastern and Central Sections of the said rail-
way, as described in the said contract, the Government may also transfer to the said
company the possession and right of work and run the several portions of the
Canadian Pacitic Railway as described in the said Act 37 Vic., chap. 14, which are
already constructed and as the same shall be bereafter completed."

That in pursuance of this clause possession of certain portions of the road
under construction by the Government has already been so transferred, and the
portion in British Columbia, namely, between Savona's Ferry, Lake Kamloops and

ort Moody, 213 miles, being now completed, and it being desirable that the com-
pany should obtain possession and control of the line from the coast eastwards at as
early a date as possible, the undersigned would recommend that authority be given
for the transfer, as provided by the above-cited clause, of the possession of the said
portion, with right to work and run the same.

Respectfully submitted.
J. H. POPE, Acting Minister of Railways and Canal&

CEaT[FIED CoPY of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved
by Bis Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 29th July, 1885.
On a memorandum, dated 25th July, 1885, from the Acting Minister of Railways

and Canals, submitting that under the 5th section of the Act 44 Victoria, chap. 1,
(1881) approving and ratifying the contract dated the 21st October, 1880, made with
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, it was provided as follows :-

" Pendiig the completion of the Estern and Central Sections of the said railway
as described in the said contract, the Governmént may also transier to the said comi-
pany the possession, the right to woAr ard run the several portions of thé Canadián
Pacifie Railway as described in the seid Aot3'l Victoria, chap. 14, which are áh-eady
constructed and as the same shall be hereafter eompleted."

The Minister r9presentsh in praunce of this clause possession of certain
portions of the road under construoaion by the Government has already been so trans.
ferred, and the portiôn in Éitith Coluibia, nïnely between Sàvona' Ferry, Lake
Kïtaloops and Port Môody, 213 miles being now completed, and it being dféiràbié

A. 188649 Victoria.
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that the company should obtain possession and control of the line from the cn ist east-
'a4rds At as early a date as possible, the Minister recommends that authority be given
fo' the transfer, as provided for by the clause above cited, of the possession ot the
said portion, with right to work and run the same.

The Committee advise that authority be granted in accordance therewith.

JOHN J. McGE, Clerk Privy Coundi

TeI Hon. the Min ister of Railways and Canals.

0ANADIAN PACIFIC RAIL WAY-MISCB LLANEOUS-SILVER MINING AND
LAND COMPANY CLAIM.

3 BUILDING AND LoAN CHAMBERS, ToBoNTO STBEET,
ToRoNTO, 13th July, 1885.

Brat,-We beg to advise you that we have claimed from the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
aY Company payment for 75 acres of land belonging to our clients, the Superior

.il'ver Mining and Land Company, and being part of location 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11,
ln the township of McGregor, near Port Arthur, and to which the railway company
have taken possession of. Our clients are willing to accept $5 per acre in order to
Procure an early settlement and wili, if desired, give a conveyance to the Campany, at
the company's cxpense.

We are your obedient servants,
SMITH, SMITHI & RAE.

on. the Minister of Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

OTTAWA, 15th July, 1885.

Sars,-I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 13th instant,
Ming this Department of your having claimed from the Canadian Pacifie Railway

apany-payment for 75 acres of land in the township of McGregor, Port Arthur,
en.possession of by them, and which you state is the property of your clients, the

a'perior Silver Mining Land Company.
I am, Sirs, your obedient servant,

A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

es1rs. Smith, Smith & Rae, Barristers, &o., Toronto.

OTTAWA, 25th July, 1885.
SIS-In reply to your letter of the 13th instant, relative to a claim prefer-

bY You on behaif Of the Sperior Silver Mining and Land Company, for pay ment
Or 15. acres of land near Port Arthur, taken for purposes of Canadian Pacific Railway,

a Instructed to say that the road is being built by that company and the Depart-.
1t i not at all liable for the compensation you ask for.

I am, Site, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLE', Secretary.

esars. Smith, Smith & Rae, Bariisteré, &c., Toronto.
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-ETURN REQUIRED BY TIHE M[NISTER OP RAILWAYS AND CANAL9
SHOW[N. THIIE CONDITIONS OF TIE CA.PLTAL AND REVENUE AC-
COUNT, &c., &o., OF THE RAILWAYS IN THE DOI[NION OF CANADA-

CANADIAN PACIFIc RILWAY.

ERTURN by the Canadian Pacifie Railway of the Capital Account of said Railway ;
also the Revenue and Expenditure, &o., for the Year ended 30th June, 1885.

No. 1.-CaPITAL AcCOUNT.

Authorised. 1 Subscribed.

Total amount of o rdinary share capital.... 100,000,000 65,000,000

Bonds specially secured by land grant......
Amount sold........... ......... $10,387,500

do reserved............... 7,360,500

Balance outstanding, amount in Treasury,
$616,500........................

Goverument loans..... .......................

do bonuses ...................

Municipal bonuses.................
Capital from other sources..... ......

25,000,000

29,880,912

25,000,000

370,000
.................

.............

.3................

370,000
..................

Paid up.

$ ets.
65,000,000 00

Rate
of Interest or

Dividend.

3 per cent. guar-
antee by Do-
minion Goy-
ernment until
August, 1893.

3,027,000 00 15 per cent.

20,606,000 00

7,380,912 00

21,613,984 87

49,600,896 87
370,000 00

11,571,391 32

Acet. of cOn-
struction.

Acet. of uaran'
tee fang.

No. 2.-LeNs on BoNUSES FROM GOVERNMENTS OR MUNICIPALITIEB.

Prom what source.

Governments-
Dominion.................. ...... ............

do .. ............... .. .. -.
do ................. • •

Municipalities-
Wîîinipeg city........... ....................
Muelirk............. ................... -. ..

St. Andrews.. ........ ............. .....

22-4

A. 1886

Amount of
Loan

Granted.

29,880,912
-.... ... .
-.. -......

-.... ..........
..... ........

Amount of
Land

Granted.

Acres.

25,000,000

Amount of
Bonus

Granted.

$ I

25,000,000

200 ,000

35,000
35,000
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No. 3.-BONDs OR OTHER SEOURITIES NEGOTIATED BY THE COMPANY.

Amounta. Rates of Interest. Date of Sale. Prices Realized.

3 $
10,387,500 5 per cent. land grant October, 1881.............. ..................... 10,000,000 at 92

bond. August, 1884....... .... ......... 77,500 96
November, 1884... .............. 200,000 95
January, 1885. . ............ 116,000 95

Canada Central bonds assumed by the company-
lst mortgage bonds, maturing 1899.............. .........
Interest payable by Government............ . ............... ..................
Sinking fund payable by company................................. ........ .........
Company's liability................. ......... . . ,.................. $ 850,000

£200,000 2nd mortgage 6 per cent. bonds, maturing 1910.......... 973,333
Parchase of Q.M.O. and O. Railway-

Payable to Province of Quebec, under contract 4th March,
1882, at 5 per cent. ......... 3,500,000

No. 4.-SALES OF LAND MADE BY THE COMPANY.

Lands Sold. Price per Acre. Amount.

$ cts.
3,469,628 acres ........ ...... .. ......................... 10,034,252 15
Town sites.......... ... ..... ......... ..................... •.•.......... ............. ..... ........... 505,674 60

No. 5.-FLOATING DEBT.

Total Amount. Rate of Intereat. Remarks.

$ cts.
4,631,357 26 7 per cent............................ .... Secured.
6,940,034 06 ......... .............. ............................................... .................... Open accounts.

11,571,391 32

No. 6 -CHARACTERISTICS OF ROAD, &c.

OwNED.

ength of main line from Montreal to St. Stephen................ ...................
do branch from Winnipeg to Emerson .. ....... .............. .......
do do do Manitou.......................................
do do Rosenfeld to Gretna ............. ............ ..... ...............
do do Winnipeg to Stonewall............... ..............................
do do do Selkirk...... .................................................
do do Emerpon to Rosenfeld .................... ..........
do do Winnipeg to end of tract of Manitoba and South-Westerln...
do do St. Thérèse to St. Lin. ............................................
do do do St. Eustache.................. .... .....................
do do St. Lin Junction to St. Jérôme..............................
do do Buckingham Junction to Buckingham Village...............
do do Carleton Junction to Brockville.........................
do do Bull to Aylmer........................... .................. •......

35a-15 225

Miles.

2,385.8
66

102.4
13.9
1918
22
22
50.7
15
8

il
4.l

45-5
7.5

c.

.> e

0.

g

; i8
M<

cq c
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No. 6.-CH AACTERBSTIOS OF ROAD, &a.

L»ABsD. Miles.

Length of main line from Toronto Junction to Smith's Falls................................. 211
do do do St. Thomas................... 116.2
do do do Owen Suund.......... ................. 116.5
do do do Parkdale ........ ..... ....................... 2.7
do branch from Streetsville Junction to Millerville Junction..................... 31-6
do do Orangeville to Teeswater ........ ............................... ...... 69
do do Cataract to Elvia.................. ........ ........ 27 5
do do Ottawa to Prescott......... ...... .................................. 54

Total mileage ......................... ..... ........ 3,402•2
Deduct, Ottawa to Prescott (St. Lawrence and Ottawa R'y.)....... 54

3,348·2
Length of road laid with iron rails..... ... -... -.................................... 54

do do steel rails. ... ........................................ ............... 3,348-2
do sidings ..................... ......... .......... ...................................... 180-8
do double track...... ......... ................. .. ..... ............ ...... ...... 4

Weight of rail per yard, main Une, iron......... ............. ......... 56 lbs... 50
d40 lbs... 4

do do do......... ......... ............................ 60 lbs... 1,3261

do do branches, iron .......................... 56 lbs. . 50
.40 Ibs... 4

d do o stel f56 Ib.. 154-2do do do steel .............., ........... 160 lbs... 1197
Number of engine bouses and shops .............. .. . ...... ... .

do engines owned by the company.« ... ..... ....... ...--.............. 288
do do special trust ........ ........ -.. -............... ...... .. 27
do firet class passenger cars owned by the company..... ......... .......... 91
do do special trust........................ ......... ......... .... ,....... 9
do second class and immigrant cars owned by the company.............. ........ ........... 74
do do special trust. ........................... 12
do baggage, mail and express cars owned by the company ............... ...... ..... 43
do do special trust .. .................. ............ is
do catte and box ars owned by the company ................... ......... ...... ..... 2,65
do do special trust..... .............................. 375
do platform cars owned by the company............... 4,30
do do special trust ........... ................................ ..................... ..... ...... 91
do sleeping, parlor and miscellaneous cars owned by the company............. ............ 35
do do do special trust................ ....... .. .
do vans, tool cars, snow ploughs, &e., owned by the company........... ........... 223
do do do special trust...................... ............ 18
do ties to a mile, main line ............,..... .............. .......
do do branches.......................... ..... ...... .....-... . 2,640

Nature of fastenings used to secure joint or rail............... ................ Angles & Fishplates
Number of grain elevators................... .... ................... ........ * 3
Capacity of do at Port Arthur......... ....... ......................... Bush. ........... 350,000

do do at Fort Wilhiam........ ........................ do ............ 1,350,000
do do at Owen dound ............................do ........ 250,000

Number of level road crossings at which watchmen are employed.............. ............ 21
do do wthout watchmen ........... ..... ......... .. . .. 779
do overhead bridges..... -~~...... -.......................... ........ ......... ........... 20

Height of do above rail level-Not less than, O. and Q., 21ft.;
E.D 20ft. 6in.; C.V.R., 19ft.; T.G. and B, 16ft. 4ln .

Namber of level crossinga of other railways.................. ....... ......... . ....... ........ ............ 26
do junctions with other railways.................................... ... 28
do do branch inesr........................................... ...... 15

Radius of oarpest curve ........................... - ... ....... . ............................ .......... 3
Number of feet per mile of heaviest gradient...................... ............ 79
,Gangs of railway.... .............. ........ -... .~..... ................................... ......... ............ 4ft. 8#11.
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NO. '.-ACTUAL COST OF RAILWAY AND ROLLING STOCK.

$ ots.
1. Cost of land and land damages . ..................................... ................................ 499,858 07
2. Cost in connection with administration of land grant in aid ....................... ........ 279,503 94
3. Cost of grading, masonry and bridging, station buildings, &c., &e ....................... 68,314,945 13
4. Cost of rolling stock of all kinds, including workshops... ........... . ........... .. 9,276,081 97

Canaaa Central Railway. ....... ... .............. ..... .... ,........ ........ $3,870,123 60
Q.M.O. and O. do ..... ..... ...... 3,787,385 54

- - 7,657,509 14

Total........................ ............................. ................................... 86,027,898 25

NO. 8.-OPERATIONS OF THE YE&R, AND NuMBER OF MILES RUN.

1. Miles run by passenger trains...... ..... ...... ........... ...............--...... ................ 1,760,365
2. do freight trains........... ............. ........ ...... .... ...... 2,639,368
3. do mixed trains............... .............. .................. ........ 943,528
4. Total miles run by trains ............................ .................... 5,343,261
5. do engines.............. ..... ...... .... ... ............ ............... 7,218,993
6. Total number of passen gers carried ................... . ...................... 1,427,367
7. do tons o freight (of 2,000 lbs.) carried.............. .... ..... ..... .1,655,969

fWestern Division...24mlsprou
8. Average rate of speed of passenger trains.................. estern do ... 27 do

9. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u dofegttn..........etrn do ... 27 doWestern do ... 15 do9. do freight traina ..... ................ ....-.... 1 Eastern do ... 15 do
0. Average weight of passenger trains in motion ........... Western do ... 174 tons.

weEastern do ... 215 do

. do freight do ................... Western do ... 288 dotEastern do ... 305 do

No. 9.-DES8RIPTION OF FREIGHT CARRIED.

-- Weight in Tons.

. lour, in barrels............... .................. 915,129 91,513
2. Grain, in bushels....... ..................... .............. 7,842,343 203,008
3. Live stock, head ......... ................................................ . 162,396 50,414
1. Lumber of all kinds, excepting firewood, feet ............................... 263,812,390 355942
5. Firewood, number of cords of 128 cubie feet ....... ............... ........ 73,577 118,583
6. eanufactured goods....................................................... 443,297 Ai other articles....... ... ......................... 393,219

Total weight carried................. .............................. ..................... 1,655,969

No. 10.-EARINGS OF THE RAlLWAYS.

S passenger traffie. .......... .................................................. ............ ...........
a rom freight trafm........................... .......................Prom mails and express freight............................. .......................................
. rom other sources............. ......... ............................ 

Total......................... ...........................................................

$ ets.,
2,479,894 21
3,898,725 ad,

254.462 26
295,787 46-

6,928,869 29

IM7
35a-15i
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No. 13.-OPE.ATING ExPENSEs -(A) Maintenance of Line, Buildings, &o.

$ etd.
1. Wages &c. of labor employed on track, including sidings ................................. 574,601 82
2. Cost oÏ steel rails and fastenings..............,.... ................................................... 536 87
3. Repairs of bridges and culverts ............................................... ,. ......... ......... 72,735 85
4. Repaira and renewals of buildings...................................................................... 40,038 23
5. Repaira of fencing .......... ................. ........................................................ .. 23,902 37
6. Olearing snow ......................................... .............................. .... .................. 81,418 67

Total........................................................................................... 793,233 81

(B) Working and Repairs of Engines.

$ cts.
1. Wages of enginemen, firemen and cleaners......................................................... 451,656 85
2. Oost of coal and wood for fuel ... . ..... ...................... .... . .............. 921,109 08
3. Repairs of engines and tenders..... ............ ....................................................... 239,155 45
4. Oi1, tallow, waste, &c., for engines......- ...................... ....... .......................... 35,565 34
5. Pumping engines....... ............................................ ....... 89,188 02
6. Repaire of tools and machinery......................................, ............................. 25,109 56

Total ..... .................. ............. . .. 1,761,784 30

(C) Working and Repairs of Cars.

$ ets.
1. Wages and material for repair of passenger cars .................. ........ 123,168 81
2. do do rreight cars and snow ploughs............... 224,486 24

Total................................ ..................................................... 347,655 05

(D) General and Operating Expenses.

$ eti.
1. Office expenses, including directors, auditors, management, travelling expenses,

stationery, &c......... ...-- .................. ....................................... ......... 304,533 91
2. Station agents, clerks, porters, &c...... ··~ .-.··........... ............ .................. 470,517 57
3. Conductors, baggagemen and brakemen.................... ...................................... 332,987 20
4. Compensation or personal injuries.............-.. ................. ............................... 13,958 26
5. Loss or damage to freight....... ........................... ........................................... 15,173 02
6. Cattle killed ............... ............................... . . . ... 4,144 67
7. Small stores, including lights, lamps and signals....... ...................................... 208,087 51
3. All other charges..... ........................ -.... ............................... 305,444 43

Total................................. 1,654,846 57

No. 14.-SUMMARy of Operating Expenses.

A). Maintenance of line, building, &c ............ ........... ...........
B). Coit of working and repaira to engines............ ...........................................

(O .) do do cars.,....... .. . ~~.............. .....................
(D.) Cost of general operating expenses ................ ~.......... ................................

Total cost of operating railway ................... .........

$ ot5.

793,233 81
1,761,784 30

347,655 05
1,654,846 57

4,557,519 73

228
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No. 15.-AcIDENTS.

Cause of Accident.

Fell from cars or engines. .............. .. .. .........
Jumping on or off trains or engines when in

motion........... ......... .......
Walking, standing, lying, sitting or being on

track .......................................... ... ...
At work on or near the track making up trains
Coupling cars....... .... .. .......... ............... ...
Collision, or by trains thrown from track......
Explosions............,..... ..... ..........8

triking bridges....................... ...................
Other causes . . .................................

Total ..................

Passengers.

'a>'a> a>a> h.
- a>

2

1

2

S1

9

12

STATEMINT of the date of each Accident, the place where it occurred, the cause an4
the extent of injury inflioted upon each person, and the name of such person.

EASTERV DIVISION.

Date. Name. Place. Nature of Accident or Carse.

1884.
JUly 7... Jos. Wright...........Motreal..........Kiled; by coal pile falling on hin.

do 12... W. Vansickler.........Ingersol..........Finger cruhed; uncoupling cars.
do 28... J. Anderson............Cardwell Jonc. Injnrpd internally; feU off train.

A1g. 8... J. Flannery...... .Eaanvile........Arm broken; couplint.
do 13... A. McLean............Berkley...........Fingers taken off; coupling.
do 23... H. Burk ................ Moutain Grove. Foot injred; getîng on train.
do 23... T. Garlin.........Cookville........rm broken, 2 places; tell off train.
do 26... Aggie Neward.......Ingersol.........Killed walking on track.
do 9... - Gautant.............rhea buieddo 12... U anknown.........Ottwa...........Kil.ed fel between cars in motion.'10 12~~... no... .......... 1 mile east of Thurso. Fouad dead o rcwt oeedbusd
do 13... Mrs. J. Letam..........2j miles east Bisets Killed; ridin on handar and trck by train.
do 14... Unknown..... ..... Jack. . Jun.......do walking on track do
do .28... Jos. Lynch........Ottawa.. Foot badly iojured; turnifg an engine.

&Pt. 18... J. Holt......... ... oronto..... .... Two fingers taken off; coupling cars
do 29... P. Malion..............dian River . Slghtly injured internally; walkingon track.do 1... J. Manchester..........Pembroke......... le; sruck by bridge, kncked nder cars.do 20... W. Edey..............Renfrew ........... do engine ra off track and upet.do 23... Unknown..............Ottawa...........One eg ct off; lying on track intoxicated.do 23... do .......... ... Brockville.........Leg badly crushed; crossin track betwee cari.do 27... 0. McIntyre............Wahnapetah. Kiuied; téil off top of train between cars.

Oet- 6... T. Brennan. .......... India River. Killed; waking on trck.do 13... W. Crassin............. mber Summit.gtly iniured; crossing track.
o 18... J. Goodfellow..........Streetville.ed; e off train.

do 0. Krs. Bleir..............Riverdale.......... do walking on track.
1 5... Unknown..............Mattawa..........Lying on track, app..rently dead train paosint

over hini.d0 14 ... do ......... .... Mile n.....Killed; walking on track.
o 16 - Deslauriers. Montreal.........Seriously injured while intoicated.; f.. ov.

Q ~ revetment wall at station.do 21... G. Rollin........... do ............ e injured; gauge glass f englue explodel."o 29... E. Dumhail........ Sdbury .. Right foot crghed; struck by engine.
do 81... W. Anderson. Pakenham ........ Finger on rght hand ct off; coupling.
di0o ' 1... . 8. Blaoking............Bdldo 13... J. Fanning........C ato . R. ght injured; thrown front train by teL wido 1 J aanag. -ardel hand badly ijured; coupling.

Sd r e..............d do
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Employees. Others. Total.

5 il 1 7 il

2 9 1 1 3 12

2 ......... 8 12 10 13
......... e ......... ......... .... .... 6

1 54 ........ ......... 1 54
2 13 1 4 4 26

1 ........... ......... I
........ ......... ........ 1 ..

....... 18 2 8 2 26

13 112 13 25 28 149
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STATEMENT of the date of each Accident, &c. - Continued.

EASTERN DIVISION-.Continued.

. Date.

1884

Xov. 19...
do 23...
do 28...
do 26...

Dec. 3...
do 3...
do 3...
do 3...
do 11...
do 23...
do 24...
do 26...
do 28...
do 13...
do
do 24...

1885.
Jan. 1...

do 6...
do 9...
do 12...
·do 13...
do 20...
do 23...
do 23...
do 23...

- do 23...
Jan. 23...

do 23...
do 23...
do 23...
do 25...
do 18...

do 29...
Feb. 5...

do 6...
do 9...
do 11...
1do 17...
do 17...
do 18...
do 18...

Mar. 3...
do 8...
do 15...
do 17...
do 21...
do 21...
do 22...
do 28...
do 31...
do 2...
do 7...
do 10...
do 11...
do 15...

do 14...

d 16,.i

Name.

- Leclaire .............
P. Mc Mahon...........
J. Phillips ._............
A. McLellan............
Bird (brakeman).....
Burton do .......
2mith do ......
D. McCarthy (bkman)
M. O'Halloran do
B. Dutton do
W. Mulligan do
F. McCallom. ..........
J. Johnson..............
J. Murphy..... .......
- Dowsley..............
- Davis.........

R. Percival ............
E. Booth... .....
Unknown...............
Mrs. K. Kert . .........
W oman. .................
Coalman McPherson.
X. McDonali...........
O. Bonsecoar.. .........
Ex-Mess. Crickton....
J. J. Whelan.. ......
J. B. McDonald.......
W. Barastin............
J. Rutton. ......
J. Lefrane ..... .....
W . elaon ............
S. Courtney ..........

J Palmer...............
- Champagne........
B'kman Carno'visky..
Lady.... ...... .....
B'kman Collins......
H. Swan........
B'kman Chapman....
W J. Chapman......
Shopman Gray.......
B'k man Webb ........

do Reynolds.....
A Harris ...............
Switchman Elgie
A. McDonald...........
J E. Richards...
J. Mulligan .......
Sectionman.......
B'kman Moriarity...
J. Hardman............
H Montgomery.
- Miller........
- Powell..... .........
M. Sheedy..... . .......
D. Shea...................

- ahill....... ........
J. Ashley ....... ........
G. 'Barne.............
J. Bradly..............

Place

Brockville..... .......
North Bay...........
Brockville ........ ......
Pembroke.......... .....
Cardwell Junc........
Teeswater ..... .........
Ingersoll ................
Havelock.....,. .......
Flanagan's Siding...
North Toronto... ....
Woodstock....... .....
Smith's Falls..........
Parkdale.. .... .......
Pugamassing..........
Buckingham...........
Hochelaga...........

Nature of Accident or Cause.

Struck on head by book ; broken bell cord.
do lever of semaphore.

Fell against gauge glass of engine, cutting lips.
Seriously injured; driving across track.
Finger brokn ; fell off train.
Arm taken off; coupling.
Leg injured; fell off car.
Finger taken off; coupling.
Ends of fingers taken off; coupling.
Hand jammed; coupling.
One finger taken off; coupling.
Temporarily disabled ; fell off tender.
Fanid slightly injured; coupling.
Right band injured ; coupling cars.

do do
Left band injured; turning engine.

Ohurch's Falls......... Two fingers taken off; coupling.
Brampton..... ......... Leg broken ; jumping off engine.
Toronto Junc. ....... Foot crushed; climbing over buffers.
Norwood....- -...... Two tces taken off; getting off train in
Drumbo .................. Cut on head do
Parkdale . .............. Index finger taken off; coupling.
Smith's Falls......... Killed ; train off track.

do ......... do do
do .......... Injured do
do .......... do do

Smith's Falls.......... in.,ured ; train off track.
do . .........
d 0  ...........
do .........

Belmont ...............
Montreal.............

Rockliffe ..... --.....-
Chalk River.........
Gait...................
Sheffield..................
Church's Falls.........
Cardwell June........
Bavelock ..............

do ................
Orangeville........
Streetsville Junc....
Woodstock....... ...
Williamsford .........
Havclock ...........
Fall River...........

do ..............
Maybery.............
Ivanhoe..... . .,......
Erin ,......................
North Bey..............
Carleton June ......
Ottawa..............

do .................
Petawawa-. .............
Mono Road............
Perth....... ..............
Parkdale............
R avelock. ........
BramptoL............

motion.
do

do do
do do
do do

Two fingers taken off; coupling.
Both legs fractured ; coming up on elevator at

Montreal station.
Leg fractured; coupling.
Hand crusbed; coupling.
Two fingers smashed; coupling.
Injured ; track spreading.
Thigh badly cut; coupling.
Hand crushed do
Rand badly bruised do
Right band equeezed; coupling.
Neck and bands burned ; cab of engine onifire.
Arm slightly hurt; switch flew open.
Right leg taken off; uncoupling.
Right arm broken ; walking on track.
Foot crushed ; uncoupling.
Back and head hurt; track spreading.
Baek hurt ; track spreading.
Injured; handcar struck.
Foot hurt do
Foot and hand hurt; fell off car.
Foot bruised by plank falling on it.
Hand injured by machinery through carelessness.
Collar bone broke in collision.
Band injured by machinery through carelessnes-
Slightly bruised; driving on track intoxicated.
Leg broken; feil off car.
Injured; lying on track.
Fiuger hurt ; coupling.
Thumb do
Killed; lyin gon track.

A. 1886
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STATEMENT of the date of oach Accident, &.-ontinued.

EASTERN DIVI8ION-Concluded.

Name. Place.

M. Riendeau .... ...... Montreal.................
1885.

-April 24...

do 20...
xay 5...
do 13...
do 21...
do 21...
do 21...
do 2t ..
do 27...
do 1...
do 6...
do 8
do 22...
do 26...

June 2...
do 6...
do 9...
4 16...
do 16...
do 21...
do 24...
do 26...
do 27...
do 28...
do 28...40 -..

Sault an Recollet....
Green River............
Campbellville.

do
Agincourt ...............

do ...... .........
do ...... ;.......
do . ,.......

18th S ding. ...........
23rd Siding............
Montreal ....... ........
Biscot8si g.. ...........
Ar, her.. ..... ...
O wen Sound .... .....
Bathurst.............
Owen Sound...........
Peterboro'...........

do .. .. .........
Green River ...
Orangeville.............
Havelock . .............
Kelmont .............
Owen Sound.
Streetsville Junc.....
North Bay..............

Nature of Accident or Cause.

Stightly injured; fell frcm revetment wall, Mon-
treal station,

Driving acri-ss track in front of moving train.
Foot cut; chopping wood.
Killed; jumping off train.
Injured do

0o train struck a cow.
do do
do do
do do

Killed ; coupling.
do fell off train in motion.

Legs broken ; feil over revetment wall, Montreal.
Foot injured; attempting to board train.
Slightly injured; coupling.
Fin ger tak-n off; steam shovel.
Injured slightly ; tank delivery pipe.

do fell against bwitch.
do team ran away.
do do

Ankle sprained; fell off train.
Foot hurt ; turning engine.
Rand crushed ; coupling.
Killed ; lying on tra-k.
Inde-x fin ger taken off; coupling.
Haud hurt; coupling.
Killed when shunting cars.

WESTERN DIVISION.

4.
Geo. Bastion ..... .....

4... Jos. Mosescorolsky...
11... Henry Larose. ........
16... (has. Hannaberry....

17... John Coney.............

17... Jas. Fouran............
17... Jno. 0lancy..........
18... Frank Servais. ........
18... Wm. McLaughlin....
26... Jas Mainwaring.....

1... Dan. McDonald.......
6... C. Brabazon............

26... Eliza Bell........,......

26... jJno. T. Lynes..........

28... Arthur Denman.. .....

1... George Budd.. .........
7... Wm. Johnston ........

16... Jno. Gould. ..... .....

16... Geo. Mordan...........
16... Jno. Parish.............
18... Richard Parrott.......
18... T. Tucker...... .........

5 miles W. of Rosa.
land...................

Langevin... .....
Winnipeg....... .......

do ....... ........

Clinmore............

do ................
Port Arthur............
Win nipeg................
Eagle River.,.....
Vermillion Bay.........
Summit ......... .........
Carberry........ ........
Melbourne...............

Rat Portage..........

5miles W. of Calgary

Elkhorn............ .....
Moose Jaw..
2 miles W. of Ross-

land.. ..............

do
do

Gull Lake...........
Regina .................

1k

Knee injured; jumping from train.
Killed; attempting to get on trucks of coach.
3 fingers crushed ; coup ing cars, yard train.
Right foot crushed ; attempting to board engine

in motion.
Wrist sprained; dump giving away and engine

turning on aide.
Scalded do do
Face injured; fell between cars in motion.
Left band bruised ; conplin g.,

ip joint s prained; jumping from train in motion.
Right band cut oft; lying on track intoxicated.
Shoulder bruised ; jumping from engine.
Arm and leg broken; walking on track.
Killed ; fell or threw herself from train in motion;

was of unsound mind.
Right band burnt; applying coal oil to valves of

engine.
Knee injured; jumping from train in collision

with cars on track.
Hand bruised; coupling cars.
Right leg injured; ran against switch stand.

Left leg broken and face injured ; trestle giving
way under engine.

Back, chet and leg bruised do
Leg and thigh injured do
Hand crushed; coupling.
3rd finger on left hand broken; falling off ladder

on car.

A 1886

Date.

P. Turcot.,..........
H. Vetno. .......
J. Ambrose............
L. Prissin............
J. Danstin...... ........
A. Meance...............
J. Plutio.................
E. Murphy...........
N. Downey..............
S. Di................
C. Larose....... ........
Unknown................
R Lamourie...... .....
J. Cbapman..... .....
A. Clancy,.............
Unknown. .............
Mr. Moffatt..............
Mr. Armstrong.........
C. Metarg. ..........
J. Smith .................
B. McAllister...........
P. Drennan....... .....
J. bmith ...........
J. San derson....
A. il.........

188
JUIy

do
do
do

do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do

do

spt.
do
do

do

de
do
do
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STATEMENT of the date of each Accident, &.-Concluded.

WESTERN DIVISION-Concluded.

W. Bently.... ........ Fort William.
Alex. McCloy. Parrywood ..........
Arthur Healey.........Langevin ........
Jerry Harrigan.........Renie.........

Wm. Murdock.. ....... Winnpeg ........
Jas. Hawkes...........Near Orowtoot.
A. McDonald.. ....... do
Angus Kerr............Headingly.
John Hughes....... ort William.

. a...... y 2 miles W. of Hawk
Lakei................

Tupper Jance. ......... I
David Salwan. ........ I
Thos. Hewitt..........
Samuel Law............

Samuel Bell.............
Thos. Dearson.........
John Reddie............
Chas. Erickson.......
C. W. Adams....
Thos. Rutherford......
Da, id Morgan. .........
D. McKenzie............

Swift Current....
6 miles N. of Gretna.
Calgary ..................
Winnipeg................

Rat Portage............
do ...... .....

Rennie .................
do ................
do .......... ........
do ...................
do .......... .......

Banf .... ..............

24... F. Blackely........ Vermillion Bay.
31... lEd. Bennett........dian Head.

1885.
Jan. 13... John Garvey..... ..
Feb. 4... Frank Gabo.........
Feb. 12... Arthur Hackett.,....
A pril 2... W. Romaine............

do 18... D. Lamb ..................
May 5... Eug. Taylor.............

do 19... F. McMahon . ......
do 21... S. Botsford....... ......

June 8... William Read..........

Parrywood.....
Strathmore.........
Hawk Lake.............
Qu'Appelle. ............
Winnipeg................
Medicine Bat...........

Winnipeg........
kmile of Murray Park

Moherty Bouse.........

Killed ; getting on train in motion.
Face scalded; driving plug in tube sheet.
Forefinger right hand injured ; coupling.
Right leg injured and nb fractured; rails ez•

panding.
[Fingers crushed; coupling.

do uncoupling engine.
Rand injured; coupling cari on work train.
Knee injured; struck knee on engine tank.
Killed; fell or jumped off construction train.

1884.
Oct. 2...
do 4...
do 8...
do 10...l

do 12...
do 13...
do 14...
do 15...
do 19...
do 23...

232
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Left ankle injured; thrown off train while fixing
snatch-block on car.

Left hand crushed; coupling.
2 ribs broken ; crossing track with tean.
Hand and arm injured; coupling.
Left ankle injured; running to switch, ulipped

on ice.
Killed ; lying intoxicated on track.

do do
do jumping from coach in collision.

Face injured in same accident.
Spine do do
blightly do do

do do do
Testicle.injured; struck with reversing lever of

engine.
Ri ht hand crushed; coupling cars.
Lelt do do

Leg injured; train striking handear.
Finger crushed; coupling work train.
Finger cut off left hand; coupling extra irain.

do of left hand crushed do
First two fingers of left hand crushed.
Legs slightly injured; sitting with legs hanging

out of boarding car side door.
Foot bruised while coupling.
Concussion on back ; equalizing lever broke,

throwing him off engine.
Legs injured; attempting to get on gravel traii,

carried over bridge, legs striking ties.

23...
28...

4...

8...
5...

10...
10...
10...
10...
10...
19...

do
do
do

Nov.

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
Dec.
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NAMAES ND REsiDENoES 0F DIREOToRs AND OFiICas oF THE COMPANqr.

Geo. Stephen, Montreal.
W. C. Van Horne do
&. B. Angus do
Hon. D. A. Smith do
Edmund B. Osler, Toronto.
Sandford Fleming, C.E., C.M.G., Ottawa.
Geo. R. Harris, Boston.
H. S. Northcote, London.
N. L. Scott, Brie, Penn.
P. du P. Grenfell, London.
R. V. Martinsen, Amsterdam and New York.
C. D. Rose, London.
Geo. Stephen, President.
W. C. Van Horne, Vice- President.
Charlei Drinkwater, Secretary.
J. M. Edgar, Western Division Superintendent.
W. White, Eastern and Ontario Division Superintendent.
The following is the official name and address of the Company;-
The Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal, Que.

CANADA,
ROVINCE oF QUEBEC,
U'O1N1TY OF HOCHELAGA,

TO WIT:

AFFIDAVIT FOR PRESIDENT, OR, IN HIS
ABSENCE, FOR VICE-PRESIDENT

OR MANAGER.

1, William C. Van Horne, of the city of Montreal, in the county of Hochelaga,
4d province aforesaid, Vice-President of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company,
4ing duly sworn, make oath and say:-

.That, to the bet of my knowledge, information and belief, the foregoing returna
r true and correct.

fiworn before me at the cit of Montreal,
in the county of Hoche aga, this 22nd
day of December, A.D. 1885. 1

W. C. VAN HORNE.

R. T. HENEKER,
Commissioner for taking Affidavits for the Province of Quebec.

CANADA,
ROVINE OF QUEBE,
UNTY OF HOCHELAGA.

TO WIT: 1

AFFIDAVIT FOR SECRETARY,
OR SOME OTHER CHIEF OFFICER.

l, Isaac G. Ogden, of the city of Montreal, in the county of Hochelaga and
)"'ovince aforesaid, Auditor of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, being dulyworn, make oath and say:-

rThat, to the best of my knowledge, information and belief, the foregoing returna
Ao true and correct.

Orn before me at the city of Montreal,
In the county of Hochelaga, this 22nd
day of December, A.D. 18b5.

R. T. H ENEKEB
CJOnmimSioner for takng Affidavita in the Province of Quebec.
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MANITOBA SOUTH-WESTERN COLONIZATION RAILWAY.

Location and General Description of .Manitoba South-Western Colonization Railway.

Runs through the Counties of Selkirk and Marquette with terminus at Winnipegr
and connects with the Canadian Pacifie Railway. Lino runs in a westerly directioln
from Winnipeg Io Hleadingly, on the north side of the Assiniboine River, through
level, open prairie. Thence in a south-westerly direction, crossing the Assiniboile
River, and passing through Townships ten, nine, eight, and seven, in Ranges one, two0
three and four, west of first principal meridian, through level prairie to the presenlt
end of track.

CAPITAL AC00UNT.

Rate
Authorized. Subscribed. Paid up. of interest or

Dividend

Total amount of ordinary share capital.... 1,000,000 700,000 700,000

CHARACTERISTICS OF ROAD, &o.

Length of main lino from Winnipeg to end of track. ...... 50-01 miles
Miloage in operation................................................. 50701
Weight of rail per yard, main lino steel..................... 56 lbs.
Number of ties to a mile, main lino.......... ......... 2,640
Nature of fastenings used to secure joint or rail. Fish plates.
Number of level road crossings without watchmen........ 16
Number of level crossings of other railways................1
Number o1 junctions with other railways.................... 1
Radius of sharpest curve.......................................... 1,332-6'
'Number of feet per mile of heaviest gradient.............. 26-4'
Gauge of railway................................................... 4 ft. 8 in.

Names and Residences of Directors and Officers of the Company.

Bon. Donald A. Smith, Montreal.
John M. Egan, Winnipeg.
W j liam C. Van Horne, Montreal.
R. B. Angus, Montreal.
John h. McTavish, Winnipeg.
J. A. M. Aikins, Winnipeg.
D. M. Tilford, Winnipeg.
J. S. Aikins, Winnipeg.
L. A. Hamilton, Winnipog.
Hon. Donald A. Smith, President, Montreal.
John H. Van Zile, Secretary, Winnipeg.

CANADA,
ovince of Manitoba, AFFIDAVIT FOR PRESIDENT, OR IN HIs ABSENCE, FOR
County of Selkirk, VICE-PREsIDENT OR MANAGER.

To wit:
I, John M. Egan, of the city of Winnipeg, in the county of Selkirk, and Province

aforesaid, vice-president of :the Manitoba South-Western Colonization Railway C000
pany, being duly sworn, iake oath and say:

»ai
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That, to the best of my knowledge, information and belief, the foregoing returns
are true and correct.
8worn before me at the city of Winnipeg,

in the county of Selkirk, this 29th day
of August, A.D. 1885.

JNO. M. EGAN.

THOMAs NIxoN,
A Justice of the Peace in and for the said County.

CANADA,
Povince of Manitoba,

County of Selkirk,
To wit:

AFFIDAVIT FOR SECRETARY OR SOME OTHER CHIEF
OFFICER.

1, John H. Van Zile, of the city of Winnipeg, in the county of Selkirk, and Pro-
Vince aforesaid, Secretary of the Manitoba South-Western Colonization Railway Com-
P4ny, being duly sworn, make oath and say:

That, to the best of my knowledge, information and belief, the foregoing returns
are true and correct.

8Worn before me at the city of Winnipeg,
in the county of Selkirk, this 29th day JOHN H. VAN ZILE.
Of August, A.D. 1885.

THoMAs NIxoN,
A Justice of the Peace in and for the said County.

ONTARIO AND QUEBEC RAILWAY.

CAPITAL ACCOUNT.

?Otal amount of ordinary share capital ...
Debentures...................

Authorized.

2,000,000
..................

Subscribed.

2,000,000
9,590,000

Paid up.

2,000,000
9,590,000

Rate
of Interest or

Dividend.

6 per cent.
5 per cent.

Names of Directors and Ofilers of the Company.
E. B. Osler, R. B. Angus
W. C. Van Horne, D. Molntyr
Geo. Stephen, Hon. D. A.

E. B. Osler, - -
W. C. Van Horne, -

, Hon. P
e, Hon. J
Smith, A. B.

President.
Vice-President.

. Mitchell,
J. C. Abbott,

Chaffee.

CANADA,
once of Quebec, AFFIDAVIT*FOR SECRETARY OR SOME OTHER CHIEF
ty of Hochelaga, OFFICER.

To wit :
1., larry Whanton, of the city of Montreal, i n the county of Hochelaga, and

Voince aforesaid, Secretary of the Ontario and Quebec Railway Company, being'y Worn, make oath and say:
areThat, to the best of my knowledge, information and belief, the foregoing returna

rue and correct.
8'orn before me at the city of Montreal,

ail the countyof Hochelaga, this 22nd H. WHANTON.
ay of December, A.D. 1i85.

R. T. HENEKER.
Commissioner for taking apidavits for the Province of Quebec.
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THE TORONTO, GREY AND BRUCE RAILWAY.
Oounties through ohich the Road rus, the Terminal Points, Connections, &c.

Counties.-York, Peel, Dafferin, Wellington, Simooe, Grey, Huron and BrUOOe
Terminal Points.-Toronto, Owen Sound, and Teeswater.
Connections.-Grand Trunk Railway, Canadian Pacific Railway, at Toronto;

Northern and North-Western Railway, at Cardwell Junetion ; Credit Valley RIl•J
way, at Toronto and Orangeville.

The main linos runs from Toronto to Owen Sound, and a branch from OrangeP
ville Junction to Teeswater.

CAPITAL ACØOUNT.

Rate
Authorized. Subscribed. Paid up. of interest or

Dividend.

Total amount of ordinary sbare capital... 1,000,000 813,800 785,490 00
do first mortgage bonds.......... 3,500,000 3,500,000 ........................ 4 per cent.
do Government loans ............ .................. .................. 377,938 00
do Municipal loans ................. , ................. 969,561 44
do Oapital from other sources. ... ............. ................. 322,583 30

Total capital. ........ .................. 2,455,572 74

LOANS or Bonuses from 'Governmonts or Municipalities.
A mount of

Rnus Gra
Governments-

Ontario...........................................................8 375,282 00
Dominion ........................................................ 2,656 00

Total................................................8 377,938 00

Amount of
. . at. Loan Granted.

Mumicipalities-
Albion ........................................................... 8 40,000 00
Caledon .......................................................... 45,000 00
Mono ............................................................ 45,000 00
Amaranth .................... .................................... 3,000 00
Arthur............................................................. 35,000 00
Orangeville-..................................................... 15,000 00
Mount Forest.................................................... 20,000 00
Toronto ............................................ 350,000 00
Grey (Group)............ . ........................ 300,000 00
Owen Sound...................... ..... ........................ 5,000 00
Minto ...................................... 15,000 00
Howick .................................... 35,000 00
Gorrie and Worrester............................. ............ 5,000 00
Teeswater ........................................................ 5,000 00
Clross....... .............................. 38,000 00
Turnberry.......................,..... ...... 5,000 00

8 988,000 00
Realizing........ ....................... 959,561 44

Total..................................... .......... 969,561 44
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BONDS or other securities negotiated by the Company.

Amount. Rate of interest. Date of sale.

83,500,000. 4 per cent. July, 1884.

ACTUAL cost of railway and rolling stock.

1. Cost of land and damages.................................$ 138,251 89
2. Cost of grading, masonry and bridging, station

buildings, &c., &c................... ... 3,729,049 52
3. Cost of rolling stock of all kinds, including work-

shops....................................... 573,297 06
4. Cost of changing gauge from 3 feet 6 inches to

standard gauge of 4 feet 8j inches. New
equipment and new works in connection
therewith................................................ 1,106,739 65

Total ........................... 85,547,338 12

The above figures show actual cost of railway, but contractors having been paid
bonds and stock and Government debentures, it is impossible to give real cash cost.,

Names and Residences of Directors and Officers of the Company.

E. B. Osler,
Wm. Hendrie
W. White
I. W. Narton,
M. C. Hannond,
John McNab,
E. B. Osler, Vice-Prcsident,
Mr. Wm. Hendrie, President,
I. E. Suckling, General Manager.

CANADA,
nOVie of Quebec, AFFIDAVIT FOR SECRETARY OR SOME OTHER CHIEF OFFICER

C0tnty Of Hochelaga, F THE LEASING LINE F RAILwAY.
To wit : O

I Isaac G. Ogden, Esq., of the city of Montreal, in the county of Hochelaga,
and Province aforesaid, auditor of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, being
duly sworn make oath and say :

That, to the best of my knowledge, information and belief, the foregoing returns.
t)le and correct.

&Wrn before me, at the city of Montreal,
In the county of Hochelaga, this twenty. J. G. OGDEN.
eev'enth day of December, A.D. 1885. 1

R. T. HENEKER,
Commissioner for taking afidavits for the P'rovince of Quebec.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY RET URN - MISCELLANEOUS - A, S-
FAREWELL-OBJECrION TO CROSSING HIS LAND ON THlE COLUM-
BIA RIVER

OTTAWA, 16th June, 1885.
SIR,-I am directed to transfer to your Department the enclosed letter from A.

S.Farëwell, requesting that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company be not allow0Î
to carry its lino over his land on the east bank of the Columbia River, near Eagle
Pass, British Columbia.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. GOBEIL, Secretary.

A. P. BRADLEY, Esq., Secretary lDepartment Railways and Canalis.

FAREWELL, WEsT CRosSINo, COLUMBIA RIVER, 25th May, 1885.
SIa,-I have the honor to inform you that I purchased 1,175 acres of land frot1

the British Columbia Government last year, and obtained a Crown grant for the
same last January.

This land is situated on the left bank of the Columbia River, opposite EaglO
Pass. My land includes the mouth of the Illecilliwait River (or Moberly Creek).
Late last autumn the Canadian Pacific Railway engineers were engaged running
lines, &c., down Moberly Creek and across my property. On the 2nd February, 1885,
I wrote W. C. Van Horne, Esq., General Manager of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
as follows:-

"VIOTORIA, B.C., 2nd February, 1885.
"W. C. VAN HoRNI, Esq., General Manager of Canaclian Pacifie Railway, Montreal.

"SIR,-As the owner by provincial Crown grant of lot 6, group 1, Kootenay
District, which comprises 1,175 acres on the east bank of the Columbia River, opposite
Eagle Pass, extending northerly about two and a half miles from the mouth of the
Illecillewait River and including the bed of the Columbia River to the middle, I
beg to state that I have been informed that the railway company wish to carry the
lino across my land in order to reach Eagle Pass from the Illecilliwait valley. Hav
ing before me propositions to utilize this property, it will he convenient that I shoald
hear from you with a view to suitable arrangements as far as the railway companl
is concerned.

"I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
"A. S. FAREWELL."

"P. S.-My land being within the ' central section' will not come under the
Government Railway Act.

"A. S. F.
On the 2nd of April, 1885, I telegraphed Mr. VanHorne, as follows:-

" VIOTORIA, B.C., 2nd April, 1885.
"GENERAL MANAGER O.P.R., MONTREAL,-I intend immediately eject intruderl

second crossing, Columbia. Is company's answer my letter, 2nd February, on way ?'
I received no answer to either of the above communications up to the present

date.
I have received no notification from the railway company as to what land they

require for railway purposes; and furtheÉ, no map or plan or extract from the boû4
of reference has been deposited in this district, as far as Ihave been able to ascertailn.

Under these circumstances I have to request that yon will not sanction any
whatsoever of the com4pany. affecting my property.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. S. FAREWELL.

The Hon. the Minister of Public Works, Ottawa.
238
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TiEi CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONT 1-EAL, 26th June, 1885.

Sm,-I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 25th instant enclosing
copy of a letter from Mr. A. S. Farewell, of British Columbia, respecting his claim to
certain lands at second crossing of the Columbia River.

I beg to inform you that this matter has already been in correspondence, and
<Oansel has given opinion that Mr. Farewell's claim is not a valid one, and that the
grant which was made by the Local Government is illegal.

The Department of the Interior informed me by letter on 17th instant that the
subject was then before the law officers of the Crown.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

P. BRADLEY, Esq., Secretary Department of Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 25th June, 1885.
Si,-I am directed to enclose you horewith a copy of a letter from Mr. A. S.

'arewell, which has been transferred here from the D3partment of Public Works, in
Which ho requestd that your company be not allowed to carry the lino of railway
Der bis land on the east bank of the Columbia River, near Eagle Pass, British
0 olumnbia.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

O. RINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pa3ific Railway Company, Montreal.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 25th June, 1885.
13IR,-l am directed to acknowledgo the receipt of your letter, &c., which has

na transferred here from the Departmont of Public Works, in which you request
that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company be not allowed to carry the line of rail-

Over youi land on the east bank of the Columbia River.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.
PAREwELL, Esq., Farewell, West Crossing Columbia River, B.C.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 28th July, 1885.
SIaR,-In reply to your letter of the 25th of May last, addressed to the Hon. the

the lster of Public Works and transferred to this Department, being in relation to
r Ipassage of the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway across lands at the second

sing of the Columbia River in your possession, as to which you offer objection
drecqest the assistance of this Department in maintaining the same, I ar.

ilree.t to inform you that the matter is one with which this Departmont cannot»efore.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

• PREwILL, Esq., West Crossing, Columbia River, B. C.

23~
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RETURN
(85b)

Of Correspondence between the Canadian Pacific Railway Company an&

the Department of the Interior, as required by Resolution of the House~

of Commons of the 20th February, 1882.

OTTAWA, 11th March, 1886.
Si,-I have the honor to submit the following summary of the contents of the

papers herewith, being copies of the correspondence between this Department and
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, during the past year, required by resotation
of the House of Commons, to be presented within fifteen days of the opening of each
Session.

These papers consist of two parts, the contents of which may be summarized as
follows:-

PART I.

1st. With regard to timber on the odd sections in the Turtle Mountain district,
within'the land reserved for the Manitoba and South-Western Railway Company:

On the 22nd January, 1885, Mr. Drinkwater wrote, protesting against licenses'
being granted to cnt timber on any portion of those sections. On the 27th May hO
was informed in writing, the matter having in the meantime been discussed verballY
with the company's officers, that until the lands are earned by the company, the
Minister of the Interior thought it advisable to permit the' licenses to run. On the
14th August, Mr. Drinkwater wrote again on this point, stating that the companY
were proceeding vigorously with the constructiorr of the road, and that although the
land grant had not yet been made to them their rights to the timber should be pro-
tected. On the 27th August, ho was replied to in terms similar to those of the letter
of the 27th May. On the 16th September, Mr. Drinkwater was written to again and
told that the parties who held licenses had erected mills, and that the settlement re-
quired the production of lumber, but that on the expiration of the thon existingK
licenses, which would occur in May, 1886, they would not be renewed.

2nd. With reference to trespasses committed on timber berths on Bow River,
and also on Government land.

On the 22nd November, the Crown Timber agent at Calgary wrote the Depart-
ment stating that the Canadian Pacific iRailway Company had been cutting timber
about Silver City for the purposes of snow fonces, and for fence posts for their experi-
mental farms. On the 27th May, Mr. Drinkwater had bis attention called to this ma*
ter, and on the same day ho was written to, asking him to cause returns to be made of
all timber cut on the Eau Claire and Bow River Lumber Company's limit, west of Cal
gary, and reminding him that the agents at Calgary and innpeg had repeatedly
tried to obtain this information, but could not; That Mr. Boss, the manager of col"
struction, had been asked for it, and that his reply was that Mr. Holt, who had charge
of that branch of the company's business, had ceased to be in his employ, and he
could not prepare the return, but ho suggested that somebody be appointed to make
an investigation. It was understood here that Mr. Holt was still a contractor under
the company, and it was pointed ont to Mr. Drinkwater that in that event there
should be no difficulty in obtaining this information. On the 26th June, Mr. Drink'
water enclosed a letter from Mr. Deacon, of Winnipeg, in which the statement Was
made that the timber got out for snow fonces was only brush from about two or throe
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inches in diameter, and that the fencing used on the company's farms had been pur.
ehased in Winnipeg. Mr. Drinkwater, in a letter dated 5th June, as to the trespass
on the Eau Claire and Bow River Company's lease, stated that this timber was taken
off these lands before the lease was granted, and therefore the company are not-
required to pay anything. On August 5th he was written to again on this matter,
and told that the berths were leased to the Eau Claire and Bow River Lumber Com-
Pany prior to the construction of the road west of Calgary, and that repeated efforts
had been made to obtain a return of the timber taken off the limits by the Canadian
-Pacific Railway Company, but without result.

3rd. Selling odd-numbered sections within grazing leases.
The correspondence under this head is not important. The manner in which

such sections are to be withdrawn from the operation of grazing leases when earned
bY the railway company is provided for in the lease.

4th. There is a letter addressed to the Minister by Mr. Drinkwater, dated the
10th September, 1885, alluding to several matters. First, the Winnipeg station
grounds, which he states should be enlarged; second, the Mennonite Reserve, the
Odd-num nered sections in which, remaining undisposed of, he thinks should be granted
to the company; third, urging action to set aside the sales by the Britih Columbia
Government of certain choice lots along the road, which if not cancelled will prove
'ery detrimental to the company; fourth, the final arrangement of where the western
hitnit of the company's land grant should be fixed, and what area of ground around
each station should be granted the company by the Government.

5th. The next subject of correspondence i- the alleged wa'ste of Crown timber by
coutractors of the company on the Rocky Mountain and British Columbia sections of
the road. In a letter dated the 28th October last, Mr. Higginson, the agent of this

epartment, drew the Minister's attention to this matter, and on the 7th November,
he wrote to Mr. -Ross, manager of the construction, asking him to take certain action
Sprotect the Govern ment interest particularly in reference to timber seized by him

(Iigginson) which was sawn up by one Mackenzie, at Angus. On the 7th December,8 85, Mr. ligginson was written to, and his action in regard to the letter addressed
IIMr. Ross approved. On the same day Mr. Drinkwater was urged to arrange that

'he matter be attended to. On the 4th January, 1886, Mr. Drinkwater replied,
lclosing a letter from Mr. Ross in which the latter denies Mr. ligginson's statement

to to the waste; and saying in effect that the company have taken every step possible
prevent such waste.

PART II.

On the 4th February, 1885, the Secretary of the Department of Railways an-d
nals asked to have certain lands on the Stonewall Branch set aside for railway pur-

On the 24th March he was replied to, and his attention is directed to the fact
h t nearly all the lands designated were school sections with which the Governmentho Power to deal.

2. On the 27th April, the Agent at Brandon was written to, asking if there were
reason why certain odd sections which the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
requested should be patented to them should not be so patented. This precaution
thken because the township maps showed slight improvements on these lands at

te tIe of survey. On the same date the commissi ner at Winnipeg and the agent
thekegina were written to the same effect. On 7th May a telegram was received from
fqoent at Regina, stating that there are no claims against such of the lands applied
to th ay within his agency - and on the 12th May the agent at Brandon answered
ter e same effect. On the 19th May, the commissioner reported on the whole mat-

t and after some further correspondence, Mr. Drinkwater was told the purport of
eae reports on the 26th June.

esOn the 2 1st September, the commissioner of Dominion Lands was written to,.
ahoctng a particular quarter section to which the records of this Department

ld that one Edwards had at one time preferred a claim. The correspondence,
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shows that Edwards had no valid claim, and there was no objection to the issue of
patent to the company.

On the 14th November the commissioner at Winnipeg was instructed to make
further investigation respecting odd nurnbered sections which it was possible might
be squatted on, and for which the Canadian Pacific Railway Company might apply
for patents; and on the Lt March, 1886, Mr. Drinkwater was comrnunicated with, as
to the result of these enquiries.

Correspondence took place between Mr. Drinkwater and the Department at
several times during the year respecting odd sections sold inadvertently by both the
Government and the company, which is closed by a letter dated the 16th June, send-
ing him copy of an Order in Council of the 6th March' 1883, by which this whole
matter was arranged.

The next correspondence has reference to the examination and acceptance or
rejection by the company of lands falling to them as part of their grant, and is mainly
composed of lists. On the 21st September, 1885, the company's secretary gaVO
notice of the acceptance of some which were formerly in the list of lands proposed
by the company to be rejected; and ou the 12th August he wrote acceptiag others
which the company formerly proposed to reject.

The remainder of the correspondence bas reference to exchanges of land betweeo
the Government and the company for the couvenience of settlers.

I have the honor to he, Sir. your obedient servant,
A. M. BURGESS, Deputy Minister of the Interior.

PART I.
COPY OF GENERAL CORRESPONDRNCE.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 23rd February, 1886.

SIR,-I have the honor to request that the following sections may be withdraw*
from the ranching leases by which they are covered, namely, sections 5, 9 and 219
township 21, range 28, west 4.

This company has entered into agreements for the sale of these sections for
seulement purposes, and I shall be glad to know when the notice of withdrawal baO
been given. I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.
JNo. R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 24th February, 1886.
Sm,-I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to acknowledge the recOip?

of your letter of the 16th Instant (ref. 38778), and to state in reply, that a scheda lO
showing the lands actually patented to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company wa#
forwarded to you on the 17th instant, and that no patents have as yet been issued tO
the company for any of the lands comprising the right of way, station grounds, k

I am also to ask whether you require a list of the lands patented through whic>
the line runs, and out of which the right of way has been reserved.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

A. P. BRADLEY, Esq., Secretary Department of Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 16th February, 1886.
SIR,-Referring to your letter of the 10th instant, I have the honor to say tbe

the information respecting the lands handed over to the Canadian Pacifie Rail'W<
Company, asked for by my letter of the 18th uit., would comprise lands ao
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patented to the company as portions of their land grant of 25,000,000 acres, and
lands for right of way, station grounds, &o., as to which patents may have been
issued in their favor from the Crown, as donors of such lands, or as to which they
may have been placed in possession without having as yet received patents therefor.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BR IDLEY, Secretary.

A. M. BURGEss, Esq., Deputy Minister of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIoR, OTTAWA, 17th February, 1886.
Si,-With reference to your letter of the 18th ultimo (ref. 38557), I am directed

by the Minister of the Interior to enclose herewith a copy of a list, on file here, of
lands in Manitoba and the North-West Territories wbich have been patented to the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company up to the 3 1t ultimo.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obodient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS. Assistant Secretary.

. P. BRADLEY, Esq., Secretary Departmont of* Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

LIsT of Lands in Maritoba and the North-West Territories, patented to the Canadiam
Pacifie Railway Company, up to the 31st Jarnary, 1t,86. (Grant No. 335).

Section. Part of Section.

Whole......... ............
do
do
do
do
do
do
do .................. ......
do
do...... ....................
do..................
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do. ............ ...........
do........... ...........

33 S.E. . . ...........
13 Whole .............. . ........
15 do
25 '"" "'

25 do ..............«.... ... ....
9 do ....... ,..

15 Fractional whole .....................
34 N.W ..........................
4 8.E.

26 N.EÏ. . .................
8 8......................

12t
17 e...e........... . .........
31 .j
31 Whole ....

-5N.W.i
l35 Fractipnal W. ...............
3 - i&S.E. .........27 Whole

3a -16J 243

Town-
ship.

11
10
10
10
9

12
il
13
13
14
15
15
16
16
16
17
18
18
17
17
16

Range.

12 West.
16 do
18 do
21 do.
24 do.
28 do.
28 do.
30 do.
31 do.
32 do
33 do.

1 do.
2 do .
3 do.
5 do.
8 do.

14 do.
14 do.
19 do.
20 do
26 do......

10 do ......
19 do.
19 do.
23 do.....
22 do.

i do ......
28 do
28 do ......
5 do..
8 do ......

1l do.
10 do......
7 do ......
8 do ......

12 do.....
12 do......
13 do ......
13 do ......
14 do .....

Meridian. When
Patented.

1883.
lst ............ 24th December.
do ............ 2lt do
do ............ 2st do
do ,.........., 21st do
do ....... 21st do
do ....... 21st do
do ............ 21st do
do .... ..... 21st do
do ............ 26th do
do ....... 26th do
do .......... 26th do
2nd......... 22nd do
do ............ 22nd do
do .......... 22nd do
do ........... 22nd do
do .... .... 22nd do
do ............ 22nd November.
do ....... 22nd do
do ..... ...... 22nd do
do ............ 22nd do
do ........... 22nd do

1884.
lt ............ 5th March.
do ........... eth do
do ........... .6th do
do ............ 5th do
2nd........ 5th do.
5th .......... 2 d April.
lt ........... Sth do
do .......... 25th do
2nd.......... 8th May.
do ....... 25th Aril.
do ........... 28th do
do ............ 24th do
do ............ 2Oth Jnne.
do ............ 23rd do
do ............ 20th do
do ........ 20t4 do
do ....... 21s do
do ....... 21t de
do ............ ß2it de
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LiST of Lands, &O.-Continued.

Beetion. Part ot Section.

11 W hole ....................... ......................
3 do ........... ............... ......,...........
9 do ........ .....................................

15 do .......................... . ...........
17 do .......... ,.... ..... .......................
19 do ......................... .....................
21 do . .
23 do .
27 do . .
31 do .
1 do.
3 do..

13 do .. . . .
23 do .
25 do . -
27 do .........................
35 do ............ ..............

3 do ........... ...............
ô do ..........................
7 do .........................
9 do ...... . .. ..................... ... ...... j

13 W hole................... ..................
17 do ........... ..............................
23 do ..........................
31 do ........ .............. ..................
33 N ..........................................
35 Who.... ..........................

7 Fractional whole. .............................
1 W hole........... . ..............
3 do ....... .......... .........
1 do ..........................
3 do ........... ........ .......
5 do ................... .......
7 do ...........................
9 do ...................................

13 do........ ..................
17 do...... ..................
7 do ..................................
9 d o......................... ......... H
1 do . ........ .... ........ ...

13 do ..................................... l
15 do ............................... ..
19 do ...............................

23 d o............................... ....
19 do .................. ............ y ...
25 dIO.... ......... . .....................
27 do.............................
31 do .......................... ... ..
35 do ...............................

a do.................... ...........
15 NE *...................................
19 E i................ ...... ...... ..
23 Fractional W j ..................... I
27 do NE j.................) 
31 N 4...............,......... ............ ..
25 Fractional whole ..................... i
27
35 h .............
36 .........W........................ ......

9

95 Nwhe..... ................... .........
15 hoie..............................
19 do ............ ..............
31 ~'..................-................
33 W ......... ............ .............. }

Town-
ship. Range, Meridian.

-- --

11 WeBt...... 2nd...........

12 do ......

14 do

When Patented.

1884.

20th

do ............ 21st do

I do ...... 19th

18 114 do ...... do ........... 19th June.

19a 11 do ......
19a 112 do.

44

do ............ 23rd
do .... ...... 21st

10 do . do...... . i9th do

10 do ...... do ............ 23rd do

11 do ......

do.

9th do

do ............ 120th do

13 do ...... I do ........ ... 119th do

14 do ......

11 do ......

do ............ I10th do

do ............ 23rd do

A. 188&
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LisT of Land@, &.-Continued.

Section.

1
15
23
3

13
15
17
21
23
27
13
15
3

15
17
23

1
5
9

13
15
21

25
31
251
33
33
9
1

15
21
13
19
21
.35

3
.13
19
21
31
17
21

-23
25
33
1

15
5
7
1
3

15
7
3a-21
1

13
25
33
3
5
919

Range. Meridian. When Patented,

1884.

2 West ...... 2nd........... 20th June.

3 do .... I do ............ 23rd do

Part of Section.

S .......................... ......
S ......... . .. ............

Fractional whole.........................
W.ole ....... ................. ''
F ractional whole........ .......... .........
Whole......... ................................

do .........nal .hol.. ........................

o ... .. ...............................
Fractional NE ........ ......................
Whole ........................................
8 .and E .jof W.j.................. 
a ...... ... ..... ... ......... ........... ........ 1

Fractional whole ..............................
Who.e............... ..........................E ... ............ ....................... ........

Fractional 8Wl .............................E .................... ......... ..................FatoaSW ......... ,.........(
Part of fractional W j lying south of

the Fishing Lakes................
Whole.... .......................................
Whole.............................................

do ................................... ............
do .................. ..............................
do ................................................
do ..............................
do .................. .....................
do ............... . . ................
do .............................................

do .....................................
do .............. ....................
do .......................................
do ...................................
do ..................

do .............................................

do .................................. 
do ......... ........ ......................
do ................... . .........
do , ............ .... .................4 .........
do ................ .........-.
do ..................................
do .............. .. ..........
do ..........................................

do ........................................

do ...........................................
do
do .............................. .............
do .............................. .......
do ...........................................
do ............. ....................
do ...........................
do
do .......................~do

Ido ..................... ............
I Ido . ....... . .... ... ...... 
]lractional whole.....................
Whole .....................

do ...............
do .....

Town-

20 1

20 1

201

21 1

21 1

21 1

16
16
16
16

17

17

18

18

18

19

19

10

19

20

do . do . .... ,...... 9th do

...... do

............ 21st

............ 23rd
.23rd
.23rd

............ 9th

June.
do
do
do

do

do ...... I do ............ 124th do

I do ........... 123rd de

20 do ...... do ............ j23rd de

21 do

21 do

...... I do ............ 121st

...... do ..... ...... 126th

do ...... do ............ 118th do

20 do

do ......

do ......

lst ......... ••.

2nd............

do ............

20th do

20th do

19th

A 1884

do ...... do..

do . do...

........ 123rd do

23rd do

3 do ...... do ............ 118th do
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LIST of Lands, &c.-Continued.

Bection. Part of Section. To

1 Whole ... ............ ...... ......... .13 do
23 do...........................
33 do
13 do

3 do
33 do
15 do... ...............
31 do
27 do
25 do
15 do...................
5 do

27 do................ . ..
31 do

1i do ................................ J
3 do . .........m...............

5 do . ...........................
7 do .................... ....... ........ I
9 do

13 do
15 do . .........

17 do
19 do.................. .........
21 do
23 do ..................

25 do ..... ................
27 do..... ....................
33 do ............. . ..... I
35 do ........... ...........

1 do ................ . ....... ....

3 do ............... ..................
ô do............ .....................- :...i
7 do....................................i
9 do ................ ...........

13 do ........................ ......... i
15 do ... .....-.................. .........
17 do . ........................ ........
19 do ......... .............. ..... 21 do ................................ I....
23 do ............................ I.........
27 do -............................
31 do .................... ............. I
35 do ............................ J.... ....
19 .......... "..........................

s Who1le.. -......... .. ..... ... ....
7 do .................. .......... ...
9 do ............................. I........

13 do .................. ............ I ....
17 do ...............................
23 do ................................
25 d ...... ....................... I:*:-27 do ................ .... .
31 do ................. ............
33 d . ... . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35 do............................. .... J
1 do .................... ......... ...
5 do........................
7 do.. ....................... I..
9 do .. ............ I ...

15 do ,*............ ..... .......... I
il do................ . ..........
23 do
25 do .......... ...................
27 d.
33 do
35 do...... ........... ................ J

241

ip. Range.

West......

do.
do ......
do.
do ......
do.
do ......
do ......
do ......
do ......
do .....

do ......

18 do ......

23rd
23rd
t4th
S4th
4th
4th

24th
24th
19th
9th

Meridian.

2nd............l7th

do ...... .....
do ....
do ............
do ..........
do ............
do .........
do ............
3rd............
do .......... ,,

2nd..... ......

1 do . .... 9th

do ............ I 7th

When Patented.

1884.

June.

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

August.

do

18 do ...... I2nd...... ..... 1 7th August.

19 do ...... I do ............ I 8th

20 do ...... do ........... I 7th

do ...... I do ......... .. l 8th

do. ...... [ do ........... [ th d0.

A. 1886,
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LiST of Lands, &.-Cntinued.

Part of Section. Town-
ship.

1
3
5
7
9

13
15
19
27
31
35
1
3

13
15
1y
19
21
23
25
27
31
33
35
1
3
5
7
9

13
15
17
19
21
23
25
27
31
35
9

13
15
17
19
21
23
25
27
31
35
1
3

25
27
9

17
23

25

31

Range. Meridian. When Patented.

1884.

20 West 2nd . 12th Angust.

19 do ...... I do ...........

Whale......... ........... ...... 'I
do .................... .............
do ...... ................
do .....................--.........
do . .......................... ..... 
do ........................... > 1
do ........................ .......... . ....
do ...... .......................... .....
do ......... ........ ................... .......
do ......... ....... .......................

do .................................... ..........
do ......................... ........... j
do ..............................
do ................... .................. .........
do .... ........ .........do ................ .....
do ......... « .... ........do .................. ....... . ........ .........
do .............. .......................

do. .................. ........ ........

do ...........................
do ........ ..... . ......
do ................. ....................... -do ... . ................... .....
do .............................
do .. .. . .. ... .................

do .............. ................ ........
do ......... ... ..............
do ...... ............
do .......................... ..
do ..........
do ............................................
do ................... ........ .... .........
do ........... ................. .......
do ........................... ............ I
do ...................... . .........
do ............... ..
do .................... . ..................
do ................... . .................
do ............................. ....do ........ ... ...... ........ ... ..... .........
do .......................... ....... ...........
do ....... .................... ........ ........-
do ............ ..... .. .......... ......
do ....... ............... ..................
do ............ .............. .................
do ..,... ................ ................dodo.................

d o. ...................
do ...........................................

do ......... ........................
do .................................
do . ............

do ....... . ... .....
do

doIgo ... . . .

do. .................... ... I
do

d ..........

d o ...... .... . . ... .

do . .

247

8th do

do ........... 8th

do .,.... do ...........

ý8th do

8th do

.8th do

A. 1886

Section.

19 do ......

20 do

-i j-



49 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 85.)

LIST of Lands, &.-Continued.

Bection.
Town-

ahip.Part of Section.

Whole...... ...... .......................
do ......... ......... ......... -................
do ................ ....................
do ..........................................
do ......... ........................ .........
do ......... .. ....... ......... ........ .......
de ......... ......... ........ ........ ~~.....
do ...........................................
do .... .... ............................ ....
do .................... .........................i
do .................. ... .... ...............
do ........, ........ ..... ....................
do ......... ......... ..... ..................
do .................. ............. ..... ....
do ....... ......... 1......... ........... ...
do ......... ..............................

do ... ....................... ..... ....
do ....................... .. ..... ........

do ....................... ..... ..........
do ............ ............... .............
do ....... ..... .... ............ .... .............
do ......... ..-............... ........... ..
do ................ ..... ... ........... .........
do ........... ....... ...................... ..
do ......... ......................... .. ... ......
do .... ........... ...................... .......
dhol ...... ......... ........................ .......
do à ...... ................. .............. .........

Whole....... ......... ,........,....................
do ... ................... ......... ..............
Frona W... .... ......... ....... ...........,.....
Whole............ ...... .... ...... ..... .............
d o na ...... ... ......... ......... ...,.........
dhol ......... ......... .................... .....
do . ........ ..... ............ ........ ....
Frona whole........ ............. ..............
Whole.................. ... .............. ........
do ,............... ............
do ...,..... ................ ..
do ......... ............... ..do........ . ....
do ....... . .

do .........

do ....................... • •••
do ..................
do ...... .................. .......
do ............... .. ..........
do nal...... .......................... ~
do. ...........

do .............. .. ........ ...
do .. ........................
do ....... --....

do .........
do ......... .................... ~ ....
do .......................................
do .................................. ~...........

do ........ .............................

do........... .................... ...
do .................... ........ S.

do ..........................................
do .........................................
do ............... ...........

Fractional whole .......

18

16

16

21

18
19

16

16

16

21
19

2
2

2

Range.

21 West

26 do ......

Meridian.

2nd ............

do ............

When Patented.

1884.

sth August.

9th October.

West ...... do ............ 9th

do ......
do ..... .....
do ............

22nd
20th
21st

do ...... I do ............ 19th December.

do ...... Ido.......i 6th

do ............

do ...........
do ............

lst ...........

9th do

lOth do
llth do

188l
1lth March.

do .... ..... 10th do

....... do ........... llth do

do ...... do ............
do ...... do ............
do ..... do ............
do ...... do...
do ...... do......

do ..... do ............

9th
9Lh
9th
9th
9th

9th

May.
do
do
do
do

do1

A. 1886
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LiST of Lands, &o.-Continued.

eOction.

17
9

17
35
I

19
3
5

23
33
21
15
19
21
23
27
21
23
27
25
33

7
15
19
23
27
19
27
31

13

13
'23

9

17
25
a

15
33
.33

7
1

15

25'

di
315

7
13
1

38

n- Range.

14 West

Part of Section. Tosh

W hole............... ..........................
do ........................................ ...
do .............. .. . ............... .
do ......... . .........................

8.............
Fractional whole ....... .................
Whole,......... ............ ......

do ...............................
do ..............-..........
do .......................

Fractional whole ................. .
Whole........,...... ....... ..... .........

do .................................
do ...... ...... .. ...........................

Fractional whole...................... ....... ,
do .............. .........
do ...............................

W hole ......... ........ ................ . ........
do .............................. ...
do ......... ................................
do ............... ....................... , .....
do ........................
do .........................................
do ..............................................
do ...................... ...
do .........................................
do ............................
do ..................................... .

Ko e .............................
do .................................... .
do ...................................
do................** . .... ..
do............. .. ..
do .......... ......
do ............... .............................

do ................ ,..........................
do ..... .......... ..

do .........................................

do% ............................
d.. ...... ...........

do ... ......................
Whole..............................

do .................. ......

Whoî ......ct....on .................
dho ...................... 1...

do ..... .. .......................... j
do.. .....................
do. ........................

Whole fractional .........

do ." •..........................
do.......... .................
do *.. . •..••......... ................ •.

do ...... ............. ..............
do ......

'o •...•

do........ . .
do . ..................

Who(le, fractional-

Wlole........ **.....::

2fractional
4.âaW 249

Meridian. 1 When Patente.

do ...........

do ...... do ...........

do ............

do ............
do ............

1885

9th May.

9th do

9th do

...... do ........... 9th do

26 do

26 do
27 do

17 do

do

do ......
do

do ......
do ......

do ......

18 do ......

19 do ......

do ......

do
do ......
do ......
do ......
do ......

do ......

do.

do ......

do ............
do ...... .....
do ............

do ............

do ............

do.
do ......

de
do ...........

do ............

do ............

do ........... ,

do ............

do.
do ............
do ... ,
do ........
do ............

do ............

9th do

30th June.

9th May.
9th do

9th do
9th do

9th do

27th June.

9th May.

9th do

9th do
9th do
9th do

do ........... , 9th do

do ...--...127th June.

do ..... do ........ 9th May.

do ...... do ........ 2thdo

A. 1886

15 do .....

...... ! let ............
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LIsT of Lands, &c.-Continued.

Part of Section.

23
25
19
25
27
31
15
19
35
17
19
27

7
33
13
33
13
19

15
as33
15
19
25

1
23
25
36
5

23
5

13
35
3

23
2
33

21
23

1
's
25
33
3
15
3
5

1

is
15
31

27
13
33
35
25
35
3

35

Town-
ship.

Whole ...................... ...
do ........................................ 
do .......................................... .....
do - ...... ......................
do ...............................- ........
do .......................................
do ,.......................... .....
do ................. .........
do ............. .............................
do .............................. 
do .........................................
do ......................... . . ...............

Whole ............... ........................NW .l ½............... ........ ..................N.W .......... ,....... ................

do ........... ..................
do ...... ......... ...........................

8. .N.E. ..................................
Whole ...... ............

do ....................................
do . ........................... .....
do . ........ ,....... ,..........
do ................. . .................. ..do........... ...................do .................... ......... ......,............
do ..... ..................
do .............. .............. .......
do ............... .. .........
do.......... ......... .

Fractional whole ................
W hole ................. ..........................

do ..... .................................
do.................-..
do ..... ........................ .

zy. i.. ... ... ............ .................
Whole. ........ ..............

do ..........................
do...........
do... ....................
do..... ......... ....
do.. .....................
do......... ..............

do ..... ..... . ....... - ..........
S W . . ............ . . ........... --.. .........
Whole ... .................... .........

do W..........
do .............. .. .. .... ......
do .............. ~.................. .
do ........ . .............. -...... ....
do ........................ ~. .........
do. . ............. . ..

do ......... .................. ...... ...........

do . .............~.-- -... ......-. . ....
do .... ............... ..... ......
do ............ ............. ~..
................................. ...........

Whole. ....................
. 4. ............................. .........

Whole.....................,.-...
do ........ ...............Ldo . ................... ~.."
do . ......... ,.....J.....-..

do .......... .................................
doý .................................... ~ 

s50

Beetion. Meridian.

lst ............
do ............

do ............

When Patented-

1885.

30th June.
12th May.

12th do

Range.

21 West
25 do.

26 do ......

28 do

29 do .....
Il do ......

16 do ......

18 do ......
20 do ......
21 do ......

22 do ......

22 do ......

123 do

do ............

do ............
do ...........
do ............

do ............

do.

do ............

9th do

9th do
9th do
9th do

9th do

9th May.

9th do

24 do .ido......... -th do

25 do. do ............ | 9th do

do ......ldo.

14 do ......

27 do ..... ,

do ............

do ............

9th do

12th do

12th do

28 do ...... do ............ 13th de

do ...... do ............ 12th

do 1 d ............ 12th

do .. do... . 12th

do ...... do . . .... 12th

do . do....... 12th
do . do .......... 12th
do do ........... 12th
do do ............ 12th

do d. o ............ 12th

do ...... do ............ 12th

do ...... do ............ 12th

do ..... do ............ 12th

do .. ,... do ............ 12th
do ...... do ............ 12th

do

do

do

do
do
do.
do
do

do

do

do

do
do
do

A 1886ý

do ..... ... 12th do

do ............ 12th de
do ............ 12th do

12 18

12 17
12 21
12 23
12 2212 12
12 27
12 28
12 29is12

13 1l

13 16

13 2
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LIST of Lands, &c.-Continued.

ection. Part of Section. Town-
ahip.

21 Whole................. .....
5 do . ....... ............ ....

17 do .................................. ~ 13
23 de........................

5 do . .......................

7 do............................ ...
15 do ....... . ......... ........... . 13
17 do...... ...... ......... . ........
19 do .......................... J..... ....
23 do................................ .
27 do ... ... ....................... :... : 13
35 do .........- ......... )...
27 S. i........ .......-.......... .......-. 14

9 Whole .............................. ....
Il W. ...................................... ~ 14
31 N. &S.W. j .......... .............

3 Whole.-...................... ........ i 14
8-H j..& N.W. ....................... J

iWhole........................ ................ 14
3 do ............... .......... ...... ..... 14

-35 W. j aS.E. j ............................... 14
7 Whole ......... .t............... ............... 14

26 Whole.............................. ......... 14
23 do ........................ ............... 14

3 do ................ 1 .............
7 do

is do.................................... 1
17 do.................... .... ........... 1
23 do.................... ......... ......J
3N. W. j...................................... 15

R. 3....................................... . 1
3 Whole ...................... ..

5 do........................... 15

17 d

27 do....................................
27 do ..................................... 15
18 do0............. ........... ........ ..... ô
7 do..................................j 13

23 do ........ .....................

27

23 do ..................................... ..... 13
23 do ... .................................... 14

do .................. .......... ........ 1

19 d

S do ...................................
19 do . ... .......... . ..... ..........15 do ....... .,.... ............ ....... .... » 14
a d . ............... . ................ 1.

27 do....... ........ J

15

23 .... .

0 do ... ..... 1417 do .... .... ............... . ................ 14
17 do ......... ........... 14

15 d ..... 1

ô do ....
7 do ,....al do ............................... k 1

38. -... ............................... 
23 W .........
27 do onactio .............-.

31do................j
23 q.............. . . 15

dé fr&ction*** . ..- ............. ...... 1

27~.. d........ ...... 16d ................................ } 1

27 do

(.a ....... ... .........
........................ 16

195

Range.

28 West ......

29 do ......

Meridian.

dot ............

do ...... ......

When Patented.

1885.
12th May

12th do

do . .. 1 do ............ |15th do-

...... do ........ 15th

.do ............ 13th

...... do ........... 13th

do ......
do ......
do ......
do ......
do ......
do ......
do ......

do ............
do ......
do ......
do ...........
do ...........

lot............
do ............

13th

13th
13th
13th
13th
13th
13th

29 do ......I do . J3th do

1 East..
26 West.

29 do.

31 do ..... ,
2 do ......
1 do ......
2 do ......
3 do ......

do ............ 13th
do ....... 12th

do .......... 13th

do ............
2nd.... ........

do ............

15th
15th

13th
do ....... 5th
do ....... 13th

do do ............ 15th do

do ...... do .......... 15th do
do ......
do ......
do ......

do ............
do ...........
do ............

3 do ,..... do ............ 15th do

4 do ...... do ............ 15th do-

7 do ...... do ......... 15th do
8. do ...... do ............ 15th do
1 do ...... do ........... 27th d

2 do .. ........... 27th do

4 do . . do ............ 22nd do

. 1886



Sessional Papers (No. 85.)

LiST of Lands, &o.

Section. Part of Section. Toahi'

Whole ,.............................. ...
do ............................................
do ......................
do .......................... ..........
do ........... .........................
do ...... ...... -...--...... ......... j
do ..................................... ..
do ........................... ........
do ......... ......... ...... ....................
do .............. . .... .. ......... . ....
do ..................... .. .. .............
do ............... ...... ...... ...............
do ............. ......... .....................
do .. ....,........~.~......... ..........
do ...... ..........~........ .............
do fractional ...... -. ....... .............
do do ......... ........... .....
do ........................... ... ......... 
do .................. .............. ............
do ...........~...... ....... ........ .........
do ...... ..................... ......... ........
do .................. ......... ......... .....
do ......... ......... .............. ........
do ............. .. .............. ............
do ..........................................
do .......................... . ......
do ......... ,...............................
do f..c . ..................
do ............... ,.................
do ............... . ............
do ..................................
do ......... ..................... ....
do ..........................................
do ............................. .........
do .... .. ........~..............................
do ...- ~......~................................
d o ................ ...................... ....
d o ..~......... .. ..... ..................do .......--..... ..... ... ......
do ........ ......... ............. ....-...
do ...... .... .. .............. .... .... ...
do ............. ... -..--...... ..........do ................ ......-.........
do ........... . . ............
do ........ .... .... ....
do ....... .......... ..........

do ......... ... ...............
do ................. . . . ...... ~
do .............. .. ...... ........
do ............... ..... ... .......
do ............. .............. ..
do ......................--.. ......
do .................. ~. .........
do . ........................................
do ................ ...... ...........
do. ............. ....... ....... ..

Whol................ ...... ...-.. .. ....-• •...

dhol ................. ...... ......- -.....~......

do . .................... J.. ..

do ........ ...... .. ............- ~
do .................................... .
do ..... ...................... ..

do................ 2...

A. 1886

-Continued.

' Range. Meridian. When Patente&

.1885.

15

16

16

16

16

16
16
19a
19a

17

17

17

17
17

18

18
18
14
24
22
4
5
5
5

17 West ...... 2nd. 26th May.

do ...... do ....... 126th do

5 do

6 do

...... do ............ 27th de

.do ............ 27th de

17 do. ............ 127th de

...... do ....

...... do ....
...... do ...........
...... do ............

27th
27th
27th
27th

...... I do ............ 126th

do ...... do ........... 126th de

10 do

17 do

23 do

9 do

...... Ido ............ 26th

...... do ............ 26th
.... Io ... .... 27th

. do ............ 27th de

.. do . ... 1lth Jne.
.. do ............ 1lth do
. . t ............ 17th do

. 5th ............ 11th do

...... 2nd............ llth do

.. 1st. ...... 11th do
.. do ............ llth do
...... do ....... 1th de

.... and ......

49 Victoria.
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LIST of Lands, &c.-Continued.

ection. Part of Section. Town-slip.

17 W hole. ..... .................................... ô
35 do .......................... , ......... ........
31 do .................. . . .................. . .
33 do ............................... . .

5 do ............................................ 12
17 do .............. . . .........
19 do ........ . .................... 12
23 do ..................................... ...
27 W.j1
ý9 Wbole ... «.....................9
17 do ......................... ........... 15
21 Fractional S. i ................... 10

3 Whole ............-................ *...
13 do ................ ...... ....... > 8
25 do fractional..................
13 do ................................. ...... 12

5 do ............ ........ ................. 12

35

95 do.j .. .... ..... . ..... .............. .... 1
9 dhoe............................i......... 1315 d..............

17 B. i....................................... 16
3 Whole.............................. ......... 7
5 do ......................... ........... 14
9 do ......................... ...... ....... 14

25 do ...... .......... ... ......... ... 1

171

27 do............ ...................
3 do ............... ........ ............... 15

17 do ............................ ............ 8
15 do ......................... ............. 9
13 do .......................... .... 12
9 N.W. à......... ................. ........... ... 13
3 Whole ý....... ..... ........................ 13

a1 do ............ ........ ....... 15
13 d

27 do ............ ............... ... ......... 9
17 do ................... .................... il
23 do ..................................... 12
19 do -.............. ,.... s
25 d .... ................... .................. 1925I.. .............. .................. ........ 14

5 Whole ....................................
9 do ............ ............ 10

15 do . il..................

27

17 Ni.........e.............. ......... .....17 o........... ........... 17
1 do ............................ ........... 817 do .............................. ......... 22

17 do ......................... 721 do ................ . . . . 9

3 dhol........................................ 153 do ................................... i 1
7 do ......................... ..... 1

15 do
17 do .... .... ......................... 127 do ...... .....................

310
7 do fraotionaî ........................... 7ô do ....27 N..... .- ..................... 8...

7 hole ................................... 1

35Nw.*....... ..... 61
S... ............ .253

Range. Meridian.

22 West ...... 2nd.... .......
25 do ...... do ............
19 do do ............
16 do ...... do ............

21 do ...... do ............

26 do ...... lst ...........
1 do ...... 2nd ..........
4 do ...... do ...........

18 do ...... lot ...........

3 do .... 4th ... .......

23
27
22
23
26
22
16
12
18
3
4

17
27
19
20
27
23
18
19
20
16
16
21
18

22

17
27
3
1

16

19
25
29

9

16

21
21

When Patented.

1885.

12th June.
12th do
12th do
27th May.

17th June.

27th May.
5th June.

. 5th do

. lst do

.I15th do

do ...... 1st .......... 27th May.
do ...... do ............ 27th do
do .... do ............ 12th June.

do .... do ............ 12th do

do ...... do ........... 12th do
do ...... 2nd............ 12th do
do ...... lst ............ llth do
do ...... do ......... 12th do
do ..... , do ............ 13th do
do ...... 2nd.....,...... 15th do
do ...... do ............ 15th do
do . lt ............ 13th do
do ..... do .......... 13th do
do ..... do ............ 13th do
do ,..... do ............ 11th do
do ...... do ............ 13th do
do ...... 2nd............ 15th do
do ...... lst ....... .15th do
do ...... do ........... 15th do
do do ....... 15th do
do do ............ 15th do
do do ....... llth do
do ...... 2nd. 15th do
do ...... st .. .... 15th do

do ...... do ............ 30th do

do ..."' do .... ... 27th do
do ...... 2nd,........... 27th do
do ...... 4th ............ 2nd September.
do 5th ............ 13th October.
do ...... lst ............ 7th do
do ..... do .......... 13th do
do ...... do ........... 13th do
dO ...... do ........... 7th do

do ...... do ............ 7th do

do ...... do ..... ...... 13th do

do ...... do ............ 10th do
do ...... do ...... ,..... 10th do
do ...... do ............ 10th do
do ...... do ............ 10th do

1 do .'.... do ............ 10th do
3 do ..... , do ........... 12th do
4 do ..... do ............ 12th do

A. 1886
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LIST of Lands, &c.-'ontinued.

Section. Part of Section.

7 S.W. ..........................
9 E. . ................... ..........
5 W hole............ ......... ................... ........

15 do ..............................................
23 N .W . 1 .......... ,....................................
19 do .......... .....................................
17 Whole ....... ............ . . . ........

9 do ......... ....................... .............
33 N . i ..................... ...............................
35 do . ............ ....................

3 4.W . ................................ .............
31 Whole . ........ ..........................
35 do ............... ................... . ....

5 do ................................. ..............
35 do ....... ............... .....
15 N.W . 1 .................................. ...
17 Whole ...... ...............
27 E. ......... ........ ...... .........
35 N. .......-. .............. .......... ......... ......

3 N, and S. W. 4.....................
9 ........ . ..... .......... .......

17 do ............... ........ .........
19 do . ................ .........
13 W. &S.E.i... ...........
15 8 ......................... ........
23 Wbole...........
33 N.W.4....... ...............
35 Whole ......... ......

9 N.. ..................... .......
27 .............. .... ..... ....
15 84.. .. . ........ ......... ...
15 E....................... ...............
33 Whole ...... .......... ..........

9 N.E.4......... ...... . ...... .........
3 . ........ ................. .... . ..
17 N. W. .......................... ..

17 .W . .. .....

51 W le> . ....... .. .......... .. .. ........ ............ .5 Whole . .........
7 do .................. .....-..

23 S.W . 4..............................................
35 W hole .............................................
17 W.4 .......... ....... .........................
31 Whole ..............................
25 8 ....................

9 N. . ................................ . ...

1 .. ......................................
7 do ..... ..............................
1 Ed ...................... ........ ,

25 do .................... .... ........................13 S.o ............. ... ... .. ...................... ......13 .. ........................................
21 l ... ... J
35 . .........................................
1 W. ................................

31 Whole, fractional ......................
1 W. à ............... ................. .........
9 S.E. ....................... ....... .......... .....
3 S.W . ................................................

21 N.............................. .............
33 W .........................................
13 le ...............

1. ..... ....... ...... ...........

Town-
ship.

25 4

Range.

24 West ......
30 do .....
17 do ......
20 do.
28 do ......
17 do.
19 do.
22 do ......
26 do ......
25 do ......
14 do.
26 do ......
26 do.
20 do.

1 East.

Meridian.

lst ............
do .........
do ............
do ............
do ............
do ...........
do ............
do ...........

do .........
do ............
2nd............
do ............
lst ...........

do ............ 13th

West ...... I do ............ 113th

When PatentOd

1885.

12th October.
13th do
12th do
12th do
12th do
12th do
12th do
7th do

12th do
12th do
12th do
13th do
13th do
12th do

do

do

do

do
de
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Novembo
do
do
do
do
dô
do
do
do
de
dé
do
do
do
de
do
do

do ...... do ...... .....

do ...... do ............
do ...... do ............
do ...... do ............
do ...... 2nd ...... ......
do ...... do ........ ...
do ...... 5th ...........
do ...... 1lt ..... .... .
do. 2nd ............
do J et ............
do ...... do .......

..... 2nd ......... ... 31st

...... ]st ............ 31st
...... do ...... ... Bl t
...... 2nd ............ 30th
...... .l t ............ 30th
..... do ............ 3th

...... do ............ 30th

.do ....... 28th
do ............ 30th

.do ............ 30th
...... do ............ 28th
. 2nd ..... ... . 30th
. 4th ........... 30th
...... do ............ 30th
...... lt ...........25th
...... do ............ 25th

do ............ 25th
...... do ............ 25th
...... do ........... 125th
...... do ............ 125th
.... 2nd. ....... 25th

13th

13th
13th
31st
31s t
31et
3 st
31st
30th
31st
3lut
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LisT of Lands, &c.-Concluded.

Section. Range. Meridian.Part of Section. Town-
ships.

..................................... ............... 9
do ................................................... 10
do . ................... . . ... 9

S.E. j ........................................... .. il
N.W. ............................................... .8

S.W ........ .. ...........
N.E. ........................... ......... .i
S. E. ......... ........,.......... ............. .........
S.W . ...................... ...........................
Whole .... ....... .......................
E . ..... .......................... ........... ......
Whole ........................................... 12
s.W. ........... ........................ j
N. W. . 7
W . i ..... .... ...,.............................. .....
Whole. ........... .................. ......... 9
W . 4 .................. ............... ................. 1

do ...... ...................................... ..... 10
N .ý ..... .............. ................ ......... ..... 1

10

8............... ............. ..... il
Whole .............. ..................... l

11

lst ............
do ...........
do ............
do . ... ......
do ...........
do ............
do ............
do ...........
do ............
do ............
do ..... .....
do ..... ......
do ............
do ............
do ..... .....
do ...........
do ............
do ............
do ...........
do .... ......

When Patented.

1886.

4th January.
8th do
8th do
4th do
4th do
4th do
4th do
4th do

18th do
18th do
18th do
29th do
29th do
29th do
29th do
29th do
29th do
29th do
29th do
29th do

Part of lot 35 parish of St. John, Manitoba, for station grounds, &c., 18th January, 1883.
Memorandum of the area of the above lands-Total area 4 3 6, 2 19-fflu acres.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTEBIOR, OTTAWA, 10th February, 1886.

SIR,-I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to acknowledge the receipt
Of Your letter of the 18th of January last, ref. 38,557, relative to the land grant to
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, and to inform you that a statement of the
land patented to the said company is being prepared and will be forwarded when
comapleted.

I am also to ask for an explanation of the second paragraph of your letter
ýhich calls for a statement of the lands of which they have otherwise been placed
In POssession, as the Deputy Minister is at a loss to understand the expression.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

. P. BEADLLY, Esq., Secretary Department of Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 18th January, 1886.
SIR,-In reply to your letter of the 9th inst., I have the honor to say that the111formation relative to the grant of land to the Canadian Pacifie Railway, required

bY this office, comprises, lst, a statement of the lands patented to them; 2nd, a
8taterent of the lands of which they have otherwise been placed in possession.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

19. BURGES qA. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.
.BU sq., Deputy Minister of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OP TU INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 9th January, 1886.
SIR,-1 am directed by the Deputy Miister of the Interior to aoknowledge the

seeipt of your letter of the 3oth ultimo, askiug to be furnished with a statement£howing the action, if any, taken with regar'd to the land grant to the Ca ndiau

West
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

9
27
19
31
23
19
25
35
15
1
7

35
1

15
19
23
35
5
7

19
27
23
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Pacific Railway Company during the past fiscal year, and the subsequent period UP
to the 31st ultimo, and to ask you to state whether it is a statement of the lands
patented to the company that you require.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLASS, Assistant Secretary.

Â. P. BRADLEY, Esq., Secretary Departnent of Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

THE CANADIAN P&CiFIC RAILWAY COMPANT,
OFFIcE OF THE SEcRETARY, MONTREAL, 4th January, 1886.

S1R,-Referring to your letter of the 20th November, enclosing copy of a com-
munication from Mr. T. S. ligginson, timber agent of the Department, complaining
of alleged waste of timber by the contractors for this company, the matter has been
fully enquired into and Mr. James Ross, manager of construction of the Mountain
district, reports as follows :-

"I would say, in reference to Mr. ligginson's statement that I instructed our
contractors to waste al the siding off the logs which they were sawing for our bridges,
that no such instructions were ever issued by me, and to substantiate what I say Mr.
Higginson will admit that no such waste took place, our contractors sawing theslabs
into lumber which they held for our own nse."

With reference to Mr. Iigginson's suggestion, that the company should be
restricted to a particular section on which to cut timber, I am directed to state that
such a course would be impracticable. The work of cutting has ceased for the present,
and will not be resumed until spring, and considering the oharacter of the country,
you will readily understand that it would be impracticable to draw logs any great
distance to a saw mill.

I may add that there is every desire on the part of this company to preserve the
timber and prevent its waste, anl most positive instructions have been given to this
effect.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

JoHN R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF IRAILWAYS AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 30th December, 1885.
SIR,-I have the honor, by direction, to request that you will be pleased to fur-

nish me with a statement showing the action, if any, taken with regard to the land
grant to the Canadian Pacific Railway during the past fiscal year, and the subsequent
period up to the 30th instant.

I have the honor to be, bir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

A. M. BURGE8s, Esq., Deputy Minister of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 7th December, 1885.
SiR,- The attention of the Minister of the Interior has been called to the fact

that parties eutting timber for the use of the Canadian Pacific Railway are not
provided with any authority from the company to show that the timber they are
cutting is intended to be used in the construction of the railway. This makes it
impossible for the officers of this Department to discriminate between trespassers and
those who are cutting for the railway company. It has, therefore, been decided that
before cutting any timber on Dominion lands, whether for the construction of the
Canadian Pacific Railway or otherwise, a permit must be obtained from the Crowl
timber agent or officer of the Government having charge of the timber on the Crown
domain in the particular locality.

Will you be kind enough to instruct your superintendents of construction to
obtain for each man cutting timber for the company a permit or authorization there-
for, from the nearest agent of this Department, which he should be prepared to
exhibit to any forest ranger of the Government who may question his right to eut.
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I bave, on more than one occasion, called your attention to this subject in conversa-
tion, and you have informed me that your views entirely coiccided with mine, but
such instructions as you have issued have apparently been entirely disregarded.

I have &c.,
A. M. BURGESS, Deputy Minister of the lIterior.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

DEPARTMRNT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 7th December, 1885.
SIa,-I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to acknowledge the receipt of

Zour letter of the 9th ult., enclosing copy of a letter addressed by you to James Ross,
Gsq., on the 7th ult., and to say that you have bis entire support in the stand you.
have taken in regard to the dues collectable upon timber eut for the use of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. The Minister wishes you to levy dues upon all the tivi-
ber you find eut without authority, whether it be for the Canadian Pacifie Railway or
not. The onus of showing that it is for the use of the company should rest with the
company's officials, and I beg therewith to enclose for your information and guidance,
a copy of a leLter this day addressed to the company's s'icretary on this subject.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN R. RALL, Secretary.

•3. HIGGINsoN, Esq., of the Department of the Interior, Kamloops, B.C.

(Memorandum.)
DEPARTMENT OF THE PRIVY COUNCIL, OTTAWA, 1st December, 1885.

With respect to your verbal request for any Order in Council granting to the
canadian Pacifie Railway the right of way through the disputed territory, I find
Lothing further to bear on the subject than Order in Council, 12th December, 1882,
oýOPY of which was sent you, and also an Order in Council, 1lth June, 1884, granting
tO the Canadian Pacifie Railway the power to expropriate from Carrot River east-
*Wards to the River Nepigon additional width to make 200 feet, under clause of 44
Victoria, chapter 46.

J. J. McGEB, Clerk Privy Council.
&. M. BURGESS, Eq , Deputy Minitster of the Interior.

ANGUS, B. C., 9th November, 1885.
SIR,-I bave the honor to enclose copy of letter sent by me to Mr. Ross, manager

of construction, in the mountains, which 1 trust will meet with your approval.
I have the honor to remain iour obedient servant,

T. S. HIGGINSON.
P.S.-I leave to-morrow for Kamloops, to which place please address me until r
0Vse you otherwise.

T. S. H.
laon. the Minister of the Interior, Ottawa.

ANGUs, B. C., 7th November, 18b5.
D R&u SIR,-Some weeks ago I mentioned to you that John McKenzie, of this

Place, had while sawing timber for construction of Canadian Pacifie Railway, removed
"bd sold from Dominion lands $7,060 worth of their timber, which, according tothe
boraien Lands Act of 1883, is a felony. I would, at the time, have prosecuted

but feared it might have possibly, directly or indirectly, have interfered with
te construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. This, in all my actions, I have
tuiously avoided doing. The time bas come when I must take action to securetile Penalty of 8>,00. I am instructed to collect for bis thus disposing of the pro-

rty alluded to, and I have in consequence seized, this day, all the sawn lumber at
le.Qill, and also some in this village. and placed in hands of Deputy Sheriff Kinkup.

1Wil not in the least interfere with the requirements of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
35a-17 257
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way as I have instructed Kinkup to deliver you any and all of it if required, you
paying me as agent ofthe Honorable Minister of the Interior for such lumber so
taken at the same prices as you would have paid Mr. Kinkup.

Considering the peculiar relation existing between the Dominion Government
atd the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company J feel certain they would, if made aware
of this feloiy, approve of your retaining a sum of money i your hands, and I pre-
sume it is coming to him, if not directly then indirectly, sufficient to meet the penalty
alluded to.

You will therefore please accept this as a notification to retain said amount.
If you have any delicacy about acceptirg this notification, you will please sub-

mit this letter to Mr. Van Horn, while here, who I feel certain will accede to my
request, and give you instruction accordingly.

Your obedient servant,
T. S. H1GGINSON.

JAMEs Ross, Esq., Marager of C.P.R. Construction, Donald.

DEPARTMENT OF TII INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 2nd December, 1885.

SIR,-l am directed to enclose, herewith, for your information, a copy of a letter
dated the 20th ultimo, to Mr. C. Drinkwater, Seeretary of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company. with respect to the way in which the employees of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company are wasting the timber along the line of the said railway,
in the Province of British Columbia.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUG LAS, Assistant Secretary.

T. S. H1IGGINsoN, Esq., Kamloops, via Victoria, B.C.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF TIE SECRETARY, MONTREAL,26th November, 1885.

S1R,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 20th
instant enclosing an extract from a let ter from Mr. Higginison, agent of the Depart-
ment. respecting the cutting of timber in the Rocky Mountains.

The matter will be at once enquired into.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

C. DRIN EWATER, Secretary.
P. B. DouGLAS, Esq., Assistant Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THrE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 20th November, 1885.
SIR,-I am directed to enclose hefewith an eKtract of a letter dated the 28th of

October, 1885, addressed to the Minister of the Interior, by Mr. T. S. ligginson, a
agent of this Department, and to request you to submit it to the directors of youf
company.

The Deputy Minister desires me to say that after having so freqnently impressed
upon yon and the directors of your company, the necessity of using the timber on the
public domain with the utmost economy, he is surprised to fiad that it has been
wasted by your employees in the mannzr stated by Mr. Higginson.

I have, &c.,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

DONALD, 28th October, 1885.

S1,-I have the honor to report having Lelegraphed you this day, and that Ma'
Kenzie wished to ship half a million feet of sawn lumber from here to OaigarY,'
returns to be made there monthly as sold. I added that I could see no objections, as
the agent there can collect the dues monthly from him, at the rate of 84 per thoo-

and feet, as per your letter to me of the 27th May last, No. 11464, in reference tO
application of T. L. Fox, for permission to renove some (sawn under same coud!
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tions) to Calgary for sale. This lumber is the sidings or boards cut from the logs
when squaring them for construction purposes of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. He
has about one million feet in all, one-half of which he intends shipping to Calgary
for sale this fall.

To show you the utter disregard whieb some of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Officials have for Dominion timber out bere, he was instructed by James Ross,
superintendent of construction, to waste all the sidings, by that I mean he waa
Instructed to cut four large slabs off the logs instead of sawing themr into boai ds. I
Warned him that the Government would tiot permit such wholesale destruction of
their property. The Canadian Pacifie Railway will, in all probability, require next
Year at least thirty millions of feet of timber for snow sheds. I think it of much
imaportance, and would-iuggest that we give them a certain amount of territory and
compel them to eut it clean, instead of doing as they have been, cutting where they
found it most convenient, skimming over much giound and leaving much vatuable
timaber behind them to rot.

I have the horior to remain your obedient servant,
T. S. HIGGINSON.

T0 the Hon. THoMAs WHITE, Minister of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 18th September, 1885.
SI,-I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 20th

Ultimo, enclosing a copy of a letter of even date therewith to Mr. F. M. Egan, General
Superintendent of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Conpany from you, concerning the
entting of cordwood, and to say that the action you have taken in this case meets
With the Minister's approval.

In compliance with the request made by you, I enclose herewith i. plan showinigthe timber limits that have been granted along the line of the Canadian Pâiie Rail-
Weay, west of Stoney Indian Reserve, to the second crossing of the Columbia River.

i have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

•. 5. HIGINsON, Esq., Donald, End of C.P.R. Track, vid Calgary, B.C.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 16th September, 1885.
Si,-I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to acknàwledge the receipt

Y Your letter of the 10th instant, referring, amongst other things, to the cutting of
thnber on the odd numbered sections within the reserve for the Manitoba and South-
Western Railway.

h. It appears that there are at present only three liconses in force in those town-
ships beid by Messrs. Williams and Harrison, Samuel Smith and George Morton,
respectively.

These parties have built mills and incurred expenses which they, doubtless, would
eot haive incurred had they not possessed such licenses, given at a time when thisepartment was entitled to include the odd sections therein. It would therefore be
n'Just to put a summary stop to their operations ; but they have been notified that
When their licenses expire, at the end of the carrent year, any renewal therefor will
4ot cover the odd numbered sections.

1 have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN R. HALL, Secretary.

•IDRIEKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 16th September, 1885.
OfR,--I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to acknowledge the receipt

your letter of the 10th instant, referring, among other matters, to the question of
the Ownership of the odd numbered sections in Mennonite reserve, and to say that,
OMders have been given for the immediate issue of patents to your company for the
VUds sold by them in this reserve, as shpwn by the list on file here ; but it must ba
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distinctly understood that this action does not in any way prejudice the question Of
the proprietorship of the odd numbered sections in thiat reserve, after it shall have
ceased to be a Mennonite reserve.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN R. HALL, Secretary.

C. DRINKWATEB, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIoR, OTTAWA, 16th September, 1885.
SnR,-I am directed by tbe Minister of the Interior to acknowledge the receipt

of your letter of the 10th instant, referring, among things, to the claim of Messrs.
Wright and Farewell, and to say that in pursuance of a recent Order in Council on
this matter, all the papers on file in this Department relating thereto have been for-
warded to the Minister of Justice for necessary action.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN R. HALL, Secretary.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacific Railway Company, Montreal.

THE CANADIAN PAcIFIO RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 10th September, 1885.

SiR,-I have the honor respectfully to request your attention to certain matters
In which this company is interested, which have been for some time under the co-
sideration of the Government.

The Winnipeg Station Grounds.

As this matter is probably one, the negotiation of which will rest more partica-
larly with the Department of Railways, I only refer to it to inform you that this
company has made a formal application, through the Secretary of State, for a recof-
sideration of the Order in Couneil referring to this matter, and I beg to request
your favorable consideration of the request, when it shall come officially before you.

The Mennonite Reserve.
The lands which have hithorto been considered as appertaining to the Menno'

its Reserve are covered by the express terms of the Order in Council granting to
this company uneven numbered sections south of the railway belt, in the Province
of Manitoba, yet the Government have given notice of their intention to sell certaiO
of the unappropriated lots in the Mennonite neighborbood. While unaware that the
Government entertained anly objection to these lands being included in the lqnd granlt
to this cornpany, certain sections of them were sold by this company; and io
December, 1883, this company was assured by the Department that patents would be
issued to them for tile lots sold, pending the decision of the larger questions as to
whether or no they were entitled to the unappropriated lots in that vicinity.

I have now therefoie respectfully to ask the reconsideration of the claim of the
company to the uneven numbered lots in what is known as the Mennonite Beserve.

And also that the letters patent may issue for the lots sold, of which a mernO-
randum is in your Department.

In connection with this subject, 1 would remark, that while if the lands continue
to be set apart for Mennonite settlement, there might be a question as to their beiflg
covered by the Order in Council, it seems to this company that there can be no such
questions when it is proposed to allow them to be settled by persons who are not
Mennonites.

Wright and Farewell's Claim, Columbia River.

I have also respectfully to beg your attention to this matter, upon which the
Department has reported, and a reference been made to the Minister of Justice. This
company is informed that that Department has reported upon it and that it o0iif
waits the order of the Governor in Council upon these reports.
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Under the circumstances, I think, you are aware of the importance of a speedy
decision. I would respectfully ask that the matter may be plhced in the hands of the
law officers of the Crown as soon as practicable.

The Terminus of the Railway Belt and the Station Grounds beyond it.

There has for some time past been correspondence between this company and the
Government on this point as to where the railway belt shall be held to terminate.

The question as to the quantity of land which shall be granted to the company
At each station west of the terminus of the fertile belt bas also been discussed with
the Department, but, I believe, bas not been finally settled. It is very desirable that
both of these matters should be closed, and an agreement having that object is now
in theý hands of the Department, approved by the Minister of Justice, requiring only
that the quantity to be granted for the station grounds shall be filled in.

I am instructed to represent that it is important to this company that it should
liot be restricted in its control of the grounds in tho immediate vioinity of its stations,
131ore espeially in the country in which the portion of the lino in question lies.

Although the company is entitled under its charter to sufficient ground at its
Stations, the company will, if a sec.ion is granted it, ateach station west of the point
Inamed, accept the same as a portion of its land grant. This will help to make up
the deficieney which undoubtedly exists in the railway bolt. If you should deem it
desirable that I should call upon you at Ottawa for the discussion of any of these
rxatters, or that any further information should be furnished in relation thereto, I
Shall be happy to meet your wishes.

I beg to refer also to a matter in which this company i4 indirectly interested, in
eO)nection with the extension of the Manitoba and South-Western Railway. As yon

eO probably aware this company has undertaken its construction, and is using its
1eans and credit in doing so, relying upon the land grant which the Government have
nndertaken to make to that rnilway company, as the work progresses. This com-
>'ny learned some time ago thatthe Government were issuing licenses to cut timber

On Portions of the belt reserved for this purpose, and immediately called the attention
of the Government to the effect of such licenses upon the vaine of the promised land
grant.

'rhe Government stated in reply that iL could not stop the issue of timber
enses until the land had been earned, ani reforred the company to the conditions

on which liconses were issued in respect of the lands reserved for this company's land
grant. A remonstrance was sent to the Government, but the same answer was re-
tlned.

tl find, however, on reference to the conditions referred to, that the issue of
tlinber licenses ceased wherever this company's railway was located, the intentionevidently being that as soon as the lands to be granted were ascertained by their

a1¶ttiOn to the location of the company's lino, the cutting of timber would cease.is is all that the company asks in respect of the Manitoba land grant.
The company's lino has been located, the location approved by the Government,

d Work is proceeding upon it with such rapidity that probably the entire exten-
a"ns will be completed before the end of the current 3 ear.

Under these circumstances, as there is no longer any doubt as to the exact
d ality of the lands to which the company will be entitled, and I venture to say no
oubt as to the land grant coming into operation, I am sure it is unnecessary for

r to Point out to you the injustice of depriving the lands of a considerable portion
'their value, while the work is proceeding upon the faith of receiving the lands,
W out any stipulation that they might be so depreciated. On this subject also I

d venture to ask your consideration of the company's position.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

oorable the Minister of the Interior, Ottawa, c. DRINKWATER, Becretary.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
CROwN TIMBER. OFFIcE, CALGARY, 12th September, 1835.

SIR,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 2nd inst.,
file No. 323, enclosing a copy of one from J. M. Egan, Esq., general superintendent
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, in which ho states that the operating
department, through their agents or any other parties, have not cut any timber what-
ever in the Pow River Valley, west of Calgary.

In reply beg to refor you to my letter of 7th May, 1884, No. 130, enclosing state-
ment of Mr. Matheson, the company's tie and fuel inspector, also to my letter of 3rd
November last, enclosing one from Mr. James Ross, suporintendent of constraction.
Jar. Ross' letter has reforenco to piling aid bridge timber.

From these facts I must say that Mr. Egan is wrong.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

C. L. GAVIN, C.L.A.
The Secretary of the Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAwA, 2nd September, 1885.

SIR,-Referring to your letter of the 22nd of November last, in which you state
that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company had been, and wero at that date, cuti ing
timber on the Bow River above Silver City, for the purpose of fencing, &c., I beg to
Bay that on the 27th May last, a copy of your letter was sent to Mr. Drinkwater,
secretary of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, and ho was informed that this
Department had disposed of all the berths on Bow River, with the exception of berth
'' M," and that his company had no right to c9t timber on any of the berths adjoining
that river without special permission from this Departmont, and ho was requ.ite I to
notify the company's agents that they are not to eut any more timber on tae Bow
River. east of the summit of the Rocky Mountains, and that they are required to anka
a detailed roturn to the Crown timber agent at Calgary, sbowing all timber eut and
the locality or lbealities nt which the cutting took place.

On the 26th June last, a letter was received here f rom Mr. Drinkwater enclosing
a copy of a letter from Mr. Egan, the general suporintondent of the western dix >si0n,
with respect to your statement, a copy of which is enclosod herewith.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

The Crown Timber Agent, Calgary, N.W.T.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 27th August, 1885.
Sia,-In reply to your letter of the 14th instant, concerning the issuine of

licenses to eut timbor on lands witbin the Manitoba South-Western Colonization Rail-
way Company's belt, I am direeted by the Minister of the Interior to refer you to S
letter to you from this Departmont, dated the 27th May, last, in which you were
informed "l that when the company is entitled to have these lands granted to it inl
accordance with the provisions of the Oider in Council dated the 6th April, 1885,
they will be withdrawn from the operation of licenses, as provided for in clause 9 Of
the form of license," and to say that the decision conveyed in that letter cannot b0
altered.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

V. DRINKWATER, Esq., Seoretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

DONALD, 20th August, 1885.

SIa,-I have the honor to inform you that J have this day written to J.
Egan, general superintendent Canadian Pacifie Railway west, in reference to the
cutting of cordwood (a, copy of which letter I beg now to enclose), and trust it will
meet with your approval. Please let me know if I am correct in presuming that yOl
do not wish' any cordwood or ties eut (in future) upon lands which have been sold at
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timber berths to the Eau Claire Lumbering Company, Sir A. T. Galt and others, on
the Bow River; if so, I would like to have a sketch of those sold, and showing as near
as possible the distance from the most westerly line of the most westerly limit to
summit of the Rockies. Although, as the Canadian Pacifie Railway use coal going
West, the possibility is that all the wood they will require will be west of the summit.

I have the honor to remain your obedient servant,
T. S. HIGGINSON.

Ilon. THOMAS WHITE, Minister of the Interior, Ottawa.

DONALD, B.C., 20th August, 1885.

DEAR SI,--Will you please let me know if your company wish to cut any cord-
Wood wert of Calgary this coming falil or winter, as if so it will be necessary for your
man in charge of such to apply to me in order that I may selcet places where the
timaber is of comparatively little ûeonomic value for other purposes.

Truly yours,
T. S. HIGGINSON, Crown Timber Agent, &c.

J. M. EGAN, Esq., General Superintendent C.P.R. West, Winnipeg.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 27th May, 1885.
SiR,-I am instructed by the Deputy Minister of the Interior to intorrn you that

l September last, he suggested to Mr. Drinkwater, secretary of the Canadian Pacifio
Railway Company, that Mr. James Ross should be instructed to give permits to cut
timaber west of Calgary.

I am to say that if you find anyone with timber in their possession which ha%
not been cut under a permit from Mr. Ross or this Department, you are to seize the
same.

I have the honor to bc, Sir, your ohedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

8. HIGoINsoN, Esq., Beaver Creek, C.P.R. track, B.C.

Tne CANADIAN PACIFIC RALWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 14th August, 1885.

Sit,-I have the honor to ca[l your attention to the fact that by an Order in
CoUncil recently pAssed, certain lands along the line of the Manitoba and South-Wes t-
ern Colonization Railway Company have oeen appropriated to that company as a
granut in aid of the coustruction of its railway. But the company are informed that
timber licenses are being granted over the lands comprised within the belt thus
loated to this company.

I am, therefore, instructed respectfully to point out that these lands will lose a
ge portion of their value it the timber is cut off of them, and certainly this would

not be comformable to the spirit of the grant made by the Government. Moreover,the line is being rapidly located for expropriation purposes, and the work is being
eIgorously commenced upon it, with a view to the construction of a large portion of

this autumn.
Under ihese circumstances I am respectfully instructed to urge upon the Gov-

Oreent to reserve the lands so appropriated to this company from the operation of
conse to cut timber.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKW ATBER, Secretary.

oI. Minister of the Interior, Ottawa.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIa RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MoNTREAL, 12th August, 1885.

-Sin.I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your latter of the 5th instant, respect-
t' imber cut on the berthe of the Rau Claire and Bow River Lumber Company.
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i will take an opportunity of discussing this matter with the Deputy Minister of
the Interior, at an early date.

In the meantime, I have instructed the company's agent to at once send me a
return of the timber cut as required by the Department.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

P. B. DOUGLAS, Esq., Assistant Secretary Department of Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF TI INTERIoR, OTTAWA, 5th August, 1885.

SIR,-I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your latter of the 5th Jne, in
wbich you state that you have received a letter from this Department, dated the 27th
of May, last, respecting the claim of tbe Eau Claire and Bow River Lumber Company
for the value of certain timber taken by your company for construction purposes,
from the limits west of Calgary. You also say that the matter has been under en-
quiry, and that the limits in question had not been acquired by the Eau Claire Com-
pany at the time the timber was cut by your company, and that you are directed to
state that the Eau Claire Company has no claim against the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company who are entitled to take timber from publie lands, under clause 19 ot their
charter, which provides that, " it is lawful for the company to take f rom any public
lands adjacent to, and near the lino of railway, stone, timber. etc."

In reply, I am to say that in the letter from this Department, referred to by you,
no mention is made of any claim of the Eau Claire and Bow River Lumber Company,
but you were informed that repeated eff >rts had been made by the Crown timber
agents at Winnipeg and Calgary to obtain from your company's agent a return of
timber eut on Dominion lands and on berths accorded to the Eau Claire and Bow
River Lumber Company, but up to the date of that letter without any satisfactory
result.

I am further to say that the assertion made in your letter that the limits on Bow
River had not been acquired by the Eau Claire and Bow River Lumber Company at
the time the timber was out on the Bow River for railway construction purposes is
not correct, as the limits on that river were accorded to the said compan y on the 7th
of July, 1883, which was prior to the date of the commencement of the construction
of the railway through the limits in question.

I am to draw your attention to the fact that your company's agent, no doubt in
contravention to your instructions, have not assisted the Crown timber agents when
the latter have been endeavoring to procure proper returns of the timber cut by
your company or its contractors, but, on the contrary, have thrown every possible
obstruction in their way. The Deputy Minister, on his way to Calgary last sammer,
heard Mr. Holt, who was thon assistant to Mr. Ross, say in very objectionable lan-
guage, that ho would take care that the Department of the Interior got no returin
from him of the timber cut.

I am again to request that you will be so good as to cause the return asked for
in my letter to you of the 27th of May, last, to be made at as early a date aspossibI

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

DEPARTMENT OF TE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 29th July, 1885.
Sia,-I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 24th instant, and in

reply to the last paragraph thereof, I have to say that the Mi nister of the Interior
bas recommended to Council that the lease to Messrs. MeMichael & Young be csw
elled.

I have, &o.,
JOHN R. HALL, Secretary.

C. DaRinwATEui, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacific Railway Company, Montreai.
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THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF TI SECRETARY, MoNTREAL, 24th July, 1885.

SIR,-Referring to your letter of the 3rd instant, respecting the sale of odd sec-
-1ions covered by ranche leases.

The notice you refer to was simply a general one advising all ranche bolders that
the odd-numbered sections, within the railway beit, were open for sale.

You correctly describe the understanding that we should notify the Government
of all definite applications for purchase of any sections covered by ranche leases, in
Order that the lands applied for might be withdrawn from the operation of such
leases, and this will be done in all cases before sales are concluded.

The only lands within the limits of Messrs. McMichael & Young, which we are
akely to seli at present, is that portion of Section 5, Township 22, Range 28, west of

41 lYing south of Bow River.
.Wi1l yon be good enough, therefore, to notify the lessee of the withdrawal of

portion, informing me when the same has been done.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.
0IIN R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 3rd July, 1885.
SIR,-I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to say that Messrs. M -lchael & Young have informed the Department that your company has notified

in that you are selling the odd-numbered sections within their ranche, or are offer-
]mg them for sale. The understanding was that you should return to the Gavern-

ent a list of the ranche lands applied for to you by intending purchasers ; that upon
lh4 list being furnished we should notify the lessees of ranches accordingly,

d that such lands should thereupon be withdrawn from their leaseholders. Tls
been done whenever the notification has been received. This notice to M1c[ichael
oung appears to have emanated from the land commissioner of your company at

lnipeg. It would seem to be inconsistent with the plan adopted between the
tk ernment and the company, and I shall be obliged if you will be good enough to

'e the necessary steps to ascertain whether the statements of Messrs. Mc lichael &
YOung are correct. The Minister of the Interior thinks that the understanding

eady arrived at is reasonable.
I have the honor, to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

JOHN R. HALL, &cretary.
INEWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacific Railway Company, Montreal.

Ti CANADIAN PACIFIo RAILWAY COMPANT,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 26th lune, 1885.

Se <ßIR,-Referring to your letter of the 27th Nay, enclosing copy of a latter froi
tlabrown timber agent at Calgary, complaining that this company were cutting
ober on the timber berths on Bow River, I beg to enclose for your information,

t0 If a letter from the general superintendent of the western division, in reply
the Crown timber agent's statement.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
à JC. DRINKWATER, Becretary.

OUGLAS, Esq., Assistant Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, 22nd lune, 1885.
or "eAR SIR,-I return you the enclosed correspondence and will state ia reply to

other ltter of tth June, that the operating departmant through their agen ta or any
talgaParties have not cut any timber whatevar in the Bow River valley west of

ry
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So far as the snow fencing is concerned, which is spoken of by the Crown tirn-
tber agent, the sane was some small brush not over three inches in diameter that Wa0
taken from the right of way at Laffan and other places where the right of way wa&
not cleared, and brought east of Caigary to be used on the prairie. There was but
a few car loads of this taken.

The company have not taken any dry posts for the use of their farms along the
line. The fence posts used in fencing these farmns were purchased in Winnipeg bY
the land department, and shipped west to the different stations where the farms are
located.

Yours truly,

W. C. VAN HORNE, Esq., Vice-President.J. M. EGAN, General Superintendent.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETART, MONTREAL, 9th June, 1885.

Sia,-I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 27th ultimo, i espectin&l
cntting of timber on Bow River, the subject of which will receive attention.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Serretary.

P. B. DOUGLAS, Esq., Assistant Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 5th June, 1885.

S1R,-I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 27th ultimo, respectifgn
the claim of the Eau Claire and Bow River Lumber Companies for their value Of
certain timber taken by this company for construction purposes from the linitO
-west of Calgary. This matter has been already under enquiry, and I beg to draW
your attention to the fact that the limits in question had not been acquired by the
Eau Claire Company at the time the timber was cut by this company.

I am directed, therefore, respectfully to state that the Eau Claire Company hau
mo claim against this company, who are entitled to take timber from public lande
under clause 19 of their charter, which, provided that " it is lawful for the companY
to take from any public lands adjacent to, and near the line of railway, stone, til'
ber, &c.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DIRINKWATER, Secretary.

'P. B. DoUGLAs, Esq., Assistant Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAwA, 27th May, 1885.
SIR,-In reply to your letter of the 22nd December, 1884, and the 22nd JanuarYr

last,i w hich you request that, in i enewing the timber licenses for the year I885, the
odd-numbered sections within the Canadian Pacifie Railway Co.'s belt, and in Southerln
Manitoba, and aliso those in the territory reserved for the Manitoba South-Wetero
Railway, be excluded from such licenses, I am directed by the Minister to say tba
all the lands under license south of the line of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with
the exce] tion of one quarter section, are within the belt of the 3Manitota and North-
Western lailway Company, and that when that company is entitled to have the8e
lands granted to it in accordance with the provisions of the Order in Council dated
the 6th of April, 1885, they will be withdrawn from the operation of licenses, as pro'
vided for in clause 9 o the foi m of license, of which a copy is enclosed herewith.

I also enclose, for your information, a schedule showing the lands covered bf
Jicense, situated within the boundaries of the territory reserved for the Canadian
Pacifie Railway and the Manitoba South-Western Railway Companies.

I have the honor to be, Sir, 3 our obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

0. DUINKWATER, Riq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.
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SOHEDULE of Timber Licenses falling within the Boundaries of the Land Subsidies of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway and the Manitoba and South Western Railway,
East of the 3rd Meridian.

Name. Description. Date o Area. Remarks.License.

liams & Harrison... Secs. 1, 2, 3, 12 and 13, Tp. Sq. m. Sq. m.
1, Range-1, Range 19, W.
of the lt Meridian............ 9th Feb., 1881. 5 3 M. &. W. Ry. land

n5%uel Smith ............ Secs. 34, 35 and 36, Tp. 1, snbsidy.
Range 21, and Secs. 1, 2, 3,
in Tp. 2, Range 21, W. of
the lst Meridian.............. lst April, 1881 6 3 do do

John Parker ............... N. I Sec. 20, N.E. j Sec. 19,
and S.E. Sec. 30, Tp. 1,
Range 8, 4 of let Meridian 29th Jan., 1884 1 1 0. P. R. do

ýo., Morton. .............. Secs. 31, 32 an d 33, and W. j
Sec. 6, in Tp. 1, Range 20;
S. W.jSec. 25, Tp. 1, Range
21, and Secs. 5 and 6, in Tp.
2, Range 20, W. of lt Meri-
dian ........... ..................... 5 31 M. & S. W. Ry. do

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAwA, 27th May, 1885.

SI,-I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to inform you that repeatedefforts bave been made by the Crown timber agents at Winnipeg and Calgary to
Obtain from your company's agents a return of timber out on Dominion lands and
u the berths accorded to the Eau Claire and Bow River Lumber Company, wesù of
Calgary, but up to this date, without any satisfactory result.

I arm to enclose herewith a copy of a letter dated the 24th Octo ber last, from Mr.
roa1es ]Ross to Mr. C. L. Gouin, Crown tim ber agent at Calgary, in reply to a request

Orn the latter for the return in question, in which Mr. Ross states " that Mr. Holt
Dot in the employ of the company and Mr. Dawler, the engineer, who had charge

f l such matters, has died since the return has been asked for, that these are the
parties conversant with the case, and as it is impossible to secure Mr. iloit'sices, or arrive at the information possessed by Mr. Dawler, ho suggests the best
W ould be to appoint some party to investigate the limits and thus endeavor to

Ive at a correct result."

y It has been reported to this Department that Mr. Holt is now in the employ of
ob" cOrpany, as contractor, and if this is the case there should be no trouble in

'Dng from him the requisite return.
As this matter has been standing for some time, and as it is of the utmost impor-

ce that some immediate action should be taken, 1 am to requeïst that you will be
good as to give it your earliest attention.

i bave the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant 8ecretary.

Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

DEPARTMENiT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 27th May, 1885.

of R,--I ara directed by the Minister of the Interior to enclose herewith a copy
a etter dated the 22nd November last, from the Crowa timber agent at Calgary,"M t Say that all the timber berths on the Bow River, with the exception of borth
Shave been disposed of by this Department, and that your company has no right,ut tirnber in any of the berths adjoining that river, without special permission-
this Department.
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I am to draw your attention to your letter to this Department, dated the 27th
November last, in which you state that your company has no use for construction
purposes of the timber limits east of the snmmit of the Rocky Mountains, and that
there is no objections to the proposed action of the Department in disposing of timber
limita there. Notwithstanding what is stated in your letter, that company's agents
appear still to be cutting timber on the limits in question.

I am to request that you will have the agents immediately notified that they are
not to eut any more timber on Bow River east of the summit of the Rocky Mountains,
and that they are required to make a detaited return to the Crown timber agent at
Calgary, showing all timber out and the locality or lccalities where the cutting took
place. I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

C. -DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE 0F THE SECRETART, MONTREAL, 22nd January, 1885.

SIR,-l had the honor to write you on the 19th December, in relation to the
renewal of timber licenses within the railway belt, and in Southern Manitoba.

Will you please inform me what has been done in this matter ?
I I am advised, by telegraph from Winnipeg, that the lessees under the leases of

fast year are now cutting timber on the odd sections in the Pembina Mountains. I
may say tiat the company particularly desire to preserve these limits in so far as the
odd sections are concerned.

Iam, &c,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

jolis R. HALL, Esq., Scretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF TE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 22nd December, 1884.

Timber Licenses.

DEAR Sia,-Referring to my letter of the 19th instant, I am directed t o ask, o1
behalf of the Manitoba South-Western Railway Company, that as regards the timber
berths within that company's land grant the oid sections may, in like m anner, be
reserved from any renewal of licenses for the coming year, and particularly in red-
peetto the Turtle Mountain district.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant.
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

JOHN R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIa RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 19th Decem ber, 1884.

SIR,-In renewing timber leases for the coming year, I am instructed to ask thei
odd sections, within the railway beit and in Southern Manitoba, be excluded fromrsuch
lases.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, ecretary.

JIeN R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

CaoWN TImEia OFFICE, CALGARY, 22nd November, 1884.

SI1,-I have the honor to inform you that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Coea-
pany have been and are cutting timber above Silver City for the purpose of s10<
lencing; said timber will average five inches at the butt. They are also cutting aD
freighting dry fence posts for the use of their farma along the line.
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Will you be good enough to inform me whether the said company are allowed to
oUt timber indiscriminately wherever they choose.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. L. GOUIN, Crowm Tîmber Agent.

Deputy Minister of the Interior, Ottawa.

PART II.

COPY OF CORRESPONDENCE RE ISSUE OF LETTERS PATENT.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 1st March, 1886.
SIR,-1 have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acknow-

ledge the receipt of your letter of the 28th January last, enclosing a list of lands in
Manitoba and the North-West Territories, and requesting that patents may be issued
il favor of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company covering the lands described
therein; and in reply, to inform you that patents therefor are now in course of pre-
Paration, with the exception of the south half of Section 13, in Township 14, Range
20, west of the First Meridian, which is evidently a clerical error, as the Order in
Council mentions the south half of Section 31, in the same township and range. The
Patent for the lands requested by you will be issued in accordance with the said
Order in Council.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

DEPARTMENT 0? THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, lst March, 1886.
SIR,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acknow-

ledge the receipt of your letter of the 31st December last, requesting that a patent
1 ay issue in favor of the Canadian Pacific,Railway Company, for Section 33, in Town-
ship 23, Range 1, west of the Fifth Meridian, and, in reply, to inform you that a patent
18 1n course of preparation for the east half only of that section.

Regarding the west half of this section, one Joseph Butlin lays claim to it, and
the Inspector of the Dominion lands recommends that he be allowed to make entry
or part of that half section.

As there appears to be some doubt as to Butlin's claim to that part of the north-
West quarter of the said section, which contains a stone quarry, copies of the papera
1a onnection therewith have been forwarded to the commissioner of Dominion lands
for investigation and decision, with the request that if the land board considered

aIltln entitled to the whole of the north.west quarter, he, the commissioner, would
Inform the land commissioner of your company of such decision.

th If, however, the land board decides that the north-west quarter part thereof of
section in question goes to your company, the right of the co mpany to that land

to be submitted for the consideration of the Minister.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.
DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIa RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 19th February, 1886.

iSIR., -I beg to request that patents, covering the lands mentioned in the enclosed
, Inay issue in favor of this company.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. DRINKWATER, Secretary.l ]E. HALL, Esq.> Secretary, Department of the Interior, Ottawa.
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IANDs for whieh Patents are required by Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.

Township. Range. Meridian. Section.

W.
il 18 1 S.W. j 21.

13 20 1
il 13 1
10 18 1 S.E 17.
8 26 1 W 719 15 2 W.789 126 W. i23 and ail S.

20 15 2 Al3and5.
19 15 2 &111, 3, 7, 9, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 25, 27, 31, 33, 35 and B. 23.
19 16 2 Ail 13, 23, 25, 27, 31, 33, 35 and E. 19.
14 27 1 N.E 123.
9 17 1 Ai.
7 19 1 W. 31.
9 20 1 N. 23.

10 18 1 B 3.
14 25 1 N.E 25.
10 12 1 S.W. 15.
12 23 1 S.E. 5.
14 26 1 N.E. 13
21 22 4 Ail 5. Fractional.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, lSth February, 1886.
Sîa,-I arn directed by the Minister of the liaterior to enclose, herewith, nine

letters patent to the Canadian Pacifie iRailway Comnpany, covering the lands mefl-
tioned in tho aCcornpanyinZ form of receipt, which please sign and return to me.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. 8 DOUGLAS, Assistant 2cretary.

C. DRINKWATER, SeCretary Canadian Pacific iRailway Company, Montreat.
MONTIREAL.

iRecoived from the Hlonorable the Minister of the Interior, letters patent Ï88 ud
in the name of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, covering the f ol lowing landa,

Section.
Whole of Tonhip Rag. Mein
S.W. j of 15 ....... 12 16 West. lot.

Wiof5................................... 10 17 do do
N.W.of19 ..................... 7 19 do do
Whole of 35......................... .... 9 19 do do
W. -1Of 7 ............................. 10 19 do do
S.of27.................. l 19 do do
N ofl19.............................. .10 21 do do
W. of È ............................. 10 25 do do
Whoe of f ........................... il1 26 do do

&cretary Canadian Pacific Railway Companyi.
THi CANADIAN PACIFIa RAILWAY COMPANTr,

OFFICEB Oi' THEC SEORIEtTR, MONTREAL, 28h January, 1886.
SIR, -I beg to request that patents May issue in favor of this eompany, woovril%

the lands mentioned on the eaclosed l t.
I have the 7onor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

ODRINK WATER, &cretary.
J. B1. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

N. g»23
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LANDs for which Patents are required by Canadian Pacifie Rail way Company.

Sections.'frOwnship. Ra

10
14
7

12
il
7

12
9

10
9
8
8

13
14
14

14
15
15
13
13
13
14

14
17
18
17
18

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 27th January, 1886.
8IR,.-I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to enclose herewith elevenletters patent ta the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, covering the landsmen-

otI0Oaed in the accompanying form of receipt, which please sign and return to me.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant 8ecretary.
*'AINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

MONTREAL, 1886.
i IReceived from the Honorable the Minister of the Interior letters patent, issued.

the name of the Canadian Pacifie ]Railway Oompany, covering the following lands,

Section. Township. Range. Keridi
8. E. jof 31....................................... il 16 W est 1st.
S.E.jof 1.......................il 17 do do

. W. 1.. .. ........................ 9 18 do do
S. W. j of 25, N. E. j of 35.................il 18 do do
N à of 9..............................9 19 do do
N. W.j of 23........... ............ 8 20 do do
N. of 97.............................10 21 do do
E. of 35.......................... 22 do do
N.I of 1§..,.......,. ............................ 9 2 do do
Whole of 7........................il 24 do do
N. E. 1 of 19....................... 10 26 do do

Ail beiug iiu the Province of Mianitoba.
Secretary Canadian Pac!fic Ralway Conrany.
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&!eridian.

W.
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

2
2
2
2

W. j 23.
S. j27.
N.IL. 11.
N. 117.
Ail 7.
W. 4 19.
N. W. 1 13.
E. 23.
S.E. f15.
N.E. 7.
S.E. 3.
W. 35.
S.W. 1 25.
Ail 31, and W j 33.
,. j 15. Ail 21. S. j 13. E. j and S.W. 35, and S.E. j 17.

j.W. 13.- Ail 17. Ail 19. Ail 21. W. 23. Ail 27. Ail 31. AIL
33, and S. j 35.

Ail 5. Ail 7. Ail 23. W. j and S.E. j 25. Ail 33 and W. j 35.
Ail 15. E 4 17. Ail 19. Ail 1. AIl 3. E. j 7.
All13. N. andS.W.j23. S. J25. . N.W.j35.
A4ll 25, 27, 35.
Ail 25. N. j 27. Ail 33.
All 35.
N.W. J 7. Ail 9. E. j 17. Ail 19. S. j and N.E. j 21. W. j 23.

E. j 31.
A Il 25.
N.E. 125. Ali 27. Ail 33.
Ail 1. Ail 5. Alil 7. Ail 17.
E. j 19. Ail 21. 411 31. AU 33.
Ail 5. Ail 9. S.E. j 7.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOa, OTTAWA, 20th January, 1886.
SIR,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acknoW'

ledge the receipt of your letter of the 4th instant, requesting that patents may be
issued in the name of the Canadian Pacific Railway Çompany for certain lands l
Manitoba, and in reply to inform you that patents therefor are now in course of pre-
paration.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

C. DRINKWA TER, Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 20th January, 1886.
S1R,-I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to acknowledge the receipt

of your letter of the 2nd instant, referring to Iry letter to you of the 5th ultimlO,
respecting the issue of a patent for Section 1, and the S.W. 1 of Section 15, in Town'
ship 12, Range 16, west of the lst Meridian, and in reply to iiform you that although
your application was distinctly for the above lands, by an error the patent issued for
Section 1 and the S. W. j of Section 15, in Township 12, Range 18, west of the 1se
Meridian.

In explanation of My letterto you of the 5th ultimo, I may say that all the entries
in the books described the lands as being in Township 12, Range 16, west, but the error
arose in writing in the patent Range 18 instead of 16. lowever, the corrections havO
now been made, and as you have signified your intention of accepting the land it
question, a patent will now be prepared for Section 1 and the S.W. 1 of Section 1, iW'
Township 12, Range 16, west of the lst Meridian.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

C. DRINKWATERJ Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERJOR, OTTAWA, 20th January, 1886.
SIa,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acknow

ledge the receipt of your letter of the 2nd instant, requesting that the N.W. Of
Section 7, in Township 14, Range 1, east of the 1st Meridian, may be added to the lise
of lands accepted by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, and, in reply, to inforfl-
you that your request bas been complied with.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLA, Assistant Secretary.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreat.

TE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 4th January, 1886.

SIE,-I beg to request that patents may issue in favor of this company, coveriDLc
the undermentioned sections of lands:-

Section. Township. Range. leridian.
N.W. j 19 ............................... 7 19 West 1st.
W . 23 ............................................ 10 25 do do
A1135 ...... .......................... 9 19 do do
W . ý5.................. ..... ..................... 10 17 do do
W . 7............ ................... ............... 10 19 do do
W. 19....................... 10 21 do do
S. 127........................ ............ ..... 11 19 do do
Ali 23 ......................... ........ 11 26 do do

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

JOHN R. RM., Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.
272
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THm (CÂNADIAN PAodio RAmwÂY OMPAN
OÉiriïo oir Tai S3aTAY, MoNTnEAL-, 2nD January, 1886.

Sn,-Referring to your letter of the 5ih tit.mo, file No. 803O-2, letter No.
100907, respecting the patent for Section 1 and S.V. j 15, Township 12, Range 16,.
W. 1, whichyou say iy'as issued on the l2th hay, last, you will find, I think, that
the patent as issued, No. 146, conveyed the whole of Sçetion I and B.W. j15, Town-
ship 12, Range 18, W. 1; not Section 1 and S.W. . 15,.Township 12, Itange 16, W. 1
as Section 1 and S.W. 1 15, Township 12, Range 18, W. 1, is land which the company-
will accept. We will retain the patent, but shall be glad to receive the patent for
Section 1 and S.W. j 15, Township 12, Range 16, W. 1, as originally applied for.

1 have,the honor to be, Sir, your oþedient servant,
C. ;DRNKWATER, ecretary.

JoHN R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

THE CÀNADIAN PAcIrIO< RAILWAY COMPANY,
O1FICE OF TE SECRETABY, MONTRNAL, 2nd January, 1885.

SIE,-1 beg to request that the N.W. j of Section 7, Township 14, Range 1, east,
may be added to the list of lands accepted by this company.

I havetthe hônor to be, Sir, your obèdient servant,
C. E)RINEWATER, SecrdtarU.

JouN R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIo RAILWAY COMPANY,,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETAR, MONTREAL, 31st December, 1885.

SiR,-I beg to request that a patent may issue in this company's favor, covering
Section 33, Township 23, Range 1, W. 5.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
0. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

JoRN R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT O THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 8th Jannary, 1886.
S1,-I am directed by the Min ister of the Interior to acknowledge the receipt

of your letter of the 29th ultimo, requesting that patents may be issued in favor of-
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company for certain lands in Manitoba, and in reply
to inform you that patents therefor are now in course of preparation.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS,.Assistant Secretary.

C. DRINKWATEB, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

DEPARTMENT Or THE INTERIOE, OTTAWA, 4th January, 1886.
81,-I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to enclose herewith seven-

teen letterm patent to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, covering the lands
mentioned in the accompanying form of receipt, which please sign and return to me.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

C. IDRINKWATER, Esq;, Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

MONTREAL, 1886.
Received from the Honorable the Minister of the Interior letters patent, issued

in the name of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, covering the following lands,.
viz. :

Section. Township. Range. Meridian.
S. W . lof 3.......... ...................... 7 13 West. jst.
N. E. î of 13.................... 12 14 do do
N. j or 21....................... 7 16 do do
Whole of 31..................... 8 17 do do
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Section. Township.
S. of 13, N. E. E of 21................... 8
S, of 25.......,.............................. 9
S . lof 9o............................ ,.... 12

.E. iof 1, S.E. , 7.......... ........... 10
W. j of 33.................................... il
N. . j of 9................................. 12
E. Of 1.................... . ................ 13
W. iof 1.................. . . .......... 12
E. of 25........................ 10
S. E. j of 35............................... 18
W. j of 17............................ ..... 16
S. E. j of 19........................... ..... 17
W. ý of 1............................... 21

Range.
18 West.
18 do
18 do
19 do
19 do
21 do
21 do
24 do
27 do
15 do
22 do
22 do
29 do

Meridian.
1st.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
2nd
do
do
4th

Secretary Canadian Pacýfic Railway Company.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIO RAILWAY CoMPANY,
OFFICE OF TUE SEoRETARY, MIONTREAL, 29th December, 1835.

Sia,-I beg to request that patents may issue in favor of this cornpany for the
undermentioned secLions of land :-

Section. Township. Range. Meridian.
S. W . f of 1........ ................... ......... 9 18 ist.
All of 7................................................ 11 24 do
E j of 35............................. 6 22 do

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

JOHN R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 30th December, 1885.
Si,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acknow-

ledge the receipt of your letter of the 1ith instant, requesting that patents may he
issued in favor of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company for certain lands in Manl-
toba, and, in reply, to inform you that patents therefor are in course of preparation.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, hiontreal.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILwAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SEORETARY, MONTREAL, 16th December, 1885.

SiR,-I have the honor to request that patents may issue, in this company'
favor, for the undermentioned sections of land:-

Section. Township. Range. Meridian.
S.E. 31................. ..................... il 16 W est. lst.
N.W 23 ................... 8 20 do do
N.E j 19................ .. 10 26 do do
S.W.j 25.......... ....... .... ............ Il 18 do do
S.E. 15......... .............. ............ il 17 do do
N. j ....... ....... ...................... Il 18 do do

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
C DRINKWATER, Secretary.

JOHN R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DIEPARTMENT OF TE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 15th December, 1885.

SIR,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acknOG
ledge the receipt of your letter of the 7th instant, requesting that patente may b&
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issued in favor of the Canadian Pacifie Railwav Company for certain lands in Mani-
toba, and, in reply, to inform yo that patents therefor are in course of preparation.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGL AS, Assistant Secretary.

C. DRINKWATEa, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIc RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 7th December, 1885.

SIR,-I beg to request that patents may issue in this company's favor for the
Undermentioned sections of land:-

Section. Township. Range. Meridian.
N . * 9......... ........................ ........ 9 19 W est. 1st.
W . 27 ....... ............................... 10 21 do do
W.19......................... 9 22 do do

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

cOIIN k HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 5th December, 1885.
S1a,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acknow-

edge the receipt of your letter of the 28th ultimo, requesting that a patent may be
ssued in favor of the Canadian Pacific Railway Cimpany for Saction 31, in Town-

ship 12, Range 5, west of the 4th Meridian, and, in rep[y, to inform yon that a
Patent thorefor is in course of preparation.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obodient servant,
P, B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

C. RINKWATER, Esq., Secrotary Canadian Pacifie Rilway Coaipany, Montreal.

DEPARTMENT oF THE INTERIOR, OTrAWA, 5th December, 1885.

SIR,-I have the honor, by direction of the 'Winister of the Interior, to acknow-
eOdge the receipt of your letter of the 26th ultimo, reqaesting that patents may be

toSlied in favor of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company for certain lands in Mani.
ba and the North-West Territories, and, in reply, to inforin you that patents for the

le'lds in question are in course of preparation, with the exception of the whole of
Cetion 1, and the south-west quarter of Section 15, in Townshios 12, Range 16, west

of the 1st Meridian, for which a patent was issued on the 12th of May, 1885, and.
ent to you on the 17th June following.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

'aINKWATER, Esq., Scretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

(Telegram.)

DEPARTM T OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 2nd December, 1885.
o0. DELINKwATER, Montreal.

lti Patent for Section 81, Township 12, Range 5, west of 4th Meridian, dated 30tlk
no., going through. JOHN R HALL.

CANADIAN PAcIFIa RAILWAY COMPANT,
P. R. STATION, 2nd Deeember, 1885.

The following message received at S. B. Time, 11.00,
Sa-18* 275
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(By Telegraph from Montreal.)
To JoHN R. HALL, Department of the Interior.

My letter of 28th November. Get patent through to-day if possible. Please
wire me if this can be done, as matter is very urgent.

C. DRINKWATER.
THE CANADIAN PACIFIa RAILWAY CoMPANY,

OFFICE OF TH1 SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 28th November, 1885.
Sn,-I have the honor to apply for patent in favor of this company for Section

311, Township 12, Range 5, west 4th Meridian, " Medicine Hat townsite."
I shall be glad to get this at your earliest convenience.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

Jon R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 26th November, 1885.

Srm,-1 beg to request that patents may isssue, in this company's favor, oover-
ing the undermentioned lands:-

Section. Township. Range. Meridian
W .à of 1.............. ............... ...... 12 24 M est. lst.
S.E. i of 9.................................. .. 12 18 do do
S.W . 1 of 3.................................... 7 13 do do
N. àof 21............... ...................... 16 do do
W .1 of 33...... ...... ....................... Il 19 do do
N.B. j of 13.................................... 12 14 do do
Whole of 1,
S.W . of 15. ..................... ,...... 12
S.E. 4o119............................19q 22 do do

1 have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

JOHfN B. HIALL, Esq., Secretary Lepartmont of the Interior, Ottawa.
DEPARTMENT 0F TUE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 24th November, 1885.

Sîa,)-I arn directed by thQ Miristei- of the Interior to enclose, herewith, ten letters
patent to the Catia-,diain Pacifie iRilway Comlpany, eovering the lands mentioned in'
the accompanying forma of reccipt, whueh pleame sign and return to me.

1 have tho honoî, to be, iSir, your obedient servant,
P. B . DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretaril.

Ç.6 DRINK-WATER &-q., S. erctary Canadian Pacifie Railway Comnpany,Moie.
MONTREAL 1885.

Received fr0rn tho ner etv Miirjster ot tho3 Jetcrior letters, paieont, issuied
in the name efthLe CanadWai, r-aciio fliway Comnin~y, coverinir the foflowir'g lands,

Section. Township Rftnge. Meridian.
S.W. î A* ?3. . . . . . il 1 V st. do d
Whoe #)f .......... ......... ...... 8 1 do do
S.W. 0 ............. 13 2 do do

N.W. j ot 17 ......... ............. lu 4,5 (10  4
N. 1 o et............ ............... i5 .3 o (
S.liE. ±of 31................... Il 29 do do

.. 9 1 do 2td.
SW f...... 14 3 do do
WholE of 33..... ..................... 15 7 do do
N.E.Jof ........... 22 1 do lst.

eecretary (Panadian acfi e Bailway Company.
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DEPiARTMENT OF THE INrERIoR, OrrwA, 14th November, 1865.
Si1R,-With reference to your letter of the 2t Lh ultimo, asking for information

concerning the N.E. 1 of Section 33, Township 7, Ringe 11 W., the S.W. j of Section
7, Township 8, Range 11 W., and the S.E. j of Section 15, Township 7, Range 12 W.,
to enable you to reply to the enquiry made by the land commissioners of the Cana-
-dian Pacifie Railway Company in relation thereto, I have the honor, by the direction
of the Minister of the Interior, to inform you that patents have not issued for these
lands, and that according to the books of this office they are vacant, no entry appear-
Ing recorded against any one of the parcels mentioned. i am furttner to say that
these lands, being odd-numbered sections situated south of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway belt in Manitoba, they are, properly speaking, the lands of that company,
and may be patented accordingly whenever the company express a desire to have
the patents issued.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

11. H. SMITH, Commissioner of Dominion Lands, Winnipeg.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 14th November, 1885.
Sm,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acknowledge

the receipt of your letter of the 9th instant, requesting that patents nay be issued in
favor of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company for certain lands in Kanitoba and the
North-West Territories, and, in reply, to inform you that patents for the lands in ques-
tion are in course of preparation.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

< DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

DEPARTIIENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 14th November, I8*.
SiR,-With regard to your letter of the 2nd instant, referring me to my letter fK>

3-0u of the 16th of May last, respecting the application of the Canadian Paciflc Rail-
Way Company for a patent for the W. j of Seôtion 17, in Township 16, Range 22, weet
Of the 2nd Meridian, and asking if the Dominion Lands Commissioner has reported
thereon; I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to inform you that the Dom-
"nion Lands Commissioner has reported thereon favorably to your company, and that
a Patent for the land in question is now in course of preparation.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Becretary.

-Co DRTNKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacific R-tilway Company, Montreal.

DEPARTMeCNT OF THE INTERIoR, OTTAwA, 14th November, 1885.
41,-With reference to my letter to you of the 21st September last, in relation

the issue of a patent in favor of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company for Seo-
rec. .1, in Township 8, Range 17, West of the 1st Meridian, I have the honor, bylection of the Minister of the Interior, to informa you that the result of the enquiry

l. ating thereto being satisfactory, a patent for this land is now in course of prep*-

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Scretary.

INKWATEL, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacific Railway Company, Montreal.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAwA, 14th November, 1885.
SR ,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acknow-
e thereceipt or your letter of the 14th ultimo, referring to my letter to you of

thi 21st September last, and stating that Section 35, li rownship 8, Range 18, West
27
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of the Ist Meridian, should have been applied for instead of Section 35, in Township
18, Range 8, West of the 1st Meridian, and, in reply, to inform you that a patent is
in course of preparation for the first mentioned ]and.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistart Secretary.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary, Catadian Pacific Railway Company, Montreal.

THE CANADIAN PACJFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 9th November, 1885.

SIR,-I beg to requesrt, on behalf of this company, that patents May issue in its
favor for the undei mentioned sections of land :-

Section Township. Range. Meridian.
S. of 25.......................................... 9 18 W est 1st.
N. E. of 9..... ....................... 12 21 do do
S. E. of 7......................................... 10 19 do do
E. ý of 1............................................. 13 21 do do
S. h. lof 1......................................... 10 19 do do
E. of 25.......................................... 10 27 do do
S. of 13........ .................. 8 18 do do
N . E. of 21 ....................... .............. 8 18 do do
S. E. of 35.............. .................. ..... 18 15 do 2nd
W . j of 1....................... .. ........... 22 29 do 4th

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

JOHN R HALL, Esq , Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIO RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF TEE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 2nd November, 1885.

SIR,-I beg Io refer to your letter of the 16th of May last, respecting the appli-
cation of this company for patents for the W. ý of Section 17, Township 1b, Range 22,
West 2nd Meridian, ai d to ask whether the Dominion lands commissioner bas reported
thereon. I am advised ihat the supposed squatter is the purchaser from the com-

IaY.I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

JOHN R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

OFFICE oF THE DOMINION LANDS CoMMIsSIoNER,
WINNIPEG, 26th October, 1885.

SIR,-I have the bonor, by direction of the commissioner, to inform you that the
Land Commissioner of the Crnadian Pacific Railway Company writes that the
N.E. 1 Section 33, Township 7, Range il west; S.W. 1 Section 7,Township 8, Range
Il west, and the S. E. j Section 15, Township 7, Range 12 west, which the company
consider to fall to them under their charter, and whieh have been dealt with by
them. are advertised in the Manitoba Gazette as patented lands. He states that they
have not been patented to the company, and enquires what disposition of them has

.been made.
The only papers affecting Dry of these lands on record in this office are instrue

tions from your office (ref. 46725 on 22155) dated 4th July, 1882, to the eftect that
the sale of the S.E. j Section 15, Township 7, Range 12 west, by the Canadian PacifiO
Railway, must take precedence of the sale by the agent at Nelsonville.

The commissioner asks to be Lfforded information to enable him to reply to Mr.
McTavish's ea quiry.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
GEORGE YOUNG, For the Secretary.

The Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.
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OFFICE OF THE DOMINION LANDS COMMISSIONER,
WINNIPEG, 28th October, 1885.

SIR,-In further reference to your letter of the 21st September, (82030 No. 1 on
ý1986) I am directed by the commissioner to say that it appears from the records of
this office that the claims preferred by Messrs. B. Edmunds and John Stady to Section
31, Township 18, Range 17 west principal Meridian, were not recognized by the land
board.

Both persons were informed that they would require to arrange with the
Canadian Pacifie ]Railway Company for the lards respectively claimed by them,
And it is understood, from a report recently received from one of the homestead
inspectors, that Mr. Edmunds purchased the E. ý of the section from the companys

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

GEORGE YOUNG, For the Secretary.
TIhe Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

iDEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 26th October, 1885.

SIR,-1 am directed by the Minister of the Interior to enelose, here ith, thirty-
three letters patent to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, covering the
lands mentioned in the accompanying form of receipt, which please sign and return
to me.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

D. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

MONTREAL, 1885.
Received from the Honorable the Minister of the Interior, letters patent, issued in

the name of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, covering the following lands,

Section. Townsh
N.W. f of 15
Whole of 17
R. 27 ......., "" " " " " " " ' "
N. *35.......J
N. i & S.W. ¼ 3)
S. 9 .......... I 3
S. 17..... .................................
S. § 19............J
N. 9.........................
W. j & S.E. j13)
S. ½ 15...........|
W hole 23........ ................................. 3
N.W.} 33...... 1
Whole 35........ J
S. j 27........ ................ . .............. 3
S.W. 33.......................... il.
N.W . § 35........................................... 6

do 3 .......................................... 7
Whole 17............................ 7
Whole 9

do 15 ......... ......... 13
do 17
do 5..............................8

N.W. j19................ ........ 14
Whole 17......,........ ........................... 8

279

ip. Range. Meridian.

1 East lst.

3 West

4 do

4 do

do

do

do

do
do
do
do
do

16 do do
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Section. Towashi
Whole 5'

N.W. 127 .8

Whole 21............................................. 9
do 35................................... ......... Il
do l5................ ...................... 1l
do 7......................................... 12
do 7 (fractional)........................... 7
do 9...... ................. 12

W . 27 ................................... 8
S.W . 7....... ................................... 12
Whole 1.......... . ....................... 10
N. j 35............................................. 10
N. à 33........................................ 14
Whole 27...... .................................... lu
N.W . 123 ....................................... 12
Whole 31 ........................................... 15

do 3)
do.............................. ... 16do 7

E. j 9............. .................................. 13
Whole 31.17

do 35
do 5.............................................. 18
do 5................................... .......... 22

iP. Eange.

19 East.

19 do
20 do
20 do
21 dâ
22 do
2- do
24 do
24 do
25 do
26 do
26 do
27 do
28 do
29 do
29 do

30 do
26 do

Meridian.

lst.

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
2nd

26 do do
1 do 5th

Secretary Canadian Pacitic Railway Company.

THE CANADIAN PAO1FIO RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFiicE oF THE SECRETARY, MONTaBAL, 20th October, 1885.

DEAR SiR, -Referring to my letter of the l4th instant, respecting the halfsectiolt
to be surrendered to Dr. Meyer, I now enclose the abstract of title of Section 5, Town-
ship 15, Range 3, west 2nd Meridian.

Yours truly,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

P. B. DouGLAs, Esq., Assistant Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.
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Sessional Papers (No. 35.)

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 20th October, 1885.
SI,-In compliance with the request made in your letter dated the 14th instant,

I am directed to say that Section 15, in Township 21, Range 28, west of the 4t
Meridian, has been withdrawn from the operation of the grazing lease of Ranch No. 11.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

. IDBINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, &Iontreal.

TUE CANADIAN PA CIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MoNTREAL, 14th October, 1885.

SIR,-I have the bonor to iequest that Section 15, Township 21, Range 28, weOt
4th Meridian, in ranche No. 11, may be withdrawn from the ranche lease, as an agree
ment has been entered into for the sale of this section.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

JoM R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF IRE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 14th October, 1885.

SIR,-Referring to your letter of the 21st September (file 82030, No. 1, letter
No. 95018), I beg to state that Section 35, Township 8, Range 1m, west lst Meridian,
should have been applied for instead of Section 35, Township 18, Range 8, west 14t
Meridian. I would be glad for the issue of the patent therefor.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRI.NKWATER, Secretary.

Y. B. DOUGLAS, Esq., Assistant Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

Tii CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CoMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 14th October, 1885.

SIR,-Referring to your letter of the 21st ult., (file 82030, No. 1, letter No.
'93304), I beg to si ate that the patent for Section 35, Township 18, Range 25, WOt
2nd Meridian, is not required at present. What we desire now is that the section be

oxmsidei cd as forming portion of this company's land grant.
1 have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.
T. B. Do ULAS, Esq., Assistant Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

THE CANADIAN PACiFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 14th October, 1885.

81,-Referring to your letter of the 21st ult. (file 82030, No. 1, letter 5o
91916), I beg to state that the half section to be surrendered to Dr. Meyer, is the
S.* of Section 5, Township 15, Range 3, west 2nd Meridian, and not the north hal
as snentioned in your letter. An abstract from the registry office has been appli
for and will be forwarded as soon as received.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINK WATER, Secretary.

P. B..DOUOLAs, Esq., Assistant Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF TUE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 17th October, 1885.
B1R,-I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to inform you, in replYt

your letter of the 7th instant, that patents forthe lands mentioned in that letter, Whie
are the following, are being duly prepared in favor of your company:-
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section. Township. Range. Meridian.
S. W . ý of 3.............. ..................... 14 3 W est. 2nd.
N. W . 1 of 17....... .......................... 10 25 do 1st.
S. E. j of 31................................... 11 29 do do
All ot5 and 7................................. 16 5 do 2nd.
S. W. 4 of 23 ................................ 11 12 do 18t.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

• DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 17th Octob3r, 1885.
SIR,-I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to inform you, in reply to

OIUr letter of the 28th ultimo, that patents for the lands mentioned in that letter,
'*hich are the followir g, are being duly prepared in favor of your company:-

Section. Township. Range. Meridian.
S.W . 1 of 15.......................... ........ 13 22 W est. lst.
N . of 3........................................ 15 27 do do
E. of 15............... .. ....... 9 1 do 2nd.
All of 33........................................ 15 7 do do
N.E. j of 9..................................... 22 1 do 5th.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

]DDINKWATER, Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC ]RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 7th October, 1885.

SIR,-I have the honor to request that patents may issue in favor of this com-
Y for the undermentioned sections of land:-

Section. Township. Range. Meridian.
S.W. j of 3 ...................... 14 3 W est. 2nd.
N.W . of 17 ................................. 10 25 do lst.
S.E. f of 15..................... 11 29 do do
All of 5 and 7................... 16 5 do 2nd.
S.W . 123...................................... il 14 do lst.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary

R. HALL, Esq., Secretary of the Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

OFFICE OF THE DOMINION LANDS CoMMISsIoNER,
WINNIPEG, 2nd October, 1885.

have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letier of 21st ult.,
, No. 1, on 91986, and, in reply, -am directed by the commissioner to say that

e records of this office appear to afford no information as to the claim of Mr. B.
lof reds to the E. j Section 31, Township 8, Range 18, west Principal Meridian, one
f1Qjthe homestead inspectors has been instructed to examine the Iand, and to report

y as to the facts of the case.
The result of his enquiry will, in due course, be communicated to you.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

%Scretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa. S. R. BURPÉ, Secretary.
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THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 28th September, 1885.

Sia,-[ have the honor to request that paten.ts for the following lande may is0e
in favor of this cormpany:-

section. Township. Range. Meridian.
S.W. 15................................... 13 22 Tt.
N. 3....................................... 15 27 do
E. 15................................ .............. 92 d
All 33...............................5 7 do
N.E. j 9............................... . . ......... 22 1 5th.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

Joia R. IIALL, iEsq., Secretary Departnent of the Interior, OLtawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 21st Septeaber, 1885.
SiR,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acknO*

ledge the receipt of your letter of the 10th instant, requesting that patents may i880
in favor of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company for Section 35, in ,Townshipl1
Range 20, west Principal Meridian, and Section 35, in Township 18, Range 8, We
of the lst Meridian, and, in reply, to inform you that a patent for Section 35, 'g
Township il, Range 20 west ot the Principal Meridian, is in course of preparati0O'
but that a patent cannot be issued for the other Section above-mentioned, for the
reason thet, were the township surveys extended to include that section, it wo
be found to be situated not only outside the 2bmile belt of your company, but withw
the boundaries of Lake Manitoba.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

C. DRINKWATEa, Esq., Secretary Qanadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montrel.

TZ CANADIAN PAcIFIc JLAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF TEE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 10th September, 1885.

SIa,-I beg to request, on behalf of this company, that patents may issue i
favor for the following sections:-Section 35, Township 11, Range 20, west
Meridian, and Section 35, Township 8, Range 18, west Tst Meridian.

As we are required to show title in these cases, it is important that we shostd
receive the patents as soon as possible.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

JoHN< R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERîoR, OTTAwA, 2lst September, 1885.
Sia,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to ack0

lç4ge the receipt of yoar letter of the 9th instant, requesting that patents may $0
4'ta or of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company for certain lands in Manitoba
the orth.West Territories, and, in reply, to inform you that patents for the1
in question are in course of preparation.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assstant BecretarJ

C. DRINKWATEa, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacific Railway Company, MontreaL

TaE CANADIAN PAcIPlo RAILWAY COMPANY,
OPFICE 0F TE SEORETARY, MONTREAL, 9th September, 1885.

SIR,-I have the honor to request, on behalf of this company, that patente
issue in its favor for the following sections of land
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Section. Township.
4...,.. ............. i.................. ... i t.

N 23................................... 12 29 do do
N.W . ¼19 ......................... 1.. 14d do
Al'1 ............................. 8 19 do do
de 9...... ................. 12 2Z do do
N. 33...................................... 14 26 do do
N. 35....................... 10 25 do do
If,.W . j 3.... ................. ......... 7 14 do do
All 31 and 35............................... 17 26 do 2rd
do5.........................18 26 do do

I am, Sir, your ohedienet servant i

0. DRINK WÂTER, Secretary'.
J. R.ý flALL, Esq,, Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DPÂRTMENT OF TUB INTERIOR, Ori,ÂwÂ, 2lstSeptember, 1885.
Sx,-L have the honor, by direction of the Minlster of the Interior, to, acknowledge,

the. receiptcf your letter of the l2th iiltimo, in reference te the. issue of a patent for
Sections 23,and 25, in Township 10, Range 21, west of the lot~ Meridian, and calling
the seeretary's attention te my letter te you of the 26th June last, in whicb it was-
stated that a patent would issue for Sections 23 and 35, and, in reply, to inforrn yen
that a patent isÉ;ued in favor of your cornpany for Sections 23 ý nd 25 and not 23 and
35 as -stated; in my said- letter, and, aise, that the patent in question was sent te yen
on the MUb cf l1t July.

I arn te ask yen. if yen wish a patent te be issued in faver of yotir cempany for-
Section 35, in Township 10, Range 21, ýwest of the Principal :M-oridian.

I have the honor ta be, Sir, yenr obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Àssâtant &cretary.

CJ. DBiNKwÂ&TER, Esq., Secretary (Janadian Pacifie Rail'way Oonmpany, Mientreal.

THEl CÂNADIÂN PÂÇIIc RAILWAY CeOMPANY,
0PFIcE 0P THE SEORITARY, MONTREIa&&4 l2th Âugust, 1885.

thtSiR,-Referring tn your letter, Ne. 82030, cf the 26th Jane last, I beg te peint ont
thttepatents ap1efoinTownship 1,Range 2,west lot Meridian, were for

Sections 23 and 25. Your letter says they will issue for 23 and 35. If patent fer 35 has
been issued, there is ne necessity for cancelling it, as it is a section we shall accept.
I have, however, te ask thàt patent for Section 25 be aise granted.

I have the henor te be, Sir, yeur obectient servant,
C. D.RINKWATER, Secretary.

JOH9N R. HALL, Esq., Seoretary Department of Interior, Ottawa.

DzPARTMENT OF THE INTER1OR, OTTAWA, 2 lst Septeni ber, 1885.
SEL-J have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interier, te acknew-

ledge the receipt of your letter of the I 2th ultime, requesting that Section 3,5, in
Township) 18, Range 25, west of the 2nd Meridi an, whic'h is marked as rejccted on
the 8chedule of. accepted und re.jected IandF. received here, may be transfeîrrcd te the
accepted list, and, in reply, te inform you that the section in question has been traDS-
ferred te the accepted list.

1 arn te ask yen if it is yeur wish that a patent iissue in -favor of your company
for this section.

I have the hener te be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Asitant Secretary.

C. DBINKWÂTE&R> Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Rtailway C'omny M ontreal.
285 an)
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THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SEORETARY, MONTREAL, 12th August, 1885.

Sia,-I am advised by our land department that Section 35, Township 18,
Range 25, west 2nd Meridian, has been sold. As this section was marked on the liste
deposited by this company as " rejected," I shall be obliged by your having it trans•
ferred to the " accepted " list.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINK WATER, Secretary.

J. R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa,

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 21st September, 1885.
SIR,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to ask yoR

to state if there is anything of record in your office with reference to the claim of
one B. Edmunds to the E. ý of Saction 31, in Township 8, Rînge 17, west of the lst
Meridian, and, if so, to inform him of the nature of such claim and of any decisiou
you may have given in the matter.

The secretary of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company has appliel for a patent
of the whole of the section in question, and as the township plan shows Edmunds to
have squatted upon one-half of it, ho has been informed that, for this reason, tha land
will not be patented to the company until the receipt bore of such information as
will warrant no furtber delay in the issue of the patent.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

The Commissioner of Dominion Lands, Winnipeg, Man.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 21st September, 1885.
SIR,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acknow-

ledge the receipt of your letter of the 15th July last, requesting that patents may
issue in favor of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company for certain lands in Mani-
toba and the North-West Territories, and, in reply, to inform you that patents are
now in course of preparation for the lands in question, with the exception of Section
h1, in Township 8, Range 17, west of the lst Meridian.

Owing to the plan of the township showing one B. Edmunds to have squatted
upon the east half of this section, a patent will not issue for it until, upon enquirY,
the nature of Edmunds' claim has been ascertained.

The commissioner of Dominion lands has been written to with reference to thio
matter, and, if the answer thereto is favorable to your company, a patent for thie
section in question will be issued.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

O. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

TE CANADIAN PACIFIo RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 15th July, 1885.

SIR,-I have the honor to request, on behalf of this company, that patents MIaf
issue in its favor for the undermentioned lands :-

section. Township. Range. Meridian.
17............................................. 7 16 W est. let.
31............................. 8 17 do do
21............................................. 9 19 do do
S.W. of 33........ ........... 11 11 do do
31 ............. 15 29 do do
3 and ....................... 16 29 do do
15........................ 13 16 do do
27................................ 10 27 do de
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Section. Township. Range. Meridian.
7........................... . . ............ 7 22 W est. lst.
5............................................ 8 17 do do
5.............................................. 8 19 do do
1............... .............................. 10 25 do do
7.............................................. 12 21 do do
9 and 17.................................... 13 16 do do
N W. 4of 35................. 6 13 do do
N.W. of 27............................ 8 19 do do
W. i of 27..................... 8 24 do do
S.W . 4 of 7................................ 12 24 do do
E. î of 9.................................... 13 30 do do

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

N R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 21st September, 1885.
SiR,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the laterior, to acknow-

ledge the receipt of your letter of the 15th of July, 1885, enclbing a letter fro, Mr.
&Tavish, land commissioner of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, relative to
the surrender to the Government of ,the north half of Section 5, in Township 15,
't'alige 3, west of the 2nd Meridian, which bas been patentel to the said company,
4tad the granting to them of another half section in lieu thereof, and, in reply, I an
, informa you that the Deputy Minister has approved of such transfer, subjeoct, how-
ver, to the condition that an extract from the registry office ba filed here, showing

thAt there is no instrument on record affecting the lard in question.
A deed of surrender of the north half of Section 5, Township 15, Section 3,

ost of the 2nd Meridian, is in course of preparation, and, when ready, will h for-
arded to you for execution.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

C. iDRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

THE CANADIAN PAcIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SEORETARY, MONTREAL, 15th July, 1885.

DEAR Si,-I enclose letter from Mr. McTavish, relating to Section 5, Township
Range 3, west 2nd Meridian, the S. j of which, it has been agreed with the

e Ininion lands commissioner, shall be transferred to Dr. Meyer, under the homestead
t8llations.

I also beg to return the patent for this section to be exchanged for one for the
only, should the Department concur in the proposed transfer, and agree to substi-
therefor half of an even-numbered section.

Yours truly,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

BURGESS, Esq., Deputy Minister of the Interior, Ottawa.

LAND DEPARTMENT, CANADIAN PACIFIo RAILWAY COMPANY,
WINNIPEG, MAN., 26th June, 1885.

ss ebER SIR,-On the 5th February lst (List No. 1) I reqnested that patent should.
h d for Section 5, Township 15, Range 3, west 2nd Meridian, north half of which

been sold. The south half has been selected by Dr. Meyer, in connection with his
Yi and I have agreed with the Dominion lands commissioner here that he shal

to'e the privilege of taking the same under homestead regulations, the Governmeat
give tB half of an even-numbered section in lieu.
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Will you please request the Departrment at Ottawa to issue a patent of only the
Ni, instead of the whole section. If already issued, I presume it çould be cancelled.

Yours truly,
J. H. McTAVISH, Land Commissioner.

C. DRiNKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacific Railway Company, Montreal.

DEPARTMENT OF TEI IN1TnoR, OTTAWA, 17th July, 1885.
SIR,-I am directed by the Minister to enclose herewith nine letters patent to

the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, covering the lande mentioned in the accomn-
panying form of receipt, which please tign and return to me.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN R. HALL, Secretary.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Uanadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

MONTREAL, July, 1885.
Received from tbe Minister of the Interior letters patent issued in the name of

the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, covering the following lands, viz.:-
Section. Township. RAnge. Meridian.
S. } 33......... ....................... 14 15 West Ist.
N. 7 ......................................... il 17 do do
Whole 19)
N . 23... ........................... ....... 8 18 do do
Whole 27 )
N. i Of S.E. 11
N.E. 19 ......... . .18 do do
Whole 35... ...
Whole (fr.) 1
S.à31 ..... · ·......· · ..... 10 18 do do
Whole 23

do 25 ...... '''. ........... 1•••
do 17
do 19 ........... 12 21 do do
do 23)
do 5)
do 9 .................................. 10 22 do do
do 15
do 17 ...................... 17 27 do 2nd.

:Secetary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.

DEPARTMENT OP T11E INTERIOR,
JDomiNi(N LANDS OFFICE, BIRTLE, 4th JuIy, 1885.

SiR,-I hiive the honor Itc knowhc-dge tho reccipt of your letter, dated the l6thl
liay, -No. 8lî119, in refercLce te to saeof S. Section M3 T--wutip 13, Range 24Y

,wesl'~~~1 do doEý .Rut

1 would be 5, k.ýv oay that thi s ale was made in error. Il. was the iintentifll
to Lavei S,(ir '-'7 in îri ü towr4,h i) and !îngoU4, bat tbo c1ciî'k rnyc t thuiý
time ir. inibkirg eut UIc litst of 1andtý OjIeî foi, saie, from tLo fiiiiifui d by Lthe
Cnaianlb(liýq Pve tic Bilwu î "Seretary Seedn 23 irteàd ùcf L 2Riw bCm nc

Riiuei wuDoMI tN in regard tO the, matti, Jxpressed bi5
willirg-s that the chonge tould be a ucde from the S. of u(tiot 2e3 te the E. 16

aSection 37.
Ie bas bgen again written to coace wmnirg the change.

Shave i the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
M. PARS, Latee Actin Agent of Dominion Lan7s.

Secretary, Doartnent of the Iterior, Ottawa.
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DEP&RîMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 2nd July, 1885.
81R,-I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to enclose herewith twenty-

thlree letters p atent to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, covering the lands
Imentiôned in the accompanying form of receipt, which please sign and return to me.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN R. HALL, Secretary.

'.0 RINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

MONTREAL, 1885.
fReceived from the Minister of the Interior, letters patent issued in the jname of'

the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, covering the following lands, viz.:-

Section. To
Whole of 9......................................

do 17, 35............... ...............
do 31......... ..................... .....
do 3............................ .........
do 15............ ........................
do 33.................... ...... ......
do 5...... .............. .......... ......
do 13............... .....................

S. j of 35.............................. ........
Whole of 5......................................

do 17........................ ............
do 9............ .....................

S.W . 125......... .........................
Whole of 17.................. ...... ...........

do 13.... , ..............................
do 27.................. ..... ............
do 9, 15....................
do 3.............. ................ ......
do 25 and 27..........................

E. j of 17........ . ...............
Whole of 31......... .......................

do 19............... ...... .............
do 3
do 13, (fractional) 25................

wnship.

15
5
7

13
9
9
9

12
13
14
12
14
14
8
9

11
13
15
14
16
15
19

Range.

26 West.
22 do
*5 do
27 do
27 do
19 do
19 do
19 do
22 do
12 do
16 do
18 do
18 do
17 do
18 do
20 do
23 do

4 do
3 do

22 do
23 do
21 do

Meridian.

1st.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

2nd,
do
do
do
do

8 3 do 4th.
&cretary Canadian Pacific Railway Company.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 26th June, 1885.
Sir,-I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to inform you, in answer to

ju7r letter of the 17th instant, respecting the E. J of Section 25, Township 14,
"4%ge 25, west of the Principal Meridian, that the patent therefor was issued to Wm.

Miller, on the 26th July, 1882.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.
a»INKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIo IRAILWAY COMPANY,
OrrIcE O THI SEORETARY, MONTREAL, 17th Jane, 1885.

l r SM,--Referring to your letter of the 16th May last, respecting the issue of cer-
Patents, you intimate that patent for the E. j Section 25, Township 14, Range

West Ist Meridian, cannot issue as the half section has been disposed of by the
artIent, and patent issued therefor. Our land commissioner states that this
section is outside the railway belt, and was sold by this company before the limita
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of the boit were properly defined. It was afterwards ascertained that the half section
had been purchased from the G>vernment by a Mr. W. N. Miller, from whom this
company holds deed in exchange for a half section north of Calgary.

I shall be glad to know if patent were issued for the half section in question to
Mr. Miller.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary

P. B. DOUGLAS, Esq., Assistant Secretary, Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 25th June, 1885.
SIR,-I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to inform yon, in answer to

your letter of the 17th instant, respecting the issue of letters patent to the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company, for Section 5, Township 22, Range 1, west of the
5th Principal Meridian, that the plan of that township has been received here, and
that a patent for the said section is now in due course of preparation, in the name of
the company.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

THE CANADIAN PAOIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF TIHE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 17th June, 1885.

SIR,-With reference to your letter of the 16th May last, in which you state that
certain patents applied for are in course of preparation, but intimating that patent
for Section 5, Township 22, Range 1, W. of 5th Mieridian, cannot issue, inasmuehas
the township plan had not been received by the Department.

I am informed by our land commissioner, that he has lately received from the
Department a plan of this township, certified for the surveyor general, on 17th
March, 1881. This being the case, I presume there will now be no difficulty in the
way of the issue of the patent.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINK WATER, Secretary.

P. B. DOUGLAS, Esq., Assistant Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 26th June, 1885.
SIR,-With reference to the Order in Council of the 6th March, 1883, referred to

in one of your letters of the 17th instant, I am directed by the Minister of the interior
to enclose herewith a memorandum showing how the lande mentioned in the schedule
annexed to the said Order in Council stand at present in the books here, and to state
that the Minister wishes to be advised of any action which may have been taken by
the comipany with regard to such lands, or any of them, as it appears that several of
the sections or parts of sections of the lands in question have been disposed of other
than to the company.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

IJERTIFIED Copy of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy 'ouncil,
approved by Bis Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 6th March, 1883.
On a memorandum, dated 20th February, 1883, from the Minister of the Interior,

representing that certain lands, although situated outside of the twenty-four mile bolt
>f the main lino of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, were sold by the company, and
that these lands consist of two classes, those sold through error of the company'O
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officials, and those which were understood to fall within the twenty-four mile limit,
owing to an erroneous delineation of the boundaries of the belt shown upon the
earlier published maps of the Department. A copy of one of these maps, illustrating
the manner in which the last mentioned error arose, and showing the sections.
included in both the classes specified, is herewith attached.

The Minister submits an application from the company to have these lands con-"
veyed to them as part of their subsidy, and he, the Minister, regarding the applica-
tion as a reasonable one, recommends that the lands in question, as enumerated in the
annexed schedule, be conveyed to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company as part of
their subsidy.

The committee concur in the foregoing recommendation and submit. the saine
for Your Excellency's approval.

JOHN J. MoGEE.
To the Honorable the Minister of the Interior.

MEMORANDUM to be enclosed to Secretary of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
in Ref. L ¾

Section.

31, W . j of 33.......... .............................
N of 31, S. j of 33 ................... ....
N. of 15, 21, 8. j of 31, E. j and S.W. j

35, S.E. j 17 . ............ .............
N.W. j 13, 17, 19, 21, W. j 23, 27, 31, 33,

S. 135.-........................... .........
7, 23, W. j and S.E. 1'25, 33, W._i 35, 5...
15, E. of 17, 19, 1, 3, E. j of 5, . 7 9.
13, N. and 8.W. j of 23, S. j of 25, d.h.8

1 W. 1 35............ ....................

9 E . 3........... .......................... .........
25, 27, 35..... ........... .................. ,........
25, N. j of 27, 33, 35 ............ .................

35,............................
3, N.W. j 7, 9, N.W. j 15, N. j and S.E. j

17, 19, S. j and N.E. j 21, W. j of 23
and E. 4 of 31................. . ..... ............

N. j 13, 25, N. j and S.W. j 27, 33, S. j
and N.W . j 35....................................

Remarks.

IVacant.
Both patented to C P.R. Co.

Vacant.

do
do

Al vacant, except Section 9, patented .P.E.:
Co.

All vacant, except S.W. j 23, patentet
C.P.R. Co.

Sale in name of T. Wells, patented.
Vacant.
All vacant, except Section 35, patented (.P..

Go.
Vacant.

All vacant, except Section 3, patented G.P.R.'
Co ; N.W. j 15 patented G. Baxter, and.
N.W. j 17, sale in name of 0. Phelps.

N.W. j 13, sale in name of G. Phelpe, and the
E. j 27, a sale in name of W. H. Cross, and.
subsequently ,patented to J. Wardrope;
N.W. j and S.W. j of 27, patented to
0. P.R. Go. ; S. j and N.W. j 35, patented.
to G.P.R. Go. ; others vacant.

AlI west of first meridian.

35a-1'9

A. 186

'Town-
ship. Range

22
15
20

21

22
26
27

27
23
24

25
25

26

'(lef. 57908.)
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SOHEDULE of Lands proposed to be granted to the Canadian Pacifie Railway, accom-
panying the memorandum to Council, dated 20th February, 1883.

Number
Township. Range. Section. of

Sections-

13 22 31, west baif of 33....................... ...........
14 15 North haif of 31, south haif cf 33 ................................
14 20 North haif of 15, 21, south haif of 31, eat haif and south-west quarter

35, south-east quarter 17................... ................... ...... 3
14 21 Nortb-west quarter 13, 17, 19, 21, westhalf23,27, 31, 33, southhalf35 7
14 22 7, 23, west haif and south-eaat quarter2, 33, west haif of 35, 5.
15 26 15, est haif of 17, 19, 13, eut haif of 5, eat haif of 7, 9...........
15 27 13, north haif and south-west quarter of 23, south hall of 25, Eouth-east

narter 31, north-west quarter of 35............................ 216 27 Nori-east quarter of 3...................................
13 23 25, 27, 3..-.................. 3
13 24 25, north haif of 27, 33, 35.............. ..................
13 w s h a. f of. 33....... ......... ...................................................... 1
14 25 3, north-west quart r of 7, 9, north-west quarter f 15, orth haf and

N outh-as quarter 17, 19, s th half and north-eat quarter 21,
west half of 23, eas haf of 31 ........ ....... ........... ...... 6

14 26 North ha f of 13, 25, north haf and south-west quarter 27, 33, south
haf and north-west quarter of 35 .......................................... 4

Total .. ..................... ................................. 45

All weet of the firt meridian, and containiog twenty-nine thousand eight hundred acres, more-
*rlese.

IDzPARTMENT 0F THE INTEBJOR, OTTAwÂ, 26th June, 1885.
Sa,-I a s directed by the MiniSter of the nteriorto inform you, in answer t 

the first paragraph of your letter of the .7th instant, respecting the issue to th
Oanadian Pacifie Railway Company of a patent for the N. B. j of Section
21, Town2hip 14, Range 26, west of the Principal Meridian, that as that quarter

hation Was ntwd to W. H. Cross, on the ..th November, 1882, the Order in Council
of the fth Mar t, 1883, referred ton by you, is inoperative, in so far as ed relates to
the quarter section in question and the convoyance thereof to the company.

As regards the second paragraph of your ltter, respecting Section 1, Township
8, Range 3, west of the 4th Principal Meridian, I at to inform you that the Depart-
ment of Indian Affairs has withdrawn ail aim thereto, and that a patent therefor
in favor of the company is now in the course of prepration.

1 am to add that a memorandum, containing other information concerning the
lands specified in the schedule annexed to the said Order in Council, wilt be for-
-warded to you under cover of a separate letter.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

C. DRINKwATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

TrE CANADIAN PAcIFIa RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 17th June, 1885.

S1R,- Referring to your letter of 16th May, respecting the issue of certain patent&
applied for by this company, you intimate that patents cannot issue for N.E. j Sec-
tion 27, Township 14, Range 26, west of 1st meridian, inasmuch as that quarter sec-
tion bas been already disposed of. I beg to refer you to a letter to me from tie
secretary of the Department, dated 14th March, 1883. This letter enclosed a copY
of an Order in Council, dated 6th March, 1883, authorizing the conveyance to this
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company of certain lands which, through error, were sold by the company though
mot within the 24-mile belt.

I beg to draw your attention to the fact that 1 he quarter section, the subject of
this letter, is included in the schedule of lands referred to in that Order in Council
(Section 1, Township 8 Range 3, west 4th Meridian).

Your letter states that, according to the officiai plan, this section is an Indian
farm. I am advised, however, that the Indian Department will not object to this
section being conveyed to the company.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

P. B. DOUGLAS, Esq., Assistant Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERLOR, OTTAWN, 26th June, 1E85.

SIR,-I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to inforrm you, in answer to
Jour letter of the 17th instant, respecting the S. j of Section 23. Township 13, Range
24, west of the Principal Meridian, that although the statement made in one of my
lettors, dated the 16th May last, that that half section is outside of the "l twenty-four
mile belt," is incorrect, still it is quite impossible to grant snch half section to the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company, as a patent has already been issued therefor to
]Ienry A. Ruttan, as stated in my said letter of the 16th ultimo.

1 am to add that the report of the agent of Iominion lands at Birtle, explaining
3Why the half section in question was sold by him, has not yet been received here.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOJGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

C. DRINKWATEB, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacific Railway Company, MontreaL

THE CANADIAN PAciFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF TE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 17th June, 1885.

SIa,-With reference to your letter of the 15th May last, respecting S. î Section
23, Township 13, Range 24, west of 1st Meridian, sold by the agent of Dominion
lands to one Mr. Henry Ruttan. You state in your letter that " so far as the data in
'Iis Department show, he (Dominion lands agent) was justified in selling the land,
es it is situated immediately without the twenty-four mile belt of the railway." I
wuld respectfully point out that this section appears within the railway belt as laid
down by the Department on the official map forwarded to me by the Deputy Minister
onl the lst August, 1882. This map was forwarded by me to the land commissioner,
anId acted upon by him. Under these circumstances, I hope there will be no difficulty
In confirming the company in the title thereto. As I have already stated, the whole
section was disposed of by the company on the 4th March, 1882.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

P. B. DoUGLAS, Esq., Assistant Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 26th June, 1885.

SIR--With reforence to my letters ¾Wî of 27th April, 1885, and f¾¾¾¾ of 16th
May, 1885, informing you that patents tor certain lands in Manitoba and the North-
West Territories could not issue to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company until
eliquiries had been made concerning them, owing to the township plans showing
then to be either squatted upon or used for other purposes, I am directed by the
)4ilnister of the Interior to inform you that satisfactory answers, favorable to the
Con pany, have been received, and that patents are now issuing to your company for
the ollowing lands, namely- 293
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Section. Township. Range.
19, N. 1 23 and 27......................... 8 18 West
N. and S.E. 1,N.E. j 9 and 35.... 9 18 do
Fractional 1, and S. Î of 31. ..... 10 18 do
23 and 35...... ............. ............. 10 21 do
5, 9 and 15................................... 10 22 do
N. ý of 7............... ..................... 11 17 do
17........................ ... ,...... ......... 17 27 do
1.................................... .......... 8 3 do

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company,

Meridian.
lst.
do
do
do
do
do
2nd
4th

ecretary.
Montreal.

MONTREAL, 1885.
Received from the Honorable the Minister of the Interior eleven letters patent

Io the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, covering the following lands, viz.:-
Section, Township, ,Range. Meridian,

W hole 3.......................................... 7
do 24....................... 1d

N.W . - 9......................................... 13
W hole 27.......................................... 4

do 5................. ........................ 5
do 27............... ... .................. 5
do 27.......................................... 5
do 7........................................ 22
do 35.................................. ....... 18
do 17........................... 18do 2 ......... 24W. j & N.E. j 9 ••••..••.••••••.•••....•.....24.

6 West
6 do
0 do
0 do
1 do
9 do
0 do
4 do
.0 do
7 do
1 do

1st.
do
do
do
do
do
do
2nd
do
do

5th

Secretary Canadian Pacific Railway Company.

OTTAWA, 19th June, 1885.
SIR,-I am directed by Ibe Minister of the Interior to enclose herewith eleven

letters patent to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, covering the land men-
tioned in the accompanying form cf receipt, which please sign and return to me.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

0. DIRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Caradian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 17th June, 1885.
SIR,-I am directed by the M'iister of the Interior to enclose herewith eighty-

two letters patent to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, covering the land mon-
tioned in the accompanying form of receipt, which please sign and return to me.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

OFFICE OF THE DoMiNIoN LANDS COMIISSIONER, WINNIPEG, 30th May, 1885.
SIa,-In reply to your letter dated 10th instant, 86352 on 82030, 1 am directed

by the commissioner to inform you that the records of this office do not show that
any application has ever been filed here in reference to the W. j Section 17, 16, 22,
west 2nd Meridian.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
J. R. BUIRPÉ, Secretary.

8ecretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.
294
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Received from the Honorable the Minister of the Interior
in the name of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, coverin

Section. Towv

Whole 5 .... , ..............................
do 13 .......................................
do 13 ........................... ...........
do Fractional S. I 21......... .........
do ], 15....................................
do 17, 25...... ...........................
do 21, 23, 27..............................
do 3,9...... .
do & N.W.25 " '""".........
do 25......... .............. ...............
do 25, 33...... ............ ...............
do E. j 5............ ............... ......
do 7, Y5....................................
do 1........................... .............
do 17............... ........................
do 3......... ........ ......................

S. ½ & N.E. 1 9.. .............
W hole 15, 19, 33 """" '""''""

do 3.....................
do -5........................ ..... ........
do 25, 27, 31......... ................

W. S. E. f 35...............................
lWhole 5, 9, 21 and 23......................

do 15......................................
S. § 1.....
Whole 27...... ...........

do 9, W. 19...}.
N. S.W ¼ of 31.... .. """"'"'
N. ½ of 13 and whole of 33 and 35......
W hole 1 and S.W. 15.....................
N.W. } 3.............. ..........
Whole 27.......................................
S. j 27.........................................
Whole 7 and 13...........................
N.j 35...................................
Whole 1 and S. j 17, and whole 9, and

whole (Fractional) of 35...............
Whole 25 and 33....... .........

do 13 ...... .... .. ............. .......
do 19 ....................................
do (Fractional) 23.
do 27 and 35 ........
do 3 and 5...............................
do 15, 23, 27............................
do 3 ......................
do 27,31 .................................
do 1, 3, 5, 7, 9..... . ....... i
do 15, 17, 19, 21, 27, 31,33. "
do 19..............................
do 17 ......................................
do 33.........................
do (Frac'l) 19; whole (frae'l) 21.
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nship. Rang

12 27W
12 23

8 24
10 18

9 25
9 19
7 26

10 19
9 27
7 27

15 26
14 17
14 21
b 24 c

12 z1 c

il 22 c

13 23 d
13 24 d
10 26 c
il 26
il 28
12 28
13 15

14 15 g

13 16
12 18
15 E
il
14 12
10 13
12 14

7
12
il

16

19A
14
16
16
16

9
15
6

MONTREAL, 1885.
, letters patent issued
g the following lands
,e. Meridian.

est lst.
o do
Io do
do do
do do
Io do
Io do

Io do

Io do
Io do
Io do
Io do
Io do
Io do
Io do

Io do

Io do
Io do
Io do
dO do
do do
do do

do do

do do

o do
do do
ast. do
rest. do
do do
do do
do do

o do
do do
o do
o do

o 2nd.

o do
o do
o do

Jo do

o do

o 2nd.
0 do
o lst.

d

d
d
d
d
d
d

d

d
d
d
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Section. Townskip.
Whole (Frac'l 23; whole (frac'l) 27.. 7

do 1,31 .................... 8
do 1, 8, 7, 15 ... .......... ... 8
do 27,31 ................................ 8
do 5, 15,83 ............................ 9
do 19.................... .................. 8
do (Fractional) 33.................... 10
do do 7 .................... 9
do 15, 31.............................. 12
do 5, 17, 23 ........ ......... 13
do 3, 7, 15, 17, 23................ 14
do 3, 5, 17............... 15
do 27................ ...... 15
do 3, 23, 27, 33 ........ ,............... 11
do 1, 13, 23............................. 8
do 1, 3, 15, 31 .............. 9
do 15, 19,5 .......................... 10
do 21................................ ...... 13
do 23..................................... 14
do 17, 19 ........... ......... 10
do 1....................... 12
do 35............................. ......... 5
do 33..... .... ... ................ 9
do 15, 19, 25 ............ .....il
do 3............ .......................... 12
do 19........ ....................... ...... 10
do 31 ................. ................... 9
do 5, 7, 13...... ............. il
do 3...... ......... ....................... 14
do (Fractional) 5
do do 21 f...'''''''
do 5, 7, 15, 17, 19..................... 13
do 23, 27, 35 ...... ........ 13
do 25, 35.................................. 13
do 1, 23, 25 and :5.......... ......... il
do 33 and N. j of 7................... 11
do 3, S E j and N.W. 1 of 31....... 14
do 33, N . W. 113............ ......... 11
do 5........................ ............... 12

Secretary Canadian

Range. Meridian.
22 West. lst.
22 do do
17 do do
20 do do
20 do do
19 do do
20 do do
22 do do
29 do do
29 do do
29 do do
29 do do
31 do do
27 do do
28 do do
28 do do
28 do do
28 do do
28 do do
29 do do
27 do do
21 do do
21 do do
23 do do
24 do do
25 do do
26 do do
26 do do
25 do do

25 do do

30 do do
31 do do
17 do do
2: do do
16 do do
16 do do
18 do do
22 do do

Pacúflc Railway Company.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 6th June, 1885.
SIR,-I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to enclose herewith thrY

five letters patent to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, covering the isn'
mentioned in the accompanying form of receipt, which please sign and return to »a00

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

C. DRINEWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

MONTREAL, 1885.
Received from the Honorable the Minister of the Interior letters patent, iss1'

in the name of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, covering the following land6
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Section. Township.

W. j 27.................................... 14
Whoie 5.................................... 12

do 5...........5
Fractional whole 23 . ...... 7
Whole 33.............)

do 1, 19, 33..... ....................... 7
do 5 and 9.......................... . 7
do 19 ................................... 6
do 15 .......................... ......... 7
do 31 .......... . ............. 4
do 1 and 3............................. 12
do 21 ................................... 7
do 5 and 9...." 6-Fractional whole 21. "'..........

Whole 27................................... 13
do 17 and 27.......................... 15
do 23 .................................... 14
do 5, 7, 31, 35....... ........ 15
do (fractional) 23.................... 15
do do 27............15
do 5.................................... .14
do 31..................................... 15
do (Fractional) 23................... 15
do 19........................ 5
do 7 and 23..................... ...... 13
do 3, 17, 19 1
do 2ï, 31, 35 [."""'""""'" 14
do 23 and 27.......................... 16
do 3, 17, 23,.. 16do 27 frac. and 35 "".........
do 3 and 5............................... .17
do 3.............. ........... 19 A.
do 3...... . ............................. 17
do 7....... ............... 16
do 31 and 35.......................... 16
do 3, 5, 15 and 17............ 17
do 9, 13, 15 17,
do 21, 23, 2527 ..... ..... 15
do 31, 33 and 35)
do 3 and 5.............................. 17
do 27.................................... 17
do 3....................................... 16

Fractional 23, 27, 31 and 35 ....... 18

Range.

26 West.
16 do

17 do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do

do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do

do

do

do

do
do
do
do
do
do

Meridian.

lst.
do

do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do

2nd.
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do

do

do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do do

OTTAWA, 30th May, 18M

,t SIR,-In reply to your letter of the 16th instant, I have the honor to inform yomr
it his Department no longer requires Section 1, Township 8, Range 3, west of the

Xeridian, as it has ceased to operate a farm in that locality.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servat,

L. VANKUGHNET,

Deputy of the Superintendent general of Indian Agaira
BUo ,Esq., Deputy Minister of the Interior, Ottawa.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
DoMINION LANDs OFFICE, REGINA, 22nd May, 1885.

SIR,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated the 16th
instant, No. 86352 on 82030-1, and, in reply, to inform you that there is no claýil
registered against Section 17, Township 16, Range 22, west of 2nd Meridian, and I
know no reason why the land should not be included in the grant to the Canadian"
.IPacifie Railway. I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

W. H. STEPHENSON, Agent Dominion Lands.
The Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

OFFIcE oF TuE DOMINIoN LAND COMMISSIONER, WINNIPEG, 19th May, 1885.
Sr,-I am directed by the commissioner to acknowledge the receipt of your

letter dated 27th ultimo, F5157 on 82030-1 enclosing copies of two letters,
addressed to the agents for the Souris and Qu'Appelle districts, and enquirintg
whether the records of this cfflee disclose anything in reference to the several par-
cels of lands me-ntioned therein.

In reply, 1 am to informn you that the only piece of land among the parcels 1'
Iluestion, concernirg which the records of this office afford any information, is the
S. W. 1 Section 1, Township 9, Range 18, west Meridian, referred to in the Sur'
veyor general's letter of the 6th of March, 1882, ref. 27662, and of the 23rd of March,
1882, ref. 43326.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
J. R. BURPE, Secretary.

The Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
DOMINION LANDS OFFICE, BRANDON, 12th May, 1885.

SI,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated the 27t1
-ultimo (ref. 85157 on 82030-1), and, in reply, beg to say that all of the lands there'"
mentioned are vacant, that the squatters referred to bave either not applied for entrieO
or have abandoned their claims, and that I know no reason why the lands should 10
te included in the grant to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
ARTRUR W. REYNOLDS, 4gent of Dominion Lands.

The S cretary of the Departm ent of the Interior, Ottawa.
Telegram from Regina, VW. T.

To P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary Department of the Interior.

OTTAWA, 7th May.
lNo claim in this office registered against seventeen, seventeen, twenty-seven.

W. H. STEPHENSON.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTEBIOR, OTTAWA, 16th May, 1885.

EIn,-I lave the honor, by direction ot the Minister of the In terior, to acknOW
ledge the receipt of your letter of the 30th ultimo, requesting that patents nay is8*9
in favor of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company for certain lands in Manitob
and the North-West Territories, and, in reply, to inform you that patents are noW
couree of preparation for the sane.

I have the honor to be, Sir. your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

C. ])UIKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacific Railway Company, Montreal.
THz CANADIAN PACIF1c RAILWAY COMPANY,

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 30th April, 1885.
&rn,-I bave the honor to request, on behalf of this company, that patents

IUe in its favor for the following lands:-
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Section. Township. Range. Meridian.
Ail 13..... ... ...................... 9 18 West. 1st.
do 5..................... . . .............. 9 19 do do
do 27. . .......................... 11 20 do do
do 17 .......................................... 12 16 do do
do 23........................................... 13 16 do do
do 19 ............. ................... 19 21 do 2nd.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATE-R, Secretary.

JOhN R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 16th May, 1885.
SIR,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acknow-

ledge the receipt of your letter of the 21st ultimo, requesting that Section 35, in Town-
ahip 19, Range 7. westof 2nd Meridian, which im marked as rejected on the schedules

ceived here, may be included in the accepted list, and, in reply, to state that this
'Orection will forthwith be made.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

DAIRWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC IRAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 21st April, 1885.

SIR,-I have the hono' to request that Section 35, Township 19, Range 7, west
0 f 2nd Meridian, which is marked as rejected by this company on the schedule trans.

hitted to the Department, may be included in the accepted list.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

O. DRINKWATER, Secretary.
"o] R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 16th May, 1885.
Sr,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acknow

edge the receipt of vour letter of the 201h ultimo, requesting that patents may issue
favor of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company for Section 23, Township 12,

21, west of lst Meridian, and Section 31, Township 15, Range 23, west of the
eridian, and, in reply, to inform you that patents are now in course of prepara-

for the same.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.
bhNRKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 20th April, 1885.

ý ý411,-I have the honor to request, on behalf of this company, that patents may
e iIn their favor for the following lands:-

section. Township. Range. Meridian.
23........................................ .... 12 21 W est. 1st.
31.............................................. 15 23 do 2nd.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OP THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 16th May, 1885.
8 1R,--I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acknow
e the receipt of your letter of the 10th ultimo, requesting that patents may issue
'vor of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company for certain lands in Manitoba an&
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the North-West Territories, and in reply to inform you that patents are now iO
course of preparation for the same, with the exception of the E. j of Section 25,
Township 14, Range 25, west of the Principal Meridian, which has been disposed or
by the Department, and for which a patent has issued.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacific Railway Company, Montreal.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SE'7RETARY, MONTREAL, lOth April, 1886.

SIR,-I have the honor to request, on behalf of the Canadian Pacifie Railwf
-Company, that patents may issue in their favor for the following lands:-

Section. Township. Range. Meridian.
17 ........................................ ........ 8 17 W est lst.
15 .................. .. ........................... 9 27 do do
13 ....................... .......... 12 19 do do
N.W. j of 9 ............................ 13 20 do do
3 ................................................... 13 27 do do
E. j of 25........................................ 14 25 do do
27 ........................ . . ............... 14 3 do 2nd.

I am Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

JOHN R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Inte-ior, Ottawa.

LiST No. 6.-Lands for which Government Patents are require4.

Deed. Township. Range. Meridian. Section.
226 & 234 7 22 lst Al 27 previously applied for.
228 8 17 do do 17
230 9 27 do do 15
227 12 19 do do 13
231 13 20 do N.W. j 9
232 13 27 do Ail 3
233 14 25 do E. j 25
229 14 3 2nd Ail 27

WINNIPEG, lst April, 1885.

LAUD DEPARTMENT, CANADIAN PACIFIc RAILWAY COMPANY,
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, lst April, 1885.

DEAR SIR,-I forward to you by separate rogistered packet, the undermentio
deeds (in duplicate) for execution, and enclose a list of lands for which Governi"ý'0
patents are required.

No. Section. Township. Range. Meridian.
226, Robt. Sharman..................... S.W. 1 27 7 22 lot.
227, John Fraser........................ S.E. j 13 12 19 dû
228, William Lamb..................... E. 1 17 8 17 do
229, M. Kennedy........................ W. § 27 14 3 2nd.
230, Robt. Gillon......... ..... Ail 15 9 27 lst.
231, Dan. Reid .......................... N.W. 1 9 13 20 do
232, Maj.-Gen. Hyde R. Pigott...... Ail 3 13 27 do
213, Joseph Hanna................. S.E. 25 14 25 do
234p Robt. Sharman...............N.E. 27 7 22 do

8, Massey Mlanufacturing Oo'y.... Lote 16.18, block 16, Gretna.
Yours iaithlully,

J. H. MCTAVJSH, Assistant Land CommissiotIE'-
C4 DEIPNKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacific Railway Company, MontreSi.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 16th May, 1885.
SiR,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acknow-

dg6 the receipt of your letter of the 8th ultimo, enclosing a statement of corrections
t be made in the schedule which accompanied your letter to Mr. Hall, of the 23rd
bêcember last, and in reply to state that these corrections will be made forthwith.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assstant Secretary.

'R fINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacific Railway Company, Montreal.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 8th April, 1883.

SIR,-With my letter of the 23rd December last I had the honor to transmit
eh6dules of lands which had been examined at that date, indicating such as it was

*Oposed to accept and reject in terms of the company's contract.
I now beg to enclose statements of corrections, which further examination of the

Zi rts of the land department show to be necessary, and I shall be obliged if yon
I have the corrections made in the schedules sent you.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

O'M R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

CORRECTIONs to List of Accepted and Rejected Lands West of 1st Principal
Meridian.

Accepted. Rejected.

Township 2.

(S.W . 19), for examination .......... .............................
Add 7......................................................

Township 3.

N.E. 19 ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. .  ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Should read W . 19, S.i 27 ................................................

Township 4.

it Strike out N.E. 21, being homestead ................... .......
* For examination (N and 8. W. 1, frac. 13)...................

do (S.W 13, frac 17, frac. 19).............. ......
For 21 and 33 read, frac. E. 21, frac. E j 33............. ..

Township 5.

(27), for examination ......... ...... ....................... ............
b (8-E. 3) do ......................... ....................

Add S W. 25............... ........................

Township 6.

N .............. ......... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....I For N. 25, read N. 27 ....... ... ..... ...................................
For examination (frac. 5, 7, 19, N. W. 21, N.W. 33).............

Township 13.

2W Add (N. 35) for examination ................... .......................
8 For examination N.E. 33, W. 25, N.E. 35)........................

do N. 31, N.E. 35)............-...
do N.E. 1, S.W. 13)........................-.......
do E. 33)................................

Accept ai....... ...... . ........
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CORRECTIONS to List of Accepted and Rejected Lands West of lst Principal
Meridian.

A ccepted.

2E
13

14
15
16
19
22

15
17

21

17
18

9

14
15
19
23
24

3
6

14
20
22

14
34

3E
9

il

Rejected.

Township 14.Township 14.

For examination (N.W. 15) .............................
Add 1 ...................................... .. ...............
For examination (S. 3, S. and N.E. 5, N. and S.W. 7, 19)....
Add N. W. 19...................................

do 13................... ....... ............ ......................
do 25......... ..................... ...........

For 1, read N. and S.E. 1......... ..................... .
For S. and N.W. 25, read W. 25...................................

Township 7.

Strike out N.B. 21, sold by Government............................
For S. 9, read all 9; for all 17, read S. 17...........................
For all 13, read N. 13.......................................................

Towonship 8.

For S. 83, read all 33 ......... .....................................

Township 9.

Ail 15 ... ...... .... •...... ........................... ....................
Strike out 21 ; E. 21 stands..............................................

Township 10.

For 3, read N. and S.E 3.... ........ ...........................
For 9, read N. and S.E. 9. . ......... ...............
For N. 23, read aIl 23 ........................................... ........
A dd W. 23....................................................

do 25........................... ..........................................
Strike out 25..................................................... ..............
For all 5, read N.j and S.E. 5, for examination ..................

Township 11.

N.E. 33, add...............................................................
..... ................... ........ ..................-..............................

For all 27, read E. 27...... ....... ...................................
Included twice ; strike ont first insertion...... ..............
Include 1 ...... ................. ...............

Township 12.

For N.W. 35, read N.I 35................. ................... ........
Frac. 1, frac. 13, frac. 25, insert....... ........... ...........

Township 15.

For examination (3, 5, 9, 17; S. 21) ............................
do (W. 7, N. 27).. ...........................
do (S. W. 9) ............. . ............. .

4. P. R. LAND DIPART MENT, WINNIP.aa, 31st January, 1885.
802
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Range.

Strike ont all.
(Reserved for examination).

For N. and S.E. 13, read E, 13.

Township 8.

Strike out N. 33, being Oan.
Land Co.

Township 9.

Strike out 15.

Township 10.

Add 15.

Township 11.

Add S.E. 7.

Strike out 1.
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CORRECTIUN to List of Accepted and Rejected Lands West of the 2nd Principal
Meridian.

k&fge. Accepted. Rejectad.

Township 6. Township 6.

6 Strike out 17, 19 ....... .................... Add 17, 19.

Township 8. Township 8.

12 Add to liEst 3, 13, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 31, 33, 35......................
13 Strike out 17 ............................. .... ................................ Add 17.

Township 9. Township 9.

13 Strike out 31 ................................................................. Add 31.
17 For examination.................... ......................................
19 ............................. ....... do 23.

Township 11. Township 11.

1 Strike out 35............... Add 35.

Township 12. Township 12.

16 Strike out 21 ............ ............. ..................... Insert 21.
25 For examination (31, 33, 35) ...................................
26 do (35) .............................
27 do (33, 35) ........................................ .

Township 19.

2 35 outaide belt ................................................. .............

Township 19Â.

12 Should be south halves of 7 and 9 ..... ................................

Township 20.
16.17 Should be south portions of 19, 21, 23,................................

Township 21. Township 21.

i1 25 is outside beit ............ ........ .............................. ........16 Add fractions 13, 15 and 17 ..............................................
13 do 15, 17 ....................................... ,.. Withdraw 15, 17, being 0. N.-WF

do 1 ........................ ................. ................................ Land Col. S.

LAND DEPARTMENT, WINNIPEG, 17th March, 1885.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 16th May, 1885.

o IR.-I am directed by the Minister to instruct you to inform me, without delay,
23 at grounds you made the sale to Mr. Henry N. Rattan of the S. j of Section
4 'ownship 13, Range 24, west of lst Meridian, on the 16th November, 1882, as it

ears that the whole of this section was sold by the Canadian Pacifie Railway
panY in March of the same year.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

g f ominion Lands, Birtie, Man. P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant ecretary.

DEPARTMENT OP THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 16th May, 1885.
ed i"S-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acknow<

e te receipt of your letter of the 1st ultimo, encloeing a copy of a letter froEr.
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your counpany's land commissioner, respecting a claim to the S. j of Section 23,
TownEhip [3, Range 24, west of 1st Meridian, and, in reply, to state that the agent
,of Douknion lands reported this land as a sale to Henry N. Ruttan, That it W8

solo to him on the 16th of November, 1882. And, further, that a patent for the
same issued to Mr. Ruttan on the 3rd July, 1884.

The agent of Dominion lands will be written to for his reasons for making thiS'
sle, although, so far as the dates in this Department shows, he was justified in BO
doing, as the land is situated immediately without the 24-mile belt of the railway.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

0. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

THE CANADIAN PAciFi RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFIcE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 1st April, 1885.

Si,-I beg to enclose copy of a letter from this company's land commissioner,
i.ated 26th March, respecting S. J Section 23, Township 1, Range 24, west, 1st Merid-
ian, upon which a claim is made under a sale by the Dominion lands agent at Birtle•
The section in question baving been already disposed of by this company, I shall b
obliged if you will have the same confirmed and the claim removed.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, ecretary.

A. M. Buaoiss, Esq., Deputy Minister of the Interior, Ottawa.
WINNIPEG, 26th March, 1885.

DEAR Sia,-Claim has been made to the S. j Section 23, Township 13, Range 24'
lst Meridian, under a sale by the Dominion lands agent, Birtie, to Henry N. Ruttat,
dated 16th November, 1882.

This is clearly within our belt and there has never been any question as to it
being so.

It is shown on the old maps of the Department of the Interior as falling to the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, and was not reported by the Dominion lands agent 50
having been disposed of in any way when we made inquiries previous to placing Our
lands on the market.

The wbole section was sold by us on the 4th March, 1882, and application should'
]be made to the Governmont to confirm the company in its title.

Yours truly,
J. H. McTAVISH, Land Commissioner.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 16th May, 1885.
SIR,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acknO'"

ledge the receipt of your letter of the 28th March last, requesting that a patent maY
issue in favor of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, for the W. j and N.E. I of
&ection 9, in Township 24, Range 1, west of the 5th Meridian, and, in reply, to infore*

yon that a patent to said company for the lands mentioned is now in course of pr

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUtGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.
TuE CANADIAN PACiFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 28th March, 1885.

SR,-I beg to apply, on behalf of this company, for a patent for the W. eOe
N E. 1 Section 9, Township 24, Range 1, west of the 5th Meridian.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

JoeN R. HALL, Esq,, Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 10th May, 1885.
Sia,-With reference to your memorandum of the 26th March last, requesting

tbat the enclosures with your letter of the 4th February last be returned to you, I
hlave the honor, by direction of the Minister, to enclose the same, herewith, being
descriptions of right of way of the Stonewall Branch of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
acrous the following lands, namely:-

Section. Township. Range. County.
N.W . il.................................... 12 2 East. Selkirk.
S.E 3 .................................... 13 2 do Lisgar.
N.E. 29 .......................... ......... 13 2 do do
S.E. j 29......... ................ ........ . 13 2 do do
S. W. j 29..................... 13 2 do do
N.W . j 29.................................... 13 2 do do

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

. P. BRADLEY, Secretßry Department Railways and Canals, Octawa.

(lfemorandum.)
'ID P. B. DouGLAS, Esq.

Will you please return enclosure No. Answer.
3'5*19, enclosed to you with our letter Enclosures returned.
dated 4th February, last, to which you
tOPty 24th inst. No. 84610.

A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 10th May, 1885,
SIR,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acknow -

Iedge the receipt of your letter of the 26th March last, requesting that a patent may
ne in favor of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company for Section 9, Township 14,age 18, west of the Principal Meridian, and, in reply, to inform you that a patent

fOr that section to your company is now in course of preparation.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.
)RINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

TuE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 26th March, 1885.

SIR,-I have the honor to request, on behalf of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
rnlpany, that patents may issue in their favor for the following land:-AIl Section

o> wnship 14, Range 18, west 1st Meridian.
1 am, Sir, your obedient servant,

C. DRINKWATER, Secretary,
RN R. HIALL, Esq,, Socretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 10th May, 1885.
led SIR,- have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acknow-ge the receipt of your letter of the 21st March last. asking that patents may issue
t favor of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, for certain lands in Manitoba and
the Xorth-West Territories, and, in reply, to inform you that patents are now in
a se of preparation for the lands in question, with the exception of Section 5, Town-

e b22, Range 1, west of the 5th Meridian, the plan of which township has not
een received here.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLiAS, Assistant Secretary.

NKwATRt, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.
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TuE CANADIAN PAC-FIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTEAL, 21st March, 1885.

SIR,-I bave the bonor Io request, on behalf of the Canadian Pacifie Railwayý
Company, that patents may ishue in their favor for the following lands:-

Section. Township. Range. Meridian.
Ail 3....................................... 7 16 West. lst.

do 5............................................. 14 12 do do
S. W . 1 25 .................................... 14 18 do do
A il 25........................................... 14 3 do 2nd.
do 3............,.............................. 15 4 do do
do à........................................... 22 1 do 5th.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

JOHN R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTME-ÇT ,F THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 1st May, 1885.

SIR,-I have the bonor, by direction of the Minister, to enclose herewith a copy
of a letter addressed to the agent of Dominion lands for Qu'Appelle district, in rel'
tion to the W j of Section 17, in Township 16, Range 22, west of the 2nd Meridianr
asked for by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, and part of which is showO
by the township plan to have been plougbed.

I am to ask you if any information respecting the ]and in question bas ever
been recorded in your office, or if any application has been filed with you in regardl
to the same.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

B. H. SMITH, Esq., Commissioner of Dominion Lands, Winnipeg.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIoR, OTTAWA, 10th May, 1885.

S,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minimter, to request you to infore
me, without delay, whether or not the W. j of Section 17, in Township 16, Range
22, west of the 2nd Meridian, is vacant, as the township plan shows ploughing to'
have been done on a part of ibis half-section.

if no entry bas been made therefor, do you know any reason why this 10(t
,£hould not be included in the grant to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company ?

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient Eervant,

P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.
Agent of Dominion Lands, Regina, N.W.T.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 10th May, 1885.

SIR,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acknO<#
ledge the receipt of your letter of 16th March, requesting that patents may issue 1t

favor of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company for certain lands in Manitoba
the North-West Territories.

In answer, 1 am to state that patents are now in course of preparation for the
lands in question, with the exception of the, N.W. j of Section 35, in Township j
Range 22, west of lst Meridian, which bas Leen ditposed of by the Departoont, aD
the W. - of Section 17, Township 16, Range 22, west of 2nd Meridian, which tbh
townsbip plan shows to have been occupied by a squatter.

With reference to this latter half-section, I may state that the Dominion lai
agent and commissiorer of Dominion lands have both been written to respecting "'

Il found vacant it will be patented to the company.
I bave the honor to be, Sir, your obediert servant,

P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.
Ç. DRINKWATER, Ebq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.
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TUE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILwAY C MPANY,
OFFICE 0F THIE SECRETARY, 31oNTREAL, 16th March, 1885.

SIR, -I have the honor to request. on behal f of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company, that patents may issue in their favor for the following lands :-

Section. Township. Range. Meridian.
All 3à ....................................... 22 West st
S Î 21....................... 1018 do do
Ali 13.......................................... 12 23 do do
All 5.................. ......................... 12 27 do do
S j and N. W. 1 35 ....................... 13 22 do do
Ail 15 and .......... 13 2 * do do
Al 9 ............ ..................... 15 6 do do
All 17...........................................16 22 do 2nd

I have tie honor to be, Sir, yotir obedient servant,
0. D1IINKWATER, Secretary.

ý'OH1q IR. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the interior, Ottawa.
DEPARTMENT 0F THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, IOth May, 1885.

SiPa,-I have the honor, by direction of the M1inister of tho( Interiûr, t0 ask yoii
tO be good enougi 10 informn nae if Section 1, in 'Qowiiship 8, flî,nge 3, west of the

,4th Meridian, is stili nsed as an Indian farm, a.,; the officiai 1plan of this township
""*1Ows il 10 be appropriated for that purpose. Thieîsecrutary of the Canadian Pantfio
]Railway Company has appiied for a patent for this section, the [and iying within
that railway's 48-mile bell, and he lias Deen informed that -the plan of the township

'question shows the land applied for to have bcen used as an Indian farm, and tiat
110 action can be taken in relation therelo until enquiry lias been made of 'you. as to
WhIetler il is now so used or not.

I have the honor to be, Sir,your obedient servant,
P.B iDO-UGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

SVÂNRO-UQUNET, Esq., Deputy of the Superintondent General of Indian Affairs.

DEPÂRTMENT 0F TELE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 161h May, 1885.
SIm,-With reference to your letter of the 6t1i Mardi last, enclosing sciedule of
8~id required by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Comnpany, and asking Ibat patents

'lyissue lierefor in ils favor, I have lie honor, by direction of the Minister, to
frn you that patents are now in course of preparation for the saine, with the
Cexption of the N. E. 2 of Section 27, in Township 14, Range 26, west of lst
~Meridian, which lias already been disposed of, and Section 1, Township 8, Range 3,
'est of the 4h MeridiaD, which is, according 10 the officiai plan oftIhis township, au
Iridli farm.

Beforeany steps can be taken to issue bo your company a patent for this alt-
'ý40ntioned section, enquiry will be made of lhe Indian Depîtrîment if tbis land is
11 sed as the plan denotes.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your ohedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary,.

i.>ItlINRWAT.ER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie 1Uailway Ciînpany, Niontreal.

TUEc CANADIAN PAOIFIC RAILWAY CJOMPANY,
OFFICE 0F TUE SECRETART, MONTREAL, 6th Mardi, 1885.

sîa,)-I have lie honor 10 request, on bohiif o.)' hua compariy, tiat patents mar-
issuie in their f avor for the lands meontion cd in the atlached list.

I have the honor 10 be, Sir, your c.6edient servant,
C. J)R[NKWATER, Secretary.

N .. HALL, Es j., Secretary Daparînient of tàe [uturior, Ottawa.
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LIsT of Lande Deeded by Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, and Government
Patents required.

Tp. R. M. sections. Patent required.

4 20 1 'qandNW427........ ............... Al127.
5 19 1 SW127 ............................. Ali27.
5 20 1 W 27.......... ..................... &Il27.
5 21 1 5W 5 ................................ Ali5.
5 22 1 SW 17......... ..... Al117.
7 25 1 W 31............Ali3s.
9 19 1 E 33.................. - .. .... Al133.

12 16 1 NW............Â115.
12 21 1 Ail 17..............................Ai 17.
12 21 1 A1119....... ......... Ali1.
14 26 1 NWj27......................NjandW BW27.

9 i W9......... . . A±9

9 ~ ~~ ~ 1 2 and NW .... 27.. ........ ............... .......................... l 9

15 4 2 2E 17...................... ......
3 4 1 .......................... .............................. il.

S W.. A 13 .. .................................................. A. i 3.
. 1 W3............ .....W.25..................A25.

1 3......,......... ... .................. ... .. Ail
....... . ..... A ll 17 ........................... .......,........ ............... ..... l 1 .

DEPARTMNT 0F T7E INTERIOR, OTTAwA, 2th April, 1885.
SiR.-1 have the hon oi, by direction of the Minister, te acknowledge the reoeiPt

of your letcer of the l7th eof February last, enclosing a achedule of lands roquired 1)1
the Canadiari Pacifie Railway Company, and askiiig that patents, shoiald issue LhereW
in its favor.

In answer, I arn te state that patents are now in course of preparatieri for th#
lands mentioned in the said schedule) with the exception of the following, that is to
say:

Section. Township. Range. Meridian.
AI l of 151 17, 19, 21, 231 and 33....... 2 27 West 1 st.
S 2 s 97andS...9...........................3 3 do do
AIof23 ...... ............................ .3 4 do do
W 4of 19......................... 3 do do
IN. Wfo 23and Wj of27..... .... 8 18 do do
S. 3O.1...... ................................ 9 18 do do
N.-E. jof 9and W fl1............10 18 do do

Îof25.7.....................10 21 do do
AIiof 5N. W. of 9and. j of15. 10 22 do do

N..fo ............................... il1 17 do do
.of I .............. ......... A17 27 do 2nd.

Ali ef' 13 ............................. 26 5 do 5th.

J amn aise te state, with reference te these lands, that these in Township 2, 90461
27 west of lst Mçjridian, Township 3, Range 3 west, Township .3, Range 4W'«'t
and Township 3, Range 5 west, are in the Manitoba and South-Western Raiiwz' yOî
That Township 2ii, Range 5 West of 5th Meridian, is net stirveyed, and tha, wit
respect to the other lands, 1 have written te the Dominion lands agents auL tIbo
Commissioner eof Dominion lands, enquiring whether any entrios have beon Od
or applications filcd in relation te the saine, as the township plans show thoO 
havo beeni sqnatted upon. iSection 35, in Township 2, Range 27 West, lat Neridian, Sections 13 and "'fi
Townbhip 2, Range 28 west, and Sections 15, 17 and 21, in Township 2, Ru
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W-est although being in the Manitoba and South.Western Railway Company's belt;
have been granted to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company for special reasons.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. M. BURGESS, Deputy Minister of the Interior.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

DEPARTMENT OF TiHE INTERIOR, OTTAwA, 27th April, 1885.
SiR,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister, to enclose herewith copies

Of two letters, addressed to the Dominion lands agents for Souris and Qu'Appelle
listricts, in relation to certain lands in odd-numbered sections, asked for by th-r
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, and which are shown, by the township plans, to
have been squatted upon.

I am to ask you if any information respecting the lands in que'tion has ever
been recorded in your office, or if any applications have been filed with you in regard
to any of them.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

. L SMITH, Esq., Commissioner of Dominion Lands, Winnipeg.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 27th April, 1885.

S,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister, to instruct yon to inform.
1ne, without delay, if the S. ¼ of Section 17, in Township 17, Range 21, west of the
2d Meridian, is vacant.

The township plan shows a house built and land ploughed on this half section.
If no entry has been made therefor, do yon kn',w any reason why this land

shOuld not be included in the grant to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company ?
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.
4gent of Dominion Lands, Regina, N.W.T.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 27th April, 1885.
SIR,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister, to instract you t-) inforn

7e, Without delay, if the following lands are vacant. The N. W. 4 of S àm >mn 23,
"'d the W. j of 27, in Township 8, Range 18, west of 1st Meri lia ; the S i of 1,
"Id the N. E. 1 of 9, in Township 9, Range 18, west of 1st Mori lian; th 3 W. j of 1,
"'Township 10, Range 18, west of lst Meriditn; the W. ¼ of i5, in Tovvn'ip 10,

ige 21, west of lst Meridian; the whole of 5, the N. W. j of 9 and the P, j of 15,
Township 10, Range 22, west of 1st Meridian, and the N. W. j of 7, in T 'nship

1, Range 17, west of lst Meridian.
The township plan of Township 8, Range 18. west, shows on the N.W. k of 23

e acre ploughed by one John Screech; the N. W. 1 of 27, 5 aes ploughed and a
honse in course of erection by one A. C. Killam; the S.W. 4 of 2, 10 acres ploughed

d a log house erected by one C. H. Killam. On the plan of Township 9, Ringe
18 West, the S.W. j of 1, shows land ploughed; the S E. j of 1. land plonghet by
0n Chas. Stewart, and the N.E. j of 9, land ploughed by one S. F. McKay. Ou
he plan of Towaship 10, Range 18 west, the S. W. 1 of 1 shiws hases orected by

'ne Wm. Currie; the N. W. j of 1, a house erected aud lant ploug'iel. On the plaa
Township 10, Range 21 west, the W. j of 25 shows land ploaghai. On the plan1f m. theui N.W W f9 n h .. 1o

15 TOwnship 10, Range 22 west, the whole of 5, t . -of 9, andtheS.E.jof
, shows land ploughed, and the N.E. j of 15, land ploughed and a house erected.

onj the books in this office the N.W. 1 of Section 7, Township 11, Range 17 west, ia
eItered to one Robert Carter, as a homestead, dated 21st April, 1879.

-Rave those, whose names appear as squatters on the towaship plans above men-
iOned, ever applied to make entries?
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If they have not, and the other lands are vacant, do yon know any reason why
these lands should not be included in the grant to the Canadian Pacifie Railway'
Company ?

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

Agent of Dominion Lands, Brandon, Manitoba.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE oF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 17th February, 1885.

SI,-I have the honor to request, on behalf of this cormpany, that patents may
issue in their favor for the lands mentioned in the attached lists.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

JOHN R. IIALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

LIST of Land Deeded by Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, and Government
Patents required.

WEST OF FIRST MERIDTAN.

ToWsüip 2.

Section

Ail 15 ...........
Ail 17............
Al 19..... ......
Ali 21............
Al 23...........
All 33 .........
Ail 35......
All 13............
Ail 21.......

il 5

Con.

0196
0196
0196
0196
0196
0196
0197
0197
0197
0197

Deed Patent required.

153 15.
153 17.
153 19.
153 21.
153 23.
153 33.
154 35.
154 13.
154 21.
15A lx

Ail 17........0197 154 17.
All 21............ 0197 154 21.

ToWNSHIP 3.

3 S 17............ 0021 54 S 17.
8 19......... 0023 55 S 19.

4 A 23..... ...... 0022 70 23.
5 W 19.......... 0151 36 W 19.

TowNsHIP 4.

20 31.........0075 98-9 31.

ToWNSHIP 5.

21 Ail 35 ....... 0108 97 35.
24 NW 17. 0107 106 17.

310

TowNsnip 6.

Section.

All 33...... ......
W 1 19..........
111 5.............
Al 9. . ...
W ý 21..........

Con. Deed.

15
0133

484
73

403

51
15

174
149
184

ToWNSHIP 7

14 NE 5........1543 115 5.
S9. 1514 166 9.

NW .......... 950 135 1.
15 SE9 ........ .. 203 101 9.

SW 17......... 106 102 Si 17.
SE 35. ......... 2137 164 35
8W 35 . 2140 116 1

16 SW 1. ......... 165 138 1.
Ail 19 .... ...... 56 56 19.
'iW j 33 ........ 204 49 33.

17 N j 5............ 119 173 5.
SW 23........... 7 167 23.
SE 23............. 238 168 1
E 33 .............. 186 113 33.

18 NE 21......... 1480 195 21.
19 SW j 15......... 34 105 15.
22 W i9........... 193 152 19.

Ail 21...... ..... 122 57 21.
All 23............ 299 77-79 23.
SE 27,........... 88 199 27.

26 All 21............ 131 86 21.
All 23 ........... 129 87 23.
All 27........... 130 88 27.

27 AIl 25-...... 132 85 25.
N 133...... ..... 583 82 33.

A. 1886
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LIST of Land Deeded by Canadian PaciCc Railway Company, &c.--Continued.
WEST OF FIRST MERIDIAN-Continued.

TOWNSHIP 8.

Section.

NW 1. .........
NW 3...... ...
W 7 7............
NW 15 .......
Sw 19 ...... .
N j23 ........ :...
Ali 27...... ......
N i 19 ...........
Ali 27...........

Con. | Deed |Patent required.

735
692
23

103
0049

1l
598
31

400

169
160
71

176
48

11-50
139
175
194

1.
3.
7.
15.
19.
N 423.
27.
19.
17.

All 31............411 186 31.
22 NW¾ 1 ........ 257 73 1.

NW 31.........0146 25 31.
24 All 13......,....1570 107 13.
28 SE41. 768 119 1.

S ..... 771 148 13.
NW- 23......... 766 93 23.

TOWNSHIP 9.

NE 1 ....... 918 180 1.
NE 9 .......... 272 42 N E 9.
E j 35. ....,..... 718 109 35.N W j35 ........ 719 110 35
NE t25 ......... 353 197 125
SE 25 ......... 68 83 12
All 17......... 243 157 17.
W A 5 ......... 946 34 5.
NE 15 ....... 149 46 15.
NE 33.......115 62 33.
flE 33 .. 1611 191 133

SE 33 ......... 1665 155 33
SW 47......... 1732 17 7.
All 1 .... ....... 764 35 1.
Ail 15 ......... 0143 22 15.
N W131... ...... 2. 5 146 31
NE j 25 ......... 1985 145 25
NW 1'25 ......... 2029 144 2
8 11 ..... ...... 2036 118 1.
N t 3 . ......... 2456 134 3.
Al 5............ 0169 65 15.
Ail 31...... 069 65 31.

TowNsHiP 10.

E 7 y.............

le 8h 1.3 .........
Ail i

198 31..........3D..••.......
All 9 ...... .......

to) NW 25 .........
lu 1 33 .........

144 10;3 Il7.
145 1b8 *

1816 92 13.
717 108 1.
218 140 8 31.

I 16 3.
308 33 9.

1190 114 133.

TOWNSHIP 10-Concluded.

Section.

W a 23 .........
SW i 25.........

Ail 7All 1..........W 12 9............
AW 27 15..........

Ail 19............Wi 1 5 ...........
All 27 ............

All 35............
E 17............
N 19...........

Con. | Deed.| Patent required.

1483
355
283
155

4
1294
0191
2478
0169
0169
0169
0169
0169
0169

136 23.
36 25.
53 5.

132 9.
131 15.
190 19.
127 25.
61 27.
65 31.
65 15.
65 19.
65 35.
65 17.
65 19.

TowxsHIP 11.

Il N and SE 27... 0185 104 27.
16 NW 7 ............ 391 27 N 7.

S 7 33............ 1836 199 33
17 N 47............. 112 63 N 7.
18 NW 13......... 54 165 NW 13.

Al 33 .......... 216 124 33.
20 E j 13.......... 76 133 13.
21 SE 1 19 ......... 690 159 19.
22 .8 9............. 93 29 8 j and NE 9t.

Si 15 ............ 788 103 15.
ANll 19............ 92 28 19.
N 33............ 320 185 33.

23 W 15 ...,...... 427 5 15.
A 19 . ........ 657 69 19.
NE 425 ......... 602 20 25.

24 Ahi 1 ...... . ... 607 68 1.
A Il 23 .......... 617 67 23.
All 25... ......... 618 23 25.
Ali 35 .... ..... 622 24 S5.

25 W 5 ..... ... 0169 65 5.
NE ¾ 23 019, 129 23W 43 .......... 0193 130 j

26 All 5 ............ 0169 65 5.
All 7....... ..... 0169 65 7.
SW 13 ....... ... 773 171 13.

27 All 3. ........... 0169 65 3.
All 23 .......... 0169 65 23.
All 27............ 1578 189 27.
bE 33 ............ 1579 198 33.

28 E5 ............... 1358 75 5.
NE 9.......... 1344 162 9.
NE 21 ......... 969 90 21.
Al 23............ 0169 65 23.

TOWNSHIP 12.

14 NW 35.... ,. 0132 14 Ni 35.
16 NW 1 ..... 1815 f 123 il.
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LT of Land Deeded by Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, & .- Continued.
WEST OF FIRST MERIDIAN-Concluded.

Section.

jSW 15.........
17 til 25............IR 31 ...... ......

21 E3 ...............
23 N l ..............

sW 1 1..........
Al 3.. ..........

2? S 5 ...... ....
24 E 3 ........ .....
27 s 1 ....... ......
28 SI b 15.........
29 All 15...... ......

Ail 31............

Con. 1 Deed.|Patent required.

303
1517

176
729

1172
1173
467

1430
667
992

1033
0169
0169

181 8W15.
il 25.

182 33.
72 3.
19 1
18 1

117 3.
89 5.
84 3.

161 1.
76 15.
65 15.
65 31.

TOWNSHIP 13.

sW j 1. .......
SE j i...... .....
N 127. ..........
N E 13 ....

E j 33 ........
W ý 35...........
-4E j 25. ........
E 35..... ......
8 3 ...... .......
8 L 35......... 
SE j21..........
Ail 5...........

E 17 ....,. .... -
N 23 ............

3 3. ...... ......
Al 5............

Ail15Ail 15............

All 17 ....
Ail 9......

943
947
167

1188
1452
127

1880
2097

699
1114
1150

709
0169
0169

0170
0170
0170

0170
0170

141
142
177 27.
31 N j 13.
94 33.

183 35.
128 25.
100 35.

1 3.
193 35.
112 21.
156 5.

65 17.
65 23.

.........
66 5.

7.
...... 15.

.....17.

..... 19.

TOWNSHIP 13-Concluded.

Section.

Al 23...... ....
All 27.......
Ail 35.......

Con.

0170
0170
0170

Deed. Patent required.

.... 23.
.27.
.35.

TOWNSHIP 14.

'W j 27.........
NW 9..........
SW j 19....
NW j 31.........
NE } 31 .........

833,..... .......
N 3.............

S j 31. .........
si 1...........,,
All 3....... .....
Rw i 35.........
W 4 7 ............
All 25 ..........
All 23...........
Ail 3 ...........
Ail 7 ............
Ail 15............
Ail 17...........
Al 23............

1374 178
952 47
571 150
596 40

43 120
441

143
151

43
121
179
21
39

59-60
96
96
96
96
96

7u
368
948

2241
1304
1583
0139
1744

813
0183
0183
0183
0183
0183

S j 27.
9.
W j 19.

N and SW 31.

3.
SE and NW 31.
1.
3.
W i and SE 35.
7.
25.
23.
3.
7.
15.
17.
23.

TOWNSHIP 15.

E NW W 3...........
2 E 5....... .....
29 A l 3...... .....

All 5 ...........
Al 17...........

31 N E 127 ........

0144 26
1321 80
0183 96
0183 96
0183 96
1887 122

NW 3.
E 5.
3.
5.
17.
27.

ToWNSHiP 5.

2 119............ 0112a 10 119.

TOWNSHIP 13.

j sE 7.......... 0150 30 7.
M j 23........... 0174 81 23.

2 WJ27 ..... ... 0123-4 52 27.

WEST OF SECOND MERID [AN.

ToWNSHIP 14.

8 4 3 .......... ...
All 17 ...........
Ail 19...........
All 27............
Al 31............
All 35............
S and NE 15...
Al 23............
All 27............
E 23 ......... .....
E 5 ...... .........

0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
0164
0134

66
66
66
66
66
66
66
66

58
13

A. 1886

TowNSMIP 12-Concluded.

3.
17.
19.
27.
31.
35.
15.
23.
27.
23.
5.
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LIST of Land Deeded by Canadian Pacific Railway Company, &ci-Concluded.

WEST OF SECOND MERIDIAN-Concluded.

TOWNSHIP 15. il

Section.

2 Ail 17... .
Ail 27....

3 N 5 ..............
All 7 ............
Ail 31.........
Ail 35.........

4 Ail 23...........
All 27...........

7 All 31 ..... ......
8 SW 23...
17 Ail 9........

Ail 13 ...........
Ail 15............
Ail 17............
Ail 21............
Al 23............
Ail 25............
Al 27..........
All 31............
All 33............
Ail 35............

Con. 1 Deed.1 Patent required.

0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
1905-6
0189
0179
0179
0179
0179
0179
0179
0179
0179
0179
0179
0179

-1
66

32
111
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91

17.
27.
5.
7.
31.
35.
23.
27.
31.
23.
9.
13.
15.
17.
21.
23.
25.
27.
31.
33.
35.

TOWNSHIP 16.

2

5

6
8

17

11 7.
Al 23...........
Ail 27............
Al 3...........
Ail 17............
All 23............
AIl 27............
Ail 35............
Al 3. ............
W j 23 ........
_ 27 ..........
W J2 35. ........
All 27 and 31.
Al 15 and 23.

A 31.........Al 33........... 
IE a1-.........
NI 35 ..........

, 5, 7, 9, 15,
17, 19,21, 27,31, 33.

0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
0163
2411
0170
0051
0179

66 7.
66 23.
66 27.
66 3.
66 17.
66 23.
66 27.
66 35.
66 3.
66 23.
66 27.
66 35.
66 27, 31.
66
38a
95
66 31.
12 35.
91 1, 3, 5, 7, 9,15,

17, 19, 21, 27,31, 33.

TOWNSHIP 16-Cocluded.

C6
¤ Section. Con. Deed. Patent required.

24 NE 3 ............. 1641 19 3.
28 Ail 17............ 6059a 9

Ail 19............ 0000a 3
Ail 23............ 0157 45
Ail 27............ 0000b 4

ToWNSHIP 19a.

9 Ail 3.............. 0170 66 3.
10 Ail 3............. 0170 66 3.

All 5............ 0170 66 5.

ToWNSHIP 17.

7 All 3........... 0170 66 3.
.... ,........... 0170 66 5.

9 3 ............. 0170 66 3.
Ail 5.............
Ail 15............
Ail 17............
S and NE 3....
Ail 17,............
W 3...........
Ail 5. ...........
Ail 5 ............
Ail 9 ......
Al 17.........
8W 27............
S 117 ............

0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
0170
2065
2066
0176
2185
2172

TOWNBHIP 18.

Ail 23............
Ail 27............
Ail 31. ..........
Ail 35............
Ail 35......
SE 17.
Ail 6 ....... ,...

0170 66 23.
0170 66 27.
0170 66 31.
0170 66 35.
0170 66 35.
0179 91 17.
2078 6

WEST OF FIFTH MERIDIAN.
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DEPARTMENT O THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 24th March, 1885.
SRa,-I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to acknowledge the receipt

of your letter of the 10th ultimo, pointing out an error in the description of the right
of way through Section 32, Township 16, Range 24, west of the 2nd Meridian, and in
reply to inform you that the correction has been made accordingly.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Montreal.

TÉE CANADIAN PAcLYIo RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFiCE OF THE SEORETARY, MONTREAL, 10th February, 1885.

SIR,-In looking over the plans and descriptions of right of way and station
grounds required by the company, and filed in your Department, I find that the righ¢
of way in Section 32, Township 16, Range 24, west 2nd Meridian, is described cor'
rectly, but in the final summing up is referred to as being on the N.E. and N.W·
quarters, instead of on the S. à. I shall be much obliged if you will have this corre"
tion made.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

JoHN R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 24th March, 1885.
SIR,-I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to acknowledge the receipt o

your letter of the 7th ultimo, requesting that patents may issue in favor of the Gaas-
dian Pacifie Railway Company for the S. j Section 33, Township 14, Range 15, wo
of the lst Meridian, and for the whole of Section 27, Township 24, Range 1, west of
the 5th Meridian, and, in reply, to inform you that patents will be prepared accod'
ingly for these lands.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant ecretary.

C. DRINKWATER, Esq., Secretary Canadian Pacific Railway Company, Montreal.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIo RAILWAY COMPANY,
OFFICE OF THE SEORETARY, MONTREAL, 7th February, 1885.

SIR,-I have the honor to request, on behalf of this company, that patents 01r41
issue in their favor for the following sections of land, situate in Manitoba and tb
North-West Territories :-

Section. Township. Range. Meridian.
S. à33........................................... 14 15 W est. lat.
All 27.................................. 24 1 do 5th.

i have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRLNKWATER, Secretary.

JOnN R. EALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAwA, 24th March, 1885.

SIr,-I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to acknowledge the receiP
of your letter of the 7th ultimo, and, in reply, to inform you that the plan a
description of right of way and station grounds at Austin (S.E. § 29), encloQ
therewith, have been filed of record in their proper place.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. B. DOUGLAS, Assistant Secretary.

, Damny.vTra, Esq., Seoretary Canadian Pacific ýai1way Company, Montreak
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THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CoMPANY,
OFFICE oF THE SEoRETARY, MONTREAL, 7th February, 1885.

SIR,-I beg to enclose herewith a certified plan and description of right of way
and station grounds at Austin, in the Province of Manitoba. This was omitted from
Simailar plans of right of way previously deposited, and I beg to ask that the same may
be filed therewith.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Becretaryà

JORN B. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 24th March, 1885.
Sm,-I am directed by the Minister of the Interior to acknowledge the receipt of

Your letter of the 4th ultimo, with a list and descriptions of certain lands in the Pro.
ince of Manitoba which you request may be set apart for Canadian Pacifie Railway

purposes.
In reply I beg to state that all the lands referred to, with the exception of the

S. .¼ of Section 3, Township 13, Range 2, east, are appropriated by law for school
endowment-see Section 19 of Dominion Lands Act-and consequently it is not
*ithin the power of the Minister to comply with your request. I enclose a copy of
In opinion of the Honorable the Minister of Justice on the subject of appropriating
Bchool lands for railway purposes.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant
P. B. DOUGLAS, Asitant Secretary.

. P. BRADLEY, Esq., Secretary Department of Railways and Canals.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYs AND CANALs, OTTAwA, 4th February, 1885.
Sm,-In the year 1880 certain school lands in the counties of Selkirk and Lisgar,

Manitoba, as shown on plans, and described herein being:-
Section. Township. Range. County.

N.E. ½ of 11 ............................... 12 2 East Selkirk.
S.E. ¼ of 3,........ ....................... 13 2 do Lisgar.
N.E. of 29 ............................... 13 2 do do
S.E. of 29................................ 13 2 do do
S.W . 1 of 29................................ 13 2 do do
N.W. 1 of 29..................... ......... 13 2 do do

Were taken possession of and used for stations and right of way of the Stonewall
Branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway. I am now instructed to request that the
necessary steps may be taken by your Department so that these lands may be set
aPart for Canadian Pacific Railway purposes, and that the acting Minister of Rail-
WaYs and Canals may be notified so soon as this has been done.

Your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Becretary.

JoiN R. HALL, Esq., Secretary Department of the Interior, Ottawa.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

(85C.) ~ A
4ecification of combined passenger and freight building. One to be erected

at North Bond, one at Chinaman's Ranche, and one at Pennie's on the

Canadian Pacific Railway, in British Columbia.

1. The materials required for the framing and finishing of the walls, partitions,
eo, &c., to be of the best quality of their several kinds. The timber for the carpen-

t work may be spruce, that for the joiner work and sheathing to be of white pine.
he timber to be cut die square, perfectly sound, free from shakos, large or loose

kots, and all other defects.
2. Tho general dimensions, height of rooms and internal arrangements are

Shown on the drawings.
3. The buildings and platforms will be erected on cedar or tamarao mud sills

aly bedded. The ground over the several sites will be excavated and levelled
'he4re necessary for this purpose.

4. The frane work consists of a sill and wall plate, 6 in. x 4 in., half checked at
tings and corners and spiked. Upright posts 6 in. x 6 in., to be set at each cor-

e Of building, on each side of door and window openings and under brackots. Inter-
Sdiate posts, 6 in. x 4 in., to be placed at distances not exceeding 4 ft. The girts,

.-X 2 in., to be placed about 2 ft. 6 in. apart, gained into posts and properly
4iled. Outer walls to have studding necessary for lathing purposes. All to be
ePorly trimmed for doors and windows.

5. The outer walls of the building to be covered with 1 in. rough square edged1 erchantable pine lumber, in widths of 9 inches, of sufficient length to reach from
th" l0 owr side of sill to under side of roof boarding, and nailed properly with 3 in4

6. After the boards are nailed on, the joints are to be covered with best 3 in. X
battens of pine, eut in one length, same as boards, and nailed with 2J in. eut

6 1. The roof to be constructed as shown, the rafters to be of 9 x 2 placed at 2 ft.
la. centres and connected by a collar beam 9 x 2. The rafters to project 7 ft. over

'Walls of the buildings.
8. The projecting portions of roof to be supported by good strong pine brackets,

74et fromn 6 in. x 6 in. scantling, having moulded ends, and to be strongly bolted to
s of buildings.
9. The rafters to be covered with 1 inch pine or spruce, matched boards, not
e than 9 inches wide, the joints broken where practicable, and proporly nailed

3 inch eut nails, three nails to each board on each bearing.
10. The roof boards to be covered with the best pine or cedar shingles laid in

bk . r, and not more than 4 inches to the weather, well nailed to boards about
l1ches above the butt.

2* il. The roof to be finished with saddle boards 6 inches broad, and a ridge roll
!4ches diameter.

%o 12. The underside of projections of roof shall be covered with 1 inch well
ide.aed pine boards, planed, grooved and tongued, and not more than 4 inches

e* The ends of the rafters and roof boarding to be finished off with box cornice
fac 3 boarding, to detail, as shown on drawing.3 5c-1
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13. The floor joists to be 12 in. x 3 in. planks, 18 inches from centres, bridged
with two rows of 1 in. x 3 in. crossed bridging. The joists in office and waiting
rooms to bo covered with a double floor. First with 1 inch boards nailed with
3 inch eut spikes, thon with 11- inch planed, grooved and tongued flooring nailed
to floor below with 4 inch eut spikes. The joists in office and waiting rooms to be
counterfloored. Fillets, 1 in. x l in., well nailed, covered with rough boarding, and
to have a good coat of hair mortar.

14. The partition walls between freight rooms and offices to be of 2 in. x 6 in.
studding. The other partitions will be set throughout as shown by the plans. studg
2 in. x 4 in. set 16 inches from centres. Studs for door jimb3 and projecting angles
to be 4 in. x 4 in. or set double.

15. Fix grounds around the window and door openings, and for top of bas
ùrd skirting to finish flush with the plastering, and finish all angles with cornet
bead.

• 16. The windows to have double frames, pulley stiles 1½ inches thick, sasheO
2 inches thick, throated and inoulded, single hung, furnished with pulleys, cordO
and weights, and with all necessary fastenings; to have outside and insido lining,
and wickets placed where shown on plan. The glass for windows and transoms to
be of 21 oz, Chance's Smethwick.

17. The outside doors of waiting rooms to be as shown on drawing, framed Of
2 inch pine plank with panels and mouldings, provided with strong hinges, latchoS
and approved locks. The inside doors to be 1¾ inches thick, framed with panels
and mouldings, and provided with all necessary hinges and locks. The froight
room doors to be made from 2 inch seasoned pine, and fitted in with two thickh
nesses of grooved and tongued staff placed diagonally and well fastened. To slide
on rollers from centre to each side in a frame built inside, and to be provided with
rollers, fastenings and locks.

18. The walls of the waiting rooms, office, baggage room and closots to bW
sheathod to the height of four feet with pine sheathing, planed, matched and
beaded, put on vertically, and finished with a neat cap. The walls under th"
sheathing to receive a coat of plaster.

19. The ceilings, walls and partitions of the offices, waiting rooms, baggg
room and closots to be lathod, breaking joint, with good sound laths, and the whOle
to be covered with three coats of plaster, the first coat to have sufficient had
mixed with it to ensure perfect adhesion. The mortar to be composed of frosh burnea
lime and clean coarse sand to approval.

20. The inside of the freight room to be lined with 1 in. pine boards 9 in. Wi.d"
from the floor upwards to a hoight of 8 ft. 6 in. The whole to be well nailed Wltb
3 in. eut nails to posts and girts. The floors to be of good sound 3 in. plank, Wo
nailed to joists with 6 in. eut spikes.

21. A " Moulds " earth closet, of approved pattern, to be furnis hed and put 10
where shown or directed; to have seat fitted up in the usual manner; the seat t
have a cover socured at the back with two butt hinges in each building.

22. A strong platform will be framed, from 3 in. plank, as may be directed,
carry chimney, which will be built of bost quality of brick, finished at top as shOW0

on drawings in each building.
23. The whole of the internal and external woodwork, except the shingles, tO

properly primed, knotted and stopped, and will be painted with three coats of w
anti-corrosive paint and linsoed oil, of an approved light stone color. The shinglo
to be paintedtwo coats anti-corrosive paint and linseed oil and finished of an appr'V
slate color.

24. The platforms to be of the dimensions shown on the plan, supported .
flatted cedar or tamarac sills and joists as shown, the whole t plankedcross
with good sound 3 in. plank, the edge next the track to be level with ,he surface of
the rail, and the platform to incline upwards four inches, to.the level of the ioor .
waiting room. In front of freight room a freight platform, 8 ft. wide and 3 ft. 9
above top of rail, to be built as shown for oach building.
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25. This specification, together with the plan exhibited, are to be taken as giving
a general idea of the work required, and any omissions in either are not to be con-
eidered as invalidating the contract, and parties tendering must embrace everything
in their tender, whether mentioned or not, as they will be required to complete the
Work according to the true intent and meaning of this specification and plan for the
contract rate.

26. Tho contractor shall, at his own expense, from time to time, insure against
loss by fire, anMd make the policies over to the Minister of Railways and Canalsi, for
the amount of moneys advanced on the work.

27. The contractor finding all materials and labor, shall complete the buildings for
the contract price. fie shall commence operations immediately after the contract
has been executed, and make such progress as shall secure their completion, roaly
for ocupation, by the time mentioned in the form of tender.

COLLINGWOOD SCIREIBER, Engineer-in-Chief.

O'rA wa, 1st October, 1884.
THIS INDENTURE made the ninth day of May, one thousand eight hundred

and eighty-five, bet veen Andrew Onderdonk, of Yale, British Columbia, hereafter
aled " the contractor " of the first part, and Her Majesty Qucen Victoria represented
erei by the Minister of Railways and Canals of Canada, hereinafter called the
'Minister," of the second part, WITNESSETH, that in consideration of the covenants
and agreements on the part of Her Majesty hereinafter contained, the contractor
ovenants and agrees wi-h fHer Majesty as follows:-

1. In this contract the word " work " or " works " shall, unless the context
"equire a different meaning, mean the whole of the work and the materials, matters
andt things required to be done, furnished and performed by the contractor under this
PoIntr'act. The word "engineer " shall mean the Chief Engineer for the time being

.a1rg control over the work, and shal extend to and include any of his assistants
a"iug under his instructions, and all instructions or directions, or certificates given,or decisions made by anyone acting for the Chief Engineer, shall be subject to hia
"Pproval, and may be cancelled, altered, modified and changed, as fo him may seem fit.
to. 2. All covenants and agreements herein contained shall be binding on and extend
b the executors and administrators of the contractor and shal extend to and be

ldag upon the successors of Her Majesty, and wherever in this contract Her Majesty
referred to, such refereuce shall include her successors, and wherever the contractor

a referred to, such reference shall includo his executors and administrators.
3. That the ceontractor will, at his own expense, provide ail and every kind ofur, machinery and other plant, materials, articles, and things whatsoever neces-

y for the due execution and completion of all and every the works set out orefrred to in the specifications hereunto annexed, marked A, and set out or reforred tothe plans and drawings prepared and to be prepared for the purposes of the work,
th Will execute and fully complete the respective portions of suah wrks and deliver

e sarne complete to Her Majesty, on or before the first day of July, eighteen huri.
ard eighty-five. The said work to be constructed of the be'st materials of their

ral kinds, and finished in the best and most workmanlike manner, in the manner
ir'ed by and in strict conformity with the said specifications and drawings relat-

fagthereto and the working and detail drawings which may from time to time be
th 5 ished (which said specifications and drawings are hereby declared to be part of
bein c0tract); and to the complete satisfaction of the Chief Engineer for the time

g having control over the work.
Othe'4 That the several parts of this contract shall be taken together, to explain each
cIt ,r and to make the whole consistent; and if it be found that anything has been
oft aed or mis-stated, which is necessary for the proper performance and completion

81y part of the work contemplated, the contractor will, at his own expense,
shallute the same as if it had been properly described, and the decision of the engineerb8alî be final as to any such error or omission, and the correction of any such error3 5 c-1 3
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or omission shall not be deemed to be an addition to or deviation from the works
hereby contracted for.

5. The Chief Engineer, with the sanction of the Minister, shall be at liberty t
any time, either before the commencement or during the construction of the works
or any portion thereof, to order any work to be done, and to make any charges which
he may deem expedient in the grades, the width of cuttings and fillings, the dimeln
sions, character, nature, location or position of the works, or any part or part0
thereof, or in any other thing connected with the works, whether or not such
changes diminish the work to be done, or the cost of doing the same, and the coi-
tractor shall immediately comply with all written requisitions of the engineer in that

behalf, but the contractor shall not make any change in or addition to, or omission,
or deviation from the works, unless directed by the engineer, and shal1 not be
entitled to any payment for any change, addition or deviation, unless such change,
addition, omission or deviation, shall have been first directed in writing by the engl'

neer, and notified to the contractor in writing, nor unless the price to be paid for anY
additional work shall have been previously fixed by the Minister in writing, and the
decision of the engineer as to whether any such change or deviation incroases or
diminishes the cost of the work, and as to the amount to be paid or deducted, as the
case may be, in respect thereof, shall be final, and the obtaining of his certificate
shall be a condition precedent to the right of the contractor to be paid therefor. If
any such change or alteration constitutes, in the opinion of the said ergineer, a
deduction from the works, his decision as to the amount to be deducted on accou"t
thereof shall be final and binding.

6. That all the clauses of this contract shall apply to any changes, additions or
deviations, in like manner, and to the same extent, as to the works at present pro'
jeeted, and no changes, additions, deviations or variations shall annul or invalidatO
this contract.

7. No compensation shall, in any case,,be claimed by the contractor for a11
loss of anticipated profits.

8. That the engineer shall b the sole judge of work and material in respect Of
both quantity and quality, and his decision on all questions in dispute with regard to
work or material, or as to the meaning or intention of this contract and the plan0,
specifications and drawings shall b final, and no works or extra or additional worics
or changes shall be deemed to have been executed, nor shall the contractor be
entitled to payment for the same, unless the same shall have been executed to the
satisfaction of the engineer, as evidenced by his certificate in writing, which certig'
cate shall be a condition precedent to the right of the contractor to be paid therefO"l

9. It is hereby distinctly understood and agreed, that the respective portions 0 '
the works set out or referred to in the list or schedule of prices to be paid for the
different kinds of work, include not merely the particular kind of work or materil 0

mentioned in said list or schedule, but also all and every kind of work, labor, too1
and plant, materials, articles and things whatsoever necessary for the full executi0o
and completing ready for use of the respective portions of the works to the satisfao'
tion of the engineer. And in case of dispute as to what work, labor, materials, toeol'
and plant are or are not so included, the decision of the engineer shall be final so
conclusive.

10. A competent foreman is to be kept on the ground by the contractor dairi»$
all the working hours, to receive the orders of the engineer, and should the perso 00
appointed be deemed by the engineer incompetent, or conduct himself improperly, he
may be discharged by the engineer, and another shall at once be appointed in his she
such foreman shall be considered as the lawful representative of the contractor, as
shall have full power to carry out all requisitions and instructions of the said engine .

11. In case any material, or other things in the opinion of the engineer not 
accordance with the said several parts of this contract, or net sufficiently sound
otherwise unsuitable for the respective works, be used for or brought to the intender
works, or any part thereof, or in case any work be improperly executed, the engine
may require the contractor to remove the same, and to provide proper material

4



other things, or proporly re-execute the work, as the case may b3, and thereupon the
COntractor shall and will immediately comply with the said roquisition, and if twenty-
four hours shall elapse and such roquisition shall not have been complied with, the
!Igineer may cause such material, or other thing, or such work, to be removed ; and
ini any such case the contractor shail pay to Her Majesty all such damages and
expense as shall ba incurred in the removal of such material, materials, or other things,
Or of such work; or 11er Majesty may, in her discretion, retain aad doduct such dama-
ges and expenses from any amounts payable to the contractor.

12. All machinery and other plant, materials and things whatsoever, provided by
the contractor for the works hereby contracted for, and not rojected under the provi-
ions of the last preceding clause, shall from the timo of their being so provided

become and, until the final completion of the said works, shall be the property of Her
Xajesty for the purposes of the said works, and the same shall on no account be taken
aWay, or used or disposed of excopt for the purposes of the said works, without the
0 lonsent in writing of the engineer, and Her Majosty shall not be answerable for any

1088 or damage whatsoever which may happen to such machinery or other plant,
'lIOzterial or things; provided always, that upon the completion of the works nnd upon

Yament by the contractor of all such moneys, if any, as shall be due from him to
'er Majesty such of the said machinery and other plant, material and things as
64l not have been used and converted in the works, and shall romain undisposed of
shall, upon demand, be doliverod up to the contractor.

13. If the engineer shall at any time consider the number of workmen, horses,
O quantity of machinery or other plant, or the quantity of proper materials, respec-
tiWely employed or provided by the contractor on or for the said works, to be inýuffi-
'ient for the advancement thereof towards completion within the limited times, or
that the works are, or some part thereof is not being carried on with due diligence,
then in every such case the said engineer may, by written notice to the contractor,
l'quire him to employ or provide such additional workmen, horses, machinery
or other plant, or materials, as the engineer may think necessary, and in case the
%Itractor shall not thereupon within three days, or such other longer period as

y be fixed by any such notice, in all respects comply therewith, thon the engineer
Y, cither on behalf of Her Majesty, or if he sec fit, may, as the agent of and on
o'0unt of the contractor, but in either case at the exponse of the contractor,

l'Ovide and employ such additional workmen, horses, machinery and other plant, or
anY thereof or such additional and materials respectively, as ho may think proper, and

y pay such additional workmen such wages, and for such additional horses, machi-
Y or other plant, and materials respectively, such prices as ho may think proper,

all such wages and prices respectively, shall thoreupon at once be repaid by the
altractor, or the saie may bo rotained and deducted out of any moneys at any
ne Payable-to the contractor; and Her Majesty may use, in the execution or
anlt1cemf nt of the said work not only the horses, machinery and other plant, and
aterials so in any case provided by anyone on her behalf, but also all such as may

aVe been or may be provided by or on behalf of the said contractor.
14. In case the contractor shall make default or delay in diligently continuing to

eecute or advance the works to the satisfaction of the engineer, and such default ordelay shall continue for six days after notice in writing shall have 1een given by the
%9g1neer to the contractor requiring him to put an end to such defalit or delay, or in

o e the contractor shall become insolvent, or make an assignment for the benefit,
Scr'editors, or neglect either personally or by a skilful and comipetent agent to
o perintend the works, then in any of such cases Her Majesty may tate the work out
of the contractor's hands and employ such means as she may sec fit to complete the

rk, and in such cases the contractor shall have no claim for any further payment
Inespe3Oct Of the works performed, but shall, nevertheless, romain liable for all loss
y tmage which may be suffered by Her Majesty by reason of the non-completion

contractor of the works; and all materials and things whatsoever, and all
es, rachinery and other plant provided by him for the purposes of the works,
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shall romain and be considered as the property of Her Majesty, for the purposes and
according to the provisions and conditions contained in the twelfth clause hereof.

15. The contractor shall be at the risk of, and shall bear, all loss or damage
whatsoever, from whatsoever cause arising, which may occur to the works, or any Of
them, until the same be fully and finally completed and delivered up to and accepted
by the said Minister for the time being; and if any such loss or damage occur before
such final completion, delivery and acceptance, the contractor shall immediately at
his own expense repair, restore and re-execute the work so damaged, so that the
whole works, or the respective parts thereof, may be comploted within the time
hereby limited.

16. The contractor shall not have or make any claim or demand, or bring anY
action or suit or petition against Her Majesty for any damage which he may sustail
by reason of any delay in the progress of the work, arising from the acts of any of
Rer Majesty's agents, and it is agreed that in the event of gny such delay the col'
tractor shall have such further time for the completion of the works as may be fixed
in that behalf by the Minister for the time being.

17. The contractor shall not make any assignment of this contract, or any su:
contract, for the execution of any of the works heroby contracted for; and in aiY
event no such assignment or sub-contract even though consented to, shall exoneratO
the contractor from liability, under this contract, for the due performance of all the
work hereby contracted for. In the event of any such assignment or sub contract
being made then the contractor shall not have or make any claim or demand upon
Her Majesty for any future payments under this contract for any further or greater
sum or sums than the sum or sums respectively at which the work or works 80
assigned or sub-contracted for shall have been undertaken to be executed by the'
assignee or sub-contractor; and in the event of any such assignment or sub-contract
being made without such consent, Her Majesty may take the work out of the coa'
tractor's hands, and employ such means as she may sec fit to complete tho fsane
and in such case the contractor shall have no claim for any further payment it
respect of the works performed, but shall,. nevertheless, remain liable for all Ioss and
damage which may be buffered by Her Majesty by reason of the non-completion bl
the contractor of' the works; and all materials and things whatsoever, and al
horses, machinery and other plant provided by him for the purposes of the work8,
shall romain and be considered as the property of Her Majesty, for the purposes and
according to the provisions and conditions contained in the twelfth clause hereof.

18. Timc shall be deemed to be of the essence of this contract.
19. The contractor shall be responsible for all damages claimable by WoY

person or corporation whatsoever, in respect of any injury to persons or to lande
buildings, ships or other property, or in respect of any infringement of any right
whatsoever, occasioned by the performance of the said works, or by any neglect or
inisfeasance or non-misfeasance on bis part, and shall and will, at his own expeuße'
make such tomporary provisions as may be necessary for the protection of persovo
or of lands, buildings, ships or other property, or for the uninterrupted enjoyment
of all rights of persons or corporations, in and during the performance of the sal
works.

20. If the contractor fail, at any time, in paying the salaries or wages of an'
person employed by him upon or in respect of the said works, or any of thera,
any part of such salary be one month in arrear, or if there bo due to any such persob
one month's wages or salary, the engineer may notify the cantractor to pay S1
salary or wages, and if two days elupse and the same be not paid in full up tu th9
date of payment or to such other date as may bo in accordance with the term13 Of
employment of such person, then fier Majesty may pay to such orson'saiary r
wages from any date to any date, and to any amount which may e payabl, oà
may charge the same to the contractor, and the contractor covenants with
Majesty to repay at once any and every sum so paid.

21. The contractor will protect and will not remove or destroy, or permit to
xemoved or destroyed, the stakes, buoys and other marks placed on or about the sa1
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Works by the engineer of the works, and shall furnish the necessary assistance to
correct or replace any stake or mark which through any cause may have been
removed or destroyed.

22. Any notice or other communication mentioned in this contract to be notified
or given to the contractor shall be deemed to be well and sufficiently notified. or
given, if the same be left at the contractor's office or mailed in any post office, to the
cOntractor or foreman, addressed to the address mentioned in this contract, or to the
cOlotractor's last known place of business.

23. A nd Her Majebty, in consideration of the promises, hereby covenants with
the contractor that ho will be paid for and in respect of the works hereby contracted
for, and in the manner set out in the next clause hereof the several prices or sums
£llowing, viz., 83,500 for each and every of the several station-houses at North
Bond, Chinaman's Ranch and Pennie's respectively, on the line of the Canadian
?acific Railway in British Columbia.

24. Cash payments equal to about ninety per cent. of the value of the work done
approximately made up from returns of progress measurements and computed at the
Prices agreed upon or determined under the provisions of this contract, will be made
tO the contractor monthly on the written certificate of the engineer that the work
for or on account of which the certificate is granted, has been duly executed to hia
8atisfaction, and stating the value of such work computed as above mentioned; and

pIJon approval of such certificate by the Minister for the time being for the Dominion
-f Canada, and the said certificate and such approval thereof shall be a condition
Precedent to the right of the contractor to be paid the said ninety per cent, or any
Part thereof. The remaining ton per cent. shall bo retained until the final completion
Of the whole work to the satisfaction of the chief engineer for the time being, having
tOnatrol over the work, and within two months after such completion the remaining
ten per cent. will be pail. And it is hereby declared that the written certificate of
the said engineer certifying to the final completion of said works to his satisfaction
halIl be a condition precedent to the right of the contractor to receivo or be paid the

8id remaining ton per cent., or any part thereof.
25. It is intended that every allowance to which the con tractor is fairly entitled,

'rill bo embraced in the engineer's monthly certificates; but should the contractor
at any time have claims of any description which ho considers are not included in thu
Progress certificates, it will be necessary for him to make and repeat such claims in
Writing to the engineer, within fourteen days after the date of each and every certifi.
cte in which ho allege such claims to have been omitted.

26. The contractor in prosenting claims of the kind referred to in the last clauso
U5t accompany them with satisfactory evidence of their accuracy, and tho reason
hy ho thinks they should be allowed. Unless such claims are thus mij d aring
e progress of the work, within fourteen days, as in the preceding clause, and

'Peated, in writing, every month, until finally adjusted or rejected, it must be clearly
nnderstood that they shall be for ever shut out, and the contractor shall have no claim

Iler Majesty in respect thereof.
27. The progress measurements and progress certificates shall not in any respect

taken as an acceptance of the work or release of the contractor from responsibility
respect thereof, but ho shall at the conclusion of the work detiver ovor the saie in

80d order, according to the true intent and meaning of this contract.
28. ier Majesty shall have the right to suspend operations from time to time at

&DY Particular point or points or upon the whole of the works, and in the event of
cnell right being exercised so as to cause any delay to the contractor, then an exten-

t'o of time equal to such delay or detention, to be fixed by the Minister as above
»SOvided for, shall be allowed him to complote the contract, but no such delay shal

atiate or avoid this contract or any part thereof or the obligation hereby imposed or7 concurrent or other bond or security for the performance of this contraut, nor
7
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shall the contractor be entitled to any claim for damages by reason of any sncb sus-
pension of operations. And at any time after operations have been suspended either
in whole or in part-such operations may be again resumed and again suspended and
resumed as Her Majesty may think proper. And upon the contractor receiving
written notice on behalf of ler Majesty that the suspended operations are to be
resumed, the contractor shall at once resume the operations and diligently carry on
the samne.

29. Should the amount now voted by Parliament and applicable towards pay
ment for the work hereby contracted for, be at any time expended previous to the
completion of the works, the Minister for the time being may give the contractor
written notice to that effect. And upon receiving such notice the contractor may, if
he thinks fit, stop the work-but in any case shall not be entitled to any payment for
work done, beyond the amount voted and applicable as aforesaid-unless and until
the necessary funds shall have been voted by Parliament in that behalf. And in no
event shall the contractor have or make any claim upon ler Majesty for any dam-
ages or componsation by reason of the said suspension of payment, or by reason of
any delay or loss caused by the stoppage of work.

30. The contractor shall not permit, allow, or encourage the sale of any spirituous
liquors on near the works.

31. No work whatever shall at any time or place be carried on during Sunday,
and the contractor shall take all necessary steps for preventing any foreman, or
agent, or men from working or employing others on that day.

32. It is bereby agreed, that all matters of difference arising between the parties
hereto, upon any matter connected with or arising out of this contract, the decision*
whereof is not hereby especially given to the engineer-shall be referred to the award
and arbitration of the chief engineer for the time being, having control over the
works, and the atward of such engineer shall be final and conclusive; and it is hereby
declared that such award shall be a condition precedent to the right of the contractor
to receive or be paid any sum or sums on account, or by roason of such matters in
difference.

33. It is distinctly declared that no implied contract of any kind whatsoever, bY
or on behalf of Her Majesty, shall arise or be implied from anything in this contract
contained, or from any position or situation of the parties at any time, it being clearlY
understood and agreed that the express contracts, covenants and agreements herciO
contained and made by ler Majesty, are and shall be the only contracts, covenantO
and agreements upon which any rights against Her are to be founded.

34. This contract is hereby, pursuant to the provisions of the 8th section of the
Statute 41st Victoria (1878), chapter 5, made subject to the express condition that "0
member of the House of Commons of Canada shall be admitted to any share or part
of such contraut, or to any berefit to arise therefrom.

35. In the event of it becoming advisable in the interests of the public to suspend
the work hereby contracted for, or any portion thereof, at any time before its corn-
pletion, and to put an end to this contract, the Minister for the time being shall have
full power to stop the work and to cancel this contract, on giving due notice to that
effect to the contractor. The contractor, however, will be entitled to receive paY'
ment for all sums then due for work already done, materials used or delivered, or
ready to be used, or in course of preparation, together with such reasonable compe'
sation as will cover all bond fide damages, if any, resulting therefrom, and as ny
then be agreed upon ; or, in case of disagreement, as may be determined by the officia
arbitrators of the Dominion of Canada; it being understood, however, that no corn-
pensation will be allowed to or claimed by the contractor for materials procured for
the works, after the date of the service of the notice above referred to, or for aIf
loss of anticipated profits, either in respect of the works so suspended as aforesaidi
or of the materials then procured for said works.

I WITNEss whoreof, the contractor bas hereto set his hand and seal and these
presents have been signed and sealed by the said Minister, and countersigned by th
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9ecretary of the Department of Railways and Canals of Canada, on behalf of Ier
Majesty.
Signed, scaled and delivered by the

Contractor in presence of ANDREW ONDERDONK,
W. D. MOKAY.) [L.S.]

Signed, sealed and delivered by the) J. il. POPE,
Minister, and countersigned by the Acting Minister of Railways and Canals,
Secretary of Railways and Canals . A. P. BRADLEY,
in the presence of i 8ecretary.

H. A. FISsIAULT. jL.S.]

CANADIAN PACIFIO RAILWAY.

"cA."7

SPEOIFICATION FOR TEN-STALL ENGINE HOUSE.

1. The building to be orected in such position as shall be pointed out by the
engineer in charge of the works. To be of brick or stone, on foundation wall of
Stone, and to be built in strict accordance with the drawings, and with the true intent
and neaning of this specification.

2. The contractor to excavate and level trenches for the foundation walls, engine
Pits, pipe race, drains and turn-table, to the depth of four feet below rail lovel, or to
such other dopth as may be necessary to reach solid strata, and of width sufficient
to allow the walls to be built up with true faces in a thorough and workmanlike
tqanner.

The whole surface of ground below round house floor to be levelled to a uniform
depth of 18 inches below tho top of foundations. Materials excavated from the

uenches, &c., to be deposited as directed, after the spaces left around the walls have
been thoroughly filled in and well rammed; no filling to be done until the mortar is
perfectly sot.

Should these excavations prove to be in the rock, the engineer to decide to what
epth it may be necessary to go.

3. Foundation walls to be built of the form and dimensions shown on the draw-
g, or to such other depths as may be found necessary. They are to consist of first
ss random rubble masonry, the stones to b3 laid in mortar on their natural beds,

4Id the beds and the vertical joints to be scabbled so as to make good bond. The
P Course to consist entirely of headers the full width of the wall. A plinth course

of'dressed stone to be set on the outer face of the wall, to be 18 inches deep and 9
'ýches wide, of good square stone well bedded and jointed, and to project one inch

uOttside of walls and piers, and bo in length on the wall at loast three foet; a stone sill
4 fet by 9 inches by 8 inches, will be placed under each windowa

4. A foundation of masonry, 2 feet square, with footings, to be built under each
Dth posts which support the roof; these foundations to be carried down at least to

itehpth of 4 foet below rail level, or deoper if roquired. They are each to be capped
.a single cut Stone 12 inches thick by 24 inches square, and the top of piors to

3 nebes abovo top of rail.
5. Pits, pipe races and drains to have two courses of flat cedars, the lower course

le% lengthways and the upper course laid crossways of the pit. The latter to be full
igth timbers and all to extend one foot outside of the wall footings. Inside engine

pia to bo filled with earth on cross timbers to a sufficient depth and well rammed to
etitper shape for arched bottom of pit to be laid on. Broken snag Stone will be sub.

uted for the flatted cedars if ordored by the engineer.
6b •Engine pits, ton in number, pipe watls and drains, to be of first-class randomofbble masonry, laid in hydraulic cement mortar, the top course to consist entirely

Ofheaders the full width of the wall; the bricks or paving in the arched bottom
eg1st b laid on edge, bedded in concrote, and thoroughly grouted with hydraulio

with a fali towards the drain. A pit drain, 12 inches diameter, must b.
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built as shown. Also an outlet drain, of the same dimensions, carried to a distance
of 100 feet clear of the outer face of the building, in such direction and with such fali
as the engineer shall determine. Cast iron drain pipe and box with loose cast-iron
grating to be supplied and fixed to each pit; all drains must be laid in good approved
cement.

7. The pit for the turn-table to be excavated to the diameter and depth shown
on the drawings, or deeper, if found necessary. The masonry in connection there-
with will be of a heavier class of stone than that specified for the walls of the build-
ing. Al mortar used in turn-table masonry to be made with hydraulic cement. A
turn-table to be finished and erected in accordance with the detailed plan, and when
complete must turn evenly and be easily worked by one man.

8. All brickwork to be built of good, sound, well burnt bricks, free from lime
and of uniform tint for the outside face of the walls. All bricks, if necessary, to be
steeped in water before being used, and all exposed faces of brickwork to have
straight and neatly struck joints.

9. Ploor beams to be of Douglas fir or cedar, 12 by 10 inches; timber on pipe race
and on pit walls to beof Douglas fir, 12 by 9 inches. Floor joists to be of Douglas fir,
12 by 4 inches, not more than 1 foot 6 inches centres, gained 1 foot 6 inches djeep in
floor beams, and 1 inch in timber on pit walls, joists resting on 6 by 4 inches wali
plates on side of pit wall. Wall plates 6 by 4 inches fcr flooring to be laid on inside
of foundations of outer walls. Flooring to be of Douglas fir 3 inches thick, close
jointed and spiked to the floor joists, and to be loose over pipe races and boxes for
water cocks. Drains to be covered with Douglas tir 3 inches thick. Door sills to be
of oak 12 by 12 inches.

10. Door posts to be of Douglas fir, 12 by 12 inches; inside posts to be of Douglas
fir, 10 by 10 inches; main rafters to be of Douglas fir, 10 by 10, 10 by 12 and 10 by 14
inches, as shown on drawing, and to be well supported from each post by 6 by 10
inch struts, as shown. Wall plates over doors to be of Douglas fir, 12 by 12 inches.
Wall plates and main rafters to be seoured together on door posts by wrought iron
Tplates bolted to each timber. Main rafters to be bedded into brickwork of wall nt
less than 12 inches, and secured by a jinch Palm bolt to pass through pier of wall,
and have cast iron washer 10 inches diameter, and nut on outside. Palm boltS
to be screwed to side of rafter by two î-inch4 bolts, and have ends turned in and
checked in timber. Wall plates over doors to be supported in centre by 6 by 9
inch struts from each door post, as shown. Door lintels to bepof Douglas fir, 6 by 8
.inches, to be secured to struts to suit Doors to be 16 feet high as shown in drawing•
Wall plates of red pine, 6 by 4 inches, to be laid outside top edge of outer wall tO
accure roofing boards, outside cornice, &c.

Il. Root joists to bo (f Douglas tir, 12 x 2½ inches, to be not more than 1 foot
8 inches in centres, from wall to first post, from 1st to 2nd post not more than 2 feet
centres, and f-om 2nd to 3rd post not more than 2 feet 6 inches between centres; to
be well cross bridged at ends close to main rafter and also at intermediate distanceS
of less than 6 feet; to be sheeted with clear Douglas fir boards, lj inches thiek, on toP'
]Roof to be covered with 4-ply folt, pitch and gravel. Outside of roof to be furnished
with facia boards and mouldings, as shown. Roof to be made good to all eaVOOS
lights, stacks, openings and projections.

12. The contractor to provide and lay longitudinal Douglas fir stringers, 12 by
6 inches, for carrying the rails from the tura-table over the engine pit walls to
walls of the building. These stringers to be laid on the flat and hailf-checked 1
inches at the ends, their upper sides level with underside of rail. Botween the turO-
table and pit walls to the outer walls of building, they will be laid on 6-inch flatted
timber 8 feet long, and at 3 feet centres.

13. Window sills to be of oak, 4 feet by 5 feet by 8 inches; heads to be of oak
4 feet by 10 inches by 4 inches; windews to bo 7 feet by 3 feet 2 inches;, two in elah
bay, Spaces in framing over door lintels and over struts to wall plates to ba
windows inserted as shown in drawing; all to be glazed with i inch plain rolI
glass, in lights to suit frames.
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14. Doors to be of Douglas fir framed as in drawing with upper half glazed and
lower half sheeted with clear Douglas fir shecting î inch thick; each door to b3 hung
with three 4-inch gudgeon and strap hinges and fastenings with a wrought-iron swing
bar and staple.

15. A cowl or smoke stack to be fitted over each pit, to consist of riveted ironi
plate of the size and description in use for such purposes by the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company in Winnipeg, and to be fitted with tin conductors around their
base so as to lead off moisture, fitted with Emerson cap on top, and made water-
tight to roof by a suitable casting.

16. The whole of the internal and external woodwork usually painted, to be
Painted with two coats best anti-corrosive paint and linseed oil, the tint to be of an
approved color; all woodwork to be properly knotted and stopped.

17. The contractor to provide and fix a sufficient number of ventilator gratiugs,6 by 12 inches, to allow a proper circulation of air under the flooring. The water
eervice pipes and fittings complete, to be provided by contractor and placed in posi.
lion as shown in the drawings.

18. The water pipes will have 6-inch mains with 3-inch branches, having cock
and box in flooring between each second pit together with the smoke jacks and
heating pipes with carriers for same. Heating apparatus will be furnished and
erected by the contractor in accordance with the drawings. Main supply and return
Pipes will be 1ý inches diameter and will extend from the boiler bouse the whole
length of the building. Coils will be of ¾-inch pipes fitted with headers, cocks, &c.,
eornplete.

19. Ail material ,shall be subject to the approval or rejection of the engineer or
Other person duly appointed to superintend the work.

20. It is hereby fully understood that anything necessary to the full and com-
Plete execution of the work, according to the general intent and meaning of the
drawings and specifications, is to be done, and ail materials are to be furnished so as
tO fully execute the work in a workmanlike manner, whether herein particularly
described or not.

Should any thing appear to be omitted in either drawings, specifications, or both,
which may be necessary to the proper performance and coimipletion of the work, and
8 Usual with buildings of this class, the contractor shall take no advantago of the

aIne, but supply whatever may be wanting as though it had been particularly
deseribed.

In case of any alteration, addition or deduction, the price shall be agreed upon
'vWriting before such work is performed, and no extras shall be allowed unless first

agreed upon in writing and the price fixed.
The contractor shall preserve and protect the whole of the works, and repair at

own cost any injury dorte to the same by workmen, fire, or any other cause, and
the contractor must assume all risks up to the time of completion.

The whole work to be done to the full and entire satisfaction of the Engineer in
Chief, who shall bave the power to reject any part or portions of the work not in
strict accordanco with the specifications and the drawings referred to.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER,

May, 1885. Engineer-in-Chief.

THIS INDENTURE, made the thirteenth day of June, one thousand eigbt
hulndred and eighty-five, between George Jennings Wilson, of the City of Ottawa, in
ho Province of Ontario, contractor, and Frank Welcome McCrady, of the said City

.9ttawa, contractor, hereafter called " the contractors " of the first part, and Her
ajesty Queen Victopia, represented herein by the Minister of Railways and Canais

OrCanada, hereinafter called the "M inister," of the second part, WITNESsETH, that in
QSideration of the covenants and agreements on the part of Her Majesty herein-

r contained, the contractors covenant and agree with Her Majesty as follows:
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1. In this contract the word " work " or " works " shall, unless the context
requiro a different meaning, mean the whole of the work and the materials, matters
and things required to be done, furnished and performed by the contractors under
this contract. The word " engineer " shall mean the Chief Engineer for the tirne
being having control over the work, and shall extend to and include any of his
assistants acting under his instructions, and all instructions or directions, or certifi-
cates givenl, or decisions màde by anyone acting for the Chief Engineer, shall be
subject to his approval, and may be cancelled, altered, modified and changed as to
him may seem fit.

2. All covenants and agreements herein contained shall be binding on and extend
to the executors and administrators of the contractors, and shall extend to and be
binding upon the successors of Her Majesty ; and wherever in this contract Her
Majesty is referred to, such reference shall include her successors, and wherever the
contractors are referred to, such reference shall include their executors and admin-
istrators.

3. That the contractors will, at their own expense, provide all and every kind
of labor, machinery and other plant, materialE, articles, and things whatsoever neces-
eary for the due execution and completion of all and every the -works set out or
referred to in the specifications hereunto annexed, marked A, and set out or referred
to in the plans and drawings prepared and to be prepared for the purposes of the
work, and will execute and fully complote the respective portions of such works and
deliver the same complote to Her Majesty, on or before the first day of September,
A. P. 1885. The said work to be constructed of the best materials of their several
kinds, and finished in the best and most workmanlike manner, in the manner
requii"ed by and in strict conformity with the said specifications and drawings relat-
ing thereto and the working and detail drawings which may from time to time be
furnished (which said specifications and drawings are hereby declared to be part Of
this contract); and to the complote satisfaction of the Chiof Engineer for the timfe
being having control over the work.

4. That the several* parts of this contract shall be taken together, to explain
each other, and to make the whole consistent; and if it be found that anything has
been omitted or mis-stated, which is necessary for the proper performance and coin-
pletion of any part of the work contemplated, the contractors will, at thoir oW'O
expense, execute the same as if it had been properly described, and the decision Of
the engineer shall be final as to any such error or omission, and the correction Of
any such error or omission shall not be deemed to be an addition to or deviation from,
the works hereby contracted for.

5. The Chief Engineer, with the sanction of the Minister, shall be at liberty at
any tirme, either before the commencement or during the construction of the works
or any portion thereof, to order any work to bo done, and to make any changes
which he may deem expedient in the dimensions, character, nature, location or
position of the works, or any part or parts thereof, or in any other thing connected
with the works, whether or not such changes diminish the work to he done, or the
cost of doing the same, and the contractors shall immediately comply with all writ-
ton requisitions of the engineer in that behalf, but the contractors shall not make any
change in or addition to, or omission or deviation from the works, unless directod bY
the engineer, and shall not be entitled to any payment for any change, addition or
deviation, unless such change, addition, omission or deviation shall have been firs
directcd in writing by the engineer, and notitied to the contractors in writing, nor
unless the prico to be paid for any additional work shall have been previously fized
by the Minister in writing, and the decision of the engineer as to whether any suo
change or deviation increases or diminishes the cost of the work, and as to the
amount to be paid or deducted as the case may be in respect thereof, shall be final
and the obtaining of his certificate shall be a condition precedeqit to the right of the
Contractors to be paid therofor. If any such change or altoration constitutes, in the
opinion of the said engineer, a deduction from the works, his decision as to the
amount to be deduoted on account thereof shall be final and binding.

12
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6. That all the clauses of this contract shall apply to any changes, additions or
deviations, in like manner, and to the same extent, as to the works at present pro-
jected, and no changes, additions, deviations or variations shall annul or invalidate
this contract.

7. No compensation shall, in any case, be claimed by the contractors for any
loss of anticipated profits.

8. That the engineer shall be the sole judge of work *and material in respect of
both quantity and quality, and his decision on all questions in dispute with regard to
Work or material, or as to the meaning or intention of this contract and the plans,
specifications and drawings shall be final, and no works or extra or additional works or
changes shall be deemed to have been executed, nor shall the contractors be entitled
tO payment for the same, unless the same shall have been executed to tho satisfaction
of the engineer, as evidenced by his certificate in writing, which certificate shall be a
cOndition precedent to the right of the contractors to be paid therefor.

9. It is hereby distinctly understood and agreed that the works set ont or referred
to in this contract include not merely the particular kind of work or materials men-
tioned, but also all and every kind of work, labor, tools and plant, materials, articles
and things whatsoever necessary for the full execution and completing ready for use
Of the respective portions of the works to the satisfaction of the engineor. And in
case of dispute as to what work, labor, materials, tools and plant are or are not so
inâcluded the decision of the engineer shall be final and conclusive.

10. A competent foreman is to be kept on the ground by the contractors, during
all the working hours, to receive the orders of the engineer, and should the person so
appointed be deemed by the engineer incompetent, or conduct himself improperly,
he mav be discharged by the engineer, and another shall at once be appointed in
his stead; such foreman shall be considered as the lawful representative of the
contractors, and shall have full power to carry out all requisitions and instructions
Of the said engineer.

Il. In case any material, or other things in the opinion of the engineer not in
accordance with the said several parts of this contract, or not sufficiently sound or
Otherwise unsuitable for the respective works, be used for or brought to the intended
Werks, or any part thereof, or in case any work b improperly executed, the engineer
14ay require the contractora to remove the same, and to provide proper material or
Other things, or properly re-execute the work, as the case may be, and thereupon the
contractors shall and will immediately comply with the said requisition, and if
tenty-four hours shall elapse and such requisition shall not have been complied
With, the engineer may cause such material, or other thing, or such work to be
relToved ; and in any such case the contractors shall pay to Her Majesty all such
damages and expense as shall be incurred in the removal of such material, materials,
or Other things, or of such work; or Her Majesty may, in her discretion, retain and

eoduct such damages and expenses from any amounts payable to the contractors.
L 12. Ail machinery and other plant, materials and things whatsoever, provided
by the contractors for the works hereby contracted for, and not rejected under the
rovisions of the last preceding clause, shall from the time of their being so provided
core, and until the final completion of the said works, shall be the property of

ler Majesty for the purposes of the said works, and the same shall on no account be
hoen away, or used or disposed of except for the purposes of the said works, without
e consent in writing of the engineer, and Her Majesty shall not be answerable for

4ny loss or damage whatsoever which may happen to such machinery or other
Plant, naterial or things, provided always that upon the completion of the works and

oen payment by the contractors of all such moneys, if any, as shall be due from
te1 to Her Majesty, such of the said machinery and other plant, material and

'QIngs as shall not have been used and converted in the works, and shall romain
ilUdisposed of shall, upon demand, be delivered up to the contractors.

13. If the engineer shall at any time consider the number of workmen, horses,ti quantity of machinery or other plant, or the quantity of proper materials, respec-tvely employed or provided by the contractors on or for the said works, to be
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insuffleiont for the advancement thereof towards completion within the limited times,
or that the works aro, or some part thereof is not being carried on with due diligence,
then in every such case the said engineer may, by written notice to the contractors,
require them to employ or provide such additional workmen, horses, machinery
or other plant, or materials, as the engineer may think necessary, and in case the
contractors shall not thereupon within three days, or such other longer period as
may be fixed by any such notice, in al] respects comply therewith, thon the engineer
May, cither on behalf of fHer Majesty, or if he see fit, may, as the agent of and on
account of the contractors, but in either case at the expense of the contcactors,
provide and employ such additional workmen, horses, machinery and other plant, or
any thereof or such additional and materials respectively, as he nay think proper, and
may pay such additional workmen such wages, and for such additional horses, machi-
nery or other plant, and materials respectively, such prices as he may think proper,
and ail such wages and prices respectively, shall thereupon at once be repaid by the
contractors, or the same may be retained and deducted out of any moneys at any
time payable to the contractors; and Her Majesty may use, in the execution or
advancement of the said work not only the horses, machinery, and other plant, and
materials so in any case provided by anyone on Her behalf, but also ail such as may
have been or may be provided by or on behalf of the said contractors.

14. In case the contractors shall mako default or delay in diligently continuing
to execute or advance the works to the satisfaction of the engincer, and such default
or delay shall continue for six days after notice in writing shall have been given by
the engineer to the contractors requiring them to put an end to such default or deley,
or in case the contractors shall become insolvent, or make an assigument for the
beneflt of creditors, or neglect either personally or by a skilful or competent agent
to superintend the works, then in any of such cases fier Majesty may take the work
out of the contractors' hands and employ such means as sho may see fit to complote
the work, and in such cases the contractors shall have no claim for any further pay-
ment.in respect of the works performed, but shall, nevertheless, romain liable for ail
loss and damage which may be suffered by Ier Majesty by reason of the non-com-
pletion by the contractors of the works; and ail materials and things whatsoever,
and al horses, machinery and other plant provided by them for the purposes of the
works, shall romain and bo considered as the property of Her Majesty for the pur-
poses and according to the provisions and conditions contained in the twolfth clause
h ercof.

15. The contractors shall be at the risk of, and shall bear, ail loss or damage
whatsoever, from whatsoever cause arising, which may occur to the works, or any of
them, until the same be fully and finally completed and delivered up to and accepted
by the said Minister for the time being; and if any such loss or damage occur before
such final completion, delivery and acceptance, the contractors shall immodiatolY
at their own expense repair, restore and re-execute the work so damaged, so that the
whole works, or the respective parts thoreof, may be comploted within the timo here-
by limited.

16. The contractors shall not have or make any claim or demand, or bring anY
action or suit or petition against fier Majesty for any damage which they may sUs'
tain by reason of any delay in the progress of the work, arising from the acts of any
of fier Majesty's agents, and it is agreed that in the event of any such delay the Col
tractors shall have such further time for the completion of the works as may b fi:ed
in that bohalf by the Minister for the time being.

17. The contractors shall not make any assignment of this contract, or any stX'0
contract, for the execution of any of the works hereby contracted for; and in any
event no such assignment or sub-contract even though consented to, shall exonerate
the contractors from liability, under this contract, for the duo performance of ahl the
work hereby contracted for. In the event of any such assignment or sub-contraot
being made thon the contractors shall not have or make any claim or demand upoO
Her Majesty for any future payments under this contract for any further or groter
sum or sums than the sum or sums respectivoly at which the work or works so
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assigned or sub-contracted for shall have been undertaken to be executed by the,
assignee or sub-contractor; and in the event of any such assignment or sub-contract
being maado without such consent, Her Majesty may take the work out of the con-
tractors' hands, and employ such means as she may see fit to complote the same;
and in such case the contractors shall have no claim for any further payment in
respect of the works performed, but shall, neverthvless, remain liable for all loss and
damage which may be suffered by ler Majesty by reason of the non-completion by
the contractors of the works; and all materials and things whatsoever, and al.
horses, machinery and other plant provided by them for the purposes of the works,
shall remain and be considered as the property of Her Majosty for the purposes and
according to the provisions and conditions contained in the twelfth clause hereof.

18. Time shall be deemed to be of the essence of this contract.
19. The contractors shall be responsible for all damages claimable by any

Person or corporation whatsoever, in respect of any injury to persons or to lands,
bUildings, ships or other proporty, or in respect of any infringement of any right
whatsoever, occasioned by the performance of the said works, or by any neglect or
misfeasauce or non-misfeasance on their part, and shall and will at their own expense,
XIake such temporary provisions as may be necessary for the protection of persons,

Or of lands, baildings, ships or other property, or for the uninterrupted enjoyment of
all rights of persons or corporations, in and during the performance of the said
Works.

20. If the contractors fail at any time in paying the salaries or wages of any
pIerson employed by them upon or in respect of the said works, or any of them, and
'rty part of such salary be one month in arrear, or if there be due to any such person
onâe month's wages or salary, the engincer may notify the contractors to pay such
Salary or wages, and if two days elapse and the same be not paid in full up to the
date of payment or to such other date as may be in accordance with the terms of
ellployment of such person, thon Her Majesty may pay to such person salary or
Wages from any date to any date, and to any amount which may be payable, and
lay charge the same to the contractors and the contractors covenant witb Her

ajesty to repay at once any and every sum so paid.
21. The contractors will protect and will not remove or destroy or permit to be

removed or destroyed, the stakes, buoys and other marks placed on or about the
8id works by the engineer of the works, and shall furnish the necessary assistance

correct or replace any stake or mark which through any cause may have been
em1noved or destroyed.

22. Any notice or other communication mentioned in this contract to be
Iotified or given to the contractors shall bo deemed to be well and sufficiently notified
or given, if the same be left at the contractors' office or mailed in any post office, to
the contractors or foreman, addressed to the address mentioned in this contract, or
to the contractors' last known place of business.

23. And Her Majesty, in consideration of the premises, hereby covenants with
e contractors, that they will be paid for and in respect of the works hereby

contracted for, and in the manner set out in the next clause hereof the several prices.
or sums following, viz.:-

The sum in the whole of thirty-one thousand five hundred and twenty-five
lars and eighty-four cents of lawful money of Canada, for the engine house at

orth Bend.
24. Cash payments equal to about ninety per cent. of the value of the workone approximately made up from returns of progress measurements and computed

At the prices agreed upon or determined under the provisions of this contract, will be
1ade to the contractors monthly on the written certificate of the engineer that the
Work for or on account of which the certificate is granted, has been duly executod to

satisfaction and stating the value of such work computed as above mentioned-
Ilpon approval of such cortificate by the Minister, for the time being for the

nblUion of Canada, and the said certificate and such approval thereof shall be a
14dition precodent to the right of the contractors to be paid the said ninety per
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tent. or any part thereof. The remaining ton per cent. shall be retained until the
fmal completion of the whole of the work to the satisfaction of the Chief Engineer for
the time being, having control over the work, and within two months after such
completion the remaining ton per cent. will be paid. And it is hereby declared that
the written certificate of the said engineer certifying to the final completion of
said works to his satisfaction shall.be a condition precelent to the right of the con-
tractors to recoive or be paid the said remaining ten per cent., or any part thereof.

25. It is intended that every allowance to which the contractors are fairly
entitled, will be embraced in the engineor's monthly certificates; but should the con-
tractors at any time have claims of any description which they consider are not
included in the progress certificates, it will be necessary for them to make and repeat
auch claims in writing to the engineer, within fourteen days after the date of each
and every certificate in which they allege such claims to have beon omitted.

26. The contractors in presenting claims of the kind referred to in the last clause
must accompany them with satisfactory evidence of their accuracy, and the reason
why they think they should be allowed. Unless such claims are thus made during
the progress of the work, within fourteen days, as in the preceding clause, and
repeated, in writing, overy month, until finally adjusted or rejected, it must be clearly
understood that they shall bo for ever shut out, and the contractors shal have no
claim on ler Majesty in respect thereof.

27. Thie progress measurements and progress certificates shall not in any respect
be taken as an acceptance of the work or release of the contractors from responsi-
bility in respect thereof, but they shall at the conclusion of the work deliver over the
same in good order, according to the true intent and meaning of this contradt.

28. Her Majesty shall have the right to suspend operations from time to time at
any particular point or points or upon the whole of the works, and in the event of
such right being exercised so as to cause any delay to the contractors, thon an
extension of time equal to such delay or detention, to be fixed by the Minister as
above provided for, shall bo allowed them to complote the contract, but no such
delay shall vitiate or avoid this contract or any part thereof or the obligation hereby
imposed or any concurrent or other bond or security for the performance of this
contract, nor shall the contractors be entitled to any claim for danages by reason
of any such suspension of operations. And at any time after operations have been
suspended either in whole or in part-such operations may be again resumed and
again suspended and resumed as Her Majosty may think proper. And upon the
contractors receiving written notice on bohalf of Her Majesty that the suspended
operations are to be resumed, the contractors shall at once resume the operationS
and diligently carry on the same.

29. Should the amount now voted by Parliament and applicable towards payment
for the work hereby contracted for, be at any time expended previons to the comple
tion of the works, the Minister for the time being may give the contractors written
notice to that effect. And upon receiving such notice, the contractors may, if they
think fit, stop the work-but in any case shall not be entitled to any paymont for
work done, beyond the amount voted and applicable as aforesaid-unless and until
the necessary funds shall have been voted by Parliament in that behalf. And in no
event shall the contractors have or make any claim upon Her Majesty for anY
damages or compensation by reason of the said suspension of payment, or by reason
of any delay or loss caused by the stoppage of work.

30. The contractors shall not permit, allow, or encourage the sale of anY
apirituous liquors on or near the works.

31. No work whatever shall at any time or place be carried on during SundaY,
and the contractors shall take all necessary stops for preventing any foreman, or
agent, or men from working or employing others on that day.

32. It is hereby agreed, that all matters of difference arising botween the partièO
hereto, upon any matter connected with or arising out of this contract, the decision
whereof is not hereby especially given to the engineer-shall be referred to the
award and arbitration of the Chief Engineer for the time being, having control oVOr

16
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the works, and the award of such engineer shall be final and conclusive; and it is
hereby declared that such award shall be a condition precedent to the right of the
Contractors to receive or be paid any sum or sums on account, or by reason of such
inatters in difference.

33. It is distinctly declared that no implied contract of any kind whatsoever, by
or on behalf of Her Majesty, shall arise or be implied from anything in this contract
Contained, or from any position or situation of the parties at any time, it being clearly
lnnderstood and agreed that the express contracts, covenants and agreements herein
contained and made by Mer Majesty, are and shall be the only contracts, covenants
and agreements upon which any rights against Her are to be founded.

34. This contract is hereby, pursuant to the visions of the 8th section of the
Statute 41st Victoria (1878), chapter 5, made sub t to the express condition that
tio member of the House of Commons of Canada shall be admitted to any share or
Part of such contract, or to any benefit to arise therefrom.

35. In the event of it becoming advisable in the interests of the public to sus-
Pend the work hereby contracted for, or any portion thereof, at any time before its
cUOmpletion, and to put an end to this contract, the Minister for the time being shall
have full power to stop the work and to cancel this contract, on giving due notice to
that effect to the contractors. The contractors, however, will be entitled to receive
Payment for all sums thon due for work already done, materials used or delivered, or
rea.dy to be used, or in course of preparation, together with such reasonable compen-
8ation as will cover all bond fide damages, if any, resulting therefrom, and as may
thon be agreed upon; or, in case of disagreement, as may be determined by the
Oficial arbitrators of the Dominion of Canada; it being understood, however, that no
o0npensation will be allowed to or claimed by the contractors, for materials procured
for the works, alter the date of the service of the notice above referred to, or for any
108s of anticipated profits, either in respect of the works so suspended as aforesaid, or
Of the materials thon procured for said works.

IN WITNEss whereof, the contractors have hereto set their hands and seals, and
these presents have been signed and soaled by the said Minister, and countersigned

the Secretary of the Department of Railways and Canals of Canada, on behalf of
er Majesty.

gned, sealed and delivered by the GEO. J. WILSON.
contractors, in resence of F. WELCOME MOORÂDY.

. A. SIAULT.[SEL.]

gned, sealed and delivered by the J. I. POPE,
Minister, and countersigned by Acting Mnister of Railways and Canal&
the Secretary of Railways and A. P. BRADLifT,
Canals, in the presence of jSecretary.

H. A, FIÎsL4ULT. j [SEAL.]

35c-2
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CANADIAN PACIFIC IRAILWAY.

" 'A ")

SPECIFICATION OF IRON PILES FOR THE WHARF AT PORT MOODY, BRITISH COLUMBIA.

List of piles required.
Number of Piles. Length in Feet.

5............................................................................... 66
8....................................... .. ........................ 62
2 .............................................................................. 60
7.. ......................................................................... 58
7 ...... .. ............................................................... 56

14. ................. ......... ................... 54
............................. .................... 52

41..... ......................................... 50
20 .......................... .................. ........... 48
24................................................. 46
18............................................................. ....... ... 44

7 ............................................................................... 42
15 ............................................................................... 40
16 ......... . .... . .... .. . ...... ......... 38

9 ........................................................................... 36
4 ............................................................................... 34
4 ...................................................... .... .. . .......... 32

212 piles.
212 cast iron caps.
212 cast iron points.
4 wrought iron driving caps.
1,700 wrought spikes, 4J inches long by ¾ inch square.

The piles are to be made of the best quality of wrought iron for resisting the
injurious action of salt water.

The section of the segments is to be the same as shown on plan, or an approved
one of equal strength and area.

The diameter of the cylindrical part not less than 9 inches and the thickness
Sof an inch.

The rivets are to be î inch diameter and spaced 6 inches between centres, except
at the upper and lower ends, where the rivets are to be spaced 3 inches betwee"
centres as shown on plan.

All riveting done at the shops is to be machine riveting. Wheu the segment0
are in the lengths, the abutting joints are to be not less than 4 feet apart. but in cse
it is necessary that the longest piles have to be made in two lengths, the abutting
joints may thon be not less than 2 feet apart. The splice plates are to be formed tO
fit solidly against the flanges. The spliced parts are to be fitted and bolted together
at the works, and the rivet holes through the splice plates and flanges reamed out to
admit the rivets, and each splice plate marked and bolted to the flange it has be0l
fitted to.

The ends are to be faced off. with a milling machine, to make true bearing sur-
faces for the cast iron caps and points.

There are to be four countersunk holes of î of an inch diamoter, in the lower Oad
of each pile for spiking the wooden plug.

The lengths of the piles given in foregoing list, are the extreme lengths from the
caps to the points.

The inside surfaces of the segments and flanges are to have a good coat of hot
coal tar varnish before they are riveted together, and a similar coat on the outsido
after they are finished.
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The cast iron caps are to be 2 feet 2 inches long and 13 inches wide on their top
Surfaces. They are to have cylinders on their under sides, foried to fit tvto and
inside the end of the wrought iron piles, and with truly dressed shoulders 1 inch
Wide to bear on their ends. They are to be strengthened with brackets and have
bolt holes through them, as shown on plan.

The cast iron pile points are to be formed partly cytindrical with curved conical
Points. The insides of the cylindrical parts are to be the same diameter as the inside
of the wrought iron and the outside 2 inches larger. There are also to be four pro-
jections on each to extend the bearing surfaces under tho flanges. The formas of the
Ï1lside and outside are shown on plans. Four countersuck holes î of an inch in
diameter are to be drilled in each point to fasten them to the wood plugs with the ¾
inch square spikes.

The spikes are to be 4Î inches long # inch square, with chisel sharpened points,
an1d heads to fit the countersunk holes.

Four driving caps are to be provided, formed as shown on plans. Each top
Plate of wrought iron is to be 13 inches diameter by 2 inches thick, slightly rounded
0n the upper surface. Attached to the under side are two pieces of 11-inch by 1-inch
irOn bent as shown, with their ends riveted to the plate. The distance from out to
Out of the bent pieces is to be the same as the inside diameter of the pile.

C. SCHREIBER, Engineer-in-Chief Canadian Pacific Ry.
J. TOMLINSON, Bridge Engineer, Dept. Rys. & Canals.

'OTTAWA, 10th March, 1885.

ARTICLES OF AGIREEMENT entered into this day of seventeenth of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and made in dupli-
¾te between Messrs. Head, Wrightson and Company, on Stockton-on-Tees, Lon-
doni, England, owners of the Teesdale Iron Works (hereinafter called the contract-
ors), of the first part, and Her Majesty Queen Victoria, represented herein by the

Onorable the Minister of Railways and Canals for the Dominion of Canada (herein-
Ofter called the Minister), of the second part, WITNESsETH, that the contractors, for
&d in consideration of the conditions and agreements hereinafter mentioned, doth
hereby agree to and with fier Majesty, her successors and assigns, to manufacture,
mlPPIy and deliver to the satisfaction of the said Minister, in full and perfect accord-
8tce with the terms and agreeably to the true intent and meaning of the specifica-
t1nxl hereunto annexed, marked "l A" (which is hereby agreed and declared to be
11rt and parcel of this agreement and to be taken and read as incorporated here-

th), and which is hereinafter called the specification, two hundred and twelve iron
es, with caps and points; the said delivery of the same to be made by the con-
ctors on the Canadian Pacific Railway wharf at Port Moody, Burrard Inlet, in the

Vince of British Columbia, in bond and free of all charges except customs duty, on or
ore the twentieth day of September, A. D. one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
; the said piles, caps and points being required for the said Port Moody wharf.
In consideration whereof Uer Majesty's Minister doth hereby agree to pay the

1tractors the sum of twelve pounds nine shillings sterling for each ton of the said
e pes, caps and points hereinbefore mentioned (the ton weight for the purposes

y Oof being fixed at two thousand two hundred and forty pounds) the whole being
aetable as follows, that is to say:-the price of each shipment to be paid to the con-
an1tors on account of the same through the financial agent of the Government of
8la4da, or other duly authorized agent or banking house in British Columbia, on

tvery thereof on the wharf at Port Moody as aforesaid, free of all charges except
e4p ras duty and upon production of the certificatea of inspection by the inspector
pJOted by the Minister for such purpose.

by 1 1d it is hereby agreed that the inspector who may be appointed in England
e finister for such purpose shall have full power to reject any of the iron piles,
or points which in his opinion are not fully land in all respects conformable to

acc l ordance with the specification and the agreement.
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And it is further agreed that if, from strikes or extraordinary occurrences
beyond their control the contractors shall be unable to complete the said deliveries
or either of them within the time specified, a further period not exceeding three
months shall be allowed for such incomplete delivery, and thereafter only such
further time as the Minister may by writing allow for such purpose.

In witriess whereof the contractors have hereunto set their hands and seals, and
the Aeting Minister of Railways and Canals hath hereunto set his hand and caused
these presents to be sealed and to be countersigned by the Secretary of the Depart-
ment of Raiiways and Canals for Canada, on the day and year first above written.
Signed, sealed and delivered by the)

contractors, in presence of I
GEO. W. WILCOX,

Stockton on Tees, Accountant.>-
JoHN T. iRoBINsoN,

60 Gilmour st., Stockton on Tees,
Ledger Clerk.

Si ed, sealed and delivered by the
'nister and by the Secretary of

Railways and Canals, of Canada,
in presence of I

H. A. FIssrAULt.J

HEAD, WRIGHTSON & CO.,
[L.S.)

J. H. POPE,
Acting Minister of Bailways and Canals.

A. P. BRADLEY,
Secretary.

[L.S.]
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RETURN
(35d.)

To an ADDRESS of the HOusE OF COMMONS, dated 5th March, 1886 ;-For
Copies of all correspondence between the Government, or any member
of the Government, with the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company and.
the North Shore Railway Company, and between the two Companies,
concerning the prolongation of the line of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way to the Harbor of Quebec ; of all contracts between the said two

Railway Companies in reference to the same; of all Orders in Council

passed in reference to the same, together with a statement of all moneys,
paid by the Government, and of the names of the persons to whoi.
8uch payments were made; also in reference to the same and in con..

formity with the Acts 47 Victoria, Chapter 8, and 48-49 Victoria,

Chapter 58.

By Command.

J. A. CHAPLEAU,
1Department of the Secretary of State, Secretary of State.

13th April, 1886.

eRTIPIED Copy of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approveI
by the Honorable the Deputy Governor General in Council on the 19th September,
1885.
The Committee of Council hereby respectfully recommend that on the transfer

Possession of the North Shore Railway to the Government under the agreement
fi ay entered into between the Government and the Grand Trunk iRailway Company

Canada-and on the execution of the agreement aforesaid by such Grand Trunk
ailway Company, and on the transfer of the stock of the North Shore Railway

ipanry to persons named by the Governmont-payment be made to the Grand
rutnk IRailway Company of the sum of five hundred and twenty-five thousand,olars, as specified in the said agreement.

JOHN J. McGE, Clerk Privy Council.

IED CoPY of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approveE
by the Honorable the Deputy Governor on the 19th September, 1885.

The Committee of Council have the honor to report that in order to carry out
4 provisions of the Act of last session, cap. 58, with respect to the procuring free

for the trains and traffic of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company to the
or of Quebec, negotiations have been entered into under the 2nd and 3rd sections

the said Act and concluded, provisionally, between the Department of Railways
Canals and the Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada (which railway has
control of the North Shore Railway and its stock) for the acquisition of th7e said
35th Shore Railway ; and they submit a copy of the agreement made between the
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Government of Canada and the said Grand Trunk Railway Company, embodying the
results of the said negotiations for approval, and they further recommend that tha
Honorable John Henry Pope be authorized to execute the said agreement on behalf
of the Government.

Ail of which is respectfully submitted for approval.
JOHN J. McGHEE, Clerk Privy Council.

AGREEMENT.
An agreement made this 19th day of September, in the year of Our Lord one

thousand eight hundred and eiuhty-five, between
The Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada, represented herein by Joseph.

Hickson, Esq., General Manager, hereinafter called the Company, and
Her Majesty the Queen, repi esented herein by the Minister of Railways and

Canals of Canada, hereinafter called the Government -
Whereas, by an Act of the Parliament of Canada, passed at the last Session

thereof, intituled: " An Act to auth rize the granting of further Subsidies to and
making further provision for the construction jnd efficient operation of the Railways
therein described," it was, among other things, provided, that if it should ba
expedient so to do in order to facilitate free access to the port of Quebec by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, the Governor in Council might acquire the
North Shore Railway and apply the sum of one million five hundred thousand
dollars, or any part thervof, in aid of such acquisition;

And whereas the company have been operating the said North Shore Railway
under an agreement made with the North Shore Railway Company in regard thereto,
and dated tme twenty-seventh day of February, one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-three;

And whereas the Government have deemed it expedient to acquire the North
Shore Railway;

Now, therefore, this agreement witnesseth and the company and the Goveri'
ment agree to and with each other in the manner following, that is to say:-

lat. The compaiiy thall forthwith cause to be transferred to the Government, or
to such person or persons or corporation as they shall name, ail the shares in tbO
stock of the North Shore Railway Company constituting the entire share capital
thereof.

2nd. The company shall put the Government in possession of thq said railwal
and its appuitenauceis, rolling stock, plant, equipment, tools, machinery, implement0y
stores, fuel, books of minutes and of account, title deeds, muniments, vouchers a0d
documents without any exception whatsoever, as the same exists and are at the date
hereof i use upon the said railway, its property and appurtenancs, or held or cou'
trolled by the comnpany, but the company shall have the froe use of ail books, deed£
and papers which are requisite and necessary to the closing up of its business Witth
the North Shore Railway Company and until such business is so closed up.

3rd. The company shall forthwith secure the resignation of ail or such of the
directors qf the North Shore Company as the Government may desire, and the elae'
tion to seats at the board of the directors of said company of such persons as the
Government shall designate.

4th. The company shall forthwith cause to be delivered to the Governm0 tO'
with ail coupons attached, one hundred and eighty thousand dollars of bonds of the
North Shore Railway Company which are its property and remain in its treasU4 '
unssued.

5th. The company shall retain and have the right to collect and get in all accout11
due or accrtd to the North Shore Railway Company up to the morning of the
twentieth instant, and for that purpose, on giving notice to the Government, or to the
person, persons or corporation named by them, as provided in the first paragrapI'
hercof, the company shall, at its own cost and charges, be allowed to use the nano
of the North Shore Raiiway Company in any legal proceedings, or otherwise,
the purpose of making such collection.
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6th. The company shall, except as herein otherwise provided, pay and discharge
all accounts and debts incurred and ail damages for breaches of contract entered into
by the North Shore Railwry Company between the fourth day of March, 1882, and
tLo morning of the twentieth instant, and ail other obligations and liabilities between
the twentieth day of April, 188-3, and the said morning of the twentieth inDtant.

7tb. The company shall pay the wages of employés of the North Shore Railway
Company of every rank and class whatsoever up to the morning of the twentieth
Instant

8th. The company shall forthwith secure the cancellation of ail contracts and
agreements between the North Shore Railway Company and its employés, except
bIen employed in the train department, the track department, the shops and the
Etation service :

And the company declare and covenant that no time engagements have been
maade with any of the men so employed in the train department, the track depart-
]ent, the shops or the station service, for any period beyond the termination of the
present year, and tha ail such employés are liable to di-missal :,t !> he pleasure of the
Companiy after the notice requ'red by law in respcct of simil: r er -agements in the
Imamner and upon the condit>ons usual with resp (t to railway companies and their

employés.
9th. The company declare, covenant and egree, that of the contracts and agree-

3ments which have been entered into by the Nortb Shore Railway Companysince the
Company bas been operating the North Shore liailwty, none are in force and effect
except thoe herein expressly mentioned.

10th. The Government shall, on the transfer of the stock of the North Shore
Ilailway Company, the election of directors and the placing of an officer or person
baned by the Government, in charge of the North Shore Railway, with its appur-
tenances, rolling stcek, plant, equipment, tools, machinery, implements, stores, fuel,
boorks and muniments, as herein provided, pay to the company the sum of five hun-
dred and twenty-five thousand dollars.

1lth. The Government shall, as soon as the amount can be ascertained, and as
t he coal is delivered, pay to the company the value at its cost to the North Shore
IRailway Company, of ail fuel purchased exp7esly for the use of the North Shore
-Iailway for the business of the present autunn and coming wintor.

1,th. The Government shall either assume, or cause the person, persons or
T oration named by them, as aforesaid, to assume, the liabilities of the North Shore

"%1way Company with respect to the following claims:-
For the Palais Harbor property at Quebec...., ............. $ 45,000
For land at Queboc, due Robt. H. McGreevey............... 15,00)
For land in Hochelaga, due to H. Robert, and payable in

1884.............................. ............................... 22,500

13th. The company shall, by due and legal procedure, with such authority of
n'O shareholders of the several companies thereto as may be necessary for that pur-
Pose, forthwith secure the cancellation of the following in part described agreements,
lat is to say:-

(a.) The agreement dated the thirty-first day of July, 1882, bet ween the company
*nd the North Shore Railway Company, respecting the Jacques Cartier Union Rail-
.MY Compa1ny ;

(b.) The agreement dated the first of September, 1883, bet ween the North Shore
lB1IWay Company and the Jacques Cartier Union Railway Company;

(c.) The agreement dated the third of September, 1883, between the company,
t'e North Shore Railway Company and the Jacquesi Cartier Union Railway Company.
t 14th. The conpany shall fcrthwith procure tne Norih Shore Uailway Company

fully and absolutely released and discharged from all obligation and liability to
and in favor of the holders of the bonds of the'Jacques Cartier Union Railway Com-

1y, and more particularly the oblieation and udertaking assumed by the North
ore Railway Company in and by the agreement of the thirty-first day of July, 1882,

3
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and subsequent agreement aforesaid, to pay jointly with the compary the interest
upon the bonds of the J.acques Cartier Union Raiilway Company, such release and
d'ceharge to bee ffected ini such manncr that :no present or subsequent holder of any
of tho bond.s of the said Jucqucs Cartier Union Railway Company can have or main-
tain any action or recourse against tho North Shore Railway Company for the said
interests or any part thercof.

15th. Tho Governmont or the person, persons or corporation so named by then
as aforesaid, shall cause the North Shore Railway Company to maintain, assume and
carry ont the obligations and conditions of the following in part detciibed agreements
that is to say:-

(a.') An agreement with the Government of Quelec in respect of the acquisition
of the said North Shore Railway Compary, dated the fourth day of March, 1882, and
ernboied in the Acts of the Legislature of the Province of Quebec, in the Sesion
thereof held during the last mentioned year;

(b.) An agreement dated the fifteenth day of September, 1883, between the
North Shore Railway Company and the Quebec and Lake St. John Railway Com-

ary.
16th With respect to the said agrecement between the company and the North

Shore Railway Company, dated the twenty-seventh day of February, 1883, unden'
which the company bas been opcrating the North Shore Railway, it is mutually
agreed a@ follows:-

(a.) The said agreement as to all matters between the company and the North
Shore Railway company shall be considered to be cancelled and shall be put an
end to and the company renounce all claim, obligation or duty thereunder.

(b.) The compary shall pay the interest accrued or accruing due on the mort-
gage debt of the North Shore Rai l way Company on the morning of the twentieth
instant.

(c.) The Goverrment shall, fiom timo to time, and at all times hereafter indem-
nify ard bold bai mless or cause the person, persons or corporation so named by them,
as aforesaid, o indemnify ard hold harmloss the company from any claim or demand
which the bolders present or future of the first mortgage bonds of the said North
Shore Railwny Cempany may have against the company in respect of any liability
under the said agreement, to pay or provide for the payment of interest on such
mortgage bonds and againt all damage and injury that may arise out of any such
claim or demand.

17th. The company expressly declare and covenant that the North Shore Rail-
way, its property and appurtenances, substantially and as nearly as the circu'mstances
of the case will admit thereof, comprise the same property as that of which theY
acquired control and possession on the twentieth day of April, 1883, and that sincO
that date the same has not been incumbered by the North Shore Railway Company•

18th. The company shall indemnify and bold barmless the Government and the
person, persons or corporation so named by them, as aforesaid, against all and everY
loss, damage, expense and injury v hich may be incurred or sustained by the Govern-
ment, sucb person, persons or corpcration, by reason of a breach of any declaration,
covenant or agreement herein made by the compary and on its part to be kept and
performed.

And that the person, persons or corporation so named by the Government, as
aforesaid, shall have every and all remedies and recourses against the company wbich
the Goverinment might or could have bad bercunder and as fully and to the samne
extent and in the sane manner as if each declaration, covenant, agreement and
undertaking herein contained, was made with such person, persons or corporatio'
and be they or it were privy hereLo.

19th. The Government shall indemnify and hold harmless the company againde,
AI1 and every loss, damage, expenso or injury which may be incurred or sustained by'
the company by reason of the breoch of any declaration, covenant, agreement or u-
dertaking herein made by the Go\ ornment, and on their part to be~ kept and per'
formed.
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In witness whereof the Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada has caused its
aeal to be heroto afflxed and these presents to be signed by the said Joseph Hic son,
its general manager, and the Mirster of Railways and Canals has caured bis sRea to
be hereto affxed, ard these presents to be signed by himself and the secretary of bis
bepartment.

J. H. POPE, Acting Minister of Railways and Cana7s:
A. P. BIRADLEY, Secretary.

GEORGE W. BURBIDGE, Ottawa.

CERTIFIED CoPY (f a -Report of a C,6imittee of the honorable the Privy Council, approved
by the Honorable the Deputy G6vernor in Council on the 19th September, 1885.

The Committee of Council bave the honor to report that, in order to carry out
the provisions ot the Act of last Seesicn, Chapter 58, intituled: "An Act t" authorize
the granting of furthcr subsidies to and making further provision for the construction
and efficient operation of the railway therein described," with respect to the procur-
ing free access by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company to the harbor of Quebec,
an agreement bas been entered into between the Government of Canada and the
Grand Trunk Railway Company for the acquisition of the North Shore Railway, and
they now sulmit copy of agreement between the Government of Canada and the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company transferring to the said company, in accordance
With the provisions of the 3rd section of the above cited Act, the said North Shore
hailway, for approval, and they recommend tbat the Honorable John Henry Pope
te autborizcd to execute the said agreement on behalf of the said Governmont.

Ail which is respectfully submitted for approval.
JOHN J. MoGRE, Clerk Privy Council.

o the Hon. the Minister of Railways and Canals.

ýRXTRAoT from the minutes of an adjourned meeting of the Board of Directors of the
Canadian Pacific Railu-ay Company, held purcuant to resolution passed at the meeting
held on Wednsday, luth day of September, 1885, on this Thursday, 17th day of
Septémber, 1885, at the hour of 12 o'clock, noon, at the ofice of the company in

.Montreal.
Present in person.-Mr. George Stephen, President ; Mr. W. C. Van Horne,Vice-

?resident; Hon. Dorald A. Smith, Mr. Sandford Fleming, C.E., C.M.G.
And by proxy.-Messrs. R. B. Angus, E. B. Osler, George R. Harris, H. S.

eorthcote, P. du P. Grenfell.
Mr. Drinkwater also attended.
The vice-president reported that he, with the consent -of the company, had met

the Government the previous afternoon for the purpose of considering and discssing
a Proposed agreem ent between 1be Grand Trunk Railway Company and the Govern-
Xlent, preparatory to the transfer to this company of the North Shore Railway under
he provisions oi the Act of last Fession. That ho had left Mr. Abbott in Ottawa,

after deciding -with him upon the line of action whicb ibis company should adopt
'With respect to the positikn of the Grand Txunk Railway Company and that of the
Vario" O companies witb Lhcm tgrermerts cf different kinds had been made by the
North Shore Railîay Company, among.which might be mentioned the agreement with
the Richelieu and Ortario Navigation Company. made on the 30th March last, and
greements previcusly made with the Jacques Cartier Union Railway Company, the3

Canadian Expiess ComnSJy and the Shedden Company, at varions times. That the
plOsit(rn taken on behalf of Ibis company in these and other respects was, as previ-
''sly determined ly the boaid, that ail time contracts between the North Shor&

l'Way Comp1 any and other conpauies and persons should be cancelled, including
oeabove mientioned. That the Grand Trunk Railway Company should undertake
PaY all ibe liabiliies of every description of the North Shore Railway Company-

P to the date of tiansfer, thus placing this company in possession of the North Shore
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Ri lway free of all liabilities whatever, except the bond issue, less a sum equivalent to
about $180,00 still in the treasury of the North Shore Railway Company, and except
also the balance of price of throe properties, two at Quebec and one at Hchelaga,
amounting in ail to about $80,000. That, as previous correspondence showed, this
company claimedl satisfactory security, that the Grand Trunk Railway Company
would perform the obligations it was to assume in respect of the payment of the debts
and liabilities of the North Shore Railway Com pany, and that the Goverrrnent
.sbould appropriate to this company, in aid of the þroposed acquisition of the North
Shore Railway, the balance of the grant of last session, after 1 ayment to the Grand
Trunk ]Railway Company of the sum of $525,000, that company retaining possession of
the Jacques Cartier Union Railway, and causing the liability of the North Shore
IRailway Company, in respect of the bonds secured on that railway, to be diseharged.

Whereupon it was resolved, that the position taken by the vice president c'
behalf of this company with the Government at Ottawa as to the terms of transfor of
the North Shore Railway be and the same is hereby approved.

That the vice-president be and is hereby authorized to make arrangements
with the Government on behalf of this company for the acceptance by this company'
of a transfer of the North Shore Railway upon such terms and conditions as he shall
agree upon with them in conformity as nearly as may be with bis report as con-
irmed by this loard, and that the details of such arrangements shall be left to his dis-

eretion: Provided always, that the-result of sucb arrrangements shall in effect be that
this company will recoive tIh whole of the capital stock of the North Shore Railway
Company, and obtain possession and control of its railway, subjoct to no other bnr-
dems than the amount of the bonds, including the balance of the pur chase money of
the railway, but less the sum of about $180,000 still in the treasury, and subject to
the payment of the balance of the price of the three properties referred to by the
-vice-president in his report to this meeting; that the obligation of the Grand Trunk
AbLilway com pany to pay ail the debts and indemnify this company against all the
liabilities of the North Shore Railway Company, from its transfer by the Governmont
of Quebec to the 20th September instant, be satisfactorily secured, and that the
balance of the grant of Parliament at its last session of $1,500 000, to aid this com-
pany in obtaining access to Quebec after payment of the sum of $525,000 to the
Grand Trun k Railway Company, be appropriated and used in such manner as prac-
tically to reduce the annual liability of this company to about $ 300,000.

Certified a true copy.
C. DRINKWATER, &cretary.

AGREEMENT.

An a -reement made this nineteenth day of September, in the year of Our Lord
one tuwd eight hundred and eighty-five, between

lier z àjesty, herein acting and represented by the Minister of Railways and
Canals of Car ada, bereinafter called the " Government," and

The Car adian Pacifie Railway Company, represented herein by William C. VanO
Morne, of the city of Montreal, vice-president of the said company, hereinaftor called
the " Compar y ;"

Whereas it is, among other things, provided by an Act of the Parliament of
Canada, passed at the last session thereof, intituled: " An Act to authorize the grani'
inp oi further subsidies to, and rnaking further provision for the construction and
*Bcient operation of the railways therein described," that the Governor in Council
lmigbt grant a subsidy with the subsidies theretofore granted, amounting to One
unillion five hundred thousand dollars as an aid towards procuring free access by the
company to the barber of Quebec, and that if it should be expedient so to do, a
order to facilitate the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company in obtaining such fre
acess, the Governor General in Couneil might acquire the North Shore Railway, an
alpply the said sum of one million five hundred tbousand dollars, or any part thereofr
in aid of such acquisition, and upon such acquisition might transier and convey of

6
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lease the said railway to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, subject to suck
Obligations as the Government might have assumed in acquiriùg it;

And whereas the Government, deoming it expedient so to do, have acquired the
gorth Shore Railway, in the manner, on the terms and conditions, and subject to the
Obligations set out in tho agreement bearing even date herewith, and made betwean
the Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada and the Government, copy of which
agreement is hereto attached ;

Now, therefore, this agreement witnesseth that the Government have undcr the
said agreement, copy of which is attached, named the company as the corporation to
Which the Grand Trunk Railway Company of C inada shall transfer the shares in the
stock of tho North Shoie tailway Company, and the company have named George
Stephen, Esq., and the Honorable Donald A. Smith, both of the city of Montreal, as
trustees to whom the said shares shall be so transferred for the company.

. (2.) And the Government have transferred, and by these presents do transfer, tae
the company all the interest, right and title to and in the said North bhore Railway,
an1d its appurtenances, rolling stock, plant, equipment, tools, machinery, implements,
Stores, fuel, books of minutes and of account, title deeds, moniments, vouchers and
documents, which they acquired by virtue of the said in part recited agreement, and
do subrogate the said company in and to all the rights, claims, demands and remedies
Whatsoev er, which, under the said agreement, the Government could have had or
exercised if this agreement had not been made.

(3.) In consideration of the premises the Government agree to apply and use
Part of the said sum of one million five hundred thousand dollars, to wit, the sam of
I.ine hundred and seventy thousand dollars in aid of the said company in the acqaiisi-
tiOn of the said railway in the following manner, that is to say: -In the event of th

'Bt receipts of the operation of the said railway, after paying the operating expenses,
thereof, proving insufficient to meet the interest on the fiest mortgage bonds of the
aid North Shore Railway Company, including those held by the G >vernment of Qae-

bec as collateral security for the balance of the price of the said railway, the Govern-
1ment will apply the interest on the said suin of nine hundred and seventy thousand
olars at the rate of four per cent. per annum, in whole or in part, as may be required,

towards the payment of the deficiency. But if or when after payment of all such
deficiencies, the net receipts of the said railway as aforesaid, shall be sufficient
tO Pay the interest on the said bonds, the said company shall cease to have any furthier

Ulaim or demand upon the Government in respect of the said sum of money; provided
that as regards operating expenses the cost of no new works or renewals of a more
eePensive character than existing works were when new, shall be accounted as form-
11g part of such operating expenses, unless the previous consent of the Minister of
ktilways and Canals bas been obtained to their construction.

(4.) And the Government further agree and covenant with the company, that it
ease the Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada shall fail to make good, and keep,
Or shal make default in any declaration, covenant, obligation, agreement or under-
taking mentioned in the said agreement (copy of which is hereto attached) and on its
part to be made good, kept or performed, the company shail have the right and liberty

its own option, but at its own cost and expense, to exercise in its own name, or ia
te name of Hler Majesty, any right or remedy by action or proceeding which it may,
4 counsel learned in the law, be advised to take against the Grand Trunk Railway

Cýompany of Canada, or for the protection of its rights and interest.
And upon any judgment or award being rendered or made in respect of any such

eelaration, covenant, obligation, agreement or undertaking, granting redress to the
topany for the injury complained of, Her Majesty will by all ways and means opea
Iroer, assst and aid the company to enforce such judgment or award, and for that
urPose, if default is made by the Grand Trunk Railway Company to pay the amount

thereo>f, and the company flnds itself unable to levy sucih amount, and if the sante
eay lawfully be done, will enforce payment thereof by retaining such amount ont

such moneys as shall thereafter become due by the Government to the GrandL
"4k Railway Company or in such other manner as the Government sems fit.

lI
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(5 ) And the company agree to and with the Governmont that it will accept, be
bound by, fulfil and perform each and every dcclaration, covenqnt, obligation, agree-
ment and undertaking which, by the said agreoment (copy of which is hereto
attached) the Government have made, incurred, entered into or given, and that it
will, from time to time, and at all times hereafter, indemnify aul hold harmless the
Government from and against all claims, denands, damages, injuriei, actions, costs
and expenses which may happen or arise by roason of any such doclaration, covenant,
obligation, agreement or undertaking.

In witness whereof the Minister of Railways and Cainals has caused his seal to
be affixed to these presents, and the same to be signed by himself and the secretary
of his Department, and the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company has caused its seal to
be affixed to these presents, and the same to b3 signod by the said William C. Van
Horne, its vice-president.
(L.S.) J. H. POPE, for the Minister of Railways and Canals.

A. P. BRADLEY, Secretary.
For the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company:

(L.S.) W. C. VAN HORNE, Vicepresident.
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

Witness,
GEO. W. BURBIDGE, Ottawa.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA,
GENERAL MANAGER'S OFFICE, MONTREAL, 19th September, 1885.

DEAR SiR,-In reference to the agreement made between the Government and
the Grand Trunk Railway Company to-day, it is understood that the company agree
to secure the cancellation of the following contracts, made by the North Shore Corn-
pany :-

1. A contract with the Grand Trnnk Railway Company and the Richelieu and
Ontario Navigation Company, dated the 31st March, 1885.

2. A contract between the North Shore Railway Company and the Canadiau
Express Company, dated the 1lth January, 1884

3. A contract (by letter only) between the North Shore Company and thO
Shedden Cartage Company, in respect of cartage.

The Government in respect of the last two contracts are to pay as compensation'
for the cancellation of the contracts, the sum of five thousand dollars (85,000).

Will you kindly confirm this arrangement?
I am, dear Sir, your obedient servant,

J. I10IKSON, General Manager.
Hon. J. H. POPE, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT RAILWAYs AND CANALS, OTTAWA, 21st September, 1885.
SIR,-With reference toyour letter of the 19th instant, relative to the agreement

between the Government and the Grand Trunk Railway Co. arrived at on that date,
whareby the Grand Trunk Railway agreed to secure the cancellation of certain cou'
tracts made by the North Shore Railway Company, the Government in its turn agrecO
ing to pay certain compensation in this connection, I hereby, by the direction of the
Minister, and in compliance with your request, confirm the agreement as expressedi 0

the terms of your letter, namely:-
lst. That the Grand Trunk Railway secure this cancellation of the followiog

contracts made by the North Shore Company:-
(a.) A contract with the Grand Trunk Railway Company and the Richelieu and

Ontario Navigation Company, dated the 30th of March, 1885.
(b.) A contract between the North Shore Railway Company and the CanadiaO

Express Company, dated the lth January, 1884.
(c.) A contract (by letter only) between the North Shore Company and the

Shedden Cartage Company in respect of cartage.

A. 188649 Victoria.
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2nd. That the Government pay as compensation for the cancellation of the two
contracts last named the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000).

The Minister directs me to request that you will be pleased to carry out this ar-
rangement without delays

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. P. BRADLEY, Becretary.

JOS. HIcIKsoN, Esq., General Manager Grand Trunk Railway.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, OTTAwA, 23rd September, 1885.

Sîu,-The transfer of the stock of the North Shore IRailway Company having
been made to persons named by the Government, as provided in the agreement,
dated 19th September, between the Grand Trunk Railway Company and the Gov
ernment and the Canadian Pacific Railway Company having been put in possession
of the North Shore Railway, I have the honor to send you the following papers:-

1. Agreement with the Grand Trunk Company, executed by Mr. Joseph Hickson.
2. Agreement with the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, dated 19th instant.
3. Copy of the agreement with the Grand Trunk Railway Company, executed

by Mr. Pope, which was not found necessary to use, and attached to which you will
find the Order in Council of the 19th September, 1885.

4. Copy of an Order in Council of the 19th instant, stating the conditions on
Which the sum of $525,000 should be paid to the Grand prunk Railway Company.

5. The Shedden contract.
6. Agreement, dated 27th February, 1883, between the Grand Trunk Railway

Conpany and the North Shore Railway Company.
7. Agreement with the Quebec and Lake St. John Railway Company, dated 15th

September, 1883.
8. Areement between the Grand Trunk Railway Company, the North Shore

Railway mpany and the Jacques Cartier Union Railway Company, dated 3rd Sep-
tember, 1883.

9. Agreement between the North Shore Railway Company and the Jacques
Cartier Union Railway Company, dated lst September, 1883

10. Railways and Canals, file No. 37534 of '85, letter from W. C. Van Horne to
the Hon. J. H. Pope, dated 5th September, 1885.

11. Railways and Canals, file No. 37569 of '85, letter from W. C. Van Horne to
the Hon. J. H. Pope, dated 10th September, 1885.

12. Railways and Canals, file No. 37601 of '85, letter from W. C. Van Horne to
the Hon. J. H. Pope, dated 14th September, 1885.

13. Telegram from Hon. J. H. Pope to C. Schreiber, dated 16th September, 1885.
These, I think, comprise all the papers which I had in the matter, except the

0ontract with the Canadian Express Company which was taken to Council and
Which has not since been returned to me.

If the Minister of Railways and Canals thinks it best to have these arrangements
Printed, as I presume he wil, seeing that they were drawn up and executed in con-
siderable haste. I would be glad if he would send more copies of the contract with
the Grand Trunk Railway Company to that company, and also copies of the contract
With the Canadian Pacific Railway Company to that company.

I promised Mr. Drinkwater, the secretary of the latter company, that in case
eY were printed copies would be sent to him.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
GEO. W. BURBIDGE, Deputy Minister of Justice,

GAMND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA,
TRAUaRER's OFFICE, MONTREAL, 15th October, 1885.

SR,-Rnclosed, I beg to hand you certified copy of a resolution of the board of
e torf of Richelieu and Ottawa Navigation Çompany, cancelling the agreement
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between tÉat Company and the North Shore and Grand Trunk Railway Companies,
which I have to ask you to be good enough to attach to the North Shore Company's
copy of the igreement, now in possession of the Department.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
P. WRIGHT, Treasurer.

A. P. B irÂLE, Esq., Secretary Department of Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA,
GENMRAAL MANAGER's OFFIcE, MONTREAL, 17th October, 1885.

SIa,-In compliance with the request contained in your letter, addressed to me
on the 21st ultimo, I enclose herewith, a letter from the Shedden Company, intimat-
ing that the agreement between that company and the North Shore Railway Com-
pany in respect to cartage is cancelled.

I also enclose a notarial document evidencing that the agreement between the
North Shore Railway Company and the Canadian Express Company is cancelled.

You have already had forwarded to you, a copy of the resolution of the Richelieu
and Ontario Navigation Company's board agreeing to the cancellation of the contract
between that company and the North Shore Railway Company.

I shall now feel obliged if the Hon. Minister of Railways will arrange for the re-
mittance to this company of the $5,000, the sum agreed upon as the consideration of
the çancellation of the agreements with the Canadian Express Company and the
Shedden Cartage Company.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
T. HICKSON, General Manager.

A. P. BBADLEY, Esq., Secretary Department of Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

(Memorandum.)
DEPARTMENT OP RAILWAYS AND CANALs, OTTAwA, 23rd October, 1885.

The undersigned has the honor to represent that in connection with the transfer
of tié Nbrth Shore Railway from the Grand Trunk Railway Company to the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, three contracts made by the North Shore Rail-
waf Cin pàay with the Richelieu and Ontario Navigation Company, the Canadian
Express Company and the Shedden Cartage Company, respectively, have been

In accordance with an understanding had with the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
j4iï aid the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, the undersigned recommends that
auhority be given for the payment to the Grand Trunk Railway Company of the

5of &5000 as compensation for such cancellation, the amount to be taken from
ahd chàiged against the Canadian Pacific Railway Company conformably with the
term of thé Act 48-49 Vie., chap. 58 (1885), authorizing the conveyance of the road
to them, subject to such obligations as the Government shall have assumed in

Respectfully submitted.
J. BM POPE, Minister Railways and Canals.

ERTImIED CorY of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved
by His Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 31at October, 1885.

On a memorandum, dated 23rd October, 1885, from the Minister of Railways and
Canals, representing that, in connection with the transfer of the North Shore Rail-
way from the Grand Trunk Railway Company to the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, three contracts made by the North Shore Railway Company with the
Richelieu and Ontario Navigation Company, the Canadian Express Company and
the Shedden Cartage Company, respectively, have been cancelled.

The Minister recommends, in accordance with an understanding had with the
Gind Trunk Railway Company and the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, that
autho'ity bé given for the payment to the Grand Trunk Railway Company of the
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sLimi of 85,000, as compensation for such dncMltion, th$aiíôuni to be taken from
and charged against the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, conformably with the
terms of the Act 48-49 Vie., chap. 58 (1885), authorizing the conveyanoe of theiroad
tO them "subject to such obligations as the Government shall have assumed in
acquiring it."

The Committee advise that the authority be granted accordingly.
JOHN 3. McGBE, Clerk Privy Counci.

To the Hon. the Minister of Railways and Canals.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAT 0 CANADA,
GENERAL MANAGER's OFFICE, MONTREAL, 21th November, 1885.

DEAR Sm,-Referring to your tolegram to me of the 2nd Octoberi last, I enclose
herewith the copy of a resolution under the seal of the company, passed by the board
Of directors, approving the agreement made between the Company and Her Majesty
the Queen, represented by the Minister of Railways, dated 19th September, 1885.

Yours faithfully,
J. HICKSON, General Manager.

.P. BRADLEY, Esq., Secretary Railways and Canalis, Ottawa.

14TRAOT from the minutes of a meeting of the Directors of the Grand Trunk Rail.
way Company of Canada, held at the Office of the Company, Dashwood House,
No. 9 New Broad Street, London, on Friday, 13th November, 1885.

RE SENT:

Sir Henry W, Tyler, M. P., president, in the chair.
Resolved, That the agreement dated the 19th day of September, 1885, between

the Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada, represented therein by Joseph
ickson, General Manager, and ier Majesty the Queen, represented heren by te

kinister of Railways and Canals of Canada, be, and is hereby, approved.
H. W. TYLER, President.
J. B. BENTON, &ecretary. [SÂL.]

RETURN
an ORDER of the HousE OF CoMMioNs, dated 29th March, 1886 ;-For
copies of any agreements or contracts entered into between the Can-
adian Pacifie Railway Company and the Northern Railway Company
of Canada, and the Hamilton and North-Western Railway Company
as lessees of the Northern and Pacific Junction Une from Gravenhurst
to Callander, providing for through rates and fares and proper traffic
arrangements for freight and passengers over the line of the Canadian
Pacific Railway as stipulated in the agreement of the 12th April, 1884,
nder which the Government granted the subsidy of $12,000 per mile

for the construction of the Railway from Gravenhurst to Callander.
By Comn.and.

J. A. CHAPLEAU,
partment of the Secretary of State, 3ecretary of State.

13th April, 1886.

4b' ictbri a.
B. 1888
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THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
O'FCIE OF THE SECRETARY, MONTREAL, 6th April, 1886.

SIR,-I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 5th instant, stating that,
by an Order of the House of Commons, a Return has been called for " of any agree-
ments or contracts entered into between the Canadian Pacific Railway Company and
the Northern Railway Company of Canada, and the Hamilton and North-Western
Railway Company, as lessees of the Northern and Pacifie Junction lino from Graven-
hurst to Callander, providing for through rates and fares, and proper traffic arrange-
ments for freight and passengers over the lino of the Canadian Pacifie -Railway, as
stipulated in the agreement of 12th April, 1884," &c.

I am directed to state in reply, that no such agreements or contracts have been
entered into botween the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company and the companiB
named.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
C. DRINKWATER, Secretary.

A. P. BRADLEY, Esq., Scrotary Department of Railways and Canals, Ottawa,

A. 1886
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COPIES
(35f)

Of letters from James A. Dickey, office of Government Inspecting Engineer,

summit of the Selkirks, enclosing extracts from diary as to weather

reports, snow slides, etc.

SUMMIT OF SELKIRKs, 9th December, 1885.
DEAR SIR,- I enclose extracts from diary, which I thought perhaps might be

useful to you.
My headquarters are opposite Station 170, east of the summit of the Selkirks,

being the best place to gain information concerning snow slides that it is possible to
get. The company have another camp of engineers, six miles west of the summit,
and also one eighteen miles west. These I visit as often as circumstances permit.
Up to date, no snow slides have taken place on the side of the valley the railway is,
but there have been several small ones on the opposite side, not in any instance, how-
ever, coming near the track.

Yours truly,
JAS. A. DICKEY.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Esq., Engineer-in-Chief, Ottawa.

SUMMIT oF SELKIRKS, 16th December, 1885.
DEAR SiR,-I enclose herewith extracts from my diary up to 15th instant, and

also " weather reports " up to 14th instant, taken at west end of loop, two and a half
'Tiles in direct lino west of summit of Selkirks.

The first snow slide of the season, on the line of railway, came down on Sunday
night last, at eleven o'clock, at Station 215, east ot sunimit. It was a very smal one,
however, being only 200 feet wide, and 20 feet deep. I cut out a cubie foot of this
slide, and found it weighed thirty-four pounds, so you can form an idea of the force
With which it would strike any obstacle impeding its way.

It continues to snow, more or less, every day.
Yours truly, JAS. A. DICKEY.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Esq., Engineer-in-Chief, Ottawa.

SUMMIT OF SELKIRKS, 28th December, 1885.

I forward herewith extracts from my diary from 16th to 27th inst., inclusive,
and weather report, taken at west end of loop, froi 15th to 23rd inst., also inclusive.

The weather has been very mild since my last letter, with snow falling more or
less nearly every day. In addition to those already reported, no snow slides have
comne down, excepting two small ones at Station 215, east of summit. If, however,
they act in the same way as they did last year, I look for a large number to come
down the early part of next month. Your truly,

JAS. A. DICKEy.
0 OLLINGWOOD 0HREIBER, Esq., Engineer-in-Chief, Ottawa.
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SUMMIT OF SELKIRKS, 13th January, 1886.

DEAR SIR,--I enclOse extracts from my diary from 28th December, 1885, to 9th
January, 186W, inciusive.

On the 4ih of this month snow slides came down at Stations 201, 215 and 230,
east of LummritL of Selkirks. I ran a line of levels over the first two. and found quan-
tity of Enow in ut from 201 tt 205.50 to be 7,221 eubie yards, ejials 2,437 tons, at
25 per cubic foot; and in eut from 213.50 to 219.50 to bu 14,220 cubic yards, equals
6,527 tonl, at 34 IL. per et bic foot. The slide at 230 was a very small oeu, being
only 100 feet wide and 5 feet deep. These are tho only slides that- have taken place
on the line of raiiway in the Selkirks up to this date.

Yours truly,
JAS A. DICKEY.

COLLINGWOOD SCIREIBER, Esq., Engineer-in-Chief, Ottawa.

SUMMIT OF SELKIRKS, 23rd January, 188G.
DEAR SIR,- Accoml anying this are meteorological observatiois for the month

of Dccember, 1885, and Jim the lst to 22nd of this month inclusive, in the form of
record you tent me in your letter of the 2nd inst, received here on the 18th inst. I
am unable to give yuu any bai ometrical readings on account of my barometer being
out of order, but in the weather report of Mr. Chisholm, C.E., of which l'Il send you
a copy, the readings of bis baromeier are given.

Sincewriting you on the 13th inst, we have had some coldweather, the thermo-
meter going as low as 30 degrees the nigbt before last.

On the 141h inst., arother slide cme down at 2.30, size 100 ft. wide and 10 ft.
deep, and on the 18th one esflje down at Station 190 oi the same size. This slide only
came furm the foot of the mountain side, but, nevertheless, it is packed bard on the
track. Yesterday I noticed Feveral pieces of ice 14 ft. by 16 ft. on top of the slide&
at 201 and 215 having evidently dropped from the extreme mountain top.

Yours truly,
JAS. A. DICKEY.

CoLLmowooD SCIME1BER, Esq., Engineer-in-Chief, Ottawa.

SUMMIT OF SELKIRKS, lst February, 1886.
DEAR SIR,-I enclose meteorological observations for the month of January, and

also memno. of snow slides coming down during the same period on the east slope-
No slides Lave taken place on the west slope yetexcepting a small one at Station

894. The slides which have come down to date, can easily be carried across the
lino of railway by sheds.

I hope to be able to forward you by next mail meino. showing exact breadth and
depth of each alide.

Yours truly,
JAS. A. DICKEY.

CoLLGWoOn SCREIBER, Esq., Engineer-in-Chief, Ottawa.

SUMMIT OF SELKIRKs, 20th February, 1886.
IDEAR SIR,-J enclose meteorological observations and memo. of snow slides 01

the etst slope of the Selkirks, from 1st to 19th instant, inclusive. Between these
dates we have had an unusual amount of high wind, and this, no doubt, accounts for
the heavy slides at Stations ,9 and 300, as the constant drifting has filled the pocketa
in the mountain side with snow.

The weather is now quite mild, and the snow going rapidly under the influence
of the warm winds. There is only about 3 feet of snow, at the present time, over the
top of the rails.

Yours truly,
JAS. A. DICKEY.

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER, Esq., Engineer-in-Chief, Ottawa.
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SUMMIT OF SELKIRKs, 13th March, 1886.
DEAR SIR,-I for ward herewith my meteorological observations up to date, Mr.

Chisholm's, for the month of Fobruary, and a memorandum showing the snow slides
Which have coma down duririg the past winter on the west slope of the Selkirks.

As I anticipated, by putting in the loop, and getting the location into the bot-
tom of the vallev of the Illicilliwait, the track on the west slope is almost entirely
renoved from any danger from enow slides.

The only one of consequence is at Station 733, and this can be easily overcome
1y a shed which, wheu erected, will throw the snow entirely clear of the track into
the river below, and this can also be said of the otheis excepting the one t the Sum-
mit, where the grade will have to be lowered.

Although Mr. Chisholm's observations show a great deal of actual snow fallen,
Still on the level there is now only 5 feet, and but 4 feet twelve miles further wetst.
Up to within a few days ago, since my last report to you, we have had beautiful
Weather, clear bright days, with cool nights. No slides bave come down, and I feel
Pretty certain, from last year's experience, none will, excepting perhaps a few
caised by the heat of the sun, which never amount to anything.

Yours truly,
JAS. DICKEY.

COLLINGwooD SCHREIBER, Esq., Engineer-in-Chief, Ottawa.

SUMMIT OF SELLIRKS, lst April, 1886.
Dear SIR,-I enclose my meteorological observations for month of March, and

Copy of Mr. Chisholm's from the 1st to the 24th of same month. Since my last re-
Port, we have had more snow than I anticipated, but it was of a very light character
and would offer no opposition to trains. For the past week the wcather has been ex-
temIely fine and the snow is going rapidly. fDuring this time the heat of the sun
has brought down a few small snow slides, but they came slowly and a very small pro-
Portion reached the track.

Yours truly,

OLLINGWOOD SCHRIEBER, Esq., Engineer-in-Chief, Ottawa. JAS. A. DICKEY.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY, (CENTRAL SECTION),
OFFICE oF GOVERNMENT INSPECTING ENGINEER,

SUMMIT OF SELKIRKs, lOth April, 1886.
DEAR SIR,-Herewith I enclose meteorological observations from lst to 9th in-

live
The warm weather of the past ten days has brought down a great many snow

8tdes from the mountain tops, but they only reached the traek at five points, viz, at
ations No. 180, 202 and 215, on the 2nd, and at 255 and 265 on the 3rd, coming

ery Slowly and doing no damage to speak of.
'You can form, perhaps, a beter opinion of how little these slides brought down

the heat of the sun have affected the line, when I tell you -that six weeks ago a
t'Porary telegraph line was erected from Stations 170 to 310, the poles being merely
elk i the snow, and it has only been disturbed twice.

There is about 2 feet of snow on the level here now.
Yours truly,

oLLINGWooD SCHREIBER, Eq., Engineer-in-Chief, Ottawa. JAS. A. DICKEY.
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RETURN
(36)

UJnder Act 48-49 Victoria, Chapter 8, intituled: " An Act to provide for the

taking of the Census in the Province of Manitoba, the North-West
Territories, and the District of Keewatin.

By Command.
.. A. CHAPLEAU,

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE, &retary of State.
6th March, 1886.

To His Excellency the Most Honorable the Marquis of Lansdoone, Govenor General of
Canada, &c., &c., &c.

MAT IT PLEAE YouR EXCELLENtCY

I have the honor to submit a report of population and origine, by districts and
aubdistricts, in the three provisional districts of Assiniboia, Saskatchewan and
Alberta, in the North-West Territories of Canada, taken with reference to Monday,
24th Augnet, 1885, under the authority of the Act 48-49 Victoria, Chapter 3, inL-
tuled: " An Act to provide for the taking of the Census in the Province of Manitoba,
the North-Weet Territories and the District of Keewatin."

The whole respectfully submitted.
JOHN CARLING, Minister of Agriculture.

làEPARTMENT oF AGRICULTURE, OTTAwA, 4th March, 1886.

8 TATEMNT of the Population for Three Provisional Districts of the North-West
Territories.

Districts and Sub-districts. Popu a- Males. Females.

Assiniboia.

adview.................................................... ............ . . .. 8,867 4,971 3,"6
Q 'A p S'elle and Regina ..... ...................................................... 9,540 %
Moae Jaw ..................................... .. ......... 2,616 1,745 871
E wift Current ............................................... ..... 363 3 126
1e6 Creek ..................... ................................................. 465 01

e ine Hat...... ................ .............. .................. ................. 732 495 287

Total.... ... .................. ....... ...... 22,083 13,324 87»
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STATEMENT of the Population for Three Provisional Districts, &.-Oontinued.

Districts and Sub-districts.

Baskgagchewam.

a Carrot River ........ ..... ..................................
6. Prince Albert ..................................................................
0. Battleford ...... ........................................

Total.. . . . ..... ......... .....

Alberta.

a Edmonton............. ......................................... ........ ..... ........

6 Oalgry and Red Deer.................... .................. ......
M. ra od ..... ...... ......... ..... ...... .................. ...... ........... ............

Total .................... ...... . . ...... ..........................

Total for the Territories ..................... ..........

Popula-
tion.

1,770
5,373
3,603

10,746

5,616
5,467
4,450

15,533

48,362

Males.

888
2,831
1,728

5,447

2,890
3,030
2,422

8,342

27,113

Females.

882
2,542
1,875

5,299

2,726
2,437
2,028

7,191

21,249.

Omnxs of the Population for Three Provisional Districts of the North-West
Territories.

Assin6boïa.

a oadview ...................................................
6 Qu'Appelle and Regina ..... ....................... ..
e. Moose Jaw . ... ...........................................
4L Swift Ourrent...................................... . ...........
e. Maple Creek. ..... ...... ..... . ..........
f. Medicine Bat.. ...............

Total ...... ..... ,........... .. . ......

Saskatchewan.

a. Carrot River................................. ......
. Prince Albert.....................................
. attleford .............................. ...................... ...

Total ..................................... ................

Aberta.

a, 1Edmonton................... .................................
. Calgary and Bed Deer............. . . ................

e. McLod. .. .......................................

Total .................................

Grand Totals .. .................... ............. .... ,......

Whites. Half-
breeds.

6,760 84
6,320 570
2,344 224

197 48
296 91
657 ...............

16,574 1,017

128 69
1,472 2,156

292 369

1,892 2,594

1,595 1,004
2,069 207
1,214 26

4,878 1,237

23,344 4,848

Indians. Total.

1,523 8,367
2,650 9,540

48 2,616
118 363

78 465
75 732

4,493 22,083

1,573 1,770
1,745 5,373
2,942 3,603

6,260 10,746

3,017 5,616
3,191 5,467
3,210 4,450

9,418 15,533

20,170 48,362

A. 1886

DEPATNZT o AGICULUTRE, OTTAwA, 23rd February, 1886.
2
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RETURN
(39)

To an OEDER of the HOUsE OF COMMONs, dated 8th April, 1885;-For a
statement of all sums entered in the Public Accounts of Canada as
having been expended for Railways, Canals and Navigation in British
Columbia, the North-West Territories, Keewatin, Manitoba, Ontario,
Quebec, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia proper
and Cape Breton Island up to the lst January, 1885; also the supbr-
ficies and population of each of the said divisions of Canada, respect-
ively.

By Command.
J. A. CHAPLEAU,

oartment of the Secretary of State, Secretary of State.
Ottawa, 9th March, 1886.

49 Victoria. A., 1886
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RETJRN
(41)

To an ADDRESS of the HoUSE OF COMMONS, dated 12th March, 1885 ;-For
copies of all Reports, Orders in Council and correspondence not already
ordered, on the subject of the effect of the decision of the Supreme Court
as to the License Act of 1883, and of the steps to be taken to review the
same, and of the steps to be taken under the Act meanwhile; with
copies of all letters or telegrams to the Commissioners or Inspectors
giving them instructions as to their conduct or action, or information
as to the intentions or action of the Government.

By Command.
J. A. CHAPLEAU.

bepartment of the Secretary of State, Secretary of Stage.

Ottawa, March, 1886.

DEPARTMENT OF INLAND REVENUE, OTTAWA, 17th March, 1885.
SmR,-In reply to your enquiry of the 10th inst., I heg to inform you that I know

Of no special provision as to summer hotels in the Act, except that in certain cases a
discretionary power is given to the Board to exceed the legal maximum as to the
Ilumber of licenses to be granted.

The Board must interpret the law.
I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

E. AIIALL, Gommissioner.
I H. ARCHARD, Esq., Chief LicenEe Inspector, Picton, Ont.

DEPARTMENT OF INLAND REVENUE, OTTAWA, 17th March, 1885.
Sm,-In reply to your communication of the 9th inst., in reference to the grant-

g of licenses, I beg to state that the Department has no authorit y to interpret th*
W or to modify it.

The Board must assume the responsibility of their acts.
I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

E. MIALL, Commissioner.
.V. DUMAIs, Esq., Chief License Inspector, Fraserville, Que.

DEPARTMENT OF INLAND REVENUE, OTTAWA, 17th March, 1885.
Sm,-In reply to your communication of the 12th inst., I have to inform you that

f there is but one warden in the district, then ho is by law ex-oficio second
ommissioner and may act as such without notice.

As to receiving applications the Board must determine their duty themselves.
àe Act dotermines what is legal. The Department cannot modify it.

The question of salaries is now being considered with a view to having a sum
Placed in the Supplementary Estimates.

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,
E. MIALL, Commissioner.

I• M. GAGNIER, Esq., Chief License Inspector, St. Martine.

49 Victoria. A. 1886
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DEPARTMENT OF INLAND REVENUE, OTTAWA, 13th March, 1885.
Sn,-A communication addressed by yourself to Mr. Wood, M.P., bas been

placed in my hands by him with a request that a note should be taken of its contente
and a reply ent thereto.

The most important enquiry appears to be in reference to the disposing of
moneys of the license fund-a balance of some 85S4 still being in the hands of the
Board for disposal.

I am un hle at present to authorize any payment to the commissioners. The
report of the Minister on that behalf is now before the Privy Council and I hope to'
be able to communicate with you within a few days.

In respect, however, of the payment of the salary and expenses of the inspector,
I have all along held that the authority conferred by the statute upon the Board of
Commissioners would be sufficient to make these necessary advances on account Of
salary, even although the ultimate decision of the Governor in Council as to the
extent of remuneration had not been taken, and I still thiuk that your Board might
take upon themselves the responsibility of advancing out of the funds now on hand,
at least to the extent of half the salaries your Board have proposed to pay sucd
inspectors.

In reference to proceedings for the incoming year, my telegram of the 17t
ult. was intended te convey instructions to receive applications in precisely the sauo
manner as last year, assuming the License Act of 1883 to be in force until its validitY
shall have been pronounced upon by the highest court.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

Ris Hon. Judge Il. S. McDONALD, Brockville. B. MIALL, Commissioner.

DEPARTMENT OF INLAND REVENUE, OTTAWA, 9th March, 1885.
SiR,-I have the honor to direct your attention Io the fact that the Nova Scoti*

legislation last year in respect of liquor licenses is at the present moment being
appealed, and in order to prevent the taking out of Dominion licenses for the year
mow current.

I think, if my memory serves me well, it was anticipated that the said NovO
Scotia legislation being discriminatory as against the licenses of the Dominion GOV'
ernmentwould be disallowed upon the sane grounds as the Ontario Act was disallowed'

I am asked by the Board of Commissioners for Halifax whether this course WiIl
be teken and whether, if it is taken, the time can be extended within which applif-
tion for licenses may be made.

The latter is, of course, a question of policy, not of law, but no doubt the recol'
mendation of the Minister will depend largely upon your reply as to the determini-
tion whieh may be arrived at as to the disallowance or otberwise of the Act.

Yet another question comes from the same source.
The 40th section of the Liquor License Act, 2nd sub-section, provides: " That

in any province in which, in order to the raising of a revenue for provincial, local or
municipal purpobes, a duty bas been imposed under the authority of ' The Britisb
North America Act, 1867,' on any license, before the license issues, the person
tled thereto shall establish to the satisfaction of the chief inspector, that he bas pal
or tendered such duty."

Can this be held to refer to wholesale licenses or only to such licenses as are
specifically mention ed in the " British North America Act ?"

I have hitherto taken the ground, when my personal opinion bas been asked
that the 92nd section of the " British North America Act " granted a province the
right to legislate in respect of tavern, shop and auctioneer and other licenses for OJ
purpose only, viz., for the raising of a revenue for municipal or local purposes,
if this interpretation is correct, they bave an equal right to tax wholesale licenses f
the purpose only of raising a revenue, provided the tax is not seo burdensome as
restrict or restrain trade.
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The question as to whether the regulation of wholosale business lies with the
Dominion Government or the Proyincial does not seem to me to affect the question
as to whether, for the purposes of raising a revenue, they have the right to tax
Dominion licenses,

One of the commissioners is at present in Ottawa and is desirous, if possible, of
having these points determined before he returns to Halifax. May I ask you, if
Possible, to give the matter your early consideration.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
E. MIALL, Commissioner.

0. W. BUBBIDGE, Esq., Deputy Minister of Justice, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF INLAND REVENUE, OTTAWA, 9th March, 1885.
Sia,-I reply to your letter of the 6th inst. I beg to inform you:-
That, in countes in which the Canada Temperance Act is in force, the licenses

to be dealt with by the Board, are wholesale and medical.
In other districts those mentioned in the Liquor License Act, viz., hotel,

laloon, wholesale, shop and vessel;
The inspectors will consult the Act and pay no heed to outside advice or infor-

Xnation.
The question of remuneration is now under consideration.

I romain, Sir, your obedient servant,
E. MIALL, Commissioner.

R. GORDON, Esq., Inspector of Licenses, Tweed, Ont.

DEPARTMENT OF I1LAND REVENUE, OTTAWA, 20th February, 1885.
SI,-Perhaps my telegram of the 17th instant, instructing commissioners te

roceed with the receiving applicatioi s and issuing of licenses for the incomingyear,
'eill hardly be a sufficient reply to your communication of the 16th inst., inasmuch

s You raise the question whether, if it is intended that the Board should meet to con-
Uider such applications, they " shall entertain applications for hotel, saloon and shop
iconàes, or only for vessel and wholesale licenses."

I intended my instructions to be an intimation that the Liquor License Act of
1883 was still considered to be in force, iiasmuch as the court of final adjudication
lid not yet pronounced upon it.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
E. MIALL, Commissioner.

ro Ris Honor JUDGE E. J. SENKLER, St. Catharines, Ont.

DEPARTMENT OF INLAND REVENUE, OTTAWA, 23rd February, 1885.
SIR,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of the

9th ist. You state that, in Northunberland, the Scott Act is nominally in force,but that the inspector is perfectly ateless and inactive, to the great disgust and vexa,
tn" of the temperance party. and that they have petitioned for his removal; and you

.k: Is it the view of the Department that the Board has power to remove him for
cause and appoint a new inspector, or must they refer the malcontents to the Depart-
lilent or the Governnient ?" This seems to be the only point in your communication
equirig comment from me.

8In reply I would just state that the general view of the Liquor Licensé Act of
, held by the Department, is that, so soon as the machinery provided by that Act

11r the administration of the law has been set in motion by the Governmont, the
11eaid and not the Governmont should be the sole administrators. Still, I have no
teltation in expressing my personal opinion, which I think is shared by the Hon.

e niter, that, when the Scott Act is in force, its provisions should be maintained
th' al the authority the Board can exert, whether its provisions are reasonable or

le b t hey are law, and, though the temperance party within the county may
asmll iuority of the electoral body, as in fact in most cases in the Mari-

3
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Jtime Provinces it is, still they have fulfilled the requirements of the law, and have
possibly snatched a victory, and a legal one, fronf the apathy of the general body of
electors. That, however, is not a matter for the consideration of the Government nor
of the Board, and it seems to me to be clearly the duty of the commissioners to enforce
the will of the people as expressed at the polls.

1 notice also that by way of postscript you state that no licenses have been issued
under the 99th section of the Temperance Act, nor have any applications beei
hitherto made for them, and you ask: " Must the Board wait till applications are
imade therefor, or should they make provision themselves to meet these very special
cases and emergencies ?"

I think that the whole spirit of the Act requires that where the ordinary sale of
liquor is prohibited, special provisions should be made for its sale under such restric-
tions as the 99th section provides. There is nothing in the Liquor License Act pro'
viding that in such cases application for permission to sell medicinally should be
imade to the Board, and inasmuch as whenever the term " application" is used it iS
invariably followed by the words " for license," and these are enumerated as hotel,
saloon, shop, vpssel and wholesale licenses, it would seem that the permit to sell for
mrnedicinal purposes is not subject to the restrictions in respect of applications, &c.,
which prevail in respect of licenses mentioned in the Act. The wholesale licensOi
however, provided under the 8th sub-section of the 99th section of the Canada Tou
perance Act being enumerated amongst the five classes of licenses legislated for in the
Act of 1883 must be, I think, considered as being subject to all such restrictions, but
I repeat that, upon these points, I am only giving my personal views. I think the
Act requires that the commissioners should be the sole administrators of the laW,
and the courts the only authorities to which appeal can be had if the action of such
commissioners is deemed to be illegal or ultra vires.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
E. MIALL, Commissioner.

His Honor Judge WILKINSON, First Commissioner, Chatham, N. B.

(From Amherst.)

18th February, 1885.
Do you mean shop license ? Answer at once please. W. A. D. MORS.

(From Bridgewater, N.S.)

18th February, 1885.
Do you refer to all licenses named in Act of eighty-three, or vessel and whle'

uale licenses ?
M. B. DESBRISAY.

(From Bridgewater, N.S.)

18th February, 1885.
Your instructions refer to each of my counties. Scott Act considered in force

in Queen and Shelburne.
M. B. DESBRISAY.

(From Victoria, B.C.)

19th February, 1885.
Telegram of seventeenth received; are all licenses named in the Act tO le

imsued ? McMillan has resigned. Only two commissioners at present for VictO"'
CAREY & CROASDAILE, Commissioners.

49 Victoria. A. 1886
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(Prom Orangeville, Ont.)
20th February, 1885.

Is it intended that our Board shall proceed to issue licenses, the Scott Act
having been proclaimed in this county by the Government ?

Mf. McCARTHY.

(From Ralifax, N. S.)

20th February, 1885.
Rave you received my telegram ? Two hundred liquor dealers in meeting to

night await your answer so that they will know what to do.
JOHN C. O'MULLIN.

(From Halifax, N. .)

19th February, 1885.
Will Government protect in courts from action under provincial legislation

holders of saloon, hotel, shop licenses under authority Liquor License Act, 1883 ?
Answer.

JOHN C. O'MULLIN.

(Telegram sent to all the First Oommissioners.)

17th February, 188à.
I am directed to instract your Board to'proceed in the matter of receiving and-

issuing of licenses for incoming year.
E. MIALL, Commissioner.

W. A. D. MoRsE, Amherst, N. S. 12th February, 1885,

My telogram means to continue administering the law.
E. MIALL, Commissioner.

18th February, 1885.
M. B. DESBRIsAY, Bridgewater, N. S.

Recent decision not final, proceed as last year.
E. MIALL, Commissioner.

18th February, 1885,
His Hon. JuDGE M. C. DEsNoyER, Montreal,

Yes.
B. MIALL, Commissioner.

M. B. DEsBRisAY, Bridgewater, N.S. 19th February, 1885.

My telegram simply intended to instraot you to act as if tho " McCarthy Act
were in full force.

E. MIALL, Commissi:oner.

19th February, 1885.
Messrs. CAREY & OjIoAsDAILE, Licenzse Comssioer,.Victora~, B.O.

Consider Act in full force. Will attend to the vacancy, meantime two is a
quorum.

E. MIALL, Commissioner.
41-2

A. 188649 Victoria.
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20th February, 1885.
(Copy of telegram sent to First Commissioners.)

Instructions of 17th inst., relative to Liquor License Act, of course only apply tO
wholesale and medicinal licenses in counties where the Scott Act has come into force
by proclamation.

E. MIALL, Commssioner.

JNO. C. O'MULLIN, MalifaX, N.S. 21st February, 1885.

The liquor dealers must exercise their own judgment in regard to the matter
They should take legal advice as to the course they should pursue. The Government
here could not take part in any legal proceedings which might ensue.

JOHN COSTIGAN.

6th Marcb, 1885.
SiE,-The following telegram was sent by the Hion. the Minister of Inland

Revenue in answer to a similar enquiry fron Halifax:-
" The liquor dealers must exercise their own judgment in regard to the matter.

They should take legal advice as to the course they should pursue. The Government
here could not take part in any legal proceedings wbich might ensue."

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

.lo-is A. LAPOINTE, Esq., Montreal, Que. E. MIALL, Commissioner.

A. 188649 'Victoria.
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RETURN
(43)

To An ADDREss Op THE HoUsE oF COmmoNs, dated 1st March, 1886 ;-For a
copy of the Report of the Medical men appointed by the Government to

enquire into the mental condition of Louis Riel, after his conviction.

By Command.
J. A. CHAPLEAU,

bepartment of Secretary of State, Secretary of Btate.
8th March, 1886.

Dr. A. Jukes to Lieutenant-Governor Dewdney.
RiCGINA, N.W.T., 6th November, 188.

SiR,-In compliance with the request contained in a communication received
you from the Right Hon. Sir John A. Macdonald, that I should report without

delay upon the mental condition of the prisoner, Louis Riel, now under my medical
a and how far I consider him accountable and responsible for his acts, I have the
4or to report as follows:-

Louis Riel has been under my especial care, medically, as surgeon of this force,
SUpwards of five months since his arrival here as a prisoner. During that time I

'Ve visited him, with few exceptions, every day; have studied him closely and con-
esed with him long and frequently. I have personally a strong aversion to punish-

tent by death. I believe that failing to establish his insanity his death is near at
d, but after careful and continuous examination of him under varying circum-
ces from day to day, I cannot escape the conviction that except upon certain

t.ly religious questions having relation to what may be called Divine mysteries,
eWas when first entrusted to my care and still continues to be perfectly sane and
ountable for his actions.

Under these circumstances my duty, though a painful one, is clear, and my
Ion not hastily formed, equally so, viz., that Riel's peculiar views upon religious
.ects which so strongly impress the ignorant and unreflecting with an idea of his
ness, cannot rightly be regarded as interfering with or obscuring in the slightest

ee his clear perception of duty or as rendering his judgment less sound in the
rs of everyday life. I therefore record my opinion that, with the reservation

me onade, Riel is a sane, clear-headed and accountable being, and responsible for
ations before God and man.

I have, &c.,
A. JUKES, Senior Burgeon.

e0o1. EnAn DzwDNEY, Lieutenant-Governor, N. W. T.

Dr. Yalade to Sir John A. Macdonald.
RaGiNA, N.W.T., 8th November, 1885.

r'R--After having examined carefully Riel in private conversation with him
1 at y testimony of persons who take care of him, I have come to the conclusion

le suffers under hallucinations on political and religious subjects, but on other
I believe him to be quite sensible and can distinguish right from wrong.

F. X. VALADE, M.D.
t n Sir 3 r i A. MACDONALD, G.C.B., Premier of Canada, Ottawa.

A. 1886
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Dr. Lavell to Sir John A. M donald.
RaGiNA, N.W.T., 8th November, 1885.

SIR,-I have the honor to report that after giving conscientions consideration
to the case of Louis Riel now confined here, under sentence of death, and fully appre-
oiating the trust oomitted to me and all the consequences involved, I am of the;
opinion that the said Louis Riel although holding and expressing foolish and'
poculiar views ai to religion and general government, is an accountable being and
capable of distinguishing right from wrong.

I have, &ô.,
M. LAVELL, M.D.

The Right Hon. Sta JOeN A. NAODONALD, G.C.B., Premier of Canada, Ottawa.

MEMORANDUM
(48a)

IRespecting the case of The'Queen v. Riel, prepared at the request of the

Committee of the Privy Council.
OTÂWA, 25th November, 1885.

The case of Louis Riel, convicted and executed for high treason, has excited
unusual attention and intereet, not merely in the Dominion of Canada but beyond it0
limits, Here it has been made the subject of party, religious and national feeling
and discussion; and elsewhere it has been regarded by some as a case in which, for
the first time in this generation, what is amsumed to have been a political crime only,
has been punished with death.

The oppomnents of the Government have asserted that the rebellion was provoked,
if not justified, by their maladministration of the affairs of the North-West Terre
tories, and inattention to the just claims of the half-breeds.

With this question, which has been made one of party politics, it is not thougb
becoming to deal here.

Upon such a charge, when made in a constitutional manner, the Governme0e
will be responsible to the representatives of the people, and before them they will b#
prepared to meet and disprove it.

Appeals to the animosities of race have been made in one of the Provinces, Wte
momentary success. Should these prevail, the future of the country must suffer
Parliament will not meet for some time, and in the interval, unless some action
taken to remove these animosities, they will gain ground, and it will become more
diffioult to dispel belief in the grounds which are used to provoke them.

It is thought right, therefore, that the true facts of the case, and the considerk
tions which have influenced the Government, should be known, so that those Wh0
desire to judge of their oonduct impartially may have the information which is essoe
tial for that purpose.

It has been asserted that the trial was an unfair one, and before a tribunal not
legally constituted ; that the crime being one of rebellion and inspired by politi
motives, the sentence, according to modern custom and sentiment, should not ha
been carried out'; and that the prisoner's state of mind was such as to relieve h
from responsibility for his acte.

After the most anxious consideration of each one of these grounds the Govee
ment have felt it impossible to give effect to any of them, and have deemed it
duty to lot the law take its course.

I arm now desired, in a matter of such grave importance and responsibilitY,
place on record the considerations which have impelled them to this conclusion

1. As to the jurisdiction of the court and the fairness of the trial.
2

A. 1885
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It should be sufficient to say that the legality of the tribunal by which he was
tried has been affirmed by the Privy Council, the highest court in the Empire, and
has soemed to them so clear that the eminent counsel who represented the prisoner
could not advance arguments against it which were thought even to require an
answer.

It has been gaid that a jury compoeed of six only, and the absence of a grand
Jury, are features so inconsistent with the rights of British subjects that the prisoner
had still ground of complaint; but, as was pointed out in the Privy Council, the same
trime may be tried eleewhere in the British Empire, notably in India, without any
ury, either grand or petty, and this mode of trial has been sanctioned by the Imperial

Jarliament.
It is to be observed also, that the offence was tried in the country in which it

Vras committed, under the law as it thon existed and had existed for years, and that
this is a course of which no offender can fairly complain, while it is a right to which
etvery criminal is entitled.

Of the competency of the court, which had been affirmed by the full court in
[anitoba, the Government saw no reason to entertain doubt; but having regard to

the exceptional character of the case, the usual course was departed from in the
Prisoner's favor, and a respite was granted, to enable him to apply to the ultimate
tribunal in England, and thus to take advantage to the very utmost of every right
Iiich the law could afford to him.

The fairness of the trial has not been disputel by the prisoner's counsel, nor
thallenged either before the Court of Appeal in Manitoba or the Privy Council. It
kas, on the contrary, been admitted, not tacitly alone by this omission, but expressly
ad publicly. It may be well, however, to state shortly the facts, which show how

the duty which the Government fully acknowledged both to the public and the
Prisoner has been fulfilled.

It was most desirable not only to ensure the impartial conduct of the trial, which
*ould have been done by the appointment of any barrister of known standing, but to
5atisfy the public that this had been effected ; and in view of this the prosecution was
e4trusted to two leading counsel in Ontario, known to be in sympathy with different
POlitical parties. With them was associated a French advocate of standing and
bility in Quebec, and the personal presence and assistance of the Deputy Minister of

Z'1stice was given to them throughout the proceedings.
The procedure adopted and the course taken at the trial, to be now shortly

etated, as it appears on the record, will show that every opportunity for the fullest
efence was afforded; and it is needless to add, what is well knownand recognised,

t the prisoner was represented by counsel whose zeal and ability have made it
14POssible to suggest that his defence could in any hands have been more carefully
UlDiiore ably conducted.

The charge was made against the prisoner on the 6th of July, 1885, and the
al Was then fixed to take place on the 20th of that month, of which the prisoner

4 duly notified.
On the same day a copy of the charge, with a list of the jurors to be summonedd of the witnesses to be called, was duly served upon him, the Crown waiving the

estion whether this was a right which could be claimed, and desiring, as far as
SSible, to afford every privilege which, under any circumstancos or before any

a'ibunal, he could obtain, and which, consistently with the procedure otherwise pro-
kibed in the Territory, could be granted to him.
fi On the day named the prisoner, having been arraigned, put in a'plea to the juria.

ltiO, to which the Crown at once demurred, and this question was then argued at
gth. The grounds taken by the prisoners counsel had been in effect decided

vorably to their contention by the Court of Queen's Beh in Manitoba in a
Ut case, and the presiding judge held that it was therefore impossible for him to

te" Effect to them.
This decision having been announced, the prisoner, by his counsel, then demur.

tO the information, which was alleged to be insufficient in form, and this demur-
! having been argued, was also overruled.

A. 1886
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The prisoner thon pleaded not guilty, and his counsel applied for au adjournment
until the next day, to enable them to prepare affidavits on which to apply for a further
postponement of the trial; and, the Crown not objecting, the court adjourned.

On the following day, the 21st of July, the prisoner's counsel read affidavits to
the effect that certain witnesses not then present were necessary for the defence, and
that medical experte on the question of insanity were required by them from the
Province of Quebec and from Toronto. They represented that the prisoner had not
had means to procure the attendance of these witnesses, and desired an adjournment
for a month, during which they would be able to obtain it.

In answer to this application, of which the Crown had no notice until the day
previous, the Crown counsel pointed out that these medical witneses, as well as
some others in the North-West Territories who were wanted, could all be got within
a week; and they offered, not only to consent to an adjournmont for that time, but
to join with the prisoner's counsel in procuring their attendance, and to pay their
expenses.

The counsel for the prisoner accepted this offer, which the presiding judge said
was a reasonable one, and the trial was adjourned until the 28th. In the meantime
the witnesses were procured. They were present and were examined for the
prisoner, and their expenses were paid by the Crown, the medical gentlemen being
remunerated as experts at the same rate as those called for the prosecution. The
other grounds which had been urged for delay were not further pressed.

The court met on the 28th. No further adjournment was asked for, and the
trial proceeded continuously until it was concluded on the lst of August. 'The
exceptional privilege accorded to persons on trial for treason, of addressing the jury
after their counsel, was allowed the prisoner and taken advantage of.

As to the gencral character of the tribunal, and the ample opportunity afforded
te the prisoner to make his full defence, it may be well to repeat here the observa
tions of the learned Chief Justice of Manitoba in his judgment upon the appeal.

" A good deal," ho remarked, " has been said about the jury being composed
of six only. There is no general law which says that a jury shall invariably consist
of twelve, or of any particular number. In Manitoba, in civil cases, the jury is cor'
posed of twelve, but nine eau find a verdict, In the North-West Territories Act,
the Act itself deolares that the jury shall consist of six, and this was the number of
the jury in this instance. Would the stipendiary magistrate have been justified in,
empannellingtwelve, when the Statute directs him to impannel six only ? It was
further complained that this power of life and death was too great to be entrusted to
a stipendiary magistrate.

"What are the safeguards ?
"The stipendiary magistrate must be a barrister of at least five years' standing•

There must be associated with him a justice of the peace and a jury of six. The
court must be an open public court. The prisoner is allowed to make full answer
and defence by counsel. Section 77 permits him to appeal to the Court of Queen'0
Bench in Manitoba, when the evidence is produced, and ho is again heard by counsel
and three judges re-consider his case. Again, the evidence taken by the stipendiary
magistrate, or that caused to be taken by him, must, before the sentence is carried
into effect, be forwarded to the Minister of Justice; and sub.section eight requires1
the stipendiary magistrate to postpone the execution from time to time, until sucb
report is received, and the pleasure of the Governor thereon is communicated to the
Lieutenant-Governor, Thus, before sentence is carried out the prisoner is heard
twice in court, tbrough counsel, and his case must have been considered in Councilt
and the pleasure of the Governor thereon communicated to the Lieutenant-GoverlOr.

" It seems to me the law is not open to the charge of unduly or hastily confiding
the power in the tribunals before which the prisoner has been heard. The sentence,
ýwhen the prisoner appeals, cannot be carried into effect until his case has been three
times heard, in the manner above stated."

The evidence of the prisoner's guilt, both upon written documents signed; by
himself and by other testimony, was s0 conclusive that it was not disputedj by- h
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counsel. They contended, however, that ho was not responsible for bis acts, and
rested thoir defence upon the ground of insanity.

The case was left to the jury in a very full charge, and the law, as regards the
defence of insanity, clearly state-1 in a manner to which no exception was taken,
either at the trial or in the Court of Queen's Bench of Manitoba, or before the Privy
Council.

2. With regard to the sanity of the prisoner and his responsibility in law for his
acts, there bas been much public discussion.

Hore again it should be sufficient to point out that this defence was expressly
raised before the jury, the proper tribunal for its decision; that the propriety of
their unanimous verdict was challenged b3fore the full court in Manitoba, when the
evidence was discussed at length and the verdict unanimously affirmed. Before the
Privy Council no attempt was made to dispute the correctness of this decision.

The learned Chief Justice of Manitoba says in his judgment: Iç have carefully
read the evidence and it appears to me that the jury could not reasonably have
COme to any other conclusion than the verdict of guilty. Thore is not only evidence
to support the verdict, but it vastly preponderates."

And again: " I think the evidence upon the question of insauity shows that the
Prisoner did know that ho was acting iltegally, and that he was responsible for his
act&"

Mr. Justice Taylor's conclusion is: " After a critical examination of the evidence,I find it impossible to come to any other conclusion than that at which the jury
arrived. The appellant is, beyond all doubt, a man of inordinate vanity, excitable, irri-
table, and impatient of contradiction. He seems to have at times acted in au extra-
Ordinary manner; to have said many strange things, and to haye entertained, or at
loast professed to entertain, absurd views on religious and political subjects. But it
ll stops far short of establishing such unsoundness of minç as would render him

Irresponsible, not accountable for his actions. His course of conduct indeed shows,latmany ways, that the whole of bis apparently extraordinary conduct, his claims to
Avine inspiration and the prophetic character, was only part of a cunningly devised
Meeme to gain, and hold, influence and power over the simple-minded people around

n, and to secure personal immunity in the event of his ever being called to account
,or bis actions. He seems to have had in view, while professing to champion theinterests of the Métis, the securing of pecuniary advantage for himseolf."

And ho adds, after reviewing the evidence: " Certainly the evidence entirely fails
relieve the appellant from responsibility for his conduct, if the rule laid down bYe judges in reply to a question put to thom by the House of Lords in MacNaghten e

cai, 10 Cl. & Fin. 200, be the sound one."
Mr. Justice Killarm says: "I have read very carefully the report of the charge

tI3eM' Ungistrate, and it appears to have been so clearly put that the jury could have
]1o doubt of their duty in case they thought the prisoner insane when ho committed

h acts in question. They could not have listened to that charge without under-
ntaldimg fully that to bring in a verdict of guilty was to declare erphatically their

disbelief in the insanity of the prisoner."
And again: "In my opinion, the evidence was such that the jury would not have

addn Justified in any other verdict than that which they gave. * * * I hesitate to
danything to the remarks of my brother Taylor upon the evidence on the question of

'U5anity. I have read over very carefully all the evidence that was laid before the
jury, and I could say nothing that would more fully express the opinions I have
sr ned frorn its perusal than what is expressed by him. I agree with him also in
eaying that the prisoner bas been ably and zealously defended, and that nothing that
COOild aslist his case appears to have been left untouched."

this The organization and dii ection of such a movement is in itseolf irreconcilable with
tnondefOnce; and the admitted facts appear wholly to displace it. The prisoner, eight
czotàF3 before this rebellion broke out, was living in the United States, whore he had
solie rnaturalized under their laws, and was occupied as a school teacher. He was

ited to come, it is said, by a deputation of prominent mon among the Freneh
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half-breeds who went to him from the North-West Territories, and, after a conference,
requested him to returu with them, and assist in obtaining certain rights which they
claimed from the Dominion Government, and the redress of certain alleged griev-
ances. le arrived in the Territories in July, 1884, and for a period of cight monthe
was actively engaged in discussing, both publicly and privately, the matters for which
he had come, addressing many public meetings upon them in a settlement composed
of about six hundred French and a larger number of English half-breeds, together
with others. The English half-breeds and other settlers observed his course, and saw
reason to fear the outbreak which followed; but the suggestion of insanity never
occurred, either to those who dreaded hie influence in public matters over hie race,
and would have been glad to counteract it, or to the many hundreds who ,unhappily
listened to him and were guided by hie evil counsels to their ruin.

If, up to the eve of the resort to arme, hie sanity was open to question, it is unac-
countable that no one, either among hie followers or hie opponents, should have called
public attention to it. If the Government had then attempted to place him under
restraint as a lunatic, it is believed that no one would have been found to justify
their action, and that those who now assert him to have been irresponsible would
have been loud and well warranted in their protest, It may be well also to call
attention to the obvious inconsistency of those persons-not a few-who have urged
the alleged mal-administration of the affaire of the North-West Tarritories by the
Government as a ground for interfering with the sentence, without ceasing to insist
upon the plea of insanity. The prisoner cannot have been entitled to consideration
both as the patriotie representative of hie race and an irresponsible luinatie. It may
be asked, too, if the leader was insane, upon what fair ground those who were per-
suaded by and followed him could be held responsible; and if not, who could have
been punished for crimes which so unquestionably called for it ?

It has been urged, however, that hie nature has excitable, and hie mental balance
uncertain; that as the agitation increased hie natural disposition overcame him, and
that the resort to violence was the result of over-wrought feelings, oiding in insanity,
for which ho cannot fairly be held accountable-that, in short, ho was overcome by
events not foreseen or intended by him.

A simple statement of the facts will show that this view is wholly without
foundation; that throughout ho controlled and created the events, and was the
leader, not the follower ; and that the resort to armed violence was designed and
carried out by him deliberately, and with a premeditation which leaves no room
whatever for this plea.

The first collison with the troops occurred at Duck Lake on the 26th of March,
1885.

On the 3rd of March previous the prisoner was at a meeting where there were
about sixty of hie followers, nearly all armed. Hle spoke at that 'meeting, and said
that the police wanted to arrest him. "But these " ho said, " are the real police,"
pointing to those present. On the 5th he told Charles Nolin that he had decided to
induce the people to take up arme, and he had begun to speak to him of doing so as
early as December previous.

On the 17th of March ho said to Dr. G. Willoughby, sixty or seventy armed half-
breeds being present, that they intended to strik- a blow to assert their rights; and,
pointing to the men: " Yon sec now I have my polico. In one week that little
Government police wi.Il be wiped out of existence." He added that the time bad
come when he was to rule this country or perish in the attempt, and that the rebel-
lion of fifteen years ago (in which ho had aise been the leader) " wuld not be a
patch upon this one."

To Mr. Lash, whom on the 18th of March, at the head of his armed followers,
ho arrested, he said that the rebellion had commenced, and they intended to fight
until the whole of the Saskatchewan Valley was in their hands; that he had been
waiting fifteen years, and at last hie opportunity had come; and that he would give
the police every opportunity to surrender, but if they did not do so there would bu
bloodshed.
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On the same day, ho, with about fifty armed followers, came to the stores of iIbg
witnesses, Kerr and Walters, and demanded the arma and ammanition, the removal
of which ho superintended.

On the 20th, ho said to Thomas McKay that this was Major Crozier's last oppor-
tunity of averting bloodshod, and that, unless he surrendered Fort Carlton, an attaek
woukt be made that night.

On the 21st the prisoner sent a demand, written and signed by himself, to the
same Major Crozier, then in command of the Mounted Police at Fort Carlton,
demanding an unconditional surrender of the fort and of his force, and threatening a
war of extermination on refusal. This demand was not presented as writteu,
because his messenger who carried it, on conferring with Major Orozier's repreena&.
tive, saw that it would be peremptorily rejected.

On the 26th the prisoner, with a force of between three and four hundred armed
nen, proceeded to attack the police and the volunteers, on thoir way from Fort

Carleton to Duck Lake, and ho himself gave the command to fire, when nine me
were killed.

It has been made a question which side fired first on this occasion, but Riel's
Own statement to Capt. Young was that they were endeavoring to surround the
Government force while Major Crozier was engaged in a parley with one of Riers

ple ; and that it was part of his plan to capture the police force, or some high
vernment official, in order to compel negotiations, has been stated by him to +le

Rev. Mr. Pitblado and to others, as well as to Capt. Young.
From that time until the suppression of the robellion by the taking of Batoehie,

on the 12th of May, ho was the unquestioned leader of the movement. Being urged
by Mr. Astley, after the second engagement which took place at Fish Creek, to allow
him to negotiate, ho said to him, what ho also repeated to the witness Rosm, that
they must have another victory first, when they would be able to make better terms
With the Government; and to the end he remained, not merely in the ostensible, but
'h the actual control of the armed force, negotiating in that capacity with the comn
IIiader of the troops, and with an authority never doubted by those who, being his
lrisoners, observed his conduct, or questioned by any one of those in arms under
him.

It may be asserted with confidence that there never has beon a rebellion more
<Completely dependent upon one man; that had he at any moment so desired, it
Would have come to an end; and that had ho been removed a day before the out
break, it would, in all probability, never have occurred. A dispassionate perusal of

whole evidence will leave no room for doubt upon this point, and that this was
'lsOwn opinion appears by his statement to Father André, to be presently

referred t..
*Finally, under this head, as regards the mental state of the prisoner, after his

tial and before execution, careful enquiry was made into this question by medical
oePerts employed confidentially by the Government for that purpose, and nothing

'as elicited showing any change in his mental powers or casting any doubt upon
s Perfect knowledge of his crime, or justifying the idea that ho had not suoh

aontal capacity as to know the nature and quality of the act for which ho was
cOnvicted, as to know that the act was wrong, and as to be able to control his ownt

3. It has been urged that the prisoner's crime was a political one, inspired by
POlitical motives alone; that a rebellion prompted only for the redress of alleged
political grievances, differs widely from an ordinary crime, and that however erro
'aouls May be the judgment of its leader, in endeavoring to redress the supposed,

0gs of others, ho is entitled, at least, to be regarded as unselfish, and as in his
View, patriotic.
hsabis gronnd has been most earnestly considered, but the Government has been,

tid le to recognize in the prisoner a political offender only, or to see that upon the
trienee there can be any doubt that his motives were mainly selfish. On the con-

ry, it seems plain that he was willing at any moment, for the sake of gain, to
'7
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desert bis deluded followers, and to abandon bis efforts for the redress of their alleged
grievances, if, under cover of them, ho could have obtained satisfaction for his own
personal money demanda.

It is believed that many who have espoused his cause and desired to avert from
him the sentence which the law pronounced must have been ignorant of this fact, or
cannot duly have considered its proper effect, for it seems incredible that anyone
knowing it could regard the prisoner as entitled to the character of a patriot, or
adopt him as the representative of an honorable race.

It is to be remembered that the prisoner had left this country and gone to the
United States, where ho had become an American citizen. He was brought bore,
therefore, avowedly to represent the claims of others, although in bis lettor of accept-
ance to the delegates ho mentioned bis own grievances as enabling him to make
common cause with them. It is clear, however, from the evidence of Dr. Willoughby
and Mr. Astley, that from the beginning his own demand, which ho himself claimed
against the Government, was uppermost in bis thoughts, and as early as December
ho attempted to make a direct bargain with the Government for its satisfaction.

Father André was a witness called on behalf of the prisoner, and there can be
no reason whatever to question the correctness of bis statement. His evidence on
cross-examination by Mr. Casgrain was as follows:-

"Q. I believe in the month of December, 1884, you had an interview with Riel
and Nolin, with regard to a certain sum of money which the prisoner claimed from
the Fedoral Government ? A. Not with Nolin. Nolin was not present at the inter-
View."

"Q. The prisoner was there.? A. Yes."
<'Q. Will you please state what the prisoner asked of the Fedoral Government ?

A. I had two interviews with the prisoner on that subject."
"Q. The prisoner claimed a certain indemnity from the Federal Government,

didn't ho ? A. When the prisoner made bis claim I was there with another gentle-
nan, and ho asked from the Government $100,000. We thought that was exorbi-

tant, and the prisoner said ' Wait a little; I will take at once $35,000 cash.'"
" Q. And on that condition the prisoner was to leave the country, if the Gov-

ernment gave him the $35,000? A. Yes, that was the condition he put."
" Q. When was this ? A. This was on the 23rd December, 1884."
"Q There was also another interview between you and the prisoner ? A. There

bas been about twenty interviews between us."
"Q. He was always after you to ask you to use your influence with the Fedoral

Government to obtain this indemnity ? A. The first time ho spoke of it was on the
12th December. He had never spoken a word about it before, and on the 23rd of
Decomber ho spoke about it again."

"Q. He talked about it very frequently ? A. On these two occasions only."
"Q. That was his great occupation ? A. Yes, at those times."
"Q. la it not true that the prisoner told you ho himself was the half-breed

question? A. He did not say so in express terms, but ho conveyed that idea. Ie
said : 'If I am satisfied, the half-breeds will be.' I must explain this. This objec-
tion was made to him, that even if the Government granted him the $35,000 the
half-breed question would remain the same, and ho said, in answer to that: 'Ifl
am satisfied, the half-breeds will be."

"Q. la it not a fact ho told you ho would even accept a less sum than the
$35,000? A. Yes. He said: ' Use all the influence you can; you may not get ail
that, but get all you can, and if yon get less we will see."

This evidence confirma that of Charles Nolin, a very prominent half-breed, at
one time Minister of Agriculture in the Government of Manitoba, who had stronglY
sympathised with Riel and the movement, until armed rebellion became imminent,
when ho separated from him, and afterwards gave evidence for the Crown. This Ws
bis testimony:

"In the beginning of December, 1884, ho began to show a desire to have moneY
he spoke to me about it first, I think."

8
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" Q. How much did he say ho wanted ? A. The first time ho spoke of money I
think he said he wanted $10,000 or S15,000."

" Q. From whom would ho get the money ? A. The first time ho spoke about
it ho did not know any particular plan to get it; at the same time, ho told me that
ho wanted to claim an indemnity from the Canadian Government. He said that the
Canadian Government owed him about 8100,000, and then the question arose who
the persons were whom ho would have to talk to the Government about
the indemnity. Some time after that the prisoner told me that ho
had an interview with Father André, and that ho had made peace with the church ;
that since his arrival in the country he had tried to separate the people from
the clergy; that until that time ho was at open war almost with the
Clergy. He said that ho went to the church with Father André, and in the presence
of another priest and the Blessed Sacrament ho had made peace, and said that he
Would never again do anything against the clergy. Father André told him he would
Use his influence with the Government to obtain for him $35,000. He said that ho
would be contented with 835,000 thon, and that ho would settle with the Govern-
Ment himself for the balance of the 8100,000. That agreement took place at Prince
-Albert. The agreement took place at St. Laurent, and then Father André went back
to his mission at Prince Albert."

" Q. Before December were there meetings at which Riel spoke, and at which
You were present? A. Yes."

" Q. How many? A. Till the 24th February. I assisted at seven meetings, to
the best of my knowledge."

ci"Q. Did the prisoner tell you what ho would do if the Government paid him the
lidemnity in question? A. Yes."

" Q. What did ho tell you ? A. He said if ho got the money ho wanted from
the Governmerit, ho said he would go wherever the Government wished to send him.
ie had told that to Father André. If he was an embarrassment to the Governmenit

by remaining in the North-West ho would even go to the Province of Quebec. He
said also that if he got the money ho would go to the United States and start a paper,
aind raise the other nationalities in the States. He said: ' Before the grass is that
high in this country, you will see foreign armies in this country.' He said: ' I will
00mmence by destroying Manitoba, and then I will come and destroy the North-West
arnd take possession of the North-West."'

Much has been made of the argument that the prisoner came here at the request
Or others, but for which ho would have remained away, and that being here ho
desired to return to the United States, and would have done so were it not for the
'rency of those who had induced him to come. As to this, Charles Nolin swore as

follows -
" Q. Was there a meeting about that time, about the 8th or 24th of February ?

meeting ?"
e"Q. At which the prisoner spoke ? A. There was a meeting on the 24th of
obruary, when the prisoner was present."

"Q. What took place at that meeting; did the prisoner say anything about his
Partmg for the United States ? A. Yes."

What did the prisoner tell you about that? A. He told me that it would
well to try and make it appear as if they wanted to stop him going to the States.

ve or six persons were appointed to go among the people, and when Riel's going
away was spoken about, the people wero to say ' No, no.' It was expected that

gnon would be there, but ho was not there. Riel never had. any intention of
le"lng the country."

"Q. Who instructed the people to do that ? A. Riel suggested that himeolf."
Q. Was that put in practice ? A. Yes."

The counsel for the other half-breeds who pleaded guilty also stated in court that
had hiuself procured the request to him to come to this country; and on two

OCcasions lu court these learned gentlemen most earnestly and indignantly denouncedhe Prisoner as One who had misled and deceived their clients, and to whom ail
9
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the misery and ruin which this unhappy rebellion had brought upon them was to be
attributed.

But if an unselfish desire could be credited to the prisoner to redress politicai
wrongs even by armed rebellion, it would at least have ben necessary to disprove
the charge which lies against him, that in his own ndind the claims of humanity had
no place, but that ho was prepared to carry out his designs by bringing upon an
unoffending people all the horrors of an Indian rising with the outrages and atrocitieg
which, as ho knew full well, must inevitably accompany it. That this cannot by
disproved, but that it is beyond all dispute true, the evidence makes plain.

From the beginning, even before Duck Lake, he was found in company with
Indians armed, and to the end lie availed himself of their assistance.

In that engagement, the first occasion of bloodshed, according to the evidence of
the witnesses, Astley, Ross and William Tompkins, the Indians composed a large
portion of his force-one-third, or thereabouts.

In a letter found in the camp of Poundmaker, an Indian Chief, in the prisoner's
handwriting, and signed by him, after describing in most exaggerated language
what is termed their victory at Duck Lake, it is said: " Praise God for the success
Re has given us. Capture all the police you possibly can. Preserve their arme.
Take Fort Battle, but save the provisions, munitions and arms. Send a detachment
to us of ut least one hundred men."

In a draft letter, also in his handwriting, and proved at the trial, addressed to
the French and English Métis from Battle River to Fort Pitt, the following expres-
sions are found :-

" We will help you to take Fort Battle and Fort Pitt. * * * Try
and have the news which we send to you conveyed as soon~as possible to the Métis
and Indians of Fort Pitt. Tell them to be on, their guard; to prepare themselves
for everything. * * * Take with you the Indians; gather them
together everywhere. Take all the ammunition you can, in whatever stores they
may be. Murmur, growl and threaten. Rouse up the Indiaus."

Other evidence to the same effect was given ut the trial, and it may be added
that in the scouting reports and Orders in Council the active employment of Indians
in carrying on hostilities clearly appears.

It could not be overlooked either, upon an application for executive clemency,
that upon the trials of One Arrow, Poundmaker, White Cap and other Indians, it was
apparent that they were excited to the acts of rebellion by the prisoner and his emis-
maries. Many of these Indians so incited and acting with him from the commence-
ment were refugee Sioux from the United States, said to have been concerned in the
Ninnesota massacre and the Custer affair, and therefore of a most dangerous class.

It is to the credit of the Indian chiefs that their influence was used tQ prevent
barbarity, but by individuals among them several cold-blooded, deliberate murders
were committed, for which the perpetrators now lie under sentence of death. These
crimes took place during the rebellion, and can bè attributed only to the excitement
arising out of it.

4. Whetherrebellion alone should be punished with death is a question upon which
opinions may differ. Treason will probably ever remain what it always has been
among civilized nations, the highest of all crimes; but each conviction for that offence
must be treated and disposed of by the Executive Government upon its own morits,
and with a full consideration of all the attendant circumstances. In this particular
instance, it was a second offence and, as on the first occasion, accompanied by blood-
ahed under the direct and immediate order of the prisoner, and hy the atrocity of
attempting to incite an Indian warfare, the possible results of which the prisoner
could and did thoroughly appreciate. In deciding upon the application for the com-
mutation of the sentence passed upon the prisoner the Government were obliged to
keep in view the need of exemplary and deterrent punishment for crime committed
in a country situated in regard to settlement and population as are the North-West
Territories ; the isolation and defenceless position of the settlers already there; the
horrors to which they would be exposed in the event of an Indian outbreak ; the
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effect upon intending settlers of any weakness in the administration of the law; and
the consequences which must follow in such a country if it came to be believed that
such crimes as Riel's could be committed, without incurring the extreme penalty of
the law, by anyone who was either subject to delusions, or could lead people to
believe that he was so subject. The crime of the prisoner was no constructive trea-
son ; it was accompanied by much bloodshed, inflicted by his own direct orders; and
the Government have felt, upon a full and most earnest consideration of the case,
that they would have been unworthy of the power with which they are entrusted
by the whole people, and would have neglected their plain duty to all classes, had
they interfered with the due execution of a sentence pronounced as the result of a
Just verdict, and sanctioned by a righteous law.

A. CAMPBELL, Minister of Justice during the proceedings against Riel.

RETURN
(43b)

To an ADDRESs of the HoUSE OF COMMONS, dated 5th March, 1886 ;-For

copies of all Commissions, Letters, Telegrams or Instructions what-

soever, given, furnished or sent by the Government, by any Minister

or Ministers, or any officer of the Department of Justice to His Honor

Mr. Justice Hugh Richardson, in relation to the trial of Riel at Regina.

Aso copies of any instructions given to any person whomsoever on

the staff of the Court presided over by the said Judge, and the Coun-

sel representing the Government at tho said trial.

By Command.
J. A. CHAPLEAU,

PartInent of the Secretary of State, Secretary of State.
12th March, 1886.

DEPARTMENT oF JUsTICE, OTTAWA, 11th March, 1886.

Ulpon the reference by the Secretary of State of an Address of the Honorable the
Ouse of Commons for copies of all communications, letters, telegrams or instructions

W*hatsoever, given, furnished, or sent by Government, by any Minister or Ministers,
OR anY officer of the Department of Justice to Ris Honor Mr. Justice Richardson i
tolation to the trial of Riel at Regina;

Also for copies of any instructions given to any person whomsoever on the staff
the court presided over by the said Judge; and to the counsel representing the

bvJernment at the said trial, the undersigned has the honor to report:
No Commissions, letters, telegramq, or instructions were given, furnished, or sent

the Minister of Justice or any officer of the Department of Justice to Judge
th hardson or any person on the staff of the court presided over by him in relation tothe trial of Riel at Regina.
* Copy of the instructions given by the Minister of Justice to the counsel represenb.
lg the Crown in the prosecution of Riel and others is herewith transmitted.

A. POWER, for Deputy .Minister of Justice.
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DEPARTMENT OP JUSTICE, OTTAWA, 20th June, 1885.
To Messrs. C. RoUINsoN, Q.C.; B. B. OSLER, Q.C.; G. W. BURBIDGE, Deputy

Minister of Justice; T. CHusE CAsGRAIN and D. L. SOOTT.

GENTLEMN,-In the matter of the prosecution of Riel and others, growing out
of the recent rebellion in the North-West Territories, and in which yon are engaged
as counsel on behalf of the Crown, I have thought it best to send you this note of
general instructions:-

(1.) Riel and all the leading men among the prisoners-white or half-breed-to
be prosecuted for treason.

(2.) The Indians who committed the murders to be prosecuted for murder.
(3.) Other Indian chiefs and principal men to be prosecuted for treason.
(4.) I think after a certain number of convictions many prisoners will probably

plead guilty.
(5.) I think it would be well at this stage that yon should report to me for

further instructions.
(6.) The object of the Government would be accomplished by the obtaining of a

certain number of convictions. I should expect to hear of thirty or forty leading
half-breeds or white men and leading Indians having been found guilty.

(7.) It may be, and from the information which the Government has it seems
probable, that the rebellion has been encouraged actively by whites, particularly of
Prince Albert. Nothing in the whole duty entrusted to you is, I apprehend, more
important than that we should, if possible, find out some of the men who have, with
far better knowledge than the half breeds and Indians, stirred them up to rebellion,
and your special attention is asked to this point.

I am, &c.,
A. CAMPBELL, Minister of Justice.

RETURN
(43c)

To an ADDRESS of the Housx oF CoMMoNs, dated 3rd March, 1886, For

copies of all documents forming the record in the case of Her Majesty
against Louis Riel, tried at Regina, including the jury list, the names
of the jurors challenged, and by whom they were challenged, the list
of the jurors empannelled, the motions and affidavits filed, the

evidence, the incidents of the trial, the addresses of counsel and of the
prisoner, the charge of the judge, the names of the judges or assistant
judges who tried the case, the names of the counsel for the prosecution
and for the defence; and, in short, of every document whatsoever
relating to the trial, and also of the verdict and of the recommendation
to the mercy of the Court.

By Command.
J. A. CH APLEAU,

Department of Secretary of State, &cretary of tate.
15th March 1886.
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CANADA,
$Torth-West Territories. THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES ACT.

THE QUEEN vs. LoUIs RIEL.

The following is a list of the persons summoned by the undersigned, a stipendiary
magistrate, in and for the said Territories, pursuant to the provisions of " The North.
West Territories Act, 1880," and from whom the jury required in the trial of the
harges against you, a opy of which is hereto annexed, are to be called:

All in the
North-West Territories,

aanada.

Name. Place of Abode. Profession or Addition.,

o o •
C c

0e E c

ran cis Oosgrave .................................... 18 16 1 W 2 Farmer.
D)Jamain Limoges....... .................. 24 16 3 W 2 do
T as H ward............ . ............................ 14 14 3 W 2 doeelDeane...................................................... 32 16 5 W 2 do

alter Merryfi eld............................................. 16 15 6 W 2 do
Iha Potheringham............... ......... 32 15 8 W 2 I do
. Perley ................................................ 34 16 10 W 2 do
raas Gordan .............................. ............. 10 18 11 W 2 do
rt 0. Rigby............................................" 36 18 12 W 2 do

I dPh 8heppard.............................................. 16 18 12 W 2 do
.n J. Brooks......................... 26 19 13 W 2 Merchant.

0 aa
1  Broley.................... ....................... 34 19 13 W 2 Farmer.

D el Striekland..................... 20 20 12 W 2 do
a Gun ... ........................... 30 21 13 W 2 do
ton R. O.Papy.......... . ......................... 16 21 14 W 2 do
aW Webster................................................ 34 17 14 W 2 do
SrAu ld.................................. ................ 4 19 14 W 2 do

S A. M cLane .................. ......... ............... 18 17 15 W 2 do
.Davis............................................. 18 18 15 W 2 do

Th 0. Brooko ........... .............................. 16 18 15 W 2 do
Ien'as Wright............................................... 28 19 15 W 2 do
J ry T. Whittaker......................................... 30 16 19 W 2 do

e allum........._' . ............... ...... 22 18 19 W 2 do
Petrius Woodward ................................ 36 17 20 W 2 do

r er all. ................................. ,.,. 2 18 24 W 2 do
tIael SUllivan........ ............................... 28 16 25 W 2 do
o Mua Rogers......... ...... ................ 1 1 25 W2 do

. Wrong..... ...................... 30 16 28 W 2 do

Jhn Watson ................... ......... 30 16 26 W 2 do
rt Ie.t yreg. ... ........................... 8. 1 1 W 2 dojobe T. ton , .. ussex.... .............................. ... ,.... . ...... W 2 d o

Greor Q' Appelle .... . .......................... W 2 Merchant.e e Andeon, Greenfield............................. W 2 ontractor.

.Pater, Brandon....,................... ......... ......... W 2 Merchant.
, Bull .Pense........................... .... W 2 do

-Dated at Regina, N.-W.T., this sixth day of July, A.D., 1885.

HUGH RICH ARDSON,
A Stipfldiary !dagistrate for the North- West Territories of Canada.

13
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QUEEN VS. RIEL.

The Court assembled at Il a. m., 20th July, 1885.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-I have to announce that Mr. Henry Le Jeune will be

the associate justice for the approaebing trial; Mr. Dixie Watson, clerk; Wallace
McLean, J. S. Monahan, James T. Parkes and F. R. Marceau, official reporters Mr.
Sheriff, will you return the precept.

Precept handed by the sherif to the clerk who reads the return and calis the
list of jurors.

His lonor Mr. Justice Richardson.-The clerk will open the court.
Court opened by the clerk.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-Mr. Sherif, will you bring in the prisoner.
Prisoner brought in and plaoed in the dock.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-Louis Riel, have you been furnished with a copy of

the charge, of the panel of jurors, of the list of witnesses for the prosecution?
Prisoner.-Yes, your Ilonor.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-Arraign the prisoner.
The clerk reads the indictment as follows:-
Sixth day of July, in the year of Our Lord 1885, at the Town of Regina in the

North-West Territories;
Before me, Hugh Richardson, one of the stipendiary magistrates of the North-

West Territories, exercising criminal jurisdiction under the provisions of the North-
West Act, 1880.

Louis Riel, you stand charged on oath before me as follows:
" The information and -complaint of Alexander David Stewart, of the City of

fRamilton, in the Province of Ontario, in the Dominion of Canada, chief of police,
taken the sixth day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-five, before the undersigned, one of Her Majesty's stipendiary magif-
trates in and for the said North-West Territories of Canada, who saith:

" 1. That Louis Riel being a subject of our Lady the Queen, not regarding the
duty of his allegiance, nor having the fear of God in his heart, but being moved and
seduced by the instigation of the devil as a false traitor against our said Lady the
Queen, and wholly withdrawing the allegiance, fidelity and obedience whioh every
true and faithful subject of our said Lady the Queen should and of right ought to
bear towards our said Lady the Queen in the year aforesaid, together with on the
twenty-sixth day of March divers other false traitors to the said Alexander David
Stewart unknown, armed and arrayed in a warlike manner, that is to say with guns
rides, pistols, bayonets, and other weapons, being then unlawfully, malieiously and
traitorously assembled and gathered together against our said Lady the Queen at the
locality known as Duck Lake in the said the North-West Territories of Canada and
within this realm, and did then maliciously and traitorously attempt and endeavor by
force and arms to subvert and destroy the constitution and government of this realo
as by law established, and deprive and depose our said Lady the Queen of and frota
the style, honor and kingly name of the Imperial Crown of this realm, in contemPt

of our said Lady the Queen and her laws, to the evil example of all others in the
like case offending, contrary to the duty of the allegiance of him, the said Lofle
Riel, against the form of the statute in such case made and provided and against the
peace of our said Lady the Queen, her Crown and dignity.

"2. And the said Alexander David Stewart further saith: That the said Louis
Riel, being a subject of our Lady the Queen, not regarding the duty of his allegiancO>
nor having the fear of God in his heart, but being moved and seduced by the instig-
tion of the devil as a false traitor against our said Lady the Queen and wholly wit-
drawing the allegiance, fidelity and obedience which every true and faithful subjeoL
of our said Lady the Queen should and of right onght to bear towards our said LadY
the Queen, on the twenty-fourth day of April in the year aforesaid, together With
divers other false traitors to the said Alexander David Stewart unknown, armed and
arrayed in a warlike manner, that is to say, with guns, riftes, pistols, bayonets and

14
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Other weapons, being thon unlawfully, maliciously and traitorously assembled and
&athered together against our said Lady the Queen, most wickedly, maliciously and
traitorously did levy and make war againat our said Lady the Queen at the locality
known as Fish Creek in the said the North-West Territories of Oanada and within
this realm, and did thon maliciously and traitorously attempt and endeavor by force
And arms to subvert and destroy the constitution and goverument [of this realm as
by law established, and deprive and depose our said Lady the Queen of and from the
style, honor and kingly name of the Imperial Crown of this realm, in contempt of
Our said Lady the Queen and her laws, to the evil example of all others in the like
case offending, eontrary to the duty of the allegiance of him, the said Louis Riel,
Against the form of the statute in such case made and provided, and against the peace
«f our said Lady the Queen, her Crown and dignity.

"3. And the said Alexander David Stewart lurther saith: That the said Louis
iel being a subject of Our Lady the Queen, not regarding the duty of his allegiance

hOr having the tear of God in his heart, but being moved and seduced by the instiga-
tion of the devil as a traitor against our said Lady the Queen and wholly withdrawing
the allegiance, fidelity and obedience which every true and faithful subject of our
aid Lady the Queen should and of right ought to bear towards our said Lady the

tQueen, on the ninth, tenth, eleventh and twelfth days of May in the year aforesaid,together with divers other false traitors to the said Alexander David Stewart unknown,
armed and arrayed in a warlike manner, that is to say with guns, rifles, pistole,
bayonets and other weapons, being thon unlawfully, maliciously and traitorously
Msembled and gathered together against our said Lady the Queen, most wickedly,
Inaliciously and traitorously did levy and made war against our said Lady the Queen
at the locality known as Batoche, in the said the North-West Territories of Canada and
Within this realm, and did then maliciously and traitorously attempt and endeavor
by force and arms to subvert and destroy the constitution and government of thi

im as by law established, and deprive and depose our said Lady the Queen of and
om the style, honor and kingly name of the Imperial Crown of this realm, in con-
mflpt of our said Lady the Queen and ber laws, to the evil example of all others in

4e case offending, contrary to the duty to the allegiance of him, the said Louis Riel,
'gainst the form of the statute in such case made and provided, and against the peace

Our said Lady the Queen, herCrown and dignity.
" 4. And the said Alexander David Stewart further saith : That the said Louis

,elp then living within the Dominion of Canada and under the protection of our
o0vereign Lady the Queen, not regarding the duty of his allegiance nor having the
aeýr of God in his heart, but being moved and seduced by the instigation of the devil

as a false traitor against our said Lady the Queen, and wholly withdrawing the alle-
giance, fidelit an obedience which he should and of right ought to bear towards
oUIr said Lady the Queen, on the twenty-sixth day of March in the year aforesaid,
together with divers other false traitors to the said Alexander Stewart unknown,
armned and arrayed in a war-like manner, that is to say with guns, rifles, pistols, bay-
o ets and other weapons, being thon unlawfuliy, maliciously and traitorously assem-led and gathered together against our said Lady the Queen, most wickedly, malici-

s5ly and traitorously did levy and make war against our said Lady the Queen at thelocality known as Duck Lake, in the said the North-West Territories of Canada and
Within this realm, and did thon maliciously and traitorously attempt and endeavor by
force and arme to subvert and destroy the constitution and government of this realm
% by law established, and deprive and depose our said Lady the Queen of and from
th style, honor and kingly name of the Imperial Orown of this realm, in contempt
Of Our said Lady the Queen and her laws, to the evil example of all others in like

6 Offending, contrary to the duty of the allegiance of him, the said Louis Riel,'Iamst the form of the statute in such case made and proviaed, and against the peace
our said Lady the Queen, her Crown and dignity.

"5. And the said Alexander David Stewart further saith: That the said Louisthon living within the Dominion of Canada and under the protection of our6j01Orign Lady the Queen, not regarding the duty of his allegiance, nor having the
15
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fear of God in his heart, but being moved and seduced by the instigation of the devil
as a false traitor against our said lady the Queen, and wholly withdrawing the alle-
giance, fidelity and obedience which ho should and of right ought to bear towards
our said Lady the Queen, on the twenty-fourth day of April in the year aforesaid,
together with divers other false traitors to the said Alexander Stewart unknown,
armed and arrayed in a warlike manner, that is to say, with guns, rifles, pistols,
bayonets and other weapons, being thon unlawfully, maliciously and traitorously
assembled and gathered together against our said lady the Queen, most wickedly,
maliciously and traitorously did levy and make war against our said Lady the Queen
at the locality known as Fish Creek, in the said the North-West Territories of
Canada and within this realm, and did thon maliciously and traitorously attempt
and endeavor by force and arms to subvert and destroy the constitution and Govern-
ment of this realm as by law established, and deprive and depose our said Lady the
Queen of and from the style, honor and kingly name of the Imperial Crown of this
realm, in contempt of our said Lady the Queen and her laws, to the evil example of
ail others in like case offending, contrary to the allegiance of him, the said Louis
Riel, against the form of the statute in such case made and provided, and against the
peace of our said Lady the Queen, her Crown and dignity.

"6. And the said Alexander David Stewart further saith: That the said Louis
Riel, thon living within the Dominion of Canada and under the protection of our
Sovereign Lady the Queen, not regarding the duty of his allegiance, nor havi ng the
fear of God in his heart, but being moved and seduced by the instigation of the devil as
a false traitor against our said Lady the Queen, and wholly withdrawing the allegiance,
fidelity and obedience which he should and of right ought to bear towards our said
Lady the Queen, on the 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th days of May in the year aforesaid,
together with divers other false traitors to the said Alexander David Stewart
inknown, armed and arrayed in a warlike manner, that is to say, with guns, rites,
pistols, bayonets and other weapons, being thon unlawfully, maliciously and traitor-
ously assembled and gathered together against our said Lady the Queen, most
wickedly, maliciously and traitorously did levy and make war against our said Lady
the Queen at the locality known as Batoche, in the said North-West Territories of
Canada and within this realm, and did thon maliciously and traitorously attempt and
endeavor by force and arms to subvert and destroy the constitution and Government
of this realm as by law established, and deprive and depose our said Lady the Queen
of and from the style, honor and kingly name of the Imperial Crown of this realn,
in contempt of our said Lady the Queen and her laws, to the evil example of all
others in like case offending, contrary to the duty of the allegiance of him, the said
Louis Riel, against the form of the statute in such case made and provided, and
against the peace of our said Lady the Queen, her Crown and dignity."
Sworn before me the day and year first above mentioned

at the towa of Regina in the North-West Territor- A. D. STEWART.
ies of Canada.

HUH RICHARDSON,
A Stipendiary Magistrate in and for the North-West

Territories of Canada.

Clerk.-Louis Riel, are you guilty or not guilty ?
Mr. Justice Richardson.-Who appears for the prosecution ?
Mr. Christopher Robinson, Q.C.-I appear with my learned friends B. B. Osler,

Q.C., G. W. Burbidge, Q.C., D. L. Scott and T. C. Casgrain.
Mr. F. X. Lemieux.-I appear for the prisoner with Mr. Charles FitzpatrickI

J. N. Greenshields and T. C. Johnstone.
Mr. Lemieux: I hold in my hand a plea to the jurisdiction of the court, sUp•

ported by the usual affidavita, and we have agreed that Mr. Fitzpatrick shall argUe
that part of the case. Will your Ilonor be kind enough to have the prisoner swar
to the affldavit supporting this ples ?

A. 1886
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Mr. Justice Richardson.-The clerk may swear him now as the court is open.
Affidavit sworn to by the prisoner.
Mr. Fitzpatrick.-Ma it please your Honor, I will now proceed to read to the

0ourt the plea to the jurisdiction of the court in this case and affidavit.
The Queen vs. Louis Riel-Charged under the North-West Territories Act, 1880.
And the said Louis Riel in his own proper person cometh into a court here,

and having heard the information and complaint of Alexander David Stewart, of the
1City Of Hamilton, in the Province of Ontario, in the Dominion of Canada, chief of
ru lice, taken the sixth day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

ndred and eighty-five before flugh Richardson, one of Her Majesty's stipendiary
'nagistrates in and for the North-West Territories of Canada saith

t That Hugh Richardson, Esq., one of Her Majesty's stipendiary magistrates of
eh North- West Territories of Canada, exercising criminal jurisdiction in open court

with a justice of the peace and a jury of six, under the provisions of the North-West
Territories Act, 1880, ought not to take cognizance of the offences in the said infor.
Mation charged and specified, because protesting that he is not guilty of the same,
YJovertheless, the said Louis Riel saith that the offences with which ho is charged are
Pauishable with death, and he should be committed for safe custody and sent for trial
1<> 1 Jpper Canada, or to any court constituted in British Columbia taking cognizance
f like offences committed therein, and because in virtue of the laws in force in the
ce where the said offences are charged to have been committed, the said Huglhchardson, in open court with a justice of the peace and a jury of six, has no juris-
tion totry the offences charged in the said information.

Wherefore the said Louis Riel prays judgment if the said Hugh Richardson, in0o: court with a justice of the peace and a jury of six, now here, will take cogniz-
%c6O of the charges aforesaid.

Xr. Robinson.-I think it would be better to have an adjournment for a quarter
Un hour or so in order to consider the plea. If we had a copy of the plea an

4Ournmaent would not be necesstry.
Mir. Justice Richardson.-At this point we might determine what hours the

rt will sit.
M, Robinson.-What'hours would your Honor suggest as most convenient to the

o Mr. Justice Richardson,-I would like to do a fair day's work. Commence at 8
O'clock in the morning, how would that suit ?

lfr. Robinson.-That is rather too early. .ls far as counsel are concerned, they
Suggest from 10 to 6.Mr. Justice Richardson.-With an intermission ?
r. Robinson.-Yes.

etr. Justice Richardson.-I suppose if I don't yield quietly you will make me inthOnd.
Court here adjourned till 1 o'clock.

eso8uned after adjournment.
isÎF lonor Mr. Justice Richardson.-Before you proceed I understand there are
al'te 4 number of prisoners in custody.

Mr. OIer.-Seventy-three.
s lonor.-Going through all these will take a very long time. A great num-

Ofidays. The prospects are that this case, if it does not close at once will take a
e' erable time and will be followed by the others. I think it would be unfair to

for Prisoners to keep them longer in custody than necessary, and I propose there-
o as there are other gentlemen having the same jurisdiction as myself, to ask the

t ernet to send one of them to hold court so as to have the two courts sitting at
ma1be time, if you gentlemen have no objection to that course.

o r. Robinson.We have ne objection to that. We were talking about it this

S1fi-tzpatrick.-1 will proceed to read our plea te the jurisdiction of the courtSuOIk(I< in some respects.
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His Honor.-This will be substituted for the one put in my hands this morning.
Mr. Fitzpatrick reads the plea as amended. (Bee plea p. 2.)
Mr. Robinson.-In our view a formal plea to the jurisdiction is not necessary,

nor a formal answer, we thought it only necessary for them to state their objectioL
and for us to answer them.

And the said Christopher Robinson, one of Her Majesty's counsel learned in the
law, who for our said present Sovereign Lady the Queen, in this behalf prosecuteth
as to the said plea of him the said Louis Riel by him above pleaded as aforesaid for
our said present Sovereign Lady the Queen saith:-

That the said plea and the matter therein contained are not sufficient in law to
preclude the court here from their jurisdiction and to hear and determine the offencoS
charged mentioned and specified in the said charge and above charged upon him the
said Louis Riel in and by the said charge.

Wherefore for want of a proper and sufficient answer in this bohalf ho prayeth
judgment and that the said Louis Riel may answer in court here to our said present
Sovereign Lady the Queen touching and concerning the premises aforesaid.

Answer handed to the clerk and filed.
Ris Honor. -- We have the plea to the jurisdiction and we have the demurrer.
Mr. Fitzpatrick.-We join issue upon the demurrer. In excepting to the juris-

diction of the court I beg leave to remark that it is an objection of counsel of the'
prisoner only, our opposition does not arise from apprehension as to the verdict ofthe
jury ultimately being that Riel is innocent; but your Honor knows that even Of
technical objections where the life of a man is at stake it is the duty of his counsel to
avail himself, and although we entertain no doubt of the acquittal of the prisoner, yet
in the duty which we, as legal advisers, have to perform we feel ourselves compelled
to neglect nothing that by possibility can lead to it. At the same time I must say
on behalf of our client that it is his desire while declaring the respect for your HonorS
to take advantage of the opportunity now afforded him to claim for the people of the
North-West Territories such full and ample enjoyment of the privileges of the British
constitution as British subjects are entitled to have. This may perchance be the
closing scene of his eventful career, but Louis Riel will not have lived and died for
nothing if trial by jury, the palladium of our liberties, the bulwark of our constit-
tion, the fairest mode of trial which the wisdom of centuries has been able to devise
is guaranteed in all its purity to his fellow subjects. We therefore except to th'
juriadiction of this court.

The proceedings here are instituted under the Act of 1880. It is my inten'
tion to examine how far the provisions of this Act are in force in this Territory. 1
shall, therefore, in the first instance, proceed to ascertain the laws in force in thi>
country in 1763, and it shall be my endeavor to show what is meant by " trial b11
jury." I will examine the provisions of the Statute of 1880 and see in what respect
they are repugnant to the provisions of the Magna Charta, how far they have beO
followed. I shall proceed to examine the power of Parliament to pass such an AOt
as that of 1880, and see if power does not exist elsewhere for the trial of the accused'

I may assume that the North-West Territories form part of the British domliL'
ions either as having been part of the territory covered by the Hudson Bay charter
of 1670, or as part of Canaa ceded to the English by the French in 1763. That is 4
point which has been debated but is not of sufficient interest in this case. If 'l
consider the North-West Territories as forming part of the British Dominions by the
original charter to the Hudson Bay Company, we .must look upon the provisions of
the Magna Charta guaranteeing trial by jury as the birthright of every British subjOt.
Story 2, p. 540, " The ,right constitutes one of the fundamental articles of Mag'0
Charta, in which it is declared nulus homo capiatur, nec imprisonetur, aut exulet.w
alique modi destruatur, etc., nisi per legale judicium parium suorum vel per legum terra'
-No man shall be arrested, nor imprisoned nor banished, nor deprived of life,
etc., bat by the judgment of his peers, or the law of the land." A trial by jurl '
generally understood to mean, ex vi termini a trial by a jury of twelve mon, impa-1
tially selected, who must unanimously concur in the guilt of the accused before f i
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onviction eau be made. Any law therefore dispensing with any of these requisites
May be considered unconstitutional. If we consider these Territories as forming
part of Canada ceded to England by France, then the criminal law of the conquering
PGOWer became the criminal law of these Territories. As to that it is not necessary
'or mae to cite any authorities. I may, however, refer you to Regina v. Coote, L. B.
4, P. C. 599. If it is possible to have any doubts, I will call your attention to the
debates on the Quebec Bill, which I hold in my hand. The question there arises as
tO whether trial by jury in civil matters is to form part of the law of the land. Lord
T.orth says: "If the Crown is interested in any question concerning a jury it is in
Criminal matters, and having duly considered the great protection afforded the subject
by juries, we have universally given them a jury in all criminal cases." I say we
lnay take it for granted that from 1763 trial by jury was an essential requisite in all
cilminal proceedings, especially when punishable by death. It becomes necessary to,
see what is the meaning of these terms in Magna Charta, " trial by jury," " due
PrOcess of law." I shall proceed to examine that question. Story, 2nd vol., p. 541,
l'a the foot note: " A trial by jury is understood to mean ex vi termini, a trial by a
Uary of twelve men, impartially selected, who must unanimously concur in the guilt
of the accused before a legal conviction can be had. Any law, therefore, dispensing
with the requisites may be considered unconstitutional." 2nd Kent, page 13 (foot
liote): " The law of the land in bills of right, says Chas. J. Ruffin, in the elaborate
'Oinion delivered in Hoke v. Henderson, 4 Dev., N.C. Rep. 15 (and one replete with
sound constitutional doctrines) does not mean merely an act of the legislature, for
that construction would abrogate all restriction on legislative authority. This clause
1neans that statutes which would deprive a citizen of the rights of person or property
'thout a regular trial, according to the course and usage of the common law, and
ln Private suits at common law, would not be the law of the land in the sense of the
Onastitution. And the judgment of his peers means, trial by a jury of twelve men
aording to the course of the common law "-Taylor v. Porter, 4 Hill, p. 140 ;

lilkinson v. Leland, " 2 Peters 657," the words law of the land do not mean a
etatute passed for tracking the enemy, that construction would render the restriction.
lbsolutely nugatory, and turn this part of the constitution into mere nonsense. Seo

Wyndham v. The People," 13 N. Y. Appeals 484 ; Potter on " The Constitution,
1. 469, edition of '85, " The article is a restraint on the legislative as well as the0 Ceutive and the judicial power of the Government."

Lord Coke says the words mean by the due process of law, which he afterwards
UPlains to be by indictment or presentment of good and lawful men when such
thifgs be done in due manner or by writ original of the common law, per legem

net per legem et consuetudinem regis Anglic populi Anglic, so as to bind both
Ing and People. 37 Edward II, chap. 8, gives tie true sense and meaning of these

?ords. Ilurd on the Habeas corpus, page 73, Mr. Spencer in his essay on the trial
b jury, after an elaborate examination, critical and historical of the question states
% legal import of the chapter. as follows,: " No freeman shall be arrested, or ira-
Prisoned or deprived of his freehold, or his liberties, or free customs, or be outlawed

o .ied, or in any manner destroyed Charmed), nor will we (the King) proceed
.!ainst him, nor send anyone against him, by force of arms, unless according to (that

0a '1 execution of) the sentence of his peors, and (or as the case may require) the
niuOn law of England (as it was at the time of Magna Charta, 1215).

Leaving this branch of the case which I have treated at some length and which
. to show, and by which I have endeavored to show, what is the meaning of" trial

"7jary," I will draw your attention to the Imperial Act in reference to treason
• No court but a superior court having original jurisdiction cati try a case of

0ason. You will also find it laid down in section 2 of the bill of rights that thera
a.special provision made that in case of treason the jurors shall be freeholders. in

%ction 2 you will aiso find that the Crown is to furnish a copy of the indictment
4'd a list of the witnesses, a precaution taken in no other case except treason. The
!!4Portance of the selection of a jury in the case of treason is obvious ; in a case of
ý4it kind more than in any other case the Crown is a party to the suit and there-
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fore special provision is made for the protection of the individual as against the
Crown. So far do they go in England upon that point, that originally the appoint-
ment of the sheriff was taken out of the hands of the King and given to the peoplo,
go that, as Lord Coke says, it could not be suspected that the sheriff would be inter-
ested and would return a corrupt jury.

It will not be necessary for me to dwell any longer on these points. I think J
have shown what are, under the provisions of the Magna Charta, the requirements Of
trial by jury. A special enactmenit provides for the case of treason. In the view of
these decisions, and in the light of these authorities, let us examine the statute of
1880 and see in what respects the statute complies with these conditions. I wish to
call your attention to section 74 of the Act: " The Governor may from time to time
appoint by commission under the great seal one or more fit or proper persons, bar-
risters-at-law or advocates of five years' standing in any of the Provinces, not exceed-
ing three, to be and act as stipendiary magistrates or stipendiary magistrate withil
the North-West Territories, who shah hold office during pleasure, &c." The third
paragraph of section 76 provides for certain offences, and sub-section five leaves it
optional with the magistrate to exorcise his jurisdiction or refuse, as ho sees fit, and
sub-section 9: " Persous required as jurors for a trial shall be summoned by the
stipendiary magistrate from among such male persons as ho may think suitable in
that behalf; and then the jury required on such trial shall be called from the per-
sons so summoned as such jurors and sworn by the stipendiary magistrate who pro
sides at the trial." Now that section goes to the basis of the jury system, because
the number is immaterial, whether 12, 20 or 25, if the summoning of the jury is not
of such a nature as to guarantee a proper and fit trial. That is the point Lord Coke
refers to when he says the appointment of the sheriff is taken out of the hands of thei
Crown, because, in a case in which the Crown might be a party, he might be sus-
pected of having returned a corrupt jury, and surely this is one of these cases. SeO
tion 2 of the bill of rights says the jurors shall be freeholders; section 9 here says you
may have the jurors you think suitable. I do not wish anything I may say to apply
to the court as now constituted. I am arguing on abstract principles; it might be
that a Scroggs or a Jeffries might occupy your place. I speak in that sense and
with the intention, as I am instructed, of paying due respect to this court. I sa1
there is no qualification required; the only qualification is that the jurors shall be
male. American citizens may be broiught bore, people may be brought here fro'i
Quebec, who have no interest or knowledge of the country; such jurors might be
brought hore to try this case. Is that such a trial as there should be, according to
the proper interpretation of the British constitution ? The jury has been called the
bulwark of our constitution. Now the magistrate can take any jurors he may thirX
fit. What is the meaning of such a jury system ? What can a jury mean wheO
chosen under these circumstances? What does it mean, except that the jury ia
chosen not to try the case, but simply to register the decrees of the person who bW0
chosen them. This is the position in which we now find ourselves. Is that trial b
jury according to the law of the land ? I submit it is impossible to put any su
interpretation upon the law. It is impossible to read that section of the statute in
the light of the authorities I have given your Honor and say that this is a provisioo
for trial by jury.

The challenges are next provided for, under sub-section 10, the number bein%
limited to six as against twenty under the English system. I have gone through
these provisions which I thought it necessary to. call the attention of the court tO
I will also refer your Honor to page 642, 2nd volume of Story. " Mr. Justice Black'
stone, with the warmth and pride becoming an Englishman, living under its bleSe4
protection, has said: ' A celebrated French writer, who concludes that because RoB0e
Sparta and Carthage have lost their liberties,-therefore those of England in time 1ust
perish, should have recollected that Rome, Sparta and Carthage, at the time when
their liberties were lost, were strangers to trial by jury.'" I hardly think if trial bf
Jury was under the statute of 1880 that Justice Blackstone would have spoken thi0
.about it ? It is true that we have trial by jury. But it is the shadow and not t3e
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substance; chosen in such a way the jury is as worthless as the human body when
the living one has fled. Have they the right to deprive us altogether of the right of
trial by jury ? It becomes us to examine whether the Federal Parliament can take
away trial by jury. It is a moot point whether even the Imperial Parliament can
take it away. According to some authorities Parliament can do anything except
Make a man into a woman, or a woman into a man. Harmon says that it possesses
absolute power, and is as arbitrary in England as in Prussia, but there are other men,
eminent statesmen, who hold there are restrictions and limitations upon the legisla-
tive power. Whether the Imperial Parliament bas the power to do this is of very
littie moment. This statute was passed by the Federal Parliament here, and it
becomes necessary to examine by virtue of what authority the Parliament has legis.
14ted for the North-West Territories. Counsel may say the North-West Territories
formned part of the Dominion of Canada under section 146 of the North America
Act. It is doubtful whether the North-West Territories were admitted under that
&ct. There is no enactment, nor any provision under the British North America
&ct which permits the Government to admit the North-West Territories on a different
basis to the other Provinces. Presuming they were admitted under the British
eorth America Act, we find in the very preamble that the Provinces are guaran-
teed a constitution similar in spirit to that of the United Kingdom. If there is any
'doubt as to that I would refer you to what was said by Lord Carnarvon at the time the
ý8ill was introduced. If admitted under the Confederation Act I submit that -the
C1nfederation was in reality a treaty scheme between all the Provinces, and to
Which they were all parties, and that when the North-West Territories entered into
t'hi treaty they acquired the same rights as the other Provinces. Sir John
Macdonald said that we must consider this scheme in the light of a treaty. There-
fore that treaty is 'binding upon the high contracting parties, and it is not in the
Power of Parliament to alter any of the provisions guaranteed at that time. Now
What would be said in the Province of Quebec, or in the Province of Ontario, if it

eased Parliament to deprive both or either of them of the right of trial by jury ?
%y then should the North-West Territories be deprived of the rights and privileges

tuaranteed to the other Provinces ? Is there anything in the Act that says that
a Charta, the right of trial by jury, shall not extend to these territories, but

havebe given to the other Provinces ? Is it because the North-West Territories
have no voice in tbe legislation, because they have no power to send a representative
tO defend their rights ? I say it is contrary to the British Constitution, it is contrary
to the sound principles which should guide British statesmen, to imagine that her
Statesmen would have said: We give you power which shall be used in one way
loWards one set of subjects and in another towards another. It is impossible to imagine
auch a 0 irit guiding the British Parliament. It is a very doubtful point whether the

Orth. West Territories form part of the Dominion of Canada under section 117 of the
ritish North America Act, and it became necessary to pass the British North
Ainerica Act of '71. Now if we consider that this statute of 1880 is passed by

itue of the powers conferred under section four of that Act, it must be read in the,
'ght of the Confederation Act. The Confederation Act granted the Federal Parlia-

ruent certain well-defined powers, and the Local Parliaments, deriving their powers
a the same source, are as absolute within the limits of the powers given them.

iBut you take section 4 of this Act confers on the Federal Parliament not already
eonferred upon it, it is nothing more than adding additional powers to those con-
ferred. To show that the powers given by the Confederation Act are not absolute,
Your Ilonor will find that it became necessary to pass the Act of 3S and 39 Vie. to
eiove any doubt as to the power of Parliament. Then in Kielly v. Carson, 72

Poutre, you will see the powers of the Legislature are limited. The power of the
'ederai Parliament is delegated to them by the Imperial Parliament, and on that
'it I will call your attention to Taylor v. Porter, 4 Hill, page 140: " The Logis-

tare can only exercise such powers as are delegated to it, and when it transcenda
ese limits its acts are entirely void."- Mr. Story says: " The fundamental maxima
a free Government seem to require that the rights of personal liberty and private
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property should be held sacred ; at least no court of justice in the country would bu
warranted in assuming the power to violate and disregard them, a power so repug-
mant to the common principles of justice and civil liberty, a power so repugnant
lurked under any general grant of legislative authority, or ought to be implied from
any general expression of the will of the people. The people ought not to be
presumed to part with rights so vital to their security and well-being without very
strong and direct expression of such an intention." As to the unalterable character of
the Confederation scheme I would refer to 118 and 119 Doutre, " As to the unalter-
able character of the Bill, Lord Carnarvon repeatedly expressed himself." And Sir
John Macdonald said, 119 Doutre, " As I stated in the parliamentary discussion,
we must consider this scheme in the light of a treaty."

There may be reference made by mny learned friends to the case of Regina v.
Bradshaw, in which Mr. Justice Gwynne sat. Your Honor will sec that in that case
there is no reference whatever to the right of the Federal Parliament to legislate on
the question of trial by jury. It was simply the case pf an appeal from the quarter
sessions, whether the two parties to the appeal might either consent or dispense with
the right to a jury. Both parties consented to it, and when the matter came before
Mr. Justice Gwynne he said the party having given his consent it did not lie with
Ihim to-afterwards object to the fact that he hadn't had trial by jury.

But you will also probably be told that in civil cases the right exists to limit
the number of the jury. For instance, in New Brunswick a jury of five may sit in
Civil cases.

Mr. Burbidge.-Five or seven.
Mr. Fitzpatrick.-All these difficulties disappear in view of the remarks of Lord

North which 1 have already quoted. With reference to the jury in civil cases, under
the Quebec Act it was decided that this question should be left to the exclusive juris-
,diction, to the exclusive control of the Local Parliaments of the colonies at that time.
It was decided that principle should be left entirely in their control, because that
was a matter with which the Imperial Parliament had nothing to do. But a matter
effecting civil rights is not a matter affecting the liberty of the subject The people
-9f different Provinces of New Brunswick assemble in their Parliaments and decide
that in matters affecting purely civil rights that they, between thomselves, will be
satisfied with a jury of five or six. But how does that apply to the North-West
Territories ? Have the people of those territories been asked whether they would be
content with a jury of six in cases of treason or where the penalty of the offonce is
death ? I say there is no analogy between the two cases, and it is impossible that
sny such reasoning can apply to the present case.

Thon, I know we may be told also that in view of the peculiar circumstances of
this country, in view of the fact that there might be great difficulty in securing a
jury of twelve in the territories, in view of all such difficulties, that it would be
impossible for them to provide a jury such as is required under the English Act, and
being impossible no one is obliged to do it. Now, if we take that reasoning, and
they may possibly be disposed to go further and assert that the Imperial Parliament,
with a full knowledge of the difficulties attending the situation must necessarily have
desired to confer on the Parliament the right to modify trial by jury-but how can
that argument stand in view of the fact that the North-West Territories have alreadl
'been legislated for by the Imperial Parliament ? These territories were no further
advanced when the Acts of the Georges were passed than they are to-day. At that
time they wore no botter able to provide a jury system than they are to-day. WhY
should the Federal Parliament, under delegated powers, assume to itself powers which
the delegating powers didn't assume? If the Imperial Parliament didn't legislate
in this way, why should the Federal Parliament assume to do it?

You will also hear from my learned friend, Mr. Greenshields, a complote argu-
,nent on another point: Bere we have 22 and 23 Vie. on the Statute book, iii
force to this day, providing that this case should not be tried before your Honor, but
either in the Province of Upper Canada or in British Columbia. You will find it
*till in force in the Revised Edition. You will find that statute still in force, and o01
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the other hand we have our own statute for 1880. Now, which of these two statutes
Us to have force ? Which of these two statutes is to prevail ? The statute 28 Vie.
says which is to prevail. It says the Imperial statute is the one that is to prevail,
bt as I said, it is not my intention to argue that question fully; the learned counsel
Who succeeds me will go into the matter in a very few minutes. I am now speaking
to the argument which I had the honor to lay before this court. I have nothing further
to say, except to repeat in substance what I have already pointed out. That is, that
all we require, all we ask, is a fair trial by a jury of our peers; that is all any man
'an expect, and I say, that with mon who are British subjects, having a knowledge
f the British constitution, the descendants of those sturdy barons who wrung from

their king on the plains of Runnymede that great charter, the inviolable birthright
Of every British subject, I say with men such as these we can have nothing to feare
But in this case here at the present time, we plead not so much the case of Louis
Riel, but a case which has great interest for every subject in these North-West Ter-
1itories. 'fhis is destined to be a great country, fruitful with promises of a briiant

future. but these promises will only be realized in so far as the principlos of the
British constitution are respected, those principles which made of the Mother Country
the greatest land the sun has ever shone upon.

Mr. Greenshields.-The learned counsel who has just preceded me has gone very
fUlly into the constitutional question of this case. The demurrer filed by the defence
raises in effect bore two questions before the court. The firet is whether the court
0onstituted as it now is, has authority under the statute of 1880 to try this case;
and secondly,whether that statute, couched in the language in which it is, and by
reason of the provisions contained thorein, does not interfere and override entirely
the provisions of Magna Charta. The learned counsel has gone into the latter point
Very fully. The first I shall now deal with. Previous to Confederation the North-
West Territories were governed by the Imperial Parliament. The statutes providing
fo)r their government were passed by that Parliament, and in examining the statutes
that anm in existence and were in existence, and not repealed previous to Confedera-
tionl, and since repealed,.we find we have now on the Imperial statute book the
statute of lst and 2nd, George IV, chap. 66; the statute 22 and 23 Vic., chap. 26, and
28 and 29 Vicý, chap. 23.

Now, on the one hand, we have tliese statutes of the Imperial Parliament
reinaining on the statute book and unrepealed, and we have, on the other hand, the
Statute of 1880 passed by the Dominion Parliament.

Now lot us see what is required and what courts are constituted by the Imperial
statutes I have just alluded to. The first statute of the lst and 2nd George [V, ia
entitled: " An Act for regulating the fur trade and establishing- a criminal and civil
Jurisdiction within certain parts of North America."

Mr. Justice Richardson.-That has been repealed.
Mr. Greenshields.-Clause 5 has been repealed, but that is the only clause that

la repealed, and in the chronological index to the statutes that statute appears, the
index being issued in 1884 by the Imperial Parliament, as being still in force and on
the statute book. Now, sections 10, 11 and 12 provide for the constitution of courts
and the appointment of justices of the peace, who shall have certain jurisdiction as
ln the statute mentioned. Section 10 provides for the appointment of justices of the
P08ce, who shall have jurisdiction to investigate, upon a commission issued from theuIrts in Upper Canada, any evidence that may be required in a case sent from these
Territories te Upper Canada for trial, and that their report on that shall avail as
evidence. Section 11 provides that commissions may be issued to justices of the
Peace to hold courts of record for the trial of civil and criminal cases. The section
18 as follows: " And be it further enacted that it shall be lawful for His Majesty not-
*ithstanding anything containçd in this Act or in any charter granted to the said
Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading to Hudson Bay, fromtirae to time, by any commission under the great seal, to authorise and empower
8MY such persons se appointed justices of the peace as aforesaid to sit and holdqorts of record for the trial of criminal offences and misdemeanors, and also of cily
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causes, and it shall be lawful for His Majesty to order, direct and authorise the
appointment of proper persons to act in aid -of such courts and justices within the
jurisdiction assigned to such courts and justices in any such commission ; anything
in this Act or in any charter of the Governor and Company of Merchant Adventurers
of England trading to Hudson Bay to the contrary notwithstanding."

Section 12 then determines what the jurisdiction of the court so appointed is:
"Provided always and be it further enacted, that such courts shall be constituted, as
to the number of justices to preside therein, and as to such places within the said
territories of the said company or any Indian territories or other parts of North
America as aforesaid, and the times and manner of holding the same, as Ris Majesty
may from time to time order and direct; but shall not try any offender
upon any charge or indictment for any felony made the subject of capital
punishment, or for any offence or passing sentence affecting the life of aLy offender,
or adjudge or cause any offender to suffer capital punishment or transportation, or
take cognizance of or try any civil action or suit in which the cause of such suit or
action shail exceed in value the amount or sum of £200, and in every cade of
any offence subjecting the person committing the. same to capital punishment or
transportation, the court or any judge of any such court or any justice or justices of
the peace before whom any such offender shall be brought, shall commit such
offender to safe custody, and cause such offender to be sent in such custody for trial
in the court of the Province of Upper Canada."

Now, we have that statute on the statute book, appointing a court of record and
authorizing justices of the peace to preside over that court and to try cases up to a
certain amount and offences up to a certain degree, but we have a positive enactment
prohibiting the justices of the peace so appointed from trying any offence involving
the death penalty.

Now, that section and that statute are still on the statute book so far as the
North-West Torritories are concerned. The statute I have in my hand is the Revised
Statutes, volume 5, which states by foot notes here such portions of the statute. as are
repealed. Sections 6 to 13 are repealed as to Vancouver's Island and British Colum-
bia, clearly showing that those sections are in force as to the North-West Territories,
unless we can find they are repealed in some other way. That statute providing for
this court gives the justices of the peace jurisdiction to try up to a certain amount,
but absolutely prohibiting him from trying an offence involving the death penalty,
but providing what they shall do, viz.: " The court or any judge of any such court
shall commit such offender to safe custody and shall cause such offender to be sent in
such custody for trial in the court of the Province of Upper Canada." There was
clearly delineated the rights and authorities under this statute which the justices of
the peace enjoy. They could only try up to a certain amount, and offences of a cer-
tain kind. That statute remained on the statute book, and later on, the Act 22 and
23 Victoria, chapter 26, was passed. Now, your Honors will notice in reading this
statute that the first statute referred to, gave the justices of the peace jurisdiction to
investigate as it were, merely, and then to try as provided in section 12. The
statute 22, and 23 Victoria, rocites in the preamble this very statute of the tLt and
2nd George IV, and by the first clause extends the jurisdiction of the justices
of the peace under certain limits and conditions and gives them a summary juris-
diction for certain offances that are mentioned in section 1. This section 1 has
a proviso too, in the saine sense that section 12 had, viz.: " Provided always that
where the offence with which any person is charged before an y such justice or
justices is one which is punishable with death, or one which in the opinion of such
justice or justices ought, either on account of the inadequacy of the punishment
which such justice or justices can inflict, or for any other reason, to b. made the sub-
ject of prosecution in the ordinary way, rather than to b. disposed of summarilY,
suoh justice or justices shall commit the offender to safe custody, and cause him to be
sent in such custody for trial to Upper Canada, as provided by the said Act of Kîng
George IV, or where such justice or justices may see fit, to the Province d
Britiah Columbia; and such offender may be tried and dealt with by any court OW
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stituted in British Columbia having cognizance of the like offences committed there;
and such courts shall have the like powers and authorities for this purpose as under
the said acts are given to any court in Canada in the like cases."

Now that statute was merely an extension to the powers of the justices of the
keace. It gave the justice of the peace the right to send an offender to British
UOlumbia, and gave them a summary jurisdiction for certain offences, excepting, of
course, the offences as excepted in the statute of George IV; but it, in no way,
repealed any of the provisions of the statute of George IV, and it constituted
Another court, by section No. 1; and section No. 2 comes in as a saving proviso for
the court of record, which might be constituted under section 12 of the statute George
IV. Section 2 is as follows: "Provided that nothing hereinbefore contained
shall be taken to repeal or affect the provisions of the said Act of King George
IV, concerning the establishment of courts of record in the said Territories; and
Where such courts are established, any offenders within the limits of the jurisdiction
thereof, may be committed for trial to such courts, instead of the courts of Canada or
Iritish Columbia." Now this section 2 is put in this statute here for the purpose of
Avoiding any ambiguity or uncertainty that there might be with the powers given,
Justices of the peace under the Act 22-23 Victoria, and might not be taken to super-
Sede the powers enjoyed or granted them under the statute George IV, and the
saving clause here is put in, which states that, notwithstanding the extended juris-
diction which is given here to the justices of the peace under section 1, that it will

not n any way interfere with the courts of record that are provided for under the
Statute George IV, and that these courts of record as constituted under George IV,
Wilt have the jurisdiction to try the offences which they are given jurisdiction of
Under that statute.

It might be contended, on the part of the Crown, that the terms in which this
proviso is couched, gave the courts established under George IV an extended
Jurisdiction to try all cases, on account, perhaps, of the wording which appears in
the section, viz.: "Where such courts are established, any offenders within ther
liniits of the jurisdiction hereof, may be committed for trial to such courts, instead of
the courts of Canada or British Columbia." Now, the interpretation and meaning
Of that clause, which is put in here merely as a saving clause, is, as I previously
eXplained, in order that there might be no uncertainty as to the powers that are
intended to be given to justices of the peace under this statute, and the marginal
Uote which I see here, reads : " Saving provisions of 1 and 2, George IV, as to courts
Of record "; but there is nothing in that section which states in any way that it la
iltended as an extension of the jurisdiction of the magistrates as they enjoy them
'under the statute George IV.

Now the words in section two are merely general terms, referring to the statute.
'George IV, and I refer your Honors to Dwarris, on Statutes, page 656: " for a
statute which treats of things or persons of an inferior rank, cannot by general
Words, be extended to those of a superior "; and also Maxwell, page 297, reads :
' That is, these general words must be construed, the general words as used in this
Bection, must be construed as applicable only to the provisions of statute George IV
tO which it refers; so that we have them coming up to 22-23 Victoria; we have
these two statutes which are in no way contradictory, the first giving justices of the
Peace certain powers, and the second extending the power of such justices of the
Peace, and we have a complote forni established here in these two statutes for the
trial Of all kinds of offences, that is, offences involving a death penalty are to be sent
tO Upper Canada or British Columbia, _and offences of a minor nature to be tried
here. This was the law as contained in these two statutes, at least until the passing
Of the British North America Act, and particularly the amended Act of 1871. These
two statutes were the only statutes under which criminal offenders could be tried in,
these Territories.

Now, my learned friend who has preceded me has shown that the powers
OIJeyed by the Dominion Parliament with regard to their legislation for the North-,
Wet Territories are delegated powers from the Imperial Parliament, and, being
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delegated powers, the Dominion Parliament cannot exceed the powers that are
clearly given them under the Imperial statutes forming the Confederation.

Now, we find the Dominion Parliament, in 1880, enacts the statute under which
this court is now constituted. And this statute goes so far. It does not refer in
any way to the Imperial statutes. It does not pretend in that statute to repeal it,
which we do not admit it would have the power ; but there is no provision that they
ropealed these two Imperial statutes.

We have the statute of 1880 passed which gives your Honors in court, with a
jury of six, the right to try for capital offences, and to try offences to which the
death penalty is attached. That statute-our contention is on the constitutional
question-is entirely ultra vires of the Dominion Parliament, but the statute is there.
W. have, therefore, the statute of 1880 which gives your Honors the right to try
all criminal cases involving the death penalty.

We have, on the other hand, these two Imperial statutes unrepealed, which, in
positive terme, order the magistrate holding criminal jurisdiction in the North-West
Territories, in all offences involving the death penalty, to send the criminal to Upper
Canada or British Columbia.

Now, bere it seems to us is a direct conflict of the question of the powers that
wiight be enjoyed by the justices of the peace in these territories. Which statute iS
to prevail? Are we to follow the Imperial statutes, or are your Honors to take the
provisions of the statute of 1880 as overriding the provisions of the Imperial
statutes, and follow them ? Now we have, fortunately for the court, an Imperial
statute passed after the statute 22-23 Vic., chap. 63, Imperial statutes, intituled: " An
Act to remove doubts as to the validity of Colonial Laws." The preamble of this
tatute reads as follows :-" Whereas doubts have been entertained respecting the

validity of divers laws enacted or purporting to have been enacted by the legislature
of certain of Her Majesty's colonies and respecting the powers of such legislation, and
it is expedient such doubts should be removed, &c.," and then follow certain interpre-
tation clauses defining what a colony is, what legislature and what colonial law is.
Now the term legislature is defined here to signify the authority, other than the
Imperial Parliament or Her Majesty in Council, competent to make laws for any
colony. The term " colonial law " shall include laws made for any colony either by
such legislature as aforesaid, or by Her Majesty in Council. Now this interpretation
clause clearly brings this statute of 1880 within the purview of the statute 28-29 Vic.,
providing for the interpretation of it.

- Section 2 of that statute meets the case exactly. Any colonial law which is or
shall be in any respect repugnant to the provisions of any Act of Parliament extend-
ing to the colony to which such law may relate or repugnant to any order or regula-
tion made under authority of such Act of Parliament, or having in the colony the
force and effect of such Act shall be read subject to this Act, order or regulation, and
shall, to the extent of such repugnancy, but not otherwise, be and remain absolutely
void and i.noperative.

Now our contention there is this, your Honors, that the statute of 1880 is the
statute of a Colonial Legislature such as is defined by 22 and 23 Victoria; that that
statute is passed under the delegated authority from the Imperial Parliament to the
Dominion Parliament; without the amended Act of 1871 we contend the Dominion
Parliament could have no possible right, would have no right whatever to pass this
statute of 1880 or to legislate for the North-West Territories, and the fact that it was
no construed till the Amendment Act of 1871 was passed, that they had not the
right to legislate is clear from the fact that the Imperial Parliament in passing the
statute of 1871 ratifies certain statutes that had been passed previously by the Dom-
inion Parliament affectirig the North-West Territories, and gives the Dominion
Parliament, under section 4, all the rights it could have for the purpose of legislating
for the North-West Territories.

Section 4 is this: "TIhe Parliament of Canada, &c." Now we have there a
delegated power to legislate for the North-West Territories. This statute, if it had
ben the intention of the Dominion Parliament to override all the provisions of the pree
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ViOus Imperial statute by the very statutes extending those powers, it naturally would
have repealed that statute, and whon they extended this delegated power to the
Dominion Parliament, to legislate for the North-West Territories, it cannot be pre-
telded that the Imperial Parliament did not intend that these two statutes of George,
the 4th and 22 and 23 Victoria should not remain in force. The Dominion Parlia.

enOnt therefore paased this statute of 1880 under the delegated authority given them
by the 4th section of the amended constitution. Nyw that statute is a colonial statute
within the terms and meaning of 28 and 29 Victoria, and we have, therefore, these
two statutes, and the Act of 1880 on the statute book and the interpretation Act or
the A ct to remove doubts.

Which of these statutes is the court to follow ? It seems to me the explanation
la lear. The Imperial Parliament has limits placed upon the jurisdiction and right
of the justices of the peace to try offences in this country. When they delegated that
authority, they did not take from the justices of the peace in these territories the
limits that they placed on their jurisdiction and we have therefoie the two statutes
directly repugnant, the one to the other, the one saying you shall not try and the
Other you shall try or you may try. The Statute of 1880 does not say that the

agistrate shall try but that he may try.
Well, your Honors, if it was not the intention of the Imperial Parliament that

these two statutes of George IV and 22 and 23 Victoria should romain on the statuto
book, and -having merely the provision there that the justice of the peaco may try,
which is an optional right he has-and we may suppose a condition of affairs like
thiB--supposing these two statutes are repealed, and that the Statute of 1880 is the
OnIY statute which governs the North-West Territories, and the magistrate under
that statute exercising optional jurisdiction, h. might say, I have an optional juris-
diction to try this case, I won't try this offence. It is purely optional on my part,
1 Won't try this. What would be the outcome in a supposition of this kind ? If,liInder the Imperial Statutes, the magistrate would not have the right to send the
Ofender to Ontario or British Columbia, what would then be the resuit ? If the
rIiagistrate said he would not try, then there would be no provision for the trial of
orilninals charged with such offence as this before us.

I say, then, we have these two statutes, and we have the Dominion statutes, and
there is a repugnancy of jurisdiction, and the statute of 28 and 29 Vic. comes in
clearly to solve the doubt as to what course can be followed; and that the court iere
bas no jurisdiction whatever to try this man under these two statutes; that the court
As now constituted has not by law the right to try this man, and it does not seem to
i, Where there are Imperial statutes on the one hand saying what shall be done,and with this statute of 1880 infringing, as it does, on the rights granted by Magna
Charta, it does seem to us that if there is the slightest doubt in the minds of your

O1onors as to the right to try this case, 4s to the jurisdiction your Honors may have,that it is the duty of the magistrates in such a case as this to give effect to such a
doubt as this, and not act under a statute so repugnant to the well known ideas and
principles of the common law and the right of trial by jury. We do not say any-
1bing against the constitution of this court. We have the utmost respect foi theco1urt as well as for the gentlemen of the jury, but I say it is possible, under the pro-
'in01s of this statute, that a Government desirous of ridding itself of particular men
'n these Territories, can, by a servile creature appointed as magistrate, with the abso-
Ute right to go out on the highway and streets and select his jury as ho saw fit-

1i'ght accomplish its ends in this way.
Mr. Justice Richardson.- Suit the jury to the occasion.
Mr. Greenshields.-Suit the jury to the occasion-exactly. Contending as we

are for the abstract principle of trial by jury, as given us in this country ; and inas.
anach as this is a trial of great importance in the North-West Territories, and as it

18 a trial that will form a precedent for the future, it is only prcper that the justicesShould, charged as they are here, guardians of the peace and liberties of the people,s4linister that law in the way that will be most conducive to the interest and liber.
'S of the people of the North-West Territorie,
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Mr. iRobinson.-We entirely agree with the remarks of my learned friend. It
is clearly their duty to see that this prisoner is tried before a legal tribunal, properly
onstituted, and by no possibility that it be implied that there is any want of defer-
once towards this tribunal in taking the objections they have taken before it. That
was not merely the right of my learned friends, but the plain duty incumbent upon
them, and no one will say that that duty has not been performed in the best possible
spirit or that they have not brought to the performance of it all the zeal and ability
which it was possible to bring. Now, if our answer to our learned friends' argument
is comparatively short, it will not be from any want of respect for the arguments
they have urged, but it will be because the principle upon which we think the ques-
tion is to be determined is one which eliminates a very great deal of the arguments.
In our opinion there is but one simple question, or I might perhaps say two questions
-what had the Dominion Parliament a right to enact ? and what have they enacted ?
As regards, therefore, the larger portion of my learned friends' argument, which was
addressed to the reasonableness or unreasonableness of those different enactments,
we decline to follow them into that argument at all. We have nothing to do what-
ever with the question whether what the Legislatures have enacted, if within their
power, is reasona ble or unreasonable. Those laws are Acts of Parliament, passed by
British subjects for British subjects; they have existed for years, and until the past
few months their validity has never been questioned. As regards their reasonable-
ness or unreasonableness, I would say this also, that we must have regard always to
the circumstances and conditions of the country for which the laws are enacted, and
it is impossible that everything which my learned friend calls the fundamental prin-
ciple of the British constitution can be extended to all parts of the Empire; but if
they rely upon that argument, it is a further answer to say that there is no funda-
mental principle of the British constitution than the supremacy of Parliament.
Neither the right of grand jury nor the petit jury, nor the right of a jury of any kind,
is so much a fundamental principle of the British constitution as the supremacy of
Parliament. It is not because we rely upon our own judgment that we decline to
follow our learned friend into any discussion of the reasonableness or unreasonable-
ness of enactments which have been passed by the Imperial or Dominion Parliaments.
Very soon after Confederation this question came up in our courts, and over and
over again sustained by a long series of decisions. It has been held that the Legisla-
ture of the Dominion of Canada or of any of the Provinces, acting within the subjects
entrusted to their jurisdiction, are just as supreme as the Imperial Legislature. In
1872 the case of Queen against Goodhue, 19 Grant, decided in the Province of Ontario
by the Courts of Chancery and Appeal that it was not open to a court of justice to
question an Act of Parliament passed, not, I may observe, by the Dominion
Parliament, to which different reasons might apply, but by a Provincial Parliament,
on the ground that it was unreasonable or contrary to natural justice. When I say
different reasons might apply, I refer to what your Honors know is a well-known
distinction between our constitution and that of the United States. With us the
reserve powers are left with the Dominion. In the constitution of the United Stateos
it is exactly the reverse. The reserve powers rest with the sovereign States, and it
is by them that powers are granted to the Federal Parliament. The Federal Parlia-
ment is, in a certain sense, subservient. Here every power not given to the Pro-
vinces is given to the Federal Legislature. This was the earliest case I know of,
but I could, with very little trouble, refer your Honors to several cases in the Supreme
Court where the principle has been enunciated beyond question. Now, perhaps it is
just as well I should take up first, shortly, that branch of the subject which my learned
friends have discussed last, because it comes first in chronological order. The ques-
tion is, whether there was any power to send this prisoner for trial to the courts of
Upper Canada. I need hardly say that the question of the best tribunal and the
proper tribunal, the legal tribunal, before which this offence should be tried, is one
that has engaged the anxious consideration of all who have had the responsibility Of
advising the Crown, and admitting all the force and thoroughnes and ability of lul
learned friends' argument, it has not brought to our attention any argument Whi0
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bas previously escaped our consideration. It was thought, beyond aH reasonable doubt,
that ihere was no power to send this prisoner or any of the other prisoners to lUpper
Canada for trial, and I believe it is thought, and justly thought, also, that if there
was a choice on the part of the Government of this Dominion whether these prisoners
should be sent to Ontario for trial or tried in this country, it would not be consistent
With public opinion nor with what would be regarded as the proper administration
Of justice that they should not be tried in these Territories. There are elementary
principles of the criminal law just as there are fundamental principles of the British
constitution, and one of these is, that crime should be tried in the territories where
they are committed; another is, that it is always most desirable to pass any special
legislation with a view to crimes which have been already committed. It was
thought it was possible, and if it had been possible it would have been most unde-
Sirable, to take advantage of any enactment which would empower the Crown to
Send persons accused of this crime for trial to the Province of Ontario and out of the
territory where the offence was committed.

Assuming that the statute of George IV has not been expressly repealed, our
VIeW was that it was so affected by subsequent legislation that it became impossible
to act under it, and your Honors will find, that under the Statute Law Revision Act
Of 1872 and 1873 there is a class of statutes which are repealed as having ceased to
be in force or become unnecessary, and we all know perfectly well that there is a
large number of statutes which, though not expressly repealed in words, are in effect
repeaIed, because, by virtue of subsequent legislation and of their inconsistency with
the legislation, they have ceased to be in force and have become unnecessary.

Having explained that it was thought impossible, and if possible it would have
been thought undesirable to attempt to take advantage of that statute, lot us see
Whether there is any question that the subsequent statute removed all doubt as to
the jurisdiction of this court. It would have been a sufficient answer to have re.
luinded your Honors that within the last few weeks the jurisdiction of this court
has been asserted in a capital offence and has been unanimously confirmed by the
Olly Court of Appeal existing from it, the Court of Queen's Bench of Manitoba. It
lVould be amply sufficient for us to cite this case unless my learned f riends can point
to Some distinction between treason and murder.

Now, that there is no intention to except the crime of treason-on the contrary
that the crime of treason was intended to be included in the jurisdiction of this
Court-your Honors will find in section 76, sub-section 10, where the enactment is
tat any person arraigned for treason or felony may challenge peremptorily so many
JUrrs-being the plainest indication and enactment on the art of the legislature
t'bat it was intended to include within the jurisdiction of t is court the crime of
treason. It is very possible that that was put in by reason of what you are aware
WaS the law, that a larger number of challenges were allowed to persons in treason
ban in any other felony, and it may perhaps have been thought that if it only said

felony, although treason is felony, that special extension applying to the case of trea-
801 would not have been superseded; and therefore very possibly whoever framed
tke Act included the crime of treason in words.

Let us see then whether there is any serious room, for doubt that by the effect
of subsequent legislation on the part of the Imperial Parliament and of the Parlia-
r4ent of Canada the jurisdiction of this court is unquestioned. I do not know that
'he British North America Act has very much bearing on the case. Nothing, as I
understand, affects it except section 146, and that shows that it was in contemplationCf the Imperial Parliament at the time when they formed this Confederation that
the North-West Territories and Rupert's Land would at a future time be admitted
'nto the Confederation. I do not think it has any further bearing on the arguments.

Then the next statute is the Rupert's Land Imperial Act, 31 and 32 Vic, chap
105, passed in 1868 (I am taking them in chronological order). That is to be

n mthe statute of 1869 at the beginning. It was passed, as your Honors are
Aware, as a matter of history when negotiations were going on for cession of the,
4adson Bay Company's charter and for the admission of Rupert's Land into the
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Dominion, and section 2 says that for the purposes of this Act the term " Rupert's
Land " shall include the whole of the land or territories held or claimed to be held
by the said Governor or company. I may say here, and probably it is not contested,
that that definition clearly includes the district between which these crimes were
committed. That is shown plainly by an Imperial Order in Council which enumer-
ates the posts then held by the Hudson Bay Company, for example, Edmonton,
which is very far westward of the district in question.

So, then, having enacted that Rupert's Land should include the whole of these
territories, it proceeds, it shall be competent for Her Majesty by Order in Council to
declare that Rupert's Land shall from date to be therein mentioned be admitted into
and become part of the Dominion of Canada, and thereupon it shall be lawful for the
Parliament of Canada from the date aforesaid " to make, ordain, and establish within
the land or territory so admitted as aforesaid, all such laws, institutions and ordin-
ances, and to constitute such court and officers as may be necessary for the peace,
order, and good government of Her Majesty's subjects and others therein, provided
that, till otherwise enacted by the said Parliament of Canada, all the powers, authority
and jurisdiction of the several courts of justice now established in Rupert's Land and
of the several officers thereof and of all magistrates and justices now acting within
the said limite, shall continue in full force and effect therein."

Now is it possible to devise words more plainly conferring upon the Parlia-
ment of Canada the undoubted power then possessed by the Imperial Parliament to
mphe laws for the good government of tbis country, both criminal and civil as they
abould think right.

That bas always appeared to us to put the matter beyond question, not because
ewe are disposed to adopt any doubtful construction of the Act, but because we cannot

ee how you could confer more ample and full power upon the legislature of Canada
to be the law-givers for this country-to constitute such courts and to ordain such
laws as they may think right for the Government.

Then the next statute, which we find is 32 and 33 Vic., chap. 3.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-That is a statute of Canada.
Mr. Robinson.-Yes. I am taking the statutes in chronological order. Your

Honors will observe that first comes the Imperial Act which says that as soon as
Rupert's Land is admitted the Parliament of Canada shall make laws for it. Let us
now see what Parliament did under that power. That statute was passed on 22nd of
June, 1869. It says that, whereas it is possible Her Majesty pursuant to the British
North America Act, 1867, may admit Rupert's Land and the North-West Territorl
into the Union or Dominion of Canada before the next Session of Parliament, and
whereas it is expedient to prepare for the transfer of the territories at the timO
appointed and to make some temporary provision for the civil government of the
Province until more permanent arrangements can be made; therefore, in the flrt
place said territories, both Rupert's Land and the north-western territory, when
admitted shahl be styled and known as the North-West Territories. Secondly, it

shall b. lawful for the Governor by the advice of the Privy Couneil, and subject to
such conditions and restrictions as may seem met. to authorize and empower 0u11
officer as he may appoint Lieutenant-Governor of said territory to make provision
for the administration of justice therein, and generally to make, ordain, and establish,
all such laws, institutions, and ordinances as may bu necessary for the peace, order
and good government of Her Majesty's subjects and others therein; provided that al1
Orders in Council, and all laws and ordinances so to be made as aforesaid shall be
laid before both Houses of Parliament as soon as may conveniently may bu after the
enactment thereof respectively. That was the first provision made for temporarl
government.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-That was to govern by Order in Council?
Mr. Robinson.-Yes. Then the next enactment which we have is 33 Vie., chbP

31, which carves out of Ruprt's Land and the North-West Territories the Provinc
to be called Manitoba. Ail that I think is important in that statute is the 35th and
36th sections, " and with respect to such portions of Rupert's Land and the North-
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Western Territory as is not ineluded in the Province of Manitoba, it is hereby
Onacted that the Lieutenant Governor of the said Proviee shall be appointed by
cOmiission under the great seal of Canada, &o." And except as hereinbefore enacted
and provided 32 and 33 Vie., chap. 3, is re-enacted, extended, and continued in force
'Util the 1st day of January, 1871, and until the end of the Session of Parliament
thon next suceeeding.

Then we have the Imperial statute, 34 and 35 Vie,, chap. 28, the British North
Anerica Act of 1871, by which the two Acts of the Parliaments of Canada already

Iontioned, 32 and 33 Vie., chap. 3, and 33 Vie., chap. 3, shal be and be deemed to
have been valid and effectual for all purposes whatsoeverfrom the date at which they
rePectively received the assent in the Queen's name of the Governor General of the
said Dominion of Canada.

So that we have this court of legislation. First, we have the Imperial Legisla-
tlre saying to the Parliament of the Dominion, you can make such laws as you think
troper for the government of iRupert's Land. Next, we have the Parliament of the

m-ni rnion under that power making laws, and then we have the Imperial Parliament
aain, in view of the enactments which they have passed, making this enactment

valid,
Now is it possible to conceive any legislation more clearly enacted and vali-

dated both by the Imperial Parliament and by the Dominion Parliament ?
It is not a question, therefore, of what the Dominion Parliament had power to

do under the general power given to them by the Imperial Legislature, but it is a
'qestion of what the Imperial Parliament itself had power to do, for they have con-
'wIned the enactment.

Then as your Honore are aware under those provisions we have a series of
statuates beginning in'68 which, from time to time, have been passed for the government
q the North-West Territories. 1 don't propose to call your attention particularly to
these, because you are familiar with them all and because they are simply statutes
enacting laws under which this court is now constituted. 32 and 33 Vie., chap. 3, i
the first of them. 34 Vie., chap. 16, is the next. Then 36 Vie., chaps. 34 and 35, and
than 38 Vie., chap. 48, and then the present Act, 40 Vie., chap. 7.

It is, however, to be observed that the argument of my learned friend, Mr.
eenshields, has addressed to Your Honors would have been equally valid and strong

alWinst the Act which allows trials of a particular class to take place before the Court
of.Queen's Bench in Manitoba where all the procedure to the absence of which they
bject so strongly is to be found because your Honore are aware that up, I think, to

Vic., cases of certain importance were to be tried before that court.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-That is the Act of '75 and '77.
Mir. Robinson.--Yes. They would have no more power to direct that the trialehould take place in the Province of Manitoba or Lower Canada or anywhere else

tan to say that the trial shall take place here, because they would have been
'nd, according to the argument, by the Imperial enactment which says that for

tine to come, notwithstanding the leave we have given to you, notwith
*t9flding the power which we have conferred upon you, you muet send all criminala

a certain class for trial to Upper Canada.
Por these reasons it has been thought on the part of the Crown that nothi

told be plainer than the course of legislation under which this court is constituti
tfrom which it derives its jurisdiction, and we have referred to these statutes, not

"ýu8e we thought it necessary to go over this argument at length, for, as I have
Said, the question is already determined by the authoritative jurisdiction of the

?rt at Manitoba, but because we thiny in a case of this gravity and importance it
M desirable that the publie should know that all who are interested in the admin-

'4tion of criminal justice should know that this court is not sitting in the exercise
doubtful jurisdiction, and this not merely in view of the cases we are here now

totry, but in view of other capital cases which have already been tried, and in
entences have already been pronounced and carried ont within thee.
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Mr. Osler.-I have a word to add to the argument of my learned friend,
Mr. Robinson, which I think covers all the ground.

I simply refer to the two Imperiai statutes that my learned friends are relying
upon-1 and 2 George IV, chap. 66, and 22 and 23 Vie., chap. 26. I point out that
by the recital to 1 and 2 George IV, it was an Act for a special purpose, an Act
reciting the troubles that had arisen between the Hudson Bay Company and the
North-West Company of Canada, and the administration of justice being in the
Hudson Bay Company providing an independent forum before which the crimes that
had theretofore been prevalent could be tried, and that Act called for the appoint-
ment of special offleers to carry it out.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-An independent tribunal ?
Mr. Osler.-An independent tribunal. Those officers do not exist. The Act

itself saves all the power of the Hudson Bay Company which they are by law entitled
to exercise. They had full judicial power over the territory granted to them. It
became important that when they were parties there should be an independent forum.
This Act created that forum and pointed ont officers through whom the Act should, be
carried out, and the prisoners conveyed to the Province remained for trial.

Then my learned friends have omitted to point out to your Honors that the
Statute on which they rely so much, 22 and 23 Vie., chap. 26, is distinctly limited to
the territories not in the possession of the Hudson Bay Company. Nothing hereini
contained shall extend to the territories heretofore granted to the Hudson Bay Qon-
pany trading under that name, and nothing herein contained shall extend to the
colony of British Columbia save as herein expressly provided.

Now as my learned friend who has preceded me has pointed out, it is unquestion-
able that these offences were committed-the offences charged here were committed,
if committed at all, in the territory that had been immediately in possession of the
Hudson Bay Company-Fort Carlton, for instance. Edmonton, and other forts are
immediately in this territory.

So that we say that the Statute 22 and 23 Vie., Imperial Act does not apply ter-
ritorially, and we say that 1 and 2 George IV was an Act limited in its scope and
passed for a special immediate purpose, the necessity for which is over, and that they
are not therefore Imperial Statutes clashing in any way with the authorized legisla-
tion of the Dominion. We admit the proposition of my learned friend that where
an Imperial Act and a Colonial Act clash, the interpretation law has to guide, and
there is the interpretation law which is to guide-the Imperial Statute referred to.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-That is to govern.
Mr. Osler.-That is to govern. But we say there is no such a position, and We

say that the matter is in great simplicity. The power is delegated by the Imperial
Legislature to the Dominion Parliament in the Acts referred to by my learned friend,
The Dominion Parliament has exercised that power in the various Actis, the law no10
being contained in the Act of 1880. My learned friend's argument goes too far. le
would vitiate the Acts under which justice in Manitoba is administered, for if theOe
laws are still in force they remain unrepealed as to the territory that is now the Pro*
vince of Manitoba,

The point being clear and one so fully covered and as we don't propose to reply
to my learned friend's argument of convenience, I don't think that I need take 'P
the time of the court by further remark. I might only add that as far as the uncon*
stitutionality is concerned the law as to treason throughout the largest territory o1
the British Empire or the most populous India is administered without the aid of
grand or petit jury. The law of treason in India is administered by a stipendiarf
magistrate sitting unaided, who himself charges the accused and one who tries hisa
for the offence. That is the legislation approved of by the Imperial Parliament and
administered in a country where they have found it difficult to institute the ordiiiry
and regular courts that are to be found in all older and more established countriee-
The jury system is essentially a court system, essentially impossible where a toe
tory is of the extent of these territories not divided into judicial diatricts. This a
mot a question of convenience; that is not what you are administering here. W
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are seeking the proper interpretation of the Statutes. We take them as we find them,
and we say this court is properly constituted, having full power, and we pray that
there may be judgment for the Crown upon the plea that has been put in.

I would just call your Honor's attention to the Imperial Order in Council of the
23rd June, 1870. It recites the surrender by the Hudson Bay Company and it sets
Out in the schedule a lot of posts, in fact defines the territory thon in the possession of
the Hudson Bay Company. There is in the Saskatchewan District the Edmonton
Rouse, Fort Pitt, Carlton House-this very territory.

Mr. Fitzpatrick, in reply.-The argument made use of by the learned counsel
'who leads for thel Crown, sets out, in the first instance, the supremacy, the absolute
supremacy, of Parliament,,that is, of the Imperial Parliament, I apprehond. He sets
that out as one of the fundamental principles of the Brit4sh constitution.

Now, I said in my opening address that in so far as the Imporial Parliament is
Concerned, it was a very debatable point whether or not the Imperial Parliament
Was absolutely supreme. Your Honors will look at the treatise on Statutes, Dwarris,
Page 480, where you will see that that has been more than once put in doubt. If a
statute says a man shall be judge in his own case, sueh a law, being contrary to
matural equity, shall be void. Such was the opinion of Lord Chief Justice Cockburn,
ilnfluenced by the same powerful sense of justice. Lord Cdke, when Chief Justice,
fearlessly proclaimed that when an Act of Parliament was contrary to natural right
or reason, &c., the common law shall control it, and adjudge it void ; and Lord Holt,
lnthe City of London vs. Woos, expressed the opinion that the observation of Lord
Coke was a very reasonable and true saying.

So that in any case, with all due respect for what was stated by the counsel for
the Crown, that is a debatable point, and I say that there are authorities which
assert that the power of Parliament is absolutely supreme; but, as I have had
?casion to say in my opening address, there are, on the other side, people, eminent
JUrists and eminent judges, who put that question beyond doubt.

However, let that be as it may, presuming the Imperial Parliamert to be
absolute-and bore I might as well remark that the tribunal provided for the case of
treason in India is a tribunal provided by the Imperial Parliament, if I mistake not,
or by a statute passed in India subject to the approval of the Imperial Parliament.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-In thati respect is not the constitution of India the
aame as that of Canada?

Mr. Fitzpatrick.-I am not in a position to say whether it is the same. I am
doubtful of the point. I think it is not, however, but I am not in a position to give any
'Very positive opinion upon that point. No doubt, under the Imperial Federation
&ct, the statutes of the federation are reserved for allowance or disallowance by the
Queen. There is no doubt about that. They are subject to disallowance within a
certain period of time; but supposing al that to be the case, here we have a statute
Passed by the Federal Parliament, under certain delegated powers, powers delegated
to it by the Imperial Parliament. The learned counsel for the Crown referred to
tho case of Goodhue, where it is asserted that Local Legislatures within their own
Jurisdiction are absolute. There can be no doubt aboutthat, and on that point I
*ould just give the opinion of Lord North, when ho introduced the Quebec Act.
'e says: A matter concerning civil rights is a matter with which the Imperial Parlia-
lent bas no concern, but when it comes to be a case of trial by jury in a criminal
case, thon we have the right guaranteed of trial by jury. 'When it como to be a
Inatter of civil rights, that is a matter essentially within the purview of the Local
Xe slature, and, of course, is a matter left entirely to their control; but the question
of elegated powers is one that is very strongly insisted upon by the Crown counsel.
Wbey Ray we have the most absolute power.

The statute 31 and 32 Victoria, chapter 105, the Rupert's Land Act, 1869, which
1. legates the powers, was read by him, tho learned counsel for the Crown, and
"8isted upon by him as giving the most absolute power it is possible to convey.
.le insisted that the statute gave the Federal Parliament identically the same
POwer as the Imperial Parliament, and it was impossible to give them any greater
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powers. If that be the case, if that statute gave the Federal Parliament the most
absolute power that the Imperial Parliament had itself, why did it think it necessary
to pass the statute of 1871 to ratify the Acts passed by virtue of that delegated power ?
If this power were so absolute, if those powers of such an absolute character as to
put the Federal Parliament in exactly the same position as the Imperial Parliament,
why did it become necessary to ratify the legislation which had been had under
this delegated power? Why was the statute of 1871 passed ?

Mr. Robinson.-To ratify the formation of Manitoba.
Mr. Fitzpatrick.-In my opinion, which I give respectfully as it·is contrary to

that of my learned friend, Mr. Robinson, it is a matter of undoubted law that powers
delegated as in Ibis instance are always delegated subject to certain rights; for
instance, as Judge Story says, where people assemble together and give to their
representatives whom they elect to the Legislature certain powers, they say that
this power must be exercised subject to the principles of the common law, and sub-
ject to certain resirictions. Now why should those powers delegated and transferred
to the Federal Parliament be exercised with any greater freedom and without those
same restrictions ? Why should the powers delegated by the Imperial to the Federal
Parliament be exercised in such a way that you can interpret them as meaning one
thing with reference to one province, and a different thing with reference to another?
It is all very well for the learned counsel to say this is not a case of convenience,
that we are not to argue for convenience, but I say that these Acts, the Act of 1871
and the Federal Act, must all be read together, that it is impossible to separate
them. Those Acts were for the purpose of forming federation of the different pro-
vinces and territories. They entered on an equal basis. The British subjects whO
composed this federation ait had equal rights, and it is impossible for this court or
any other court to decide in this country that what is law in the Province of Queboc,
in so far as the criminal law is concerned, shall not be the law here; that the Legis-
lature of the Province of Quebec shall have certain rights guaranteed to them by thio
treaty of federation, and that the mihabitants of the North-West Territories bhall not
have the same rights.

The learned counsel who leads for the Crown also said that it is impossible to
find the tribunal before which this man can be tried, if not the tribunal now here. 1
say that, in my humble opinion, the tribunal can be found, and that tribunal can be
found in the Imperial Statute 22 and 23 Victoria, which provides for the appointment
of magistrates with certain defined powers. That statute also provides that those
magistrates shall not go beyond a certain limit. The statute of 1880 provides another
delegated power, provides for the appointment of magistrates. Now, in what respect
are the Imperial Act and the Federal Act in conflict? They are in conflict purely
and simply when it comes to be a question of deciding finally on those capital cases-
Until such time the question of committing for trial is the same. Lot the magistrate
be appointed under the statute of 1880, or under the Imperial Act, he is appointad
legally in eîther case, his powers are identical in either case, but when it comes to
the question of trial then the powers are repugnant, and the two statutes are in co»'
flict, and the Imperial Act must override the Fedoral Act. Mr. Osler, who argued
last for the Crown, said that the Act 22 and 23 Victoria does not apply to the Ilaid-
son Bay Company territories at all, but that the Act of George IV does apply. If
it is possible to read cections 1 and 2 of this Act so as to show that this Act doeS
not apply to the same tribunal and territories as the Act of George IV, it l4
impossible for me to read anything in the statutes. This statute provides exprese1 f
that courts be appointed under George IV, the appointment of which is in thO
hands of the Imperial Parliament, and nothing in the previous Act contained shall
be construed to be or be considered a repeal of that clause of the other statute.

Now if it does not apply at all to the same territories, what is the necessity for
the saving clause ? Why should section 1 say that the magistrate may be appoinV
under the first Act, and shall have more extended jurisdiction under this Act than
they had before ? What is the necessity of ail that ? I say that section of the
statute must be read in connection with the other section. This statute begins in it
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preamble by saying, whereas certain statutes are passed, among others the very
statute that tho loarned counsel said was passed expressly for the Hudson Bay terri-
tory, and in view of that Act so passed those othor enactments are made. It seems
to me it is impossible to construe anything if we are to say that the statute of George
provides for the appointment of magistrates in a court of record, and this statute
Bays that nothing in the previous Act contained shall be construed to mean a repeal
of that clause.

Now, if they are not to be read together, it is impossible to rely upon any statute.
According to the learned counsel's reading of that statute, it is that this statute here
was not intended to provide for the appointment of magistrates at all, that tis
Court of record which is provided for by George IV should not exist in the Hudson
Bay territory. It is impossible, to my mind, to put any such construction upon the
statute, but even if this statute was not in force at all, the statute George IV provides
for the method in which this trial should take place, and to what tribunal the
prisoner should be sent.

The " Dwarris on Statutes " I refer to is not Potter's Dwarris. One is the
English edition, the other the American.

Mr. Justice Richardson.- Now, if I understand the contention of Mr. Fitzpatrick,
it is that this Act of 1880, so far as it relates to the trial of criminal offences such as
this, is ultra vires.

Mr. Fitzpatrick.-My contention is that the Act of 1880, in so far as it relates
to the trial of capital cases, is ultra vires.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-Well, as I cannot hold that, I must sustain the demurrer.
I must now call upon Louis Riel to plead.

Prisoner pleads not guilty.
Mr. Johnstone.-With the permission of the court, I beg leave to demur to the

information. 1it might be sufficient to demur ore tenus, or by oral exception to the
information; yet as the information laid by the prosecution is itself formal, and a
departure from the procedure hitherto of this court, I think it necessary to put in a
Written'general demurrer as follows:-

CANADA-NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES.

QUEEN vs. Louis RIEL,
naow charged before bis Honor Hugh Richardson, stipendiary magistrate, and Henry
Lejeune, Esquire, a justice of the peaco, and a jury of six under the provisions of sub.
section 5, section 76 of the North-West Territories Act, 1880, on the information of
Alexander David Stewart, the said Louis Riel, in his own proper person, cometh
into court bore and having heard said information read, sayeth that the said infor-
rnation and the matters therein contained in the manner and form as desoribed and
above stated and set forth, are not sufficient in law, and that the said Louis Riel is
not bound by law of the land to answer the same ;

Wherefore, for want of sufficiont information, the said Louis Riel prays judgment.
Mr. Robinson.-You assign no special grounds of demurrer.
Mr. Johnstone -No; it is the general form of demurrer prescribed by Archbold.

It is given in the case of Queen vs. -Connor.
Mr. Robinson.-I am not objecting to the form, but I am only pointing out this,

that if it is intended to rest on any ground not already discussed, and you think it is
desirable to point them out, we will answer them, but in the absence of that indica-
tion, we cannot do more than put in a generaljoinder. If he can point ont in what
respects ho thinks it is insufficient, it will be proper.

Mr. Johnstone.-If the Crown choose to join in the demurrer, they will argue
after the joinder is filed. I think the Crown should join or else it will have to romain
a it is.

Mr. Robinson.-Then we put in a general joinder.
Mr. Johnstone.-The information, your Honors, contains in all six overt acts.

Th.ree of them purport to be laid against the prisoner as a British subject; the other
43-3j
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three are silent as to the nationality of the prisoner. The overt acts laid in the
last three charges are identical with the overt acts mentioned in the first three clauses
of the information. Admitting for the purpose of argument, the information can
contain more tban one charge, I contend that if my learned friends intended to rely
upon the last three clauses of the information, and they also intended to prevent
evidence being given of citizenship of the prisoner as a citizen in a foreign state,
these clauses of the information should specify that the prisoner is a citizen of that
foreign state and that that foreign state is at peace with Her Majesty. That ques-
tion is settled by an address of a very eminent lawyer, the Hon. John Hillyard
Cameron, in Queen va. School, 26 'U.C. Q.B. 212. The prisoner was one of the
Fenians of 1866.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-Settled by Mr. Cameron, or did he represent the
Crown ? It was Judge Wilson who gave the judgment. I prefer you should read
from the judgment instead of Mr. Cameron's opinion.

Mr. Johnstone.-Mr. Cameron proceeds to detail the case to the jury, and says
the indictment declares that we are at peace with the United States. That is a fact
known to all, but as a matter of form i will have to ask the question of one of the
witnesses, in order to place it legally before yon.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-Was that a prosecution under Edward III Act?
Wasn't it under the 31 Victoria?

Mr. Johnstone.-It was under the Fenian Act. The clauses are the same.
Mr. Osler.-Totally different on that point.
Mr. Johnstone.-As I understand it, you are proceeding under 31 Victoria.
Mr. Osler.-You are misunderstanding us then. 25 Edward III is the one.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-I don't know that I comprehend the point that yon are

raising, Mr. Johnstone ; will you put it to me again ?
Mr. Johnstone.-Admitting that the information can contain more than one

charge, the first three charges are proper in stating that the prisoner ils a subject of
Her Majesty, but in that respect the forms are identical with the forms given in
works on criminal procedure; but the three last charges do not allege that the
prisoner-

Mr. Justice Richardson.-What you say is that because the three last do not
contain a nationality, they are bad ?

Mr. Johnstone.-The information is double. If my learned friends have decided
to leave the information in that shape and not declare against the prisoner as a subject
of a foreign state at peace with Her Majesty, I say the information is double in this
respect, that the overt acte mentioned in the three last clauses of the information
are identical with those mentioned in the three former clauses which allege that the
prisoner is a subject of fier Majesty.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-They cannot lay the same oeffence in different ways ?
Mr. Johnstone.-Not in different ways, your Honor. The only difference is this

that it does not allege-the several charges do not allege-that the prisoner is a
British subject. Then it must be presumed that he is a British subject, and presum-
ing that, then the information is double. It contains these charges twice over in the
same words, the same identical words, the same overt acts.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-Then what do you want me to do?
Mr. Johnstone.-Well, we have demurred to the indictment, and we want your

Honors to hold that the information is bad because it is double, or that is r.ot double,
that is just it.

Mr. Justice Richrdson.-Hiave you the School case here? (This is to be
produced.)

Mr. Robinson.-There is a MeMahon case.
Mr. Johnstone.-In the School case, there are three counts.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-The case I refer to has six counts.
Mr. Jbhnstone.-They all charge the prisoner with being a subject of a foreign

state at peace with Her Majesty.
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Mr. Burbidge.-I think my learned friend is misapprehending the nature of the
charge from the fact that he statos that we have laid six overt acts in the charge.
We have not done that. He is probably thinking of a count for compassing to levy
War. In three counts we have charged him as a British subject and having violated
his natural allegiance, and in three counts we have charged him with having acted
eontrary to his local allegiance. It is quite sufficient that a man may live in a

country to be guilty of treason. With reference to the two sets of counts, I need do
lo more than refer to School's case. In that case, counsel for the prisoner wer e
caled upon to say whether their prisoner would be tried as an alien or a Britis h
sabject, before the Crown was called upon te amend or to make any election. I
need not pursue this question further I think.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-The Queen vs. School is the case I refer to. The
krisoner was indicted on two separate counts; this was under the Fenian Act. I

o10n't think there is anything in the objection of Mr. Johnstone, and I overrule it.
Are there any other demurrers ?

Mr. Osler.-The clerk will ask the prisoner whether he is guilty or not guilty ?
Clerk.-Louis Riel, are you guilty or nût guilty ?
Prisoner.-I have the honor to answer the court I am not guilty.
Clerk.-Are you ready for your trial ?
Mr. Fitzpatrick.-I have now to state that I have to ask an adjournment till

to-morrow morning, te enablo us to prepare some affidavits we require to produce, to
Show why we are not in a position to proceed with the trial at the present moment.
It is possible that these affidavits should have been in court now, but, unfortunately
for the defence, they have been at a disadvantage and have not been in a position to
do work of any importance. I have therefore to ask the indulgence of the court.
As soon as the affidavits are prepared, we will hand them to the learned counsel on
the other side,

Ris H1onor.-You propose that the couçt should rise, with a view of enabling
You to prepare the necessary affidavits to ask for an adjournment ?

Mr. Robinson.-To what time do they propose te ask the adjournment ?
Mr. Fitzpatrick.-That is a matter that will have to be decided by the court

"hen we have furnished the affidavits showing the witnesses we require and how we
intend to produce them, and how it is we bave not got them now. Some of the
Witnesses are in Montana, and the adjournment will not be a long one.

Ris Ilonor.-Montana is out of our jurisdiction, and we cannot bring them here.
Mr. Fitzpatrick.-It is to give us an opportunity of bringing them here.
Mr. Robinson.-Do I understand my learned friend that they will ask for an

Undefinite adjournment, not an adjournment to a deflite day ?
Mr. Greenshields.-Perhaps a month.
Mr. Robinson.-They must produce affidavits of the strongest possible character,and they must not consider we are not at liberty to oppose such an adjournment.
Ris lonor.-It is simply a matter of convenience this evening whether we

adjourn now or go on for an hour and a half till 6 o'clock. Can't we make it early
tmo.l1rrow morning ?

Mr. Robinson.-I do not know that that will facilitate matters, as we have to
Qonsider the affidavits and prepare. answers.

Lis Hlonor.-Jurors will understand that they are to be continually in atten-
dance, as also witnesses on both aides. We will adjouru till 10 o'clock to-morrnw.

Court then adjourned. 21t July, 188.

The clerk opened the court at 10 o'clock.
Ris IHonor Mr. Justice Richardson.-Call the jury.
The clerk calls over the list of jurers.
Thomas Pull-one of the jurors.-Your Honor, on account of being postmaster

'and contractor te carry the mails, I beg te be relieved.
Ris Honor.-I fear I have no power te relieve yeu now-you were fairly drawn

Ollt of a large number of names, and I do net think that I can discharge you now.
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1 have noticed several jurors who were summoned do not appear. Is it the desire
that proceedings should be instituted against them?

Mr. Robinson.-Not if we can get on without them.
Mr. Lemieux.-Mr. Watson, will you please swear the prisoner to these

affidavits.
The clerk swears the affidavits.
Mr. Greenshields.-Please your Honor, we renew the application made yester-

day afternoon for an adjournment of this trial. In the interval since the adjourn-
ment we have had three affidavits prepared, two of the senior counsel, Messrs.
Lemieux and Fitzpatrick, and one of the accused. We base our application to a large
extent upon those affidavits.

His Honor.-Have they been shown to the counsel for the Crown ?
Mr. Robinson.-We have seen them just lately; we will look over them again.
Mr. Greenshields read the three affidavits annexed hereto. These are

the affidavits upoo which we base our application for an adjournment of this
trial, as the counsel for the defence feel that it is utterly impossible to do justice
to the prisoner, if we are forced on at the present time with this trial. The charge
is the most serious that can be preferred against a subject, that of treason, involving,
as it does, the death penalty. We excepted to the jurisdiction and think the proce-
dure of this court is an extraordinary one. The prisoner is arraigned yesterday
for the first time, and is asked if ho is ready to prcceed immediately with bis defence.
In ordinary cases time is given for the preparation of the defence, and we do not see
why this court should differ from the practice followed in the other courts of justice
throughout Canada and the British Empire. We have put in three affidavits, and
these establish it is an utter impossibility for the counsel for the defence, and an
utter impossibility for the prisoner to make bis defence before this court, because we
could not obtain the attendance of these witnesses upon whom the defence rely. The
prisoner is a man of little or no means,and we propose to make application to the
court, to order ils officers to issue subpœnas to the witnesses whose names we will
give, and that the expenses be defrayed by the court.

His lonor.-The court is in possession of no funds.
Mr. Greenshields.-It is not usual that the court is in possession of funds for that

purpose, but it is often the case that courts of justice on application Io the Govern-
ment have the funds provided for the defence. I did not suppose that your Honor
had the funds in your pocket, but that it could be so obtained. We are defending
this man on a very serions charge. Your Honor is appointed by the Government,
and any representation made by this court as regards the defence of this man would
be followed by the Government. It would be based on the afidavits, and with that
would be an application for assistance to obtain those witnesses who are to be here.

Now, we must take into cousideration the affidavit of the prisoner. He swears
in this affidavit that Dumont, Dumas and Nault who were in Montana-these mon
are those who went to Montana at the solicitation of the balf-breeds, and askcd the
prisoner to assist them in petitioning the Government, ard have proper represent-
ation made that their rights might be obtained. It will no doubt strike the court as
it does the counsel for the defence, that these matters are important for the defence
of the prisoner. It is important that it be shown that this prisoner was in a foreign
country, following bis usual avocations, that these men came to him, and made
representations as a committée representing the half-breeds, and asked him to assist
these poor people in asking for their rights. It seems to me import ant to prove, as
we can show by these witnesses, that when the prisoner came to the North-West
Territories, ho came upon the honest solicitation of the half-breeds and citizens Of
these territories who felt themselves aggrieved by the policy pursued by the Govern-
ment as regards the lands. * We want to prove that at the time the prisoner came intO
this country ho came with pure and good motives, bis motive being to assist thesO
people in obtaining redress of the grievances which they unquestionably had,
grievances which every public man, be ho of either political party, will admit. We
want these men to show that the prisoner came to this country honestly, to asriO
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1is fellow citizens in obtaining redress of those grievances. Dumont, Damas and the
Others I have named will come here on the assurance of counsel that they will be
Protected. Now we want these witnesses, we think we are in a position to obtain
the attendance of these witnesses if the delay we ask is given. We also intend to ask
this court to order that ail documents, petitions, writings and representations--prayer
after prayer, petition after petition was presented to the Government by the people
a.sking for redress-be hrought before this court. Ail these papers are in the posses-
Sion of Mr Burgess, the Deputy Minister of the Interior, and of Mr. Vankoughnet the
Deputy Superintendent of Indian Affairs. Our desire in having those documents is
to show that when the prisoner was asked in 1884 to come to the North-West
Territories he was asked to come simply as a last resort of these people to whose
Petitions the Government, for some reason, did not take notice. We want these papers
to Show the state in which most of these people were, and to show that the prisoner
ca e into the country in a legal and proper way to aid in redressing the grievances
the half-breeds had been complaining of to the Government for years, In addition to
that, there is the evidence of the doctors from Quebec. This defence, we are instructed
by Others than the prisoner to miake.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-There are three in Montana.
Mr. Greenshields.-Two at 1Helena, and one at the Turtle Mountain. It is an

nllidoubted fact, competent of proof, that the accused was confined in the Beauport
asYlum for a period of three years, from 1872 to 1875. The doctors whose names
hatve been mentioned in the affadavits are to prove those facts, and also the condition
of the prisoner's mind at that time.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-That is from Quebec.
Mr. Greenshields.-And Dr. Clark of Toronto. We desire that these witnesses

ShOuld be hero. When we left we expected that these gentlemen would be present
lhere in Regina, but they are not here. The correspondence or communication we
bave had with them has been of the most limited kind, by telegraph, and we have
net been able to arrive at a proper explanation as to why they are not here. We have
a1so the affidavit of Mr. Lemieux who says that if time is given, he will immediately
retUrn to Quebec, and will return before this court with these throe medical gentle-

elln. The court can see the necessity in a trial of this kind where life is involved,
that we should be given the fullest opportunity to make a proper defence. What we
want is a fair trial. That is what we are bore for, and we should obtain the fullest
and fairest trial, and it after a full and fair trial, the court and the jury find that the
Prisoner is guilty of the offence charged, we will have done our duty before the court
and the people. 'The people of this country will be satisfied that no injustice has
been done. If, after the production of such affidavits as these, the prisoner is forced
on to trial on the charge of high treason, public feeling will not be satisfied. A trial
of this kind in which the public are al] interested must be a fair and impartial trial.

It seems to us there is every reason why the application should be grinted, and
0 reason why it should be refused. The delay need not be the cause of any incon-

Venience, as it has been remarked that there are some sixty or seventy other prisoners
awaiting trial, and their trials can be proceeded with.
. Mr. Justice Richardson.-The convenience of counsel should not be considered
a case of this kind.

Mr. Greenshields.-I am referring to this only to show that there is no other
reason why the applicaticn should not be granted. It is purely a matter of conveni-
enee. The witnesses can be kept here; they are under the control of the Crown; we
:and them here al the time. Witnesses whose names were given us by the prisoner

e Some testimony, but the moment we approach them to speak to them they stand
k as though we were tainted with a plague, and say we are instructed to have no

conversation with the defence. Our endeavors to obtain information have been frus-
trated by the counsel for the prosecution or some one for the Government, who have
'UStructed every person not to recognize the counsel for the defence, and-

Mr. Osier.-You have no right to make such a statement.
Mr. Robinson.-There is nothing of that kind in the affidavit.
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Mr. Greenshields.-We can furnish affidavits to that effect. I do not wish to
make any charge that the counsel have instructed the witnesses to that effect. I say
that the witnesses for the Crown would not talk to us because they said they had
been instructed to have no conversation with the counsel for the defence. The names
of many of them were the names given by the prisoner as witnesses for the defence,
but we were unable to sec them or to have any conversation with them, for what
cause we do not know, but they said they were instructed not to have any conversa-
tion with us. We are unable to enter upon the trial now, and we ask that the trial
be adjourned for a month from this time. There are some other witnesses who are
in the country in addition to those whom we have named, and we ask that subpænas
be issued for them at the expense of the Government or the court or such other pro-
cedure as your Honor can take to procure their attendance. The witnesses from
Quebec we do not ask the Crown to bring at their expense ; we will bring them here
ourselves. The other witnesses-

Mr. Justice Richardson.-The law in regard to witnesses is laid down. I think
my powers are defined.

Mr. Greenshields.-I think upon proper representation being made to the Gov-
ernment-

Mr. Justice Richardson.-Have you seen the order of the 17th of June ? The old
one is repealed and a new one issued.

Mr. Greenshield.-l have not seen the one of the 17th June.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-It is simply a little more liberal.
Mr. Greenshields.- If we are forced on with this trial now we really have no

defence to make; we could not have the witnesses here; we have no witnesses.
Mr. Fitzpatrick.-May it please your Honors. In connection with this case, I

will simply say that at the time we were retained for the defence, it had been made
to a very large extent apparent in our Province, that it would be almost impossible
to secure sucb a trial for the prisoner as public opinion appeared unanimously to
require. So far as we could gather from the press, and other modes of ascertaining
the opinion of the public, the desire was that this man should have a full, fair and
impartial tria), that every possible means should be afforded to him to make a full
and complete defence, that after he had made his defence and had a fair chance of
exculpating himself or explaining his position, then that the law should take its
course; but that if a full and free and impartial trial, such as the publie absolutely
required, was not had, no satisfaction would be given to the public, and the public
would not be in a position to say that Louis Riel was really guilty of the charges
laid at bis door.

With this object in view, and in view of the fact that the press throughout the
country required and besought the Government to interfere in this case, for the
purpose of forcing the Governrent to a certain extent to secure for the defendant all
the means that might be considered necessary to have the trial, we were sent to
Ottawa, and we went to Ottawa, and there had an interview with the Minister of
Justice, and, being there, he replied very naturally: There is no provision in the law
which enables me to furnish you with the mieans necessary to defend, but ho also
added that on a recommendation by the court, certain witnesses being produced,
that it would be proper that their expenses would be paid, and action would be taken.
This being the answer from the Government, of course then we had to go to the
parties who were acting and who were really our clients in this case.

We then found ourselves in this position, that the Government were desirous of
paying witnesses after they had been brought here, on recommendation by the
court, and then we said : What is the use of that to us? How are the witnesses to
be produced ? Of course I eau understand such an order as that boing given in thO
Tichborne case for instance. In that case such an order was given, such a thing was
donc, but whore, as in England, the distances to be covered are very short, where
the means of getting witnesses is very simple, one can understand such an order.
In a country like this where we have thousands of miles of territory to cover if
order to get witnesses, such an order as that which the Government were anxious
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to give us, and which the court now says is in existence, and which the court now
saYs applies to this case is perfectly useless to us. It is perfectly useless for us to
know that whon the witnesses are here they will be paid. How are we going to
get them here ? that is the point. In view of those facts, subscriptions were organ-
1sed throughout the Province of Quebec, and your Honor knows that it takes noces
sarily some time for the public to properly realise the importance of a case of this
Ikind. It takes some little time for the public mind to be properly seized of the
iMPOrtance of a case of this kind. Before we had the answer from the Government,
sbscriptions were organised, and now, from telegrams received from Quebec, we
believe that we can honestly come befoie this court, and say that a certain number
of Witnesses that are required will be produced before this court. Of course I don't
'Wish to come before the court and say here that we can produce all the witnesseS
that are necessary for the defence, but I am instructed that the witnesses who are
required from Quebec, will be sent bere from Quebec. As to the other witnesses, I
hafve nothing further to say than wbat has been already said by Mr. Greenshields,

cept, perhaps, that I have a letter which I communicated to the learned counsel for
the Crown, from a gentleman who is in personal communication with Dumont and
bamas, from which 1 gather that these witnesses are ready to give us every assistance
l' their power, and I infer from that it will be possible if they are properly instructed
as to the immunity which is guaranteed them by our laws, it is possible to infer from
the letter that those men will be brought here, that they eau be brougbt bore, and that

Me may possibly be able to have them if the adjournment takes place.
Of course, 1 don't wish to bind myself here, standing as counsel for the defence;

I don't wish to bind myself to anything I cannot do, and I would not undertake tor
the defence, under any circumstances, to say here I shall produce so and so. I do not
bind myself that I can do it. All I say, all I can say as counsel, is that I am in-
8tructed that such witnesses can be produced, and I infer from the letter which I
have and which I placed in the hands of the learned counsel for the Crown, and whieh
1 amu prepared to lay before the court, that if it is possible I can say that a witness,
bumuont or Dumas, can be brought bere witb immunity, we can produce them
before this court. Those witnesses I am instructed will prove facts that are of the
lighest importance for the defence; they will prove that Mr. Riel if ho had been

lStened to, not one drop of blood would have been shed.
Mr. Osler.-Confine yourself to the facts on the affidavit.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-I will hear anything that has not already been said.
Mr. Fitzpatrick.-As to speaking to the farts, I think the statement I made is

Co'Vered by the affidavit, that the alleged rebellion was commenced and conducted
unider the direction of a council of fourteen persons, of which council the prisoner was
not a member; that he did not participate in any engagement or permit or counten-
an4ce any act of overt treason.

Of course it would be very humiliating for a counsel to be said to be not confim-
lag hirself to the facts, to statements not already sworn to, but I have endeavored
n 411 that have said, as I shall endeavor all through this case, to restrict myself, so

far as lies in my power, to the facts as they appear before the court, and I think the
statement is borne out by my affidavit.

I don't wish to detain the court any further in this case, and so far as we are
conacerned, we think it is necessary for the accused that the postponement should be
had, and we leave the matter with entire confidence in'the hands of the court.

Mr. Justice Richardson. -- What I understand you to suggest, at least the facts
which you have put forward are these, that some witnesses who are not bore ought
tO be here for the proper defence, and that some of them cannot be here because they
have not got the funds ?

Mr. Fitzpatrick.-Some of them we have not been able to procure, up to the pro.
sent time, because we have not had the funds, but if a delay is granted to us, we
are in ex pectation that we shall be able to produce those witnesses.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-There are three points covered by your application;
Aratly, necessary and material witnesses are not here; secondly, with regard to some
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of them they have not the funds; thirdly, if a reasonable postponement is given, they
can be produced, or rather, you believe they eau be produced.

Mr. Fitzpatrick.-Yes, I believe they eau be produced.
Mr. Robinson.-These affidavits we saw, at least I myself, only a few minutes

before the court opened, and I have bad time only to glance at them. I desire to give
Buch answer as we think proper to give to them on the part of the Crown after pro-

r consideration, and I ask your Honors, under the circumstances-I think it would
be btter to ask your Ilonors to allow us an interval of ten or fifteen minutes to con-

aider what course it is right for the Crown to take.
Court postponed for a few minutes.
Mr. Robinson, resuming.-We have considered together the course which the

Crown will take in answering this application. We have considered the matter with
some anxiety, because we are quite aware that a serious responsibility rests upon us
either in acceding to or opposing such an application. lu the first place I muet be
permitted to say that I regret extremely that my learned friend, Mr. Greenshields,
ehould have departed so far from what I regard as professional courtesy and profes-
sional etiquette, as to make the remarks which he thought it right to make in ther
discharge of his duty, and I must say that it is wholly new to me in the course of a
very long professional career to hear a simple practice application of this kird, such
as this application for adjournment or postponement of a trial, urged in such a tone
and in such a spirit. As to part of his remarks, I understood, and I think everyone
else must have understood that if they meant anything, they certainly meant to imply
athreat against those acting for the Crown, that if they declined to accede to the con-
tention, publie opinion would be brought to bear upon them, and public opinion would
mot support them. We are answerable to public opinion, and we are perfectly con-
tent to be answerable to public opinion, but I repent again my surprise that that tone
of epirit and sort of address should have been thought necessary in a case of this
description.

1 will now say what I have to say, in answer to the application made. As to
the application for postponement which is asked for, those who represent the Crown
think it their duty to oppose it. To a certain extent, we think it right to accede
to it so far as we have any voice in the matter. 1 will discuss the difterent grounds
in a few moments on which this application is based. As regards what I am inclined
to think is the main portion of the application and main grounds urged, I think it is
an application made under circumstances and based upon grounds which are wholly
without precedent. I speak now of the application for the postponcment of this
trial until Gabriel Dumont, Michel Dumas, and a Mr. Nault, should be brought front
the United States where they are said now to be, to give evidence for the prisoner.
It is a matter of history that a rebellion bas broken out in this country. It is a mat-
ter of notoriety that those tbree Men were not only participators in that rebellion,
but were leading and active spirits concerned in it. It is a matter of notoriety that
the result of their connection with that rebellion has led them to flee from justice. I
don't believe there is an instance of any application having ever been made, still lees
of such an application ever being granted, as an application for adjournment of the
trial of those who have not beer successful in escaping from justice until those who
have escaped are brought back under a safe conduet from the Crown to give evidence
in their favor. We have no authority at all events, and we have no power whatever
to give to any of those persons who have fled from justice ariything approaching
protection or safe conduct, if they choose to enter this province. If they enter it in
innocence, they can prove their innocence. If they enter it guilty, they must takO
the chances of all others who are guilty.

There are other giounds which are urged. It is said that Mr. Vankoughnet and Mr.
Burgess, two gentlemen employed in the publie service of the Crown at Ottawa, have
the custody of a large number of petitions and documents which it is necessary the
prisoner should have for the purposes of his defence, and the purport of those peti-
tions and documents is stated. They are petitions to the Government, applications
Io the Government, aeking for redress of what were alleged to be certain grievances.
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Tbose documents and those petitions I believe to be utterly inadmissible under any
ceircumstances, as a defence in this case. We hear, for the first time, that an appli-
eation for redress on constitutional grounds is evidence to form a justification for
armed rebellion. If those documents were here they would be opposed as wholly
iladlmisfsible, and so far as we can judge, they are wholly inadmissible, as having
anY bearing whatever on this case; but I amr not aware that any application was
'Iade to the Governiment to send Mr. Vankoughnet or Mr. Burgess bere to allow an
i'spection or production of any of those documents, or to produce any of those docu-
ments at the trial. With regard to another application which my learncd friends
say they will think it right to make, or which they do make now, an application for
an order for the production of all correspondence which was fourd in possession of
the prisoner at Batoche, all I can say is, that we regard those documents as state
documents, and many of ther necessarily implicate others, and that we, in the dis-
charge of our duty, should feel it necessary to refuse to any person acting for the
prisoner an inspection of anything which can be in the nature of treasonable corres-
Pondence, or which could implicate others in any matter, and which it is in the
Public interest and in the interest of society to see properly punished.

With regard to the certificate of naturalization which the prisoner says is neces-
stry for bis defonce, in our view the law is clear that the existence of that certificate
WOUld make no difference whatever. We have not that certifieate oursolves. I an
tOld we have never known where it was until wo got a telegram this nornirg, and
We beard that a certified copy of the certificate or the certificate itself is at Winnipeg.
All that we ean say with regard to that is, that we shall telegrapb. We bave tele.
graphed for it to Winnipeg, and it shall be got and produced, and they shall have
the Use of it. We can do nothing more with regard to that.

With regard to those witnesses who, it is said, will come fron Quebec ard will
prOve the state of the prisoner's mind ten or twelve years ago, it is not for me to say
or.to conjecture what possible weight that eau have on the question of the state of
Prisoner's mind six months ago; but, however that may be, what we are told here is,
that they desire, not a postponement of a few days until those witnesses eau be tele-
graphed for and brought up, but the leading counsel for the defence cornes ard says
h6 thought the witnesses would be bore, and if you will allow him to go back to
Quebec, he will go and bring them. I don't think an application bûsed upon those
rounds eau bo hstened to. My learned friend, Mr. Greenshields, for whatever object
do not know, bas recurred, to a certain extent, to an argument gddrcssed to your
Ionors yesterday, and bas endeavored to point out that bis trial contrasts unfavor-

ably with other trial in fairuess, because the prisoner is now, for the first time, asked
tgo on with bis trial at once. Far from btat being the case, ihis trial contrasts
uost favorably with all other criminal trials in point of fairness with refer-

enace to the prisoner. The usual course in all ordinary trials is, that the
Prisoner is arraigned, and he is asked then if ho is ready for trial, and a
day is named at once. It is now 14 or 15 days since the day was named for
tbis trial, and yesterday would be the day on which the trial would take place, ad
it 1s Dow for the first time, on the day after that day named, or rather we hear the
contention made about which we beard for the first time the intention to make-
declared only yesterday. It must bave been well known too, peifectly well known,

e Very moment that the prisoner was captured, it must bave been perfectly well
kown that his trial would take place as soon as could be made possible under the
cirulnstances. There must bave been the most full and amplest notice to all those
intterested in preparing for the trial, that it was necessary to take whatever stepa
light be necessary, without delay. Now, I do not desire to place the convenience
of any person, for one instant in the scale to weigh against what my learned friends
saYhere, tbey are entitled to a perfect, fair and impartial trial of this case. Con-
Venience bas little to do with it. But it is not te be forgotten that a panel of 38
JiUors are bore; that almost as many witnesses have been summoned, and probably
raore, from all parts of the country, and that there are public officers here, whose
detention here is of very great inconvenience to the public service of the ]Dominion.
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All those things I suppose must give way to what is necessary to obtain an impar-
tial trial, but it must be only such a delay as will be necessary to obtain that triai,
and ich a delay as in reason can be said to be desirable, in order to effect it. Under

those circumstances, what those representing the Crown have thought, is that it
would be right for them to accede to an adjournment or postponement of this CAse
for one week. All those witnesses who are in this country can be got in a week,
just as well as in a month or a year. The Crown will do more. The Crown wil
join with my learned friends in telegraphing to those three gentlemen who are
at Quebec, or those three gentlemen who are at Prince Albert. I desire that to comfe
from the Crown as well as from them, and the Crown will pay their expenses.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-With regard to witnesses, Mr. Robinson, near any
police post in this country, they can be warned on telegraph, verbally warned, and
it would simply involve the coming here of the person who warned them, in case
warrants be disobeyed. It does not require a subpena in this country. It would
eimply require the presence of the officer, or official or constable who warned thef,
in order to attach them.

Mr. Robinson.-I was not aware of that. Thon there is no sort of difficulty iu
regard to witnesses living in these territories, principally at Prince Albert and
Batoche. We will join in whatever stops are necessary to procure their attendance,
and the Crown will pay their expenses.

Mr. Justice Richardson. The statute is general-one of the succeeding sectiono
40 section 76, I think, applies generally to the Dominion.

M r. Robinson.-Then there is no difficulty at all events about this. As regardS
the witneses in Quebec, we take it for granted that my learned friends, having coM-
munication with them, will have no difficulty in getting them, on the Goverument
joinirg in a telegram to them desiring them.to come, and if the Beauport asylai
is a Government institution, there will be io difficulty in getting them, and in doinlg
that, I think we are doing all that in the discharge of our duty we can be asked tO
do properly.

In our view, we will consent to the postponement of the trial till this day week,
and that will necessarily give the prisoner and my learned friends an adjournment of
ton days, because the case for the Crown will no doubt oceupy two or three.days,
and their witnesses will not be required till that is closed. That is the answer.

There is only one otber niatter to remark upon, which I had forgotten, and
which I wish I had mentioned before, but my learned friend made some very strong
and very inflammatory remarks about the treatment which he received from certain
witnesses whom he alleged were witnesses for the Crown. Al that 1 can say is that
if the counsel desire to interview a witness subpenaed on the other side, they muas
always take their chances as to the reception they meet from the witnesses. That la
a matter in their own judgment and in their own discretion, about which they haVe
no right to complain.

Mr. Greenashields.-My learned friend will reply to the main question of the
application. I mercly wish to rise to make a personal explanation.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-I understood you to disclaim any porsonal imputatiOn•
Mr. Greenshields.-My learned friend, Mr. Robinson, rather stated that ho WaO

eurprised at the vehemence and warmth with which I had urged the application for
the adjourniment. It may be true that a due realisation of the obligation resting upo,
rne as one of the counsel for the defence, and the importance with which we deele
the application, I might perhaps have urged it with perhaps more warmth than the
learned counsel, who seems much cooler, would have done, but in doing so, I did it
Iecause I felt now as we ail have felt that unless this application were granted, ules0
we could obtain a postponement of this trial, this man's life was in danger.

We are charged with this defence, and if the defence is not properly made, an
a verdict of guilty should follow and then execution, as counsel for the defence W
cannot help but feel the responsibility that rests upon us in making an application>
this kind, and far from intending to intimate for one moment that public opinion hs4
anything to do with influencing the learned counsel, or intimidating thom, the thing l'
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'MPOssible, the learned counsel are too well known in this country and in the Dominion
of Canada to be influenced in any way by any public sentiment or public opinion.
'What I wished to intimate was that this being a state trial, and the public at large
being interested, and the case having gone so prominently before the publie, as well
as the events preceding the rebellion, that the public naturally expected that a fair
trial should be given, and we felt that in the exercise of our duty in dofending the
Prisoner, we had to a certain extent a public trust as well as the learned counsel
ePresenting the Crown, and that we wanted to do everything in our power in order

that a fair trial should be obtained; and if I urge4 the application with warmth, it
Was.the result entirely of the responsibility whieh I feel as one of the counsel, and of
the intense importance which we attach to this application, feelIng, as we do, that the
r"8eult of this trial largely depends upon whether this application is granted or refused.

Mr. Fitzpatrick.-May it pleaso your Honors. I on behalf of the defence assume
e responsibility of accepting the delay which, as stated by the Crown counsel, the
"4Wn is prepared to offer us.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-I think it is reasonable, Mr. Fitzpatrick. I think it is
reasonable time. I might perhaps have gone and stretched it a day or so, but not
Yond that, bocause the means of communication are very quick now compared with
ht they were, and a witness can be got from Quebec and you are quite able to

Yourselves of the provisions of the Act that 1 referred to with regard to warn-

the Mr. Fitzpatrick.-I may as well state now as to the offer made by the counsel for
, drown of their concurrence in the way of remuneration of witnesses, we will con-

er whether or not we will accept that part of it or not.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-You must bear in mind that I am powerless to make

Yrder. There is the Order in Council. It is not a provincial court, and I have
'4 control over funds except in the limited way in which the Order in Council pro-vqides.

Mr. Fitzpatrick.-I read the Order in Council as conferring the very limited
ers; however, that difflculty is all obviated by the offer made by the Crown.
Ir. Osler.-My learned friend will understand that that adjournment is neces-

%i1y peremptory.
Mr. Fitzpatrick.-That is all right.

SMir. Justice Richardson.-The order will be thut the trial stands adjourned, that
r~oeeds peremptorily on Tuesday morning next, the 28th instant, at 10 o'clock.

' regard to the jury I don't feet inctined to keep them in attendanco and I pro-
e to caution and warn them to return on Tuesday morning.

TO the Jurymen.-You gentlemen in the audience who have been warned as
Yrrs Will understand from what has been said thatyour services will not be required

W till Tuesday next at 10 a.m , and you are at liberty now to return to your homes
en please. The fees that are usual for the double journey will be paid by the

' . Perhaps it is not necessary for me to make any remarks touching you
donlally, but knowing the fact that you are called upon to act as jurors in the case,ydly think of the position you occupy, and neither talk to anybody about the trial,

1j allow any person to talk to you or bring you in conversation. The court was
Crdingly adjourned at 11.45 a.m. till the 28th July, at 10 a.m.

AFFIDAVITS FILED ON MOTION FOR ADJOURNMENT.
lçlà CANADA,orth-West Territories.

TVhe Queen va. Louis Riel, charged under the North- West Territories Act of 1880.
1, Louis Riel, the said accused, being duly sworn do depose and say:
That Gabriel Dumont and Michel Damas, now of Helena, in the United Stateq of

dole a, in the Territory of Montana, are essential and material witnesses3 to my
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That Napoléon Nault, of Turtle Mountain, in the United States, the Rev. Father
Touze, of Sacré Cour, the Rev. Father André, of St. Antoine, the Rev. ather
Fourmond, of St. Laurent, all in the North-West Territories of Canada, L.Vankoughnet
and A. M. Burgess, of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario, are also essential and
material witnesses for my defence; dThat the said L. Vankoughnet is Deputy Minister of Indian Affairs, and the sa1
A. M. Burgess is Deputy Minister of the Interior, both of whom are, in their officis
capacity, the custodians of varions official documents, petitions and representationo
made by the half-breeds of the North-West Territories to the Government of the
Dominion of Canada praying for the redress of their grievances, the refusal to grant
which led to the legal agitation by the people to secure the rodress of their wrong'
The said papers, petitions and documents, as nearly as I can now describe them, are
as foIllows :-The report of Mr. Pearce relating to the settlement of Prince Albert, '
letter of the said Pearce addressed to the Minister of the Interior, of date the 1 7th
January, 1884; a letter from Mr. Deville, addressed to the Deputy Minister of th'
Interior, of dato 7th February, 1884; a letter from Father Vegreville, addressed t
Capt. Deville, of date 19th January, 1884; a petition by the inhabitants of St. Loi'0
de Langevin, forwarded to Sir John A. Macdonald, on or about the 19th Novembe
1883; a letter from the Land Commissioner, Mr. Pearce, dated 14th September, 1883'
a letter from Fathers Le Duc and Malonoy, addressed to the Hon. D. L. Macphers ti

Acting Minister of thelnterior; a petition from the settlers of Prince Albert, in the
North West Territories, forwarded during the winter of 1882-83, and signed byL
large num ber of said settlers; a petition from St. Antoine de Padua, addressed to$îr
John A. Macdonald as Minister of the Interior, of date the 4th September, 1882;
petition trom Gabriel Dumont and others, of the 4th September, 1884, addressed t'
zhe Right Hon. Sir John A. Macdonald as Minister of the Interior; a petition Pho
eented by the Rev. Father André to the Lieutenant Governor in Council, in the
mnonth of JUne, 1881; a petition presented by the inhabitants of Prince Albert to the
Minister of the Interior; a letter from Land Agent Duck, dated the 13th NovembefrA
1878, addressed to the Minister of the Interior; a petition by the French Canadians a
half-breeds of Prince Albert, presented by Mr. Laird, to the Governmentof the D
inion of Canada; a resolution passed by the settlers of St. Laurent, on the lst Febru
1878, forwarded to the Government of the Dominion of Canada; a petition prese',
by the Qu'Appelle half-breeds, in August or September, 1881, to Sir John
Macdonald, as Minister of the Interior; a resolution of the Council of the North-W'
Territories, of date 2nd August, 1878;

That I have reason to believe, and do verily believe, and am informed on relilbe
authority, that ail of the aforementioned documents were duly forwarded toe
Government of Canada and are now in the possession of the various Departments »'
can be procured by the above-named witnesses;

That all the above-named witnesses are material and essential to me in
defence, and will prove that the agitation in the North-West Territories was 0 oO
tutional and for the rights of the people of said North-West ;

That without the said witnesses being heard in court, I cannot make a
defence to the present charges, and will be deprived of justice ;

That I have no means with which to defray the expenses of the said witnfe1
and to prooure their attendance here in court or to retain counsel; . thThat unless the Government of this country or this honorable court do provi d
mcans with which to secure the attendance of the above-named witnesses, before t
court, that it is essential to my defence that the various papers, writings and__
ments takon from me at the time of my surrender to General Middleton, and 'a
by hini and bis officers from my house subsequently, should be placed in the
of my counsel for their examination and consideration, previous to being pta
my trial ; ø

That it is impossible for me to state the exact description of the said pa the
writings and documents, as the excitement under which I was laboring durinlg it
time cf my surrender and some days subsequently and previous thereto, render
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Impossible for me to destroy the said documents; that I believe that among the said
documents is a certificate of the courts of the United States of America that I was
duly naturalized as a citizen of the United States, which I was; but if the said certi-
ficate is not among the said papers, it is essential to my defence that I should be
given an opportunity of obtaining the said certificate, by means of which I eau
establish, that at the time of the commission of the alleged offences I was a citizen
of the United States of America, and not a British subject, as charged in the said
lnfornation ;

That in order to properly prepare for my defence, I require at least a delay of
one month, and I have signed (Signed) LOUIS RIEL.

SWOrn and acknowledged before me this
21st day of July, 1885, at Regina, in
the North-West Territories.

(Signed) DIXIE WATSON, Clerk.

CANA DA,
North-West Territories.

The Queen vs. Louis Riel.
François Xavier Lemieux, barrister, one of the counsel of Louis Riel, the accused,

eing duly sworn deposes and says:- a
That in the course of last June towards the end of the month he was retained by

Persons interested on behalf of the accused, to undertake his defence ;
That persons were instructed to cause to be brought to Regina, essential and

necessary witnesses in the defence of Louis Riel, and believed to be such by the
eponent;

That the witnesses above referred to are Dr. François Roy, of Quebec; Dr. Clark,Of Toronto and Dr. A. Valiée, of Quebec ;
That the deponent verily believes that the said witnesses would have reached

hegina by this time, but by reason of misapprehension and circumstances beyond
eO1.trol the said witnesses have failed or not been able to be present in order to givet heir evidence;

That from his experience as a counsel and advoca te, swears that the said Drs. Roy,
alle, and Clark are necessary material and indispensable witnesses for the defene

the accused, and moreover, are the sole witneses capable of proving certain
amPOrtant facts relating to the said defence ;

That the deponent verily believes that if a delay of one month is granted ho eau
etocure the said witnesses by going himself to Quebec and Toronto and that at the
eePiration of the said delay, the above-named witnesses will be present at the court

give evidence in favor of the accused.
And the deponent has signed.

tWOrn before me at Regina this 21st day
of July, 1885. y

(Signed) DIx[E WATBON, Clerk.

Xr CANADA
rt-West Territories,
IRegina, to wit :

e Queen vs. Louis Riel, on trial under sub-section 5 of section 16 of the North. West
Territories Act of 1880, before their Ronors Eugh Richardson, S.M., and lenry
Le Jeune, J.P., and a jury of six.
1, Charles Fitzpatrick, of the city of Quebec, one of the counsel of the above.4red Louis Riel, make oath and say :-
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1. I was retained for the defence of the said Louis Riel in the month of Junle
last past, and immediately thereafter put myself in communication with my said
client and others with the view of obtaining such information as would enable me to
Set up such defence as in the interests of my said client would be most beneficial.

2. Owing to the distance of Quebec from my client it was not until the 29th day
of the said month of June I was instructed by the accused, and thon only partiallY•

3. Since the receipt of the said instructions, I have been diligently endeavoring
to obtain the attendance of the witnesses for the accused, but as he, the accused, is a
nan of little or no means and had to raise funds for his defence through his friends

in the Province of Quebec, it was an utter impossibility to obtain their attendance
in time for his trial.

4. I have been instructed since my arrival in Regina that the requisite funde
have been raised to secure the attendance of the said witnesses for the defence, who
are material and necessary and without whose evidence we cannot proceed to trial.

5. Some of the facts intended to be proved by such witnesses are that the accused
for several years was insane, and had to be confined in a lunatic asylum in the
Province of Quebec, and would get deranged, also the circumstances under which
the accused left his home in Montana, and came to this country at the solicitation Of
bis friends, was in the year one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five; the nature
of the agitation in the North-West, and the constant advice given by the accused to
limit the agitation to constitutional means and peaceful measures; the desire
expressçd by the accused to leave the country in the month of February now 1ase
past, and the objection of the people to bis returning to Montana aforesaid; that tbe
alleged rebellion was commenced and conducted under the direction of a council of
fourteen persons of which council the prisoner was not a member, and that ho did
not participate in any engagement or commit or countenance any overt act of treasol-

6. These facts can be proved by Gabriel Dumont, Michel Damas, NapoléO»
Nault, Dr. Roy, of Quebec, Dr. Clark. of Toronto, and Dr, Vallée, of Quebec, whose
attendance at the trial I verily believe can be secured if sufficient time for that pur-
pose is granted to the defence.
Sworn before me at Regina, this (Signed) 0. FITZPATRICK.

21st day of July, 1885.
(Signed) DixiE WATsoN, Clerk.

TUESDAY, 28th July, 1885.
The court opened at 10 o'clock.
After, the following were challenged on behalf of the prisoner: Demetrius WOOd'

ward, John McIntyre, Thomas Rogers, Thomas Howard and William Braley; an
on the part of the Crown, Michael Sullivan. The following jurors were sworn an
empannelled :-Edward Erratt, Edwin J. Brooks, Walter Merryfield, Peel Dean an
Francis Cosgrave.

Mr. Osler.-May it please your Honors, gentlemen of the jury: The prisoner
stands before you charged with the highest crime known to the )aw, and you a0

charged with passing upon his life or death. It is for you to remove from your min
any impression yop may have had, or possessed from the knowledge of public fact0,
as to bis guilt or innocence. You must endeavor to bring upon the evidence, and upo
the evidence alone, your reasoning; and upon the evidence, not upon your knOW'
ledge of that which is public property, you must pass upon his guilt or innocenl"
He is to be presumed, as everybody is in the criminal dock, innocent until the evidenle
brings home, to your satisfaction, guilt.

He is charged under six counts, the three last being in fact a repetition. Ib
charged first as a subject of our Sovereign Lady the Queen, not regarding his diif
and allegiance, with levying war at Duck Lake, Fish Creek and Batoche.

Again ho is charged with high treason, not as a subject, but as a person liV'a%
within the protection of the law and owing that local allegiance which the lavr
demands from everyone living in the country. He is charged in those two waym'
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because it bas been said, or suggested, and may be made out by the prisoner's counsel
if they think it worth while, that he is an American citizen and is not under allegi-
ance to the British Crown. And it is for that reason and as a more matter of precau.
tion, that there are six counts instead of only three in the indictment, a precautionary
Ineasure that it might be seen that that point had not been overlooked Anyone
Inay be guilty of treason who is living in the country, and so far has the law gone in
that respect, that an alien enemy, although his country was at war with England
Was held, is held by English law to be guilty of high treason by reason of his domi-
Cile, although his duty to his country made him an alien enemy ; and if you think it
Out it is necessary that it should be so.

Now, gentlemen, it may be proper for me, before considering the facts of the case,
to point out shortly how you, sitting here as a jury of six, instead of as we generally
see a panel of twelve, are charged with so serious a trial; the most serions trial that
hlas ever probably taken place in Canada, and why you are here charged with such a
duty without the preliminary of an ordinary enquiry by a grand jury of the county.
I need not and do not intend to go into a lengthy discussion of the legal matters that
'Were argued at the opening of the court. It is sufficient to say to you tbat by an Act
of the Imperial Parliament passed in 1871, the Dominion Parliament were charged
With making laws for the peace, order, and good government of these territ ories,
from this Act from the supreme source of all power in the British realm is dele gated
POwer to the Dominion Parliament. The Dominion Parliament then passed varions
Ac0ts regulating the government of these territories. The law is contained in the
statute of 1876, and by that statute stipendiary magistrates are provided for, men
learned in the law and of certain standing at the bar. They are charged with the
administration of justice in serions cases, cases involving the penalty of death, with
the6 aid and assistance of an associate justice of the peace, and with the intervention

a jury of six. By that statute that court is entitled to try any man on any charge,
'd by that statute treason is specially named as one of the charges which that court

is competent to try.
A great deal has been said about there being no grand jury; it is only necessary

for me to point out that the grand jury is essentially a feature of county organization.
The grand jury is an accusing body, gathered fairly from the county, and charged to
elquire as to the crimes committed in that county. From the nature of these terri-
tories it is impossible that grand juries can be summoned in the ordinary way, there
are no criminal divisions, this territory is but one as far as the administration of
crininal justice is concerned, and it would bo impossible in the organization of courte
Of justice in those territories to organize them upon the same basis upon which,tO doubt they will be organized as soon as the country is more settled. Parliament
S had to organize just such courts as they thought would fairly administer justice

ln the territories, having reference to the circumstances and sparseness of the popu-
lation and such as would administer justice, having regard to reasonable economy. I
b0eeve in this case the mileage of the jury panel brought together comes to some-
thilg like 1,500 miles, so you seoit would be impossible, until these North-WestTer-
1itories are more settled, to have those organizations which we have in the older pro-

aces. It bas been suggested, however, that there were other methods of triaL It
as been suggested that there are Acts in force enabling these trials to take place
here there are grand juries and juries of twelve, that is to say in Uppor Canada, or
ritishColumbia. It has been also suggested that the Crown has the power to issue a

special commission, and that by that commission such important crimes as the one
74OW before us should be disposed of. There is grave doubt, as far as the Crown if

aOflcerned, whether the Acta in reference to trial in Upper Canada, or British Colum-
ia, nlow apply. In reference to a special commission, the Crown have been unable

Bee their way towards organizing any court, although, no doubt, the prerogative
lets in the Crown to issue a special commission for the delivery of any gaol from trial

tany crime. The officers ef the Crown have taken the responsibiity of saying
at the proper court ia the court in the territories where the offence was committed.
at theeordinary courts organized in the land should be the courts in which justice
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should be administered to the insignificant criminal, or to the one of greater prominence
and I think you will consider that that is the proper conclusion to arrive at. It is
always to be avoided, if possible, the organizing of spocial courts for special purposes-
Well, then you see, gentlemen, you are charged regularly and in a proper way with
the duty of enquiring into this offence. The offence of treason, and treasonable crime8 ,
has been the subject of a great deal of legislation. There are several Acta under
which the Crown, in this case, could have proceeded ; there is the Act known as the
Fenian Act. That Act provides for the punishment of an alien, who, belonging to a
country at peace with this country, endeavors to levy war or make a raid upon this
country. Under that the Crown could have proceeded in this case if they chose to
do so, but had they done so the burden of proof would have been on the Crown to
make out that the accused here was an alien, a responsibility the Crown did not
choose to assume.

Thore are other statutes for the protection of the Crown, such as the Act in
relation to treason-felony which we have not thought it advisable to proceed under.

The prisoner has been indicted upon the statute of treason passed in the reig'
of Edward III, a statute that has been in force ever since that day, and which has
been the foundation of the law of treason since that early period. And, under that
clause in that Act declaring that a person who levies war against the king is guiltY
of high treason, the prisoner here stands charged. The charge, as I have already e
plained, is in the alternative position of subject or alien.

Now, I proceed, as shortly as consistent with the importance of the case, to ope"
to you the facts which the Crown will sustain, or endeavor to sustain, by the evidence.

The prisoner is said to have resumed his domicile in this country somedme in the
year 1884. About the beginning of July, or the latter end of June, 1884, we find hini
living in this country, in the district of the Saskatchewan. In that district there were
supposed to be some 700 or 800 French half-breeds. and a good many more English
half-breeds, and there were several Indian reservations not very far from where the
prisoner made his headquarters. We first find him acting in concert with prominent
men of both the English and French half.breeds and holding meetings. At thos
meetings apparently for some time nothing more than ordinary constitutional agitation
for the redress of grievances, supposed or real, took place. The first overt act which
we find against the prisoner is his calling his immediate friends-the French half'
breeds-to bring their arms at the last of this series of pub!ic meetings ; that meeting
was held, I think, on the evening of the 3rd of March. At that meeting arms wer
brought. That is the first act that we find indicating that the prisoner intended tO
resort to violence. Now we find matters getting worse and worse, and on the 17th
of March, we will give evidence of a statement made by the prisoner to the effect
that he intended effecting a change in the government of the country, probably re'
ferring to that particular section of the country known as the Saskatchewan distri0t;
he stated that ho intended to become the ruler of that country or perish in the attemuP
We find him progressing from that until the 18th of March, when we find hi0l
sending out armed bodies of men, who took prisoners the Government Indian agent"
Mr. Lash, and some store-keepers. We find them looting or taking possession of th"
contents of stores at and near Batoche; we find armed mon stopping freighters and
taking their froight from them. Matters had become very serious, and the authoritie'
inuch alarmed. On the 21st of March the French half-breeds, speaking generally, niay
be said to have been in arma under the guidance of the prisoner, and they were thc
joined by Indians, Indians incited to rise, as I think the evidence will satisfy Y""'
by the prisoner. On the 21st of March, Major Crozier, desiring to do ail ho could tO
avoid bloodshed, did all ho could to get the armed men to disperse and go home.
that purpose two well known citizens of Prince Albert, Mr. McKay, I think hiMse
a half-breed, and Mr. Hilliard Mitchell were asked to go and see the people. Well,
on the morning of the 21st of March, there was a meeting. These two gentleIeO
proceeded toBatoche and met the prisoner and others thero, they urged to the este
of their powor and influence that the rank and file who had been induced to take OP
arms should disperse and go to their homes, and said: I believe that if the lead0
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were given up, no blood having been shed, the rising in arms of these men
would ba overlooked. The result of the embassy was unfortunate, they
remained in arms, the prisoner guiding their ideas and keeping them in rebellion.
That morning it was arranged that McKay and Mitchell should go back for definite
instructions to Major Crozier and that Major Crozier himself should meet Riel and
endeavor to adjust matters on a peaceable ground; this did not take place, and it was
arranged that two French half-breeds should meet McKay and Mitchell or two
others whoin Major Crozier should appoint, and these parties should be empowered
to carry out any arrangements. As a result of that, Charles Nolin, a justice of the
peace, and a French half-breed who will be called as a witness, with Lepine, were
appointed to meet McKay and Mitchell; they did meet about eleven o'clock that
might. Now, upon that occasion Nolin and Lepine were instracted by the prisoner
in writing, and as this is a most important document containing a demand to Major
Crozier to surrender Fort Carlton, I propose to read it to you. This document is in
the prisoner's handwriting, it was written by him, and by him given to Charles
Nolin to deliver. The terms of the half-breeds were. that Carlton should be uncon-
ditionally surrendered, and that the police should be sent home under a safe conduct
pass. That was the sole condition the prisoner and his associates dictated as the terms
of peace; that Major Crozier, directed and ordered to keep the peace, should deliver
up one of the forts of the country to rebels. The instructions of McKay and
Mitchell were about the sane as those they acted on in the morning, that is to say,
that the rank and file would not be pursued if the leaders were given up. The
emissaries being so far apart, this document was not delivered, and it was after-
wards found among the papers captured after the fight at B3atoche, in the council
house of the so.called Provisional Government of the Saskatchewan. I will now
read this paper:

ST. ANTOINE, N.W.T., 21st March, 1885.
To Major CRoziER, Commanler of the Police at Forts Carlton and Battleford.

MAJoa,-The councillors of the Provisional Government of the Saskatchewan
have the honor to communicate to yon the following conditions of surrender: You
will be required to give up completely the situation which the Canadian Government
placed you in at Carlton and Battleford, together with all Government properties.

In case of acceptance you and your men will be set free on your parole of
honor to keep the peace. And those who choose to leave the country will be furnished
with teams and provisions to reach Qu'Appelle.

lu case of non-acceptance we intend to attack you, when to-morrow, the Lord's
day is over, and to commence without delay, a war of extermination upon those who
have shown themselves hostile to our rights.

Messrs. Charles Nolin and Maxime Lepine are the gentlemen with whom you
will have to treat.

Major, we respect you. Lot the cause of humanity be a consolation to you for
the reverses which the governmental misconduct has brought upon you.

LOUIS " DAVID " RIEL, Exovede.

Then follow the names of some of the prominent sympathizers of the prisoner
and after them follows the signature of Philip Garnot, Socretary. Thon on the other
side is written:

ST. ANTHONY, 31st March, 1885.
To Messrs. CHAaLEs NOLIN and MAXIME LEPINE.

GENTLEMEN,-If Major Crozier accedes to the conditions of sarronder, let him
use the fotlowing formula and no others: "I Because I love my neighbor as myself,
for the sake of God and to prevent bloodshed, and (principally the war of extermina-
tion which threatens the country, I agree to the above conditions of surrender."
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If the Major writes this formula and signs it, inform him that we will receive
him and his men Monday.

Yours,
LOUIS "DAVID" RIEL, Exovede.

Now, gentlemen, that document in itself, in the handwriting and over the signa.
ture of the prisoner, is direct evidonco of treason, delivered, as it was, to gentlemen
demanding the surrender of the fort.

It will be important to bear in mind throughout the evidence you hear that a
few days before this, on the 18th of March, the prisoner declared himself to be about
to roceed to create himself ruler of the country or perish in the attempt; thon we
find that followed up by arming and by this demand. It has been suggested that
when the first conflict took place it was not with the consent of the prisoner, but
that ho was forced to it. This evidence would be a most complote refutation of that
theory. That brings us to the 21st of March, whon the four gentlemen met and
failed in any way to come to terms, On one side the prisoner and his followers wore
insisting upon the capture of Carlton, and on the other Major Crozier insisting on the
surrender of the leaders and the dispersal of the armed mon. I will not go into the
details, which you can best follow as the evidence is given. We will pass from the
21st to the 26th of March. On that day Thomas McKay, whom I have already
named, boing at Prince Albert with the Prince Albert volunteer company, which had
been hastily formod, started out, under the direction of Major Crozier, to bring in
some stores which were at Duck Lake, at Mitchell's store. On their way they were
met by a body of armed men, and with the groatest possible difficulty bloodshed was
then avoided by the prudence and great discretion of Mr. McKay. On that occasion
matters went so far that some Indians entered the sleighs that McKay had for the
purpose of bringing back the stores, and one of the leaders of that party fired, pre-
sumably over the heads of the men who were with McKay. The result was both
parties turned back, and there was no actual contest. McKay sent forward a man to
the fort to say that the enemy were in force, and as they came near the fort t'hey
met Crozier and the residue of the men coming out to their assistance. McKay's
party turned back with Major Crozier, and they procoeded to about where the smaller
party had turned back in the morning, and there took place what is known as the
Duck Lake fight, the battle or contest of Duck Lake. Thoro this man took on him-
self the terrible responsibility of ordering his armed men to fire on the police, and
we will bring home to this man in the dock the personal responsibility of that act.
The dead loyal lay on the field. The loyal men, outnumbered and crippled by the
deoep snow, in a position impossible to guard thomselves or to make that contest which,
under other circumstances, they would have been able to make, wore forced to retire.
That act of war constitutes the first and fourth counil with which the prisoner is
charged. No constructive treason is the crime we seek to bring home. No treason
such as may be made out from meetings, treasonable acts or letters, but we
seek to bring home on those counts troason, involving the shedding of brave
men's blood; treason which roused the whole country, treason sounding from the
dead bodies lying on the blood-stained snow, and which brought a response from end
to end éof the land, which would make any man with treasonable ideas in his head
tremble at the thought of the power invoked by such crime; that act of treason
brought an armed force from the east, from every town and city; mon rallied to
protect the integrity of the country. The country prepared itself for the contest,
rendered serious by the number of men in arms, and by the influence of the prisoner
on the material ho had to work upon. The seat of the trouble was in a distant p art,
and winter still binding the country, rendered communication difficult; nevertheless,
a response was made, and a force of volunteers approached the rebels. Thon we find
the prisoner and his mon organizing their forces, inciting the Indians and bringing
them into their camp, endeavoring to arouse up the north, south and west. It will
be shown that the prisoner, reckless of the results, endeavored to rouse the Indians,
it will be shown to you under his own hand. All these acts will be brought home Vo
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th' prisoner. These preparations on his part occupied about a month, The troops
had been from various causes delayed in their advance. However, a little before the24th cf April last, they approached the place where the rebels were entrenched, and
0n the 24th of April a contest takes place, the first contest between the volunteer
forces under General Middleton and the armed rebels led by the prisoner and
Gabriel Dumont, at all events directed by the prisoner. If he was not personally
presenit at the fight at Fish Creek, it is the same thing. We charge him with levy-
ing War, and if you find he directed the body, gave orders and organized, it is the
sIame thing as if he had a musket in his hand or gave the order to fire. We hold
hin responsible for the contest at Fish Creek, the particulars of which I need not
detail to you ; it is sufficient to say that many lives were lost on both sides, and a
Check was given, I do nt say in any way a defeat to the loyal troops. It was
absolutely necessary for the troops to remain where they were for some time after
that before proceeding.

We find them, at the same time that the Fish Creek fight was going on, fortify-
ilg and preparing at Batoche, and the prisoner goes back the day of the Fish Creek
flght from that position to Batoche, with a party of men, to finish the rifle pits they
Were preparing,

The further progress of the volunteers is staid until the advance of the 8th of
May, and on the 9th opened the contest at Batoche, continuing the 10th and 11th,
and which was ended on the 12th by the charge we have all heard of, resulting in
the complete rout of the rebels and the complete victory of General Middleton and
the troops under him, and the breaking up of the so-called Provisional Government.
In that contest we will bring home to the prisoner active work. He was seen
giving directions; he was heard giving directions. We will show to you that upon
that occasion that the prisoner was the one who opened negotiations with General
liddleton, and we will produce to you letters signed by him as being the person in
authority, correspondence between himself as the leader on the one side, and General
Middleton on the other. We will show you that upon that occasion as the rebels
'Were being driven from the field, the prisoners, whom they had gathered together
and kept confined till that time, were released.

On that occasion, immediately af ter the charge, were found the papers to which
thhave alluded, the one I have read and various other papers that will bring home to
the prisoner the charge of treason, that will ab2olutely prove leadership on his part..
TheSe, then, gentlemen, are the counts charged in the indictment, and as I am
instructed they will be amply sustained by very many witnesses as well as by the
documents which I have alluded to. As the documents will be put in evidence and
rpead Il need not more than refer to them in a very sbort way. The first document we
find is the one I have read to you, next we find a document in the prisoner's writing
asking the authorities to come and take away their dead at Duck Lake. We find
1ext a document evidently written after the Duck Lake fight to the half-breeds of
Qu'Appelle, telling of the victory as he claimed and described it; there is a draft let.
ter to the half-breeds of Fort Pitt and Battleford; a letter to the half-breeds and
Idians of Battleford, in wbich he says amongst other things: " Justice orders us to

take Up arms." There is another document, it is not very clear where it was to go,
but it js addressed "i Dear Relatives," which I take to mean half-breeds, informing
them of the Dack Lake fight and asking them tojoin the movement. There is a lot-ter to the Indians and half-breeds at Fort Pitt and Battleford, in the writing of Octave
.Regnier acting as secretary or in some capacity. That will be proved to have beendctated by the prisoner, that is the letter of the 1st of May, 1885, and is a letter incit-
lfg the Indians to rise; another letter describing them as under arms at St. Anthony,that is in the prisoner's writing, another document which shows the treasonableinteut to form a new government. There was a letter found in the camp of Pouni-
mnaker, the Indian, a letter written by the prisoner, a letter which will be read to

and which shows a deliberate attempt to bring on this country the calamity of an
prden war with al its attendant horrors. There are other papers which will be
produeed before you, but which I need not now refer to.
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I believe the facts as I have opened them to you, will be fully and thoroughly
sustained by the evidence. And thore will be this further iatter appear in evidence,
that the prisoner was not there for the purpose so much of aiding the half-breeds, as
he was ihere for the purpose of utilising the half-breeds for his own selfish ends.
You will find througbout the evidence in this case that it was not so much the rights
of the half.breeds he was seeking as the power and benefit of Louis ]Riel, and money
that Louis Riel wanted to extract from the Government. It will appear that this so-
called patriot, leader of an oppressed people, was willing to leave the country and go
wherever the Goverrnment wanted him if ho got a sum of money from the Government.

Gentlemen, when ho found that the church to which he belonged, to which bis
principal supporters belonged, was against him in the movement, he bad more ground
to play upon his material and to feed his own vanity and ambition, had bimself
mamed as the leader and prophet of bis new religion. The prophet of the Saskatche-
wan was the cry under which bis poor dupes, and many of them should have known
better, were supposed to rally, intending by combining religions power to follow on
the North Saskatchowan, the methods of eastern leaders.

I think, gentlemen, you will be eatisfied before this case is over that it is not a
natter brought about by any wrongs and grievances that have existed, so much as aà
matter brought about by the personal ambition and vanity of the man on trial.

I think you will find the evidence shows that he was utterly careless of his
methods, and had but one object, his own power, or money, and lie did not care whose
lives ho sacrificed.

The Crown will show that the prisoner wanted to try everyone not in accord
with his ideas, for high treason. lie wanted to shoot tbem at once without even the
intervention of a stipendiary magistrate and a jury of six; his associates had great
difficulty in restraining him, and had ho had his way, McKay would not be bore to-
day. The evidence will show that ho desired blood, that bis only object was to obtain
money, or gratify bis desire for power and he was altogether reckless of the means
he employed to further his ends.

Dr. JOHN H. WILLOUGH1BY sworn'-

Examined by Mr. Robinson:
Q. You are a medical man ? A. Yes.
Q. Where are you practising ? A. At Saskatoon.
Q. How long there? A. I have been there since two years last May.
Q. How far is Saskatoon from Batoche ? A. About fifty miles.
Q. Do you remember going to Batoche about the 16th March last ? A. I do.
Q. Did you go alone ? A. No; I was accompanied by-
Q. By whom ? A. A half-breed named Norbert Welsh.
Q. And at what bouse did you go to stop when you got to Batoche? A. K

stopped with George Kerr.
Q. Is that the Kerr Brothers ? A. Yes, at their store.
Q. Did you hear anything of any anticipated difficulty ? A. I did.
Q. Where ? A. I heard it at Mr. Kerr's store.
Q. How long did you remain at Batoche thon ? A. Two days.
Q. You went on the 16th ; when did you leave it ? A. I remained over the 17th

and left upon the 18th.
Q. Did you see anyone on the 17th ? Did you hear anything thon of any dis-

turbance anticipated ? Did you bear any more of possible difficulties ? A. I did boar
rumors.

Q. When you left Batoche whom did you go with ? A. I left with Mr. Welsh
and Mr. McIntosh.

Q. Had Welsh any object in view? Hid he desire to see any one from Batoche?
A. We were leaving Batoche for Saskatoon.

Q. You were with Welsh ? A. Yes.
Q. Was ho desirous of seeing anyone as far as he explained to you ? A. He Ws

desirous of seeing Riel
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Q. Did you go with him for that pu se ? A. I did.
Q. Whore did ho expect to find 1elo1 thon? A. I hardly know where ho

Xepted to find him; he was informed on the road by Gabriel Damont as to Riel's,
Whereabouts.

Q. Did you find Riel ? A. Yes.
Q. Where ? A. At the house of a half-breed named Rocholeau.
Q. What is his christian name ? A. I don't remember.
Q. Iow far south of Batoche was that? A. Six or seven miles.
Q. Did you know Riel at that time? A. I had met him before.
Q. How long before ? A. About four months.
Q. About the December or January before? A. Yes; in November, I believe.
Q. Whoreabouts ? A. I met him at the house of Moïse Ouellette.

thnQ. Had you been introduced and spoken to him thon ? A. I had spoken to him

Q. You knew him by sight ? A. Yes.
Q. When you met him at Rocholeau's did ho say anything to you ? A. He did.
Q. What did ho say ? A. Well, ho told me the time had come for the half-

breeds to assert their rights.
Q. Do you mean that was the first thing or almost the first ho said to you ? Did

ho ask you any questions at all? A. When 1 entered the house I spoke to him. I
st opposite to him, and very little was said for a few moments. Presently ho got

UP and passed in front of me and ho suddenly stopped and turned to me and said, the
time has come when it would have been well for a man to have been good, or to have
led a good life.

Q. Did ho say any more thon ? A. I replied to that.
Q. What did you say; do you remember? A. I cannot remember what I did

say--somothing to the effect it would be botter for a man to always load a good life
and be prepared for any emergency.

Q. What took.place next ? A. Just at that time a large rowd of mon drove up
to the door of Rocheleau's house.

Q. How many do you think ? A. I would judge about sixty or seventy.
Q. Were they half-breeds ? A. Half-breeds.
Q. Were they armed? A. They were.
Q. All armed as far as you observed ? A. No; there were some who were not

armed.
. Q. Were the majority armed ? A. The majority were armed. I only remember

selg one who was not armed.
Q. What were the majority armed with ? A. The majority, I believe, had shot

gUs-appeared to me to be shot guns. They were outaide and I was in the house.
Q. This would have been on the 17th March, if I understand it rightly ? A. The

I8th. It was on a Wednesday, I believe the 18th.
Q. When this crowd came, did the prisoner say anything to yon ? A. It was

Just as they drove up ho addressed me. He thon said the half-breeds intended (ho
and his people I believe ho put it) to strike a blow to gain their rights.

Q. Did you make any answer? A. Yes; 1 replied there wore different ways to
gain their rights, the white settlers took a different way of having their grievances
8ettled. He replied no one knew botter than ho did as to the grievances of the set.
tiers, and ho said I and my people have time and time again petitioned the Govern-
'mont to redress our grievances, and ho said the only answer we received each time
hm been an increase of police.

Q. He said they had time and time again petitioned the Government for redress
and the only answer they recoived each time was an increase of the police ? A. Yes.

Q. What next did ho say? A. He said, now 1 have my police, referring to the
muei at the door.

Q. Those sixty or seventy men? A. Yes; ho pointed to them and ho said, you
a n0w I have my police; in one week that little Government police will be wiped

onAt Of existence,
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Q. Well, what next ? A. I believe I said if ho intended to attack the police or
raise a rebellion, they should look after the protection of the settlers; there was no
ill-will among the settlers towards the half-breeds.

Q. What next? A. He told me I was from Saskatoon, and as a settler of Saska-
toon I had no right to speak for the welfare of the settlers, and charged the settlers
at Saskatoon with having offered to aid the Mounted Police at Battleford to put down
an Indian rising last autumn.

Q. Repeat that ? A. He said that 1, as a citizen of Saskatoon, had no right to
ask protection, because --

Q. Bocause the people of Saskatoon had aided the police? A. He said they
offered men to kill the Indians and half-breeds.

Q. That is the reason why ho said the settlers of Saskatoon had no right to pro-
tection? A. He said we will now show Saskatoon, or the people of Saskatoon, who
will do the killing.

Q. Go on ? A. He made a statement as to my knowledge of his rebellion, that
is of the former rebellion in 1870, and ho said that ho was an American citizen living
in Montana and that the half-breeds had sent a deputation there to bring him to this
country.

Q. What else ? A. That in asking him to come they had told their plans, and
ho had replied to them to the effect that their plans were useless.

Q. Did ho say what the plans were ? A. No, I believe not, but that ho had told
them that ho had plans, and that if they would assist him to carry ont those plans ho
would go with thom.

Q. Did ho tell you what those plans were ? A. Yes, ho did.
Q. What were they ? A. Ie said the time had now come when those plans were

mature, that bis proclamation was at Pembina, and that as soon as ho struck the first
blow here, that proclamation would go forth and ho was to be joined by half-breeds
and Indians and that the United States was at his back.

Q. Did ho tell you anything more ? A. He said that knowing him and his past
history ho might know that ho meant what ho said.

Q. Anything else ? A. He said that the time had come now whon ho was to rule
this country or perish in the attempt.

Q. Go on ? A. We had a long conversation thon as to the rights of the half-
breeds, and ho laid out his plans as to the Government of the country.

Q. What did ho say as to the Government of the country ? A. They were to
have a new Government in the North-West. It was to be composed of God-fearing
men, they would have no such Parliament as the House at Ottawa.

Q. Anything else ? A. Thon ho stated how he intended to divide the country
into seven portions.

Q. In what manner? A. It was to be divided into sevon portions, but as to who
were to have the seven, I cannot say.

Q. You mean to say you cannot say how these seven were to be apportioned?
A. Yes, ho mentioned Bavarians, Poles, Italians, Germans, Irish. There was to be a
new Ireland in the North-West.

Q. Anything more ? Did ho say anyi hing more about himself or his own plans?
A. I recollect nothing further at the present time.

Q. You say he referred to the previous rebellion of 1870. What did he say in
regard to that ? A. He referred to that and ho said that that robellion-the rebel-
lion of fifteen years ago would not be a patch upon this one.

Q. Did be say anything further with regard to that ? A. He did. He spoke of
the number that had been killed in that rebellion.

Q. What did ho say as to that ? A. I cannot state as to what ho said but it was
to the effect that this rebellion was to be of far greater extent than the former.

Q, Did ho speak to the mon who were there or they to him when you were
there ? A. There were several mon there wheu the cutter drove up to the door. The
majority of them stayed outeide in the sleighs and some of thom came in.
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Q. Yes ? A. They spoke in French, which I did not understand very well; but I
ulderstood him to tell them to go down to Champagne's house, and I understood
him to be sending them thore. Most of the men then drove off and a few staid
bohind.

Q. You cannot say what the asked him as your knowledge of French does not
enable you to repeat the questions they asked him ? A. No, I cannot say.

Q. Now what did you do thon ? Who left first, you or him ? A. We had
dInner.

Q. This conversation took place before dinner or during dinner ? A. Partly
before, during and after dinner.

Q. You had dinner and what took place next? A. Riel prepared to go thon to
follow the others.

Q. Well, what next? A. As ho was leaving he asked me, ho stated personally
ho had no ill-feeling towards me but that I was a Canadian, but ho put it in his way
as a Canadian I was a part of the Canadian Government, and in our hearts there
Could be no friendship towards each other.

Q. Well did you go before or after him? A. Ho left before me.
Q. Did ho say where ho was going? A. No, ho did not.
Q. What did you do ? A. I left immediately after ho did and went on towarda

Clarke's Crossing, at the telegraph office.
Q. For what purpose? A. To make known what I had heard.
Q. To whom ? A. My intention was to communicate with Regina, but when I

got to Clarke's Crossing,the wire was down between Clarke's Orossing and Qu'Appelle.
Q. How far was it from Clarke's Crossing that you had taken dinner ? A. Some-

thing over forty miles.
Q. Was that on your way to Saskatoon? A. It was.
Q. Thon you intended to communicate with Regina but when you got to Clarke'a

CrOssing the tegraph was down? A. Yes.
Q. What did you do? A. The only communication was with Battleford and I

informed Colonel Morris.
Q. Who is Colonel Morris? A. He was in charge of the police at Battleford at

that time.
Q. You informed him of what you had heard ? A. Yes.
Q. What was Mr. Welsh doing all this time? Was ho present at your conver-

Sation with Riel? A. Ho was.
Q. fDid ho, in Riel's presence, tell you anything or not ? A. No, I believe not.
Q. Have you told me your whole conversation with Riel as far as you remem-

ber? A. I remember one point in regard to Orangeism.
Q. What was that? A. As Riel was leaving ho expressed an opinion, he stated

they would have no Orangeism in the North-West, I said I hoped by Orangeism ho
did not mean Protestantism. He turned excited and said ho was glad I had men-
tioned it, that ho cortainly understood the difference between Protestantism and
Orangeism, and he thon spoke of the different religions and beliefs and illustrated it
by the example of a tree; ho took a tree -the true church was the large branch at
the bottom of the tree, and the others as they departed from it got weaker, up to the
top Of the tree.

Q. He illustrated his ideas of the different religions bodies in that way ? Have
you told me now all you can remember of your conversation with him? A. Whilst
Speaking of sending a telegram last fall offering to aid the police-

Q. Sending which telegram ? A. Ho stated of the Saskatoon people that he
had been furnished with a copy of the telegram sent by the Saskatoon people to
Battleford last fall, offering to kill off the half-breeds and Indians, and that in con-
sequOnce the Saskatoon people had no right to ask for any protection; and that that
wa8 not the only telegram they had sent, that about eleven days before, I think ho
eaid, that they had again made such an offer. I mean that the people of Saskatoon
had again made such an, offer.
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Q. Now, is there anything else he said to you that you can remember, or have
you told me everything? A. I believe I have told you everything.

Q. You went back to Clarke's Crossing and communicated what you had heard to
Colonel Morris, and from that time onwards where were you ? A. I was at Saskatoon
and Clarke's Crossing.

Then do you know anything more of your own knowledge of Riel in connection
with this rebellion, I mean not what you have heard ? A. No, I know nothing
further.

Examined by Mr. Fitzpatrick:
Q. If I mistake not, you said you saw Riel for the first time about the month of

November, 1884 ? A. About November.
Q. Did you see him for any length of time then ? A. I did noti
Q. Did you-you never saw him again till the 17th of March, 1885 ? A. I believe

not.
Q. During that interval of time you are aware there was an agitation going

on throughout that section of the country ? A. I was perfectly well aware of it.
Q. The first time you ever heard of any reference to an appeal to arms in con-

neotion with th¶s agitation was during this interview in March last with Riel ? A.
That was the first I heard.

Q. Riel was not armed on that occasion ? A. He was.
Q. What had ho with him ? A. As he left the house-
Q. I am speaking of the time you had the conversation in the house. Was ho

armed then ? A. le was not armed at that time.
Q. When you first began talking with Riel, he first mentioned to you the fact

that it now became necessary for all men to reflect that it is a good thing to live
well ? A. That was the first remark.

Q. Shortly after he made that remark he paced up and down the floor ? A&
That was before ho made the remark.

Q. Thon he began telling you about his intention to sub-divide these provinces
into seven ? A, He did not.

Q. -He told you he intended giving the Province of Quebec to the Prussians . or
Germans ? A. He did not.

Q. Did he say anything as to the manner he was going to divide ? Did ho refer
to the Bavarians, Hungarians and other people ? A. He did.

Q. What did be say he was going to do with these people ? A. They were
going to assist him in the rebellion, before this war was over, and that they would
have their portion of the country.

Q. By country, what did be allude to ? A. The North-West Territory.
Q. Exclusively ? A. As I understood it.
Q. Would you now indicate to us the different people he expected to assist him?

A. The Irish of the United States, the Germans, the Italians, Bavarians and Poles,
and Germany and Ireland.

Q. We have had Germany and Ireland twice ? A. Well, he put it twice. He
put the Irish and Germans of the United States-then Germany itself was to come
into lino.

Q. Bavarians also? A. Yes.
Q. The Hungarians? A. I don't know. I don't believe he said anything as to

the Hungarians.
Q e Poles-did he intend to give them a chance too? A. He did.
Q. He also stated to you he was giving the Jews a portion of the province?

A. Not that I remember. le did not mention them while I was there.
Q. Did he explain to you at that time as to what progress he had made towards

tompleting the negotiation he had had with these people for their assistance ? A.
He did not.

Q. Yo did not think it necessary to ask him how he intended to carry out this
agreement, or if he had made any endeavors to have an understanding about this?
A. I did.

A. 1886
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Q. What did ho say about this ? A. I tried to find from him his plans, to get
what information I could, and ho seemed unwilling. He took good care to unfold
none of his plans.

Q. You said ho had unfolded his plans as to sub-dividing the province ? A. Yes.
Q. Did you ask him if ho had entered into any negotiations with these different

People nentioned, in order to get their assistance ? A. No, I did not ask him that.
Q. You did not ask him how ho expected to get these people into the country

oither, did you ? A. No, I did not.
Q. Don't you think that would have been a very necessary question to put in

order to get at the bottom of his plans ? A. I believe not.
Q. You thought all these plans were very reasonable and acceptable? A. I had

mny own opinion regarding them.
Q. What is that opinion ? Be good enough to lot us know it ? A. My opinion

at that time was, that that was about the last that would be heard of it.
Q. You never heard anything of those plans before ? A. Frz-= him ?
Q. From him or anyone else? A. Nothing of that kind in regard to this

country.
Q. In regard to the plan ho submitted to you, did yon ever hear of such a plan

before? A. No, I never did.
Q. Did it strike you as being at all peculiar ? A. Rather; a little.
Q. When ho spoke to you on religious subjects, did you understand him to tell

You that in bis religion Christ was the foundation, and represented the trunk of ther
tree, and the -different religions might be considered as representing the branches of
the tree ? A. I did.

Q. Did ho say what position ho occupied with reference to the trunk, or withl
reference to Christ? A. He stated his church was the strongest branch.

Q. During all this time, during all this conversation, I think you stated Mr.
Welsh was present; was he not ? A. He was.

Q. Where is Mr. Welsh now? A. I believe ho is at Fort Qu'Appelle.
Q. That is about forty miles from here ? A. About fifty miles.
Q. When you said Mr. Riel explained his religion was the strongest branch, did

ho say what bis religion was ? A. He did. He said the Roman Catholic church.
Q. Be did not say anything further than that about his religion? A. No.
Q. Did ho speak anything about the Pope? A. No, I believe not. Nothing

that I can remember.
Q. You don't remember anything further of this conversation with Riel except

wbat you have stated? A. I remember nothing further.'
Q. Of course the plan ho unfolded to you about the conquest of the North-West

did not strike you as anything extraordinary for a man in his position to assert ?
A. It did, certainly.

Q. It appeared to you a very rational proposition? A. No, it did not.
Examined by Mr. Robinson:

Q. You said Riel was not armed in the house-did you see him armed at all ?
A. I saw him armed as ho drove off from the house. He was supplied with a gun as
he got into the sleigh.

Q. Do you know by whom ho was supplied with'the gun ? A. No, I don't know.
I Could not say by whom it was given him.

THOMAS MOKAY, sworn:-

Examined by Mr. Robinson:
Q. Mr. McRay, where do you live ? A. Prince Albert.
Q. You were born in this country? A. Yes.
Q. Row long have you lived in Prince Albert ? A. I have been in Prince Albert

diatrict since July, 1873.
Q. You remember, of course, the disturbance which took place in March lastA. ye.

A. 188&
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Q. Can you tell me when you first heard of that, and when yon first took any
part in consequence of it ? A. I had heard of the agitation for some time in the early
part of March. I heard that the prisoner was inciting the half-breeds to take up
arms.

Q. Well ? A. On the'morning of the 20th, Capt. Moffatt and Capt. Moore came to
ny house between two and three o'clock in the morning, and they brought a letter from

Major Crozier stating ho had been informed on good authority that the French, under
the leadership of the prisoner, had risen and taken Mr. Nash and some other prisoners
and had robbed the stores of Walter and Eaker, and Kerr Brothers, He also, in the
same communication, asked for a detachment of some sixty or seventy volunteers to
go up and reinforce the police at Fort Carlton.

Q. Well ? A. I went down to the town and went to a number of the people
thore and told them what we had heard and asked them to meet us in James Elliott's
rooms in town. We met there and decided-we thought that we could not spare the
number of mon as we had to look after the town and our families. We went out with
somothing like forty men. Capt. Moore enrolled about forty men and we started
about 2 o'clock in the afternoon of that day.

Q. For what place? A. Fort Carlton.
Q. How far was Fort Carleton from Prince Albert ? A. Between forty and fifty

miles.
Q. When did you get to Carlton ? We arrived at Carlton between ton and eleven

o'clock that night.
Q. What day was that ? A. The 20th.
Q. Fort Carlton was thon held by a force of mounted police under Major Crozier ?

A. Yes.
Q. You reported to him? A. Yes, reported to him.
Q. Did you remain there that night? A. When I arrived there, I found Mr.

Mitchell, from Duck Lake, was at Fort Carlton. He had a letter from Mr. Riel, I
believe. The lotter I think was regarding the surrender of Fort Carlton. I did not
see it. When 1 left Prince Albert, I had decided to go on to Batoche's where the
rebels had made their headquarters. When I found Mr. Mitchell thero, ho asked me
to go along with him that I might be of some use.

Q. For what purpose did yon decide to go to Batoche's? A. To see if I could
point out to them the danger they weregetting into in taking up arms. I knew a great
many of them were ignorant and did not know what they were doing, and I thought
I might induce them to disperse. I went to see if I could be any use in preventing
any outrage. An hour after I got there we went to Duck Lake and we found two or
three of Riel's mon thore, Joseph and Baptiste Arcand. They had come from Batoche
to meet Mr. Mitchell. I had a long conversation with them, and I invited them and
tried to induce them to drop the movement. I told them at the same time that I had
enrolled as a volunteer, that I was one of the first to put down my name as a volun-
teer, and at the same time I told them that anything they should say I should report
to the commanding officer, and if there was anything they did not wish me to hear
they should prepare themselves accordingly. After an hour or two's conversation
with them, they went on to report at thoir headquarters that I was coming with Mr.
Mitchell.

Q. They went before you to report that you were coming ? A. Yes.
Q. What took place? A. We arrived at the river about eight or nine o'clock in

the morning.
Q. You had travelled all night ? A. Yes.
Q. Yon did not arrive that night ? A. No. When we got to the river I found

a number of armed men around Walter and Baker's store. A sentry hailed us and
took us to the guard.

Q. How many armad neu did you find ? A. Twolve or fifteen outside. There
were some more in the store.

Q. They took you to the guard ? A. There was a sentry about fifteen or twenty
yards on this side of the store.
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Q. Did he stop you? A. He stopped us and took as on.
Q. Do you know his name ? A. No.
Q. Where did he take you to ? A. To the guard that was stationed around

Walter and Baker's store.
Q. Well ? A. Philip Garriépy came out and said he was deputed to show us

across the river.
Q. You were then on the north side of the river ? A. Yes H1e got into the sleigh

and took us across to their council room.
Q. Where was their council room ? A. The council room at that time was a

littie building just south of the church. I do not know who it belonged to. It is
burned down now. It was just near the church.

Q. Whom did you find in the council room ? A. A number of men.
Q. Armed? A. Yes; they were armed.
Q. These twelve or fitteen men you have referred to, were they armed ? A. Yes.

Philip Garriépy was not armed but the rest were. We went into the council room
and I went around the table and among them, and finally was introduced to the
.Prisoner. That was the first time I had seen him.

Q. Where were you introduced to him ? A. In the council room.
Q. You say that was the first time you had seen him ? A. Yes.
Q. Who were in the council room when you were introduced to him? A. Quite

Snumber. They were moving out and in.
Q. Would you say there was a dozen men in the room ? A. Yes, more than that.
Q. Who introduced you to the prisoner ? A. Mr. Mitchell introduced me to Mr.

1iel as one of Her Majesty's soldiers.
Q. That is, Mr. Hillyard Mitchell? A, Yes, I shook hands with Mr. Riel and

had a talk with him. I said, there appears to be great excitement here Mr. Riel.
11e said, no; there is no excitement at all, it was simply that the people were trying
to redress their grievances, as they had asked repeatedly for their rights, that they
had decided to make a demonstration. I told him that it was a very dangerous
th'ing to resort to arms. ie said he had been waiting fifteen long years, and that they
"ad been imposed upon, and it was time now, af ter they had waited patiently, that
their rights should be given, as the poor half-breeds had been imposed upon. I dis-
PNted his wisdom, and advised him to adopt different measures.

Q. Did he speak of himself at all in the matter? A. He accused me of having
n1eglected my people. He said, if it was not for men like me their grievances would
have been redressed long ago; that as no one took an interest in these people he had
decided to take the lead in the matter.

Q. Well? A. He accused me of neglecting them. I told him it was simply a
anetter of opinion, that I had certainly taken an interest in thom, and my interest in

t'e country was the same as theirs, and that I had advised them time and again, and
that I had not neglected them. I also said that he had neglected them a long time,if he took as deep an interest as he professed to. He became very excited, and got
nP and said, you don't know what we are after-it is blood, blood, we want blood;
it is a war of extermination, everybody that is against us is to be driven out of the
c0ountry. There were two curses in the country-the Government and the Hudson

7 Company.
Q. Yes ? A. Hie turned to me and said, I was a traitor to his Government; that

'a8 a speculator and a scoundrel, and robber and thief, and I don't know what all.
Q. He used very violent language to you ? A. Yes. He finally said it wasblood, and the first blood they wanted was mine. There was soma littie dishes on

the table, and he got hold of a spoon and said, you have no blood, you are a traitor
n Your people ; your blood is frozen, and all the little blood you have will be there

ve minutes, putting the spoon up to my face and pointing to it. I said, if you
tenk you are benefitting your cause by taking my blood you are quite welcome to it,
andcalled his people, and the committee, and wanted to put me on trial for my life,
took arnot got up and went to the table with a sheet of paper, and Gabriel Dumont

a chair on a syrup keg, and Riel called up the witnesses against me. e said
61
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I was a iar, and he told them that I had said all the people in that section of the
country had risen against them. le said it was not so, that it was only the people
in the town. Ie said he could prove I was a liar by Thomas Soott.

Q. Was Thomas Scott there ? A. Yes; he said so.
Q. Well ? A. He called for Garnot, the secretary, and called for the witnesses,

and they would assent to what he said.
Q. Which of the two Arcands was there ? A. Baptiste. He was putting words

into their mouths, saying things I did not understand at all. When I saw what he
was driving at, I says, I am here, and if you wish to hear me speak for myself,
I will do so. I says, there is no necessity for Mr. Riel telling what I have to say.
If you wish to hear me, I will speak, and if not, I wont. They said yes. I says,
Mr. Riel, I suppose you understand Cree. He says yes. I did not speak French,
and I says, I will speak in Cree. I spoke in Cree.

Q. You spoke in Cree, and told them what you have said? A. Yes, and what
Lad occurred. Champagne got up and said-I told them Riel was threatening to
take my life. 1 said, if you think by taking my life you will benefit your cause, you
are welcome to do so. He said, no ; they did not wish anything of that kind. They
wanted to redress their grievances in a constitutional way. Riel then got up and
said lie had a committee meeting of importance going on upstairs, and he went
upstairs.

Q. Did he return ? A. I spoke to them for quite awhile and he occasionally
came down and put his head down stairs and said I was speaking too loud, that I
was annoying their committee meeting. When I said what I- had to say, I asked
for something to eat, that I was pretty hungry. I got something, and after I got
through there was a lot of blankets in the corner, and I lay down there till Mitchell
was ready.

Q. Where was Mitchell at the time? A. Up stairs. When lie got through ho
came down with the prisoner and I told him to stay there awhile, and we left for Fort
Carlton. When he came down, he apologised tome for what he had said, that he
did not mean it to me personally, that he had the greatest respect for me personally
but that it was my cause he was speaking against, and he wished to show he enter-
tained great respect for me. He also apologised in French to the people there and he
said as I was going out that he was very sorry I was against him, that he would be
glad to have me with them and that it was not too late for me to join them yet. He
also said this was Crozier's last opportunity of averting bloodshed, that unless he
surrendered Fort Carlton, an attack would be made at twelve o'clock.

Q. He said if Major Crozier did not surrender, the attack would be made at
twelve o'clock that night ? A. Yes.

Q. Was there anything more ? A. That was all I had to do with him thon
and I thon left.

Q. What did you thon do ? A. I went to Carlton.
Q. That would have been on the morning of the 21st? A. Yes.
Q. About what time ? A. One or two in the afternoon of the 21st.
Q. What happened on the way ? A. I met a number of armed people coming

into Batoche.
Q. low far from Batoche ? A. About two miles.
Q. You met a number of armed people in sleighs ? A. Yes. in sleighs,¶Indians

and half-breeds.
Q. Indians from what reserve ? . A. I did not recognise the Indians.
A. How many sleighs full? A. Five or six. Five or six I met on the road, I

spoke to them. I knew two or three of the men who were there. I asked them
what aIl this was about. They jumped out of the sleigh and shook hands with me,
and told me they had been sent for and taken by Albert Monkman who was driving
the team.

Q. How many altogether were there ? A. In one sleigh there were five and I
think in another there were six. Altogether there must have beon twenty or twenty-
five.

A. 1886
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Q. Were they all armed ? A. I could not say because they were sitting down.
saw rifles and guns among them.

Q. You went back to Carlton ? A. Yes.

QWh . Did you meet many men on the way? A. That is all we met on the road.
Wen we got to Duck Lake there was a trail coming from the east and west and we

aw sloe sileighis passing there and some sleighs passing along the lake.
Q. Thon when did you get to Duck Lake, or to Carlton, rather? A. About four

Q. What was your object in returning to Carlton? A. I was just returning.
I was going away from the council room I overtook Emmanuel Champagne.

le was walking along on the road with Jackson who was with Rie at that time. I
told him to get into the rig and I thanked him for the stand he had taken. I told
I if I could be of service to him in any way, I would never forget the services ho
had rendered me. H1e told me then they had deocided to send two mon to Major
Crozier but they were afraid of treachery, that they were afraid they would be
arested. I says, you need not be afraid, I will be one of the party that will comeout , and you may tell them they will not be interfered with at all. When we got to

arlton, Mitchell delivered the letter to Major Crozier, and I think it was asking
to meet him half way some time that night, and that Riel did not choose to meet

Jor Crozier himself but that he had sent two men.

e Q- Did you go as representing Major Crozier ? A. Yes. About an hour after
had reached there Charles Nolin and Maxime Lepine came up driving in a cutter.
ewere mounted. We told them what Major Crozier had said-that they should
a us the naines of the leaders of the movement, and that they would have to answer

to the law, but that a great many of them who had been forced into the movementthat they should be dealt leniently with. Nolin said Riel and his council demanded

thnonOditional surrender of Fort Carlton, and nothing else would satisfy them, and
ey did so no harm would be done theW, that they would give a safe conduct
e- We said there was no use discussing the matter at all, as we said the matter

a01nd dlot be entertained at all-that all we had to say was to advise them to disperse
the go home, and that the leaders of the movement would have to be answerable to

aw. HRe then said ho had a letter which he was told to hand us, but that it
tOQl<d be no use to hand it as Fort Carlton was not to be surrendered. I thanked
toe for the stand they had taken when I had been there that morning, and I
iertIared to Carlton.
A YQ.Is that all that passed between you and Capt. Moore and Nolin and Lepine?

Q, Thon what did you do ? A. We returned to Carlton.
24th.. low long did you remain there? A. I remained there until the night of the

it thQ You had got as far as the 23rd. You gave me an account of your interview
a hcouncil chamber, of your trial. You spoke of Garnot, Philip Garnot, I think,Slid ? A Yes, Philip Garnot.

Q. What capacity did he act in? A. As secretary.
. Of the council? A. Yes, taking notes of the evidence.

Q. Which was given against you? A. Yes.
. Well, did anyone ask him to act? A. Riel called for the secretary, and thon
t came forward.

Q. And took his seat at the table? A. Yes, as secretary of the council.
Q ow on the 21st you got back to Carlton-how long did you romain there ?

Tiithe 24th.
Qe What did you do then ? A. On the night of the 24th, between ton andleveya oclock, Crozier asked me to go and see if I could hear anything of Major Irvine.

but 9 Was he expected ? A. We heard that he left Regina with reinforcoments,bothing had been beard of him.
tie,. You heard that he had left Regina? A. That ho was to leave at a certain
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Q. And nothing had been heard of him up to that time? A. Yes.
Q. On the 24th Crozier asked you to go and see if you could find anything about

him ? A. I started and took the trail to Prince Albert. The wire was tapped about
half way between Batoche to see if anything had been heard of him at Prince Albert
before going any further. When about twenty-three miles ont from Carlton I met two
messengers with a note for Crozier. I opened the note and found that it was a note
from Inspector Moffatt stating that ho heard ho was ut the South Branch, and that ho
expected him that night. I found out that ho had reached Prince Albert. I saw
him and told him that I was sent by Major Crozier. I thon returned to Fort Carlton,
travelling ail night, and got into Carlton about four o'clock in the afternoon.

Q. With Colonel Irvine ? A. No, I left him. They had made a march that day
of about seventy miles and he did not knr-w whether ho could make Carlton that day
from there.

Q. You returned to Carlton ? A. Yes.
Q. You got there between three and four o'clock ? A. Between four and five.
Q. Having gone out and got tidings of Colonel Irvine you returned ut that time ?

A. Yes.
Q. What did you do next ? A. I overtook a messenger with a note from Colonel

Irvine to Crozier saying that ho could not leave that day, that ho would the next,
the 26th. I had been travelling alt night and turned in early. After I turned in i
was told that Crozier wanted to send Sergeant Stewart with teams and an escort for
the purpose of getting some provisions and flour from the store belonging to Mitchell
at Duck Lake, and that ho wanted me to accompany the party, and we were to start
at four o'clock the next morning, that would be the 26th. The next morning came
and we got up and got ready. Sergeant Stewart sent out an advance guard of four
mon on ahead towards Duck Lake to see if the road was clear; we followed with the
teams and sleighs. I was riding on about a quarter of a mile ahead of the teamS
looking out. When I got within threg or four miles of Duck Lake I noticed on the
road some people lying in the snow; there were marks; I took them to be Indian$S
I noticed them communicating the signal by walking backwards and forwards. I
euspected they were watching the trail. I got to within about a mile and a half of
Duck Lake. There is a ridge there a little to the north of the mail station. Whe
I got there I saw some mounted policemen riding at a full gallop, and immediately
after them there were some mounted mon following them. I wheeled around and
rode back as bard as I could make my horse go. There was a hill about a quarter of
a mile away I wanted to get to before they came. When I got within sight of the
men I threw up my hands and told them to prepare and get their rifles ready. I told
them that they were following the mounted police. I told them to get thoir rifleS
and said not to fire, whatever they do I can ride out and if they want to fire they
can have the first chance ut me and you can defend yourselves. They were coming
round the bluff. They were pretty close to the men. I saw they would overtake
them. I knew they wore excited, so I rode out as hard as I could. They thel
hauled up ail but one man, who came right on and who never hauled up at aIl. It
was Patrice Flary. I asked them what they were about. They said, what are you
about ? I said that we were going to Duck Lake to get Mitchell's provisions. They,
said there were a great many there. I asked whether they were at Duck Lake; they
said yes. They said we had botter go back. I turned around and went towards the
aleighs. As I was getting near the sleighs a party of perhaps thirty or forty of themf,
very excited, came upon us. They were yelling and flourishing their rifles. They'
were very excited. Gabriel Dumont was of the party; he was very excited ; jumped
off his horse and loaded his rifle and cocked it and came up to me and threatened to
blow out my brains. IHe and some others threatened to use their riflos. I told them'
to be quiet, that two could play at that game. Dumont talked very wildly; I
wanted us to surrender. He said it was my fault that the people were not assisting
them, and that I was to blame for ail the trouble. I told them that we could nOt
surrender, that I thought we had the best right to this property. Some of thea

,jumped off their horses and went into the sleighs. I rode up and told the teamstOr 
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hiold on to his horses. They made one or two attempts to snatch the linos, Finally
ho fired his rifle over our heads. They all stepped off the road and we went on the
road to Carlton ?

Q. lad any of the men got into the sleighs? A. Two of them went into one
8leigh and they went to a second team to try and get the linos.

Q. Thon there was nothing but the one shot fired ? A. That is all.
Q. You returned to Carlton ? A. Yes.
Q. Iow many teams had you upon that occasion ? A. Seven or eight.
Q. Iow many policemen ? A. A policeman in each team, Sergeant Stewart and

Somae others.
Q. How many altogether ? A. Fifteen or sixteen. There were twenty-two of us

altogether; fifteen policemen I think.
Q. You returned to Carlton ? A. Yes.
Q. What time did you get there ? A. About ton o'clock.
Q. In the morning? A. Yes.
Q. What did you do thon ? A. As we returned to go back Sergeant Stewart

sent a man to report what had taken place.
Q. You had sont in a man in advance to report what had taken place? A. Yes.
Q. Weil? A. When we got near Carlton we met an advance guard coming

of Carlton. There were a number of teams. They were coming out of Carlton,
We wheeled around and went out with them.
Q. Who was in command of that party? A. Major Crozier.
Q. Iow many wore there? A. Ninety-nine.
Q. How many constables? A. Fifty-six.
Q. Of the party that first met you, the time you turned back, you stated there

ere thirty-five or forty ? A. Yes.
Q. How many were Indians and how many were half-breeds ? A. There were

6o Indians and some half-breeds. I cannot tell you the proportion at all. I was
'OtpaLying much attention. I kept my eye on Jim Owen and one or two others.

Q. Tou met the advance guard coming ont of Carlton, in all there were Pinety-
?A. Yes.

Q. Major Crozier was in command ? A. Yes.
Q. Were there any sleighs ? A. Yes.
Q. How were the men? A. Some mounted and some in sleighs.
Q. What is the distance from Carlton to Duck Lake ? A. About fourteen miles.
Q. Did you join and go back with them? A. Yes, the whole party.
Q. Thiswould ho on the 26th ? A. Yes. We went on till we came to a house

Ut four miles from Duck Lake, when the advance guard returned and reported
% there were some Indians in the house (I bolieve it was Beardy's house), ho wasthe bouse.

Q. Was it upon his reserve ? A. Yes.
. Well ? A. The interpreter went over and ho came back again ; I do not know

Soccurred between them. We went on, and when we got to the same place where
re turned back that morning, we saw the advance guard coming over the hill in

t ame way as in the morning.
Q. Was the advance guard retiring ? a. Yes, at the same place as in the mown-

, and there was a number of men following them.
q. About how many? A. I cannot tell you, they were coming over the bill and

oy were scattered all along the road; there appeared to be quite a number of them.
tor Crozier told us to unhitch the horses and make a barricade and take the horses
to the rear. When they came near, within half a-mile, they made use of a blanket as% ftag.

Q. White blanket? A. Yes. Crozier went ont and called his interpretor, and
StW o parties came near each other. They began to talk; in the meantime they

runing on to the road behind us and gotting behind the hills.
They were changing their positions? A. Yes.
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Q. Well, what thon ? A. While placing the sleighs I heard some one calling
out that they were firing upon us, and let them have it. I said wait till we get hurt.
Just thon I turned my head kind of this way, and saw Major Crozier lift his hand in
the direction the firing was from, and ho said " fire now," and the firing began thon
and there was quite a skirmish for thirty or forty minutes after that.

Q. How long did it last ? A. Thirty or forty minutes. I did not take time
into consideration.

Q. How many were killed on your side? A. We left ton men upon the field,
but one of them was wounded, and turned up afterwards.

Q. Who was that ? A. Newett.
Q. The other nine ? A. Were dead. One mounted policeman was killed and

several were wounded; two died just after we got to Carlton.
Q. You brought two back with you ? A. One, the others died after we got

back to Carlton.
Q. What time did you get back to Carlton ? A. It must have been about four

o'clock in the afternoon.
Q. How many were killed on the other side; you did not know at the time?

A. No.
Q. During the engagement how many mon would you judge to be engaged upou

the other side ? A. We could not see them. I cannot tell that. Some were in the
house, some were behind the hills. There were two sleighs with two Indians in
each behind us, and one Indian who was mounted, that was the Indian that was
talking to Major Crozier; ho was killed when the firing began.

Q. Would your observation enable you to say how many were engaged upon the
other side ? A. The road seemed to be pretty well covered with thom.

Q. Can yon form any idea as to the number ? A. The road was straight, and
they seemed to cover a greater space than we covered, but I cannot say as to the
number. They seemed to cover a greater space than we did.

Q. You cannot say the proportion ,of Indians and half-breeds ? A. I cannot

say. I saw five Indians ; those Indians got behind us, one of them was killed.
Q. You did not recognize any of the people that were thora ? A. I did nOt

recognize any person.
Q. You returned to Carlton and got there about four o'clock ? A. Yes.Q. What did you do thon ? A. They wore some time attending the wounded.

Colonel Irvine got in about half an hour after we got in, and I think it was that
afternoon or the next morning that ho decided to leave Carlton and go down to
Prince Albert.

Q. Did you go with him ? A. Yes.
Q. Was Carlton burnt ? A. Yes; I believe it took fire accidentally, and part

of it was burnt thon.
Q. He decided to evacuate Carlton with his forces ? A. Yes.
Q. And to retire on Prince Albert? A. Yes.
Q. What distance is that ? A. Forty-six or fifty miles.
Q. Did you go with him to Prince Albert? A. Yes.
Q. What day was that ? A. We left on the morning of the 28th, about one Or

two o'clock, and we got down that evening,
Q. You remained at Prince Albert during the rest of the rebellion ? A. Yes.Q. You have told me all you know about it ? A. Yes. There may perhaps be

some things which I have omitted. When Mitchell introduced me to the prisoner, be
asked Mitchell whether I came of my own accord, or whether I came with him.
When ho heard I came with him, ho said I was entitled to the same protection as he
was, but if I came of my own accord, ho would look after me, or something of that
kind. The prisoner said I was entitled to the same protection as ho was.

Q. Is there anything else that you remember ? A. No, I cannot remember
everything that took place; I do not remember anything else.

By Mr. Greenshields :
Q. The first time that you met the prisoner was in the council chamber? 

Yes.
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Q. And before that you never saw him ? A. No.
Q. Nor did you sec him after that till in court ? A. I saw him in court when

he was first brought into court.
Q. You had no conversation, nor did yon see him from that time till he surren-

dered to General Middleton ? A. No.
Q. You never had any personal quarrel or trouble with him before ? A. No, I

mover had any communication with him.
Q. Did he appear excited when you were introduced by Mitchell ? A. No, not

at the time; a while after ho bocame excited.
Q. Iow long al ter was it till ho got excited? A. I cannot tell.
Q. Five or ton minutes ? A. Perhaps a quarter of an hour.
Q. Dring that interval you were talking to him all the time ? A. Ho went

aWay for a little while, and thon ho came back again; he went up stairs and came
back again.

Q. Tell us what ho said when you were first introduced and shook hands with him.
bid ho spok first, or did you? A. I spoke first. I told him that we would shako
hands, or something to that effect, and ho said yes.

Q. Now, what did you first begin to talk with him about? A. I told him-I
said thore appears to be great excitement here. Ho said, no excitement at all;
everything was quiet, or something like that.

Q. You said something about his having spoken about wanting to get thoir
grievances redressed? A. Yes, I think I said there soemed to be a number of men
armled, and hesaid that they had been asking for their rights for fifteen years, and
they had not yet been granted, and they had decided to make a demonstration.

Q. Did you have any conversation as to what their rights were? A. No, I had
not With him.

Q. Whom did you talk about it with ? A. The rest of the people that wore in.
Q. That is, the council? A. Yes.
Q. What was their statement to you regarding their rights? A. They did not

8eeta to know-that they wore entitled to scrip, and never got it.
. Q. Did they speak of having made any petitions to the Government for their

rights ? A. Yes, we discussed the matter. I had taken part myself in the petitions
that were sent forward, and knew more about it than they did. It came out in this
Way : Gabriel Dumont said that I had taken no interest in the matter before; that I
nOver advised them; that it was only now when matters had gone so far, that I
advised thom in the matter.

Q. That was reproaching you because you had been instrumental in gotting the
gIghts of the half-breeds, the English half-breeds ? A. We wore entitled to scrip, but

We nover goV it yet.
Q. Rave you got it since ? A. No.
Q. There is a commission sitting now ? A. Yes
Q. Riel said that the only answer they got to every petition was an increase of

PQhe ? A. No.
Q. What was on the table when you went into the council chamber ? A. Some

tir dishes and some spoons; soma fried bacon and some bannocks.
Q. Any blood in the dishes? A. No; I did not see any.
Q. Will you swear that there was not? Will you swear that some of them wero

not eating oeoked blood at the time? A. Not that I saw.
Q.b HoIw long after the conversation with him till ho used the words "ho wanted

blood"? A. H1e loft me and came back again. It was thon ho said it.
Q. Was ho in a very excited state of mind when ho talked about blood ? A. He

b neme very excited. 1told him that I did not think that ho had adopted a wise
Way to redress their greivances.

Q. Lu what position was ho at that time? A. Standing, striking the table.
Q. What did the prisoner say to you when Mitchell stated you wore entitled to

the samne protection as Mitchell was ? A. It was Riel said that, not Mitchell.
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Q. Did'nt ho say you were at liberty to return ? A. Ho said I was entitled to
the same protection as Mitchell.

Q. What did you understand? A. That I was at liberty to go as I pleased.
Q. Yon did not go as you pleased ? A. Yes, I did.
Q. Was that before or after the conversation about the blood took place- was it

before Riel told you ho wanted blood that ho told yon you were free to go ? A. It
was before I had any conversation with him at all.

Q. The first thing ho did on being introduced to you was to assure you that you
were at liberty? A. Yes.

Q. You had no fear but that you were at perfect liberty to roturn ? A. It did
not make any difference to me.

Q. After telling you that you were at perfect liberty he spoke to you of his
desire for blood ? A. Yes, certainly.

Q. Did you have any other conversation with him that day ? A. Ho said what
I said at the time ho went up stairs, ho went up and ho would occasionally put his
head through and say that I was speaking too loud. After ho came down ho apolo-
gised and said that ho had great respect for me personally, but it was my cause.

Q. On the whole he treated you civilly? A. No, he made use of language to
me that was never before used to me.

Q. Did ho have any conversation with you as to the object of the rebellion ? A.
He said they wanted their rights.

Q. Did ho tell you anything about the administration of the North-West Ter-
ritories? A. No.

Q. About a new church ? A. No.
Q. No conversation about either of these matters? A. No.
Q. When ho called for blood was it after ho went down? Ho went away and

came back and called for blood.
Q. And thon ho went upstairs ? A. Yes.
Q. When ho came down the next time ho apologised for the language ho used?

A. Yes.
Q. Shortly after that you went away ? A. Yes.
Bis Ronor.-Any juror that desires to ask the witness any questions is at liberty

to do so.

JOHN W. ASTLEY sworn:-

By Mr. Burbidge :
Q. You reside at Prince Albert? A. Yes.
Q. How long have you resided there ? A. About three years.
Q. What is your occupation? A. Civil engineer, land surveyor, and explorer.
Q. In March last you were employed by Major Crozier? A. I left with the

volunteers to go to Carlton.
Q. How were you employed? A. As volunteer and then I was used as scout.
Q. What time in March ? A. About the 18th March.
Q. How long were you scout ? A. I was scouting through the French settle-

ment, the half-breed settlement, and the reserves till two o'clock on the morning of
the 26th.

Q. Were you alone ? A. Part of the time; part of the time H. Ross was with me.
Q. You posted a proclamation ? A. Yes, I posted a proclamation from Crozier

telling those who had been forced into rebellion that if they gave themselves into the
charge of the police, they would be protected. I posted those as far as Lepine's and
back by the other road in the most conspicuons places where I thought thore would
be a chance of their being seen, one in English and the other in French. I noticed
in passing the road afterwards that these notices were nearly all torn
down. I went over the road on the morning of the 26th to see if the French half-
breeds were trying to intercept Major Crozrer; Ross was with me, We wore about
the place whore the battle took place, I was about thirty or forty yards on ahead of
Ross, an Indian suddenly jumped alongside of me and pointed his rifle or shotgun at
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'may breast. I turned round to see if my partner was prisoner too, I saw that ho was
and that there were some sixteen or twenty of them all armed and as ho was captured
first I thought it best to give up quietly.

Q. Who appeared to be the leader of the party? A. Gabriel Dumont. Thera
Were about sixteen or twenty of them, part half-breeds and part Indians. We were
takon to Duck Lake and put in the telegraph office till the morning; an armed guard
was Placed outside the building that night. Albert Monkman seered to be in charge
of Duck Lake at that time.

Q. How many men would be at Duck Lake at that time? A. Eighty or 100,that is taking into consideration those who were acting as outside guard. In the
'norning we were removed into the up stairs in what had been Mitchell's house.

Q. During that day did any more come in? A. After we were placed upstairs
about noon or shortly after-before a lot of half-breeds and some Indians came from
Batoche with the prisoner in command-tbat would be som time about noon.

Q. The accused was in command-how did you come to that conclusion ? A.
That mnorning ho interviewed me and Ross and talked to us. He brought Bourget
With him. He seemed to control and asked the qu3stions. I was down stairs after-
Wards for a few minutes and I saw the prisoner beckoning to the men to fall in lino
and they fell in lino.

Q. He was giving commands ? A. Yes.
Q. After they were roinforced how many mon had they altogether ? A. I

should say about 400 taking both Indians and half-breeds.
Q. How many Indians? A. About 150 Indians altogether.
Q. Did you see any other prisoners on the 26th ? A. Lash, Tompkin3, Simpson,

McKean, and Woodcock were brought up into the same room. We heard some report
of McKay having come near the building and being ordered back by Dumont. In
the afternoon looking towards the west we noticed them running towards Carlton
Shortly after that all that were there except what I would call a fair sized guard, who
remained around the building, went in the same direction. Shortly after the prisoners
heard firing. I myself did not hear it. I heard the sound of a cannon that is all I can
aWear to. In about an hour or au hour and a half they returned bringing a wounded
Prisoner, Newitt, with them. He was shot through the leg and hammered on the head
with a musket or something. I dressed his wound and the prisoner came upstairs
and taked to us about this battle. He said that ourselves as prisoners might have been
sent into his hands to show future people in what way he had conducted the war-
Pointing to the wounded prisoner and saying that ho used that man humanely. He
said the volunteers and the police fired first ? - I told him that from what I knew of
Major Crozier ho did not intend to fire first, that ho had told me so. I suggested that
Peohaps a gun had gone off by accident and the prisoner admitted that that was
Perhaps so. He called on his men in the name of God or the Supreme Being, " I say

n1Ito you fire," and ho explained that the troops were beaten by the bravery of his
OWn soldiers.

Q. At this time were the stores looted ? A. They were not looted when we
Went there, but before we left they were cleared out.

Q. You were taken to Carlton on what day ? A. On the 31st·of March we left
Duck Lake for Carlton. Whon we got out in the yard Riel was there in person,
8ome were getting into sleighs when ho told us to march.

Q. Who was in command of the party that took you? A. Monkman. When
WO got to Carlton we reinained there till the 3rd of April, we were *then moved to
14tioche.

. Who was in command taking you to Batoche? A. Andrew Jobin. Iu
Batoch we wore placed in a room in the lower floor of the store, afterwards we were
lit in the upper flat of the same store. Soon after I sent a communication to Riel
a reference to Ross and the other prisoners, seeing what I could do towards getting

e'xhange. Riel came upstairs and told me ho could not see things in the sameight, but he would exchange us for Clarke, Sproat and M3Kay.
Q. The Hon. Lawrence Clarke ? A. Yes; I said that could not be done.
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Q. low were yon treated as a prisoner? A. In the early part, well-as well as
mon could be under the situation, but after that when we were taken down into the
cellar we could not have been treated worse.

Q. Did they take extra precautions at the time 2 f Fish Creek ? A. There was
always a home guard left around the buildings. Just after the Fish Creek fight the
Indians came back earlier and alarmed me as regards the safety of the prisoners. I
thought as long as the half-breeds were there the Indians could not get at us, but if
the home guards were taken away when the Indians came back earlier they might
massacre the prisoners. After the Fish Creek fight I wrote to Riel asking him for
an interview, that would be about the 26th of April. I had a long talk with him
about the prisoners. I told him about the fears I entertained about the Indians and
asked him if ho would allow me to see the general or Irvine to try and effect an
exchange. He refused to exchange.

Q. What did you say to him ? A. I said, what do you want to keep us for ? I
naid I suppose you wish that if you or your council get into danger you will want
the prisoners for that purpose. Riel said, yes, certainly. I said to him to allow me
to go and see either Irvine or the general about getting an exchange. I said:

" u claim a victory at Fish Creek and Duck Lake, and I said lot me go and see
and try for terms." le said that he had gained two victories. I asked him if ho
would not allow me to do that. He said we must have another battle and ho said:
" If we gain another battle the terms will be botter and ho said if we lose it the
terms will be the same as now." He said that after another battle ho would allow
me to go. From that day I was waiting, expecting that another battle would occur.
On the last day, that would be the 12th of May, he came to the cellar and called my
name in a hurry, and as I was getting ont ho told the rest of the prisoners what ho
was sending with me to the general in that message. I think the paper is there.

Q. Is that the paper ? A. Yes, that is the message I carried out that morning
(paper shown to witness).

Q. Did you see the prisoner right after that ? A. Yes, right at the council
chamber at Batoche. At the same timo that he wrote that ho wrote another message
for Jackson to take. I took the message to the general. I also saw him write
that one for Jackson.

Q. Is that it (shown witness) ? Yes, that is the one that Jackson carried.
Q. He gave that to Jackson the same time ho gave you yours ? A. Yes, at the

same time. One of us was supposed to go one way and the other the other. I rode
to the general with that on horseback. The prisoner went with me until he passed
me through his own lines. I went on, reached the general, and gave him the note.
He read the note and took a few minutes to consider. I asked him to write a note
to Riel. He wrote that note and I took it back to Riel. I think that note is among
the papers there. Instead of allowing me to go back into the cellar the prisoner
made me go into the church and ho put an English speaking half-breed and an Indian
to guard the church. In about half an hour or so Riel called for me again and I
went with him among the women and the children. He wrote several notes but none
of them seemed to please him and ho tore them up, except one which seemed to suit
him. I sat talking with him till ho had finished writing and thon I began to ask
him whether it would not be botter to let me see and try what terms I could get. I
said that ho could come with me and see the general. After talking a long time ho
left me and came back in a short time with Gabriel Dumont, but as I do not talk
French I lad te lot Lhe prisoner explain to Gabriel what we were talking about.
Finally ho said there was a great deal to consider. It would thon bo about one
o'clock. About half-past one o'clock le had nearly agreed to what I proposed ho
should do. The firing thon began and ho at once turned to me and asked me what
that meant. I told him that some of the Indians must have started it. I told him if
ho would write a note to the general thanking him and say nothing about fighting,
but leave it to me, I would get the firing stopped, if possible. Anyway I would se*
what could be done. He thon wrote a note and asked me to take it. I asked him tO
pass me through the lines.
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Q. Is that the note (shown witness) ? A. That is the note just as an excuse for
nO to get the firing stopped.

Q. That is the note ? A. Yes; he wrote that in a tent or the council chamber
and gave it to me. ne went part of the way with me through his lines. In the
position outside his own rifle pits the firing was pretty heavy. Riel went down into
a low place till I overtook him; he was on horseback. Some of his men had left the
rifle pits and gone to where ho was. When I came up to him Riel asked for the note
and put it into an envelope.

Q. ls that the envelope ? A. Yes.
Q. Are those the words he wrote upon the envelope? A. Yes. He took the

'lote out of my hands and wrote those words on the outside in my presence. He
Ordered the men who had left the rifle pits to go back again, and they went back
along with me. I continued on, went to the general, and gave him the note. I did
not Call his attention to the memorandum on the outside of the note till the night
tlune. I asked him how the fire began and ho said the Sioux started, but that if Riel
WOuld get his men to stop firing that ho would order his men to romain where they
Were and they would not advance any further. There was not time to write a letter.
I went back and it took a long time to find Riel. I went among the women and the
children and I found him. The firing was getting warm. I told him what the gen-
oral had said, that if he would order his mon to stop the firing he would do the same,And that he could come with me personally to the general. He hesitated for a time.
At last I said there are not many minutes to waste; if you want to call the council
together call them and let me address them. At last the prisoner said, "l It is not
neeEsary to call the council." He said lie would do as I wished. I said you acknow-

eOdg you have the power to do as I wish without the council. He said, " Yes." I
said for him to give the order to stop firing. He said, " You know the men I have;
I cannot go among these mon and tell thom to stop firing." He said, " You know
that." I told him I would go back and explain how everything stood and see if it

as8 possible for the general to stop his men at a certain position; if ho was willing
Vo do as I wished. He was.

Q. That is willing to surrender ? A. Yes, I went back and told the general what
he said. He said that he could not accept it as a surrender unless Riel coased firing.
I knew he could not get his mon to cease firing. I went back to try and keep the
troOps from getting at the women and children. I got the general to send a note to
]iel Offering the same terms as I had offered, that is that he should be kept safe till ho
had a fair trial.

Q. Did ho speak to you of his personal safety ? A. He had very little to say
aboit the half-breeds. As far as regards himseolf seemed the principal object.

e Q. What did he ask you in regard to himself ? A. If I would explain what risk
e rau personally himself. He said to me that we knew he never carried a rifle, of

course, at the same time we had seen him carry a rifle on one occasion. I told him
he ran no danger as I could look at it. He suggested that I should broach the sub.
Jeet of the church to the general and it would give him a chance to broach the sub-
Ject When he came to be interviewed by the general. He would say that he was not
to blame, that the council was to blame.

Q. During the time that you saw the prisoner there did you see him in com-
nald? A. He ordered the men into the pits on that occasion when some of ther
Were leaving them. He took one half-breed and made him go back, saying that ho
Wohld be able to do some fighting with the troops at all events.

Q. When did you see him armed ? A. Some time before the Fish Creek fight,it
inust have been about a week before, I was talking to Riel before the council chamber
One day, when a French half-breed came up with the report that the troops were com-
113g. Shortly after, myself and the rest of the prisoners eaw him passing the front of
the house quickly with the half-breeds going towards the river, armed.

Q. During the eight days you were in the cellar were you bound at any time?
They used to tie us up about supper time and leave us that way tilt next morning,

that Was for the last eight days. Delorme came down and throatened to shoot us if
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we were loose when ho returned. They used to tie our hands behind our backs and
then release us in the morning again.

Q. It is suggested to ask you if when you were roleased on the 19th if anything
was said to the prisoners ? A. He told the other prisoners the message I took to
the general that if the women and children were hurt or were wounded by the troops
ho would massacre the prisoners, or words to that effect, just the same as was in the
note.

By Mr. Johnstone:
Q. Was the 26th of March the first occasion on which yon saw the prisoner? A.

No, I saw him in the settlement since last summer off and on, but not to know him
as I know him now.

Q. How often did you see him from that time? A. Perhaps ton or twelve times.
Q. Where did you sce him ? A. At the Batoche settlement, Prince Albert and

different parts of the Prince Albert district.
Q. Were you present at any of the meetings ? A. I never attended any. I was

at the Prince Albert meeting a few minutes but I took no interest in it at all.
Q. A few minutes at Prince Albert? A. Yes, just walked into the hall and saw

the prisoner at the end of the hall.
Q. Whon did you commence to take an interest in him? A. When I went to

Carlton as a volunteer, and when I undertook scouting.
Q. You went up from Prince Albert with the volunteers ? A. Yes.
Q. How long did you remain at Carlton ? A. About a day and thon I went

through the settlement.
Q. When yon left Carlton where did you go ? A. Past the Indian reserve, Duck

Lake, and through the principal part of the French half-breed settlement. i did not
go quite to Batoche.

Q. You returned when ? A. Sometimes at night and sometimes in the day time.
Q. Did you see the prisoner at Batoche till the 26th ? A. I did not go to Batoche.
Q. Now you were prisoner-who took you prisoner ? A. Sixteen or twenty half-

breeds took me. Gabriel Dumont was in charge of the scouting party.
Q. How long were you prisoner before you saw Riel and bis men ? A. From two

o'clock that morning till about noon the same day, that is when ho came in person
from Batoche.

Q. How long was ho at Duck Lake before you saw him ? A. I saw him coming
in the yard.

Q. Was ho the first man that came into the yard ? A. You could not see the
yard. He was the first man I noticed. I knew him by sight.

Q. Were there others besides him ? A. Yes.
Q. Was he mixed with the others? A. No, ho was more advanced than the

others ; ho was by himself.
Q. How was ho dressed ? A. A large check, common looking trousers, as well

as I remember, about the same kind of tweed ho wore most of the time. Riel was
never very particular about bis dress.

Q. low long was ho there before ho came to interview yon and the other prison-
ers ? A. I would say it might be perhaps half an hour.

Q. Did ho come to see you or did ho suad for you ? A. He came to see Rosm and
myself.

Q. To whom did he address himself first ? A. I do not know. I may have been
the spokesman.

Q. What did you say to him? A. I did not tell him exactly what I was there
for. I gave him another story.

Q. What was the story? A. That I was travelling through the country making
enquiries if that outfit was stopped at bis headquarters.

Q. What was your object in telling him that ? A. To get away from the place.
Q. Was the prisoner excited ,at that time? A. Not that I could see, ho talked

reasonably, as rather a clever man.
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Q. What did ho say. How long were you engaged in conversation with him at
that time? A. Just while I explained to him.

Q. Did ho tell you afterwards ho found out you were not telling the truth ? A.
I don't think ho found it out for five weeks.
.Q. Did ho say anything about church and state at that time ? A. Not at that

timae.
Q. Did ho talk about the rebellion ? What did ho say ? That was the last you

sav of him till you returned from Duck Lake ? A. No; after the battle was over ho
Cale up and saw us.

Q. Did ho say ho was at that battle ? A. Yes, that ho had ordered the mon to

Q. Ho said that Crozier fired the first shot ? A. Ho said that the volunteers or
Policemen fired the first shot. I said that I knew that Crozier would not fire the first
shot, that perhaps one went off by accident, thon ho admitted that it might be so. Ho
laid nio stress on the first shot being fired.

Q. How long did you talk with him at that time ? A. Quite a long time.
Q. How long? A. I would not say as to the time at all.
Q. How long did you converse with him ? A. He talked to us prisoners.
Q. How many of you? A. Myself, Lash, the two Tompkins, Ross, McKean

and Woodcock.
Q. Wore the wounded prisoners with you at this time ? A. Charley Newitt. I

dressed his wounds. The prisoner asked him some questions.
Q. What did ho ask him? A. He asked him whether' ho knew if the Hon.

Lawrence Clark was among the volunteors. That was the principal thing.
Q. Did ho give directions how the wounded man was to be treated ? A. He loft

that in my hands, ho hoped and expected I would do the best I could for the wounded
Prisoner.

Q. You say you were speaking to him for a considerable time, did ho at this
time strike you as being excited or excitable, or was ho calm ? A. He was cool
elough, a little elated at his victory.

Q. Did ho speak of dividing the territories? A. He mentioned about the half-
breeds making certain claims and told us we had no business in that part of the
1ountry, that we belonged to Canada and that this country belonged to the Indiana

a4nd half-breeds. I did not take much interest in what ho was saying as I was dress-
ing the wounded priâoner.

Q. Did you hear him talking of defeating the Government that time? A. Not
8 far as defeating the Government is concerned.

Q. What did he say about it ? A. He told us what the ordinary claims were
8nd said that we might have been sent to show how we conducted the war.

Q. Do you know did ho say anything about saving the life of this wounded
'm8n ? A. He said that ho himself had stopped an Indian fron killing that man. I told
hima that was the effect of raising the Indians and that was the way the Indians
fought to kill a man when ho was wounded.

Q. Whon had you a conversation with him again ? A. The next day. I was
down stairs a short time and I met him and had a talk with him about the Indians.
I told him it was a bad thing to have anything to do with the Indians. He sa4d that
he could not help it that ho was compellod to use the Indians. I told him that ho
Was aware that ho could not control the Indians.

Q. Who was present at that conversation ? A. I was by myself just coming
Ount of the door.

Q. Were there others around ? A. Some half-breeds were stationed as guards
they wore armed.

Q. During that occasion or on any occasion, did ho speak of the church or of
the Dominion of Canada ? A. No, not of aiy importance except as regards Batoehe.

Q. What did ho say at Batoche about his church ? A. He said ho wanted me
to mention to the General that ho was to be recognized as the founder of the new
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church and that if the subject was mentioned to the General ho could aontinue the
subject when ho met him.

Q. What did you understand by founding a new church ? A. I understood it as
a sharp trick to get the upper hand of the unfortunate half-breeds.

Q. Did you understand that before ? A. I looked upon it in that light.
Q. Were there other half-breeds listening at this conversation at Batohe? A.

Lots of them were standing around but only an odd one could talk English, he spoke
in English to me.

Q. When did you think it was to get the advantage of the half-breeds ? A. I
considered that ho was using them for his own ends.

Q. Did you consider bis actions eccentrie ? A. He seemed intelligent and in
many respects a clever man.

Q. What did you say to General Middleton about this man ? A. I told the
general exactly what I knew about the matter.

Q. Did you tell the general that you had considerable influence over Riel and
that ho was a simple-minded man ? A. No.

Q. You have had considerable to do with the working up of the evidence against
Riel? A. Not that I am aware of.

Q. Have you been engaged in that lino for the last month ? A. Not working
up evidence.

Q. Working up the case? A. No; I am here as a simple witness-I am no
more than the others.

Q. Have you given instructions to the Crown about this prosecution ? A. Not
in any other light. I gave no instructions-it would be rather strange if they
received instructions from me.

Q. Had you anything to do with preparing the papers or giving information ?
A. No; not in preparing the papers. I have only given my own information.

Q. Did Riel appear to have been engaged in these fights or was he afraid to
fight ? A. As far as I could see ho was too much afraid to run his neck into
unnecessary danger.

Q. You were not alarmed that you would receive injury at the hands of Riel or
the half.breeds ? A. At the bands of the Indians.

Q. Not injury from 'Riel ? A. Not as far as the half-breeds were concernedà t
knew Riel's object in keeping us, he admitted himself that that was hie object.

Q. How many interviews had you with General Middleton altogether ? A.
One in the morning, one a little after the fire began and one after I could not get
back.

Q. How many altogether ? A. Three.
Q. During that time you had made arrangements as to the surrender of Riel to

)Iiddleton ? A. He said ho would do as I wished, but I could not get back becaus0

by that time the charge had begun and Riel was gone.
Q. What reason can you give for Riel's willingness to surrender himself? A. t

told him wbat a kind man the general was, and ho thought from the words of the
note that what I said was true.

HAROLD RosS, sworn:

Examined by 3fr. Scott:
Q. Where do you live Mr. Ross ? A. At Prince Albert.
Q. Wbat is your occupation? A. I am deputy sheriff.
Q. Where were ycu on the 20th March last? A. I was at Carlton.
Q. In what capacity ? A. I went up as a volunteer under Capt. Moore.
Q. When did you go there-on the 20th? A. On the 18th, I think.
Q. On the 18th March you went there ? A. Yes.
Q. Do you remember the 20th March ? Wore you doing anything on that day

m your capacity of volunteer? A. Nothing, nothing particular at all.
Q. What duty wore you engaged in after you went to Carlton ? A. ChielY

volunteer.
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Q. What description of duty ? A. Just staying there, waiting for an attack on

Q. How long did you stay there ? A. I was there-we went on Thursday, and
a there until the 21st. The 21st would be on Sunday-on the 21st.
Q. What did you do at Carlton ? A. I saw Major Crozier and be asked me if I

old go out to Stoney Lake, between three and five miles from Carlton, and see
rtai English and Scotch half-breeds living there and ask them to come into the

Q. Did you go? A. I went and they came in with me.
Q. When did you come in ? A. We came in the same evening, or about, I suppose,

six o'Clock that night.
.witQ Were you out after that again ? A. On the following Monday morning I left

Mr. Astley. I went out scouting on Monday.
Q. Monday the 22nd ? A. Yes, we went to Duck Lake, and from Duck Lake we

Went to the St. Laurent church mission.
Q. When did you go back to Carlton? A. Tuesday night, about eleven o'clock.
Q. On the 23rd? A. Yes, the 23rd, and on Wednesday I stayed there all day,

a1nd about eleven o'clock in the evening, half-past ton or eleven, Mr. Astley said that
Xajor Crozier wants us to go out and sec if the half-breeds would intercept Golonel
11Vine on the route from Regina to Carlton, and we went out.

Q. About what time ? A. Between half-past ten and eleven, as near as I can
iUdge.

Q. On Wednesday night ? A. On Wednesday night ; yes.
Q. How far did you go ? A. Well, somewhere near whero the battle of Duck

Lake was fought, and about a mile or so-between Duck Lake and Carlton-close to
-Duck Lake.

Q. Did anything happen there? A. We were taken prisoners by Gabriel
buaont, and between sixty and one hundred mon.

Q. Did you know any of those besides Gabriel Dumont? A. No, I could not
oognize any.

beh Q. Will you describe how you were taken prisoner ? A. I heard a sort of noise
ind me. The horse at first drew my attention to it by pricking up his ears, and a

sort of stopping, and I turned around and saw a body of men behind me, and I called
&r. Astley's attention to it, and I wheeled my horse around and I was surrounded by

half-breeds and Indians. And ho told me to dismount. Gabriel Dumont came to me
and recognized me and said, how are you, you are a scout, and he told me to dismount,
that I was his prisoner, and I refused to dismount and they pulled me off the horse.

Q 9. Were they armed ? A. They were all armed, everyone of them. Gabriel
urnont then felt my revolver, ho felt it under my coat, and ho got quite excited, and

.* Went to take it away from me, and I drew the revolver out myself (witness show-
'ig how it was held, holding his right hand to his stomach), and I was covered by
% Indian on my right with a gun, and there were two more behind me.

Q. Guns were pointed at you ? A. Guns were pointed at me, and Mr. Astley
lled on me not to shoot; botter hand over the revolver.

Q. And did you surrender ? A. I did.
Q. And what was doue with you ? A. We were taken to Duck Lake and

Ito the telegraph station.
Q. What was the aspect of Duck Lake at this time ? A. Full of armed men,

al ar4ound the post, guards all around the post, wherever we went, in front of the
building, on the road, all around the building where we were imprisoned.

Q. Where were you put ? A. In the telegraph office.
Q. What kind of a building is that ? A. A very small building.

Q.fHow many storeys ? A. A small little building, as large as an ordinary

Q. How many storeys ? A. One
Q. Was there anybody else in there besides you and Astley ? A. No.
Q. I suppose Astley was taken with you ? Ai Yes; only the two of us.
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Q. How long wore you kept there ? A. Till about nine o'clock the next morningt
as near as I can judge.

Q. Did anything occur next morning ? A. No, nothing particular.
Q. How long did you continue alone there ? A. With Mr. Astley ?
Q. Yes ? A. Well, we were there until we were removed to Mitchell's hoUe 0,

upstairs.
Q. And when was that ? A. That same morning about nine o'clock.
Q. This was on the 26th ? A. On the 26th, we were thore until the rest of th

prisoners came over from Batoche.
Q. And what time was that ? A. They came somewheres about noon.
Q. This was in the upper storey of Mitchell's house ? A. 0f Mitchell's hoUe.
Q. And the other prisoners were sent up thore too ? A. Were sent up with Um
Q. Did you see any people about that morning ? A. Outside ?
Q. Yes ? A. The square was full of armed men all the time.
Q. Was there a larger crowd there when the other prisoners were brought in

than thore was in the forenoon before ? A. Yes, thore was a good many came over
with the other prisoners.

Q. How many armed men did you see thore altogether ? A. I should say there
would be between 300 and 350 men, as near as I could judge ; I did not count theni•

Q. Of what nationality ? A. French half-breeds and Indians.
Q What proportion would be Indians ? A. I should say near 100-between 75

and 100.
Q.- Did anything occur that afternoon ? A. That afternoon the battle of Duck

Lake took place.
Q. How do you know ? A. We could hear the shots.
Q. About what time ? A. About half..past three or four in the afternoon, 

ahould say.
Q Did you sce any of the men, armed men, goi ng ? A. I saw them all going;

I saw about 300 going.
Q. In the direction of the battlefield ? A. Yes. The first intimation I had that

the battle was taking place wau Albert Monkman coming upstairs where we were,
and we asked him what was the matter, and ho said there was a little fight going 0n
At that time they were all going thon--

Q. All this armed force you had seon were hurrying in that direction? A.
Hurrying in that direction.

Q. Did you hoar any shooting and firing before going in Mitchell's ? A. Noi
after that we heard rifle shots.

Q. Anytbing else ? A. No, nothing else. I did not hear the cannon. TheY
had a cannon there. I did not hear the gun.

Q, What occurred that afternoon after you heard the firing? A. Well, after
we heard the firing, about half an hour afterwards they came back, some of them
came back, Some of the men came up stairs, one Fiddler in particular.

Q. Did you see the prisoner Riel that afternoon ? A. Yes, I saw Mr. Riel that
afternoon.

Q. Where? A. He came up stairs.
Q. When, after the firing or before ? A. Ho came up before the firing and ho

spoke to me up stairs.
Q. What did ho say ? A. Ho called me by name, and asked me how I WasP

apoke to me and said that I need not be afraid, that I would not suffer at his hand0p
eomething to that effect. I forget the exact words ho said now, but thon after the
fight ho came up.

Q. And what did ho say thon ? A. The first thing ho said was somothing about
Newitt, one of the men that was brought in as a prisoner.

Q. What did ho say about that? A. He said ho thought ho would be botter
with us than anybody else. We were his friends and we could look after him better
than anybody else, and ho put him upstairs, and thon ho and Mr. Astley were
speaking something about the b4ttle.
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Q. Did you hear the conversation between them? A. I hard the conversation.
Q. What was it ? A. Mr. Riel said the troops fired first, and Mr. Astley sug-

geSted that perhaps the shot went off by accident and Mr. Riel said-well he did not
agree with him for some time afterwards, he said perhaps that was the way.

Q. Did ho say anything else? 'A. And he said, when I heard the shot I called
on I men in the name of God to fire, and he seemed quite prond of it.

Q. Did he;;say so ? A. No, judging from his actions, that is all.
Q. How long did you remain in the upper storey of Mitchell's store ? A. Until

ebO 31st. The morning of the 31st we were sent to Carlton.
Q. By whom? A. By Mr. Riel himself; we came out in sleighs; ho said wo

*ee going to Carlton.
Q. low did you go to Carlton ? A. In sleighs.
Q Did you go alone? A. No, seven of us together.
Q. Seven persons? A. Yes.
Q. Anybody besides the prisoners ? A. The Indian and half-breed guards.
Q. You were taken under guard to Carlton ? A. Yes, under guard.
Q Bow long did you remain at Carlton? A. Until 3rd April.
Q. Who was in command at Carlton ? A. Albert Monkman.
Q. Were there many men thore ? A. About 150 to 200.
Q. Armed ? A. Ail armed.
Q. You wore kept there until what day did you say ? A. Until 3rd April.
Q. What was done with you thon ? A. We were thon ordered from Carlton. We

Were called up about two o'clock in the morning.
- Q. Ordered up where ? A. For Batoche. We were called up about two o'clock

the morning, and we started for Batoche, and when we were leaving the buildings
Were set on fire.

Q. Thon the fort was deserted at the time you left ? A. Yes, they deserted the

Q. And they marched to Batoche ? A. Yes.
Q. What was done with you when you reached Batoche? A. 'We wore put in

ue lor fiat of a house owned by Baptiste Boyer for that day and we wore put
S stairs in the second fiat.
Q. And how long did you remain there ? A. We were thore till the end of the

eelpaign ; that was our prison at the time of peace, and if thore was any excite.r4ent, wo wore shoved into the cellar of an adjoining building.
Q. low many times were you put down in the cellar ? A. Three or four times.
Q. Do you remember how long you wore there the last time ? A. About ton

Q. Continuously ? A. Yes.
Q. In the cellar ? A. In the cellar.
Q. low many prisoners were thore in the cellar ? A. Sevon.
Q. What was the size of the place ? A. About 16 feet square and 9 feet doep.

t 'lAny other precautions taken to provent your escaping besides putting'you-in
the cellar ? A. Always a guard up stairs, and the trap was very well secured,-sotherO was no chance of us escaping by knocking the trap up.

Q. Anything else; were you shackled ? A. We were tied every night, with our
iands bohind us.

Q. Whon did you first se the prisoner after you were taken to Batoche ? A. I
aW him different times. I saw him every day nearly.

Q. What was ho doing ? A. He would be out addressing the men, talking to
them.

Q. Could you say what was said to them ? A. No, it was in French. I don't
nderstand French-apparently giving orders.

Q. You don't know ? A. No, I couldn't say that.
Q. Did he ever visit you during the time you were confined thera ? A. lie

?aze, I think it was two or three times-1 am not sure of the number of visits-once
Particular ho came, and I asked him for a little exercise, and ho said ho wouldMe
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about it. He did not corne back for some days, perhaps two days after that, and I
heard him talking outside, and I went out, and he said that under the circumstanceO
he couldn't allow us to go out at ail, that we would have to stay in.

Q. Was that all the conversation you had with him ? A. Yes, that is about aiL
Q. When did yon last see him ? A. I saw him--
Q, That is, at Batoche ? A. About eleven o'clock of the 12th, or a little earlier

than that. It was at the time they called Mr. Astley, on the 12th of May, the day Of
the charge.

Q. Did he say anything to you that day ? A. He came and opened the hatch
in the cellar and called Mr. Astley. Mr. Astley, ho said, come up and stop the troops
advancing, for if they hurt any of our families, we will massacre all the prisoners in
the cellar.

Q. That is whaf ho said ? A. That is what he said.
Y. Do you remember having any conversation with the prisoner after the Fi'sh

Creek battle ? A. After the Fish Creek battle, I remember Riel one time-I can't
tell you the day or date-saying that they had gained two victories, and they wanted
to gain a third, and they could make better terms with the Government.

Q. That was after the Fish Creek fight ? A. Yes, after the 24th of April.
Q. Where were yon confined at this time--in the oellar or in the building?

A. We were taken out of the cellar and we were in the building.
Q. This was during one of his visits to you ? A. Yes, during one of his visits.
Q. Was the building in which you were confined attacked, or the building above

the cellar in which you were confined ? Did they attack it at any time ? A. No,
not at ail.

Q. Do you remember the shell? A. That was done by the troops. I think it
was on the 11th May there was a shell went through the building.

Q. Did you see Riel shortly after that ? A. I did not see him. He came to the
cellar, tho hatch, and asked me if we were all safe. I knew his voice, and we said wC
were, and bo said, I arn glad to hear it, and ho went out of the building and came
back again. We oould hear him walking along the floor and he said I forgot to tel,
you you had better calt on God for you are in lis hands.

Q. Was that ail he said ? A. That is ail h. said.
By Mr. Fitzpatrick:

Q. Mr. Riel was not with the party that arrested you was he ? A. le was not.
Q. The first time you saw Mr. Riel was after you were put in Mitchell's house

was it not ? A. I had seen him a year before that.
Q. On the occasion in question we are talking about? A. That was the first

time I saw him.
Q. Yon say you saw the troops leave for the Duck Lake fight also ? A. Ili$

troops yes, the rebels.
Q. Did yon see Riel with them ? A. No, not going away I did not see him,
Q. If ho had beon there, of course, you would have seen him ? A. I saw himi

outside.
Q. Whon they were going away did you see Mr. Riel with them, going away to

Duck Lake? , A. I did not.
Q. lad he been with them you would have seen him would you not ? A. I

might not. There was a big crowd going away.
Q. There were 300 going out? A. Yes.
Q. And you said they were half an hour away, half an hour elapsed from the

time they efot till the time they came back ? A. About half an hour 1 should saY,
perhaps a little more.

Q. When Mr. Riel saw you in Mitchell's, the first thing h. said was that ho Was
glad to sec you ? A. No, he did not say ho was glad to se. me. He said how do yOu
do, you shan't suffer.

Q. Who wanted you to go down to the oellar at the time you were put in the
cellar at Batoche. Who put you there ? A. We were down different times. At
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One time or twice Delorme, another time it was a French half-breed, his name I have
forgotten.

Q. Neither of those times was Riel present when you were put down in thetellar ? A. No, ho was not.
Q. At tho time you asked to go outside for exorcise, Riel said to yon that you

had botter not go out, because the Indians wanted to kill you did ho not ? A. He
did not.

. Did ho not give you to understand at that time that that was the reason? A.
]e did not,

. Did you not know that was the reason ? A. I had a sort of an idea, the
oux wre rather dangerous at that time. It was not from any information from

. .ou knew very well the protectors you had there were the half-breeds as
against the Indians? A. Certainly we did. We looked to the half-breeds for pro-
tection

By Mr. Scott:
Q. You say, Mr. Ross, that Gabriel Dmuont was the leader of the party who took

TOU prisoner ? A. He was.
Q. Did you see him afterwards ? A. Yes.
Q. Where ? A. I saw him at Batoche. I saw him at Duck Lake. I don't

rerember whother I saw him at Carlton or not.

On 9.Did you see any others of the party who took you prisoner atterwards. A.
"ndian is ait I can remember.
Q. Thon Gabriel Dumont formed part of the same party that you saw Riel in
PIpany with afterwards ? A. Certainly.

?RZTEPR ToMPKINs, sworn.-

Examined by Mr. Cagrain:
Q. Where did you live in the month of March last ? A. At Duck Lake.
Q. Do you remember the 18th of March last ? A. Yes.
Q. What happened on that day ? A. Nothing particular happened to me on that
till towards evening.
Q. Well, what happened towards evening ? A. Towards evening I was up at the

ajlu station, and the telegraph operator came up there for me and wanted me to go
repair the lino. The telegraph lino was down.
Q. Weil, what did you do? A. I told him I would go.
Q.Did you go ? A. I did.
Q. Weli, what happened ? A. I went and got a horse and rig and tried to get

anOther man-I had considerable difficulty in getting another man-and finally I got
horse and brought it up to Duck Lake to the telegraph office, and the mil or,

thatc Kean, volunteered to come along with me, and the operator got a message
ekwe were to start for Duck Lake at 12 o'clock at night. Start about midnight at
b Lake to repair the linu.

. You repaired the lino didn't you? A. I repaired the lino in two different

. Well, what happened after you repaired the lino? What happened to you ?
"g dhen we were repairing the line, there were about thirty half-breeds came rush-
dl wn onI to ns and arrested ns.
Q. Did you know any of them ? A. Yes.
Q. Who were they ? A. I know the man that was in charge.
. Who was it ? A. Joseph Delorme was one of the mon arrested me, and Jean

ptiste Paranteau was the other.
'Q,9. What did they do with you ? A. They told us to surrender, in French, at

kethat is what I understood them Vo mean, and they took us down by Walters &1krt 8 store drto hmt en
hQ. Weli, did you see anything strange at Walters & Baker's store ? A. I sawegoing through the store, looting everything there was in it.
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Q. Who was going through the store? A. The half-breeds and Indians. There
were not many Indians there.

Q. Were they armed? A. Yes, they were all armed.
Q. Whom else did you see there ? Did you sce in particular there anybody that

you recognised ? A. I saw quite a few there that I recognised. I saw Gabriel
Dumont, and when we were sent upstairs I seen Mr. Lash, the Indian agent.

Q. You were taken upstairs in Walters & Baker's store ? A. Yes, we were sent
upetairs and I seen Lash, Marion, Joseph Gagnon, Mr. Walters, William Tompkins
and quite a few others upstairs.

Q. What were they doing there ? A. Most of them were prisoners. GeorgO
Nes, was another man.

Q. Was there a guard there ? A. Yes.
Q. Could you let yourself ont of the bouse, could you have gotten out of the

house ? A. Not without a guard following us.
Q. There was a guard over you gll the time? A. Yes.
Q. Well, how long did you stay there ? How long were you kept there? A.

We were kept there till about nine o'clock, I should judge, the next morning.
Q. That would be the 19th ? A. Yes.
Q. Where were you taken to then ? A. We were taken to the church across the

road.
Q. What was the church used for at the time you were taken there ? A. It

appeared to be used as a council room and barracks and prison and a restaurant and
everything else.

Q. Well, whom did you see there ? A. I seen a whole oburch full of people
there. I knew some of them and some of them I didn't know.

Q. Were the people armed? A. Yes.
Q. Were there any Indians there ? A. Yes.
Q. What took place when they took you to the church ? Was there anything

done there by the rebels whom yon saw ? A. Yes, they brought some freighters
there and the prisoner addressed the people there.

Q. What did he say? A. Well, he spoke in French and I did not understand
what he said except towards the last. The last thing he said-I understood him tO
say-to tell his men-he asked them what was Carlton, or what was Prince Alber;t t
They're nothing. March on my brave army. I understood him to say that.

Q. You heard the prisoner say that? A. I understood the prisoner to say that.
Q. To a crowd of people who were standing before him ? A. Yes.
Q. Was this in the church or outside the church ? A. In the church. He wa

addressing them from right in front of the altar.
Q. Well, who appeared to be the leader of the crowd there? A. The prisoner.
Q. Did anything else take place in the church that day ? A. Yes, we had Our

dinner in the church, and there were two men tried or I understood them to be
tried.

Q. Who were they ? A. Tried by the prisoner.
Q. What for? A. For not being with him and his movement. They were WIn.

Boyer and Charles Nolin.
Q. Well, were they acquitted or sentenced or what became of them? A. I don't

know what became of Nolin, I didn't hear his trial, but Boyer, Mr. Riel had a talk
with and when he was through talking, Mr. Boyer spoke in lis own defence, and the
prisoner said that instead of it being a dishonor to him, it was an honor. I under-
stood him to say so. He was talking French.

Q. It was an honor to whom ? A. To Boyer.
Q. Was this trial carried on before Riel only or before any others acting with

him ? A. No, Riel was standing on the platform and Boyer stood up from amolg
us men and spoke in bis own defence from there.

Q. Did you hear or see anything about that oouncil while you were in that
church ? A. Yes, I understood them to be electing a council there.

Q. Did you see the council elected ? A, Yes.
80
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Q. Who were the councillors ? A. I can name some of them. I can't name
thema ail.

Q. Name some of them ? A. Gabriel Dumont was the man who called them
out- le called Baptiste Boyer, Joseph Delorme, Moise Ouellette, and several more It remember.

Q. Well, was this before or after this trial took placc ? A. I think it was after
th'e trial took place.

. Well, where did you go from that church ? How long were you kept there ?
WO were kept there till about nine o'clock the next evening, and then we were sent

downl te Garnot's place.
Q. Piilip Garnot's place ? A. Yes.
Q. What capacity was ho acting in, do you know ? A. He was acting asSecrtary to the council.
Q. To Riel's council ? A. Yes. We were told that we would be sent down there

'and there would be afew men sent with us to look after us, that our word of honorwould
be taken that we would not escape. So about nine o'clock that evening we were

enot down there, and there was about in the neighborhood of fifteon mon came down
to see whether we had kept our word of honor.

Q. Were these men armed ? A. Yes.
Q. Weil, how long did you stay in Philip Garnot's house? A. Well, I couldn't

•. I don't remember how low we stayed there. We stayed there quite a while.
Q. Where did you go from Batocho ? A. To Duck Lake.
Q. Did you go there of your own free will? A. No.
Q. low were you taken there? A. Taken there as prisoners, and by a strong

Q. By whom ? A. One of the guards told me it was by -
. You were t>.ken there anyway to Duck Lake, under a strong guard ? A.

Q. 0f armed mon ? A. Of arned men.
• Whore were you placed at Duck Lake? A. We were hurried up stairs into

Mltchell residence.
Q. Hiillyard Mitchell's house ? A. Yes.
Q. Did you meet anybody up stairs ? A. Yes.
Q. Whom did you meet? A. Harold Ross and John Astley.
Q. The witness, Ross, who has just been heard? A. Yes.
9, * And what was done to you there, or what took place while you were there ?

an Lut as we were coming to Duck Lake, Albert Monkman galloped out of the yard
arecan to meet us, and ho ordered his men up to the front, and ho said, the police
thecoting from Carlton. He ordered some mon who were with ns to the front, that

.pohce were coming from Carlton, and in Cree, at the saine time, ho called for us
a and wanted to know who had his gun in our party, and thon the man that wasdri the team (the sleigh that we were in) put the whip to his horses, and get in
qick as ho could, and thon we were taken up stairi.

Q. And what happened while you were up there ? A. Well, when we were upther0 , We could see quite a few of them going off towards Carlton.
Q. Quite a few of the half-breeds ? A. Of the half-breeds, yes, and Indians.

Q. 0And how many were there going off altogether ? A. I suppose, probably
over 400 , ail that went.
day.9. This was on the 26th day of March, wasn't it ? A. I can't swear to the

Q. t was in the month of March last ? A. Yes.
. Well, did you hear anything while you were up stairs in Mitchell's houe?

thenQ. What did you hear? A. Well, I heard a cannon go off a couple of timaes, and,When the half-breeds returned, Riel rode into the yard on horseback.
horse. The prisoner rode into the yard on horseback? A. Yes, and turned his
eIrsaOud to the baok of the building-the side of the building-and with his hat

ho'wa'vilng and cheering his men, and ho thanked -

A O s81
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Q. He apparently came in with thom, didn't he? A. Yes, ho came in just along
with thom ; the men came with him, the mon behind him and some in front of him,
and ho waved his hat, cheering and hurrahing, and he thanked.Ste. Marie, and St.
Jean Baptiste, and St. Joseph, for his victories.

Q. Did anybodv come up stairs into Mitchell's house while you were there, on
that same occasion? A. After night ?

Q. Yes ? A. The prisoner came up stairs, and before he came up, Charles
Newett, who was wounded on Duck Lake field, was brought to the door, and ho
helped him up.

Q. Who ?helped him up ? A. The prisoners who were there.
Q. Helped him into the room ? A. Garnot helped him up.
Q. Garnot was there too ? A. Yes.
Q. Did you see Gabriel Dumont around there ? A. Yes; Gabriel Dumont rode

into the yard in a little while. I think it was after the prisoner had been cheering,
ho rode into the yard, and said in Cree, to bring out the prisoners and kill them.

Q. Well, you say that the prisoner went up into Mitchell's house with those
some time after the volunteer was taken out, didn't you ? A. Yes.

Q, Did ho say anything there ? A. Yes, I don't remember everything that ho
said there; I remember him speaking to the wounded man.

Q. Did ho speak of the fight that had just taken place ? A. Yes; one thing ho
said about the fight was that the volunteers or police had fired a shot first. They fired
first, and when they fired ho said-he told me distinctly that ho ordered his mon to
fire in the name of the Father Almighty who created us, "l fire ;"-them is the words
ho used.

Q. Did ho say anything else at that time? A. Nothing that I remember just
now.

Q. Well, did anything take place after that. Did the prisoner go down thon or
did ho come back ? A. Afterwards ho went down stairs and sometimes came to Seo us.

Q. Well, what was he doing there from the appearances from what yon could
see ? A. From what we could see I thought at the time that ho was running the
whole thing.

Q. Whenever you had any communication to make to anybody, whom did you
make it to ? A. Well, if ever we wanted anything in particular we generally applied
to Mr. Riel.

Q. The prisoner ? A. Yes.
Q. Was any message sent to anybody at that time ? A. I wrote a letter home

mysolf.
Q. Well, was there anything else sent? A. There was one of our mon, who was

a prisoner there, was sent to Carlton with a message.
Q. By whom ? A. By the prisoner.
Q. Who was sont? A. Thomas Sanderson.
Q. What for? A. He was sent to Carlton to tell Major Crozier to send some

men and take the dead off the field-to tell them they wore allowed to take their men
off the field unmolested.

Q. Did the prisoner say anything further to you on that occasion ? A. Nothing
that I can remember just now.

Q. Well, did you romain at Duck Lake any length of time? A. We remained
at Duck Lake quite a while; till after the police loft Carlton. We remained At
Duck Lake till a day or so after the police left Carlton.

Q. Then where did you go, to Carlton ? A. We were taken to Carlton.
Q. By whom, by the half-breeds? A. By the half breeds.
Q. Thon where did you go or where were you taken to? A. When we loft

arlton we were taken from Carlton to Batoche, by Duck Lake.
Q. Well, what took place at Carlton. Did anything take place at Carlton befo

you left? A. Yes; they had set fire to the police stables before we left.
Q. Who had ? A. The half-breeds, and the whole place apparently was on fire.

Just as we got up the hill we could see by the fire and smoke that there was more
thau one building on lire.
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Q. You say you were taken to Batoche. To where were you taken at Batoche ?
A. To Baptiste Boyer's store.

Q. low long were you kept there ? A. We were kept there till about the time
of the Fish Creek fight, when we were removed to the cellar.

Q. Who was with you at that time? A. There was seven of us, Mr. Lash, Mr.
Astley, Mr. Ross and Mr. William Tompkins, Mr. McKean and Mr. Woodcock.

Q. Was there a guard over you ? A. Yes, always a guard over us.
Q. Well, did you have occasion to see the prisoner during that time; during the

tme you were there ? A. The prisoner used to corne in and see us sometimes.
Q . Did he say anything to you ? A. Yes; he used to speak with as every timae

he came in pretty near.
Q. What was he doing there that you could see of him ? A. From what I could

see of him, I thought that he was apparently the leader.
Q. Well, did you hear anybody giving orders there ? A. Giving any orders?
Q. Yes, giving orders ? A. Yes.
Q. Whom ? A. I heard the prisoner ordering 'his men to go on guard one

4ight.
Q. Weil, if any orders were given, who gave them; who were they given by?

A. The orders that I heard were given by the prisoner.
Q. Weil, did you stay at Baptiste Boyer's bouse ail the time? A. We stayed

there until we were removed to the cellar. How long were you kept in the cellar ?
A. I don't recolleot how long we were in the cellar the first time, we werekept ther.
for several hours.

Q. Were you at liberty to go ail round the cellar 'or ;were you tied np, or how ?
A We were not tied till the time of the Fish Creek fight, or about that, before it, the
day of the fight. Delorme came down to the cellar and orderea three guards to
come down after him, and he ordered them to cock their guns, which were double-
barrelled shot gutins, and covered the mon while they tied me hand and foot, and we
were left that way till eleven o'clock next day-supposed to be that way.

Q. Did anything happen after that, before you were released? A. Every night
We WOre tied, that we were in the cellar, mostly. .

Q. How were yon released? A. I was released by General Middleton's men.
Q. Before you were released, did you see the prisoner at ail have any conversa-

on with anybody in your presence? A. The day h. came to the cellar after Mr.
Aistley, he did; the day that Batoche was taken.

Q. The day that Batoche was taken you saw him corne to the cellar to see Mr.
h stley? A. Yes; he came for Astley. He came there in a very excited manner;
be was very much excited, and so were the mon who were with him. We could tell.by the way they flung the stones off the cellar door; they just sent them rolling all
Over the building, and ho came to the door of the cellar, and the first words I heard

In say was, Astley, Astley, corne here and go tell Middleton if they--I thinkMassacre " was the word used-if they massacre our women and children, we will
massacre your prisoners.

the Q- Weil, from that time till your release, did anything happen between you and
prisoner ? A. No; I did not see the prisoner afterwards.

Examined by Mr. Fitzpatrick :
€r Y speak Cree very perfectly, do you not? A. Not perfectly. I speakou pretty well.

t M YOU were arrested on what day? A. I was arrested about four o'clock of thelhMiarcli.
Q. You saw Mr. Riel for the first time when ? A. I ain't positive whether Ihim at Walter's store or at the ohurch for the firist time. I am certain of seeingl at the church, but I don't remember whether I saw him at Walter's or not.
. etou saw him at the church? A. I seen him at the church, but I ain't posi-

lV her Seen him at the store or not.Q. Did you have any conversation with him? A. Yes.Q. At the church ? A. Yes.
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Q. What did ho say to you, and what did you say to him ? A. I asked him if
le would respect my property, and ho said my property would be respected, and ho
gave me leave to take my horse out of the cutter, that some half-breed had kindly
hitcbed him up to.

Q. Some half-breed had taken your horse and you told the half-breed to deliver
your horse up to you and you got him back? A. No; some half-breed had hitched
him up to a cutter and tied the horse up to a post, and I asked leave to undo him and
feed him some hay, and ho gave me permission to do so.

Q. And ho told you your property would be respected ? A. Ho told me it would.
Q. Now you heard Mr. Riel make a speech to his men, did you not ? A. Yes.
Q. You heard him tell that Carlton and Prince Albert were nothing? A. Yes.
Q. And did not amount to anything ? A. Yes.
Q. Was ho very far from you when he made that little speech ? A. No ; ho was

about as far as you are from me now.
Q. That little speech was delivered by him to his men in French, was it not ?

A. Yes.
Q. You would have no objection now to repeat the little speech, the substantial

words ho used, would you? A. Well, as near as I can repeat the words ho used-I
don't know whether I can repeat them now or not-he said: " Que'st-ce que c'est
que Carlton ? Qu'est-ce que c'est que Prince Albert? Rien. Marchons mes braves."
Something pretty near that.

Q. You next heard him make that speech to his mon after the men had come
back from Duck Lake, did you not ? A. Yes.

Q. Where was ho at the time ? A. lie was sitting on horseback outside in the
yard.

Q. And where were you ? A. Up stairs in Mitchell's house looking out through
the window.

Q. You were in the second storey.of Mitchell's house, were you not ? A. I was
in the up stairs of the house.

Q. And ho was down in the yard? A. Yes.
Q. And you hoard all that ho said no doubt? A. Well, I hoard mostly all that

he said, but I did not understand him-at loast I did not understand all ho said.
Q. Of course the windows were closed and ho was down stairs ? A. No; the

windows were not closed ; there was a pane of glass partly knocked out of the window
and through this pane I was looking.

Q. Through the pane you were looking down at him ? A. Yes, through the
broken pane.

Q. And yon heard what ho said out in the yard ? A. Yes, I heard what ho said.
Q. You heard him make bis speech there, saying ho thanked the Lord and the

Virgin Marie for his successes ? A. I don't remember him thanking the Lord. I
remember him thanking the Virgin Marie.

Q. Whom else did ho thank ? A. St. Jean Baptiste, St. Joseph and several
other saints.

Q. He went through the whole list, didn't ho ? A. What do you mean by the
whole list ?

Q. How many more did ho repeat ? A. I don't remember how many more he
maid. He mentioned other saints.

Q. You next were present at the choosing of the council in the church, were
you not ? A. I was present at the council before I was to Duck Lake.

Q. That was in the church at Duck Lake, was it not? A. No, it was in the
chureh at Batoche.

Q. Were there very many people there ? A. Yes, the church was full.
Q. Did Riel take any part in the election ? A. In the election of the council?
Q. Yes? A. I don't think he took much part, except he spoke in one man'&

favor whom somebody else rose objection against.
Q. As far as you can now recollect, that is all the part ho took in the election ?

A. That is all.
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Q. What ho said of course was in Fronch and you understood what ho said?
A. No, I don't understand French.

Q. Well you understand sufficiently to know what Riel said on that occasion do
you not ? A. I understand some of it. I didn't understand everything lie said.

Q. Did Riel at any time prevent Gabriel Dumont or anybody else from killing
prisoners ? A. Well, I don't know who prevented Gabriel Dumont at Duck Lake, ho
did not seem to act as a man as though he wanted to kill prisoners very bad. ifHe
just simply ordered them out, and then ho seemed toquit there when he had ordered
them out.

Q. That was Dumont ? A. Yes, he did not seem to push matters ahead very
much to try to get them out.

Q. Riel took no part in your arrest did he; was he present when you were
arrested ? A. No, lie was not present when I was arrested,

Q. Was he present when you were put down in the cellar at Batoche; you were
put down with the other prioners of course? A. Yes. No, he was not present
thon.

Q. He was not down in the cellar at the time you were pinioned and tied there,
either was ho ? A. No, but I have sent men to tell him we were tied. I have asked
the guards to tell him we were tied.

Q. But ho was not prosent at the time ? A. No.
Q. At the time that the shell fired by the troops struck your house, he went

there and asked after your safety, did he not ? You were there with the other
prisoners of course, in the cellar? A. Yes, I was there with the other prisoners in
the cellar.

Q. You know the house was struck with a shell do you not? A. Yes, I know
and I ought to know.

Q. Do you know also Riel came there after the house was struck ? A. I don't
know whether he came there after the house was struck or before the house was
struck, but I am inelined to think it was before it was struck, and he asked if we
Wore safe and alive and went out of the house and afterwards returned and spoke
through the floor, and ho says, I forgot to say a good word to yon. Remember the
Almighty, he said, we have all got religion, and thon he went off.

Q. Very good advice ? A. Kind of cool advice coming through the floor at
that time.

Q. I suppose it would have been cooler had it gone through an icehouse, would'nt
it? A. Probably.

Q. You know that he gave a prisoner that had been wounded at Dack Lake into
custody of the prisoners that were at Mitchell's house do you not; or do you think
you can remember that; a man named Newett? A. Newett was brought to us. I
don't think Riel brought him there. I don't remomber Riel bringing hiim there.

Q. You are quite sure also that Riel did not say anything to you about him
when he was brought thera; you are quite sure now on your oath that Mr. Riel did
not tell Mr. Astley in your presence to take good care of that man? A. I can't
Swear that ho didn't.

Q. You don't think he did do it, don't you? A. I can't swear he did nor yet I
can't swear that he didn't.

Q. Your impression is that lie didn't do it ? A. No, I ain't got no impression
about it.

Q. That fact did not romain sufficiently on your memory to be able to remember
it of course ? A. No, it did not. I don't remember him telling me--

Q. You don't remember anything about him at all; but you remember about the
algels he gave praise to after the victory at Duck Lake ? A, Yes.

WILLIAM TomPKiNs sworn:-

ExamineIby Mr. Robimon.
Q. You are a brother of the last witness, I think, are yon not ? A. A cousin.
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Q. You have been in the employment of the Indian Department in these terri-
tories, have you not? A. Yes.

Q. For how long? A. I have been in their employment now on and off for this
last five years.

Q. In what capacity? A. As assistant farmer, and interpreter also.
Q. You were at Fort Carlton in the month of March, last, I believe? A. Yes.
Q. Foi how long had you been stationed there? A. Since the 15th August, up

till that time.
Q. Do you recollect the 18th of March, last ? A. Yes.
Q. Do you recollect leaving the fort on that day ? A. Yes.
Q. With whom did you go? A. Mr. Lash, the Indian agent.
Q. And for what purpose ? A. I did not ,know that.
Q. Did he ask you to go with him? A. Yes, he said.I was to go.
Q. You were ordered by him to go, then? A. Yes.
Q. You were under his instructions, were you not? A. Yes.
Q. He was the Indian agent there ? A. Yes.
Q. Just tell us what happened, you went with him I suppose ? A. I went wi th

him.
Q. Where to ? A. One Arrow's reserve he started for.
Q. About how far from Carlton ? A. Twenty miles.
Q. On horse-back or driving ? A. Driving.
Q. Both in the sleigh ? A. No, I was separate.
Q. Each had your own sleigh ? A. Yes.
Q. What took place then ? A. When we came as far as Duck Lake Mr. Lash stop-

ped there a few minutes, and thon he went on to the river and stopped at Walters &
Baker's, and finally we got to the reserve and found the farm instructor not at home,
and we fed the horses there, and the farm instructor drove up, and Mr. Lash stopped
a littie while, and then we started back. le wanted to buy some potatoes or some-
thing for the Indians, as far as I could understand, and:we came to this place where
I was taken prisoner, at Kerr's store.

Q. Who wore you taken prisoner by? A. Mr. Riel.
Q. And were there others with you? A, Yes, there was Gabriel Dumont and a

lot of others.
Q. About bow many others ? A. I should judge between sixty and one hundred.
Q. Were they half-breeds ? A. Yes principally.
Q. Were they armed ? A. Yes, not them all. They were not all armed at the

times
Q. Were the majority of them armed do you think? A. No, I don't think they

were.
Q. And what were those armed with that were armed, as far as you observed ?

A. Guns.
Q. Well, who first stopped you? A. Gabriel.
Q. What did he say to you? A. le told us to remain there awhile.
Q. What happened then ? A. Mr. Riel drove up and said he would detain us a

few hours.
Q. Well, what happened ? A. Well, we stopped there, remained there for about

ten minutes I should think, and finally we were taken to the church.
Q. Under a guard ? A. Yes.
Q. Did all these mon go with you to the church, or only a small guard?

A. They all went with us, as fargas I could se.
Q. And what was done then ? A. Well, we went to church, and of course I don't

-inderstand the French language, but I understand the Cree, and as far as I could
make out from the Indians they were trying to elect a council there, and we remained
there all that night.

Q. Who was engaged in trying to elect a council ? Was Dumont there ? A,
Gabriel was appointed to elect them, as far as I could find out,

Q. Was Mr, Riel there ? A. Y es.

A. 1886
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Q. And what part did he seem to be taking ? A. Well, I couldn't say as ho was
taking any part.

Q. Then you were put in the church? A. Yes.
Q. Were you kept in the church that night ? A. No; we were taken across to

Walter's store, and we were kept thore up stairs until the morning, and then they
returned us back to the church again, and we remained there that night-not that
night; we stopped there that night, and we were removed down to Philip Garnot's
restaurant at Batoche. He was cooking there.

Q. Yes ; and what happened then ? A. First there was one of the councillors ;
he took our name as a word of honor, to go down there, if we would not try to
escape; and we put down our names on the word of honor, and then they sent some
guards along to be sure.

Q. How many guards did they send in addition to the word of honor ? A.
Well, thore were two with me. I don't know how many there were with the rest

Q. How many of you were sent down ? A. Well, there were Mr. Lash and 1,
and George Ness and McKean, and Mr. Tompkins, my cousin.

Q. Were the guards armed ? A. Yes, the guards that were with me were
armed.

Q. What happened then ? A. Well, we remained there until we went to Duck
Lake.

Q. And what day did you go to Duck Lake? A. It was the 26th.
Q. And who took you thora? A. The half-breeds took me there.
Q. Did you go with the other prisoners ? A. Yes; all in one sleigh.
Q. And how many half-breeds went wi th you ? A. .Well, I should judge there

were about sixty.
Q. Any Indians ? A. Yes; some Indians.
Q. H1ow many Indians do you think ? A. I should think there would be about

ten or twenty.
Q. Were the Indians also armed ? A. Yes.
Q. What did they do with you at Duck Lake when you got there ? A. They

put us up stairs in Mr. Mitchell's house.
Q. Tell us what happened next? A. Well, the next thing that I heard was, we

were ordered down to be shot in the afternoon. I met Mr. Adtley and Mr. Ross
there.

Q. The next ,thing you huard you were ordered down to be what ? A. To
be shot.

Q. In the afternoon-who by ? A. Gabriel was the man that I thought
ordered us.

Q. Was that before or after the affair at Duck Lake? A. After the affair.
Q. Well, tell us anything you can that took place before that affair. Did you

sou them going out to Duck Lake ? A. Yes, I saw thom going out.
Q. Whore did they come from? A. The principal part of them were ahead

when we got there.
Q. How many do you think were ahead of you ? A. I should judge about 300.
Q. And then there were how many with you ? A. Well, about sixty or sevqPty

altogether-Indians and all.
Q. And of the 300, how many do you think wore Indians ? A. About 150.
Q. Well, they were ahead of you; did you get to Duck Lake before they left it,

to the place where the fight took place, before they went out to where the fight took
Iace ? A. No, they were just going out. How I knew they were going to fight,

Blolkman came running by, and ho said in Cree, asked an Indian where was his gun,
or had ho brought his gun with him, and ho ordored them to the front, so I thought
by that thera was going to be a fight.

Q. Did you see Riel at that time ? A. No.
Q. Well then did you hear any firing. A. Yes.
Q. How long after they had gone out did you hear the firing ? A. I should

judge about an hour or hour and a.half, to the best of my knowledge.
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Q. Did you hear many shots fired ? A. I heard quite a number.
Q. You heard it plainly, I suppose? A. Yes.
Q. What happened next ? A. Well, then they all returned, and we were ordered

out to be shot the next. Gabriel got wounded. I heard them talking about it down
stairs.

Q. Well, who interfered to stop that, anyone that yon know of? A. A half-
breed told me, by the name of Magnus Burstein that he interfered.

Q. Well. you were not taken out and what happened next ? A. Well, we were
removed to Carlton next.

Q. Before that did you see Riel ? Did you see Riel at Duck Lake ? A. Yes, ho
came with the prisoners.

Q. And what did he say to you ? A. He did not make any remark at all to
me.

Q. Did lie make any remark te anyone else in your hearing ? A. He made a
remark to Astley, or Astley made a remark to him. They were talking about the
fight. He said that the police fired on them first, and Mr. Astley said that probably
the gun might have gone off accidentally, and ho said, perbaps so.

Q. Did he tell you anything more about the fight ? A. The next day hu allowed
me to go out. Ross and I to take the bodies off the field.

Q. Before that he told Mr. Astley the police fired first, and Mr. Astley said, per-
haps tthe gun went off accidentally, and he said perhaps so. Was there anything else
spoken of as regards firing? A. fe said he gave the word in the name of God to
fire.

Q. He said he gave th8 word to whom ? A. To his men.
Q. Did he say anything more about bis men ? A. No, lie brought this Charles

Newett up.
Q. Did he say anything more about his men or what any of them had done at

the fight? A. No, nothing that I huard.
Q. Nothing that you remember ? A. No.
Q. Well, did he say anything about yourselves? A. Oh, he said that probably we

were brought in there for our life, to have our lives saved. Whereby if we had been
out I suppose we would have been shot. That is the way I understood it.

Q. He said that probably yo were brought in there for your lives' sake that if
you bad been out yon might have been shot ? A. Yeå.

Q. Well. how long did you remain at Hillyard Mitchell's ? A. We remained
there until the 31st.

Q. And where were yon taken then ? A. To Carlton.
Q. By whom ? A. Taken. there by Baptiste Laplante. When he was driving

the team. There were three guards in the cellar, as far as I can think.
Q. How many other half-breeds were there with you there ? A. I should judge

about fifteen altogether, twelve to fifteen.
Q. Any Indians ? A Yes
Q. How many ? A. Two.
Q. About fifteen half breeds and two Indians? A4 Yes.

* Q. What was done with you there? A. We were placed in a house there
Up stairs.

Q. When you got there whom did you find in possession of Carlton ? A. Monk-
man.

Q. With how many men? A. I should"think about sixty.
Q. Were tbey armed ? A. Yes.
Q. And how long did yon remain theru ? A. We remained there till the 3rd

April.
Q. What was doue with yon then ? A, We had to go back to Batoche.
Q. What distance is that ? A. Twenty*miles.
Q. Under a guard ? A. Yes.
Q. How many were in the guard ? A. We went with all the crowd.
Q. The whole that were at Carlton ? Yes.
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Q. Did they burn before leaving ? A. It was afire before I left. I could see the
flames when I bad loft.

Q. Then the whole force went over with yon to Batoche, about 100 ? A. Yes.
Q. They were armed as I understand ? A. Yes.
Q. Thon when you got to Batoche what was done with you ? A. We were put

li Baptiste Boyer's house.
Q. How long were you kept there ? A. Kept there till the battle of Fisli

Creek.
Q. That would have been on the 24th April ? A. 24th April.
Q. Under guard ? A. Yes.
Q. And what happened on the 24th April ? A. Well, before we were taken to

the cellar I saw a man get up there and wave to the other party tbat were across the
river to come ori this side, and they started, and we were taken down to the cellar,
and we did not hear anything more.

Q. Who took you into the cellar? Who was in command of the guard if there
was one? A. I couldn't say who was in command.

Q. How long were you kept in the cellar ? A. We were kept in till the battle
of Fish Creek was over, and thon we were taken out.

Q. That would only have been a day or two I suppose at that time? A. Yesw
Q. Well, how long were you left ont of the cellar after that ? A. Well, to the

to the best of my knowledge, I think we were put down oither that day or the next-
I am not sure which.

Q. Now, while you wore in Baptiste Boyer's house did you see Mr. Riel at all ?
A. Yes, I saw him around.

Q. Did ho ever speak to you? A. No, ho never had any conversation with me
at all that I know of.

Q. Did ho ever bave any conversation with other persons in your presence ?
A. Yes.

Q. With whom? A. He used to converse with Mr. Astley.
Q. What did ho say to Mr. Astley in your presence? A. Well, Mr. Astley told

me-
Q. Never mind what Mr. Astley told yon, but what did you hear him say to Mr.

Astley? A. Well, I heard him say that he would exchange us for the Honorable
Lawrence Clark and Mr. Thomas McKay and Col. Sproat.

Q. What did Mr. Astley say to that? A. Well, I don't know exactly what ho
said to that.

Q. You don't remember what the answer was ? A. No.

Thon during all this time were yon in the custody of an armed guard ? A.

Q. Who appeared to be in command of the people there, the armed men ? A.
Riel, as far as I could see.

Q. Did you ever see him armed ? A. Yes.
Q. What with ? A. A Winchester rifle.
Q. Yon were left out of the cellar for a short time, and when were yon put back

there? A. I think we weme moved back, but we came out-I think we were moved
baek either that day or the next.

Q. He came out about the day of the battle of Fish Greek, 24th ? A. Yes.
Q. You moved, were moved back you mean on the 25th and 26th? A. Yos.
Q. How long did you remain there? A. The 24th was the battle of Fish Creek,

and we were out on the 25th, I think, and thon we were put back again right that
next day.

Q. Thon you were put back on the 26th, and how long did you romain there
then ? A. Remained there till I was released.

Q. That would be the 12th May? A. Yes.
Q. Who was there with yu ? A. In the cellar ?
Q. Yes? A. There was Mr. Astley, Mr. Rose, Mr. Lash, Mr. McKeaD, Mr. Wood.

ock and myself.
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Q. Was there any light in this cellar, or what sort of place was it? A. No, no
light.

Q. No light at all ? A. No.
Q. Ilow did you get into it? A. Through a trap door.
Q. And that was closed, I suppose? A. Yes.
Q Were you at liberty, or confined or tied in any way? A. We were tied for

the last three nights.
Q. Hands, or hands and feet, or how? A. I was tied hands and feet; the others

were only tied hands.
Q. Who was it that ordered you to be tied? A. Well, Delorme was the man

that tied me.
Q. How was it done-was he armed ? A. Yes, ho was armed.
Q. Did he say anything when he did it ? A. He said if he fourd us unloosel ho

would shoot us.
Q. Do you remember seeing Riel on the 12th, the day you were rescued ? A.

YTes.
Q. Where did you see him? A. He came to the trap door and took Mr. Astley

out.
Q. What did he say to him ? A. He said go and tell Gen. Middleton that (as

fur as I can understand) if he did not stop shelling the houses he would massacre the
prisoners.

Q. Did Astley go? A. Yes.
Q. Were you there when Astley returned or did you see him? A. No.
Q. Then, have you told me all you know about the matter? A. Yes.
Q. Had you known Riel before this? A. I had seen him. I never was

aoquainted with him.
Q. How often had you seen him before this ? A. I had seen him just once to

iny knowledge.
Q. And when would that have been ? A. He was holding a meeting at a settle-

ment.
Q. When ? A. I forget the date.
Q. How long before this ? A. I should judge about six months.

Examined by Mr. Greenshields:
Q, Were you present at the meeting ? A. Yes.
Q. D;d you hear any of the speeches at the meeting ? A. Yes.
Q. What was the meeting held for? A. It was grievances, as far as I could find

out.
Q. Grievances that the half-breeds contended they had against the Government?

A. As far as I could understand, that was it. I wasn't there long.
Q. I think you stated in your examination-in.chief you did not understand French

but you did understand Cree? A. Yes.
Q. And when you state what Mr. Riel said, did ho speak in French or English

thon ? A. When Mr. Riel was speaking ?
Q. Yes? A. ie was talking French.
Q. Somebody interpreted it for you? A. I asked an interpreter that had it

interpreted to him; ho told me; an Indian.
Q. So that what you know, thon, is the statement you have proved that Mr. Riel

nade was interpreted to you by an Indian ? A. An Indian that understood French.
Q. But you did not know what he said himself personally ? A. No; I did not

say I did.
Q. I think you said, alsoe, that at the meeting of the council where you were pre-

sent, when they were electing a council that Riel did not seem to be taking very much
of a part in it? A. Yes.

Q. Now, you understood, did yon not, that half-breeds during your arrest were
really standing between you and the Indians-that is, you looked to them for pro-
teetion ? A. 'Yes, I did.
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By Mr. Robinson:
Q. These conversations with Astley, were they in English, or how did Riel

address him ? A. In English.
Q. So that you understood them ? A. Yes.

JOHN B. LAsu sworn:-

Examined by Mr. Osler:
Q. I believe you are Indian agent for the Dominion Government at Fort Carl-

ton? A. Carlton district.
Q. You had not been there very long at the time of the occurrence in question ?

A. No, I went there in January.
Q. On the 18th of March I believe you were with the last witness? A. He was

luy interpreter.
Q. And you were taken prisoner ? A. Yes, I was taken prisoner at Batoche.
Q. Relate how you were taken prisoner ? A. I was roturning from One Arrow's

reserve, and when near Batoche I came down upon a crowd of armed mon. Gabriel
PDPumont came forward and said Mr. Riel wanted to see me. While ho was talking
I iel drove down at a furious rate. He came forward and addressed me as Mr. agent.
Ue says " I will have to detain you." I asked on what grounds ho was going to

detain me and he said the rebellion had commenced and that they intended fighting
nIXtil the whole of the Saskatchewan valley was in their hands.

Q. That is what Riel told you himself ? A. Yes.
Q. What else passed between you ? A. Then he told me to give up my arma if

I had any, to hand them over to Dumont.
Q. Then what was done? A. From that we were taken to the church.
Q. Who seemed to be in authority when Riel came up ? A. He seemed to com-

Inand the whole thing. It was by his orders that the mules I was driving wore
Ulhitched and he took possession of them and the trap.

Q. It was he told you the intentions of the party ? A. Yes.
Q. About how many men were there in arms ? A. I should say there was about

forty or fifty in the mob.
Q. low were they armed ? A. With guns, chiefty guns, and a variety of arms,

Q. Do you mean they were all firearms? A. Yes, all firearmas.
Q. Thon where were you put ? A. We were taken down to the church, and

rXemained there till about eight o'clock.
Q. The church at what place ? A. At Batoche. Thon we were sont to the south

aide of the river, to Walter's & Baker's store.
Q. About what time on the 18th ? A. Between eight and nine in the evening.
Q. What was Igoing on at Walter's & Baker's store? A. The store was being

Pilaged by the armed mob. We were put up stairs.
Q. Did you see Riel there that evening ? A. No.
Q. You were put up -stairs and whom did yon find there ? A. I found Walters,and his clerk, Mr. Hannipin. They were prisoner@.
Q. Anyone else in the hcuse? A. Not at that time.
Q. On the 19th what took place? A. That evening there was another prisoner

brought in, Louis Marion.
Q. On the 19th what took place? A. Early in the morning there were two

Inore prisoners brought in.
Q. Who were they ? Tompkins and McKean.
Q. The men who had been repairing the telegraph lines ? A. Yes, they stated so.
Q. What happened further on the 19th? A. We were thon removed to the

Church and kept there all day.
Q. What happened at the church? A. There was a great deal of excitemont

going on, but it was spoken in French chiefly and I didn't understand it.
Q. Whom did you see at the church ? Did you see the prisoner at the church ?
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Q. What was he doing? A. Addressing the crowd.
Q. Anything else? A. There was nothing I know of particularly.
Q. Who was in charge that day so far as you saw? A. The primoner.
Q. Then, where did you go from the church, and when ? A. They kept us there

till about eight o'c'ock, and we had no blankets or anything, and a man by the namO
of Monkman came along and I spoke to him. He said he would see Mr. Riel, and se
wh at could be done, and we were removed to Philip Garnot's house.

Q. How long did you stay there ? A. We remained there till the morning Of
the 26th.

Q. Of March? A. Yes.
Q. During that time had you any conversation with the prisoner ? A. Several.
Q. Can you give us anything of importance ho said to you as to bis intentions?

A. On one occasion ho said ho had three enemies, and ho enumerated them as the
Government, the Hudson Bay Company and the police. He also stated to me he
would give the police every opportunity to surrender, and if they didn't do so there
would be bloodshed. On another occasion ho told me ho had heard the Lieutenant
Governor was on bis way up, and that ho had sent an armed body to capture him.

Q. Anything else ? A. I cannot remember what bis ordinary conversation was.
On one occasion ho said ho would not release me on any account, as I was a Govern-
ment official-that ho would hold me as a hostage.

Q. Anything else ? Anything personal of himsolf, as to motives? A. Yes, hO
talked about as soon as they had the country, it would be divided up, and 80
forth. le was going to give a seventh to the Indians, a seventh to the half-breeds,
and I don't know what was to become of the balance,

Q. It was only two-sevenths ho was going to give away apparently ? A. ThAt
was all ho stated to me.

Q. Was anything said as to his intentions or movements ? A. No, not that I
am aware of. On one occasion ho wanted me to join the movement. He said he
would guirantee me a position in the service if I fell in with him.

Q. What did ho say? A. le said ho would give me a position in the Goverln-
ment that they were to form.

Q. Did ho say anything about the Indians ? A. Nothing out of the way.
Q. Did ho say what position they were taking ? A. No; I don't remember any

particular conversation about the Indians.
Q. Was there anything said as to the length of time ho had been considering

these matters ? A. Yes ; ho told me ho had been waiting fifteen years, and at last
his opportunity bad come.

Q. Then, where were you taken on the 26th f A. To Duck Lake.
Q. And where were you put there ? A. We were put above Mr. Mitchell's stor

-above his bouse, I should say.
Q. That is, with the other prisoners ? A. Yes.
Q. Did you see Riel there at all before the fight? A. No ; the main body had

gone to the fight when we arrived there.
Q. Did you see him after the fight ? A. I saw him roturning with the mob.
Q. Who was ho returning with ? A. If my memory serves me, ho was 011

horseback.
Q. How many men about him ? A. I should say between 300 and 400.
Q. How were they armed, if armed? A. They were partly armed; arIed

with guns, rifles, and so forth.
Q. Then did you hear Riel after that say anything? A. He came up with the

woundedl prisoner (the wounded volunteer), and he said, ho will be botter in your
hands, as ho is one of yourselves, or words to that effect.

Q. Thon what conversation took place in which the prisoner took part? A•
On another occasion ho came up, and was anxious to find out if Mr. Lawrence
Clark was at the Duck Lake fight. I don't know that thore was anything else Par-
ticularly said by him.
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Q. Was there anything said by him as to which fired first? A. Yes, ho claimed
the police fired first, and thon ho told bis men to fire-that is what ho claimed.

Q. Did you hear him make that claim, that ho told bis mon to fire ? A. Yes,did.
Q. Was that all you hoard him say ? A. That was all I roemmber at prosent.
Q. Did you remain there any length of time, at Duck Lake? A. We remained

Vieore till the morning of the 31st.
Q. What took place in the interval ? A. One of the prisoners, Sanderson, ho sent

h111. to Carlton.
Q. Who sent him ? A. The prisoner.
Q. For what purpose? A. With a message to Major Crozier, to send for the

dead. and that ho would not molest any parties coming for thom.
Q. Do you remember the day that was ? A. Friday.
Q The Friday after the fight ? A. Yes.
Q. Did Sanderson return ? A. Yes, ho returned on Sunday.

did t.Do you know, personally, of the dead being taken away by Sanderson ? A.

Q. Thon was anything said by Riel, at any time, as to who were with him in the
'1oveernt? A. No, ho never mentioned any names.

Q. Not Dames, but what peoples? A. Yes; ho told me the Indians were all
ýwith him, and the half-breeds, both French, English and Scotch.

Q. Wore with him ? A. Were with him in the movement.
Q. Then you were taken on the 31st where? A. Taken to Carlton.
Q All of you ? A. Yes.
Q. What was done with you there ? A. We were kept there till the morning of

April, and thon we were carted or walked the best part of the way to

Q Where were you put in Batoche ? A. In the bottom of a store, on arriving,
On the next day we were moved above the store.

Pt Q. You were kept above the store unti l when ? A. We were kept above the
tore until some excitement sprang up there, and we were put down the cellar for a

or two, and we were taken out and put back again, and we remained there thon
Thursiday, the 23rd, and we were taken out of the cellar after the Fish Creek fight
Over.
Q- IIow were you treated in the cellar ? A. Our hands were tied at nights.
Q, Uad you any communication with Riel during your stay at Batoche-any
with him ? A. I spoke to him several times about getting released.
Q. What did ho say to that? A. Ho refused it every time.

. Gov any reason ? A. He said ho might release the other prisoners but I
aa vernment official and he wonld not release me.

Q. Did you ever see Riel armed ? A. I did.
With what? A. It was a rifle of some kind.

Q. When ? A. Prior to the Fish Creek fight, 1 cannot give you the date.
Q. o ld Riel say anything about tme Fish Creek fight? A. Yes, ho claimed the

'VIOt0l»Y ttiere

Qe 19- In talking to you ? A. No, not to me personally. I hoard of him elaiming
'Oc"tory and that is all.
-QDo you remember anything taking place on the day you were released ? A.

,l<iel came to the trap door. It was loaded with stones. He called Mr. Astley
teYB: "Cone quick, go and see General Middleton," and ho turned back and says

ar amilies are hurt in any way I will massacre the prisoners," addressing us
ho were left in the cellar, six of us.
q. What occurred after that? A. Shortly after that we were roleased by the

akËval of the troope.
X1r ntzpatrickw.-We do not wish to cross-examine this witness.
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GEoRE Nass sworn :-

Examined by Mr. Burbidge:
Q. Yon live near Batoche, Mr. Ness? A. Yes.
Q. On which aide of the river? A. On the east aide of the river.
Q. How far from Batoche? A. About two miles.
Q. What is your occupation? A. Farmer.
Q. You are a justice of the peace as well? A. Yes.
Q. You know the prisoner? A. Yes,
Q. When did you firat sec him? A. Somewhere in the month of July, about

that time.
Q. July, 1884? A. Yes, 1884.
Q. Where did you see him thon? A. I cannot say exactly the first place that I

saw him, but I saw him around the settlement.
Q. In the parish of St. Antoine? A. Yes.
Q. Was ho living there at that time? A. Yes, somewhere there.
Q. Was his wife and children living there, too? A. Yes.
Q. Do you know if ho has continued to live in the country since then ? A. Yes.
Q. You know of his holding meetings ? A. Yes, sir, I believe he was holding

meetings.
Q. Did you attend any of those meetings ? A. I attended one of them.
Q. One of the firat meetings? A. No, this was on the 24th February.
Q. Where was it held ? A. In the church at St. Antoine.
Q. Did anything of importance take place at that meeting, and if so tell us?

A. I didn't continue all way through the meeting. I left when it was about hal
way through.

Q. And you say it was conducted principally in French? A. Yes, it was con-
ducted in French.

Q. You understand French? A. Yes, I knew what they were saying.
Q. Was that meeting attended by persons who afterwards remained loyal? A.

Yes, several, and also by persons who were in the rebellion.
Q. Did you take any part in the meeting yourself ? A. No, air, I was just listen-

ing. [ heard there was to be a meeting and i just went out of curioaity.
Q. Had you any reason for not taking part? A. I never did take any active

part.
Q. Had you any conversation with Riel soon after he came into the country ?

A. Yes, I talked to him several times.
Q. In what month of 1881 would that b ? A. It might have been the end of

July or August.
Q. What were you speaking about? A. He was talking of trying to assist the

people in their grievances, to have thoir grievances righted.
Q. Speaking of getting up an agitation? A. Yes. an agitation or bill of rights.
Q. Did he at that time make any suggestion of using force? A. No, air.
Q. Did you see him frequently from that time forward ? A. Yes.
Q. You live in the same neighborhood ? A. Yes. I have seen him there very

often.
Q He attended church regularly? A. Yes.
Q Did you seeanything or hear anything to lead yon to suppose they would

take up arms? A. No, nothing tilt the 17th of March.
Q. Now, tell us what took place thon? A. As I was proceeding home in the

cutter I overtook one of my neighbors on the road. He was on foot and as is the
custom of that part of the country I took him-into my cutter as far as my place. He
said, I believe Gabriel is inciting the Indians on One Arrow's reserve. I went home.
I thought probably it might be true and I took and fed my horse and started for
Carlton.

Q. This was about three in the afternoon ? A. About three, it was gettinl5
towards !unset. I went to Carltoa.and informed MajorjCrozier what I had hard.
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came there that night, it was late. I suppose it is about twenty miles to drive there.
I asked permission to camp from the major and the next morning I saw him and ho
told me if I heard anything more to try and let him know as soon as possible. WhenL
I got back to Duck Lake Mr. Kerr told me, they are in arms already at the river, and
they are going to take Carlton to-night. I thought it was my duty to send back to
the major and inform him what was going on.

Q. You did so ? A. I did so. I sent a letter by a special messenger.
Q. Ail this time your own family was about two miles from Batoche ? A. Yes.
Q. After sending the message what did you do? A. I started for home to my

family as I was anxious about them.
Q. Whattook place on the way home ? A. On my way home, on the north

side, or west aide of the river at Walters' store, I heard there again that a mass meet-
Ing was to be held that evening.

Q. There was something really stirring them ? A. Yes, there was something
really the matter. I determined to go on.

Q. Did you do so ? A. Yes. As I crossed the river I met another man. He
was under arma already. He says they have taken up arma already. I said it was
'Very foolish of them. Take the advice of a friend says I and leave that thing alone.

o I continued on my way. When I got opposite Kerr Brothers' store I saw a big
crowd there.

Q. Is Kerr Brothers' store on the eat or west aide ? A. On the east side.
Q. Or on the south side as some say ? A. Yes. As I got close to them I saw

them coming on foot to the road. The store is perhaps about seventy or eighty
feet from the road. Gabriel Dumont was in front. He says " bon jour." I took his
hand and I says Gabriel, what is it you wish-it is not for nothing you stop me in
this manner. le says, " where have you been to ?" I said I have been to Duck
Lake, and he says you have been doing something, you have been further than Duck
Lake. I says, Gabriel, it is none of your business where I have been to. Well, he
bays, I will take you prisoner. I says you can do what you please. 1 says, if you
Want to kill me, I am ready. I asked him if ho was at the head of affairs, and ha
said no, Mr. Riel, the prisoner here, ws at the head. He says I will have to keep
You prisoner till his arriva.

Q. low many people were with Dumont? A. There were probably forty or
lfty or sixty.

Q. And they were principally your neighbors ? A. Neighbors and Indiana.
Q. People you knew well ? A. Yes.
Q. And some Indians ? A. Yes.
Q. How many Indians do you think were there ? A. There might have been

twenty or twenty-five.
Q. Did you say anything to these people A. I asked thom who was taking

1e prisoner, whether they assisted Gabriel or not, and no one would answer me. I
said it was a very fbolish thing they were doing, that they would ail be killed if they
Went on with it, if they meant rebellion.

Q. You made a speech to them ? A. Yes. They said there is some more old
nin in the house. A young man said that. HIe says you better go and ask them if

theY will take him prisoner. They went back to the house and brought along two
taen.

Q. Who were they ? A. Donald Ross and Calice Tourond. Tourond made a
Jirunp for my horse and caught him by.the reins, and Ros consented.

Q. The people ail consented to your arrest ? A. Yes.
Q. Where did they taire you to ? A. Back to the store, about seventy or

eighty feet from the road. Gabriel says you can get down and warm youratuf ; so I
WOit in and warmed myself. While I was in the house I heard the people suyt ig in
l'rench, they have taken Captain Gagnon.

Q. Who is he ? A. A captain of the police force stationed at Carlton. Ail the
People went out. I went out with them. I saw Mr. Lsh.
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Q. Had the prisoner arrived at this time ? A. After I went out I saw Mr. Riel,
and he was saying to Mr. Lash, have you any arms. Lash says, no, I never carry
any arms.

Q. Who appeared to, be in command after the prisoner arrived ? A. Mr. Riel.
He told me, ho says you go down to the church ; and we started almost immediately
for the church.

Q. Did every one appear to obey him ? A. Yes.
Q. Dumont and all the rest ? A: Yes.
Q. Tell us about their taking you to church. A. When we got to the church

they were in the front of the church. Mr. Riel commenc ed saying ho was a prophet,
that be could foresee events.

Q. Before that how mary mon were in arms-at the time you and Lash were
taken prisoners to the church? A. Well, there might have been about fifty.

Q. How were they armed ? A. With guns.
Q. Had any of them rifles ? A. They might have had rifles. I didn't take that

much notice.
Q. Tbey were armed with firearms? A. Yes.
Q. Who was in charge of the church ? A. Rev. Father Moulin.
Q. Did you see him on that occasion ? A. When the crowd got to the church

]he came ont and he wished to speak to the people. Mr. Riel says: No, we won't let
him speak; take him away; take him away; we will tie him.

Q. He threatened to tie him ? A. Yes. He says: Shall we take him prisoner ?
Some of them said: No, we will put a guard over him.

Q. Did ho say anything about taking possession of the church at the same time ?
A. Yes. Riel says: 1 will take possession of the church. Father Moulin says: I
protest your touching the church. Riel says: Look at him; he is a Protestant.

Q. The prisoner said that? A. Yes. Go away, says Riel, go away.
Q. What happened thon? A. They went into the church thon, and ordered u»

to go into the church.
Q. Ordered you prisoners ? A. Yes, us prisoners: Mr. Riel jumped into my

cutter as I was going to the church. Ho bowed very politely to me and said to take
my horse.

Q. How long were you in the church ? A. Probably quarter of an hour or half
an bour.

Q. Where did they take you thon? A. Across the river to Walter & Baker's
store.

Q. Where did they put you thon ? A. Up stairs.
Q. Were there any prisoners in that store when you arrived ? A. They took

Mr. Lash and Tompkins.
Q. Did you find any prisoners when you got there ? A. Mr. Walters was a pris-

oner with his assistant, Mr. Hannipina .
Q. Were you kept under guard at Walter & Baker's store ? A. Yes, all the

time.
Q. That would be on the night of the 18th still ? A. Yes.
Q. Tell me if anything of importance took place that night. A. They brought

in Louis Marion a prisoner on the 18th about nine or ton o'clock, and during the night
I heard some one call out down stairs to go and cut the telegraph wire. I heard a
noise as if they were going off to, and thon several hours afterwards I heard them
saying they could see a lantern, that some one nas repairing the telegraph. I heard
them as if they were starting off again.

Q. Did they bring in any more prisoners that night ? A. They brought back
Peter Tompkins and McKean, who had been repairing the telegraph.

Q. What took place on the 19th? A. On the morning of the 19th they took us-
back to the church again.

Q. Were you kept there all the day ? A, Yes.
Q. As prisoners ? A. Yes, as prisoners.
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Q. Was the prisoner giving orders ? A. Yes, he appeared to, be at the hoad of
affairs; he was giving orders.

Q. What was the chief event of that day as far as you eau remember? A. He
Was giving orders to go and take William Boyer and Charles Nolin prisoners.

Q. Did you hear him say why they were to be taken prisoners? A. Because
they would not take up arms.

Q. Did he say anything about because they had been. movers up to that time ?
A. Because they had been movers and had left it at the time of the taking up of arme,

Q. Was Nolin tried ? A. About his trial I cannot say exactly. I heard Riel
saying he ought to be shot, or that they would shoot him.

Q. You understood Nolin and Boyer were to be shot? A. Yes, both of them.
Q. And because they would not join in the movement in taking up arms ? A. In

nlot taking up arms.
Q. Where did they take you from the chutech? A. In the evening they offered

to take our word of honor we would not try to escape and they gave us a book to put
Our names down and they told us we would be more comfortable down at Garnot's
house and they took us down there with a big guard in addition to our word of honor.

Q. Coming to the 20th, the next day, can you tell us'anything of importance that
occurred on that day? A. Yes, somewhere about the middle of the day Riel came
down to see the prisoners.

Q. While you were at dinner? A. Yes, while we were at dinner.
Q. And addressed you all ? A. Yes, addressed us all.
Q. Did ho say anything to any of you particularly? A. Well, he told Mr. Wal-

ters-Mr. Walters asked him why he was keeping him prisoner-if he would not give
him his liberty and Riel said he would think over it, and that he would give him his
liberty. He says to Lash: " We will offer you the same position in our Government
which you hold under the Dominion Uovernment as agent, that is if you will acept
of it"

Q. After that did ho take you to the council house ? A. He told me ho wanted to
Seo me at the conncil house, so I went up to the council house.

Q. What did he say to you there ? A. le told me he was going to give me my
liberty and they would read me my penalty for my crime, my offence.

Q. Did ho make any fnrther promises there ? A. Yes, he would lot me go on
coldition I would not do anything against the movement.

Q. What did you say to that ? A. I said I preferred ho would leave a guard'
Voer me, that I could hardly consent to that.

Q. Was anything else said ? Did you see Maxime Lepine there ? A. Yes, £
Osaw Maxime Lepine there.

Q. Did he take part in any conversation do you remember ? A. Yes, ho was
on3e of the councillors.

Q. Do you remember anything he said ? A. No, I cannot remember now.
Q. When you told him you would rather ho would keep a guard over you what

took lace? A. They took me in and read my crime to me.
What was your crime? A. Oommunicating with the police.

Q. Was this before the council ? A. Yes.
Q. Who appeared to be in the chair ? A. Albert Monkman and Garnot.
Q. What was Garnot acting as? A. Secretary of the council.
Q. They read over to yon your offence ? - A. Yes, they read over to me my

Offence and my penalty.
Q. What was your offence ? A. Communicating with the police and insulting,

Gabriel Dumont.
Q. What was your penalty? A. They took my horse and cutter and robes.
Q. They were to be confiscated ? A. Yes.
Q. You were to be given your liberty on the condition that you would do.

n0thing against them ? A. Yes.
Q. That you would be neutral ? A. Yes. I had no alternative. I had to take it.
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Q. Your wife and family were at home? A. Yes. When I arrived home that
evening I found my wife in a great state of excitement about me. It appears Sioux
Indians had been through there and told her I was to be shot.

Ar. Greenshields.-There should be a limit to this hearsay evidenoe.
Q. From the 20th M4arch till the 14th May where were you? A. I was at home.
Q. Were you within the lino of guards of the rebel position? A. Yes.
Q. You had frequent occasion of seoing armed parties ? A. Yes, they were pas-

ing and repassing al the time.
Q. Did you see Indians in arma too ? A. Yes.
Q. Did you have any of the rebels quartered on yon during the time ? A. Yes,

they told me my property was public ; everybody's property was public.
Q. The prisoner and others with him took whatever they saw fit? A. Yes.
Q. Did they ever speak with you about what they intended to do, or you with

them ? A. Well, after the Duck Lake fight most of them were frightened ; they saw
they had put their foot in it, and they didn't know how to get out of it.

Q. Do you know the day of the Fish Creek fight? A. Yes.
Q. What date was that? A. On the 24th April.
Q. How far is Fish Creek from your home? A. About fwelve miles.
Q. Did you se the rebels going down to Fish Creek ? A. Yeos, I saw them.
Q. Did you aee them returning? A. Yes.
Q. Had you any conversation yith any of thom on returning ? A. Yes. Whon

they were returning there was a wounded man brought into my hcuse, one who was
wounded at Fish Creek.

Q. Did yon see Riel among the mon who went down ? A. No, sir, I didn't.
I oould not seo them well enough to identify them. I would not expose myself that
muol. I was hiding.

Q. Didn't you'see Riel returning from the direction of Fish Creek before the
fight ? A. No, sir, I didn't.

Q. Did you ever seo Riel armed ? A. I saw him with a revolver.
Q. On what occasion was that? A. That was while I was a prisoner.

Examined by Afr. Fitzpatrick:
Q. You saw Riel in connection with the prosent difficulty for the first time last

July or August ? A. Yes, somewhere in July or August.
Q. Y ou knew the circumstances under which ho came into the country? A. I

believe ho was sent for as far as I heard.
Q. At the time you first saw him there was a oertain amount of agitation in the

country was there not ? Yes, sir.
Q. The agitation was to obtain by constitutional means redress for oortain griev-

anoes that the half-breeds pretended to exist ? A. Yes.
Q. That agitation had been going on for some years ?• A. Yes.
Q. Riel told you when you first saw him that ho had come for the purpose of

taking part in that agitation at the request of the persons interested? A, Well, I
oould not say he exactly said that, but I understood that ho came for that purpobe.

Q. You saw him frequently from July last up to the month of March ? A. Yes.
Q. Did you during all that time hoar of anything either from himseolf or any

porson else which would lead you to believe that anything in the shape of a rebel-
lion was pretended by him ? A. No, sir, not till the 17th of March.

Q. During ail that time ho lived in the country and took part in all the move-
monts that took place? A. I believe ho did.

Q. It was a matter of common report ho took part in all thse movements ?
A. Yes.

Q. You never heard any extraordinary remarks passed with regard tO him until
the 17th of March ? A. No.

Q. You know that different petitions had been in circulation in the country and
lhd been forwarded to Ottawa ? A. I believe they had.

Q. You are also aware that as late as the month of February last a petition was
prepared under the direction of the prisoner, which was signed by yourself, and
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which was sent to Ottawa, or of which you approved ? A. I might have approved
of it, but I never signed it. le showed me a petition some time in August, I think,
but I never heard of its. being taken around to be signed.

Q. Did yon hear of anything in February ? A. No.
Q. At the time of that meeting which yon refer to as having taken place on the

24th of February ? A. No. I had heard the Government had refused Riel, that
they would not have anything to do with him.

Q. Do you know whether any answer had been given to any petitions that had
been sent in; any answer by the Government ? A. I believe not. I never heard
of any.

Q. It was a matter of common report previous to the 17th of March that the
police force was being increased ? .&. Yes, there was some talk of it.

Q. That was generally considered among the people there as being the answer
to their petition ? A. I could not say.

Q, Was not that the general impression formed by the public report circulated
at that time ? A. I could not say.

Q. After Riel came into the country, at the request of the half-breeds, you know
of your own knowledge that ho was very poor ? A. Yes.

Q. You know a subscription was made for the purpose of enabling him to exist
in the country ? A. Yes, a subscription was made.

Q. You know he also desired to return to Montana again ? A. Yes, there waa
something said about him retu ning to Montana.

Q. You said that the first time you heard of anything in the shape of an armed
rebellion was on the 17th of March ? A. Yes.

Q. Up to that time there had been nothing of that kind spoken of in any way
to your knowledge ? A. No, there were some reports in the papers.

Q. But among the people, among your neighbors ? A. No.
Q. When did yon first see Riel after the 17th ? A. On tha 18th.
Q. Yon saw him at the time ho took possession of the church ? A. Yes.
Q. You heard what ho said to the priest at that time ? A. Yes.
Q. Up to that time had you heard him make any remark derogatory ‡o the

priests? A. Yes.
Q. When ? A. In the month of February, I think.
Q. Towards the end of February ? A. Somewhere in February.
Q. At that time did ho not have a difficulty with Father Moulin ? Just àtate

'What that difficulty was ? A. He accused Bishop Taché and Bishop Grandin of
being thieves and rogues.

Q. Made a general onslaught on all parties connected with the Roman Catholie
Church ? A. Yes.

Q. Didn't you clearly understand at that time that this man declared publicly
that he had ceased to belong to the Roman Catholic Church ? A. No.

Q. Didn't ho say at that time that the priest was entirely outside of the church,
that ho was a Protestant? A. No.

Q. What about the word Protestant, you used in your examination in chief? A.
1e said that on the 17th of March.

Q. The difficulty with Father Moulin was in March ? A. Yes; and in Febrary'.
Q. In March he said the priest was a Protestant or something to that effec?

Did you consider at that time ho acted as ho had acted when you first knew
him in July or August with reference to the priests and religion ? A. No; ho acted.
Yery much otherwise.

Q. Now, can your memory enable youto say what ho said at that time on the
17th March in his difficulty with Father Moulin ? A. It was on the 18th March.

Q. State what took place, the words that were used, and how ho acted on tIat
Ocýasion ? A. He said the Spirit of God was in him, and Father Moulin said he i*wå
mlaking a schism against the church, and Riel said Rome had tumbled. Rone est
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Q. Proceed if you please ? He said the Pope of Rome was not legally Pope ? A,

Q. He said the episcopate spirit had left Rome and corme into the North-West
Territories ? A. No; ho did not say that.

Q. Did ho say anything of that kind? A. He said the Spirit of God was in him
and that Rome had tumbled, and ho could tell future events.

Q. Did ho state the reason why Rome had tumbled ? A. No; ho did not give
the reason.

Q. During July, August, September and October, immediately after his return
to this country, ho attended church as Roman Catholics generally do? A. Yes; ho
acted very devoutly.

Q. The first time you heard of the rebellion, heard it talked of, was at this time
of the 17th March, and it is on that day ho gave expression to this extraordinary
language you have just told us about? A. Yes; on the 18th of March.

Examined by Mr. Burbidge:
Q. When you told Mr. Fitzpatrick you understood the Government had refused

Mr. Riel, I understand you to be referring to Mr. Riel's own personal claims, is that
what you mean ? A. I said the Government had declined to accede to Biel's
trms ?

Q. You were referring to Riel's own claims? A. Yes. Yes; from what I
understood it was his personal claims.

The court adjourned till 29th July.

GloRGlm KERR, sworn :- WEDNEsDAY, 29th July, 1885.

Examined by Mr. Casgrain:
Q. You live at Batoche, I believe ? A. Yes.
Q. How long have you lived there ? A. I went in November, 1884.Q. Do you know the prisoner ? A. Yes.
Q. Weli, between November, 1884, and the outbreak of the rebellion what

happened at Batoche; did anything happen that you know of? A. No; meetings
were held.

Q. What was the first intimation you had of the outbreak of the rebellion ? A.
Meetings were held alternately at different places and called at our store.

Q. Who held the meetings ? A. I do not know, the council I guess.
Q. They called at your store? A. Yes, they called there, we were dealing with

them.
Q. Who were they ? A. Mr. Vandal, and Norbert Delorme. I do not know

any more of them I think.
Q. When was this? A. In January and February.
Q. You kept store at Batoche ? A. Yes.
Q. In partnership with your brother, John Kerr ? A. Yes.
Q. What did they do at your store? A. We traded with them for cattle and

furs.
Q. Did they call at your store after this ? A. Yes, they always called at the

More and traded there as a general thing.
Q. What was the first intimation you had of any outbreak or insurrection ? A.

The first intimation of any outbreak was on the 18th March.
Q. What happened on the 18th of March ? A. On the 17th March there was a

rumor circulated around the store that a meeting was to be held at Batoche.
Q. By whom ? A. Gabriel Dumont, and Riel, the prisoner.
Q. We, what happened thon? A. That is on the 17th, on the 18th ho came

down to the store.
Q. Who came down to the store ? A. The prisoner himself.
Q. Who with ? A. There was a good many followers of his.
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Q. Can you give the names of any? A. Yes, I can. I can name some. jean
Baptiste Vandal, Joseph Vandal. That is all I can name.

Q. fow many were there, about? A. About fifty.
Q. What did they do at the store ? A. Riel came in the store and demanded my

guns and ammunition-just asked for them.
Q. What did you say? A. I told him they were up on the shelf, that the store

was with cross beams and the guns were on the cross beams. i told him to take
them.

Q. Did they take them ? A. The half breeds jumped around to take them, and
he says who is boss here? I told him I was, and ho said they have no right to go
behind your counter.

Q. Were you boss there at that time ? A. Yes.
Q. How did you allow them to take your guns? A. I told them to take them.
Q. What happened ? A. He went away.
Q. Who went away ? A. The prisoner. He told me then, ho says give my mon

what they want and charge it.
Q. To whom ? A. He did not sayto whom. I told hin to take whatever ho

wanted in the store.
Q. Did he come back to your store? A. No, ho did not come back at all. I

wrote him a letter the next morning to know if my brother and I could go down
about three miles to find out where our cattle were.

Q. Did ho give yon permission ? A. Yes, ho sent up word that I could go.
Q. When they went to your store ihe first time were the men armed ? A. Yes,

they were all armed.
Q. How much ammunition did they get at your store? A. A keg of powder,

and six English double barrelled shot guns.
Q. Anything else? A. Yes, a box of Ballard rifle cartridges.
Q. He gave you pern4ssion to go and get your cattle ? A. Yes, to go five miles.
Q. Did you go ? A. Yes, we went up, and my brother and I stopped about two

hours, I think, at Peller's house, that is about three miles from where the store was.
When we were coming back we met a lot of half-breed women and Indians with
packs upon their backs.

Q. Did you recognise any of them ? A. They had some frying-pans which were
Ours. I said to, my brother: Jack, those are ours. He said: No. I said: I think
they are. I went to one of the women and asked hor, and she said they had broken
into the store and taken everything out. We walked on down to the store, and when
we went into the store there were four or five Indians pulling the nails out of the
beams. The store was upside down, and the Fairbanks' scales were turned upside
down. Nothing was left in the store at all.

Q. Wbat day was that ? A. On the lth.
Q. Did anything happen on the 19th ? A. No, that was the 18th.
Q. Is this all that happened upon the 19th ? A. Yes, that is all that happened

on the 19th.
Q. Do you know of anything else that happened that day ? A. No.
Q. What happened on the subsequent day, on the 20th of March ? A: No, I

don't know. I was not allowed to go away. I promised Riel I would not leave my
Place of business, and I kept myself reserved.

Q. Did the prisoner give you any orders ? A. No, ho asked me if I would
PrOnlise him not to leave my place of business. I told him I would, and I kept . my
Word.

Q. Did you leave your place of business ? A. No.
Q. Did you stop there all the time ? A. I went down to Mrs. Venn's.
Q. What for ? A. I was stopping there.
Q. Did you get back from Mrs. Venn's on the 19th ? A. Yes.
Q. On the 20th ? A. Yes.
Q. Did anything happen to you on the 20th ? A. Yes.
Q. Were you always at liberty there ? A. Yes.
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Q. Do you know anything about the council that was formed there at Garnot's ?
A. Yes.

Q. Under what circumstances did you become acquainted with the council ?
A. I do not know as I can give you any information. I know the whole of them
þetty well.

Q. Were you at any time arrested ? A. Yes.
Q. Who by ? A. By Solomon Boucher, Modeste Rocheleau.
Q. Were they armed ? A. Yes.
Q. Wbere were you taken to ? A. To Mr. Ludger Gareau's house, a French

Canadian's house.
Q. Whom did you see there ? A. All the men were there.
Q. Who were there ? A. I cannot tell you all the names, Norbert Delorme,

Charles Nolin, and Boyer who keeps the store there.
Q. William Boyer ? A. No.
Q. Jean Baptiste Boyer ? A. No.
Q. Joseph Boyer ? A. No.
Q. A man of that name who keeps store ? A. Yes.
Q. How many were in that room ? A. I suppose fifty or sixty.
Q. Were there any arms around ? A. They were standing at the door with

those double-barrelled shot guns.
Q. Did you see the prisoner there ? A. No, I did not see him, he was up stairs.
Q. How do you know ? A. I met him when I went in first.
Q. Did he say anything to you ? A. No, not just then.
Q. Any time on that same day did you see him ? A. Yes, he came down stairs

and told the council that he had always found us very decent fellows. He said, of
oôùrae, they may have done Eomething that escaped my memory, but he said if they

have, excuse them.
Q. Who was in command ? A. Gabriel Dumont, as far as I was concerned.
Q. l command of what? A. He appeared to be in lommand of the whoie out-

fit, as they say in this country.
Q. What did the prisoner do there ? A. I don't know; he was up stairs.
Q. When he came down ? A. He came to the council and he says, perhaps

something has escaped my memory; if there bas, he says, excuse them; and he says,
these prisoners are in your bands do as you like with them, and he said they always
acted kindly with me.

Q. How was this council constituted ? A. Philip Garnot was at the head of the
table.

Q. What was ho doing ? A. He was there, he ad a book setting down ; he got
up and says : Monsieur le conseil, these men have come here and we want to know
what to do with them; ho talked like that and they came over.

Q. Who came over ? A. Dumont and Delorme.
Q. Did you say the council was sitting there ? A. Yes.
Q. They wore in session? A. Yes.
Q. Were any charges made against you before the council? A. Yes, three

charges.
Q. What were they? A. One charge was that my brother had telegraphed with

George Ness to Major Crozier; another charge was that we wanted to get our cattle
away from Batoche, and that we wanted to get to the telegraph officiais and evade
tie vigilance of the police.

Q. What action was taken upon those charges? A. They could not prove any-
thing and they lot us go.

Q. I understood you to say that the prisoner was in the bouse ail the time ? A.
Yes, up stairs.

Q. Did he know what was going on? A. Yes-No, I do not know; ho was
up stairs with the priests.

Q. He came down you said ? A. Yes.
Q. Did you answer those charges ? A. Yes, of course.
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Q. You were acquitted ? A. Yes.
Q. What was the state of that part of the country? A. Greatl.y agitated.Q. Is not that a mild word, was it only greatly agitated, what do you meai ? A.

I mean that the whole country was excited, something like that.
Q. What do yon mean by eieited ? A. That every man1 was taking cire of

himself as near as possible.
Q. Did you see any people under arms other than those you saw in the copneil?

A. Yes, all around the council chamber they were under arms.
By Mr. Pitzpatrick:

Q. When did you first see Mr. Riel ? A. I met him in November.
Q. Of last year ? A. Yes.
Q. You were aware he was in the country from November up till March, till the

fight at Batoche? A. Yes.
Q. Did you have occasion to attend any of the meetings that were held in the

Country during that time ? A. No, I did not.
Q. Do you know the nature of those meetings of your own knowledge ? A., No,

I do not.
Q. Do you know for what purpose they were held ? A. No.
Q. Did you at any time attend any meeting at which Riel was preseat ? A.

Q. What time was that ? A. I think in January.
Q. Last year ? A. Yes.
Q. Can you remember what took place at that meeting, was it a political meet-

ing ? A. No.
Q. What kind of a meeting was it ? A. A presentation to Riel of some money.
Q. Money gathered by the people of that place ? A. Yes.
Q. Did you hear anything there about the Government in reference to the

grievances ? A. No, not a word.
Q. What took place at the meeting? A. My brother and I were invited to go

to the meeting. I gave $1 towards it myself. We were invited to the supper and
the prisoner was there. I guese the whole people were there. There were about 160
i Baptiste Boyer's house. There was a pretty good spread. After the thing was

Started he had me and my brother sit up on the first end of the table.
Q. Were any speeches made at the table? A. Yes, Riel proposed the health of

Our Sovereign Queen Victoria.
Q. Riel did that? A. Yes.
Q. Did you see the prisoner after that meeting ? A. I saw him when I left that

night.
Q. Did you see him any other time between the time after that meeting and the

19th March ? A. No, I did not.
Q. Didn't have any conversation with him at all ? A. No.
Q. Have had no intercourse with him ? A. Not since then.
Q. Never attended any meeting held by him or the council? A. No.
Q. Do you remember a meeting about the 24th of February at the church ? A.

o, I was not there at all.
Q. You are quite certain about that ? A. Yes.
Q. You said these people broke into your house the time you went away for your

eattle ? A. Yes.
Q. Did the prisoner approve of their doing that ? Did he counsel it ? A. No,

IwrVote to him the next morning about it, and I got a letter back saying that he didnot advise them in any way at all.
Q. Protesting aglainst it ? A. Yes, protesting against it.
Q. Did Riel take your part before the council ? A. Yes, he took my part,
Q. Did you notice anything peculiar about Riel at the time you saw him ? Did

h. give you any explanation as to his plans or programme ? A. No, he never spokeabout that at all.
Q. Re never mentioned his political programme? A. No.
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Q. Never gave you to understand what ho proposed to do? A. No. I did not
know him very well, only sometimes to meet him.

Q. At the meeting where ho proposed the health of the Queen, do you remem-
ber under what circumstances ho proposed it ? A. No. Philip Garnot came with
that paper and I put my name down for 81, and they asked me to go down.

Q, Riel you say proposed the health of the Quoen at that meeting ? A Yes.
Q. Was there any treason talked? A. No, not one word.
Q. They were all pleasant together as loyal subjects ? A. Yes.
Q. How long have you been in that section of the country ? A. About a year.
Q. You knew that there were meetings being held alternately in the vicinity of

Batoche ? A. Yes.
Q. By all the people ? A. Yes.
Q. You knew that Nolin took an active part in these meetings? A. Yes.
HENRY WALTERS sworn:-

Examined by Mr. Scott:
Q. Where were you living in March last ? A. At Batoche.
Q. What was your occupation? A. Keeping store.
Q. Was it your own store ? A. I had a partner.
Q. What was your partner's name ? A. Baker.
Q. And the firm's name ? A. Walters & Baker.
Q. On which side of the river was your store ? A. On the west side.
Q. la there any house there besides your store ? A. Thore is only one house

close, belonging to the firm.
Q. Batoche proper is on the east side ? A."'Most of the stores are there.
Q. Were you there on the 18th March ? A. Yes.
Q. Anything happened on that day ? A. Yes, that evening this thing broke out.
Q. What broke out? A. The robellion. The first act was committed.
Q. What intimation had you of the breaking out of the rebellion ? A. About six

o'elock in the evening of the 18th of March I looked out of the store and saw a party
of armed men driving towards the door, they came up the hill apparently from the
eat aide.

Q. You say about six o'clock in the evening you saw an armed party driving to
your door from the direction of the river? A. Yes.Q. What did they do? A. They came to the store and entered it. A man came
andispoke to me whom I did not know at the time.

Q. A man whom you did not know spoke to you ? A. Yes. He asked for the
proprietor. I said I was the man.

Q. Who was the man who spoke to you ? A. The prisoner is the man. He
said, well, Mr. Walters, it has commenced.

Q. What did ho say to you ? A. I said to him, I suppose you are Mr. Riel. Ho
said, yes, ho was. I asked him what ho wanted, and he said ho wanted arms and
ammunition. I told him ho could not have them.

Q. Did the conversation continue? A. Yes. He asked me to give them up
quietly and peaceably, and said that if they succeeded in the movement thoy would
pay me, and if they did not the Dominion Government would pay for them. It
would be all right either way.

Q. Did you ask him what had commenced ? A. Yes. He said it was a move-
ment for the freedom of the people, or somothing to that effect.

Q. Did you ask him what movement ? A. Yes.
Q. Ho said a movement for the freedom of the people? A. Yes.
Q. Was that before or after he asked for the arms and ammunition ? A. It was

befbre.
Q. When you refused to give up the arms, what was said ? A. Ho argued with

me and wanted me to give them up, and I told him that I could not do it.
Q. Was anything done ? A. Yes, they finally took them.
Q. Did you consent? A. No. They went through some form and put their

hands upon my shoulders. Riel ordered the men to do that. I was standing behind
the counter and they forced their way pa st. I did the best I could to stop them.
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Q. They got past you ? A. Yes, there were fifteen or twenty to one4
Q. Were all the party armed ? A. Five, six, seven or eight were armed. I did

nuot count the number.
Q. Was the prisoner armed ? A. I did not see anything with him.
Q. Had you any conversation with him-did you say that the intention was to

arrest you when they laid their hands upon you? A. I did not think so at thé time.
I was arrested a few minutes after.

Q. Had you any conversation with the prisoner about the movement? Did ho
say anything beyond what you have told us? A. No. Ho did not at the time we
talked. I thought ho would not succeed, but they thought they would. That was
about all.

Q. Had you any conversation with him at any other time about the movement?
A. No, not in reference to the movement. He told me what they were going to do
When they took the country.

Q. What were they going to do? A. If successful, he told me the way they
Were going to divide the land.

Q. How was he going to divide it? A. One-seventh for the pioneer whites, and
one-seventh for the Indians, one-seventh for the French half-breeds, and one-seventh
for the church and school, and the balhnce was Çrown lands-I suppose Government
lands.

Q. That is the way ? A. Yes, that is the way I understood it.
Q. Lands of which Government? A. Government land; he did not say which

Government.
Q. Did he make any charges against you ? A. The time I was arrested he seaid

that something had transpired which led him to believe I was in deadly opposition
to his cause, and ho would have to detain me.

Q. How long did he detain you ? A. I was allowed to go on the third day. The
first night I was kept over my own store; the next morning I was moved across to
the church at Batoche.

dayQ. And kept there three days ? A. Not three whole days; only until the third

Q. Were you then released ? A. Yes, the prisoner allowed me to go.
Q. You had a conversation with him on the other side of the river? A. Yes.
Q. Did he say anything about the movement there ? A. No, ho did not say

anything very particular about it. He said they would have no opposition from
Prince Albert. The people, he said, were friendly. He said if the whites struck a
blow, a thunderbolt from Heaven would strike them; that God was with their
People.

Q. Did you know of any meeting before the beginning of this movement ? A.
I oUI heard of meetings from time to time. I never was at any of the meetings.

4. Were there any other prisoners besides you detained in the same place? A.
reg. One young fellow that was with me at the time, and during the evening, Dash
and his interpreter, Tompkins, George Ness, Tompkins and another man that was
repairing the line. That is all I saw.

Q. I suppose they took the guns and ammunition from your store; did they
take anything else ? A. Yes.

Q. What did they take ? A. I don't think they were there at that time ; they
took it all ont before the morning.

Q. Everything out of the store ? A. Pretty nearly everything. Some unbroken
Packages they did not take. They were there when I left.

Q. Do you know who was superintending the removal of the goods ? A.
Everyone helped themselves to the clothing and moccasins, and in the morning they
were carrying away the heavy goods, and Riel was superintending the removal.

Q. You say that the prisoner superintended the removal of the goods in the
iorning ? A. He was giving direction. He was standing up on the seat of his

cutter in a prominent position, and the half-breeds were loading up the good&
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By Mr. Greenshieids:
Q. How long have you been living at Batoche? A. Nearly two years.
Q. Were you aware that there was excitement and agitation going on among

the half-breeds some time previons to this time ? A. Yes,
Q. It was rumored? A. Yes.
Q. Had you ever seen Riel before the time he came to your store ? A. No, not

to my knowledge.
Q. Did you know that ho came to the country last year ? A. I heard at the

ime that ho came in.
Q. You heard that he had been sent for by the half-breeds ? A. Yes.
Q. Did you know for what purpose ? A. No. I heard that the half-breeds had

grievances.
Q. And they wanted Riel to assist them ? A. Yes.
Q. When this discussion between you and the prisoner took place regarding the

division of the North-West Territories, was that in the store ? A. No; in the church,
next day.

Q. Did you talk about anything else at that time with him ? A. No. What I
was thinking about was to try and get away.

Q. Did ho tell you that ho expected assistance from other powers in this rebel-
lion ? A. No, I cannot say ho did.

Q. Are you positive ho did not. A. I have no recollection of his saying so.
Q. Did ho say anything about the Germans and Irish ? A. No.
Q. Or the United States ? A. No.
Q. Did you have any conversation with him about his religion at that

time ? A. No.

HILLYAn MITCHELL, sworn

Examined by Mfr. Osler:
Q. What is your occupation ? A. Indian trader.
Q. Where wçre you carrying on business in March last ? A. At Duck Lake.Q. I believe you are a justice of the peace there ? A. Yes.Q. You bad a store at Duck Lake ? A. Yes.
Q. What was the first you knew of this trouble ? A. The frst I beard of the

actual rising was wben I was coming from a place called Sandy Lake to Duck Lake.
I was crossing the Saskatchewan when I met one of the priests, and he told me to
get back to Duck Lake, as the half.breeds were in arins and intended to take my
store.

Q. You heard from him that was the intention ? A. Yes.
Q. What was the first you saw of the trouble ? A. I went to the fort and saw

Major Crozier, and ho told me -
Q. He will speak for himself ; what date was that ? A. 1 don't remember the

day. It was on a Thursd ay. I don't remember the day of the month, but I think it
nust have been the 19th.

Q. The Thursday preceding what ? A. Preceding the day of the Duck Lake
fight.

Q. What was the first you saw of the prisoner? A. The first I saw of the
prisoner was sometime after Christmas. He came to my store then, and that was
the first I saw of him.

Q. I speak more in reference to the first time you saw him after the trouble
çommenced ? A. I saw him at Batoche. After coming from Carlton, I went to
Duck Lake, and from there I went to Batoche.

Q. On a Thursday ? A. Yes.
Q. At Batoche whom did you see ? A. I met Bernard Paul, and asked him

Vhat was the trouble.
Q. You had a talk with him ? A. Yes:
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Q. We want to come down to the occurrences with which the prisoner was con-
Peted ? A. I went to the river. Where I met this man was about two miles from
the river.

Q. What took place at the river ? A. I saw a great many people around the
river; it was getting dark. I saw that two or Ihree of the people on this aide of the
river had guns in their bande, people whom I knew. I recognized some of thenig
and when they saw me they appeared to be getting out of the way. On the other
aide of the river, I aw a man standing on the bill. I went to the 'illage of Batoohe
and saw some English half-breeds waiting with loads of flour. They said they had
been waiting all day to be unloaded, and that they had been taken prisoners by Riel.
They were loaded with four. I saw the load, and they were loaded with flour.

Q. What next ? A. I tried to get as much information as I could. I did not
know whether it would be safe for me to proceed, and did not know how I might be
received by these people. I saw Fisher and also Garnot, and their opinion was that
I could go into the council room. I asked them where the council room was and
Philip Garnot took me to the council room. I did not go into the council room. I
Went into the priest's house. I saw some people standing outeide and I went up stairi
in the house.

Q. Whom did you see ? A. Charles Nolin, Philip Garriepy, and a small man
named Jackson, who was walking up and down,

Q. Did you see the prisoner ? A. I saw him after some time. I waited about
an hour before I saw him. I said that I wanted to see him that that was what I
came for.

Q. Can you place this date more accuratly ? Do you know the day Waltera*
store was raided ? A. I am told it was on Wednesday, not on Tuesday.

Q. Was this after that store had been raided ? A. Yes, I left Duck Lake on
Tusday.

Q. This would be Thursday, the 20th, probably? A. I think it was the 19th.
Q. Had you a conversation with the prisoner ? A. I had a long conversation

With him, ho did most of the talking.
Q. Tell us what the conversation was? A. Someone told me that he was come

to see me, I went down below, there was no light, he asked me to sit down and
said he was pleased to see me, and that kind of thing. I told him I came to find out
the cause of this trouble, what it meant, and said that ho noed not look upon me as a
spy as I simply came as a friend of the half-breeds to give them some good advice,
and try to get them to go home. He went on explaining the cause of the rising.
!e said that the half-breeds had petitioned the Government several times to have
their grievances redressed but never got a proper reply, and the reply they were

ting now was, 500 policemen to shoot them. I told him the whole thing was a
alerumor, that no police were coming. There always had been false reports and 1

loked upon this one as not true; ho said it did not matter whether it was true or
not, that the half-breeds intended to show the Government that they wore not afraid
to fight 500; either ho or the others told me that, that was said. Ie went on about the
half-breeds' grievances and ho said that ho had suffered himself, that ho had formerly
been kicked out of the country fifteen years ago and kicked ont of the House. He
said a great deal against Sir John and the other members of the Government, par-
ticularly against Sir John. HIe said that ho intended to bring Sir John to his feetk
and talked a great deal of bosh. This was ail in the dark, others were in the room,
Several balf breeds.

Q. He was talking as well of his own grievances ? A. Yes, principally. All ho
aid about the half-breeds' grievances was that they had petitioned the Government,
and thon ho went on with a long string of his own grievances about his being turned
out of the louse and having to leave the country. I think ho called himself au out.
law. He said ho had been outlawed.

Q. He was particularly hard on Sir John ? A. Yes.
Q. Thon was there anything else of importance that evening ? A. Of course I

sked him to give me some decided answer. I tried to persuade him and the people
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to go home. I had to be careful as I did not know what ground I was treading on.
I did not know what moment they would make me a prisoner, and I did not want to
be made prisoner. He said he was very glad I had come, that my coming no doubt
might stop the thing at once, but he said he could not give an answer to me as it
would take some time to consider it. He expreseed a desire to communicate with the
Government and try to get the grievances redressed, through telegraph. I said for
him to have the wire repaired, as there would be a great many false reports in
Canada. I told him that ho had donc a foolish thing and asked him to have the wire
put up at once, get the grievances redressed if possible and stop the thing in that way.
I did not look upon it as serious. I thought the thing would simmer down. He said
ho would give no answer that day, that it would take some time to consider it.

Q. What did you do ? A. I went home.
Q. In going out did you see anything ? A. I saw several men, of course it was

dark when I was going back. I saw several mon around the village loafing about
with guns. After I crossed the river, I was stopped by two mon on the other side of
the hili, one catching hold of my horse. They came alongside the sleigh and asked
me if 1 was free. I said yes, and was allowed to go on. I came back to Batoche the
next day to get a decided answer from the people and sec what they would do, and
see if I had made any impression upon them.

Q. What passed that day ? A. I was taken to the council room and I was told
they wanted the unconditional surrender of Fort Carlton, and I was asked if I would
make that proposal to the police. I told them it was too absurd, but I said I would
be happy to arrange a meeting between Major Crozier and themsolves, but I would
not make such a proposal myself. Before I came that morning I heard they had got
some plan of sending for me, I think I was to carry a white flag ahead of those
gentlemen to Carlton, and I was to make the proposal to the people in the fort. They
said if the police did not surrender, they would go for them. I think the police were
to carry a cross. They told me they were 800 strong; it was not Riel that said that,
it was at the council that was said. Nolin was the speaker. I asked l'im to put up
the wire and be said ho could not, that it was cut below Saskatoon. The two things
I asked him about was the release of the prisoners and about the wire.

Q. He refused both ? A. He released Walters and bis clerk.
Q. Was this the occasion when Thomas McKay was with you ? A. No. After

that I went to Carlton to try and arrange a meeting between them and the hoad of
the Government (Major Crozier).

Q. The interview you are now speaking of would be on the 20th ? A. On Friday,
the 20th.

Q. Then you went to Carlton ? A. Yes, and reported matters to Crozier.
Q. What next ? A. Major Crozier said ho was willing to meet Riel man for man,

with or without an escort, and at any place that suited. 1 named a place. I asked
the major to send a written note to Riel, but ho said it was not necessary, there was
no occasion for it. McKay went back with me.

Q. Was it the next morning that you went ? A. We started from Carlton about
one o'clock in the morning. We went to Duck Lake. I had arranged with the
council to have two messengers ready so that I would not have to go back to Batoche
again, and they would carry the reply of the major. And I found the two Arcands
waiting to get the reply from Carlton.

Q. Did you send it on by them ? A. No, I did not say anything at all about it.
Q. So the interview of the morning of the 21st was arrangod, and so you and

Mr. McKay went forward ? A. Yes, we went over to Batoche.
Q. Whom did you see there ? A. A great many people.
Q. Speaking of the aations of the prisoner, or the words of the prisoner ? Tell

us what took place? A. On this occasion he was very much excited, and ho did not
like my bringing over Mr. McKay.

Q. What did ho say? A. McKay had some conversation with these people here
in my house, and these two mon and some other mon were brought up as witnesses
against McKay, that ho was a traitor. And they talked pretty roughly to him. Mr.
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]Riel talked very roughly to him, and said that the Government and the Hudson Bay
COmpany were the two ourses of the country, and that ho, McKay, was hand and
glove with the Hudson Bay Company.

Q. That was spoken to McKay ? A. Yes, and ho said if he was not careful his
blood would be the first blood shed on this occasion. I told them I had asked McKay
to come as my friend. I told the people ho was one of Her Majesty's soldiers, and y
told them it was rather rough for them to speak of Mr. McKay in that way. Riel
called down and said if Mr. McKay came as your friend ho is entitled to the same
Protection that you are, but that is the only thing that saves him.

Q. Thon what else took place ? A. After that, I asked Riel if we would come to
the council chamber up stairs. We went up there and I told him the message I had
from Major Crozier, that ho would meet him man and man at a certain place, alone
Or with an escort, and ho got very much excited and said ho would not take Major
Crozier's word of honor, that I ought to have brought the thing in writing, and ho
asked me to put it in writing. I objected at first. but finally I did put it in writing
to the effect that Major Crozier would meet either Riel or some one sent for Riel's
People if ho gave him time.

Q. You made a memorandum of it and signed it ? A. Yes, to his dictation.
Q. Thon what else? A. Ho seemed very much excited, and ho said something

about a war of extermination unless ho could come to terms with the Government,
and ho blackguarded the Government a great deal, and he blackguarded the members
of the Goverument, and ho said their word was not worth that (indicating with his
thumb). That it was no good. I offered to give myself as a hostage, that Major
Crozier's word was perfectly good. He said I had notbing to risk and ho refused to
to take it. In fact, lie refused to meet Crozier, but ho named two people who would
maeet him.

Q. Two who would meet him ? A. Yes. Of course I carried this message back
to Carlton.

Q. la that about all that took place on that occasion ? A. Yes.
Q. Did you see many people around the council house ? A. I saw the whole of

the population. I saw a great many people there. I considered the whole settle
mlent was there.

Q. Did you see anybody armed ? A. Yes, they were all more or less armed.
Q. Any Indians ? A. No, I did not see any Indians there, but I met Indians

coming down.
Q. Did you go back to Fort Carlton? A. I went back to Duck Lake and thon

to Fort Carlton with Mr. McKay.
Q. Thon did any further meeting take place ? A. I finished the thing there. I

told Major Crozier what they had decided upon.
Q. What did you next do? A. I came back to Duck Lake.
Q. What was the next you knew of it ? A. I met two people who had been

Klamed by the council to hold a meeting. I did not go to the meeting. I only
arranged for the meeting. It was Capt. Moore who went. I met these two people
Coming and told them to get there as soon as possible, that it was getting dark, and
that they should go as soon as possible, and they went on and had their meeting and
came back about nine o'clockand I had some conversation with Nolin thon. I advised
him to escape. He had been a prisoner before, and ho told me ho had been forced
mto the thing and that ho had been condemned to be shot. I told Nolin to tell Riel
and the people that I had finished with them, and that they must now consider I
Would have nothing more to do with them, that I had done what I could to quiet thom
down.

Q. Thon was there any formal proceeding, or any attempt at formality on the
OOCasion of Mr. McKay and yourself being at the council house ? A. I don't exactlyunderstand you.

Q. It is said Garnot was seoretary, and that the couneil was called together;
What do you know about that ? A. There was a general hurrah given, and people
*ent Up to the council table. There was a speaker and a seeretary.
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Q. Was anyone called upon to act as secretary ? A. Garnot was seoretary.
Q. Philip Garnot ? A. Yes, at that time.
Q. Where were you on the oocasion of the Duck Lake trouble ? A. I was with

the troops
Q. On the occasion of that fight ? A. I was adv ancing on to Duck Lake with

the polico and volunteers.
Q. And were you in the fight ? A. Yes, I was in the fight.
Q. And the result was that you did not get to Duck Lake ? A. No, we had to

retreat.
Q. Yon were not able to take possession of your store ? A. We did not get to

the store, we were stopped.
Q. By reason of the armed foroe ? A. Yes.
Q. I believe your store was raided afterwards ? A. Everything I had was taken

away, and the place was burut down. They made that place their headquarters for
two weeks, and they cleaned my store out entirely.

Tlomas E. JACKsoN., sworn

Examined by Mr. Osler:
Q. Do you live at Prince Albert, Mr. Jackson ? A. I do.
Q. You are a druggist ? A. I am.
Q. You have been there for some years ? A. Some six -years.
Q. Your brother, William Henry Jackson, I believe, was one of the prisoners?

A. He was.
Q. And he had been in the company of Riel immediately prior to these troubles

and during the.troubles ? A. For some time previous to them.
Q. You had known of the movement and the agitation that was in the country ?

A. Oh, yes, and I sympathised with it.
Q. Did you know of the prisoner being in the country ? A. Yes, I knew of his

coming to the country. I heard ho was coming shortly before he came back.
Q. You knew of him after he came to the country ? A. Yes.
Q. I believe you have seen him write ? A. Yes.
Q. Do you know his handwriting*? A. I know his handwriting.
Q. You went over, I believe, on an oocasion shortly after the Duek Lake fight

for the bddies of those who were elain ? I did. A. I was one of those who went.
Q. How many days after ? A. Three days after. It-was the Sunday after the

fight.
Q. How did you oome to go? Under what circumstanoes did you take that

journey ? A. Mr. Sanderson, who had been a prisoner of Riel, was released by him
to carry a message to Major Crozier to remove the dead bodies, and Orozier had
taken him prison or at Carlton, and then took him to Prince Albert. I interviewed
Sanderson, and asked him about my brother, and he told me he was insane.

Q. You were inquiring about your brother from Sanderson ? A. Yes.
Q. It was arranged Sanderson should go ? A. Yes, Sanderson said he was

going and I offered to go with him.
Q. And who else went with you ? A. William Drain.
Q. You started, 1 think, on the 31st ? A. Sunday the 29th, the Sunday after

the fight.
Q. You went to Duck Lake ? A. Yes.
Q. Did you se. the prisoner there ? A. I did.
Q. What passed between you ? A. General conversation.
Q. Give us the material part of it ? A. He spoke of having taken up arma,

that they had done it in self.defence; and in talking about the Duck Lake fight ho
said ho had gone there in person, that after Major Crozier had fired the first volley,
he replied and urged his men to fire, first, in the name of God the Father; secondly,
in the name of God the Son; and thirdly, in the name of God the Holy Ghost; and
repeated his commando in that manner throughout the battle.

Q. That is what he told you about the engagement ? A. Yes.
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Q. What elso did ho say ? A. Ho spoke of the people in the town and of the
settlers generally. Ho said ho had no desire to molest them, that this quarrel was
With the Government and the police and the Hludson Bay Company, Ho wished the
Botlers to hold aloof from taking arms in opposition to him, and ho said if they held
aloof ho would prevent the Indians from joining them. If they kept aloof ho was to
Oppose the police himself.

Q. Did ho ask you to do anything in referencoe to that ? A. Ho gave me a
letter to the people generally, stating so.

Q. What have you done with that letter ? A. I have destroyed it.
Q. It is not now in existence ? A. No.
Q. Did you read the letter ? A. Yes.
Q. What was in it? What was the purport of it ? A. To the effect that if the

PeOple would hold aloof and remain neutral, that ho would not bring in the Indians,
and aiso to the effeot that the last part of it, that if they did hold aloof ho believed
they would celebrate the 24th of May; but that if they did not, the Indians would
'Dome in, and parties from across the boundary, and the result would be they would

eolebrate the 4th of July, or something like that.
Q. What was ho going to do with Prince Albert ? A Ho said ho would give

therm a week to decide whether they would accept his terms or not.
Q. And in the event of their not accepting his terms ? A. Thon ho would take

the place. He said Prince Albert was the key of the position, and that ho muet
attack it. He said that if the settlers did not stay at home, but kept in town with the
Polioe, ho would attack them all.

Q. Whom did you arrange with to get the bodies of the slain ? A. We requested
first some assistance from him, that some of the half-breeds would go with us to
r7eiove them, but there was some discussion about it, and when they learned Major
Crozier was suspicions of them, ho refused assistance, and the French -halt-breeds aiso
lie refused to let go. In fact, I believe the suggestion came through some of thom in
the first place, and in consequence we had to go and remove them ourselves.

Q. Who was in charge there ? Who were you taking orders from at Duck Lake?
A. Mr. Riel.

Q. Who was giving orders ? A. Riel.
Q. Anybody else ? A. Nobody else.
Q. Thon you went to get the bodies ? A. Yes.
Q, I believe ho showed you the bodies that had been slain on their aide ? A. Yes,

ho did, just as we were leaving.
Q. Thon you made another visit within the rebel linos ? A. Yes, about a week

later.
Q. What was the occasion of that visit ? A. I heard from a half-breed named

oUssant Lussier that Albert Monkman and fifteen men were in charge of the pri-
Solers at Fort Carlton and that my brother was with them and they left thom acros.
the south branch to attack General Middleton, and I thought it would be a good
<OPportunity to get my brother away. I knew Monkman and I thought ho would
give him up. 1 obtained a pass from Irvine and went after my brother.

Q. What did you find when yeu got there ? A. I went to Carlton first and thon
tO Duck Lake. I found Carlton was burned down and I found Duck Lake in ashes.
I went to Batoche and arrived there on the Tuesday after.

Q. What is the date? A. About the lt of April-No, about the 4th of April
Probably.

Q' You reached Batoche when ? A. That was the time, on the Tuesday.
Q. When had you left Prince Albert ? A. On the Saturday.
Q. That was the 4th of April ? A. 1 reached Batoehe on the 4th April, on the

Tuesday following
Q. That would be the 7th of April A. Yeo, I sUPpOse 00.
Q. Thon did you see the prisoner after you got thére? A. Yes, I did.
Q. Had you any oonversation with him ? A, I had.
Q. This was where ? A. On the south side of the river.
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Q. The day you got there was the day of the fight ? A. The day I got there.
Q. You had a talk with him about your brother ? A. Yes.
Q. Did he say what was the matter with your brother? A. He said he was sick;

he said bis mind was affected. He said it was a judgment on him for opposing him.
Q. le seemed to know his mind was affected ? A. Oh yes.
Q. Did you find his mind was affected ? A. I did.
Q. Iow wore they considering him, as a sane or insane man? A, Allowing

him his own way, but they had a guard over him.
Q. Did Riel speak as to what was best to do with him or what they were doing

with him ? A. Yes, he thought he would improve there, but I applied for per-
mission to get him away. Riel said hewas getting along very nicely there and that
ho would recover.

Q. He did not let you take him away? A. No, he refused to do so.
Q. Then did you make any formal application to get him away ? A. I did to

the council.
Q. And it was refused, I believe? A. Yes, it was refused.
Q. What kept you in the camp? A. They refused to let me go or my brother

either.
Q. Giving any reason ? A. Yes, I heard a discussion. I was up stairs in the

council room and I had spoken to Albert Monkman to speak in my favor and I heard
them discussing the matter. Of course they spoke in French and I did not under-
stand, but Monkman was speaking in Cree. Riel came down to the room and com-
menced to eat, and while ho was eating Monkman kept on talking, and ho rushed
up stairs and attacked Monkman and in the course of his remarks ho accused him
of not doing hie duty with the English half-breeds, that ho had not brought them up
with the twenty men ho had sent for them. Monkman defended hinself and thora
was a discussion about it. Monkman said the reason he did not bring them was
because one man said ho would go if another would, and Riel told him he had given
him those twenty armed men to bring the leading men of the English half-breeds by
force.

Q. And what Riel was complaining about was that the orders had not been
obeyed ? A. Yes.

Q. And Monkman was excusing himseolf ? A. Yes.
Q. Did you hoar any discussion after you arrived there as to what they should

do, as to any places that should be attacked? A. They talked about attacking Prince
Albert, but I believe they were waiting for the Indians to join them in greater
numbers.

Q. Rad they Indians there? A. They had Indians there.
Q. At this time, about the 8th of April, oould you form any idea as to the num ber

of men under arms? A. I could not say. I was told, whon I first arrived there, they
had 1,800, but I did not believe it. They said they were in bouses near by. After-
wards I was told by English half-breeds that there was only about 700.

Q. Then, do you remember an occasion of a falise aIarm-ý-do you remember any-
thing being done by Riel on that occasion? A. On one occasion I remember ho
rushed to the church and brought down the crucifix, and ran around among the houses
calling out the men, and insisting all should come, and I saw him go out and choosoe
the ground upon which to defend thomselves, expecting an attack from the Humboldt
trail.

Q. He went out and arranged the groun4 and warned the men ? A. Yes, and
urged them all to fight, and made preparations for the defence.

Q, Did ho ask you to do anything for him ? A. Yes; the first night I was there
ho intimated ho would like me to write some letters to the papers, and place a good
construction on hie acts.

Q. Wanting you to write to the eastern papers ? A. Yes; to place a favorable
CoDstruction on his action in taking up arms.

Q. Do you remember anything, any particular matter he wanted inserted ? A.
I refused to do so at firet, because ho had not allowed me my liberty and had takeD
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my brother away. In my application to the council I said uinless 'hey showed me
sone consideration they could not expect any con.siderntion from me in writing
letters. Alter the Fish Creek fight I thought the thing was going to last all summor,and commenced to write for him.

Q. Thon, do you remember Riel's asking you to write any particular rnatter with
reference to himself? A. Yes. He claimed that he had applied to the Government
for an indemnity through D. H. Macdonald, and in reply th@ Government had made
Use of some expressions.

Q. What indomnity had ho applied for through Macdonald ? A. For $35,000.
Q. For what? A. For supposed losses through being outlawed and his property,

being confiscated.
Q. That was the money ho wanted from the Dominion Government? A. Yes.
Q. He did not tell you how ho made up the account ? A. No. He claimed in

ail his claim against the Dominion Government amounted to $100,000.
Q. Did you know from him anything as to his personal motives in taking up

arme? A. Yes. He disclosed his personal motives to me on this occasion. He
became very much excited and angry, and attacked the English and the English coa-
Stitution, and exhibited the greatest hatred for the English, and ho showed his motive
'Was one of revenge more than anything else.

Q. Revenge for what? A. For his supposed ill-treatment, his property being
0confiscated and ho being outlawed.

Q. Did you hear anything about the half-breed struggle ? A. Yes, ho spoke of
their grievances.

Q. In his communications with you whose grievances were the most prominent ?
A. I think his own particular troubles were the most prominent. Of course, ho spoke
Of the half breed troubles.

Q. Were you put in close confinement at any time? A. Shortly after this out-
burst ho placed me in confinement with my brother.

Q. Had you refused to write for him in this way ? A. Yes; and it was in rofer-
0oace to discussing that that ho became excited, and it was shortly after that ho placed
'ne in close confinement.

Q. You were kept with the other prisonors ? A. No. I was kept by myself with
IQy brother. They would not allow me to communicate with the other prisoners.

Q. When you were placed in close confinement had you any conversation with
him ? A. He came in on one occasion and accused me of trying to incite an English
half-breed named Bruce to desert. He said I had been seon speaking with him, and
if ho could prove I had been inciting him it would go hard with me.

Q. Any other interview with him while you wore in close confinement? A& ±ot
just thon. Shortly after Middleton approached Batoche ho placed us in the collar;.
In the cellar of George Fisher's bouse. The first day ho took me up to attend the
WOUnded, in case there should be any wounded, and be had some talk thon in regard
to the wounded, and ho asked me if I would attend to them as weli as if nothing had
happened between us.

Q. Did you attend to the wounded ? A. No; they suspected I was going to
desort and they put me back in the cellar that night.

Q. Did anything material happen until the 1zth of May ? A. No.
Q. What happened thon? A. On the 12th of May a half-breed opened the cehkr

and called .out and said Riel was wounded. I came up to the counil room, and pre.
Sently ]Riel entered with Astley, and as soon as he came in ho told us Middleton was
4PProaching and if ho massacred the families ho would massacre niy brother and the
rest Of the prisoners. and ho wished to send both of us with messages to Middleton.

Q. Were you to deliver the message ? A. I was.
Q. Did you see Riel write the message ? A. I did.
Q. Is this the message produced ? A. 1 believe that is the message.
Q. By whom ws it written ? A. Written by Riel.
(The message alluded to is exhibit 2.)
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Q. Do you remember what you did with this message ? A. I believe I delivered
it to (eneral Middleton.

Q. You don't know? A. I don't remember the fact, but I believe I did.
Q. W ith that message you left the camp ? A. I did.
Q. The rebti camp ? A. Yes.
Q. And I believe you did not go back? A. I did not go back. I did net go

directly to Middleton because he changed his mind at the last.
Q. Who chauged hii mind ? A. Riel. He took us down about a mile and a-half

and ho ordered me to go to Lepine's house and wave a flag in front of it.
Q. Just to go back for a moment-did you over see the prisoner armed? A. I

did on one occasion.
Q. When was that occasion ? A. It was some time after the Fish Creek fight.
Q. Who was in charge at Batoche ? A. Riel.
Q. Who instructed the movements of the armed men ? A. Well, Gabriel Dumont

instructed them immediately. but Riel was over him.
Q. Do you remem ber what ho did on the occasion of the Fish Creek fight? A.

He went out with 180 men the night before and returned with 20, thinking there
might be an attack on Batoche from Prince Albert or Humbotdt or from the other
-ide of the river, as ho knew General Middleton's forces were divided.

Q. You said you knew the hand-writing of the prisoner ? A. Yes.
Q. Look at this document dated St. Anthony, 2 tst March, 1885. In whose hand-

writing is that ? A. Louis Riel's. (Document put in, exhibit 5.)
Q. Is all this writing on the 3rd page his ? A. Yes, it is all his writing.
Q. Thoee signatures are in Garnot's writing ? A. Yes, they seem to be Garnot's.

In whose hand-writing is this document ? A. Louis Riel's. (Document put
in, exhibit 6.)

Q. Is this paper in the writing of Louis Riel ? A. Yes, that is his writing.
(Document put in, exhibit 7.)

Q. Are the two papers attached here in Riel's hand-writing ? A. Yes. (Put in,
exhibit 8.)

Q. Is this document in Riel'e hand-writing ? A. It is. (Put in, exhibit 9.)
Q. Perhaps you can tell me the meaning of the word " exovede " ? A. It means

one of the flock.
Q. Is this letter in the hand-writing of Riel ? A. It is, with the exception of a

piece of back-hand which appeare to be in Garnot's writing. (Document put in, ex-
hibit 10.)

Q. In whose hand-writing is this ? A. Riel's. (Exhibit 11.)
Q. Is exhibit 12 in Riel's writing ? A. Yes.
Q. Exhibit 13 and exhibit 14 are both in Riefls hand-writing A. Yes, it is all

Biel's.
Q. Are these five sheets comprising exhibit 15 in Riels writing ? A. They are

all in the hand-writing of the. prisoner.
Q. Exhibit 16 is in the hand-writing of the prisoner ? A. Yes.
Q. And exhibit 17 is in his hand-writing ? A. Yes.
Q. Exhibit 18. I this document in his hand-writing ? A. It is, all but the

last signatures.
Q. Exhibit 19. Is that in the hand-writing of Riel ? A. Yes.
Q. Io it Riel's signature that is to this document ? A. Yes. (Put in, exhibit 20.)
Q. The body of the writing, is that Riel's ? A. No.
Q. But the signature is ? A. Yes.

Examined by Mr. Fitzpatrick.
Q, You know nothing more of the documents that have been shown you, except

that you know they are in the hand-writing of Riel. A. That is all I know.
Q. You don't know if they ever left Riel's possession or not ? A. I don't.
Q. You said, at the beginning of your deposition, that you were aware of a cer-

tain amount of agitation going on ln the Saskatchewan district during last autumn
and fall ? A. I did.
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Q. Will you explain the nature of that agitation ? A. That agitation was for
Provincial rights principally, also for half-breed claima, and also against duties andn
sunch things as that. We felt the duties onerous.

Q. A purely political agitation ? A. Yes.
Q. You were in sympathy with the agitation ? A. Yes.
Q. You were aware Riel was brought into the country for the purpose of taking

Part in the agitation ? A. He was brought to this country on account ofhiseupposed
knowledge of the Manitoba Treaty.

Q. The people of the Saskatchewan district were of opinion Riel could be useful
to them in connection with the agitation ? A. Well, he was brought in principally
by the half-breeds. The Canadians knew nothing about it till ho was very nearly
here.

Q. Almost the whole of the people in that district had joined together for the
Purpose of this agitation? A. They had.

Q. That agitation had been going on for a considerable length of time ? A. For
soine time.

Q. Can you say for about how long? A. Five or six years or longer.
Q. t)id you attend any meetings held by Riel ? A. I attended the meeting in

Prince Albert.
Q. You were present during that meeting ? A. During the greater part of it.
Q. You hoard what Riel said ? A. i did.
Q. What date was that meeting held ? A. I could not say exactly, some time in

JUne or July.
Q, At bis first arrival? A. Yes,
Q. Ie stated ho wished the movement to be entirely a constitutional movement?

A. Puroly a constitutional movement. He said if they could not get what they
agitated for in five years to agitate for five years more, that constitutional agitation
WouIld get what they wanted.

Q. Yon knew ho continued assisting in the agitation up to the time of the diSi-
Coelty in March ? A. He was there as a sort of half-breed adviser priacipally. He
was net a momber of the committee, but ho was there in the capacity of half-breed
adviser.

Q. Did yen at any time hear that ho wished to resort to any means other than
tonstitutional up te the-March ? A. Nothing.

Q. You being an active participator would naturally h#ve hoard of any such
intention if it had existed ? A. Certainly.

Q There was no such movement ap to that time ? A. No.
Q After the lit of March when did you first see Riel? A. When I went to

uc~k Lake.
Q. When had yen seen him provioua to that time ? A. Sometime in January ho

wa in the town.
Q. Had you conversation with him thon ? A. I had.
Q. Did you speak te him about the movement ? A. 1 darosay;I did, but I can-

not remem ber.
Q. Did ho at that time say anything te yon that would lead you to believe ho

'tended to do anything that was iot a constitutional agitation ? A. Nothing of the
kintd. He never referred to anything that was not a constitutional agitation.

Q. At the discussions you had had with him previous to March last it alwaysaPPeared to you that the ordinary means adopted by the settlers wero adopted by
i'a? A. Certainly.

h Q. When you saw him at Duck Lake yon spoke te him about your brother and
O told you yonr brother had become insane? A. He did.

Q. He told you ho had become insane bocause ho had opposed Riel, and that ho
a Punished by God for his opposition to Riel? A. That is what ho said.

Q. You never hoard such a remark by Riel provious te that time in any of your
otþpr conversations with him ? A. No.

Q. Did it strike yen as a peculiar remark ? A. No, I don't think se,43--k
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Q. You thought it was quite natural such a thing should occur ? A. I didn't
agree with it, but I thought it was a very nice explanation on lis part to make.

Q. He told you at that time the priests were entirely opposed to him and the
-novement and were entirely opposed to the interests of the North-West settiement?
A. No, but ho said they were opposed to him.

Q. le gave you then to understand the priests were entirely wrong and ho was
entirely right ? A. Certainly.

Q. In tact they did not know anything they wore talking about and ho knew it
ail? A. He said they were working only for their own interests.

Q. Did he explain to you what his intentions were as to the division of the ter-
ritoriee, what ho intended doing when ho succoeded in chasing the Canadians out of
the country ? A. Sometimes, probably whon I was a prisoner I heard him talk of
dividing the country in sevenths or giving a seventh of the proceeds to assist the
Poles; a seventh to the half-breeds and a seventh to the Indians.

Q. Some more to the Hungarians ? A. Yes, and so on.
Q. You said when you were Riel's prisoner, that it was after the 17th and 18th

of March you heard him disoussing the future division which ho intended making of
the territories if ho got rid of the Canadians ? A. omething to that effect, but f
oannot remember exactly what it was.

Q. You heard him talking of dividing the country into different parts ? A.
understood it was one-eeventh of the proueeds of the sale of iand and " takes " would
given to these different people.

Q. Did ho then say ho expected any assistance from these people? A. No, it
seemed to be a echeme of immigration more than anything else.

Q. His plan as ho thon unfolded it-did it appear in conformity with the plane
you had heard him discussing at the public meetings at which you had assisted ? A.

>h, no, altogether different.
Q. Would you look at this document called the foreigin policy document and say

if you can see anything on it which would bear out that intention to divide up the
country (witness looks at exhibit 15) ? A. Yes.

Q. Do yon recognize the hand-writing as that of Louis Riel ? A. It is scribbled
so that it is difficuit to say.

Q. What is on the other side of the sheet is;certainly in his hand-writing ? A.
Yes, it certainly 15.

Q. And is the ink on the other side not the same as that ? A. I think it is.
Qi And don't you think the hand-writing is also the same ? A. I could not say.
Q. To the best of your knowledge does it not represent Riel's hand-writing?

A. I think it is.
Q. Riel explained to you what was meant by the word " exovede " ? A. le did.
Q. That it was meant to convey that ho was simply one of the flock ? A. Yes.
Q. That ho had no independent authority but simply acted as one of the othors?

A. Yes, it was simply on affectation of humility.
Q. You are aware all the documents signed by him as far as you know bore the,

word " exovede " ? A. The most of them.
Q. You bad several conversations with ]Riel after the conversion of your

brother, on religions matters ? A. After I was taken prisoner, but nothing much
on religious matters. He used to talk about bis new religion. about leaving the
errors of the church of Rome out and adopting a more liberal plan.

Q. He explained to you bis new religion ? A. Re explained it as a new liberal
religion, ho claimed the Pope had no rights in this country.

Q. iDid ho condescend to inform you as to the person in whom his authdritY'
ahouId be vested ? A. No.

Q. You believed from him there was some person in this country who would
probably take the position of Pope in this country? A. I think very likely ho in-
tended himself to take the position, that the Pope was in bi- way.

Q. This took place after you were made a prisoner-this conversation about th#"
new religion? A. I think so, and ho also spoke about it at Duck Lake,
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Q. Al the conversations you had with him in reforence to this political move
ment never in any way referred to this new religion ? A. No; he spoke of religion
but merely as ordinary mon do.

Q. The first time you heard of this new religion and these new theories of reli-
gious questions was after the rebellion had begun ? A. Yes.

Goneral FREDERICK MIDDLETON, sworn
Examined by 1fr. Robinson:

Q. You are a major-general in Her Majesty's service? A, I am.
Q. What position do you hold in Canaca ? A. I am commanding the home

muilitia force.
Q. Where do you reside? A. Ottawa.
Q. Were you called upon for service in these territories at any time? A. I was.
Q. When? A. I think it was on the 23rd of March. I was sent for on the 23rd

of March by Mr. Caron and told I should have to leave at once for the North-West.
Q. Mr. Caron is Minister of Militia ? A. Yes.
Q. What reason was given you ? A. He tolid me they haId news which was of a

Very bad character; that a rising might take place and I was to go at once, and ho
asked me when I could go.

Q. When did you start ? A. About two hours afterwards.
Q. What did you do first ? A. I went straight to Winnipeg. On the way to

Winnipeg, I think it was on the train, I heard of the Duck Lake battle. When I got
to Winnipeg I found the 90th was almost ready to march, that a small detachment
had been sent to Qu'Appelle and that the Winnipeg battery was ready. And then I
heard more news about Colonel Irvine afraid to go to Batoche as it was in the hands
Of the half-breeds, and I heard a confirmation of the Duck Lake affair. I went to
the town hall and inspected the 90th, and that evening I went on the train with
the 90th and went straight to Qu'Appelle without stopping.

Q. How long did yon remain at Qu'Appelle? A. I cannot exactly remember.
I was there waiting for the formation of the commissariat.

Q. You loft Qu'Appelle and proceeded where? A To Fort Qu'Appelle.
Q. And from that you went to Fish Creek? A. Yes.
Q. That was the first occasion on which yon met the opposing rebels? A. Yes.
Q. What force was under your command when you got to Fish Creek? A.

When I got to Fish Creek I had the 90th. I had previously divided my forces and
put half of them on the other side of the river. I had under my immediate command
the 90th, the so.called "A" Battery with two guns, Boulton's scouts, and I think that
Was all.

Q. How many in all ? A. On paper there would be about 420 or 450.
Q. That was your force at Fish Creek ? A. Yes; as far as I can remember.
Q. And how many were lost there on your side? A. I think we had-well I

forget the exact number. We lost nine or ten killed and forty wounded.
Q. That was on the 24th of April ? A. The 24th of April.
Q. You remained there for some short time ? A. Until I could got rid of

the wounded. We had a large number of wounded and I could not leave them there.
1 hadn't sufficient force to leave to protect them and I was obliged to wait, and I
also wanted oats, but the principal thing was to get rid of the wounded.

Q. Then you proceeded to Batocho ? A. Yes.
Q. When did you arrive before Batoche? A. About nine miles from Batoche I

Struck the trail from Batoche on the 8th, and on the morning of the 9th marched
straight on to Batoche, leaving my camp standing.

Q. And when did the engagement begin ? A. On the 9th, the instant we got
there.

Q. Do you mean you were fired on almost on your getting there? A On our
arrivai, we came on the top of the plateau and we saw a large assembly of mon, and
We opened fire there.

Q. That was the beginning of the engagement ? A. Yes.
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Q. The engagement continued till the 12th ? A. Yes.
Q. When Batoche was taken ? A. When Batoche was taken.
Q. I believe you had some negotiations on the 12th ? A. Yes. On the 12th I

bad moç ed out to the extreme left of the enemy. I moved to the right in order to
draw their attention away, and I left orders with my second in command, that while
I was away, as soon as ho heard firing, ho was to retake the old position we had the
previous days, and as I drow the enemy off on the right, ho was to press on on the
left. I went off with the cavalry and guns so as to make as much show as possible,
and I kept the enemy engaged some little time. In the middle of our engagement
there, whieh was quite at long bowls, I saw a man galloping across the plains, from
the direction of the enemy, with a flag. He came closer, and it turned out to be
Mr. Astley. le banded me a letter. le said: " I am one of the prisoners. I have
been sent by Riel to communicate with you, and I have brought you this letter.''

Q. Is this the letter ho brought you ? A. Yes, that is the same letter. (Letter
put in Exhibit 21.) This is my answer on the back of it.

Q. Then what did you do with this letter ? A. I took it from Mr. Astley and
wrote my answer. and gave it to Mr. Astley, who went away with it.

Q. What took place next ? A. The next thing was a man on foot came up.
Q. Do you know who ho was ? A. Yes, ho was Mr. Jackson, a brother of the

man who was a prisoner. He came up with another document. He had exactly
the same story to tel], that ho had been sent by Riel, only he was confused He said
ho had been told to stand in front of a house with a white flag, and oventually he
said ho found that was a stupid work, and ho came on to me.

Q. Is this the document ho brought (Exhbit 22) ? A. Yes, to the best of my belief
it is. It is an exact copy of it, because it was a little different from the wording of
the other one.

Q. Then what did you do in answer to that ? A. I took no particular notice of
it, as I had already sent an answer back. I looked upon this simply as a copy, and
I told Jackson I had sent an answer back by Astley.

Q. How long was it between the time you received the two communications ?
A. I should say about a quarter of an hour.

Q. And what took place next ? A, As soon as that was over, I did what I
principally wanted--I had drawn the fire of the enemy. Mr. Astley said : "I think,
air, Mr. Riel is in a very great state of excitement, and I should not wonder if he
would surrender." I gave orders, and retired my whole force by degrees and fell
back upon my camp.

Q. And what took place next ? A. When I arrived at the camp, I was very
imuch put out and annoyed to flnd My orders had been misunderstood, and that
instead of their havirg taken advantage of my feint and having occupied the rifle
pits, they were all quietly in camp.

Q. Did you receive any further communications ? A. As soon as I found this,
I am afraid I used some pretty strong language. The end of it was we attacked.
The men were ordered down. I went down myself to the front to see if there was
any of the enemy in the entrenchment. I soon got tangible proof of it. The force
that had their dinner were brought up, and we began gradually to force our way on.
In the middle of that, when we got the artillery down, Mr. Astley came again gallop-
ing, having run the gauntlet of both forces. He ran between them, and came with a
flag and produced another letter from Riel.

Q. Is this the one he brought you that time. (Producing)? A. Yes, that is the
same one.

Q. Io this the envelope it came in ? A. Yes. (Exhibits 3 and 4.) I could not
hear what Astley was saying. I opened the envelope and handed it to him. I could
not hear what ho said. I tried to stop the guns firing to hear it but that was hope-
les. At last ho handed me the envelope and pointed toit and Iread what was on the
outside of the envelope, and ho said, after Mr. Riel had closed the letter, ho got It
back and wrote on it with Rn int elible pencil, and ho said you botter read what that
Was.
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Q. Then what took place ? A. Astley said ho had better go back with an answer
and I said no, there was no necessity. He said the prisoners might ne massacred. I sald
there was no fear of that, that we would be there in half a minute. I went on and
forced my way, brought the 90th, and dismounted the troops and gradually pushed onà

Q. And then the place was carried? A. Then the place was carried. By a
Sories of rushes we forced our way on and the enemy dispersed altogether, but they
still kept up a fire in the distance, but virtually all attempt at defence had ceased
With the exception of a few stray shots now and thon.

Q. Astley didn't return ? A. No, ho went down with ns to the plateau.
Q. How many of your force was killed on that occasion ? A. On that occasion

there was six killed, I think, and twelve or thirteen wounded.
Q. That, practically, was the end of the campaign so lar as your campaign was

COnlcerned ? A. Practically, it was.
Q. How long after that was it before the prisoner was brought te you ? A. That

wa the 12th. We halted the 13th and marched on the 14th, and I think it was on
the 15th. I had heard ho was on that side of the river and I marched as soon as I
could, intending to go toLepine's Crossing. On the way I heard of Riel and Dumont
having been seei, and instead of going to Lepine's I turned and halted at Garriépy's
Orossing and sent out all the scouts I could spare with directions to search the woods
as far as Batoche. On the 15th Riel was brought in by two scouts, Hourie and Arm-
strong, and brought to my tent, and when ho entered the tent ho produced a paper
*hich I had sent to him, saying if he surrendered I wouid protect him until his case
Was decided by the Canadian Government.

Q. What was done with him when ho was first bronght in ? A. He was brought
into my tent. Very few knew he was there. I kept him in my tout all day. I had
another tent pitched alongside and ho was put in that tent under charge of Captain
'Y'oung with two sentries with loaded arms and during that night Captain Young slept
la the tent.

Q. Had you conversation with the prisoner while ho was there? A. Yos, dur'
Ing the first day ho was there I had conversation with him.

Q. Did you invite any conversation from him ? A. I daresay I asked him one
or two questions. He talked very freely to me.

Q. And did ho make any representations as to his share in the matter ? A. Ne,
I cannot hardly remember. I was writing at the time and thon 1 stopped writing
and talked to Riel. The only one thing 1 can remember particularly as to his share in
the matter was as I was leaving the tent. He said: " General, I have been think-
1ig whether, if the Lord had granted me as decided a victory as ho has you, whetber
I should have been able to have put it to a good use." That was the only thing he
sid as I left the tent. I had talked a good deal with him on differont matters.

Q. Thon ho was sent down with Captain Young ? A. Yes. [ telegraphed down
to the Government to say Mr. Riel was a prisoner and to know what was to be done
with him, and eventually I was directed to send him to Regina which I did, under
the charge of Captain Young with twelve men and a sergeant.

Examined by Mr. Greenshields :
Q. You were in command of the forces in the North-West Territories ? A I was.
Q. In the course of that command did you issue any general instructions or

Proclaxmations to the inhabitants? A. Well, once while L was at Fish Creek I sent
a conmnunication by an Indian to say that the Government had n> war egaiust the
half-breeds or Indians, that those who had been forced against their will to join Riel
would ho pardoned if they left and went to their homes and reserves, but 1 said no
Pardon should ho given to Riel or his immediate aiders and abetters. Il was some-
thing to that effect.

Q. Was that proclamation issued over ycur name? A. Over my signature.
Q. About what time was that? A. TtL, mast have been between the 24th of

April and the 5th of May, while we were lying at Fish Creek with the wounded.
Q. During the time .Riei was in your tent did you have any conversation with

Iiiin regarding his religions views ? A. Well, yes, ho talked a goed deal about hi.
religion.
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Q. Did Astley make any remark to y ou at the time ho brought these two
messages that Riel wished as a condition of his surrender that ho should b recognized
as the head of the church he had formed at Batoche, or remarks to that effect? A.
No, I don't think so. I remember Astley saying: "Confound him, he is always
bothering about his religion, ho is anxious you should know about his religion," or
something like that.

Q. This was before you saw Riel ? A. Yes.
Q. What did he say to you, that is Riel, when you had this conversation with

him regarding religion ? A. i could hardly tell you. It was a disconnected thing.
He told me that Rome was all wrong and the priests were narrow-minded people.
There was nothing particularly, except the ideas of an enthusiast on some re gious
point.

Q. Did ho say to you ho was a prophet? A. No.
Q. And endowed with the Spirit of God ? A. No, nothing of that sort.
Q. Under what circumnstances was the paper which you sent to Riel offering him

protection sent ? A. I don't exactly know what you mean. That, I think, was sent
when Astley told me ho was anxious to surrender.

Q It was when Astley told you ho thought ho was anxious to surrender that
yon sent him that ? A. i think I sent it out by a scout. I have got a copy of it in
my bo k. i think I sent it by a scout.

Q. Was there not a man came on behalf of Riel, after the final charge and after
Batoche had been carried, and stated to you Riel would ho willing to give himself up
under certain conditions? A. No; I have no recollection of that.

Q Do you recollect having seen a man named fioïse Ouellette, who waa one of
the councillors of the governmont of the Saskatchewan ? A. I don't remember him
particularly.

Q. Do you remember ho came to your camp and stated he knew where Riel was,
and that he would surrender under certain conditions, and he didn't wish to be
followed by anyone? A. Nothing of the sort. If any man had come and told me
that, I would have seized him immediately.

Q. That is pretty good'evidence he didn't come ? A. Certainly.
Q. Your recollection is you gave that little piece of paper to a scout? A. Yes;

with the hope it would reach Riel in some way or another.
Q. Do you recollect the date you gave him this paper? A. No; I cannot

exactly say, but it must have been between the 12th and the 15th.

GEORGE HOLMES YOUNG, sworn:-

Examined by Mr. Burbidge:
Q. You are an officor in the Winnipeg Field Battery ? A. Yes.
Q. Were you with General Middleton's force before Batoche? A. Yes.
Q. In what position were you ? A. I was Brigade Major of theInfantry Brigade.
Q. You were with the forces on arrival at Batoche? A. I wa
Q. Did you hear any firing about the time you arrived ? A. As we supposed we

were nearing Batocho we heard heavy firing from the steamer; that was early in the
morningofthe9thof May. We heard the steamer firing and whistling f>r as
ance.

Yes.Q, You were present during the fighting on the 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th? A.

Q. Were you with the advance that went over the rifle pits in the last charge
As Iwas.

. You weie one of the first who want into a certain house I believe? A. Yes,
sir.

Q. Can you describe that house? A. T. e house known as their council chamber
Q. What did you find there ? A. l the upstairs I found a large number of

papers and books.
Q. Where did you find them ? A. On the table where they had left them, fast-

ened to the wall in paper clips and some in tin boxes and some in asmsial leather
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reticule; they were generally through the room in places of safety according to their
importance.

Q. What did you do with them ? A. I lashed the books and papers together
with a rope and gave them to an artillery sergeant to take to Colonel Jarvis. Other
papers were found besides those I found in the council chamber, and as they turned
Up I took possession of them.

Q. Did you examine those papers? A. I did.
Q. Do you recognize that (No. 5) as one of the papers ? A. I do.
Q. Do you recognize that as one of the papers you found (C,) ? A. I do.
Q. Do you recognize that as one of the papers you found there (7) ? A. I de.
Q. Do you recognise that as one of the papers (13) ? A. I do.
Q. Do you recognize this as one of the papers you found there (16) ? A. I do.
Q. Were you present when the prisoner was brought into camp ? A. I was in

the camp and saw him brought in.
Q. You were through the fight at Batoche? A. Yes.
Q You saw the rebels fighting against the troops, against General ]iddleton?

A. T es.
Q. How were they armed? A. With rifles and shot guns.
Q. How many days after Batoche was Riel taken ? A. The last day of Batoche

Was Tuesday the 12th, and the prisoner was brought into camp on the afternoon of
Priday the 15th. He was brought by the scouts to the tent of the generai and was
held there for questioning.

Q. Was he afterwards put under your charge ? A. I was sent for by the gen-
eral, as I had known the prisoner in the rebellion of '69 and 70, to see if I would
recognize him. I reported that there was no mistake as to his identity. About
balf-past nine word was sent that the general wanted me, and I went to the tent and
the general told me that he wanted me to take charge of the prisoner and be
answerable for his safe keeping. I had charge of him till I delivered him to Captain
Dean on the 23rd of May.

Q. Had you frequent conversations with him during that time ? A. Constantly.
Q. Did he speak freely and voluntarily with you ? A. Yes, he talked all the

time.
Q. You did not order him to make any statements to yon ? A. None at ail.
Q. Did he speak at ail in regard to the Indians he expected to act with him.

Row many they were-
Mr. Fitzpatrick.-I raise the formal objection to this part of the evidence. Thia

was a statement made by this man to this person who was in charge of him.
His Honor.-What is your objection ?
Mr. Fitzpatrick.-A statement made by a prisoner when in custody to the person

in charge of him is not admissible in evidence.
By Mr. Burbidge :

Q. Did you hold out any inducement to him to make a statement
to you ? A. No.

Q. His statements were voluntary entirely ? A. Yes.
Q. Did you offer any inducements or make any promises of any kind. A. No.
Mr. Fitzpatrick -It is not admissible in evidence unless he made it volintarily.

By Mr. Burbidge :
Q. What did he say about the Indians? A. On Saturday the general

Wished to know as to the movements of some bands who intended to join the rebel
forces and the prisoner spoke about a messenger, Chi-ci-cum, whom he had sent
towards Prince Albert and Battleford to brig men with him to Batoche. He gave
this information to the general as it might be possible to divert the Indians trom
their intentions.

Q. Did he say anything about sending runners out to the bands? A. Yes, in
the North-West, and also towards Cypress Hills.

q. Did lie speak to you of any other aid he expected to receive? A. I wa
Instructed to speak about possible aid from Irish sympathisers in the United States.
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Mr. Fitzpatrick.-Were you instructed to speak to him about that ? A. Yes.
Mr. Fitzpatrick.-Then I object.
Mr. Boirbidge.-We will Dot say anything about that.
Q. Did ho speak about the battles ? A. About Duck Lake.
Q. Wbat did be say about that ? A. We had a conversation as to the way it

occurred. Be insisted that Major Crozier fired first. After the first fire ho said that ho
lad instructed bis men to fire; ho gave three commands to fire as ho explained it.
The first, as I remember, it was "In the name of God who made us, reply to that."
They fired and Crczier's men replied, and then he said "In the name of God the Son
who saves us, reply to that," and the third was "In the name of the Holy Gbost
wbo sanctifies us, reply to that." He spoke alseo on the circumstance that after Gabriel
was wourded, a scalp wound, I think, ho continued to losd the guns of the men till
stopped by the flow of blood and when ho could not do that any longer ho said " My
poor children what will you do, I can't help you any longer." We spoke of Batoohe
after his capture, in reference to the death of an old man I saw lying dead on the
face of the ravine, Donald Ross, I think was his name. He told me that as ho was
dying ho called cut for bis relatives and children to come and see him before he died.

Q. Did be say anything about the disposal of bis forces at the fight? A. We
were conversing about bis different lines of defences. Ie had ibree as I understood,
a double lino of rifle pits and a lower line again. He explained how the scouts were
to fall back wben pressed, that there were to be three in each pit. He said that
he and Gabriel Dumont differed, that Gabriel's opinion was that the rebel right was
the key of the position and should be defended. The prisoner's opinion was that the
whole line should bo especially defended. The matter was decided in council in favor
of bis view.

Q. Did be speak about the fighting qualities of the Indians ? A. He said in the
early part the movement was all carried on by the balf-breeds, but when it came to
llgbting the Indians were the bravest of bis soldiers. He was aware of the death of
French, and of many other instances of the fight. I was positive from the instances
ho talked about ]he must have been opposite to me at different times.

Q. This conversation took place when ho was under your charge ? A. Yes.
By Mr. Ftzpatrick :

Q. The informatiMA given to yon by the prisoner was intended to be given to
lie general, in reference to the Indians ? A. Chi-ci-cum, yes.

Q. He gave the information for the purpose of enabling the general to take such
measures as were necessary to prevent any diffliculty with the Indians ? A. He did.

Q. He gave that freely and voluntarily without pressure ? A. Yes; entirely of
bis own accord.

Q. The fact that the prisoner gave himelf up, neceFsarily tended to shorten the
conliet, and avoid further spilling of blood ? A. I thought ho was captured by the
scouts. I canno express any opinion as to that. Il he gave himseif up it might have
had that effect.

Q. You heard what the general said this morning ? A. Tes.
Q. Your general impression was that Riel in every way desired to close hostili-

ties ? A. He gave us ail the information that we pressed him for; sometimes ho
would branch out into other subjects to gain time to consider bis answers.

Major EDwARD W. .InVIs, sworn:-
Examined by Mr. Scott :

Q. 1 understand you were in command of the Winnipeg Field Battery ? A. Yes.
Q. On active eervice at the battie of Batoche ? A. Yes.
Q. Were you there on the 12th of May ? A. Yes.
Q. Through the whole four days ? A. Yes.
Q. Were any papers handed to you during that time ? Yes, towards the end

of tbe engpgement on the 12th, the last day of the engagement.
Q. iy whom were they bi ought to you ? A. By one of the staff-sergeants of

the battery.
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Q. Would you recognize the papers; did you examine them ? A. I examined
them, but not particularly. I examined them more particularly subsequently,
about two days after, by order of the general.

Q. You would recognize them I suppose. Is that one of them (6) ? A. Tes,
that is one of them.

Q. Do you recognize that (5) ? A. Yes, that is one of them.
Q. Do you recognize that (7) ? A. Yes, that is one of them.
Q. Do you recognize that (13) ? A. Yes, that is one too.
Q. Do you recogrnize this one (11) ?
Q. Do you recognize this one (12) ? A. That is also one of them.
Q, Do you recogni ze that one (16) ? A. Yes, that is one of them.
Q. And this (15) ? A. Yes, that was also among the papers.

Major CaozIER, sworn:-
Examined by Mr. Osier:

Q. I believe you are an officer in the Mounted Police ? A. Yes.
Q. At the time of this trouble commanding in the north district ? A. Yes.
Q With headquarters at Battleford ? A. Yes.
Q. Carlton was the principal outpost ? A. Yes; the beadquarters were at

Battleford.
Q. Fort Carlton was the principal outpost ? A. Yes.
Q. in command of ? A. Superintendent Gagnon.
Q. I believe you arrived at-Carlton on the 11th of March? A. Yes.
Q. You remained there till after the Duck Lake fight ? A. Yes.
Q. What force had you immediately before the Duck Lake fight, at Carlton ?

Ai We had fifty men on my arrivai on the 11th, and I brought twenty-five men
afterwards.

Q. And then ? A. That was the full strength of the police.
Q. You were joined by some volunteers ? A. By the Prince Albert volunteers

about the 21st.
Q. I believe you heard there was trouble and you issued a proclamation?

A. I did, sir.
Q. And then there was the engagement we had heard of ? A. There was.
Q. Your terms, as given to your agents, were ? A. Captain Moore and Thomas

McIKay, of Prince Albert, were the men that I sent out.
Q. With instructions ? A. I told Captain Moore to tell the men whom he would

mneet from Riel that, as I believed many of the men had been led into this affair,
I hoped they would disperse and go to their homes, and I believed that the Govern-
Ment would consider their case and would deal leniently with them, with the
exception of the ringleaders, who would have to answer for their offence; that I
Would do all in my power to gct an amnesty for the rank and file.

Q. Do you know how those terms were received of your own knowledge? A.
I can tell what was told me.

Q. The result was that they still continued in arms ? A. Yes.
Q. You organized an advance from Fort Carlton on the morning of the 26th ?

A. Yes; it was not an advance in the military sense of the word. I went out for tho
Purpose of getting some provisions at a store at Duck Lake.

Q. Having sent out a smaller party in the morning who returned unsuccessful ?
A. Driven in.

Q. Then you were proceeding to get the provisions and you were met by a- ?
A. By a large party of rebels.

Q. Did you identify any of the party as leading ? A. No.
Q. The result was a contest? A. Yes.
Q. Tour force was fired upon ? A. Yes.
Q. And several killed and wounded ? A. Yes.
Q. Did you get the provisions ? A. We did not.
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Q. Why ? A. We could not procoed; wo were prevented by an armed force
of rebels.

Q. Thon did you receive a letter or communication after thejfight on the 27th
of March ? A. I did.

Q. Who gave that communication (20) to you ? A. Sanderson.
Q. Asking you to come for your dead. Had it this copy of the minute attached

when you received it? A. Woll I cannot swear to that. I don't recollect that
minute, the other part I remember distinctly. I handed it to my commanding
officer after receiving it.

Q. You do recollect getting this document purporting to 'be signed by the pri-
soner ? A. Yes.

Q. That is in effect a letter asking you to send for your dead ? A. Yes.
Q. -Whom you had been compelled to leave upon the field ? A. Yes.
Q. They were sent for? A. Not then; they were sent for afterwards.
Q. Who composed the forces that opposed yon-were they all half-breeds ? A.

I don't think so ; to the best of my knowledge they were not.
Q. Did you see any Indians ? A. I saw mon dressed as Indians.and that looked

like Indians.
By Mr. Ptzpatrick:

Q. When you reached the place where the fight took place you advanced your-
self did you not? A. Yes, I did.

Q. A short distance in advance of your troops ? A. Yes.
Q. You were met by one from the opposite side ? A. Yes.
Q. Who was that ? A. I do not know-he appeared to be an Indian.
Q. What became of that man ? A. That man I heard was killed.
Q. Did you see him drop? A. I cannot say that I saw him drop.
Q. Was ho the first man killed to your knowledge? A. I do not know.
Q. You did not see any of the mon drop yourself ? A. I cannot say that I did.

My atteition was engaged giving directions to my party.
Q. Your dead remained upon the field ? A. Not the whole of them, some of the

<dead did.
Q. You knew that one of your mon, Newett, remained wounded ? A. Of course

I knew it afterwards, but I did not know it at the time.
Q. To your knowledge that man was taken care of? A. Not to my personal

knowledge, though I believe ho was from what I hoard.
Q. Did yon see the dead after the battle ? A. No, I did not.
Q. Before they were interred ? A. No.
Q. Did you see them on the field? A. I saw some, but the dead left upon the

ield I did not see.

CHARtEs NOLIN, sworn:-

Examined by Mr. Casgrain:
(Mr. Marceau was sworn as interpreter.)
Q. You live at St. Laurent ? A. At the prosent time, yes.
Q. You lived before in Manitoba ? A. Yes.
Q. Do you know when the prisoner came into the country ? A. Yes.
Q. About what time was it ? A. I think about the beginning of July, 1884.
Q. You met him several times between that time and the time of the insurreo-

tion ? A. Yes.
Q. Did the prisoner speak about his plans, and if so, what did ho say ? A.

About a month after ho arrivel ho showed me a book that ho had written in the
States. What ho showed me in that book was tirst to destroy England and Canada,

Q. And? A. And also to destroy Rome and the Pope.
Q. Anything else ? A. He said that ho had a mission to fulfil, a divine mission,

and as a proof that ho had a mission ho showed a letter from the Bishop of Montreal,
eleven years back.
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Q. Did he say how ho would carry out his plans? A. Ho did not say how he
Would carry out bis plans thon.

Q. Did ho tell you something after? A. He commenced to talk about his plans
about the 1st of Decomber, 1884.

Q. What did ho tell you? A. in the beginning of Decomber, 1884, ho began to
ahow a desire to have money, ho spoke to me about it first I think.

Q. ilow much did he say ho wanted ? A. The first time ho spoke of money I
think ho said ho wanted S10,000 or 815,000.

Q. From whom would ho get the monoy ? A. The first time ho spoke about it
lie did not know any particular plan to get it, at the same time ho told me that he
Wanted to claim an indemnity from the Canadian Government. Ho said that the
Canadian Goverument owed him about 8100,000, and then the question arose who
the persons were whom ho would have to talk to the Goverument about the indem-
Iity. Some time after that the prisoner told me that ho had an interview with
Pather Andié and that ho had made peace with the church, that since his arrival in
the eountry ho bad tried to separate the people from the clergy, that until that time
le was at open war almost with the clergy. He said that ho went to the church with.
Pather André and in the presence of anothier priest and the blessed sacrament ho had
Inade peace, and said that ho would never again do anything against the clergy.
Pather André told him ho would use his influence with the Government to obtain for
-bim $35,000. He said that ho would be contented with 835,000 then, and that he
would settle with the Government himself for the balance of the 8100,000. That
agreement look place at Prince Albert. The agreement took place at St. Laurent
and thon Father André went back to bis mission at Prince Albert.

Q. Before December were there meetings at which Riel spoke and at which you
Were present ? A. Yes.

Q. How maiy ? A. Till the 24th of February I assisted at seven meetings to
the best of my knowledge.

Q. Did the prisoner tell you what ho would do if the Government paid him the
indemnity in question ? A. Yes.

Q. What did ho tell you ? A. Ho said if ho got the money ho wanted f rom the
Government ho said ho would go wherever the Government wished to send him. He
-kad told that to Father André, if he was an embarrassnent to the Goverument by
Iremaining in the North-W est ho would even go to the Province of Quebec. Ho said
also, that if ho got the money ho would go to the United States and start a paper
and raise the other nationalities in the States. Ho said before the grass is that higha
lu this country you will see foreign armies in this country. He said I will commence

dy destroying Manitoba, and thon I wid come and destroy the North-West and take
Possession of the North-West.

Q. Did anyone make a demand in the name of the prisoner for the indemnity
A. ln the beginning of January tne Goverument asked for tenders to construct a
tlegraph line between Edmonton arid Duck Lake. I tendered for it.

Q. You withdrew your tender? A. Yes.
Q. Why? A. On the 29th of January the tenders were to be opened, on the 27thr

the prisoner came with Dumont and asked me to resign my contract in his favor,
because the Government had not eiven him any answer to his claim for 835,000, s-
me to irighten the Government. The prisoner asked to have a private interview to
Opeak of that privately with Dumont and Maxime Lepine. We went to Lepine's and
It ws then that Riel told me of his plans.

Q What wero bis plans ? A. The prisoner asked me to resign him my contract
o feow the Government that the half-breeds were not satisfied, because the Govoin-
Inelt had not given Riel what ho asked for.

Q. Did ho speak how ho would realize his plans ? A, Not there, I spoke to himi
Q. What did you say ? A. I told him I would not sacrifice anything for him

lParticularly, on account of his plan of goling into the United States. I would not
Ive flive cents, but that if ho would make a bargain with me, with Lepine and

JUMont a1 witneses, I propused to him certain conditions. I proposed that ho
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-would abandon his plan of going to the United States and raising the people,, that ho
should abandon his idea of going to the States and raising an army to come into
Canada. The second condition was, that ho would renounce his title as an American
citizen. The third condition was, that ho would accept a seat in the House of Comu-
mors as soon as the North-West would be divided into counties.

Q. Were those conditions accepted by the prisoner ? A. Yes; the next day I
received a telegram; answer to a telogram from McDowall. The telegram said that
the Government was going to grant the rights of the half-breeds, but there was
nothing said about Riel's claim.

- Q. Did you show the answer to Riel? A. I showed the reply I received next
Sunday

Q. That was in the month - ? A. Of February.
Q. In the beginning of the month ? A. Yes.
Q. What did the prisoner say ? A. He answored, that it was 400 years that the

English had been robbing, and that it was time to put a stop to it, that it had been
going on long enough.

Q. Was there a meeting about that time, about the 8th or 24th of February ? A.
A meeting ?

Q At which the prisoner spoke ? A. There was a meeting on the 24th of
February, when the prisoner was present.

Q. What took place at that meeting, did the prisoner say anything about hh
departing for the United States ? A. Yes.

Q. What did the prisoner tell you about that ? A. He told me that it would be
weli to try and make it appear as if they wanted to stop him going into the States.
Five or six persons were appointed to go among the people, and when Riel's going
away was spoken about the people were to say " no, no." It was expected that
Gagnon would b. there, but he was not there. Riel never had any intention of
leaving the country.

Q. Who instructed the people to do that? A. Riel suggested that himelf.
Q. Was that put in practice ? A. Yes.
Q Did the prisoner tell you he was going to the United States ? A. I was

chairman of the meeting whon the question of Riers goiug away was brought up.
Q. In the beginning of March was there a meeting at the Halcro settlement?

A. Yes.
Q. Were you present whon that meeting was organized by him ? A. The meet-

ing was not exactly organized by the prisoner; it was organized by me; but the
prisoner took advantage of the meeting to do what ho did. The object of the meet-
ing was to inform the people of the answer the Government had given to the petition
they had sent in.

Q. Between the 1st of March and the meeting at Halcro was there an interview
between the prisoner and Father André? A. Yes; on the 2nd of March.

Q. Those notes you have in your hand were made at the lime ? A. Yes, about
the time. On the 2nd of March there was a meeting between Father André and the
prigonef at the mission.

Q. At the interview between Father André and the prisoner, did the prisoner
speak about the tormation of a provisional government ? A. About seven or eighl
half.brqeds were there. Tbe prisoner came about between 10 and Il o'clock.

Q. What did he say to Father André ? A. The prisonor was with Napoléon
Nauld and Damasp Carrière. The prisoner appeared to be very excited. He said to
Father André: " You must give me permission to proclaim a provisional government
-bfore twelve o'clock to-nigit."

Q. What day was this? A. The 2nd of March.
Q. What thon ? A. The prisoner and Father André had . dispute, ani Father

André put the prisonor out of doors.
Q. What took place at the meeting at Hialcro? What did yoQ see? AI sg

-about sixty men arrive there nearly aIl armed, with the. prisoner.
Q. What day was that' A. frd of March.
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Q. Were these men armed ? A. Nearly all were armed.
Q. What did you do? A. That meeting was for the purpose of meeting the

iEnglish hal-breeds and the Canadians. When I saw the men coming with arme I
asiked them what they wanted and I said the best thing they could do was to put the
arms in a waggon and cover them up so they wonld not be seen,

Q. The prisoner spoke at the meeting? A. Yes.
Q. What did he say? A. He said the police wanted to arrest him but he said

these are the real police, pointing to the mon that were with him.
Q. Did you speak at the meeting? A. Yes, I spoke at that meeting and as I

{oiild fnot speak in English I asked the prisoner to interpret for me. Before leaving in the
Mnorning the prisoner and I had a conversation. He had slept at my place that nighti
B8efore leaving I reproached him for what he had done the night before.

Q. On the 5th March? A. The prisoner came with Gabriel Dumont to see me,
he proposed a plan to me that he had written upon a piece of paper. He said that
he had decided to take up arms and to induce the people to take up arms and the first
thing was to fight for the glory of God, for the honor of religion, and for the salva-
tiOn of our souls. The prisoner said that he had already nine names upon the paper
-and he asked me for my name. I told him that the plan was not perfect, but since ho
wanted to fight for the love of God I would propose a more perfect plan. My plan
Ws to have public prayers in the Catholic chapel during nine days and to go to oon-
fossion and communion and then do as our consciences told us.

Q. Did the prisoner adopt that plan ? A. He said that nine days was too long.
I told him that I did not care about the time and that I would not sign hie paper.
The prisoner asked me to come the next day to hie house. I went, and there we di&-
'C8ased bis plan. There were six or seven persons there.

Q. Did you propose your plan ? A. He proposed hie plan and then ho proposed
raine.

Q. Did yon decide to have the nine days? A. We deocided upon the nine days'
prayers ; that plan was adopted almost unani mously, no vote was taken u pon it.

Q. Was the nine days' prayer commenced in the church ? A. Yes, on the Sunday
following.

Q. What day was that? A. The meeting at Riel's was on the 6th. I think it
Was on the 6th of Karch.

Q When did the nine days' prayer commence ? A. It was announced in the
church to commence on the Tuesday following and to close on the 19th, St. Joseph's
day.

Q. Did the prisoner assist at the prayers? A. No, he prevented people going.
Q. When did you finally differ from the prisoner in opinion? A. About twenty

'dYS before they took up armns. i broke with the prisoner and made open war upon
him.

Q. What happened on the 19th ? A. On the 19th of Marceh I and the prisoner
Wero to moet to explain the situation. I was taken prisoner by four armed men.

Q. Who were the armed men ? A. Philip Garriepy, David Touron, Francis
Vermette and Joseph Flemoine. I was takon to the church of St. Antoine. I saw
some Indians and half-breeds armed in the church.

Q. Did you have occasiion to go to the council after that? A. During that
Might I was brought before the council.

Q. Was the prisoner there ? A, Yes.
Q. What did ho say ? A. I was brought before the oouncil about ton o'clock at

Inight. The prisoner made the accusation against me.
Q. What did you do? A. I defended myself.
Q. What did you say in a few words ? A. I proved to tre counoil that the

Prisouer had made use of the movement to claim the indemnity for hie own pocket.
Q. You were acquitted? A. Yes.
Q. You were in the church after that ? A. The prisoner protested against the

4 0cision of the council.
Q. Why did you join the movanent ? A. To save my life.
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Q. You wore condemned to death ? A. Yes.
Q. When were you condemned to death? A. When I was made prisoner I had

been 'ondemned to death, when I was brought to the church.
Q. On the 21 st of March were you charged witb a commission ? Do you recog-

nize that (5) ? A. Yes.
Q. Who gave you that ? A. The prisoner himself.
Q. Por what purpose ? A. To go and meet the detegates of Major Crozier. I

did not give them the document, because I thought it was botter not.
Q. Do you remember the 26th of March, the day of the battle at Duck Lake ?

A. Yes.
Q. Was the prisoner there ? A. Yes. After the news came that the police

were coming, the prisoner started one of the first for Duck Lake on horseback.
Q. What did ho carry ? A. le had a cross.
Q. Some time after you left ? A. Yes.
Q. You went to Prince Albert? A. Yes.
Q. In the beginning of December, 1884, the prisoner had began speaking of his

plans about taking up arms ? A. Yes.
By Mr. Lemieux:-

Q. You took a very active part in the political movements in this country since
1869 ? A. Yo. In 1869 I was in Manitoba. The prisoner is my cousin. In 1884
I knew that the prisoner was living in Montana. I understood that ho was teaching
school there. He had his wife and children there. I was aware there was a scheme
to bring him into the country.

Q. You thought the presence of the prisoner would be good for the half-breed 6,
for the claims they were demanding from the Government ? A. Yes.

Q. In that movement the Catholic clergy took part? A. The clergy did not
take part in the political movements, but they asgisted otherwise.

Q. The clergy of all denominations ? A. Yes, all the religions in the North-
West.

Q. You were not satisfied with the way things were going, and you thought it
necessary to have Riel as a rallying point ? A. Not directly, not quite.

Q. Who sent to bring him? A. A committee was nominated, and it was
decided to send the resolution to Ottawa. We did not know whether the petition
was right or whether we had the right to present it. We were sending to Ottawa,
and they were to pass Riel's residence. When the time came we saw that we could
not realize money enough to send them there, and the committee changed its
decision. Delegates were sent to Mr. Riel to speak about this petition, and they
were to invite him into the country if they thought proper.

Q. Did the prisoner object to come ? A. I don't know.
Q. Who were the delegates sent by the committee? A. Gabriel Dumont,.

Michel Dumas and James Isbester. The prisoner came with his wife and children
and lived with me about four months.

Q. A constitutional movement took place in the Saskatchewan to redrese the.
grievances ? A. Yes.

Q. The half-breeds of all religions took part? A. Yes.
Q. The whites? A. Not directly, they sympathised very much with us. The

whites did not take direct action in the movement, but sympathised greatly with the
half-breeds.

The witness is asked during what length of time the political movement lasted
and he pays it commenced in Marcb, 1884, and continued until February or Marcb,
18b5. He says that the prisoner, after having lived about three months at bis place,
went into his own louse that ho thinks was given to him by Mr. Ouellette.

The witness is asked if in September the prisoner wanted to go, and the witness
answers that ho knows that the prieoner spoke of going, but ho never believed that
he wanted to go.

The witnees is asked at what date about ho ceased to have friendly relations with
the prisoner, and ho says about twenty days before the taking up of arme, which wa.
about the 18th Of March,
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The witness is asked if in the month of February ho thought yet Mr. Riel could
be useful to their cause, and ho says that in that month ho thought that if ho acted
constitutionally, ho would be useful to their cause, but that as soon as ho heard that
the Government had refused the prisoner the indemnity that ho claimed, that ho said
ho had no more confidence in him as a leader in a constitutional way.

The witness is asked if after the Government had refused to pay him his indem
mity that the prisoner pretended that ho wanted to go, and ho says yes.

The witness is asked how ho can say, under his oath, that if h had no confidence
in him, in the prisoner, why ho acted with him to decoive the people, and the witness
answers that ho says what ho saw and heard.

The witness is asked again to say how it is that having lost confidence in the
Prisoner ho agreed with him to deceive the people and make them believe that he
wanted to go when ho knew ho did not want to leave the country. Ho says that the
Prisoner came and asked him to do that bocause Captain Gagnon was thore, and so
as to impress the Governmont, and ho says that ho thought that at the time they
expected that Mr. Gagnon would be at the meeting and it would bring a satisfactory
result for Mr. Riel.

The witness is asked, in other words you wanted to put a false impression on
Mir. Gagnon so as to obtain a good result for Mr. Riel, and the witness answers no,
]lot at all.

The witness is asked if in 1869 ho knew the prisoner well, and ho says yes.
The witness is asked whether after that didn't they start a political movement

lWith him in Manitoba. Ho says that in Manitoba in 1869 and 1870 ho did not directly
Start any movement with the prisoner, and thon ho is asked if ho did not act like ho
did in this case, if ho did not start with tbem and abandon them, and ho says yes.
lie says that ho participated in that movement as long as ho thought it was consti-
tutional, but as soon as ho saw it was not, ho withdrow.

The witness is asked if subsequently to the rebellion and the abandonment that.
he made in 1870, if ho was not appointed Minister of Agriculture, and ho says in
1875 ho was appointed Minister of Agriculture. Ho is asked if ho was not looked
lIpon as one of the leaders of the half-breeds of the Saskatchewan, and ho says ho was
looked upon as one of the leaders.

The witness is asked if Father Fourmand did not want to stop Mr. Riel from
acting, and ho says it may be so, but it is not to his knowledge. Witnes says there
Was a meeting on the 24th February. He knows Father André spoke there, but he
could not say if ho asked the prisoner to remain. He says ho may have said so.

The witness is asked if about that time in February there had not been a dinner
At which the political situation of the Saskatchewan was discussed, and ho eays ho
knows of one on the 6th January. The witness says that at that time ho spoke, but
le did not speak much. He said something at that dinner, but he did not speak much.

The witness is askedif ho can swear that at that dinner it was not spoken of, the
grievances of the half-breeds, and the refusal of the Government to redress them, ând,
the witness says that ho was present at that dinner, and that to his knowledgehe does
'lOt remember that there was any political speech at that.

The witness says that ho had very frequent occasions to meet Riel conversing
With him since March, 1884, till the moment they disagreed.

Witness is asked if the prisoner ever told him that ho considered himself a,
Prophet, and ho says yes.

The witness is asked if after the moal something strange did not happen, if there
Was not a question of the Spirit of God between the witness and the prisoner.

Witness says it was not after a dinner, but it waa one evening, they were spend.
ing the night together at his house, and there was a noise in his bowels, and the
Plisoner asked him if ho heard that, and the witness said yes, and thon the prisoner
told him that that was his liver, and that ho had inspirations that worked through
every part of his body.

The witness is asked if at that moment the prisoner did not write in a book that
he was inspired of, and the witness answers that ho did not write in a book, but on a
Sheet of paper ; he said ho was inspird.
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The witness is asked whether ho ever heard the prisoner speak of his internal
policy in the division of the country, if ho should succoed in his enterprise, an4 ho
says yes. He says that after bis arrival the prisoner showed him a book written
with buffalo blood, and the witness said that the prisoner in that plan said that after
having taken England and Canada, ho would divide Canada and give the Province of
Quebec to the Prussians, Ontario to the Irish, and the North-West Territory ho
divided into different parts between the European nations. Ho says ho does not re-
member them all, but the Jews were to have a art.

The witness says that ho thinks ho also spoe of the Hungarians and Bavarians.
He says that ho thought the whole world should have a piece of the cake, that Prussia
was to have Quebec.

The witness says that since 1884 thore was a committee which was called a
council. Witness says ho was one of the members of that committee or council. Ho
was only an ordinary member-not president, Mr. Andrew Spence was president.
Hoe was an English half-breed. He says that the council condemned him to death, and
liberated him after and offered him a place in the council.

The witness is asked if ho refused that position, and ho says ho did not refuse it,
thathe accepted it, but it was only to save his life, because ho had been condemned
to death.

The witness is asked if ho was present at the meeting at Prince Albert, and ho
says ho was not there, he was outside. Ho did not speak thore.

The witness says that before the battle at Duck L ake ho saw Riel going out with
à crucifix about a foot and a half long, that the crucifix had been taken out of the
next church near by.

The -witness is asked if it is not true that whon there was a question in the Sas-
katchewan of the police, the character of the prisoner changedcompletoly, and that
ho became very excitable and even uncontrollable. And the witness says that when-
ever even the word police was pronounced, ho got very excited.

The witness is asked if at the time it was said in the district that 500 police
would be sent to answer the petition of the half-breeds, his character did not become
very excitable, and ho says that after that ho did not see the prisoner, but that before
that whenever the word police was pronounced, ho got very excited. He says that
what ho said hero was about the month of January or even February, and about that
time Captain Gagnon passed in the country and stopped at the prisoner's house to
enquire what was the road to St. Laurent, and thoro was only the prisoner's wife and
Mrs. Dumont in the house, and when the prisonor came back and was informed that
Mr. Gagnon had been thore, ho got very much excited, and the women could not ex-
plain it what Gagnon had stopped there'for, and ho got very excited, and the popu-
lation generally got excited too. Ho does not know whether the policemen had their
uniforms on or not. He says ho cannot say at what date that was that Gagnon
passed thero, but ho says ho hoard of the 500 policemen coming to the country only
after arms wore taken up.

The witness says that one of his sons was arrested after the fight at Batoche, and
that ho was brought here to the barracks, and was released within the last few days.

The witness is asked if ho had any influence, and ho says ho does not know what
influence ho could exercise. He says that at any rate ho has been put at liberty since
the witness came to Regina to give his evidence in this case.

Prisoner.-Your Honor, would you permit me a little while
Mr. Justice Richardson.-In the proper time, I will tell you when you may

speak to me, and give yon every opportunity-not just now though.
Prisoner.-If there was any way, by legal procodure, that I should be allowed

to say a word, I wish you would allow me before this prisoner (witness) leaves
the box.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-I think you should suggest any question yon have to
your own counsel-

Prisoner.-Do you allow me to say ? I have some observation to make before
the court.
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Mr. Fitzpatrick.-I don't think this is the proper time, your Honor, that the
PrisOner should be allowed to say anything in the matter.

Mr. Justice Richarden.-I should ask him at the close of the case, before it goesto the jury.
M r. Fitzpatrick.-That is the time to do it.
1fr. Justice Richardson.-I think you should mention it quietly to your counsel,

and if they think it proper for your defence, they will put it.
Mr. Fitzpatrick. -I think the time has now arrived when it is necessary to

StAter to the court that we require that the prisoner in the box should thoroughly
Understand that anything that is done in this case, muet be done through us, and if
hle wishes anything to be done, he must necessarily give us instructions. He shouldý
bO given to understand that he should give any instructions to us, and he must net'
be allowed to interfere. He is now endeavoring to withhold instructions.

MRr. Justice Richardson.-Is there not this difflculty under the statute, saying
that he shall do so ?

Mr. Fitzpatrick.-I think the statute provides that he may make statements to
the jury.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-The prisoner may defend himseolf under the etatute,
Personally or by counsel.

Mr. Fitzpatrick.-Once he as counsel, ho has no right to interfere.
Mr. Robinson.-He has the right to address the jury. I am not aware of any

r'ight till then.
Prisoner.-If you will allow me, your Honor, this case comes to be extraordifiary,

and while the Crown, with the great talents they have at its service, are tryiig to
show I am guilty-of course it is their duty, my counsellors are trying-my good
1nionds and lawyers, who have been sent iere b) friends whom I respect- are trying
tO show that I am insane-

Mr. Justice Richardson.-Now you muet stop.
Prisoner.-I will stop and obey your court.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-I will tell you once more, if yon have any questions

Which you think ought to be put to this witness, and which your advisers have not
Put, just tell them quietly and they will put it, if they think it proper to do so.

Mr. Fitzpatrick.-I don't think he ought to be allowed to say any more.
Mr. Osler.-The court understands that we are not objecting to the fullest kind

of questions, we are only saying they should properly go throngh the counsel. We
are not objecting, and I suppose we would be quite willing, if the prisoner's counsel
are, that he should ask any particular question himself. We are perfectly willing.
That is a matter between himself and lis counsel.

Mr. Fitzpatrick.-For the last two days we felt ourselves in this position, that
th is inan is actually obstructing the proper management of this case, for the express
Purpose.of having a chance to interfere in this case, and he must be given to understand
"Mraediately that he won't be allowed to interfere in it, or else it will be absolâtely
useless for us to endeavor to continue any further in it.

Mr. Richardson.-Is that a matter that I ought to interfere in? Isn't that a
1f1atter entirely between yourself and your client ? Suppose you cannot go on and
lY ruling was called in question, and the question was raised, and the court allowed
uch and such a thing to be done ?

.t .8 Mr. Fitzpatrick.-I don't pretend to argue with the court; it is not my practice,
not my custom. I have stated to the court what I think of this case. I think

the Court here is bound by the ordinary rules of law, and so long as the prisOer Ls
reprsented by counsel it is hie duty to give such instructions to lis counsel as to
-Onable him to do duty to his case.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-I admit he ought to do so, but suppose he does not,and suppose counsel think fit to throw up their brief.
M r. Fitzpatricke-We are entirely free to do that, and that is m'attet fdr our con-

ei4ration attthe present moment if the prisoner is allowed tò interfere. Of'-CitC è.have to take the ruling of the court.
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Mr. Justi@e Richardson.-I don't like to dictate to you, but it strikes me that
now av opportunity should be taken of ascertaining whether there is really anything
·that has not been put to this witness that ought to have been put.

Mr. Fitzpatrick.-We have very little desire to have questions put which we, in
our discretion, do not desire to put. What bas this court got to do with theories
about inspiration and the division of lands, further than we have gone into it ? How-
ever, I, of course, have to accept the ruling of the court as it is given, and then it
will be for the counsel for the defence to consider the position.

Mr. Robinson.-It must be quite understood that no rulings of the court are given
-with the desire or at the request or with the concurrence of the Crown. We have
mothing to do in the shape of interference. We must not be drawn into the position
that there is a ruling of the court on a question of that kind. I think it would pro-
bably be right for the court to ask the prisoner whether the case is or is not fully in
the hands of the counsel. It is for the prisoner to say.

Mr. Fitzpatrick.-We accept that suggestion.
Mr. Justice -Richardson.-Prisoner, are you defended by counsel ? Are you

defended by counsel ? Are you defended by counsel ? Answer my question, please,
are you defended by counsel ? Is your case in the bands of counsel ?

Prisoner.-Partly; my cause is partly into their hands.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-Now, stop; are you defended by counsel or not ? Have

you advisers ?
Prisoner.-I don't wish to leave them aside. I want them, I want their services,

but I want my cause to be, your [onor, to be defended to the best which circum-
stances allow.

Mr. Justice iRichardson.-Then you must leave it in their bands.
Prisoner.-I will, if you please, say this reason: My counsel come from Quebec,

from a far province. They have to put questions to men with whom they are not
acquainted, on circumstances which tbey don't know, and although I am willing to
give them ail the information that I can, they cannot follow the thread of ail the
questions that could be put to the witnesses. They lose more than three-quarters of
the good opportunities of making good answers, not because they are not able, not
because they are not able; they are learned, they are talented, but the circumstances
are such that they cannot put ail the questions. If I would be allowed, as it waS
suggested, this case is extraordinary.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-You have told me your case is in the hand of advisers.
Prisoner.-Partly.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-Now you must leave it there until you get through.

I will give you an opportunity of speaking to the court at the proper time.
Prisoner.-The witnesses are passing and the opportunities.
Kr. Justice Riobardson.-Tell your counsel.
Prisoner.-I cannot ail. I have too much to say. There is too much to say.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-If there is any question not put to this witness which

you think ought to be put, tell it to your counsel and they will say whether it should
be put.

Prisoner.-I have on cross-examination 200 questions.
Mr. Robinson.-We had better understand this. Counsel for the Crown are taking

no part. Our inclination is if counsel for the prisoner agree to it, to let the prisoner
put any questions he pleases to the witness. We don't wish to interfere in any way
between the prisoner and his counsel.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-I can quite understand that, Mr. Robinson, but if a mai'
telle me he is defended by counsel, I think he ought to have a reasonable opportunitY
of stopping that defence when he pleases, and when he tells me he has stopped it then
ho takes the management into his own hands.

Mr. Greenshields.-If he will just say that, that is ail right.
19r. Justice Richardson.-At present I think I am right. I think!both sides agroe

that m course is to say, either one or the other, counsel or prisoner, and while the
counse are there they bave the conduet.
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Mr. Fitzpatrick.-Would your Honor allow us, say five minutes of a consult-
ation ?

Mr. Justice Richardson.-I was just going to suggest that you should take a little
time and that the prisoner should go with you.

(Adjournment takes place here in accordance with the suggestion.)
On the court re-assembling-
Mr. Lemieux.-May it please y our Honor, Mr. Fitzpatrick, Mr. Greenshields and

myself are discharging as you understand very important duties before this court.
The duties we are discharging now may be public duties, because the prisoner having
in Our province a number of friends, a number of people who knew him a number of
.ears ago, they thought that we should come ere and give him the benefit of our

Jittle experience and knowledge of the law, that we may have from a number of years'
Practice at the bar. Now since the beginning of the trial, we have done our very best
to help him. It appears that h. is not well pleased, or it appears he thinks we did
not put all the questions to the witnesses that we should have put. Well the law Bays
that when a man appears by counsel, that counsel must act for him during the whole
trial. We appeared for him, h. acquiesced in our appearance--

fr. Justice Richardson.-Does it say that you must through the whole trial ?
M r. Lemieux.-Well as long as we are not disavowed. We appeared for the

Prisoner and he acquiesced in our appearance, our appearance is on the record and if
the prisoner insists upon putting to the witnesses questions, we object to it, and we
moreover say that we will not continue to act in the case as counsel. We think how-
ever it is too late for him to now disavow or refuse.

Mr. Robinson.-If the prisoner under the special circumstances of this Case desires
to join his counsel in conducting the examination or cross-examination of witnesses,
the Crown do not object to it.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-My opinion of the course which the court ought to
follow has not changed in the interval. If this man insists on putting a question, I
don't think the court should refuse him. It would be a matter between himself and
his counsel. There cannot be two.

Mr. Fitzpatrick.-Does your Honor think that so long as there is counsel on the
record that a prisoner has got a right to put a question to a witness, otherwise than
through the counsel ?

Mr. Justice Richardson.-He must take the consequences and know what
the consequences will be, and I think h. does know for I explained the consequences.

Mr. Fitzpatrick.-Questions can only be put by a prisoner to a witnesa in the
r!esence of counsel after counsel have been refused. If he wants to take that step, on

""a the responsibility will lie.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-Prisoner, do you understand the position these gentle-

fein tell you you are taking ?
Prisoner.-I do, my Honor, and I know from my good friends and my learned

lawyers that it is a matter of dignity for their profession, and I consider if my inten-
tions were not respectful for them and for the friends who sent them, I would com-
mit a great fault against my friends and against myself; but in this case would ask
Your Honor if there is any possibility that I am allowed to put questions-

Mr. Justice Richardson.-Listen to me for one moment. I say that I shall not
Stop you from putting a question. I could not stop you from putting a question, but
if You do it, you do it with the knowledge that those gentlemen will abandon you at
0nce6. I think that is the position you gentlemen put it in, and you will have to
take the responsibility of that.

These gentlemen who are opposing you do not, will not interfere.
Prisoner.-I thank them for their liberality.
Mr. Justice ]Richardson.-You must understand that, and I hope you do under-

stand it. Now arrange with your counsel as to what course yon will take.
. Prisoner.-I was going to ask if it is in any way possible that I should put ques.
Ons to the witness, and my good lawyers being there to give me advice necessary

1o stop me when I go out of the procedure.
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gr. Justice Richardson.-That is a matter between you and them. It is entirely
amatter between you and them.

Prisoner.-Your Honor, it is not because they don't put all the questions that
they ought, but they don't know all the circumstances, and they cannot know them
because they were far away.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-Then if you think they are not properly instructed, I
will give you an opportunity to instruct thom, if they have not had an opportunity
of getting proper information from you.

Mr. Lemieux.-We don't want that. We have had full instructions. We can-
not pretend to do anything of the kind. We have been here for two weeks in con-
etant communication with him, and we can't learn anything more in a few hours.

Prisoner.-The case conceins my good lawyers and my friends, but in the flrst
place it concerns me, and as I think, conscientiously, that I ought to do this for me
and for those who have been with me, I cannot abandon the wish that I expressed to
the court, and I cannot abandon the wish that I expressed to retain my counsels,
because they are good and learned.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-Now, do you intend to retain your counsel?
Prisoner.-Yes, and to help myself when they help me.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-Do you wish to retain your counsel?
Prisoner.-I wish to retain, first my chances of doing the best I can for myself,

and then to take the help of those who are so kind to me.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-But they say they won't help you unless you leave the

whole case in their hands.
Prisoner.-They ought to do it.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-They cannot help you-
Prisoner.-Yes, I know that. It is between them and me. I think I would

throw away many good opportunities, your Honor. Ihold this court thanks because
yon have retarded my trial for fifteen days, and after fifteen days, you have delayed
ight other days, and even the court bas been kind enough to furnish money to have

witnesses, and it is because they show me impartiality. Since it is the first time that
I speak before the court, it is my duty to acknowledge what I owe you in that way,
because you could have refused it.

Mr. Robinson.-Does the prisoner thoroughly understand that he will have an
opportunity of addressing the jury ?

Mr. Justice Richardson.-It is in regard to putting questions to this witness.
Mr. Osler.-The simple way would be for him to suggest a question to the

counsel.
Mr. Fitzpatrick.-We have asked him half a dozen times to suggest, and he says

ho knows all about it himself.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-Will you thon suggest a question to your own lawyers ?

Don't read it out, but suggest to them. They will listen to you. One of the gentle-
men will listen quietly to anything you wish to put.

Prisoner.-All the witnesses for the Crown have nearly passed away from the box,
and there is only a few. I have been insisting since yesterday on this, in the hope that
they would make that concession to my own interest, and to the cause which they
defend. I have been patiently waiting. As they have determined to go on, I will
assert that, while I wish to retain them, I cannot abandon my dignity. Here I have
to defend myself against the accusation of high treason, or I have to consent to the
animal life of an asylum. I don't care much about animal life if I am not allowed to
carry with it the moral existence of an intellectual being.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-Now, stop.
Prisoner.-Yes, your Honor, I will.
Mr. Justice -Richardson.-If you have got any question which has not been put

to this witness, why can't you tell those gentlemen ?
(After a pause.)

.Very well, thon, they don't think it proper to put it. Now, 1 understand you to
say that you wish to retain the services of these lawyers throughout your defence-
the rest of your defence, don't I ?
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Prisoner.-I want to ally the smali ability I have to their great ability.
Mr. Osler.-The statute 7 William IV, says he shall make fuil defence by copusel.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-That is the last Treason Act.
Mr. Osler.-Counsel is assigned by the court, and then he has also the right to

address the jury after the close of the case. It is a special privilege in treason.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-Well, the authority which has juat been put in nýy

bands is this: Where after a witness has been fully cross-examined by the defendant's
lawyer, the court refused to let the defendant examine, this was held not to violate
the constitutional right of defence by himself. I think I shall have to tell you, too,
that you are in your counsel's hands, and if you and they cannot agree, then will
Come another question, whether the court will not further interfere, and say counsel
muet go on.

Prisoner.-By wh at bas been said there, Le shall make full defence-
Mr. Justice Richardson.-I will give you an opportunity of addressing the court,

not while the examination is going on, though, of the witnesses.
Prisoner.-After travelling 800 miles why shouldn't they travel the other piece

of allowing ten questions ; it is the coronation of their kindness.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-Have you any questions to ask the witness ? (to

counsel.)
Let the re-examination go on.
Examination of Mr. Charles Nolin continued, through the interpreter.
The witness is asked if the council which he spoke of a while ago, and which

was presided over by Mr. Andrew Spence, was the same that condemned him te
death, and be says no.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-That is, the old council was not the council that oon-
demned him to death ?

Witness saîs that the council that condemned him to death was one that was
called " exovede.'

Witness is asked if the prisoner had separated from the clergy, and he says com-
pletely. He safs the half-breeds are people who need religion. Religion has a great
influence on their mind.

The witness is asked if with religion the prisoner would have succeeded in
bringing half breeds with him, and the witness answers no, it would never have suc-
teeded. If the prisoner had not made himself appear as a prophet, he would never
have succeeded in bringing the half-breeds with him.

By .Mr. Lemieux, re-cross-examination :
The witness is asked if the prisoner did not lose a great deal of his influence in

that way, by the fact that he alot the influence of the clergy, and he says that at the
time he gained influence by working against the clergy and by making himself out
a a priest.

The witness is asked if he means that the people did not have confidence in their
Clergy, and he says no; but he says they were ignorant, and they were taking ad-
Vantage of their ignorance and their simplicity.

Prisoner.-I wish to put a question myself to the witness in the box, your Honor.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-If your counsel see fit to put it, they will put it, and if

not the witness is discharged.
Mr. Lemieux.-I asked the prisoner if he ad any questions to put to the wit-

lness through me, and lie said lie had none, that ho would only put questions by him-
self.

Prisoner.-I cannot abandon my wish, your Honor. I leave it to your considera.
tiOn-My two wishes-of defending myself and of retaining them.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-I have made this memorandum, that it may not be
misunderstood : The prisoner asks to be allowed to put questions himself to the wit.
ness who has just been bore, and bis counsel say that they manage bis case, and
Object to the prisoner putting these questions as such. Mr. Lemieux explains to the
court that the witness bas been specially asked to inform counsel or himself what ho

Odesires as to this witness, and I tell the prisoner that the court at this stage cannot
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allow both counsel and prisoner to manage the defence. While he has counsel'
counsel muet conduct, but at a proper stage, ho has rights which the court will respect.

Mr. Robinson.-I wish it to be understood in this way : I understand the
prisoner to say that he declines to make his choice between allowing his counsel to
examine witnesses and joining him in examination, that he wishes thon to examine
him, and that he wishos to aek himself directly such questions as ho desires ; and I
understand counsel to say that they cannot accept the responsibility of conducting
his case if ho insists upon that.

Couneel for the defence say yes, that's it.
Mr. Robinson.-We will assist the counsel for the prisoner in any way that is

proper.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-If it were an ordinary criminal case, I should not hesi-

tate, but this is beyond the ordinary run of cases that I have had to do with in my
whole career.

Prisoner.-Have I to keep silent ?
Mr. Justice Richardson.-You can inform your counsel what you want. You

have selected them and the court recognizes them.
Prisoner.-Your lonor, I have another question to ask you. Can my counsel

insist upon being my counsel if I thank them for their services?
Mr. Justice Richardson.-They were the counsel who reprosented you at the

start. They wore recognized by you, and I don't think at this stage I should refuse
to recognize them as having charge and the responsibility for the defenbe.

Mr. Lemieux.-We accept the responsibility.
Prisoner.-Your lonor, I have accepted them, but you all know why you accept

defenders, it is to defend ourselves, and I think that since tbey have began matters
are taking a shape that would allow me to make the petition that I make presently
to your honor and the court.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-Yon might find yourself in this position: Suppose these
gentlemen do not continue your defence, you might have counsel assigned by the
court to defend you, and thon you would be bound.

Prisoner.-It is not against their dignity. I cannot see it in that light.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-Proceed with another witness, please.

TnoIAs SANDIERSON Sworn:-

Examined by Mr. Robinson:
There is a paper which has not been read yet, and which was proved by the wit-

nese Jackson. It is dated 15th iay, 1885. It is addressed to General Middleton.

MAJoR GENERAL FREDRICK MIDDLETON,

GENERAL,-I have received only to-day yours of the 13th, but our counsel have
dispersed. I wish you would let them quiet and free. I hear that presently you are
absent. Would I go to Batoche, who is going to receive me ? I will go to fulfil
God's will.

15th May, 1885. LOUIS " DAVID " RIEL, Exovede.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-Was that document proved ?
Mr. Osler.-It was proved by Jackson (No. 19).

By Mtr. Robinson :
Q. I believe you are a farmer living at Carrot River settlement ? A. Yes.
Q. Do you remember the 20th March last ? Do you remember that day ? A. I

don't exactly remember the date.
Q. Well, do you remember Gordon coming to you ? A. Yes.
Q. About when was that? A. I think it was about the 20th, I don't exactly

recollect the date.
Q. Was it at your house ? A. At my father's house.
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Q. What did ho deosire you to do ? A. To go with him-to conduct him to meet
Colonel Irvine.

Q. He wished you to conduct him to meet Colonel Irvine ? A. Yes.
Q. Where was Colonel Irvine represented to be coming from ? A. Coming from

Qu'Appelle.
Q. And what were you to do; to show Mr. Gordon the way ? A. He did not

kn the way and requested me to take him through the woods to avoid the rebels.
Q. How far were you taken ? A. To Hoodoo. Away as far as I possibly could to

secure his safety and the safety of the despatches ho carried.
Q. He was carrying despatches and he wished you to take him through the

Woods to avoid the rebels ? A. Yes.
Q. How far did you go with him ? A. To Hoodoo.
Q. Iow far is Hoodoo ? A. About fifty miles. It is between Batocbe and

'lEumboldt.
Q. When did you get there ? A. About noon of the following day.
Q. What did yon find when you got there ? A. I found Mr. Woodcock, who was

thon in charge of Hoodoo station, and another man whose name I don't know, who
Just came there with a load of oats.

Q. What do you mean by a station? Io it a mail station ? A. A mail stopping
Place. There were also two other mon with sleighs loaded with fiour and gooda for
Carlton, I think, they told me.

Q. For whom ? A. I think for the Hudson Bay Company, but I am not positive.
Q. Who were the men? A. Mr. Isbister, and another I think who was called

Campbell. I have seen the man often before, and I think that is his name.
Q. What happened while yon were thore? A. On towards evening, while I

*as ont washing about the store I saw two half-breeds as I supposed coming along in
Jumpers, and I stepped inside and told Woodcock that the robots were coming for us,
anld went out again and finishod my washing, and thon they drove up to the door,
drove up along the road, got out of their jumpers and walked into the house, and I
asked them what was going on at Batoche and they said nothing much, and J asked
if Mr. Riel was taking prisoners and they said they had got some, and I asked if they
were gotting a good deal of flour and he said they were getting a good deal, andI
sat down to supper, and they went on conversing amongst themselves.

Q. Well, what else took place that you remember? A. At supper a few more
camae in. I said, gotting pretty thick ; I guess J will go outside and se if any more
Outside. I went outside and found about twenty or twenty-five armed men, and
returned and finished my supper.

Q. What did you do next? A. There was one stepped up then and said ho had
a leter for Woodcock. I handed him the letter on a small slip of paper, and ho read
it. le handed it to me to read, and I think it stated that we have been told that
You are going to furnish the police now coming up with hay and oats. If you do we
Will consider you a rebel-signed Garnot.

Q. Well, what olse was said or done ? A. I said that they hadn't ought to con-
sider him a rebel at ail, that he was simply performing bis duty, and if Mr. Irvine
had orders to get hay and oats there, ho would certainly have to get them given to
him, and that I did not think they could consider him a rebel on such grounds or an
enemy to them, with the idea probably of them getting them or leaving them there.
They said anyway they had to take him prisoner and take him to Batoche, and I
apoke up in bis defence and-they said they were going to take me also.

Q, Did they take you too ? A. Yes.
Q. Now, was there a Mr. Isbister there ? A. Yes.
Q. And they took you both to Batoche ? A. Yes.
Q. When did you get there ? A. I should say about eleven or twolve o'clock I

am lot positive.
Q. How many went with you ? A. J think there was either seven or eight in

Y Sleigh and about the same in Woodcock's.
Q. Armed ? A. Yes.
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Q. What did they do to Mr. Isbister? A.:I don't know. He was left there
when I came away.

Q. You don't know whether they took his freight or not'? A. I saw him next
day in Batoche, and I think they did, but I am not positive.

Q. You got to Batoche about twelve I think? A. I did, about twelve.
Q. And what happene d there ? A. I was taken out of the sleigh and taken

into the cburch.
Q. Whom did you see there? A. Well, I was not acquainted with any of them; I

knew one was Gabriel Dumont; I had seen him before and knew him by sight.
Q. How many did you see ? A. I should say about 300, around the church and

in the church that night.
Q. That was the 21st? A. I thinak it was the 21st.
Q. Were they armed ? A. Nearly all that I seen were armed.
Q. Were they all half-breeds or any Indians ? A. Some Indians and some half-

breeds; it was after night and I could not distinguish them.
Q. How long did they keep you ? A. Dumont got up and made a speech ofeome

length, I should say it took him about an hour, and afterwards an Indian got up and
made a speech that lasted about half an hour, and then there was a good deal of talk-
ing and they took us away to the council bouse.

Q. Near the church ? A. A little up the road from the church.
Q. What happened when you got there ? A. There were several men around

the lower storey, some eating, some talking and so on; and they kept me there till
Mr. Riel came.

Q. And what did he say or do? A. I was then conducted up stairs as I sup.
posed into the council room. Mr. Riel asked me what 1---

Q. Were they sitting as a council around the table? A. I don't know, they
were sitting around the table and around the house in all shapes possible.

Q. Was anybody acting as secretary ? A. Yes, one whom i afterwards knew
as Garnot was acting as secretary. Mr. ]Riel asked me what I was about, and I told
him I did not know what he meant; he says, what are you about, and I says I don't
know, I don't know what you bro'ught me here for; says ho, where do you come
from ? I said, I come from Carrot River; he says, I consider you my enemy, and I
says all right.

Q. Well, what more ? A. Ho asked Mr. Woodcock some questions. I am not
positive to what the questions were, that is all that was said to him till morning.

Q. Well, what took place in the morning? A. In the morning I roquested an
interview with Mr. Riel, and he gave me one; I asked him what I was brought there
for, what ho had against me, and he said ho considered me an enemy, and I asked
him why, and he said he considered all the people at Carrot River his enemies, and I
told him I did not know any person there who was against him in the movement,
before he took up arms, and when I left there they did not know he had taken up
arms, and I said as far as I was concerned, I was not his enemy, although I would not
take up arme to defend him, and I thought my best plan was to make some way to
get out of there if I possibly could, for I was in a bad box. I was thon taken to a
house that I was told afterwards was Garnot's where I found other prisoners.

Q. And what took place thon ? A. I don't just recollect everything that took
place, there was so much.

Q. Well, what conversation had yon with the prisoner? A. With Riel?
Q. Yes ? A. He came and asked me down that forenoon, I think it was in the

forenoon and ho wanted me to speak to him; he asked me if I knew there was any
police coming, and I told him I thought there was but I did not know positive]y, and
be said ho had been told there were 500 coming, and ho asked me if I thought it was
true, and I told him I guessed it was, that I thought there was 500 coming; ho asked
me if I thought thoro was; I forget now how he mentioned it; anyway a deputation
to settle his grievances was coming with them, and I told him I thought they were
coming, something to that effect, that they were coming to try and settle this rebelt
lion.
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Q. A deputation was coming to try and settle the rebellion ? A. Yes.
Q. You mean the 500 policemen were the deputation ? A.;No, I mean that there

wore other parties with the -500 policemen.
Q. Now, did he talk to.you about his grievanoos, or what they were, or anything

else? A. Not at that time.
Q. Well, when did he, if at any time.? .A. He did after the Duck Lake battle,and I think the day before. I had several conversations with Mr. Riel. I could not

just recollect what was said. Re did talk to me about them after the Duck Lake
battle, and I think the day before.

Q. Did he speak about his grievances, or what were the grievances? A. I
eOuldn't state posit'ively what he did claim as grievances. There were three griev.
an'es and other things. I don't exactly recollect what the conversation was.

Q. Were they general grievances or personal grievances? A. General grievance
lie spoke to me of.

Q. Well, what took place next; how long were you kept there? A. I think I
was kept there till Wednesday in Batoche. 1 am not positive.

Q. And what happened there ? A. Till the day before the Duck Lake fight, and
was then taken to Duck Lake.

Q. With an armed guard ? A. With au armed guard.
Q. And where were you put there ? A. In the up stairs of Mr. Mitchell's house.

at least I was informed it was Mitchell's.
Q. With other prisoners? A. Yes; Mr. Peter Tompkins, Mr. Lash, William Tomp.

kins and Mr. Woodcock.
Q. IDid you see the people coming over-the body of the half-breeds, and so on,

'coring to Duck Lake ? A. I saw them leaving Batoche and going to Duck Lake
he nighit previous.

Q. About how many ? A. I should say between 400 and 500.
Q. Was Riel with them ? A. I did not see him.
Q. Did you see Riel at Duck Lake ? A. Yes.
Q. When ? A. Before going out to the battle, and coming back from it.
Q. Did you see him actually go out to the battre? A. Yes; I saw him going

Out of the yard towards where the police were coming.
Q. With others ? A. With about between twenty and thirty men.
Q. And you saw him coming back from it ? A. Yes.
Q. Well, when he came back did you hear him say anything ? A. I heard him

speaking, but I could not understand him, for he spoke in either French or Cree, I
©Ouldn't say which.

Q. Did he come up and speak to you at all? A. He did. After speaking to the
lueri lie came up staire, and brought up Charles Newett, the wounded man.
le Q. What did he say about him ? A. He told us he thought it was the best thing

eOould do with a woanded man, that he thought we would take better care of him
than his own men would, and I thanked him for bringing him up to us, and he then
Went down stairs.

Q. Did he tell you anything about the battle ? A. H1e did. After he came back
asked him how many were killed, and he said nine and he thought there were more,

but nine were left on the field ; he thought a good many went away on the sleigh.
Q. Did he tell you anything else about the battle ? A. I asked him who fired

first and he said the police, and he said he afterwards then gave orders for his men to
lre, three distinct orders.

Q. fDid he say how he gave the orders? A. lu the name of the Father Almighty,
Il cOmmand you to fire, was the first time; at lest I think those are as near the
Words as I can repeat them. I think he said the second time, in the name of Our
8viour who redeemed us, I command you to fire; and the third time, in the name of
the Pather, Son and Holy Ghost, I command you to fire.

Q. Thon how long did you remain at Duck Lake? A. Tii next day.
And where wer you taken then ? A. I asked Mr. Riel what he was going

do with the dead bodies the day of the battle, and he told me that lie did not know,
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that they would consider. I said ho ought to send some word to Major Crozier and
lot him know, and allow him to come and take away the bodies, and he said that ho
would consider the matter and seo his council. Afterwards, ho came back up there
and I asked him what ho was going to do, and ho said they were afraid to send one
of the mon for fear Major Crozier would keep him prisoner. I told him if ho would
eend me I would come back and give myself up again as a prisoner, and ho said ho
would consider it, and ho afterwards concluded to send one of the other men, and
thon finally ho came himself and told me ho would send me.

Q. Did ho give you any lotter to take ? A. Yes.
Q. Is that the letter ho gave you (showing witness a paper) ? A. Well, Icould

not say, for I never saw the letter only while ho was writing it, so that I could not
actually give any evidence on the letter. I couldn't swear to it.

Q. You could not identify the letter or swear to the letter ? A. No; I did not
see it afterwards.

Q. Did you give the letter ? A. I did.
Q. To whom ? A. To Major Crozier.
Q. And what happened thon? A. The next that happened I was detained by

the police then and was not allowed to go back, as I had promised to do to Mr. Riel.
Q. Did you assist in bringing the dead from the field? A. Yes.
Q. Well, did Riel ask you any questions after coming back from Duck Lake at

all ? A. Yes, ho asked me about the police. Ho had requested me while going with
his message to tell the people (the volunteers) that ho did not wish to fight them;
that he wisbed them to remain neutral and afterwards help him to establish a govern-
ment, and whon I went back to Duck Lake I told him I had told the people this,
which was a lie. I told him also that I was taken prisoner by Major Crozier and put
into the cells, which was true, and that I was afterwards taken to Prince Albert by
Major Crozier; that the volunteers there kicked because I was taken prisoner; that
Major Crozier was afraid to stay and left Carlton and went to Prince Albert. That
was lies also.

Q. That is the information you gave Mr. ]Riel? A. That I zave Mr. Riel.
Q. And then what happened to you? A. Well, before giving him this informa-

tion ho asked me about them and I told him that I refused to tell'him anything about
them without ho told me whether I was to go back to the prisoners and whether I
was to be allowed to go at large-go free-and ho said I would be allowed to go free,
so then I spun bim a little yarn.

Q. Who wrote this letter that you took to Major Crozier ? A. I could not say
positively. Mr. Riel was writing and so was Mr. Garnot, and they had a great time
getting up the letter, so I don't know which I should say.

Q. What do you mean by a great time ? A. They wrote so many of them and
destroyed them.

Q, They wrote more than one before they got one to suit them? A. Yes.
Q. And finally they finished one and gave it to yon ? A. Yes.

By Mr. Greenshields :
Q. At the tirme you were taken prisoner did Riel take any part in it ? A. No, I

did not see him.
Q. It was only after you had been taken prisoner that you saw him? A. Yes.
Q. At the time you spoke to him regarding the formation of a government did

ho give you any idea of what kind of a government he proposed forming? A. Yes;
ho said ho was going to divide the country up into sovon parts. One part was to be
for the Canadian or white settlers, one-seventh, another seventh for the Indians,
another seventh for the half-breeds, and ho named over what ho was going to do
with the rest. I don't recollect the names of the people.

Q. Did ho tell you ho was going to give other sovenths to other nationalities, the
Poles, Hungarians and Bavarians and Jews ? A. No; ho did not.

Q. Did you hear him say anything about giving a portion of it to the Germans?
A. No; not to my knowledge, he named over, I think it was three-sevenths of it was
to remain to support the Government.
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Q That was for himself, I suppose ? A. Yes, I suppose so, for the government
he was about to establish.

Q. Now, that was about the extent of the conversation with him regarding this
governmenc ? A. Yes; that was about the extent of it.

Q. fie did not say anything about expecting assistance, from foreign powers in
his Undertaking ? A. No; he did not.

Q. Did he talk to you anything about religion? A. Yes.
Q. What did he tell you about that? A. He told me he had ont himself loose

from Rome altogether, and would have nothing more to do with the Pope, that they
'were not going to pay taxes to Rome. He said if they still kept on with Rome, they
could not agree with the Canadians and white people who came there to live because
their government would have to keep all Protestants out of the country, if they
kept on with Rome.

Q. That is, if the Riel government kept on with Rome, they would have to keep
ail Protestants out of the country? A. Yes.

Q. And abandoning Rome, they would he able to allow Protestants to come into
the country? A. Yes, that is what I understood from him.

Q. Well, did he mention anything to you about who was to succeed the Pope?
A. He did not.

Q. Did lie tell you he was going to play Pope for the North-West Territories ?
. He did not.

Q. Well, did he explain to yon any of his principles of the religion that he was
founding? A. No; by the way he spoke to me, the religion was just the same, any
raore than he had cut himself from the Pope.

ROBERT JEFFERSON, sworn :-

Examined by Mr. Casgrain:
Q. In the course of this last spring I believe you were in Poundmaker's reserve,

Were you not ? A. I was.
Q. In his camp? A, Inhis camp,
Q. About what month ? A. The ende of karch, and April and May. I don't

believe it was the whole of May though.
Q. Last ? A. Yes.
Q. Who is Poundmaker? A. He is one of the chiefs of the Cree tribe.
Q. Had he a band of Indians with him? A. He had a band of Indians.
Q. A large band? A. Yes; he had a large band.
Q. Do you recognise this letter (No. 18) and if so, where did you see it ? A.

Weil, I have seen it twice.
Q. Where did you see it the first time Z . I saw it the first time in the camp,

and the second time was in the camp 1oo,
Q. You saw it twice in the camp 1 A. Twice in the camp, yes--once after the

capitulation and the other before.
Q. Whose hand was it in the first time you saw it? A. It was in the hands of

Poundmaker.
Q. And the second time ? A. The second time it was in the hands of Pouad-

Miaker.
Q. And the second time ? A. The second time it was in the hands of Pound-

biaker's wife. -

Q. How did it get there ? Into the camp into Poundmaker's hands ? A. It
was brought in by Delorme and Chici.cum.

Q. What was lis Christian name, do you remember ? A. I could not say.
Q. He was a half-breed? A. fie was a half-breed, yes.
Q. From where ? A. From Duck Lake.
Q. Chic-i-cum is an Indian, isn't he? A. Yes.
Q. Do yon remember the battle of Cnt Knife ? A. Yes.
Q. Was this before or after the battle of Ont Knife ? A. It was before, con-

siderably.
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Q. Was it after the battile of Duck Lake? A. Yes, it was after the battie of
Duck Lake.

Q. When was the battle of Out Knife fought ? A. I could not say the daté.
Q. About what time ? A. About the begînning of May.

Examined by Mr. reenshield :
Q. Was Poundmaker reading this letter at the time that you saw'it in his hands ?

A. No, ho was not.
Q. Do you know whother ho can read or not ? A. I do.
Q. Does ho read English ? A. No.
Q. Does ho read French? A. No, nor French, ho does not read at all.
Q. What was ho doing with the letter when you saw it in his hands ? A. The

letter was bruught to him.
Q. Handed to him? A. Yes.
Q. lu your prosence ? A; No.
Q. Did you soe it brought to him ? A. No, I could not say that 1 saw it brought

th him.
Q. Well, how do you know the letter was brought to him ? A. Woll, everyone

said it was brought to him.
Q. But you don't know anything about it yourself ? A. I beg your pardon, I

know it was brought to him. He said it was brought to him.
Q. Who said ? A. Poundmaker.
Q. But you don't know of your personal knowledge it was brought to him? A.

No, 1 did not see it brought to him.
Q. What was ho doing with it when you saw it in his hands ? Was he looking

at it as a matter of curiosity or what? A. No, I believe ho was going to put it away
Q. Did ho know what it was ? A. O, yes, ho knew what it was.
Q. He knew it was a letter, eh? A. He knew it was a letter.
Q. Did ho ask you to read it for him ? A. No, ho did not.
Q. Do you know yourself now where ho got that lotter, or how ho got it, of yourown personal knowledge, not what ho told you or anybody else told you, but of your

own personal knowledge? A. No, I don't.
Q. You don't know anything about it, do you? A. No.
Q. You don't even know whether it was intended for Poundmaker or not, do

you ? A. Not of my own personal knowledge.
Re.examined by Mr. Casgrain:

Q. Was this letter read to Poundmaker ? A. It was.
Q. By whom ? A. By the man that brought it.
Q. Was it interproted to him? A. It was interpreted to him.

By Mr. Greenslields:
Q. How do you know it was read to him? A. I heard them read it
Q. Where were you when it was read ? A. I was there whon ho read it.
Q. Do you understand French ? A. I don't understand very much of it.
Q. Did you have the letter in your hand ? A. I did, yes.
Q. Was it read in French to Poundmaker, or in English, or how, or German, or

what ? A. It was translated for him. I believe it was read in French to him firot.
I believe it was read in French first. I am not certain about it, though.

Q. How do you know it was translated to him ? A. Well, I heard wh at was
called a translation of it.

Q. What were yon doing there about that time? A. I was listening.Q. Now, how do you know it was translated, if you nover read the letter? .
I never said I never read the letter.

Q. Well, did you ever read it? A. I did read it.
Q. Before or after it was translated ? A. After this.
Q. Atter it was translated ? A. After it was'translated.
Q. Let us hear you read it nok'and tell us what l i it?' A. But I have leard

your trahslation he14-
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Q. You said you heard that translated, because you understood it. Now, lot us
hear what that letter means, not what anybody told you or what you heard, but we
Want to know what your knowledge of the contents of that letter is ? A. (Reading
the letter as follows :-Since we wrote to you important events have occurred to the
half-breeds and savages and Indians of Fort Battleford and vicinity. Since we
wrote to you important events have occurred, the police came to attack us, and we
encountered them. God has given us victory. Thirty half-breeds and five Orees
have sustained the battle against 120 men. After thirty-five or'forty minutes of fire,
the enemy took flight. Bless God - ) '

Q. Now, did you read the letter before it was translated in language to Pound-
maaker ? A. No, I read it afterwards.

Q. And he read it over in French first of all to Poundmaker, and thon afterf
Wards in English ? A. Then afterwards in Cree. I think he read it in French first,
but I am not sure.

By Mr. Justice Richardson:
Q. Do you understand Cree ? A. Yes.
Mr. Robinson.-I think your Honor that that will be the last witness for the

Crown. I am not quito sure till to-morrow, and of course we will adjourn n ow, it
being six o'clock.

Court here adjourned till ten o'cloak, a.m., to-morrow.

THURsDAY, 3Oth yuly.
Court opened at 10 a. m.

Father ALEXIs ANDRÉ, swOrn

Examined by Mr. Lemieux :
(Mr. F. R. Marceau being interpreter.)
Q. What is your nane and religion ? A. Alexis André, Oblat. I would prefer

to. speak in French. I understand the English very well, but speaking it is quite a
different matter.

Q You are the superior of the Oblats in the district of- ? A. Of Carlton
Q. For how long ? A. Since seven years.
Q. Since how long have you been living in the country ? A. I lived in the

coOuntry since 1865, in the Saskatchewan.
Q. Do you know the population and habits of the people? A. For twenty-five

ears I have been continually with the half-breeds of the Saskatchewan above and
elow. I was four years with the same population in Dakota.

Q. You have been with the half-breeds, Catholie and Protestant? A. They
Were mixed up in the colony, and I knew a great many both of the Catholic and Pro.
testant half-breeds, and had a great many friends among the Protestants.

Q. Do you remember 1884 and 1885 ? Do 'you remember the events of those
Years ? A. Yes, very well.

• Q. Do you remember the circumstances under which the prisoner came into the
Baskatchewan country in 1884? A. Yes, I remember very well.

Q. At that time there was an agitation in the Saskatchewan about certain rights
the half-breeds claimed they had against the Federal Government ? A. Yes, abut
three months before there was an agitation amongst the English and French half-breeds.

Q. State what were the claims of the half-breeds towards the Federal Govern-
mlent ? A. At first I did not know what was the cause of the agitation in the country.

Q. Afterwards? A. After, we knew from questioning the half-breeds that they
Were going to see Riel.

Q. And finally Riel came into the country? A. Yes.
Q. In what month ? A. About the 1st of July, 1884.
Q. During the first.months that he was in the country was there a constitutional

Aitation going- on ? A. Yes, there were meetings held amongst the French and
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English half-breeds, and at Prince Albert there was a meeting at which I was present
myself.

Q. Do you know that resolutions were passed and sent to the Federal authori-
ties ? A. I did not know that resolutions were passed at the meeting.

Q. Did you know of petitions and requisitions being sent to the Federal Gov.
ernment? A. At that time I did not know of any, only of the meetings and the
speeches.

Q. At the assembly you were at did you take part? A. No. I was there as a
spectator and did not speak.

Q. You did not take any part? A. I was only there as a spectator.
Q. Did you yourself communicate with the Dominion Government ? A. At what
?ime?
Q. I mean in regard to the rights and claims of the half-breeds. A. Yes, I coin-

imunicated.
Q. At what time? A. I am not sure at what time--in 1882 I did communicate.
Q. Since that have you communicated ? A. Not directly.
Q. How did you communicate ? A. I communicated directly in regard to Riel.
Q. Can you tell me in what manner you communicated ? A. I communicated in

December when Riel said he wanted to go out of the country because of the agitation
that was existing in the country.

Q. Did yon communicate after that ? A. No. I comrmunicated after the rebellion.
Q. With whom ? A. The Minister of Public Works.
Q. The Hon. Mr. Langevin? Yes, asking help for those who were in distress.
Q. What were the claims of the half-breeds ? A. Since when ; you must dis-

tinguish.
Q. From 1884 until the time of the rebellion ? A. Since the arrival of the

prisoner in the country?
Q. Yes ? A. It would be difficult to tell that ; they changed from time to time

since the arrival of the prisoner.
Q. Before his arrival ? A. They demanded patents for their land, demanded

frontage on the river, and the abolition of the taxes on wood, and the rights for those
who did not have scrip in Manitoba.

Q. In what way did the half-breeds put forth their rights before the arrival of
the prisoner? A. By public meetings, at which I assisted several times myself.

Q, Did you take part yourself? A. Yes; at al those meetings.
Q. Were communications made with the Dominion Government. resolutions and

petitions? A. I remember three or four times that there was.
Q. Did you get any answer to your communications ? A. I think we received

an answer once-perhaps we received an answer once.
Q. Was the answer favorable ? A. No; it was an evasive answer, saying they

would take the question into consideration.
Q. That was the only answer to a number of communications ? A. Yes. I

know of another communication made by Monsignor Grandin to the same effect.
Q. Did he get a favorable response ? A. No; I do not know of any.
Q. Do you know if there was an answer sent to Charles Nolin in regard to s

petition sent to the Government ? A. It was in regard to those meetings I was
making reference. I only know as to one answer.

Q. Finally, after these petitions and resolutions had been adopted at the publiO
mneetings and sent to the Government, was there a change in the state of things that
existed thon ? A. The silence of the Government produced great dissatisfaction in
the minds of the people.

Q. To day are the people in a better position than they were before in regard to
the rights they claim ? A. They have not yet received the patents for their land 0n
the South Saskatchewan.

Mr. Osler.-I must object to this class of questions being introduced. MY
learned friends have opened a case of treason, justified only by the insanity of the
prisoner; they are now Qeeking to justify armed rebellion for the redress of theO
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grievances. These two defences are inconsistent. One is no justification at all.
We are willing to allow all possible latitude, but they have gone as far as I feel they
should go. We have allowed them to describe documents which they have not pro-
duced, and answers in writing, so that they might not be embarrassed, and that the
outline of the position might be fairly given to the jury, but it is not evidence, and if
]My learned friend is going into it in detail, I think it is objectionable.

Ris Honor.-Supposing they are going to produce these writings ?
Mr. Osler.-They could not be ovidence. They would not be evidence in justifi-

etion; that is admitted. It cannot be possible for my learned friends to open the
ctase en one defence and go the jury indirectly upon another. Of course, it is not
really any defence in law, and should not be gone into with any greater particularity.
If this is given in evidence, we would have to answer it in many particulars, and
then there would be the question of justifying the policy of the Government.

His Honor.-It would be trying the Government.
Mr. Osler.-It is as it were a counter-claim against the Government and that is

]Dot open to any person on trial for bigh treason. We have no desire to unduly
limlit my learned friend, but I cannot consent to tryirg such an issue as that here.

Mr. Lemieux.-I do not want to justify the rebellion. I want to show the state
of things in ;the country so as to show that the prisoner was justified in coming into
the country and to show the circumstanceE under which he came.

His Honor.-Have you not done that already ?
Mr. Lemieux.-I have, perhaps, to the satisfaction of the court, but, perhaps,

Others may not be so well satisfied.
Mr. Osler.-If you do not go any further we will withdraw our objection.
Mr. Lemieux.-I want to get further facts, not in justification of the rebellion,

but to explain the circumstances under which the accused came into the country. I
had a right to prove what I have already proved a minute ago, I am entitled to
prove other facts. If I was right a moment ago, I should be allowed to put similar
questions now.

His Honor.-The objection is not urged until you have gone as far as the coun-
Sel for the Crown thought you ought to go.

Mr. Lemieux.-It is rather late now to object.
Mr. Osler.-I warned my learned friends quietly before.
Mr. Lemieux.-Well, I will put the question and it can be objected to.
Q. Will you say if the state of things in the country, the actual state of things

in the country in 1882, 1883 and 1884, and if to-day the state of things is the same as
1lu 1882,1883 and 1884? If justice bas been doue to the claims and just rights of the
People ?

M r. Osler.-That question must be objected to, it could not have had anything to
do with bringing the prisoner here. I object first, as a matter of opinion. Second,that it is a leading question. And third, that it is irrelevant to the issue.

. Mr. Lemieux.-The most important objection is that it is leading. As to the
opinion of the witness, I should think his opinion is valuable, it is facts I want from
the witness. I suppose he can give his opinion based on the facts. If he says no, or
Yes, I will ask him why and he will give me his reason why.

Ris Honor.-That will be a matter of opinion.
Mir. Lemieux.-I will put the question and you can object to it.
Q. Do you know if at any ti me the Dominion Government agreed or acceded to

the demands made by the half-breeds and clergy relative to the claims and rights that
3ou have spoken of in the preceding answer.

Mr. Osler.-I do not object to the question if confined to a date prior to the let
of July, 1884, the time he was asked to corme into the country, although the question
is really irregular. I am mot going b strict lines, but I do object to his asking as
regards the present state of things. I do not object if ho confines his questions to the
tu'e prior to the prisoner coming to the country.

Mr. Lemieux.-My question will show that the prisoner had reason to come, if
the people had confidence in him ho had a right to come and help them to try and
Persuade the Federal Government to grant what had been reiurud them so far.
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His Ronor.-Your question is what, Mr. Lemieux ?
Mr. Osler.-I am willing that the question should be allowed if limited to the

time prior to July, 1884.
Ris Honor, to Mr. Lemieux.-Is that the way you put it ?
Mr. Lemieux.-Yes.
Mr. Osler.-Thon we withdraw the objection.
Ris Honor.-Then we will have his answer.
Mr. Lemieux.-I want to put the question generally.
Mr. Osler.-It is so general and difficult to grasp in any way I won't object.
Mr. Lemieux.-Perhaps it is difficuit to you but not to the witness.
Q. Will you state if since the arrival of the prisoner in the country up to the time

of the rebellion, the Government has made any favorable answer to the demande and
claims of the half-breeds ? A. Yes, I know that they have acceded to certain demande
in regard to those who did not have any scrip in Manitoba. A telegram was sent on
the 4th of March last, granting the scrip.

Q. Before that time ? A. Yes, regarding the alteration of the survey of lots on
the river, there was an answer from the Government saying they would grant it, and
that was an important question.

Q. What question then remained to be settled ? A. The question of patents, that
has been settled aiso in a certain way, because Mr. Dack was sent and I went with
him as interpreter.

Q. What other question remained ? A. Only the question of wood, timber.
Q. You know now that there is a commission sitting in regard to the clai ma and

petitions of half-breeds ? A. Yes.
Q. Do you know how many claims and demanda have been settled by that com-

mission since it bas been in existence? A. In what place? Is it in the North-West
or in the district of Carlton ?

Q. Genoe ally ? A. I do not know. I know for my own district.
Q. What do you know ? A. I know that at Batoche they gave three scrips.
Q. Since the rebellion ? A. About three weeks.
Q. At Duck Lake? A. Forty.
Q. Since the rebellion ? A. Yes, about the same time.
Q. DP' yc'- know of any others ? A. No, not in that district.
Q. - ou have had occasion to meet the prisoner between July, 1884, and the time

of the rebellion ? A. les.
Q. What is the name of your parish ? A. Prince Albert.
Q. You saw the prisoner there ? A. Yes.
Q. Did you see him elsewhere ? A. At St. Laurent several times. I don't know

how often, and I saw him at Batoche also.
Q. Have you had occasion to speak often to him on the political situation and on

religion ? A. Frequently, it was the matter of our conversation.
Q. Did you like to speak of religion and politics with him ? A. No, I did not

like to.
Q. Will you give me your reasons why you did not like to speak of politics and

religion with him? A. Politics and religion was a subject he always spoke of in
conversation, he loved those subjects.

Q. Did ho speak in a sensible manner? A. I wish to say why I did not like to
speak to him on those subjects. Upon all other matters, literature and science he was
in his ordinary state of mind.

Q. Upon political subjects and religion ? A. Upon politics and religion he was
no longer the same man. It would seem as if there were two mon in him, ho lost all
control of himnself upon these auestions.

Q. Whun ho spoke of religion and politics ? A. Yes, on those two matters ho
lost ail control of himself.

Q. Did you consider after the conversations you have had with him that when
he spoke on politics and religion ho had his intelligence ? A. Many times, at leat
twenty times, I told him I would not speak on those subjects because.he was a fool.
Re did not have his intelligence of mind.
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Q. Is that the practical result that you have found in your conversation with
]iel on political and religious questions ? A. It is my experience.

Q. Yon have had a good deal of experience with people, and you have known
Persons who were affiicted with mania ? A. Before answering that, I want to state
a fact to the court regarding the prisoner; you know the life of that man affected us
during a certain time.

Q. In what way ? A. Ie was a fervent Catholic, attending the church and.
attending to his religions duties frequently, and his state of mind was the cause of
great anxiety. In conversation on politics and on the rebellion, and on religion, ho
Stated things which frightened the priests. I am obliged to visit every month the
fathers (priests) of the district. Once all of the priests met together, and they put
the question: Is it possible to allow that man to continue in his religious duties ?
And they unanimously decided that on this question he was not responsible, that
hie was completely a fool on this question, that he could not suffer any contradiction.
On the question of religion and politics we considered that he was completely a fool.
In discussing these questions, it was like showing a red flag to a bull, to use a vulgar
Oxpression.

Cross examined by Mr. Casgrain:
Q. I believe in the month of December, 1884, you had an interview with Riel

and Nolin with regard to a certain sum of money which the prisoner claimed from
the Federal Government ? A. Not with Nolin. Nolin was not present at the
interview.

Q. The prisoner was there ? A. Yes.
Q. Will you please state what the prisoner asked of the Federal Government?

A. I had tvo interviews with the prisoner on that subject.
Q. The prisoner claimed a certain indemnity from the Federal Government,

Idid'ut ho ? A. Wben the prisoner made his claim I was there with another gentle-
Inian, and he asked from the Government $100,000. We thought that was exorbi-
tant, and the prisoner said: Wait a little, I will take at once $35,000 cash.

Qa And on that condition the prisoner was to leave the country if the Govern-
lent gave him the $35,000 ? A. Yes, that was the condition ho put.

Q. When was this ? A. That was on the 23rd December, 1884.
Q. There was also another interview between you and the prisoner ? A. There

kas been about twenty interviews between us.
Q. He was always after you to ask you to use your influence with the Federal

Government to obtain this indemnity ? A. The first time he spoke of it was on the
12th December, ho had never spoken a word about it before, and on the 23rd Decem-
ber he spoke about it again.

Q. He talked about it very frequently ? A. On these two occasions only.
Q. That was his great occupation ? A. Yes, at those times.
Q. Is it not true that the prisoner told you ho himself was the half-breed

question ? A. He did not say so in express terms, but he conveyed that idea. He
sid, if I am satisfied, the half-breeds will be. I must explain this-this objection.
Was made to him, that even if the Government granted him $35,000, the half-
breed question would remain the same, and he said, in answer to that, if I am
satisfied the half-breeds will be.

Q. Is it not a fact ho told you he would even accept a less sum than the $35,000 ?
A. Yes, He said, use all the influence you can, you may not get all that, but get alt
you can, and if you get less~we will see.

Q. When ho spoke of religioh, the principal thing of which he spoke was it not
the Supremacy of Pope Leo the XIII? A. Before the rebellion, he never spoke
directly on that question as to the supremacy of the Pope.

Q. On that question ho was perfectly reasonable ? A. On religious questions,before that time, he blamod everything. He wanted to change mass and the liturgy,the ceremonies and the symbols.
Q. Do you Pretend that every man Who has strange ideas on religious matters

' a fool ? A. No, I don't pretend that.
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Q. A man may have particular views on religions matters and still retain all
his reason and intelligence ? A. That depends on the way in which he explains his
ideas, and by his conduct in expressing them.

Q. A man may be a great reformer of great religions questions without being a
fool? A. I do not deny history, but the reformer must have some principle which
the prisoner never had.

Q. Is it not true that the prisoner had fixed principles in his new religion? A.
Ie had the principle that he was an autocrat in religion and politics and ho changed
his opinions as ho wished.

Q. Do you say he changed his religion as he wished? A. His ideas changed.
To-day ho admitted this and to-morrow denied it. Ho was his own judge in these
inatters. He believed himself infallible.

Q. Is it not a fact that the half-breeds are a people extremely religions? A. I
admit the fact, very religions.

Q. Is it not true that religion has a great influence upon them ? A. Yes.
Q. Is it not true that a man who tried to govern them by inducing them to

completely change their religion or to do away with it would have no influence with
them at all? A. Exactly, it was just because he was so religions and appeared so
devout that ho exercised such a great influence over them. I wish to explain this
point, bocause it is a great point. With the half-breeds he never was contradicted,
and consequently he was nover excited with them and he appeared in his natural
state with them. fie did not admit his strange views at first. It was only after a
time that he proclaimed them and especially after the provisional govern ment had
been proclaimed.

Re-examined by Mr. Lemieux:
Q. Is it not a fact that if any proposition was made to Riel, he became irascible

and violent and almost uncontrollable ? A. As far as personal experience goes he
would not allow the least opposition at all. Immediately his physiognomy changed
and ho became a different man.

Mr. Casgrain objects to this evidence on the ground that it should have been
given on the examination in chief.

PILIP GARNOT sworn:-

Examined by Mr. Fitzpatrick:
Q. What is your name ? A. Philip Garnot.
Q. Where do you live when you are at home? A. At Batoche.
Q. Where are you living at the present time ? A. In Regina jail.
Q. Do you know Riel, the prisoner at the bar? A. I do.
Q. You have known him for how long? A. 1 saw him for the first time in

Helena, Montana, about seven years ago.
Q. Did you see him at Batoche during the course of last summer or in the Sas-

katchewan district? A. I saw him last fali.
Q.' What time last fall ? A. lu October.
Q. From that time up to the month of March last did you have occasion to see

him frequently? A. No, I did not see much of him. I only saw him once or twice.
Q. During that time did you have any conversation with him ? A. Not that I

remember.
Q. No conversation whatever with him ? A. I had some small conversation,

but none that I can remember well.
Q. Do you remember during the course of last autumn and last winter up to the

month of March-do you remember having any conversation with him on religious
matters or on political matters ? A. No, I never had.

Q. No conversation whatever up to that time ? A. I had some conversation,
but not on religion or plitics.

Q. Did you at any time talk to him on religion previous to his arrest ? A. I
did. After the trouble, after the 18th March.
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Q. Was ho living at your bouse? A. No, but ho came there occasionally and
Elopt there sometimes.

Q. When ho spoke to you of religion do you remember what ho said to you ?
A. I know he was talking to me about changing the Pope, or something of that
kind; wanting to name Bishop Bourget, of Montreal, Pope of the new world, as he
naned it. He spoke to me several things about religion that I cannot remember.

Q. Did ho say anything to you about the Holy Ghost or the Spirit of God ? A.
Yes, ho said in my presence, not to me exactly, at a meeting, that the spirit of Elias
Was with him.

Q. Did ho say ho had any of the divine attributes that are generally attributed
to Elias ? A. That is what I think ho ireant by that..

Q. What did he say about it as far as yon can recollect ? A. He wanted the
People in the meeting to acknowledge him as a prophet, and ho gave them to under-
Stand ho had the spirit of Elias in him and that ho was prophesying.

Q. Do you remember any of his numerous prophesies ? A. I don't remember
them ail.

Q. Do you remember any of them? A. 1 know every morning, almost every
Morning, ho would come in front of the people and say such and such a thing would
happen. I don't remember any of them in particular.

Q. You said a moment ago ho spent some nights at your house? A. Yes, ho
slept once or twice at my house.

Q. During the nights ho spent there did you notice anything remarkable about
him ? A. I know ho was praying loud ail night and kept me awake sometimes.

Q. Everyone else was asleep in the house at the time? A. I was the only other
Ofne in the house with him.

Q. Can you remember now the kind of prayers ho delivered himself of ? A. It
'Was prayers ho was making up himself. I never heard them before.

Q. You are a Roman Catholic ? A. Yes.
Q. You are a French Canadian ? A. Yes.
Q. Had yon ever heard any of these prayers before ? A. I never heard them,

except some of them. He would say the prayer ' Our Father,' but all the rest of the
prayer3 I never heard before, except by him.

Q. During the time you saw him when ho delivered himself of.these prophesies
YOu alluded to, what was his tomper ; how did ho act when contradicted ? A. H.
Would not stand pontradiction by anyone. He had to have his own way in every-
tbing.

Q. Was ho very smooth tempered ? A. No ho was not smooth tempered.
Q. Irritable ? A. Yes.
Q. Did he make any declarations to you as to what ho thought himsolf to be in

the way of power or authority ? A. No, ho did not make any statement to me, but
in, my presence he made the declaration that ho was representing St. Peter.

Q. Did ho aspire to any particular gifts. or pretend ho was endowed with the
-abilities of a poet, musician or orator ? A. No.

Q. You did not hear him boast of his great intellectual qualities ? A. No.
. Q. Did ho at any time communicate to yon his views with reference to the way
lu Which the country was to be divided in the event of his success ? A. He did li
my presence.

Q. Tell us what ho said to yon about that as far as you eau remember ? A. He
'Was talking about the country being divided into several provinces; one for the
Prench, Germans, Irish, and 1 don't know what else. There was to be seven different
liationalities.

Q. Do you remember anything else besides this yon have mentioned ? What
Other foreigners? A. Italians.

Q. Hungarians ? A. I can't remember particularly very well.] [I know it was
SOven different provinces and seven different nationalities.

Q. Did the plan ho thon stated appear to you a very feasible one? A. I did not
believe ho could succeed in that.
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Q. Dit he say ho expected any assistance frôm these people ? A. Yes, ho
expected assistance from them. He mentioned ho expected the assistance of an army
of several nationalitios, and I remember ho mentioned the Jews. He expected their
assistance and money. He was going to give them a province as a reward for their>
help. That is what I understood him to say.

Q. Did ho tell you how ho had arranged that, or if he had made any arrange-
ment with the people? A. He might, but I don't remember.

Q. In his conversation with you, or with others in your presence on those sub.
jects, did ho at any time give you any intimation that ho had any doubt of his success
or that any obstacle could prevent him from succeeding? A. No, ho always men-
tioned ho was going to succeed. That it was a divine mission ho had, and that ho
was only an instrument in the hand of God.

Q. When ho talked of other matters than religion and the success of his plans,
Iiow did he act and talk generally ? A. I never noticed any difference in his talk on
other matters, because I never had much intercourse with him only during the time
of the trouble. 1 met him once before that.

Q. Did ho appear to be actuated by any friendship for other people, or did he
appeor to be wrapped up in himself ? Did ho appear to have any sympathy for any
one except himself, or did ho appear to think of anyone but himself, I mean during
these times you had conversations with him ? A. I could not answer that question
because I don't understand rightly.

Q. When ho spoke of religion and about the country in the different interviews
lhe had with you or others, did you understand that ho had any idea of thinking of
the welfare of anyone at all except himself; that ho was the sole person to be con-
sidered ? A. It seemed as if ho was working in the interest of the half breed popu-
lation, and the settlers generally; ho mentioned that.

Q. Did you communicate to anyone your impression of this man-what you
thought of him ? A. I did.

Q. What did you think of him ? A. I thought the man was crazy, because ho
acted very foolish.

Cross-e:amined by Mr. Robinson:
Q. He had .great influence over the half-breed population there, hadn't ho ? A.

Yes, ho could do almost what ho wanted with them.
Q. And you were one of those who followed him ? A. No, I followed him, but

against my will.
Q. What do you mean ? A. When a man has a stronger force than I have, I

have to follow him. He came to me with an armed force and I had to go.
Q. Do you say you were forced to follow him by violence, is that what you mean?

A. I don't mean to say that I was forced exactly by violence, ho came and brought
me from nmy house, ho came with -armed men, and I saw there was no use resisting.

Q. Do you mean to say you lollowed him because of the armed men, and that
that was all that influenced you ? A. Yes.

Q. He had great influence over all the French half-breed population ? A. I
always thought ho had lots of influence amongst the half-breeds.

Q. I believe they all looked to him as a leader and followed him? A. Yes
they did.

Q. They relied upon his j udgment and advice ? A. They did.

Father VITAL POURMOND, sworn:-

(Arthur Lewis, sworn as interpreter.)
Examined by AMr. Lemieux:

Q. Your profession ? A. I am a priest at St. Laurent, in the district of Carlton,
an Oblat father.

Q. For how long have you been a priest ? A. Ton years. I arrived at the
place in the year 1875.
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Q. Have you known the prisoner Riel since 1884 ? A. Yes; directly since hie
arrival. I knew the prisoner by what I had heard, but I never seen him till thon.

Q. Since his arrival in the country have you had several conversations with the
Prisoner up to the time of the rebellion ? A. Very often.

Q. At St. Laurent? A. At St. Laurent, at Batoche, and during the war.
Q. Had yon any conversation with the prisoner on religious and political sub-

jects ? A. Very often.
Q. Were you prosent at the meeting which Father André spoke of in which

]Riel's judgment and sanity was questioned ? A. Y es; I was present.
Q. Did you agree with the other fathers in the opinion as to the sanity of the

Prisoner ? A. It was me consulted the reverend fathers.
Q. Were you personally acquainted with the facts upon which you based your

opinion as to the insanity of Riel ? A. I was personally acquainted with the facts
Upon which they based their opinion.

Q. Will you please state upon what facts you based your opinion that the pris-
orler was not sane on religious or political matters ? A. Permit me to divide the
answer into two : the facts before the rebellion and the facts during the rebellion.
Before the rebellion it appeared as if there were two men in the prisoner. In private
Conversation he was affable, polite, pleasant and a charitable man to me. I noticed that
even when he was quietly talked- to about the affairs of politics and government, and
he was not contradicted he was quite rational; but as soon as he was contradicted on
these subjects, thon lie became a different man and would be carried away with hie
feelings. He would go so far as to use violent expressions to those who were even
hie friends. As soon as the rebellion commenced, thon he became excited and was
Carried away and he lost all control of himseolf and of hie temper. He went so far
that when a father contradicted him, he became quite excited and had no respect for.
him, and he often threatened to destroy all the churches. He says there is danger
for you, but thanks for the friendship I have for you I will protect you from any
harm. Once I went to St. Antoine and there I met a number of priests, and Riel
Bays, I have been appointed by the council to be your spiritual adviser. I said that
Ottr spiritual adviser was a bishop and that Mr. Riel would not be him. There is
only one way yon can be our adviser, the only way you can become
80 is by shooting us, the only way you can direct us is by shooting us,
and then you can direct our corpses in any way you like ; that was
!QY answer to him. (The interpreter states that ho does not feel qualified to correctlyiniterpret the evidence, and Mr. Casgrain proposes that they translate the evi-
donce given by the defence, and Mr. Fitzpatrick that given by the Crown, which is
agreed to.) Witness continues: He had extraordinary ideas on the subject of the
Trinity. The only God was God the Father, and tbat God the Son was not God;
the Holy Ghost was not God either; the second person of the Trinity was not God
and as a consequence of this the Virgin Mary was not the mother of God but the
m1other of the Son of God. That is the reason why he changed the formula of the
Prayer which is commonly known as " Hail Mary." Instead of saying " Hail Mary,
mnOther of God, he said " Hail Mary, mother of the Son of God." fie did not admit
the doctrines of the church, of the divine presence; according to his ideas it was not
God who was present in the host, but an ordinary man 6 feet high. As to his politi-
Cal ideas, he wanted first to go to Winnipeg and Lower Canada and the United States
and even France. He said he will take your country even, and thon he was to go
to Italy and overthrow the Pope and thon he would choose another Pope of hie own
»iaking.

Mr. Osler.-Your Honor, we would prefer the interpretation should be done by a
regular interpreter. I don't think it is within the ordinary rules of evidence that it
should be done as it now is; it is a question even whether, even if consented to as in
this case, it would be binding in a criminal case.

Court here adjourns for lunch.
On court resuming, Louis Bourget was appointed interpreter.
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Q. Before adjournment you said that Riel had said that ho was going down to
Winnipeg, thon ho was going to the Province of Queboc, then he was going to cross
the ocean and go to Paris and Rome and have a new Pope elected ; he would get one
appointed or appoint himself as Pope ? A. Yes, ho said something to that effect.

Q. Have you made up your mind about the prisoner being insane as far as
religious matters are concerned ? A. We wero much embarrassed at first, because
sometimes ho looked reasonable and sometimes ho looked as a man who did not know
what he was saying.

Q. Finally ? A. We made up our minds there was no way to explain' his con-
duct but that ho was insane, otherwise ho would have to be too big a criminal.

Q. As the agitation was progressing did you notice a change in his conduct, in
bis mind ? A. A great change, ho was a groat deal more excitable.

Q. At the time of the rebellion you formed the opinion that ho was insane ? A.
Yes, I can tell some facts to that effect.

Q. If it is not too long, will you tell us what it is ? A. Once ho was asked by
the people to explain his views on religion or religious matters so that they could see
through them. When ho found out the clergy were against him, that he was contra-
dicted, he turned against the clergy, particularly against me, and opposed the clergy,
and kept following me into the tents wherever I would go. He compelled me to leave
the place, go down to the river and cross to the other side. There were several
women there who came to shako hands with me. The prisoner had a very extraor-
dinary expression upon his face, ho was excited by the opinion ho gave upon religion.
The prisoner spoke to the women and said: " Woe unto you if you go to the priests,
because you will be killed by the priests-" Ail of a sudden, when I came to the boat,
which was not very easy to get into, the prisoner, with great politeness, came up and
said: "I Look out, father, I will help you to get on the boat."

Q. In an instant he passed from great rage to great politeness, in very few minutes?
A. Yes, the first time I was at Batoche I was brought before the council by the
irisoner.

Q. Whon you first came to Batoche were you friends with the prisener? A.
Yes, I was.

Q. Yon repeat what you have alroady said that in matters political and roligious
the prisoner was not in his mind? A. Yes.

Q. And could not be controlled ? A. Yes.
Q. And was not sane ? A. Yes.
Q. What happened at the council house when ho brought you t here ? A. I was

made to render an account of my conduct as a priest, and on several other matters
against the provisional government. The prisoner got very much excited and called
me a little tiger.

Q. Why did he call you a little tiger ? A. I do not know, I suppose because I
contradicted him. It was about ton o'clock when I asked to go, late at night, and
thon the prisoner became very polite and offered a carriage to convey me. The
council was in the room above. There was a stairs I had to go down, and I had a
parcel in my hands, under my arm. With extraordinary politeness the prisoner took
the parcel and said "l Father, you may hurt yourself."

Q. Did ho ever show you a little book in which ho had written those prophecies
in the blood of the baffalo as to the future of this country ? A. I hoard of it but I
never saw it. The prisoner never spoke to me about the book.

By Mr. Casgrain:
Q. It was when the prisoner was contradicted that ho became uncontrollable?

A. Yes, that is what I said.
Q. It was thén the prisoner became uncontrollable ? A. Yes, and at other

times too.
Q. The half-breeds did not contradict him upon religions matters ? A. Some of

the half-breeds did contradict him.
Q. A great number? Most of the half-breeds followed him in his roligious

views ? A. [ cannot say ; most would be too many.
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Q. A great number ? A. Yes, and several did not dare to express their views.
1~ Q. Before the rebellion began ho was quiet and sane in mind ? A. Yes, rela-
tively, except sometimes when ho was contradicted, as I said this morning.
a Q. When do you fix the commencement of the rebellion ? A. 18th of March.
The Prisoner came himseolf and proclaimed the rebellion.

Q. Ile made you take an oath of neutrality towards the provisional government
during the re bellion ? A. No, there was no oath, but there was a written promise
concerning the exorcise of the ministry.

Q. Was it in terms of neutrality towards the provisional government? A. Ye.
Q. You said there was no other way to explain his conduct than to say ho was

Insane or a great criminal, and you would rather say ho was insane-rather than say
ho was insane-rather than say ho was a great criminal you would say ho was insahe?
I did not say that, but in my mind it was the bost way to explain it.

Q. You had naturally a great deal of friendship for the prisoner? A. I could
not have had much friendship, because I did not know him at the beginning, and
eftOrwards when I became acquainted with him, the friendship was broken off.

Q. Between the time when ho came into the mission and the time you had a
rupture with him, is it not true that you and ho were friends-that you had a great
deal of friendship for him ? A. Yes, as I would have for you.

Q. Religion has a great influence on half-breeds ? A. In what sense. ?
Q. In a general way ; they are a religious people by instinct ? A. Yes, religion
great influence with them.

FPANçois Roy, sworn:-

Examined by Mr. Ptzpatrick:
(Louis Bourget, interpreter.)
Q. You are a doctor of medicine ? A. Yes.
Q. In the city of Quebec ? A. Yes, I belong to Quebec.
Q. What is your position in Quebec ? A. For a great number of years I have

le0 a medical superintendent and one of the proprietors of the lunatic asylum at
auprt.

o How long have you been connected with the asylum as superintendent ? A.
ore than fifteen or sixteen years.

Q. Yon are also a member of the society of America-of the Society of the
UPerintendents of the Insane Asylums of America ? A. Yes.

Q. During these fifteen or sixteen years your duties caused you to makO aSPeial study of diseases of the brain ? Is it not true that it has been necessary for
Yo to make a special study of diseases of the brain ? A. Yes; it was my duty to
go to the principal asylums in the United States and see how the patients were
tr'ted there.

Q. Had you any connection with the asylum of Beauport in 1875 and 1876?
ye..
Q. You were at that time superintendent of the asylum ? A. Yes.

-Q n those years, or about that time, did you have occasion to see the prisoner?
Certainly; many times.
Q. Where did you see him ? A. In the asylum.
Q Can you tell the date? A. Yes, the date was taken from the register when

lft Quebec.
Q. What date is that ? A. I took the entry from the register in the hospital in

the boginning of this month.
Q. Was ho admitted with all the formalities required by law ? A. Yes.
Q. Will you tell me what time ho left the asylum? A. Ho was discharged

aIt the 21st of .anuary, after a residence in the house of about ninoteen months.
Q. HIad yo occasion to study at that time the mental disease by which the

prionr was affected at that time ? A. Yes.
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Q. Did you have relations with him during that time, and did you watch him
carefully during that time ? A. Not every day, but very often.

Q. Can you say now what mental disease the prisoner was then suffering from ?
A. Be was suforing from what is known by authors as magalomania.

Q. Will you give the symptoms of this disease ? A. Many of the symptoms of
that disjease are found in the ordinary maniac. The particular characteristic of this
malady is, that in all cases they show great judgment in all cases not immediately
conected with the particular disease with which they suffer.

Q. Will you speak from memory or by referring to the authors, what are the
other symptoms of this disease ? A. They sometimes give you reasons which would
be reasonable if they were not starting from a false idea. They are very clever on
those discussions, and they have a tendency to irritability when you question or
doubt their mental condition, because they are under a strong impression that they
are right and they consider it to be an insult when you try to bring them to reason
again. On ordinary questions they may be reasonable and sometimes may be very
clever, in fact without careful watching they would lead one to think that they were
well.

Q. Was he there some weeks or months before you ascertained his mental con-
dition ? A. Yes. I waited till then to classify him as to his mental condition. We
wait a few weeks before classifying the patient.

Q. Does a feeling of pride occupy a prominent position in that mental disease ?
A. Yes, in different forms, religion, and there are a great many with pride; we have
kings with us.

Q. Is the question of selfishness or egotism prominent in those cases ? A. Yes.
Q. Are they liable to change in their affections rapidly? A. Yes, because they

are susceptible to the least kind of attraction.
Q. In that particular malady are the patients generally inclined to be sanguine

as to the success of their projects ? A. The difficulty is to make them believe that
they wili not have success; you cannot bring them to change that, it is a character-
istic of the disease.

Q. Are people who suffer from this particular form of 'disease liable to be per-
rnanently cured or are they liable to fall back into the old malady? A. Generally
remain in that condition; they may have sensible moments and then intermission
would interfere.

Q. In a case of this kind could a casual observer without any medical experience
form an estimate as to the state of the man's mind ? A. Not usually, unless he makes
a special study of the case; there is more or less difference in each case.

Q. What is the position of the mind of a man suffering from this disease in refer-
ence to other subjects which do not come within the radius of his mania? A. They
will answer questions as any other man with the sense of reason; it is only when
they touch the spot of their monomania that they become delirious.

Q. You stated that the prisoner left the asylum in 1878 ? A. In January, 1878.
Q. Have you ever seen him from that time till yesterday ? A. No, never.
Q. Do you recognize him perfectly as the same person who was in your asyluin

in 1876 and 1878? A. Yes.
Q. Were you present at the examination of the witnesses that took place to-day

and yesterday. A. Partly.
Q. Did you hear the witnesses describing the actions of the prisoner as to hi&

peculiar views on religion in reference to his power, to his hoping to succeed the
Pope, and as to his prophecies, yesterday and to-day? A. Yes.

Q. From what you heard from these witnesses and from the symptoms they
prove to have been exhibited by the prisoner, are you now in a position to saY
whether or not at that time he was a man of sound mind ? A. I am perfectly certain0
that when the prisoner was under our care he was not of sound mind, but he beoarne&
oured before he left, more or less. But from what I heard here to-day I am ready to
aay that I believe on these occasions hi@ mind was unsound, and that he was laborinlg
wnder the disease so well described by Dagoust.
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Q. Do you believe that under the state of mind as described by the witnesses
3-ud to which you referred that he was capable or incapable of knowing the nature of
the acts which he did ? A. No, I do not believe that ho was in a condition to be the
mas48ter of his acts, and I positively swear it and I have people of the same character
llider my supervision.

Q. Will you swear from the knowledge you have heard ? Aý From the witnesses.
Q. That the man did not know what he was doing or whether it was contrary to.
u in reference to the particular delusion ? A. No, and for another reason the same

character of the disease is shown in the last period, the same as when ho was with us,there is no difference, if there was any difference in the symptoms I would have
doubts, but if it was of the same character so well described by Dagoust, who is taken
as an authority and has been adopted in France as well as in America and England.

Q. The opinion you have formed as to the sounduess of his mind is based upon
the fact that the Bymptoms disclosed by the witnesses bore yesterday and to-day are
to a large extent identical with the symptoms of his malady as disclosed while he
'as at your asylum? A. Yes.

By AMr. OsIer :
Q. You are one of the two proprietors of the asylum ? A. Yes.
Q. It is a private asylum under Government supervision ? A. It bas the char-

3.eter of a private asylum as to the condition of the board of the patients, but it is a
Rblic institution in that sense of the word. We receive patients by order of the

vernment.
Q. But it is a private asylum as far as its financial basis is concerned ? A. No,

ecause it is ruled by the Government.
Q. Isit owned by the Govern ment or by the proprietors ? A. By the proprietors.
Q. It is only subject to inspection by the Government? A. To inspecting and

siting besides.
Q. Is the profit or loss of the establishment borne by the proprietors. A. Yes, by

proprietors.
Q. What is the extent of your accommodation ? How many patients ? A. Ido not know whether you have a right to ask these questions.
Q. Hlow many patients have you got ? A. Sometimes the number increasea and

somtimes it diminishes according to the discharges. I think there would be an
a'erage of from 800 to 900.

Q. It is from the profit of keeping these patients that the proprietors make
noney? A. And to pay expenses and the interest upon a large capital put in. a

e Q. Yon are paid by the Government and paid by private patients ? A. When
have them.
Q. And the proprietors manage it as a place to cure, and where they board these'oUsand people ? A. We have a place to cure and take care of those poor people

*ho cannot take care of themselves.
Q. Who manages the institution ? A. There is a medical superintendent.
Q. Who manages the financial part of the institutiop and looks after the bread

and the butter of the patients ? A. We have a treasurer to look after that.
Q. You have a medical superintendent to look after the medical department ?

. Yea, and we have the rules and regulations of the bouse.
Q. The proprietoirs only have a general supervision ? A. More than that, 1,

iYself, an a specialist.
Q. You are quite a specialist in keeping a boarding bouse ? A. No.
Q. You have to look after that ? A. No.
Q. Who looks after the financial part ? A. My co-associates.
Q. You do not look after that? A. No.

ndQ. You look after the patients ? A. Yes, I take a apecial interest in the insane
those who require treatment. E
Q. Will you tell me whether you ever prescribed or looked personally after thef

P"'ouer.? A. I did.
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Q. Under what name was the prisoner in your asylum? A. Under the name of
La Rochelle.

Q. Under what name does he appear in your books? A. That is it.
Q. Did you know his right name ? A. No, I was not present when ho entered

the first day.
Q. Have you got the papers with yon under which you held him ? A. I have

this memorandum book.
Q. I want to see the papers ? A. No, [ have not brought the books.
Q. Have you any papers showing what disease he had and under whose certifi-

ate ho was confined ? A. I cannot give yon what I have not got.
Q. Tiiere are papers and certificates filed ? A. Those papers are kept by the

Provincial Secretary, and I would have had to get them from him.
Q. Where did you make that note from ? A. From the register taking the

-exact date.
Q. Is it from that register only that you are able to speak of the case ? A. No,

it is only a help to my memory and so as to b exact as to dates.
Q. Among the thousand patients that were there at the time he was, you have

a perfect recollection of his symptoms ? A. Yes, because he was a special case and
that gave me a goôd deal of care.

Q. Did you enquire into his former history ? A. No, except as to the fact of
his disease.

Q. You did not get the history of the patient? A. I asked some questions as
to the condition of his character and his disease.

Q. Was there necessity by reason of his violence to have him under restraint ?
A. Yes, sometimes he was very violent.

Q. You found out what his name was ? A. He confessed to me who ho was.
Q. That violence was after he was admitted into the asylum ? A. Yes.
Q. All this treatment would appear in the books, there would be a history of the

case ? A. Not always, it depends, it is in a medical book.
Q. You have no book or copy of the book here ? A. No.
Q. You have brought us nothing ? A. Except what I am able to tell you from

momory.
Q. i ou knew a long time before that you were going to be examined as a wit-

mess in this case, you had been talked to about it shortly after the capture of the
prisoner? A. No, I was asked by telegraph.

Q. You were seen by the friends of the prisoner shortly after ho was arrested ?
A. No.

Q. When were you spoken to about giving evidence at the trial? A. Some days
before the trial came on.

Q. Did it strike yon that it would be important to have a written history of the
case, the cause of his commitment; did it not strike you that that would be a matter
of importance in considering a case of this kind ? A. No, I thought they would ask
me my opinion of the case.

Q. That is what you thought would be sati2factory ? A. I nover thought of
.coming at all at first.

Q. At the time ho was there, you attended how many casec personally in a
year ? A. I saw the most important cases, and took a great deal of interest in theM
on account of the responsibility of the treatment.

Q. And the others would carry out the treatment ? A. They would consult ome
and I would consult them.

Q. How many superintendents have you got ? A. None, co-associates&
Q. How many patients had yon under your immediate treatment in the year

1877 ? A. I am not able to tell you.
Q. One hundred cases? A. No, we have not 100 cases of acute mania under our

bands, fortunately.
Q. How many did you have under your personal treatment ? A. The cases 0f

whioh I made a special study are acute mania.
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Q. How many of such cases would you have in a year ? A. Not many,
fortunately.

of aQ. Row many in a year ? A. Twenty-five or thirty would be about the average
oacute cases.

Q. We will speak of 1877, can you give us the names of those men whom y ou
treated in 1877 ? A. I will give you some of the names. I cannot tel[ you all. If
You mentioned the names, I would know about them.

Q. The treatment of those persons is gone from your mind ? A. More or less.
Q. You see the value of written testimony here ? A. There are certain cases.

h Q. You did not know that this man was Riel ? A. I heard that he was, and ho
himself admitted to me that bis name was ]Riel.

Q. Who put him in the asylum ? A. The Government.
Q. On whose certificate? A. The Government.
Q. On 'what medical certificate was he put in ? A. I do not know, it is the

bepartment of the Provincial Secretary. We admit them as sent by the Govern-
laent.

Q. You are paid by the Government ? A. Yes.
. Q. That is the Local Goverument of Quebec ? A. Yes, they see that everything
is correct; they have a special physician for that.

Q. You say the main feature of this disease is what ? What is the leading
feature of this disease do you say ? Do you say that it is a fixed idea incapable of
change ? A. That is one thing I may say.

Q. Will you answer the question ? Do yon say that the leading feature of the
disease is a fixed idea incapable of a change by reason ? A. It did not succeed in
changing.

Q. I ask you is that the leading feature of the disease ? A. That is one of the
features.

Q. Is it the leading feature ? A. It is one of them-it is one of the characteristie
features.

Q. A fixed idea with a special ambition, incapable of change by reasoning ? A.
Yes; we did not succeed in changing the idea of the patient.

Q. Well, that fixed idea is beyond bis control ? A. I would not be prepared to
say eitirely.

Q. If it is beyond his control, he is an insane man ? A. Yes.
Q. Is not this fixed idea beyond his conLrol ? A. Yes.
Q. If within bis control, it is an indication of saity ? A. That he was trying

to get better, he may have had intermissions in which he understood his condition.
Q. If it is subject to control, it is not a fixed idea, that is what we have agreed

upon as the leading characteristic, do you understand ? A. I do not know what yon
are after.

Q. If this idea is subject to control, then this man is sane ? A. There may beintermissions when he can control himself because then the insanity disappears.
Q. And then there is a lucid interval? A. Yes.
Q. During the period of the insanity the idea possesses the man and it is not

controllable ? A. No.
Q. Is that the leading feature of the disease ? A. Partly.
Q. Do you know of any other ? A. I am not an expert in insanity.
Q. Can you give me any other leading feature of the disease? A. I have no

Other feature to give.
Q. That is the only one yon can describe? A. I gave you the features and

characteristics of the disease well enough.
Q. I am going to keep you to that unless yon want to enlarge upon it. I am

mg to build my theory upon that. You can enlarge it as much as you like now,
Jtdo not go back upon me afterwards. Io there any other leading feature of the

disease ? A. I have given you the principal characteristics of bis disease.
Q. I want to get the peculiar characteristie of this form of mania ? A. They-

have intermissions sometimes for months and sometimes for days. The least contra-
diction excites them.
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Q. There is a class of healthy intermissions. Sometimes a man likes beer and
sometimes whiskey. I want to get the characteristics that distinguish him from a
*healthy man, not those that we have in common with the insane ? A. We always
answer reasonably, but when a man comes and pretends to know everything and
talks nonsense we expect that, to a certain extent, he has lost his reason.

Q. We want to get at the leading characteristic. You have given us one feature.
Is there only the one feature. If there are any other features say so ? A. I won't
give you any.

Q. Will you stick to it ? A Yes.
Q. Then what leading idea not subject to change by reason is it that you have

fixed upon the evidence yesterday and to-day bringing you to the conclusion that he
is of unsound mind? A. It is because of some symptoms.

Q. Tell me the symptoms that brings you to the conclusion that this man is
within the rule you have laid down. Tell me the facts that bring him within that
rule ? A. The facts are that he has always kept that characteristic.

Q. Answer that question? A.-
Mr. Fitzpatrick.-This witness has been speaking in English for so me time past.

If the witness does not understand the questions properly he should answer the
,questions in French.

Mr. Osler.-If the man wants to hide himself under the French he can do so.
Q. You understand what I mean ? A. Speak to me in French.
Mr. Osler.-It will be for the jury to say whether ho is making the change at

his own suggestion or at that of the counsel on the other side.
Q. Having given a rule to test this insanity, what fact is there disclosed in the

evidence which leads you to say that the prisoner comes within the rale ? A. That
part of the evidence given by the clergy to-day shows in a positive manner that the
prisoner has manifested symptoms that we meet with in magalomania.

Q. That is no answer to my question. I want the fact on which you bring
the prisoner within the rule that you have laid down? A. I want to take the fact
proved by the evidence.

Q. Tell me the fact upon which you rely ? A. The prisoner gets his theory
from the idea that he bas a mission.

Q. Do you understand that to be the fixed idea not controllable by reason ? A.
I believe so because reason has never so far succeeded in changing that idea that ho
has.

Q. Is that the only reason you have for saying that the prisoner is insane ? A.
It is, and I believe it to be sufficient.

Q. Is it consistent laboring under an idea not controllable by reason would aban-
don that idea for $35,000 ?

Mr. Fitzpatrick.-I object to that. That has not been proved.
Ris Honor.-What is the question ?
Mr. Osier.-Is it consistent wih a man, having an idea not controllable by reason,

that ho will abandon that idea for $35,000 ? Let that be a hypothetical question.
Mr. Fitzpatrick.-I object to the question.
Ris Honor.-Re can put hypothetical questions.
Mr. Osler.-My learned friend must know that the question is regular, and

should not interfere at a critical part of the examination so as to give the witness a
eue.

Mr. Fitzpatrick.-I did not have any such intention. We have the right to
object, and we intend to exorcise that right.

Mr. Osler.-You should not exercise it in such a way as to give the witness a
oee. That is the second cue that you have given the witness. You gave him a e
in regard to speaking in French.

Q. Will you answer the question: Is it consistent with'the leading feature of thiS
disease, an idea not controllable by reason, that ho should abandon that idea for money ?
A. I think it is possible that the prisoner might want to obtain the money to obtain
the object he has in view.
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Q. It may be consistent if ho wants the money for the object which ho wishes to
obtain? A. Yes.

Q. Do you say that the answer is consistent with the idea that ho is not able to
COntrol his actions ? A. Yes, it gives it more strength.

Q. Wherein does that differ from the idea of a sound mind ? A. It is very im-
Portant in this case particularly. The patient shows great ability in taking the
1 eessary means to accomplish the particular mission that ho believes has been given to
hlim. He was reasoning from a false basis, and that is a characteristic of this disoase.

Q. Do you agree with this proposition: " An insane delusion is nover the result
of reasoning and reflection ?" A. I don't understand what you want to get at.
. Q. I want you to give an answer. Do you agree with that proposition, that " An
Inlsane delusion is never the resuit of reasoning and reflection ?" A. I believe that
ho Inakes false reasoning from a false principle.

. Q. Is delusion produced by reasoning and deduction ? A. It has been by hai
lnations and- -

Q. That is not an answer to my question. I want to know whether a delusion-
anl insane delusion-may be the result of reasoning and deduction, or is it always the
Production of the disease? A. Sometimes, not always. Sometimes by false inspiration.

Q. Sometimes by sane inspiration ? A. Yes.
Q. You won't answer my question ? A. I have done my best.
Q. Have you not the capacity to understand it ? A. That may be your opinion.
Q. Take an insane delusion in a man's head, can it be brought by reasoning and

deduction, or is it the outcome of the disease ? A. It is the consequence of his disease.
Q. And, therefore, it has nothing to do with reason and deduction ? A. I believe

that when the patient is under the influence of hallucination ho is quite beyond control.
Q. You say it is the first principle of irresponsibility whether it is the result

of disease, or whether it is the result of reason (distorted reason if you will) it is
011ly by disease that the insane delusion is produced ? A. Yes, by the disturbance of
the brain which there is in every case.

Q. And it is by reason of its being a product of the disease that it is not con-
trollable? A. It is a consequence of it.

Q. Why do you say this prisoner during this time had no knowledge of right
fromn wrong ? A. I say that the prisoner was under the influence of his delusion thathe had a special mission to fulfil.

Q. Prom what facts in evidence do you say that the prisoner could. not distinguish
between right and wrong ? A. They never could prove to him that that mission
never existed.

*. Mr. Fitzpatrick.-It is impossible for us to accept such translation as is now
ing given of the evidence.

Mr. Greenshiolds.-The last two questions have not been translated properly.
Mr. Osler.-We have done everything we could to procure a translator. We did

!ot Want one for our part of the evidence and it was for the defence to produce one
131 tendering a witness whose evidence had to be translated.

Mr. Fitzpatrick.-I say it is entirely wrong, it should be taken down in French.
Mr. Osier. -It has been taken down in French as well as in English.
Mr. Fitzpatrick.-It bas gone to the jury in English.
Mr. Ojler.-The witness can explain himself in English but was told not to do

'oit is not my difficulty.
-Mr. Fitzpatrick.-I think the Act of 1880 provides for the use of both languages.
Ris Honor.-The court can take the best interpreter to ho bal.
Mr. Fitzpatrick.-All right, if you say so.

. Lr. C Robinson.-When they hear it improperly translated they should say so and
Ican be repeated.

Witness.-It could not be proved to him that the mission did not exist.
Ris Honor.-Is that answer correct? A. Yes.
Mr. Osler.-Is that the only reason -why you say the :prisoner could not dis-

Qnguish between right and wrong.
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Ris Honor.-The reporter had botter read the question to him and see whether
it has been correctly translated.

Reporter, reading from the notes. " From what facts in evidence dovon say
that the prisoner could not distinguish between right and wrong ? A. They never
could prove to him that that mission never existed.

lis Honor.-Is that the proper answer? A. Yes.
Q. Is that the only reason why you say the prisoner could not distinguish

between right and wrong ? A. I give that as one of the reasons.
Q. Give me any other reasons ? A. The reasons given by the last witness.
Q. I want you to state the facts that the witnesses spoke of from which you came

to your conclusion ? A. The facts are that he believed he had a mission to fulfil in
the North-West.

Q What evidence have you that that was an insane delusion bectuse he stated
he had a letter from the bishop containing such an allegation ? A. I never heard
that he was inspired by such a letter.

- Q. Do you say that any man claiming to be inspired is insane so as not fo dis-
tinguish between riglit and wrong ? A. It is possible.

Q. Is it a true proposition scientifically ? A. The proposition, as given by the
patient, is not always reasonable.

Q. Might it not be evidence of frand on the part of the man making it ? A.
But when the same ides has been sustained, at different times, without reason-

Q. When the idea is sustained from time to time, it is only sustained with
insanity, is that the answer ? A. Yes, particularly with that kind of delirium.

Q. Do you know the history of Joseph Smith, the Mormon, would you consider
him insane ? A. No, I do not know his history.

Q. Do you know anything of Brigham Young, would you call him insane ? A.
To my mind he was more or less insane.

Q. Would you call Brigham Young's idea of prophetic inspiration inconsistent
with a knowledge of what was right and wrong ? A. It would require an examina-
tion. If you send him to the asylum for a few months, I will make a study of the case.

Q. Does not the whole evidence sustain the theory that it was a skilful fraud ?
A. I don't think so. I saw the prisoner at my place. He always retained the
impression that he had a mission when he could have none and he had nothing to
gain by it.

Q. I am ašking the general question whether the evidence, upon which you have
formed your opinion, is not consistent with a skilful fraud ? A. It might be possible
there might be such an understanding, but it is not my opinion.

Q. it may be that it is consistent with skilful fraud? A. There is no evidence
in this case that can prove that there was fraud,

Q. Do you say the evidonce is inconsistent with a skilful fraud ? A. When I
had the prisoner under my care-

Q. I am asking about the facts in evidence upon which you formed your
opinion ? A. In the mental condition of the prisoner, I think he is not.

Q. That is not an answer at all. Can you give me any answer ? A. Fut
another question or in another way.

Q. If you cannot answer it in English or French, I may as well let you go.
You can go.

Da. DA;ZL CLARK, sworn:-

Examined by Mr. Fitzpatrick:
Q. You belong to Toronto, do you not ? A. I do.
Q. What is your position there, doctor ? A. Superintendent of the Toronto

Lunatic Asylum.
Q. Have you had any experience in the treatment. of the insane ? A. A smalb'

experience.
Q. Limited to how many years, doctor ? A. Between nine and ton years.
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Q. Ras it been your fate to attend occasionally as an expert in cases of lunacy?
Yes, very often.
Q. Have you had any occasion to examine thia prisoner here at the bar ? A.

I xamined him three times, twice yesterday and once this morning.
Q. Did you attend at the examination of the other witnesses in this case yester-

day and to-day ? A. I did.'
Q. From what you have heard from the witnesses here in court, and also from

the examination which you have made of the accused, are you in a position to form
iy opinion as to the soundness or unsoundness of his mind? A. Well, assuming the
fact that the witnesses told the truth, I have to assume that--assuming also that the
Prisoner at the bar was not a malingrer-that is English I believe-then of course
there is no conclusion that any reasonable man could come to, from my standpoint of
Course, than that a man who hold these views and did these things must certainly be
of insane mind.

Q. Do you consider, doctor, that a person suffering from such unsoundness of
mind as you say this man is suffering from, is incapable of taking the nature of the
acts which they do ? A. Why, the insane understand, many of them, the nature of
the acts which they do, except in dementia cases and molancholia and cases of mania
even; they often know what they do and can tell al about it afterwards; it is ail non-
sense to talk about a man not knowing what ho is doing, simply because ho is insane.

Q. Do you think that that man was, in the circumstances detailed by the differ-
ent witnesses, in a position to be able to say or be able to judge of what he was
doing as either wrong or contrary to law? A. Well, that is one of the legal meta-
Physical distinctions in regard to right and wrong, and it is a dangerous one, simply
because it covers only partly the truth. I could convince any lawyers if they will
Corne to Toronto Asylum, in half an hour, that dozons in that institution know right
and wrong both in the abstract and in the concrete, and yet are undoubtedly insane;
the distinction of right and wrong covers part of the truth; it covers the larger part of
the truth, but the large minority of the insane do know right from wrong. It is one
Of those metaphysical subtilties that practical men in asylums know to be false.

Q. The: e are some lawyers who think it is false also ? A. Well, the lawyers
find it in the books, and they take it for granted it must be correct.

Q. Do you consider from the knowledge which you now have of this individual
that at the time the events detailed by the witnesses here took place, that is to say,
in Match, April and May last, that he was laboring under such a defect of reason
frorm disease of the mind, that he did not know that what ho was doing was wrong ?'
A. I think ho did know; I think ho w-as quite capable of distinguishing right from
Wrong,

Q. Quote the particular acts, doctor ? A. Well, quote the particular acts; I
Presume if you were to ask him to define what is right and what is wrong, he could
POssibly give you a very good definition, as far as I could judge from my examination
ofhim.

Q. Was ho in a position to be able to say at that time, and to act at that time
as an ordinary sane man would have done ? A. Assuming the evidence given by
the witnesses, ho did not act as a sane man would have done, for this reason that no
safne man would have imagined that he could come into the Saskatchewan, and that
he could gather around him such a force as would enable him to become monarch of
this country, that it could be divided up into seven divisions, giving it to different.
nationalities. He was not an ignorant man. He was not like an Indian who never
read the newspapers and knew nothing about the country around him. He had
travelled, ho had been in Ottawa, ho had been in the United States, and ho knew all
about the power of Britain and the Dominion, and for him to imagine that ho could
C0me here and raise a few half-breeds in the Saskatchewan and keep up a successful;
Warfare, and divide the country in seven divisions, with different nationalities, was
certainly not a thing that a man with an ordinary understanding would ever think
he could succeed in.
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Q. So that you think at that time the man was certainly insane, and of unsound
mind ? A. Assuming the statements made, I think so.

Q. To be true ? A. Yes.
Q. You take into consideration, of course, in this opinion, all the evidence given

as well by the doctor as by the other witnesses ? A. Yes; and I assume, of course,
as I said before, that not only the evidence given is correct, but that he was not a
deceiver. I might say, if the court will allow me, that when I come to cases of this
kind, I am not subpænaed for one side more than another. I am here only sub
poenaed to give a sort of medical judicial opinion, and, therefore, I stand in that
capacity.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-That is well understood, Dr. Clark.
Cross-examined by Mr. Osier:

Q. Thon, doctor, ho would know the nature and quality of the act that he was
committing ? A. He would know the nature and the quality of the act that he was
committing, subject to his delusions assuming them to be such.

Q. He would know the nature and quality of the act that he was committing,
and ho would know if it was wrong? A. If it was wrong, based upon his delusion;
yes.

Q. And all the facts are quite compatible with a skilful shamming by malinger-
ing ? A. Yes, I think so. I think that no one-at least I say for myself, of course--
that in a cursory examination of a man of this kind who has a good deal of cunning,
who is educated, that it is impossible for any man to state from three examinations
whether he is a deceiver or not. I require to have that man under my supervision
for months, to watch him day by day, before I could say whether he is a sham or not.

Q. Months under your supervision to say whether he is a sham or not ? A. Yes.
Q. And really the only ground upon which you would form an opinion as to his

insanity is the commission of the crime? A. No, not the commission of the crime.
I form an opinion of his insanity from the statements made by the witnesses both
anterior to the crime and since that time.

Q. But you told the court and jury just now that what struck you was the insane
idea of seeking to take possession of the country and divide it into provinces? A.
Yes, that is one idea.

Q. That gave you the greatest idea of his insanity? A. One, and thon another
one was ho was a Roman Catholie, and among Roman Catholie people, among people
attached to their priests, and he went among that people endeavoring to conciliate
tbem, as he supposed, in order to get them educated up in any schemes ho had in
view, and yet he goes to work and he says at once, I want to depose the Pope.

Q. But did you notice also this, that he gets people to follow him ? A. Some of
them do.

Q. Yes, but he got people to follow him with their guns ? A. They followed him,
on another basis.

Q. They elected him prophet ? A. Yes, and he told me this morning he was a
prophet, and ho know the jury would acquit him, because he knew what was coming
beforehand,

Q. Then don't you think that that is perfectly consistent with such leading
spirits as Joseph Smith and Brigham Young ? A. No, it is not.

Q. Not consistent ? A. No; and I will tell you the reason why
Q. Well I don't want the reason, beyond your opinion ? A. ;Well, it is not

consistent.
Q. It is consistent, however, with fraud ? A. Consistent with fraud. Yes,

.anything is consistent with fraud that is not discovered.
Q. You cannot say that it is not fraud ? A. I cannot.
Q. And there is nothing here to show you, in the state of his intellect, that he was

not able to distinguish between right and wrong, and know the quality of the act
which he was committing ? A. No, I say that I think that he knows what right is
from wrong, subject to his delusions; but, mind you, I want to add to that, that many1
of the insane know right from wrong.
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Q. And you know, doctor, very well, that there is a class of insanity that is hold
responsible to the law ? A. You know I am not allowed to say anything about the
responsibility legally-

Q. You know that there is a conflict between the courts and the doctors ? A. I
know there is.

Q. And you know that the doctors have an idea that all mental disease should
bo acquitted of crime ? A. No, they don't all. For instance, Maudsley has written
a sinall book on the responsibilities of the insane. He is a most prominent man in
England.

Q. He brings in, and the doctors have a tendency, have they not, to bring in as
irresponsible a very much larger class than the courts and lawyers ? A. I think
n1ot. I think, of late years, that such men as Maudsley, Buchnell and Schuch, &c.,
and some of these recent investigators, lean to the idea that insanity per se does not
absolve from responsibility. You have got to take each case on its own merits.

Q. There is a large class of insane people or cranks ? A. Wall. No, you cannot
Say, or cranks, because a crank is a different man altogether. A crank is a man
Who is normally a peculiar man from his birth upwards. An insane man is a man
Who has become so, out of unusual conduct from disease.

Q. I did not bracket them together, I put them in the alternative ? A. Youn
Said "or " crank. I thought you meant lunatie-crank.

Q. I put them as coming up to each other's border lino ? A. I sec. I thought
you had an equation.

Q. It is so that a large number then, I should say of insane parsons, onght to be
responsible to the law ? A. There are some that are.

Q. For they know right from wrong, and know the nature and quality of the
aet they perform ? A. When I speak about responsibility, it is said that the court
should decide-

Q. That is when you are examined in chief, but on cross-examination we have a
little more liberty ? A. I see.

Q. Yon have been an expert witness in criminal cases ? A. Yes.
Q. How froquently 1 A. Well, I don't know, perhaps nine or ton times, per-

haps more. I don't remember exactly the number.
Re-examined by Mr. Fitzpatrick :

Q. You said a moment ago that the conduct of this man might be consistent with
the conduct for instance of such a man as Smith or Young, and you were about to
mnake a distinction between the two, and you were stopped ? A. Oh 1 Smith and Young
Wore religious enthusiasts. They carried out consistently their system If you read
-Brigham Young's Bible, or if you read Mahomet's Koran if you like, or if you read
any of those books issued by those mon, who are religious enthusiasts, you will find
that consistently with eommon sense, they have tact and discretion to carry on suc-
Oessfully till the end of their lives withont intermission, a successful crusade of this
kind, and their books contain sufficient consistency throughout to show you that these
'men were sound in mind as much as nature provided them with a sound mind, that
is the difference.

Q. Do you find anything of that kind in the present case? A. Oh, no, I don't
think ho would make a very good Brigham Young, or El Mahdi.

Q. You say that ho is quite capable of distinguishing right from wrong, subject
to his delusions ? Subject to his particular delusions ? A. Yes.

Mr. Lomieux.-This closes our defence, your Honor.
Mr. Robinson.-We have some witnesses in rebuttal.

Dr. JAMEs N. WALLAOE sworn:-

Examined by Mr. Oser :
Q. Doctor, what is our position? A. I am modical superintendent of the

A&Sylum for the Insane at amilton, Ontario.
Q. An institution having about how many patients, on the average? A. Some-

Whore over 600.
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Q. How long have you been making a branch a specialty of the study of the
insane ? A. I have been in charge of that asylum nearly fine years, but I have been
atudying insanity for a few years more than that.

Q. For more than nine years ? A. Yes.
Q. And you see every variety of it I suppose? A. All shades and variety.
Q. Now, do you devote yourself to the medical branch of it ? A. Entirely.
Q. You have nothing to do with keeping the hotel or boarding house. A. Well,

I have the general superintendence of the house; but I devote nearly all my time to
the medical department of the asylum.

Q. Have you been listening to the evidence in this case ? A. Yes.
Q. Have you examined or had an opportunity of seeing the prisoner. A. I saw

him for about half an hour, that is, alone, not in court.
Q. And you have been here during the-? A. During the sitting of the court.
Q. Have you formed an opinion of his mental responsibility, of his sanity or

insanity? A. I have so far as my time and opportunities enabled me to do so.,
Q. What is that opinion? A. I have not discovered any insanity about him, no

indication of insanity.
Q. What would you say then in view of the evidence and your examination ? Is

he of sound mind or is he not? A. I think he is of sound mind.
Q. And capable of distinguishing right from wrong ? A. I think so.
Q. And know the nature and quality of any act which he would commit ? A.

Very acutely.
C!rou-examined by Mr. Fitzpatrick:

Q. You have no doubt whatever in your mind from the examination you have
made of this man during half an hour, and from the evidence which you heard here,
that he is of perfectly sound mind ? A. Well, I should qualify, I should qualify my
answer to that question. I have only had a limited examination of him, and in any
case of obscure mental disease, it sometimes takes a very long time before one can
make up their mind; but from what I have seen of him, I say that I have discovered
no symptoms of insanity.

Q. So wbat you say now, doctor, is purely and simply this, not that he is not
insane, but that you have not been able to discover any symptoms of insanity ? A.
That is what I say. I say I have not discovered it. It would be presumption for
me to say he is not insane, from the opportunities that I have had ; but at the same
time my opinion is pretty fairly fixed in my mind that he is not insane.

Q. You are aware that a great many cases exist in which men are found to be
perfectly insane without its being possible to discover any trace of insanity, are you
not ? O, sir, I have had patients in my asylum for weeks sometimes before I found
any symptoms of insanity.

Q. Tou are awar e also, are you not, that there have been cases in England in
which men were examined for a whole day, and cross-examined by such men as Erskine
for instance, perfectly insane, and during the whole day it was impossible for Erskine
to discover that the man was insane ? A. Yes, I daresay such cases may exist. i
am quite certain such cases have existed.

Q. You are quite certain such cases are in existence ? A. Yes.
Q. Therefore you are obliged to say that all that you have discovered in this

case, or all that you are in a position now to say is that you have not discovered
any traces of insanity ? A. That is all that my conscience will allow me to say.

Q. You have heard of that particular form of mental disease known as magalo-
mania probably ? A. Yes.

Q. Would you tell us what are the symptoms which are the characteristics of
this disease ? A. That is a simple complication. That is a term which is scarcely
ever used, and I think it is only used by one writer. I don't remember any other
who uses it in the English language, and he simply introduces it and says--

Q. But one writer uses that name ? A. Only one that I can think of at the
present time in the English language, and he says that it is a condition in which the
patient bas delusione, grandiose delusions, delusions of greatness, and most commoniY'
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Complicated with that form of insanity called paralytic insanity or gentle paral ysis.
Q. You are aware that this particular form of insanity is characterizod, among

Other things, by extreme irritability on the part of the patient ? A. Not mag alo-
mania. Magalomania simply applies to grandiose ideas. It eau have no other de-
finition than that. And these definitions allow me to explain are delusions; they are
4elusions such as a person holding or believing himself to be a king or possessed of
immense wealth, and that the world ls at his feet. These are the kind of delusions
that are meant by magalomania, as I understand them, and it has not any other
*meaning that I know of.

Q. The delusions are that ho is rich ? A. Yes.
Q. And powerful? A. Yes.
Q. A great general ? A. Yes.
Q. A great minister ? A. He may be a great anything and everything.
Q. A great prophet? A. Yes.
Q. Or divinely inspired, or that ho is a poet or a musician, in fact that he is an

egotist, and a selfish man ? A. Yes.
Q. But you are quite sure that the character of irritability is not one of the

characters of this malady ? A. It is not a malady, it is merely a symptom.
Q. That is a form of mental disease ? A. lt is not a mental disease, it is only a

sYmptom of mental disease.
Q. You have heard of a book written and published by Dagoust, a French writer ?

A.& I have bard of it, but I have never read it.
Q. He is an author of repute, is he not ? A. I think so, but I don't read much

?rench.
Q. Would you allow me to read to you what this author says. Talki ng of magal-

oniaa, ho says: " What characterizes this particular form of mental alienation is
eXaggeration of the sentiment of personality. Expanse of passions," he says "l i one
of the consequences of it." He says: " Magalomaniacs are happy, satisfied with
themuselves, and speak without limit of their owa persanality (now here is the part I
Speak to you about), the individual is susceptible, irritable, ho is seized with sudden
fury when ho is at any time opposed in his ideas? " A. Well, isn't that speaking of
gontle paralysis-the insanity of gentle paralysis ?
'%Q. It is under the hoading " magalomania," with the plate showing the different
characters ? A. I understand that, but there are a vastly large number of manias,
Puerpuomania and all that sort of thing.

Q. Would you keep to magalomania, that is what we now refer to, that is what
the book refers to, and that is what I refer to? A. I state:1 that magalomania was
one of the complications or symptoms of paralytic insanity, and that that you read,
Of course, is one of the accompaniments of piralytie insanity too, irritability and
all that that you stated. They are alwaya found in connection with each other.

Q. And you now say that irritability is one of the characteristics of magalo-
mania ? A. No, I don't. Magalomania, as far as I understand it, is one of the com-
Plications of paralytie inFanity, and this irritability.is also another symptom of
Paralytic insanity.

Q. We will just narrow the facts down to exactly what we have in evidence,
that the extreme irritability was one of the characteristics of this magalomania? A.
Simply.

Q And the book shows, that I now hold in my hand, it is one of the character-
iatics? A. I think we do not understand each other yet.

Q. I am waiting for light? A. I have stated that magalomania is a symptom
comoonly found in paralytic insanity; irritability and all those other symptoms are
alse symptoms found in the same disease.

Q. So that now, irritability being one of the characteristics of paralytic insanity,
and magalomania being one of the branches of paralytic insanity, you now say irrita-
bility is one of the characteristics of magalomania ? A. Oh, but we fiud magalo.
"nania in other diseases, and we find magalomania is simply mania.
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Q. But in magalomania irritability is laid down by the book as one of the char-
acteristies, at all events ? A. Yes.

Q. So that now, doctor, you are of the opinion that the ides of grandeur and of
power is not to be found anywhere except in cases of paralytic insanity? A. Oh,
yes; we find it in simple mania. We find it in simple mania, but these are fixed
delusions; these are fixed delusions, and persons who hold them say they are, believe
themselves to be kings and queens or great leaders or wealthy peop le. They may be
great in anything and great in everything, and they actually believe this and act
upon their belief, constantly act upon their belief.

Q. .Did I understand you to say, doctor, that the idea of grandeur is exclusively
a symptom of paralytic insanity, that that is not to be met in other cases ? A. No;
I have just stated now that you will find delusions of grandeur in other forms of
insanity*

Q. Now is it not a fact that in cases of magalomania one of the characteristig,
one of the very essential characteristics, is that the individual who suffers from thát
prticular form of mental disease is able in a very large measure to hide the disease
from any person who endeavors to find it out? A. Well, insane persons are able,
as I said before, to conceal their delusions sometimes for a length of time, but a
person suffering from magalomania does not attempt to do it ; he is too proud to
expose bis delusion.

Q. So that oe of the characteristics of it is pride ? A. Yes.
Q. Is there a case in whieh a man, for instance, would be under the insane delu-

sion that he was destined to fill a great mission, that he was in a position to take
possession of a couintry such as this one is-would not that man be in a position to
take such means as 'would be inecessary to arrive at his ends, and to take those means
with a great amount of shrewdness and precaution ? A. That is quite inconsistent
with my idea of magalomania. As I said before, my idea of magalomania is, as de-
fined by Clouston, for instance, that man is already in possession of all these things,
and he does not want any more.

Q. So that your idea is, doctor, that a man who is suffering from this particular
disease is not in a position, and it is utterly impossible for him to take any steps to
arrive at the conclusion which he pretends ho ought to arrive at? A. Oh, he does
not require any plans at all; everything flows into him; he is the greatest man in
the world, and everything is subservient to him; wealth comes into him; he does
not want, and he can command everybody and they will obey him.

Q. So that ho does not make any calculations at all, and does not adopt any
means at all to arrive at his end ? A. Not at all.

Q. it is one of the characteristics of the malady that he is unable te do that?
A. Not unable; because he does not ask to do it; he is po self-possessed and so self-
contented.

Q. Now, doctor, we will just read this little book again on that subject: " it is
so much the more dangerous that he still retains the necessary faculty to be able to
make calculations whicb are necessary to arrive at bis ends"? A. But is that
speaking of magalomania ?

Q. Under the chapter entitled " Magalomania ? " A. Well, would you allow me
to quote from Clouston ? He is speaking of mental depression, and he says, there
are a few cases of depressed feeling with exalted intellectual condition. Many per-
sons exaggerate their former notions of wealth and position by way of contrast with
their present misery. i had a woman, in excited melancholia, groaning all the time,
and then coiisidered herself a queen ; and another a king, and of immense wealth.
Some cases are of the nature of what the French cal magalomania, that is, expan-
8ive grandiose, exalted state of the mind, which, as a mental symptom, is best seen
in gentle paralysie, coupled with ideas of persecution, and with depressed feeling,
especially at times.

Q. Do you think there is anything in what you have read there that is inconsis-
tent with what I have read to you, that contradicts that? A. Well, thero is nothing
contradicts it; but I say that magalomania is -
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Q. That is simply an interpretation of what this book has said here ? A. Well,Wee nD rot very far apart; we are only apart this far, that you wish tu contend for
mlagalomania as a disease, while I contend that it is only a symptom.

Q. We are not talking about symptoms of diseases at all, I ask you was that one
(Ofthe symptoms of magalomania and you said that it did not exist in a case, and the
b1ook says that it does ? A. You are not giving me justice.

Q. I don't mean to do you an injustice. I don't mean to adopt any bullying pro-
eess, it is not my habit and I don't do it, I don't pretend to set my knowledge against
Yours in a matter of this kind, you are free to explain it. This magalomania was
Oalled formerly intellectual monomania, was it not ? A. Yes, it ib a monomania.

Q. It came under that general class of cases formerly ? A. Yes.
Q. Now, one of the symptoms of that malady-you have heard of a book written

by Ducelle ? A. No, I never heard of that.
Q. You don't know Legrand Ducelle, a French author? A. No, I don't know

the book.
Q. You never heard of a book of that kind, at all events I cannot put the author-

1ty in evidence as you say you don't know it, but I might ask you, for instance,
Whether or not that particular form of disease which I have spoken to you about,
that is intellectual monomania, that insane persons believe they are in constant inter-
'cOurse with God, and they believe themselves to be inspired, and believe themselves
to bo prophets, and their hallucinations are such that they suppose they are in con-
stant intercourse with the Supreme Being? A. Yes, I have known patients of that

Q. Have you ever heard of ,(giving the name of another French author) ? A.
don 't want to hear of'any French authors. I never read them.

Q. You never get that far ? A. No.
Q. Persons suffering from delusions of grandeur are perfectly harmless as a rule

are they not ? A. No; as a rule they are not. Not always. They sometimes are
anUd sometimes they are not.

Q. In cases in which they would be harmless, would yon put two of these per-.
801n together in the same ward ? A. i never put two together anywhere. I never
Put two lunatics together anywhere. They are always kept, either one, or more than
two.

Q. Would you put more than two together ? A. Yes.
Q. Without any impropriety whatever? A. Yes. Our buildings are put up

Witb a view to that.
Q. I don't know if y ou understand my question-I suppose several persons suifer-

ang from the same, two kings and a queen or two queens, you would put ail those
POrsons together in the same ward ? A. They might be or they might not.

Q. You would not see any objection in that ? A. There would be no impropriety
l Platting them together, I think not.

By Mr. Osier:
Q. Where the disease exists, is the idea, the result of disease, fixed and constant ?

À. It is the result of the disease.
Q. But is it fixed or intermittent? A. In those cases they are fixed.
Q. So that when a person has taken herself a queen, she remaints a queen ? A.

ohe lusually dies a queen.
Q. In her own idea ? A. Yes.
Q. And she is a queen to everybody to whom she talks ? A., Yes.
Q. Not sometimes a queen and sometimes otherwise? A. No.

Da. JUxEs, sworn:-

Exanined by Mr. Robinson:
9. You are at present the medical officer attached to the Mounted Police force?

I am the senior surgeon of the Mounted Police.
Q. A.nd how long have you been in medical practice ? A. Thirty-five years.
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Q. Have you devoted your attention to insanitv at all specially or not ? A. Never
specially. There are cases, of course, occasionally wi 1l corne under the notice of every,
general practitioner, but as a special study I have never done so.

Q. Every modical practitioner, I suppose, has his attention more or less directed
to it ? A. Occasionally I have been called upon to certify in cases of insanity.

Q. You are also surgeon to the gaol here I am told ? A. At prosent until a gaol
has been erected in the North-West Territories, the guard room at Regina constitutes
the gaol, the guard room headquarters constitutes the gaol.

Q. In that capacity insane persons would pasis under your hands-any person
supposed to be insane ? A. Yes. I remember during the last three years a number
of persons of unsound mind have been sent there as a place of confinement.

Q. And in that way they have come under your observation ? A. They have
come under my observation for the time.

Q. Now, you know the prisoner I believe ? A. Yes.
Q. low long have you Ienown him ? A. I don't remember the exact day that

ho was brought to Regina, but I think it must have been between the 20th and 24th
May.

Q. But whatever it was-between the 20th and 24th ? A. About that time I am
not sure.

Q. Since that time how often have you seen him ? A. I have seen him almost
every day. There have been one or two or perhaps three days that 1 have missed
seeing him, owing to pressure of other business, other work at that time, but I have
seen him uniformly every day.

Q. As a rule you have seen him every day, although you have missed two or
three or four days during that time ? A. Yes.

Q. Then you have had an opportunity I suppose of observing his mental condi-
tion ? A. I would speak to him on every occasion in passing him, and ho has gen-
erally acquairted me with what be conceived to be his wants and his necessities, and
I would examine into the condition of his physical-the general health and ascortain
how his diet was agreeing with hin, and things of that kind, such as came under my
special duty, and occasioually he would speak to me on other matters, occasionally he
would delay me and speak to me on other subjects.

Q. Thon have you formed an opinion as to his mental state ? I am speaking
now of his insanity-sanity or insanity ? A. I have never seen anything during my in-
tercourse with Mr. Riel to leave any impression upon my mind that ho was insane.

Q. Then as I understand you believe him to be sano? A. I believe him to be
sane so far as my knowledge of such matters goes. I have seen nothing to induce me
to believe otherwise.

Q. I suppose you have had your attention directed to that part of his character
more or less, I mean to his mental condition more or les? A. No, I have never seen
anything to make me question his mental condition, and thorefore have never led
the conversation under auny circumstances to draw out any possible insane notion. I
have never made any effort to do so, because my duty was otherwise.

Q. What i mean is, doctor, you have heard, Isuppose, from time to time, rumors
that there was an assertion of the unsoundness of his mind? A. I have heard it
rumored that ho had been formorly insane and that ho had been confined, I think, in
the Beauport Asylum, and I have heard it also rumored that it was the intention to
bring for ward a pioa of insanity in his defence on the present occasion, that is a gen-
exal rumor.

Q. Therefore, I suppose you have had this thing in your mind, that is all, that
part of his condition in your own mind in speaking to him ? That is all that I mean ?
A. Yes; Oh, I have always watched him very carefully so as to notice il possible
any appearance of unsoundness of mind, and if I had noticed it, I would have placed
him under special treatment as far as my knowledge enabled me to do, or have
advised furthor treatment for him as I have done in other cases.

Cross- examned by Mr. Fitzpatrick :
Q. You said, doctor, that you had not made any endeavor to ascertain during

the iLtercourse which you had with Mr. Riel, whether or not ho suffered from any
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Particular mental disease, did you ? or any form of insanity or any mental disease,
Unsoundness of mind? A. I never specially examined him as a lunatic. I never
lade a special examination of him as a lunatic.

Q. You never made any special endeavor to discover whether or not ho was suf-
fering from any particular form of mental disease? A. Never any special endeavor,
-anything beyond ordinary conversation of the day.

Q. le it not a fact that there are, doctor, forms of insanity which are not discov.
erable except after considerable endeavors have been made to discover thom ? A.
Yes; it is so, unquestionably, that you may converse with a man continually and
1lot be aware of his insanity until you touch accidentally, or some other person
touches accidentally upon that point upon which he is insane.

Q. Rad yon been informed at any time of the particular mental disease from
Which Mr. Riel was supposed to have been suffering ? A. I don't think I ever knew

m48 luch of it as I have learried here.
Q. So that you. never made any endeavor to ? A. I never did, that is, I never

6poke to him specially with regard to what ho bolieves to be his mission, knowing
that many very sane mon might be so, and yet the man might be perfectly sane.

Q. So that you have no doubt at all, doctor, from the evidence that you have
leard here given by the different witnesses who wore examined, the conduot of Mr.
Uiel is perfectly compatible with a perfectly sound mind? A. Well, I regret to say
that n'y hearing is rather imperfect in the court room, and that I have not been able
to hear so well as I could wish the translations that were made to the examinations

French, but so far as may understanding has gone of the evidence which has been
1ven, I have heard nothing wùich would satisfy me that ho was of unsound mind. I

Lve heard nothing which might not be accountel for by other causes, that for n-
tance, of fraud or deception. A man might really bolieve that ho had a mission, as

blany great mon have believed, or ho might only pretend for a purpose that ho hai
that belief.

Q. A man might also labor under the insane delusion that ho had a mission?
A. lie rnight also labor under the insane delusion, but the fact of his laboring under
that insane delusion would not necessarily imply that ho was otherwie insane or
Incompetent either to perform business in a suocessful manner or to be responsible
for his actions. That would be my own judgment.

Q. But quoad the particular delusion, in so far as the particular delusion under
whieh ho is suffering ie concerned, ho would be still responsible in your opinion,
dOctor. Sapposing for instance that a man labored under the delusion that his neigh-
bor was a savage dog and was endeavoring to destroy him and bite him, and that
he killed hie noighbor, ho might be perfectly sane in other respects ? A. You mis-
tLderstand me if you think I entertain that opinion.

Q. That is not the opinion you entertain ? A. Certainly not.
Q. So that if a man is laboring under an insane delusion the acts which ha doem

While ho is under that insane delusion quoad the particular delusion ha is not respon-
sible for? A. If a man is clearly-if it can be proved that a man is acting-if it is

»oved that the man is acting under an insane delusion, then any a3t I should con-
sider which ho performed under that delusion, any act having special relation to bis
delusion 1 should. consider that ho was not personally responsible for, if it could be.
shOwn clearly that that delusion was an insane one, and that it was not rather a
feilgned one for a purpose. .

Q. So that if it can be proved that a man is laboring under an insane delusion that
he Wae in direct communication with the Holy Ghost and was acting under the direct

s'5Piration of God and ho was boand to do a certain act, and ha did it, would ho be
esPonsible for that act? A. Views on subjects of that kind are so difforent even

'Unlong those who are confessedly sane, that it is hardly one on which I could base
' opinion. There are men who have held very remarkable views with respect to
religion and who have been always declared to be insane until they gathored together
great numbers of followers and became leade of a new sect, then they became
great prophets and great men. It is extremoly difficult to tell how far a delusion of
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that kind may begin as a direct attempt at fraud and may at lst so take possession
of a man's mind tt he may believe himself divinely inspired. I think that cases
of that kind could be produced,-and it would depend very much upon the mental
condition of a man whetber ho were responsible. If it could be shown that ho was
clearly insane, he is clearly irresponsible on that point. That would be my own
view.

Q. So that if it cean be clearly shown that ho was laboring under a delusion
that ho was divinely inspired directly from God, you think ho would not ho respon-
aible for his action ? A. ]Responsible for what ?

Q. Rosponsible for his actions in cornection with delusion of course? A. What
actions would tbey ho, such actions as what?

Q. Such actions as he might do for the purpose of carrying out his insane de-
lusion ? A. Well, take 1Y ahomet for instance, that was exactly Mahomet's belief.
:e believed and few believed with him, even of his own people, that ho was divinely
inspired, but ho acted upon his belief and ho carried his whole belief with him. He
believed it and he carried it out at the point of the sword and with the whole world,
and ho convinced the people of what, if ho had failed, would have been simply
regarded as a delusion of his own mind.

Q. So that you tbink the conduct of Mr. ]Riel perfectly compatible with the con-
duct for instance of a man like Mahomet or a man like Smith or a man like Young ?
A. No, I don't regard him so Jar as I understand them-Mr. Riel's views in that
light. My opinion is ratber, in regard to Mr. Riel, if you will allow me to say it, as
far as I bave been able to judge fiom my own personal knowledge, that he is a man
of great shrewdness and very great depth, and that ho might choose, knowing the-
great influence which ho exercised over these people who had a much inferior edu-
cation to bis own, that they regarded him in the light almost of a Saviour, I have
thonght that ho might have assumed for the purpose of maintaining his influence with-
them., nmore than ho realy believed.

Q. That is your impression, doctor ? A. I have thought that it m*ight be so. I
don't think it is, for I have never hoard him speak on the subject. If have never-
hoeard him speak on that subject, and I gather that knowledge only from a general
knowledge of what has taken place and from personal knowledge which I acquired
m speaking with Mr. ]Riel, but never on that subject.

Q. And of course that knowledge is aleo based upon a very imperfect hearing of
the evidence ? A. Of this evidence to-day-on this evidence to-day it is not based.
I had a very imperfect hearing of the evidence of to-day. I am speaking only of the
generil judgment I formed in my own mind entirely apart from the evidence as
given ir this room. That is wbat I speak of.

Q. That is entirely outside of what you have heard here ? A. Yes, not-lot me
observe-contrary to what I bave hoard, though it may be contrary to what I have
not heard.

Q. So that now, doctor, you are perfectly aware, are yon not, that insane men
have exhibited very great shrewdness in some respects? A. Yes.

Q. Now, are you in a position to say, doctor, on your oath, that this man here is
not insane ? A. I am in a position to say that after a very considerable amount of
conversation with him and daily communication with him, I have never spoken to
him on a single subject on which he bas spoken irrationally.

Q. A nd you have never spoken to him on the particular subjects with reference
to which he is supposed to have his delusions ? A. Name the subject ?

Q. On religion, and on his mission with reference to the North-West Terri-
tories ? A. I have never spoken to him on either,

Mr. Osler.-We may, your Honor, ho able to shorten our evidence in reply, if it
would be convenient to adjourn now (5 p.m.). It is impossible to close the case
to-night, and it would be a matter of convenience if your Honors would adjourn

mow.
Mr. Lemieux.-We agree if your Honore consent to it. We don't want to bo

zesponsible.
Court here adjourned till 10 a.m.
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FariDAY and S.TuB»AY, 31st July and lst August, 1885.

Captain HOLMES YOUNG, rocalled
Examined by Mr. Bobimon :

9. We have heard from you as to the part you took in this rebellion and I need
bo go Over that again. The prisoner was in your charge for a certain time ? A.

Q. When was ho given in your charge ? A. On the evening of the 15th May.
Q. By whom ? A. By Major General Middleton commanding the forces.
Q. What were your instructions, what wore you to do with him ? A. I was

'rsPOnlsible for the prisoner to hold him. On Sunday afternoon I received instrue-
tions to leave with him for Regina.

Q. Was it on Sunday afternoon that ho was given into your charge? A. He
as given into my charge on Friday and remained in my charge till Sunday, when
receiOved the order I have mentioned. We left on Monday at 11.30.

Q. When did you deliver him out of your charge? A. I delivered him hore on
the 23rd of May.

Q. From the time ho first came under your charge till the 23rd of May ho was
constIantly in your charge? A. Yes.

Q. Day and night? A. Yes.
Q. Had you much conversation with him about himself and his conduct and the

part ho took in the rebellion? A. We conversed almost constantly and very freely.
9. Upon what, subject ? A. He conversed on almost every subject connected
the rebellion.
Q. Well thon, will you tell us what you think material and of importance in his

Aonversation regarding the rebellion and his own conduct and the part ho took in it ?
A. During the term of eight or nine days that I was living with him entirely, there
.Was an inIense amount of conversation. I have no notes to help me in speaking
and my remarks may be a good deal rambling.

Q. Well, tell us? A. He did not speak in reference to Fish Creek, ho spoke in
reference to Duck Lake, as I said the other day.

Q. Did ho spîeak in reference to his general view and the conduct of the cam-
Paign ? A. lin reference to his general view as to the conduct of tho campaign ho
'nPressed himself in this way, that ho was not so foolish as to imagine that ho could
Vage war against Canada and Britain, but ho hoped by the first success to compel
the Canadian Government to consider the situation or accede to his demands. He
P1aced it in this way: Be hoped to surround and capture Major Crozier's force and
*'th then as hostages to compel the Canadian Government to consider the situation,

t they iailed in that.
Q. Did ho say how ho failed to capture Crozier? A. A battle occurred and the

Police retired. Be was atterpting, as I said, to surround the police force, but the
fght comlmenced and the police retired. He spoke in reforence to attacking the
ColuInD advancing from Qu'Appelle to the front. Be said ho did not imagine he
could fight the army in the field and the reason ho did not adopt guerilla warfare
'*as that he hoped by remaining quiet to induce the general to send a small force or
o come abead with a srnall force himself, and ho hoped to capture that small force,

and with them as hostages to compel the Canadian Goverument to consider the situ-
t ion. They failed in that, and thon ho made the attempt to capture the steamer

orthcote," his intention being when ho had captured those on board, also as
dostage., to compel the Canadian Government to consider the situation. He taid hod not sever communication with the east by telegraph, because ho hoped to use

telegraph When ho captured the hostages.
q. Those were the general views ho expressed as to the situation and the

s tema On which ho in tended to carry on the campaign and hoped for success. Did
ieatalk about religious matters ? A. I noticed that when the conversation was
raching a point that might be of great importance and if ho wisbed for time te
aeor or to evade the point, the conversation immediately returned on religious
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Q. He seemed to use hie views on religions matters in that way ? A. I so
regarded it.

Q Did he express any special views about religion when he did turn the con-
versation ? A. We had a conversation on the subject of the days of the week, and
on the subject of the reformed church.

Q. Tell us any views ho expressed on those subjects ? A. Ris view as to hell
was, that God's mercy was too great to be sinned away by any person during the
sbort time he had to live. He said there was a period of punishment, and after that,
the person would be forgiven. In reference to the reformed church and the days of
the week, he said, that when the Christian church emerged from Paganism, it
brought some of the remains of Paganism with it, and lie instanced the days of the
weck. He wished to purify religion in Canada, and particularly in the North-West
of those parts.

Q. Any other matter ? A. He especially mentioned about the infallibility of the
Pope. I do not think he referred to any other dogma of the church except that.
He desired that the government of the church might be local in Canada. Once or
twice the conversation went back to the days of 1869 and 1870, and he spoke in
reference to Archbishop Taché as a friend who had been very good to him, and he
did not wish me to understand him as saying anything against Archbishop Taché or
Bishop Bourget, of Montreal, because he feit that they were personal friends ; but ho
felt that he was right, and even personal friendship would have to give way.

Q. Are there any other general topics on which you conferred with him, and on
which he gave you any information ? A. He talked about the Indians in different
parts of the country, a bout the Irish aid from the United States, about the battle of

atoche and several incidents that occurred there. He spoke about the rebellion of
1869.70. During the trip in waggons from Saskatoon to Moose Jaw he talked on
almost every circumstance and subject. One day when we camped at noon, in
moving around the camp ground to place sentries, I saw some Indian signs, which I
destroyed. I called his attention to them, and he said it was possible they might
have been left there by a lodge of Indians going from the Cypress HillS to help him
ut Batoche.

Q. Is there anything else that occurs to you ? Of course you cannot relate all
the conversation. Was there any other subject upon which you had conversation
that you recolleot ? A. Whon we found the books and papers in the council roon,
we found the word " exovede." This bothered us a great deal. I could not translate
it at all, and one of the first things I asked the prisoner was, what the meaning of
that was. He wrote the maning of the word in my note book. He wrote also the
meaning of his mission in the hote book.

• Q. Do you remember what it was ? A. He said that everyone had a mission,
and that his mission was to accomplish practical results. The meaning of the word
" exovede " was, ho said, from two Latin words, ex from, ovede the flock-that the coun-
cillors were members of the flock. He himseolf professed not to be ?rom exovede ; that
there was an exovede outside of him with a president.

Q. Doos anything else occur to you ? I don't wish you to give all the convers&-
tions. If you tell us what is important and material, that will be satisfactory to me?
A. That is all I can think that will have any bearing on the case. There was a
great deal of conversation.

Q. From first to last of those conversations with you, did yon observe anything tO
arouse a suspicion or indicate that he was of unsound mind ? A. None a t all, certainl.
not. I found that I had a mind against my own, and fully equal to it ; better edU-
cated and much more clever than I was myself. He would stop and eva de answering
questions with the best possible advantage.

Q. The idea of mental aberration, unsoundness of mind, npver occurred to yohl
A. I believe it was for a purpose what has been given as a reason for insanity.

Q. Did he profess to yon to have the Spirit of God or the power of prophesy
A. No, nover to me.
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By Mr. Greenshields:
Q. What experience have you had in dealing with people of unsound mind ? A.

Xone at ail.
Q. You are only speaking now from the conversations you had with the prisoner ?

A. Merely from the nine days I lived with him.
Q. You never had a medical education in that respect ? A. No.
Q. You do not consider yourself in a position to give an opinion as to the sanity ?

A. I could not give a medical opinion, but I consider that during the nine days I was
1iving with him I would know if I was living with a lunatic.

Q.Did you hear Dr. Clarke state that it would take three or four months to find
Out whether a person was insane in many cases ? A. I did.

Q. Do you think you are as clever as these doctors who have stated that ? A.
I think, living with them as I did, it would be different.

Q. Did you hear the doctor say it would require constant conversation with the
Person to discover ? A. Not constant; such intercourse as the superintendent of an
asYlum would have.

Q. Have you got that little book he wrote in ? A. The counsel for the Crown
have it.

Q. You stated that he told you his mission was to produce practical results ?
A. Yes, the exact words are in the little note book.

Q. You gave him the book and asked him to write in it ? A. He asked for my
book to write in, so that it would be correct, and that there wouid be no misander-
Otanding about it after.

Q. Did he tell you what the practical result of his mission was to be ? A. He
aoke frequently of the annihilation of the Metis by the Hudson Bay Company and the
U&ounted Police. 1 wanted to get at the meaning of the annihilation, but I could not
succeed ; he evaded me.

Q. The practical results did he explain to you ? A. Ris explanation was that
he Wanted to save the people of the North-West from annihilation.

Q. That was the practical result of his mission, as you gathered in conversation
With him ? A. He evaded me, he would not come down to particulars.

Q. Did he tell yon anything as to dividing the territories among different nation-
alities ? A. No, the first I heard of that was in the court room.

Q. You stated that he said he was not foolish enough to imagine that ho could
Wage war against England and Canada? A. I asked him how he expected, with
'00 or 800 mon, to wage war against three millions of people.

Q. You included England ? A. Yes, as being the governing country. (Note
book handed to witness, who reads.) " I have a mission, so has everybody for, me.
1 Understand my mission in this way, to bring about practical results."
i Q. I understand there is something in your book in reference to the word

exovede " ? A. It is lengthy.
Q. No matter, let us have it ? A. It is as follows: Exovede from, Latin word ex

00ede flock ; from two latin words, ex, which means from, and ovede, flock. That word
1 Inade use of to convey that I was assuming no authority at al. And the advisers
of the movement took also that title, instead of councillors or representatives; and
their purpose for doing so was exactly the same as mine, no assumption of authority.
'We considered ourselves a part of society and near us, another part of the same
sOiety attempted to rule over us improperly, and, by false representations and
through bad mismanagement of public affairs, were mjuring us greatly, at the same
timne they were obtaining the ear of the Government. They were turning ail the
Press against us. The situation was leading us simply to annihilation. Without
assuming any authority than that which exists by itself in the condition of our nature
We recurred to the right of self-preservation and those who agreed to act together in
the protection of their existence, threatened in so many different ways, took thenames
of exovedes. So that having their distinctive title for the time being and to be known
as the mon of tho movement, when the crisis would be over, the reaction would be as
elight as possible; for the reason that what would have been undertaken and accom-
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plished under the sound authority of good sense could have no other result than good
ones, and consequently the movement prove to be less a disturbance than a remedl
to some things which were previously going too far in the wrong. Several time0
it is true, we made use of the words, " representative members of the council," but
we had to do it, until the word exovede was understood and until it would begin to
become usual amongst even the men of the movement. So the council itself is not a
council, and boing composed of exovedes, we have called it the exovedate.

General MIDDLETON, recalled

Examined by Mr. Robinson :
Q. General Middleton, you have been examined already in this case-on wht'

date did you say Riel came into your custody ? A. On the 15th of May, I think.
Q. And how long was it before he left your camp ? A. On the morning of the

19th.
Q. So he was with you almost four days ? A. Yes, three or four days.
Q. And during that time had you much conversation with him ? A. No, not

much. I had more conversation with him the first day than any other for I had hira
for the first part of the day, in fact nearly the whole day, in my tout, until I pr-
pared another place for him, so that I really talked more with him on that day thaP
any other.

Q. That was immediately after his capture ? A. Yes.
Q. Can you give us any general idea what your subjects of conversation with

him were and what he said about himself, his party and his plans ? A. Well, I didn't
ask him much about them. I remember asking him some questions similar to whlt
Captain Young has told you. I remember asking him why he confined himself tO
cutting the telegraph wire only between Frog Lake or between that station and
Prince Albert, why he confined himself to only removing that and not removing
the other wire all around me, and, as near as I can remember, his answer was that
he only wanted to eut off the police from Prince Albert, and that he thought

he might deprive them of being able to communicate with the rest of Canada and
that he probably would want to use it himseilf. And thon I asked him how he cam
to think he would be able to wage war against Canada with England at its back
because J said England would of course have come to the front had Canada beetn
beaten, that it would have been impossible for him to hope to succeed against Canada,
and he gave me very much a similar answer, that he didn't expect to be able to beat
them, but he thought that by dint of showing a good bold front that he would pro-
bably get botter terms from the Government, and ho seemed to have an indefinite
idea, a sort of idea.of taking everybody prisoner he could lay hold of, that he thought

he could take Major Crozier, and he said he hoped to take me prisoner, and that he
then would have got botter terms.

Q. Taking hostages in point of fact? A. Yes, hostages. That was the general
view, I think, by means of which he would obtain better terms.

Q. Is there anything else he said to you on this subject that you remember ? A•
No, I cannot really remember anything more.

Q. Dhd le speak to you on religious subjects ? A. Yes.
Q. What were his views? A. H e very often turned the conversation to

gious subjects. He told me some of his views. Some of them I had nothing to sar
against. I used to listen to what he had to say. He told me Rome was allw
and corrupt, and that the priests were narrow-minded and had interfered too me
with the pople, and other of his ideas were excessively good. He told me ho thoi4lt
religion s ou d be based on morality and humanity and charity. He talked in tust
sense and style.

Q. Yen cannot remember anything else just now that he said to you? A. •
Q. During all your intercourse wil him did you see anything whatever to in

cate any suspicion of unsoundness of mind in him? A. No, I cannot say I did-o
the contrary.
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Q. Did it occur to you there was any reason to imagine the man was not
fectl sound in mind? A. No, I should say on the contrary ho was a man of rather
aoute intellect. He soemed quite able to hold his own upon any argument or topio
We happened to touch upon.

Q. That idea never occurred to you? A. Of course I had heard constantlybefore about reports of his insanity. I heard for instance one or two of the people
that escaped from him, scouts, half.breeds, one man I remember told me " Oh, Riel
18 mad, he is a fool, he told me what he was doing at Batoche." So that I really
had heard it, but 1 came to the conclusion he was very far from being mad or a fool.

Q. That was your conclusion ? A. Yes, that was my conclusion.
Examined by Mr. Greenskieds :

Q. Did that man say what Riel was doing at Batoche ? A. Nothing. He simply
said Riel Was a fool and shrugged his shoulder.

Q. The letters addressed to you by Riel wore signed by him Exovede? A. I
beelive they were-no, I don't think they were; you have them there.

Q. Of course you never had seen Riel previous to his surrender on the 15th?
Never.

Rev. CHARLEs BRuc PITBLAno, sworn
Examined by Mr. Osler :

Q. You live in Winnipeg and are a clergyman ? A. Yes.
Were you on the boat when the prisoner was brought down the Saskatchewani

A. I was on the "l Northcote " with Riel.
Q. Froin what date and for how long? A. We were on the boat Monday, Tues-

day and part of Wednesday.
Q. Were you in his company otherwise? A. I accompanied him to Regina.

b Q. How many days were you on the way altogether.? A. Five days. We came
ere on Saturday and had left on Monday.

Q. Iad you any conversation with him ? A. Several conversations with him.
Q. On what subjects ? A. Well, on various stubjocts, on the rebellion, as I call it,

a1s0 On his religions views, and we spoke of varions other subjects.
Q. Did he give you his plans, his schemes, what he hoped to get by the rebel-

"On? A. Yes, his general scheme was this: He hoped to induce the GoverDment
t Inake a treaty with him or with the half-breeds of the North-West similar to the
treaty they had made with the half-breeds of Manitoba. That was what he stated to
be is chief object.

h q . Bow did ho hope to accompliah that with his force ? A. H e told me first of
ai'g sent his bill ofrights or representation of his grievances to the Government.

Q. FIow did ho hope, with his organization to get what ho wanted? A. It
Wonld be necessary for me to tell just how the matter progressed.

Q. No, we only want what is material ? A. Well, ho hoped to get the police in
hpower, se that whilst they were held, I suppose as hostages, ho said simply while

he vldtthem, that he might negotiate with the Government while they were in hie
Po>wer.

Q. Thon did he say how that failed ? A. He explained how that failed at Duok

hod Q. Did he tell you what his object was at Duck Lake ? A. His object was to get
of the police so that whilst they were in his power ho might negotiate with the

%vernment.
Q. Thon fa iling that what was his next plan? A. To meet General Middleton's

tores~ at ish Creek and if they snffred reverses, of which ho was pretty confdent
they would, that he would then send word to the Indians and whilst the troops in the
Ceountry were busy with the Indians, who he felt confident would rise, that thon he

oWuld be able to negotiate with the Government. That is substantially the plan as
'timapressed itself on my mind.

4. The second plan was to meet him at Fish Oreek and thon raise the Indiana
ud whilst the country was engaged with the Indians to carry on negotiations wi&

te0 Government? A. That is substantiallY what I understood it to be.
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Q. Failing that, what did ho expect to do? A. Well, if that failed, and of course
it did fail, ho still hoped to meet General Middleton at Batoche, and ho would be.
able to- hold him at bay long enough to negotiate with the Governmont.

Q. These were his three different stops ? A. His three different stops.
Q. All ending with the one object? A. Yes, to get a treaty with the Govern-

mont.
Q. Now you had a conversation with him how frequently ? A. I had them off

and on during the whole of that time. I could not tell the number. We often spoke

Examined by .Mr. Greenshields:
Q, How long did you say you had been with him on the boat altogether ? A.

From Monday to Saturday; from the time they started from Garriépy's Crossing
till we came to Regina.

Q. You never had seen or met Mr. ]Riel before that time ? A. Never.

Capt. RICHARD DiAs, sworn :-

Exanined by Mr. Burbidge:
Q. You belong to the North-West Mounted Police ? A. Yes.
Q. Has the prisoner been in your charge? A. Yes, since the 23rd of May last.
Q. Have you had occasion to visit him froquently? A. Yes, I have seen a good

deal of him froi first to last.
Q. Since that time up to the present ? A. Yes.
Q. You have conversed with him ? A. Yes.
Q. Principally on what subjects ? A. Chiefly subjects affecting prison discipline

and as to his diet and concessions as to liberty. Al requisitions must be made to me.
Q. Have you been always able to grant thom to him? A. Well, not always.
Q. Whon refused did he show any excitement or irritability ? A. No; his man-

ner was most polite and suave and ho never alsered his manner in the least.
Q. From the observation you had of him have yon seen anything to indicate ho

is not of a sound mind ? A. Nothing whatever.
Q. Anything to indicate the contrary ? A. Yes, I think so; ho always gave me

the impression of being very shrewd.

JOSEPH PIGGoTT, sworn:-

Examined by
Q. You are a member of the North-West Mounted Police? A. Yes.
Q. What is your position ? A. Oorporal.
Q. You have had charge of the prisoner? A. Yes.
Q. Since when ? A. Twenty-second May.
Q. Have you been his keeper ? A. I have.
Q. Did you see him daily ? A. Many times a day.
Q. Have you conversed with him ? I didn't converse with him.
Q. You have had frequent opportunity of observing him ? A. Yes.
Q. Have you seen anything in his conduct to show ho is not of sound mind ? A.

No, sir, I always considered him of sound mind.
Q. You have hoard him speak ? A. Often, sir.
Q. And he speaks with good reason ? A. With reason and politeness.
Mr. Osler.-That is the close of the evidence in reply.

ADDRESS TO THE JURY BY THE DEFENCE.

Mr. Fitzpatrick.--May it please your Honors, gentlemen of the jury,-In the
month of March iast, towards the end of that month, a cry of alarm spread through.
out the country, which was flashed with the rapidity of lightning all throughout the
Dominion of Canada. A rebellion was supposed to exist in this section of the Domi'
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niOl. It was said that the country was placed in peril. Mon from the north and
fromn the south, and from the east and from the west, men rose and rallied around the
flag Of their country ready to do or die. Clorks left the stools of their counting.
houses, mechanics left their shops, and all stood ieady to do or die in defence of their
Oountry. In this peaceable, law-abiding country the hum of industry to a certain
extent ceased and it was superseded by the tread of armed mon, and the sounds and
strains of martial music. Men came, as I said, from all parts of the Dominion to
this Section of the country. War, to a certain extent, prevailed for a short time.
Out-Knife Hill, Fish Creek, Batoche-all those battles were fought-and as a result
we find to-day the prisoner at the bar now stands indicted for high treason. We find
him inOw indicted for treason, for an offence, not one of those ordinary criminal
Offences for which men are generally arraigned before the tribunals of their country,
but we find him arraigned for an offence which is peculiarly an offence against the
!Government. As during the so-called rebellion all the forces of the State were put
1' mnotion to suppress it, so to-day ail the machinery of the law is put in motion for
the Purpose of reaching this man, the prisoner at the bar. We have, as in case of
the so-called rebellion, forces taken by the Government from all sections of the
country. We find them appealing to all those learned and eminent in our profes-
s'on· We find men brought here from the east and from the west, from the north
and from the south, for the purpose of vindicating the cause of the Government.
Gentlenen, allow me to say it, even in their presence the Government has exercised
"'wise discretion in their choice. On the other hand, the flint-locks of the rebels at
at)che, these weak arms that they thon had are presented to you to-day by the

:Rint-lock counsel who are now acting for the prisoner. You now see, gentlemen,
arrayed on one side all the forces of the Government, and on the other side all the
*eakness of the rebels at Batoche. You now see the storm raging furiously around
tis man's head. You now see the waves rising ready to engulf him, but, sentle-
Ieni, if we have but the flint-locks of Batoche in our hands, if we have nothing else
at our disposai but our weak talents, when I look around me I see a silver lining to
tJo Oloud, and the storm which is rising so furiously around this man, and that silverning I see there before me in you, good men and true. I say, gentlemen, that, not-
witistanding this man may be weak, and notwithstanding that the Government has
arayed all its talents against him, I see in that the semblance of an English jury,.
tI's One grand right that you shall say to the Government, thus farshalt thon go and
11o further; thou shalt not touch one single hair of this man's head exept in justice
and in fair play, and not one single hair of his head shall you allow to be toucheod
unless it is in accordance with the well understood principles of law and of justice,
and of equity, and especially of fair play. Gentlemen, as I said when I opened this
cae, what 1 now have before me is but a shred of that proud institution known as a
.ritish jury. What I now see before me is but a shred of it, but even a shred of that
Jury is sufficient to save a man, when that shred is woven by such material as that
tit I noDw see before me. You have but the shred of a jury, but it is sufficient, I
trust, in this case, to see that justice is done,

In this case you have heard a very brilliant statement made of a case for
e prosecution. You have seen, gentlemen of the jury, the learned counsel who

)ed the case for the Crown state to you all the events which ho intended to prover
n have seen in his hands-and he is truly master of the art-you have seen how
h ]i8 hands the wounds of our citizen soldiers who died at Duok Lake and at Fish

k--how they wore made to do the duty for the Orown. You have seen how
r bloody corpses were made to do duty for the Crown. You have seen how their

biy corpses were appealed to, how the blood-stained snow was brought to your
Pesence-all that has been done.

'irst, gentlemen, we must limit ourselves to a plain statement of the facts and
Yo to haar in mind but two things. In the first place, to what extent, and how
Sthis rebellion carried on as it has been described here? What proof has been

beforo yôu by the Crown of the oet acts sof treason laid at the door of thia
•And secondiy, to what extent is ho responsîble for those acts?
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I know, gentlemen, that it would be extremely right for me now here to say a
-word of praise for those citizen soldiers who at the call of duty loft their homes and
firesides and came here to fight a battle for what they thought was right-I know,
gentlemen, that it would be right for me to say a word about them, but I know, gen-
tlemen, that all I can say can never be equal to the task which I see imposed upon
myself, for I know that the names of Fish Creek and of Batoche and of Cut Knife
Hill shal be inscribed in letters of gold on the annals of the history of our country.
I know that the names of those mon who died in those battles shall be written on
,something more durable than marble or stone, that they shall be engraved on the
hearts of their grateful countrymen; but, gentlemen, in the face of all this, is it
possible that no voice shall be heard, no voice shall be heard to say a word in favor
of the vanquished ? Is it possible that in a country like this, that all men shall
cringe to power, that all mon shall be on the ide of victory, and that no voice
shall be heard to plead the cause of the vanquished ? Shall we resemble the Romans
of old after the fight of the gladiators and say, victory to the victors, life to the
rictors and death to the vanquished? No, gentlemen, I know that such shall not be
the case here, and I know that when I plead for those unfortunate mon, for those mon
who died on the side of the rebels at Duck Lake, Fish Creek and Batoche-I know
that I plead for good mon and brave, men who died fighting for what they thought
was right; men who died for what they thought was fair and just, and if they were
misguided, they were none the less brave men and men looked upon as our fellow
citizens and to have done honor to our common country.

Now, gentlemen, it is probably right for me to say here that no one of any
nationality, of any creed, whatever may be the source whenoe ho derives the blood
in his veins, can justify the rebellion, but it may, at the same time, be proper for me
to say, to draw your attention to the fact that criminal folly and neglect would have
gone unpunished had there been no resistance. It is right for me to say, gentlemen,
that the Government of Canada had wholly failed in its duty towards these North-West
Territories-and here I may as well remark that, while I speak of the Government, I
speak not with the eye of a politician; when I speak of the Government, all parties
are identical and the same in my eyes-I say that the Government of Canada
wholly failed in its duty towards these North-West Territories, and I say, gentlemen,
that it is a maxim of political eeonomy that the faulta of those whom we have placed
in authorityj necessarily injuriously affect ourselves, and it is thus that we are made
the guardians of each other's rights. The fact that the Government and the people
placed in authority have oommitted faults towards the North-West to a large extent
do not justify the rebellion; but, gentlemen, if there had been no rebellion, if there
had been no resistance, is there any one of you that can say to-day, is there any one
of you that can place his hand on his conscience and honestly say that the evils
under which this country has oemplained would have been remedied? I know,
gentlemen, that it is not right to preach treason, and it is no part of my duty to do
it. I know that it is probable some of the doctrines may be looked upon as social-
istic, but I say that the plant of liberty requires the nourishment of blood occasion-
ally. I say, gentlemen, look at the pages of history of our country, look at the pages
of the history of England, and tell me if there are in all those bright annals any that
shine brighter than those that were written by Cromwell at the time of the revolution ?
Tell me, gentlemen, if the liberties which Britons enjoy to-day were bought too dearly,
even with the life blood of a king ? I say that they were not. Let us now look at the
position of this country. We find that this country originally was the exclusive
property of the Indians. We find that this country, in the wise decreo of Providence,
had been originally left to them. Then we find, gentlemen, that this country, beiig
entirely in their possession, the Provinces of Canada now were settled by people
from the other aide. We find these people animated with that desire rYhich noce&-
sarily actuates ail these descendants of Englishmen and Frenchmen that desire to go
and conquer and see worlds unknown, that those ople spread out over 'hose fertile
regions and came in contact with the Indians and formed alliances with them and
became part and parcol of themselvese-n act of union between the English and
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PrenCh settlers in Canada and the Indian aborigines of this part of the country; and
We have that race now known as the Métis. We have the Indians in possession, and
thon we find the Government of Canada and England coming bore, and how do they
treat the Indians? Do we find the Government treating them with bnckshot and
With cannon ball ? No. Guided by that humane policy that has always been au
esential attribute of England, we find treaties being made with the Indians. We
fInd their rights acknowledged, and we find arrangements being made with them
Whereby certain rights are secured to tbem, and in return they give up portions of
the country to the English. Then we find the Indians travelling towards the land of
the setting sun. We find the Indian leaving the land that has been formerly his,
and hunting ground, and receding in the face of the onward march of civilization.
We find the Indian, as he says himself, leaving his happy hunting grounds, and, as a
Poet has already said, saying to the bones of his forefathers as they lie beneath the
sod, rise up, march on with us toward the land of the setting sun, where we also shall
Set at some day not now far distant.

Then, gentlemen, as I tell yon, we have the half-breeds. We have the half-
breeds who by their blood represent and form the distinctive characteristie of union
between the indian and the white man. We have the half-breed, the result of the
union botween the Indian, the representative of savagery, and the white man, the
representative of civilization. We have therefore, gentlemen, this bond of union
between civilization and the Indian, and I say gentlemen, that that bond of union
represented by the Metis has been one of the greatest factors in the civilization of
the Indian. I say that this bond of union which is represented by the Metis has
'done more for the North-West country than anything that has ever been done for it
heretofore.

Why is it that this country bas not been the scene of so many Indian wars as
WO have seon ravaging the United States? Why is it that this country here as to
its Indian policy, bas been sncb a great success ? Why is it that the Indian policy
Of our Government has been so successful ? It is purely and simply because of the
fact that the half-breed always stood between the Indian and his fetlow white man.
The balf-breed was the distinctive characteristie intermediary between the two.
&nd gentlemen, it is impossible for us to find any better illustration of that principle
than has been afforded us by this last unfortunate war. In the whole of this war,
What do we find ? Whon we find the savage instincts of the Indians rouLed, when we
find them roused up ready to do and commit acts of the utmost brutality, what do we
flnd standing between him and his fell designs ? Whore do we find the man that is
brave enough and plucky enough to say thus far shalt thon go and no farther ? Yo
have found it in the case of the half-breeds. You have found the half-breed always
standing between the Indians and the white mon. You have found the balf-breed
Standing between the Indian and the white man. You have found the balf-breed
Standing between the Indians and Mrs. Delaney and Mrs. Gowanlock. You have
found the half-breed standing between the Indians and the priests. You have found
the half-breed-in the case of those very prisoners ¡brought here -you have always
found the half-breed standing between the white man and the Indians, and always on
the side of civilization and the side of mercy, and always on the side of humanity.

lNow, gentlemen, what rights those men have had by virtue of their Indian
origin, what rights those men have acquired by virtue of the services which they
rendered to the Government, how were those rights respected ?

It is not necessary for me to go any further than simply to put the question: And
What was the condition of affairs in this country at the time, at the beginning of this
constitutional agitation? We find, gentlemen, that those men after being deprived
Of their means of subsistence by reason of the fact that the chase would no longer
furnish them support, the support they had previously obtained from it-we find

o men, gentlemen, turning their attention to pastoral pursuits and giving their
attention to agriculture. We find those mon entering into possession of those smalm
?Ortions of land, a very small portion of God's inheritance, of that inheritance which
&Ad been given to their Indian ancestors. We find them entering into possession of.
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those lands, and imbued with the ideas which their forefathers had given to them,
they sottie on those lands, they endeavor to cultivate them, they endeavor to make
a home for thomselves. After they had been in possession of those lands, we find
certain grievances crop up, certain difficulties arise between the Government and
themselves, and thon what next ? Thon they begin to think if they can find in the
annals ofhistory any people who have ever occupied the same position as themselves.
They bogin with the limited knowledge which they have, to ask themselves whother
or not they can find a comparison, they can find a people situated as they were, so as
to see how those people acted, and how they obtained a redress of their rights. Thoir
sphere is limited, those ignorant half-breeds of the Saskatchewan had not, as you and
probably a great many others here have, travelled through Europe, across the waters,
and gone into the United States, and gone around the world, with enlarged ideas-
the sphere of their knowledge was limited, but they looked around themselves, and
the first thing they saw was Manitoba. The first thing they saw was Manitoba, and
they said to themselves, why, here in Manitoba, the people were situated as we are,
they had about the same rights, the same privileges as we had before Canada came
into their country, and they said to themselves, why, with those rights, what resulted ?
What position are they in to-day ? What is the difference between their position and
ours ? They said their position is entirely different from ours, as entirely different
as day is from night, they are in the full enjoyment of ail the priviloges of the British
constitution. They are in full Onjoyment and peaceable possession of their lands. They
have been conceded titles. TitIes have been conceded by the Government to them,
by which they have the muniments of title to the little patch of land
they have tilied. Iow did they come by ail this ? How did they acquire
it ? Thon some of the old men in this district begin to think so far
back as 1870, when a difficulty arose there between the Government
and the people-a difficulty arose in which there was one man who guided the
movement, from which movement a successful issue was obtained, and they said, the
man that did so much for the half-bteeds there, the man that obtained for them their
rights surely will consent to do as much for us, the man who acted in Manitoba and
gained for the Manitobans, for our brothers of that district, their rights and their
privileges, will surely do as much for us as ho did for them. Thon the word goes
around and the name of Louis Riel suggests itself to every person, and they begin to
find out where this man is. They say to themselves, a man who played such an
important part at that time as ho did, that man surely wili help us. But perhaps ho
may now be placed in a situation where ho is above and beyond want. He may now
be placed in a position where ho must necessarily have benefited very largely by
what ho did in Manitoba, and they say, they may possibly have said to themselves,
weil, perhaps, we cannot get him, but we will try at ail events. They had to choose
a deputation, and they sont that forth. They find out where Riel is, and they sond a
deputation to ask bim to come up and holp thom in their agitation, and where do
they find Louis Riel ? Is ho a gentleman living in the lap of luxury ? Is this the man
who will be represented to you and who has been represented to you as a selfish,
ambitions man, with no desire in the world but for selfishness and for egotism-this
man who has been represented to you as the man who endeavors to seek himself first
and everyone else after ? Where do they find this man ? Not, as I said, rolling in
the lap of luxury. No, gentlemen of the jury, ho occupied the humble position of a
village schoolmaster; ho was there with his wife, an humble Cree woman, with his
little children there in Montana, endeavoring to earn for them their daily bread by
the sweat of his brow as a schoolmastor; ho was there acting as a schoolmaster
among those people and endeavoring to earn his modest pittance, and, gentlemen, ho
is asked, and from there ho comes up to join this movement-he does not hositate.
Ho does not, before ho leaves there, stipulate that ho shall be paid for his services.
He does not tell those mon: You want me to leave my country; you want me to
leave this home that I have made for myself and you want to bring me back there in
the hands of enemies, to a certain extent. Ho does not stipulate for a payment. H
says:.No, you are my brethron; the same blood that runs through my veins run6
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through yours, and any services that I may be able to give you are free to command,
and ho went with them. Then ho comes into the country, and when he is there how
does he act ? He takes part in this movement; ho assista his fellow mon in their
agitation; he attends at all the meetings; ho gives his views on the political situa-
tion, and thon, gentlemen, we are told at a sudden moment a break takes place.
Then, you will be told by the Crown, there is the transition from constitutional agita-
tion to open armed rebellion, and I have no doubt that some beautiful theories will
be expounded to you on the art of constitutional agitations. You will be told
probably, in very eloquent terms, that the British constitution is elastic enough to
enable mon to obtain the redress of ail their rights, to obtain the redress of all their
rights by means of constitutional political agitation. I say, gentlemen, ail that is
Very true, and all that may appear to you as very forcible argument; but there is
One thing yon must remember when it is said to you-there is one thing I beg of
You to remember when my voice shall have ceased to be heard by you, and that is
that when they talk of constitutional agitation in England, when they talk of the
representative institutions of England, when they tell you what might be done in
England and in Canada, you must remomber that the North-West Territories
cannot come in under that rule ; you must remember that constitutional
agitation, as understood by those books as represented to you by the officers of the
Crown, is perfect when the people are makers of their laws; when the people
elect their representatives and send them to Parliament and have a voice in the affairs
of the administration of the body politic-if you were represented in Parliament, if
TOu had rights, if you had grievances, and you had people to represent you in Par-
hament, what would you have to do ? You would agitate, you would constitutionally
a tate. You would politically agitate. You would have your reprosentative in the
Louse of Parliament come among you, and you would say, we have those grievances,

We insist on those grievances being redressed, and you are there at Ottawa in the
Pederal Parliament for the purpose of having those grievances redressed, you are
there for the purpose of expressing to those people who are down in Ottawa, what
Our views are and how we want the law administered, in so far as we are concerned.
That would be constitutional agitation. That would be perfect agitation. That
Would be a perfect answer to any argument that I might have advanoed on constitu.
tional agitation; but when you are in the North-West Territories very nearly 2,000
lniles away from those who make the laws under which you are governed-very
ne0arly 2,000 miles away from the people who make the laws for you, and in the
]naking of which laws you have no voice, over which you have no control, in which
representative institutions yon have no one to represent yon-here you have those
Metis, gentlemen of the jury, you have those unfortunate Metis of the Saskatchewan
2,000 miles away from Ottawa, 2,000 miles away from this representative House of
Parliament and without one single representative cither constitutional or otherwise
to represent them, without one single voice to be raised in their favor. You have the
fact thau those mon have been in this territory, and that this country has been
in the hands of the Dominion of Canada for the last fourteen or fifteen
Years, you have that fact and you have the fact that during all that time
those men have not been able to get one single representative, not been
able to take any part direct or indirect in the management of thoir affairs, of their
own affairs or the affairs of their country. Now, where is the constitutional agita-
tion ? low can you be told on those facts that those'men could constitutionaliy act ?
Could you be told that on those facts they could have endeavored to obtain a redress
of their wrongs by this constitutional agitation ? I say, gentlemen of the jury, the
Situations are entirely different, that which was constitutional agitation -in England
Cannot be considered as constitutional agitation here and what is considered con.
stitutional agitation in Canada, in any other part of the Dominion of Canada,
<oannot be considered as applying to the North-West Territories, for the situations are
Ontirely different.

You have seen, gentlemen, from the evidence adduced before you, how Mr. IRel
Mted throughout the whole of this movement.' You have seen ho took part in the
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different political meetings that were held, and what his conduct was during that
time. You have been told of this meeting at Nolin's -you have been told of this
meeting at Prince Albert-you have been told how at the meeting at Nolin's this
man in the month of January last stood up, and in terms, the very essence of loyalty,
proposed the health of Her Majesty the Queený You have been told how at Prince
Albert, at a meeting beld there, this man said, let us agitate, let us agitate by con-
stitutional means. We must obtain the redress of our wrongs during five years, but
if we do not obtain it at the end of five years, we will agitate for five years more, and
probably at the end of ten our voices shall have been able to pierce from the Saskat.
chewan Valley down to the House at Ottawa; but, gentlemen, at a given moment,
in the beginning of March, as I said when I opened, an appeal to arms took place,
and here I confess I tread on dangerous ground. Either this man is the lunatic that
we lis counsel have tried to make him, or he is an entirely sane man in the full
possession of all bis mental faculties, and was responsible in the eyes of God and man
for everything that ho bas done. If he is a lunatic, we, in the exorcise of a sound
discretion, have done right to endeavor to prove it. -If ho is a sane man, what humi-
liation have we passed upon that man, we his counsel endeavoring, despite his orders,
despite his desire, despite his instructions, to make him out a feol. If ho is a sane
man, gentlemen of the jury, if ho is the sane man that the Crown will endeavor to
represent him, are there any redeeming features in bis character and in his conduct
of this rebellion? Are ther e any redeeming features in what ho bas doue in connec-
tion with it which necessarily appeal to the sympathies and to the judgment? Here
we find this man taking part in this, acting in concert with a naturally excitable
population, acting with them in entire sympathy with the movement which began
long before ho came into the country or had anything to do with it. At a given
moment-if ho is a sane man-tbat movement, like all other popular movements,
got ahead of him, got beyond his control. Then, gentlemen, did he after fanning
the flame, did he after fomenting the trouble, liko some others, turn bis back on the
men whom ho bad put into the trouble and into the difficulty ? Did he like some of
the mon who stood in that box-did he after fomenting the discord, after inciting
those unfortunate mon to rebellion, after placing their necks in the halter-did ho
stand back or stand from under and endeavor to save himself? Did he play the part
of the coward or the traitor? Did ho play the part of the sycophant who comes and
kneels at the feet of the Government, endeavoring to seek a victim amongst his
friends and relations ? Did ho, gentlemen of the jury, with all this magnanimity
which has been represented to stand on other heads. with all this glory, has been
endeavored to bo put on the heads of other people? Did he fly and leave women and
children to be massacred ? and did ho fly from the bands of justice, or did he stand
his ground like a man, and did ho come before the representatives of Her Majesty
and say, if any is to suffer, let me suffer; if anyone is to be punished, let me be
punished; if any victim is to be found, I am the victim that is to go upon the
scaffold; and I fought for liberty, and if liberty is not worth fighting for, it is not
worth having?

Gentlemen, you will be told men have been brought into that box and endeavors
have been made to excite the public mind with enthusiasm about certain soldiers who
acted throughout this rebellion; a man bas been brought into that box to come bore
and tell you how ho took part in that agitation, to tell you how ho fanned the flame
as I said and how afterwards, sycophantic like, ho bont his knees and adored the ris-
ing sun. Zou have been told throughout this country that this person and that per-
Bon who took part in the rebellion was a hero, that they were all heroes but this
unfortunate man; but whon the time comes to show the true spirit of the hero, did
this man run away ? Did this man endeavor to seek safety in flight or did ho come,
as General Middleton said himseolf, in the box, and deliver himself up freely and volun-
tarily ready to bear the consequences of his acts ? But, gentlemen, I have stated
those facts to you simply to show you that no matter how you look at the character
of Louis Riel, there are to be found in it redeeming features; but, gentlemen, I still
naintain that it was a wise movemént on our part, that we were justified by the factR,
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that our views have been borne ont by the evidence, and that we were bound in our
Instructions as representing this man to say that ho is entirely insane and irresponsi.
ble for his acts, and will now proceed to examine that branch of the case. Here it
'nay be well for me to remind yon somewhat of the history of this man's life. You
know, gentlemen, that ho is himself a half-breed. You know that he is himself a
desendant of those Indians of whom the poet has said that their untutored minds
se God in the clouds and hear His voice in the winds. You know, gentlemen, that a
descendant of those Indians is endowed with that mysticism which forms an essen-
tial element of their religions character. He as descended from the Indians and
One of those Metis of whom I spoke to you a moment ago. He lived in this country
for a considerable period of time and took part-as matter of history, I might state
this to you-in the Manitoba movement in 1870. As a result of that movement the
nnfortunate man was afflicted with a disease of the mind and so far did it go that it
becane necessary to keep him in a lunatie asylum. You know that we find ere
Proved that he was in a lunatic asylum from the year 1876 to 1878. That is a fact
about which there can be no dispute. It now becomes necessary for us to see whether
or not this man is suffering from any form of mental disease which is known to the
books and known to authors who have treated on this subject. We have stated that
this man was suffering from that form of disease known as magalomania. It is not
nocessary for me to tell you more than that the characteristic symptom of this disoase is
an imsane, an extraordinary love of power and extraordinary development of ambition,
a nan that is acting under the insane delusion that he is either a great poet or a god
or a king or that ho is in direct communication with the Holy Ghost; and it may be
Well for me here to remind you that I do not speak here of my own authority. I tell
YOu lore that from books, the most reputed authorities on this subject, one of the
distinguishing characteristics of this disease is that the man might reason perfectly
and give perfect reasons for ail that ho does and justify it in every respect, subject
always to the insane delusion. They are naturally irritable, excitable, and will not
suffer that they can be contradicted in any respect. Lot us now see, gentlemen, whe-
ther, under the evidence that has been brought iere before you, we find proof of the
existence of those symptoms which are described as characteristic of the malady
Which we contend this man is suffering from; and, in the first place, it may be weil,
Perhaps, before I enter upon that branch of the case in dotail, to remind you that in
ll Cases of crime, it is essential, I might almost say, for the jury to enable them to

arrive at a proper conclusion, to examine into the motive, the determining motive
which can have brought a man to commit a crime. You take a case of murder, you
always see in a case of murder, if you find a man accused of murder, you naturally
ask yourself well what can have been the determining cause, the motive which eau
have guided that man in the commission of the crime'? Was it jealousy, was it desire
of gain, was it hatred, was it passion? There is sonie motive, there is some moving,guiding motive which must nocessarily be accounted for.

Now, gentlemen, bearing that fact in mind, you know that human depravity has
not gone s0 far that a man will commit a crime of more wantonness, without anyInotive, without any object whatever in view ? Now here, what object could Louis
-aiel have in this rebellion ? What motive could he have in view. If you are told
that this was a vain, ambitions man, and the object this man 'iad in view when he
did ail those things was his. desire for gain, his desire for power, and you say the
rnan was sane, that the man was perfectly sane; let us examine together how it is
Possible to consiistertly say that this man, if he was sane, could have ever thought to
obtain the object of his ambition, the wealth which ho is supposed to have desired,bY adopting the means which they pretend ho did adopt. Here is a man in the valley
«the Aaskatchewan in the midst of a tribe of men, in the midst of a people who were
devoutedly attached to their church, a people who were not armed, who did not have
aniy power to obtain any of the essential attributes, any of the things requisite to
Onable them to levy war. You have this man who is represented to you by the
Witnesses who come into the box and who expect you to believe them; this deep,
dosigning, cunning man ; you have this man who is gifted with extraordinary powers,
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that one of the witnesses, who is an extremely intelligent man, said, that he wa
afraid to risk himself against him; you have this man who is represented to you as
a villain of the first water, a deep, designing rascal, with intelligence of the very
highest calibre; you have this man represented to you as going coolty to work for the
purpose of obtaining his ambition by enrolling four or five hundred poor unfortnnate
Metis, with flint-locks, with guns, with limited ammunition, and, as General Middle-
ton said, attacking the whole power of the Dominion of Canada, with a power of
Britain behind her back. Now you have this deep, designing man-remember you
have this man here with wonderful intellect, this man here with a wonderful judg-
nent, actually undertaking to effect the purpose of obliging Canada to grant him his

requests. You have this man here, this deep, designing, cunning man. this man with
wonderful intellect, expecting to succeed in forcing the Dominion of Canada, backed
by England, to accede to his demand with four or five hundred Ketis at his back.
You have in addition to that this cunning man, this man with full knowledge of the
character of his fellow-men, of the Metis; this man with full knowledge of the fact
that those men were devout, most devout; that they were men attached to their
religion; you have this man told that he endeavored to succeed in his purposes and
to effect his object by directly assailing those beliefs, that creed which those men
had been taught as they were children, which those men loved, which those men
adored, which those men had been taught as they were children and which had
grown up and formed an essential part of their natures; you are told, gentlemen,
that this man, this deep, designing, unning man, would have adopted that method
to achieve his object. Oh, gentlemen, I think I could show you how a deep, design-
ing man would have achieved his object better than this under those circumstances;
I think I can show you how much more easy, if Riel is the man he is represunted to
be by the Crown, how he could have achieved his object in a different method from
this.

Here is this man brought into the country, this man who had succeeded in Mani-
toba who had the whole force of the Metis at his back, who had behind him not only
the French half-breeds, but also the English half-breeds, you see this man coming
into the country, who is the emb'>diment in person of those deprived of their rights
and their privileges, and you see this man doing what? What did he do? What did
the ordinary common dictates of reason tell him to do ? What did ordinary common
sense tell him to do ? Why did he not do as he said he wanted to do at Prince
Albert, lie low and continue on fomenting this movement, and continue on guiding
this movement, and is it possible to expect that in the course of time the North-West
is not going to have its rights ? Is it possible to tell me that the North-West Terri-
tories shait not form essentially and really a part of the Dominion of Canada as it now
forms part of it nominally ? Is it possible that there is no future for the North-West
Territories? Ie it possible that some day the North-West Territories shall not play a
p art in this Dominion? If ever a day arrives, and I think.every man of yon in the
box hopes it will arrive very soon, if ever that day arrives where would Louis Riel
be, what would have become of him ? Would there have been any position in this
country to which this man might not have aspired ? Would there have been any posi-
tion in this country which that man might not legitimately hope to obtain ? Had he
simply exercised the ordinary dictates of prudence and caution and common sense,
ail he had to do was to stay with the Metis and remain in possession of their confi-
dence and then necessarily, of absolute necessity, would he some day have acquir ed,
have arrived at the highest pinnacle of his ambition, whatever it might have been.
And, gentlemen, is that not much more reasonable, would that not be the way a reason-
able man would have acted ? Would that not be the way a reasonable man should
have acted. Would that not be the way that you or I or any other man of comme)o
sense would have acted ? Now, gentlemen, so far as religion is concerned, yon werO
told this man took advantage of the religions nature of the half-breeds. He under-
*tood thoroughly their nature, he understood thoroughly their character, and hO
knew full well that by playing upon their religious notions, that by p[aying
upon their religion, he would necesarily achieve his purpose. If he underetood
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ao well their religious character, if he knew what their religious character
was why did he not side with the priests ? Why did he not ascertain what
their desire was ? If to help him. He knew the priests wanted to help him.
Re knew, gentlemen, that the priests could not be an obstacle in his way. The
priests could not have any ambition outside of ministering to the wants of their
parishioners. The priests could not have any ambition to represent this country in
'a'nY political position. The priesta could not otherwiso than be mere stepping stones
for him to rise into power. If he understood the character of his fellowmen as a deep,
designing, cunning man would have understood them, had he understood theo
character of the Metis as to their devoted religious character, as that man of superior
intellect, as he is represented to be, would have understood them, would he have
taken such steps as are proved here to have alienated from him the sympathies of the
half-breeds ? And there is the poirut given in evidence, about which there can be no
dispute, a matter of fact about which there can be no dispute, which it is impossible
tO con trovert; and I may as well tell you here that I should have begun probably by
that, that in all that I say I speak under the direction of the court. I speak under
the direction of the distinguished magistrate who presides over this trial, and if any
statements of fact are made by me which are not entirely correct, I beg of him, as a
duty towards you and towards myself, to correct me.

After having said so much, I now proceed to tell you that if this man was the
deep, designing, cunning rascal that he is represented to be, this man of superior
iltellect, he would have understood the Metis character better than he did. .He

Would have known their religion was so deeply rooted in thom, that it was impossible
for a craýy lunatie to eradicate it. «He would have known, gentlemen, that those
14n5] could not have been imposed upon, and, as a matter of fact, he did not impose
nponQ them. You saw the witness in the box, you saw that venerable clergyman,
gentlemen, who came into the box, and who stated to you and to all of us, that the
half-breeds followed Riel in very limited numbers. fie says that there was not half
of them followed Riel in his religious movement. Now, gentlemen, you have two
facts which I say are inconsistant with the theory that this man can be the deep,desigling rascal that he is represented to be, that this man can be of such superior
intellect as to almost impose upon the general commanding the forces, and the
subordinate, Captain Young. I say, gentlemen, it is impossible, bocause if he was, in
the first place he would not have gone astray in the means he would have used to
achieve his purpose. He would not have attempted, with a handful of half-breeds--
three hundred or four hundred is the greatest number we have heard-many of them
aliarmed except with a few flint locks, he would not have endeavored, with those
Inen, to force Canada to grant him his rights. He would not have endeavored, with
those mon, to force the power of Britain to come down before him and to seek termas
from him. No such thing could have been achieved, and he would not have either
endeavored to take the half-breeds from their alliance, or from their allegiance to
their religion, by adopting such means as he eventually alienated their entire
Bympathy from him.

But, gentlemen, if his conduct is entirely inconsistent with the possession of a
BOutnd mind, is it not consistent with the possession of an unsound mind? And here

aInay as well tell you that you are entire masters of the fact in this case, that aRl
the evidence given here is given for the purpose of enabling you to arrive at a con-
clusion, that you are not to -take your verdies from me, from the Crown nor from the
Court; that the oath which you have taken, as you understand thoroughly, obliged
YOu, when you came into the box, to stand indifferent as you stood unsworn, and the
true deliverance made between our Sovereign Lady the Queen and the prisoner at
the bar, according to your conscience and to your judgment.

Therefore, gentlemen, you have these facts in evidence, that this man, laboring
n4der the insane delusion that he at some future day would have the whole of the
Xorth-West Territories under his control, and being thoroughly convinced that he
W'as called and vested by God, for the purpose of chastising Canada and of creating a
AeW oountry and a new kingdom here, acting under that insane delusion, what do we
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fSd him doing ? We find him then taking sucb steps as would enable him to carry
out the object which he then bad in view. We find this man believing himself to be
inspired by God and believing himself to be in direct communication with the Holy
Ghost, believing himself to be an instrument in the hands of the Lord of HoSts. We
find him with forty or fifty men going out to do battle with against the forces of
Canada. If the man was sane, how is it possible for you to justify such conduct as
that ? If the man was insane you know it is one of the distinguishing character-
istics of bis insanity that he could see no opposition of his objects, that ho believed
himaself to be under the guidance of the Lord of Hosts, and natural reason, ho could
reason naturally, subject to his insane delusion, ho reasoned naturally that the All
Powerful will necessarily give him the victory no matter what may bo the material
that may be placed in his hands, no matter how inadequate that material may appear
to a sane man, I, knowing that I am inspired by-the Almighty, knowing that I am
the instrument in the hands of God, I know that I will necessarily gain the victory ;
and ho goes forth and gives battle with these men. Therefore, gentlemen of the
jury, you have one illustration of the insanity, of the unsoundness of this man's mind
in those very facts. Thon I know what you will be told in answer to that imme-
diately, " Oh, but here is this $35,000 that he was ready to take, and this money he
was willing to receive from the Government, and the case of the Metis, the case
of the half-breeds was nothing in bis oye, provided the person, Louis Riel, was safe."
Well, gentlemen, may I remind you of the evidence which was given on that point
bye us. Need I remind yOU Of the evidence which was given on that point by two
men, the only two men who spoke to it, and that is Charles Nolin and Father André,
the priest. You will find, gentlemen, that both of those mon said that ho wanted
$35,000. Was it for the purpose of putting it into bis pocket ? Was it for the pur-
pose of leaving Canada and going away and living in the United States in ease and
luxury with this money ? Was it for the personal gratification and the personal ad-
vantages of Louis Riel that he wanted this money ? You remember the evidence, and
I need not remind you of it. You remember that ho said he wanted that money for
the purpose of enabling him to carry ont his mission, and ho wanted to go to the
United States to found a newspaper, as he said, and with that newspaper to rouse up
the foreign nations to enable him to come in bere and take possession of the country.
Now, in that fact alone is evidence of bis insane delusions, there is evidence that
there is the manner which is characteristic of this delusion, of this malady, and
which enables mon to reason properly and to achieve the object which they have in
view, always subject to their insane delusions.

I told you yesterday, I lad occasion to put it before to you, that those men sub-
ject to this malady can reason perfectly, and as Dr. Clarke said, subject always to
their delusions. Ife reasoned perfectly. He says: " I want to get tis money, I
want it to help me in my object and I want to attain that object and I know that I
can attain it, and I necessarily will attain it." That is the only interpretation whieh
can be put on it, and that is the only interpretation which can reasonably be put on
that demand of $35,000. Then, gentlemen, you bave the evidence of the insanity
given to you by Dr. Clarke, and by the clergyman and several of the Crown witnesses,
whose names I do not want to repeat, and I do not want to detain you any unneces-
sary length of time; but, gentlemen, I do not think it necessary for me to extend, to
go in at any length into this evidence further than to say Dr. Roy proved this manL
was in bis asylum in the year 1878; and here i may as well draw your attention to
the fact that this witness is a man who bas been for some fifteen years in constant
study of mental diseases. I may as well draw your attention to the tact that this
man came 2,000 miles bore at the request of the Crown as well as of the defence for
the purpose of giving evidence in this case.

I may as well draw your attention to the fact that this man is a foreigner and an
alien at least in language to us. He is a man, gentlemen, who possesses the charactOr-
istic oliteness of his race, a man who is possessed of the characteristie politenees of
tlhe rench race, and who comes bore into the box prepared to make himself agree-
able to al], and being so, as you saw yesterday, he endeavored, being at a difficulty,
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tO give his evidence in such a manner as it could be thoroughly understood by you.
1 do not want to refer any more to bis evidence.

You now have Dr. Clarke, who was examined afterwards. He gave you his
epOrience. He has told you what he knows about asylums. He was examined in
his own language, and he had that advantage over Dr. Roy. You heard his evidenoe
as he gave it. You hoard that he was not very closely cross.examined. I noticed
that he was not very closely cross-examined, and he gave his evidence and told yon.
What he thought about this man's mind. Now, what interest had Dr. Roy and Dr.
'larke in coming here for the purpose of deceiving you, gentlemen ? What interest
bave oither of those men got in coming bore 2,000 miles to step in that box in this
great public case when they know that every word they say will be spread broad-
east tlirough Canada and the United States ? What interest have those men got in
.oiIming here and perjurirng themselves ? What interest have those men got in com-
]fg here and saying anything that is not true ? You have hoard the evidence given
by these men. You have seon them. You are sufficient judges of human nature to
be able to say whether.or not those men are telling the truth. In addition, gentle-

en, you bave beard the remark made by Dr. Clarke that struck me as being
Muliarly applicable to this case. You have heard the remark which was made by
aM, when he said that this man, if this man was sane, he took very insane methods

to arrive at bis objects, when ho began by making the remark of the vexy purpose
Yfhich be had in view, by means of which ho showed if he was perfectly sane. ForInstance, he gave to you the illustration, he illustrated bis remarks by referring to
his religion, and he said that necessarily if ho was sane bis religious duties would
tend to alienate the sympathies of the half-breeds.

Now, gentlemen, on the other hand, you have the evidence of those priests, you
bave the evidence of the Crown witnesses. Of course, it is not for me to say anything
&bout the witnesses that were brought here before you. You have seen them. It is
tor you to judge of their characters. It does not properly behoove me, a man occu-
PYmg my position, to praise any person. All that i can say is, so far as I have beenable to judge, all the witnesses that were examined here in the examination-in-chief
acted like men who appeared to me brought hero on behalf of the Crown who wanted
to tell the truth, men who really astonished me. I was really astonished when Ihoard about the perils which some of those mon had met, I was really filled with
Admiration for their bravery and their courage, and I know, gentlemen, that no
huMber of men, no men who have confronted difficulties that those mon have con-
frouted, no mon who have gone through perils and the risk those mon have gone
tbroub is a liar or a coward. Therefore, gentlemen, I know that those gentlemen

Wo Were examined for the Crown tell the truth. I Inow that, as far as they could,
tloy gave their evidence to the best of their ability, and, gentlemen, I know also that

os0 Be men, with the exception of one, who has branded himself for all time, were
froigners and strangers to this man, but, with true instincts of British justice, they
did what they could do to get fair play, and they gave him no thrust in the back. I
ýannot say anything for the other one.

S far as our witnesses are concerned, gentlemen, so far as our witnesses are0oncertied, I think I eau say as much for them. I think our witnesses told honestly
a"i they could to tell the truth. Thon you have those two priests brought into the

wox, Who tell you their impressions, who tell you that, in so far as thoir knowledge
of this man went, they could not call him anything else than a fool; that as far as
they could go, as far as their knowledge went--and they were a little guarded in
their statement-they said they could not think of him otherwise than as a fool, and
tbey have been in positions to judge of him. They had daily intercourse with him
fro the month of July last up to month of March; they had been able to follow him
day by day, step by step, to follow him in bis movements, to see how easy the move-

lAent increased, when the agitation continued, and when ho was carried away by theViolence of his passions-when, from one day to another, how quickly, swiftly the
itation stepped into armed rebellion, because you will remember there was no,
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INow, gentlemen, in the face of this, you bave the evidence of the Crown and that
evidence is given to you by men, who to the best of their skill and ability come here
and tell you what they know-and no one eau be expected to tell you anything that
he does not know. For instance, if a man has not read French books, ho cannot tell
you what is in them ; but, gentlemen, you must remomber this fact, that those mon
come here and tell you they have a very limited knowledge of this man, that their
intercourse with him has been extremely limited, and they will tell you, what ? Not
that he is sound, they will not on their oath undortake to swear positively this man
is not of unsound mind, but they will tell you, gentlemen,that all they can tell you is
that they have not been able to discover any symptoms of insanity. You all know,
gentlemen, the story of my countryman who was being tried for murder, an Irish-
man, like myself, being tried for murder, and two witnesses pretended to swear posi-
tively that they had seon him do the deed, that they saw him commit the murder:
Well, my countryman turns round and says, is that all the evidence you have got ?
The Crown says yes. Well, ho says I ean get eighty men who will swear that they
<did not see me do it. That is about the way it is in this case. We have mon who
ewear positively to the unsoundness of this man's mind, and we have a great many
more who say they did not see any traces of insanity, they can find no traces of
insanity. Now, gentlemen, with all due deference and respect for the great skili
and ability of the Crown witnesses, which skill and ability I do not intend to conteat,
I mean to say that they are mon of extraordinary pretensions, and that their preten-
sions are quite equal to their extraordinary abilities ; but, gentlemen, with all due
deference and respect, I have heard also other mon, very eminent mon, equally emi-
nent with the Crown witnesses, I have heard of a man called Erskine who is well
known as the greatest lawyer the bar of England has ever produced, who was Lord
Chancellor of England, and I can tell you, gentlemen, that there was a case came up
in England, a case of James Hladfleld, of whom you have probably heard, indicted for
treason, for having shot one of the Georges, in the Hay Market Theatre. The case
was identical with the present one, and in that case the plea of his insanity was set up.
Erskine, in that case states his experience in another case in which a man had been
confined in the lawkestone Asylum in England and had been discharged as cured.
After his discharge ho took an action of damages against the authorities in the asyluni
who had kept him there, saying that ho had been confined as a lunatie when ho was
of perfectly sound mind. At the trial, Erskine, who appeared for the authorities of
the asylum, had the man in the box and cross-examined in every possible way and
manner so as to endeavor to show that the authorities were perfectly justified in what
they had done and that the man was a lunatic. He kept him there for twenty-four
hours and examined him persistently during twenty-four hours, and during the whole
of that time ho could not discover that ho was insane, and the only way they got o
to it, was that this man was in his belief Jesus Christ, and acted under that insane
delusion. He was perfectly rational, Perfectly reasonable on ail other subjects, but
the very moment they touched that subject that ho was Jesus Christ, of course the
man was off his feet and there was an end to it, and at the end of the day after Mr.
Erskinù had given the man up the doctor came and said that that was his belief,
and when they got him on to that the case was at an end.

Then I know, gentlemen, another case which is also told about another man whO
bolieved that ho corresponded with a princess in cherry juice, that ho had been con-
fined in a tower and the princess used to sail along a river which ran at the foot of
the tower, and when she would pass ho used to throw down letters to her, and she
would receive them, and ho labored under that insane delusion that ho was in love
with the princess, and ho was confined in an asylum. In this case it was Lord Chief
Justice Mansfield about whom you have hoard, who acted. They examined the inan
a whole day and never could discover his insanity until by fortuitous events hO
brought out that this was his particular malady, and when they discoveredthat there
was an end to it.

Now I know what the Crown will tell you. They will say yes, but there ¶40
one vulnerable point in those men, and when that.vulnerable point was touched, thif
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of course the whole game was up and the insanity became apparent, and that no such
thing as that has been made to appear in this case; but in that last case I spoke to
You about, after the case was dismissed, after it had been made apparent that the man
was insane, of course the action was dismissed, and then as ho had gone through two
different obstructions on his way.to the asylum, ho took a new case out and had the
authorities of the asylum tried the second time for the offence that ho pretended that
they had committed towards him, and of course, thon you see the difficulty that
cropped up. In the first place of course it was known, and they endeavored to cross-
examine this man and endeavored by every means in their power to get him into
somen craze that ho had exhibited in the first case in order to show his insanity.

• Well, gentlemen, it is narrated in the books and laid down here, that they
examined that man for days and days and nover could get him to talk about hig
'rnsanity, never could discover any traces of insanity, notwithstanding they knew the
Particular delusion existing-the particular delusion under which ho labored, and it
. tue so apparent, ho went so far that it was utterly impossible for them to arrive at
it, and they had to take the depositions given in the previous case. Been found in the
cOinCil chamber. What proof have we got here now that these documents were ever
U8ed for any purpose whatsoever, or for the purposes which have boen ascribed to
this man? What proof have we got that those documents were issued, and that an
apeal was made to those savage hordes to rise in their fury for the purpose of
exterminating the whites ? What proof have you got before you that any such things
Was done? What proof have you got before you to justify such an appeal as was made to
You ? You have got but one single act, you have got the proof of a letter which was
senTt to Poundmaker, you have got a proof that a letter was found in Poundmaker's
cýamp, and what proof have you got of that ? Do you not think that it is rather a
strange procoeding that this letter should have been found in Poundmaker's camp,
hat this letter should have been found in the possession of Poundmaker who

18 liow, gentlemen of the jury, as is well known, a prisoner in the bands of the Crown,
that this letter should have been sent to him for the purpose of inciting the devilish
MSions as an Indian, and to say that no proof has been brought before you that that
'etter was read to Poundmaker, excepting a bystander who says that ho hoard some
thing or other of the kind being said to him. The man who read the letter to him is
40t produced; and why is Poundmaker not here and put into that box and examined
as a Witness? Why was Poundmaker not produced here by the Crown and examined
a8 a witness to prove that ho got this letter, that ho read it and that ho understood it,
'U1nderstood the purport of it ? Why were Big Bear and the other Indians to whom
this man is supposed to have written not brought here? They are within a stone's
throw of this very building, they are here under the control of the Crown, and if this

an is guilty of the savagery of which he is accused, if this man is the contemptible
bad rascal that he is represonted to you to be by the Crown, why is it not proved ?
Why is it not proved so that we may all understand the position that we occupygo that we may all know the true inwardness and character of this man? Why make
l1le statements and not prove them ? Why are those Indians not produced ? You

s OW, gentlemen, that special provision exists for the examination of mon like that?
Pial Provisions exists for their swearing, and special provisions exist i a the laws

thiS country providing that even if a man does not believe in God, if he is an infidel
and does not believe in God, ho may still be examined as a witness. Now, gentlemen,I are those men not examined ? Why was the best proof of that criminal act not
ad aced ? Why were those Indians not brought before you bore and examined ?

w Were those that were within a stone's throw of this building not brought bore,
and men brought from Poundmaker's reserve to prove that fact ? What is the reason
of that, can you find any justification for it? Can you find any excuse for it? I say
youi cannot, gentlemen, and I say we have the right to exact that when such a terrible
aOusation as thatis made against a man, the very best possible evidence should be given
so that there can be no doubt about it, I say that'such a statement as that is of the
<lwzRaeter to alienate the sympathy of every right-minded man, if he is sane ; I say
UiAt Such a statement as that is of a character to go very far towards putting the ropo
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around this man's neck and putting him to the gallows, and it is of suoh a nature as
to alienate the sympathy of every right-thinking man in the community.

I say this statement when made must be proved and proved beyond controversy
proved beyond doubt, and bring it into this case and prove it, in the second case.
Now, gentlemen, those are historical facts. Those are facts that are to be found in
all the books which treat on modical insanity and those are facts which show to what
extent cunning is an essential ingredient of insanity, to what low cunning those
people can resort; and yon will find other cases of that kind in all the books which
treat on those subjects. Now, in view of those facts, will it be considered acting
in a very improper manner towards the doctors for the Crown if I say it is possible
that they made a mistake ? It is quite possible that they have made a mistake, and
Dr. Wallace has told you himself that he has had many in his asylum for months at'
e time before lie could discover any symptoms of insanity. Now, if he has been in
that position, gentlemen of the jury, if he has been in that position himself with
others, and in this case ho has had one-half hour interview with this man, saw him
for just half an hour and thon saw him in court here, and he has heard the evidonce,
and he is not able to say that he is insane, is that very conclusive, gentlemen of the
jury, is that very conclusive evidence? Is that evidence that would justify you in
eaying that this man is of unsound mind? You have heard Mr. Young and General
Middleton-I do not wish unnecessarily to refer to them. They have said what they
thought was true. They gave you their opinions. I leave you to appreciate the
value of those opinions in view of the facts thit I have stated to you.

Now, gentlemen, I say that the conduct of Louis Riel throughout the whole of
this affair is entirely inconsistent with any idea of sanity, but is entirely consistent
with bis insanity. As I said to you a moment ago in speaking at the opening of
this case, the fact Of his delivering himself up is one of the characteristics of a man
suffering from the insanity from which lie is suffering, because he cannot appreciate
the danger in which he is placed. It is impossible for him to appreciate the danger
in which he places himself, and he never sOes that there is any possibility that any
harm can happen to him. If that man was perfectly sane, gentlemen, if that man
was perfectly sane in doing as he did do, then you have to say whether or not, as I
said before, there are not some redeeming features about this man's character, in the
heroic act which he did in delivering himself up to Middleton. On the other hand if
he is insane, as I oontend he is you s0 there the proof, for any man of ordinary pru-
dence knows that this man could have escaned and could have evaded the officers of
the law and the soldiers. Notwithstanding all that, he comes and gives himself
over to General Middleton and is prepared to take the consequences, no matter what
they are. I say that that is one of the characteristics of bis malady, that that is one
of the proofs of his insanity and that is one of the characteristics which are laid down
in all the books, as being characteristic of the disease of those men who believe thom-
selves to be in constant intercourse with God, because they think God is always
around them, that HO is constantly taking care of them and that no harm of any kind
can befall them. Now, gentlemen, in the opening of this case, a great deal was said
to you about letters which were written to the Indians, a great deal has been said to
you about the attempt made by this man to raise up savage warfare in this country,
and to deluge the whole country with blood, letting forth the savage hosts upon your
wives and children and upon all the inhabitants of this country. Now, gentlemen,
af ter having said that, will you tell me what proof you have had of it. After having
produced before you documents enumerable, as having, and Isay the proof has, not
been brought here, that the best proof of that would have been either from the mal
who brought this letter to Poundmaker-and his absence has not been accounted for
-or Poundmaker himself, to show that lie got such a letter. Ho could identify thO
appearance of the letter at all events, and no such proof as that has been given. I
gay, gentlemen of the jury, if that proof could have been given, it would have boeen
given, because you know and I know, that no more eminent men in their profession
could be found throughout Canada than the men who set for the Crown in this Cas"
-no more eminent right-minded or fairer mon in Canada could be found than thel
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are, and I know if they could have made that proof they would have made it, and I
know it is because they could not make it that they did not do it, for you have seen
that no stone has been left unturned by them in this case. I do not say that they
have exceeded their duty, but I know, gentlemen, they have neglected nothing, and
if they have neglected that, they had a reason for it-it was because they could not
do it. You see, gentlemen, this letter is brought to you, this savage appeal that is
Imade to these men to spread themselves all over the country, and spill the blood of
those innocent people, this appeal is made to those men: all you do, do it for the love
Of God under the protection of Jeans Christ, and the Virgin, St. Joseph and St. Jean
Baptiste. Be assured faith works miracles. That is the letter which coutains this
appeal that has been made so much of and by which the public mind of this country
hais been so terribly excited against this man. Now, gentlemen, my task is at an
end. I know I leave this case safely in your hands. This man, gentlemen, the
prisoner at the bar, is an alien in race and an alien in religion, so far as you and I
are concerned. This man, gentleman, so far as you are concerned entirely in both,
and so far as I am concerned in one; this man, gentleman, as I have stated to yon is
M your hands, without the provisions of an ordinary trial by jury as understood
elsewhere. This man is in your hands without the provisions which the humane
laws of England have made for people like him in Manitoba, and in the Province of
Quebec, where he would have the right to have one- half people of his own nation-
ality. But, gentlemen, I do not complain of that. I do not complain. I tel[ this
lan with confidence that justice will be done him, and I know that when I go home
to my country, and when I am asked as to what has taken place here, when I ara
asked about this country, I will safely be able to say that this is the land, gentlemen,
that free men till, that sober suited freedom choose, this is the land that where first
With friends or focs a man speak the thing he will, I will tell them that I have come
here a stranger myself in a strange place; I will tell them that I have come here to
Plead the cause of an alien in race and an alien in religion ; I wi1l tell them that I
spoke to British subjects, that I appealed to British jurors, and that I knew full well
that the principles of English liberty have always found a safe resting place in the
hearts of English jurors. I know, gentlemen, that right will be done. I know you
Will do him justice, and that this man shall not be sent to the gallows by you, and
that you shall not weave the cord that shall hang and hang him high in the face of
all the world, a poor oonfirmed lunatic; a victim, gentlemen, of oppression or the vie-
timu of fanaticism.

His lonor.-Prisoner, have you any remarks to make to the jury, if .so, now is
YOur time to speak ?

Mr. Lemieux.-May it please your Honors. At a former stage of the trial you
Will remember that the prisoner wished to cross-examine the witnesses, we objected
at tie time, thinking that it was botter for the interest of the prisoner that we should
d1o so. The prisoner at this stage is entitled to make any statement he likes to the
jury and he has been so warned by your Honor, but I must declare before the court
that we must not be considered responsible for any declaration he may make.

lis Ionor.-Certainly, but he is entitled,'and I am bound to tell him so.
Prisoner.-Your Honors, gentlemen of the jury: It would be easy for me to-day

to play insanity, because the circumstances are such as to excite any man, and under
the natural excitement of what is taking place to-day (I cannot speak English very
well, but am trying to do so, because most of those here speak English), under the
excitement which my trial causes me would justify me not to appear as usual, but
With My mind out of its ordinary condition. I hope with the help of God I will
mraintain calmnss and decorum as suits this honorable court, this honorable jury.

You have seen by the papers in the hands of the Crown that I am naturally
inOlined to think of God et the beginning of my actions. I wish if you-I do it you
Won't take it as a mark of insanity, that you won't take it as part of a play of insan-
it . Oh, my God, belp me through Thy grace and the divine influence of Jesus Christ.
;%, my God, bless me, blesu this honorable court, bless this honorable jury, bless my
good lawyers who have oome 700 leagues to try to save my life, bless also the lawyera
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for the Crown, because they have done, I am sure, what they thought their duty.
They have shown me fairness which at first I did not expect from them. Oh, my
God, bless all those who are around me through the grace and influence of Jesus
Christ our Saviour, change the curiosity of those who are paying attention to me,
change that curiosity into sympathy with me. The day of my birth I was helplems
and my mother took care of me although she was not able to do it alone, there was
some one to help ber to take care of me and I lived. To-day, although a man I am
as helpless before this court, in the Dominion of Canada and in this world, as I was
helpless on the knees of my mother the day of my birth.

The North-West is also my mother, it is my mother country and although my
mother country is sick and confined in a certain way, there are some from Lower
Canada who came to help her to take care of me during her sickness and I am sure
that my mother country will not kill me more than my mother did forty years ago
when i came into the world, because a mother is always a mother, and even if I have
my faults if she eau see I am true she will be full of love for me.

When I came into the North-West in July, the first of July, 1884, I found the
Indians suffering. I found the half-breeds eating the rotten pork of the Hudson Bay
Company and gettin g sick and weak every day. Although a half-breed, and having
no pretension to hel p the whites, I also paid attention to them. I saw they were
deprived of responsible governmaent, I saw that they were deprived of their publie
liber ties. I remeibered that half-breed meant white and Indian, and while I paid
attention to the suffering Indians and the half-breeds I remembered that the greatest
part of my heart and blood was white and I have directed my attention to help the
Indians, to help the half-breeds and to help the whites to the best of my ability. We
have made petitions, I have made petitions with others to the Canadian Government
asking to relieve the condition of this country. We have taken time ; we-have tried
to unite all classes, even if I may speak, all parties. Those who have been in close
communication with me know i have suffered, that I have waited for months to bring
some of the people of the Saskatchewan to an understanding of certain important

ints in our petition to the Canadian Government and I have done my daty. I
lieve I have done my duty. It has been said in this box that I have been egotistie.

Perhaps I am egotistie. A man cannot be individuality without paying attention to
himself. He cannot generalize himself, though ho may be general. I have done ail
I could to make good petitions with others, and we have sent them to the Canadian
Government, and when the Canadian Government did answer, through the Under
Secretary of State, to the secretary of the joint committee of the Saskatchewan, then
I began to speak of myself, not before; s0 my particular interests passed after the
public interests. A good deal has been said about the settlement and division of lands
a good deal has been said about that. I do not think my dignity to-day bore would
allow me to mention the foreign policy, but if I was to explain to you or if I had been
allowed to make the questions to wituesses, those questions would have appeared in
an altogether different light before the court and jury. I do not say that my lawyers
did not put the right questions. The observations I had the honor to make to the
court the day before yesterday were good, they were absent of the situation, they did
not know all the small circumstances as I did. I eould mention a point, but that
point was leading to so many that I could not have been all the time suggesting.
By it I don't wish it understood that I do not appreciate the good works of my
lawyers, but if I were to go into all the details of what has taken place, I think I
could safely show you that what Captain Young said that I am aiming all the time
at practical results was true, and I could have proved it. During my life I have
aimed at practical results. I have wntings, and after my death I hope that my
spirit will bring practical results.

The learned lawyers for the Crown have produced ail the papers and scribbling
that was under their hands. I thank them for not having brought out those papers
which are so particular to myself, though as soon as they saw what they were they
should not have looked at them. I have written not books but many things. Ail
my papers were taken. I destined the papers to bc published, if they were worth
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publishng, after my death. I told Parenteau, one of the prisoners, to put all my
books under ground. Ho did not do it. At that time they acknowledged my orders,that is why I say so. He did not put my books away in time and I am not sorry. I
say I thank the learned lawyers for the Crown for having reserved so many things-
and if, by the almighty power of God, I go free from this trial, I have such confidenoe
in British fairness that. all my papers will be returned me, at least the originals, and
if copies are wanted I will be willing to give them.

No one can say that the North-West was not suffering last year, particularly the
Saskatchewan, for the other parts of the North-West I cannot say so much; but what
I have done, and risked, and to which I have exposed myself, rested certainly on the
conviction, I had to do, was called upon to do something for my country.

It is true, gentlemen, I believed for years I had a mission, and when I speak of
a mission you will understand me not as trying to play the roll of insane before the
grand jury so as to have a verdict of acquittal upon that ground. I believe that I have a
Mission, I believe I had a mission at this very time. What encourages me to speak to
yoU with more confidence in all the imperfections of my English way of speaking, it
is that I have yet and still that mission, and with the help of God, who is in this box
With me, and He is on the side of my lawyers, even with the honorable court, the
Crown and the jury, to help me, and to prove by the extraordinary help that there is
a Providence to-day in my trial, as there was a Providence in the battles of the Sas-
katchewan.

I have not assumed to myself that I had a mission. I was working in Manitoba
firt, and I did all I could to get free institutions for Manitoba; they have those
institutions to-day in Manitoba, and they try to improve them, while myself, who
obtained them, I am forgotten as if I was dead. But after I had obtained, with the
help of others, a constitution for Manitoba, when the Government at Ottawa was not
'Willing to inaugurate it at the proper time, I have worked till the inauguration
should take place, and that is why I have been banished for five years. I had to reet
five years, I was willing to do it. I protested, I said: " Oh, my God, I offer You
all my existence for that cause, and please to make of my weakness an instrument to
help mon in my country." And seeing my intentions, the late Archbishop Bourget
said: "I Riel has no narrow views, he is a man to accom plish great things," and ho
Wrote that letter of which I hope that the Crown has at least a copy. And in another
lOtter, when I became what doctors believed to be insane, Bishop Bourget wrote again
and said: " Be ye blessed by God and man and take patience in your evils." Am I
fot taking patience ? Will f ho blessed by man as I have been by God ?

I say that I have been blessed by God, and I hope that you will not take that as
a Presumptuous assertion. It has been a great success for me to come through all the
dangers I have in that fifteen years. If I have not succeeded in wearing a fine coat
nyseilf I have at the same time the great consolation of seeing that God bas main.
taied my view; that He has maintained my health sufficiently to go through the
World, and that ho bas kept me from bullets, when bullets marked my bat. I am
blessed by God. It is this trial that is going to show that I am going to be blessed
by mnan during my existence, the benedictions are a guarantee that I was not wrong
When by circumstances I was taken away fromn my adopted land to my native land.

hen I see British people sitting in the court to try me, remembering that the Eng-
lish people are proud of that word "fair-play," I am confident that I will be blessed by
God and by man also.

Not only Bishop Bourget spoke to me in that way, but Fatber Jean Baptisteruno, the priest of Worcester, who was my director of conscience, said to me:dRiel God bas put an object into your hande, the cause of the triumph of religion in
the World, take care, you will sueeeed wben most believe you have lost." I have got
those words in my heart, those words of J. B. Bruno and the late Archbishop Bourget.
But last year, while I was yet in Montana, and while I was passing bofore the
Catholic church, the priest, the Reverend Father Frederick Ebeville, curate of the
church of the Immaculate Conception, at Benton, said to me: " I am glad to soc you;.is Your family here ?" I said: " Yes." He said : "Go and bring them to the altar, I
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want to bles you before you go away." And with Gabriel Dumont and my family
we all went on our knees at the altar, the priest put on his surplice and he took holy
water and was going to bles us, I said : " Will you allow me to pronounce a prayer
while you bles me ?" He said: "Yes, I want to know what it is." I told him the
prayer. It is speaking to God : "My Father, bles me according to the views of Thy
Providence which are bountiful and without measure." Ho said to me: " You can
say that prayer while I. bless you." Well, he blessed me and I pronounced that
prayer for myself, for my wife, for my children, and for Gabriel Dumont.

When the glorious General Middleton fired on us during three days, and on ou
families, and when shells went and bullets went as thick as mosquitoes in the hot
days of summer, when I saw my children, my wife, myself and Gabriel Dumont were
escaping, I said that nothing but the blessing without measure of Father Fredoriok
E beville could save me, and that can save me to day from these charges. The boue-
diction promised to me surrounded me ail the time in the Saskatchewan, and since it
seems to me that I have seen it. Captain Dean, Corporal Prickert, and the corporal
of the guard who have been appointed over me have been so gentle while the papers
were raging against me shows that nothing but the benediction of God could give me
the favor I have had in remaining so respected among those mon. To-day
when I saw the glorious General Middleton bearing testimony that ho thought
I was not insane, and when Captain Young proved that I am not insane, I
feit that God was blessing me, and blotting away from my name the blot resting
upon my reputation on account of having been in the lunatic asylum of mvgooa
friend Dr. Roy; I have been in an asylum, but I thank the lawyers for the Crown
who destroyed the testimony of my good friend Dr. Roy, because I have always
believed that I was put in the asylum without reason. To-day my pretension is
guaranteed, and that is a blessing too in that way. I have also been in the lunatie
asylum at Longue Pointe and I wonder that my friend Dr. Lachapelle, who took care
of me charitably, and Dr. Howard are not here. I was there perhaps under my
own name.

Even if I was going to be sentenced b3 yon, gentlemen of the jury, I have thir
satisfaction if I die-that if I die I will not be reputed by all men as insane, as a
lunatic. A good deal has been said by the two reverend fathers, André and Pour-
mand. I cannot call them my friends, but they made no false testimony. I know
that a long time ago they believed me more or less insane. Father Fourmand said
that I would pass from great passion to great calmness. That shows groat control
under contradiction, and acording to my opinion and with the help of God I have
that control. Mr. Charles Nolin, when he went into the box, did not say that he was
sworn with me in all the affairs that I did. Far from taking them as insane affaire,
ho was in them under the cover of an oath with four of us. He did not say that in
the box. My word is perhaps not testimony, but' if he was asked in the box to say
if there was an oabh taken ho could not deny it, and ho would have to name the four
men, and ho would have to name himself. When ho speaks of resigning a contra"t
in my favor, I did not ask it, the Government would not give it to me; besides, ho
was engaged in a movement against the Government, and to take a contract from
the Government was certainly a weakness upon his part, and I told him not to com-
promise his cause, and I told him to withdraw instead of going ahead till we saw if we
were going to be listened to at all. Ho wanted me to make a bargain and renounce
my American citizonship. I told him that it was a matter of more strength that I
should be an American citizen, not that I want to make any rund of it, but as it
took place naturally and as the fact existed I wanted to take vantage of it as such,
I told him: "ILt is of advantaga for you that you should have me an American citiz-3n. I
have no bargain to make with you about my American papers, no bargain on such a
matter as that." Mr. Charles Nolin speaks of my ambition, and other witnesses also.
There are men among the prisoners who know that last year Mr. Renez and Mr.
Joseph Fourget came to the Saskatchewan and said that I could have a place in the
council if I wanted it, and that it was a good chance for the half-breeds of the Sa&
katcbewan. If I bad been so anxious for position I would have grasped at this plaoe
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but I did not, and Mr. Nolin has some knowledge of that. I speak of those things to
defend my character, as it has been said that I am egotistical.

The agitation in the North-West Territories would have been constitutional, and
Would certainly be constitutional to-day if, in my opinion, we had not been attacked,
Perhaps the Crown has not been able to find out the particulars, that we were
attacked, but as we were on the scene it was easy to understand. When we sent
Petitions to the Government, they used to answer us by sending police, and when the
rumors were increasing every day that Riel had been shot here or there, or that
Riel was going to be shot by such and such a man, the police would not pay any
attention to it. I am glad that I have mentioned the police, because of the testimony
that has been given in the box daring the examination of many of the witnesses. If
I had ben allowed to put questions to the witnesses, I would have asked them when
it Was I said a single word against a single policeman or a single oifcer. I have re-
spected the policemen, and I do to-day, and I have respected the officers of the police;
te paper that I sent to Major Crozier is a proof it: " We respect you, Major."
Thore are papers which the Orown has in its hands, and which show that demoraliza-
tion exists among the police, if you will allow me to say it in the court, as I have said
it in writing.

Your Honors, gentlemen of the jury: If I was a man of to-day perhaps it would
be presumptuous to speak in that way, but the truth is good to say, and it is said in
a proper manner, and it is without any presumption, it is not because I have been
libelled for fitteen years that I do not believe myself something. I know that
through the grace of God I am the founder of Manitoba. I know that though I have
"Io open road for my influence, I have big influence, concentrated as a big amount of
Vapour in an engine. I believe by what I sufered for fifteen years, by what I have
done for Manitoba and the people of the North-West, that my words are worth
sonething. If I give offence, I do not speak to insult. Yes, you are the pioneers of
civilization, the whites are the pioneers of civilization, bat they bring among the
Indians demoralization. Do not be oifended, ladies, do not be oifended, here are the
'lien who can cure that evil;- and if at times I have been strong against my true
friends and fathers, the reverend priests of the Saskatchewan, it is because My con-
victions are strong. There have been witnesses to show that immadiately after
great passion I could come back to the great respect I have for them.

One of the witnesses here, George Ness, I think, said that I spoke of Archbishop
Taché, and told him that he was a thief. If I had had the opportunity I proposed I
Would have questioned him as to what I said, so that you woald uaderstand me. I
have known Archbishop Taché as a great benefactor, I have seer. him surrounded by
his great property, the property of a widow, whose road was passing near. He
bought the land around, and took that way to try and get her proporty at a cheap
Price. I read in the Gospel: "Ye Pharisees with your long prayers devour the
Widows." And as Archbishop Taché is my great benetactor, as he is my father, I
would say because he has done me an immense deal of good, and because there was
11o one who had the courage to tell him, I did, because I log7e him, because I
acknowledge all he has done for me; as to Bishop Grandin, it was on the same
grounds. I have other instances of Bishop Taché, and the witness could have said
that the Reverend Father Moulin " When you speak of such porsons as Archbishor
Taché you ought to say that.he made a mistake, not that he committed robbery.
I say that we have been patient a long time, and when we se that mild words only
serve as covers for great ones to do wrong, it is time when we are justified in saying
that robbeV is robbery everywhere, and the guilty ones are baand by the force of
Publhe Opinion to take notice of it. The one who has the courage to speak out in
that Way, instead of being an outrageous man, becomes in fact a benefactor to those
'lien themselves, and to society.

When we got to the church of St. Anthony on the 18th, there was a witnesa
who said, I think George Ness, that I said to Father Moulin, " You are a Protest-

t" According to my theory I was not going to speak in that way, but I said
that wewere protesting against the Canadian Government, and that he was protest-
"1g against us, and that we were two protestants in our diùerent ways.
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As to religion, what is my belief? What is my insanity about that? My insaa
ity, your Honors, gentlemen of the jury, is that I wish to leave Rome aside, inas-
much as it is the cause of division between Catholics and Protestants. I did not wish
to force my views, because in Batoche to the half-breeds that followed me I used the
word, carte blanche. If I have any influence in the new world it is to help in that
way and even if it takes 200 years to become practical, thon after my death that
will bring out practical results, and thon my children's children will shako bande
with the Protestants of the new world in a friendly manner. I do not wish these
evils which exist in Europe to be oontinued, as much as I can influence it, among the
half-breeds. I do not wish that to be repeated in America. That work is not the
work of some days or some years, it is the work of hundreds of years.

My condition is helpless, so helpless that my good lawyers, and they have done
it by conviction (Mr. Fitzpatrick in his beautiful speech has proved ho believed I was
insane) my condition seems to be so helplesa that they have recourse to try and
prove insanity to try and save me in that way. If I am insane, of course I don't
know it, it is a property of insamity to be unable to know it. But what is the kind
of mission that I have? Practical results. It is said that I had myself acknow-
ledged as a prophet by the half-breeds. The half-breeds have some intelligence.
Captain Young who has been so polite and gentle during the time I was under his
care, said that what was done at Batoche, from a military point of view was nice,
that the line of defence was nice, that showed some intelligence.

It is not to be supposed that the half.breeds acknowledged me as a prophet if
they had not seen that I could see something into the future. Il I am blessed with-
out measure I can see something into the future, we all see into the future more or
les. As what kind of a prophet would I come, would it be a prophet who would all
the time have a stick in his hand, and threatening, a prophet of evil? If the half-
breeds had acknowledged me as a prophet, if on the other side priests come and say
that I am polite, if there are general officers, good men, come into this box and prove
that I am polite, prove that 1 am decent in my manner, In combining all togother
you have a decent prophet. An insane man cannot withhold his insanity, if I am
insane my heart will tell what is in me.

Last night while I was taking exorcise the spirit who guides and assista me and
consoles me, told me that to-morrow somebody will come t'aider, five English and
one French word t'aider, that is to help you. I am consoled by that. While I was
recurring to my God, to our God, I said, but woe to me if you do not help me, and
these words came to me in the morning, in the morning some one will come t'aider,
that is to-day. I said that to My two guards and, you can go for the two guards. I
told them that il the spirit that directs me is the spirit of truth it is to-day that I
expect help. This morning the good doctor who has care of me came to me and said,
you will speak to-day before the court. I thought I would not be allowed to speak;
those words were given to me to tell me that I would have liberty to speak. There
was one French word in it, it meant I bolieve that there was to be some French influ-
ence in it, but the most part English. It is true that my good lawyers from the Pro-
vince of Quebec have given me good advice.

Mr. Nolin came into the box and said that Mr. Riel said that ho had a noise in his
bowels and that I told him that it meant sornthing. I wish that ho had said what I
said, what I wrote on the paper of which he speaks, perhaps ho can yet be put in the
box. I said to Nolin, " Do you hear ? " Yes, I said there will be trouble in the North-
West, and was it so or not ? Ras there been no trouble in the North-West ? Besides
Nolin knows that among his nationality, which is mine, ho knows th*t the half-
breeds as hunters can fortell many things, per-haps some of you have a special know-
ledge of it. I have seon half breeds who say, my hand is shaking, this part of my
hand is shaking you wilt see such a thing to-day, and it happens. Others will say
I feel the flesh on my leg move in such a way, it ia a sign of such a thing, and it
happons. There are mon who know that I speak right. If the witness spoke of that
fact which ho mentioned, to show that I was insane ho did not remember that per-
haps on that point ho is insane himself, because the half-breed by the movement of
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the hand, sometimes of his shoulders, sometimes his legs, can have certain knowledge
of what will happen. To bring Sir John to my feet, if it was well reported it would
appear far more reasonable than it has been made to appear; Mr. Blake the leader of
the Opposition is trying to bring Sir John to his feet in one way. He never had as
Iuch at stake as I had, although the Province of Ontario is great it is not as great

as the North-West.
I am glad that the Crown have proved that I am the leader of the half-breeds in

the North-West. I will perhaps be one day acknowledged as more than a leader of the
hulf-breeds, and if I am I will have an opportunity of being acknowledged as a leader
Of good in this great country.

One of the witnesses said that I intended to give Upper Canada to the Irish, if
ho bad no mystery ho would have seen that Upper Canada could not be given to the
Irish without being given te England; he rested only upon his imagination.

There is another thing about the partition of lands into seventh. I do not know if
I am prepared to epeak of it here because it would become publie information, there is
o uuch at stake that if I explained that theory Canada would not very long romain

in quiet.
Captain Dean has seen my papers, I have sent them somewhere but ho has seen

them, and after seeing them ho came there and said that I was an intelligent man,
and pretty shrewd. I have written those documents and they are in the hands of
thiose whom I trust. I do not want to make them publie during my trial; what I
have made public during the sixty days we were in arms at Batoche. Thore have
boe three different times when the council decided to send mon to the States to notify
tho nationalities to come to our assistance, but these three delegations waited for my
orders and have not started; why ? Because I had an object.
djd The half-breeds aiso knew that I told them that they would be punished, that I

fnot say it of my own responsibility, but that I said it in the same way as I have
told them other things. It was said to me that the nation would be punished. Why?
Because she had consented to leave Rome to quick. What was the meaning of that?
There was a discussion about too quick; they said that they should do it at onee
Teo quick does not mean too soon, if we say yes, it shows no consideration to the
mnan. If God wants something, and if we say yes, that is not the way to answer
Ilam. He wants the conscience to say: yes, oh my God, I do Thy will; and because
the halt-breeds quickly separated from Rome, in such a quick manner, it was dis
agreoable to God and they were punished, and I told them it would happen; fifty of
those who are there can prove it. But, you will say, you did not put yourself as a
Prophet ? The 19th century is to be treated in certain ways, and it is probably for
that reason I have found the word " exovede," I prefer to be called one of the flock ;
I am no more than you are, I am simply one of the flock, equal to the rest. If it is
any satisfaction to the doctors to know what kind of insanity I have, if they are

0Oing to call my pretensions insanity, I say humbly, through the grace of God, I
lieve I am the prophet of the new world.

I wish you to believe that I am not trying to play insanity, there is in the man-
er, in the standing of a man, the proof that ho is sincere, not playing. You will

say, what have you got to say ? I have to attend to practical resuits. Is it prao-
tical that you be acknowledged as a prophet ? It is practical to say it. I think
that if the half-breeds have acknlowledged me, as a community, to be a prophet, I
have reason to believe that it is beginning to become prabtical. I do not wish, for
mnY satisfaction, the name of prophet, generally that title is accompanied with such
a burden, that if there is eatisfaction for your vanity, there is a check to it.

To set myseif up as Pope, no, no. I said I believed that Bishop Bourget had
suceeded in spirit and in truth. Why ? Because while Rome did not pay attention
to us, he, as a bishop, paid attention to us.

You have given me your attention, your Honors; you have given me your
atention, gentlemen of the jury, and this great audience, I see that if I go any
f"ther on that point I will lose the favor you have granted me up to this time, and
as I ara aiming all the time at practical results, I will stop here, master of mysolf,
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through the help of God. I have only a few more words to say, your Honors. Gen-
tlemen of the jury, my reputation, my liberty, my life, are at your discretion. So
confident am I, that I have not the slightest anxiety, not even the slightest doubt,
as to your verdict. The calmness of my mind concerning the favorable decision which I
expect, does not come from any unjustifiable presumption upon my part. I simply
trust, that through God's help, you will balance everything in a conscientious man-
ner, and that, having heard what I had to say, that you will acquit me. I do respect
you, although you are only half a jury, but your number of six does not prevent you
from being just and conscientious; your number of six does not prevent me giving
you my confidence, which I would grant to another six men. Your Honor, because
you appointed these men, do not believe that [ disrespect you. It is not by your
own choice, you were authorised by those above you, by the authorities in the North-
West; you have acted according to your duty, and while it is, in our view, against
the guarantees of liberty, I trust the Providence of God will bring out good of what
you have done conscientiouslyi

Although this court has been in existence for the last fifteen years, I thought I
had a right to be tried in another court. I do not disrespect this court. I do respect
it, and what is called by my learned and good lawyers, the incompetency of the
court must not be called in disrespect, because I have ail respect.

The only things I would like to call your attention to before you retire to deli-
borate are :-1st. That the louse of Commons, Senate and Ministers of the Dominion,
and who make laws for this land and govern it, are no represe ntation whatever of
the people of the lNorth-West.

2nd. That the North-West Council generated by the Federal Government has
'the great defect of its parent.

3rd. The number of members elected for the Council by the people make it
only a sham representative legislature and no representative government at ail.

British civilization which rules to-day the world, and the British constitution has
defined such government as this is which rules the North-West Territories as irre-
sponsible government, which plainly means that there is no responsibility, and by
ail the science which has been shown here yesterday you are compelled to admit if
there is no responsibility, it is insane.

Good sense combined with scientific theories lead to the same conclusion. By
the testimony laid before you during my trial witnesses on both sides made it certain
that petition after petition had been sent to the Federal Government, and so irre-
sponsible is that Government to the North-West that in the course of several years
besides doing nothinig to satisfy the people of this great land, it has even hardly been
able to answer once or to give a single response. That fact would indicate an abso-
lute lack of responsibility, and therefore insanity complicated with paralysis.

The Ministers of an insane and irresponsible Government and its little one-the
North-West Council-made up their minds to answer my petitions by surrounding
me elyly and by attempting to jump upon me suddenly and upon my people in the
Baskatchewan. Happily when they appeared and showed their teeth to devour, I
was ready: that is what is called my crime of hi gh treason, and to which they hold
me to day. Oh, my good jurors, in the name of Jesus Christ, the only one who can
save and help me, they have tried to tear me to pieces.

If you take the plea of the defence that I am not responsible for my acts, acquit
me completely since I have been quarrelling with an insane and irresponsible Gov-
ernment. If you pronounce in favor of the Crown, which contends that I am respon-
Bible, acquit me ail the same. You are perfectly justified in declaring tbat having
my reason and sound mind, I have acted reasonably and in self defence, while the
Government, my accuser, being irresponsible, and consequently insane, cannot but
have acted wrong, and if high treason there is it must be on its side and not on my
part.

Ris Honor.-Are you done ?
Prisoner.-Not yet, if you have the kindness to permit me your attention for a

while.
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Ris Honor-Well, proceed.
Prisoner-.For fifteen years I have been neglecting myself£ Even one of the

most hard witnesses on me said that with all my vanity, I never was particular to
"'Y Clothing; yes, because I never had much to buy any clothing. The Rev. Ftther
Anidré has often had the kindness to feed my family with a sack of flour, and Father
Pourmand. My wife and children are without means, while I am working more
than any representative in the North-West. Although I am simply a guest of thia
COnitry-a guest of the half.breeds of the Saskatchewan-although as a simple guest,
Ivorked to better the condition of the people of the Saskatchewan at the risk of my
life, to better the condition of the people of the North-West, I have never had any
Pa.Y It bas always been my hope to have a fair living one day. It will be for you
tO Pronounce-if you say I was right, you can conscientiously acquit me, as I hope
through the help of God you will. You will console those who have been fifteen
Years around me only partaking in my sufferings. What you will do in justice to
mae, in justice to my family, in justice to my friends, in justice to the North-West,Will be rendered a hundred times to you in this world, and to use a sacred expression,
ife everlasting in the other.

I thank your Honor for the favor you have granted me in speaking; I thank
you for the attention you have given me, gentlemen of the jury, and I thank those
Who have had the kindness to encourage my imperfect way of speaking the English
bM8guage by your good attention. I put my speech under the protection of my
God, my Saviour, He is the only one who can make it effective. It is possible it
should become effective, as it is proposed to good men, to good people, and to good
ladies also,

ADDRESS OF THE CROWN OOUNSEL

Mr. Robinson.-There are two or three reasons peculiar to this case why I shall
it unneceseary to occupy your time at such length as is usual in trials of this

description ; it will not be necessary to go over the evidence in detail for a reaon
We Seldom find in cases of this kind. As a general rule it is necessary for the repre.0e'tative of the Crown at the conclusion of the case to go over the evidence in detail
ý11d compare the different statements which are frequently contradictory. But in this
eue, gentlemen, there is no contradiction, there is no dispute, there is not a single
Witness whose word has been doubted, there is not a single fact proved on the part of
the Crown which anybody has been called to contradict, and it stands therefore as an
dmnission, and an admission made by counsel for the defence that the case as presented

hfas been made out beyond all question-there can be no doubt about that either on
the documentary evidence or the evidence of the witnesses. What I have to do,
therefore, in the first place, is to address myseif to the only defence which has in
"ality been set up here, and I have next to show you, because I think it right to

8hoW you, that every single allegation of my learned friend's statement made to you
'n the opening of the case has been proved to the very letter.

I must say before I proceed farther that I fot it hardly consistent with our
it ion as counsel for the Crown to listen to a portion of the addrems of my learned
end Mr. Greenshields and to a portion of the address of my learned friend Mr.

etzpatrick without a protest, but I listened in silence for two reasons: In the first
cJiel we have been anxious throughout this case to give to them every possible
,titude, every possible privilege, every possible opportunity of placing their case

fully and fairly, not only as we thought that the law might authorize them to do,
but as they in their judgment might desire to do before you who are to judge of it ;
ad in the next place when I reflected for a moment of the utter inconsistency of the

d01ence which was set up, I thought I might listen to it in silence without negleot-
llhg any part of my duty. What my learned friend's address amounted to was

r'actically this : They told you in fact that this rebellion was justifiable. My
'*r"ned friend, Mr. Greenshields, told you that the mon responsible for the blood that
W shed were the people who had refused the petitions of the half-breeds made under
the direction and guidance of the prisoner at the bar.
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In the next breath ho told you that this rebellion was directed and carried on
by an irresponsible lunatic.

If the only thing, gentlemen, that can be charged against the persons at the
head of affairs, is that they hesitated to accede to the request presented to them
through the hands and by the direction of a pereon whom my learned friends tel
you is insane, surely they may be excused for thoir hesitation.

When my learned friend, Mr. Greenshields, told you that the name of this
prisoner would go down to posterity as that of a man who was justified in the action
he has taken, ho had to tell you in the next breath that he honored and praised the
men who risked their lives to put down the rebellion. Gentlemen, is not that the
very height of inconsistency ? Are you to be told as sensible mon that all credit and
respect is due to those brave and loyal men who shed their blood and lost thoir lives
to put down this rebellion, and at the same time that that man who organized this
rebellion and who is responsible for it is to go down to posterity with an honored
name, and as a victim of the wrongs of his country?

My learned friends must make their choice between their defences. They can-
not claim for their client what is called a niche in the temple of fame and at the
same time assert that ho is entitled to a place in a lunatic asylum. I understand
perfectly well the defence of insanity; I understand perfectly the defonce of patriot-
ism, but I am utterly unable to understand how you can be told in one breath a man
is a noble patriot and to be told in the next breath that every guiding motive of his
actions, every controlling influence which ho is bound by his very nature to give
heed to, is that of overweening vanity, a selfish sense of his own importance and an
atter disregard to everything but his own insane power. There must be either one
defoce or the other in this case.

Unfortunatoly it becomes my duty to show to you, that the case which the
Crown believes it has made out is, that this prisoner at the bar is neither a patriot
nor a lunatic.

But before I proceed farther as to that, I would ask you in all seriousness, as
sensible men: do you believe that a defence of insanity could have any conceivable
or possible applicability to a <ase of this description?

I have here a book which is supposed to contain a record of every case, at least
of every reported case, in which the defence of insanity bas been set up, and I see
my learned friends have the same book before them too. And one thing is certain,
that among those cases there never bas been a case in the least like this.

Now, gentlemen, just remember what you are told and what you are asked to
bolieve: The half-breeds of this district number, I understand, some 600 or 700. I
am speaking entirely of the French half.breeds. I bolieve the English half-breeds
are more numerous than that.

In July, 1884, the French half-breeds, believing that the prisoner at the bar was
a person in whose judgment, whose advice, whose discretion they oould trust and
rely upon, sought him out in the place where he was thon living with a view of
getting hi to manage for them their affairs, and to reprosent their grievances, and
to endeavor to obtain for them thosoe rights and that justice whieh they believed to
be theirs.

They sent men, I suppose, in whom they bad confidence to ask the prisoner to
come for that purpose. They, in their intercourse with hia, discovered nothing
wrong in his mind, no unsoundness in his reason. The prisoner came here. He
remained here from July, 1884, till March, 1885, and during all that time he was
before the public; he addressed, I think we have been told, seven meetings, and there
were, I suppose, many more in which he also participated. There was in the district
a population of at least 2,000 altogether, for there were six or seven hundred French
half-breeds and the English half breeds outnumbered them. There can be no ques-
tion, I say, that the prisoner at the bar addressed on public affairs at least two
thousind people.

During that time was there ever a whisper of his insanity bard ? Have yoU
had one single soul who heard him during that time, one single person of the com-
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Inaunity among which ho lived, and which believed in him; have you heard, I say,011e single suspicion from any of them that the prisoner was insane ?
The next thing we find in regard to these men is that under the guidance of the

Prisoner they embark in an enterprise full of danger and gravity. They place their
lives and property under his control and direction, and trusting in his judgment they
risk both in obedience to his advice, and we have not heard from any one of them
that during all that time there was the smallest suspicion he was affected with any
uso&undness of mind whatever.

Now, gentlemen, am I speaking reason or am I not speaking reason ? Unlens
all reason and common sense has been banished from the land is it possible that a
defence of insanity can be set up in the case of a person of tb'at description ? If 80,
I should like to know what protection there is for society, I should like to know how
crimes are to be put down. I should like to know more; I should like to know if
the prisoner at the bar ie not in law to be held responsible for this crime, who is
responsible ? He was followed by some six or seven hundred misled and misguided
m1en. Are we to be told that the prisoner at the bar was insane but that bis follow-
ers were sane? Is ther'e any escape from the one inevitable conclusion either that
the prisoner at the bar was perfectly sane and sou nd in mind or that all the half-
breed population of the Saskatchewan were insane. You must have it either one
Way or the other.

What in reality is the defence set up here; what in reality is the defenee which
You, as sensible men, are asked to find by your verdict ? You are asked to find that
eiX or seven hundred men may get up an armed robellion with its consequent loss of
if, its loss of property, that murder and arson and pillage may be committed by

that band of armed men, and we are to be told they are all irresponsible lunatice.
It is my duty to put these facts to you plainly and strongly, because it is our

uty to protect society, and all that I can say is that if such a folly as finding this
r4an insane is possible in this country, you say in effect to mon who desire to come
here to live, that there is no suffloient protection by law for either life or property
or liberty.

Are you prepared to say that ? Because that is the single issue placed before
You by the counsel for the Cro wn ; disguise it as you like; speak of it as you like,
talut is the simple result and the plain consequence.

Can you say with any reason that a man who has lived among his fellow-men for
eightcen months, probably the most prominent man in the district, that ho can live
for that length of time without hie unsoundnese of mind being found out, if his
nind is unsound ? Can you say that this prisoner can, by any application of law,
am1n ilistered by roasonable mon, be held to be irresponsible for his actions ? And if

1 is irresponsible are you to say, or are you iot to say to all the mon who followed.
i i his crime "it was your duty, it was your business, living as you did so long

*ith the prisoner, to know more about this man's unsoundness of mind," and his insan-ity; it was your duty to know more about him than. such witnesses as Capt. Young
And General Middleton, who have seen him just lately, who can discover nothing
unsound about him. Are you to tell these men it was their duty to disoover hisu'ns1 0u1dness of mind and not to follow him because ho was a lanatie ? If not thon n
on1e is responsible for this rebellion.

4 Now, with regard to the evidence which it is necessary for me to refer to in this
nce. I will first speak for a moment of the scientifi evidence,
Medical mon have it as their duty to investigate and discover every kind and

every degree of unsoundness of mind; that is a duty which they take upon thom-
eives, that is a duty which, I bolieve, they are pursuing with increasing devotion

d success as years go on, but what medical men occasiônally call unsoundness of
Imind and what may be insanity in law are two different things entirely ; it is for the
1%* to'say what degree of unsoundness of mind will enable a man to esca p punish-
Ient for his acts; it is fòr medical mon to describe the diffarent degrees o unsoud.
o1 s0S of mind which may be made to yield to medical treatment.
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Now, in this case there is one absolutely conclusive fact proved, about which
there can be no dispute, which is a complet. answer to the defence of insanity.
Thore is no question and no dispute of one thing, that the very essence of an insane
impulse.is that it is impervious to reason. The impulse of the insane man is such
that you do not reason him into it and therefore you cannot reason him out of it.
The moment you fnd the impulse which possesses a man yielding to reason, force or
any motive, that moment that coases to be an insane delusion. We hear of poor
creatures in aeylums who suppose themselves to be possessed of ail the wealth of the
world. Do you suppose if you went to one of them and offered him $100 in exchange
for ail the wealth ho imagined himself possessed of, and if he accepted that, that you
would have a lunatie before you ? You might have an imposter, b ut the lunacy is at
an end. Or if you go to the poor creature who thinks herself to be a queen and offer
her $100 to give np her throne, and you find her willing to do so, you will no more
discover a lunatic here than in the case I have just referred to. The most well known
lorm of mania is what is called homicidal mania. That is a mania of which there
are always instances in our asylums. The one idea, the one feeling and thought that
possesses the man, is a desire to take human life, and that has more than once been
set up as a defence to murder. Do you suppose if you fid a man who had been paid
31,000 to commit a murder, or who says he would not commit a murder unless he got
$1,000, and who then sets up as a defence this homicidal mania, do you think any
jury would listen to him for a moment ?

INow, what are the facts bore? We are told that this man's controlling mania
was a sense of bis own importance and power; that he was so possessed with over-
weening vanity and insane ambition that the one thingwhich he was unable to resist,
which in his own mind justified all trimes, and was an atonement for ail guilt, was
bis own sonse of greatness and position and his own power. Well, gentlemen, is it
mot a fact that ho expressly said that if ho could get a certain sum of money he would

'veup this power and this ambition and go away. Now, my learned friend, Mr.
e'Itzpatrick, bas said to you ail that can be said upon that head. Ie says he made
that offer through N olin, that what ho desired to do with the mono was to go to a
foreign country and woik out some schemes of conquest there. Gentlemen, did he
ay that to Father André, or to Mr. Jackson ? Am I right or am I wrong in suggest-
ing to you that the prisoner at the bar was capable of adopting hi& arguments, hie
oonvictions to the men with whom he bad to rason ? He telle lolin that he wished
the money to go to a foreign country and work out lis schemes, and why ? Because
he was one of bis own people, one whom ho believed to be in sympathy with his own
schemes. Did he tell Father André anything of the kind? When he wanted Father
Amdié to get this money lor him what was it he said to him? He said, if I geL the

f35,000 I will go, I will leave the country. Did he tell Father André he was going
on any absurd bchemes of conquest, that he was going to return with his army and
devastate Manitoba? No, gentlemen, that was not said, and the reason why it was
mot said was because ho knew it would rin ail his chances with Father André.

And in the same way he reasoned with Mr. Jackson, Jackson is an Erglishman,
and the pri6oner knew if he bad told Jackson any of these absurd ideas it would have
had no influence whatever with him. Well, gentlemen, we do not find that he did

onmmunicate those ideas to him. Now, then, what does this evidence show you 0·
far as that is concerned? IDoes it show to you ho was a man who controlled his
mania and used it for his own pu pose ? If so, there is no mania about it; and if in
any wtay that impulse was under bis control then that very moment it ceased to be
insanity. Now, gentlemen, is there any doubt in the facts of this case, that what I
bave told you is the truth, you have to judge for yourself ; I am expressing no opin-
ion. I am simply placing before you these simple facts. I am pointing out to yon
in the first place this so-called insanity had no such control on him that ho was fot
Perfectly willing to drop bis insane theories for a sum of money, and secondly, when
le desired to get that money the arguments which he used were adapted to the chear
ecter and position of the person whom he wished to influence by them. There are

other features in his character and conduct, but you must remember ail I am hero W
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discuss is what was his conduct and what was his character, what were his actions and
what Were his motives during this rebellion. There are, I say, other features con.
nlected with the prisoner's conduct which I think o.,sht to be submitted to you to
show that his mind was strong and clear, that he was not merely a man of strong
Mind but unusually long-headed, that he was a man who calculated his schemes and
drew his plans with shrewdness, and was controlled by no insane impulse.

In the first place do you think his treatment with regard to the rising of the
Indians is a piece ofi nsanity? Do you think that the manner in which he addressed
them to rise ? Do you think the communications which he sent them were suited
to their purpose, were adapted to answer the object he had in view? Or do you
think YOU can discover in any one of these communications the insane ravings of an
Ullsound mind ? I shall come to this on another branch of the case in a few minutes.

Do you think when he told Mr. Lash what he intended to do with him, that ho
light release the other prisoners, but he would not release him because he was a
GoiBernment cfficial, do you think that was a piece of insanity ?

DO you think the manner in which he conceived this campaign, do you think
h m e in which he was to larry it out, do you think these were proofs of any

meanity ? I would ask y ou, gentlemen, if he is to be declared insane in the conduct
of this whole undertaking, who is to escape the charge of insanity and who is to be
P"nished when a plea of insanity is set up?

The only peculiarity in this case is that some eight or nine years ago the prisoner
was in a lunatic asylum, and I cannot help saying that the evidence we have had
here on that subject was to my mind unsatisfactory. I should like to have kncwn how,and under 'what circumstances, the prisoner was placed in that asylum, under an
assumed name. I should like to know who were responsible for his being placed
there. I should like to have seen the register and records which are kept in every
asylum from week to week, and I should like to have seen not only why he was

'0eceived into that asylum, but how he came to be discharged. Ail these things they
ailive not thought it necessary to bring before you. I have in one respect to correct

rty learned friend, Mr. Fitzpatrick, who stated that Dr. Roy was brought here on the
of the Crown. He was not brought here on the part of the Crown. You have

.1d how Dr. Roy came to be brought here. My learned friend stted at the open-
">g of this case that they had not their evidence, that they desired to obtain certain
ý1tzesses, and the Crown said, if yon desire to obtain witnesses we will use our own

nuence in procuring them, that is to say we willjoin you in telegrams to any wit-
]'esses whom you want to corne here and we will pay their expenies, but Dr. Roy
*as not in any sense called as a witness for the Crown. The Crown concurred with
my learned friends in calling him here because they believed, it subservient to the
ue Of justice to do all in their power to give my learned friends every right assist.
ced' in getting the evidence which they believed to be necessary for their case.

I have nothirg more to say in that respect except this: it has been said by
ared judges over and over again that insanity is not a question which is only

decided by experts. Any man of intelligence and sense, and ordinary capacity is
tid to be a perfectly good witness, and in many respects as capable to decide on

ses Of insanity as medical experts can be. A man like Captain Young, who was
4']ed what experience he had with regard to insanity, and who answered, "I
think I should know if I had been living eight days with a luuatic "-the evidence

a th8t man is just as good and strong in law, and to many minds would be considered
8trOger than the evidence of medical experts, because as a rule they have botter
<Pportunities of observation. The medical experts have none of them had any
<>Portunity of observing the prisoner at the bar and his state of mind at the only

e when his state of mind is in question, at the time when his crimes
e planned and carried out. Our witnesses are men who saw him at that very

.tiir: and wbo observed his demeanor, who had much botter opportunities of observ-

eow, gentlemen, if a man's mind is weak, if a man's mind is likely to give way,
you when is it more likely to give way ? (If the one thing that posseesed ths
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man's mind was his ambition and vanity, and a sense of his own power and import
ance.) I should like to know, I say, when his mind was more likely to give way
than when all his schemes collapsed, all his ambition was frustrated and ho found
himself helpless in the bands of his opponents ? And that was the time we had the
opportunity of observing his :demeanor. Did he thon show any signs of unsound-
ness of mind ? Can you fancy any stronger test of a man's unsoundness of mind,
anything more likely to cause an inherent weakness to become apparent? Every
scheme in life which he may be supposed to have formed, every hope he had
cherished, every desire ho had wished to see gratified, all these were dashod to the
ground, and do we see he then showed any signs of insanity, or any evidence of that
excitement under which he is supposed to be Iaboring'? Or do we, from the begin-
ning to the end, until this whole thing had failed, and until bis guilt or innocence
became the question, do we ever find the defence of insanity hinted at or suspected
by any human being who came in contact with him ?

Gentlemen, as to latent insanity, all I can say is this: There are cases of latent
insanity; human nature is always fallible, but if it be possible in any civilized com-
munity for a man to go through the career which the prisoner at the bar bas had,
for a man to exorcise all that influence over his follow-creatures which he has exer-
cised, and if sensible men are then to be told that during that time he was practically
irresponsible, then all I can say is that there is no safety for society-can be no
safety for society at all, If wo are to be told that these six or seven hundred mon
who entiusted themselves to his guidance wore all a band of lunatics, following a
lunatie leader, and that they are not responsible for murder, pillage, arson, spread
throughout this country, then all we can say is that it is not a country for human
beings to live in.

You may give every consideration you desire to the arguments of my learned
friend, give them the fullest consideration, give them every consideration which by
any possibility you in the exercise of your reason can think them entitled to, but,
gentlemen, it is my duty to ask you not to forget the other aspect of the case, not
with any degree of feeling or emphasis, but to place it before you as a fact you must
consider upon the evidence.

I have little more to say upon the question of insanity, except so far as it is
connected with the other branches of the case. My learned friend, Mr. Fitzpatrick,
closing with an eloquent description of a free land, with which many of us are
familiar with, uses these words: That it is a land where a man may speak the thing
he will, what seems to him right. Gentlemen, I wish the prisoner at the bar had
confined himseolf to speaking what he thought to be right. It is not for what ho
spoke that he is in this situation; it is entirely for the acts he did, and the crimes ho
committed that throws upon us the painful duty of trying him bore. If he had only
considered this was a free land and a land where free speech will always get a man
his rights, there would have been no difficulty or trouble in the matter. It was just
because he was not contented with constitutionat agitation, just because ho desired
to carry on armed robellion, to have his own way, just bocause ho was not coatented
with that constitutional agitation which otheri are satisfied to follow; it was for this
reason that ho occupies the unhappy position in which he finds himself to-day.

Gentlemen, my learned friend in opening this case to you, opened it as I thought,
strongly, clearly and emphatically, but if there is one duty more incumbent on the
counsel for the Crown than another it is to say nothing to a jury which they are not
prepared to support in evidence, it is to make no statement which may possibll
influence their mind, which the evidence will not carry out.

Now, gentlemen, let us see whether those few important and material featurd
in this case to which my learned friend called your attention have or have not bee6
proved beyond all doubt or suspicion.

In the first place my learned friend, Mr. Fitzpatrick, bas represented to you;
cannot say he bas represented it, but he bas argued to you, that this is a case in which
the prisoner started with no intention, with no expectation or desire for anything
beyond constitutional agitation, that he was, as it were, overtaken by the situationt
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that the situation got beyond him. Gentlemen, does the evidence afford even the
shadow Of a foundation for such a statement. You will remember it was on the 26th
ofMarch before hostilities of any kind broke out. Now, what does the evidence
sh8ow in that respect? You will remember in the first place, according to the evi-
dence of Nolin, he spoke of taking up arms as long ago as December. Yery severe
attacks have been made upon the character and evid once of Nolin. I will only say
this, that in se far as Mr. Nolin's evidence is concerned, in one of the most import-
ait features it was corroborated to the letter by Father André. And I will say this
further for him, that as far as the constitutional agitation was concerned, he sympa-
thized with it.and went along with it until unoonstitutional means wore employed,
When he declined to go any further with the prisoner in his criminal course, in con-
@equence of which he was tried for his life but escaped. Io Nolin to be censured for
that course he took ? fie was wrong, I believe, to accept the leadership of the
Prisoner at the bar under any circumstancos, but ho was perfectly right and he;did the
duty Of a loyal citizen in seceding altogether when unconstitutional means were
"iPloyed, and he further did the duty of a loyal citizen whon he plaoed in the hands

of the Crown such information as he could afford.
On the 3rd of March the prisoner at the bar is accompanied by sixty armed half-

breeds to the Halcro settlement, and there he made useofthe expression, "They talk te
s about the police, but here are our police," peinting to the armed mon. The next
img wo find is that on the 5th of March and on the 6th, he told Nolin that he had
cijddto take up arms, that that was his view of the proper course. We hear

eolin) dissented from that, and we hear that they disagreed. (And you must remem-
r that they are isolated people and their ways are not in some respects our ways.)They agreed I say that it was botter to have a novena or nine day' prayer in order to

tovert the trouble and agitation which was in the settlement. Riel, the prisoner, seemins
t have said it was too long a time, but the novena was carried against him.

Gentlemen, if in ail he had done he was sincere and truthful, would not the pris-
er"" ut the bar heartily have joined in that prayer ? What would his conduct have

.en? Would ho not have attended this nine days' prayer and earnestly addressedhis thoughts to avert from this country the bloodshod which he foresaw was
oming npon it? What did he do? That novena was appointed at his suggestion to
bgin on the 9th of March and end on the 19th, and what was his course in the mean-
tuBie? If Nolin's evidence is to be believed the prisoner did what he could to pie-
vent the people from going to the church where these prayers were being said ; and
W i nud that before the 19th of March came under his direction and guidance armed
rebellion had broken out, and Nolin was taken prisoner and in custody in his hands.

Weil, gentlemen, it may be painful but we must test religion by its fruits, and I
]nust ask you what is your opinion on that question, which has been proved beyondtU doubt, whether these ways were our ways or the ways of others. I ask you ife Prisoner had been sincere would ho not have joined heartily in that attempt to
Avert the disaster which was coming upon the country in the same manner as all lis
feUow Ien desired and hoped to avert it, and would ho have precipitated the distur-
. e as ho did before these days of prayer were over ? Now these are the facts ; it
la for you to draw your conclusion as to what is a fair inference from themr.

But however you may view that, the next thing we find is that on the 18th and19to' a week before hostitities broke out, and on tbe 18th more especially, speakingto Dr. Willoughby, he told him that in one weekfrom that day the police would be

de out f existence. He told Dr. Willoughby he would lot him know who would
oth killing in this countr .ge said: "Yon know Louis iRiel's history." Well,

entlemaeI am content to rop the history of Louis Riel. I am content it should
c buried in oblivion, and I shall say nothing more to yon about that. He told him
te last rebellion would be nothing to this one. HIe said the time had now come when

owas to rule this country or perish in the attempt. Well, gentlemen, is that thetalk of a ian whom the situation bas overwholmed, or the talk of a man who was
<reature Of circumastances ?
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The next thing we find is that on the 18th pillage and robbery is committed on
inoffensive citizens. We find two stores are robbed, Walters & Baker's and another,
Kerr's. We find both these stores looted and pillaged. We find the prisoner coming
to the nearest of these stores and domanding arms and ammunition. Can we fancy
anything more premeditated and designed? We find the preparations made for war
just as patiently and quietly as they are in the cas% of two nations who have declared
war against each other. On the 18th he told Mr. Lash that the rebellion had con-
menced and that they intended to fight until the whole Saskatchewan valley was in
their handsé He told him on the 26th he had sent an armed body to capture the
Lieutenant Governor, that ho had waited fifteen years and at last his opportunity had
arrive&.

The witness Tompkins tells you that, being arrested on the 19th of April, ho
heard the prisoner at the bar addres§s his followers in these words: " What is Carl-
ton ; what is Prince Albert ? March on my brave army 1"

We find on the 21st ho took the most deliberate stop which oould be taken, not
in words but in writing. This which I have in my hand is a document in the
prisoner's own handwriting. On the 21st he addresses Major Crozier, thon com-
mandant of the Mounted Police at Carlton, this summons: " The councillors of the
provisional government of the Saskatchewan have the honor to communicate to you
the following conditions of surrender :-You will be required to give up completely
the situation which the Canadian Government have placed you in at Carlton and
Battieford, together with all Governmont pronrties. In case of non-acceptance we
intend to attack you whon to-morrow, the Lord's Day, is over, and to commence
without delay a war of extermination upon all those who have shown themsolves
hostile to our rights."

Can you fancy anything more deliberate, or more prepared, anything carried
ont with more plain intention and preparation ? You will remember, gentlemen,
that that was five days even thon before open hostilities had broken out. It was not,
therefore, one day or one week; it was not one week or two weeks, but it was at
least a period of three weeks, during which armed rebellion was in the contemplation
and intention of this prisoner. We do not see mon armed without an object; we
don't hear incendiary speeches addressed to armed men without a purpose, and we
certainly don't find summonses to surrender to those who are appointed to guard the
public peace, and threaten them with a war of extermination, unless those who
address those surammonses are fully prepared to go into the rebollion which they con-
template. Well, thon, gentlemen, on the 21st that letter was addressed to Major
Crozier. There was no want of fair warning, and everything was done on the part
of the authorities to try if it might not be possible to arrest this prisoner and his

nisguided followers in thoir criminal course.
Major Crozier took what was probably the most judicious course, in spreading

far and wide proclamations that if those who had begun this movement would only
go peaceably back to their homes they should be let off, and their leaders only be
required to answer for it. The prisoner and his followers must have been aware of
that, and they had that opportunity of withdrawing from the course upon which
they had entered.

The next thing we find is that open hostilities break out and blood is shed.
Now, gentlemen, how did that come to happen ? What were these men doing, the
police and volunteers of Prince Albert-what were they doing when they were
attacked by an armed band and many of thom slain ? They were simply discharging
the duty of true and loyal citizens, in endeavoring to protect property and to keep
the peace. I ask you what crimes these unfortunate mon ai committed whos
bodies were left on the battlefield that day: just the crime of boing loyal and brave
subjects.

Gentlemen, if we are to speak of religion, I must confess I never heard religioL
so used as we have heard it to-day. It was said by two or three, I forget how manY
witnesses, that the prisoner declared to them, that ho said to his followers: In the
name of God the Father, fire, and three men are laid out, it may be dead; in the
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Iname of God the Son, fire ; in the name of the Holy Ghost, fire, and nine bodies areleft on the field, and the prisoner returns to do what ? To lament the loss of life ?
No, gentlemen, to rouse the cheers of his soldiers and thank God for bis victory, and.
raise them for their shooting. Now, when we talk of humanity we must look to
acta. We have no right to shirk duties that are incumbent upon us, and it is our

duty to bring before you plainly ail those facts, which are undeniable, and to ask you
tO draw from them what you consider to be the fair and proper inference. We have
heard of humanity, and credit has been claimed for humanity. Yon remember what
the prisoner said to two witnesses after Fish Greek, where more blood was shed-
that being then urged to make peace, he said: " No, we must yet have another fight,
and then our terms will be botter." Well, gentlemen, human life is sacred, and the
Position of the prisoner is a terrible one, but when we are asked for sympathy for a
Person in bis position, those only can ask us to respect the sacredness of human life
who respect it themselves. Has there been any respect for human life in this
rebellion, or any humanity shown? Ras there been any reason or justification for
the criminal acts which have been committed ? These are questions which each one
Of you must ask himself, and which you must decide acording to the evidence laid
before you ?

Well, gentlemen, we have the evidence to show that this rebellion was designed
?Ontrived, premeditated and prepared, that it was carried out with deliberation and
Intention, that it was the result of no sudden impulse, that it was no outburst of pas-eion, but it was clearly, calmly, and deliberately opened and carried out.
. Then the next thing we find, or the next feature which I must call your atten-

tionto, is thatwhich my learned friend has argued. We asay this was not a rebellion
got up and carried out from mistaken motives of patriotism, but that the leader
weas actuated by selfish motives. You have heard the evidence of Astley, who tells
You that at the battle of Batoche the prisoner wanted him to go and see the general
and contrive some means by which he could be introduced to him, that ho mightt hen explain to him that ho was the founder of this new religion, and that the coun-
cillors wore responsible for the war, and ha said to Astley, " you know I have never
borne arma." Astley pointa to the contrary, that he had borne arms. Now, if ha
.Iid say that, was that the act of an honest man, S brave man, or a true man? Was
it right in him as an honest and a brave man to get it represented not that he but
his followers were responsible for the rebellion, and that his share in the business was
reOligious only ? You have further the evidence of Astley, who tells you that in his
conversation with the prisoner at Batoche the principal thing in the prisoner's mind
861nied to be his own grievances. Jackson tells you the same story, and Nolin con-
firmns it and so does Father André.

My learned friend also stated to you that wherever we find thore was a question
Of leniency and extreme measures the -prisoner's voice was always for the latter. Ris
tre6atment of McKay, does that bear out this assertion or not? McKay went with
great self risk, and incurred great danger, to the enemy's camp, among a baud of
armed ren, saying that he did not come as a spy, but as one of Her Majesty'sSOldiers, and he came to warn them against their criminal measures. I cannot for-
bear in pasaing bere to mention that it is well for this country that we had amongusa mon like Mr. McKay and one or two others. If it hadn't been for the praiseworthy
<3)nduct of Mr. McKay before the rebels many others would have flocked to the rebel-lion, and which then would have had greater chances ofsuocess. You remember the
'large mde against Mr. McKay, and you remember the manner in which it Wasret, and you remember the expressions with which it was accompanied. JIt is

.ell, I say, we had in the country men like McKay, mon who deserve so well of
t ieir country.

It is weil, too, we have had in this country a man whose conduct, I think,eltitles him to all credit. I refer to Mr. Astley; for it is to my mind by no means
cloar that the gallantry of the troops would have rescued the prisoners at Batoche if
ia bd not been for bis conduct there. Gentlemen, when he got to the camp of

ee11eral Middleton bis own life wa safe, and it wa3 the act of a brave man that
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Astley, after ho had saved himself, did not hesitate again to risk his own life in hie
praiseworthy desire to serve the cause of humanity.

Gentlemen, what do we find with regard to the treatment ,of Mr. McKey ? He
was tried for his life because he had attempted to teach reason and sense to his
fellow half-breeds. We find the prisoner at the bar brought the charge against him,
and said it was his blood they wantod, and McKay having spoken for himself that
Champagne got up and said: " We want no blood here; we want only our rights,"
and the prisoner then left the room and went away.

Are you satisfied if it hadn't been for Champagne McKay would be where he
is to-day ? Are you satisfied that the ovidence bears out fully that feature of the
case to which my learned friend called your attention ?

Well, gentlemen, thore is but one more feature to which I must call your atten-
tion. My learned friend, Mr. Fitzpatrick, bas said that the prisoner and those who
were responsible for the rebellion, cannot be fairly accused of any attempt to incite
the Indians, of any attempt to induce them to take up arms. Gentlemen, is there
any foundation for that statement of my learned friend that there is no proof that
the documents we find in his handwriting were ever made use of ?

Do you think, gentlemen, that mon at a time of that sort would write out state-
ments which they do not entertain? Do you think they put in writing and sign
with thoir own names plans which they don't intend to carry out, or do you think
that these words which I find in that document, No. 112, in the handwriting of the
prisoner, signed by himself, and in which I find these expressions, are without
intent :

" Take all the ammunition you can in whatever store they may be; murmur,
growl and threaten; raise up the Indians; do all you can to put the police in an
impossible position."

Do you think the letters to Poundmaker, found in his camp, which it is shown
was sent to him by a half-breed, in Riel's own handwriting, telling him of the victory
over the police at Duck Lake, and thanking God for their succees: "If it is possible,
and you have not yet taken Battleford, destroy it; take all the provisions and come
to us; your number is such that you can send us a detachment of forty or fifty mon."
Do you think that that, sent as it was to an Indian chief, was not intended to
raise him to take up arms and go on the war path and assist in this rebellion ?

My learned friend, Mr. Fitzpatrick, muet have forgotten what is due to a prisoner
when ho charged those who were acting for the Crown with some warmth for not hav-
ing called Poundmaker to prove the receipt of that document. He was good enough at
the same time to say that those who were conducting the case for the Crown were per-
sons who understood fair play. It was because we did understand fair play, because
it would have been improper to have called Poundmaker to swear to that, that we
did not call him. If we had attempted to put Poundmaker in the box to prove the
receipt of this document we should have been asking Poundmaker to declare on hie
oath his own complicity in this rebellion and Poundmaker would have said to us "Il
decline to answer your questions," and any judge would have said to those who acted
for the Crown, " gentlemen, you had no business to put a man in that position." Now
that is our answer on the part of the Crown to the charge that we didn't cail
the prisoners to prove their own guilt out of their own mouth. It was because we
respect the law, because we wanted fair play that we didn't attempt to call anyone
here except the one person who is free from any charge of complicity in this rebel-
lion, and who was bound to prove the taking of that letter to Poundmaker.

Well, gentlemen, I think I have almost done; but it is right to say to you these
few *ords: When we hear rebellion as we do hear it, sometimes lightly spoken of,
when we read rebellion sometimes lightly written about, do these people, gentlemen,
who speak of armed rebellion as a thing to be spoken of in that way, do they think
what it means ? Not what it may mean, but what it must mean ; not what it may
mean in theory but what we know it by sad exporience it is in fact.

Armed rebellion means the sacrifice of innocent lives, it means the los of fatherS,
brothere, sisters, parente, the destruction of many homes, and still more the lifelong-
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bitter desolation of many human heurts, and gentlemen, we must not allow ourselves
for One moment to speak lightly of anything which necessarily involves these terrible
cOlsequences.

If this scheme had succeeded, gentlemen, if these Indians had been roused, can
any man with a human heart contemplate without a shudder the atrocities, the crucl-
ties which would have overspread this land.

Those who are guilty of this rebellion and those who have not a proper excuse,
have taken the step upon their own heads, and they must suffer the punishment
Which the law from all time, and which the law for the last five centuries has declared
to be the punishment of the crime of treason.

Now, gentlemen, the Crown in this case has a double duty to perform. In the
firet place, to see that the prisoner has had every impartiality and fair play and.
eVery corsideration which it was in their power to give him, and which the law
afforded him. Let there be no mistake about that. If this fair play has not been
granted, if this trial bas not been impartial, if we have omitted any part of our duty,
ali I can say is that the prisoner's life has been in our hands quite as much as in the
bands of the learned gentlemen for the defence.

But, gentlemen, we have another duty to perform; we have the cause of publie
Justice entrusted to our bands; we have the duty of seeing that the cause of publie
Justice is properly served, that justice is done.

I will leave this case with confidence in your hands.
The Crown aske only what is just, and the Crown believes justice will be done.

That is all the public and all the community have ever asked, and to that the public
and the community are fully entitled and that they believe they will receive.

THE JUDGE'S CHARGE.

Mr. Justice Richardson. -Gentlemen of the jury, that this is an important case
and will require your very serious conideration, there can be no shadow of doubt.
The duties which devolved upon those gentlemen who had the prosecution in hand,
are ended. They have called their witnesses, and you have heard what they have
had to say; in addition to that-and this is the only case in which it is permitted-
You have heard from the mouth of the accused what ho has to say.

The remainder of the case rests with yourself and me. My duty is to show you,
to place before you as well as I can, what the law is, to refresh your memory as to
the evidence which has been given pro and con, and then leave the determination
11Pon that evidence to yourselves.

Now, the charge against the prisoner is, as I told you, a very serious one. It is
the most serious one in the whole criminal category. It is the charge of high treason.
Il order that I may not be mistaken, that I may not misplace any words, it will be
right for me to read to you what high treason is. The charge of high treason, which
!a laid against the prisoner, is that of levying war against Uer Majoesty in her realms,
in these territories. It is founded upon a very old English statute, one on which is
baeed the whole law of treason, and which was passed in the reign of Edward III:-
" When a man do levy war against our Lord the King in his realm, or be adherent
to the King's enemies in his realm, giving to them aid and comfort in the realm or
elsehere, and thereof be proveably attainted of open deed by the people of their
condition, that this shall be one ground upon which the party accused of the offecoe
and legally proved to have committed the offence, shall be held to be guilty of the

runie of high treason."
Now, in order to constitute the crime of high treason by levying war, a standard

authority lays down this: " To constitute high treason by levying war, there must
be insurrection, there must be force accompanying that insurrection, and it must be
for the accomplishment of an object of a goueral nature. And if all these circum-
Stances are found to concur in any individual case that is brought under investiga-
tien, that is quite sufficient to constitute a levying of war." The charge upon which
the prisoner is upon hie trial is under that statute, that clause of the statute, and it
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charges him with levying war upon Her Majesty at the locality of Duck Lake, North-
West Territories; also at Fish Creek, and also at Batoche. Having refreshed your
memory as to the evidence which was supplied on the part of the Crown, and which
you have heard on the part of the defence, it will be your duty to say whether that
has been proved or not. If it has not been proved, if the evidence has not brought
it home conclusively to this man, ho should be acquitted. If it has been brought
home to the prisoner, then another question turns up which you will have most
seriously to consider, is ho answerable ?

My intention now is to read the evidence which has been taken. I feel it my
duty to do so, from the way it has beon given, and after I have read it, to draw your
attention to it and to make a few observations that occur to me, which may be useful
to yourselves in arriving at a conclusion. Before I read the evidence, I may remark
that before the prisoner can be convicted you must be satisfied that ho was implicated
in the acts charged against him. It must be brought home to him, otherwise ho is
entitled to be acquitted. If you are satisfied that ho was implicated in the acts
in which ho is said to have been implicated, ho must as completely satisfy you that
ho is not answerable by reason of unsoundness of mind.

You will recollect that there are two points which you must consider ; first, was
this man implicated, supposing him to be sane, in the acts charged against him ? It
is for the Crown to satisfy you upon that. If ho was so implicated, are you satisfied,
from what has been shown, that ho is not answerable ?

(Portions of the evidence read by his Honor, and the Court adjourned at six
o'clock.)

SATURDAY, Ist August, 1885.
Court opened at 10 a. m.
Ris Honor continues to read portions of the evidence to the jury, after which ho

Says :-
GENTLEMEN OF 7IHE JURY,-In opening my remarks to you yesterday afternoon,

I explained to you that an important duty devolved upon us, ona share of it upon
myself and the other upon yourselves. My part of that duty being to see that you
recollect the evidence placed before you, and that any salient points that struck me as
important, and that might assist you in your deliberation, are brought to your notice,
and also that the law as it relates to this cane is laid fairly before you, and thon I will
leave it to you to determine upon the evidence as to the guilt or innocence of the
prisoner. I explained to you that the features of this case differ from ordinary cases,
in that it presents for your consideration, first, the question whether or not (what is
in legal phraseology) the " overt acts" charged have been committed, and whether
the prisoner was a participant in those acts. If that has not been brought home to
the prisoner, if the Crown has not satisfied you conclusively upon that point, the
prisoner should be acquitted out and out. If, on the other hand, yon feel that ho was
so implicated, you have to determine the further question, whether it has been shown
with equal conclusiveness that this man was not answerable for the commission of the
acta charged against him.

Before proceeding with my remarks, I think I ought to digress for a few mo-
ments. Reference has been made to the question of jurisdiction. With that we have
really nothing to do, we have simply to perform the duties imposed upon us by
law. Stil it may not be out of place to tell you how that duty comes to be im-
posed on us.

In the first place, Great Britain owning these territories transferred the adminis-
tration of peace, order and the good government of them to the Dominion Parliament.
That was in 1871. The Parliament of Canada eccepted this charge, and in 1875 passed
their first law, by which the prisoner would have been tried in the territories by the
chief justice, or one of the judges of the Queen's Bench of Manitoba, with a stipendi-
ary magistrate beside him and a jury of oight. This was brought into force in 1876,
but for some roason, possibly owing to difficulties in its working, was altered in 1877.
It was altered by providing that instead of a judge from Manitoba being sent here, the
court should be held in the territories, and presided over by a stipendiary magistrate
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and two justices of the peace, with the intervention of a jury of six, that is in cases of
capital offences. It having been found inconvenient, and, probably, in some cases,
impossible to get the number of magistrates required in all places, the statute of
1880 was passed, reducing the number of magistrates sitting with the
stipendiary magistrates to one, and there the law stands. The council for the defence,
I the exercise of their duty, and I think in a proper manner, and at a proper time,
objected to the jurisdiction of this court. They deemed it right to say that that law is
not such a law as the Parliament of Canada can pass, and that therefore this court
has flot jurisdiction to try this case. It may perhaps strike you as strange, but at
the same time all the counsel knew it as lawyers that while it was a proper time for
them to make that objection, I sitting here could not say whether they were right
Or wrong in their opinions, and why ? I will tell you, because in the Act of 1877,
When Parliament altered the law relieving the provincial judges from coming into
the territories to hold such courts, a provision was made which does not exist in any
of the Provinces, that if the accused felt aggrieved on his trial, there should be an
appeal to the Court of Queen's Bench in Manitoba. They did not allow this right of
appeal to the Crown, it is a special privilege given to those accused of capital
Offences. Having accepted a commission under the law, it would strike one as
strange that I should take it upon myselt without anything further to say that the

of Canada had exceeded their power and should not have passed that Act.
I was not called upon to do that. That question had been disposed of within a few
daYs before this objection was raised. In deciding that the Court of Queen's Bench
held that the Act of Parliament of Canada passed in 1880, was not ultra vires, that
18 that the Parliament of Canada did not exceed their powers in passing it, and
therefore it would have been a piece of utter impertinence on my part to question
their decision. At the same time the exception was very properly put on the record
and at the proper time.

b You have heard, and are masters of the evidence, and therefore I will be very
frief in making what remarks I have to make to you. The questions really for yon

to determine are, first, are you satisaed that there was a rebellion ? If you are sat-1sfed that there was a rebellion, as I think you must be, the first question I wilL ask
then is it brought home conclusively to you that the prisoner at the bar was impli-
4ted ? In charges of this sort there are no classes, no accessories, all are principals.

'f You are conclusively convinced that the prisoner was implicated, then has any-
thing been shown here to relieve him from responsibility? Ris counsel urged that
et the time he committed the acts charged he was of unsound mind, that he did not

ow what he was doing, and for that reason he should be acquitted. This question
of unsoundness of mind has given rise in former years to a very great deal of con-
sideration. I heard a case referred to yesterday which resulted in a great scandai
ln Great Britain That was not the only case, it was followed some years afterwards
bY a case involving still greater scandal. The law has been put in such a shape now
that when the question was set up, judges may be able to tell the jury fixedly in
Words what their duties are in regard to responsibility for crime when insanity is
eet Up as a defence. As to insanity, as you saw yesterday, doctors differ as do lawyers.
Month by month I may say, week by week, additions are made to classes of mania,new termas are used, branches which were under the simple category of mania coma
Out with new names. I heard a name given in evidence yesterday that I never heard
before, magalomania, but it seems to be accepted as a symptom or as a fixed branch
of insanity, but it is not every man who is pronounced insane by the doctors and who
from charity or kindness should be placed under restraint and be put in one of the
asylums; it is not I say, every one of them that is to be held free from being called
upon to answer for offences he may commit against the criminal law.

The line is drawn very distinctly, and where the line is drawn I will tell you
8hortly. Before doing so, and to assist you in your deliberations, let me draw your
'ttention to some points suggested to my mind by the evidence. You recollect the
etatements as to the prisoner's appropriating property, and making prisoners of
others simply because they, to his idea, opposed him in his movements. It has been
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euggested by the Crown, in reference to the $35,000, that it tends to show that this
was all a scheme of the prisoner's to put money in his own pocket. Be that as it
may, one of the witnesses, Nolin speaks distinctly as to the $35,000, ard on that
branch of bis evidence we have his corroborated by the priest Father André, and
further by Jackson. Thon you have heard the evidence given by Captain Young as
to the conversations he had with the prisoner. Witness after witness gave evidence
as to what occurred in March, at the time Of the commencement of this rebellion.
Some of them speak of the prisoner being very irritable when the subject of religion
was brought up. It appears, however, that his irritability had passed away when
ho was coming down with Captain Young, as we do not hear anything of it then.
Does this show reasoning power ?

Then at what date can you fix this insanity as having commenced ? The theory
of the defence fixes the insanity as having commenced only in March, but threats of
what he intended to do began in December. Admitting that the insanity only com-
menced about the time of the breakiLg out of the rebellion, what does seem strange
to me is that these people who were about him, it they had an insane man in their
midst, that some of them had not the charity to go before a magistrate and lay
an information setting forth that there was an insane man amongst them, and that a
breach of the peace was liable to occur at any moment, and that he should be taken
care of. I only suggest that to you, not that you are to take it as law, I merely
suggest it to yon as turning upon the evidence. Having made the remarks I have, I ar
simply called upon to tell you what is legal insanity, insanity in the eye of the law,
so far as crime is concerned. The Crown must in all cases, particularly such as this,
bring home conclusively the crime charged to the prisoner. If the Crown has done
that, on the prisoner rests the responsibility of rolieving himseolf from the conse-
quences of his acts. The law directs me to tell you that every man is presumable to
be sane and to possess a sufficient degree of reason to be responsible for bis crimes
until the contrary be proved to your satisfaction. And that to establish a defence on
the ground of insanity, it must be clearly proved that at the time he committed the
act, the party accused was laboring under such defective reasoning from a diseased
mind as not to know the nature and quality of the act he was committing, or that if he
did know it, that he did not know that he was doing wrong. That I propound to you
as the law.

If the evidence conclusively satisfies you that the prisoner was implicated in
these acts or in any of them I may say, has it been clearly proved to you that at the
time he committed those acts he was laboring under such defective reasoning caused
by disease of the mind as lot to know the nature and quality of the act he was com-
mitting, or if lie did know it, that he did not know that lie was doing wrong? If the
evidences convinces you and convinces you conclusively that such was the case, then
your duty is to acquit the prisoner on that ground, and you are required to declare
that he is acquitted by you on account of such insanity.

I think I have reduced my remarks within the smallest possible compass. You
have been kept close at this case since Tuesday morning, and I cannot conceive that
any further remarks would be of any assistance to you. On you rests the responsi-
bility of pronouncing upon the guilt or innocence of the prisoner at the bar. Not
only must you think of the man in the dock, but you must think of society at large,
you are not called upon to think of the Government at Ottawa simply as a Govern'
ment, you have to think of the homes and of the people who live in this country, you
have to ask yourselvee, can such things be permitted ? There was one point I
intended to have mentioned but which has escaped me. You will bear in mind that
the law of the land under which this trial is held was objected to on behalf of the
prisoner, and he has a perfect right to object to it, but the law of the land was in
existence years before he came into this country three years ago, that Act came into
force in 1875, and the law which ho is said to have broken has been in existence for
centuries, and I think I may fairly say to you that if a man chooses to come into the
country, à shall not say, I will do as I like and no laws can touch me. A person
coming imo the country is supposed to know the law, it is his duty. We have the
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law given to us and we are called upon to administer it. I, under the oath that I have
taken, and you, under the oath administered to you on Tuesday morning, are to pass
between this man and the Crown. If therefore the Crown has not conclusively brought
guilt home to the prisoner, say so, say that you acquit him simply by reason of that.

On the jury returning, after having retired to consider their verdict, the clerk
of the court says, gentlemen are you agreed upon your verdict ? How say you, is
the prisoner guilty or not guilty ?

The jury find the prisoner guilty.
Clerk.-Gentlemen of the jury, hearken to your verdict as the court records it,

" You find the prisoner, Louis Riel, guilty, so say you all." The jury answer
" guilty."

A Juror.-Your Honors, I have been asked by my brother jurors to recommend
the prisoner to the mercy of the Crown.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-I may say in answer to you that the recommendation
Which you have given will be forwarded in proper manner to the proper authorities.

Mr. Robinson.-Do your Honors propose to pass sentence now ? I believe the
proper course is to ask the sentence of the court upon the prisoner.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-Louis Riel, have you anything to say why the sentence
of the court should not be pronounced upon you, for the offence of which you have
been found guilty ?

Prisoner.-Yes, your Hopor-
Mr. Fitzpatrick.-Before the accused answers or makes any remarks, as sug-

gested by your Honors, I would beg leave to ask your Honors to kindly note the ob-
jections which I have already taken to the jurisdiction of the court.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-It is noted, Mr. Fitzpatrick. You understand of course
Why I cannot rule upon it.

Mr. Fitzpatrick.-It is simply so as to reserve any recourse the law may allow
Us hereafter.

Prisoner.-Can I speak now ?
Mr. Justice Richardson.-Oh, yes.
Prisoner.-Your Honors, gentlemen of the jury-
Mr. Justice Richardson.-There is no jury now, they are discharged.
Prisoner.-Well, they have passed away before me.
Mr. Justice Richardson.-Yes, they have passed away.
Prisoner.-But at the same time I consider them yet still there, still in their seat.

The court has done the work for me, and although at first appearance it seems to be
against me, I am so confident in the ideas which I have had the honor to express
yesterday, that I think it is for good, and not for my loss. Up to this moment I
have been considered by a certain party as insane, by another party as a criminal,
by another party as a man with whom it was doubtful whether to have any inter-
course. So there was hostility, and there was contempt, and there was avoidance.
To-day, by the verdict of the court, one of those three situations has disappeared.

I suppose that after having been condemned, I will cease to be called a fool, and
for me, it is a great advantage. I consider it as a great advantage. If I have a
mission-I say 4 if," for the sake of those who doubt, but for my part it means
"since," since I have a mission, I cannot falfil my mission as long as I am looked
Upon as an insane being-human being, as the moment I begin to ascend that scale
I begin to succeed.

'You have asked me, your Honors, if I have anything to say why my sentence
should not be passed. Yes, it is on that point particularly my attention is directed.

Before saying anything about it, I wish to take notice that if there has ever been
any contradiction in my life, it is at this moment, and do I appear excited ? Am I
Very irritable? Can I control myself ? And it is just on religion and on
politics, and I am contradicted at this moment on politics, and the smile that comes
to my face is not an act of my will so much as it comes naturally from the satisfas-
tion that I proved that I experienced seeing one of my difficulties disappearing.
Should I be executed-at least if I were going to be executed-I would not be
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executed as an insane man. It would be a great consolation for my mother, for my
wife, for my children, for my brothers, for my relatives, even for my protectors, for
my countrymen. I thank the gentlemen who were composing the jury for having
recommended me to the clemency of the court. When I expressed the great hopes
that i have just expressed to you, I don't express it without grounds. My hopes are
reasonable, and since they are recommended, since tha recommendation of the jury
to the Crown is for clemency, it would be easy for me, your Honor, to make an
incendiary protest and take the three reasons which have been reasonably put for-
ward by my good lawyers and learned lawyers about the jury, about their selection,
about the one who selected them, and about the competency of the court; but why
should I do it &ince the court bas undertaken to prove that I am a reasonable man ?
Must not I take advantage of the situation to show that they are right, and that J
am reasonable? And yersterday, when I said, by repeating the evidence which had
been given against me, when I said in conclusion that you had a decent prophet, I
have just to-day the great opportunity of proving it is so. Besides clearing me of
the stain of insanity, clearing my career of the stain of insanity, I think the verdict
that has been given against me is a proof that I am more than ordinary myself, but
that the circumstances and the help which is given to me is more than ordinary, are
-more than ordinary, and although I consider myself only as others, yet by the will of
God, by His Providence, by the circumstances which have surrounded me for fifteen
years, I think that I have been called on to do something which, at least in the
North-West, nobody has done yet. And in some way I think, that, to a certain
-number of people, the verdict against me to-day is a prool that maybe I arn a
prophet, maybe Riel is a prophet, lie suffered enough for it. Now, I bave been
hunted as an elk for fifteen years. David bas been seventeen, I think 1 wili have to
be about two years still. If the misfortunes that I have had to go through were to
be as long as those of old David, I would have two years still, but I hope it will come
sooner. 1 have two reasons wby I would ask that sentence should not be passed
upon me, against me. You will excuse me, you know my difficulty in speaking
English, and have had no time to prepare, your Honor, and even bad I prepared
anything, it would have been imperlect enough, and I bave not prepared, and I wish
you would excuse what I have to say, the way which I will be able to perhaps
express it.

The troubles of the Saskatchewan are not to be taken as an isolated fact. They
are the result of fifteen years' war. The head of that difficulty lies in the difficulty
of Red River. The troubles of Red River were called the troubles of the North-West,
and I would like to know if the troubles of the Saskatchewan have not the name
to-day of boing the troubles of the North.West. So the troubles of 1869 being the
troubles of the North-West, and the troubles of 1885 being still the troubles of the
North-West, the suggestion comes fnaturally to the mind of the observer if it is a
continuation. The troubles of the North-West in 1885 are the continuation of the
troubles in 1869, or if they are two troubles entirely different-I say they are not.
Canada-no, I ought not to say Canada, because it was a cer tain number of individu.
als, perhaps 700 or 800, that can have passed for Canada, but they came to the Red
River, and they wanted to take possession of the country without consulting the
people. U rue, it was the half-breed people. There were a certain number of white
pioneers among the population, but the great majority were half-breeds. We took up
arms against the invaders of the east without knowing them. They were so far
apart of us, on the other side of the lakes, that it cannot be said that we had any
hatred against them. We did not know them. They came without notification,
they came boldly. We said, who are they, they said, we are the possessors of the
country. Well, knowing that it was not true, we done against those parties coming
from the east, what we used to do against the Indians from the south and the west,
when they would invade us. Publie opinion in the States helped us a great deal.
I don't mean to say that it is need to obtain justice on this side of the line that the
States should interfere, but, at that time, as there was no telegraph communication
between the eastern Provinces and the North-West, no railroad, and as the natural
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Way of going to Canada was through the United States, naturally ail the rumors, ail
the news, had to pass by the States, and on their passage they had to meet the
relarks and observations of the American people. The American people were
favorable to us. Besides, the opposition in Canada done the same thing, and said to
the Government: Well, why did yon go into the North-West without consulting the
People ? We took up arme, as I stated, and we made hundreds of prisoners, and we
negotiated. A treaty was made. That treaty was made by a delegation of both
parties. Whether you consider that organization of the Red River people at that
timne a provisional government, or not, the fact is that they were recognized as a
body tribal, if you like to call it, as a social body with whom the Canadian Govern-
'Ment treated. Did they treat with them as they treated with Indians ? It will be
for them to say, but they did'nt. Since Sir John A. Macdonald and the late Sir
George Cartier were delegated by the Dominion Government to meet our delegates,
delegates who had been appointed by me, the president-that is the naine that was
given to me by the council, the president of that council-that our delegates had beein
invited three times, first by Donald A. Smith, a member of the Privy Council at that
time, second by the Rev. Mr. Thibault (the late ]Rev. Mr. Thibault), third by Arch-
biehop Taché, who had been called from Rome for the purpose of pacifying tho
North-West when those three delegates had invited us to send delegates, we thought
that it was safe to send delegates, and I appointed the Rev. Father Richot, now
enirate of St. Norbert, in Manitoba, I appointed the late Judge Black, who died in
Scotland, I appointed Alfred H. Scott, he is dead also, and those three delegates
started, with our bill of rights of twenty conditions, to go and put it before the
Canadian Government, and when our delegates came to Ottawa, the Government
Wanted to treat them as Indians I suppose. Father Richot said: If you don't give
me, in writing, my acknowledgment as a delegate, I will go back, and you will go
With your bayonets to the North-West, acknowledged my statue, I am invited, and
I comne. And what was the answer ? Our delegates had been invited three times,
bow were they received in Canada ? They were arrested-to show exactly what is
the right of nations. They were arrested, they had a formal trial, but the fact
remains that they were arrested, and the protest of the Rev. Father Richot is
still in the document. lowever, there was a treaty. Sir John A. Macdonald
**as delegated, the late Sir George Cartier was delegated to treat with the people,Sir John A. Macdonald was delegated. The late Sir George Cartier was delegated to
treatwith the people, with those three delegates. Now, how were theyacknowledged?
Were they acknowledged as the delegates of Riel ? Oh, no, they were acknowledged
as the delegates of the North-West. The late Mr. Howe, in his acknowledgmert of
the delegates, and in notifying them who had been delegated by the Canadian Gov.
ernmnent to treat with them, told them that they were acknowledged as the delegates
of the North-West. Then it was the cause of the North-West that they represented.
It is acknowledged by the Canadian Government by that very same fact that fifteen
Years ago the treaty of which I am speaking was a treaty of the North- West, of the
delegates of the North-West, and if, by trying to say that it was the delegates of the
North-West, they wanted to avoid the fact that I was no being at ail, the whole world
knows that it is not so; they cannot avoid me. And Sir John A. Macdonald himself,
in the report of the committee of enquiry about those very saine troubles-the com-
mittee sat in 1874-Sir John A. Macdonald said, I think we acknowledge Riel in his
status of a governor. What was the treaty? Was it an Indian affair? If it had
been an Indian affair Manitoba would not have been as it is, would not be as it is.
We have the Manitoba Act. There was an agreement between the two delegates how
the whole North-West interest would be considered and how the Canadian Govern-
mnent would treat with the North-West. And then, having settled on the matters of
Principle, those very principles, the agreement was made that those very principles
Would be inaugurated in Manitoba first, There was a province erected with respon
Bible governerat; the lande, they were kept by the Dominion. As the half-breed
People were the majority of Manitoba, as at their stage of civilization they were not
sPposed to be able to administer their lands, we thought that at that time it was a
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reasonable concession to lot them go, not because we were willing to lot them go, but
because it seemed impracticable to have the administration of the lands. Still, one
of the conditions was that the lands were that the people of the iNorth-West wanted
the administration of their lands. The half-breeds had-a million, and the land grant
of 1,400,000 acres owned about 9,500,000, if I mistake not, which is about one-seventh
of the lands of Manitoba. You will see the origin of my insanity and of my foreign
policy. One-seventh of the land was granted to the people, to the half-breeds of
3aitoba-English and French, Protestant and Catholic; there was no distinction
whatever. But in the sub-division, in the allotment of those lands between the half-
breeds of Manitoba, it came that they had 240 acres of land. Now, the Canadian
Government say that we will give to the half-breeds of the North-West 240 acres. If
I was insane I would say yes, but as I have had, thank God, all the time the con-
sciousness that I had a certain degree of reason, I have made up my mind to make
use of it, and to say that one-seventh of the lands in Manitoba, as to the inauguration
of a principle in the North West, had to bring to the half-breeds of the North-West
at least as soon as possible the gaiarantee for the future that a seventh of the lands
will aiso be given to them; and seeing and yourself understanding how it is difficult
for a small population, as the half-breed population, to have their voices heard, I said
what belongs to us ought to be ours. Our right to the North-West is acknowledged,
our co-proprietorship with the Indians is acknowledged, since one-seventh of
the land is given uS, but we have not the means to be heard. What will
we do ? I said to some of my friends if there is no other way we will
make the people who have no country understand that we have a country
here which we have ceded on condition. We want a seventh of the lands,
and if the bargain is not kept, it is null and void, and we have no right to retreat
again. And if we cannot have our seventh of the lands from Canada, we will ask
the people of the States, the Italians, to come and help us as emigrants. The Irish,
1 will count them. Now, it is my turn; I thank you. 1 count them, and I will
show you if I made an insane enumeration of the parties. I said we will invite the
Italians of the States, the Irish of the States, the Bavarians of the States, the Poles
of the States, the Belgians of the States, and if they come and help us here to have
the seventh, we will give them each a seventh; and to show that we are not fanatics,
that we are not partizans, that we do not wish only for the Catholic, but that we have
a consideration for those who are not Catholics. I said we will invite the Danes, we
will invite the Swedes who are numerous in the States, and the Norwegians, to come
around, and as there are Indians and half-breeds in British Columbia, and as British
Columbia is a part of the immense North-West, we eaid not only for ourselves, but
speaking of our children, we will make the proposition, that if they help us to have
our seventh on the two sides of the Rocky Mountains, they will each have a
sqventh, and if the Jews will help us, on condition that they acknowledge Jesus
Christ as the son of God and the only Saviour of human kind, and if they wilt help as
with their money, we will give them a seventh; and I said also, if the principle of
giving a seventh of the lands in the North-West-if the principle of giving a
seventh of the lands in the North-West to the half-breeds is good, it ought
to be good in the east also, and I said if it is not possible that our views should be
heard, we will meet as American citizens. I will invite the Germans of the States,
and I will say if you ever have an opportunity of crossing the lino in the east, do it,
and help the Indians and the half-breeds of the east to have a revenue equivalent to
about one-seventh. And what would be the reward of the Germans? The reward
of the Germans would be, if they were successful, to take a part of the country and
make a new German-Indian world somewhere in British North America; but that is
the last resort, and if I had not had a verdict of guilty against me, I would have
nover said it. Yesterday it is just those things that I have just avoided to say; when
I said I have a reason to not mention them, and when I said, as one of the witneses
said, that my proclamation was in Pembina, I think I am right, because of this trial
you see that my pretension is, that I can speak a little of the future events. ,tY
trial has brought out the question of the seventh, and although no one has explained
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the things as I do now, stil there is enough said about the seventh of the land and
that the division of the lands into seven, seven nationalities, while it ought
to have been said botwoon ton nationalities, that by telograph to-day my pro-
clamation is in Pembina, truly, and the States have my idea; they have my
idea. The Fenian element, without any tangible object, have crossed the lines
sevOral times for the only sake of what they called revenge, but now that Riel,whose

ame is somewhat prominent for fifteen years, is known to be in his trouble for life
a1id death, for himself and his nationality, now that my trial gives me a certain
increase of the celebrity, now that those questions are appearing now before the
unblic, that thoro is a land league in the States, that that very same element which

Possesses Fenianism is still there, and quiet, because they have no plan, because
they have no idea around which gather thoir numbers, and when they catch
at it do they think that they will smile ? And Gabriel Dumont on the other
side of the line, is that Gabriel Dumont inactive ? I believe not. He is
trying to save me from this box. This is no threat. I have written it. I have
Written a document of that kind and put it in the hands of Captain Deane three
Weeks ago. This is not an inspiration of the moment. I have the right to thank
God for the provision of what happons to-iay, but there is another means. I don't
Wish that means, these means. I don't wish them to call the people from the States
on this side of the line. No, I wish it only if there is no other possibility, if there is
110 other resort, of course that is my wish. The last remedy, although it may be
extreme, is always a remedy, and it is worth something to try it. But if there is
justice, as I still hope, oh, dear, it seems to me I have become insane to hope still. I
have seon so many mon in my position and where are they ? But Lopine lias had his
scaffold also in Manitoba, and ho was not executod. Why? Because ho was recoin-
luended to the clemency of the court. The idea of the seventh, I have two hands,
and I have two sides to my head, and I have two countries. I am an American citi-
zen and I have two countries, and I am taken here as a British subject. I don't
abandon my idea of the seventh. I say bocause the other is an extreme and extre-

ialty, I don't wish for it until extremities have come, and I have, coming to extrem-
ities just now, but there are some hopes yet for me, my heart is full of hope; but my
friends, I suppose that many of then think that I am gone. If Canada is just with

o, if Canada respects my life, my life my liberty and by reputation, they will give
e all that they have taken from me, and as I said yesterday, that immense influence

Which my acts are gathering for the last fifteen years, and which, as the power of
4team contai ned in an engine will have its sway, then what will it do? It will do
that Riel will go perhaps to the Dominion ministry, and there instead of calling the
Parties in the States, ho will by means, constitutional means of the country, invite
the sale parties from Europe as emigration, but lot it be well understood that as My
right has been acknowledged as a co-proprietor of the soil with the Indians, I want
to assert that right. It is constitutionally acknowledged in the Manitoba Act by the
31st clause of that Act, and it does not say to extinguish the Indian title. It says
two words, extinguishing, and 1,400,000 acres of land, two words and as oach child of
the half-breeds got one-seventh, naturally I am at least entitled to the same. It is why
I spoke of the seventh for the Indians, not of the lands but of the revenue as it in-
creases. But somebody will say, on what grounds do yon ask one-seventh of the lands ?

o you own the lands ? In England, in France, the French and the English have
nds the firat was in England, they wore the owners of the soil and they transmitted

to generations. Now, by the soit they have had their start as a nation. Who starts
the nations ? The very one who croates them, Go. God is the master of the uni-
Verse, our planet is his land, and the nation and the tribes are members of His family,
an1d as a good father, ho gives a partion of his lands to that nation, to that tribe, to
everyone, that is his heritage, that is his share of the inheritanoe, of the people, or
"ation or tribe. Now, here is a nation strong as it may be, it has its inheritance
from God. When they have crowded their country bocause they had no room to stay
any more at home, it does not give them the right to come and take the share of aUtribes besides them. Wheni they come they ought to say, well, my little sister, the
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Cree tribe, you have a great territory, but that territory has been given
to you as our own land, it bas been given to our fathers in England or in France
and of course you cannot exist without baving that spot of land. This is the principle
God cannot create.a tribe without locating it. We are not birds. We bave to walk
on the ground, and that ground is encircled of many things, which besides its own
value, increases its value in another manDer, and when we cultivate it we stili
increase that value. Well, on what principle can it bc that the Canadian Govern-
-ment have given one-seventh to the half-breeds of Manitoba ? I say it must be onk
this ground, civilization has the means of improving life that Indians or balf-breeds
have not. So when they come in our savage country, in our uncultivated land, they
come and belp us with their civilization, but we helped them with our lands, so the
question comes: Your land, you Cree or you balfibreed, your land is worth to-day
one-seventh of what it will be when civilization will have opened it? Your country
unopened is worth to you only ore-seventh of what it will be wben opened. I think
it is a fair share to acknowledge the genius of civilization to such an extent as to
give, when I have seven pair of socks, six, to keep one. They made the treaty with
us. As they made the treaty, I say tbey bave to observe it, and did they observe
the treaty ? No. There was a question of amnesty then, and when the treaty was
made one of the questions was that before the Canadian Government would send a
governor into Manitoba an Imperial amnesty sbould be proclaimed so as to blot out
all the difficulties of the past. Iustead of proclaiming a general amnesty before the
arrival of the governor which took place on the 2nd of September, 1870, the amnestY
-was proclaimed the 25th April, 18 75, so I suffered for five years unprotected, besides i
was expelled from the Bouse twice. i was they say outlawed, but, as I was busy as a
meimber of the east, and had a trial in the west, I could not be in two places, and they

aY that I was outlawed, but Do notification was sent to my house of any proceedings
of the court. They say that I was outlawed and when the amnesty came five years
after the time that it should bave come, I was banisbed for five years ard Lepine
deprived of bis political rights for ever. Why ? Because be had given political rights
to Manitota? Is that all? No. Did the amnesty come from the Imperial Govern-
ment ? Not at all. It came from our sister colony in the east, and mind you, to
make a miracle of it I said the one being great, and Riel being small, I will go o!'
the other side and I am banished. It is a wonder I did not take and go to Mexico.
Naturally I went to the States, amnesty was given by the Secretary of State at
Ottawa, the party wbo treated with us. That is Do amrnesty. it is an insult to me.
It bas always been an mseult to me. I said in ]Manitoba two yeais ago that it was an
insult and I considered it as sucb, but are there proofs that amnesty bas been promised ?
Yes, mary. Arcbbisbop Taché the delegate wbo bas been called, the prelate whO
bas been callcd from R(me Io come and pacily the North-West received a commission
to make, to accomplish that pacification, and in general terms was written biS
commission, and when he came into the North-West before I sent delegates, he said I
will give you my word of bonor as a delegate, that there will be an Imperial amnesty,
not because 1 cau promise it on my own responsibility, but because it bas been guar-
anteed to me by the representative of the Crown and the Ministers themselves, the
Minister of the Crown, and instead of the Imperial amnesty came the amnesty Of
which I spoke and besides, an aRmnesty carne five years too late, and which took the
trouble of banishing me five years more.

Mr. Justice Ricbardson.- Is that all ?
Prisoner.-No, excuse me, I feel weak and if I stop at times, I wish you would

be kind enough to-
But the last clause of the Manitoba Act speaks also a little of the North-WeSdy

speaks that a temporary government will be put into the North.West until a certail'
time, not more than five yearP, and, gentlemen, the temporary government, how loDg
has it lasted now ? Iow long bas it existed now ? For fifteen years, and it will bO
temporary yet. It is against the Manitoba, it is against the treaty of the North-
West that ibis North-West Council should continue to be in existence, and againSt

the spirit of the understanding. Have I anything to say against the gentlemen Who
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Compose the North-West Council ? Not at all, not more than I had yesterday to say
against the jury and to say against the officials of this court, whom I respect all, but
1 speak of the institutions. No ; I speak of the institutions in the North-West. The
Manitoba treaty has not been fulfilled, neither in regard to me, neither in retard to
LoPine. Besides the population of the half-breeds who have found in the troubles of
the North-West in Manitoba in 1870, and who have been found in the troubles of the
1North-West, what right have they to be there? Have they not received their 240
acres? I suppose that the half-breeds in Manitoba in 1870 did not fight for 210 acres
of land, but it is to be understood that there were two societies who treated togother ;
one Was small, but in its smallness it had its rights. The other was great, but by its
greatness it had no greater rights than the rights of the small, because the rights is
the same for every one, and when they began by treating the leaders of the small
9Omlimunity as bandits, as outlaws, leaving them without protection, they disorgan-
13ed that community. The right of nations wanted that the treaty of Manitoba
should be fulfilled towards the little community of Red River in the same condition
that they were when they treated. That is the right of nations, and when the treaty
WOuld have been fulfilled towards that small community in the same state as when it
'was Whon she treated, thon the obligations would have been fulfilled and the half.
breeds rnight have gone to the North-West, the Saskatchewan, and have no right to-
c11 for any other things for themselves, although tbey had a right to help their
Jneighbors if they thought that they were in a bad fix, because charity is always
charity. Now I say that the people of Manitoba have not been satisfied, nor the
leaders nor the people, because during those five years, which elapsed between 1870
and 1875, there were laws made and those laws they embraced the people, the half-
breed people, and because they hadn't their rights, because the leaders were always
threatened in their existence, the people themselves did not feel any security and
they Sold their lands, because they thought they would never get first that seventh
of the lands. They sold their lands because they saw they had no protection and
they went east. What have they received in receiving the 240 acres? They have
ec0eived 240 acres of land, and as a matter of fact I can prove that by circumstances

lany--one-half of them-sold for half of the price, $50 or $40, $60 or $25, and to
show the state in which they had been kept those who came from the Red River and
the half-breeds of Red River who were in the Red River trouble of 1870, appeared to
b a wonder of egotism and of unreasonableness because they appeared to be in the
troubles of 1885, which are the continuation of the troubles of the ]Red River. The
a0innesty has not been given by the right parties. Amnesty has not been given to
Lopine, one of the leaders, who was then, as Dumont is to-day and myself. I was
allowed to come back into the country after ton years; after i would be completely
deprived of the chances which I had in 1870 to do something for my people
* myself and for emigration, so as to cut down my influence for ever.

1 l Why I did not come at that time, and thought I would never come to the countiy.
id I take my American paper, put my papers of American naturalization during

rAY five years' banishment ? No, I did not want to give to the States a citizen of
banislment, but when my banishment had expired, when an officer at Battleford-
somlewhere on this side of the line, in Benton-invited me to come to the North-
West 1 said: No, I will go to an American court, I will declare my intention, now
that I am free to go back, and choose another land. It sored my heart. It sored
"'Y heart to say that kind of adieu to my mother, to my brothers, to my sisters, to
'nY friends, to my countrymen, my native land, but I felt that in coming back to this
0ountry I could not re-enter it without protesting against all the in ustice which I
had been suffering, and in doing it I was renewing a struggle which had not been
able to continue as a sound man, as I thonght I was, I thought it botter to begin a
career on the other side of the lino. In Manitoba is that all about the amnesty ? No,
10Y .share of the 1,400,000 acres of land, have I received it ? No, I have not
reeived it. My friends, my mother have applied, to have it. No, I could not.

e&'cryone else could apply for theirs. Father, mother, would apply for their sons
end that was all right, but for my honor, to apply for me it was not, I did not got it.
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Last y ear there was a proof. Ilere, in the box, not long ago when I asked au
indemnity, I was refused. Was that indemnity based on a fancy ? I wanted my land$
in Manitoba to be paid. Besides, when they treatied, the treaty was completed on
the 3lst May, 1870, it was agreed to the 24th June, and Sir Geo. Cartier had said,
let Riel govern the country uritil the troops get there, and from the 24th June till
the 23rd August I governed the country in fact, and what was the reward for it ?
When the glorions General Wolseley came ho rewarded me'in saying Riel's banditti ha$
takon flight, and ho wantedto corne during the night, at midnight, so as to have %
chance to raise a row in Fort Garry and to have a glory to call for in the
morning, but heaven was against him thon. It rained so much that ho
could not get there during the night, and ho had to come at ton o'clock
next morning. He entered one door of Fort Garry while I left the other.
I kept in sight of him. I was small. t did not want to be in his road.
But, as I knew ho had good eyes I say I will keep at a distance, where I
can be seen, and if ho wants to have me, ho will come. A general knows where his
enemy is, ought to know, and I kept about 300 yards ahead of him. While ho was
saying that Riel's banditti had taken fight, Riel was very near. That has been mY
reward. When I speak of an indemnity of $35,000, to call for something tO
complete the $100,000, I don't believe that I am exaggerating, your Honor. lu
1871 the Fenians came in Pombina. Major Irvine, one of the witnesses, 1 was intro-
duced to him, and when I brought to the governor 250 mon, Governor Archibald was
thon anxious to have my help because ho knew that we were the door of Manitoba,
and ho said as the question of amnesty came ho said if Riel comes forward we will
protect him. " Pour la circonstance actuelle," we will protect him. As long as w6
need him, we will protect him, but as soon as we don't want him, as soon as we don't
need him, we want him to fall back in the saine position he is tooay, and that
-answer had been brought bocause it had been represented that while I would bG
helping the Government the parties would be trying to shoot me in the back. "PoUr
la circonstance actuelle," they said, I will protect him. What reward have I had bY
that? The first reward that I had was that that took place in the first days of
October, 1871, before the year was ended.

Of course #hey gave the chance to Riel to come out. A rebel had a chance to be
loyal thon. My friends, my glorious friend in Upper Canada, now the leader of the
opposition, Mr. Blake, said, we must prevent Mr. Riiel from arriving. When ho was
Minister in Upper Canada ho issued a proclamation of $5,000 for those who would
arrest Riel. That was my reward, my d owry, but the Canadian Government, what
reward would they give me? In the next year there was going to be an election--
1872. If Riel romains in the country for the elections, it will be trouble, and ho has
a right to speak. We have made a treaty with him, we do not fulfil it; we promisO
him amnesty; ho is outlawed; we take his country and ho has no room even to slooP•
He comes to our help. He governs the country during two months and the reward
i that ho is a bandit. fie comes to the help of the Government with 250 mon and11
the reward is 85,000 for his head. It was at that time that I took the name of David
and didn't I take it myselt ? The hon. judge of the court at Manitoba, Mr. Dubuc, to'
day is the one who gave me the name of David. Whon I had to hide myseif in tho
woods and when ho wanted to write me that ho should write me under the nalmle
which would not be known, so that my letter could come to me, and I may say that
inlthat way it is a legal name. From that point of view even, and I put in a pare'
thesis, why I have a right, I think as a souvenir of my friend in Upper Canada who
caused the circumstances, who brought me that name, to make nothing special abOtt
it, and besides, when the King of Judea was speaking of the public services of DaV4
<did'nt ho refer us to refer to him in that way ? Yes, ho did, and as something simila
I thought it was only proper that I should take the name of David, but it was suggested
to me in a mighty manner, and I could not avoid it. The Canadian Government said,
well, Riel will be in the elections here, and ho will have the right with all those griP
vances to speak, and ho will embarrasa the Government, so they called on my gr*
protector, Archbishop Taché, I don't know.what; butin the month of February, 187
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Archbishop Tache came to me and said the authorities in Lower Canada want you to
go on the other side of the lino until the crisis is passed. Well, I said, if the crisis is
concerning me only, it would be my interest to go there, but I am in a crisis which
i8 the crisis of the people of the country, and as it concerns the public besides me I
Will speak to the public as the public are speaking to me, but the Archbishop gave me
60 good reason that although I could not yield to those reasons, I came to a conclusion
with him, and I said, my Lord, you have titles to my acknowledgment which shall
never be blotted out of my heart, and although my judgment in this matter altogether
differs from yours, I don't consider my judgment above yours and what seems to me
reasonable might be more reasonable, although I think my course of action reason-
able, perhaps yours is more reasonable. I said if you command me, as my Archbishop,
to go, and take on your shoulders the responsibility ofleaving my people in the crisis
I Will go, but let it be known that it is not my word, that I Io it to please you, and
Yet after you command me to do it -to show that in polities when I am contr adicted
I can give way, and they offered me £10 a month to stay on the other side of the lino.
I said to be in gaol I have a chance here in Manitoba, and I want something. They
asked me how much I wanted, and I said how long do you want me to stay away ?
Weil, ho said, perhaps a year. I tell you beforehand that I want to be here during the
elections; that is what I asserted. I want to be here during the elections and it was
agreed that they would give £800; £400 to Lepine, £100 to me, £300 to me person-
tly, £300 for Lepine, £100 for my family, £100 for Lepine's family. That makes

£800. How was it agreed that I should receive that money ? I said to his lord-
Ship that the Canadian Government owe me money, they libel me, and even on the
quostion of libel, they do it so clearly that it does not need any trial to come to
Judgrent. They have a judgment and will they make use of it ? They owe me
somfething for my reputation that. they abuse every day. Besides I have done
WOrk and they never paid me for it. I will take that money as an account of what
theY will have to pay me one day. It was agreed in that manner and the money was
given me in the chapel of St.Yital in the presence of Mr. Dubuc, judge now, and when
1 did not know at that time where the money came, surely came from, and when the
little sack of £300 of gold was handed me there on the table, I said to his lordship,
IY Lord if the one who wants me to go away was hera, and if I had to treat him as

is trying to treat me, this little sack of gold ough t to go through his head. That was
Y .last protest. At that time, but before the election, public opinion was so excited

against the one who had taken the responsibility of advising my leaving, that he
'alled me back, and during the elections I was present, it was three years to-day. I
am rewarded for what I have done through those three years. Sir George Cartier
I 1872, just in that summer was beaten in Montreal. I speak of him not as a man

o party, I speak of him as a Canadian, as public man. Ho was beaten by Mr. Jetté,
Of Montreal, by 1,200 majority, and they came to me. My election was sure in Pro-
Vencher. I had fifteen or twenty men against me, and they came to me. Riel, do
Yon want to rosign your seat? I have not it yet. Oh, well you are to get it. Allow
George Cartier to be elected here, and I said yes, to show that if I had at the time
anY inclination to become insane when I was contradicted in politics. But Lower
btnada has more than paid me for the little consideration, great as my consideration,
bt that little mark I considered it a little mark of consideration, a little mark of a
reat ceonsideration for them. The people of Manitoba hadn't their government inau-

gurated at that time, they had a sham government. It was tô be erected. It was to
. Inaugurated after 1871. After the 1st January, 1871, but we went on in 1874 and
.t Was not inaugurated. As long as Riel was there, with his popularity, if the proper
'nstitutions had been inaugurated, Riel would have come in the House, the Provincial
Iouse , and of course it was considered to be a damage so as to keep me back. They
did not give the people their rights,when it was constitutionally agreed they should
.ave done. I struggled not only for myself but I struggled for the rights, for the
nauguration of the principles of responsible and constitutional government in Mani.

toba. That was conceded about the time I was banished. While I was in the States
wasB I happy? Yes, I was very happy to find a refuge, but I have met mon who havo
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come to me several times and say, here, look ont, here is a man on the other side of
the line, and he is trying to take a revenge at you, when you water your horses,
because they have left stains as much as possible on my name. I could not even
water my horses on the Missouri without being guarded against those who wanted
xny life. And it is an irony for me that I should be called David.

Last year when I was invited, instead of coming to this country, I could with
the plan that has appeared to me, I could have communicated with the Fenian
organizations, I could have sent my books; I did not do it; and as a proof of it, while
I had no means at all to communicate with my brother, you will see in Manitoba,
letters to my brother Joseph where I speak of my books, that I could get any amount
of money for that book if I wished it to be published, but that I thought that
there was a botter chance on this side of the lino. And what chance is it ? What I
eaid, constitutionally speaking, if Riel succeeded that ho should one day, as a public
man, invite emigration from the different parts of the different countries of the
world, and because this North-West is acknowledged to be partly his own, as a half-
breed of this population, to make bargains for this North-West here with the Cana-
<ian Government, in such a way 8o that when the English population has had
a full and reasonable share of this land, other nationalities, with whom we are in
sympathy, should have also their share of it. Whon we gave the lands in Manitoba
for one-seventh, we did not explain, we gave it to the Canadian Government, but in
giving it to the Canadian Government it does not mean that we gave it with all the
respect that I have for the English population, the Anglo-Saxon race, we did
not give it only for the Anglo Saxon race. There is the Irish in the east
and the French in the west, and their proportion in the Canadian Government
ought to receive a reasonable proportion of this land which is bought here;
and it is hardly the same to give to some French Canadians in the North-West
and none at all to the Irish. I don't speak here to call the sympathies, because I
arm sentenced ; I speak sound sense. I follow the lino of natural and reasonable
sympathies, but behind my thought, perhaps, you would be inclined to believe that
it is a way formed to try to work against the English-no, I don't. I believe that
the English coulstitution is an institution which has been perfected for the nations of
the world, and while I speak of having in future, if not during my lifetirne after it,
of having different nationalities in the North-West here, my hope that they will sue-
ceed is, that they will have it amongst ther, the great Anglo-Saxon race. As among the
nations of Europe 2,000 years ago, the Roman people were the leading race, and were
teaching the other nations good governmont; that is my opinion of the Anglo-Saxon
race. I am not insane enough to regard the great glory of the Anglo-Saxon race
-God bas given to that race, and when God gives something to somebody it is for a
good purpose, and because God gave glory to England, it is bocause He wanted the
Anglo-Saxon race to work for lis own glory, and I suppose it is not finished yet ;
they will continue-the Roman empire at the time of the decade existed 400 years-
still the king. The Anglo-Saxon, the British empire, if it bas come to its bighest
point of glory, it may bo called the king; but it is so great that it will take many
hundred years, and fully as many as 400 years to loose its prestige, and during
that time I hope that this great North-West, with British influence will, by
the emigration of which I speak, good government. But will I show insanity in hoping
that that plan will be fulfilled ? I will speak of the wish of my heart, I have been in
what is called, asserted to ho wrong to day ; I have been proved to be the leader. I
hope that before long that very same thing which is said wrong will ho known as
good, and then I will remain the leader of it; and as the leader of what I am doing.
I say my heart will never abandon the idea of having a new Ireland in the North-
West by constitutional means, inviting the Irish of the other side of the sea to come
and have a share here ; a new Poland in the North-West by the same way, a neW
Bavaria in the same way, a new Italy in the same way, and on the other side in
Manitoba, and since Manitoba has been erected it has been increased since
1870 at least by 9,500,000 acres of land ; now it is 96,000,000, say there is
-86,000,000 millions about, acres of land to which the half-breeds' titl'
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has not been extinguished, a seventh gives 12,000,000 of those lands and I
Want the French Canadians to come and help us there to-day, to-morrow-I
don't know when. I am called here to answer for my life, to have time that I
should make my testimony, and on the other side of the mountains, there are Indiana
and as; I have said half-breeds, and there there is a beautiful island, Vancouver, and I
think the Belgians will be happy there, and the Jews who are looking for a country
for 1,800 years, the knowledge of which the nations have not been able to attain yet.
While they are rich and the lords of finance, perhaps, will they hear my voice one
day, and on the other side of the mountains, while the waves of the Pacific will chant
sweet music for them to console their hearts for the mourning of 1,800 years ; per-
haps will they say is the one thought of us in the whole Cree world, and if they help
Us there on the other side between the great Pacific and the great Rockies to have a
share ? The Jews from the States ? No; what I wish is the natural course of emigra-
tiol, that is what I want; my thoughts are for peace. During the sixty days that I
have been in Batoche, I told you yesterday that thore were three delegations
aPpointed by the exovede to send on the other side for help, but there I did not see
the safety that I was looking for, not that I distrust my countrymen, but such a
great revolution will bring immense disasters, and I don't want during my life to
bting disasterd except those which I am bound to bring to defend my own life, and
to avoid to take away from my country, disasters which threaten me and my friends
anud those who have confidence in me, and I don't abandon my ancestors, either the
acknowledgment that I have from my ancestors. My ancestors were amongst those
that came from Scandinavia and the British Isles 1,000 years ago. Some of them
Went to Limerick and were called Reilson, and then they crossed into Canada and
they were called Riel; so in me there is Scandinavian, and well rooted; there is the
Irish, and there is the French, and there is some Indian bloAd. The Scandinavians,
if Possible, they will have a share, it is my plan, it is one of the illusions of mylnsanity, if I am insane, that they should have on the other side of these mountains,1% new Norway, a new Denmark, and a new Sweden, so that those wlo spoke of the
lands of the great North-West to be divided into seven, forgot that it was in ten.
The French in Manitoba, the Bavarians, the Italians and the Polands-the Poles and
the Irish in the North-West, and then five on the other side too. I have written
those things since I am in gaol, those things have passed through the hands of Capt.
*t ean, they are in the hands of the Lieutenant-Governor, and something of it has
reached Sir John, T think, I don't know. I did not hide my thoughts, I went
through the channel of natural emigration, of peaceful emigration, ýht'ough the
channel of constitutional means, to start the idea, and if possible to inaugurate it, but
'f I can't do it during my life I leave the ideas to be fulfilled in the future, and if it

f lot possible, you are reasonable men and you know that the interests that I pro-
Pose are of an immense interest, and if it is not, if the peaceful channel of emigra-

on lis not open to those races into the North-West, they are in such numbers in the
8t4tes that when you expect it least, they will perhaps try to come on your bordera
and to look at the land, whether it is worth paying it a visit or not. That is the8 venth of the lands, that is about the seventh of the lands. So you see that by the
Very nature of the evidence that has been given here when the witnesses speak of a
seventh of the land, that very same question originates from 1870, from the, troubles
Of Red River which brought a treaty where the seventh of the lands took its existence,and I say if this court tries me for what has taken place in the North-West they aretrying me for something which was in existence before thon. This court was not in
ei stence when the difficulties of which we speak now in the Saskatchewan, began;
.t is the difficulties of 1869, and what I say is, I wish that I have a trial. My wish
la this, your Honor, that a commission be appointed by the proper authorities, but
"Inongst the proper authorities of course I count on English authorities, that is theflrat proper authorities; that a commission be appointed; that that commission
eXatnines into this question, or if they are appointed to try me, if a special tribunal
18 a9pointed t try me, that I am tried first on this question: H5as Riel rebelled in

? Second question. Was Riel a murderer of Thomas Scott, when Thomas Scott
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was executed ? Third question. When Riel received the money from Archbishop
Taché, reported to be the money of Sir John, was it corruption money ? Fourth.
When Riel seized, with the council of Red River, on the property of the fludson Bay
Company, did ho commit pillage ? Fifth. When Riel was expelled from the House as
a fugitive of justice in 1874, was lie a fugitive of justice? As at that time I had through
the member for Hochelaga, now in Canada, and through Dr. Fiset, had communi-
cations with the Government, but another time, through the member for Hochelaga,
Mr. Alphonse Desjardins, I had asked from the Minister of Justice an interview on
the 4th of March, and that interview was refused me. In the month of April I was
expelled from the louse. Lepine was arrested in 1873, and I was not; not because
they did not want to take me. And while 1 was in the woods waiting for my election
Sir John sent parties to me offering $35,000 if I would leave the country for three
years, and if that was not enough to say what I wantod, and that I might take a trip
over the water, besides over the world. At the time I refused it. This is not the
first time that the $35,000 comes up, and if at that time I refused it was it not reason-
able for me that I should think it a sound souvenir to Sir John? Am I insulting ?
No, I do not insult. You don't mean to insult me when you declare me guilty; you
act according to your convictions, I do also sccording to mine. I speak true. I say
they should try me on this question, whether I robelled on the Saskatchewan in 1885.
There is another question. I want to have one trial; I wish to have a trial that
will cover the space of fifteen years, on which public opinion is not satisfied. I have,
without meaning any offence, I have heard, without meaning any offence, when I
spoke of one of the articles I mentioned, some gentlemen behind me saying, "yes,
ho was a murderer." You see what remarks. It shows there is something not told.
If told by law it would not be said. I wish to have my trial, as I am tried for noth-
ing; and as I am tried for my career, I wish my career should be tried; not the last
part of it. On the other side I am declared to be guilty of high treason, and I give
myself as a prophet to the new world. If I am guilty of high treason I say that I
am a prophet of the new world. I wish that while a commission sits on one side a
commission of ctoctors should also eit and examine fully whether I am sane, whether
I am a prophet or not; not insanity, because it is disposed of, but whether I am a
deceiver and impostor. I have said to my good lawyers, I have written things which
were said to me last night and which have taken place to-day; I said that before the
court opened. Last night the spirit that guides and assists me told me the court
will make an effort-your Honor, allow me to speak of your charge, which appeared
to me to go on one side-the court made an effort, and I think that word is justified.
At the same time there was another thing said to me; a commission will sit; thora
will be a commission. I did not hear yet that a commission is to take place. I ask
for it. You will seo if I am an imposter thereby. The doctors will say when t
speak of these things whether I am deceiving. If they say I am deceiving, I ar
not an impostor by will. I may be declared insane because I seek an idea which
drives me to something right. I tell you in all what I say in most things i do, I do
according to what is told to me. In Batoche any things which I said have already
happened. It was said to me not far from here and that is why I never wanted to
send the half-breeds far, I wanted to keep them, and it was said to me I will not
begin to work before 12 o'clock, and when the first battle opened I was taking nig
dinner at Duck Lake. When the battle began it was a little after 12 o'clock. I will
not begin to work before 12 o'clock, and what has happened ? And it was said to
me if you do not meet the troops on such a road, you will have to meet them at the
foot of a hill, and the half-breeds facing it. It is said my papers have been published.
If they have been published, examine what took place, and you will see wo had to
meet General Middleton at the foot of the hill. It was also told me that men would
stay in the " belle prairie," and the spirit spoke of those who would romain on thO
" belle prairie," and there were men who remained on the " belle prairie." And he
admits it was looked upon as something very correct in the line of military art, i
was not come from me or Dumont, it was the spirit that guides me.
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I have two reasons why I wish the sentence of the court should not be passed
upon me. The first, I wish my trial should take place as I said, whether that wish
15 practical or not, I bow respectfully to the court. I ask that a commission of
doctors examine me. As I am declared guilty I would like to leave my name, as far
as conscience is concerned, all right. If a commission of doctors sits and if they
examine me, they can see if I was sincere or not. I will give them the whole his-
tory, and I think while I am declared guilty of high treason it is only right I should
be granted the advantages of giving my proofs whether I am sincere, that I am
sincere. Now, I ar judged a sane man, the cause of my guilt is that I am au
'mpostor, that would be the consequence. I wish a commission to sit and examine
me. There have been witnesses around me for ten years, about the time they have
declared me insàne, and they will show if there is in me the character of an impostor.
If they declare me insane, if I have been astray, I have been astray not as an impos-
tor, but according te my conscience. Your Honor that is all what I have te say.

SENTENCE.

Mr. Justice Richardson.-Louis Riel, after a long consideration of your case, in
Which you have been defended with as great ability as I think counsel could have
defended you with, you have been found by a jury who have shown, I might almost
"Y, unexampled patience, guilty of a crime the most pernicious and greatest that
'n can commit. Yeu have been found guilty of bigh treason. Yeu have been
Proved to have let loose the flood-gates of rapine and bloodshed, you have, with such
8istance as you had in the Saskatchewan country, managed te arouse the Indians
and have brought ruin and misery te many families whom if you had simply left
alone were in comfort, and many of them were on the road te affluence.

For what yeu did, the remarks yeu have made form no excuse whatever. For
What you have done the law requires yeu to answer. It is true that the jury in
lnerciful consideration have asked Hier Majesty te give your case such merciful con-
8ideration as she can bestow upon it. I had almost forgotten that those who are
defending you have placed in my hands a notice that the objection which they raised
at the opening of the court must net be forgotten from the record, in order that if
they see fit they may raise the question in the proper place. That bas been done.
But in spite of that, I cannot hold out any hope te yeu that you will succeed in

ettinag entirely free, or that Her Majesty will, after what you have been the cause of
omng, open ber hand of clemency to yeu.

For me, I bave only one more duty te perfornm, that is, te tell you what the
sentence of the law is upon you. I have, as I must, given time te enable your case
to be heard. All I can suggest or advise yeu is te prepare te meet your end, that is
all the advice or suggestion I can offer. It is now my painful duty te pass the
eiltence of the court upon you, and that is, that you be taken now from here te the
Police guard-room at Regina, which is the gaol and the place from whence you came,
and that you be kept there till the 18th of September next, that on the 18th of Sep-
temiber next you be taken te the place appointed for your execution, and there be
hanged by the neck till you are dead, and may God have mercy on your seul.

The court rose.

EXHiBIT No. 1.

BATocnum, 12th May, 1885.
If you massacre our families we are going to masacre the Indian agent and

Others, prisoners.

LOUIS u DAVID " RIEL, Exovede.
Per J. W. ASTLEY, bearer.
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(Endorsement on Exhibit No. 1.)
12th May, 1885.

Mr. RIEL,-l am anxious to avoid killing women and children, and have done
my best to avoid doing so. Put your women and children in one place, and lot us
know where it is and no shot shall be fired on them. I trust to your honor not to
put men with them.

FRED. MIDDLETON, Comdg. N.W. Field Forces.

EXIHIBIT No. 2.

BAToOD:E, 12th May, 1885.
SIR,-If you massacre our families we will begin by Indian Lash and other pris-

oners.
LOUIS " DAVID " RIEL, Exovede.

Per F. E. JACKsoN, bearer.

EXHIBIT No. 3.
BATOONE, 12th May, 1885.

MAJoR GENZRAL MIDDLEITN,-General, your prompt answer to my note shows
that I was right in mentioning to you the cause of humanity. We will gather our
families in one place, and as soon as it is done we will let you know.

I have the honor to be, General, your humble servant,
LOPTS " DAVID ",RIEL.

EXHIBIT No. 4.

I do not like war, and if you do not retreat and refuse an interview, theyquestion
remaining the same the prisoners.

EXIHIBIT No. 5.

ST. ANTHoNY, 21st March, 1885.
To MAJoR CRoZIER, Commandant of the Police Force at Carlton and Battleford.

MAJoR,-The councillors of the provisional government of the Saskatchewan have
the honor to c3ommunicate to you the following conditions of surrender :-You will
be required to give up completely the situation which the Canadian Government
have placed you in, at Carlton and Battleford, together with all government pro-
perties.

In case of acceptance, you and your mon will be set free, on your parole of honor
to keep the peace. And those who will choose to leave the country will be fur
nished with teams and provisions to reach Qu'Appelle.

In case of non-acceptance, we intend to attack you, when to-morrow, the Lord's
Day, is over; and to commence without delay a war of extermination upon all those
who have shown themselves hostile to our rights.

Messrs. Charles aid Maxime Lepine are the gentlemen with whom you will
have to treat.
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Major, we respect you. Let the cause of humanity be a consolation to you for
the reverses which the governmental misconduct has brought upon you.

LOUIS "DAVID" RIEL, ExoPedo.
Réné Parenteau, Chairman, Jean-Baptiste Parenteau,
Chas. Nolin, Pierre Henry,
Gab. Dumont, Albert Delorme,
Moïse Ouellette, Dam. Carriere,
Albert Monkman, Maxime Lepine,
Bte. Boyer, Bte. Boucher,
Donald Ross, David Tourond.
Amb. Jobin, PI GARNOT, Secretary.

ST. ANTHONY 2st March,'1885.
To Messrs. CuARILEs NOLIN and MAXIME LEPINE.

GEETLEMEN,-If Major Crozier accedes to the conditions of surrender, lot him
se the following formula, and no other: " Because I love my neighbor as myself, for

the sake of God, and to prevent bloodshed, and principally the war of extermination
Which threatens the country, I agree to the above conditions of surrender."

If the Major uses this formula and signs it, inform him that we will reoeive him
and lis men, Monday.

Yoursp,
LOUIS "DAVID" RIEL, Exovede.

EXHIBIT No. 6.

A calamity has fallen upon the country yesterday. You are responsible for it
efore God and man.
. Your men cannot claim that their intentions wore peaceable since they were

brmging along cannons. And they fired many shots first.
liod has pleased to grant us the victory, and as our movement is to say our rights

<Yur victory is good; and we offer it to the Almighty.
Major, we are Christians in war as in peace. We write you in the name of God

nld of humanity to come and take away your dead, whom we respect. Came and
take them to-morrow before noon.

We enclose herein copy of a resolution adopted to.day by the representatives of
the Prench half-breeds.

True copy,
TH. G.

EXHIBIT No. 7.
4el MÉTIS DU LAC QU'APPELLE.

DEAR RELATIVEs,-We have the pleasure to let you know that on the 26th of
last mnonth, God has given us a victory over the mounted police. Thirty half-breeds
and flve Cree Indians have met 130 policemen and volunteers. Thanks to God, we
have defeated them. Yourselves, dear relatives, be courageous; do what yon can.
If it is not done yet, take the stores, the provisions, the ammunitions. (Thon follow
two or three lines not intelligible.)

(Translation.)
EXHIBIT No. 8.

God has always taken care of the half-breeds. He fed thom for many days in
h aesert. Providence enriched our prairie with the buffalo. The plenty in which
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our fathers lived was as wonderful as the heavenly manna. But we were not
sufficiently gratoful to God, our good Father, hence it is that we bave allowed our-
selves to fall into the hands of a Government which only thinks of us to pillage usi
Had he only understood what God did for us before Confederation, we should have
been sorry to see it coming. And the half-breeds of the North-West would have
made conditions of a nature to preserve for our children that libeity, that possession
of the soil, without which there is no happiness for anyone ; but fifteen years of
suffering, impoverishment and underhand, malignant persecution have opened.our
eyes ; and the sight of the abyss of demoralization into which the Dominion is daily
plunging us deeper and deeper every day, has suddenly, by God's mercy as it were,
stricken us with horror. And the half-breed people are more afraid of the hell into
which the Mounted Police and their Government are openly seeking to
drive us, than of their firearms, which, after all, can only kill our bodies. Our
alarmed tonscience have shouted out to us: Justice commands us take up arms.
Dear relatives and friends, we advise you to pay attention. Be ready for overythingi
Take the Indians with you. Gather them from every side. Take all the ammuni-
tion you can, whatsoever storehouses it may be in. Murmur, growl, and threatend
Stir up the Indians, Render the police of Fort Pitt and Battleford powerless. We
pray God to open to us a way to go up. And when we get there, as we hope, we
shall help you to take Battleford and Fort Pitt. Have confidence in Jesus Christ,
Place yourselves under the protection of the Blessed Virgin. Implore St. Joseph,
for he is powerful with God. Commend yourselves to the powerful intercession of
St. John the iBaptist, the gloricus patrion of the Canadians and half-breeds. Be at
peace with God. Keep His coimandments. We pray Him to be with you all and
to make you succeed.

Try and give to the half-breeds and Indians of Fort Pitt, as quickly as possible,
the news we send you.

(Transat:iñ.)
EXHIBIT No. 9.

To the Indians; to the half-breeds :
The half-breeds and Indians of Battleford, and environs.
iDEAR BRoTHRRs AND m RELATIVEs,- Since we wrote to you, important events have

taken place. The police have attacked us; we met them and God gave us the
victory; 30 half-breeds and 5 Indians fought against 120 men, and after 35 or 40
minutes, they took to flight. Bless God with us for the success he lias kindly
granted us. Rise; face the enemy, and il you can do so, take Battleford-destroy
it-save all the goods and provisions, and core to us. With your numbers, you eau
perhaps send us a detachment of 40 or 50 men. All you do, do it for the love of
God, and in the protection of Jesus Chriet, the Blessed Virgin, St. Joseph and St.
John the Baptist, and be certain that faith does wonders.

LOUIS " DAVID " RIEL, Exovede.
(In pencil) signed by the members of council.

(Trasation&)
EXTIBIT No. 10.

To our brothers, the English and French half-breeds of Lake Qu'Appelle and
environs:

DUR RELATIVES &NID FRIEND,-If you do not know it already, we shall tell
you the reasons that induced us to take up arms. You kmow that time out of mind
our fathers have defended, at peril of their lives, this land which was theirs and iS
ours. The Ottawa Government took possession of our country. For 15 year&thY
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have made sport of our rights, and offended God by overwhelmning as with acts of
injustice of every kind. The officiais commit every species of crime. The men of
the Mcunted Police are the scandai of the whole country, by their bad language
and their bad actions. They are so corrupt that our wives and daughters are no
longer safe in their neighborhood. The laws of decency are to them a subject for
leaintry. Oh, my brothers and friends, we should1 at ail times have confidence in
od; but now that evil is at its height, we specially roquire to commend ourselves to

Our Lord. Perhaps you will see things as we sec them. They steal our country from
us, and then they govern it so badly, that if we lot things go on it would soon be
impossible for us to be saved. The English half-breeds of the Saskatchewan are
With us heart and soul. The Indians are coming in and joining us from all sides.
Briy ail the ammunition you can; go and get it, if necessary, on the other side of the
lue. Be ready. Do not listen to the offers the Ottawa Government make you. Those
Offers are robbers' offers. Sign no papers or petitions. Let your trust be in God.

(-Translation.) Sr. ANTHoNY, 25th March, 1885.
To Oua RELATIVEs,-Thanks for the good news you have taken the trouble to

send us. Since you are willing to help us, may God bless you.
Justice commands us to take up .arms. And if you see the police passing,

attack them, destroy them (and written across the first part of this letter, in English,
afterwards:) " Notify the Wood Indians not to be taken."

(Translation.)
EXHIBIT No. Il.

I will not begin to work before twelve hours.
Oun RELATIv,-Thanks for the good news you have taken the trouble to sent

us. Since you are willing to help, God bless you. And if you see the police pase-
"ng, stop them, disarm them. Justice commands us to take up arms. Then warn
the Wood Indians not to let themselves be surprised, but rather to be on their guard;
to take ammunition from all the posts of the company, at Lac des Noisettes and
Fish Lake.

•'* P. X., Batoche.
The French half-breeds have taken up arms to a man. Not one of our people is

aginst us. Tell our relatives, the Indians, to be ready to come and help us, if needed.
Take all the ammunition of the company.

(Translation.)
EXIIBIT No. 12.

Trust in God and the circumstances which Providence is now producing in the
Saskatchewan. We shall not forget you. If promises are made to you, you will say
that the time for promises is past.

A time has come when we must have proof for everything. Pray. Be good,
keep the commandments of God and you shall want for nothing.

EXIIBIT No. 13.

DE AR RELATIVE,-We tbank you for the good news that you took the trouble
to Bend us. Since you are willing to help us, may God bless you in ail what is t»
ho done for our common salvation. 229
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Justice commands to take up arme. And if you see the police passing by, stop-
it and take away their arms.

Afterwards notify the Wood Indians that they might be surprised; let them be
ready to all events, in being calm and courageous, to take all the powder, the shot,
the lead, the posts and the cartridges from the Hudson's Bay store, at Nut Lake and
Fishing Lake. Do not kill anybody. No, not molest nor ill-treat anybody. Fear
not, but take away the arms.

LOUIS " DAVID" ]RIEL.

EXHIBIT No. 14.

GENTLEMEN,-The councillors of the half-breeds now under arms at St. Anthony
have received your message of the 22nd of March, 1885.

They thank you for the sympathy with which you þonor them even in this crisis,
and of which you have given ample proof before.

Situated as you are it is difficult for you to approve (immediately) .of our bold
but just uprising, and you have been wise in your course.

Canada (Ottawa) has followed with us neither the principles of right nor con-
atitutional methods of government. They have been arbitrary in their doings. They
have usurped the title of the aboriginal half-breeds to the soil. And they dispose of
it at condition opposed to honesty. Thoir administration of our lands, is which are
already weighing altogether false-sid which are already weighing very hard on all
classes of the North-West people. They deprive their own immigrants of their
franchises, of their liberties, not only political but even eivýil, and as they respect no
right, we are justified before God and man to arm ourselves to try and defend our
existence, rather than to see it crushed.

As to the Indians, you know, gentlemen, that the half-breeds have great influ-
ence over them. If the bad management of Indian affairs by the Canadian Govern-
ment has been fifteen years without resulting in an outbreak, it is due only to the
half-breeds who have up to this time persuaded to keep quiet. But now that the
Indians, now that we ourselves are compelled to resort to arms, how can we tell them
to keep quiet? We are sure that if the English and French half-breeds unite well in
this time of crisis, not only can we corntrol the Indians, but we will also have their
weight on our side in the balance.

Gentlemen, please do not remain neutral. For the love of God help us to save
the Saskatchewan. We sent to-day a number of men with Mr. Monkman to help and,
support (under as it is just) the cause of the aboriginal half-breeds. Public necessity
means no offence. Let us join willingly. The aboriginal half-breeds will understand
that if we do we do so much for their interests we are entitled to their most hearty
response.

You have acted admirably in sending copy of your resolutions to Carlton as well
as to St. Anthony. We consider that we have only two enemies in

The French half-breeds believe that they are only two enemies. Coshen 'and
Carlton. Dear brethren in Jesus Christ, let us avoid the mistakes of the past.

We consider it an admirable act of it has been an admirable act of prudence that
you should have sent copies of your resolutions to the police in Carlton and to the
men of St. Anthony.

We dear brothers in Jesus Christ, let us avoid the mistakes of the past, let us
work for us and our children, as true Christians.

LOUIS," DAVID" IRIEL, Exovede.

Ifwe are well united the police will surrender and come out of Carlton as the
hen's heat causes the chicken to come out of the shell. A strong union between the
Prench and English half-breeds is the only guarantee that there will be no bloodshed.
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EXHIBIT No. 15.

Resolved first that, when England gave that country to the Hudson Bay Com-
Pany two hundred years ago, the North-West belonged to France as history shows it.

And when the Treaty of Paris ceded Canada to England no mention of any kind
Was made of the North-West.

As the American English colonies helped England to conquer Canada they ought
to have a share of conquest, and that share ought to be the North-West, siee com-
Inlercially and politically the United States Government have done more for the
frNorth-West than ever England did, we ought to have.

Resolved, first, that our union is, and always will be most respectuous towards
the American Government, their policy, their interest and towards the territorial
Government of Montana as well.

2nd. That our union will carefully avoid causing any difficulty whatever to the
Tinited States and will not confliet in any way with the constitution aud laws of the
Governrment. It is doubtful whether England really owns the North-West, because
the first act of government that England ever accomplished over that North-West
"as to give -it as a prey to the sordid monopoly of the Hudson Bay Company, two
huMdred years ago.

B. Her second act of government of any importance over that country was to give
it i 1870 as a prey to the Canadians.

Our union is, and always will be most respectful towards the American annex
ation, against England and Rome, Manitoba French Canadians.

EXHIBIT No. 16.

The French half-breed, members of the provisional government of the Saskatch.
ewan, have separated from Rome and the great mass of the people have done the same.

If our priests were willing to help us, and up to this time our priests have showu
thexmselves unwilling to leave Rome. They wish to govern us in a manner opposed
to Our interest and they wish to continue and govern us according to the dictates oflm0 XIII..

Dear brothers in Jcsus Christ, for the sake of God come and belp us so that the
e1ntorprise against Rome may be a succees and in return we will do allin our power
tO secure our political rights.

EXHIBIT No. 17.

DEAR RELATIVs,--We have the pleasure to let you know that on the 26th of
last month God has given us a victory over the Mounted Police.

Thirty-five half-breeds and some five and six Cree Indians have met hundred and
twenty policemen and volunteers.

O hank God, we have defeated them. Yourselves, dear relatives, be courageous.
hen what you can. If it is not done, take the stores, the provisions and the muni-

n And without delay come this way, as many as it is possible. Send us newso

LOUIS " DAVID " RIEL, Exovede.
Moïse Ouellette, Damas Carriére,
J. Baptiste Boucher, Emmanuel Champagne,
Donald Ross, Pierre Henry,
Baptiste Parenteau, Pierre Garriêpy,
Maxime Lepine, Albert Monkman,
Charles Trottier, Ambroise Jobin.

The Mounted Police are making preparations for an attack; they are gathering
themIelves in one force, and no delay should exercise; come and reinforce us.
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(Translation.) 
EXHIBIT No. 18.

To the Half-breeds and Indians of Battleford and environs;
Since we wrote you, important matters have occurred. The police came and

attacked us. We met them. God gave us the victory. Thirty half-breeds and five
Crees fought against one hundred and twenty mon. After a fight of thirty-five or
forty minutes, the enemy took to flight

Bless God with us for the success He bas kindly granted us. Rise. Face the
lice. If you possibly can, if the thing is not already done, take Fort Battleford.
estroy it. Save all the goods and provisions and come to us. With your numbers

you can send us a detachment of forty to fifty men.
All that you do, do it for the love of God, under the protection of Jesus Christ, of

the Blessed Virgin, of St. Joseph, and of St. John the Baptist.
Be certain that faith works wonders.

LOUIS " DAVID" RIEL,
Exovede.

Pierre Parenteau, Donald Ross,
Charles Trottier, Pierre Garriêpy,
Bte. Boucher, Damas Carriére,
Pierre Henry, Antoine Jobin.

EXHIBIT No. 19. 15th May, 1886.

Major General FREnD. MIDDLETON.
GENERAL,-I have received only to-day yours of the 13th instant. My council

are dispersed. I wish you would let them go quiet and free. I hear that presently
you are absent. Would I go to Batoche, who is going to receive me ? I will go to
fulatl God'a will.

LOUIS " DAVID " RIEL, Exovede.

EXHIBIT No. 20.
DucK LAKU, 2'1th March, 1885.

To Major CRozIu, Commanding Offcer, Fort Carleton.
SiR-A calamity has fallen upon the country yesterday, you are responsible for

it before God and man.
, Your mon cannot claim that their intentions were peaceable, since they were
biinging along cannons. And they fired many shots first.

God has been pleased to grant us the victory, and as our movement is to save
ici- lives, our victory is good, and we offer it to the Almighty.

Major, we are Christians in war as in peace. We write in the name of God and
of humanity to come and take away your dead, whom we respect. Come and take
them to-morrow before noon.

We enclose herein a copy of a resolution adopted to-day by the representatives
of the French half-bieeds.

LOUIS " DAVID " RIEL, Exovede.
Albert Moiktman, J. Bte. Boucher,
Gabriel Dumont, Damos Carriére,
Norbert Delorme, Bte. Parenteau,
Pierre Garriépy, Pierre Parenteau,
Donald Ross, Amt. Jobin,
Moise Ouellete, David Tourond,
Maxime Lopine, P. Garnot, &ecretary.
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(Copy of Minute.)
That a prisoner be liberated and given a letter to the commanding offieer at

Carlton, inviting him in the name of God and of humanity to come and take away
the bodies of the unfortunate who fell yesterday on his side in the combat; that fhr
from being molested ho will be accompanied by our condolences in the fulfilment of
that sorrowful duty, that we will wait till to-morrow noon. Moved by Mr. Monkman,
seconded by Mr. Jean Baptiste Boucher, and unanimously carried.

Dated 27th March, 1885.

OTTAWA, 15th March, 1886.

_Upon the reference of an Address of the Honorable the House of Commons,
dated the 3rd March, instant, for copies of all documents forming the record in the
0a6 Of Her Majesty against Louis Riel, tried at Regina, including the jury list, the
eames of the jurors challenged, and by whom they were challenged, the list of the
Jurors empanelled, the motions and affidavits filed, the evidence, the incidents of the
trial, the addresses of counsel, and of the prisoner, the charge of the judge, the names
of the judges or assistant judges who tried the case, the names of the coansel for the
Prosecution and for the defence, and, in short, of everr domument whatsoever relating
to the trial, and also of the verdict, and of the recommendationto mercy of the court.
The undersigned has the honor to transmit herewith a complete transcript of the
recOrd and proceedings in the case.

A. POWER, for D. M.J.

RETURN
(43d)

To an ADDRESS of the HousE OF COMMONS, dated 4th March, 1886 ;-

1. For copies of the shorthand notes of the application to postpone
the trial of Louis Riel, for oae month from the 21st July, .885 ; the argu
inents of prisoner's counsel in favor of, and the arguments of the Crown

Counsel against such postponement, and the observations and decis-
ions or rulings of the Judge thereon.

2. The 'shorthand notes of that portion of Charles Nolin's cross-
examination wherein Riel's Counsel endeavored to establish Riel's
insanity ; Riel's protests against that line of defence and his desire to

dispense with the services of his Counsel; and the arguments of Coun-

sel and the observations and decisions or rulings of the Judge thereon.

By Command.
J. A. CHAPLEAU,

Department of the Secretary of State, Secretary of State.
Ottawa, 15th March, 1886.
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OTTAWA, 15th March, 1886.
Upon the reference of an Address to the Honorable the House of Commons,

dated he 4th March, instant, for (1.) A copy of the shorthand notes of the applica-
tion to postpone the trial of Louis Riel for one month from the 21st July, 1885; the
arguments of the prisoner's counsel in favor of, and the arguments of the Crown
counsel against such postponement, and the observations and deoisions or rulings
of the judge thereon.

(2.) The shorthand notes of that portion of Charles Nolin's cross-examination
wherein Riel's counsel endeavored to establish Riel's insanity; Riel's protests against
that line of defence and his desire to dispense with the services of his counsel ; and
the arguments of counsel and the observations and decisions or rulings of the judge
thereo,-the undersigned has the honor to report that the information asked for
by this Address is included in the transcript of the evidence anc proceedings in the
case of Louis Riel transmitted this day in answer to an Address of the said Honor-
able louse, dated the 3rd March, instant.

A. POWER, for Deputy Minister of Justice.
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PETITIONS
(43e)

ADDRESSED to His Excellency the Governor General :-Of A. B. Dunnet,
and others, of Regina, N.W.T., and of A. G. Hamilton, and others, of
Moosomin, N.W.T., severally praying that the sentence passed upon
Louis Riel be not disturbed in any way; that the law be permitted to
take its course, and that Executive clemency be refused. A communi-
cation signed by James Boddy, District Secretary, on be halfot the Loyal
Orange Association of West Toronto, urging the carrying out of the
sentence of death passed upon Louis Riel. Also a letter addressed to
the Honorable the Privy Council, signed by Charles O'Hara, of Cran-
bourne, in the Province of Quebec, laborer, setting forth the necessity
of the carrying out of the sentence of death passed upon Louis Riel.

ToRoNTo, 3rd November, 1885.
Re RIEL.

Dor S1a,-I forward herewith a representation by the Orange body of West
Toronto, for the consideration of the proper authority. You will be kind enough to
SubMit it to Ris Excellency the Governor General.

Yours faithfully,
JAMES BEATY.

eon. J. A. CAtPLEAU, Secretary of State, Ottawa.

WESTERN DISTRICT ORANGE HALL, TORONTo, 2nd November, 1885.
DEAR SIR,-The Orangemen of this district would respectfully approach you, as

ouir representative in Parliament, concerning the case of Riel, now under sentence of
deatb, for his recent acts of violence, bloodshed and treason.

We regret that in so clear a case it should be necessary to remind the Govern.
]nent of their duty in the premises, and express our unanimous feelings on this ques-
tion, but the fact that public meetings have been called in favor of Riel, and in defence
Of his conduct, in the Lower Province, and especially by the Roman Catholics, and
that the most strenuous efforts are being put forth by these parties and by Riel'a
friends to secure a commutation of his sentence, renders it imperative upon us as a
loyal and Protestant association, that we should express to the Government ourviews and deep convictions on this subject.

The pardon of Riel was i esorted to befoi e. The exile of Riel from Canada was
tried before. The honor of Riel was tried before, when he promised never to set foot
in Canada again, and all have miserably failed.

His murderous intentions have only been intensifying. The pardon but
emboldened him to treat British laws and British leniency with contempt, and the
slanghter Of loyal and law-abiding British subjects has been ten-fold more appallingtha on the former occasion. Mcn lie buried there of whom even that country,
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graind as il is, is not worthy-some of the best, the noblest and truest of Canada'%
noble and loyal sons.

We would, therefore, most urgently and earnestly request you to use all your
influence with the Government to have the sentence passed upon Riel by his
countrymen confirmed by the Supreme Court of the Province, and sustained by the
Privy Ciouncil of England, carried into effect.

We trust that you will entreat of the Government not to allow any petitions,
requests or influences from Riel's friends, or from any other source, to prevail on
them to commute the sentence, postpone the same, or in any way alter the jtist
sentence that now hangs over this self-doomed man.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
JAMES BODDY,

District Secretary, on behalf of the Loyal Orange Association of West Toronto.
To JAMEs BEATY, Esq., M.P., West Toronto.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETAÉY oF STATE, OTTAWA, 4th November, 1885.
Si,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 3rd

instant, transmitting for submission to His Excellency the Governor General a
communication addressed to you by the Loyal Orange Association of West Toronto,
relative to the sentence passed upon Louis Riel, and to state that the matter will
receive consideration.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
IIENRY J. MORGAN, Acting Under Secretary of State.

To JAMES BEATY, Esq., Q.C., M.P., Toronto, Ont.

To the Honorable the Privy Council of Canada:
GENTLEMEN,-Please excuse me for taking the liberty of sending you this letter,

to express my best wishes to you. And 1 shall always pray to God for your welfare,
my venerated and illustrious superiors, Sir John Macdonald especially:-

I regret very much, to my dissatisfaction, to know that Louis David Riel,
Dumont, Dubue, Laepine and numerous others, half-breeds and Indians has had the
uncalled for and murderous audacity of making partizan war against us English-
speaking people, few in numbers as we are, from our Governor General down to the
humblest in the land.

My well beloved and venerated superiors, I must say, as I believe I speak the
truth, that we English-speaking people in Canada or wherever else we are, that it is
the sweetest savor of their nostrils to annihilate us if they can. And as you know
they have succeeded in murdering a great number of our people for many past
years; and the notorious Riel has had a spontaneous number of people in the United
States. And, whereas, those people dislike monarchical forms of government,
therefore you are in danger from the same class. But with the blessing of God we
will yet conquer the blood-thirsty Indian and all his abettors. And all our English-
speaking brethren or race, of whatever political principle we are of, will yet come
to a perfect understanding with oue another, and so, therefore, will give no chance
to the savage red man of lNorth America or to the black cannibals of Central Africa
to decirpate.

If this Riel, who is all of French and Indian instinct, will receive the gallows,
then the English-speaking people might bc more secure of their lives.

They threaten war to the knife, and the time will come when they will get it,
end may never be able to threaten or do it again.

I remain, honorable gentlemen of the Privy Council of Canada,
Your most obedient and very humble servant,

CHARLES O'HARA, Laborer.
CRANBOURNE, Que., 21st September, 1885.

P.S. -The United States and us will come to a perfect understanding yet. Al
must be just and fear not.
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REGINA, 2nd September, 1885.
s1R,-I have the honor, at the request of the citizens of Regina, to enclose two

petitions on the subject of the sentence of Louis Riel.
I am, Sir, your obdient servant,

N. F. DAVIN.
To the Hon. the Secretary of State for Canada.

TO His Excellency the Most Honorable Henry Charles Keith Petty Fitzmaurice,
G. C. a. G., Marquis of Lansdowne, Governor General of Canada:

The petition of the undersigned residents of the town of Regina, N.W.T,, and
vicinity, humbly showeth:

Your petitioners have been made aware that efforts are being put forth, and
Petitions are being signed in the Province of Quebec for the purpose of having the
death sentence pronounced on Louis Riel, for high treason, commuted.

Your petitioners are convinced that the said Louis Riel had a fair and impartial
trial, and should the verdict of the jury in any way be disturbed there will be great
dissatisfaction in this country, and there will be grave danger of a recurrence of the
treasonable acts of which the said Louis Riel has been convicted, and confidence in
the Government of this country will be greatly shaken.

We think it absolutely necessary in the interests of the North-West of Canada,
ad of law the world over, that criminals, such as Louis Riel, should be shown no
leniency, as. by his actions in the past he.has set the laws of the Dominion at defi-
ance by an armed insurrection, resulting in great expense to the country and in the
108 of many brave men's lives.

Your petitioners, therefore, most respectfully pray that the sentence passed on
Louis Riel be not disturbed in any way ; that the law be permitted to take its course,
and that executive clemency be refused.

And your petitioners will ever pray, &c.
A. B. Dunnet, Alex. Shoppard,
George Anderson, Robert Robson,
F. Stanley Simpson, Daniel Mowat,
A. A. Doig, John S. Laidlaw,
J. R. Simpson, John Lyon,
F. Arnold, William Russell,
Heinrick lollnick, D. W. Bob,
Auguste Hollniok, A. D. Ferguson,
Jenner A. Elliott, D. B. McF dyen
W. B. Cameron, J. Phillips Watts,
Jas. Brown, R. G. R. Eden,
Wm. J. Brine, J. W. Smith,
Joseph Buckland, John Dawson,
H. J. McInnes, R. B. Fergusson,
J. H. Metcalfe, James Sellick,
Robert Anderson, Joa. O. Irvine,
E. B. Read, Rimbler Paul,
W. G. Pettinguoe, Thos. McNicolp
T. M. Orapper, G. B. Wallace.

DEPaRTMNT OF TEEI SECOaCTARY OF STATIC OF CANADA,
OTTAWA, 8th Soptembor, 1885.

Sm,-I have the honor to acknowledgo tho receipt of your letter of the 2ndinstant, transmitting a potition to, is Excellency the Governor.General, from certain
'of APTh esidents of IRégina; N.W.To> praying that the sentence pronouneod againsi
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Louis Riel be not disturbed in any way, and to state that the matter will receive con-
aideration.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
G. POWELL, Under Becretary of State.

NIcH0LAs FLOOD DAVIN, Rsq., Barrister-at-Law, Regina, N.W.T.

REGINA, N.W.T., 20th August, 1885.

Si,-I have the horor at the request of the people of Moosomin to forward to
you for His Excellency the Governor General, the enclosed petition.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
NICHIOLAS FLOOD DAVIN.

-The Honorable the Secretary of State for Canada.

To Ris Excellency the Most Honorable Sir Henry Charles Keith Petty-Fitzmaurice,
G.C.M.G., Marquis of Lamdowne, Governor General of Canada :

The petition of the undersigned residents of the town of Moosomin, N.W.T.,
and vicinity, humbly showeth :

Your petitioners have been made aware that efforts are being put fbrth, and
petitions are being signed in the Province of- Quebec, for the purpose of having the
death sentence, pronounced on Louis Riel for high treason, commuted.

Your petitioners are convinced that the said Louis Riel had a fair and impartial
trial, and should the verdict of the jury in any way be disturbed there will be great
dissatisfaction in this country, and there will be grave danger of a recurrence of the
treasonable acts of which the said Louis Riel has been convicted, and confidence in
the Government of this country will be greatly shaken.

We think it absolutely necessary in the interests of the North-West of Canada, and
of law the world over, that criminals such as Louis Riel should be shown no leniency,
as by his actions in the past he bas set the laws of the Dominion at defiance by an
armed insurrection, resulting in great expense to the country and in the loss of
many brave men's lives.

Your petitioners therefore most respectfully pray that the sentence passed on
Louis Riel be not disturbed in any way, that the law be permitted to take its course,
and that executive clemency be refused, and your petitioners will ever pray, &c.

A. G. Hamilton, A. S. Smith,
Thomas Beer, S. Field,
D. Macfarlane, J. McCurdy,
B. Warwick, George Cowan,
R. G. Carruthers, John Campbell,
Thomas Ramsay, David Carnahan,
O. Neff, A. McCormick,
George Parke, James Robinson,
George Campbell, William Thompson,
Robert Shaw, W. James Dickson)
George McKennit, IL Lamb,
J. A. Rutledge, J. Daniel,
C. H. Westbrook, John McGuire,
James Campbell, John Routty,
W. M. Dickie, Richard Walsh,
R. W. McKennit, John B. Scott,
E. Il. McCrea, John Cummings,
A. 1, Richards, J. N. Berthelot,
W. il. Maulson, M. Dimmick,
W. Il. Husband. Robert Tucker,
D. H. McCallum, H. H.'Jell,
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Alfred Elmore,
Colin McLean,
Amos Kinsey,
John Hind,
John Smithers,
James Hart,
E. B. McCrea,
R. D. MeNaughton,
M. Morrison,
R. J. Noble,
H. C. Buchanan,
W. J. Smith,
James Paul,
Joseph Featherson,
S. Sutherland,
F. H. Bush,
Richard Fees,
F. MoPherson,
John McKenzie,
A. York,
E. Treaves,
F. G. Lewin,
A. S. Rutledge,

Wm. Laidlaw,
Thomas H. Wilson,
F. T. Carman,
A. R. Sutherland,
W. Bristol,
J. W. McDermid,
J. F. Williams,
T. N. Huddlestom,
C. W. Crawford,
Thomas Ewen,
John Pretan,
J. R. Whittington,
John Morrison,
S. B. McAlpinn,
Robert Mills,
A. Bell,
A. Galloway,
William Redmond,
C. J. Johnson,
Thomas Jones,
H. Smith,
W. J. Akins.

DEPARTMENT oF THE SEcRETAR OF STATU OF CANADA,
OTTAWA, 27th August, 1885.

Sxa,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 20th inst.
Iransm,1tting a petition to Ris Excellency the Governor General from certain residents

of Moosomin N.W.T., praying that the sentence passed on Louis Riel be not dia-
turbed in any way, and to state that the matter will receive consideration.

I have the honor to be Sir, your obedient servant,
G. POWELL Under 8ecretary of &tate.

. LOOD DAVIN, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, Regina, N.W.T.

RETURN
(43f)

To an ADDRESS of the bOusE OF COMMONS, dated 4th March, 1886 ;-For

copies of all petitions, communications and representations in favor o
the commutation of the sentence of Louis Fiel.

Department of the Secretary of State,
22nd March, 1886.

By Comnuand.
J. A. CHAPLEAU,

Secretary of State.

IdsT OF PETITIO>NS, &a., praying for the commutation of the sentence passed on
Louis Riel.

Prom inhabitants of, &c., PreBented by
International Arbitration and Peace Association........Telegram from London.Yarennes.....................................F. X. Perrault.
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From Inhabitants of, &;c. Preumnted by
Three Rivers..................................
Nicolet.............................................................. . T. E
Township of Clarence, County of Russell, Ont..................
Whitehali, New York, U.S.A....... ......... . .. .....
County of Two Mountains.............................................A. Séguin.
Roxton and Roxton Falls...........................................
Batiscan, St. Prosper and St. Geneviève...............W. T. Trudel,
St. Hyacinthe..........................................................j. Boivin.
St. Narcisse...............................
Trois Pistoles...................................
Manitoba, Ste. Anne des Chênes...................................

do St. F.-X., Prairie du Cheval Blanc.....................
do St. Joachim la Broquerie................................

Yamachiche, Shawenegan and St. Etienne................E. Gérin.
Three Rivers.............................................................
Quebec ................................................................... E. Pacaud.
L'Islet ........................................ P. B. Casgrain, M.P.
St. Jean Port Joli....................................................
County of Rimouski.................. ........... ...........- Dr. Fiset.
Chicago, U.S...-- ................................
St. Louis " ...................... ......... .... ............. J. M. Hamilton.
Urbana " ...........- ........ J........................... j. H. James.
Fraserville .......... •...................... . .............. C. E. Pouliot.
St, François de Montmagny........... .... ....
County of Montmagny............... ....... ,............... ........
N.-D. du Mont Carmel............................ ....................
St. Sauveur and City of Quebec......................... F. A. Dion, M.D.
]Rim ouski............. ................. ........................ .........
County of Essex, Ont.......... ...... ............ E. Pacaud.
St. Etienne de la Malbaie....... ..................
St. Roch des Aulnais................................................... , B. Casgrain, M.P.
St. Paul............................. ....................
Coaticook................................................................. P. Brouillet.
St. John, Que.................. ......... ....... F. G. Marchand, M.P.P.
Farnham.............................................................. P. A. D'Artois, Mayor.
St. Pierre, Montmagny................................................T. Proulx, Mayor.
Cranbourne. .............. ......... .................................... E. Pacaud.
Holyoke, U.S............ ............. ............................... L. Laframboise.
Rimouski.......... .............--. ---............... ............ A. R. Fiset.
Montmagny.................. -............................. ........... A. Carbonneau, Mayor.
Cap St. Ignace..........................................D. Dion.
County of Maskinongé.................. ............A. L. Desaulniers, M.P.

do l'Assomption... .......... ...................F. Archambault, Mayor.
Manitoba, Red River District........................................
Minnesota, U.S.......... ....... ................. Desjardins, M.P.
St. Jean d'Iberville......................................F. E. Marchand, M.P.P.
City of Ottawa.......................................... ........ S. Drapeau.
County of Iberville....................................................L. Lorrain.
Manitoba, County of Morris..........................................A. F. Martin.
Qu'Appelle Valley......................................................
$oral............................ ..........................................
Granville, France...............................L. Deor (Telegram).
Sherbrooke..................... .................. ............... . C. Bélanger.
Compton .............. ......................... ... do
Sherbrooke .................... ... George Moore.
Nashua, N.K, U.S..............................
Paris........ .... ............ ....................... ,......... Adam (Telegram).
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(Telegram to the Governor General, care of P. C. Patteson, vid Ottawa, from London.)

ToRoNTO, 15th August, 1885.
International Arbitration and Peace Association, 38 Parliament street, London,

respectfully suggest remission death sentence Riel and associates on ground such
step produce concord between classes and races.

(No signature.)

(Translation.) VARENNEs, 2th August, 1885.

2To -Ris Excellency the Governor General of Canada:

I bave the honor to submit to you the following resolution, which was unani-
mnously adopted at a public meeting of the inhabitants of the parish of Varennes, on
Sunday, 16th August, instant.

" That the citizens of Varennes, in public meeting assembled, pray that His
Excellency the Governor General may be pleased to grant a commutation of the sen-
tencO of death pronounced against Louis Riel, and a general amnesty to ail the half-
breeds who took part in the North-West rebellion."

Trusting that Your Excellency will accede to this our prayer, I beg Your
Excellency to accept the expression of our entire and most respectful devotedness.

By order of the Chairman, Mayor of the Parish, the Secretary,
F. Hi. PERRAULT,

Chevalier de la Légion d'Honneur and Ex-Member of Parliament.

THREE iRIVERs, 20th August, 1885.

81R,-I have the honor to transmit to you to-day two petitions praying for a
COInutation of the sentence recorded against Louis Riel; one from the citizens of
Three Rivers and the other from the inhabitants of Nicolet.

I beg to ask you to submit the said petitions for the consideration of His
0xcellency the Governor General.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient humble servant,

L. 0. MÉTHOT, Advocate, Secretary of County.

hoI. The Secretary of State, Ottawa.

27o -8is Excellency the Governor General:

MAY IT PLEASE YoUR EXCELLENO,-The undersigned inhabitants of the town of
Xicolet, in the district of Three Rivers, convinced that the crime of Louis Riel, lately
(oonvicted of high treason at Regina in the North-West Territorics, is the result of
aberration of bis mind rather than of malice, beg, through Your Excellency, Her
Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria to exercise in favor of the said Louis Riel her
high prerogative and commute the sentence passed against him on the first day of
August, instant:

Ph. Suzor, Priest, F. L. Desaulniers, Ecclesiastio.
I. Gélinas, Priest, Sap. S. N., F. A. S. Germain, do
A. N. Bellemare, Priest, Geo. Bail, Mayor,
U. G. Pinet, do firs. Mansean, Mayor,
Jos. Blais, do Geo. David) N.Pe,
Thos. M. O. Moreau, do B. Lecomte,
Zeph. Lahaye, do Dr. D. B. G. Dosaulniers,
Ph. Manseau, do And 111 others.
Arthur H. Papillon, Ecclesiastio,
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To Bis Excellency the Right Honorable Sir -Henry Charles Keith Petty Fitzmaurice,
Mai quis of Lansdowne, P.C., G.C.M.G., Governor General of Canada:

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXOELLENc,-The undersigned, citizens of the city and
district of Three Rivers, convi nced that the crime of Louis Riel, recently convioted of
high treason at Regina in the North-West Territories, was the result of aberration of
mind rather than of malice, beg, through Your Excellency, to pray that Her Most
Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria may exercise her high prerogative in favor of the
said Louis Riel, and commute the sentence passed upon him on lst August, instant.

t L.F., Bp.of Three Rivers,
F. X. Cloutier, Pt. C., Curé of Three Rivers,
A. Polette, Retired Judge of the Sup. Court,
D. iloude, Priest, Curate,
Arthur Turcotte, .P.P.,
And about 600 other signatures.

THREE RIVERa, 20th August, 1885.

I, Joseph Georges ienri Méthot, of the city of Three Rivers, law student,
solemnly declare that all the foregoing signatures were obtained from the persons
aforesaid, knowingly and in gnod faith, and I make this solemn declaration consci.
entiously believing it to be true and in pursuance of the Act passed in the thirty-
seventh year of fier Majesty's reign, intituled: " An Act for the suppression of
voluntary and extra-judicial oaths."

J. G. fi. MÉTHOT.
Received and attested before me this

20th day of August, 1885.
F. fI. LAPRu, J.P.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE, OTTAWA, August, 1885.
SîR,'I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 20th instant,

transmitting two petitions addressed to fis Excellency the Governor General, one
from the citizans of Three Rivers and the other from those of Nicolet, praying for a
commutation of the sentence passed against Louis Riel at Regina, and to inform you
that the said petitions will receive consideration.

I have, &c.,
G. POWELL,

J. G. H. MÉTOT, Esq., Three Rivers, Que. Under Secretary of State.

To lis Excellency the Right Ronorable Sir Henry Charles Keith Petty Fitzmaurice,
Marquis of Lansdowne, P.C., G.C.M.G., Governor General of Canada :
MAY IT PLEASE Youa ExcELLENY,-The undersigned residents of the township

of Clarence, county of Russell, Ontario, respectfully showeth;
That the North-West troubles might have been prevented;
That Louis Riel who was condemned to be hanged for having taken part there-

in was judged by an incompetent tribunal, which refused to grant the delays neces-
sary for the settlement of so serious a question;

That the said Riel was guilty of a political offence in like degree with a large
number of other subjects of fier Majesty, who were pleading for certain rights of
which they considered themselves maliciously deprived, and that it would be impru-
dent and unjust to punish those who, being compromised, submitted themselves and
eraved the clemenoy of the Government;

That we cannot help protesting against a like denial of justice;
Whorefore, we beg Your Excellency to extend to the said Louis Riel the royal

clemency with which you are entrusted and grant him a trial before a competent tri-
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banal or a commutation of his penalty in order to the avoiding of more extended
trouble and the maintaining of that harmony which has ever prevailed amongst the
People of the Dominion.

And your petitioners will ever pray. THOS. CARON, Ptr., Curé,

JOS. PILON, C. M.,
Dr. A. V. DESROSIERS,
ONÉSIME GUIBORD, Merchant,
TELESPHORE PERRIER, P. M.,
And 750 others.

To Uis Excellency the Governor General of Canada in Council:
The petition of the undersigned French-Canadians of Whitehall, N.Y., in meet-

Ing assembled, respectfully showeth :
That your petitioners, though far away from their native land, have closely fol-

lowed the proceedings just concluded at Regina, N.W.T., in the sentence of death
against Louis Riel, charged with high treason;

That we are sincerely convinced that Mr. Richardson overstepped his duty on
the judicial bench, and exhibited partiality and animosity against Louis Riel;

That the said judge refused to Riel the means of justifying himself, by not per.
!flitting bis best witnesses to tostify in his behalf ;

That the said judge disgraced the bench by his fanatical and indeoent language
When he declared that Riel could not expect any sympathy and that he would car-
t4inly be executed;

That the evidence produced at the trial is amply sufficient to convince us;
That Riel is not mentally sound and that a medical commission should be ap-

Pointed to enquire into his mental condition and report thereon;
That a commission should also be appointed to enquire into the constant provo-eation given by the conduct of Major Crozier who is in our opinion the prime causeof the bloodshed in the North-West, and also into the conduct of the troops under

General Middleton and their excesses, pillage and rapine after the battle of Batoche.
Wherefore your petitioners pray His Excellency in Council to take this petition

into consideration, grant a fair trial to Louis Riel and extend clemency to the poli-
tical chief of the half-breed race.

A&nd will ever pray.
P. DIONNE, Capt. of Str. J. G. Withestate,
J. S. ETHIER, Priest, Curé,
ONÉSIME JEAN, Mayor,
And 63 others.

WHITIIHALL, N. Y., 23rd August, 1885.

Province of Quebec, } At a special meeting of coancil of
uni cipality of the County of Two Mountains. f this municipality of the county of

TWo Mountains duly convoked by the warden and held at St. Scholastique in said
"Ounty, at its usual place of meeting, on the 27th May, 1885, under the provisions of
the Municipal Code of this Province, whereat were present: Antoine Séguin, Esquire,Mayor of St. Eustache, and warden of the counity, Leonard A. Fortier Esq., Mayor of St.
Scholastique, Joseph Marcotte, Esq., Mayor of St. Augustin, Félix Dumoulin, Esq.
Mayor of t. Monique, constituting a quorum of the councit presided over by the
Warden, the other members of the council havimg received notice of the calling of
the said meeting.

Minutes of the last meeting read and approved.
Mr. Leonard Fortier presented for signature by the members of the county

council draft of a petition to His Exoellency the Governor General, praying for com-
'autation of the sentence of death passed against Louis Riel and an anmesty for ail
slbjects of Her Majesty implicated in the North-West troubles. HeI made severat
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sensible remarks upon the said petition and moved the adoption thereof. Motion
adopted unanimously. The same was thereupon signed by the members present at
the meeting, and the warden was instructed to cause the same to be signed by the
other members of this council and to forward the petition to its destination.

A. SÉGUIN, Warden,
ANTOINE FORTIER, D. W.

A true copy,
ANTOINE FORTIi, Sec.-Treas.

To His Excellency the Right Ronorable Sir Henry Charles Keith Petty Fitzmaurice
Marquis of Lansdowne, P. C., G. C. M. G., Governor General of Canada :
MAY IT PLEASE YoURa EXCELLENCY,-The undersigned, municipal oouncillors of

the county of Two Mountains, beg to state:
That they have attentively followed the several phases of the trial of Louis Riel,

sentenced by the court at ]Regina, N.W.T., to be hanged on the 18th of September
next;

That the offence of which the said Louis *Riel was convicted is purely political,
and was shared in by a large number of subjects of Her Majesty; that it would be
imprudent to punish him with severity;

That the case of Louis Riel is the case of all the half-breeds of the North-West,
of whom he was constituted the defender; that the rights of the latter cannot be
ignored without refusing them the justice due to every free citizen ;

That the circumstances which provoked the recent insurrection in the North-
West and the extraordinary proceedings which marked the trial and sentence of
Louis Riel have produced an amount of resentment amongst the people calculated to
impair the harmony which should prevail amongst the varions races living in Canada;

That the execution Of Louis iRiel would, under the circumustances aforesaid, be
considered a refusal to do justice to a numerous class of Her Majesty's subjects, and
might become a lamentable cause of dangerous conflicte, and drive into despair
respectable and peaceable persons;

Wherefore your petitioners pray:
That Your Excellency will commute the sentence of death passed against Louis

Riel and grant an amnlesty to al subjects of Her Majesty implicated in the North-
West troubles.

And we will ever pray.
Ant. Séguin, Warden. James Murphy, Mayor.
Hubert Permette, Mayor. Dolphis Angrignon do
Félix Dumoulin do Exanériste Girouard do
Joseph Marcotte do Senérée Wanette do
Eméry Féré do Jean Marie Lafrance do
James Murray do Dr. Leonard A. Fortier do

We, the undersigned, approve of the foregoing petition and beg His Excellency
to grant the prayer thereof.

J. B. DAOUST, M.P.

ST. BUSTÂiEM, 29th August, 1885. CHAS. L. CHAMPAGNE, Q.C.

DEPARTMENT OF TUE SECRnTARY oF STATE, OTTAWA, 1st Sept., 1885.
SIR,-I beg to acknowledge receipt of a petition addressed to His Excellency

the Governor General by the Municipal Council of the County of Two Mountains,
praying for a commutation of the sentence passed against Louis Rie], and to inforIa
you that the said petition will be taken into consideration.

I have, &c.,
G. POWELL, Under Beeretary of State.

ANTOnu SÉomir, Esq., Warden, St. Scholastique, Quebec.
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To lis Excellency the Right Honorable Sir Henry Charles Keith Petty Fitzmaurice
Marquis of Lansdowne, Governor General of Canada, &c. :
The petition of the undersigned inhabitants of the township of Roxton and theVillage of Roxton Falls, in the county of Shefford, Province of Quebec and Dominion

Of Canada,
RESPECTFULLY SHOWET:

That at a public meeting held at the said village on the 23rd August, instant
the following resolution was adopted and signed by the parties whose signatures are
thereunto appended. That your petitioners herein give the words of the said resolu-
tion to form part of this their petition:

That the execution of Louis Riel, now under sentence of death in the prison at
Ilegina, would revive memories which the spirit of toleration for which the French
Canadian people are well noted seemed to make them anxious to forget and that the
18nle of Lansdowne should for ever relegate into oblivion the odium ineffaceably
attached to that of the sanguinary Colborne;

That no beneficial consequence can result from the execution;
That if the fanaticism manifested in the form of the trial of Riel is to have free

oOpe in preference to a well-considered policy, Quebec, which has ever been a
coulterpoise to the annexation ideas of Ontario, might, it may well be feared, become
itself the stronghold of those same ideas; for it would be easier for her people to
fraternise with their foreign neighbor than keep watch against his encroachments,
and they might be led to cherish the idea of making an eochange of masters, and with
the native common sense of a Poundmaker, prefer the ravisher of their national life
to the destroyer of their liberty;
. That the poor half-breeds and Indians being in every respect treated as minors,

Will be difficult to justify in the eyes of the civilized world a paternal chastisement
resulting in the death of the child ;

That your petitioners cannot but doubt the perfect sanity of Riel's mind when
they reflect that he retained to the last, as his chief confidant, entrusted with the
secret of his every movement, a man whom the luminaries of Regina unanimously
and Most promptly pronounced to be insane;

That in view of these circumstances your petitioners humbly but earnestl pray
that it may please Your Excellency to commute the sentence of the unfortunate Riel,
or grant him a full and complete pardon;

And your petitioners will ever pray.
G. ROUSSIN, Clhairman.
P. LACROIX,
J. B. De GROSBOIS,

leoXTON FALLs, 24th August, 1885. And 530 others.

ST. GENEVIÈVE DE BATIsCAN, 2nd September, 1885.
SI,-I have the honor to transmit to you sundry petitions, signed by inhabi-

tants of Batiscan, St. Prosper de Champlain and St. Geneviève de Batiscan, together
With a copy of resolutions adopted by the citizens of the last named parish, asking
for a commutation of the sentence of Louis Riel, and to beg that you will kindly pre.
sent the same to His Excellency the Governor General.

Yours truly,
H. T. TRUDEL, Secretary.

on. J. A. CHAPLEAU, Secretary of State, Ottawa.

To His Excellency the Right Honorable Sir Henry Charles Keith Petty Fitzmaurice,Marquis of Lansdowne P.C., G.C.M.G., Governor General of Canada :
YoUR EXCELLENCY,-The undersignedinhabitants of the parish of St. Prosper and

district of Three Rivers, convinced that the crime of Louis Riel, lately convicted of
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high treason at Regina, in the North-West Territories, was the resuit of aberration of
intellect rather than of malice, beg, tbrougb Your Excellency, that 1er Most Gra-
cious Majesty Queen Victoria may exercise, in behalf of the said Louis Riel, ber high
prerogative and commute the sentence recorded against him on the lst August
instant.

D. Fortin, Priest, J. B. Massicotte, J. P.,
Alphée Massicotte, Thomas Massicotte,
Xavier Frigon, Isidore Houde,
Albert Massicotte, Lucien Massicotte,
Hubert Honde, P. E. Cloutier, Merchant,
Alphée Gravel, G. O. Leduc,
Joseph Vezina, Louis Bacon,
André ioude, Thomas Gagnon, and others.

To lis Excellency the Right Bonorable Sir -Henry Charles Keith Petty Fiznaurice,
Marquis of Lansdowne, P.C., O.C.M. G., Governor General of Canada :

Youu EXcELLENc,-The undersigned inhabitants of the parlibh of St. François
Xavier de Batiscan and of the district of Three Rivers, convinced that the crime of
Louis Riel, recently convicted of high treason at Regina, in the North-West Terri-
tories, was the result of aberration of mind rather than of malice, beg, through Your
Excellency, that Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria may exercise, in behalf
of the said Louis Riel, ber high prerogative and commute the sentence passed against
him on the Ist August instant.

J. fi. Thibaudeau, Priest, Curé, Théophile St. Cyre,
E. M. Baril, A gt. N. S. Ry., George Prenmeau,
Ephraim Brunelle, A. Cinq Mars,
J. H. Marchildon, J. P., H. Brunelle,
G. Marquis, Merchant, Pierre La Raye,
Elie Lallayo, Louis Lacoursière,
Hylarion La Haye, Pierre Despins,
F. X Moreau, And 45 others.
F. Marchand, Mayor,

To Ris Excellency he Most Honorable Sir -Henry Charles Keith Petty Fitzmaurice,
.G. C. M G., Marquis of Lansdowne, Governor General of Canada:

YOUR EXCELLENO,-Tbe undersigned inhabitants of the parish of Champlain,
and of the distrint of Three Rivers, convinced that the crime of Louis Riel, recently
convicted of bigh treason at Regina, N.W.T., was the result of aberration of intel-
lect rather than of malice, beg, tbrough your Excellency, ibat Ber Most Gracions
Majesty Queen Victoria may exercise ber high prerogative in bebalf of the said
Louis Riel, and commute the sentence passed agairst him on the 1st of August, irst.

N. Marconx, Ptre, Ch., Curé de
Champlain. Olivier Durand,

Joseph Massicotte, Mayor, L. P. Daotin,
L. Bd. Dubord, M.D., Jean Coté,
F. X. Grandimont, Laurent Chantier,
R. Lamothe, J.P. Leonard Lacroix,
Casimir Turcotte, Alf. Sauvageau,
Cléoph. Morin, J. Blumont,
Zéphire Kercotte, And 50 others.

CONSTITUTIONAL AGITATION IN FAVOR OF RIEL.
At a meeting of the inhabitants of the parish of St. Géneviève de Batiscan, duly

called by the Mayor, and held in the large room of N. B. Massicotte, Esq., on Sun-
day, 23rd August, 1885, after divine service in the forenoon, whereat were present
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all the notables of the parish, Mayor P. Trudel was called to the chair, and David
Tancréde Trudel was appointed secretary.

Messrs. P. Trudel, Fred. Filteau, N. B. Massicotte and D, T. Trudel successivelyaddressed the meeting.
The following resolutions were unanimously adopted
Whereas in view of the evidence given in the course of the trial of Louis Riel, a

stron1g impression prevails that the said Louis Riel is lacking in the intellectual
quialities required to make him legally responsible for his acts ; that the verdict of
guilty, coupled with a recommendation to the mercy of the Crown, as renderéd by
the jury, bears that interpretation, as the latter have themselves declared, and that
hi ceondemnation to capital punishment goes beyond what they intended ;

Whereas in the interests of justice it is neceEsary to put an end to this state of
Uncrtainty and remove all causes of public agitation;

Whereas in civilized communities capital punishment is no longer inflicted on
persons convicted of political crimes;

On motion of P. Germain, Esquire, seconded by N. B. Massicotte, Esquire,
Resolved, That an humble address be presented by the inhabitants of the parish

of St. Géneviève de Batiscan to His Excellency the Governor General, praying for a
cOmmutation of the penalty of the said Louis Riel.

PHILIPPE TRUDEL, Chairman.
D. T. TRUDEL, ecretary.

To His Excellency the Right flonorable Sir Herry Charles Keith Petty Fitzmaurice
G. C.M.G., Marquis of Lansdowne, Governor General of Canada :

MAY IT PLEASE YouR EXCELLENCY,-The undersigned inhabitants of the parish
f St. Géneviève de Batiscan, and of the district of Three Rivers, convinced that the

crime of Louis Riel, recently convicted of high treason at Regina. N.W.T., is the
result of aberration of mind rather than of malice, beg through Your Excellency to
ray that fer Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria may exorcise in favor of Louis

.iel her high prerogative and commute the sentence passed upon him on the 1st
Âugust instant.

Philippe Trudel, Mayor, Th. Prendergast,
R. A. Noiseaux, Ptre., Curé, Camille Veillet,
B. Baril, Ptre., !irect. Sem., Three Rivers.Olivier Trudel,
Robt. Trudel, M.P.P., Irvine Johnston,
G. H. Dufresne, Registrar, Jos. H. Armand,
N. P. Massicotte, N. St. Arnaud,
B. Filteau, J.P., J. A. Massicotte,
F. H. Norbert, C.M., And 151 others.

DEPARTMENT OF SECRETARY OF STATE, OTTAWA, 3rd September, 1885.
SIE,-I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 2nd instant, transmitting

eatitions of a certain number of inhabitants of the undermentioned parishes: St.
rosper, St. François Xavier de Batiscan, Champlain and St. Germain de Batiscan,

Of the District of Three Rivers, praying for commutation of sentence of death passed
"pon Louis Riel, and to inform you that the said petitions will receive consideration.

I have, &c.,
G. POWELL, Under Secretary of State.

To 1. J. TaUnEL, R8q., St. Géneviève de 3atiscan, Que.
ST. HYACINTHE, 31st August, 1885.

SI,-I transmit to you horewith the petition of the inhabitants of St. Hyacinthe
to 'is Excellency the Governor General.

Your servant,
JOS. BOIVIN, Secretary of Meeting.

Eo. Secretary of State, Ottawa.
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To His Excellency the Right -Honorable Sir Henry Charles Keith Petty Fitzmaurice,
G.C.M.G., Marquis of Lansdowne, Governor General of Canada:

MAY IT PLEASE YoUR EXCELLENo,-The undersigned beg to represent that
Louis Riel, who has been sentenced to be hanged on the 18th September next, is one
of their fellow countrymen for whom they venture to solicit the royal clemency
entrusted to Your Excellency; that the offence of which the said Riel was convicted
is purely political, and is shared in by a large number of Her Majesty's subjects, and
that it would be imprudent to punish him with severity.

That the evidence produced at the trial demonstrates that much doubt exists
respecting the mental condition of the convict, and consequently respecting his legal
responsibility in view of the derangement of his mind, a doubt which the jury
expressed by recommending the accused to the clemency of the Crown;

That the executiun of Riel, under the circumstances, might become a deplorable
cause of dangerous conflicts;

Wherefore your petitioners pray that Your Excellency may commute the sen-
tence of death passed upon Louis Riel.

And will ever pray.
J. H . Morin,
Onésime Frederic, T. ]E. Morin,
Aimable Corriveau, jun., A. Richer,
Arthur Dulif, V. Mon,
Alfred Bertrand, Octave Yarest,
André Laderoute, John Arbour,
A. D. Enis, Pierre Lajeunesse,
J. M. Charbonneault, B. St. Germain,
Isidore Charbonneau, sen., Simon Maithot,
Dr. Tiernay du Laval, Augustin Martin,
François Charbonbeau, James Mailleux,
Isidore Charbonneau, jun., Aimé Garotte,
G. A. de Laval Tiernay, M. D. R. Marsevault,
J. B. Blanchet, A. Jabotte,
P. Morin, Joseph Mathieu,
T. Robitaille, IL Mathieu.
Ambroise MeTn, And many others.

DPARTMENT 0F SECRETAU Op ST&TE, OTTAWA, 3rd September, 1885.

SIR,-I beg te acknowledge receipt cf your letter of 3Ist uit., transmitting a
petition addressed te lus Excellency the Governor GeneraI by certain inhabDitants of
St. Hlyacinthe, asking for a commutation cf the sentence cf dcath passed upon Louis
Riel, and to inform yeu that the isaid petition. wiIl receive consideration.

O ave c &c. Y
G. POWELL, Under Secretar f State.

Jos. BoiviN, Esq., St. HRyacinthe, Que.

l'o Ris -Excellency the Riaht Hlonoraible Sir -Henry Charles Keith .Petty FitzmauWfe,
.Marquis of Lansdouwne) -P..9 G.C.M.G., Governor General of Canada:

YOUa EXCELLEcNcy,-The undersigned inhabitants of the parish cf St. Narcisse
and district cf Three, Rivers, convinced that the crime cf Louis IRiel, recently con-
vioted of high treaison, at Regina, N.W.T., is the resuit of aberration of mmnd rather
than cf malice, beg, throngh Your Exceliency, te pray that Hler Most Graciouff
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Majesty Queen Victoria may exercise in behalf of the said Louis Riel her high pre-
rogative and commute the sentence passed upon him on the 1st August instant.

Frs. Trudel, Mayor,
Pierre H. Marchand, Priest, Léon Gingras,
Louis lermisdas Ptquette, Physician, Pierre Brouillet,
Dieudonné lamelin, Postmaster, Léon Gervais,
Alex. Pronovost, Ebrére Gervais,
Paschal Grandmaison, E. Nobert,
Jose ph Lemon, Pierre Bartel.
Perd. Normandin, And 87 others.

7o -is IExcellency the Right Honorable Sir Henry Charles Keith Petty Fitzmaurice,
G.C.M.G., Marquis of Lansdowne, Governor General of Canada:

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENcr,-The humble petition of the undersigne
electors and ratepayers of the parish of Notre Dame des Neiges de Trois Pistoles,;otuty of Tèmiscouata, respectfully showeth:-

That the undersigned have watched with the deepcst interest the events whioh
receltly took place in the North-West and the phases of the trial of Louis Riel, who
Was condemned to be hangod on the 18th September next;

That they hope your Excellency will exercise in his behalf the Royal clemency
with which you are invested ;

That the offence of which the said Louis Riel was convicted is purely political,
and that a large number of Her Majesty's subjects are guilty of the same offence ;

That in order to maintain the harmony which should prevail between the various
races of this Dominion it is to, be desired that the Crown should deal mercifully with
the said Louis Riel ;

That personages high in authority question the legality of the trial of Louis
hiel, who had the right, they say, to be tried by a jury of twelve of his peers under

e great charter;
That there is grave reason to believe that the said Louis Riel did not possess the

f use of bis mental laculties ;

th Wherefore your potitioners pray that Your Excellency will graciously commute
e sentence of death passed upon the said Louis Riel.

And your petitioners will ever pray.
o PISTOLES, 3rd September, 1885.

Alexis Leclere, Mayor, David D'Amour,
Alexander Gagnon, J.P., Phpp Pelletier,
Edouard Bebyil, Berry Rîoux,
Pierre Roy, Fermin Beaube,
Anselme Rioux, Cele8tin Beaubier,
Daniel Tetu, Lucien Gagne,
Polite Bonpeau, George Garou, M
Joseph Michand, Telesphone Marais,
Magloire Gagnon, Emmanuel Garon,
Louis Déry, Ernest Rioix,
D. Bertrand, Eugene Talbot,
Olivier Bélanger, Edouard Rousseau,
George Barubé, Ilenri Mollenfait,
Eloi Lavoie, Theodore Ouellette,
Anselme Métayé, Y. Bte. Pisge,
Ignace Michand, Olivier Belanger,
Thèophile RiouxJos. Belanger,
Thèophile Fortin Cyprian Belanger,
Pierre Ouellette Alexis Gagnon,
rs. Lemei, riL. Levesque,
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Paul Danleuil, Friels Lapointe,
Joseph Léveque, Charles Dubée,
Emile Ferriault, And 262 others.
Louis Gagne,

I certify that the above signatures were given by the parties themselves.
(Signed) DAVID D'AMOUR, Merchant.

The citizens of the parish of St. Anne des Chênes, in the Province of Manitoba,
invoking the privilege acquired by every British subject by virtue of the Great
Charter;

The rights extended to every citizen of the Dominion of Canada by the British
iFederation Act of the North ;

And the stipulations subscribed by the parties to the laws of the compact of
federation between the said Dominion of Canvda ard Rupert's Land;

Relying on the elementary priuciples of justice, on the spirit of the laws for
rnaintaining public order and on the custom of ail modern legislations as consecrated
by unvarying practice;

Representing the insufficiency and obscurity of the laws, ordinances and Orders
in Council by virtue of which was organised the tribunal which condemmed to death
Louis Riel;

The infringement of the pi erogatives of a British subject in causing h m to be
judged by a jury of six who neither by their language, their religion gr their syml-
pathies were bis peers;

The scarcity of means accorded to the accused for producing witnesses in support
of his defence;

The peculiar nature of political offences as contrasted with ordinary crimes;
And having recourse to the clemency of the Crown ; humbly petitioning the

advisers of His Excellency the Governor General addressing Ris Excellency to the
effect Ibat a respite be granted to Louis Riel from the punishment pronounced
against him until a special commission of five, named by His Excellency shall have
fully er quired into the nature of the troubles of the North-West and made their report :

And your petitioners will never cease to pray. In proof of which we have affixed
our signatures this 24th day of August, A. D. 1885.

L. R. GIROUX, P. P.,
NORBERT NOLIN,
GILBERT ST. LUC,
ERNEST LECOURT.
ANDRÊ NEAULT,
And 195 others.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE, OTTAWA, 7th September, 1885.

IREVEREND SIR,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a petition ad'
dressed to Ris Excellency the Governor General of a certain number of citizens of tbe
parieh of Ste. Anne des Chênes, in the Province of Manitoba, asking that a respite bo
granted to Louis Riel and ti-at a commission be named in order to enquire into the
mature of the troubles in the North-West, and I am to inform you that this petitioli
shall receive considerat ion.

I am, &c.,
G. POWELL, Under Secretary of State.

To the Reverend L. R. Gitoux, P. P., Ste. Anne des Chênes, Man.

The citizens of the Parish of St. François Xavier (Prairie du Cheval Blanc), fi0
the Province of Manitoba, invoking the privileges acquired by every British subject
in virtue of the great charter, the rights conferred on every citizen of the DominiOl'
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of Canada by the British North America Act, and the stipulations subscribed by the
'parties to the compact of federation between the aforesaid Dominion of Canada and

IRuPert's Land, relying upon the elementary principles of justice, on the spirit of the
aws of public order, and on the custom of all modern legislations as consecrated by

"'variable practice, representing the insufficiency and obscurity of the laws, ordin-
an'es and Orders in Council, by virtue of which was organized the tribunal which
conldemlned to death Louis iet ; the violence done to the prerogatives of a British
subject in causing him to be judged by a jury of six, who, neither by language nor
religion nor sympathies, were his peers ; the scantiness of the means afforded the
accused for producing witnesses in support of his defence; the peculiar character of
Political offences as contrasted with ordinary crimes, and appealing to the clemency
ot the Crown, humbly petitioning the advisers of His Excellency the Governor Gen-
eral in Council, to advise His Excellency to the effect that a respite be granted to:
Louis Riel until a special commission of five, named by His Excellency, shall bave
fuIy enquired into the nature of the troubles of the North-West and made their
report, and your petitioners will never cease to pray. In proof of which we have
affixed Our signatures the 26th day of August, A.D. 1885.

JEAN L'ESPÉRANCE,
LOUIS L'ESPÉRANCE,
XAVIER PAGE,
JOSEPH PREVOST.
PIERRE LAVALLÉE,
And 124 others.

DEPARTMENT oF SECRETARY oF STATE, OTTAWA, 7th September, 1885

SIE,--I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of a petition addressed to Hia
cellency the Governor General, of a certain number of the citizens of the Parish

of St. François Xavier (Prairie du Cheval Blanc), in the Province of Manitoba, ask-
Zg that a respite may be granted to Louis Riel, and that a commission be appointed
YG enquire into the character of the troubles in the North-West, and I am to inform
You that this petition will receive consideration.

I am, &c.,
G. POWELL, Under Secretary of State.

110 JEAN L'EsPtRANCE, St. François Xavier (Prairie du Cheval Blanc), Manitoba.

The citizens of the Parish of St. Joachim la Broquerie, in the Province of Mani-
toba, invoking the privileges acquired by every British subject in virtue of the great
Charter, the rights conferred on every citizen of the Dominion of Canada by the
âritish North America Act, and the stipulations subscribed on behalf of the parties
to the compact cf federation between tIh aforesaid Dominion of Canada andlRupert's
land; relying on the elementary principles of justice, on the spirit of the laws of
Public order, and on the custom of all modern legislatioos consecrated by invariable
practice, representing the insufficiency and obscurity of the laws, ordinances and
Orders in Council, by virtue of which was organized the tribunal which condemned
to death Louis Riel; the violence done to the prerogatives of a British subject by
causing him to be judged by a jury of six, who, neither by language, religion or
Syrlpathies, were bis peers; the scantiness of the means afforded the accused for
Producing witnesses in support of his defence, the peculiar nature of political offences
8s contrasted with ordinary crimes, and appealing to the clemency of the Crown,
hunbly petitioning the advisers of lis Excellency the Governor General in Council,
to address Ris Excellency to the effect that a respite be granted to Louis Riel until a
'3ecial commission of five, named by Ris Excellency, shall bave fully inquired into
le nature of the troubles in the North-West and made a report, and your petitioners
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will never cease to pray. In proof of which we
August, A.D., 1885.

Eugéne Goulet, Mayor,
Hermisdas Granger,
Joseph Albert,
Emile Gagné,
Leprieu Lacroix,

his
Joseph X Pion, jun.,

mark.
his

Samuel X Pion,
mark.

Philippe St. Laurent,
Avile Trien,
Alfred Taillefer,

affix our signatures this 28th day of

J. P. D. Pastel Rochol, JaP,
his

Glis. X Albert,
mark.

Olivier Lambert,
Jasey Lambert,

his
Joseph X Pion, senr.,

mark.
Neël Rougeau,
Joseph Robert,
Hermisdas Cherrier,
Siegefroi Vaillancourt,
And 79 others.

DEPARTMENT OF THI SEORETARY O? STATE, OTTAWA, 7th September, 1885.

f!S1R,--I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of a petition addressed to -is
Exceliency the Governor General by a certain number of the citizons of St. Joachira
La Broquerie, in the Province of Manitoba, asking that a respite be granted to Louis
Riel until a special commission shall have been named by His Excellency to enquire
into the nature of the troubles in the North-West, and I am to inform you that this
petition will receive consideration.

I am, &c.,
G. POWELL, Under Secretary of State

To EUoÉNE GOULET, Esq., Mayor St. Joachim La Broquerie, Manitoba.

To Ris Excellency the Right Honorable Sir Henry Charles Keith Petty Fitzmaurice,
Marquis of Lansdowne, P. 0., G. ( . M. G., Governor General of Canada:

EXCELLENCY,-The undersigned citizens oe the town and district of Three Rivers
persuaded that the crime of Louis Riel, lately convicted of high treason at Regina,
Territory of the North-West, is caused by the aberration of his mind, rather than by
malice, pray. through the intervention of Your Excellency, Our Most Gracious Queen,
Ier Majesty Victoria, that she would kindly exorcise, in favor of the said Louis Riel,
ber high prerogatives and commute the sentence pronounced against him the lst
of August current.

THOS. L. DESAULNIERS, M.P.P.
J. H. DORION, Pt.
E. LACERTE.
E. BLAIR, Pt.
And 182 others.

YAMAcICHE, 5th August, 1885.

Analogous petition of the citizens of Shawenegan, district of Three Rivers, 16th
August, 1885.

Charles Bellemare, M. P.,
Arthur Rousseau, Mayor,
L. P. Fisot, M.D.,

Felix Loranger.
And 53 others,

The undersigned certifies that the above signatures were taken in his presenOU
the 10th day of August, 1885.

JOSEPHAT DESAULNIEBS.
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. nalogous petition of the citizens of St. Etienne des Grès, district of ThroRivera, 16th Auguat, 1885.
_U. Brunelle, M.D.,
Joseph Pellisier, J.P., Joseph Delaunais, J.P.,
Luc Pellerin, J.P., And 140 others.

Analogous petition of the citizens of St. Sévère, district of Three Rivera, 15th
&lgust, 1885.

Félix Lemure, J.P.,
P. Trahan, Priest, J. E. Lefebvre, Teacher,
HII. Lacerte, And 49 others.

Analogous petition of the citizens of St. Barnabé, district of Three ]Rivers, 16th
ugust, 1885.

Evariste Desaulniers,
Thos. Mantel, Priest, Frédéric Bourassa,
Alexander Desaulniers, And 121 others.

.Ie, the undersigned, F. X. Bellemare, certify that the signatures of the above
signers were taken by their consent, in proof of which I have signed the present
Paper at St. Barnabé, this 24th day of the month of August, 1885.

F. H. BELLEMARE, N.P.

-To -i Excellency the Right ilonorable Sir Renry Charles Keith Petty Fitzmaurice,
.Marquis of Lansdowne, -P.0., G.C.M. G., Governor General of Canada :

YoUR EXCELLENCY,-The undersigned citizens of the city and district of Threo
Rivers, persuaded that the crime of Louis Riel, lately convicted of high treason at

g.]na, North-West Territory, was caused by aberration of the mind, rather than by
laheie, prays, through the intervention of Your Excellency, our Most Gracious Sove.
eign, Queen Victoria, to be so good as to exercise, in favor of the said Louis Riel,

de high prerogative and commute the sentence pronounced against him the first
ay of August current, 1885.

Jos. L. Desaulniers, P.P., Pte. du Lac, L. St. Montour,
J. A. Comean, ]Remi McAmoville,
Joseph Bettey,Edouard Berthiamis,
Adolphe Gilbert,Mauville,Jdpea Gêiert Toussaint Biron,Jean Arêti,
Joseph Pagé, Arteme Biron,
Hilaire Dupont, Edouard Biron,
Sévère Bastarche, And 85 others.

EEdouard Benoit,

I)CPARTMT OF~ TE SEORETARLY OF STÂTIC, OTTAwA, lOth September, 1885.

RXSIRI-I have the honor to acknowledge reoeipt of a petition addressed to Mie
dl cellencY the Governor General, by a certain number of cîtizens o? the city and
d8isti of Three Rivers, praying for a commutation of the sentence pronounced

8 ea*nat Louis Iiel, and I am to inform you that this petition will receive con
Airderationtem

G. POWELL, Urder Secretary f State.

TO th6 Boy. J. L. Xl. .DBULNIERS, P.P., Pte. du Lac.
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To His Excellency the Right Honorable Sir Hlenry Charles Keith Petty Fitzmaurice,
Marquis of Lansdowne, P.C., G.O.M.G., Governor General of Canada:
Youa EXcELLENcY,-We, the undersigned citizens of the city of Quebec, and

British subjects, take the liberty to explain to you respectfully-
That the circumstances which provoked the recent insurrection in the North-

West, the extraordinary proceedings which signalized the trial of Louis Riel; the ill-
feeling produced among our people by those facts, ill-feeling calculated to destroy
the harmony which ought to prevail among the different races that inhabit Canada,
that the public weal which can only result from the maintenance of this good un-
derstanding and this reciprocal sympathy, all these powerful considerations militate
in favor of a commutation of the sentence pronounced against the half.breed
prisoner, Louis Riel, condemned at the court at Regina to be hanged on the 18th Sep-
tember next.

That the undersigned consequently pray Your Excellency will be good enough
to exercise the royal prerogative which you possess, to spare the life of the said
Louis Riel, and to commute his sentence to any other punishment which it may
please Your Excellency to determine.

J. G. Duval, N.P., Eugène Blondel,
Jos. Nadeau, Thos. Lemieux, and others,
P. A. Perron, C. E.,

Similar petition from
Benj. Ouimet,
Adrisse Dion,

Similar petition from
Alex. Hamel,
T. O. Vallerand,

Similar petition from
Albert P. Roy,
Jos. Frederick,

the city of Quebec,

the city of Quebec,

the city of Quebec,

dated August, 1885.
M. E. Hommard,
Geo. Dufresne, and others.

dated August, 1885.
Thos. lamel,
Louis Preville, and others.

dated August, 1885.
John Fox,
John C. Howe, N.P., and others.

Similar petition from the city of Quebec, dated Augist, 1885.
C. E. A. Langlois, L. J. Pinault, and others.
Didier Dionne,

Similar petition from the city of Quebec, dated August, 1885.
Dr. H. Duchesnais, Edouard Paquet,
G. Gastonguay, Jos. Martel, and others.

Similar petitions from the city of Quebec,
S. S. Michal Gagné,
Felix Fortier,
Geo. Guillet,

Similar petitions from the Parish of Saint
M. E. Roy, Physician,
Louis Smilely, J.P.,

dated August, 1885.
F. Collin,
F. Boullet, and others.

Iréné, county of Charlevoix.
G. Légaré, Mayor,
Jean Bapt. Gauthier, Secy., and others.

QUEBZO, OFFICE OP " L'LECTUa," 8th September, 1885.
Si,-I have the honor to transmit to you, in order that they may be submitted

to the consideration of His Excellency the Governor Goneral and Oouncil, the peti-
tions of the citizens of the city of Quebec and of the inhabitants of the Parish of St.
Iréné, praying that the sentence of death pronounced against the prisoner, Louis
]Riel, be commuted.

I have the honor to be, with consideration, your devoted servant,
ERNEST PECAUD.

non. Secretary of State, Ottawa:
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DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OP STATE, OTTAWA, September, 1885.
SiR,-i have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 8th inst.,tranlsritting, in order to be submitted to the Governor General, the petitions of a

certain num ber of citizens of the city of Quebec and of a certain number of the
inhabitants of the Parish of St. rréné, praying for a commutation of the sentence
pronounced against Louis Riel, and Iam to inform you that these petitions will receive
Consideration. I am, &c.,

To rG. POWELL, Under Secretary of State.
ERNEST PECAUn, Office of l'Electeur, Quebec,

QUEBEo, 8th September, 1885.

SIR,-I have the honor to transmit to you a petition, herewith enclosed, on the
anBbject of Louis Riel, and to request that you will submit it to His Excellency the
Governor General.

Please accept my respects. P. B. CASGRAIN, XP.

o0norable Secretary of State, Ottawa.

2o lis Excellency the Right Honorable Sir Charles Keith Petty Fitzmaurice,
Marquis of Lansdowne, P. C., G. C. M. G., Governor General of the Dominion of
Canada.

EXCELLENCY, -We,the undersigned,citizens of the parish ofL'Islet,British subjects
take the liberty to explain to you respectfully, that the circumstances which provokedthe recent insurrection in the North-West Territories; the extraordinary proceedings
'which signalized the trial of Louis Riel; that the ill- feeling produced by these facts

on g our people will be calculated to destroy the harmony which ought to prevail
m'uong the different races dwelling in Canada; that the public weal which can only

result from the maintenance of this good understanding and mutual sympathy; all
these po werfil considerations militate in f avor of a commutation of the sentence
proIounced against the half-breed prisoner, Louis Riel, condemned by the court at
.egina to be hanged on the 18th September next.

That the undersigned, in consequence, pray that it will please Your Excellency
tO exercise the royal prerogative which you possess, to spare the life of the said
Louis Riel, and to commute his sentence to any other punishment it may please
Your Excellency to determine.

LAURENT MORIN, Mayor, B. POULIOT, J.P.,
N. LAVERIE, M.D.L., C. MARCOTTE, M.P.P.,

And 150 others.
L'Isiet, August, 1885.

I certify that the signatures to this petition and its addition, are those of the
Parties therein named, or by their consent.

J. B. DUJSSBAUJLT, J.P.
L'Islet, 7th September, 1885.

To Ris Excellency the Right Honorable Sir Henry Charles Keith Petty Fitzmaurice
-Marquis of Lansdowne, P.C., G.C.M. G., Governor General of Canada;

Youa EXCELLENCY,-We, the undorsigned citizens of St. Jean, Port Joli, county of
Islet, BriLish subjects, take the liberty to explain to you respectfully, that the cir-

cUamfstances which provoked the rocent insurrection in the North-West, the extra-
ordinary proceedings which characterized the trial of Louis Riel; that the ill.will
Produced by these facts among our people,-ill-will calculated to mar the harmony

ich ought to prevail among the different races dwelling in Canada; that the publi. Weal which caun only result from the maintenance of this good understanding andthis mutiuai sympathy; all these powerful considerations militate in favor of a cor-
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mnutation of the sentence pronounced against the half-breed prisoner, Louis Riel,
condemned by the court at Regina to ho hanged on the 18th September next. That
the undersigned pray, in consequence, Your Excellency will be pleased to exercise
the royal prerogative which you possess, in order to spare the life of the said Louis
Riel, and to commute his sentence to any other punishment it may please Your Ex-
cellency to determine.

GEO. O. TANGUAY, Ptr., Vie.,
L. T. DUVAL, N.P.,
Ard 130 others.

ST. JEAN, PORT JOLI, 1st September, 1885.

iRIMoUsK1, 8th September, 1885.
SIR,-By this day's mail I have the honor to transmit to His Excellency the

Right Honorable bir Charles Keith Petty Fitzmaurice, Governor General of Canada,
a petition from the electors and taxpayers of the constituency of Rimouski, praying
for a commutation of the sentence of death pronouneed against Louis Riel.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your very humble servant,
DR. -R FISET.

Hon. J. A. CHAPLEAU, Secretary of State, Ottawa.

To Ris Excellency the Right Honorable Sir Charles Keith Petty Fitmaurice Marquis
of Lansdowne, P.O., G.C.M.G., Governor General of the Dominion of Canada:

MAY IT PLEABE YouR EXCELLENCT:
The undersigned electors and taxpayers of the electoral division of Rimouski

have the honor to lay before you:
That Louis Riel, who was condemned to ho hanged on the 18th September next,

is one of their fellow countrymen, in whose favor they presume to solicit the royal
elemency which is at the disposal of Your Emellency;

That the offence of which the said Louis Riel has been found guilty is purely
political, and is shared in by a great number of Her Majesty's subjects, and that it
would be imprudent to punish it with severity;

That the cause of Riel is that of all the half-breeds of the North-West, of whom
ho was constituted the defender; that the rights of these people cannot be ignored
without refusing them that justice which is due to every free citizen;

That the execution of Riel would ho, under the circumstances, considered as a
refusal to do justice to a numerous class of subjects of Her Majesty, and might
become a eause, much to be regretted, of dangerous conflicts, and might drive to
despair respectable and peace-lcving people.

Your petitioners, therefore, pray Your Excellency to commute the sentence of
death passed against the said Louis Riel.

And your petitioners will ever pray.

STE. ANGILE-
FRANÇOIS CORRIVEAU. And 18 others.
LÉANDRE THEDON,

RIviÈaZ BLANCHE-
Signed by J. O. DRA PEAU, P.P., And 86 othors.

C. BEAULIEU, Mayor,
ST. DONAT-

Signed by L. DIONNE, Advocate, And 50 others.
E. G. DIONNE, Notary,

STE. ANGiLE-
Bigned by A. MARTIN, And 140 others.

A. LEYVÊQUE,
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d b ST. FABrIN-
Signed by P. AUDET, P.P.,

JAS. D'ANJOU, Mayor,

ST. FLAVI-
Eigned by CHAS. G. FOURNIER, P.P.

J. A. ROSS, M.D.,

ST. OCTAVE-
Signed by CHAS. BRAND, Mayor,

E. THE DON,

SANDY BAY-

SIgned by D. MORISSET, P.P.,
A. CHO UINARD, Mayor,

And 80 others.

J. LAVQIE,
And 230 others.

A. LAROCHE,
And 110 others.

And 50 others.

. We, the undersigned. certify that the signatures of the parties, hitherto resident
!r the parish of Notre Dame de l'Assomption de Macuider, in the district of
»Amouski, wore taken in our presence and with their cotsent; in proof of which we
sign the present paper at Notre Dame de l'Assomption de Macnider, tuis 9th day of
Augus8t, 1885.

J. A. CARIVEE,
JAS. MASSE.

ST. CIMON-

eigned by THOS. BERUBÉ, P.P.,
JAS. FOURNIER N.P.,

ST. A*ACLT-
8 Igned by M. P. BlLODEAU, P.P.,

V. ST. LAURENT.

MATAN-

8igned by J. P. PELLETIER.
L. GAGNON, Mayor.

ST. MATHMU-
"igned by EDOUARD MOUNCY,

THEOPHILE LEVECQUE

ST. Lucz-
Figned by THOS. LEVECQUE, Mayor.

AUGUSTE LAVOIE,

ST. MoIsIE-
8igned by T. SAUCIER, Mayor,

L. SIROIS, Councillor,

The authenticity of the above signatures and
tne Undersigned.

RIMoUsKI-
Bigned by J. B. R. FISET M.D.,

AUGUST TESSIER, Prefeot,
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And 60 others

And 110 others.

And 110 others.

And 70 others.

And 55 others.

And 150 others.

the other parts is attested by me,

JOSEPH DURELLE.

J. T. COUILLARD, JP,
And 150 others.

4#9 'Victonia.
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To Bis Excellency the Right Honorable Sir Charlea Keith Petty Pitzmaurice, Afargus
of Lansdowne, P.C., G.C. M.., Governor General of Canaa .;

MAY IT PLEBAs Youa EXOcLLENOY,-WO the undersigned French Canadians
residing in Chicago in the State of Illinois, one of the United States;

HUMBLY REPIsENT.:
That Louis Riel wlo is sentenced to undergo capital pnnishment on the 18th

September next, is one of our fellow-countrymen and we cherish the hope that your
Excellency will be pleased to exercise in his favor and that of his unfortunate com-
panions the royal clemency which is the noblest privilege attaching to your high
office;

That the offence of which the said Louis Riel has been found guilty being purely

political and having been committed by a great number of the subjects of Her Majesty
it would, perhaps, be imprudent to punish it with so muoh severity;

That the cause of Riel is that of all the half-breeds of the North-West, whose
defender he was constituted, and that the rights of these people cannot be ignored
without, at the same time, denying justice, which is due to every free citizen;

That the execution of Riel, under the circumstances, would be considered as a re-
fusal to do justice to a great portion of the population of Canada as well as to those
French Canadians who are established in the United States, and who have at heart
the weal and prosperity of the land which gave them birth ;

That such refusal might have consequences which could not but be regretted;
Yoar petitioners therefore pray Your Excellency will be pleased to commute the

sentence of death passed against the said Louis Riel.
CeIOAo, 30th August, 1885.

MICHEL CYR, President. O. RUOT. Vice-President.
J. MÉLOCFIE, Secy. Arch. F. CHARTRA.ND, ecy-Cor.
O. GLENDREAU, Treas. With 800 other signatures.

1700 PAPIN STRIT, ST. LOus, Mo., 4th September, 1885s

To His Excellency the Mtarquis of Lansdowne, Governor General of the Dominion of
Canada.

As the only known representative of the family descended from the illustrioa.
defender of the great principle of a safe, strong government, combined with freedom
of conscience, exem plified in the life and death of George Walker, of Londonderry,
who knew how to be clement ever to traitors, I appeal to Your Excellency for a
hearing on the subject of the sentence of death passed upon Louis David Riel.

I do not care even to be driven to the desperation of being a beggar, but for a
man's life wbo does not, in my opinion, deserve death at the hands of the Executive,
I will be pardoned for coming to beg clemency towards that man.

Let me say, as a native of Canada, for my father was persecouted, and followed
by the spirit of revenge towards his family, as a representative of rank Toryism and
Protestant Government on both sides the water.

The rebels in Papineau's time burned his house twice over his head, and follow-
iDg him into Pennsylvania burned his office and every valuable paper with it, after
he had fled from Ireland to avoid persecutions; that I am no sympathiser with rebeles

I was born near St. Cesaire, in the Province of Quebec.
I have lived in the United States but reel the interest of a native in all that

pertains to Canadian policy. In my opinion you will cause Riel to be regarded as &
martyr and canonized by the Roman Catholics everywhere in sympathy with the
Roman Catholic perverted teaching. Irish as well as French will regard him as the
Irish now do Robert Emmet, who, in the heat of popular excitement, was foolishly
given such undue prominènce. Riel is a man of strong impulses. His education Was
all leaning towards a sympathy with any cause ot discontent with EnglisBh gover9-
ment. In his western life the bias of an iffipulsive nature led him to counsol acti0
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bordering on the savage, vindictive, ignorant, brutish and bigoted age of the world
before Christianity enlightened mon's minds. But yon are strong enough to vanquish
all such foes. There is no fear that the enlightened, powerful government of which
you are the chief exocutive, but will always be able to quell all suoh disturbances
that are bound to occur among such men. And while powerful enough to thus deai
With them, is it not a part of advice and prudent administration to show a certain
disregard to the popular demand for vengeance ? As an instance, I will cite here in
the United States, after the defoat of the groat rebel armies, there was a popular
Clamor for the death of Jefferson Davis. A few only among the great heads of the
nation had prudence and determination to unite clemency with justice so as to resist
such an act of impolicy and wounding to no purpose of the quickest feelings of a
subdued people. And now I would bog, as a reprosentative of Canada, after having
rad the testimony in the case, that you will listen to my argument and reprieve the
m'an who, under mistaken defence, by unlawful means of wrongs, appealed to him by
a race, has done wrong in liberty's nane, no doubt ho thought remotely of Byron's
apostrophe to liberty, and rude and barbarous has rendered it in actions according to
his training.

Be merciful to him and place him in an asylum, where his actions soem to
entitle him to be an inmate. If Your Excellency cannot do anytbing for my appeal
PlOase send it to that officer under your governinent to whose grave consideration it

sicray belong.
I am, most sincerely, your obedient servant,

JAMES M. HAMILTON, Civil Engineer.

UniBAN, Omo, 6th September, 1885.
o the Governor General of (anada, Ottawa :

My LoRn,-I trust it will not be considered intrusive for an American citizen te
ladd his request to those made to you in the Dominion of Canada in favor of the

commlrutation of the sentence of Louis Riel for participation in the North-West
rebellion,

It may be that the views of a citizen .of the United States as to the necessity
and propriety of executions for political offences are influenced by the experience
and policy of his country. But I do not think that they are the less entitled to con-
Sideration on that account. An American cannot but reflect that under the policy
that dictates sucb executions, Washington, Franklin, Hamilton, Adams, and other
great mon whose names shed a lustre on his country's history, would, if the fortunes
Of war had been against them, have ended their days upon the scaffold. We cannot
forget that in the course of more than a century no execution for political offences
has taken place in the United States, and that even the late gigantic rebellion and
civil war was brought to a close without a single execution for participation therein.
&t the close of the war there was a great clamor in many and influential quarters
for executions and confiscations, but other counsels prevailed, and now at the lapse
Of twenty years it is almost universally conceded that time has vindicated the
wisdom of the course thon adopted. Jefferson Davis is now a private citizen, com-
Paratively without political influence, whereas if ho had been executed ho would have

eeon regarded as a martyr. and his " soul be marching on " like that of John Brown
Whose execution by the State of Virginia may be considered the sole and unfortunata
execution to the course pursued in the United States in that regard.

I think it was Burke who said that " you cannot frame an indictment against a
POople." It is equally true that you cannot with good policy inflict capital unish-
mont on mon for participation in public, or quasi political movements in whic large
bodie8 of people have taken part or sympathized. I see it stated in newspapers
received from relatives in Canada, that influential papers in Toronto, widely differingin, polities, agree in conceding that the rebels had some grounds for their grievances,and only differ as to where the blame should be placed. When this is the case, and
When large numbers of people, especially of Riels French nationality, desire the
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commutation of bis sentence, it seems to me that sound statesmanship and humanity
agree in dictati ng a compliance with their request.

I have the honor to be, with great respect, yours,
JOHN H. JAMES.

To Bis Excellency the Right Honorable Sir Benry Charles Keith Petty Ptzmaurice,
P.C.,G.O.I.G., Marquis of Lansdow>ne, Governor General of Canada:

Youn EXCELLENCY,-1 have the honor -o transmit to you a petition of the elec-
tors of Fraserville and of Rivière du Loup, praying Your Excellency will be pleased
te commute the sentence c&deatb passed against Louis Riel.

I have the honor to be Your Excellency's very humble and obedient servant,
C. E. POULIOT.

JraserUlville, 8th September, 1885.

To His Excellency the Right Bonorable Sir -Henry Charles Keith Petty Fitzmiaurice,
P.O.,G.O M.G., Marquis of Lansdowne, Governor General of Canada:

MAY IT PLEASE YoUR EXCELLENCY,- The humble petition of the undersigned
electors and taxpayers of the town of Fraserville, and of the parish of St. Patrick,
at Rivière du Loup, in the county of Témiscouata, lays before you respectfully:

That the undersigned have lollowed with the greatest interest the events which
have recently occurred In the North-West, and the phases of the trial of Louis Riel,
who was condemned to be hanged on the 18th September next;

That the undersigned cberish the hope that it will please Your Excellency to
exercise, in his favor, the royal clemency which is at your disposal;

That the offerce of which the said Louis Riel bas been found guilty, is purely
political, and that a great number of Rer Majesty's subjects are guilty of the same
offence;

That in order to preserve the harmony which ought to exist between the dif-
ferent nationalities of this Dominion, it is desirable that the Crown should extend its
elemency in behalf of the said Louis Riel;

That, moreover, persons of the highest authority deny the legality of the trial
of Louis Riel, who had a right, they say, to be judged by twelvo of his peers, tecord-
ing to the grecat charter;

That, besides, there are grave reasons for believing that the said Louis Riel had
not the complete use of bis mental faculties;

Your petitioners, therefore humbly pray Your Excellency will be pleased to-
commute the sentence of death of the said Louis Riel.

And your petitioners will ever pray.
L. H. LANGLOIS,
F. N. ST. HILAIRE,
And 246 others.

FPAsERVILLE, August, 1885.
The undersigned certifies.that the above signatures were given freely by the

parties named above.
C. E. POULIOT.

TRUSERVILLE, September, 1885.

To Bis Excellency the GovernorrGeneralof the Dominion of Canada;
MAY IT PLEAsE YoUR EXOELLENCY,-The undersigned have the honor to lay

before you:-
That Louis Riel, who was condemned to be hanged on the 18th September next,

is one of their fellow.countrymen, in favor of whom they presume to solicit the
royal clemency, which is at the disposal of Your Excellency;
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That the offence of which the said Louis Riel was found guilty is purely poli-
tical, and is shared in by a great number of Hier Majesty's subjects, and that it would
be imprudent to punish it with severity ;

That the proof laid at the trial demonstrated 1 liat there is much doubt as to the
mflental condition of the condemned man, and con-equently as to his legal responsi.
bility on account of the derangement of his mind-doubt which the jury expressed
by recommending the accused to the clemency of the Crown;

That the execution of Riel, under the circunstances, might become the cause of
dangerous conflicts, that could not but be regretted ;

Your petitioners, therefore, pray Your Excellency to commute the sentence of
death passed against Louis Riel.

And your petitioners will ever pray. J. B. ROY,

W. T. FOURNIER, M.D., C.M.,
And 248 others.

àT. ]RANÇ3Is, 30th August, 1885.

OPPIoE OF THE MUNICIPAL COUNcIL OF TUE COUNTY OF MONTMAGNY

ST. SAUVEUR, 31st August, 1885.
- At a general meeting of the said council of the county of Montmagny, held on
the 9th day of September current, in the usual hall of assembly, in the town of Mont-
inagny, the following resolution was unanimously adopted, and it was resolved, more-
over, that a copy of it should be transmitted, without delay, to His Excellency the
Governor General of Canada -

It was moved by Mr. Jos. Nicol, mayor of the parish of St. Thomas, and seconded
by Mr. Geo. Boulet, mayor of the parish of St. François de Salles, and unanimously
re'solved by the members of the council, that the sentence of death passed upon
Louis Riel, chief of the North-West insurrec ion, should be commuted, and that a.
eOmplete amnesty should be granted to all the half-breeds implicated in the troubles
Of the North-West;

Considering that the English and French half-breeds of the North.West had
Year after year prayed in vain for the redress of the grievances of which they com-
Plained, and that they were led by circumstances out of the constitutional course
which they had traced out;

Considering that the Government from the very commencement of the troubles
recognized the justice of their complaints by sending to them comminisioners with
authority to cause justice to be done in the case of their grievances ;

Considering that Louis Riel was the instrument rather than the leader of the
movement, and that the half-breeds went to seek him in the United States in order
to asist them in obtaining justice, and that they even prevented him from departing
on the eve of the insurrection;

Considering that his trial took place before a court which appears to have but
little understood its responsibility and its duty, and that, besides, there are serious
doubte as to the legality of the tribunal and its jurisdiction in matter of high treason ;

Considering that the acquittal of Jackson, an English half breed, who was
serioiusly compromised in the troubles of the North-West, declared unaccountable for
hus acts, without proot, without trial, by the concurrence merely of the Orown with
the court, is a revolting act of partiality and of defiance thrown in the face not only
of our fellow-.ountrymen, the half-breeds of the North-West, but also of all French
Canadians;

Coneidering that the mental ondition of Riel loads to believe that he was nos
always responsible for his actions and master of his will when there was question of
the caUs to which he had devoted his whole life;

Considering that the crime of which ho is accused is a political offence, that
the execution of the sentence of death passed upon him will be looked upon as the
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7sult of prejudices and fanaticism, and will be destructive of the harmony which iîs
no necessary in a mixed society like ours.

Unaninously aP O. CARBONNEAU, Prefect.
F. M. PAQUET, sec.-Tres. C.C.M.

Certified a true copy.
F. M. PAQUET, &c.-Trea& Q. C. M.

Similar petition from the parish of St. François, ounty of Montmagny.
J. B. ROY, TELESPHORE BOULET,
W. S. FOURNIER, M.D., U.M., THEOPUILE NADEAU,
F. S. GENDRON, M.D., And others.
JOSEPR MODIN,

30th August, 1885.

Similar petition from Notre Dame du Mont Carmel, County of Champlain.
PIERRE LOR, Mayor, LOUISBERGERON,
ALFRED DASTALER, hie
O1IîÉZSIMB BUISSON) JEAN + PETIT,
EDWARD DUPON, mark.

And others.

To Bis Excellency the Right ilonorable Sireenry Charles Zeith Petty FitzmauHe,
1P C., G.Q.M.G., Marquis of L ansdoone, Governor General of Canada:

MAY ITLEA8E YoUR EXcILLENo,-The undersigned have the honor to lay
»efore you-

That Louis Riel, who was condemned to be hanged on the 1Ith September next,
is one of their fellow-countrymen, in whose favor they presume to solicit the royal
elemency, which ie at the disposal of Your Excellency ;

That the offence of which Louis Riel was guilty is purely political, and je shared
in by a great number of Her Majesty's subjects, and it would be imprudent to punish
it with severity;

That the proof adduced at the trial of the said Louis Riel leaves much room for
doubt as to the mental condition of the condemned man, and consequently as to hie
legal responsibility, on account of the derangement of hie mind, the doubt which the
jury expremsed by recommending the accused to the clemency of the Crown;

And that Riel, if executed, under the circumstances, might become a cause of
great regret, if not of danger;

Tour petitioners, therefore,_pray Your Excellency to commute the sentence of
death passed on the said Louis Riel, and they will ever pray.

PIERRE LOR, .Mayor,
And 80 others.

NomrE DmA nu MoNT CARMEL, County of Champlain, Ith September, 1885.

Sr. SAUVEUR Du QUEBEo, 10th September, 1885.
Sm,-I have the honor to transmit to you, under this cover, a petition of the

citizens of St. Sauveur de Quebec, praying for a commutation of the sentence àf
death passed upon Louis Riel, and a complete amnesty to all the parties implicated
In the recent insurrection of tbe North-West.

These petitions having been circulated among the population for the collection di
algnatures were so much matilated that it was necessary to re.opy them. The
*bginal -documents are still in our possession, aind I sleumnly deelafie in that to thb

iest of our knowledge, the petition at pre*nt transmitted is a faithfuül and exact copy.
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You will be pleased, air, with the least possible delay, to submit this petition to
tb benevolent consideration of His Excellency the Governor General in Couneil.

Permit me, Sir, to subscribe myself, your very humble servant,
F. A. DION, M.D.

'on. Secretary of State, Ottawa.

-70 Ris ExcdeRecy the Right Honorable Sir Charles Keith Petty Fitzmaurice, Marquis
Of Lasdooone P.C., G.C.M G., Governor General of the Donmnion « Vanada; and
to the Honorable Members of the Executive Council of the Dominion of Vanada :

The petition of the undersigned citizens of St. Sauveur de Quebec humbly
showetha,-

Considering that the half breeds of the North-West had serious grifefees which
"er recognised after the insurrection, grievances of which they complained several
time@, in petitions, without, however, succeeding in obtaining redress;

Considering the vexations of which those half-breeds were victims, when they
liad recourse only to constitutional means for making known their subjects of eoi-
Plaint, and eeeking to obtain an amelioration of their condition ;

Considering the peouliar circumistances under which the insurreetiln ef the half-
breeds took place, as well as the events which provoked it;

Considering that Louis Riel was dragged, as against his will, into the troubles by
)is fellow-countrymen, anxious to have hie concurrence in obtaining the redrem of
their grievances;

Considering that the said Riel and a great number of half-breeds of the North-
West are actually detained at Regina, undergoing punishment and condemnation
'njustly passed, after a trial which was irregular, at least extraordinary and which
doe flot give satisfaction to the undersigned, since it appears to be the consummation
of odious injustice :

The undersigned, loyal bubjects of fIer Majesty, respectfully pray Your 1Xtel.
10ny, in order to assure peace and good understanding in all parts of the countyr
to give those politically condemned parties the benefit of the royal prerogative, by
granting hie life to Louis Riel, against whom sentence of deàth was passed, nby
acording a full and complote amnesty to ail the persons implicated in that unfortu.
"te insurrection of the North-West TPerritories.

And they will ever pray.
M. FISET, M. D., Mayor of St. Sauveur.
CLEOPHAS ROCHELLE, Municipal Councillor.
And 1850 others.

To Bis Excellenq the Right Bonorable Sir Benry Charles Xeith Petty Ftzmaurice
Marquis of Lansdowne, P.C., G.C..G., Governor General of Canada:

. OEx nUNOY,-We, the undersigned, citizens of the city. of Quebec, British sub.
Jets, take the liberty to show, respectfully:

That the circumstances which provoked the recent insurrection of the North-
West; the extraordinary proceedings which characterized the trial of Louis iel ;
that the ill-feeling produced by these facts among our people, ill-feeling which is cal-
Culated to destroy the harmony which ought to prevail between the different races
dwelling in Canada; thatthe public weal which can only result from the maintenance
of this good understandingtand this mutual sympathy; aIl these powerful ponsidera-
t ions militate in favor of a commutation of the sentence passed against the half-bree

risoner, Louis Riel, condemned by the court at Regina to be hanged on the 18th of
ptember net;

That the undoerigned, aeo.rdingly, pray Your Excellency will be plemsed to
eaaresse the royal prerogtive which yon posses in order to dxtend pardoôn b thb
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aaid Louis Riel and commute his sentence to any other it may please Your Excellency
to determine.

NARCISSE DION, Jun.,
J. A. ROBITAILLE,
And 148 others.

QUEBEO, August, 1885.

DEPARTMENT OF SECRETARY OF STATE, OTTAWA, 14th September, 1885.
Sui,-I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 10th inst.,

tranbmitting a petition, to be submitted to His Excellency the Governor General, of
a certain number of citizens of St. Sauveur and Quebec, praying for a commutation
of the sentence passed on Louis Riel and a complete amnesty to allhe parties impli-
cated in the recent insurrection of the North-West, and I am to inform you that these
petitions will receive consideration.

Yours, &c.,
G. POWELL, Under &ecretary of State.

F. A. DION, Esq., M. D., St. Sauveur de Quebec, Que.

To Ris Excellency The Right Ronorable Sir Renry Charles Keith Petty Fitzmaurice,
Marquis of Lansdowne, P.C.,a.C.M.G., Governor General of Canada:
MAY IT PLEASI YouR ExOELLENc,-The underaigued electors and taxpayers

the electoral division of Ri mouski have the honor to show you,-
That Louis Riel, who was condemned to be hanged on the 18th September next,

is one of their fellow-countrymuen, in whose behalf they presume to solicit the royal
clemency which is at your disposal;

That the offence of which the said Louis Riel was found guilty is purely political
and is shared in by a great number of Her Majesty's subjects; that it would bu
imprudent to punish it with severity;

That the cause of Riel is that of ail the half-breeds of the North-West, of whon
be was constituted the defender ; that the rights of these people cannot be igaored
without denying justice which is due to every free citizen ;

That the execution of Riel, under the circumstances, would be considered as a
refusai to do justice to a numerons class of ler Majesty's subjects ; and might become
the cause of aangerous confiicts that could not but be regretted, and might drive to
despair respectable and peace-loving people;

Your petitioners, therefore, pray Your Excellency will commute the sentence of
death passed against the said Louis Riel. And your petitionersewill ever pray.

MAJORIQUE BOLDUC, P.P., T. G. KEPPE LL,
L. E. GRANDIN, Arch., S. CHOUINARD,
D. A. MARCHAND, BELAIRE BUEST.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SEORETARY OF STATE, OTTAwA, 14th September, 1885.
SI,--I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of a petition of a certain numbor

of citizens of Rimouski, addressed to His Excellency the Governor General, asking a
commutation of the sentence pronounced against Louis Riel; and I am to inforia.
you that this petition will receive consideration.

I am, &c.,
G. POWELL, Under Becretary of State.

Rev. MAJooiqui BOLDUO, P.P., of St. Anne, Pointe au Ptc.

QUEBO, OFPICE 0F THE " ELECTEUR," 11th September, 1885.
Sza,-I have the honor tO transmit to you for the consideration of His Eol-

lency the Governor General in Conoil, the petitign of a great number of the inhAbir
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tants of the county of Essex, Ont., praying for a commutation of the sentence of
death pronounced against the half-breed prisoner Louis Riel.

I have the honor to be, Sir, with consideration, your very devoted, &c., &c.,
1on. Secretary of State, Ottawa. IERNEST PACAUD.

To 1-is Excellency the Marquis of Lansdowne, P.C., G.C.M. G., Governor General of
Canada, &c., &c.

The memorial of the undersigned British subjects of the county of Essex in the
Province of Ontario, MOST RE5PECTPLLY SHOW£=H-

That as the offence of which Louis Riel has been found guilty is political, and
had been shared by a large number of Her Majesty's subjects, it would be unadvis-
able, in the humble opinion of your memorialists, to punish him with severity ;

That the cause advocated by Louis Riel was that of all the Métis of the North-
West, of whom he considered himself the defender ;

That it is impossible to ignore their rights without refusing them the jusiice
Which is the birthright of every citizen ;

That the execution of Louis Riel would, under the circumstances, be considered.
as a refusal to render justice to a numerous class of Her Majesty's subjécts;

That among others, the foregoing are reasons which eminently speak in favor
of the sentence passed over Louis Riel being commuted;

Your memorialists respectfully pray that Your Excellency may be pleased to
exercise his royal prerogative of clemency, and order that the senten3e lately
*passed over Louis Riel be commuted.

And your memorialists, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
FRANCIS CLEARY, J. O. REAUMiE, M.D.,
J. J. WAGONER DEAN, And 567 others.
JOS. BAY ARD,

To 1, -Excellency the Governor General of Canada in Council:
The causes which provoked the revolt of the North-West, the extrairdinary

Proceedings which characterized the trial of Louis Riel, the ill-feeling genorated by
these facts, which are so calculated to disturb the harmony which ought to prevail
«mong the diverse elements of which are constituted the Canadian people, the publie
'fnterest which requires the maintenance of mutual sympathy and good wi .1 among
these elements, are so many powerful reasons that militate in favor of a conutation
of the sentence of Louis Riel; we, therefore, the French Canadians of Ou tacio and
Michigan, respectfully pray Your ExcelLency, Governor Generat of Canada, will be

iOusly pleased to exercise your royal prerogative of clemency in th.: case of
IuOis ]Riel.

DEPARTMENT OF THiC SECRIETARY oF STATE, OTTAWA, 15th September, 1885;
Sr,--I have the honor to acknowiedge receipt of your letter of the 11th instant,

tranBlitting in order to be submitted to His Excellency the Governor General a
Petition of a certain number of the inhabitants of the county of Essex, Ont., praying
for a commutation of the sentence passed on Louis Riel, and I am to inform you. tha&
the said petition will receive consideration.

I am, &c.,
G. POWELL, Under retary of Beate.

To ERNEsT PACAUD, Esq., Office of the L'Electeur, Quebec.

T Bis Excellency the Right Honorable Sir Henry Charles Keith Petty Fitzmlw4re
Marquis of Lansdowne, P.C., a.C. M.G., Governor GeneraiL of Canada:
IEXOE LENCY,-We, the undersigned, the mayor and councillors of the munioi-

Pality of St. Etienne de la Malbaio, in the county of Charlevoix, British subjects, take
the liberty, irespectfully, tô show yon:
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That the circumstances which provoked the recent insurrection of the North
West, the extraordinary proceedings which characterized the trial of Louis Riel
that the bad feeling generated by these fOts among our people, bad feeling calculated
to destroy the harmony which ought to prevail among the different races inhabiting
Canada; that the public weal which can result only from the maintenance of this
good understanding and mutual sympathy; all these powerful considorationse au 9
word, all militate in favor of commutation of the sentence pronounoed against the
haIf-breed prisoner, Louis Riel, condemned by the court at Regina, on the 18th of
September next;

That the undersigned, therefore, pray Your Excellency will be pleased to exer-
oise the royal prerogative which you possess,.in order, graciousiy, to spare the life
of Louis Riel, and to commute hie sentence to any other punishment it may please
Your Excellency .to determine.

A. DUFOUR, J.P., D.8.
ELIB MALBAIS, Counsellor.
JOSRPH DUPOUR,
And others.

MAnare, Ith August, 1885.

QuEBzo, 12th September, 1885.
Sn,-I have the honor to forward to you the enclosed petition in favor of Riel-

It prays that I shall lay it before Ris Excellency the Governor General, as the request
of the citizens of L'Islet.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your humble servant,
P. B. CASGRAIN.

The. Hon. the Secretary of State, Ottawa.

To His Excellency the Right Bonorable Sir Renry Charles Xeith Petty .tzmaurice;
Mar quis of Lansdcwne, P. C., G. C. M. G., Governor General of the Domini, of

Canada:
MAT IT PLMAS Youn EXOELLrYct,-We, the undersigned, citizens of St. Rocil

des Aulnais, British subjects, take the liberty of representing to you respectfully:-
That the circumstances which brought about he North-West rebellion and the

extraordinary proceedings which have marked the trial of Louis Riel, have produced
an irritation among our population, a resentment which is fiable to break the excel-
Jet barmony which ougbt to reign among the different races wbich people Oanada;
that tbe public interest can only exist by the maintenance of this good feeling and
this reciprocal sympathy. All these powerful reasons act in favor of a commutation
et the sentence pronounced against the half-breed prisoner, Louis Riel, condeMned bir
the court at Regina to be hanged on the 18th of Septemaber next. The undersigned
vould therefore pray that Your Excellency will be pleased to exercise the royal
prerogative that he possesses, to spare the life of the said Louis Riel and to commute
his sentence to any other punishment that it inay please Youi Excellency to deter-

mine upon.
J. B. Dupuis, ex-M.P., Emile Lazotte,
François Chouinard, C.D., Albert D. Verreault,
Villemore cagne, rudent Talbot,
David Bouchard, C.D., tuis Dubé,
J. .te. St. Pierre, 0.D., E. R. Desjardins
J. B. Gamache, E.R.D., Joseph Blanchette, E.R.D.,Pierre Belleau, E.R.D., Charles Gaumont,
Alfred Pelletier, And 104 others.

OTTAWA, 15th September, 1885.
Ba,-I have the bonor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 1otI

instant, enclosing a petition addressed, to His Excellency the Governor General, by 0
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oertain number of the citizens of L'Islet, praying for a commutation of the sentence
Pronounced against Louis Riel, and to inform you that this petition will receive due-
onswideration.

I have, &c.,

SB.AGRAIN, Quebe. G. POWELL, Undoer eertary of Stat.

ST. PAUL, 8th September, 1885.
To 1i8 Excelleacy the Governor General ia Council:

MAt IT PLASE Youn EXCrLLENCY :-The undersigned have tho honor to state >
that Louis Riel, who has been sentenced to be banged on the 18th September next, is
one of their countrymen, for whom they venture to solicit the royal elemeno , of
which Your Excellency bas the disposal; that the offence of which the said Louis

bel has been found guilty is a purely political one, and one shared in by a great
nuniber of Her Majesty's subjects, wbich it would be imprudent to punish with
severity; that the evidence produced at the trial shows that there exista much doubt
as to the mental condition of the condemned, and in consequence as to his legal
rÇSPOnsibility, by reason of bis disordered intellect, a doubt which the jury expressed
by recommending the party accused to the clemency of the Crown;

That the execution of Riel, under these circumstances, might become the regret-
table cause of dangerous contests. Wherefore, your petitioners pray that Your
1Ecellency will be pleased to commute the sentence of death passed on Louis Riel.

And your petitioners will ever pray, &c.
TUEOD. DELAGRAVE, Cure,
HONORÉ BALAIRE, Mayor,

PAUL, 8th September, 1885. And 235 others.

We, the undersigned, certify that the above signatures were given in ourpresence
and taken by us.

THEOPHILE NICOLE,
JosEPR NICOLE.

CoATICooK, QUE., 15th September, 1885.

-Ti' .Excellency the Governor General in Council, &c.:
MAT IT PLEASE YoUa EXCELLENCY :-I have the honor to forward a petition,.

adopted unanimously at a public meeting of French Canadians held on the 13th inst.,.
asking you to commute the penalty imposed on the unfortunate Louis Riel, with the
Signatures of the petitioners.

By order of the meeting,
PIERRE BROUILLET, &eretary.

2e is -Exceleney the Govemor Generai of Canada in Counnl :

The humble petition of the undersigned electors of Coaticook and its vicinity, in
he E4atern Townships, Province of Quebec, in public meeting assembled,

RESPECTPULLY sHOWBTH

That our petitioners have follôwed with attention the various phases of the
trial whichhas ust been terminated at Regina, K. W.T., by the condemnation to
death of Louis el, accused of the crime of high treason;

That, without discussing in any way the constitutionality of the court before
which the trial was had, nor the Wèality of the judgment rendered, youir' etitioners
believe thbt acoording to the evidence adduced during the trial, there exista much
doubt as to the mental condition of the accused, and in consequence as to his legal
resPOnsibility for his acta; that there is every eason fer beliving $hat it wa
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owing to this doubt that the recommendation to the mercy of the Crown of the
accused by the jury was due;

That, by exercising less severity and in carrying out a sentence of mercy, justice
and publie opinion will be fully satisfied ;

For these reasons your petitioners venture to ask for pardon for the unfortuuate
Riel, and pray that it may please Your Excellency in Council to take this into con-
sideration, and order a commutation of the penalty of death, which has been imposed
upon him by the jud gment.

And your petitioners will ever pray &c.
M. McAULEY, Priest, Curé, C. E. D. OUELLET, Priest,
J. J. O. GODIN, Priest, P. A. GAGNON, Priest,
J. BEAULÉRE, Advocate, L. C. BACHAND, M.D.,
J. B. GENDR AU, Mayor, And 176 others.

ST. JoHN's Que., 12th September, 1885.
Sia,-I have the honor to forward to you the petition, annexed, of the electors

of the city and parish of St. John's, Que., requesting His Excellency the Governor
General to grant to Louis Riel a commutation of punishment, and to those who have
taken part in the rising in the North.West Territories a general amnesty. And £
beg that you will submit this petition for the consideration of His Excellency.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your very humble, &c.,
F. G. MARCHAND, M.?.?.

The Honorable the Secretary of State, Ottawa.

2o His Excellency the Governor General in Council:
The humble petition of the undersigned, electors of the city and parish of St.

John, Province of Quebec, respectfully showeth :
That they have beheld with admiration the devotion and the energy of our

Canadian volunteers in the recent expedition to the North-West, and, with all the
loyal subjects of Her Majosty, they have felt grateful for the re-establishment of
peace in these vast and rich territories;

That the persons who have taken part in this rising would appear to have been
sincerely convinced of the existence of serious causes of complaint on their behalf,
and that they have been drawn, by force of circumstances, out of the constitutional
way which they had first traced out for themselves;

That Louis Riel, who was rather the instrument than the- chief of the movement,
was in such a condition of mind as to permit of the belief that he was not always
master "of his own will and responsible for his acts; and that, besides, serious doubts
have arisen as to the legality and jurisdiction of the court which tried him;

That the crime with which he is accused is a political offence, and the carrying
out of the sentence of death pronounced against him would be contrary to the exist-
ing sentiments of all civilized people, and would be fatal to the harmony so necessary
ina mixed community such as ours;

, That a general amnesty would be, naturally, the means to assure a lasting peac'
and to keep up the good feeling among the various nationalities existing in this
country.-;

For these reasons, your'petitioners pray Your Excellency to grant to Louis Riel
a commutation of sentence, and to those who took part in the rising a general
amnesty.

And your petitioners will every pray, &o.
E. Z. PARADIS, Mayor,
F. G. MA RCH AND, M.P.P.,
And 440 others.

ST. JoMN, Que., lst September, 1885.
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To Ris -Excellency the Governor General of Connda:

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY,-The undersigned, all citizens and land.
OWners of Farnham, respectfully show

That Louis Riel has been condemned to suifer death for a crime purely political;
That the cause of Louis Riel is the cause of all the Métis of the North-West, of

whom, he constituted himself one of the defenders;
That a great number of Her Majesty's subjects are guilty of the same offence;
That it is impossible to pass over their rights without refusing them that justice

Which every citizen has the rigbt to claim ;
That it would be imprudent to punish him with great severity;
That it has not been sufficiently established that Louis Riel was in perfect

njOYmnent of all his mental faculties;
That the execution of Louis Riel would be considered as a denial of justice to a.

great number of ier Majesty's subjects;
The petitioners hope that Your Excellency will be pleased to exercise towards

Lous -Riel the royal clemency, of which you are the custodian. For this reason
they ask that Your Excellency will be pleased to commute the sentence of death

sed on the said Louis Riel, or to grant him a respite; and to permit a new trial
fore a competent court and a jury of twelve of his poors.

And your petitioners will ever pray, &c.
P. A. D'ARTOIS, Mayor,
CHARLES BOIVIN, Councillor,
A. P. OUIMET,

PARNHAM, 16th August, 1885. And 260 others.

2 o i Excellency the Governor General of Canada in Council:
MAY IT PLEASE YoUE EXCELLENC,-The undersigned have the honor to show
That Louis Riel, who has been condemned to be hanged on the 18th September

Bert, is one of their fellow countrymen, for whom they presume to solicit the royal
elemnency of which Your Excellency is the guardian;

That the offence of which the said Louis Riel has been found guilty is a purely
plitical one, and is shared in by a great number of Her Majesty's subjects, which it
Wo1ild be imprudent to punish with severity. That the evidence adduced at the trial
eOWws that there exists much doubt as to the mental condition of the condemned, and,
colnsequently, as to his legal responsibility by reason of the derangement of his
Intellect, a doubt which the jury expressed by recommending the accused to the
elenency of the Crown ;

That the execution of Riel, under the circumstances, might become a regrettable
cause of dangerous dieturbances.

Wherefore, your petitioners pray that Your Excellency will commute the
sentence of death rendered against Louis Riel.

And your petitioners will ever pray, &c.
THÉOPHILE PROULX, Mayor.
And 63 others.

1, the undersigned, certify that the above-named persons are residents in the
Parish Of St. Pierre, in the oounty of Montmagny, Province of Quebec.

l3th September, 1885. JEAN CHARLES BLAIS, Councillor.

Oprioi or " L'ELEoTuv," QUEBEco, 14th September, 1885.
SIR,-I have the honor to forward you, enclosed, for the consideration of hi@

Excelilency the Governor General in Council, the petition of 118 of the inhabitants
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of the township of Oranbourne, in the county of Dorchester, asking for the pardon of
Riel and the other half-breed prisoners.

I have the honor to be, &c.,
ERNEST PACAUD.

The Hon. the Secretary of State, Ottawa.

To is Excellency the Most Honorable the Marquis of Lansdowne, &c., &c., Governor
General of the Dominion of Canada.
MAY IT PLEAs1 YoUR EXCELLUNCY,-Y-our humble petitioners, the undersigned

inhabitants of the Township of Cranbourne, County of Dorchester, in the Province
Quebec, beg most respectfully to suggest a policy of leniency to the condemned Louis
Riel and all others implicated in the rebellion of the North-West Territories.

That we pray the exorcise of the Royal clemency in favor of the said Louis Riel,
for that it appears by his language and according to the evidence of medical mon
and others who gave evidence at his trial, that he is insane and therefore irrespon-
sible;

That it appears that the said Louis Riel w4s without means to provide for the
expenses of the witnesses who could testify in his behalf; that he was refused
suflicient delay to secure the attendance of the most important of these witnesses,
that documents taken from him at the time of his surrender going to show that ha
had only advised peaceable agitation, and that he had been forced into armed resiste
ance by the attack of the troops, was refused him at his trial;

That it appears that no evidence was allowed to be given to show the insuits and
provocation given to the settiers by the Goverrment officials, and the wrongs of
which they were the victimq in depriving them of their lands and other properties.

That whether the said Louis Riel is sane or insane, responsible or irresponsible
it is generally understood that Riel and his counsel had room to complain that the
court had no constitutional juriadiction, and that the jury was not of the number and
social standing required by the common law.

That in dealing with these untutored denizens of the forest and prairie, a policy
of kindness and leniency will be found in the end to be the best for all concerned,
the rulers and the ruled;

That our Dominion Government in the exercise of the royal clemency to all
concerned in the rebellion, will be following the grand example set by the United
States Government at the close ot their great civil war, who neither aecused nor
punished the traitors for their treason, nor confiscated a single acre of land or other
property for the crime of rebellion;

That we, your humble petitioners hope and pray that the magnaminous example
of the United States Government will be followedl by our Dominion Gvernment in
all their dealing with all concerned in the uprising in the North-West Territory;

And Your Excellency's humble petitioners as in duty bound will ever pray.
Eli Plant, Mayor, P. Leonard, J.P.,
P. Cassady, J.P., 116 others.

CRANBOURNI, 15th August, 1885.

Hors8 or OOMMoNS, OTTAWA, 16th September, 1885.
Si,-I have *the honor to forward to you, for the information of the Governor

General in Connoil, the annexed petition, from the French Canadians of Holyoke, in
the United States, asking for the pardon of Louis Riel.

Please acknowledge the reeeipt, and oblige
Your very humble servant

L LAFRAMBOISE.
To the Under Seretary of State, Ottawa.
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?'o -is Excellency the Right Honorable Sir -Henry Charles Keith, Petty Fitzmaurice,
P.C., G.O.M.G., Marquis of Lansdowne, Governor General of (anada:

Trusting to your love of justice and convinced that you desire the happineus of
Your subjects, equally, of whatever nationality they may be, and that you earnestly'dsire that harmony and concord should reign among all the children of the great
family of the Dominion, we, the undersigned, who have lost none of the patriotic feel.
Z"1 of Our mother country, desire to draw your attention to the trial lately granted
to LOuis Riel, of the North-West, for the crime of high treason, and we believe that
this trial has been an iniquitous one, and has completely failed to accomplish the
ends of justice;
. That he who presided over the court was nothing but a magistrate, and that the
jury was chosen by him;

That, contrary to English law, there were but six jurors instead of twelve, and
that it was impossible for Riel to exercise the right of challenging up to the numbor

.of twenty, as the law points out;
That these jurors appear to have been but simple tools under the control of the

Presiding Judge ; that Riel has been condemned to death, in spite and in contempt
Of English law and justice;

That the French Canadians of Holyoke considering that the sentence of death
pronounced is iniquitous, and in direct violation of ail the principles of law and

'Justice, protest energetically against this sentence ;
That in view of the incompetence of the tribunal to judge in such cases, and

the part taken by the presiding magistrate, in condemning the accused, in spite even
of the proof of mental alienation, made by men of skilt and science, attesting as to the
irresponsibility for his acte committed by the said Riel; we believe that thejudgment
18 iniquitous and ought te possess no value in law, reason and equity ;

That in spite of the appeal for mercy made to the court by the jury, the
Stipendiary Magistrate Richardson declared that Riel had no mercy to expeot,
either from the Dominion Government or the Imperial Government, and this contraryto all precedent, judicial principles, and decency;

That in his charge to the jury, the said Richardson, in violation of his duty as a
Judge in such cases, increased the weight of the evidence brought againstthe prisoner,
Iardly noticing that brought in his favor, speaking generally, particular that proving
hi5 mental aberration;

That by his charge made with partiality, and with the evident object of causing
the condemnation of the prisoner, he avoided warning the jury, as it was his duty te
do, to grant him the benefit of the doubt, and by such conduct he influenced the jury
and illegally convinced them of the alleged guilt of Riel ;

That in consequence of all that has been stated above, we, as free citizens, and
tirusting in the justice afforded in a free country, whose laws aré devoted to the pro-
tection of the citizens, solemnly and publicly declare that Riel has not had fair play, in

n e(Ûuitable trial, buton the contrary, has been the victim of ignorance and fanatioism;
Ln consequence, we French Canadian citizens living in the city of Holyoke,

iesPectfully pray that your Excellency will take the present petition into considera,
tion, to wit:-

That Louis Riel should have the right to a new trial, or to an appeal for mercy.
And the said French Canadian citizens will ever pray, &c.

List of names of persons in favor of a commutation of the sentence of death pro-
4 ieunoed against Louis RieL

PATRICK GALLAGHER.
T. C. CORMICK.
And about 600 others.
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]RIMOuSKI, 15th September, 1885.

Sra,-I have the honor to forward two other petitions, praying His Excellency
that the sentence of death pronounced against Louis Riel be commuted.

I have the honor to be, lon. Sir, your very humble servant.
A. R. FISE P.

Hon. J. A. CHAPLEÂU, Secretary of State.

To fis Excellency the Right Honorable Sir Benry Charles Keith, Petty Fitzmaurice,
P.c1, G.C.M.G., Marquis of Lansdowne, Governor General of Canada:

MAY IT PLEAsE YoU& EXCELLENC,-The undersigned electors and ratepayers of
the electoral division of Rimouski have the honor to show:

That Louis Riel, who bas been condened to be banged on the 18th of September
mext, is one of their countrymen, for whom they venture to solicit the royal clemency
of whichYour Excellency is the guardian;

That the offence of which the said Louis Riel has been found guilty is a purely
politicul one, and is shared in by a great number of Her Majesty's subjects, a crime
-which it would be imprudent to punish with too great severity;

That the cause of Riel is that of all the Métis in the North-West, of whom he
was the appointed defender; that the rights of those people cannot be passed over
without refusing them the justice which is due to every free citizen;

That the execution of Riel wuuld be, under the circumstances, consid ered a refusal
to render justice to a numerous class of Her Majesty's subjects, and might become the
deplorable cause of dangerous dissensions, and might drive to despair respectable and
peaceable persons.

Wherefore your petitioners pray that Your Excellency will commute the sentence
of death passed on the said Louis Riel.

And your petitioners will ever pray, &c.
L. N. ÇOTÉ, J. P., ISIDORE COTÉ,
MATHIAS MORRIN, Mayor, And others.
LOUIS LAFRANCE,

To Mis Excellency the Governor General of Canada in Council:

MAY IT PLAsE YoUR EXOELLENCY,-The undersigned have the honor to show
That Louis Riel, who has been condemned to be hanged on the 18th September

next, is one of their countrymen, for whom they venture to beg the royal clemency,
of which Your Excellency has the disposal;

That the offence of which the said Louis Riel has been found guilty is a purely
political one, and is shared in by a great number of Rer Majesty's subjects, whieh it
would be imprudent to punish with severity;

That the evidence produced at the trial shows that there exists much doubt as to
the sanity of the convict, and in consequencé as to his legal responsibility on account,
of his mental derangement, doubts which the jury have expressed by their recom-
inendation of the culprit to the clemency of the Crown;

That the execution of Riel, under these circumstances, might become a lamen-
table cause of dangerous dissensions.

Wherefore your petitioners pray Your Excellency to commute the sentence of
death pronounced against Louis Riel.

And your petitioners will ever pray, &c.
P. E. BLAIS, GEORGE ROY,
GILLES PONEAS, And others.
NAZAIRE BLAIS,

CAP ST. IGNACE.
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-To Bis Excellency the Governor General of Canada in Council :

MAY IT PLEASE Youu EXCELLFNØr,-The undersigned have the honor to show ,--

That Louis Riel, who bas been condemned to be hanged on the 18th September
Iext, is one of their countrymen, fo- whom they venture to solicit the royal elemeney
of which'Your Excellency is the dispenser ;

That the offence of which the said Lonis Riel has been found guilty is a purely
Political one, and shared in by a great number of fHer Majesty's subjects, which it
would be imprudent to punish with severity ;

That the evidence brought forward at the trial shows that there exista much
doubt as to the sanity of the convict, and consequently as to his legal responsibility
on Iccount of bis mental aberration, a doubt which the jurors recognized by recom-
Inending the accused to the clemency of the Crown ;

That the execution of Riel under these circumstances might become the deplor-
able cause of dangerous dissensions.

, Wherefore your petitioners pray Your Excellency to commute the sentence of
'death pronounced against Louis Riel.

And your petitioners will ever pray, &c.
DAMASE DION, CLE OPIIAS GAGNÉ,
JOSEPH BERNIER, And others.
JOSEPH MAGLOIRE,

LOUIsVILLE, 12th September, 188b.

HONORABLE S[R,-I have the honor to forward the petitions asking for a
Commutation of the sentence of Louis Riel.

These petitions are signed by the inhabitants of each of the parishes of the
sounty of Maskinongé.

Will you kindly forward these petitions to His Excellency in Council.
I have the honor, &o.,

A. L. DESAULNIERS.
Ronl. the Secretary of State, Ottawa.

To -is Excellency the Governor General of the Dominion of Canada in Council:

MAY IT PLEASE YoUn EXOELLENCT IN CoUNcL,--The undersigned electors and
ratePayers of the parish of St. Justin, in the county of Maskinongé, have the honor
respectfully to set forth -

That Louis Riel, who has been condemned to' be hanged on the 18th September
next, is one of their countrymen, for whom they venture to solicit the royal meroy
of which Your Exeellency is the dispenser ;

That the offence of which the said Louis Riel has been found guilty is a purely
Political one, and one shared in by a great number of Her Majesty's subjects, which
it Will bo imprudent to punish with severity ;

That the execution of Riel would be, under the circumstances, considered as a
refusal to render justice to a numerous class of Her Majesty's subjects and Tight
become a regrettable source of dangerous dissensions, and might drive to despair
'e8pectable and peaceful persons.

Wherefore your petitioners pray Your Excellency in Council to commute the.
sentence of death passed on Louis Riel.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &o
D. GÉRIN. Priest and Ourê. 0. E. J. COULOMBE M.D.
L. D. INGAN NE, Priest,; Tc. And 107 others.

• JUsTIN, county of Maskinongé, Que-, 3lst August, 1885.
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To Ris Excellency the Right Honorable Sir Henry Charles Keith Petty Fitzmaurice,
Marquis of Lansdoone, P.C., G.C..M.G., Governor General of Canada:

MÀY IT PLEASE YouR ExCELLENCY,-The undersigned citizens of the parish of
St. Paulin, in the county of Maskinongé, being of opinion that the crime of Louis Riel,
lately convicted of high treason at Regina, in the North-West Territories, was caused
by mental aberration rather than by malice, pray Our Most Gracions Majesty,through
the inteovention of Your Excellency, to be pleased to exercise her high prerogative
and commute the sentence passed agamist Riel on the 1st of August instant.

C. A. BAROLET, Priest Cure, A. L. DESAULNIERS, M.P.
Da. W. GERRON, Warden. And 109 others.

August, 1885.

To is Excellency the Right Honorable Sir Renry Charle4 Keith Petty-Fitzmaurice
MHarquis of Lansdowne, P.C., G.C. M.G., Governor General of Canada :

MAY IT PLEÂAs YOUB EXOELLENCY,-The undersigned, citizens of the parish of
Ste. Ursule, in the county of Maskinongé, being convinced that the crime of Louis
Riel, lately convicted of high treason at Regina, in the North-West Territories, was
caused by mental disorder rather than through malice, pray our Most Gracious
Majesty Queen Victoria, through Your Excellency, to exercise in favor of Louis
Riel, her high prerogative, and commute the sentence pronounced against him on the
1st of August instant.

A. L. DESAULNIERS, M.P.,
ED. CARON, M.P.P.,
And 180 thers.

To His Excellency the Right Honorable Sir Henry Charles Keith Petty-Fitzmaurice,
Marquis of Laniowne, P.C., G.C. M C., Governor General of Canada:

MAY IT PLEASB oUa EXOELLENC,-The undersigned, citizens of the town of
Louisville and River du Loup, in the county of Maskinongé, being of opinion that the
crime of Louis Riel, lately convicted of high treason, at Regina, in the North- West
Territories, was occasioned rather by aberration of intellect than by malice, pray,
through Your Excellency, that our Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria will be
pleased to exercise, on behalf of Louis Riel, her high prerogative, and commute the
etitence passed upon him on the let of August inst it.

A. L. DESXULNIERS, M.P, L. A. BARIEAXJ, Mayor of the l'own,
G. J. 0ARON, M.P.P., And others.

Âugust, 1885.

To Ris Excellency the Right Honorable Sir Henry Charles eith Petty-Pitzmamice,
Marquis of Lansdotne, P.0., G.C.M. G., Governor Genral of Canada:

MAY rr PLEAEs Your Ex0ELLENCY,-The undersigned, oisens of the parish of
St. Alexis des Monts, in the couity of Maskinongé, being-convinced thatthe crime
of Louis Riel, lately convioted of high treason at Regina, in the North-West Terri-
tories, was caused by mental aberration rather than matIe, pr^r, through the iat«_e
vention of Your Exoellency, our Móst Gi-acious Majesty Queeu Victoria that she will
be pleased to exorcise, on behalf of Louis Riel, her high pterogativ, and commuto
the sentence of death passed on him on the lst day of August instant.

A. O. SAROIS P St,
A. L. D198A2 > SM.P.,

August, 1885.
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To His Excellency the Right Honorable Sir Henry Charles Keith Petty-FitzmaureS,
Marquis of Lansdowne, P. a., a. C. M. a., Governor General of Canada :
MAT IT PLEÂSE YOUR EXCLLiNc,-The undersigned citizens of the parish of

St. Didace, in the county of Maskinongé, being convinced that the crime of Louis
Riel, lately convicted of high treason at Regina, in the North-West Territories, was
caused rather by mental aberration than by malice, pray our Most Gracions Majesty
Queen Victoria, through Your Excellency, to be pleased to exorcise in favor of Louis
Riel, her high prerogative, and commute the sentence of death passed on him on the
1st Of August instant.

A. L. DESAULNIERS, M.P., BD. HAMELIN, Mayor,
E. CARON, M.P.P., And others.

&ugust, 1885.

To His Excellency the Right Honorable Sfir Henry Charles Keith Petty Fitzmaurice,
Marquis of Lansdowne, P. C., G. C. ;G., Governor General of Canada:

MAT IT PLEASE TOua ExcELLENCY,-The nndersigned, citizens of the parish of
St. Leon, in the county of Maskinongé, are convinced that the crime of Louis Riel,
lately convicted of high treason, at Regina, in the North-West Territories, was caused
by a*berration of intellect rather than by malice, and they pray our Most Gracious

Jesty Queen Victoria, through Your Excellency, may be pleased to exorcise, in
favor of Louis Riel, her high prerogative, and commute the sentence of death passed
on him on the lst of August, instant.

A. L. DESAULNIERS, M. P., J, N. TESSIER, Priest, Curé,
BENJAMIN AUG-ER, Mayor, And othersé

August, 1885.
With a request to the Department of the Scretary of State to forward the follow

Ig resolutions to His Excellency the Governor General of Canada.

L'AsoMPTION, 14th September, 1885.
To -is Excellency Lord Lansdowne, Governor General of Canada, &C., &c.:

MAT IT PLEAsE YOUR EXCELLENCI,-At a public meeting of the electors and
freeholders of L'Assomption, parish and village, duly called together according to law,
and held on Sunday, the 23rd day of August, 1885, at L'Assomption, the follow-
1n'g was proposed and carried unanimously by the said meeting, composed of about
$il hundred electors and freeholders of L'Assomption and other parishes of the county
Of L'Assoaption, to wit:-

Whereas the Unglish and French Métis of the North-West asked in vain, for
many years, for a redress of the grievances of which they complained, and they were
caried away, by circumstances, out of the constitutional path which they had marked
eut for themselves;

And whereas from the commencement of the troubles the Government reco
5ized the justice of their claims by sending to thom commissioners charged te do
juse2 to their claims;

Whereas Louis Riel has been the instrument rather than the head of the move-
Mont, and the Métis went to look for him in the United States, in order toe help the&
to obtain justice, and they even prevented him from leaving them on the:eve of th,&

risUndhereas his trial took place before a court which appears to have but little
understood its responsibility and its duty, and, besides, serious doubts exist as to the

l i and juriediction of this tribunal in the matter of high treason;
Whereas the crime with which ho is charged is a potitical offence, and the cary.

ng Out Of the sentence of death pronounced against him w ould be considered as the
oultcome Of prejudice and fanaticism, and would be fatal to the harmony so noces-
Sry in a mixed community like our own ;
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Whereas, also, a great number of Indians and Métis were condemned b?
District Magistrate Richardson to imprisonment for terms varying according to
circumstances, and that these persons bave only taken up arms against the consti-
tuted authority to defend their rights and to make good their just claims; 4

Therefore Ris Excellency the Governor General is prayed not to give effect to
these various condemnations, and not to permit the sentence of death pronounced
against the said Louis Riel to be carried out; and finally to grant a general amnesty
to all those who were implicated in the troubles in the North-West.

And the elcctorb and freeholders present at the said meeting will ever pray, &c.
And the electors and fieeholders have given their names in support of the fore

going resolutions, to wit..
François Archambault, jr, Mayor of the Town of L'Asomption,
Joseph Henri, Councillor, Victor Foyet, Councillor,
Edmund Piché, Councillor, Gilbert Lauderville, Mayor of the Paris,
Joseph Ettiru, Late Mayor, And others.

P. A. O. ARCHAMBAULT, Chairman.
J. C. WATT, Secretary.

L'AssoMPTION, 23rd August, 1880 .

DEPARTMENT OF SECRETARY oP STATE, OTTAwA, 18th September, 1885.

Sia,- I have to acknowledge the receipt of a petition from the electors and fre-
1olders of the parish and village of L'Assomption, addressed to His Excellency the
Governor General, praying that a full amnesty be granted to all those who have
taken part in the recent insurrection in the North-West, and to inform you that thia
petition will receive cnideration.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
G. POWELL, Under Secretary of State.

Mr. FRANÇoIs AROHAMBAULT, Mayor of the Village of L'Assomption, Que.

To the Most Honorable Sir Henry Charles Keith Petty-Fitzmaurice, .MarqWis of LaV'
downe, Barl of Wycombe, of Chipping Wycombe, in the County of Bucks, iscoUt4o
Cain and Calnstone, in the County of Wilts, and Lord Wycombe, in the County Of
Bucks, in the Peerage of Great Britain; Earl of Kerry and Earl of Shelburge
Viscount Clanmaurice, Baron of Kerry, Lixnaw and Dunkerron, in the Peerage Of
Iruland; Governor General of Canada, and Vice Admiral of the same.

MAY IT PLEASE YouR EXCELLENCT,-The undersigned settlers of the Red RiVer
district humbly approach Your Excellency, and, relying on the proverbial clemenef
of Our Most Gracions Sovereign Her Majesty Queen Victoria, of whom you are i
these countries the worthy representative, lay at your feet their heartfelt petitio
that in the exercise of the power placed in your hands you will mercifully extend to
our countryman, Louis Riel, a commutation of the sentence under which he now li®0

in gaol at Regina.
The humble petition of the settlers of the Red River, Province of Manito0

asking His Excellency the Governor General for a commutation of the penalift
im.posed upon Louis Riel.

FRAINÇOIS MARION, FRANÇOIS MARION,
PATRICE MARLON, ADOLPHE MARION,
And others.

The humble petition of the settlers of the Red River, Province of Manitou'
praying His ExÂ:ellency for a commutation of the penalty imposed on Louis Biel.

L. R. GIROUX, Priest and Curé, AUGUSTE HARRISON,
ANDRÉ NAULT, PIERRE CHAMPAGNE,
MAXIME BERRAULT, And others.
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The humble petition of the undersigned, settlers of the Red River, praying His1 xcellency the Governor General for a commutation of the sentence pronounced
against Louis Riel.

L. HOULE, M. HOULE,
B. HOULE, W. ROSS,
J. ROSS, And others.

The humble petition of the settlers of the Red River, Province of Manitoba,
'tYing His Excellency for a commutation of the sentence pronounced against Louis
>01.

BAPTISTE BRANCONNIER, WM. BRANCONNIER,
DANIEL OARRI1 RE, And others.
BAPTISTE BEAUCIREMIN.

The humble petition of the settlers of the Red River, Province of Manitoba,
pra5Ying His Excellency the Governor Generai for a commutation of the sentence
PronOunced against Louis Riel.

JOSEPH LAMBERT, BAPTISTE AMIOTTE,
LOUIS LAMBERT, And others.
PIERRE PILON.

The humble petition of the settlers of Red River, Province of Manitoba, praying
Excellency the Governor General for a commutation of the sentence pronouncd

'against Louis Riel.

O. MAUSSEAUX, A. MAUSSEAUX,
SUSANNE LAFOURNAISE, And others.
SARAH LAFOURNAISE.

Namaes of the undersigned of St. Eustache, Rivière Salle, praying His Excellency
the Governor General for the commutation of the sentence pronoanced against Louisiel.

C. A. D. TÊTU, C. TÊTU,
M. TÊTU, And others.
A. BARRON,

The humble petition of the settiers of the Red River, Province of Manitoba, pray-
ng Eis Excellency the Governor General for a commutation of the sentence pro-

2Iounced against Louis Riel.

J. B. PLOUFFE, JOSEPH PLOUFFE,
JOSEPH PLOUFFE, And others.
WILLIAM PLOUFFE,

The humble petition of the Red River settlers, Province of Manitoba, prayui
IExcellency the Governor General for a commutation of the sentence pronounca

againist Louis Riel.

G. DUFAULT, GADELIA DUFAULT,
MARIE DUFAULT, JAMES DUFAULT,
GEORGE DUFAULT, And others.

The humble petition of the Red River settlers, Province of Manitoba, praying
U.Excellency the Governor General for a oommutation of the sentence pronounoed
agamit Louis Riel.

BAPTISTE MULOIN, Sen., JOSEPH MULOIN,
BAPTISTE MULOIN, Jun., M. MULOIN,
A. MULOIN, And others.
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The humble petition of the Red River settlers, Province of Manitoba, praying-
His Excellency the Governor General for a commutation of the sentence pronounced
against Louis Riel.

J. M. JOLYS, BENJAMIN LAJONCE UR,
JEAN HEINEN, And others.

The humble petition of the electors of the parish of Sorelle, Province of Manitoba.
ELZÉAR LAIMODIERE, SERAPHIM MIREAULT,
J. L. RICHARD, Arnd others.

The humble petition of the settlers of Manitoba, praying Ris Excellency the
Governor General for a commutation of the sentence pronounced against Louis Riel,

MARTIN JEWNEY, ISABELLE LABLERIE,
AUGUSTE LEBLANC, And others.
CYRIL LEBLANC,

The humble petition of the settlers of the Red River, Province of Manitoba,
praying Ris Excellency the Governor General for a commutation of the sentence,
pronounced against Louis Riel.

N. BONNEAU, D. BONNEAU,
L. BLONDEAU, Jun., And others.
J. DESMARAIS, Jnni,

The humble petition of the Red River settlers, Province 'of Manitoba, praying
His Excellency the Governor General for a commutation of the sentence pronounced
against Louis Riel.

N. RICHARD, LOUIS LEVERCOURT,
L. B. LAUZON, And others.

MONTREAL, 17th September, 1885.
SIra,-I have the honor to forward to you, for submission to Ris Excellency the

Governor General in Council, the enclosed petition from the French Canadians and
French of Minnesota, respectfully praying Ris Excellency that he wiU be pleased to
exercise, in Iavor of Louis Riel, the royal prerogative of mercy. They pray, that
Ris Excellency will give the petition bis most favorable consideration.

I beg y ou will accept, Sir, the expression of my esteem,
ALPH. DESJARDINS, M.P.

To the Honorable the Secretary of Stateý Ottawa.

To Ris Excellency the Governor General of Canada in Council:
We French Canadians and French of Minnesota, in the United States of Americ4

respectfully show:-
That the causes which provoked the rebellion in the North-West, the extraordi-

nary proceeding which characterized Riel's trial, the resentment produced by these
facta, which are specially fitted to disturb the country and the harmony which ought
always to exist among the various elements which make up the Canadian people;
and the public interest which requires the maintenance of a mutual sympathy among
these elements, are so many powerful reasons which act in favor of the commutation

of the sentence of Louis Riel.
Therefore we, the French Canadians of Minnesota, respectfully pray YourpIcef

lency to be pleased to exercise your royal prerogative of mercy in the case of IiUfPj
Riel.

A. W. P. S. DAGNEALT, H. P. MOQIUIN,
CONG. N. D. Dz LOURDES, BAPTISTE GIRARD,
E. R. DUFRESNE, Editor of l'Echo de'lOuest, ARTHUR MEUNIER,
A. DAVIGNON, And others.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE SIBTArY o STATE, OTTAWA, September, 1885.
. r,-I have the honor to acknowledge the recelpt of your letter of the l'th

metant, forwarding for submission to fis Excellency the Governor General, a petiifgg
fomxi the French Canadians of Minnesota, in the United States, praying for the
Pardon of Louis Riel, and to inform you that this petition will roceive consideration.

I have, &o.,
G. POWELL, Under Secret4ry of State.

A. 85JARDINS, Esq., M.P., Montreal, Que.

ST. JOHN'S, QUE., 16th September, 1885.

81,-I enclose herewith 124 signatures of electors of this locality, collected and
SUbscribed to the petitions praying for a commutation of the penalty imposed on
eiel, and a general amnesty for the persons who have taken part in the rising in the
North-West Territories.

Be pleased to annex them to the petition which I sent to you last Monday for
subnission to the consideration of His Excellency the Governor General. They were
sent to me after my first despatch.

I have the honor to be your very humble, &o.,

on. the Secretary of State, Ottawa. F. G. MAIRCHAND, bLP.P.

to 1%s Excellency the Govemr General of Canada in Council :
The humble petition of the undersigned, electors of the town and parish of StiJean d'Iberville in the county of St. John's, Province of Quebec, humbly showeth:-
That they have beheld with admiration the devotion and energy of our volun-

teers during their recent expedition to the North-West, and that they have bailed
with pleasure, along with al] loyal subjects of Ier Majesty, the re-establishment of
Pace in those vast and rich territories;

That the persons who took part in the rising seem to have been sincerely con-
VIDed of the existence of serious grievances on their side, and that they were drawn
aside from the constitutional path, which they had traced for themelves, by the force
of circumstances ;

That Louis Riel, who was rather the instrument than the head of the movement,
l'n such a mental state that it is allowable to believe that he was not always master

hf bis will and responsible for all bis acte, and that besides serious doubte exist as to
the legality and jurisdiction of the court which tried him ;

That the crime with which he is charged is a political offence, and that the
m"ing out of the sentence of death pronounced against him would bu contrary to

the opinions now existing among all civilized people, and fatal to the harmony so
eOessary in a mixed society like our own;

That a general amnesty would be of service, in assuring a lasting peace, and in
Prserving a good feeling among the various nationalities of this country.

Por these reasons your petitioners pray Your Excellency to grant to Louis Riel
a cM'nmtation of sentence, and to those who have taken part in the rising, a general
amnety; and your petitioners will ever pray, &c.

0. PRÉDETTB, jun., J. Y. ANDELIN,
ARSÈNE MORIN, G. REDETTe
B. TtILBODEAU, And others.

. FRÉDETTE
• JoN's, QuE., lat September, 1885.

DEPARTMXNT op SaEcETART Op STATU, OTTAwA, 22nd September, 1885.
Su,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 16th

me'tankt, forwarding for submission to is Excellency the Governor General a new
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petition of certain elèotors of the town and parish of St. Jean d'Iberville, praying
that the sentence pronouneed against Louis Riel be commuted, and that a general
amnesty be granted to those who took part in the late insurrection in the North
West Territories, and to inform you that this petition will receive consideration.

I have, &c.,
G. POWELL, Under &cretary of State.

F. G. MA R1HAND, Esq., M.P.P.,
St. Jean d'Iberville, Qui.

To Ris Excellency the Right Honorable the Marquis of Lansdowne, Governor General of
Canada, in Council:-

MAT I PLEASU Yotra EXCELLENCY,-The humble petition of the undersigned,
French Canadians, of the city of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario, respectfully
showeth :-

That they have followed with much interest the various phases of the criminal
trial lately concluded at Regina, in the district of Assiniboia, North-West Territories,
by the condemnation to death of Louis Riel, accused of high treason; a judgment
afterwards confirmed by the Court of Appeal, sitting at Winnipeg ;

That high legai authority has declared to be unconstitutional and contrary to
the fundamental principles of criminal law that portion of the Act respecting the
North-West Territories passed in 1875 and amended in 1877, under which has been
established the court which lias investigated the charge against Louis Riel; the
expression of such an opinion has given rise to serious doubts in the minds of a great
number as to the legality of the proceedings which ended in the conviction of the
said Louis ]Riel, and the competency of the court charged with the investigation of
his case;

That, apart from legal and constitutional law, there exists important facts which
oast a suspicion upon the impartiality and the justice of the sentence of the court aM
Regina ;

As for example, in accordance with the testimony rendered during the trial, as
well by medical men who were specialists as by other witnesses, and by taking into
the reckoning the extraordinary character of the prisoner's conduct in a number Of
cases, and particularly in the presence of the court, the public has come to the col-
clusion that the said Louis Riel is a crank and wants the intellectual condition0
necessary to his being held responsible for his acts;

That the verdict of guilty with a recommendation to the mercy of the court byT
the jurors bears this interpretation, as they themselves have declared, and that the
condemnation to death pronounced against the said Louis Riel ias passed beyond the
intention which the jury, the sole arbiters of facts, had wished togive to their sentence;

That in fact, in the interest of justice and for the maintenance of the respect du
to the courts which administer it, it is of consequence to cause ail these doubta to
cese, and to remove in this way ail cause for complaint and agitation;

Wherefore, your petitioners pray that Your Excellency and your council will be
pleased,-

1. To leave the carrying out of the death penalty pronounced against Louis 0ie0
in abeyance, until bis case has been carried before the Appeal Court of the PrivY
Council, in England; and that it bas finally adjudged upon all the constitutional Sn
legal questions wfiich have arisen in this case before the court of first hearing &
Regina;

2. To appoint a commission of mad dootors instructed to study the mental O0O'
dition of the condemned and to make a report ;

3. To employ towards the said Louis Riel the mercy recommended by the juY
respecting the carrying out of his sentence, in case the Privy Counoil ahould confira
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it in sucb a manner as to reconcile the requirements of justice and the rights of
humanity.

Your petitioners will ever pray, &O.
STANISLAUS DRAPEAU, F. R. B. CAMPE&U,
DR. P. ST. JEAN, CHAS. DESJARDINS,
ALEXIS FOISY, And others.

OTTAWA, 14th September, 1885.

IBERVILLE, QUE., 23rd September, 1885.

HONORABLE SI,-Acording to the instructions of the citizens' committee of the
CouInty Of Iberville, of which I am the secretary, I have the honor to forward to you
for submission to the serions consideration of the Dominion Government the follow-
"'g petition from the citizen electors of the said county of Iberville.

I have the honor to be, Hon. Sir, your very humble servant,
LÉ~ON LORRAIN.

'The Hon. the Secretary of State, Ottawa.

TO His LExcellency the Governor General in Council :
The humble petition of the undersigned, electors of the county of Iberville,

Pro0vince of Quebec ;
HUMBLY SHOWETK

That they have seen with admiration the devotion and energy of our Canadian
volunteers in their recent expedition to the North-West, and they have commended
the re-establishment of peace in these vast territories ;

That the persons who have taken part in the rising appear to have been sin-
erely convinced of the existence of serions grievances on their side, and that they

have been turned aside by force of circumstances from the constitutional path whih
they had laid ont for themselves ;

That Louis Riel, who was rather the instrument than the leader of the move-
mnent, is in such a state of mind as to lead one to believe that he has not always con-
trol of hie will nor is responsible for hie acte; and besides, there are serions doubtsas
to the legality'and the jurisdiction of the court which tried him;

That the crime with which he is charged is a political one, and that the carrying
01ut of the sentence of death pronounced against him would be conurary to the prin-

iPles adopted by all civilized communities and would be fatal to the harmony w.
l'aportant in a mixed community such as ours is;

That a general amnesty would be calculated to assure peace in a durable manne,
and keep up the good-will between the varions nationalities throughout the country ;

Wherefore your petitioners pray Your ExceLlency to grant to Louis Riel a ooin-
'lutation of sentence and a general amnesty to tiose who took part in the rising.

And your petitioners will ever pray, &c.
P. RICHARD, P.P., P. KELLY,
F. LAMOUREAUX, M. LARIVIÉRE,
P. MULL RENS , and others.
N. MOCORMICK,

IBEIRVILLE, 22nd September, 1885.

DEPARTMENT !p TE SEoCRETARY or STATE, OTTAwA, September, 1885.

SR,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 23rd
'nstant, forwarding for submission to His Excellency the Governor General in oun-
'0l the petition of certain electors of the county of Iberville, asking that the sentenS
pronounced against Louis Riel be commuted and that a general amnesty be grantea
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to thee who have talen part in the late insurrection in the North-West TerritoriWe,
and to inform you that this petition will receive consideration.

I have, &c.,

Lao* Logau, Esq,, Iberville, Qu&. G. POWELL, Under Secretary of tate.

To Ris Excellenc, the Govenor General of Canada, Ottawa:
Bis Excellency will please find, enclosed herewith, a petition from the electors of

the eounty of Morris, praying that Your Excellency will be graciously pleased to
exercise his infinence in obtaining a commutaifion of the penalty imposed upon Mr.

ouis Riel on the lst ôf August last.
The petitioning electors have instructed me to pray that His E xcellency will

take their petition into favorable consideration.
I have the honor to be, Your Excellency, your very humble servant,

A. P. MARTIN.
MrERnoN, 10th Septeinber, 1885.

To is Excellency the Governor General of Canada:
The petition of the electors of the county of Morris, in the Province of Manitoba,

Jn public meetings in various localities, respectfuüly yet firmly represent:
That your petitioners have learned, with the deepest regret, that Ur. Louis Riel

bas been condemned to suffer the penalty of death on the 18th proximo; and whereae
it is usual, customary and just that any person accused of a crime gbould be judged
by a jury composed of at least twelx e persons, and that Mr. Louis Riel has beeu
accused before a jury composed of only six, chosen by procedure contrary to the
laws of England, which grant the greatest protection to the most degraded even of
erunmals3 ;

Whereas there exists no doubt in the minds of your petitioners and in thoe of
the public in general, as to the fact that the insurrection of last spring was cased
bythe reiusal of the Canadian Government to grant to the French population of the
Sakatchewan District their just rights and privileges which had been promised to
them in 1874 by Lieutenant Governor Morris ;

Whereas, since the rebellion, the Canadian Government bas appointed a commis-
sion to enquire into and grant their rights to the Métis of the North-West, admitting
by this conduct even the existence of grave grievances among the sai4 Métis
population ;

Whereas the Deputy Minister of the Interior, Mr. Burgess, in his official report
1br the past year, after bis visit to the North-West, stated that there existe no cause
for complaint or irritation in the territories, and that this gentleman did not give

imwself the trouble even to go and visit the Saskatchewan District ;
Whereas, 'n the enquiry during th j trial of Mr. Riel, at Regina, several co-

potent persons declared that he was'non compos mentis, and that there exista great

doubt among the public as to his mental state; and whereas, in spite of the fact that
the jury was composed of only six persons, all aliens ta the nationality of Mr. Riel,
he was recommended, even by this jury, to the clemency of the court;

For bese various causes and reasons, and for tae maintenance of public order,
your petitioners pray that Your Excehency wili oe pleased to employ your influencO
in such a way that the sentence of death pronounced against Mr. Louis Riel be 0oSfr
mnted.

Ând your petitioners will ever pray, &c.
4. F. MARTIN, Emerson, ANTOINE LAVALLÉE, Sen.,JEAN BAPTISTE PILLrON, EPHREM MARION,

St. Jean-Baptiste. LEON LAVALLEEB
ANTOINE LAVALLÉE, un., And others.
BERN BERNIlUR,
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o Hi$ Excellency; the Governor General of the Dominion of Canada, in Coumeil
assembled.

MAY IT PLEAÂs Youn EXCELLENc,-The humble petition of the undersigned
half-breeds of the Qu'Appelle Valley respectfully showeth.

That Louis Riel at present lies under sentence at Regina to sufer the extreme
Penalty of the law for treason ; and whereas the jury that found the said Louis Riel
gUilty recommended to mercy the condemned prisoner; therefore your petitioners
humaibly pray-

That your Excellency may be graciously pleased to exercise the clemency of
the Crown in mitigating the death sentence on the said Louis Riel, as in Your
ERxcellency's wisdom and mercy may seem fit;

A nd Your Excellency's petitiolners as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c., &c.
Dated ai Fort Qu'Appelle in the North-West Territories, this 8th day of October

1885.
John Fisher, Wm. Trembla.,
George Fishe, And others.
Auguste Deroume.

To the Gov.ror General in Couneil.
Whereas high legal authorities have declared that part of the North-West Ter-

ritories Act passed in 1875 and amended in 1871, under the provisions of which was
cOnstitut(d the tribunal belore wbich Louis Riel's case was tried, contrary to the
fuindaimental principles of English criminal law and unconstitutional, and that the
expression of s uch a legal opinion has cast serious doubts in the mind of the popula-
ion With regard to the legality of the proceeding which has resulted in the convie-

tion of the said Louis Riel, and with regard to the competence of the tribunal to
eondemn him to capital punishment.

lWhereas from the hearing of the witnesses during the same trial with regard to
the mental condition of the said Louis Riel, by medical specialists and other trust-
Worthy witnesEes, there results among the public a strong impression that the said
Louis Riel does not possess the necessary intellectual capacities to be held legally
responsible for his acts, that the verdict of " guilty' accompanied by a recommenda-
lion Io the clemency of the court rendered by the jury bas the same meaning,uk
they have thenselves declared, and that by bis condemunation to capital punishment
their verdict bas a greater effect than ibat tbey intended to give it.

That tne half.breeds of whom Louis ]Riel was the chief had grave reasons to com-
plain and to be dissatisfied with the authorities.

Wbereas the fact of hanging Riel, in the present circunstances, would have the
effect of endangering the future and peace of the country.

The citizens of the town of Sorel, for the above nentioned considerations, request
that Your Excellency in Council may be pleased to commute the sentence pionounced
against Riel.

And your petitioners shall ever pray.
BOUEL, 22nd August, 1885.

2 'elegram from Granville, France, to H. J. A. Chapleau, Secretary of State, Ottatca.
OTTAWA, 8th November, 1885.

The inhabitants of Granville pray that the Minister will prevent the execution
of Riel.

LUCIEN DION.

SIuIRaaoorE, 12th November, 18.
The undersigned on behalf of an important meeting of the citizens of Sher-

brooke, beg to request in favor of Louis Eiel now under sentence of death, a .com-
anutation of his penalty as dictated by the commonest sentiments of humanity.
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In support of their petition they append hereto several lists covered with over
five hundred signatures of French Canadians, English and Irish citizens of their town.

They venture to hope that the Hon. Secretary of State, who is in some sort their
fellow citizen will give to their petition the support of his great influence and high
position.

They also beg to offer to the Hon. Secretary of State the assurance of their deep
esteem.

L. C. BELANGER, Chairman of Committee.
H. FORTIER, Secretary.

To Hon. J. A. CHAPLEAU, Secretary of State, Ottawa.

To His Excellency the Governor General in Council :
The humble petition of the undersigned inhabitants of Sherbrooke and vicinity

respectfully pray that Your Excellency will graciously exercise in favor of Louis
Riel, now under sentence of death at Regina, the royal prerogative of merey.

And your petitioners will ever pray.
L. 0. BELANGER, Chairman of Committee.
H. FORTIER, Secrçtary of Committee.
G. R ROBITAILLE, Presdt. St. J. Baptiste SV.
L. E. PANNETON.
J. T. L ARCHAMBEAULT.
GEORGE VENNER.
BLISSE NOEL.
JAMES J. DOHERTY,
And 26 others.

To Ris Excellency the Governor Generat of Canada in Council:
The petition of the undersigned, citizens of Sherbrooke and vicinity, humbly

prays:
That it may please Your Excellency to exercise the royal prerogative of meroy

in favor of Louis Riel, now under sentence of death at Regina.
And your petitioners will ever pray.

L. A. Dastons, François Roy,
L. Lafontane, A. Beaudry,
D. Pelletier, P. E. Caron,
H. LeBlanc, And 340 others.
Louis Belland,

SnRBRaoose, 12th November, 1885.

To His Excellency the Governor General of Canada in Council:
The petition of the undersigned, citizens of Sherbrooke and vicinity, humbll

prays:
That it may please Your Excellency to exercise the royal prerogative of meray

in favor of Louis Riel, now under sentence of death at Regina.
And your petitioners will ever pray.

Moise René, Hubert Demors,
W. R. Villeneuve, Napoleon Desrosiers,
Jos. Ed. Genest, J. J. Renaud,
John Muldoon, P. H. Caron,
Philippe Marcotte, H Belanger,
B. Chartier, H. Portier,
C. O. Genest, H. Samuel,
F. Campbell, H. Noèl,
Jacques Turgeon, L. H Begin,
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J. Label, Guillaume Adam,
Alfred Gadfair, Pierre Bisson,
John Miller, W. J. Norris,
Theophile Fisette, A. J. Genest,
Benj. Auclair, And 14 others.

OTTAwÂ, 14th November, 1885.
SIR,-I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 12th inst., transmitting a

petition addressed to His Excellency the Governor General by certain citizons of
Sherbrooke asking for commutation of the sentence of Louis Riel, and to inform you
that the said petition will be taken into consideration.

I have, &c.,
G. POWELL, Under &cretary of State.

.u. O. BELANGiER, Advocate, Sherbrooke, Que.

SEMRooSE, 14th November, 1885.
SER,-I have the honor to enclose the petition of our fellow-citizons of Ccm;;ton.

Prom all appearances it will reach you too late to produce any effect, but it will be
the dirge after the execution.

May the blood of Riel be upon those who shall have killed him.
Accept, Sir, the assurance of my great respect. L. C. BELANGKR.

lion. J. A. CHAPLEAU, -Secretary of State, Ottawa.

TO Ris Excellency the Right Honorable Sir lenry Charles Eeith Petty Fitzmaurice,
Marquis of Lansdowne, P.C.,G.C.M.G., Governor General of Canada :
The petition of the undersigned inhabitants of Sherbrooke and vicinity respect-

fully prays:
That it may please Your Excellency to exercise the royal prerogative of mercy

in favor of Louis Riel, now under sentence of death at Regina;
And your petitioners will ever pray.

C. E, CHOQUETTE, Curé de Compton, JOS. HOULE,
GEORGE LEPAGE, AUGUSTIN PLANTE,
N. H. ROY, EMILE DUCHARME,
JOHN LESPARANCE, SOLIME DION,
PIERRE ST. PIERRE. And 26 others.

COmpton, 12th November, 1885.

ilm,-The undersigned members of the oommittee appointed to take stops with
a view to securing the commutation of the death sentence passed upon Louis Riel,
have this evening had an interview with Ris Lordship the Bishop of Sherbrooke.

His Lordship authorized the deputation to state to the Dominion Government
that he is in favor of a commutation of the sentence of death passed against the said
Louis Riel, and understood His Lordship to say that ho is convinced that his view is
Bhared by all his episcopal colleagues. Be does not, however, think ho can intervene
directly in the matter owing to the political discussions to which it has given rise.

is Lordship, nevertheless, authorizes us to use his name in order to give greater
Weight to the petition we transynittod to'you last evening. He considers that the exer-
Cise of mercy in favor of poor Riel would be the beet means of reestablishing calm
aud peace in the over-excited minds of the people.

The undersigned need hardly say that they are happy to be able to invoke the
name of the worthy and venerable prelate who is charged with their spiritual interests
inu behalf of the cause they have so much at heart. They earnestly request that you
will take into serious consideration the high approval expressed by his Lordship,
and give to the same all due weight. They beg of you to interpret thoir views to
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your colloagues and to put forth in behalf of Riel your gift of talent and eloquenoe
in order that they may, one day, be in a position to proclaim you the saviour of their
unfortunate fellow-countryman.

With sentiments of doep respect.
L. C. BELANGER, Chairman.
H. FORTIER, Secretary.
J. A. CHICOYNE.
N. E. O'CONNOR.

HON. J. A. CHAPLEAU, Secretary of State, Ottawai

C. A. E. LEFEBVRE.
IL E. PANNETON.
IL P. CORMIER.

OTTÂWA, l7th November, 1885;
Sm,-I am instructed to acknowledge reoeipt of your letter of 14th inst., and of

the petitions therein mentioned, praying for the exercise of the royal prerogative in
favor of Louis Riel.

I have, &c.
G. POWELL, Under Secretary of State.

To Ris Excellency the Governor General of Canada in Counci :
The petition of the undersigned citizens of Sherbrooke and vicinity humbly

prays:-
That it may please Your Excellency to exercise the royal prerogative of meroy

in favor of Louis Riel, now under sentence of death at Regina.
And your petitioners will ever pray.

George Moore,
Laurent Hilaire Roy,
Patrick Hackett,
E. Short,

SHEEBRooKE, 12th November, 1885.

John Short, jun.,
J. B. Dancose,
A. Richard,
Jos. Lapointe.

To ifs Excellency the Governor Gmneral in Council :
The petition (all as above.)

P. Quinn, Priest,
O. U. Lacorte, Priest,
John W. Kennedy,
F. X. Duplessis, M.D.,

J. A. Dubrald, Pres. St. Jean Baptiste,
John F. Hayes,
C. N. Desaulniers,
A. Duhamel, and 92 others.

To Ris Excellency the Governor General in Council:
The Petition (and all the rest as above)

Dr. E. Tremblay, P. H. Karwotte,
J. Forgue, Thos. Duchesneau,
T. K. Herbert, Taior, F. Milette,
R. Racicot, Joseph Boulanger,
H. A. Meagher, M.D., Jules Grandi,
J. A. E. McCabe, Alfred Oyr,
C. D. Bourget, Elzéar Debleors,
J. Dutil, R. A. Cyr.

OrWA, 1th November, 1885.
SnR,-I have the honor to acknowledge the reoeipt of three petitions of the 12th

instànt, signed by you, and written at Sherbrooke, for the exorcise of the royal
prerogative of merey i favor of Louis Riel.

I have, &M.,

To Gwoiez Moola, isq., SherbrookQ,Q4ue.
886

G. POWITL.
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To His Excelency the Marquis of Lansdowne, Governor General of Canada :
Learning that doubts are being raised as to the insanity of Louis Riel duwing

and subsequent to his detention at the Beauport Asylum, we take it upon ourseoives
to make the following declaration :-

A short time after having left the asylum, Riel, whom we already knew, came
here to visit us. It was, I think, in 1875; we have forgott in the month and date.
Iu the course of a long conversation, he explained to us the work of his intellect
during his detention, and the extravagant consequences he drew from the principles
ho wanted to see applied to the general reform he wished to operate in Càuroh and
State. We erceived, after a time, that Riel began to wander, and I interruptod his
dissertation by proposing for him a game of draughts with Dr. Dansereau.

On the following day he asked the doctor, who aco.>mpanied him to the railway
station, whether any signs of insanity could be noticed ia his conversation. The
doctor answered him that in truth he manifestel excitement, especially when
sPeaking about the affairs of the North-West. " Tell me frankly," added Riel, " amI ln danger of a relapse?" " You will greatly diminish the danger," said the doctor,
«<if you avoid all cause of excitement; and above all things, have nothing more to
do with politices."

We deem it our duty to send this declaration to Your Excellency, deeming it
use6ful to the cause of justice and humanity.

Your Excelleney's humble and obedient servants,
J. B. H. V. MILETTE, Priest,

Rector of the Church of St. Loui, de Gonzaque, Nashua, N. H.
I certify that the foregoing is in accordance with the facts.

P. E. DANSEREAU, M.D., Nashua, N.H.

Telegram to Marquis of Lansdowne, Ottawa, Canada.
OTTAWA, 3rd November, 188 .

A woman begs Canadian authorities pardon Riel.
JULIETTE ADAM.
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SESSIONAL PAPER No. 48g,
Ordered to be printed, is, in substance, contained in Sessional Papers Nos, 43c and 43f,

and is therefore omitted here.
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RETURN
(IN PART)

(43h)

To an ADDRESS of the HOUSE OF COMMONs, dated 4th March, 1886 ;-For

copies of ail papers found in the Council Room of the Insurgents, or
elsewhere at Batoche, especially including: 1. The diary of Louis
Riel. 2. The minute book and Orders in Council of the insurgent
council. 8. The correspondence of Louis Riel.

By Order.
J. A. CHAPLEAU,

bepartment of the Secretary of State, Secretary of State.
5th May, 1886.

(Transiation.)
LETTER TO LOUIS RIRL FROM N. C. W.-INTRODUCING DEPUTATION,

&o.--DECLARING NORTH-WEST IN A STATE OF REBELLION, AND
PRAYING RIEL TO RETURN.

LoUis RIEL, Esq. ST. Louis Dn LANGEVIN, 18th May, 1884.

DEAu CoUsiN,-This deputation sent to you I hope will not surprise you; you
rlusf3t expect conflicts, treated as the people of the North West are by the Govern.
Ment, an'd you must know better than we do what is taking place in this part of the
co1.untry. In the first place, I will not speak to you about all the acts of injustice
and of the way the Government is treating us, and also the Indians; you know thar,
better than we do.

I shall speak to yon of the uneasiness felt by everyone-everyone, French and
English ; I must not speak of the Indians, who are not the least to be feared ; for my
part I have always looked after them. The movement has been going on for four
mnonths, meeting after meeting; we wanted to unite the French and the English, not
an easy thing to do at first sight. You know the English, they wanted to rebel at
once; we wanted to bring them round to you. As to the English half breeds, they
have a great confidence in you, and they are numerous. They greatly regret that
inr the matter of 1870 they were against, you. They are now the most eager of tli.

Hence, my dear cousin, we may say that the part of the North-West in which
We are living is Manitoba before the troubles, with the difference that there are more
Peeple, that they understand things better, and that they are more determined; you
Wil form an idea as to the conditions upon which the people base their claims, for
the reason that there are many people in the North-West whom the Governmont
have recognized less than Indians; and yet it is these poor half-breeds who have
always defended the North-West at the price of their blood and their sacrifices for a
outntry which is stirring up the whole world to-day. They bave been petitioning

for the last ten years. 1 suppose the Government have looked upon the matter as
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mere child's play; despite formal documents and Acts of Parliament as a guarantee,
the whole matter has been a farce; the honor of Parliament and of the Government
has been trampled under foot when justice was to be done to the poor half-t4reeds.
My dear <oiusin, I think the solemn moment has come. For my part, I have closely
watched the people of the North-West, as well as the Indians, and the one -ry
resounds from ail, it is a spark over a barrel of powder. It is late, but it is the time
now more than ever, for we have right and justice on our side. Do not imagine thau
you will begin the work when you get here; 1 tell you it is all done, the thing is
decided; it is your prébence that is needed. It will, in truth, be a great event in
the North West; you have no idea how great your influence is, even amongst the
Indians. I know that you do not like the men much, but I am certain it will be the
grandest demonstration that has ever taken place, and the English are speakiag about
it already.

Now, my dear cousin, the closest union exists between the French and English
and the Indians, and we have good generals to foster it. I may tell you that Mr.
Lepine bas a hand in the matter; and I need not speak of Mr. Gabriel Dumont, the
dolegate, you will learn the truth from him; yon may aelieve him, he is a prudent
and intelligent man. He wae an old leader on the plains and has great influence
with the hall breeds; he will inform you as to everything that is going on. My dear
cousin, you have perhaps thought it strange that we did not send other men. I
answer that a better choice was not possible than Dumont. As to Michel Damas,
you perhapa know him, he is well instructed in English and French. The others
you can take just as they are, they are influential men, the chief man is M. Dumont;
as to the English party, he is their choice. fie is a most intelligent and devoted
man, you may depend upon it. You will see by the documents that they have all
their provisions; as to means, they are on hand and in abundance. Dear friend, you
desire, of course, to be avenged, and not merely for vengeance sake, for that would
bo wrong; but this wretched Government bas so abused ite power and been so faitb-
less to ail its promises. No doubt had they dope what they promised, you would
bave remained in your country and defended your people; but your banishment
involved that of your whole people, and where is the half-breed who does inot feel the
blow of your bans hment and is not ready to defend you to the last drop of his blood?
The whole race is calling for you1

I oenclude, my dear cousin, by commending to you myself and your race and
country you have so faithfully served, with the conviction that you will make &
supreme effort, wiih the protection of the God of all Nations and of all Gilory, for
,which history will award you, rank with the greatest heroes of this age. And you
will most certainly come to the help of an unhappy race, which is being treated with
contempt, and which its enemies are striving to extirpate,-the poor half-breed
people.

With sincere good wishes,
N. C.W.

Excuse my orthography.

LETTER FROI T, Z.-NO ADDRESS-EVIDENTLY TO MR. REL re
AFFAIRS IN NORTH.WEST.

(Translation) SAINT LUIs DE LANGEVm, 20th May, 1884.
My DEAR FRIEND.-I arm pleased to have an opportunity to-day of writing yOU

few lines. Being unable to forget the old linka that united us closely of old, and
enabled us to er joy sweet leisure and so many delightful hours together, I would faifl
remind you of them ail once more and revive them, if that were possible. I need not
attempt to express to yon the warm sentiments of my heart, you know them of old;
they are still the hame. They are (qually sincere as in the past, and, I venture tO
say, more warm and heartfelt as time goes by. I desire, to-day, to give you a clear
proof of this by telling you of the seditious news now stirring up the North-Wcst-

2
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This province has an arbitrary government which is harrassing the poor half-breed
eople out of its very existence. Their most sacred rights are completely ignore 1.

Th'ey are treated like slaves, and degraded as thougb they deserved the utmost con-
tempt. But all these things have long been known to you. For this reason the
North-West Territory is, as it were, on a volcano just about to burst forth in erup-
1ion. The excitement is almost universal. Men's minds are everywhere excited.
Since the month of March last public meetings have, time and again, been held.
eloquent and stirring addresses have been delivered. The French and English half-
breeds are now united, the latter, especially, seeming to be more excited than the
first named. We are all one party in support of the justice of our despised rights.
It looks as though a real sedition were on the point of breaking out. All are crying
Out against injustice, demanding fair play and urging the granting of our rights.
Mr. Charles Nolin, himself, one of our warmest champions, has declared, again and
again, that in every part of the North-West, which he has visited, the half-breeds are
prepared to rise to a man in vindication of their just claims. The cry in favor of
the good cause is, therefore, universal. Now that ail is settled unanimously by ail
Parties, we need a hoad, a chief. No one of us feels himself qualified to undertake
the task of making so great a protest against despotic authority. We all turn our
eyes towards you, in whom our dearest hopes and deepest trust are centered, all
except a few pretentious individuals of Prince Albert, who would fain be thought
somlething above the common herd and who are afraid of being led by you. We
elect you as our chief. We all cry ont to you to come to our assistance, knowing
that you alone are able to defend us. Not only do the half-breeds in general beseech
you to listen to their prayer, but the people of the other races, who do not know
yOu, beg us to express the same wishes on their behalf. Be good enough, therefore,
to give a cordial reception to the delegation sent to you. Those who constitute it
are all men who enjoy our confidence. There is, perhaps, one of them as to whomC
You may have some suspicion. Mr. Michel Dumas seoms so devoted to our cause
that he has won our confidence on this occasion. Mr. Louis Schmidt was at firs to
have gone in his place; but he was tempted and finally won over by a chance of
maaking money. Ie got a situation in the Land Office which gives him $60.00 per
molinth; this made him decline the honor of enjoying your presence. The two chief
delegates are ]Mr. Gabriel Dumont and Mr. Isbester. They are appointed to make
known to you our just claims. They will submit them for your approval or other-
Wise, and will abide by your decision. In any case, they are to bring you back to us
a4nd satisfy our eager longing to have you in our midst. If not, we beg yon to etate
to Our delegates why you cannot undertake the long journey, so that we may give
to those who may be against you the sound reasons preventing your coming. Do
ilot be uneasy as to the travelling expenses (should you decide to come),.you will
have nothing to fear in that respect, at leat such is my opinion, though the delega-
tion Imay not mention it.

I have nothing further of interest to mention at this critical moment. I have
i0w but to offer you the affectionate greetings of all whò know you and who loudly
Proclaim themselves your subjects, and the friendly wishes of all my family.

With a cordial grasp of the hand I heartily subscribe myself your tender friend.
T. L

P.S.-I have still many things to say4f I could write myself, but being unable
to do Bo, as you know, I shall reserve the narrative until y on come.

REPORT re AGITATION FRO JACKSON TO RIEL.

PRINCE ALBERT, 23rd July, 1884.
DEAR Ma. RIEL,-I sent the reports off in good shape by mail last night. We

telegraphed to Free Press to have your speech wired (about 1,0040 words). I made a
copy for the Mail and retained the original, in case they should wire us to-day. I
]et Mr. Beatty. Mr. Isbister introduced me, as he was starting for Carrot rive
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and sent with him two lotters, one to a prominent Conservative, the other to a Liberal,
that they might act in unison Without rousing any personal prejudice, I described
the great benefits which you had conferred upon us, so I think they will not look a
gift horse in the mouth, but suspend their judgment for the prosent and set to work.
I invited them to make out their requirements and choose a delegate to Executive
Committee, sending document and name to me. Mr. Beatty will set all going
emoothly and then set out for his new home in Stony Creek District, where ho will
consolidate a strong North-West party. Beatty is the man who objected to my con-
doning Deacon's interference. You will remember, a good solid man.

To-day, I shall finish up work in town, and to-morrow start for the Lower States,
&c. I will try and get out to your place toward end of week. Please be working up
the petition into shape, and we will get it in neat form before the committee is called
to enduise or alter it, as they see fit. I have received the Dominion Register, and
the Consolidated Acts of Manitoba; will bring them out with me. There is a big
work for us while the petition is waiting an answer, but I think we will be ready for
a etiff campaign when the answer does come. A number of trimmers are waiting to
see if the current in your favor will last. By the time they.are satisfied it will be too
late for them to bother us much, if disposed to do so.

T. J. Agnew proposed to Maclise that the Conservatives should take counsel
together, and adopt your platform under their party name. If they do so, they will
be snared by their own subtlety. Men who are willing to betray their country for
party ends are going to learn that it is a speedy form of political suicide. Just
imagine their thinking that they understand our policy. What a mess they would
soon make of it.

Maclise is going to put hie ideas into shape and hand them in to me.
I settled matters, commercial and political, with J. F. Bette, shook hande with

him, and cordially asked him to show his brain power in our work. He was some-
what astonished, I think, by my change of front, but I hope will shortly gather hie-
self together and wire in.

J. 0, Davis is thinking their mercantile as just out; also other merchants. I
set Joe Knowles to work on the solution of the statistical problem, and I think ho
will do good work for us. I have seen Barker and other mechanices in regard to the
effect of the Government's policy on trade. There is no necessity for awaiting statis-
tics, of course, before drawing up the petition That is a very simple matter, and
could be done without any returns at all, in fact, for ho who runs may read the
numbers under which we labor. At the same time, I have circulated the fullest
invitation for every man to hand in his list. The town may possibly not elect its
delegates in time for our drawing up the potition, but thoy have been invited to do
so, and I will try and bring a good man with me on their behalf. I shall be just as
well pleased if they reserve their strength for the statistical work, and we will not
be ready for that tili Knowles and I have come to a focus. le has a good head for
that kind of busin< ss. A clear, concise, logical petition will strengthen our hande
more than a month of speechifying. Any bungling work will oarn for us the con-
tempt of the busine8ss men. I have got on a friendly footing with Uwen E. lughes,
and will cautiously try and induce him to give us hie ideas. He is a shrewd business
man. 1 may write up a reassuring explanation of our work in a manner to disarin
prejudice, and put it iii the Times for the benefit of our home audience. I am in good
bealth, except a slight cold, and enjoy good rest, and hope that you, also, are in good
shape. We will not get much respite till after the petition, but wo can rest callu
and peaceful as to the i esult, while the enemies of our God are lying on their beds
devibing evil things against themselves. Clarke, Sproule & Co. have gone up to
Battleford. They will inevitably prepare the good men to receive our doctrine, for
they will associate with the oppressors of the people. The idea of sendirg an apostle
in a quiet way up the run is suggesting itseif to the minds of many, and I lot it
work. Providence knows the right man for the right work, and there is no US
dictating to Him. Maclise wrote privately to Blake asking him not to stop at Li
Clarke's, and Blake wrote back that hie heaith wouid not permit him to visit the
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North-West this summer. Your visit may cause him to change his plans, but I cankeep posted through Maclise, who has kept up a correspondence with himn since 1882.
Fisher is my lieutenant among the young men of the place, and keeps me posted

as to the enemy's movements in that quarter. I think Deacon, who is a Methodist,bas seen Mr. Parker, but Mr. Parker is too sound on principle to he lost to us. Mr.
McWilliam, the Presbyterian minister, who has hitherto been a Liberal, stated last
zlight at supper table that "he has yet to learn what our grievances are."

It is the misfortune of clergymen that they see only one side of a man's
40haracter, and Mr. Sproule is a prominent pillar of the Presbyterian church.

Yet Mr. McWilliam is too good a man I think to be blinde4 for any length of
tmle. I will leave him to form his opinion from events, and our petition may en-
Jighten him as to our grievances.

It is Mr. Elliott's opinion that Mr. Jackson is too clever and lacks tact. My
paât ine of action justifies that opinion, and it is perhaps as well that they are so
Well satisfied with a false key.

Dr. Pot ter's wife is a niece of Donald A. Smith, who is a close friend of Swan-
ton's, and invests his money for him. These circumstances have their significance,

but I believe their good hearts will carry them through. " The smoking flax fHeWil not quench."
Clark, the druggist, is apparently trying to serve God and Mammon. Let us

Pray that the best may prevail. The influence of an unprincipled friend is a terrible
Snare to a young man, especially one of keen intellect.

The Free Pr&qs has just wired for Riel's speech in full. I am going up with Ab.
Parker after dinner. 1 have a great affection for Ab. I believe him to be a good,onest soul. I have got the prioes paid to Hudson Bay Company contrasted with
krces paid ordinarily for supplies, a valuable document ; also the answer of the

retary Of State (Chaplean) to Norquay anent Manitoba demands.
If any of our friends think I am not getting through business fast enough, please

reassure them. You know me and my work, and an element of discontent is dan-
gerous to the cause. I think I see our way clear to raising all the ftunds we want.

I think I have stated eyerything at present, I miss you very much, but it is
a Well that I learn to keep a close direct hold oui the Father's hand.

Your friend,
WILL JACKSON.

I can't find my seal ; al] right; yet the enemy will only use it to their own de-
Struction, if they do intercept it.

(Translated.) 22nd MARcH, 1884.-SWZAING SEcREOY.

. We, the undersigned, solemnly swear before God that we will keep the secret of
tis meeting held at Abraham Montour's this 22nd day of March, A.D>. 1884, that is

say, all that shall be and has been decided thereat, and in general all the decisions
thereof.

his his
Alexandre + Arcan, Isidore + Dumont,

mark. mark.
bis hie

Pierre + Garepy, Abraham + Bélanger,
mark. mark.

hie his
Baptiste + Pruneau', Emmanuel+ Champagne,

mark. mark.
hie hie

Pascal + Montam, Baptiste + Parenteau,
mark. mark.

his hie
Gabriel + Dumont, Baptiste + Boucher,

mark. mark.
là
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his hie
Jean + Damont, • Xavier + Batoche,

mark. mark.
hie his

Pièrre + Parenteau, Baptiste + Boyer.
mark. mark.

hie hie
Joseph + Arcan, Philip + Gariepy,.

mark. mark.
hie hie

Isidore + Dumont, père, Joseph + Vandal,
mark. mark.

hi@ hie
William + Bremner, William + Boyer,

mark. mark.
hie his

Abraham + Montan, Baptiste + Arcan,
mark. mark.

Napoleon Neault, Maxime Lepine,
Damasse Carrière, M. Damas,
Louis Goulette, William Bruce,
Chas. Nolin, Norbert Turcotte.

T. E. JACKSON TO BIEL, RE AGITATION.

PRINCIC ALBERT, 2nd August, 1884.
DE &a SIR,-Tbe Opposition are endeavoring to excite the prejudices cf those who

are " on the fence," by making capital out of the visit of Big Bear and Lucky Man,
insinuating that you are encouraging an Indian outbreak. Will you please send me,
a private letter, which I can make public to those whom it is advisable to reassure,
stating the facts of the case.

I hear that D. H. Macdonall telegrapbed to Père André to-day, or a day or two
ago, stating that Sir John A. Macdonald had written to Dewdney, telling him that ag
soon as the Miuister of the Interior (D. L. McPherson) returns from England, that
he will look into the half-breed grievances, and I understand that Père André iS
advisirg the people he influences to be satisfled with this assurance; I regret this,
and trust the reverend père will change bis mind, or lose his influence. The pi omise
of big things from the Government may infuse life into the Opposition, but con-
paratively few will be influenced. A favorable feeling toward the movement i
growing every day among the mass of the people. Hoping to hear from you very soon.

I have the honor to remain yours very truly,
T. E. JACKSON.

Mi. LouIs RIEL.

LETTER FROM RIEL'S COUNCIL TO ENGLISI HALF-BREEDS ASKING
THEIR CO-OPERATION.

bT. ANTOINE, 21st March, 1885.
To the English Balf-breeds of Red Deer Hill, St. Catharines and St. Paul:

DEAR BROTHERS IN JEsUs CHRIT,-The Ottawa Government bas been maliciously
ignoring the rights of the original half-breeds during flfteen years. The petitionlS
which have been sent to that Government on that matter and concerning the grier-
ances which our classes have against its policy are not listened to; moreover, the
Dominion bas taken the high handed way of answering peaceable complaimts by dis-
patching and reinforcing their Mounted Police. The avowed purpose being to coafrnl
in the Saskatchewau their Government spoliation and usurpation of the rights anId
liberties of all classes of men, except their resident oppressors the Hudson's Bay
Company and land speculators, by threatening our liberty and our lives. The
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aboriginal half-breeds are determined to save their rights or to perish ut once. They
are supported with no doubtful energy by a large number of abler half-breeds, who
have cone to the Saskatobewan les as emigrants than as proscripts from Manitoba.
Those of the emigrants who have been long enough in this country to realize that
Ottawa does not intend to govern the North-West so much as to plunder it, are in
BYmpathy with the movement. Let us all be firm in the supDort of right, humane
atnd courageous, if in him to fight just and equitable in our views, thus God and man
Wil be with us, and we will be successful.

Dear Brothers, in the council of the French Canadian half-breeds, now under
arms at St. Anthony and in the Saskatchewan, have been most happy to receive
Your friendly communications through your Messrs. Scott, Ros and William D.,
8Ympathies for the stand which we are compelled to take. * * * The
fact that your delegation and ours have crossed each other, affords convincing proof
that oir feelings are mutual.

Justice commande to take up arme.

Signed by Councillors, Secretary, &o.
LOUIS " DAVID " RIEL, Exovede.

MRETING AT ST. CATHERINES-RESOLUTIONS RE OUTBREAK.

At a public meeting held within St. Catherine's church on the evening of the
2 2nd March, 1885.

Rev. Mr. Matheson was appointed chairman, and Mr. Wm. Craig secretary to
the meeting.

The chairman having stated that his object in calling the ,meeting was to ascer-
taIn the mind of the inhabitants and promote the interests of peace ut the present
eriais.

A lengthened discussion ensued, after which, on the motion of Mr. Wm. Craig,
seconded by Mr. Wm. Hodgson, it was unanimously resolved:-

1st. That the members of this meeting continue to sympathise as they have
alwayb doue with the French half-breeds in their desire to obtain their legal rights
by ail constitutional means.

2nd. That they don't approve of the resort to arms or the raising of the Indians,
and wish to remain neutral.

3rd. That a copy of this minute be despatched without delay to the officer in
Charge at Carlton, and another to Mr. Riel.

Signed on behalf of the residents of St. Catherines.
B. MATHESON, Chairman.
WM. CRAIG, Secretary.

The meeting appoint Messrs. Inkster and flodgson also to sign on behalf of the
*hole meeting. GEORGE INKSTER.

Wx. HODQSON.
The undersigned concur in the above resolution on behalf of meeting at St.

Catherines.
CHARLES ADAMS.
ANDREW SPENCE.
ANDREW PETERSON.

TiETTER FROM ADAMS AND PRITCHARD, ENCLOSING RESOLUTIONS.

SIa,-Enclosed you will find resolutions, passed bya mass meeting, in our neigh-
borhood. But we think a great deal depends on the wisdom and humanity of those
at the head of affaire on either side.

May God give you wisdom to order things aright.
CHAS. ADAMS, Chairman.

&djutantGeneral Dus. J. F. PRITOE[ARD Secretary.
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MEETING AT ST. ANDREW'S-RESOLUTIONS RE OUTBREAK.

At a mass meeting held in St Andrew's school house, Monday, 23rd March,
instant, to discuss the present critical situation,

Mr. C. Adams was called to the chair, and Rev. Mr. Pritchard and Mr. Stansfield,
joint secretaries, the following resolutions were unanimously carried:-

Proposed by Mr. Alex. MceKay, seconded by Mr. Chas. G. Bird, son., and
unanimously resolved,-

let. Tnat while heartily sympathizing with the French in their endeavors con-
stitutionally to get redresa of their many greivances, we cannot endorse thoir present
attitude in taking up arms for that purpose, and we heroby beg of them not to Mhed
blood.

2nd. That the opinion of this meeting is that, had the Government been just with
the settlers, this disturbance would never have been.

3rd. And further, had the influential citizens of Prince Albert joined the move-
iment, instead of ignoring it, had they advised the Government instead of exciting it
against the people, it is the opinion of this meeting that the Governmont would have
settled all greivances long ere this.

4th. That we, the English, half-breed and Canadian settlers, while advocating
peac and remaining completely neutral as resorting to arma, do not for one moment
l ose sight of our grievances, and will henceforth use ail lawfutl- means for the redrees

of the same.
5th. That a copy of these rosolutions be sent to Major Crozier, and one to Mr.

Riel.
Signed on behalf of the settlers of St. Andrews, Red Deer Hill and surrounding

country.
J. F. PRITCHARD, Secretary. CHAS. ADAMS, Chairmn.
ALEX. STANSPIELD, GEO. GLAISTER,
RODERICK bOOK, THOMAS McCORRISTER,
ANDREW SPENCE, W. HODGSON.

RIEL TO ENGLISH-SPRAKING PEOPLE OF PRINCE ALBERT,
RE UNITING IN ACTION.

MISSION OF THE SAORED HUART, 29th March, 1885.

NoTEs.-If the police could be isolated from the people at Prince Albert, we
would make them surrender easily. I think we could keep them as hostage until
we join them, without endorsing or taking up arms, if you feel too much repug-
munce to do it; but send us delegates to meet ours, we will discuss the condition of
our entering into confedoration as a province.

The emigrants, as well as the natives, have a clear case against the Hudson's
Bay (Company. Do not strengthen her monstrous monopoly by helping along her

.hrewd, miserable scheme, at the present criais. If you leave the Hudson's Bay
Company and the mounted police, you will see how far we will go to uproot ier

influence from the Saskatchewan.
Let us unite in those interests which are common to the English and French

half-breeds and to the emigrants, and we will celebrate in peace and in success the
24th of May.

But if we cannot unite, the struggle will grow, Indians will corne in from al
quarters, and many people will cross this line early this spring, and perhaps Our
difficulties will end in an American fourth of Jaly.

LOUIS " DAVID" RIBL, Exovede.
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8. G. CROZIER TO MACKAY GIVING A TELEGRAM& TO Bh FORWARDED
IN CIPHER.

PRItNoE ALBERT, 30th March, 1885.
EICAR SIR -Telegraph the following cipher in my name to the Commissioner.

Riel warned all settlers from farms, or would be forced to join him, or be shot,
gave them forty-eight hours' notice. People fûocking in. Irvine appointed me sup-
P1Y officer. Send four, bacon to Troy, send 2,000 sacks flour via Calgary to Edmonl-
ton, and 4,000 lbs. bacon, if safe. Steamer from here will be sent up to bring it
down. Carlton burned to the ground, have saved all fars and bulk of provisions,
-lot of goode destroyed. Population ail in arme. Police here; tell my people 1 am

afe; just got our dead in from Duck Lake, nine in all. Will wire every opportanity,
provisions for further transport already at G. Lake.

S. G. C ROZIER.
WM. MAcKAY, Esq., H. B. Co., Battleford.

LETTER*PROM PH. GARNOT, SECRETARY, TO A. MONKMAN, re TREA'
MENT OF THE SIOUX INDIANS AND HALF.BREEDS, &o.

BArocuE, 2nd April, 1885.
DEAR BRoTHss,-Will you receive all Indians from Beardy's band and see about

rations for them ?
We are receiving, to-day, al the Sioux from Round Plain, and the half-breeds,and we shall be strong enough, and we are afraid to run short of rations, so we expect

that yOU will treat them kindly and keep.them under your order, and give rations to
very one, and to his family as long as he or they will be under your control at the

Lend them horses and cattle, if possible, to help them to get to Carlton.
Take courage, and we would advise the keeping of guards on top of the hills.
Believe us, dear brother, your brothers in Jesus Christ.

For the Couneil.

o E AAPH. GARNOT, ecretary.

N. NAULT AND OTHERS TO COUNCIL, BE INTOXICATING LIQUORS.
(Translation.)

BAoOE P. O., 9th April, 1885.
St. Antoine de Padoue.

eO the Members of the Council:
GENTLEMEN,---Several rumors having reached this side of the river, we deem itî

Our duty to send you a few words anent the same; we mean as to the ma4tter of
dlrink. We have fault to find with you gentlemen, members of the council. We
find drunken men on every side along the river. It seems to us it is the duty of all
?f you to see to this matter. It seems to us that you are inactive. What grieves us
1 to see you on the other hand quarrelling amongst yourselves and giving -rouble to
those who act right. From the wa you are- acting we fear greatly that yod wili
dishearten many amongst us. The best course to take is to come to a clear under-
standing amongst yourselves, once for all. We promised to keep temperanue in
tines Of the hardest struggle, and now that things do not look quite so bad as they
vere we want to fali back 1 We rely on you to set matters right.

Yours truily,
NAPOLEON NAULT,
JOSEPH DELORME,
PATRICE TOUROND,
BAPTiSTE OUELLETTE,
PATRICE FLURtE
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PROMISE OF NEUTRALITY &o., FROM V. VEGREVILLE, O.M.I.

(Translation.) ST. ANToINE DE PADOUE, 10th April, 1885.

i promise to remain perfectly neutral, and that I will not leave this place with-
ont the consent of the provisional government.

V. VEGREVILLE, O.E.L
P.M.A

PROMISE OF NEUTRALITY, &o., FRO&I J. V. FOURMOND, O.1M.1.
(Translation.)

15th April, 1885.
I, the undersigned, declare that I will remain neutral and will do nothing

against the French Canadian half-breed movement.
J. V. FOURMOND, O.M.1.

LETTER PROM THE WIFE OF GEORGE NESS TO LOUIS RIEL PRAYING
FOR THE RELEASE OF HER HUSBAND.

(Translation.) ST. ANToINE, Maroh, 1885.
DARa SI,-Excuse me for troubling you like this, but you are the only person

in whom I trust to have pity on me, who am so deserving of pity, left alone as I am
with my three little children who are very young, no near neighbour to help me to
take care of our little animals, and, also, you have arrested my husband when he was
trying to get something for his little family. Oh ! believe me, it is I who am the
cause of your having taken him. The day before I told him and begged him to go
and sell his horse to get provisions, and also several things of which we are greatly in
want, such as shoes and clothing for my children. Thus, dear Sir, having great con-
fidence in your devotion to the half breeds, I thonght I would appeal to your charity
to give me a little of what I need. Ah I Sir, were it not for the help of the grace of
God, our common Father, I should die of loneliness and grief at being separated fron
my husband, who is Fo good. But may the hruly will of God be done on earth as it is
in Heaven. Dear Sir, oh, how happy I should be to see him, only to speak to him.
No one but you can grant me that blessing.

Oh ! I am sure that for the love of bis children and me he would listen to me if 1
spoke to him. But, I repeat, I have not had the happiness of speaking with him
since I told him to sell his horse. Your words, dear Sir, have remained imprinted
in my heart. Yes, while I live I never shall forget the tinge you entered our bouse.
But George is a balf-breed, and I never can believe that my race will be cruel enough
to kill my husband or keep him long a prisoner. Now, if ho promises not to meddle,
let him come and do his work, for I am in a position that I have need of him, I am
not strong enough to work.

Adieu, dear Sir, I will pray for you with all my heart.
THE WIFE OF GEORGE NESS.

P.S.-Excnse me, I am short of paper.
Ma. LOUIS RIEL.

CUT KNIFE HILL, 29 th April, 1885.
I want to hear news of the progress of God's work. If any events have occurred

silmce your[messengers came away let me know of it. Tell me the date when the Ameri
esns will reach the Canadian Pacifie Railway. Tell me all the news that you have
heard from all places where your work is in progress. Big Bear has finished his work.
He has taken Fort Pitt. " If you want me to come to you let me know at once," ho
said and I sent for him at once. I will be four days on the road. Those who have
gone to sec him will sleep twice on the road. They took twenty prisoners including
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the master of Fort Pitt. They killed eleven mon including the agent, two priests and
six white men. We are camped on the creek just below Cut Knife Hill waiting for
Big Bear. The Blackfeet have killed sixty police at the Elbow. A half-breed who
initerpreted for the police having survived the flght, though wounded, brought ihis
news,1 Here we have killed six white mon. We have not taken the barracks yet,
but that is the only entire building in Battleford. All the cattle and horses in the
vicinity we have taken. We have lost one man, a Nez Percé killed. he being alone,
and one wounded. Some soldiers have come from Swift Current but I don't know
their number. We have here guns and rifles of all sorts but ammunition for them ifs
short. If it be possible send us ammunition of various kind. We are weak only for
the want of that. You sent word that you would come to Battleford when you have
finished your work at Duck Lake. We wait still for you, as we are unable to lake
the Fort without help. If you send us news send only one messenger. We are
impatient to reach you. It would encourage us much to see you and make us work
mnore heartily. Up to the present everything bas gone well with us but we are con-
stantly expecting the soldiers to visit us hore. We trust that God will be as kind to
us in the future as ho has been in the past. We, the undersigned, send greeting to

YOu all.
POUNDMAKER,
COPINOW-WAY-WIN,
MUSSINASS,
MEETAYWAYIS,

a Louis RIEL: PEEYAYCHEW.

Whon this reaches you send us news immediately as we are anxious to hear the
neOWs.

If you send us news send as many mon as possible.
A true and certified copy.

CHAS. B. ROULEAU,
Stipendiary Magistrate for the N. W. T.

DECISION OF THE COUNCIL-RIEL A PROPHET.
(Translation.)

Moved by M. Boucher, seconded by M. Tourond, That the Canadian half breed
BXovidat acknowledges Louis David Riel as a prophet in the service of Jesus Chribt, and
Son1 of God and only Redeemer of the world; a nrophot at the feet of Mary Immacu-
late, under the powerful and most favorable protection of the Virgin Mothor of Christ,
ulinder the visible and most consoling safeguard of St. Joseph, the beloved patron of
the half-breeds-the patron of the universal church; as a prophet, the humble imitator
in mnany things of St. John the Baptist, the glorious patron of the French Canadians
and of the French Canadian half-breeds.

Ayes :-M. Henry, M. Parenteau, M. Dumont, M. Tourond, M. Jobin, M. Trot-
tier, M. Boucher, M. Lépine, M. Carrière.

M. Ouellette did not vote at all, but said that after a time, if his views changed,
ho would record his vote.

DECISION OF THE COJNCIL.-Re CHANGING THE NAMES OF TE DAYS.
(Translation.)

CHANGING THE léiiAEs OF TEIN DAYS OF THE WaEK.
Moved by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Jobin,- That the names of the days of

the week be changed as follows :
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Monday to be named.... ............................. Christ Aurore.
Tuesday do ...... ..... .... Vierge Aurore.
Wednesday do ......... .............................. Joseph Aube.
Tbursday do .......................... Dire Aurore.
Friday do ............................ Dénil Aurore.
Saturday do ....... . ....................... Calme Aurore.
Sunday do .................................... Vire Aurore.

Ayes :-M. Boucher, M. Jobin, M. Carrière, M. Tourond, M. Parenteau, M.
Lépine, M. Ouellette, M. Trottier, M. Henry.

Nays:-Mr. Ross.

DECISION OF COUNCIL.-SUNDAY TO BE RELIGIOUSLY OBSERVED.
(Translation.) TuTn or SUNDAY.-25T APRIL, 1885.

Moved by P. Parenteau, seconded by D. Carrière:-
That the Lord's Day be put back to the seventh day of the week, as the Holy

Ghost appointed it, through his servant Moses; and that if there be any members of
the " Exovidat " who are not as yet prepared to vote for this resolution, those of their
brethren who this day take the lead cordially invite them to join as soon as they can
conscientiously do so; and that, though their adhesion be delayed, it shal be
accepted when it cornes, as freely as if it had been given to.day. May these
adhesions soon render unanimous the act by which the Canadian half-breed 'Exo-
vidat " restores, in God's name, the Holy Day of the Lord's Rest.

Ayes.-Messrs. Boucher, Dumont, Trottier, Parenteau, Jobin, Carrière, Henry,
Tourond, Bte. Parenteau.

Nays.-Messrs. Ouellette, Ross, Lepine.

LET'ER FROM LOUIS DAVID RIEL TO " DEAR RELATIVES" BE DIS-
ARMING THE POLICE, SEIZING PROVISIONS, ETC.

DEAR RELATIVES,- We thank you for the good news that you took the trouble to
Bond us.

Since you are willing to help us, may God bless you, in all what is to be done
for our common salvation.

Justice commands to take up arme. And if you see the police passing by, stop
it, and take away their arms.

Afterwards notify the Wood Indians that they might be surprised; let then
keep ready to all events, in being calr and courageous; to take all the powder, the
shot, the lead, the poste and the cartridges, from the Hudson's Bay stores at Nut
Lake und Fishing Lake. Do not kill anybody. Do not molest nor ill-treat anybody,
but take away the arme.

Fear not.
LOUIS "DAVID " RIEL, Exovede.

LETTER IN RIEL'S HANDWRIT[NG.
(Translation.)
Monsieur F. X. BAToOHE.

The French half-breeds have taken up arms 3n masse. Not one of our people is
inst us. Tell our relatives the Indians to be ready to come to our help, if needed.
e all the ammunition of the company.

To the English Half-breeds of Red Deer Bills, St. Catherines and St. Paul:

DEA BRoTHERs IN Jzsus OHRIT,-The Ottawa Goverument has been maliCiouslY
ignoring the rights of the original half-breeds during fifteen years. The petitions
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which have been sent to him on that matter and concerning the grievances which all
Classes have against its policy are not listened to ; moreover, the Dominion has taken
the high-handed way of answering peaceable complaints by reinforcing their mounted
Police, the avowed purpose being to confirm in the Saskatchewan their Govern.
Ment spoliation and usurpation of the rights and liberties of ail classes of men, except
these assistant oppressors, the HFLudson's Bay Company and land speculators. They
are supported with, no doubt, full energy by a large number of other half breeds who
have corne to the Saskatcbewan less as emigrants than as proscripts from Manitoba.
Those of the emigrants who have been long enough in this county to realize tha t
Ottawa does not intend to govern the North West so much as to plunder it, are in
8Ympathy with the movement. Let us ail be firm in the support of right; humane and
Courageous, if we have to fight, just and equitable in our views, thus God and men
'Will be with us and it will be successful.

Dear Brothers, in the council of the French Canadian half-breeds now under arme.
at St, Anthony and in the Saskatchewan has been most happy to receive your friebdly
communication through your Messrs. Scott, Ross and William Paquin.

The fact your delegation and ours have crossed each other, affords con-
vincing proof that our feelings are mutual. Justice commands to take up arms.

Pierre Paranteau, chairman, Ch. Nolin,
Gab. Dumont, Bte. Boyer,
Moise Ouellette, Donald Ross,
Albert Monkman, Amb. Jobin,
Bte. Patanteau, Pierre Henry,
Nor bert Delorme, Damase Carrière,
Maxime Lepine, Bte. Boucher,
David Touron41  PH. G&RNOT, Secretary.

'3T. ANTHoNY, 21st March, 1885. LOUIS " DAVID " RIEL, Exovede.

(Translation.)
COPY OF A LETTER TO ENGLISH AND FRENCH HALF-BREEDS AT

LAKE QU'APPELLE.

To Our brothers the English and French half-breeds of Lake Qu'Appelle and vicinity:

DEAR RELATIONS AND FRIENDs,-If you have not already heard, .you shall hear
the reasons 'which lead us to take up arma. You know that of old your fathers, at the
risk of their lives, defended this country, which was theirs and which is ours.

The Ottawa Government took possession of our country fifteen years ago, they
Ilake a mockery of our rights and offend against the law of God by inflicting upon
ns endless injustice. The officiais commit every species of crime, and the mounted
police are the scandal of the world by their foul language and evil conduct. So cor-
ruPt are they, that our wives and our daughters are no longer safe in the neighbor-
hood. The laws of decency are to them a mere matter of jest.

O my friends, we must at all times trust in God ; but to-day the measure of evil
i full to oveiflowing, and we have special need to commend ourselves to our Lord.
You1 will perhaps see things as we see them. Our country is stolen from us, and
then it is so badly governed that, if we let things go on, it will soon be impossi.
ble to save ourselves.

The English half-breeds of the Saskatchewan are undoubtedly with us. T he
Indians are crossing to us and joining us on all aides.

Purchase ail the munitions yon can. You can go to the other side of the line,
if necessary, for them. Be ready. Do not listen to the offers the Ottawa Govern-
ment will make to you; their offers are the offers of robbers. Si gn neither papers
'or petitions. Trust in God and in the ciroumstances which Providence is now
bringing about on the Saskatchewan. We shall not forget yon. If promises ar
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ma'ie to you, say that the time for promises is past. We have reached a point when
we must have proof for everything. Pray; be good; keep the commandments of
God and you shall want for nothing.

RESOLUTION IN FAVOR OF ANNEXATION TO UNITED STATES.

Resolved, -That when England gave this country to the Hudson Bay Company,
two hundred years ago, the North-West belonged to France, as history shows it.

And when the Treaty of Paris ceded Canada to England, no mention of any kind
was made of the North-West.

As the American-English colonies helped England to conquer Canada, they
ought to have a share of the conquest, and that share ought to be the North- West,
since, commercially and politicalty, the United States government have done more for
England than ever England did; we ought to have annexation. Against England and
Rome. Manitoba, French Canadian.

IRESOLUTION EXPRESSING FRIENDSHIP TOWARDS THE UNITED
STATES, AND DOUBT AS TO ENGLAND'S OWNERSHIIP OF THO
NORTHI-WEST TERRITORIES.

Resolved: -
1. That our union is, and will always be, most respectuous towards the American

Government, their policy, their interest, and towards the territories government of
Montana as well.

2. That our union will carefully avoid causing any difficulty whatever to the
United States.

And will not conifict in any way with the constitutionnd laws of the Govern-
ment. It is doubtful whether England really owns the North-West. Becanse the
first act of government that any law ever accomplished over that North-West was to
give it as a prey to the 6ordid monopoly of the Hudson's Bay Company 200 years ago.

Her second act of government of any importance over that country was to givO
it in 187o as a prey to the Canadian.

Our union is, and always will be, most respectful towards the American.

IRIEL'S ANSWER TO INVITATION TO COKE TO SASKATCHEWAN.

GENTLEMEN,-The goodwill yOu manifest towards me, and with which I know
you to be animated for me, 611 me with joy and do me great honor. Your voice is
more than friendly; it is the voice of loving fellow-countrymen. Your voice which
speaks to me is a sweet voice and very tender. It is not merely the voice of loving
compatriots I hear when I listen to you, I say, but it seems to me the voice of My
country itself. Yes, I tell you, it is the very voice of my conntry. You are, yoLl
say, delighted to see me once more; and you prove it to me. Believe me, I alsO
am happy. What a joy for me to grasp your hands once more, and to embrace you.
You are good enough tb mention what I have done for Manitoba. It is true, I did
iny best to secure its happiness. But if I succeeded, it was because I had in you the
support of friends, firm, generous, brave and independent; and whatsoever my place
in history may be, I shal owe my reputation, under God, to you Frenoh Canadisa
half-breeds. You did not abandon me in My time of peril, and it was my duty to
stand firm before every obstacle in order to help you. Though small in respect tO
numbers, the Ikrench Canadian half-breed people have made a noble struggle. I a
happy to see them at rest and enjoying prosperity; and let me congratulate you onl
your increase and the vigor you have acquired in the short space of ten years. I
thank yon for the flattering and delicate terme in which you invite me to live with
you. It wauld most assuredly be very pleasant for me to spend my days in the
midst of Itllow-countrymon s0 gratetul as you are. '£he love I have for my nativo
land i8 strong enough to keep me here, but my adopted country has taken hold of
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my heart, and I have promised to devote myself to it. I belong to it so long as I
live. It knows that I love you, that I do not forget yon; it approves of the iegiti-
Mnate, loyal and rightful love I bear to my native land. The more liberal my
adopted country is towards me, the more am I bound to honor and to love it; and
illa8sruch as that country supports and is in favor of ail that is lawful, loyal, just and
reasonable, it will certainly permit me to give free scope to the love I have for you.

IRESOLU 'IONS IN RE SENDING A DELEGATION TO LOUIS RIEL IN
UNITED STATES.

3. That the French and English natives of the North -West (those that have not
Participated in the Manitoba Lands Grant) want free patent for the land they pos-
sess and occupy at the present date, without any prejudice to any more grants to
which they are entitled for the extinction of their Indian title to the landts of the
North-West.

4. That the natives, French and English, protest against the dues ard charges
on timber and forests until their rights within mentioned be recognized and graaed
by the Dominion Government.

5. That the management of the Indians such as Indian agencies, instructorships
Or other offices for the benefit of the Indians in the North-West Territories be
*ontrusted to natives, as they are more familiar with the habits, character and wants
of those Indians, and to prevent any regrettable occurrences as as have happened in
the past.

6. That the French and English natives of the North-West having never recog-
lized any right to the lands of the North-West, assumed by the Hudson Bay Corn-
Pany or by the Dominion Government, claim an exclusive right to i hese lands along
'With the Indians.

7. We the French and English natives of the North-West, knowing that L ,uis
Riel has made a bargain with the Government of Canada, in 1870, which said
bargain is contained mostly in what is known as the " Manitoba Act," and this
mneeting not knowing the contents of said " Manitoba Act," we have thought it
advisable that a delegation be sent to said Louis Riel, and have his assistance to
'bing all the matters referred to in the above resolutions in a proper shape and forin
before the Government of Canada, so that our just demande be granted.

(Translation.)
RIEL'S ADVICE ON MOVEMENTS OF DEFENCE.

22nd April, 1885.
To avoid, as much as possible, weakening our strong points on both sides of the

river here, let a certain number of men be detached to watch the movements of Mid-
dleton's camp beyond Tourond's coulée. On the other side of the river also, let a
certain number of men be detached to watch the movements of the mounted police.
For My own part, with all the respect I have for the views of the council and the
desires of the army, I wish, nevertheless, that no attack be made against the police

oW, because: -lst. The spirit which is good enough to guide me, has said to me:
'Not far from here." 2nd. Because that same spirit has told me that it would be

good to bind the prisoners, which shows me that we should need ail our men here.
3rd. Because that good spirit has said to me: "By dint ofhard blows, strive to
defend every inch of ground," which also gives me to understand that we need ail
Our forces here. 4th. Because it has been said to me: " Let Gabriel Dunont pay
attention." Now, this attention required from my uncle Gabriel applies not only te
his wound, but mpkes me fear that, with his eager courage and his inattention t-) his
'personal safety in battle, he may expose himself too much and meet with ;ome
grievous mibhap. If anything happened to Damont, it would not only be a misfor-
tune for h's f! iends, but an irreparable loss for the future and for the whole people.
Sniy uncle liabriel were cured of his wound, I sbould be more willing to see h;m
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start on an expedition of this kind. If we get reinforcements, I might change my
opinion, I think, to a certain extent. Under present circumstances, I know, I under-
stand, that it woull be of great benefit to us to go and attack and harrass the mounted
police on the other side of the river, at Clark's Crossing; but that would weaken us
here, and I fear that, meantime, from Prince Albert or elsewhere, some encounter
may occur, in which we shall need all our strength.

Respectfully, and in the frankest spirit of friendship, I offer these consideiations
to the attentions of the " Exovidat," so that they may weigh my reasons. What I
wish is, that my reasons be examined, but be convinced, Sirs and dear brothers in
Jesus Christ, that when you have examined whAt I now submit to you, if you adopt
a course contrary to my views, I shall look upon it as an expression of the permis-
sion of God, and I will help you, with all my strength, to carry out your views a&
though they were my own, to the greater glory of God.

ROLLS.

No. 1 COMPANY.
Isidore Dumont, Captain (R LP.)

Nap. Nault .................................
Gabriel Parenteau...... ................
Louis Parenteau .....-..................
Sam. Parenteau............................
Ambroïse Dubois...... .........
Leon Ferguson..............................
Bpte. Deschamps-........................
Athanase Lépine .............
Maxime Dubois ..... ........ .............
Jean Baptiste Montour (R.I.P.)......

No. 2 CoMPANY.
E. Dumont, Captain.

Moïse Parenteau............................
Boniface Leford ........ ..................
Jean Caron......... ..................
Pierre Bollegarde..........................
Paul Déjarlhis...............................
Maxime Fidler.............................
Theophile Caron............................
Louis Parenteas............................
E. Tourond ..................................
Louis Davis..................................

No. 3 COMPANY.
Ambroise Champagne, Captain.

Joseph Vandal ........... ...............
Louis Lafontaine...............
William Vandal ............................
Bpte. Vandal......................
William Delorme ...... . . .......
Alexandre Gosselin.....................
Josué Breland...............................
Modeste Laviolette........................
Baptiste Letendre... ....................
Chai les Laviolette.......................

No. 4 COMPANY.
Antoine Lafontaine, Captain.

William Hamelin...........................
Joseph Bremner................
Dan. Charrette.............................
St. Pierre Parenteau......................

Alexandre Montour.... .........
Charles Faignant.......... ..

2 Raphael Parenteau........................
3 Baptiste Ouellet...................
4 Pierre Gervais ..............................
5 No. 5 COMPANY.
6 Bernard Paul, Captain.
7 John Shen,........... .......................
8 Grégoire Lejour............................
9 Corbette Laplante..............

10 Bien Montour ..............................
Thomas Ouellette.........................
Hill Sansregret...........................

1 Alexis Dumont.............................
2 John Martin...........................
3 Charles Martin..............................
4 Pierre Martin ... .............
5 No. 6 COMPANY,
6 Jonas Moureau, Captain.
7 Joseph Onellette. ..............
8 Julien Oulelette............................
9 William Piché...........................

10 Maurice Hennery ...... ...............
Baptiste Larocque............... .........
Patrice Faignant..........................

1 Roger Goulet...... ..........
2 Joseph Montour............................
3 Baptiste Hamelin ............
4 Toussaint Laplante .......................
ô No. 7 CoMPANY,
6 William Boyer, Capfain.
7 Louis Rooss.................................
8 William Fidler...........................
9 Joseph Pilon........................ ......

10 Curbet Fidler....... ........................
Charles Thomas,...........................
Joseph Sauvé.....................

1 Moïse Carrière..................
2 Jeremie Sauvé..............................
3 Joseph Sauvé....................... ......
4 Gel. Sauvé......... ............
16
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No. 8 COMPANY,
Baptiste Vandal, Captain.

Nor'b. Sauivé ......... ..... .... .... ......... 1
Francis Vandal,............................ 2
Patrice Gervais . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . 3
André Letendre ........................... 4
Louisi Litendre........ .........
LOuis Marion (deserter) ..........
Pierre Tourond .................. . 7
Bapte. Ouellet, jun...... .......... 8
'William Thorn ....... ........ 9
Alex. FidIer .............. ...... 10

No. 9 COMPANY.
Corbet Flamant, Captain.

Modeste Rocheleau ....................... 1
Joseph Dumas ....... ............ 2
Pièrre Sansregret..... .................... 3
Nor bert Turcotte................. ........ 4
Solomon Boucher ........ ............... 5
Isidore Villeneuve ............ ........... 6
Elizard Parisien............................ 7
Bte. IRocheleau.................. 8
Magloire Boyer ........... .............. . 9
Alexandre Bremner...................... 10

No. 10 COMPANY.
Daniel Gariépy, Captain.

Joseph Trottier...... ...................... 1
Louis Bousquet........ .................... 2
&lex. Cardinal... ........................... 3
John Ouellet................................. 4
JOseph Delorme...... ................... 5
Baptiste Bousquet....... ......... 6
gnae Poitras.............................. 7
Iernard Ouellette... .................... 8

John Demarais.............................. 9
Joaeph Flamant ..... ......... ............ 10

No, 11 COMPANY.
Philip Gariépy, Captain.

Jean Carron .................... 1
Albert Trottier........ ..................... 2
Charles Trottier .... ............. 3
'William Bruce............................... 4
Frederic Fidler ............................. .
eapoon Boyer................. 6
J. Bpte. Boyer .................. 7
George Fidler ........................ 8
&Uriel Gariépy.. ....... .................. 9
John Fagnaut............................. 10

No. 12 CoMPANY.
Bapt. Boucher, Captain.

W illiam Swan.,.............................
John Swan ...................
William 'Bremner.,....... ....... 3
Moïse Bremner..............................
Esdras Parenteau ...............
A.lBxundre MelDougail ....................
Jerome Racette ......... .......

4'h-2

Alex. Lamirande......... ... ............. 8
J. Bte. Parenteau..:.......(Wounded) 9
Esdras Tremblay ................ 10

No. 13 COMPANY.
Laframboise (R.I.P.) Captain.

William Bremner........................... 1
André Letendre ........................... 2
Charles Carrière ...... ...... ..... . 3
Jerome Pieton .............................. 4
Napoleon Parenteau ...................... 5
Corbet. Rose................................. 6
Michel Poitras .............................. 7
Ed. Laframboise........................... 8
A nt:ine Allard............................. 9
Charles Gariépy....... .(Wounded) 10

No. 14 COMPANY.
Calixte Lafontaine, Captain.

Francis Fidler, son...... ................. 1
Joseph Well ................................ 2
Guilliame Laplante ............. 3
Modeste Vandal .. ...... 4
Barthélémie Pilon......................... 5
Patrice Parenteau...... ... .............. 6
William Letendre . ...... 7
Ignace Poitras .............. 8
François Fidier..................... 9
Jean Baptiste Parenteau................. 10

No. 15 COMPANY
James Short, Captain.

Antoine Vandal...... ...........
Pierre Landry............................... 2
Joseph Vandal..................... 3
Pascal Montour........................... . 4
Le. Cayal.....................<
Isidore Boyer..........--................... 6
Pierre Parenteau........................... 7
Jean Damond............................... 8
Joseph Ouellet... ......................... 9
Joseph Montour (R.1. P.)........ ..... 10

No. 16 COMPANY.
Bapt. Primeau, Captain.

Basile Plante.......................... ...... 1
François Primeau........................... 2
Alexandre Bourassa..................... 3
Napoléon Arcan............................ 4
William Racette............................ 5
M. Bourassa ................................ 6
Louis Bourassa ............................ 7
Baptiste Primeau...... .................... 8
Gil. McKay ................................. 9
William Meckmoire........................ 10

No. 17 CoMPANY.
William Fidler (son.) Captain.

Bapt. Ruchleau........................... 1
William Fidler............................ 2
James Ward............................... 3

7 Baptiste Roy............,.................... 4
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Pierre Vandal.............................. 5
J. Bapt. Rivard............................ 6
Jos. Vermette........ ...................... 7
Paul Schle............ .... ................. 8
Thornas Petit.............................. 9
Frarçois Vermette. .............. 10

No. 18 COMPANY.
A. Belanger, Captain.

Jos. Lafournaise........................... 1
Vital. Cayal.................................. 2
Daniel Gariépy................. ............ 3
Alex. Lafournaises........................ 4
Norbert Belangé............................ 5

To the Secretary of the Council;

Captain Baptiste Primeau; To form a
3azile Plante.
François Primeau,
Alex. Bourassa.
Napoleon Arcan..
William Racette.

in charge of horses on this s"de of river.
Ant. Lafontaine, Captain.

Wim. Hamelin..............................
St. Pierre Parenteau ....................
Raphaël Parenteau..............
Elzear Swan........................ ........
Nap. Gervais...............................
Noël Turcotte..............................
Pierre Tourond.............................
Ignace Poitras..............................
Ed. Dumond..................... ....
Cléoph. Champagne............. 1

military company :-
Modeste Bourassa.
Louis Bourassa.
Baptiste Primeau, jun.
Guillaume McKay.
William Swan.

(Traslation.)
REPORT OF M. LEPINE ON THE BATTLE OF I2TH APRIL.

I corroborate the report of Mr. Dumont up to the moment of the departure of Mr.
Riel, for Mr. Riel left it to the cboice of the people, whether he was to go away or tO
stay. The answer he received was to go and assist the women and children. About
half past eight in the morning, I started to get something to eat at the house of the
widow Tourond, and about nine o'clock we left, Pierre Henry, Isidore Dumas and 1,
to come to the coulée. Our people made signs to us that the police were coming..
Then wè took up our position to wait for them, and we bad hardly taken our places
when shote were heard at the other end. As soon as we heard the shots we rusbed
to that side. When we got there our people were already ail scattered and the battle
had commenced. Not long after I saw that Jerome Henry was wounded, and We
then took up a position in the coulée nearly on the bank, and I spent nearly the
whole day there. The time seered so long that I thought it was already eveningg
but on looking at my watch I saw it was only noon. Before noon we heard shotS
ail around us; but we heard shots also from the direction of Touirond's, showiug thiat
there. were still some of our people in that direction. In the afternoon we heard n1O
more shots there, and I thought that our people on that side were all dead. Near Us
and towards Mrs. Tourond's we heard shouts, and I think it was Gabriel Dumont and
his people who were there. I know that Alexis Gervais was there, for I saw birf
come from that direction, and then we saw that we were surrounded, for we saw me"
on ail sides; we then heard the bugle to the right of our position and we heard the
soldiers coming in the wood of the coulée, for we beard the branches breaking, and
there were others along the wood to the left; and we heard voices speaking aIl
around us and in. front on the prairie, and then I thought we were lost. And whe
they came into the wood we heard dreadful firing on every side. It was then between
thrce and four o'clock in the afternoon. After that they retreated, and it seemed tO
me that the volleys were less frequent; and about five o'clock ahl was quiet for a good
while, only a few sentinels seemed to be stationed at intervals watching us. During
that period we thought they were getting ready to come and take us. After that We
said to one another, we must try anyhow and kill one each if they come, and we
must each of us fire a good shot. And Charles Trottier counted the men there, and
out of one hundred and sixty that we were at the beginning there remained but fifty-
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four. I do not know whother ho counted the wounled. And thon we consulted as
to how we were to get awaiy and decided to wait until night and then to run the risk
'of breaking our way out. But we knew that many of us must be killed in that under-
taking. And then we also thought of our wounded and it seremed to me that the only
assistance I could leave them was the crucifix I had hold in my hand all the day, but
w1hon I spoke of that no person answored me; and we were praying all that time,
fad I hac the crucifix and I said: " We shall commend ourselves to God and pray
that we may have perfect contrition, so that if we die we may save our souls." And
thon I prayed ; for I thought we wore about to die and I had doubts as to the justice
Of Our cause. And I thought all our people were dead and that our small party were
aIl that remained. Bat Dalorme did me good when he said to me: " We must pray
to God to take us out of this." And almost immediately they again commonced
fmg-9-not many rifle shots, but four cannon shots -and two or three out of the four
soemed to me to burst over our heads. And all day the balls seemed to fall like hail.
&nd after these four cannon shots all became more quiet, and we heard a man from
amOng the police shout to us, speaking in the Cree tongue. Ho said, " his Dame is
Borie," and, it seemed to me, " that we must be hungry," and he asked to be allowed
to Visit us. H e also asked us to tell him how many we were. And some of the
Others answered him, but I do not remember what they said to him. But they would
not lot him, come. I was inclined to let him come, and felt tempted to tell him to
om()Ine, but I thought it botter to say nothing for fear of making a mistake and being

blamed afterwards. It occurred to me that while ho was with us the police would
InOt fire, and meantime night would set in and we should be able to get away. But
a&lost immediately afterwards our people came up and the soldiers fled and did not
tire agamu, and we came away.

We prayed all the day, and I think prayer did more than the bullets. Often
'wVhOn the soldiers appeared on the hillocks our people fired and that made thom fall
back and others came to remove them.

(Translation.)

REPORT ON THE BATTLE OF THE 24Tu APRIL, 1885.

eport (but not sure) of the Battle fought at Gen. Middleton's Camp, 24th April, 1885.
We attacked them on the march at Tourand's Coulee. We had taken possession

of the coulee. We attacked them in front and they made a strong resistance, but
gained littie ground. We had but one wounded of our people, Jerome IHenry, a Cree,
and two Sioux. The battle lasted three hours, that is from 9 a.m. till noon. They
'were about 200, and there were 18 tents on the other side of the river. Théy have a
ferry boat, the Clark's Crossing scow, with them. We think they crossed some 50
m1on. We hold our position and intend to attack them again during the night. We
think there are 30 or 40 dead and wounded in the enemy's camp.

Ail the news we have received up to this time, 9.15 p.m.

{Transation.)

REPORT OF TROTTIER ON BATTLE OF 24T] APRIL.

I corroborate the report of M. Dumont. Up to the arrival of the first horseman
I was there with Gabriel. Thon I went down to the coulée, signalling with my hand
to our people, and calling out, "run to the coulée, run to the coulée." Thon we
tied all Our horses there, and we went up the hill on foot to fire, and we began to ftire,
I do not know how many shots. Suddenly I saw a Sioux killed quite close to me,thon as the gun I was using was not good, I called out to another Sioux to take the
gun 0f the dead Sioux, saying that I wanted to use it. He took the gun and lent it
tO Me. It was a double gun with horn and shot-bag. We firod again, and, of a
eudder, I saw Gabriel coming towards me (I saw him first on my right); ho said ho
had no more cartridges; I gave him those I had, for I wanted to use the double gun,
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and I called out to the people, " They want to pillage the coulée; we must go doWn
and take all the horses and prevent them." And I told a young man to tare Gabriel's
horse, and I took mine; and going down the coulée I saw Gabriel, and ne asked 'ne
where bis horse was ? I told him the young men were taking it away. It was the
last time I saw Gabriel, and then 1 tied my horse in the wood and went up the hill
on the south side, and firing began on both sides, and suddenly some one cal led ont to
Me, " There they are coming down the coulée with their cannon! " 1 looked and
saw them coming down, and I shouted to the yoing men, " Take courage, take
courage and pray to God." Then tbey began firirg at us with their cannon and
rifles, and the bais feil like bail. It was about two in the afternoon, and i begana
shouting " file. fire," and when our men bgan firing I saw that the police fell, and
I heard the cry, "They are goimg to ruan," aid I called out " fire, tire," and shouted
for joy, and wnen the soldiers retreated out of the c ,ulée, I asked the people where
Gabrici was, but no one knew, and I asked continualiy where my children and
nephewt were, and I thought all our people had been killed except a few, for nobody
answered me but two of my boys, and every time we stopped firing we prayed to
God. Suddenly I heard a young man singing in French the song of the Bois Brulé,
the song of the Falcon. That gave me courage. I kept shouting, " courage,
courage! " Afterwai ds it begat to rain and bail, and I said to the people, "' Don'
fire low, we must wait until they come, and if they come near we'li fire altogethOr.
It was about 5 o'clock in the evening, I called out, " Where is Johnny ? " (mY
brother's boy), and I heard him answer about a hundred yards from us, ImmediatolY
after bis answer they fired three cannon shots and some rifle shots in that direction-
Some time afterwards I stood up and went to see ail the people, and I said to thenm,
" my friends, we shall start away this evening, but before we leave this we must
pray to God for our dead and our wounded, and also for ourselves, so that He may
give us a way out of this," and I told them that " as to the wounded, those who can
walk we must not leavd them, we shall carry them to the groves and cover ther
well, and we shall go away quietly ail together." I then counted the men and found
but 48,with the wounded, and I said to them," do not stir, 1 shall go and see my horse.
ie was only 40 or 50 rods from us. Then my nephew said to me, "Uncle, come here,
I want to speak to you." I answered, "Do not stir, nephew, and do not fear;
I will not leave yOU, I will go and see my horse, and then I will go to you." Whefl
I went to see my horse, my boy and another yonng Indian, followed me. I found rmY
horse still standing and unhurt, but ail the other horses around him were dead. It
was then about sundown. My coat was on the saddle, and while I was untying it, I
saw our people on the hill shouting joyfully. When they came up I shook hbands
with them, saying, " We are only forty-eight, and I think many have been killed."
As I spoko, I saw six of our people come out of another wood, bringing our numbOr
up to fifty-four. Then when our people had come, they wanted to follow them aPt
but I called out: " Do not follow them, we have done enough for the present." They
desisted and went to the battlefield to gather rifles and other things, and I said to
them: " We must try and find carts to take home the wounded this evening." And
I found a cart and harness at Mrs. Tourond's bouse, and the men on foot started 01
in front, and the horsemen remained behind. I got a mattress from the house and
put two wounded men in the cart; the other wounded were placed on a buck-board.
I walked in front, leading the horse witb a rope. When I had gone about two miles,
a young man lent me his horse. lHe said he would lead the horse, as I was tired. 1
was very glad to get the horse. When we got together at Touronds' house, I found
that there had not been many of our people killed'; only four were missing. A Ia11

came and called out in Cree: " What are you fellows doing there ? Your pepl,
are ail going?" I said to our people: " Let him talk away; don't answer him.
Thon he said: " low many are you ?" I again told our mon not to speak. FI
called out a third time, saying: "l You must be hungry, come and eat." I said to
our people again : " Do not speak." fie spoke after the last cannon shots were
fired.

There were not many of us in that wood, bat God gave us a gool road, and we
reached the bouse in safety.
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(Tranïslation.

REPORP OF GABRIEL DUMONT ON THE BATTLE OF 21TI APRIL.

th When we left this, we stopped near my place, to the rear. We said a decade of
e rosary. Then we went on as far as Roger Goulet's.

There we killed a couple of cattle for food. After eating, we began to prepare
to go to the enemy's camp. Mr. Champagne airived. He said: " We must wait alitle and see what is to be done." He reported police coming from the direction ofLittle Mountain, on the Fourche Road. There he asked us for thir ty men to comehere. He asked Mr. Riel if he would come with them. Mr. Riel consented,
asking for forty men. -Nearly ail the people wanted to come away. In the

snd 5ome fifty came. After eating at Roger Goulet's, we sent the Sioux out as
coutsl We thon went on to Tourond's Coulée. We halted on the other side of
t coulée, upwards. I, my self, role on further. I went out of the moonlight into
tuft of trees; I came back again, hearing nothing but the flute. When I

got back to our people they were on their knees praying; i also knelt down.
then they finished, our scouts had not come in. As it was nearly day I gave
the Order to leave the place; we set out, taking the road to the left in the groves of
tree; we went as far as the first houses, McIntosh's. It was already day, and as I
ta 't was impossible to get at them during the night, I told our people my plan was
t return. Then we-returned back to a low sDot. I then borrowed a horse in order to
g0 With Napoleon Nauit to see the enemy's camp and to try.and induce them to fol-

t We went to within about half a mile of the camp, which seemed to be dis.
turbed. We came back then to oup people. Then I ordered our people-to start back
' .gain for Tourond's Coulée, saying: " We shall wait for them there." We killedan o tr breakfast, and got hay for our cattle. Before eating, we sent Mr. Gilbert
teant te see if the enemy were coming. Af ter we had eaten he came in. He said
that the cavalry were coming on in front. We saddled twenty-seven horses. Thenw. Went down the coulée and posted ourselves about half a mile from our people.
There we waited some time. It was then between nine and ton in the morning.aleding out scouts on foot. Mr. Bte. Deschamps told us he saw a trooper passing
a8one and then some ten on the other side. Pierre Laverdure told us he had seen one
tlse* We then mounted and prepared for a rush. While we were watching, one of
then showed himself to me about 150 yards off. His horse turned sharp about and
W rushed straight for him. Our men fired, as we started, two or three shots. I
thhIk they hit him at the first shot. He was no longer able to handle his horse;
t'en I followed him and fired two shots at him. I turned then and made for the
Coléee towards our people. There we began exchanging shots with the enemy.
We tied our horses lower down than the point where most of our people were. There
We exchanged fire again for a short time. I then went to a little grove in order tofire at them again. The police then came down at once alongside a wood. I began
te fire. Thore were four or five of us, we were nearly all scattered. I then went upthe coulée and met some people coming down. They were nearly all Sioux. There1 Was told a Teton had been killed. I then went to the place where the bulk of our
people were. I encouraged them, saying, " God is strong." Then i went to the
Place were the Teton had been killed. I asked him, "'Are you dead?" He
answered me : " No." I then went down the coulée pasising near our people and
erlce raging them all the time, when I came near'Maxime Lepine, he said he was
troubed as to what he ought to do. I thought it was on account of the crucifix ho
had in his hands; I said to him : " Pray for the cause of our religion and for its
glory." Just then I was told that Jerome Hienry had been hit. Then some one
Calted out to me that the police were going to charge; thereupon we made for a
yva11 hollow and drew back into shelter. Therc I remained a short time. NapoleonNault called out to me : " Mr. Dumont, I think the Indians and the Sioux are goingte rl'n, yon had better go and stop them." As I saw many of our peopleWho Were in goed heart I answered : "Yes, l'Il follow them." When

got near the horses, I found a lot of the people there : Sioux, Crees and
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some half-breeds, going up the coulée ahesd of the police in order tO
head them off. When 1 got to the hollow, I called out to them: " Stay
there." I tied my horse in the wood. We went up and stationed ourselves in the
prairie, so that the police might not pillage the sides of the coulée. There we fought
for a long time. With sone of the Sioux and some half-breeds there were abou1t
fifteen of us. We remained about thre hours and a-half. We fired slowlY,
but with steady aim. Then I said to those who were with me: "I will go and 80
our people "; and an Indian said to me: "I Do not leave us; if you do, many of ours
will run away." I held on for a while, and thon said to them: " Tiy and fight bY
yourselves for a while; I will go and see our people, and I promise to corne back Lo
you. When I hear my men shouting sturdily I know they are in good heart, becauSe
God is helping them." Then I went down the coulée to the place where I had left
the bulk of ny people. There the police had already crossed the coulée with a
cannon. I went into the thick bush where the horses were tied. There, towards
the middle of the bush where our people were, there was a clearing. Meantime the
police were firing at me with the cannon an!d rifles. There I stopped, where tberO
wore large trees, thinking how I could serve them, for it was too groat a risk for mO.
I turned back and went again to the little party I had loft. They were still there.
We held out for a short time longer. Then I said to them: " We can do nothing for
our people hero; let us go higher up in the coulée. We started out, following the
coulée. We went up a little higher than Donald Ross' house; we saw the Sioux who
had fled in front. Thon we took the groves towards the river, after crossing the road.
We found two of our people mounted on one horse. Thon we gave them a horse.
All the Sioux were leaving us, ana would not listen to us any longer. We stopped
in the groves in sight of David Tourond's bouse. My people said to me: " Go by
yourself and see if we cannot get to our people." I went. As soon as the police
saw me across the coulée, they fired a cannon shot and rifles at me. Thon I returned
to see my people. When i got to them I said: " The only way of rescuing our
people is to stay bore until night. We can go and eat at Calixte Tourand's, and thon in
the night we shail attack. Thon we went to the house, and food was prepared.
Shortly before we began to eat, Moïîe Oaellette and Philippe Gariépy joined us. Then
I told them we intended to attack at night, and that I did not think many of Ouro
would fall. Then we remained there. Moïse and Philippe told 2us that Mr. Riol
was preventing the people trom comir.g to our assistance; but their opinion was that
Mr. Riel would not be able to prevent them. Thon they said we ought to wait for
our people who wore coming. There were also some Sioux with us. Two of thon,
started on horseback to see the fight, but thoy turned back and brought a wounded
mare with them. The Sioux, Mad Bull, told me thon that it was impossible to go
there. Philippe told me the same thing, saying it was useless to go. I said to theo
again: " We shall not go in daylight, but at night." Thon Moïse Ouelette said:
" We must wait for our people yet; they will come." We waited a short time, and
I said to them: " Let us talk the matter over," and, theroupon, we decided to return
to meet our people, and we set out. We met Mr. Boucher a littie beyond Rogor
Goulet's, with Edouard Dumont. They told us they were quite sure our peOPle
would come. We went on our way without stopping. Thon we met our peoPlO
coming to our assistance. Thon we turned back, going slowly, in order not to tire
our horses. Thon I said: " Let us put the carts in front, and tell them to move OU
quickly." I took my position in the rear, in order to command them ail. Mean
time it was raining heavily, and I said: " We shall stop at Calixte Tourmond's and
dry our guns." Afterwards we set out again, Some of our mon wanted to hang
back, and I ordered them to advance. Whon we got near the coulée, I left my party,
in order to go on in front. There were people on the loft side of the coulée, and
others on the right. I hastened, with an Indian, Yellow Blanket, to a spot where
there were two horses tied. I said to him: " Come down, nephew; let us each saddle a
horse, so as to be ready sooner." He answered: "Saddle them both, and l'Il watch
hore for you. While I was saddling Pierre Parenteau's horse, PhIlippe GariePY
came up to us. 1 gave him the halter strap, saying: " You take this one." Thon
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tied the other with the reins in the saddle, and started hirm off towards our people,wIhO Were bohind us. On reaching them, we saw the police descending the other
idâ of the coulée to surround our people. The latter called out: " They are going

to]arge." i turned my horse, and rode towards Tourond, following the cart
reOd upwards. I followed the wood on the siope. I met our people, who were in
the Coulée. Thon I told thom that it was the power of God that had saved
their lives. Then I shook hands with them, and asked them if my brother

Was alive? T[hey answered, " yes." I went up the bill saying: " We must
folow them." The men shouted out in reply: " That's enough, don't go after
thore. " Some of our people were ready to follow ther, but I said to them ; " We
bave done enougb, we must listen to our own men." Thon I continued on up the hill
to see the police-I saw them going away in retreat. Thon we went to the grovos
to look for bodies and rifles. We found nothing but the wheel marks of the carts in
which the bodies had been removed. Thon I returned to the coulée where our peo-
Ple Were. We determined not to Icave any of our dead or wounded. We went toTourond's house to warm ourselves, for we were cold. Thon we went to-CalixteTourond's and got a waggon, with a cart and another small waggon to carry thedead and the wounded. Tben I stopped al] the horsomen, who wanted to return at
once. I said to them: " The people on foot will go on alone and we shall keep
guard and wait for those who have gone for the dead and wounded. When they had
brought them in 1 told them to start out with the carts in front. I remained all thetnme in the rear until we reached the place where I had met Mr. Boucher andaUMOnt There I said to tbem: " My friends, I am cold. I think my head will
suffer." I asked them if they would let me go on in front? They said that a great
m'fany would follow me. I said: "No, I will prevent thom." Thon I urged them
ot te se parate, and I started away. When I got to the people in front, I said tote: " DO fot follow me." Five or six of them wanted to follow me, but I stoppedruy horse and said to them: "Since you will not listen to me, yo may go away byYourselves, I will stay with our people." Thon André Letendre said: " Go yourself,We shal stay." Thereup>n I startel Catching-up to some people on foot I told them

1 was going on in advance. On leaving the wood, I met eight or ton horsemen.
Sema of these came in with me, amongst others Napoleon Nault and Charles Trottier.
When I got here, I found soma mon who had got in before us though I was not
aware that they had left us. Thon I went at once to the council house. After
shaking hands with those who were thora I asked for some hot tea. Thora was
"one to be had. I thon returned to my oen house. If thora is anything incorrect

my report, I ask pardon of God, for it will not be by my fault.
(True copy)

(Trn~lat<~n)PHi. GARNOT, Secretary.(-Translation.)
. 1 RULES FOR KITCHEN SERVICE.

iRules which the cooks are to follow strictly:
They must ist Hiave breakfast ready for 7 o'clock.

do 2nd do dinner do 12 do
do 3rd do supper do 6 do
do 4th Keep the kitchen perfectly clean
do 5th Take good care of dishes and utensils entrusted to thom by the

Exovidat;
do 6th Admit into the kitchen only persons having special business with

the Council, without seeking to impede their work;
do 7th Give food only to those who are on the list approved by the

Exovidat, or to persons admitted by order of thb Council;
do 8th Make, amongst themselves, as little noise as possible;
do 9th Be courteous, vigilant and careful in the dischargo of their duties.

By order.
Pi. GARNOT, &c. ot Council.
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SUBMISSION OF ALBERT MONKMAN TO RIEL'S COUNCIL, AND HIS
EXPRESSION OF BELIEF THAT RI&L WAS A PROPHET.

BATOCHE, 26th April, 1885. 6
This is to certify that 1, Albert Monkman, have given up myself to be treated by

the exovidat council as they may see fit except execution, on account of a fal.e idea
that I did not believe that Louis David Riel was a prophet. I said if ho will knoW
what I think I had botter desert. I would b3lieve Mr. Riel and have read my con-
science, and I believe him to be a prophet by the grace of God for our movement.

Yours truly,
ALBERT MONKMAN.

ANDREW TATE'S SWOiRN PROUISE TEIAT H1E WILL NOT COMMUNICATE
WITII PRISONERS.

I, Andrew Tato, do make oath and promise that I will never again go and seo
any prisoner, and that I wilt try neither by sign, word nor any other way to commu-
nicate with one or more prisoners, especially Albert Monkman, and that I will keep
to my place in every way.

ANDREW TATE.
Sworn before me at St. Antoine,

27th April, 1885.
P. GARNOT,

Secretary for the Council.

(Translation.)
LETTER TO THE ENGLISHi AND FRENCH HALF-BREEDS OF BATTL E

RIVER, FORT PITT AND VICINITY.
Our good God has always taken care of the half-breeds. " I have fed themu

many days in the desert." It was Providence that enriched our -prairies with the
buffalo, and the abundance with which our fathers were supplied was as wonderful
as the heavenly manna. But we were not sufficiently grateful to God, our good
Father, and that is the reason we allowed ourselves to fall into the hands of a Govern-
ment which had no thought for us except to plunder us. Ah, had we understood
what God did for us before Contederation, we should have been sorry to see it come
about. The half.breeds of the North West would have insisted on conditions of i
nature to preserve in behalf of our children that freedom, that possession of the soil,
without which no one can be happy. But fifteen years of suffering, impoverishment
and covert malignant persecution have opened our eyes, and the sight of the abyss
of demoralization into which the Dominion is daily driving us deeper and deeper, has
suddenly, by God's grace, stricken us with horror. And more terrided by the hell to
which the mounted police and their Government are striving openly to lead us, thal
by their firearms, which, after all, oan only kill our bodies, we have risen. The voice
of conscience has given the alarm and cries out to us; " justice commands you to take
up arms." Dear relatives and friends we advise you to b on the alert. Be ready
for anything. Take the Indians with you. Bring them together from all sides.
Take all the ammunition you can, wherever it may be stored. Murmur, protest and
threaten. Stir up the Indians, and also rerider the police of Fort Pitt and Battleford
powerless We pray to God to open the way to us to get up to yon, and when we
enter that way, as we hope to do, we will help you to take Battleford and Fort Pitt.
Have confidence in Jesus Christ. Place yourselves under the protection of the
Blessed Virgin. Implore holp from St. Joseph, for he is powerful with God. Col'
mend yourselVes to the powerful intercession of St. John the Baptist, the glorious
patron of the Canadians and the half-breeds. Be at peace with God; keep His com-
mandments; we beseech IIim to be with you all and to give you success. Strive tO
give speedily to the half-breeds and Indians at Fort Pitt the news we send you, and
tell them to be sure to be ready for anything.
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(Translation.)
LETTER-MRS. SALOMON TO RIEL, COMPLAINING-HOUSE SACKED

BY INDIANS.

ST. A1YToINE, 25th Apiil, 1885.
DEAR SI,-The Indians took possession of my bouse while I was away. They

broke in the doors of the shed and took ail the food I had in it. While I was away
they did that, and in my presence they killed my hons. If you would kindly send
me a cart to help nie to remove wbat I have left, or if you could send me some guards
to restrain them, I should be much obliged.

MADAME SALOMON, V.

(Translation.)
A SCOUTING REPORT OF ALEX. CAGAN.

Report of Mr. Alex. Cagan of Lake Muskeg, 26th April, 1885.
I was at Pike Lake, and an Indian started out for Battle River. When ho got

there the Indians of that place were taking the contents of the stores. I state what
the Indians told me. There was but one store near the Goverument fort which was
not taken, but the Indians camped near that store. The next morning they set out
to clean out ail the stores, after breakfast. Ail the goods the Indians took they hauled
to their camp as they took them. They started to take a camp which was on the other
side of the river, but they arrived too late, for the Indians were already startirg for
the north side. 1 forgot to state that all the chiefs held a meeting before that, inorder to ask the agent for ammunition for hunting. They asked quietly four tines.

eh0 agent replied: "I will not let you have any ammunition ; live as you have been
accustomed to live." Little Spruce said: " Why ? You promised to feed us. We asked
you for this quietly in order to support our children; you are domug this to vex us.
XO one asked you to come bore." Straw.man, another Indian, said: " Yes, you
shall soon see how we used to live in former times; we were great fools." And thon
they went away. The following day the agent and Peter Banatine took twosacks of
flor and 50 lbs. of bacon to each chief. Straw-man said to Banatine: " You are do-
Inig this to make fun of us and to vex us the more." The first they went to see
was the farm instructor at Eagle Mountain where Red Pheasant is. The fariner fired
first, but they made his shot go off in the air, and the son of Horned Bull, an Assini-

oino, pierced him with an arrow, but Maringouin's son-in-law finished him with histomahawk. An Assiniboine Indian named Yellow-HIFair killed another farmer who
had care of the cattle. They crushed his head also; these two events happened the8ale day. On the reserve of Chief " Struck-in-the back," Jos. McKay was the far.rmer, and they warned him that they did not want to do him harm, because they were
too nuch accustomed to him, but they took everything there was there. Then they

.ent to Straw-man's reserve. There was a farmer there, and before they spoke to
him he tried to defend himself, but a Cree named Flowing-Leaf took tho axe and gave
lunm a blow on the cheek; the other turned round and yelled, but ho gave
hlm a second blow and finished him. Thon some of them wanted to draw
back, but their people souglit to kill them. The Assiniboine wanted

kilt the Crees who wished to draw back. He said to them: " Theyhave already killed one-half of us by hunger, you must not try to save them." Inth.s way they ail went together and no erson would draw back. The name of theIndian who brougit me that news is La Traine D'Orig"al. After that, I said to the
Cree: " Let us go and see about Battie River and the Lake Brocket people. And
When we stopped on the other side of the river, after we got off our horses, they

elrOd three times at us with their cannon. And when I saw that, there were someabandoned bouses, and I told the Indians to burst open the doors and help themselves.
The bouses were well stocked with provisions and the Indians said: " Riel is charit-able, and that's why we have plenty to eat." A littie way further down we helped
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oursolves again, and I provided myself from the store of a trader of the company,
taking everytbing there was. There was a barrol of powder. That one I was
wrong in taking, for he is with you; but it was the company's property. And I
started to como back this way; and after a day's journey my son and son-in-law
turned back to get flour and pork at Battle River. If I had had certain news I
would have made the Indians far more crazy. They wanted to start out again for a
hunt in that direction. Thon I[came towards Muskeg Lake to the place where I met
my brother. There on the day after my arrival, we broke up camp to go to the
Mustawasis reerve, for thoy had no provisions. It was there I destroyed the pigs.
When I was going to leave, my brother told me ho was not with the Government
since ho was with the half-breeds. Ie had not as yet meddled in the matter. " But
you so, ho said, how I am in need of means. Many of the peoiple are tsick too." Ie
furtber said: " 1 am alraid of our people, the Crees, to go with the Governlment.
We are but two brothers, and he was waiting for me to know what I would say to
him. Thore is onily one in whom I trust and that is God. If ho wills that I shouild
die of hunger, I shall die so. When the chief's people sent a runner to Lake La
Poche, the agent replied: " Since he wants to go with the half-breeds, let the half-
breed feed him. Why did ho not come with you Bélangers ? " Ie said that to the
runner. I said to my brother: " Noither have I meddlel in the matter, but I do not
want to hold back, for one cf my boys is thore; and if they want us thoy know what
to do. Otherwise, I must be a coward, since my boy is there." I think they wanted
to follow me at once, and 1 cannot go aside from that, and if you would be afraid, I
also would be afraid. I have never had much affection for Canada and I have still
less at prosent. I should still like to go away hunting, but if you think it botter
that I should be here I will not go; but there are a great many animals there.
Bélanger is between two fires; he is afraid to go to Prince Albert and ho is afraid to
come hore. I hoard from an Indian, Big Bear, that Tom Quinn went to give
the freight in the camp and that they killed him there. And then some Canada
people wanted to escape at the Little Fort and they killed eleven of them. They
took everything from a mail carrier and let him go. When that man left Fort Pitt
to bring the letters, ho saw the Indians attacking Fort Battleford. And when he loft
thore the saine Assiniboine3 took him and took away his letters, and ho fled to the
Graine d'Orignal reserve and reachod that camp, And I reached it in the morning
after ho lit. And when I got there the horse came in hobbled. I think it was the
same Assiniboines who took him. The mail carrier told the Indians that all the
forts ire taken by the half-breeds and Indians towards Edmonton. Straw-Man took
350 head of cattle, and two Indians took 40 horses. They have a lot of horses. They
have 340 guns and much ammunition. My brother has eleven guns. I think they
have no rifles; we have threo. I gave them a little too much powder. Big Bear has
all the Montagnais with him.

Translation )
SCOUTING REPORT-ALEX. PARENTEAU, BATOCH[E.

Report of Alexandre Parenteau, 30th Apru, 1885, written at Batoche.
The Indian camp ls be.ween the reserve of" !an-who-was.truck.in-the-Back,"

and that of " Straw-Un." I started from the Red Prairie Bond on Battle River.
This is the tenth day since I started. Three Indians came and camped
at my place. I asked them to tell me the truth, so that, I might bring
in reliable news. They answered that they had killed ton for certain, and
that the first was the farmer of the Assini boines, and that if I wanted to be
convincei I need only look in the manure heap, that ho was buried there. I told them
I believed thom. Alex. Salomon's pupil, with Smart, went to Winnipeg. The youth
went on in advance with four other mon and I saw them near the Indian camp. ile
had deserted. Whon ho reached the camp the Indians took his horse and arms awaY
from him. Thon they asked him to tell the truth as to whether ho had deserted to
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COne to the camp ? He answered,"yes." The Indians asked if he had seen any soldiers ?
HIe said, " yes, I saw sorne between the river and the big grove. They said there were
five hundred." It was they said that. When I left the grove the three Indians accom-
Panied me as far as the end of the buttes. There we unharnessed in order to eat before
parting. After going some distance I saw five horsemen and rushed towards them.
When I got near they made sign to me to stop and I did not do so but kept on. And
they began firing at me (it was twenty-five or thirty miles from Battle River) but I
cOn'tinued advancing upon them. They fired seven shots. They were Iying on the
ground in order to fire at me, and when they saw that I did not stop they moutnted
their horses and fled. When I got to the top of the hill I saw the ctmp. They were
On horseback to chase me and I got away fron there. In the spring I had lefG my
horses in the grove'and I went to look for them. I found them, and on the following
day I left the place and camped beyond Eagle River in the buttes. Starting
thence I unharnessed at Eagle River ; then I camped at the spring. On
reaching Pointe des Buttes de Sable I saw tracks of horses, the dung had not had
tine to dry. There were five of them. I did not see them and I do not think they saw
me. They were going towards Clarke's Crossing. At the telegraph I saw thirty in
the distance, and when I got there I counted the tracks. There I saw two blankets,
one blue and one white. Nearer to me I saw one, he was alone and was flying as
fast as he could go. I made for the river, got down the hills, and tethered my horses
1 Borne small maples. It is there I left my family. Ahd when I left them I came

and camnped in the sand battes a little way from the camp, and in the morning I got
on top of a butte and saw Middleton's camp on this side of the river. Towards even-
lfg yesterday 1 left the place. I wanted to cross the road in the open in order to
reacl a grove. My wife became faint and we crouched down there. They did not
see us. Thence I went to Mr. Bélanger's.

(This report is made under oath.)

List of Killed.

Kilied on 26th March, 1885 : -Augustine Laframboise, he leaves a wife and two
children; Isidore Dumont, he leaves a wife and some twelve children ; J. Bte. Mon.
tour, he leaves a wife aind two ebildren; Joseph Montour, not married; Achiwagin,
a Cree, a wife and five or six children.

24th April, 1885: -St. Pierre Parenteau, a wife and no children; Joseph Ver-
mette, a wife and four children ; Michel Desjardins, wife dead, but leaves three
children ; Michel Boyer, a wife and children ; two Siour. I do not know whether
they were married or not. (Sée Mr. Labombarbe.)

Dead of the Battlefield.

Anderson, S. C. Elliot, Lawyer, John Wimeskirk, James Backie, Wm. Napier,
Alex. Fisher, Bob. Midieton, Capt. John Merton, Dan. McKenzie.-R. 1. P.

LETTER FROM MONKMAN TO GARNOT, STATING THAT HE SENDS SET
OF HIARNESS, AN) REFERR[NG TO THE CASE OF ARCAND vs.
AIRCAND.

Mr. GARNT,-I send one pair of harness; that is all I have on hand to spare at
present. I Arcand vs. Arcand case dropped ? I think that that case must be lookedmto, as I think it will make a hard feeling on one part-that feeling will be the
means of some parties going back to their homes. As for my part, I don't wish to
see any hard feeling on either side. Yours truly,

A. MONLKMAN.
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LETTER FROM DOMINION LAN DS AGENT TO JOSE PU VANDAL, INFORM-
ING H[M THAT ILS PATENT IS READY FOR DELIVERY.

DoMiNIoN LANDS OFFICE, WINNIPEG, 30th December, 1879.
SI,-The patent awarded to you under the provisions of the Act 37 Vic., cap.

20, is now ready for delivery at this office. Should you call for it in person, unless
you should be personally known to the agent, you will require to be accompanied,
with a view to identification, by someone known to that officer; or the patent will
be delivered to an agent on your behalf, provided such agent file in this office a power
of attorney, in proper form, duly executed in the presence of a justice of the peace,
resident in the Province of Manitoba, Keewatin or the North-West Territories.

Produce this circular on calling, either in person or by agent, for patent.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

DONALD CO DD, Dominion Lands Agent.
To MR. JJSEPH VANDAL, Of the Parish St. Agathe.

LETTER FROM DOMINION LANDS AGENT TO BAPTISTE PRIMEAULT IN
RB LAND CLAIM,

DOMINION LANDS OFFICE, PRINCE ALBERT, N.W.T., 12th April, 1882.
S1,-I have thehonor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 3rd

April referring to your claim on beha1f of your son and yourself to the S.W. j of Sec-
tion 28 and to the N. j of Section 21, Township 44, Rango 3.

In reply I have to inform you that even numnbered sections are open for home-
stead and pre-emption entry, and that, pending the decision of the Government
regarding occupants of odd-numbored sections previous to the issue of the Order in
Council withdrawing th same from settement, your claim will be filed.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
GEO. DUCK, Agent Dominion Lands.

BAPTISTE PRIMEAULT, Esq., Duck Lake, N.W.T.

PASSES.

Amyot, Arthur, to-morrow, 7 a.m., 28th March, 1885.
Amyot, Arthur, 9 p.m. this day, 30th Miarch, 1885.
Bremner, sen., pass until otherwise ordered.
Boyer, Isidore, until otherwise ordered, 28th March, [885.
Bélanger, A., until 9 p.m. this day, 31st March, 1885.
Cayal, L., until to-morrow, 2 p.m., 30th March, 1885.
Cayen, -, until 8 this evening, 3Oth March, 1885.
Champagne, Amb., to-morrow morning, 30th March, 1885.
Dubois, Maxime, 29th March, 1885, until to-morrow morning.
Dumont, Edouard, to-morrow morning, 30th March, 188â.
Dumas, M., to morrow morning, 3rd April, 1885.
Ferguson, Léon, to-morrow, 27th March, 1885.
Faignant, Cuth., to-morrow morning, 28th Mardh, 1885.
Fidler, Alex., until 5 o'clock, 29th March, 1885,
Faillants, Patrice, until Il o'clock, 29th March, 1885.
Fleurie, Patrice, until to-morrow morning, 30th March, 1885.
Fidler, J. Bte., until midnight, 1st April, 1885.
Fidler, sen , until otherwise ordered, 2nd April, 1885.
Garriepy, to-morrow morning, 29th March, 1885.
Henry, Jérôme, to-morrow at noon, 2îth March, 1885.
Henry, Pierre, until to-morrow evening, 30th March, 1885.
Laboucane, Alex., until 7 a. n. to-morrow, 28th March, 1885.
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Laviolette, Max., until noon, 29th March, 1885.
Lepine, Abt., until to-morrow morning, 29th March, 1885.
Laframboise, the younger, until 6 o'clock, the 30th, 1885.
Lafortaine, Ant., 7 o'clock this evening, 31st March, 1815.
Laboucane, G., to-morrow noon, 31st March, 1885.
Lepine, Max. to morrow morning, 3rd April, 1885.
Monkman, Albert, and ý. mon to go on guard at his house, 27th March, 1885.
Parenteau, Louis, until to-morrow morning, 29Lh Mareh, 1885.
Parenteau, Isidore, until tn-morrow noon, 29th March, 1885.
Parisien, E'zêar, until this evening, 30th March, 1885.
Parenteau, Pierre, until to-morrow morning, 30th March, 1885.
Parenteau, son of Daudais, until to-morrow morning, 30th March, 1885.
Paul, Bernard, for two hours, 30th March, 1885.
Pilon, Joseph, until 7 this evening, 31st March, 1885.
Parenteau, N., until this eveining at 1, 31st March, 1885.
Ross, Donald, until to.morrow evening, 27th Maich, 1885.
Racette, Jérôme, unti. otherwise ordered, 28th March, 1885.
Sauvé, Linomme, until 7 to-morrow, 28th March, 1885.
Smith, Gabriel, until to-morrow evening, 30th March, 1885.
St. Deonnis, Joseph, until to-morrow morning, 30th March, 1885.
Swan, William, until to-morrow morning, 1st April, 1885.
Vandale, Modeste, until to-morrow morning, 30th March, 1885.
Vandale, Roger, until to-morrow evening, 30th March, 1885.
Vandale, Thomas, for two days, 30th March, 1885.
Vandale, Baptiste, to morrow evening.
Villeneuve, J., for two days, 30th March, 1885.
Vandale, Pierre, until 10 o'clock this evening, 1st April, 1885.
Vandale, Joseph, a standing permit, 2nd April, 1885.

No 1ORDERS IN COUNCIL.

It is ordered that all horses be gathered together, without exception, and be
sent to the guard, under the direction of Joseph Parenteau.

M. D., for Secretary.
10th April, 1885.

No. 2.
To send for Daniel Dumas and all the animals that may be at his place, 11th

A4pril.
PHILIP GARNOT, Secretary.

P.S.-Except one brindled cow and one red cow.-Pu. G.

No. 3.
Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Dumont, that Mr. Chamberland be

furnished with a list of our people who have decided to take their meals here, and
who have the right of coming into the council chamber.

PHILIP GARNOT, Secretary.
11th April.

NO. 4.
Mr. Ambroise Champagne, you are appointed, with Mr. Joseph Vandale, inspec-

tor of Guards, by Order in Council.
PHILIP GARNOT, Secretary.

llth April.
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-o. 5.
Proposed by Mr. G. Dumont, seconded by Mr. Trottier, that two or threo men

be sent to Fort la Corne to ascertain the feeling at that place. Adopted-9 for; i
against.

N. B.--When this Act was passed, it was understood that if Mr. Edouard Dumont
desired 'o go to Fort la Corne, ho was free to do so, with one or two men. Adopted
-8 for; 2 against. M. DUMAS, Assistant Secretary.

BAroCHE, 11th April, 1885.

No. 6.
Proposed by Mr. Parenteau, seconded by Mr. Dumont, that the brown horse

which was captured at Hoodoo by the soldiers of the provisional government be
brought hore and kept for the use of Mr. Riel and placed in the hands of Mr. Paren-
teau to take care of. Adopted unanimously.

11th April, 1885.

-o. 7.
An Order in Council is given to cross over twenty head of cattie to this side of

the river.
By order of the Council.

P. GARNOT, Secretary.
A. MONKMAN, iRaq.

ST ANTOINE, 16th April, 1885.

No. 8.
An Order in Council is given to Salomon Boucher, Modeste Rocheleau and

FrançoisVermette to go and hunt up men, arms and ammunition as far as the McIntosh
farm and its neighborhood.

By order of the Council.
PH. GARNOT, Secretary of the Council.

ST. ANTOINER, l6th April, 1885.

Yo. 9,-' o whom it may concern:
GENTLEMEN,-YOU are requested to give all firearms and munitions that may

happen to be in your possession to bearer and we will not leave you without pro-
tection.

By order of the council of the provisional government,
P. GARNOT, Secretary.

ST. ANTOINE, 16th April, 1885.

No. 10.
Given to Maxime Fidlar, and addressed to Joseph Parenteau, to deliver to hirn

his horse which is under guard on the other side of the river.
M. DURAS, Assistant Secretary.

l7tb April, 1885.

No. 11.
Order of the Council is given to Alex. Fidler to enable him to get his horse

order addressed to Joseph Parenteau.
M. DUMAS, Assistant Secretary.

-o. 12.
Ferry across two cows for the use of Mr. Nap. Nault.

By order of the Council.

17th April, 1885. . PH. GARNOT, Secretary.
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No. 13.
An Order in Council is given that a sack of flour ho delivered to Mr. Trottier,for his family.

ST. ANfHONY, 17th April, 1885. PH. GARNOT, Becretary.

No. 14.
An Order of the Council is given to deiiver up to Mr. Ph. Garnot, Secretary of

said Counil, three bags of four which ho had lent.
PH. GA RNOT, Secretary.

St. ANTHONY, 17th April, 1885.

No. 15.
An Order in Council is given to Mr. Michel Dumas to ferry over a cow and bring

it here for bis own use.
PH. GARNOT, Secretary.

17th April, 1885.

-o. 16.
An Order in Council is given to Mr. Jim Short to ferry over two cows, and keep

then here for bis own use, until otherwise ordered.

17th April, 1885. PH. GARNOT, Secretary.

-No. 17.
An Order in Council is given to Mr. John Desmarais to ferry over a cow and to

keep it for the use of his family, until otherwise ordered.

17th April, 1885. PH. GARNOT, Secretary.

No. 18.
An Order in Council is given that two men be sent to hide all the small boats,and that they be brought here as soon as possible ; and that the ferry boat of Mr.

pinie ho taken to pieces and the parts concealed in three or four different places.
PH. GARNOT, Secretary.

17th A pril, 1885.
No. 19.

An Order in Conneil is given to Mr. Arthur Amyot to take a cow and keep her
for the use of his family, until otherwise ordered.

PH. GARNOT, Secretary.
17th April, 1885.

Io. 20.
An Order in Council is given to the effect that Nap. Parenteau should have a

cow ferried over, and keep it for the use of his family, until otherwise ordered,
PH. GARNOT, Secretary.

ST. ANTHONY, 17th April, 1885.
No. 21.

An Order in Council is given to bring bore Alex. McDougall, jr., Louison Fon-
taine and Isidore Bergin, without fail, as well as McLeod's mara, and the grain, &c.,that they will find there.

ST. ANTHONY, 17th April, 1885.
N. 22.

An Order in Council is passed to make six or eight oars for the ferry boat, and
as many for the small boats.

17th April, 1885. PH. GARNOT, Secretary.
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No. 23.
An Order in Council is given to Mr. J. Bte. Fidler, to enable him to withdraw

his hor.e from the guard on the other side of the river, in order to bring it to this sida.
PHI. GAIRNOT, #Secretary.

ST ANTHONY, 18th April, 1885.
NTo. 24.

An Order in Couneil is given to Mr. Napoléon Nault, to ferry over the waggons
which are on the other side of the river, in order to bring them bore.

ST. ANTHoNY, 18th April, 1885. PH. GARNOT, Secretary.

No. Z5.
Au Order in Council is passed to give a cow to Mr. Swan for use of his family,

until further oriers.

ST. ANTHONY, 18th April, 1885. PH. GARNOT, Secretary.

No. 26.
To Mr. JoHN Ross, Animal Keeper.

An Order in Council is passed to give a milch cow, if there is one, to the bearer,
a Cree Indian.

By order of the Couneil

ST. ANTHONY, 18th April, 1885. PH. GARNOT, Secretary.

No. 27.
An Order in Couneil is given to Capt. Edouard Dumont to make ready to go en

reconnaissance up the river to watch General Middleton, and that he is to have com-
mand of the expedition. This order is to be read to the inspector of guards and
given te E. Dument.give to . Duont.Pi. GA.RNOT, Secretary.

ST. ANTHONY, 20th April,11885.
No. 28.

An Order in Council is given to Mr. Jobin, with another man, to go to Mr.
Bremner's for the horses belonging to the young men who have left, and others.

By order of the Couneil
PHI. GARNOT, Secretary.

ST. ANTHONY, 20th April, 1885.
No. 29.

An Order in Council is given to the proper persons to haul in all the hay there
may be between this place and that of Leonore Parenteau. And an order is also
given to the young men that may be in the houses to haul in all the hay to be found
further on.

ST. ANTHONY, 21st April, 1885. PH. GARNOT, Secretary.

No. 30.
An Order in -Council is passed to deliver one cow to James Welsh for the use of

his family, until otherwise ordered.

To Mr. JoHN Ross, keeper of the animals. PH. GARNOT, Secretary.

ST. ANTHONY, 23rd April, 1885.
.No. 31.

An Order in Council is passed to land a good horse to Mir. Alex. Cayen, in order
that he may go and look for his people at Lake Muskeg.

PH. GARNOT, Secretary.
ST. ANTHIONY, 27th April, 1885.
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-o. 32.
An Order in Council is passed to lend an additional horse to Mr. Alex. Cayen,

to go0 to Mlukeg Lake. PH. GARNOT, Secretary.
ST. ANTHONY, 27th April, 1885.

-No. 33.
An Order in Council is passed to ferry over five heai of cattle to be slaughtered.

ST. ANTHONY, 27th April, 1885. PH. GARNOT, Secretary.

ZVO. 34.
An Order in Coancil is given to Mr. Nap. Carrière to take possession of his teBt

Wherever ho may happen to find it, seeing that ho has never sold or lent it.

ST. ANTHONY, 28th April, 1885. PH. GARNOT, Secretary.

No. 35.
An Order in Council is passed giving Mr. Alex. Arcand the right to appeal

uder No. 34 of the council passed yesterday, when ho has sufficient proof.

ST. ANTHoNY, 29th April, 1885. PH. GARNOT, Becretary.

No. 36.
An Order in Council is given to Mr. Alex. Fisher not to make a crossing in the

ferry boat with less than eight persons in the boat.

ST. ANTHONY, 30th April, 1885. PH. GARNOT, Secretary.

-No. 37.
SI,-Please deliver to the bearer seven bags of flour, belonging to Bte. Boyer.

By order of the Council.

To Mr. C. PAGNANT. PH. GARNOT, Secretary.

ST. ANTHONY, 1st March, 1885.

No. 38.
An Order in Council is given to Mr. Patrice Tourond, to deliver to Mr. Pierre

Paranteau a pair of breechings, in compensation for those which the mail carriers
took away from him. Give him the breechings which were taken from the mail at
RoodoG.

PH. GA RNOT?, Secretary.
ST. ANTHONY, 1stýMay, 1885.

No. 39.
An Order in Council is passed authorizing the families living down the river to

kill a Young animal of one or two years of age, and to divide it among them ; and to
take the animal out of those belonging to the people who fled the country.

PH. GARNOT, Secretary of the Council.
ST. ANTHONY, 3rd May, 1885.

NO. 40.
An Order in Council is given to go and look for all the animals that there may

be down the river, especially cows, and all the animals of those who have fled the
Country.

STANTMy 85 PH. GARNOT, Secretary of the Council.
ST. ANTHONY, 3rd May, 1885.
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.No. 41.
Please give the keys of the storehouse and shed to Mr. Damase Carrière to gel

some tea, salt and sugar, if there is any.
By order of the Council.

PH. GARNOT, Secretary.
To Madame LETENDRE.

ST. ANTHONY, 3rd May, 1885.
No. 42.

An Order in Conncil is given to Mr. Damase Carrière to take from the store Of
Mr. Champagne one box of tea.

By order.
PHIL. GARNOT, Secretary.

ST. ANTHONY, 3rd May, l880.

No. 43.
An Order in Council is given to bring P. St. Germain here to stay.

PHi. GA RNOT, Secretary.
ST. ANTHONY, 3rd May, 1885.

No. 44.
Names of persons to be looked up, by Order of the Council:-André Noli",

Jérôme Racette, Alex. Begu, Frederick St. Germain, Alex. Pilon, the oldest boy .f
Pierre Henry, Barthélèmi Pilon, Patrice Parenteau, Joseph Delorme, Alexis Gerval0,
François Gervais, Cléophas Champagne, Amb. Gareiépy, Nazaire Champagne, Jas.
Pilon, jr., Emmanuel Champagne.

By order of the Council.
PH. GARNOT, Secretary.

ST. ANTHONY, 4th Msy, 1885.
No. 45.

An Order in Council is given to bring in the horses belonging to Mr. Emmanuel
Champagne, and which are at his place, as well as those belonging to his son or
other people.

By order.
PH. GARNOT, Secretary.

ST. ANTHONY, 5th Mai, 1885.
No. 46.

SIa,-Please deliver to the bearer six bags of flour belonging to Mr. Bte. Boyerf
By order of the Council.

PH. GARNOT, &ecretary.
To Mr. CUTHBERT FAGNANT.

ST. ANTHONY, 5th May, 1885.
No. 47.

An Order in Council is given to send three men below to bring in W'JX
Bruce and his mare, and if ho is not there thon the mare of George Fidler, and to
make a reconnaissance at the same time.

PH. GAIRNOT, ecretaru.
Bring along and look after André Jobin, Jéromé Racette, and Alexandre BOyer.

-P. i. G.
ST. ANTHONY, 5th May, 1885.

No. 48.
SIm,-Please deliver to the bearer the remainder of the flour belonging to 9r.

Bte. Boyer.
By order of the Council.

PH. GARNOT, Secretary.
To Mr. CUTHBERT FAGNANT.

ST. ANTHONY, 7th May, 1885.
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No. 1. •LETTERS.

SIR,-Your instructions are that you must take great care of the horses, and that
the best hor-es be carefully epared, and that the mares with colt are not to be used
at ail; and that the young people are not to be free to do what they please with the
hrses. You are the master. And that no horse be given without an order from
the council, or the inspector of the guard, but when an alarm is given then an order
is not ne8cessary.

M. D., for the Secretary.
R.a JOSEiPH PARENTEAU.

10th April, 1885.

Xo. 2.
REV. FATHER VÉGRiVILLE,-The Council of the Provisional Government begs

you to consider the interests of the French Canadian Metis with a more favorable
eye; this you can do by declaring in writing that you wilI keep yourself at least
Perfectly neutral; that you will not withdraw from this place withont the consent of
the Provisional Government.

Give in writing your word of honor that you will act in this way towards us; if
yon do not we will be compelled to treat you accordingly.

PH. GARNOT, Secretary of the Council.
BATOCHE, 10th April, 1885.

No. 3.
My VERY DEAR FATHER FOURMAND,-I send a courier in your direction to carry

to you the terrible news of the death of Fathers Fafard and Marchand, who were
killed by the Indians at Frog Lake.

YOU will apply in their case the prayers required by our rules. The Indians have
solen in every direction and are massacring the whites. Bleven persons were killed

around Prog Dake. It is a war of extermination which has begun and it is our
Metis who have caused this trouble, and who bear the responsibility of all the blood
that bas been and will be shed.

My dear father, we must save the sisters from the fate which threatens them,
and find means to send them to Prince Albert. I am ignorant how you are situated,
but things have an extremely dangerous look; but yon seem to fear nothing, and
rest in perfect serenity.

Consider, then, if there is any danger in making the sisters leave for Prince
&lbert, and see if you cannot find some willing men'to escort then as far as the forks

Of the road which comes from Carlton. They have nothing to fear on the part of the
People ef Prince Albert, who never'go there except to cnt hay. It is the Indians
Whom I dread.

I'RINOE ALBERT, 12th April, 1885.

Xo. 3.
DEAR BROTHER:-The exovedes in meeting decided that two or three men should

b. sent to Carlton, but they agree that you. should not go yourself, they are of
opinion that your presence bere is necessary, although they are sure that you would
be the best to go to Carlton. They really expect an attack at a very short period,
and they know that your ability here wili be of great necessity.

Scouts have been seen twice to-day already. We would also beg of yon to keep
a Very close and good guard, because there might be danger on your side of the
river. Sending you our best wishes, we remain your brother.

For the council,
PH. GAIRNOT, Secretary.

To Exov'ede ALBERT MoNKMAN.
ST. ANTHONT, 16th April, 1885.
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No. 4.
Sin,-You are requested to attend the Council meeting to-morrow, as we have

urgent need of you and of ail the absent members of the Council.
Your very devoted,

PEL GARNOT, Secretary.
To Mr. AMB. JOB3IN.

ST. ANTHONY, 16th April, 1885.

No. 5.
Sra,-Please take notice, that from this date, each evening you will give notice

upon which side of the river you remain with the ferry boat, in order that guardS
rnay be placed in order to guard the cable and the boat,

By order of the Council.
PH. GARNOT, Secretary.

To Mr. ALEx. FIsHIER.
ST ANTIONY3 i7tb April, 18t5.

No. 6.
Si,-I give you notice that each crossing ticket (return ticket) should be sn

every evenirng to the secretary or his assistant.
Your devotedly,

PHIL. GARNOT, Secretary,
By OCT. REGNIER, Asistant.

Mr. ALEx. F1sMEa.
ST. ANTHONY, 18th April, 1886.

No. 7.
We have received and considered yours concerningl the friendly and generOU0

offer of Chesorpen. We thank our relative, the old soldier, for bis offer of good servicef•
The Exovidate are of opinion that Middleton and bis troops ought not to be treated
as ordinary. It would be better to watch weil their moves, to lot them come whle
they please,- under the Almighty hand of Divine Providence-and when tbey are
near enough to strike and work until, with God's and Christ's help, we have conquered
them. A complote success over iddleton we have to ask from our Lady the
Blessed Virgin Mary, and let us aim at such a decisive success-and considering the
situation, we believe that it would be of great usefuiness to send a party of découveur
to-night to watch the movement of Middleton, to-morrow morning, and during the
whole day from your side of thè river.

Proposed by Mr. Ross, seconded by Mr. Lepine, that a vote of thanks be voted
to Mr. Monkman, for the creditable way in which ho conducted himself in the cOO'
mand which ho bas across the river.

Present :-Messrs Tourond, Jobin, Trottier, Henry, Carriére, Boucher, Ross and
Lopine.

To Mr. MoNKmAN. PH. GARNOT, Secretary.

ST. ANTRHoNY, 19th April, 1885.

Yo. 8.
REVEREND PATHRi,-You are invited to come here, at nine o'clock in the morn'

ing, for the reasons given in the resolutions of which I send you a copy.
A copy of the resolution of the 30th April is enclosed.

Your very humble servant,
PH. GARNOT, Secretary of the Council.

To the Reverend Fathers FoURMAND, oULIN and VkGaEv1LLE.
ST. ANTHONY, 30th April, 1885.
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2o. 9.
S1a,-Be so good as to tell your men, and take notice that every crossing ticket

mnlust be given up to the secretary, or to his assistant, because for a long time it is
rOiIarked that no tickets come here, and of 600 tickets we have received but barely

Don't concern yourself about the distribution of tickets; but see that all the
tickets are sent here every evening, and if the people of the other side of the river
require tickets, they must ask for them.

Yours, &c.,
T0 er. ALEX. P. FisHER,1 PH. GARNOT, ÂSecretary.

8T. ANTHONY, 4th May, 1885.
VO. 10.

SIR,--Be so good as to sec that Thomas Petit takes his meals and board with
You, and we will board Parenteau on this side.

By order of the council.
PH. GARNOT, Secretary.

TO 31r. N. NAULT.
ST. ANTHONY, 5th May, 1885.

MINUTES OF THE COUNCIL (BOOK).
Prayer of the Council.

O Lord, our God, Thou who art the Father of mercy and consolation, we a re
feveral French Canadian Métis, gathered together in council, who put our confidence

l Thee; grant that we may not be covered with confusion, ever defend us from this,
enhighten us in our darkness of doubt, encourage us in our trials, strengthen us in
Dur weakness, and succour us in the time of pressing need.

Minutes of the Council of the 30th March, 1885.
Explanations are requested by Mr. Lepine in Council, asking Mr. Jobin for

exPlanations why he gave up the position of assistant commissioner of the Pro-visional Government.
IBy Mr. Jobin......... .................
Proposed by Mr. Monkman, seconded by- Mr. Boucher, that we move off to

Carlton, and that this motion be kept secret until a decision has been arrived at to go
to Prince Albert or elsewhere. Adopted-9 for, 1 against.

t 6-Proposed by Mr. Dumont, seconded by Mr. Boucher, that men be sent to examine
he house of Ambroise Fisher, Magnus Burton, and François Piché, and to sec if any-

thnrg has been hauled away, either provisions or merchandise, &c., and to seize and
bring here all suspected articles found in the house. Carried unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Lepine, seconded by Mr. Jobin, that a detachment of fifty men
selt to Carlton to take possession of the fort, and that Mr. Monkman with another

luemaber of the Council be entrusted to carry out this expedition. Carried unani-
IXonsly.

Proposed by Mr. Ouellette, seconded by Mr. Henry, that Mr. Ouellette should
go 'With Mr. Grant or Mr. Damas to accompany the expedition to Carlton. Carried
nanimously.

Proposed by Mr. J. Bte. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Pierre Parenteau, that a
raan be sent to the other side of the South Branch of .the Saskatchewan, and that hc
'hould carry provisions with him for the families, with the consent of Mr. Champagne.
CArried unanimously.

Minutes of the Council of the 31st March, 1885.
Proposed by Exovede Gabriel Dumont, seconded by Exovede Maxime Lepine,that we abandon for a time Duck «Lake, and go and take up our position again at St.
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Anthony, to await there firmly the 315 policemen who are on the way, it would
appear, and are marching against us. Adopted unanimously. Glory to Jesus
Christ, honor and praise to Mary, to Joseph, to St. John the Baptist and to St.
Anthony of Padua.

Minutes of the Council of the 6th April, 1885.

Proposed by Mr. Lepine, seconded by Mr. Boucher, that the soldiers begin the
work of making roads through the ice, and placing the ferry boat in position to
establish the ferry. Adopted unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by f r. Parenteau, that an Order in Council
be publicly read requiring every man capable of bearing arms to be present hore
to-morrow during the forenoon. Adopted unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Ouellette, seconded by Mr. Lepine, that a horse guard be
organized, and that a captain, with his company, be appointed to this duty, and that
Mr. Antoine Lafontaine be appointed. Adopted unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Lepine, that Mr. Lafontaine's soldiers be chosen by the Council,
in agreement with Mr. Lafontaine. Decided without being put to the Council.

Proposed by Mr. Lepine, seconded by Mr. Carrière, that no person have pernis'
sion to see the prisoners without an order from the Council; and that the guard be
notified to that effect; and that the friends of the prisoners be also notified to the
like effect. Adopted unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Ouellette, seconded by Mr. Delorme, that Mr. Joseph Parei'
teau be appointed as captain of the horse guard on the other side of the river, and
that Mr. Baibeau (Bte. Hanter) act as sergeant. Adopted unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Delorme, seconded by Mr. Henry, that Mr. Regnier be set tO
work teaching school, and that the church be placed at his disposal as a schoolhoser
if thought necessary. Adopted nnanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Jobin, seconded by Mr. Parenteau, that some person be sent te
Father Paquet to ask him to come to us. Adopted unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Carrière, seconded by Mr. Jobin, that it be ascertained whae
the people who have just arrived have need of, and that an order be sent them on the
store of Mr. Batoche to furnish what they require. Adopted unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Jobin. seconded by Mr. Ouellette, that Mr. Charles Trottier be
admitted a member of the Exovidat. Adopted unanimously.

Order in Councd of the 7th April, 1885.

Proposed by Mr. Carrière, seconded by Mr. Lepine, that Alexander Fisher do
place the keys of George Fisher's store in the hands of the Conucil. Carried
unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Lepine, that Alexander Fisher- be
permitted to keep the ferry for the season, for eighty dollars per month, to be paid bY
the Council of the Provisional Government. Adopted unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Lepine, seconded by Mr. Boucher, that Daniel Damas be
brought before the Council in order to give explanations as to a complaint iodged
against him with the Council by John Desmarais. Carried unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Ross, that the keys of Fisher'
store be placed in the hands of Mr. Riel. Adopted unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Boss, that Wir. Zipher be alloWed to
take a portion of bis house, and to occupy it with two men, who have been furnished
him to work the ferry. Adopted unanimously (but afterwards scoreod out).

Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Ross, that the Provisional Govern-
ment having had need of the house of Mr. Fisher and having occupied it up te this
day, from this day forward leave one apartment free, which Mr. Fisher Wants.
Carried unanimously.
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Order in Councit, 6th April, 1885.

Proposed by Mr. Lepine, seconded by Mr. Ouellette, that two men be sent to
Thunder Mountain and Qu'Appelle Lake, in order to make the people acquainted
with the position of affairs here. Adopted unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Delorme, that two men be sent to
Port Battie, and, if it is possible to do so, destroy Fort Battle, seize the stores and
raunitions, and bring the forces and animais here. Carried unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Parenteau, seconded by Mr. Charles Trottier, that Mr.
Enmnanuel Champagne be sent to Pembina with two men, as a messenger from the
Provisional Government, with instructions which he will receive from the Council.
Carried unanimously.
. Proposed by Mr. Carrière, seconded by Mr. Damont, that Mr. Dumas be sent
'ntO Monta[na to carry messages, and that he be accompanied by two or thre. men.
Adopted unanimonsly.

Proposed by Mr. Ross, seconded by Mr. David Tourond, that scouts be sent to
Prince Albert to destroy the steamboats if possible, and bring back news to the
Council. Adopted unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Carrière, seconded by Mr. Tourond, that the Provisional Gov-
ernment authorize the seizure of the goods in Mr. Batoche's store, keeping an
account of tho whole, and that the keys be handed to Mr. Riel. Carried unanimously.

Order in Counc l.

Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Parenteau, that the mortgage
eXisting between Charles Nolin and Maxime Lepine be brought before the Council
a"nd examined as soon as possible. Proposal accepted. (Scored out.)

Proposed by Ur. Lepine, seconded by Mr. Parenteau, that Isidore Dumas be
allowed to take a double sleigh, in return for the sleigh which was broken by the
Workmen of the Provisional Government. Adopted unanimously.

Isidore Dumas claims from Kerr & Brothers for the following articles:-

30 barrels of barley ut 81.25........................................ 837 50
15 do of wheat at $1.50........................................ 22 60
Amount due for a horse ......................................... 20 [0

Total ............................................................ 880 10

Isidore Dumas heard before the Council.
Proposed by Mr. Lepine, seconded by Mr. Ross, that Isidore Damas be paid out

Of the property which Kerr & Brothers have left behind; and that payment take
Place s0 soon as the animals and the other goods are collected. Adopted unanimouslyz

Proposed by Mr. Lepine, seconded by Mr. Parenteau, that it be two Indians
wIo should go to Fort Battle; and that there be raised no objection to a Metis accom-
Panying the two Indians. Adopted unanimously.

It is decided that two other Indians should go to Thunder 11ijl, to Lake Qu'-
Appelle, look Lake, Nut Lake and Long Lake.

Order in Council of the 8th April, 1885.
Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Dalorme, that Mr. Pierre Parenteau

be appointed to look for suitable horses to make the journey to Montana, with power
to mnake the purchase as to him seems best. Adopted unanimously.

Evening Sitting.
An Oeder in Council is passed to bring up the mare of Kerr and Brother, and

the young Canons.
Ur. Canon objects for the reason that he had the mare to keep for the winter at

86 per month, and that he has had it for two months.
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Proposed by Mr. Carrière, seconded by Mr. Monkman, that Mr. Canon should
give a fat horse for the mare, and that ho bring them here this evening. Carried
unanimously.

Minutes of the Exovidat, 91 April, 1885.
A letter from Mr. Jackson asking to be set at liberty, with his brother, is handed

to Mr. Riel. Mr. Riel explains that Mr. Jackson is too neutral to be allowed to go.
By this ho meant that Jackson should be kept.

Order in Council, 10th April, 1885.
Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Trottier, that the horses of George

Fisher, which are under the care of Siniakisick, be brought before the Council.
Adopted unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Trottier, seconded by Mr. Boucher, that Madame Ambroise
Fisher be sent for, and ail her goods, animais and horses. Adopted unanimously.

Father Végreville having been arrested, appears before the Council.
Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Lepine, that Mr. Joseph Vandale be

authorised to bring J. Villeneuve and Ant. Vandale, jr., before the Council; and that
an order do issue to that effect. Adopted unanimously.

It is docided that the chief White Bonnet be a member of the Exovidat.
Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Trottier, that a letter be sent to the

Rev. Father Végreville, asking him to give his word of honor that ho will not leave
the place, and that ho will do nothing against our party, and that ho will keep per-
fectly neutral. Adopted unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Tourond, seconded by Mr. Carrière, That if any person should
capture a horse during a fight the horse shall belong to him, on condition that ho
leave it for the use of those engaged in the movement until the movement is over.
Adopted unanimously.

Order in Council, 11th April, 1885.
Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Dumont, that Mr. Chamberland be

furnished with a list of our people who have the right of taking their meals here and
of entering the council hall.

Order No. 5.
Proposed by Mr. G. Dumont, seconded by M&r. Trottier, That two or three mon

be sent tu Fort la Corne to ascertain the feeling of the people in that place. Adopted.
-9 for; 1 against.

N.B.-When this Act was passed it was understood that if Mr. Dumont wished
to go there ho was free to do so, with one or two men (to Fort la Corne). Adopted
-8 for; 2 against.

M. DU ÈAS, U.S.L., &c.
Proposed by Mr. Parenteau, seconded by Mr. Dumas, that the brown horse

which was captured at Hloodoo by the soldiers of the Provisional Government be
brought here and kept for the use of Mr. Riel, and put into the hands of Mr. Paren-
teau to take care of. Adopted unanimously.

.Minutes of the Council, 13th April, 1885.
Father Fourmand asked, through the intervention of Father Moulin, whether ho

could have his flour.
Proposel by Mr. Lopine, seconded by Mr. Boucher, that Mr. Gabriel Dumont bO

the only member of the Council having the exclusive privilege of issuing passes.
Adopted unanimously.

Information was received from Mr. Elite Landry respecting the brothers and the-
wife of Charles Nolin.

Proposed by Mr. Lepine, seconded by Mr. Ouellette, that a captain be sent to
Motify Father Moulin that his church will be taken for a school house until otherwisO
ordered. One aigainst, five for.
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Proposed by Mr. Tourond, seconded by Mr. Ross, that a filly, two years old,
belonging to the Provisional Government be given to Mr. Joshua Bre'and in payment
Of a debt due by Kerr & Brothers. Adopted unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Catrrière, that the passes each daybe limited to twelve, that is to say six to go up the river and six to go below.
Seven for, one against.

Morning Session-Order in Council, 14th April, 1885.
Proposed by Mr. Carrière, seconded by Mr. Trottier, that fifteen head of cattle

be ferried over and brought here for the use of the Provisional Gevernment. Carried
llnanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Lepine, seconded by Mr. Henry, that Daniel Charette do accom-
panly Father Végreville to see a sick person on the other side of the river, the wife
of Joseph Charette. Carried unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Lepine, seconded by Mr. Ross, that Pierre --- be
aPpointed to negotiate the exehange of animals and the purchase of animals for the
Slaughter house for the Provisional Government, as to bim seems best. Adopted by
the majority of the Council, 15th April, 1885.

Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Carrière, that Pierre Tourond be
authorized to take the animal that is at Boniface Leforce's, belonging to Kerr
Brothers, and to kill it for the use of the families whose nwmes are mentioned in ]et-
ter NO. 4. Adopted unaiÀmously.

Morning Session, 13th April, 1885.
Proposed by Mr. Dumont, seconded by Mr. Lopine, that Louis Parenteau and

Thomas Petit be paid $30 per month, to work at harness-making, under the direc-
tion of Mr. Alex. Fisher, and be be paid at the end of every month. Carried
Unanimous1y.

Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Ouellette, that Mr. Phillip Garnot be
requested, if he is wilhng, to go to St. Laurent, to establish guards there for the pro.
tOetiol of the Rev. Fathers and the Sisters, and that the guards be so maintained
Until further orders. Carried unanimously.

Morning Session, 10 a.m., 16th Aprid, 1885.
Present:-Bte. Boucher, M<•ïse Ouellette, Pierre Henry, Charles Trottier,

Donald Ross, White Cap, Pierre Parenteau.
Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Lepine, that ten full-grown head of

cattle be distributed among the families on this side of the river. Carried unani-
Inously.

.Proposed by Mr. Trottier, seconded by Mr. Boucher, that two head of cattle be
given to the Sioux, for the use of their families, and one to the Crees, for the use of
their families. Carried unanimously.

Promise of Neutrality.
I promise to hold myseif perfectly neutral, and not to withdraw from here with-

Out the consent of the Provisional Goverùment. I will give my word that I will
keep myself perfectly neutral and that I will do nothing contrary to the movement
Of the French Canadian Métis.

N. TOUZÉ, Pt., O.MN.I.
St. Antoine de Padoue, 15th April, 1885.-i p.m.

Present:-Bte. Boucher, Moïse Ouellette, Pierre Henry, Donald Ross, Pierre
Parenteau, David Tourond, Charles Trottier, M. Lepine.

Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Pierre Henry, that the tbree men sent
to look up the absent soldiers go as far as the bouse of Mointosh and the neighbor-
hood, to bring back the arms and munitions which may be found there. Carried
unanmously.
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Minutes of the Morning Session, 17th April, 1885.-1i a.m.
Present:-Bte. Boucher, M. Ouellette, C. Trottier, P. Parenteau, D. Tourond,

White Cap, D. Carrière, D. Ross.
Proposed by Bte. Boucher, seconded by D. Carrière, that the ten bags of

flour that are in the cellar of Bte. Boyer's house be kept for the use of the Provis-
ional Government. Carried unanimously.

Afternoon Session.-2.30 p.m.
Present:-M. Trottier, Bte. Parenteau, A. Jobin, M. Lapine, D. Ross D. Tour-

ond, White Cap, M. Ouellette, P. Henry, Bte. Boucher, D. (arrière.
Proposed by Mr. Trottier, seconded by Mr. Tourond, that a latter be given to

the ferrymen in order that they may give notice on the two sides of the river stating
where the ferry is in order, that we may so place the guards as to assure the safety
of the ferry by day and night, and that a man receive orders to make four pairs of
oars in case anything happens to the cable, and that men be also sent to bring up all
boats, and that the ferry boat of Mr. Lepine be also taken to pieces and concealed, in
order that no use may be made of it, and to bring away the oars that are there.
Adopted unanimously.

Afternoon Session.-2.50 p.m.
Present:-Jobin, Carrière, Lepine, Ross, Ouellette, Henry, Tourond, White Cap,

Trottier, Boucher.
Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Carrière, that cows be loaned to the

families, in order that they may have the benefit of the milk, until such time as the
council may have need of ther, and that application for cows be made to the Council.
Carried-Seven for, three against.

Minutes of the Evening Session, 17th April, 1885-2.45 p. m.
Present:-Ouellette, Ross, Henry, Lapine, Carrière, Jobin, Parenteau, Boucher,

Tourond, White Cap, Trottier.
Proposed by Mr. Jobin, seconded by Mr. Boucher, that every person who is con-

cerned in the movement do take an oath to be faithful to the movement and to the
laws of the Provisionai Goveroment of the Saskatchewan. The oath to be taken to
be according to the following form. Eight for, two do not vote.

Afternoon Session.-3 p.m.

Present:-White Cap, Trottier, Boucher, Tourond, Parenteau, Ouellette, Jobin,
Lepine and Henry

Proposed by Mr. Lepine, seconded by Mr. Jobin, that a bull be loaned and
placed in the hands of Mr. Joseph Pilon, for the use of the farmns in the neighbor-
hood. Carried unanimously.

Evening Session, 8 p.m., 17th April, 1885.

Present:-C harles Trottier, M. Lapine, Baptiste Boucher, M. Ouellette, D. Ross,
P. Parenteau, G. Dumont, D. Tourond, Amb. Jobin, D. Carrière.

Proposed by Mr. Lapine, seconded by Mr. Trottier, that an expadition of thirty
armed men be sent to Fort la Corne, commencing preparations to-morrow (18th
April), having at their disposal forty-five carts, well harnessed, to carry Messrs.
Turner, Batoche, and Seine, with all their goods and affects, as well as the goods and
marchandise of any other person whomsoever, and to set adrift every boat serving as
a ferry and which might endanger the safety of the Provisional Government.
Adopted unanimously.

Morning Sitting-18th April, 1885.

Prayers, and then some routine orders.
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Eveninq Session, 8.20 p.m.-19th April, 1885.
Present :-Tourond, Jobin, Trottier, Henry, Carrière, Boucher, Ross, Lepine.
Proposed by Mr. Ross, seconded by Mr. Lepine, that a vote of thanks be passed

te Mr. Monkman, for the manner- in which ho has conducted his command on the
Other side of the river. Carried unanimously.

20th April, 1885-Afternoon Session.
Present:- A. Jobin, M. Lepine, D. Carrière, P. Henry, G. uDumont, D. Tourond,

C. Trottier, D. Ross, Bte. Boucher.
Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Henry, that three men be sent to

the uPper part of the river, in order to protect the families.
Proposed in amendment by Mr. Tourond, seconded by Mr. Lepine, that there be

fOur men instead of three. Amendment carried-5 for; 4 against.
Present:-Messrs. Jobin, Lepine, Carrière, Henry, Dumont, Tourond, Trottier,

Ross and Boucher.
Proposed by Mr. Dumont, seconded by Mr. Boucher, that twenty men be sent to

reconnoitre on the upper part of the river, to watch General Middleton, and that Mr.
Edouard Dumont have charge of the expodition. Carried unanimously.

Continuation of the Afternoon Meeting of the 20th April, 1885.
Present:-Bte. Boucher, D. Ross, C. Trottier, G. Dumont, P. Henry, D.

Carrière, D. Tourond, M. Lepine, A. Jobin.
Examination of the complaint of the guards of St. Laurent against Father

Fourmand.
Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Trottier, that Rev. Father Fourmand,

and everybody at his mission of St. Laurent, be brought to the mission of St. Antoine
to live there (with their property). Carried unanimously.

Evening Session.
Present:-D. Ross, C. Trottier, P. Henry, G. Dumont, M. Oaellette, B. Boucher,

A. Jobin, D. Carrière, M. Lepine, E. Champagne.
Father Fourmand arrived and was examined.
Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Henry, that Mr. Jobin be sent, with

On:e man, to look for the horses at Nir. Bremner's belonging to the young men who
had left (one from Mr, Jobin and two from Mr. Bremner). Adopted unanimously.

Afternoon Sitting -21st April, 1885.
Present :-D. Ross, C. Trottier, P. Henry, G. Dumont, M. Ouellette, A. Jobin, D.

Tourond, M. Lepine and P. Parenteau.
Proposed by Mr. Dumont, seconded by Mr. Jobin, that all the hay at Jos. Pilon's

house be carted here, and .hat an order be given to him to get the hay further on
hauled in by his boys. Carripd unanimously.

Present:-P. Parenteau, A Jobin, D. Toarond, M. Ouellette, D. Ross.
Proposed by Mr. Parenteau, seconded by Mr. Jobin, that Kr. Riel and the mem.

bers of the Council ho authorized to cross the river without passess when they ask
te do so. Carried unanimously.

Afternoon Session-22nd April, 1e85.
Present:-Lepine, Jobin, Dumont, Henry, Parenteau, Ouellette, Trottier.
Proposed by Mr. Damont, seconded by Mr. Carrière, that the resolutions respect-

ing the captains, as submitted by Mr. Riel, be accepted. Carried unanimously.
Present:-Tourond, Lepine, Jobin, Dumont, lenry, Parenteau, Ouellette,Trottier.
Proposed by Mr. D. Carrière, seconded by Mr. Lepine, that a vote of thanks be

passed to Mr. Carrière and Mr. Henry; and that they be per mitted to visit their
families and to report as to their wants. Carried unanimously.
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Present:-Dumont, Trottier, Ross, Lepine, Jobin, Henry, Parenteau, Ouellette.
Proposed by Mr. Dumont, seconded by Mr. Jobin, that a good horse be given as a

present to our brother Wechaweeopewin, in recognition of the courageous, honorable
and Christian conduct ho showed in the reconnaissance at Clarke's Crossing. Carried
unanirnously.

Present:-Dumont, Trottier, Jobin, Ross, Lepine, Henry, Parenteau, Ouellette.
Proposed by Mr. Jobin, seconded by Mr. Trottier, that a vote of thanks be passed

to our relative Yellow iBlanket, Mr. Malaterre, and Mr. Parisien, in recognition of
their services rendered in the reconnaissance at Clarke's Crossing ; and because they
performed all the work they were sent to do. Carried unanirnously.

Evening Session, 10 p. m., 22nd April.
Present: -Dumont, Jobin, Lepine, Ouellette, Ross, Parenteau, Henry.
Proposed by Mr. Jobin, seconded by Mr. Henry, that fifty cavalrymen under the

command of a man of their choice be sent to Clarke's Crossing en reconnaissance.
Adopted unanimously.

The 23rd was the day of the alarm and the 24th the day of the great battle of
Tourond's Ravine. .

Afternoon Session, 2 p.m.
Mr. Riel thanks the members of the Exovidat for the zeal and courage they dis~

played yesterday.
Present:-Mr. Ross, Ouellette, P. Tourond, Lepine, Boucher, P. Parenteau, C.

Parenteau, Trottier, Jobin, Carrière.
Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Lepine, that a vote of condolence

and of sympathy be passed to all our brothers in Jesus Christ who have had the mis-
fortune to have some one of their relatives killed or wounded in yesterday's fight,
particularly Mr. Vermette, who has had the misfortune to lose hià brother, but more
particularly Mr. J. Bte. Parenteau, who has had the grief to lose lis son, and who
had also another of bis sons wounded in the preceding fight. Adopted unanimously.

Evening Session, 29th April, 1885.-8 p.m.
Present:-Bte. Boucher, M. Jobin, D. Carrière, Chas. Trottier, P. Henry, D.

Tourond, M. Ouellette, D. Ross. D
Proposed by Mr. David Tourond, seconded by Mr. Damase Carrière, that no

croessing be made by the ferry boat unless eight persons cross at one time. Adopted
unanimously.

Session of the 30th April, 1885.
Proposed by Mr. Jobin, seconded by Mr. Dumont, That a letter of invitation be

sent to the Reverend Fathers Moulin, Végreville and Pourmand, asking them if they
will kindly come and publicly set forth their reasons on the subject of the reforn
that Mr. Riel has undertaken with the Exovidat of the Prench Canadian Métis in the
matter of religion, to-morrow, at 9 a.m. Carried unanimously.

Present:-Henry, Damont, Ouellette, Tourond, Trottier, Boucher, Jobin, Ross.
Received one Alex. Parenteau, who came from Battle River, about 8 p.m.; 9

p.m, received a delegation from BaLtle River, composed of four men.

Morning Session of the 1st May, 1885.
The reverend fathers arrived at 9 o'clock, in accordance with the letter of yes-

terday, asking them to do so.

Afternoon Session.
Present :-Parenteau, D. Ross, D. Tourond, A. Jobin, D. Carrière, J. P. Paren-

teau, Chs. Trottier, M. Ouellette, G. Dumont.
Proposed by Mr. M. Lepine, seconded by Mr. Amb. Jobin, that seven mon do

accompany the three commissioners, who have come from Fort Battle, to wit:-
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Isidore Parenteau, Joseph Arcand, Alex. Cayen, Moïse Carrière, Pierre Vandale,
Charles Trottier, and John L. Crow, who are to leave this evening. Carried unani-
mnously.

Continuation of the Afternoon Sess'on.

Present :-Pierre Parenteau, M. Lépine, D. RoQs, D Tourond, A. Jobin, D. Car-
rière, J. B. Parenteau, Chas. Trottier, M. Ouelletto, G. Dumont.

Proposed by Mr. Bte. Boucher, seconded by Mr. M. Lepine, that Mr. Joseph
Jobin be admitted a member of the Exovidat. Carried unanim>usly.

Afternoon Session of the 3rd May-2 p.m.
Present :-Lepine, Carrière, Dumont, Boucher, Parenteau, Ross, Ouellette,

Tourond.
Proposed by Mr. Gabriel Dumont, teconded by Mr. Damase Carrière, that the

people of Lake Qu'Appelle, Flamand and Breland, b kept here, and be not allowed
to go away until the passing of a new Order in Council. For, 6, viz. : Lépine, Car.
rière, Dumont, Boucher, Parenteau, Ross. Against, 2, Ouellette, Tourond.

Semsion of the 4th May-10 a m.

Present :-Carrière, Parenteau, P. Ouellette, White Cap, P. Parenteau, Boucher,
Ross. Lepine, Dumont.

Proposed by Mr. Parenteau, seconded by Mr. Boucher, that it is expressly for.
bidden to anyone to work at farming, except in the gardens, where the women alone
will work. It is also ordered that everyone shall come here without distinction.
Carried unanimously.

A Sioux has arrived, and bas made a report that is not believed, and it was
decided by the Sioux themselves to keep him in confinement until he tells the truth.

Session of the 5th May, 1885.
Orders of the Day :-An expedition of cavalry, commanded by Mr. L. D. Riel,

covering a distance of ten or twelve miles, bringing in several stray horses, without
any other discoveries of interest. Also au expedition of some infantry, commanded
by Gabriel Dumont, working at the construction of certain ambuscades as a defence
against the enemy, which were almost completed.

Evening Session, 6th May, 1885.
Present:-Dumont, Carrière, lenry, Boucher, Ross, Lepine, Ouellette.
Proposed by Mr. Carrière, seconded by Mr. Dumont, that the ox belonging to

Albert St. Louis, in the bands of Nolin and Lepine, be brought here for the use of
the Provisional Government. Carried unanimously.

Session of the 7th May, 1885.
Present :- Boucher, Ross, Dumont, Ouellette, Tourond, Parenteau, Lepine.
Proposed by Mr. Lepine, seconded by Mr. Dumont, that Philip Garnot give up

to George Fidler the saddle which ho has in his hands, the Council seeing that the
said Philip Garnot has no right to keep it. Carried unanimously.

RESOLUTIONS AND ORDERS IN COUNCIL (LOOSE SHEETS).

Reserve the tithe, and that if our priests who were among us, desire to submit
to these resolutions, they return and be treated as well, if not botter, than during the
past. Adopted unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Dumont, seconded by Mr. Delorme, that we leave for Duck
Lake. The vote stood six for and six against; the President decided for.

Proposed by Mr. Lepine, seconded by Mr. Jobin, that Mr. Alex. Tourond be sent
with necessaries for the family of Mr. M. Dumas, and care the stock and cart the hay
of Qapt. J. B. Boucher. Adopted unanimously.

45
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Proposed by Mr. Lepine, seconded by Mr. D. Tourond, that Mr. Ambroise Jobin
replace the commissioner during his absence. Carried unanimously.

24th March, 1885.
Bélanger vs. Vandale. Decision respeating a gaun. Mr. Laframb3ise is permit-

ted to address the Council.
Proposed by Mr. Boucher, beconded by Mr. Delorme, that the first gun available

be placed in the hands of Mr. Pierre Vandale.
Proposed by Mr. Ouelette, seconded by Mr. Champagne, that no soldier be per-

mitted to go out without a pass or without the consent of his captain, and the cap-
tain himself should come and ask permission of the Council; and that the captain
should replace those soldiers who are without arms.

Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Lepine, that the members of the
Council recognize the perfect frankness of Mr. Laframboise. Carried unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Tourond, that a proclamation be
circulated, granting protection to any perseon joining us, and who may have been
forced to enter the Mounted Police force.

Proposed by Mr. Damase Carrière, seconded by Mr. Donald Ross, that three mer],
a Métis, a Cree and a Sioux, be sent to Battie River with a letter. Votes, 8 for, 2
against.

Proposed, in amendment, by Mr. Lepine, seconded by Mr. Boyer, that the Sioux
be struck ont. Six for, 3 against.

Proposed by Mr. Ouellette, seconded by Mr. Tourond, that a Métis and a Cree
be sent to Fort la Corne with a letter. Six for, 3 against.

Proposed by Mr. Ouellette, seconded by Mr. Carrière, that a Métis and a Sioux
be sent to Prairie Ronde with a message. Five for, 4 against.

Minutes of the Council, 25th March, 1885.
Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Pierre Henry, that the Command-

monts of God be the laws of the Provisional Government. That we recognize the
right of ir. Louis " David" Riel to direct the priests. That the Ar3hbishop Ignace
Bourget be recognized, from this day, by the French Canadian people of the Saskat-
chewan, as the Pope of the new world, and that the members of the Council *

Minutes of the Council, 1st April, 1885.
Proposed by Mr. Lepine, seconded by Mr. Tourond, that we take measures to

provi e a boat to cross the shore ice of the other side of the river. Carried unani-
mously.

Session of the Council of the 22nd April, 1885, of the Exovedes of Companies.
Proposed by Mr. Edward Dumont, seconded by Ur. Vandale, that the lower

part of the council house which is now at the disposal of the Exovedes of companies,
be occupied by them alone, except the employees of the Council, the cooks and the
Sioux interpreter, during sessions. Carried unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Dumont, seconded by Mr. Isidore Dumas, that each soldier take
çharge of his own horse, and the horses, above all things, be fed at the same time.
Carried unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Short, seconded by Mr. Calixto Lafontaine, that Mr. Joseph
Delorme take charge of the grain and hay, when occasion arises. Carried ua
imously.

Proposed by Mr. Isidore Dumas, seconded by Calixte Lafontaine, that James
Short be selected to examine the horses. Carried unanimously.

Proposed by Antoine Lafontaine, seconded by Daniel Gariépie, that Edouard
Dumont be appointed to choose the horses. Adopted unanimously.

Proposed by Joseph Delorme, secoaded by William Swaine, that Charles Carrière
be appointed to examine the horses and to place thom at-the disposa1 of the military
exovide. Adopted unanimously.
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Proposed by Isidore Dumas, seconded by Charles Carrière, that the horses that
are too poor and unserviceable be sent adrift without a guard. Seven for, and five
against.

Evening Session, 22nd April, 1885.

Proposed by Isidore Damas, seconded by William Boyer, that no soldier have
permission to abseni himself without the knowledge of his captain. Adopted unan-
imously.

Session of the 27th April, 1885.

Proposed by William Boyer, seconded by Mr. Vandale, that the guards appointed
for night service bere be two, each to take his night; and that William Boyer and
Baptiste Vandale be appointed to that service. Six for, four did not vote.

That the horses be guarded during the day and not during the night. Six for,
four against.

Oe company is sufficient for the service, and that Damase Dumas be appointed
for the service.

One company for the cattle is sufficient, and that Calixte Lafontaine be appointed
to the service.

One company for the ferry boat and the cable, and that Trottier be appointed to
this service.

One company to cart the hay and grain, and the goods of the people; and that
Antoine Lafontaine be appointed to this service.

One company for the lower section, and that William Swaine be appointed to
this service. -Carried.

One company for the Little Mountain, and that Philip Gariépie be appointed to
this service.-Carried.

Three companies to keep guard towards the camp of Middleton, and that Baptiste
Vandale, Daniel Gariépie and James Short be appointed.-Adopted.

Minutes of the Sessions of the Council.

Council of the Provisional Government, formed at St. Anthony, the nineteenth
day of March, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and eighty-five. Mr. Pierre
Parenteau was elected President, Mr. Charles Nolhn, Commissioner, and Mr. Gabriel
Dumont, Adjutant-General. Members of the Council: Messieurs. Baptiste Boyer,
Donald Ross, Damase Carrière, Amb. Jobin, Norbert Delorme, Moïse Ouelette, Bte.
Parenteau, David Tourond, Pierre Gariépie, Maxime Lepine, Albert Monkman, Bte.
Boucher, Philip Garnot, Secretary, and Eugène C. Boucher, Ass stant Secretary.

1st Resolution-It is resolved that G. Dumont, Adjutant General, be at the head
of the army, having for assistants Messieurs Joseph Delorme and Patrice Tourond,
and that Mr. Patrick Fleurie be entrusted with the inspection of the arms.-Carried
-Ph. G.

2nd Resolution-That Mr. Baptiste Boucher be sent to the Piegans. Carried.
3rd Resolution-That two prisoners be sent back, and that they be Walters and

his clerk.
4th Resolution-That the Indian Agent be retained until otherwise orlered.
5th Resolution-That Mr. Charles Nolin be appointed commissioner.
6th. That a messenger be sent to invite Messrs. Normand, Ouellette and Dumont

to the Council house, as a mark of respect.
'lth. Resolved that George Ness be liberated, but that his horse and his vehicle

be detained.
Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Tourond, that Mr. Monkman be

sent with two companies to invite the English Metis to join us. Adopted unani-
mously.

Proposed by Mr. Jobin, seconded by Mr. Tourond, that a list of the Indian
chiefs disposed to join us be given to Mr. Monkman. Adopted unanimously.
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Proposed by Mr. Lepine, seconded by Mr. Baptiste Boyer, that the council giVe
full power to Mr. Monkman to act to the best of his capacity and judgrnent.
Adopted unanimonsly.

Proposed by Mr. Lvpine, secouded by Mr. Boyer, that Mr. Monkman be requested
to tranquilize the families on his road. Adopted uuanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. D. Carrière, that we desire to effect
the capture of the fort without spilling any blood, and the greater our force the mor0

certain we shall be of attaining our object, but in case we are compelled to fight,
justice compels that they sbould take up arms; and do you join us, we have amma-
nition with us.

Proposed by Mr. ;Tourond, seconded by Mr. Carrère, that Madame Caron be
rewarded and recoive a yearly salary for lier services in cooking, and that the sai
be $18. Carried unanimoustly .

Proposed by Mr. D. Carrière, seconded by Mr. Jobin, that this Council desires tO
express its admiration of the conduct of Mr. Roohelieu, in setting an example.
Adopted unanimously.

Orders in Council'of the 31sti March, 1885-Charles L'Heureux.
Orders in Council of the 1st April, 1885.

Proposed by Mr. Jobin, seconded by Mr. Tourond, that two mon be sent for the
animais on the reserve near Muskeg Lake, belonging to the Government, and that
three others be sent to the other reserves for the other animalis, also supposed to
belong to the Government. Adopted unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Jobin, seconded by Mr. Monkman, that men be sent to the
Government farm, to carry off all the provisions, the animals and other property that
may bu thore. Carried unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. Monkman, seconded by Mr. Delorme, that the house of--
be visited and ail the goods taken from the company, as well as the arms and amul
nition, bu brought here by the men of the Provisional Government.

Minutes of the Council 27th March, 1885.
Proposed by Mr. A. Monkman, that a message be sent to our friends the Eng

lish Metis, as also a letter from the prisoners to Dra. Miller, Bain and Porter.
Adopted unanimously.

Proposed by Mr. A. Monkman, seconded by Mr. Boucher, that two prisoners be
set at liberty with a letter to the commandant at Carlton, inviting him in the naine
of God and of humanity to come and dispose of the bodies of those who fell yesterdaY
in the fight, and that he may come as far as the battle field, and that lie may return
from it not only without being molested, but that ho bo assured that our sympathY
will accompany him while performing that duty to the dead. Adopted unanimouslY.

Proposed by Mr. Lepine, seconded by Mr. Parenteau, that the Exovidat of the
French Canadian MOtis believes firmly that hell will n t last for ever, that the doo-
trine of everlasting future punishment is contrary to Divine mercy as well as to the
charity of our Saviour Jeaus Christ; consequently the Exovidat of the French Canadian
Metis establishes the truth that however long hel may last, prolonged though it be
for millions on millions of years it will come to an end one day by the goodness of
God through the merits of Jesus Christ. Adopted unanimously.

PH. GARNOT, &cretary.

Proposed by Mr. A. Monkman, seconded by Mr. Boucher, that Mr. Champagne
be appointed president of the Council.

Proposed by Mr. A. Monkman, seconded by Mr. J. Bte. Boucher, that they are
to remain here until the petition from Prince Albert arrives, unless there is anything
to the contrary.

Proposed by Mr. Lepine, that we have four mon at Batoche to receive the loads
from the freighters, and that there be another man to carry messages to the Council.
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Minutes of the Council record the thanks of Council to Messrs. Nolin, Monkman
and the soldiers.

THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT VS. REV. FATHER VEGREVILLE.

Deposition of Mr. Gabriel Dumont.-laving met Father Végreville half a mile
from here, he told me that the Indians were pillaging the goods of Madame Thibault,
and that it was you people who were responsible for all that, because you invited the
Indians, and that you would be held accountable for it. And on arriving at Duck
Lake Madame Thibault came and asked me if I bad ordered the Indians to take her
hay.

Mr. Michel Dumas corroborates the de position of Mr. Dunfont in every particular.
Mr. Boucher.-It appears that Father Végreville told my son that all the people

who had taken up arms in the movement were rebels and would find that it was their
damnation, that he could not administer to them in their last moments. And I
repeat this as being the most violent language that was uttered. Mr. Brennan, jr.,
was there, and the father ought to know that hle sank down with weakness when
hearing this spoken of.

For keeping the Father, Dam. Carrière, G. Dumont, M. Lepine, C. Trottier, D.
Ross, P. Henry, Bte. Boucher, M. Ouellette.

Proposed by Maxime Lepine, seconded by J. B. Boucher, if God so wills, if He
has so decided in His eternal designs, we desire nothing better than to be His priests
and to constitute, if such is His desire and His holy will, the new religious ministry of
Jesus Christ. And we at once establish the living catholic apostolic and vital
church of the new world. Confident that by doing so we are doing a thing which is
pleasant to Hlim, we adopt for the line of our conduct the three admirable letters from
the Archbishop Ignace Bourget to Loui "I David " Riel, written on the 13th January,
1874, the 14th July, 1875, and the 2nd January, 1876.

Bélanger vs. Vandale for a Gun.
Mr. Bélanger said he had commenced negotiations to trade a gun for a waggon

with Pierre Vandale, and that he was to see the gun, and that if the gun pleased him
he would take it, and that when ho went to see the gun Vandale was not at home,
and he went to see him at the house of his father-in-law, and had taken the gun, and
that when the trouble began the nephew of Mr. Bélanger had taken it, and that Mr.
Vandale had taken it from him. Mr. Vermette said the same thing. Mr. Vandale
said that his gun had not been paid for, that he was to have had the choice of three
carts, and that he had only seen two, and that he had not received them. I went to
see the carts before he took the gun. He gave me my choice between a cart and a
bob.sleigh.

In answer to Mr. Riel-I was wrong in telling him to go and see the gun.
Bélanger cross-examined by Mr. Riel.
Mr. Vermette repeats what he had said before.
Decision of the Council-Mr, Lepine: That the gun belongs to the Bélanger.

Mr. Boyer, Mr. Boucher, Mr. Delorme. Mr. Vandale give the gun to Mr. Bélanger,
and the Council decidea to give the first gun at their disposal to Vandale.

Proposed by Mr. Boucher, seconded by Mr. Delorme, that the first gun at our
disposai le given to Mr. Vandale.
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SUPPLEMENTAIRY RETURN
(41)

To an ORDER of the HOusE OF CoMMONs, dated the 4th March, 1886 ;-For

copies of all papers found in the Council room of the insurgents, or

elsewhere at Batoche, especially including:

1. The diary of Louis Riel

2. The minute book and Orders in Council of the insurgent Council.

3. The correspondence of Louis Riel.

By Command.
J. A. CHAPLEAU,

Department of the Secretary of State, Secretary of State.
11th May, 1886.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, OTTAWA, 10th May, 1886.
SIa,-Referring to my communication of the 4th instant, I have the honor to

transmit to ) ou, horewit h, a copy of the res.olution pase l at the iaeeting in Lindsav
school honse, which completes the return of ail papers found ut Batohbe, in com.
pliance with the order of the Honorable the House of Commons of the 4th March
last.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your ohedient servant,

The Under Secretary of State.GEO. W. BURBIDGE, Deputy Miinister of Justice.

RESOLIUTIONS PASSED AT LINDSAY SCIIOOL.

At a mass meeting held at Li ndsay schoolhonse, 23rd March, 1885, the follow-
ing was unanimously adopted;

1st. That a petition be sent to the Government setting forth that the Fr'ench in
this district have taken up arms.

2nd That the Indians, to a great extent, are in sympathy with them.
3rd. That the English half breeds and Canadian settlers likewise have grievances,

and are in sympathy with them to get redress of grievances in a lawful manner, but
nlot to take up arms.

4th. That there is great danger of a civil war-an Indian war-and ail that that
means.

5th. That the French have rights and are determined men.
6th. That there is no way of settling this disturbance but by treaty or war.
7th. That the neutral party, the English half-breeds and Canadian settlers who

wish to romain at peace, and their wives and families, do beg of the Government to
treat with the settlers giving them their just rights and save the destraution of their
families.

tth. That we have come to this country in good faith that we would have our
rights respected as British subjecis.

9th. That the Government has refused to treat with settlers till our party could
bear it no longer, and'will have their rights or die.

10th. We therefore beg of the Government to do justice to the settlers, treat
with them and save the effusion of hlood.

THOMAS F. MILLE R, Chairman,
WILLIANM MILLEHR, Secretary,

And 455 others.
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RETURN
(45a)

To an ORDER of the HousE OF COMMONS, dated 4th March, 1886 ;-For
Return showing the number of half-breeds of the North-West Terri-

tories who proved their claims before the Commission at Fort Qu'Ap-
pelle, Touchwood Hills, Qu'Appelle Valley, Regina, Maple Creek,
Calgary, Fort McLeod, Pincher Creek, Edmonton, St. Albert, Fort
Saskatchewan, Victoria, Fort Pitt, Battleford, Prince Albert, Batoche,
Duck 'Lake, Forks of Saskatchewan, Fort à la Corne, Cumberland
louse,'Moose Jaw and Willow Branch, in North-West Territories ;
also at Grand Rapids, in Keewatin, and Winnipeg and Griswold, in

Manitoba; giving in each case the number of heads of families and
minors; also the number of males and females; also copies of all the

petitions filed in the Department of the Interior praying that grievances
be redressed, with the names of such petitioners, distinguishing those
who had their claims already settled in Manitoba and those who had
not ; also the number of Manitoba half-breeds who proved their claims
prior to the 20th April last on the supplementary list, and those who
have proved their claims since that date.

By Command.
J. A. CHIAPLEAU,

Department of the Secretary of State, Se retary of State.
14th March, 1886.

45a-1
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(Translation.]

PETITION FROH AUGUSTIN BRABANT AND OTHERS, DATED LAKE

QU'APPELLE, 11Ta SEPTEMBER, 1374.

LAKE QU'APPELLE, 11th September, 1874.
Youa EXCEL.LENCY,-The balf-breeds of the Lakes Qu'Appelle and environs

Offer you to-day their homage, and submit to you the following petitions which they
Present in their name and in the name of all their brethren scattered over the
prairies, and beseech you to give them a favorable hearing, and to remember themn
in the varions arrangements that the Government may make with the Indians.

They ask you :-
1. That the Government allow to the half-breeds the right of keeping the lands

Which they have taken, or which they may take, along the River Qu'Appelle;
The right of fishing in all the lakes of the above-mentioned river.
The right of hunting freely in the prairies west and south-west of the Lake@

Qu'Appelle, without being arbitrarily hindered by the Indians, but only in virtue of
the regulations that the Indians in concert with the half-breeds, and the Government
shall establish hereafter for the good of ail;

The right of trading at the lakes and environs of the Lakes Qu'Appelle.
They ask:-
2. That the Roman Catholie mission may have the free and tranquil enjoyment

of itS possessions, and participate in ail the privileges and rights of the half-breeds.
They ask:-
3. That the Government, in concert with the Indians and the half-breeds, do

rnake, with regard to winter quarters and buffalo hunting, laws which will be of
.great use to ail, such as to prevent wintering t>o far out in the praixies and to com.
pel everyone to start together for the chase, &c., &o.

Moreover, that the Government establish an authority composed of persons who
have the confidence of the people of the place, and charged to manage the affairs of
the eountry, make its laws, see that they are put in force and judge differences.

In ail these demands the half-breeds have no intention of depriving the Indians
Of their rights, but merely claima the recognition and respect of their own, and are
diisposed to live with the Indians as with brothers and with friends.

loping that these demands will be favorably received, the.y beg Your Excel-
lency to accept the assurance of thoir profound respect for you and of their perfectsulbmission to your Governmen;t.

The half-breeds of Lake Qu'Appelle-
Augustin Brabant, John Fisher,
Baptiste Davis, Alex. Fisher,
Michel Desjarlais, Alex. Swain,
Michael Klyne, François Seignoir,
Peter Lapierre, Pierre Flammand,
Antoine Laroque, Patrice Monet,
Francis St. Dennis, Moïse Ouellette,
Norbert Delorme, Joseph MeKay,
Thomas Kavanagh, Joseph Poitras,
Pierre Peltier, Antoine Oueltette,
Michael Desmarais, Antoine Flavin,
Simon Blondeau, Antoine iamelin,
Pierre Poitras, Louison Flammand,
Jean Monet, PierreDenommé,
Joseph Peltier, André Flammand.
CorFrt Seigneur,

'To is Excellency Governor AL]XANDoR MORRISO
3

4,ea-là
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LIsT Of Persons whose names appear on Petition dated at Lake Qu'Appelle, 1Ith
September, 1874, who received Scrip or Land in Manitoba: -

Augustin Brabant, Jean Monet,
Baptiste Davis, Joseph Peltier,
Michel Desiarlais, Pierre Flammand,
Antoine Laroque, Patrice Monet,
Francis St. Dennis, Joseph McKay,
Norbert Delorme, Joseph Poitras,
Michael Desmarais, Louison Flammand,
Pierre Poitras, André Flammand.

LIST of Persons whose names appear on Petition dated at Lake Qu'Appelle, 11th
September, 1874, who received Scrip certificates from the North-West Half-breed
Commission:-

Michael Klyne, Alex. Swain,
Peter Lapierre, Moïse Ouellette,
Simon Blondesu, Antoine Hamelin,
John Fisher, Pierre Denommé.
Alex. Fisher,

LIST of Persons whose names appear on Petition dated at Lake¯ Qu'Appelle, 11th
September, 1874, who have not proved their Claims:-

Thomas Kavanagh, Pierre Peltier,
Corbert Seigneur, François Seignoir,
Antoine Ouellette, Antoine Flavin.

PETITION FROM JOHN MUNRO AND OTHERS, DATED BLACKFOOT
CROSSING, 19TH SEPTEMBER, 1877.

BLACKFOOT CRossING, 19th September, 1877.
HONORABLE SIR,-It is With sentiments of intermingled hope and fear that we,

the undersigned, your petitioners, approach you to-day. It is to claim your kilnd
sympathy and help in Our present deplorable circumstances that we undertake to
present you this paper, and to that end we wili briefly state our reasons, to which we
humbly pray Your Excellency would give the kindest consideration. Before the
year of the small-pox, 1870, memorable for its disastrous effects on the native popu*
lation of this country, we, your petitioners, although not rich, were, hoW•
ever in comfortable circuitances. We had small homes of our own near
Edmonton, and cultivated the soil more or less. Hunting was plentiful and we
were encouraged by the Hudson Bay Company to follow it as much as possible,.
because their oIly iterest in the country was the fur trade. They w«e the
only merchants amongst us, and this unique interest prevented them from giving
any encouragement to the husbandman, and consequently from bringing farming
implements for sale, except very few, which were sold at tuch an enormous
price that the poor man could Lot think of buying them. Thus, Hon. Sir,
the only encouragement to farming was given by the ministers of the different
denominations in our country, and their means also were limited. It was by their
advice and assistance that we took to farming as much as our poverty would allow
us. Our little gardens, Our few câttle and the produce of our hunt supplied us with
plenty and we were happy. But the year 1870 came, that year so terrible to remem-
ber, in which the dire malady decimated the whole population, and following in its
wake was famine. This combination of evils ruined us, driving us from our homes
and compelling us to lead an entirely nomadie life, as the Indians on the plains. Since
Ihat time we have had nothing to depend upon but our guns. The game we kill feeds
ourselves and our families, and the furs we gather are our only money wherewith to
buy clothing, and God knows we do not see how we are to rise above our present
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'condition. It is on this account, Hon. Sir, that we now appeal to the charity you
bear towards al your subjects. We hail your arrival as the opening of a new and
botter era for us all. We humbly approach you to-day and beg you to help us. The
help We implore is farming implements and seed to begin with. We want to settle
a1nd till the ]and, but we have no capital-nothing at all to start with. Also, Hon.
Sir, we beg that the game laws be not too stringent, until such time as we have
something else to subsist on; otherwise we shall be unable to live.

Will Your Excellency give these things the kindest consideration ?
h In conclusion, Hon. Sir, we, the half breeds, your petitioners, welcome you to

this country and wish you many years of happiness and prosperity, whilst we sign
ourselves the devoted and humble subjects of Her Majesty the Queen and the mosb
<)bedient servants of her delegate.

John Munro, Francis Munro,
Baptiste Anas, sen., Isaac Dangon,
François Deschamps, Baptiste Deschamps,
Narcisse Cardinal, Richard Collin,
Henry Collin, Jean Baptiste Dumont,
Paul Fayant, Frarçois Laroque,
Baptiste Deschamps, sen., Louison Boucher,
William Campion, Jules Boucher,
James Ward, Baptiste Anas, jun.,
Basile Pavel, Louis Rouselle,
Francis Vandal, Roger Paul Frederick,
Antoire Godin, Alexis Bruno,
Itichel Grey, Thomas Cameron,
Magloire Grey, Pierre Nadeau,
Alexis Bellecourt, Alexandre Petitcouteau,
Basile Lawrence, Joseph Deschamps,
Johnny Lawrence, Johnny Deschamps,
Joseph L'Hyrondelle, Louis Rouselle,
Francis Lemire, Joseph Allard,
Pierre Boucher, Augustin Gouin,
Joseph Bellecourt, Edward Boucher.
Daniel.Dagneau,

lon. D. LAiaD, Lieutenant Governor of the North-West Territories.

lr of Persons whose names appear on Petition dated at Blackfoot Crossing, 19th
September, 1877, who received Scrip or Land in Manitoba :-

Francis Vandal, Thomas Cameron.

LIST of Persons whose names appear on Petition dated at Blackfoot Crossing, 19th
September, 1877, who received Scrip certificates from the North-West Half-breed
Commission:-

John Munro, Basile Laurence,
Francis Munro, Joseph L'fyrondelle,
Baptiste Anas, son., Pierre Boucher,
Francois, Joseph Bellecourt,Fraptis Deschamps, Baptiste Anas, jun.,
Baptiste IDeschamps,LuiRo.sle
Richard Collin, Loger Paule,
Henry Collin, Roeris Bro
Jean Baptiste Dumont, Pir u,
Paul Fayant, Jier Deah ,
François Laroque, Johenh Deshamp,
William Campion, iÎhnns Des s,
Antoine Godin, Augs ouin,
Magloire Grey,
Alexis IBelecourt, JDaniel Dageau.
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IdST of Persons whose names appear on Petition dated at Blackfoot Crossing, 19th-
September, 1877, who have not proved their claims:-

Isaae Dagnon, Francis Lemire,
Narcisse Cardinal, Louison Boucher,
Baptiste Deschamf s, sen., Jules Boucher,
James Ward, Alexandre Petitcouteau,
Basile Favel, Joseph Allard,
Michel Grey, Edward Boucher.
Johnny Lawrence,

PETITION FROM GEORGE McKAY, AND OTUERS, NOT .DATED, DATE OF
RECEIPT IN DEPARTMENT, 21sT FEBRUARY, 1878.

To Ris Excellency the Governor General of the Dominion of Canada in Council assembled
The petition of Ihe undersigned settilers and residonts at Prince Albert settle

ment, in the North-West Territories of the Dominion of Canada, humbly represents:
1. That the population of this settlement now numbers between 1,000 and 1,200

souls; that new settlers are constantly coming in, even during the winter seasonlr
and that a greatly increased immigration is certain to take place upon the opening Up
of navigation and other routes of travel in the spring.

2. That the proceeds of the last harvest amount to over 30,000 bushels of grain;
and that this yield will, with a usual season, be more than doubled next summer.

3. That many disputes and disagreements are now arising among the settlers
concerning the alleged encroachments upon each other's boundaries, which disputes
are undoubtedly certain to increase in number and bitterness with the increasof
settlement.

4. That these difficulties are owing entirely to the absence of legally conÏtituted
boundaries and surveys, the 'want of which not only leaves the settler open to tres-
pass, but also retaids farmers from settlirg in desirable localities.

5. That with a view to the foregoing facts, it is most desirable, and indeed
urgently necessary, that surveys of this settlement and the neighboring localities be
made at an early day.

Wherefore we humbly pray that Your Excellency will cause a sufficient sum of
noney to be set aside for that purpose, and that instructions may issue to compotent

persons to complete said surveys and establish our boundaries during the ensuing
aummer.

6. Your petitioners, in conclusion, humbly represent that considerable portions
of the lands ut present Occupied on the Saskatchewan River in this settlement were
settled upon before the transfer of the North-West Territories to the Dominion of
Canada, and in the manner customary at that period, viz., in a narrow frontage ant
a depth of two miles;

That the houses and other improvements of many of the settiers are situate upon
these claims so taken ;

Wherefore your petitioners humbly pray that Your Excellency will, when
instructions are issued to the Dominion surveyors, reserve the same rights and privi-
leges to the aforesaid old settlers and pioneers of this settlement as were reserved to,
the old settlers in the Province of Manitoba.

Lastly, your petitioners would humbly represent that whereas a census of the
half-breeds and old settlers was taken in the Province of Manitoba shortly after the
organization of that Province, with a view to the distribution of scrip, &c., said scrip
having since issued to the parties interested, and whereas, at the time this censfus
was taken, many half-breeds, both minors and heads of families, residcd in the terri-
tories and were not included in the Eaid census;

Your petitioners would humbly represent that their rights to a participation in
the issue of half-breed or old settlers' scrip are as valid and binding as those of the
half-breeds and old settlers of Manitoba, and are expected by them to be regarded by
the Canadian Government as scrupulously as in that Province.

6
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And with a view to the adjustment of the same, your petitioners would hum bly
reqUest that a census of said half-breeds and old settlers be taken at as early a date
as may Conveniently be determined upon, with a view of apportioning to those of
them 'who have not already been included in the census of Manitoba their just allot.
raenuts of land and scrip.

George McKay, William Spencer, jun.,
Harry C. Denny, Arthur H. Spencer,
Joseph Legarrach, Alex. Rupert Spencer,
Joseph McLeod, Edward Spencer,
Andrew Flitt, David Cameron,
Jame McKay, son., Joseph lalwel,
John McDonald, Jacob Beads,
John Beemer, John Marceill,
J. Lestock Reid, James Inkster,
John C. Mclntyre, J. ioneysill,
Edward Spencer, Thomas Hourie,
Robert Harper, William Inkster,
James A. Barker, Charles George Bird,
Philip Turner, W. W. Clarke,
Alex. McBeath, T. Beads,
G. P. Lee, Thomas Corrigal,
Thos. Taylor, jun., John Whitford,
Joseph Finlayson, Nicholas Bird,
Thos. McKay, Samuel J. Cook,
Eugéne Provencher, Alex. Campbell,
James Stevenson, Magnus W hitford,
Johr. Turner, William Robertson,
Murdock McRae, James Beads,
James McArel, John Beads,
Ilarry A. Reid, David Marceill,
Peter Work, Geo. Robinson,
P. J. McDermott, William Hodgson,
Charles Whitford, William Robinson,
C. A. Whitfoid, George Whiteford,
J. E. Wbitford, C. Nogurson,
H. C. Whitford, Alex. Prudens,
Jeremiah Whitford, Edward Albert Hourie,
Thomas Whitford, Samuel Hourie,
Simon P. Whitford, Charles Thomas Whitford,
James Whitford, Simon Whitford,
Alexander Whitford, James Whitford,
Archibald Whitford, Cory Whitford,
Edwin Whitford, Fred. Whitford,
W. C. Anderson, John Beads,
J. M. Anderson, Colin Whitford,
David Anderson, John Iourie,
Thos. D. Anderson, John Ronderson,
William Sandson, Alo. Robertson,
William Sandson, Watogalio,
George Sandson, Ienry lionne,
George Juner, John James Beads,
Handery Howes, George Whitford,
John Whitford, John Charles Whitford,
James Sandson, James Whitford,
William Bourd, James F. Anderson,
Peter Howrie, Bernard Browsler,
Thomas T. Iâonnie, Robert Umphreyville,

JonHedrsn
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Alexander Hourie,
Edwin J. Hourie,
C. Mair,
James Dreaver,
Robt. Inkster,
R. Deacon,
H. W. McKenny,
George Sutherland,
James Isbister,
Il. i. Bartlett,
Rock Molvor,
John McKay,
G. E. Mills,
George McBeath,
David Ballentine,
J. M. Coombs,
H. M. Oldham,
A. G. Satherland,
Wm. Mc Donald,
Thomas Powell,
William Spencer, sen.,
John A. Spencer,
J. W. Hard.

John Umphreyvilie,
Jeremiah Umphreyville,
Malcolm Umphreyville,
Zaccheus Umphreyville,
John Umphreyville,
John Turner,
Peter Turner,
George Goodfellow,
James Goodlad,
Joseph Thompson,
Philip E. Tbompson,
William McBeath,
William Spencer,
Henry Erasmus,
Ernest Edward Wood,

(Incumbent, St.Mary's Church)
Hiram Gosee,
R. J. Pritchard,
George Forneret, B.A.,

(Church of England Missionary)
J. B. Woods,
Richard Mare.

Lir of Persons whose names appear on Petition of residents of Prince Albert Settle-
mentwho received Scrip or Land in Manitoba:-

George McKay, Jacob Beads,
Joseph McLeod, James Lukster,
James McKay, son., William Inkster,
John McDonald, Charles George Bird,
John Beemer, Thomas Corrigal,
Robert Harper, Nicholas Bird>
Thos. Taylor, jun., John Beads,
James Stevenson, William flodgson,
Peter Work, James Whitford,
James Whitford, John Beads,
Alexander Whitford, John Hourie,
Archibald Whitford, James Whitford,
W. C. Anderson, James F. Anderson,
J. M. Anderson, Robt. lnk8ter,
David Anderson, John MciRay,
William Sandson, George McBeath,
William Sandson, William McBeath,
James Sandson, R. J. Pritchard.

148T of Persons whose names appear on Petition of residents of Prince Albert SettO-
ment who recewved Scrip ceirtificates from, the North-West 1Half..breod Commis-
sion:

Philip Turner, George Whitford,
Alexander McReatb, Alex. Prudens,
Joseph Fiuisyson, Edward Albert Houri.,
Thomas MoKay Samuel Honrie,
Jo~hn Turner, Simon Whitford,
CJharles Whitford, Fred. Whitford,
C.A. Whitford) George Whitford,
I. C. Whitford, John Bharles Whtford,
Jeremiah Whitford Thomas T. Houri,
Thomas Whitford, Alexander Hourie,

8
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Simon P. Whitford,
George Sandson,
John Whitford,
Peter Hourie,
John Marceill,
Thomas lourie,
John Whitford,
Magnus Whitford,
William Robertson,
David Marceill,

Edwin J. Hourie,
James Isbister,
Wm. McDonald,
John Umphreyville,
John Umphreyvile,
John Turner,
Peter Turner,
Joseph Thomson,
Philip B. Thomson,
Henry Erasmus.

LIsT of Persons whose names appear on Petition of Residents of Prince Albert
Settlement who have not proved their Claims:

Harry C. Denny, John Henderson,
Joseph Legarrach, a otie,
Andrew F. Flitt,
J. Lestock Reid, Henry Bourie,
John C. Molntyre, John James Beads,
Edward Spencer, Bernard Brewster,
James A. Barker, C. Mair,
G. P. Lee, James Dreaver,
Eugène Provencher, R. Deaon.
Murdoch McRae, Il. W. MiKenny,
James McArel, George Sutherland,
Harry A. Reid, H. I. Bartlett,
P. J. McDermott, Rock Molvor,
J. E. Whitford, G. B. Milis,
Edwin Whitford, David Ballentine,
Thos. D. Anderson, J. M. Coombs,
George Juner, I. N. Oldhan,
Handery Howes, A. G. Sutherland,
William Bourd, Thomas Powell,
William Spencer, jun., William Spencer, @en.,
Arthur H. Spencer, John A. Spencer,
Alex. RupertRobert Umphreyville,

eEdward Spencer, Umrhreyville,Dad Smene, Malcolm Um lireyville,DIavid Cameron,p y
Joseph Halwel, Zaccheus Jrphreyvil.,
J. Honeysill, George Goodfellow,
W. W. Clarke, James Goodlad,
T. Beads, William Spencer,
Samuel J. Cook, Ernest Edward Wood,
Alex. Campbell, (Incumbent St. Mary'sChuroh)
_James Beads, Hiram Gosee,
George Robinson, George Forneret, B.A.,
William Robinson, (Church of England missonary)
C. Negurson, .J. B. Woods
Charles Thomas Whitford, Richard Mare,
Cory Whitford, J. W. Hiid.
Colin Whitford,

A. 1886
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PETITION FROM HALF-BREEDS LIVING IN VICINITY OF CYPRES3
RILLS, RECEIVED TIROUGH THE NORTH-WEST COUNCIL, NOT'
DATED, COVERING LETTER FROM THE LIEUT.-GOVERNOR OF TEIII
NOIRTH-WEST TERRITORIES, DATED 30TU SEPT., 1878.

To the President and the Honorable Alembers of the Privy Council of the North- West
Territories :

The humble request of the undersigned, ail half-breeds, living in the vicinity of
Cypress Mountains, exposes very respectfully:

1. For a number of years we have always been in the habit of roaming over the
prairies of the North-West for the purpose of hunting, above all other animais the
bufalo, thereby sustaining our families.

2. That the hunting of buffalo is the only means of subsistence in this part of
the Province.

3. That before the arrival of the North-West Mounted Police, who came to put
in force the laws and tranquilize the varions Indian tribes, they had to defend thein-
selves all alone against the continued attacks of the savages, and often had to spili
their blood in procuring food for their children.

4. That the chase of the buffalo is to-day, for your petitioners, the sole and only
means of subsistence, and their last resource in obtaining food for their wives and
children.

5. That your petitioners have ever entertaincd a high respect for the civil and
military authorities sent thither by the Government, and that they will always hold
the same sentiments of submission to the laws, that it may please your excellent
body to pass from time to time, with a view to the peace and prosperity of the
Province.

6. That the majority of us, upon the cession of the Province to the Canadian
Government, were temporarily absent, and were thereby deprived of the benefit of
the scrip given to those half-breeds who were, at that time, present in the Province.

7. That last year your council, having passed a certain regulation relative to
the hunters in the North-West Territory.

8. That by this same regulation the half-breeds are prevented from hunting from1
the 14th day of November in each year.

9. And also that the Indians are only restrained from the 15th day of February
in each year, or three months later.

10. That the period of this prohibition is actually the very time when the animal
produces the most benefit; in the first place, the meat of the cow being then only
fit for food; secondly, the pelt being then in season to make the best robes, and the
one commanding the highest price in the market.

11. That the half- breeds, by this law, are placed in a critical and embarrassing
situation, as they find themselves deprived of their only possible means of supporting
families.

12. That they see no reason why you will not accord to them at least the samle
privileges that are granted the Indians, regarding the chase.

13. That the greater part of us have no more than the Indians the ability to
amass sufficient provision for five or six months in advance.

For these reasons your petitioners ever humbly pray your council to take into
consideration the critical position in which they are placed by your order of last
year, concerning the buffalo; and having judged by the rectitude of their intetiol,
and of the delicate position in which so many families will be placed by the execu-
tion of this law, they ask you to amend the clause referred to above, granting thelm
the same rights and privileges that are allowed the Indians, in regard to the hunting
of buffalo in the North-West Territory;

2. Considering the desire that your petitioners have of adopting a life more
conformable to a true civilization ;

Considering that, according to the actual habits and ordinary disposition of the
balf-breeds in general, it is impossible for them to form any congregation profitable
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tO theair families among the white immigrants who are establishing themselves in the
North-West Territory ;

That it may please your council to obtain for the undersigned a section of land
for a special reserve, porpetual and inalienable, upon which they can establish them-
selves in a permanent manner, and fix their families, to the exclusion of all whites,
ecept such employees as the Government shall find proper to send there, according
to the needs of the population.

e. Your petitioner s would respectfully reprosent to your council their desire to.
have defined the situation and limit of the reserve above mentioned, as follows:-

Commencing at a point upon the international line, where crossed by the Pem
binaR iver; thence running west along said line 150 miles; thence at right angles,
north, 0 miles; thence due east, 150 miles; thence due south, 50 miles, to point of
beginnn.

4. Your petitioners beg leave to state to your council that the land above des-
eribed is the onty one offering to the half-breeds the requisite facilities for a perman-
ent home.

5. Considering the state of poverty in which the half-breeds are at present, that
the above mentioned trail may be given to them in such a way that they can live thereon
free from taxes, &c., whether for ever or for a sufficient term of years, that at the end
they can pay them without detriment to their families.

They demand, for the saine reason, that they will be allowed school houses,
School masters and school mistresses, whose expenses shall be defrayed by the
Government; also churches, and the priests of their religion.

2nd. For the sure and speedy advancement of the half.breeds, they ask to be
allowed mechanies, to whom they can apply in time of need, and by whom they may
b taught the various necessary arts of civilized life, as black:smiths, carpenters,

3rd. For the first five years of their establishment they may be given seeda
aCcording to their need.

And your petitioners will always ask &c.
David Laverdure, jun., Alexis Malaterre,
Isidore Dumon, jun., James Grant,
lenri Vital, Louis Morin,
Isidore Patrife, Jean B. Langé,
St. Pierre Laverdure, William Soan, sen.,
Charlie Malaterre, William Soan, juin.,
Isidore Dumon, sen., William Latournaise,
]Baptiste Jolibois, Thomas Breland,
Joseph Vilbrun, Thomas Léveillé,
Norman Marion, Joseph Wallette, sen.,
François Delorme, Julien Wallette,
William Ross, Patrice Wallette,
Elie Parenteau, Joseph Wallette, jun.,
Pierre Lantigras, Pierre Labruler,
]David Boyer, Maxime Labruler,
Napoléon L'édoux, Napoléon Labruler,
Antoine Rocheblave, Elzéar Bottineau,
Joseph Thomas, Zacharie LeRat,
François Lafontaine, Pierre Léveillé,
François Kole, Alexandre Magili,

ndré Kole, Michel Davis,
Calice Kole, Augustin Davis,
William Fayiant, Louis Davis,
Michel St. Denis Pierre Lavallée,
Célestin, St. Denis, Léonore McKay,
John Welsh, Pierre Morin,
-Isidore Dumon, Joseph Léveillé,
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François Lémire,
Xavier Lémire,
Pascal Breland,
Patrice Breland,
Olivier Laplante,
James Whiteford,
Michel Klyne,
Isidore Mallette,
Edward Morrison,
Norbert Delorme,
André St. Germain,
Gabriel Léveillé,
Antoine Gladu, sen.,
Antoine Gladu, jun.,
Michel Gladu, jun.,
Joseph Michael,
Baptiste Peltier, sen.,
Alique Peltier,
Culbert Peltier,
James Whitford, jant,
Maxime Whitford,
Elizior Whitford,
Louis Whitford,
David Laplante,
Antoine Laplante,
Baptiste Brière,
Louison Brière,
Brisbois Brière,
Jérémie, Brière,
Cléophas Brière,
Antoine Laplante,
William Davis,
Alexandre Houle,
Alexandre Davis, jun.,
Baptiste Davis, jun.
Antoine Mallette,
Joseph Charette,
Daniel Méchiale,
"André Klyne,
Antoine Canada, jun.,
Alexandre Canada,
Culbert St. Denis,
Louis Haggat,
Baptiste Champagne,
Léon Laverdure,
Moïse Lapierre,
Louis Malaterre,
John Malaterre,
Alexander Morin,
Gabriel Poitras,
Joseph Bourquin,
Pierre Léveillé,
Sévère Hamelin,
Modeste Giroux,
Moïse Vallée,
Antoine Wallette,
Augustin Racette,

James Wallette,
Joseph Edward Marion,
Antoine Canada,
Pierre Smalemie,
Louis Malaterre, jun.,
Baptiste Wallette,
Narcisse Laveidure,
Daniel L'édoux,
Baptiste Racette,
Bernard Thomas,
Pierre Lédoux,
Chrysotôme Robillard,
Charles Trottier,
Andrew Trottier, sen.,
Michael Trottier,
Antoine Trottier,
Henri Trottier,
Zédore Trottier,
Jean Baptiste Trottier,
Norbert Trottoir,
John Trottier,
Andrew Trottier, jun.,
Alexandre Trottier, sen.,
Moïse Letendre,
Norbert Welsh,
William Welsh,
Albert Welsh,
Xavier Welsh,
Paul Caplette,
François Boie,
Jean Turner,
Paul Pelloche,
Michael Bon no,
Henri Bonno,
Gabriel Bonno,
William Trottier,
Alexandre Trottier, jun.,
Antoine Lafontaine,
Napoleon Lafontaine,
Louis Lafontaine,
Gaspard Lafontaine,
Pierre Bonno, sen.,
Charles Bonno,
Basile Bonno,
Pierre Bonno, jun.,
Jualin Bonno,
Louis Gariépé,
Léonide Gariépé,
Baptiste Gariépé,
Ellica Garriépé,
Bonaventure Gariépé,
Joseph Parisien,
Alexander Gaddy,
William Gaddy,
James Gaddy,
Baptiste Dusanne,
Wallace Dusanne,
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Joshon Welsh, jun.,
Maxime Marion,
Ambroise La Pierre,
Paul Sarivez,
Pierre Boosah, sen.,
Abraham Boosah,
Pierre Boosah, jun.,
Jean Shakote,
Baptiste Pelloche, son.,
Alexandre Pelloche,
Baptiste Pelloche,
Cuthbert Pelloche,
Lasselog Pelloche,
Adolphus Pelloche,
Joseph Boie, sen.,
Joseph Boie, jun.,
Ambroise Boie,
Norbert Boie,
Xavier Fyand,
Duffle Fyand,
François Fyand,
Alexandre Labombarde,
Baptiste Dosa,
Isaïe Teboure,
William Teboure,
William Swane,
John Swane,
Alexander Swane,
Baptiste Swane,
Kersore Swane,
Peter Fiddler,
Peter Bremner,
Zacharias Barland,
Moses Barland,
Xavier Barland,
Samson Barland,
Joseph Poitras,
David Poitras,
Termie Poitras,
François Poitras,
Salomon Poitras,
Baptiste Poitras,
Vital Chercoté,
Pascal Chercoté,
Médard Chercoté,
Edoard Pelloche,
Napoléon Pelloche,
Cuthbert Pelloche,
Alexandre Pelloche,
William Pelloche,
Jean Baptiste Pelloche,
Roderick Ross,
Pierre Ross,
Urban Rosa,

IST of Persons whose names appear on Petition
Manitoba:-

Isidore Dumont jun.,
Isidore Dumont, sen.,

Cuthbert Dusanne,
Lyasant Dusanne,
Chrysotôme Dusanne,
Joseph Kieise,
Duffle Bédore,
Che. Pierre Le Maire,
Pierre Le Maire,-
Joseph Le Maire,
Leander Say Farmah,
Edward Say Farmah,
Michel Allard,
William Allard,
Augustin Laframboise,
Bdward Laframboise,
Daniel Laframboise,
Che. Pierre Cardinal,
Deurme Desjarlais,
Jean Baptiste Laframboise,
William Laframboise,
Neddy Welsh,
John Welsy,
Gregory Welsh,
James Welsh,
Edward Welsh,
Samuel Welsh,
Donald Welsh,
Joseph Welsh,
Darrase Welsh,
Jérôme Lafournaise,
Bernard Delorme,
Casimir Bouvier,
Charles Montigny,
Patrick Montigny,
Joseph Tait, sen.,
Joseph Tait, jun.,
Cuthbert Tait,
Thomas Tait,
Joseph Delorme,
James Sanderson,
Isaïe Léveillé,
Paul Léveillé,
Pierre Léveillé, sen.,
Baptiste Falcoe, jun.,
William Sinclair,
Alexander Morrad,
William Clyne,
Duffle Clyne,
John Desmarais,
William Sparvie,
Paul Sparvie,
Joseph Sparvie, sen.,
Joseph Sparvie, jun.,
St. Pierre Sparvie,
Jean Baptiste Sparvie.

who received Scrip or Lands in

Louis Malaterre,
Alexandre Morin,
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Baptiste Jolibois,
Joseph Vilbrun,
Norman Marion,
François Delorme,
William Ross,
Michel St. Denis,
Isidore Dumont,
Pascal Bréland,
Patrice Bréland,
Alexis Malaterre,
James Grant,
Louis Morin,
William Loan, jun.,
William Lafournais,
Thomas Bréland,
Joseph Ouellette, sen.,
Joseph Ouellette, jun.,
Pierre Léveillé,
Alexandre Magill,
Louis Davis,
Pierie Lavallé,
Pierre Morin,
Joseph Léveillé,
Joseph Edoard Marion,
Antoine Canada,
Olivier Laplante,
James Whiteford,
Norbert Delorme,
André P. Germain,
Gabriel Léveillé,
Antoine Gladu, sen.,
Joseph Michael,
Alex. Peltier,
James Whittord, jun.,
Maxime Whitford,
Elizior Whitford,
Louis Whitford,
David Laplante,
Antoine Laplante,
Jérémie Brière,
Antoine Laplante,
William Davis,
Alexandre Houle,
Alexandre Davis, jan.,
Joseph Charette,
Antoine Canada, jun.,
Alexandre Canada,
Cuthbert St. Denis,
Léon Laverdure,

Lisr of Persons whose names appear on Êetition
the North-West lalf-breed Commission:-

William Fayant,
Bzéar Bottineau,
Andié Klyne,
Chrysostôme Robillard,
Louis Gariépy,

14

Gabriel Poitras,
Pierre Léveillé,
Moïse Vallée,
Maxime Marion,
Pierre Ledoux,
Charles Trottier,
Andrew Trottier, sen.,
Norbert Welsh,
William Welsh,
Paul Caplette,
Jean Turner,
Antoine Lafontaine,
Napoléon Lafontaine,
Louis Lafontaine,
Gaspard Lafontaine,
Pierre Bonno, sen.,
Basile Bonno,
Pierre Bonno, jun.,
Julien Bonno.
Baptiste Gariépy,
Elizé Gariépy,
William Swane,
John Swane,
Peter Fiddler,
Peter Bremner,
Moses Barland,
Xavier Barland,
Samson BLrland,
Joseph Poitras,
David Poitras,
François Poitras,
Salomon Poitras,
Baptiste Poitras,
Roderick Ross,
Pierre lRoss,
Urban Ross,
Théophile Bèdard,
Michel Allard,
William Allard,
Jean Baptiste Laframboise,
Joseph Welsh,
Casimir Bouvier,
Joseph Tait, son.,
Joseph Tait, jun.,
Joseph Delorme,
James Sanderson,
William Sinclair,
John Desmarais,

who received Sorip Certificates from

Célestin St. Denis,
Michel Klyne,
Moïse Lapierre,
Charles Bonne,
Léonide Gariépy,
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Bonaventure Gariépy, William Gaddy,
Alexandre Labombarde, William Klyne.

-11T of Persons whose names appear on Petition who have not proved their claims:-
David Laverdure, jun., Joseph Parisien,

lenri Vital, Alexander Gaddy,
Isidore Patrice, James Gaddy,
St. Pierre Laverdure, Baptiste Dusanne,
Charlie Malaterre, Wallace Dusanne,
Elie Parenteau, Cutbbrt Dusanne,
Pierre Santigras, Hyacinthe Dusanne,
David Boyer, Chrysostôme Dusanne,
Napoléon Ledoux, Joseph Caisse,
Antoine Rocheblave, Pierre Bossé, son.
Joseph Thomas, Abraham Bossé,
François Cole, Pierre BosFé, jui.,
André Kole, Jean Choquette,
Calico Kole, Baptiste Pelloche, son.,
John Welsh, Alexander Pelloche,
François Lemire, Baptiste Pellocho,
Xavier Lemire, Cathbert Pellocho,
Jean B. Longé, Lesëelog Pellocho,
William Soan, sen., Adophus Pcllocho,
Thommy Léveillé, Joseph Boie, sen.,
Julien Ouellette,
Patrice Ouellette, Aoise Bien
Pierre Labruler, Norbert Boie,
Maxime Labruler, Xavier Fuyant,
Napoléon Labruler, Théophile Fayant,
Zacharie Le Rat, Fi arçois Fayand,
Michel Davis, Buptisie Dazé,
Augustin Davis, Isaio Teiure,
Léonard McKay, William Teboure,
James Ouellette, Alexander Swano,
Pierre Smolémie, Baptiste ftane,
Isidore Mallette, Kersore Swane,
Edward Morrison, Zacharie Barland,
Antoine Gladu, ja., Termier Poitras,
Michel Gladu, jun., Vital Cheroote,
Baptiste Peltier, sen., Pascal Chercote,
Cuthbert Peltier, Amédée Chercote,
Baptimte Brière, Edouard Pelloohe,
Louison Brière, Napolé n Pelloche,
Brisbois Brière, Cuthbert Pelloche,
Cléophas Brière, Alexander Pelloche,
Baptiste Davis, jun., William Pelloche,
Antoine Mallette, Jean Baptiste Pelloche,
Daniel Méchiale, Pierre Lemaire,
Louis laggat, Chs. Pierre Lemaire,
Baptiste Champagne, Joseph Lemaire,
John Malaterre, bander Say Farmah,
-José Bourquin, Edwari Say Farmah,
Sévère Hamelin Augustin Laframboise,
Modeste Giroux, Edouard Laframboise
Antoine Ouellette Daniel Laframboise,
Auguistin Racette Che. Pierre Cardinal,oachima Welh, j , De urne Desjarlais,
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Ambroise Lapierre,
Paul Larivée,
Louis Malaterre, jun.,
Baptiste Ouellette,
Narcisse Laverdure,
Daniel Ledoux,
Baptiste Racette,
Bernard Thomas,
Michel Trottier,
Antoine Trottier,
Henri Trottier,
Isidore Trottier,
Jean Baptiste Trottier,
Norbert Trottier,
John Trottier,
Andrew Trottier, jun.,
Alexander Trottier, sen.,
Moïse Letendre,
Albert Welsh,
Xavier Welsh,
François Boie,
Paul Pelloche,
Michel Bonno,
Henri Bonno,
Gabriel Bonno,
William Trottier,
Alexander Trottier, jun.,

William Laframboise,
Neddy Welsh,
John Welsh,
Gregory Welsh,
James Welsh,
Kdward Welsh,
Samuel Welsh,
Donald Welsh,
Jérôme Lafournaise,
Bernard Delorme,
Charles Montigny,
Patrick Montigny,
Cuthbert Tait,
Thomas Tait,
Isaïe Léveillé,
Paul Léveillé,
Pierre Léveillé, sen.,
Baptiste Falcoe, jun.,
Alexander Morrad,
Daffle Clyne,
William Sparvie,
Paul Sparvie,
Joseph Sparvie, sen.,
Joseph Sparvie, jun.,
St. Pierre Sparvie,
Jean Baptiste Sparvie,

PETITION FROM CEIARLES McKAY AND OTHERS, MANITOBA VILLAGlE
NOT DATED, DATE OF RECEIPT IN DEPARrMENT, 12T« APR[L, 1880.

To the Right Ron. Sir John A. Macdonald, C. B, Minister of the Interior, &c., &c.
The petition of the undersigned residents of Manitoba village, Lake Manitoba,

N.W.T., humbly represents that whereas undee the terms of the Manitoba Act,
scrip was to be issued to the half-breed heads of families and allotment of land$
made to the children of the same, resident in Manitoba on the 15th July, A.D. 1870;
and whereas subsequently many of their families removed to the interior, and have
not yet benefited by the terms of the said Manitoba Act; and whereas it appears
that the allotmonts Of land made in Manitoba 1or the benefit of children of said
half-breed heads of families are likely to prove insufficient to cover all the clainanto
under the said Act, nOW, therefore, your petitioners, who are interested in these
matters, do most humbly pray that you will place us on an equal footing and cause
scrip to be issued to us at an early date, in satisfaction of our just and lawful claims.
And whereas the half-breed heads of lamilies and the children of the same, born in
or residen. in the Territories previously to 15th July, 1870, have not yet had their
claims to equal right and privileges with their brethren in the Province of Manitoba
investigated, as is justly due to them, and is provided for by sub-section e of clause,
125, 42 Victoria, chapter 31, and whereas the continued delay in ascertaining and
investigating said claims is creating great and general dissatisfaction throughout
the Territories; we, your petitioners, do humbly pray that you will cause a commis-
aion to be issued at an early date to enquire into and confirm the said cla ims, Dot
only with regard to scrip and allotments of land, as provided for in Manitoba, but
inoreover to confirm the titles of land occupied by or puchased by parties from occu-
pants of claims taken previously to the transfer of the Territories to the Dominion
of Canada;

And whereas by section 7 of the regulations issued by the Department of the
Interior, on the 14th October, 1879, respecting the disposal of certain public landa
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for the purpose of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, "all payments for railway lands
and aiso pre-emption lands within the several belts shall be in cash, and not in scrip
or military police bounty warrants; " and whereas we humbly believe that this
Oeclusion of our scrip, owing to the immense reserves which have been created,
pIactically amounts to its confiscation and involves a great injustice to all who are
'nterested in the same; and whereas we firmly believe that no regulations should be
retrospective as regards our property, and that the solemn convention of 1870 should
he fully and faithfully carried ont, we do therefore respectfailly and humbly pray
that the regulations of 14th October, 1879, may be so modified as to admit our scrip
at its face value in the purchase of lands within the railway reserves.

Charles McKay, Susan Moar,
Margaret McKay, Mary Ain Moar,
Caroline McKay, his
W. Joseph McKay, Donald C. X Moar,
John Richard McKay, mark.
Roderick McKay, Alexander Moar,
Iebron Moar, a e r

her
Mrs. Laura X Moar, mark.

mark. ler
James Moar, Mrs. Mary X XcLood,
George Il. Moar, mark.
SaraMr MAoar,

IsErT of Persons whose names appear on Petition
Manitoba:-

Charles McKay,
W. Joseph McKay,
John Richard McKay,

who received Scrip or Land in

Roderick McKay,
Mrs. Mary McLeod.

LIST of Persons whose names appear on Petition who received Scrip Certificates from
the North-West Half-breed Commission:-

Margaret McKay,
Caroline McKay,
iebron Moar,

Mrs. Laura Moar,

James Moar,
George -H. Moar,
Mary Aun Moar,
Alexander Moar.

LIST of Persons whose names appear on Petition who have not proved their
claime:-

Sarah Moar,
Susan Moar,

PETITION FROM RESIDENTS OF
MAJEAU, AND OTHIERS, NOT
19TH MAY, 1880.

Donald C. Moar,
Mrs. Pauline Murray.

EDMONTON, SIGNE D TBY OCTAVE
DATED, COVERING LETTER DATED

To the Right ionorable Sir John A. Macdonald, C. B., Minister of the Interior, &c., &ca
The petition of the undersigned residents of Edmonton, N.W.T., humbly repre-

sents that whereas under the terme of the Manitoba Act scrip was to be issued to thehbalf-breed heads of families and allotment of lands made to the children of the same,resident in Manitoba on the 15th of July, A.D. 1870 ; and whereas subsequently
nany of their families removed to the interior and have not yet benefited by the

terms of the said Manitoba Act; and whereas it appears that the allotments of landinade in Manitoba for the benefit of the children of the said half-breed hoadis offamilies are likely to prove insufficient to cover all the claimants under the said Act.
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Now, therefore, your petitioners who are interested in these matters do most
humbly pray that you will cause such enquiries to be instituted as will place us 0on
an equal footing with our relatives and friends in Manitoba, and cause scrip to be
issued to us at an early date, in satisfaction of our just and lawful claims;

And whereas the half- breed heads of families, and the children of the same, born
or resident in the Territories previously to 15th July, 1870, have not yet had their
claims to equal rigbts and privileges with their brethren in the Province of Manitoba
investigated, as is justly due to them, and is provided for by section e of clause 125,
42 Vie., chap. 31; and whereas the continued delay in ascertaining and investigating
said claims is creating great and general dissatisfaction throughout the Territoriesi

We, your petitioners, do humbly pray that you will cause a commission to be
issued at an early date to enquire into and confirm the said claims, not only with
regard to scrip and allotments of land as provided for in Manitoba, but moreover tO
confirm the titles to land occupied by or purchased by parties from occupants Of
claims taken previously to the transfer of the Territ ories to the Dominion of Canada;

And whereas by section 7 of the regulations issued by the Department of the
Interior, on 14th October, 1879, respecting the disposal of certain public lands for the
purpose of the Canadiin Pacifie Railway, all payments for railway lands, and also pre-
emption lands, within the several belts shall be in cash, and not in scrip or military
or police bounty warrants; and whereas we humbly believe that this exclusion of our
scrip, owing to the immense reserves which have been ereated, practically amounts
to its confiscation, and involves a grave injustice to all who are interested in the
same; and whereas we firmly believe that no regulations should be retrospectivO
as regards our property, and that the solemn convention of 1870 should be fully and
faithfully carried out; we do therefore respecttully and humbly pray that the regula-
tions of 14th October, 1879, may be so modified as to admit our scrip at its fa<e
value in the purchase of lands within the railway reserves.

Octave Majeau,
Edmond Brousseau,
J. Bte L'Hirondelle,
Janvier L'Hirondelle,
Norbert L'Hirondelle,
Marteau L'Hirondelle,
Laurent L'Hirondelle,
André L'Hlirondelle,
Cyprien L'lirondelle,
Samuel Cunningham,
Jean Ladâroute,
Olivier Ladiroute,
Magloire Gray,
Cyprien Gray,
George Hlodgson,
Charles Gladu,
Adolphe Perreault,
Joseph Chalifou,
Paul Chalifou,
Antorine Galarneau,
Ansolme Malette,
J. Bte. Robertson,
J. Bte. Galarneau,
Antoine Savard, sen.,
Againe Savard, jun.,
Joseph Fagnant,
Charles Beauregard,
OctaLve Bellerose,
Pierre Bérard,

Johnny Catara, sen.,
Johnny Catara, jun.,
Ferdinand Callarycord,
Jean Bellecourt,
Bte. Courtepatte,
Dieudonné Courtepatte,
Pascal Savard,
Michel Plante,
Victor Laurence,
Louis Larocque,
Henry Blanc,
George Donald,
Peter Pambrun,
Ilenri Dufresne,
John Sinclair,
Alexander Rowland,
Joe Norn,
Alfred Smith,
Joseph Turner,
Joseph Pagé,
Elzéar Pagé,
Norbert Bellerose,
Joseph Chartier,
Antoine Biandion,
Emile Bellerose,
Narcisse Bellerose,
Alexander Savard, sen.,
Alexander Savard, jun.,
Joseph Kallio,
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Roger Bérard,
Bpte. Surprenant,
Julien David Savard,
Augustin Gladu,
Jérémie Gladu,
Alexis Gladu,
Thomas Boucher,
Cyprieà Boucher,
Ambroise Boucher,
Jérémie Auger,
Joseph L'Hirondelle
Léon Delorme,
Pierre Delorme, sen.,
Pierre Delorme, jun.,
Bte. Pépin,
Paul Lebrun,
Gabriel Lafleur,
Joseph Paquette,
James Cunningham,
John Cuningham,
Albert Cunningham,
Edouard Cunningham,

List of Persons whose names
Manitoba:-

Charles Gladu,

Abrabam Neault,
Edouard Neault,
Frédérick Darocher,
Edouard Durocher,
Xavier Durocher,
Johny Rolland, .
Adolphe Rolland,
Louis Chastellain,
Narcisse Beaudry,
Pierre Beauregard,
Joseph Beaudry,
Noël Courtepatte,
Noé Delorme,
Francois Dufresne,
Peter C. Pambrun,
Isidore Pambrun,
Edouard McGillivray,
Philip Whitford,
Philip Tate,
James Noon,
Joseph Trover,
Simon P. Whitford.

appear on Petition who receivel Sorip or Land in

Roger Bérard.
Joseph Fagnant,

List of Persons whose names appear on Petition who received Scrip Cortifieates from
___the North-West Half-breed Commission.

J.-B. L'Hirondelle, Louis Larocque,
Janvier L' Hirondelle, George Donald,
Norbert L'Hirondelle, Peter Pambrun,
André L' Hirondelle, Henry Dufregne,
Cyprien L'Hirondelle, John Sinclair,
Samuel Cunningham, Alexander Rowland,
Jean Laderoute, Joseph Turner,
Olivier Laderoute, Joseph Pagé,
Magloire Gray, Norbert Billerose,
Cyprien Gray, Antoine Blandion,
George Hodgson, Erile Bellerose,
Augubtin Gladu, jean Belleconrt,
Jérémie Gladu, Bte. Courtepatte,
Alexis Gladu, Dieudonné Courtepatte,
Thomas Boucher, Férédric Durocher,
Jérémie Auger, Edouard Durocher,
Joseph L'Hirondelle, Xavier Durocher,
Léon Delorme, Johnny Rolland,
Pierre Delorme, sen., Adolphe Rolland,
Pierre Delorme, jun., Louis Otiastellain,
Bte. Pé*n, Pierre Beauregard,
Paul Le un, Joseph Beaudry,
Gabriel Lafleur, Noël Courtepatte,
Joseph PLquette, Narcisse Bellerose,
James Cunningham, Alexandre Savard, sen.,
Johnny Cunningham, Alexandre Savard, jun.,
Albert Cunningham, 19 Joseph Kallio,
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Edouard Cunningham,
Joseph Chalifou,
Paul Chalifou,
Anselme Mallette,
Octave Bellerose,
Pierre Bérard,
Bte. Surprenant,
Julien David Savard,
Pascal Savard,
Michel Plante,
Victor Laurence,

Abraham Neault,
Edouard Neault,
Noël Delorme,
François Dufresne,
Peter C. Pambrun,
Edouard McGillivray,
Philip Whitford,
Philip Tate,
James Noon,
Joseph Trover,
Simon P. Whitford.

LisT of Persons-whose names appear on Petition who have not proved their claims:-
Octave Majeau,
Edmond Brousseau,
Marteau L'Hirondelle,
Cyprien Boucher,
Ambroise Boucher,
Adolphe Perreault,
Antoine Gallarneau,
J. Bte. Robertson,
J. Bte. Gallarneau,
Antoine Savard, sen.,
Antoine Savard, jun.,

Charles Beauregard,
Henry Blanc,
Joe Norn,
Alfred Smith,
Elzéar Pagé,
Joseph Chartier,
Johnny Catara, sen.,
Johnny Catara, jun.,
Ferdinand Callarycord,
Narcisse Beaudry,
Isidore Pambrun.

PETITION FROM PETER LAPIERRE AND OTHERS, NOT DATED, RE
CRIVED IN DEPARTME.NT ON 2ND SEPTEMIBER, 1881.

To the Ngst Honorable the Marquis of Lorn., K.T., a.C. M. G., Governor-General of
Canada and Vice.Admiral of the same, &c., &c.:
The humble petition of Peter Lapierre, Simon Blondin, John Fisher, Alexander

Fisher, John Simpson, Xavier Denommé and others, Hialf-breeds of Qu'Appelle
settlement, humbly showet,-That owing to their being temporarily absent from
the now Province of Manitoba at the tite of the transfer of the said Province and the
North-West Territories to the Dominion of Canada, they have been deprived of and
debarred from several remunerative advantages which were accorded to their con-
frères who were residents in the Province of Manitoba at the time of the aforesaid
transfer, and that your petitioners are of the opinion that they bave been unjustly
treated, as their conduct and actions at the time referred to deserves the kind consid-
eration of the Government. Therelore, your petitioners humbly pray that theybe
dealt with and treated similar to the half-breeds of Manitoba, and that the Govern-
,ment will grant even scrip to the heads of families, and grants of land to the
children of the heads of families of half-breeds in the North-West Territories, in like
proportion as was granted to half-breeds and old settlers in the Province of Manitoba.

Your petitionere also humbly beg to bring before Your Excellency's notice, that
when ler Majesty's Commissioners came here, in the autumn of 1874, to treat with
the Indians of this region, they, on behalf of Her Moat Gracious Majesty the Queen,
ceded a promise to your petitioners that their rights would be recognized and
respected. Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that the Government will be
pleased to cause a survey to be made of their present holdings, similar to the old
settlers' claims on the Red and Assiniboine Rivers, in the Province of Manitoba,
alloting to each actual settler a certain number of chains frontage fronting on the
lakes or rivers, as the case may happen, throughout their settlement, and running
two miles back, north or south, as the case may be, with a privilege of two miles
additional for hay and wood purposes.

Your petitioners humbly beg further to represent to Your Excellency that many
of them are in a very destitute condition and helpless state, more especially since the
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buffalo have disappeared and receded to beyond the international boundary line, and
have thereby been deprived of the means upon which they have been, to a great
extent, subsisting for a number of years past, and are totally without the means
requisite and necessary to till the soil, from which a livelihood can be made. Your
petitioners therefore humbly pray that Your Excellency be pleased to lay before Her
Majesty's Government of the Dominion of Canada the necessity of extending to suoh
of them as require it a certain amount of assistance in farming implements and seed
grain, to enable them to make a start in farming, and become able to support them-
selves and families. And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

Pierre Lapierre, William Fisher,
Simon Blondin, sen., Geo. FiRher, (John's Bon),
John Fisher, Moïse Vallée,
Alexander Fisher, Obarles Desjarlais,
Louison Blondin, James Grant,
Zacharie Blondin, Clément Pelletier,
Napoléon Blondin, Antoine Laroque, son.,
Antoine Fayant, sen., Antoine Laroque, jun,
Joseph Blouin, Jean Sinclair, jun.,
Xavier Denommé, Louison Flammand,
Jean Blondin, Maxime Flammand,
Simon Blondin, jun., André Flammand,
Napoléon Hamelin, Pierre Poitras, jun.,
Isaïe Poitras, William Daniel,
François Desmarais, Modeste Daniel,
Samuel Turcotte, Joseph Daniel,
William Fayant, Alexis MoKay,
Antoine Fayant, jun., Joseph Parisien,
Jean Louis Payant, Roderick Ross,
François St. Denis, sen., Pierre Bos,
Baptiste Robillard, Roderick Ross, jun.,
François St. Denis, jun., irban Boss,
Joseph Raçette, Alfred Fisher,
-Charles Raçette, sen., John Simpson) in.
Toussaint Gallarneau, Andrew Klyne,
Thomas Lapierre, George Fisher, sen.,
Jean Bapt. Dauphinais, St. Pierre Poitras,
Baptiste Laliberté, Bte. De@jarlais,
Norbert Welch, Pierre Desjarlais,
Isidore Plante, Isidore Desjarlais,
Jean Sinclair, sen, Joeph Poitras,
Mathias Sanaregret, Joseph Pellerton Bouvotte,
Alex. Pelletier, Pierre Pelletier,
Hilaire Boucher, Napoléon Pelletier,
Edouard St. Germain, Joseph James Grant,
Augustin Brabant, sen., St. Pierre Blondin,
Augustin Brabant, jun., Ambroise Blondin,
Michal Desjarleis, Stanislas Deajarlais,
Edbert Desjarlais, Joseph iRacette, sen.p
Michel Desjarlais, Joseph Marion,
Thos. Sinclair, R. T. Marion,
François St. Denis, sen., Daniel Damas,
Alexie Honoré, Lazarus Laliberté,
Outhbert St. Denis, Joseph Delorme,
François Morin, Thomas Desjarlais,
Xavier Morin, Mathias Desjarlais,
Xavier Plante, Alex. Laroque,
Pierre Bonnean, sen., William Laroque,
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Pierre Bonneau, jun.,
Charles Bonneau,
Julien Bonneau,
Baptiste Morin,
Camille Morin,
Ardby Klyne,
Théophile Klyne,
Elie Bliouin,
Grégoire Ledoux,
Pierre Fisher,

Edward Brabant,
William Daniel, jun.,
Joseph Lapierre,
Théophile Lapierre,
Thomas Kavanagh, on behalf of

Elisa Klyne, his wife.
Thomas Kelly, on behalf of his

wife, Veronique Klyne.
Joseph Hugomardt, Ptre, O.M.L,
Louis Boucher.

1ar of Persons whose names appear On Petition who received Scrip or Land in
Manitoba:-

Antoine Fayant, sen., Cuthbert St.-Denis,
François St. Denis, sen., François Morin,
Baptiste Robillard, Pierre Bonneau, sen.,
Francis St. Denis, jun., Pierre Bonneau, jan.,
Toussaint Gallarneau, Julien ]onno,
Jean-Bte. Dauphinais, Baptiste Morin,
Baptiste Laliberté, Théophile Klyne,
Norbert Welsh, Moïse Vallée,
Isidore Plante, James Grant,
Mathias Sansregret, Antoine Laroque, son.,
Hilaire Boucher, Antoine Laroque jan.,
Edouard St. GerainJoseph James Grant,
Augustin Brabant, sen., Joseph Marion,
Augustin Brabant, Jun., Daniel Damas,
Michael Desjarlais, [azarus Laliberté,
Michel Desjarlaise,
Louison Flammanld,JophDoreLouisn PlamandiRoderick Ross, jun.,
Maxime Flammand, lrban Ro@s,
André Flammand, Georges Fisher, sen.,
Pierre Poitras, jun., St. Pierre Poitras,
Joseph Daniel, Pierre Desjarlais,
Alexis McKay, Joseph Poitras,
Roderick Ross, Joseph Peltrean Bouvette,
Pierre Ross. Pierre Pierre Pelletier,
Napoléon Hamelin, Napoléon Pelletier,
Israël Poitras, Mathias Dojarlais,
François Desmarais, Alox. Laroque,
François St. Denis, sen., William Laroque.
Alexig Hjonoré,

.l'T of Porsons WhOse names appear on Petition who received Scrip Certificates
from the North-West Halfbretd CommissionSn

Pierre Lapierre,
John Fisher,
Louison Blondin,
Napoléon Blondin
Antoine Fayant, jun.,
Joseph Racette,
Thomas Lapierre,
Alex. Pelletier,
Thomas Sinclair,
William Daniel,
Xavier Denommé,
Simon Blondin, jun.,

Simon Blondin, sen.,
Alex. Fisher, sen.,
Zacharie Blondin,
William Fayant,
Jean Louis Fayant,
Charles Racette, sen.,
John Sinclair, sen.,
Edbert Desjarlais,
John Sinclair, jun.,
Joseph Parisien,
John Blondin,
Xavier Plante,
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Gregoire Ledoux,
William Fisher,
Charles Desjarlais,
Ambroise Blondin,
Stanislas Desjarlais,
Alfred Fisher,
Andrew Klyne,
Isidore Desjarlais,
William Daniel, jun.,
Thomas Kavanagh, on behalf of

Elise Klyne, his wife,

LxsT of Persons whose names appear on Petition

Modeste Daniel,
Joseph Blouin,
Samuel Turcotte,
Xavier Morin,
Charles Bonnotte,
Camille Morin,
Archy Klyne,

Pierre Fisher,
George Fisher (John's son),;
St. Pierre Blondin,
Joeph Blondin,
Joseph Racette, sen.,
John Simpson. jun.,
Bte. Desjarlais,
Edouard Brabant,
Joseph Lapierre,
Thomas Kelly, on behalf of his

wife, Véronique Klyne.

who have not proved their Claim:
Elie Blouin,
Clément Pelletier,
R. T. Marion,
Thomas Desjarlais,
Théqphile Lapierre,
Joseph Iugomard, Ptre, O. M. L,
Louis Boucher.

PETITION FROM GABRIEL DUMONr, DATED ST. ANTOINE DE
PADOUE, 4Ta SEPTEMBER, 1882.

(Translation.)
ST. ANToInE DE PADous, SOUTH SASKATcHEWAN, 4th September, 1882.

To the Right Ronorable Sir John A. Macdonald, Minister of the Interior, Ottawa:
Si,-We the undersigned French half-breeds, for the most part settled on the

west bank of the Saskatchewan, in the district of Prince Albert, N.W.T., hereby
approach you, in order to set fori h with confidence the painful position in which we
are î2aced with reference to the lands occupied by us in this portion of the territory,
and in order to call the attention of the Government to the question which causes us,
M much anxiety.

Compelled, most of us, to abandon the prairie, which can no longer furnish ns
the means of subsistence, we came in large numbers, during the course of the sum-
mner, and settled on the sooth branch of the Saskatchewan. Pleased with the land
and the country, we set ourselves actively to work clearing the land, but in hope of
sowing next spring, and also to prepare our honses for winter, now advancing
rapidly. The surveyed lands being already occupied or sold, we wore compelled to
occupy lands not yet surveyed, being ignorant, for the most part, also, of the regu-
lations of the Government respecting Dominion lands. Great then was our aston-
ishment and perplexity when we were notified that when the lands are surveyed we
shall be obliged to pay $2 an acre to the Government if our lands are included in
odd-numbered sections. We desire, moreover, to keep close together, in order more
easily to secure a sechool and a church.

W e are poor people and cannot pay for our land without utter ruin, and losing
the fruits of our labor and seeing our lands pass into the hards of strangers, who
will go to the land office at Prince Albert and pay the amount fixed by the Govern.
ment. In our anxiety we appeal to your sense of justice as Minister of the Interior
and head of the Government, and beg you to reassure us speedily, by directing that
we shall not be disturbed on our lands, and that the Government grant us the privi-
lege of considering us as occupants of even-numbered sections, since we have
occupied these lands in good faith. Having so long held this country as its masters
and so often defended it against the Indians at the price of our blood, we consider it
not aseking too much to request that the Goverument allow us to occupy our lands in
peace, and that exception be made to its regulations, by making to the half.breeds
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of theàNorth-West free grants of land. We also pray that you would direct that
the lots be surveyed along the river ton chains in width by two miles in depth, this
mode of division being the long established usage of the country. This would render
it more easy for us to know the limits of our several lots.

We trust, Sir, that you will grant a favorable hearing to this our petition, and
that you will make known your decision as soon as possible. We await it with
great anxiety, and pray God to protect yon and keep you for the direction of this
great country which you so wisely govern.

Your humble petitioners:-

Gabriel Dumont,
Jean Carron,
Baptiste Rochlot,
Moïse Parenteau,
Pierre Honoré,
Baptiste Delorme,
William Fidler,
Baptiste Boyer,
Damase Carrière,
N apoléon Neault,
André Neault,
Napoléon Carrière,
Patrice Touron,
Calixte Touron,
Antoine Vandal,
Gervais
Charles Larivière,
François Touron,
Joseph Parenteau,
Xavier Batoche,
Joseph Vandal,
François Fidler,
Alexis Gervais,
Joseph Delorme,

Ulst of Persons whose names
âeManitoba:-

Jean Carron,
Baptiste Rochlot,
Moïse Parenteau,
Pierre Honoré,
Baptiste Delorme,
William Fidler,
Baptiste Boyer,
Damase Carrière,
Napoléon Carrière,
Patrice Touron,
Calixte Touron,
Antoine Vandal,
Baptiste Vandal,
Antoine Ferguson,
Baptiste Vandal,
Joseph Touron,
William Vandal
Jean Caron,

Baptiste Vandal,
Antoine Ferguson,
Baptiste Vandal,
Joseph Touron,
William Vandal,
Jean Carron,
Théophile Carron,
R. P. Tessier,
Mathias Parenteau,
Moïse Honoré,
Zéphirin Dumas,
Elzéar Parisien,
William Natome,
A. Fidler,
Isidore Villeneuve,
Adolphe Nolin,
Ignace Poitras,
Théophile Goulette,
Jérôme Racette,
Charles Gareau,
Maxime Poitras,
Emmanuel Champagne,
Louis Batoche.

appear on Petition who received Land or Scrip in

Théophile Carron,
Mathias Parenteau,
Elzéar Parisien,
A. Fidler,
Isidore Villeneuve,
Charles Larivière,
François Touron,
Joseph Parenteau,
Joseph Vandal,
François Fidler,
Alexis Gervais,
Joseph Delorme,
Adolphe Nolin,
Ignace Poitras,
Jérême Raçette,
Maxime Poitras,
Emmanuel Champagne,
Louis Batoohe.

/3, / I
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LIST of Persons whose names appear on Petition who received Scrip Certificates
from the North-West IHalf-Breed Commission:-

None.

LIsT of Persons whose names appear on Petition who have not proved their claim:-
Gabriel Dumont, Zéphirin Damas,
Napoléon Neault, William Natome,
André Neault, Xavier Batoche,
R. P. Tessier, Théophile Goulette,
Moïse Honoré, Charles Gareau,

PETITION PROM WM. BREMNER AND OTHERS, DATED ST. LOUIS DE
LANGEVIN, 19TR NOVEMBER, 1883.

{Translation.]
ST. Louis DE LANGEvIN, 19th November, 1883.

Sia,-The undersigned farmers, residents of the parish of St. Louis de Langevin,
on the South Branch of th e Saskatchewan, beg to set forth, as follows, their grievances
in relation to the lands on which they are located.

Many of us are here since the years 1873, 1874 and 1875; others, in still greater
numbers, since 1880. Each and al of us took up our lands in accordance with the
method formerly prevailing on the lands of the Red River and Assiniboine-that is
to say-in river lots.

In the autumn of 1880 we petitioned the Minister of the Interior, at Ottawa, for
a special survey into river lots, as was granted to the Prince Albert settlement, and
to a portion of the St. Lawrence settlement. We all signed that petition, not except-
ing Michael Canny, who has since entered his lot at your office as a sectional lot,and
against whose action we hereby strongly protest.

Since that date we have sent more petitions, at varions times, for the same
object, supporting the same with the influence of all persons in authority who took
an interest in ns, such as Messrs. J. Royal, M.P., D. H. Macdonall, Member North-
West Council; L. Clarke, Ris Lordship Bishop Grandin, and Father Leduc.

Finally, Father Leduc, who had been sent as delegate to Ottawa by the people of
Edmonton and St. Albert, showed us the answer of the Government promising a
special survey for all located lands on the Saskatchewan. Since then we have waited
in vain for the new survey.

As we stated at the beginning, many of us have occupied our lots long enough
to entitle us to patents, and yet there has been no way, as yet, of getting them entered
at your office.

We beg of you to represent to the Government the grievances herein in part set
forth, and urge them to put an end thereto as quickly as possible for the welfare
and peace of loyal subjects of Her Majesty the Queen of England.

Your humble servants,
William Bremner, jun., L. L. Letendre,
Maxime Lepine, Wm. Letendre,
Octave Regnier, Wm. Swain,
Bte. Boucher, Elzéar Swain,
William Bremner, Willie Bruce,
John Ouellette, Ant. Richard,
Chs. Lavallée, Isidore Boyer,
Isidore Dumas, Solomon Bqucher,
James Short, J. B. Boucher, jun.,
Ambroise Dumont, L. Schmidt,
Eugène Boucher, Jos. Dumas,
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Henry Smith, Modeste Laviolette,
Chs. Nolin, Moïse Bremner,
Alade Légaré, Joseph Bremner,
Norbert Turcotte, Jonas Laviolette,
Solomon Turcotte, Alex. Bremner.

GEonGE DUCK, Land Agent, Prince Albert.

LIST of Persons whose names appear on Petition dated at St. Louis de Langevin,.
19th November, 1883, who received Land or Scrip in Manitoba:-

William Bremner, jun., EIzéar Swain,
Bte. Boucher, Willie Bruce,
William Bremner, Ant. Richard,
Chs. Lavallée, Isidore Boyer,
Isidore Dumas, Solomon Boucher,
James Short, J. B. Boucher, jun.,
Ambroise Dumont, Louis Schmidt,
Henry Smith, JS. Dumas,
Chs. Nolin, Modeste Laviolette,
Norbert Turcotte, Moïse Brerner,
William Letendre, Joseph Bremner,
Wm. Swain, Alex. Bremner.

LisTr of Persons whose inames appear on Petition dated at St. Louis de Langevin, l9th
IlJovember, 1883, who received Scrip Certificates from the North-West HEaif
breed Commission.

None.

IMT of Persons whose names appear on Petition dated at St. Louis de Langevin, l9th
November, 1883, who have flot proved their Claimis.

Maxime Lipine, Octave Regnier,
John Ouellette, Eugne Boucher,
Alade Lègaré,' Solomon Turcotte,
L. S, Letendre, Jonas Laviolette.

PETITION FEOMI JOI5IN SIMPSON AN~D OTHREIS, 0F FORT QU'APPELLE,
NOT DA¶F BD, RECE1VED UNDDER COYER 0F A LETTER PIROM T1HR
LIEVTENAINT-GOVERNOR 0F THIE NORTHI-WEST TERR1TORIES,
DATED 29TIl AUGI]ST, 1882.
To the Hlon. EDG&R Dicw EY, LieutenantMGovernor of the N.-W.T.:
The petition of the underaigned half-breed settiers- HML HWM

JosephY Bremner,

1. That as far back as the year 1860B and rp to 18r9, we settled or squatted on
land situate on the banks of the QunppelIe River, ereted confortable dwellings and
outbuildings thereon, ploughed and cultivated the soi, and, by continuai residence
have conplied with ail the Goverument conditions;

2. That we have erected a phurcl and chool in a central position, bult and
opened up road and bridges, and made numerous improvements which are to-day of
great value to the new settOer;

3. That the surveys lately made have discovered some of us to, b. on railway
land, now owned by the Ontario and Qu'Appelle Land Company whose agent ha
informed us that we must eitber buy the land from them or move off- fact w. are
informed that they have sold some of the land at present occupied by a bond tidé

.ett.er.
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4. That we have refused to comply with the request ofthe Ontario and Qu'Appelle
Land Company, and claim a patent from the Crown for our respective pieces of land
or quarter sections, fully believing that we are justly and legally entitled to the same ;

5. We would, therefore, respectfully ask your honor to lay our claims before the
right hon. the Minister of the Interior (who we know will do us justice in the matter)
and request his earliest attention and answer.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray &c.

John Simpson,
his

Antoine + Larocque,
mark

his
Simon + Blondeau,

mark
hie

Louis + Flammand,
mark

Pierre Poitras,
his

Baptiste + Robillard,
mark

hie
Matthias + Desjarlais,

mark
his

Xavier + Perreault,
mark

his
Antoine + Hamelin,

mark
hie

Kenneth + McKenzie,
mark

his
Pierre + St. Denis,

mark
hLi

Napoléon + Hamelin,
mark

his
Joseph + Blayant,

mark.
hie

Louison + Blondeau,
mark.

his
Zacharie + Blondeau,

mark.
hi$

Baptiste + Ray,
mark.
hie

François + Perreault,
mark.

Joseph Marion,
his

Augustin X Brabant,
mark.
his

Camille X Perrault,
mark.

hie
Edouard X Brabant,

mark.

his
Pollyon + Blondeau,

mark.
hie

Joe + Gosselin,
mark.

his
François + St. Denis,

mark.
his

Gustave (Augustin) + Brabant,
mark.

lis
Joseph + Desmarais,

mark.
his

Baptiste + Desjarlais,
mark.

hie
Léon + Neault,

mark.
hie

Baptiste + Dauphinais,
mark.
his

Antoine + Fayant,
mark.

hie
Jean + Blondeau,

mark.
hie

Antoine + Laroque,
mark.
his 7""

Antoine + Payant, jan.,
mark.
his

Simon +lBlondeau," jun.
mark.

his
William + Fayant,

mark.
hie

Isidore + Plante,
mark.

hie
John A. X Cline,

mark.
his

Chrysostôme X Robilliard,
mark.

his
Norman X Welsh,

mark.
hie

André X Flammand,
mark.
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hie
Baptiste X Perreault,

mark.
hie

Alexander X Brabant,
mark.

LIST of Persons whose names
Manitoba :-

Antoine Laroque,
Louis Flammand,
Pierre Poitras;,
Baptiste Robillard,
Mathias Desjarlais,
Xavier Perreault,
Antoine Ramelin,
François St. Denis,
Gustave Brabant,
Joseph Desmarais,
Baptiste Desjarlais,
Léon Neault,
Baptiste Dauphinais,
Antoine Payant,
Pierre St. Denis,

his
Alphonse X Martin,

mark.
hi.

Maxime X Flammand,
mark.

appear on Petition who received Scrip or Land in

Napoléon Hamelin,
Baptiste Roy,
François Perreault,
John A. Cline,
Baptiste Perreault,
André Flammand,
Maxime Flammand,
Jean Blondeau,
Antoine Laroque,
Joseph Marion,
Isidore Plante,
Augustin Brabant,
Edouard Brabant,
Norman Welsh,
Alphonse Martin.

LIsT of Persons whose names appear on Petition who received
from the North-West Half-Breed Commission:-

John Simpson, Chrysostôme R
Simon Blondeau, Antoine Fayan
t'ollyon Blondeau, Simon Blonde
Joe Gosselin, Wm. Fayant,
Louison Blondeau, Alex. Brabant
Zacharie Blondeau,

Scrip .Certifie tes

tobillard,
t, jun,,

au, jun.,

LIslTof jPersons whose names appear on Petition who have not proved their Claim:

Kenneth MoKenzie,
Joseph Blayant,

Camille Perreault,

SUPPLEMENTARY RETURN
(45b)

To an ORDER of the HousE oi COMMONS, dated the 7th March, 1888 ;-For
copies of all correspondence and memorials relating to the claims of
the inhabitants of Prince Albert and the neighboring districts in the
North-West Territories, in respect to the lands they occupy and to
other matters affecting their condition.

Department of the Secretary of State,
19th June, 19Ëô.

By Command.
J. A. CHAPEAEU,

&cretary of State.
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Housi op COMMONS, CANADA, Wednesday, 7th March, 1883.
Oirdered, That the proper officer do lay before this House copies of all correspon-

dence and memorials relating to the claims of the inhabitants of Prince Albert and
the neighboring districts, in the North-West Territories, in respect of the lands they
occupy, and to other matters affecting their condition.

[Attest.] J. G. BOURINOT, The Clerk.
(Translation.)
To Ris Honor the Lieutenant-Governor of the North-West Territories.

The Petition of the undersigned half-breeds of the parish of St. Laurent. in the
North-West Territories-

REsPEOTPULLY SHoWETH:
That on the lst February instant, in public meeting assembled, in the said

parish, Mr. Gabriel Dumont being chairman, and Mr. Alexander Fisher, secretary:
lhe undersigned, your petitioners, adopted the following resolution:

That the population of the North-West Territories is for the greater part com-
posed of French half-breeds, without a single stipendiary magistrate understanding
and speaking their language, and without any person of their race to represent then
in the proceedings of the North-West Council; Resolved, therefore, that an humble
petition be forwarded to Ris Excellency the Governor General, praying that the two
members of the Council remaining to be appointed under the authority of the Act of
1875 and its amendments, may be selected from amongst the old residents of the
country, and that at least one of them be a French half-breed, and that in order to do
full and perfect justice to your petitioners' race, provision may be made for the
immediate appointment of a person of French origin as stipendiary magistrate;

That with a view to provide for the interests of education by the establishment
of schools in the chief centres of the Territories, an allowance of five dollars per head
for each child be made, up to the limit of two hundred dollars; that sum added to the
product of voluntary subscriptions will, in many localities, render possible the building
and operating of schools which would otherwise be indefinitely retarded;

That there be granted to all half-breed heads of families and to their children
who have not shared in the distribution of scrip and lands in the Province of Mani-
toba, like scrip and grants of land as in the said Province;

That it is of the most urgent necessity that the Government should cause to be
surveyed, with the least possible delay, the lands occupied and cultivated by the half-
breeds or old residents of the country, and that patents therefor be granted to
them;

That the sudden transition from a prairie life to an agricultural life, caused by
the rapid disappearance of the buffalo and the hunting ordinance of the North-West
Council, bas reduced your petitioners to the last extremity, and compels them to
apply to the Dominion Government for help in farm implements and seed grain, such
as has been granted to certain foreign immigrants in the Province of Manitoba.
Farm implements are exceedingly scarce, and the prices are so.: high that it is simply
impossible for your petitioners to procure them; and hence, should the Government
be unable to grant this help, many of your petitioners, notwithstanding their anxiety
to engage in cultivating the soil, would be forced to return to prairie life at the risk
of infringing the ordinance providing for the protection of the buffalo, however just
that ordinance may be, inasmuch as the time during hunting is permitted is too short
and the buffalo is now too scarce to enable them to lay in a sufficient supply for them.
selves and their families for the remainder of the year;

That Ris Honor the Lieutenant Governor be respectfully requested to lay this
petition before His Excellency the Governor General in Council, with such remarks
as hia own desire for the good and prosperity of the country may suggest.

Ând your petitioners will ever pray.
Ris

GABRIEL X DUMONT, Chairman.
mark.

ST. LAURENT, 1st February, 1878. On MEX. FISHER, 8ecretary.
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GOVERNMENT lousE, BATTLEFORD, N.W.T., 13th February, 1878.
SIR,-I have the honor to transmit herewith a petition of certain half-breeds of

St. Laurent relating to several matters affecting their interests in this country.
Though the petition is addressed to the Lieutenant Governor of the North-West

Territories, yet as it refers to questions for the most part wholly under the control of
the Dominion Parliament and Government, i am requested to forward it to His
Excellency the Governor General in Councit.

I hope you will have the goodness, at an early day, to lay it before His Excel-
lency in Council.

Should it be the intention of the Government to appoint any additional members
to the Council of the North-West Territories, the prayer of the petitioners, that such
should be selected from the old residents of the country, is well worthy of consideration.

It is important that the land policy of the Government towards old settlers and
others living for many years in the Territories should be declared. It appears to me
that they have a claim to some more speedy means of acquiring a title for settlement
purposes than the homestead provisions of the Dominion Lands Act.

To prevent disputes between neighbors, it is highly desirable that the survey of
lands settled upon along the principal rivers should be prosecuted with all convenient
speed.

With respect to the prayer for assistance in procuring seeds and implements to
commence farming operations, it is similar to the request made to me by the half-
breeds of Bow River during the Blackfeet Treaty negotiations, and which I forwarded
to you and commended to the favorable consideration of the Government.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
DAVID LAIRD,

Lieutenant Governor of the North- West Territories.
Hon. the Minister of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAwÂ, 18th March, 1878.
SIR,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch, No. 47, of

the 13th ultimo, covering a petition addressed to you by certain half-breeds of the
arish of St. Laurent, relating to several matters affecting the interest of the half-

breeds in the North-West.
2. You are requested to inform the petitioners that I shall have much pleasure

in submitting their petition for the consideration of His Excellency the Governor
General in Council.

3. In the meantime you may intimate to the petitioners that should it be thought
desirable to appoint additional members to the Council of the North West, I shall be
prepared to recommend to Ris Excellency's consideration their application that sueh
members should be selected from the old residents in the Territories, and that if pos-
sible, one of them should be of French Canadian origin.

4. The propriety of passing an Act to secure for the half-breeds some more
speedy means of acquiring a title for settlement purposes than under the proviaions
of the present Homestead and Dominion Lands Act has for some time past engaged
ny attention.

5. As regards the application of the petitioners for an early survey of the settled
lands along the principal rivers, I have to request you to inform the petitioners that
the surveys of such lands has already been carried out to some extent and will be
prosecuted as rapidly as the funds at the disposal of the Department will permit.

6. The application of the petitioners to be aided by the Government with seed
and agricultural implements in their farming operations, I confess I am not disposed
to view favorably-I don't see upon what grounds the half-breeds can claim to be
treated differently from the white settlers in the Territories.

7. The half-breeds who have in some respects the advantage over new settlers
in the Territories, should be impressed with the necessity of settling down in dxed
localities, and directing their e»ergies towards pastoral or agricultural pursuits, iu
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which case lands would no doubt be assigned to them in the same way as to white
settlers. But beyond this they must not look to the Government for any special
assistance in their farming operations.

8. The petitioners are in error in supposing that the Government has given
Eeeds or farming implements to any other class of white settlers in the North-West.

Money has been advanced in some cases to certain settlers on the distinct under..
standing that it would be repaid to the Government by the parties to whom it was
advanced. I may add that the result of this experiment has not been such as to
induce the Government to repeat it.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
DAVID MILLS, Minister of the Interior.

His Honor the Lt.-Governor of the North-West Territories,
Battleford, N.W.T.

CERTIFIED CoPY of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council,
approved by His Ronor the Deputy of Ris Excellency the Governor General in
Council cn the 19th October, 1882.
On a memorandum, dated 14th October, 1882, from the Minister of the Interior,

submitting that cases sometimes arise in his Department where, through delays
attendant on investigation of claims preferred to homestead entry, the applicants,
though decision may be ultimately in their favor, are placed at a disadvantage in
that their occupation and cultivation of the land during the interval between the
-claim for entry and the decision does not count to them as any part of the term of
residence required by law for their obtaining patent.

The Minister recommends, under the provisions of the 125th section of the
Domi ion Lands Act, that he be authorized, when finally according homestead entry
in str,3h cases, to antedate the entry in such manner as to cover the time after appli-
cation and before giving entry, during which the applicant may have been a bond fide
settler on the land.

The Committee submit the foregoing recommendation for approval.
JOHN J. MoGEE.

The Honorable the Minister of the Interior.

\Memorandum.)
OFFic or DOMINION LANDS, OTTAWA, 14th October, 1882.

The undersigned has the honor to report to Council that cases sometimes arise
in his Department when, through delays attendant on investigation of claims pre-
ferred to homestead entry, the applicants, though decision may be ultimately in
their favor, are placed at a disadvantage, in that their occupation and cultivation of
the land during the interval between the claim for entry and the decision does not
count to them as any part of the term of residence required by the law for their
obtaining patent. These cases not being anywhere specially provided for in the
Dominion Lands Act, he recommends that, under the provisions of the 125th section
of that Act, he be authorized, when finally according homestead entry in such cases,
toantedate the entry in snch manner as to cover the time after application and before
the giving entry during which the applicant mav have been a bond fide settler on the
land.

Respectfully submitted,
JOHN A. MACDONALD, Minister of the Interior.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAwA, 17th July, 1883.
Si,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the InteIior, to acknow-

ledge receipt of your letter of the 7th instant, B. 1957, asking instructions whether
the power to antedate homestead entries may be exercised when applications for
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patent are made, or only " when finally according homestead entry," and in reply to
inform you that the contention of the applicants, as stated in the sixth paragraph of
your letter, is undoubtedly well founded; and in all these cases where indisputable
evidence is furnished of three years' bondfide residence and cultivation, it would be
inequitable and unfair, in view of the erroneous construction placed upon the law by
the Department for several years and of the publicity given to that construction, if
any person, who accepted the situation and failed to do what the law actually required,
should suffer loss or delay in the issue of his patent.

Carrying out this principle to its legitimate conclusion, it follows that the reply
to the last paragraph of your letter would be that the authority may also be exercised
when application for patent is made.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN R HALL, Acting Secretary.

A. WALSl, Esq., Commissioner Dominion Lands, Winnipeg, Man.

OFFICE OF TEi DoMINIoN LANDS COMMISSION, WINNIPEG, 7th July, 1883.
SIn,-I have the honor to request instructions in reference to a class of applica-

tions for patent submitted for my approval.
The applications now pending are made by farmers who were squatters in the

Souris district, and whose claims were reported upon by the Land Board during the
season of 1882.

These persons made affidavit to the length of residence to entitle them to patent,
but their entries have been for a mauch shorter period.

The Minister of Justice has given the opinion that a squatter upon unsurveyed
land making application for entry within three months from the time the land is
open for entry, and submitting evidence of previous occupation and cultivation is
entitled to the benefit of the time covered by such previous occupation.

In the applications now under consideration, there is no explanation as to when
the lands were open for entry, or whether the applications for entry were made
within three months thereafter, and the necessary affidavits as to residence and culti-
vation filed. I return them to the agent for explanation and amendment.

It is urged in some cases as a justification for the neglect in filing the evidence
referred to, that a notice had been issued by the Surveyor General, that time pre-
vious to entry would not count. By reference to my letter of the 22nd March last,
B. 1561, enclosing letter of Mr. Inspector Pearce, of the 15th March, B. 1511, you
will find the case of this clas of persons fully stated.

By Order in Council of the 19th October, 1882, No. 541, authority is given the
Minister, " when finally according homestead entry," to antedate the entry in cases
in which the delay was not the fault of the applicant.

I beg to be instructed whether the authority given by the Order in Council
referred to may be exercised when applications for patent are made, or only " when
finally according homestead entry."

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

To the Hon. Minister of the Interior, Ottawa. A. WALSH, Commissioner.

DEPARTMENT OF TEI INTERIoR, OTTAWA, 28th July, 18S3.
SIE,-i have the honor, by the direction of the Minister of the Interior, to

acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 22ndO of March last, B. 1,561, enclosing a
communication from Mr. Inspector Pearce, asking for advice with reference to the
date from which settlement should count in cases where parties have settled prior to
survey but have neglected to apply for entry within the proper time. In reply I
am directed to say that my letter of the 1lth inst. will have been a sufficient answer
to your communications and the enquiries of Mr. Pearce.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN R HALL, Acting &cretary.

AqUILA WALBE, Esq., Commissioner of Dominion Lands, Winnipeg,
32
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WINNIPEO, 22nd March, 1883.
S,-I have the honor to enclose herewith a letter from Mr. Inspector Pearce, in

reference to a class of cases brought to bis notice.on the occasion of his late visit to
the Birtle district.

The point is so fully stated by Mr Pearce as to nmake any comment on my part,
nMnnecessary. I therefore submit the matter for your consideration and decision.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. WALSH, Comrninsioner.

Eight Hon. the Minister of the Interior, Ottawa.

OFFICE OF THE DoMINIoN LA NDs COMMIssION, WINNIPEG, 13th March, 1883.

. SIa,-During my visit to Birtle last week, I was asked by several parties if
their time for residence would count prior to date of entry, under the following
circumstances :-

On the 22nd November, 1879, a circular-copy of which is given below-was
sent from the head office to the varions local agents:-

" NoTIC.-It bas been brought to my notice, that in cases where occupation
and improvements have preceded homestead entry, the period of settiement duty has
been counted from a period prior to that of entry.

" This practice is contrary to the Dominion Lands Act, and a further continu-
ance of it cannot be allowed."

Many parties now contend, that at date of ontry they had occupied and resided
upon their lands for some months, in some cases upwards of ti year; but owing to
the said notice, they did not strictly comply with the provisions of subbection 5,
Section 34, 42 Victoria, ehapter 31, in so far as furnishing the local agent at time of
satry with proof of prior occupation and cultivation.

The recent order that time counts from settlement and occupation in cases
where parties have so settled prior to survey, has caused these parties to ask tbat
this neglect of theirs be waived.

The whole point hinges on what is held to be the date of survey; whether at the
time sufficient work has been done in the field to enable a settler to know readily on
'what particular quarter-section he is located, or the date when the township is
opened for entry. If the latter is the correct interpretation of the Act, I think in
Oquity these settlers should receive the benefit of that time, their contention for non-
onpliance 'with the strict provisions of the Act being a reasonable one. If I inter-

pret the Act correctly, the sub-section referred to is not intended to apply to such
cases as the present.

By reading sub-secs. 2,3, 4, 5 and 11 of sec. 34 in conjunction, I think the
whole spirit of the Act, in speaking of unsurveyed lands, is meant to apply only to
those cases where , so far as any surveys effected by the Government, the party
Settling was ignorant of his position. Of course parties can make any surveys they
Wish at their own expense, in order to secure themselves from settling on a section
Owned by the Hudson Bay Company, as in that case the Government would not be
bound to protect them.

The clause referred to reads thus:-" Provided that on a survey of a township
being made, the Government shall not be bound to protect any person found to
bave settled on land which by law or allotment only made may be claimed by the
Rudson Bay Comipany."

This clearly establishes, in my mind, that unsurveyed lands near those in which
the Government have taken no steps to define the portion of the various sections-
this view is strengthened by sub-sec. 2, sec. 22, 42 Vic., chap. 31.

In most, if not all the cases whicb will arise in the Birtle district, settlement.
was effected after at least two limits of each townahip had been defined on the ground
and in the great majority of them the field work of the entire townsh'ip was com-
pleted, though they were not open for entry until some time tfter.
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I would, therefore, suggest that you would embody your views on this matter
in a report and refer the whole matter to the Minister for his ruling.

He might deem it advisable to submit the matter to the law officers of the
Crown.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
Wm. PEARCE, Inspector.

A. WALSH, Esq., Commissioner, Winnipeg.

CERTIFI ED EXTRAOT from the Minutes of a Meeting of the Treasury Board, held on th&
1st June, 1883, approved by -is Excellency the Governor General in Council on the
7th June, 1883.
That with reference to the theoretical organization of the Department of the

Interior, confirmed by Council on the 13th of March, last, the offices of DeputY
Minister of the Interior and Sarveyor General be separated, and that from the 1st
July, 1883, Mr. Lindsay Russell ho relieved of his duties at headquarters as Deputy of
the Minister of the Interior, and that ho ho appointed Surveyor General of Dominion
Lands, retaining his present rank, seniority and salary as a Deputy Head.

JOHN J. McGEE.
Hon. the Minister of the Interior.

(Memorandum.) DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA. 31st May, 1883.
With reference to the theoretical organization of the Department of the Interior,

confirmed by Council oyi the 13th of March last, the undersigned. has the honor to
report as follows:-

1. The surveys of Dominion lands in the North-West, conducted as they now
are on a scale without parallel in the history of any country, require that the offices
of Surveyor General and Deputy Head of the Department, both now occupied by the
Deputy of the Minister of the Interior, Mr. Lindsay Russell, should be separated, and
that the Sarveyor-General should be thus enabled to devote more of his time and
attention to the supervision and direction of the technical and professionai work con-
nected with these surveys than, under existing circumstances, is possible. The
appropriation made by Parliament for the prosecution of this service is very large;
it is highly desirable, in the public interest, that there should be exercised, in the
expenditure of the money, the utmost prudence and economy consistent with the
production of proper and accurate surveys; and the professional standing, practical
experience and administrative capacity of the present Deputy Head and Surveyor
General point to him as specially qualified to give effect to these objects.

2. The duties of the Surveyor General will necessarily require that he should
spend a considerable part of each season in the North-West. so that ho may have the
opportunity of directing the Operations of the staff in the field; in connection with
and in addition to which the opportunity would be afforded him of investigating and
finally settling upon the spot a large class of long standing and somewhat complicated
claims to land, arising at various points in the Territories, invasted as he would be
withi the rank and authority of a Deputy Head, and bringing to bear on the cases
e ubmitted for his adjudication the experience ho has acquired in the administration
of the Dominion lands, his decisions would naturally command the respect and
acquiescence ot those whom they most directly affect, as well as the confidence of the
general public.

3. It is furthermore desirable, at this stage of the country's development, that
a n officer having the confidence of the Minister of the Interior, and exercising ail
%he powers and functions of a Deputy Head, should, for some portion of each year,
c epresent him in the North-West. The Minister would in this way be brought into

ci oser and more direct relations with the people of that section of the Dominion and
their affairs, as well as with the various outside branches of the Department.

A. 1SS
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The undersigned therefore recommends that Mr. Lindsay Russell be relieved of
his present duties at hoadquarters as Deputy of the Minister of the Interior, and
that ho be appointed to perform the duties herein referred to, with the title of
Surveyor-General of Dominion Lands, and retaining his present rank, seniority and
salary as a Deputy Head; this appointient to take effect from and after the first
day of July next.

Respectfully submitted,
D. L. MACPHERSON, for the Minister of the Interior.

Hlon. the Privy Council.

TECHNICAL BRtANCH, OTTAWA, 12th March, 1884.
DEA Ma. HALL,-I ara in receipt of your note of to.day (No. 72,208) in refer-

'uco to the survey of St. Laurent, on the Saskatchewan.
The plan has been printed and transferred to you on the 8th ult.

Very truly yours,
E. DEVILLE.

PRINCE ALBERT, N.W.T., 19th January, 1884.
Si,-I have just seen Mr. Inspector Pearce. To my great surprise that gentle-

man was unable to answer, in a satisfautory way, any questions put him. He simply
advised me to write you, promising to do so himself immediately.

About a dozen years ago colonists settled on the shores of the southerly branch
of the Saskatchewan. Towards the end of the winter of 1881, the St. Laurent
Mission (on the west side of the river, Sec. 21, Tp. 44, R. 1, W. of 3rd)
Was no longer large enough for the population, which was increasing and
spreading in all directions. I was called upon to establish a new mission at Batoohe's
Crossing, Tp.43, R. 1, West of 3rd, about 8 miles higher than the St. Laurent one on
the opposite side of the river (the eastern side), which was becoming more rapidly
POpulated. The presence of a missionary, joined to local advantages of fertile lands
on the borders of a large river, soon caused the settlement te augment at a prodigious
rate. The difficulties inherent to a pioneer settlement having been surmounted, I
ceded my place to another, in order te go and found an easier mission at Prince
Albert. But the southerly branch always desired my presence. This time I went
down stream to Tp. 45, R. 27, W. of 2nd, always on the bank opposite te St. Lurent,
that is the southerly bank, for higher up the river was at right angles. Already
immigration was flowing towards this point, and has since continued at an increasing
rate. At present the right bank of the south branch of the river is settled
Without interruption for a distance of about 50 miles from Smith's Reserve, in Tp.
46, R. 26i, West of 2nd, to Tp. 38, R. 1 and 2, West of 3rd. The intention was to take
the river lots 10 chains in front by 2 miles in depth. The colonists have erected
houses and other necessary buildings; they have cultivated fields of greater or lesser
extent, notwithstanding a fear sufficient te cause their implements of husbandry to
drop from their nerveless fingers, as you can easily understand.

When the first surveys were made, five or six years ago, a few miles were laid
Out in squares, as is habitual elsewhere. A bare line was run for a few more miles,but not a lot was surveyed nor its boundaries marked.

Since the opening of the land office these poor people have asked that their lots
be surveyed, in order te be able te make entry for them and obtain patents.

I myself have caused Mr, Duck, Dominion Land Agent at Prince Albert, to write
several times to Ottawa, but with such poor success that I became discouraged, and
several were obliged to leave, some selling their land for a fictitious consideration,
Others abandoning them without any compensation.

ln February, 1883, Rev. Father Leduc and Mr. Maloney were sent froma this
section to lay our grievances before the Goverament. Thov were vromised in writine-
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that the lands occupied by us would be surveyed in river lots, ton chains frontage by
two miles deptb, and that the survey would be made in the following autumn, 1883.

The autumn has gone and winter advances. What has become of these promises?
Has a surveyor been charged with the job, and has ho failed to falfil his obligations ?

This is what we ask ourselves, and, Sir, it is also what we to-day ask of you.
I do not address these queries to you simply in my own name, nQr in the name

of the two missions established by me on the south branch of the Saskatchewan. I
repeat what the Rev. Father Leduc and Mr. Maloney said to the honorable gentle-
men composing the Government in the winter of 1883. I repeat what our population
say to the land agent at Prince Albert. I am the faithful interpreter of the entire
population.

Be kind enough to weigh the consequences of a longer delay. Colonists bave
formed, and are forming every day, settlements without knowing where the boundary
lines of their future properties will be situated.

These boundaries, consisting of inflexibly straight parallel lines, will cross fields,
run through bouses, divide a farming house from the fields belonging to it ; all inevit-
able things for those who have already built, or will build, until the survey is
completed. What grave inconveniences? What deplorable effects? Three-quarters
of this trouble would have been avoided if the survey had been made when asked for
and promised.

I trust, Sir, that the misfortune that weighs so beavily upon our people will
immediately come to an end, the more especially as a word from you will suffice.
Yon will kindly inform surveyors to be charged with the work, that this section of
the country needs baste much more than other parts not yet in process of coloniza-
tion. And if the surveyors are not yet named, there are a sufficient number in the
Dominion that you may designate some of tbem to come to this place and make our
people, inasmuch as things permit, happy and satisfied.

I bear you tell me to have· patience, that with time all will be well. But these
are words that, allow me to say, I cannot endorse ; the time bas gone by for the fol-
lowing reasons:

Prince Albert was settled at the same time as this colony commenced, and a
long time bas elapsed since the Prince Albert settlers have had their lands surveyed,
and received their patents.

In the second place, I do not wish that it be said that there exists in this country
places where immigrants are treated like 1Helots. Opposite the mission I established,
that is to say on the north bank, Township 45, Ranges 27 and 28, west of 2nd, there
are but two families, and already in the two townships the river squares have been
changed into river lots. I see them on the map since 10 years. Some families line
the south bank, thOy now number about 3') families. Next summer place for some
of those who promised to corne will not be found, and not a river lot bas been sur-
veyed, What would immigrants do, if they knew that in this country they will be
treated with such unheard of partiality ?

If I were on the spot I could get to this letter the signatures of heads of families
representing a population of 2,000 souls. But I prefer sending it to yon immediately,
hoping to receive your answer before Mr. Pearce leaves us, as he can give us efficient
assistance.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
V. VIEGREVILLE, Missionary at St. Louis de Langevinr.

Address-Rev. Vegreville, Prince Albert, N. W. T.
CAPT. DEVILLE, Chief Inspector of Surveys, Ottawa, Ont.

TEoHNIcAL BANcH, OTTAWA, 14th February, 1884.
SIR,--In transmitting the enclosed letter from the ]Rev. V. Vegreville, Mis-

sionary at St. Louis de Langevin, near Prince Albert, I beg leave to draw your
attention to the clause stating that last year Rev. P. Leduc and Mr. MalonOY
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obtained from the Government written assurance that the lands occupied by French
Settlers on the South Branch of the Saskatchewan would be laid out into river lots.

I am not in a position to state whether or not such is the case, but I am aware
that a similar promise was made for the Saskatchewan, Edmonton and St. Albert
settlements.

The wishes of the settlers could easily be met without inconvenience or prejudice
to the Government by adopting the following coarse:-

1. If the Inspector of Agencies, when on the ground, should be satisfied that the
great majority of the settlers in a township desire river lots, then he should have
power to direct that every homestead fronting on the river in that township shall be
composed of four quarter-quarter sections, forming a lot of 20 chains in width by one
mile in depth.

2. Except when all the occupants of a section prefer having it allotted into
quarter sections, in which case their request should be complied with.

3. Except when all the occupants of two sections desire that the lots should be
10 chains in width, and should extend two miles to the depth of the two sections, in
Which case their wishes should also be complied with.

A lot 20 chains wide by one mile deep would be described in the patent as com-
Posed of four quarter-quarter sections.

A lot 10 chains wide by two miles deep would be described as the western,
eastern, northern or southern halves of eight quarter-quarter sections.

The areas could easily be found by reference to this office.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
E. DEVILLE, Chief Inspector of Surveys.

A. M. BURGEss, Esq., Deputy Minister of the Interior.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 10th March, 1884.
SR.,-I have the honor by direction of the Minister of the Interior to enclose

ZOu copy of a translation of a letter from the Rev. V. Vegreville, Missionary at St.
à-àOuis de Langevin, near Prince Albert, together with a copy of a communication
fron the Chief Inspector of Surveys in reference thereto. The Minister approves of
the suggestions which are made by the Chief Inspector, and directs me to request
YOu to instruct Mr. Pearce accordingly.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN R. HALL, Secretary.

A. WALsH, Esq., Commissioner of Dominion Lands, Winnipeg.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 10th March, 1884.
SIR,-I have the honor by direction of the Minister of the Interior to acknow-

ledge the receipt of your letter of the 14th ult. (S. 7175), enclosing a communication
from the Rev. V. Vegreville, Missionary at St. Louis de Langevin, and to say that
a copy of your letter and a translation of that of the ]Rev. Mr. Vegreville have been
sent to Mr. Commissioner Walsh, with a statement that the Minister approves of
your suggestions, and a request that the Inspector of Dominion Lands Agencies be
instructed accordingly.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN R. HALL, Secretary.

R. DEVILLE, Esq., Chief Inspector of Surveys, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
DoMINION LANDS OFFICE, OTTAWA, 14th January, 1879.

S1R,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated 30th
November last, enclosing one from Mr. Peter Hourie, respecting his claim to certain
ots fronting on the River Saskatchewan, in the Prince Albert settlement survey.

A. 1SSG
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The rule with respect to river front lots is that they are ten chains in width.
One of these can be taken as a homestead claim and another as a pre-emption by the
same person.

You will be later advised in regard to Mr. Bourie's case, as before coming to a
decision therein, it will be neceEsary to examine Mr. Aldous survey, and to refer to
that gentleman for facts, which he observed on the ground in connection with Mr.
Hourie's occupation.

In surveying the townships fronting on the Saskatchewan, ail river lots will be
posted in ten chains width, with a depth back from the rivers of two miles.

The departure from this rule that has been made in the case of the holdings of
older settlers in Prince Albert and other placEs, was made in view of the fact that
the intention of the Government so to lay out the lands on the river bad not been
made generally known previous to the occupation. But in the present and ail future
time people are to understand that no one can hold in any manner more land on the
river than I have above indicated, that is to say, twenty chains as homestead and
pre-emption.

A petition was given me to lay before the Minister of this Department from
certain settlers eastward of the main Prince Albert settlement, to be permitted to
retain their lands with the half mile width of frontage, in which manner they had
taken up and occupied them. I have not yet succeeded in having this granted,
although I have favorably recommended it in view of the reason before stated, that
in taking up the lands they did Fo in accordance with the published regulations of
the Dominion Lands Act setting forth the system of their survey.

Should any enquiry be made of you by the parties interested, you may inform
them that the matter is still in abeyance. Your information respecting the timber
eut upon Government lands is noted, and you will be duly instructed when it has been
fully determined what action you should take in the premises.

I would request that in future in commuînicating with this office you be careful
to write your letters relating to different subjects, on separate sheets.

The including of several subjects on the same picce oi paper causes a difficulty
in filing the various matters according to subject in the records of the office.

I have the honor to ho, Sir, your obedient servant,
LINDSAY RUSSELL, Surveyor General.

GEo. IJUcK, Local Agent of Dominion Lands, N. W. T.

DOMINIoN LANDS OFFICE, PRINCE ALBERT, N.W.T., 11th March, 1882.
SIR,-As the majority of the settlers on the sonth branch of the River Saskatcbe-

wan in the vicinity of the parish of St. Laurent have taken up their lands previous
to the survey with narrow frontages similar to those river claims in other parts of
this district, and in view of the difficulty likely to be experienced in this office in
adjusting the boundaries of these claims in aecordance with the section survey, I
have, at the request of several settlers so situated, the honor to request information
as to the possibility of re-surveyirg these sections into river lots on a similar plan to
that adopted in Prince Albert settlement, none of these claims having as yet been
entered in this office.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

Surveyor General Dominion Lands. GBO. DUCK, Agent Dom. Lands.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 21st September, 1882.
Sin,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acknowledge

the receipt of your letter of the 11th March last, stating that you had been requested
by several of the settlers in the vicinity of the parish of St. Laurent to obtain infOr
ination from the Department as to the poEsibility of there being a re-survey of their
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river claims by the Government, and to inform you that it is not the intention of the
Goveriment to cause any re.survey to be made. Of course, any sub-division differing
from the regular survey they may desire, they can procure for themselves when the
lands come into their possession. You will please, therefore, communicate this deci-
sion to the persons interested.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. M. BURGESS, Secretary.

Gio. DucK, Esq., Agent Dominion Lands, Prince Albert, N. W. T.

PRINCE ALBERT, 17th January, 1884.
SIR,-I have the honor to report that I was this day called upon by Rev. Pére

Vegreville and Hon. Charles Nolin in reference to the survey into river lots of the
land bordering the south branch of the Saskatchewan River, in Townships 45, Ranges
27 and 28, West 2nd Meridian,and Townships 44 and 45, Range 1, West 3rd Meridian.

They state that the Government promised that ihis sub-division into river lots
wOuld be made last year and that it has not been done.

At their request I promised to submit the matter for y our consideration. They
will, themselves, communicate with you on the subject.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
W. PEARCE, Tnspector.

The Honorable the Minister of the Intericr, Ottawa, Ont.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, Ottawa, 10th March, 1884.
Si,-I enclose herewith copy of a letter dated the 17th of January from Mr.

Pearce, Inspector of Dominion Lands Agencies, who refers to a petition from settlers
on the South Saskatchewan, asking for surveys of the river lots in Townships 45,
Ranges 27 and 28, west of the 2nd Principal Meridian, and Townships 44 and 45,
Range 1, west of the 3rd Principal Meridian.

Will you please state for the information of the Minister how this matter standa
at present, and what promises have been made to the petitioners.

I have the honor to bo, &c.,
JOHN R. HALL, Secretary.

. DEVILLE, Esq., Chief Inspector of Surveys, Ottawa.

TECHNICAL BRANCH, Ottawa, 12th March, 1884.
SIR,-I am in receipt of your letter of the 10th instant, er.closing copy of a

communication from Mr. Wm. Pearce, in reference to river lots in Townships 45P
Ranges 27 and 28, west of the 2nd Meridian, and Townships 44 and 45, Range 1
West Of the 3rd Meridian.

Some river lots have been laid out in the above townships but the greater part
Of the river front bas been sub-dividtd into sections.

Rev. P. Vegreville and Bon. Charles Nolin iefer probably to a pi omise of theMinister to Rev. P. Leduc and Mr. Maloney, that certain lands would be laid into
river lots.

I do not know whether or not such a promise has been made.
As to the proper course to be adopted, I would refer you to my letter of the

14th ultimo (S. 7175) to the Depnty Minister.

I have the honor to bo, Sir, your obedient servant,
E. DEVILLE, Chief Inspector of Surveys.

JORN R HALL, Esq., Secretary, Department of the Interior.
39
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OFFICE OF THE DOMINIoM LANDS COMMISSION, WINNIPEG, 19th March, 1884.
SIn,-l have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 10th

instant, No. 13486, having reference to a communication from the Rev. V. Vegrevill0
missionary at St. Louis de Langevin, near Prince Albert, in which the chief inspector Of
surveys suggests a mode of dealing with the French half-breed settlers on the South
Branich, who are desirous of having the lands claimed by them laid out in river lots,
and you direct that Mr. Inspector Pearce be instructed in accordance with the said
suggestion.

In reply, Mr. Inspector Pearce states that if he personally had time to make a
survey of those settlers' holdings, he has no doubt that entries could be granted in
legal sub-divisions, or fractional parts thereot, so that each person's interest woild
be as well protected as if laid off in river lots, but that ho has not time to do as tht t

suggestion would demand, much as he would like that kind of work. He also statoS
that ho thinks, owing to points and bays in the river, it will be found that no regular
width of lots will meet the wishes of those people, that their improvements are in

all courses, that they soem determined to have their holdings laid out in river lots,
and it will be found that they will expect the linos between every lot plainly defined
on ground ; at least, that is what Mr. Pearce states he inferred from interviews ho
had with them. Further, ho tried to explain to them how their wishes could be m6e
by meaus of a L. 8, survey, or fractional portions thoreof ; but ho fears they did not
comprehend what ho desired to impart. In fact it was a matter which he took
particular pains to discuss with others and the botter educated portion of the com-
munity, and the answer invariably was: " That is plain enough to you as a surveyOr,
but it is Greek to us; those parties are bond fide settlers, as such have or will acquirO
titlo, and if they wish their land laid off in a certain way, why should the Govern-
ment object ? In fact, it is the duty of the Government to survey it as requested.

Mr. Inspector Pearce further states that neither the agent nor his assistant are
sufficiently conversant with surveys to go on the ground and allot those lands by
L. S. or fractional portions thereof, and would recommend one of two courses to be
adopted.

lst. To send with agent on the ground a survoyor who can make a rough
traverse of improvements on each section and then entries can be given by legal
sub-divisions, so as to proserve to oach man his improvements as far as possible.

2nd. To lay out in river lots on ground, employing a surveyor of considerable
experience in that kind of work, if ho or his assistant spoke French so much the
botter, and give him sufficient latitude in his instructions, so that ho could make the
lots of such widths as to proserve to each claimant as far as possible his improvo-
monts.

In both cases ho would suggest the township road allowance be kept open.
If the first course is adopted, ho begs leave to suggest that Colonel Sproat or S.

L. Reid, D.L.S., who are now on the ground, be instructed to proceed with the agent,
and assist to carry it out, as ho thinks time would be saved by so doing, expense also.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
I have the honor to be, S; r, your obedient servant,

WM. PEARCE, For the Commissioner.
Hon. the Minister of the Interior, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTER.IOR, OTTAwA, 2nd August, 1881.
SI,-I am directed by the Acting Minister of the Interior to instruct you tO

open the Dominion Lands Agency at Prince Albert, for the homestead pre-emption
and sale of Dominion lands within the surveyed townships in your district, and for
the registration of claims to lands not yet open for entry.

I enclose you a copy of the regulations of the 25th May last, governing t
disposal of the Dominion lands. You will be guided by these regulations in al the
transactions of your office.
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belteNone of the lands in your district come within the limite of the twenty-four mile

Ail books, forms and maps other than those you have already received for your
ce Will be promptly forwarded.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. RUSSELL, Acting Surveyor General.

0o. DUcK, Esq., Dominion Lands Agent, Prince Albert, N. W. T.

DOMINION LANDS REGULATIONS.

The following regulations for the sale and settlement of Dominion Lands in the
Province of Manitoba and the North-West Territories shall, on and after the first day
'f January, 1882, be substituted for the regulations now in force, bearing date the
twenty-fitth day of May, 1881 :-

1. The surveyed lands in Manitoba and the North-West Territories shall, for the
PUrPoses of these regulations, be classified as follows :
Of CLAss A.-Lands within twenty-four miles of the main line or any branch line

the Canadian Pacific Railway, on either side thereof.
CLAss B.-Lands within twelve miles, on either side, of any projected line of

ra'Iway (other than the Canadian Pacific Railway) approved by Order in Council
Published in the Canada Gazette.

CLAss C.-Lands south of the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, not
included in Class A or B.

CLAss D.-Lands other than those in Classes A, B and C.
2. The even-numbered sections in all the foregoing classes are to be held exclu-

eitely for homesteads and pre-emptions.
(a). Except in Class D, where they may be affected by colonization agroements,

a hereinafter provided;
(b). Except where it may be necessary, out of them, to provide wood lots for

t 4ettlers;

(c). Except in cases where the Minister of the Interior, under 1.rovisions of the
oainion Lands Acte, may deem it expedient to withdraw certain lands, and seln
em at public auction, or otherwise deal with them as the Governor in Couneil maylirect.

3. The odd-numbered sections in Class A are reserved for the Canadian Pacifie
Raiway Company.

4. The odd-numbered sections in Classes B and C shall be for sale at $2.50 per
acre, payable at time of sale ;
erno(a) Except where they have been or may be dealt with otherwise by the Gov-

ror in Council.
5. The odd-numbered sections in Class D shall be for sale at $2 per acre, pay-

able at time of sale.
(a.) Except where they have been or may be dealt with otherwise by the Gov-

lernor in Council;
(b.) Except lands affected by colonization agreements, as hereinafter provided.
6. Persons who, subsequent to survey, but before the issue of the Order in

Council of 9th October, 1879, excluding odd-numbered sections from homestead
eltry, took possession of land in odd-numbered sections by residing on and cultiva-
tmg the same, shall, if continuing so to occupy them, be permitted to obtain home-etoad and pre-emption entries as if they were on even-numbered sections.

PRE-EMPTIONS.

7. The prices for pre-emption lots shall be as follows
For lands in Classes A, B and C, $2.50 por acre.
For lands in Class D, $2.00 per acre.
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Payment shall be made in one sum at the end of three years from the date O
entry, or at such earlier date as a settler may, under the provisions of the Doniio?
Lands Acts, obtain a patent for the homestead to which such pre-emption lot belOlg"

COLONIZATION.

Plan Number One.
8. Agreements may be entered into with any company or person (hereinaft

called the party) to colonize and settle tracts of land, on the following conditions*-
(a.) The party applying must satisfy the Government of its good faith a'

ability to fulfil the stipulations contained in these regulations.
(b.) The tract of land granted to any party shall be in Class D.
9. The odd-numbered sections within such tract may be sold to the party at

per acre, payable, one-ßfth in cash at the time of entering into the contract, andta
balance in four equal annual imstalments from and after that time. The party sh
also pay to the Government 5 cents per acre for the survey of the land purchased bf
it, the same to be payable in four equal annual instalments at the same time as tbo
instalments of the purchase money. Interest at the rate of 6 per cent. per an00
ahall be charged on ail past due instalments.

(a.) The party shall, within five years from the date of the contract, colO"#
its tract.

(b.) Such colonization shall consist in placing two settlers on homesteads on each
even-numbered section, and also two settlers on each odd-numbered section.

(c.) The party may be secured for advances made to settlers on homesteW
according to the provisions of the 10th section of the Act 44 Victoria, Cap. 16-(th
Act passed in 1881 to amend the Dominion Lands Acts).

(d.) The homestead of 160 acres shall be the property of the settler, and he
bave the right to purchase the pre-emption lot belonging to his homestead at $2 Per
acre, payable in one sum at the end of three years from the date of entry, or at W
earlier date as he may under the provisions of the Dominion Lands Acts obtain A
patent for bis homestead.

(e.) When the settler on a homestead does not take entry for the pre-emptio .
to which he bas a right, the party may within three months after the settler's Tg
has elapsed pt chase the same at $2 per acre, payable in cash at the time of purchase

10. In consideration of having colonized bis tract of land in the manner set for
in sub-section b of the last preceding clause, the party shall be allowed a rebate of OD'
balf the original purchase.money of the odd-numbered sections in its tract.

(a.) During each of the five years covered by the contract an enumeratiofn sal
be made of the settiers placed by the party in its tract, in accordance with sub-c00ti0 0
b of clause 9 of these regulations, and for each bondfide settler seo found therein a re
bate of one hundred and twenty dollars shall be credited to the party; but the euO
so credited shall not, in the aggregate, at any time exceed one hundred and twefly
dollars for each bond fide settler tound within the tract, in accordance with the ai
sub-Eection, at the time of the latest enumeration.

(b.) On the expiration of the five years, an enumeration shall be made of the bon
fide settiers on the tract, and if they are found to be as many in number and plac
in the manner stipulated for in sub-section b of clause 9 of these regulations, a furthet

zind final rebate of $40 per settler shall be credited to the party, which sua, wheo
added to those previously credited, will amount to one-half of tho purchase maoneY
vf the odd-numbered sections and reduce the price thereof to $1 per acre. BuIt jf i
should be found that the full numberof settlers required by those regulations are no
on the tract, or are not placed in conformity with sub-section b of clause 9 Of these
regulations, then for each settler fewer than the required number, or not placed i
conformity with the said sub.section, the party shall forfeit $160 of rebate.

(c.) If at any tirne during the existence of the contract the party shall bae
failed to perform any of the conditions thereof, the Governor in Council msy ,dcan
the sale of the land purchased by it, and deal with the party as may seem meet under
the circumstances.
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(d.) To be entitled to rebate, the party shall furnish to the Minister of the
erior evidence that wilI'satisfy him that the tract has been colonized and settled

u accordance with sub-section b of clause 9 of these regulations.

Plan Number Two.
IL To encourage settlement by capitalists who may desire to cultivate larger

reS than can be purchased where the regulations provide that two settiers shal
be Placed on each section, agreements may be entered into with any company or

son, (hereinafter called the party) to colonize and settle tracts of land on the
owig conditions:-

abili (a.) The party applying must satisfy the Government of its good faith and
t to fulfil the stipulations contained in these regulations.
(b.) The tract of land granted to any party shall be in Class D.
(c.) All the land within the tract may be sold to the party at two dollars per-

acre, payable in cash, at the time of entering into the contract. The party shall, at
t same time, pay to the Government five cents per acre for the survey of the land

purchased by it.
(d.) The party shall, within five years from the date of the contract, colon i ze the

wnship or townships comprised within its tract.
(e.) Such colonization shall consist in placing one hundred and twenty-eight bond
settlers within each township.

. 12. In consideration of having colonized its tract of land in the manner set forth
ub-section e of the last preceding clause, the party shall be allowed a rebate of

one-half of the original purchase money of its tract.

b (a.) During each of the five years covered by the contract an enumeration shall
e ede of the settlers placed by the party in its tract, in accordance with sub-section

of clause 11 of these regulations, and for each bond fide settler so found therein a
rebate of one hundred and twenty dollars shall be repaid to the party; but the sums
o Iepaid shail not, in the aggregate, at any time exceed one hundred and twenty
ollars for each bondfide settler found within the tract, in accordance with the said

slubsection at the time of the latest enumeration.
b (b.) On the expiration of the five years an enumeration shall be made of the

dfide settlers placed by the party in its tract, and if they are found to be as many
Infumber and placed in the manner stipulated for in sub-section e of clause il of

these regulations, a further and final rebate of forty dollars per settler shall be repaid,
which suin, when added to those previously repaid to the party, will amount to one-

0af of the purchase money of its tract and reduce the price thereof to one dollar peracre. But if it should be found that the full number of settlers required by these
legulations are not on the tract, or are not placed in conformity with the said sub-
section, then, for each settler fewer than the required number or not settled in con-
do rnity with the said sub-section, the party shall forfeit one hundred and sixty

ollars of rebate.

e (c.) To be entitled to rebate the party shall furnish to the Minister of the Interior
vidence that h. will satisfy him that the tract has been colonized and settled ii

aocordance with sub-section e of clause il of these regulations.

Official Notice.

13. The Government shall give notice in the Canada Gazette of all agreementa
entered into for the colonization and settlement of traces of land under the foregoingPlanS, in order that the public may respect the rights of the purchasers.

TIMBER FOR SETTLERS.

r14. The Minister of the Interior may direct the reservation of any odd or even
aelfbered section having timber upon it, to provide wood for homestead settlers onections without it; and each such settler may, where the opportunity for so doingsxiBts, Purchase a wood lot, not exceeding 20 acres, at the price of 85 per acre in cash.
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15. The Minister of the Interior may grant, under the provisions of *i
Dominion Lands Act, licenses to cut timber on lands within surveyed townshie
The lands covered by such licenses are thereby withdrawn from homestead and PM
emption entry and from sale.

PASTURAGE LANDs.
16. Under the authority of the Act 44 Vie., cap. 16, leases of tracts for gra

purposes may be granted on the following conditions:
(a.) Such leases to be for a period of not exceeding twenty-one years, suad 0

single lease shal cover a greater area than 100,000 acres.
(b.) In surveyed territory, the land embraced by the lease shall be described o

townships ahd sections. In unsurveyed territory, the party to whom a lease miI
promised shall, before the issue of the lease, cause a survey of the tract to be made,
his own expense, by a Dominion lands surveyor, under instructions from the
veyor General; and the plan and field notes of such survey shall be depositedO1
record in the Department of the Interior.

(c.) The lessee shall pay an annual rental at the rate of $10 for every 1900
acres embraced by his lease, and shall within three years from the granting o
lease, place on the tract one head of cattle for every ten acres of land embraced by
the lease, and shall during its term maintain cattle thereon in at least that P
portion.

(d.) After placing the prescribed number of cattle upon the tract leased,. 06
lessee may purchase land within his leasehold for a home farm and corral, paY
therefor 82 per acre in cash.

(e.) Failure to fulfil any of the conditions of his lease shall subject the lesse
forfeiture thereof.

17. When two or more parties apply for a grazing lease of the same land, teld
shall be invited, and the lease shall be granted to the party offering the high
premium therefor, in addition to the rental. The said premium to be paid beforetb
issue of the lease.

GENERAL PRoVIsIoNs.

18. Payments for land may be in cash, scrip or police or military bounty warrato
19. These regulations shall not apply to lands valuable for town plots, or tO

or other mineral lands, or to stone or marble quarries, or to lands having â
power thereon; or to sections 11 and 29 in each township, which are school
or sections 8 and 26, which belong to the Hudson Bay Company.

By order,
LIN DSAY ]RUSSE LL, Surveyor General,

Department of the Interior, Ottawa, 23rd December, 1881.

fREsoLUTIONS passed at a largely attended meeting representing the entire
of Lorne, North-.West Territories, held at Prince Albert, N.W.T.,
October, 1881.
1. Whereas land was reserved for railway purposes, only as late as May

and previous to that date many bond fide settlers in the district of Lorne, N.'
had porformed homestead duties, on odd-numbered sections:

Resolved, That the Right Honorable the Minister of the Interior be reques0
to grant homestead patents to such settlers.

2. Whereas the price of lands for pre.emption and purchase was lar el.
-creased in May, 1881, and many persons had settled in the district of Lorne, UW.
previous to that date: e

Resolved, That the Right Honorable the Minister of the Interior be reque
to grant to such settiers their lands at a price in accordance with the Order
Council existing at the time of settlement.
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3. Whereas the Indian title in this district or territory has not become extinct,
ad the old settlers and half-breed population of Manitoba were granted scrip in

.OInntation of such title, and such allowance has not been made to those resident
!l his territory:

SResolved, That the Right Honorable the Minister of the Interior be requested
grant such scrip to such settlers, thus placing them on an equal footing with thei

e".fr4res in Manitoba.
4. Whereas many persons have been settled on land in this district for three

years and More, and have performed the homestead duties required by law; and
anpe Prsons have bought land from such settlers depending on the good faith of

Government for security in their holding such land:
ReSOlved, That the Right Honorable the Minister of the Interior be requested

tatents to such persons with as little delay as possible.
.. Whereas previous to the survey of this section of country, land was taken up

a 1rnproved by bond fide letters, and on the surveys being made they found them.
es On school or Hudson Bay Company's lands:
Resolved, That such occupant be secured in such holding.
6. Whereas the lands office being at last opened :

h ,tesOlved, That no entries of land claims shall be made until a satisfactory reply
sfbeen received to the above resolution.
7. Resolved, That the Honorable the member for the district of Lorne be

"tt[ested to present a copy of the above resolution to the Right Honorable the
lister of the Interior, and obtain a reply to be sent to the chairman of this meeting.

H. MACBEATH, ecretary.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIoR, 22nd November, 1881.
81a,-By direction of the Minister of the Interior, I have the honor to acknowledge,

rc1*pt of memorial, handed in by you, of certain resolutions passed at a meeting of
lnhabitants of the district of Lorne (which you represent in the North-West

CO hieil), held at Prince Albert, on the 18th October, 1881.
lin reply to the questions involved in the several resolutions contained therein, I

at tO say as follows :-
.Resolution No. 1. The holders of the meeting were evidently under a misappre-

sion as to the date at which the withdrawal of odd-numbered sections from home-
stead entry was ordered by Government. It was on the 9th July, 1879, that an
Order 'n Council was first passed to that effect, and it was made public in the Oolcial
Gazette, and generally through the newspapers of the Dominion.

Those who were actual settlers previous to that time, and who have since con-
tn'hed to be such by their own residence on and cultivation of the quarter-sections
ttken shall be allowed homesteads and pre-emptions as if the sections on which they
settled were stili open for this class of entries, but by the law no patent can issue
'ktil the expiration of the three years after the date of entry. Nothing short of the

authority or Parliament could permit of the patent being granted earlier.
Resolution No. 2. The request contained in this resolution will be granted, so f ar00ncerns quarter-sections which have been actually settled upon and improved, on

#Vience being furnished of the nature of such settlement and extent of improvement
Batisfactory to the Minister being requisite in each case, and the privilege beinggranted or withheld as the facts may warrant.

Resolution No. 3. As by treaty with the Indians their title to any portion of theteiritory included within the district of Lorne has been extinguished, this resolution
Would need explanation.

Resolution No. 4. Answer to the request in Resolution No. 4 is included in
replies above.

ad esolution No. 5. The law provides that in cases where an actual settler occupies
.'cd dultivates land in unsurveyed territory, which proves on survey to be a quarter-

noetion of school land, he is permitted to obtain homestead entry therefor, other land
heUlg selected in lieu thereof for the purposes of school land.
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In cases of similar settlement on Hudson Bay Company lands, the option res3t
-with the company whether or not to surrender the land and accept other in lie
thereof from the Government.

Hitherto, in cases of bond fide settlement in advance of survey the company l
always consented to such an exchange.

ln closing, I am to say that the Minister will cause enquiry to be made thron
bis own officers with reference to the several subjects of these resolutions, and
on their report, have such action taken in the premises as may be in accordance'%'t
law and necessary.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
LINDSAY RUSSELL, Acting Deputy Minister of the Interior.

Hon. LAWRENoE CL&RKE, Member N.W. Council, at Toronto.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAWA, 14th April, 1882.
SrR,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to acko3

ledge the receipt of your letter dated the 25th January last, having further refere""a
to the memorial handed in by you of certain resolutions passed by the inhabitants 0
the district of Lorne, at a meeting held at Prince Albert on the 18th October 188i
In reply, I am to inform you that the Minister, among other amendments tO t
Dominion Lands Act, which he has recently proposed for the consideration of Pat'
liament, bas included a provision for the case of settlers who have complied f01 1
with the spirit of the homestead law before it was possible for them to obtain reg'
entry. The other points raised in your letter are reserved for the Minister's spO"%
,consideration.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. M. BURGESS, Secretary.

IjAWRENCE CLARKE, Esq., Member of the North-West Council, Carleton, N.W.T.

CARLETON, N.W.T., 25th January, 1883.
Sra,-l have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 2 20

November last, embodying the reply of the Right Honorable the Minister of th1
Interior to a memorial handed in by me of certain resolutions passed at a meeting o
the inhabitants of the district of Lorne, held at Prince Albert on the 18th Octe
ber, 1881.

With regard to resolution No. 3, it is remarked that:
" As by treaty with the Indians, their title to any portion of the territory

included within the district of Lorne has been extinguished, this resolution WOU
meed explanation."

1 would respectfully submit, that the Indian title, no doubt, has
extinguished, but evidently not that of the half-breed residents of the North-«'c
Territories.

The Government of the Dominion of Canada have repeatedly acknowledged
right in the soil of the half-breed inhabitants, as is proved

By the Parliament of Canada in 1870, 33 Victoria, chap. 3, section 31, as follo
" And whereas it is expedient towards the extinguishment of the Indian title t

the lands in the Province to appropriate a portion of such ungranted lands to tbe
extent of 1,400,000 acres thereof for the benefit of the families of the half-breed rO
dents, it is hereby enacted that under regulations to be from time to time made by ,
Governor General of Canada in Council, the Lieutenant.Governor shall select sell.
lots or tracts in such part of the Province as he may deem expedient to the eX'
atoresaid, and divide the sums among the children of the half-breed heads of famiî"'e
residing in the Province at the time of the said transfer to Canada, and the sam$e h
be granted to the said children, respectively, in such mode and in such condition as
tettlement, and otherwise as the Governor General in Council may, from time t'
time, determine."
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In 1874 the Parliament of Canada pazsed an explanatory Act to that of 1870,
and by 37 Victoria, chap. 20, linit th.i grant of 1,40,000 acres to the balf-breed
children of heads of ) families residing in the Province at the time of the transfer of
tho country to Canada, and providing for the granting of jand scrip to each hait breed
head of' u Iamily of the nominal value of a quarter-section 8 0, resident in Manitoba
on the 15th July, 1870.

In ail treaties mude outside the boundaries of the Province of Manitoba with
indians the balt-breeds' rights to participate therein was acknowledged, and num.
bers ot these people were admitted into tre .ties.

The Indian Act of 1876, paragraph e of sub-section 3, specially confirms this
right, )n these words:-3. "The term Indian means: First. Any male person of

dian blood reputed to belong to a particular band. Second. Any child of such
PIrso0. Thiid. Any wornau who is or was lawfully married to such person."

And aun Act asseLnted to on the 15th May, 1879, ttyled an Act to amend " The
Indian Act of 187#;," I paragraph e of sub section 3, of section 3 of " The Indian
Act, 1876 " is hereby amended by adding at the end thereof the words:

" And any half-breed who may have been admitted into a treaty shall be allowed
0 Withdraw therefrom in refunding ail annuity money received by him or ber
lunder the said treaty, or suffering a corresponding reduction in the quantity of land

or scrip which such balf-breed as such may be entitled to receive from the Govern-
tuent."

ln 1879 the Government excluded half-breeds from being admitted into purely
Indian treaties, and in the same year, in the general provisions of the Consolidated
Act of 1879, in section 125, sub section e, there is provision made:

"To satisfy any claims existing in connection with the extinguishment of the
ndian title preferred by half-breeds resident in the North-West Territories ontside of

the limits of Manitoba on the 15th day of July, 1870, by granting land to such per.
s0l, to such extent and on such terms and conditions as may be expedient."
. It will be seen, therefore, that from the first enactment in 1870, to the last in

i879, the rights in the soil of the half-breeds have been recognized by the Govern-
ment, and provision made for the extinguishment of their title.

A very strong memorial on this subject was laid before the North-West Council
at its last meeting in June, 1881, and a Resolution adopted by that body that the
Illemorial should be submitted to the Governor General of Canada, with a recom-
Tendation that His Excellency would be pleased to draw the attention of His
Ministers to the grievance complained of.

At Prince Albert on the 19th instant, I had the honor of reading your letter to
a large assembly of my constituents, when much satisfaction was testified for the
concessions made by the Minister of the Interior with regard to these lands.

A strong feeling of regret at the same time was expressed that the law debarred
the Ploleer settlers who. had performed ail settlement duties prior to the opening of
the Lorne Lands Office from obtaining immediate patents for their lots, and a confi-
dent reliance that, on further consideration, the Right Honorable the Minister of the
Interior would have the law amended so as to allow of this just grievance being
redressed.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
L. CLARKE,

Member North- West Council for District of Lorne.
DLNusAY ]RUSSELL, IEsq., Deputy Miniter of the Interior, Ottawa.

(Telegram.)
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OTTAwA, ith May, 1884.

H las Pearce communicated to Prince Albert claimants that bis recommendation
been approved ? If not, it will be done from here.

A- WALSII, Esq., Land Comnmissioner, Winnipeg, Man.
R 47
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(Telegram.)
DEPARTMENT OF THE INIERIOR OTTAWA, 1st August, 1884.

Telegraph if Duck was instracted respecting modified terms to B>yd and other
Prince Albert claimns.

A. M. BURG ESS.
To A. WAÎsa, Esq., Commissioner Dominion Lands, Wirnipeg.

(P>rava te,)
QUEBEO, 2 nd May, 1884.

VEAR MR. BURiogsq,-I am in receipt of a letter this morning from a party in-
terested in the Priore Albert lands reported on by Mr. Pearce.

Il upon investigating the matter you find that those whom Pearce propoes to
charge 82 per acre for thoir land should only be charged 8 1, make the change at once.

D L. MACPHERSON.
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RETURN
(45c)

To an ADDRESs of the HOUSE OF OOMMONS, dated 14th April, 1886 ;--For

copies of al the depositions or other evidence submitted in favor of
Half-breeda or.Metis sentenced to imprisonment in the Gaol at Regina,
and in the Provincial Penitentiary of Manitoba; and also all deposi..
tions submitted in behalf of André Nault and Abraham Monteur, Metis
prisoners confined at Regina and Battleford.

By Command.

J. A. CHAPLEAU,
epartment of the Secretary of State, Secretary of State.

l3th May, 1886.

THB QUEEN vs. JOSEPH ARJAND, ET AL.

-nrth-West Territories,
To wit:

I, Alexis André, of Prince Albert, Priest, Superior of the Catholic Mission of
Carlton, being duly sworn, depose and say:-

1. I have lived twenty-five years among the half-breeds in Dakota and Manitoba,
and fifteen years among them at that part of the Saskatchewan where the late rebel-
lioI broke out. I personally know almost every one of the half-breeds, and am
thOroughly well aware of the varions ways and means by which Louis Riel secured
the adheion of- these people.

2. I Most solemnly declare from my own personal knowledge that with the excep.
tion Of Gaoriôl Dumont, Napoléon Neault and Damase Carrière, now deceased, not one
Of the Other half-breeds had the least idea or suspicion that there was any probability
OrP danger of rebellion, until they were uo completoly invoived in the toile of Riel,
8nd he had led them on until they were so compromised, that there was no escape
for then. On the one side were most glowing; promises of peace and pienty
for them if they would follow him as their leader; on the other they were made to
religiously believe that they had no mercy to expect ut the bands of the soldiers,1-olice, or from the Government of Canada; if taken prisoners or wounded, they weretold nothing but death with unpitying torture awaited them at the bande of the
soldiers and police, and their wives, daughters and sisters would be dishonored before
their eyes, their children hacked to pieces, and all their earthly property utterly
destroyed, and their whole nation exterminated by the brutal soldiery. But if any.
ting were wanting to complete the terror of those poor, deluded people, it was sup-
Plied whlen pointing out the late of Charles Nolin, who had been senLenced to deathby Riel for desertion, and ordered to be shot on view as a desorter, was imprisoned
by the police. The treatment of Charles Nolin by the authorities gave great force
tO Riel's threats, and above alt to a great extent gave an appearance of truth to the
aSertion of Riel when he so oftn named his unfortunate dupes, that there was no
Kierey to be expected for them if they were taken prisone s or surrendered to the

Police or Government.
4OC-1
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It will be remembered that a proclamation was izitued by Major Crozier at my
suggestion, knowing that a great many of the half-breeds were kept by force, and had
been brougLht by force into camp. The proclamation of which a copy is herewith
produced offered protection to ail those who were4orced to take part in the rebellioni,
on their surrendering themselves to the commauding offleer at Carlton or Prince
Albert. Now, on this proclamation, Charles Nolin, when he made his escapeat on
went to Prince Albert with the proclamation in his pocket, confident ia his loyalty,
and in the promise given in Ber Maj sty's name, applied to the offlcer in comiand
for protection. lie was rewarded for his loyatty and confidence by being ironed and
-oast into prison, where he was kept for two months, without any charge or acousa-
tion being made against him, and without any explanation beigg given to him, and
-was at length liberated without any explanation or excuse.

This most illegal and ill-judged proceeding gave fearful weight to Riel's asser-
tions. " See " cried he, " what you have to expect if you desert as Noiin did, see
the mercy that will be shown to you, and think of your wives and families, Nolin is
a deserter, he will be shot if 1 can catch him, and the police have him chained in
prison, from which he will be brought out only to be hanged like a dog, &c. Now
yeu know that death is the certain portion of any traitor or deserter from our sacrod,
cause, or of those who attempt to escape from our camp when the lives of their fri 3nda
sud families depend on all being true to our bly cause." The poor people were also
terrorized ino submission by their cunning leader pointing out to them anyonO
deserting now in the hour of danger, in the face of the enemy, would live a life of
shame, abandoced by all honest and brave men, would go down to the grave dis-
honored with the name of coward, and would leave behind them a memory loaded
with disgrace, which would be carried on his brow by every one of his descenlants
to future generations.

Pierre Parenteau I have known since I met him in the Red River Settlement
now Manitoba, since 1862. ie is a man of 72 years of age, and has eleven ohildren,
and since I first knew him has been a man of peace, and who was remarkable for thO
gond influence he exertei over the people of his race and kindred, who, when on the
plains in days now passed, a leader of bis people he prevented many a bloody deed
between the Indian tribes and half-breeds, and always was on the side of peace and
order. This good old man was misled by the wily Riel telling him that the younger
inen of his race required the soothing and pacifying influence of the old friend and
counrisellor of their forefathers; that it was hie duty to become a leader or counsellor
among the people in their peacefui efforts to secure their rights. That it was by such
absistance as bis that he depended upon avoiding all approach to violence, and to
succeed in keepirg union and peace among the hall-breed people. This poor old mnu
was borne on by the appeal to his heart and conscientionsly did what he thought Was
righ&. ie was not in conscience or in fact guilty of any disloyal thought or actiou,
and stands before God and man to-day, although in a felon's cell, an honest man. To
keep such an aged and respectable man as this any longer in prison must be tO
strike at the beart ot justice and render law a thing of scorn. is house has been1
burned down and all his horses and some of bis cattie are lost or stolen.

Emmanuel Champagne i have known since 1861. He was then a resideut Of
Dakota, and was doing a considerable business at Pembina during the horrors of the
Sioux massacre in 1862, and bas a wife and seven childron. Champagne saved thO
lives of many white men and women at the risk of hie own life and property, ana
is gratefully remembered by many of the white people of Dakota to this day-
After living in Red River Settlement and Manitoba, respected for many yenre, he
came to the Saskatchewan about six years ago, and lived at Batoche, where he bad a
very fine place and a large business. I believe he was north at the time of the break-
ing out o the rebellion. He was worth at leat twenty-five thousand dollars-to-day
he is a ruined man. When Riel proposed to the old man to join the movement 4f
the half-breed rights he promptly refused to do so. Persuasion of all kinds failed tO
induce him to go in with Riel. When Riel and his followera came to Batoche, Ciaru-
pagne was again soliuited to join the movement, and, on positively refusing to do SOi

2
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threats were used instead of sweet words. Uniess you consent to become a member
'of the côuncil your whole property will be pillaged, your life will not be safe, you
Will be at the mercy of those who wish to abuse y m, and by threats and force theold Man was kept there, but lie acted as he always had done, defended those who
were in danger. To him Tom McKay owes bis liberty, if not his life, and to McKay's
being at liberty the Government of Canada owes the fact, to a great extent, of the
sPeedy suppression of the rebellion. I have no hesitation in declaring that Cham-
Pagne, instead of being in prison as a malefactor, ought to be distinguished by the
Government as one who was loyal and true to his Queen and country in a time of
trYing danger. One thing is certain-a very short time longer in prison, and death
IWill deliver him, as ho is sick, old and faiting fast. He is between sixty and seventy
Years o*id.

Maxime Lopine I know well. He was a leading man in Manitoba before he
ta'e to the Saskatchewan. He was in favor of constitutional agitation to secure the
rights of the hall-breeds, but was positively opposed to violence of any kind, and it
was Only by compulsion he was kept among tLe Riel people. He opposed himself to
Uiel in every way ho could, and prevented a great deal of violence and mischief by
his determination. He was always very moderate and peaceful in his conduct. lie
has a wife and six children, and is about fitty years of age.

Pierre Gariépie is an old man of fifty-five years of age, and has a wife and seven
children, and bas been all his life nearly on the plains as a hunter. He has a large
famîily, and is ignorant of the ways of political tricksters and civilized agitators. Heis ju-st one or two degrees above the Indian, but was a leader among the plain
hunters. Riel made him believe there would be no trouble or violence, and when
the Wounded at Duck Lake were about to be brutally massacred by the Indians it
wYas this old man in particular who saved them.

Albert Monkman I have known for two years past. He is a man who has been
very much, and I think unfairly, abused and misrepresented. I always found hioe

indandgood, and he always took the part of the weak and defenceless against Riel,
.his own very great danger and risk. The opinion I get of him from my brother

Priests is most favorable. He prevented the burning at Duck Lake and St. Laurent of
the Catholic churches, although not a Catholic himself, and wafs imprisoned by Riel
because he opposed him in every way he could and wanted to escape from the rebel
camp. I sincerely believe that Monkman was a good, true and loyal man, who was
Placed in most difficult circumstances, and acted amid danger and difficulty as lew
"en would dare to do for the best interesta of the country, even at the imminent risk
Of his life.

Philip Gariépie, forty-eight years of age, I have known for twenty-five years.
e has been married for twenty years, and has a large family of six children. All

eettlers know this man and respect him. He is one of the most respectable and
Peaceable men' in the whole country, kind-hearted and gentle as a womau. I am
iformaed that ho is accased with having abused a wounded man -Nwett. From

ray personal and intimate knowledge of this man's oharacter and disposition, I do
lot hOsitate to pronounce this accusation to be false and unfounded. It Is repugnant
bo every feeling of the heart of a man like Gariépie. rt is the act of a savage and
rutal and wolsh nature and disposition. He is quite the contrary-kind, amiable

and charitable, while his accuser, who is, if I am rightly informed, one Levèque, is
tOtally unworthy of belief Ho came to the baskatchewan poor and miserable, and
*as treated kindly by Gariépie, whom ho now tries to ruin.

JOseph Arcand is a poor, harmless kind of individ ual, about fifty years of age,
t a wife and six children living. He was plunged in misfortune at the time of
Lhe rebellion. He lost two children by death during that time, and was almost iq.
des Oair. He took no part in any fight, and wa. sent away to protect the prisoners
hioundmaker's camp, where his conduct was kind and considerate. The poor man

le stili keenly suffering from the sad loss of his children, and is an object of pity
than vengeance.
45c -lt 3
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Alexis Labombarde is a poor, old almost blind man. He bas a wife but tGO
ohildren, eighty-two yearmog age. I have known him, for twenty-ive years past. X
was sent by the& Goveriment as a commissin to the Sioux in 1862, during, the
massacre, ard this old man wa*s my interpreter at the time. I found him honest and
reliable. He has been acting as an interpreter the greater part of hie life, and bu i
now accused of acting in that capacity between Riel and the Sioux. He did so withr
out any evil intent, ani without any idea that he was doing wrong. I know myseof
that he told the Sioux to be moderato and not to kill; this I know from the. S:oux
themselves who told me. Now, to punish this old man for acting as an interpreter
woild be jut about as just as to punish a telephone for carrying smund. I do not
think the Government of Canada will advance their own glory or the interests of tho
Domimion by going to the cradle to find criminals, or on the verge of the grave to
lnd victime

Philip Garnot I have known for about four or five years. He i a very nervol
and timid creature, with very little courage or decision of character. Ritl ordered
hin to take up arms ; he retused to do so, and continued keeping his little boarding
bouse and attending to hie businese. Day af ter day for four days Riel ordered him tO
corne and take part in the movement, at last îiel ordered him to be dragged to the
camp, where overpowered by terror for hie life and fear of loss of his property, he con-
sented to act as secretary, but refused to fight, or to resort to the use of arms. le
muet be remembered that having a gun in one's band in Riel's camp was no proof of
disloyalty or of being a fighting rebel. Many had to carry a gun to protect thea-
selves or their property from the savages who were not at all particular whose prO-
perty they took when the desire possessed them. I have reasen to know that Garnot
was invariably kind and considerate to the prisoners and to all those whom he could
assist in hie peculiar pos'ition.

Alexander P. Fisher I have known for twenty-five years, part in Manitoba ani
in the Saskatchewan. lie s aun innocent, flighty kind of fellow, who is always ready
and anxious to create a laugh. le was the owner of the ferry and it was all he bo
to support his fam ily. He was compelled to remain to try and save his ferry and wire
cable as it was lis ail. H1e was always-opposed to the fiet movement, and it was only
abject fear of death that caused him to remain in the camp in addition to the fact that
his three little daughters were in the convent school, and ho feared if ho escapO1
they would suffer for him. T amtold that a great deal of importance is attached toO
paper signed by him as Governor of the Saskatchewan, or of some other silly joke Of
that kind. Surely no one can be mistaken in seeing that.the poor creature was joki4g•
Be is of so volatile a disposition that he will do any kind ofsilly folly to make peoPJo
laugh. Again be is I*believe accused cf signing a declaration of noutrality. Well,'
may be a crime to do so and it may make a man disloyal, and guilty of high treasO0
to do so. The poor half-breeds are not very deeply versed in the noble science Of
law, and they may be perbaps pardoned for doing that which their prieste were oblig
to do under a L-uperior force, to save ibeir lives and to be able to assist the tardf
authorities whose neglect had leit them at the mercy of a lunatie or a tyrant. Fishef
nover took up arms. Be has lost ail his property, le is guilty of being obligedtodo
the best h. could to save his lite and that is ail his guilt. In all other respects he
perfectly innocent. He bas three children wbose mother le dead.

Pieto Henri is known to me for twenty-years. The last two or three years la
Saskatchewan. He is a very quiet, silent man. Riel used him as a counsel becl00
ho never bas anything to say and ie aprofoundly ignorant man. I solemnly accIe
that 1 know of no act of his that waa bad. He did no harm of any kind to anyone I
and was more a cat's-paw than anything else. He hias a very large and helpless fgarni
of a wife and seven cbildren. One of his sons being a-confirmed invalid, God kno
what will become of them if he is kept in prison, they will become a charge on
publie. He bas lost all bis property.

Moïse Ouellette I know for twenty.fiveyears He is not a man of much inte
gence. He has a very large family of eteven children and hi. wife and la their on
support. le assisted Lepine and Rose; and Ouellette, from the beginning, opposed 101
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every way possible, and they did all they could to prevent rebellion and any resort
arms. This may be seen in Rie's prayers, when he prays to God to change Ouellette

and others. Ouellette was the man who carried Geodral Middleton's letter to Riel
for which ho was promised considerations. He is about fifty-five years of age.

Ignace Poitras, senior and junior. I have known the old man for fifteen yeara,since5 he came and settled on the Sasks$eh.wan. He is one of the most.simple, ihonest
A peaceable men in the whole sttlement, nevermixing in any agitation or trouble.

m very intimately acquainted with hum. I have often been bis guest, and always
found a welcome at his hospitable bouse. Ris industry and economy made him a
oml'fortable and well off man. He was, fortunately for the prisoners in Riel's camp,

Ole of their guards, and I was told tby several of thom that ho was kind and good to
1em always. He is about sixty years of age and bas a wife and ten children, and

]ias lost everthing. The young man was with hie father and is a harmless youth.
heold man is old and'feeble, and has tsugered very greatly in health and property.

,The best interests of justice would, I tbink, be satisfied by sending him home to hie
oor family.

i B&ptiste Vandal is the ner n ighbor <of Poitras, and I can say the same about
11n that I do of Poitras. He resisted for a long time before ho could be forced to

]oi Riel, and did so only from fer and compulsion. Ie has a large family of a wife
and eight children, snd is a very poor ma, and is an old man of about fifty years of
age. Riel wanted te nameêhiim a eaptahbut he refused positively to act, and hencs
Was appointed one of the guards ýover the prisoners, arid tbey all agree that ho was
7nest kind to them, and gave them any little comfort in his power. such as tobacco, &o.

Baptiste BEoohleau, who is gennaly known as Old Man Rocheleau, is nearly
seventy yeats old. Re-ws always a hard working, pesceable man. Has a family
oa wife and four ehildoen and ms ewtirely opposed to Riel's proceedinge. He
refued to fight or do anything wroeg, and was like the last two named plaoed over

e prisonerS and compeled, tbroagh tsar, to romain in oamp. He speaks the Eng-
lish a littie and proved ueful and .a friend te the prisoners. He is a humane and
Ood old Man.

Josepki Delorme I knew in Manitobaaad!during the three yeare thathe has been
the Saskatchewan. He was always a very reqpectable, bard working man, very

onet and well thought of. fie, -or a long time, irefused to bave anything to do witti
liel, and induced hie neighbors to refuse to dothe msame. It was only by force and
threats that ho was Sompelled to take-part with :the rebel party. Hs has been very
Severely wounded, is a cripple for if, and his home and family utterly ruined. If
lie offended ho has been very heaVily tpunisbed, and the band of justice might, in

erY, deal lightly with him. ae hae a wifo and four children and has lost overy.
t'king. 1

Maxime Dubois I have known since w as a boy. He has a family of sevenChildren. B.e was i my servie fr sotue time, and proved bonest, faithful and
reliable, and bas been greatlytrusted by his employers, and always proved very
Worthyof being trusted. This poor old man was induced to sur render himiel bythe advice of Father Végreville,,ad is row a prisoner lor the reason above. He is
about thirty.six years of age, and hi@ wie is a rippie.

Pierre Vandae I have knowa Mr feen yurs. He has seven cbildren, yonng,afnd unable to previde for themselves. go is thirty-six years of' age. The poor
'n' Wa siok and unable to do anything.; beig wamless, Riel sent him off to Battle .
foyd alOng with the others to proteet the prieoners in Poudmiker's camp. Henoither had arme nor did anything far whieh h. should suffer the punishment he has
nftered since ho foolishly surrendered imself te the authorities

Alexander Caideux, or Kitwayo, is a pure Indian but bas lived with the 1half-
beed8. I have known him for seventeen yeavs, he is a hunter and has a grest deaief 'ifuoee with the Indian tribes. He has a very large family of ton chi dren andtheir mother. -- ofthe children are -ripples, and ho is an did man nearly sixty
Years of age. He spent the winter hunting away twohundred miles at Turkey Irtke-and oUly arrived about the end of April when ho was seized by Riel and forced into
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his service. He was not present at any battle and rendered very signal service in:
saving the lives of the teamsters when the Indians were about to massacre thenm
after taking them prisoners. He bas lost everything.

James 8hort was always a good, honest man. ie was a buffalo hunter, ignorant
and easily led away ; Riel made him believe anytbing he wished. Althougb an
ignorant man, he is a noble fellow, and incapable of a mean or unmanly action. le
was present above Lepine's Crossing when flat boats were in the river with a large
quantity of arms and so forth belongingto the Government, and Captain Gagnon,
of the North-West Mounted Police, at Prince Albert, told me saved a large quantity
of rifles and other property for the Government by diving down in twelve feet of
water. I beg leave earnestly to recommend this man to the clemency and mercy of
the court, as he has a large and helpless family of a wife and ton children depending
on him for support, and refused to run away or escape when told to do so, but went-
ta woi k to make a living for his family and was made prisoner while froighting.

Joseph Pilon is a farmer, and has a family of ton children, and is about fifty
years of age. He lived half a mile from Batoche, ho was always an industrious and
hard working man. When the trouble broke out this man was ordered by Riel to
ocme into camp or he would force him to come, as he had proteeted against Riel's-
movements, and hed refused to attend any of his meetings, and never contributed
one cent towards Riel's support last winter. Pilon, when he was threatened by
Biel, came to the priests, and cried wben telling what was wanted of him. Riel by
force and threats against bis life compelled him to serve his purpose. Poor man, he
deserves pity rather than punishment.

Fran çois and Patrice Tourond are brothers. I have known them for a long
time. They are unmarried. They are among the most respectable families of the
North-West. They were seven sons and a widowed mother. These young moi
-were the admiration of all the neighborbood ; they were so quiet and bard workirg ;
their farm was the nicest kept in the settlement. They were opposed to Riel in all
bis movements. The crafty Riel tried every means to induce the boys to join him,
but -i ithont success. They were well off, had a fine farm, plenty of cattle and
borses, and were worth a good deal of money. Riel went day after day to the poor
widow, and with bis devilish cnning played on ber superstition and credulity. He
told Ler of his boly visions, how he saw himself surrounded by seven glorious star*
of ex traordinary brightness crowning him with glory. These bright stars, he cried,
are y ur seven glorious sons, who are to achieve the glory of the half-breed nation,
aiid the poor woman, in her simple faith of his divine mission, prayed of her fine
young sons to ao forth and battie itnder the banner of heaven. Alas, with what
terrible results ? That once happy home is now desolate, the wealth produced by
h dustry and sobriety is swept away like snow before the wind; the grand young
sons, their mother's pride and strength, where are they ? Three of them, shot on the
field of battle, lie in hurritd graves on the banks of the Saskatchewan, and another of
a broken heart at the sudden shock of the terrible death of his brothers, anotber
wounded and crippled for life, and two, the two above named, prisoners awaiting
sentence ut the hands of outraged majesty of the law of thoir conntry. Oh, spirit of
mercy, enter the heart of their judge in pity and compassion, for the poor bearte
broken widow now almost childiess; deal mercifully with these poor deluded youing
mon, and in mercy send them home to console the desolate heart of their motber.
It musit be remembered to the.credit of Patrice that when Riel ordered the prisoner&
to be given up to the savages to be brutally murdered ho cried out: " Riel, theso
prisoners you shall not kill until yon kill me-first." These two young men are the,
only support of their mother and two young sisters. They have lost all their
property.

In conclusion I would earnestly pray for mercy for these poor peoplOr
ignorant, innocent, confiding; they were misled by one who thoroughly knew their
weak minds and their heart. They were called on in the name of God and of the
boly sainte, by one who declared h imself ordained by God to do a great and good
work. They were blinded by pretended visions and mesages from the Holy GboSt k
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pnnr Pople, in their trusting confidence they were led on to desolation, misery and
dat Over the gruve of the silent dead, rise up the shrieks of despair of the fran-

'ti living to a God for consolation and succour and to majesty of the offeoded laws
'i their country for mercy.

That gallant soldier. Captain H. 8. Moore, said to Bishop Grandin: " Although
a'i One of the greatest sufferers by this terrible rebellion, and will limp through1fe on one Ieg, ytt I say from my soul, hang Riel and Dumont, but forgive all the

others. They are innocent of intentional crime, and were riiled by that soulleas.
racal Riel. I forgive them from my heart." This is the spirit in which 6hnmbly
beg of the court to consider the sentence of my poor half-breed people; show that,
their priests, who always tried to lead them to act as loyal and good subjects, shoulA.

ave oime littie influence to temper the sword of justice and direct the band of mercy.
A. AN DRÉ, O.M.I.

Wo1 1rn before me at Regina, in the
sid Territories, this thirteenth

day of August, AD. 1885.

Dixix WATSON, Clerk of the Court.

THE QUEEN vs. EMMANUEL CHAMPAGNE.
CANADA:

XorthWest Territories,
To wit: I

I, Thomas McKay, of Prince Albert, in the North-West Territories, Esquire,Tnake oath and say: That I. am well acquainted with Emmanuel Champagne, who has
alWays borne a good character up to the time of the rebellion, and who interposed to
Save my life, a8 I have already deposed in the case of the Queen vs. Louis Riel.

THOMAS McK &Y.
SwOrn before me at Regina, in)

tie said Territories, ths 7th
day of August, A. D. 1885.

}1Y. LIJzEUNE, A Ju8tice of the Peace in and for the said Territories.

THe QUIEEN vs. IGNACE POITRAS, THE ELDER, BAPTISFE VANDAL,
PHILIP GARIEPIE, tIERRE GARIEPIE, ALEXANDER P. F[SHER,
MAXIME LEPINE, MOISE OUELLETTE AND EUiANUEL CHAK-
PAGNE.

CANADA:
lorth-West Territories,

To wit:
4, Thomam McKay, of Prince Albert, in the North-West Territories, Esquire,

ma8ke Oath and say :-
I. I have been for some time rsonally with each and every of the above named,Ignace Poitras, the elder, and oters, and have, during a long ti me past, been a

magistrate in and for the said Territories.
2. From my personal knowledge of the above named parties I have no hesitation

ln sayilg that they bave always enjoyed the reputation of being honest and peace.
inhabitants, and I had ever reoognized them as law-abiding and loyal citizens of

11Majesty the Queen at the time of the late rebellion.

said meTIHOMAS McKAY.ïolrn before me at Regina, in
the' said Territofries, this 7rth
day of Angust, A.D., 1885.

HIL LYAJs MILTCOLL, À Justice <f the Peace in and for the szîid Territories.
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THE QUEEN vs. EXHANUEL CHAMPAGNE, ALEXANDER P. FISHEB,
PRILIP GARIEPIE, PIERRE GARIEPIE, PIERRE HENRI, MAXIBE[
LEPINE, PIERRE PARENTEAU, MOISE PARENTEAU, JOSEPH PILONq,
BAPTISTE ROCR8L[EU, FRANCIS TOUROND, PATRICE TOUROND,
BAPT[STE VANDAL, PIERRE VANDAL AND JOSEPH ARCAND.

CANADA:
.North-West Territories.

'0 wit: )
1, Hillyard Mitchell, of Duck Lake, in the North-West Territories, Esquire, make

oath and say:
1. I have for some ti me been personally acqusinted With each and every of thO

above named, Emmanuel Champagne and others, and have for several years been one
of Her Majesty's justices of the peace in and for the said Territories.

2. Prom my personal knowledge of the above mamed, Emmanuel Champagne and
others, I have no hesitation in stating that they had always been honeet and j eacoablO
inhabitants and law-abiding and loyal subjects of Her Majesty the Queen to the timO
of the late rebellion.

HILLYARD MITCHELL.
Sworn before me at Regina, in the

North-West Territories, this 7th
day of August, A.D. 1885.

CHAS. NOLIN, A Justice of the Peace in and for the said Territories.

THE QUEEN v8. ALETXAINDER P. PI8HER.

CANADA:
NortlhrWest Territories.

To wit: I
I, Hillyard Mitchell, of Duck Lake, in the North-West'Territories, merchani*

make oath and say:
1. I have weil known Fisher during the lait nine years, and he is a faithful,

honest man, and 1 have never heard him utter a sentiment of didloyalty.
2. On or about 20th day of March last past he informed me he wa s a prisoner

at large of Louis Riel's at Batoche, taking no part in the rebellion, and s aid he would
leave but wanted to stay to care for his family and property, and to the best of ny
knowledge, information and belief he was a bitter enemy of the said Riel from the
time the said Riel came to the country on and until the breaking out of the rebelliofl
and never was by his own free will a rebel, and only allowed himself to be used ill
the movement from a natural weakness for absurdity and being laughed at, and no
from any evil or cruel intention.

LLYARD MITCHELL.
Eworn before me at Regina, in the

said Territorite, this 7th day of
August, 1885.

Hy. LEJETJNI, A Justice of the Peace i and for the said Tertories.

TRE QUEEN vs. AUBRT MONK W.

CANADA :
North-West Territories,

To wit:
I, Charles Nolin, of St. Laurent Parish, in theNorth-Weat Territories, contraetO«

make oath and say:
. 1. On the nineteenlh day of March last past, Loals Riel caused my arreet àa

trial before himself and asscciates, and the sid Albert Xolkman spoke in' iige
8
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Ssai4 ,1moi very strongly against the course he had taken in causing my arrest and
agMnst My further steps or any trial taking Élace, and alfterwards, when Rief and

briel Dumont arged the people to condemn me to death, said Montkman, bot* at
oat ti, and after such trial, opposed Riel wih'all hie taight.

2. The said Monkman, when afterwards sent 'with me and a guard of twenty
* to ask the English half-breeds to join the rebèle, dId not advise them to go, but,

11 the contrary, advised them to romain at home, as he was anxious to hinder and
Preent any attack upon Fort Carlton and thereby prevent bloodshed.

3. The said Monkman was most anxious to escapeat that time, but wlshed to re-
-the prisoners first, which he stated he was able to do or expected to be able

ledo. epoe

h 4.'On the twenty-sixth day of March last past, before the Battle of Daàk Lake,
e, the said Monkman, tried to allow the prisoners then at Dach Lake to escape, aqd

'early sacoeeded in doing so. thon L oe IN.

ewOrn before me at Régina, in said)
Torritories this 7th day of
AUgnat, A sa 1 . 1

Hr. Lu Jzuiu, A Justice of the Peace for the said Territoies.

!THE QUEEN vs. ALEXANDER P. F'ISHER.
CANADA:

Orth-West Territories,
To wit.

I, Charles Nolin, of St. Laurent Parish, in the North-Wess Territories, coa-
'cton, miake oath and say.:

L That Alexander P. Fisher, above mentioned, was seatfor by Louis Riel on or
OUtthe taweaty,.firt day of March Jast past, who directed four or rve armed men to

1 and bring bira, the said Fiiàher, to the Council, and the said four or five men
hFose Dames are not known to me brought said Fither by force, to the plaoe whoe

said counnil held its meetings ai, that time, from, as I believe, his own house.
2. The said Fisher was then a widower, nd hie three children were at the

ers' school ýat said St. Laurent, and the said Fisher had a valuable cable and ftrry
boat at Batoche.

3. On the twenty-fifth day of March, Albert Monkman, Baptiste Boyer, 'Viilua
aDyer, George Fisher, the younger, and said Mexander P. Fisher and myseif, made

isecret compact at the house of said Baptiste Boyer, that eah and every of us would
*Ae and thereafter could not escape for want of a horse, and for other reasona
hieh PPevented his escape.

4. The said Alexander P. Fisher was, to my certain and personal knowledge,
&IWays Opposed to the rebellion, and that every sct done by him up to that time
(2 5thI March, 1885), in the rebellion, was done when foreed by Riel to do the samme
aud that hie refusal would have endangered hie .life.

O A& 1. OLIK
BWOn before me st Regina, in said

reitories, this 7th day of
August, A.D. 1885.

Ir. LEUIEUN;, AJmtice of the Pee ja and for the aaUI Taritorie.

TRE QUEEN vs. E[ANUEL CfH&PAQNE (NOT A PRISONBg).

borth-West Territories,
To vit.:

, Charles Nolin, of 8t Laurent Parish, in theNorth-Weat Territories, Montra>toi.
hake oath and say:
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1. That Emmanuel Champagne above named returned to his home at Batoche, i
said Territories, on or about the twenty-first day of March lat past, and that durin%
hie abeence ho had been made a councillor in Riel's provisional government.

2. le directed his n ame to be erased from the list of said councillors at once 0
hearing of sane, which w as not, however,.done and said to me that ho was again"
having anything to do wi th the rebellion, and that his age should have prevented b:
being forced to take part in same.

3. Ho was not a participant in the battle at Duck Lake, nor in the robberieor
which, up to that time, bad taken place, nor had ho up to that time taken any Pa+
in the illegal measures of said council.

4. He resided only about one-half of a mile from the place where said coulO
thon held its sittings, and was at home except when sent for and compelled to go t#
said sittings by Riel's agents.

CHAS. NOLIN.
Sworn before me at Regina, this)

7th day of Angust, A. D.
1885.

HIy. LEiEUNE, a Justice of the Peace in and for said Territories.-

THE QUEEN vs. MAXIME LEPINE.

CANADA.
North-West Territories,

To wit:
1, Charles Nolin, of St. Laurent Parish, in the North-West Territories, contrac*

Lor, make oath and say:
1. When the rebellion began said Lepine was off on a freighting trip from TroI

to Prince Albert, and on the 19th of March last past, by threatening and oppori
Louis Riel, at the imminent risk of hie, the said Lepine's own life, saved nine, an
afterwards, on the 21st day of 1arch and other days, prevented, in the same manTer,
the massacre of other persons whom the said Riel had made prisoners and wished to
take the lives of.

2. On the night that said Lepine and myself were sent to demand the surrende
of Fort Carlton by Major Crozier, said Riel in a speech incited the people sayin'j
,Now is the time, let us go and take Carlton; let us go and avenge the death a
Goulet (neaning the Goulet who lost his life in the year 18i0, after the arrival of thO
iroops ai Fort Garry), and the said Maxime Lepine and Moise Ouellette (now await•
ing tetence for treason-felony) were the men who, at the imminent risk of their
'own lhves, interposed betweei the said Riel and the excited people, and prevented 0
2nidnight attack on Fort Carlton, which might have resulted in a fearful massacrOe

3. I heard said Lepine olten say that the rebellion would not have begun had 110
been at home.

4. On the Sunday before the battle of Duck Lake, Riel ordered Lepine to Pe
with a party to take Lieutenant4(overnor Dewdney prisoner (it having beO
reported that the Governor was on his way north with Colonel Irvine), and Lepi
poitively refused to go, or to be a party to such an outrage, whereupon Dumont
said, "I will go and take him prisoner, and if necessary will wash my hands in hio
blood."

5. Two hours before the fight at Duck Lake I had a very serious conversatio0
with said Lepine, in the course of which I said to him that from the appearacO 0
things I feared that there would ho bloodshed before many hours, and that I W
determined to escape as I would not under any circumstances be present at a01D
act of blood. Lepine replied: " I also from my soul condemn the very though t<'
sny bloed being spilled, Riel bas most solemnly pledged himself to me that no blo&
will be spilled. 1 have confidenee in bis promises in that respect, and I believo ittO
'b ny duty, .ven at persona) riek and danger, to remain bore and prevent bloodsbh'
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prove false in his pledges to me." And I thus depose, and am fully cou-
ineed that Lepine was actuated by the humane motive of preventing bloodshed by

lnain*gin the rebel camp.
6, When I escaped ho solemnly declared that ho would not fight nor countenane.

Yfighting, nor would ho ever take up arms.
CHAS. NOLIN.

orn before me at Regina in the said)
Territories, this 7th day of August,
A.D. 1885.

RT. Lia.zTmu, a Justice of the Peace in and for the North-West Territories.

TRE QUEN Vs. ,OSEPH ARCAND ET AL. (RELEASED).

CANAnA.
crhWest Territories.

To wit:
Charles NOlin, of the Parish of St. Laurent, District of Saskatchewan, in the,

orth-West Territories, being duly sworn, doth depose and say:
1. I had opportunity of being thoroughly acquaintel with most of the persone

Onected with the late rebellion, aving been detained by force and threats within

ese ebel camp up to the 26th day of March last, when I succeeded in mbking my
pe from the camp.
2. I knew Lous Riel, the leader and promoter of the rebellion. He is a man

ha worked a most wonderful inliuence over the uneducated, credulous and ignorant
thlf-breed population, so much so, that he did successfully lead them astray, against.
t'e relnonstrances amd advice of their priests, who have always been lookedup to by

a as tleir true friends, protectors and guides, in all their concerns from the cradle
t the grave.

3. I was myEelf by force and Ibreats detained in the rebel camp, and I know the,
ea6nsi used to compel others to come there and to romain against their will and

i1dgn]t, When it is a question of life and death, when from hour to hour one's lit e is
danger; if ho tries to escape, it is very hard to do so; spies and sentries were

Posted at every point, at the dcors of the houses where suspected persons were lodged,and iny attempt to escape was, by order of Riel, to be treated as a crime, punishable:

4b order of'Rad any person found attempting to escape was to be at once shot down,

4. Riel resorted to the most unuenal means to secure an overpowering irîfluence
er the minds of the half-breed people, for instance to excite a feeling of awe in their

mindp, and no doubt with a view to making them believe that he was acting under
me ktmIctiO . Early in the beginning of wnter, he ordered all persons who

Led caio to butcher cr kill cattle, to save the blood for him, and from the first
f c Jan-uary be fed exclusively on blood instead of flesh meat, the blood being

eanded a m:ilk. This coiduet made a deep impresion on his supeistitions dupes,.nd when Cminined with his continuai praying and his daily relation of ibe visions
Le hac the preceding might, and the visits of saints and the repeated conversations,

ad wilh the BoIy Ghost, the poor hali-breeds were convinced in their souls that
b el was God's envoy and that it would be a mortel sin to refuse to obey and followas the cbief appointd b' God to lead them. They had no guilty ki Owledge
tbat th.y were breaking the aw. They believed tbatthey could not dowrong when
e nel f beit and the Holy Ghost and the Virgin Mary had sent a chosen servant and,
presentative to lead and guide them; no feeling or connection less powelful could

ave induced them to spurn the advice and prayers of the good priests who hadt
en the guides of themselves and their forefathers for generations.

fiel had a bock which ho read or pretended to read from to convince the peo.
e of the holy character of bis mission. Re called it the ' Propheries of St. Bridget,'
great Irish saint, who Le eaid had foretold hundreds of year s ago ail the ihinge
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that were to occur during the years 1885 and 1886. 'He said that ghe foretold that

the wickedness of the world would bave become so great that, fromthe head df RoUa'
down, the powers of the world would be destroyed, even the Government of Carnade
the world's rulers would be destroyed and swallowed up in a general whiîlpool GÏ
destruction. St. Bridget had foretold -that God had appointed a second saviour tO
redeem mankind amid the final destruction and restore peace, morality and proe
perity to the nations; that man must be a descendant of St. Louis; then be went 0t
to prove that ho was descended from St Louis and that the Holy Ghost and the Vi'
giu Mary had visited him and told him that he was the chosen man who Ws
appointed so many hundred years ago, and whose eoming was predicted by St-
Bridget, the great Irish saint, to redeem mankind, and that his dear brother
half. breeds were the first he would redeem.

From Riel's arrival in the country he had been unceasingly going among the
half-breed people telling them of the injustice doue them 4y the Govern ment, that
only by meetings and petitions and agitating, could they ever hope to recover their
rights. Hie declared himself their leader, and that if' they would only follow hit*,
he would secure for them ail their rights and privileges from the Goverument at
Ottawa without bloodshed.

Riel to get all the people together has recourse to a rusa. He told them that theY
must ail assemble at Batoche on the 18th day of March, for the purpose of going all
together to St. Laurent on the 19th to celebrate the festival of St. Joseph, who îs the
patron saint of the half-breed people, as St. Gxeorge is to the English, gt. Patrick of,
the Iri>b, and St. Andrew of the Scotch, and to make the occasion the more interesk
ing it was announced by Riel that his friend and Secretary Jackson, who became P
,convert would be publicly baptised on St. Joseph's day. When the people assernbIO
from ail parts as they were ordered to do at Batoche on the 18th day of March, lé'I
and his tiends at once circulated a report that the mounted police were cOM10l
down on the people, and they would ail be killed if they did not stand together 0"
.lollow his inspired instructions. Riel further announced that God had kindly causd
them to be assembled together and had the supplies within their reafb, meaning a d

iponting out the various stores in the vicinity, and arms in their hands, through hiUI
.iel, he having told them all to bring their guns with them, to the celebration, so
that they might psy more honor to their patron saint by firing a " feu-de-joie " after
mass in his honor, &c. I give this outline of his proceedings to show how thoroughlY
he had matured his plans to get the people together, and to make them more blindi,
place themselves in his power by getting them to break the law. Riel next sent out
armed parties to bring in al those who had not already come, and they were ordered
to bring them by force if they did not come voluntarily. When Riel had once got
the people to commit themselves by pillaging the stores, &c., he next told them tbt
50 mounted police under Major Crozier were on the way to slaughter them all, *0<
that they must stand together and act under his instructions, and obey him withoUt

question, for God had commissioned him to lead and direct them, promising them that
here would be no bloodshed, which they firmly believed, or I am certain they woul

not have consented to remain and meet the police force.
Once Riel had got the unfortunate half-breeds into his power ho made them belio

that their only chance for life ws to stay with him, as there would be no merOf
shown them by the Government or by the mounted police, and that his intention Wo
to so conduct matters that withont any bloodshed h. would secure them the
recoguition of their rights ; by such promises as these and by reeorting to ee8l
possible trick of language and action. by pretending to be specially commissioned
God and the Virgin Mary and St. John the Baptiat to lead the half-breed peO
through ail their diflfcul Lies to a glorious success without shedding any blood, ;4
without any danger; by kneeling and with his arme spread out like the arms Of a
cross, his eyes cast up to heaven and his voice raised aloud to God in prayer. *(
aometimes by throwing himself on the ground shouting to God for directions, and to
protect the half-breeds; it was in this way that h. kept the poor, ignorant peo!
subject to his power and infduence. I heard him harangue the poor people often
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e them, "you know that all power and authority is given to the Holy FatherPpe of Rome, you well know that the UoIy Ghost dwells in the heart of theRDY Jfather, you know that where that 11oly Spirit is there must be all power and
itY. Well, the Holy Ghost left Rome in the in4erest of the poor half-breeds of

er and, took up his residence in the heart of th' greatest living saint of the
rld, the loly Bishop Bourget, of Montreal. Now, dear half-breeds, here is a letter,edî holding a paper up towards heaven, from that great saint, Bishop Bourget,
ttn to me, who am to be the saviour of my people, acting under the influence of

e oly GhoSt, and that saint tells me in this letter that I have a mission to faafll,
tat grand mission i to liberate the whole world, but first I have to liberate the half.

,Pe0ple whom I love so much, who are my own gesh and blood, who live in my

1By such means as these ho fascinated a large number of his poororedulous fol-
ersy and by terrorizing over and making prisoners of those who, like myself, could

aot b decoived by his pretended divine mission, Riel kept under his authority
7Mubers of good, honesc and loyal mon who longingly wished for the means of being

.od from their disagreeable and false and dangerous position, but who were power.
ose in is hbande, or, under his influence, believing that h. was commissioncd by
od Among those who, to my personal-knowledge, were detained and kept in sub.

joction, either through fascination and superstition, or through being kept in hourlyfear Of personal danger to themselves and to thoir wives and children or friends,
*erb: J-seph Aroand, Alexander Càdieux, RmnanueI Champagne, Joseph Délorme,mtSxie Dubois, Phillip Gariépie, Pierre Gariépie,. Pierre Henri, Alexis Labombard,
Maxime Lepine, Albert Monkman, Moïse Oueltette, Moïse Pareriteau, Pierre Paren-

ean, Daniel Parenteau, Ignace Poitras, Ignace Poitras, jun., Baptiste Rocheleau,aOes Short, Francis Tourond, Patrice Tourond, Baptitê Vandal, Pierre Vandal,a many others.
To show how unreliable are the reports or minutes of the Conneil which were

kept of meetings and proceedings, I may state that Riel, to plunge hie followers,
'hether they were willing ones or not, as de4ply as possible into danger, so as to
ko'P them in hie power, passed a motion of CJannoil that every proceeding before
tei Council abould be considered to be passed unanimously, and that ail the names
'er. to be entered as being present at every meeting, whether the persons were present
or Dot, 0 that by this novel means he succeeded in implicating men who wereInbecent, being forced into complianc by him, and made them, as far as he could,
esPonsible for his acte; for I declare that the whole Council was Riel. The so-calied

"eemberS of his Council were more cat's-paws in hiahands. Re ordered and passed
aud did whatever he pleased, and threatened death to all who dared to oppose

m. Hore I may explain the presonce of names to a very important
document now in the hande of the Government. Riel ordered Maxime Lepineand myself to go to Major Crozier to demand his surrender, handed me the letterWhich was to be given to the Major. Lpine and myself were obliged to go,
'V dam not refuse, but what was our astonishment to discover, on examining thelatter, to find our own names signed to it along with others. We saw at once it wasa Plan of Riel's to compromise us beyond hope of justification. We determined not

h doliver the letter. I gave it to Lepine, who I suppose returned it to Riel, for it
of found among the other papers, no doubt placed there for the intended purposef conpromising all those whose names were signed to it. I ara fully satisfied thatthie IXmute book of Riel's so-called council was, from the beginning, cooked regnlarlytomeOlupromise the people, so as to compel them to sink or swim with Riel, and I do
GhOtesiate to say that they were ieft whore they would fall into the hands of the
Government for the same purpose.

On that same night, when Maxime Lepine and myself were sent to demand the
renIder of the mounted police, Riel, in a most violent sped incited the people to

taukO Fort Carlton. "Now," cried he, "is your time, let us go and revenge the death
f et" (meaning Goulet who lost his ife by being drowned in the Red River

tWinipeg, in trying to esoape from the Canadian volunteers, who were chasing
13



him, soon after the arrival of the force at Fort Garry, in 1870). The whole peOP *
were very much incited under his harangue. Maxime fLepine and Moise Ouellit
interfered between Riel and the excited people, and, at the imminent danger of thdr
own lives, prevented him from carrying out hie object, a midnight attack on th
fort, which might have resulted in a fearful massacre of innocent and unoffending
people. To show how the half-breeds were led on by Riel, I declare that up ta the
last moment many Englisth half-breeds were staunch supporters and followers of gio
and it was only their superior education and want of belief in Riel's Divine misia
that prevented them from being to-day as much in the power of the law as the Frel3O
half-breeds are. Many English half-breeds and whites also encouraged the PO<%
French half-breeds up to the culminating point and then cautiously left them to ther
fate, and to the infamous and blasphemous leadership of Louis Riel, who bas pluDn
them into distraction, despair, starvation and death.

I declare and depose that this deposition has been written at my dictati0o1
that it has been read over to me in Englieh and French, but it contains the truth a
I have signed.

- iowedgedCHAS. NOLIN.
*Sworn to and acknowledged before me, at Regina,

in the North-West Territories, this 7th day
of August, A.D. 1885. 1

BEy. LEJEUNE, Justice of the Peace in and for the North. West Territories.

THE QUEEN Ms. FRANCIS TOUROND AND PATRIOE TOUROND.
CANADA:

'North-Weet Territories.
To wit.

1, Roger Goulet, of Batoehe, in the;North-West Territories, farmer, make oath
and say:

1. From the twentieth day of March last past to the thirteentha day ot Apta
last past, Franoia Tourond, above mentioned, was net at Batoche in said Territoi
but was at hie mother's house, near Fish Creek, and never went to said Batoche uni
the time of the battle of Fish Creek.

2. About the twenty-third day of March last past, Louis Ril came to the chard
where the people wore assembled and told them : "You will go to Garnot's and g
the prisoners and give them over to the Indians to kill them to-night; also the tWr
prisoners at SolomoU Venn', but yon will see that the Indians do not torture theg
Then Patrice Tourond stepped forward and said: " If you kill those mon yon inast
kili me first." Riel thon said in a kind of huff: " Tout Tourond" meaningyour na!O
is all round and yon will romain all round."

3. I have known both of eaid Touronds over seven years and they have alW8A
been sober, honest men and were of the best men in the North-West.

ROGER GOULET
Sworn before me at Regina, in said)

Territories, this 7th day of
August, A.D. 1885.

CUAs. NoLIN, J. P., a Justice of the Peace in and for the said Territories.

THE QUEEN Vis. EMMANUEL CHAMPAGNE, ALEXANDER P. FIS
PRILIP 'GARNOT, PHILIP GARIÉPIE, MAXIME LEPINE, ALB
MONKMA.N, MOISE OUELLETTE, AND OTHERS.

CANADA
North-West Territories.To wit: '

I, Thomas Eastwood Jackson, of Prince Albert, in the North-West TerritriOsa
,druggist, make oath and say:
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. That I was made a prisoner and detained as such, on the eighth day of April,
Orereabouts, last ast, and was not released from such imprisonment unLa the
'welfth day of May last part, and I have a personal knowledge of the matter herein-

m'Inentioned and referred to.
2. That Emmanuel Champagne, above named, I frequently saw at Batoche

4 1ing that time, but he took no part in the doings of the Council while I was a
Prisoner, as far as I could see, and that ho was not at the battle of Fish Creek, nor at
*ay time, as far as I know, did he fight in battle.

3. That Alexander P. Fisher, above named, was not armed at any time, Po far
know and that ho had only taken any part for fear of violence to his children bv

I ans, and on condition that ho should not be called on to take up arms, an't
houId be loft to run bis ferry as usual.

4. That Philip Garnot informed me, when first I saw him alone, that ho had been,
ompelled at the risk of his life to take part in the rebellion, and thon began to act

seOOretary and had no interest in their object.
5. That Philip Gariépie, above named, took no active part in the rebellion, ns fa r

o I could see; and that after Charles Newitt was brought wounded from the hattie
Of 0 uck Lake, but at said Duck Lake and on the road to Prince Albert, the said

rChaIes Newitt stated in my presence that it was an Indian who struck him at the
Mid battie and not Philip Gariépie; and from my personal knowledge of the character

.the said Philip Gariépie, and his treatment of ail the other prisonors, I really
v07e ho did not strike said Newitt.
6. That Maxime Lepine and Moïse Ouellette opposed Riel in the Council ver;-

NiuOntly to my personal knowledge and were for peace, and they only had tiC
c0rage to do so of ail in the Council; that the only ones in the Council that Rie 0
'"Id depend on were Gabriel Dumont, Damas Carrière and Napoléon Nault, and.And distrusted and watched everyone else. Tbat Rel was chary of overyone else,nd the%, Riel, Dumont, Carrière and Nault, controllel and managed everything.
th'. That Albert Monkman was absent at the north when Riel was preparing fore rebellion. Riel frequently showed dislike for him and distrust of him, setting

apoléon Nault and an old man named Swain to watch Monkman. I heard Riel sayat he had sent him (Monkman) to bring up the English half-breeds by force, but thatkoiikmuan had not done so, but had proved to be unfaithful to hie (Biel's) cause. At,the tim of the Fish Creek fight Riel ordered him to proceed up the river to attack
lton On the west side, but Riel's spies discovered that Monkman had laid a plau

teecaPe On horseback, when across the river, and thereafter Monkman was tried in
thoOouncil and thon af ter made a prisoner of Riel's and chained to the floor of an upper
%WnQ " Baptiste Boyer's house, in Batoche; in the room next the room I was ufter-

to <?onfined in, and ho was kept until the ninth day of May, when ho was transforred
to the ellar with myself and others, where wewere kept until released by the troops

01te twelfth day of May last past, with the others and myself.
8. I am satisfied frou what I saw, and I verily believe that Riel made M onk-
a naember of the Council, and gave him the command at Carlton with the double

opoe of implicating him in the rebellion as ho was an English half-breed anduc4ing the other English half breeds to join the rebels.

rol 9. That Riel had me detained a prisoner in spite of the Council that I should be
eued, and of this I was informed by Riel himself as well as English speakingrs of the Council.

THOS. E. JACKSON.Worn before me at Regina, in the
said Territories, this 10th day

of August, A.D. 1885.
DixîE WATSON, Clkrkof the Court.
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THE QUEEN vs. ALEXANDER P. FISER AND OTHERS.

Worth-West Territories.
To wit: .

1, larry Walters, of Prince Albart, in the North-Wast Territories, mercha" t '
make oath and say:

1. That Alexander P. Fisher, above named, was, during the time I was aPO''
onor of Riel's from the 18th to the 21st day of March last past, a prisoner at large
said Riel's and informed me that ho only wished to proteet his property theropafd
believe that ho tried to prevent some of the rebqls- from getting any properu
storod in his house.

2. During that time he never carried arms of any kind.
H. WALTBRS.

Sworn before me at Regina, in
said Territories, this 7th
day of August, A.D. 1885.

Justice of the Peace in and for North- West Territories.

THE QUHEN vs. JOSEPH ARCAND, ALBERT MONKKAN AND OTEB8'
CANADA:

North-West Territories,
To wit: '

i, Baptitste Arcand, of Stobart, in the North-West Territories, farmer, make Oath
-and Fay:

. That one of the children of Joseph &rcand, above named, died just before th
rebellion of le85, in the said Territories, and another child wa then at the poino
ddath and has since died.

2. The luat named child being very ill about the 20th day of March lat
ut, went to Louis Riel, wbo had taken said Joseph Arcand from Stobarst

batoche, and told him Ihat Joseph Arcand was not right in his bead on accout o
the death of his child, and that the other child was very ill, and I urged said Ril o
let him go home, and afterwards witi myself Joseph Arcand begged said RÏi*î tO
allow him to go to his home, but said Riel on both occasions refused to let him go-

3. When the Council were chosen said Joseph Arcand being there presont was
chosen, but persistently refused to allow his name to be use 1, as far as lay in bio
power, and his name was omitted from the Council, and ho at the same time was P
,posod for captain by the said Riel, but objected to being such, and ho did not beco
a captain.

4. Afterwards ho succeeded in getting home, and remained home a few day, #Who
ho was sent.for by Riel, and two men both armed again took him to Batoche o01 the
25th of March last past, and ho returned home the same day.5. The morning of the battle of Duck Lake ho went to Duck Lake to get so
cotton for a sbroud for his dead child, and was roturning home when the battle of pIXO
Lake was in prOgress.

6. He was not at the battle of Fish Creek, but was on the west Bide of the riv
mear Alexander Fisher's bouse, where ho remained for a week with his famoily 11l"
a Mnu came from Battleford with complaints that the Indians were threatening tW
priest there and the half breeds and they wanted help, and ho went with others by o"
of Riel to Battleford, from which place ho did not return until after BatoChO
taken by General Mindleton.

7. Said Joseph has a wife and six children now living.8. When I first saw Albert Monkman at Batoche ho advised my brothers
myself strongly to go home and have nothing to do with the rebellion ; ho was
armed himself, and I heard him say to Riel at the time of the trial of Nolin
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oyer, the following: "urse you, you are after another Scott affair, and you shal
0ot do it if I can help it.

9. Said Monkman never incited nor advised the, Indians near Duck Lake to take
1art in the rebellion, but, on the contrary, spoke against thoir doing so.

10. When said Monkman was at Fort Carlton thereafter I saw him there aii
he told me privately that ho intended to arrange matters there se that thepris one

en h oeàld all escape, but, veíry soon afterwards ho was removed from there, as I w
ed, by Riel's orders,

BAPTISTE + ARCAND.
mark.

'orn before me at Regina, in èad Tèrriteries,
this 7th day of Augut, A.D. 1885, having I
béen firt exlained by me téthe depoÉent,
who seemed perfectly to understand the
Same, and made his mark thereto in my
presence.

CAs. NOLIN, Justice of th1e Peace in and for aid Territories.

IR QUEllRN vs. ALBERT MONKM[AN, MAXIME LEPINE AND BAPTIS R
VANDAL AND ALEXANDER P. FISRER AND PHILIP GARNOT.

CANADA:
orth-West Territories,

To wit:
I Thomas Snderson, of Camel River Settlement, In the North-West Territories,

f8nneir, make oàth and say:
1. The night of the twenty-first day of March last past, when I was arrestedg ld

Made a&prisoner, Albert Monkman came to me evinoinga friendly-feeling,-aske4 me
10y lame and where I lived, ho thon asked me what I intended to say to Louis Ri$l,
When I would be brought before him. I answered that I was determined to give hymind fully to Riel, to condemn him and his actions strongly and to tell him that tiie
lan who was accused of being the murderer of Scott in former days, was not one
Who should attempt to plunge the halt-breeds into revolution, which would leadto
disaster and death. Monkman said, ' for God's sake if you value your own life do'
do that, temporize with him rather than irritate him, which may lead to the loe-of
Your life, as I know that you stand in very great danger, because of the feeling

ýaanst the Camel River settlers generally, and against yeu in particular." He
eautioned me not to speak to him or appear friendly in the presence of Riel, for, sdid
be, "I am already suspected by Riel, but be assured that I will do everythi n

yower for you."Next when the release of the prioners, Peter Tomkins, Will
TokinS, McKenna'Wooderick, John Mantly and Newitt was under consideratiba

uokman advocated and pleaded for their release before Riel and the couneil àt
k lake i and in consequence of Monkman's advocacy strongly expressed, and tþe

strongly expressed advice of Maxime Lepine and Baptiste Vandal, who sided
With and supported Monkman on behalf of the prisoners, it was carried that
the Prisoners should be liberated, but Dumont opposed it, whereupon Riel

ordered Monkman to saddle a horse and go to Canton, as I firmlybelieve, for the purpose of getting him away, and the consequence
Was, the prisoners were not released. In consequence of the conduct of Monkman,
Lopine and Vandal, on behalf of the prisoners, I feel it a duty to strongly recom.
Iikend themr to the most favorable consideration and morcy of the court. I further,
state that Monkman declared to me, and ho appeared to be sincere, that ho wçudddo anything in his power to prevent Riel frombringing the Indians inte the ilig
as ho said if they wore brought into it, bloodshed would follow. I belioe that he
did do all that ho could in that respect, but I knew that ho appeared to be én penqed
and Watched by-Riel, and ho was kept as much as possible out of the way by b.g
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aent or ordered off from one place to another, and never appeared to have
opportunity of making himself heard in the Council. While I was a prisoner, Ph
Garnot evinced a friendly feeling towards the other prisoners and myself, bringi4
ns tobacco and books both at Duck Lake and Batoche. At Batoche we were inM
lands, as he stated by his request of RieI in our behalf, and we were all well fed à$
attended to by him while there.

THOMAS SANDERSON.
Bworn before me at Regina, in said

Territories, this 7th day of
August, A. D. 1885.

DIxiI WATSON, Clerk of the Court.

2E QUEEN vs. JOSEPIH PILON, FRANCIS TOUROND, PATBI<%
TGUROND, BT AL. (NOT PRISONERS).

CANADA:
North-West Territories,

To wit:
1, George Albert Kerr, of Batoche, in North-West Territories, merchant, 0A8'

math and say:
1. That Joseph Pilon, above named, came to my store, near Batoche, and had

conversation with me in which he expressed his disapprobation of the rebellion.
vas on the morning after the rebellion had broken out, and ho stayed away
Batoche as much as possible.

m. Ho had two sons, one of whom is a married man, and the both of them are
rown mon, said married man has a wife and family and has been forced to tak0P'e

in the rebellion.
3. He was kept at Batoche by terror and only stayed because ho wished to

off his son who had been taken there as aforesaid, and was almost overcome bY
eternation, and the said Joseph Pilon went home as often as h. could, a»d stayed there
til brought again.

4. That up to the time of the battle of Fish Creek, Francis Tourond, abo
imamed, was at home and did not go to Batoche at all after the battle in whicb
believe, ho took no part. 1, with my brother John Kerr, were hid for days il
Touronds' granary by said Francis Tourond, where he and his mother led us.
iook us to the house of the MOIntoshs' who lived near there.

5. From my Own personal knowledge of the character of the Touronde', abO
mamed, I.can conscientiously say that they would never have been connected il
-way with the rebellion had they not been coerced or misled into it through relig>o
dception, which I was personally in a position to know, and I do know and
ealled upon to state in fairness, was actually the case with them in the late reb00
of 1885.

iworn before me at Regina, in said
Territories, this 11th day of
August, A.D. 1885.

Du] WATSON, Clerk of the Court.

THE QUEEN vs. ALBERT MONKMAN AN) OTHLRR.
CANADA:

.Torth-West Teriitories,
To wit;

1, Charles Newitt, of Prince Albert, in the North-West Territorics,
olerk, make oath and say:

A.1o
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1. I was wounded and loft on the field of the battle of Duck Lake, and shortly
*fter the said Albert Monkman came to me and said ho was sorry the battle had
takon place and that I had been wounded, and ho offered to do all that ho could for
lny confort, and afterwards came to me every day. I was in the rebel camp from.
the toWnty-sixth to the thirtieth day of March last past, ho offering me the same
4sistance.

. le said, after the battle, that ho would go to the Counoil and try to get the other.
risonors as well as myself off, and a while afterwards ho returned tome saying that
e had got the consent of the·Council to my being let off, and thought ho had suG-

e'0dod in getting their consent to letting all the others off, except Lash and Ross,
k*hom the other members of the Conncil would not let off bocause they were officrs

<f the Government ; ho appeared to be the bet of the whole lot while I was there.
r I was taken up stairs- at Duck Lake ho came to us and told us (the prisoners)

koep away from the windows for fear that the Indians would shoot us.

e*Orn before me at Reginathis
12th day of Auguet, A. D.
1885.

OWEN HUGHEs, a Justice of the Peace ia and for the North- West Territories.

QUEEN Vs. JOSEPH ARCAND, AL EXANDER CADIEUX AND OTHERS.

CANADA:
Nrth-West Territories,

To wit :
I, Robert Jefferson, of Battleford, in the North-West Territories, farm instruotor,

raake oath and say:
1. That Arcand and Cadieux, above mentioned, were at Battleford daring the

latter part of the rebellion for the purpose of standing between the Indians on one
aide and the half-breeds and teamsters and other white people on the other, and they
did nothin else during their stay in the camp.

2. I saw Alexander Cadieux, above mentioned, alias "Kitty-way-hoe," standing
at the door of the tent of the scout Fontaine a prisoner about the sixth day of Éeylast past and keeping the Indians away from the said tont.

3. 'hat the said Arcand and Cadieux, while in said camp, did nothing criminel
'or diloyal, on the contrary their actions were all on the aide of humanity and order.

Worn beforo me at Regina in said EOBERT JEFFERSON.
Territories, this 11th day of
August, A.D. 1885.

Ry. LlJEUNU, a Justice of the Peace in and for the North- West Territories.

TUE QUEEN vs. ALEXANDEIR P, FISHER AND PHILIP GARNOT.
CANADA :NIorth-îWest Territories,
To wit:

Ti Louis Marion, of Duck Lake, in the North-West Territories, freighter, make
oath and say:

1. That Alexander P. Fisher, above mentioned, was a prisoner at large, and not
Under arma from eighteenth to twentieth March last past, staying at home, exoepi
when sent for by Lous Riel and brought by force to Batoche, in said Territorie,
aro's the river from his home.

2. That Phillp Garnot, above mentioned, had no connection with the rebellion
4til the twentieth day of March last past, or thereabout, when ho was brought by
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force from his boarding house to the church, both at Batoche and in said Territorie4,
and he began to act as secretary, taking no personal or individual part in the doingM
of the Council, but merely acting as a scribe to the Council.

LOUIS MARTON.
4worn before me at Regina, in said

Territories, this 7th day of
August, A.D. 1885.

CHALsE NoLIN, a Justice of the Peace in and for the said Territoria.

THE QUEEN vs. ALBERT MONKMAN AND OTHERS,

CANADA:
,North-West Territories,To wit: '

I,'Vital Fourmond, of St. Laurent, in the North-West Territories, priest, ma»
oath and say:

1. That said Albert Monkman during tle rebelliop tried to escape from Ba toche
and to desert from the camp of Riel, but was disoovered in the act of doing so and w'a
thereafter made a prisoner by the rebels, and was thereafter until the end of the
rebellion a prisoner of Riel's.

Y. FOURMOND.
Sworn before me at Regina, in the

North-West Territories, this
7th day of August, A.D. 1885.

CHss. NOLIN, a Justice 0f the Pace in and for said Territoies.

CANADA:
North.West Territories,To wit:

I, Vital Fourmond, of St. Laurent, Director of Catholic Mimions, being dii»worn, doth depose and say:
1. That I am perfectly aware of the uprising of the half-breeds and of t»

causs which led thereto, and I am compelled to declare that the por half-bre0e
were coaxed and forced into that disastrous rising through orders and insane insti0
tion of Louis Riel.

2. From what I rsonally witnessed and heard from, before, during and after
the establishment of %Ciel's so-called Provisional Government, whether at StE LaurI'$
or at Batoohe, the evidence of this my deposition la so certain and manifeat, that '

oes; not admit of any doubt.
3. Louis "I David " Riel, in his strange and alarming folly, fascinated our pOor

half-breeds, as the snake is said to fasoinate its viotim, abusing, for bis own enis the
great confidence that all the half-breeds reposed in him, a confidence founded upon i0
influence over their minds through hia great and impasioned language, and aboV a
the appearance of his profoand religious feeling and devotio, which h i l
the mos glaring and hypocritical manner, which was repdered , so convimOn
their minds by his public proclamation of bis injuries, as an inspired prophet,
lie forced upon their imagination in the most insidious. and diabolical manner;
procmimed himself a new Moses, who had come to deliver his people from bond5e
and to place them in a new land of promise, where they would enjoy the greao*
liberty and happines and soon become masters of the world, as h. would oQ
marci them on Winnipeg by way of Portage la Prairie, snd thence to a
jagate Canada, and afterwards the whole of the States of the whole WO
until lhe, their lspired leader; would be. crowned king of the- world, and sit
the chair of St. Peter at Rome as thi Pope, in proclaiming which ho did gO
inimical authority of the Tyrants of Europe, is and ought- to be depriVd

2à
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ail hs.temporal and divine powers and privileges. The Spirit of God has left the
Pope Of Rome andi has taken up its abode in the holy person of that great saint
kr.hbishop Bouiget of Montreal, from whose soul the spirit of God has passed into.

0o Of your leader Louis Riel, thus, said Riel, I have received my divine missiok
conveyetd to me in this letter from that saint and bishop, hoar the words, " You hava
Sgrand mission to fulfil, you must accomplish it at all points." Now, cried he

hl' poor superstitious listeners, this is a proof of my commission from heaven, and I
hav been confirmed in it through the Holy Ghost, who has come to me and taken alp
his abode in my soul and through me is now beginning on the great work of moderaj
tie,18 that to carry ont a grand and most necessary roform of the whole world; tQi

nish1 the complote influence over the poor half-breeds he next after strougly insiste&
On his sacred mission, insisted on the gravity and legitimate nature of their clainm
against the Ottawa Government, the indifference of the Government to their humhM
Petions and demande and the consequent misery and distress into which they wer*
Plunged, and out of which he alone, as God's agent, could lift them up and ma
thofm happy, notwithstanding the, power of the Dominion of Canada, and of their
other heartiess tyrants, the Hudson's Bay Company, and notwithstanding the POWer
8nd e1vil influence of the priests, who were traitors to their sacred calling anaire
"'JIùg their influence on te sideof tyranny and the oppression of the poor half-brenÊ
Nppi.

4. The Sunday before the outbreak, Riel, after mass, came to my house and&
spoke to me as followsi:-" You have turned the pulpit of truth into one of falseho
Politics and discord, in daring to refuse the Holy Sacrament to all those who woug
take up arma in defence of their sacred righta." Another time, at the store of Waltier
& Baker, at Batoche, in a publie meeting of the people, aeoing that ho was 1.sing
grOund in consequence of the influence of the religions feeling of the poor people, bea
Jumped up, his eyes flaming like the eyes of a veritable maniac, which gave him such
a striking appearance that it forcibly impressed the people, ho cried: " How caa
these poor people, whom you try to deceive and misle as to the truth of my divin.

lission, for one moment believe you when they have the proof before them that ya
are a traitor to them, and you are unworthy of their confidence ? How dare yoq sa
that it is a crime to take up arms against the tyrant in defence of their righte r'1 OPlied to him: " Yes; I said often before, and I repeat it here to your face, and fa.
the face of these poor misguided people whom yon are leading to destruction, des
And death, it is a crime to take up arms against the constituted authorities; it za a
crime tO raise the standard of rebellion. God proclaims it the duty of all Christiam

ple 'to render to Cesar the things that are Casar's, and to God the the are
the "'" -H, Riel, replied: " Yee, render to God glory, honor and adoration, but tS
A tyrants of the world render that which is due to them ; sling back their

authority, which they have usurped, in their teeth ; tumble ·themn down frora
POwer, that is what God orders." " Listen", cried he, " to this priest who daros to

l you that it is a crime you are committing, under my direction, in fulfilment of
a'y sacred mission, who dares to call rebellion your taking up arme in a sacred cause,c ause Ordained and directed by God, the cause of your native land whieh is bleeding
'Ind prostrated at the feet of tyrants, the sacred cause of the rights, the liberties, tha

ves of YOUr wives and children for all time to come.
5. To impres the people and keep then within his power, this man, Riel, resortea

kinda of trickery. Often have I seen him praying aloud, prostrating himset
liprayer and ordering ail the others to do s. Thus he made a deep impression oim

Por ignorant dupes and so convinced them cf his divine mission that it Wm
mpossible to convince them that ho was a trickster and would lead them to destrea..

Riel so played on their ignorancé that ho made thenm believe in hIa power taWoik miaclea; they ybeievdthis. I have hoard them say that -iel coul&
s it thunder and could oure disease without medicines. Riel himself, doolare&

3ht h was once the victim of an incurable disease of the heart, bgt that on the 24t.
aYhe had oured the disease by his divine power. He also declared that should.

w kinled it did not matter, he would be with thom again alive and that woua
21
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prove to them his divine mission. He cried, " it is the Holy Ghost that speaks, whoI
aball dare disbelieve me? "

6. When Riel bad completely fascinated these people, and held them body an
seoul at his will, ho next, to complete his object and plunge them into rebellion beyonda
recall, he announced that 500 mounted police were on the way to slaughter thora
imen, women and children, to the last one. " Oh, my friends, look at those devi5
murdering your whole nation, se your wives and daughters ravished before your
streaming eyes, see your wives and children tortured, dishonored, dis.embowelled,
eut in pieces by those savage soldiers, who are paid and kept by tyrants to kili.
diaughter and dishonor the half-breed nation." " To arma, to arma, or will yon
ecrouch and submit ? God tells you to follow me. The Holy Ghost is with you il'
mny person; courage, we will conquer." Oh, my poor people, I could not restraila
thom; they were under the infatuation of this arch actor and trickster till ho got
-ther committed by*the effusion of blood ; thon they were in his power, and ho used4
that power without any feeling of mercy. I heard him say and proclaim, " Death,
death, death, to anyone who tries to desert," and many of the poor people had guns
pointed at their hearts, by Riel's orders, because ho suspected thom of wishing tO
get away, and to complete his terrorism over the poor people he declared it to be hg
determination to put me thus, deponent, in the front of the battle.

I knew Phillip Garnot, I saw him among the people in the rebel camp, but I SM
certain he did not take any part with Riel until the 21st or thereabouts. I spoke tO
him and expostulated with him on being among the misguided people. " What osm
I do ?" said he, "I am forced to be here, my life would be taken did I refuse tO
appear to act at least, and now I must do all I can to save the lives of the poof
people who are shut up in Battleford, that is what consoles me in this dreadfulafrair;
I may prevent the attack or give timely warning to save the lives of the Canadiane
And I sincerely believe that Garnot was acting under compulsion and in fear of hi&
own life; also, I know that he was always good and kind to the prisoners while thef
were in his power or within his reach or succor, and he was always kind and con-
siderate and polite to myself, unlike Dumont, Riel and others, who wero threatenifIg,
brutal and insulting towards us.

7. I also declare that during the trouble I had conversations with several of the
sona who were in the rebel camp with Riel, and I found a large number of thon,

ore against their will, and only remained there because of the fear of boing shot
down did they try to escape or dosert, as sentence of death had been proclaiM44
against all persons who would try and get away. I wish to particularly mention
Maxime Lepine, Moise Ouellette, Pierre Parenteau, S. Emmanuel Champagne, and as
I before mentioned, Philip Garnot, ali of whom I firmly believe were kept in the
rebel camp throngh terror of their own lives and for fear of their families being
punished, should they attempt to escape.

8. Alexander Fisher, I can positively say,would have escaped while at St. Laurel',
but for the fact that ho had his two little daughters in the convent school there, bat
feared the vengeance of Riel should ho escape. I saw Fisher from day to daY-
Ho never had arma or did he take any interest or part in Riel's acta or proceeding5
except when forced to do so, and I knew that in simple derision ho once signed a
paper as Lieutenant-Governor of the North-West Territories, and told me the net
time ho met me, and I laughed with him at the joke, for it was nothing else. Biel
always compelled lukewarm persons to commit themselves if possible in writilng
Pisher knew this, and in derision and to mark his contempt for which he waa oOli
pelled to sign, wrote himself Lieutenant-Governor of the North-West.

9. In conclusion, as an humble and old servant of God, and as one who has b0ea
oeventeen years among the half-breeds of this country, who knows their simplicitY
how easily they are led away by dosigning and cantionless people, suoh as this 1126n
Biel, who being one of themsolves, who was looked upon as thoir born and naturd
leader, one who knows well that the poor i norant half-breeds were encouraged OU
from stop to stop in the late uprising tili teir falso white pretended friends and
their English fellow half-breoda loft thom on the very verge of rebellion and bloo,
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Uied, in the name of God, l, His most humble servant, in the agony of my aged andi
ering heart, cry aloud to the judge before whom these poor deluded hal -breeda

bave to appear for justice, mercy l Oh, earthly judge, in Heaven from whom.
aared lips the proclamation of mercy as He expired on the cross of salvation was
giVen to the world-in Ris name, mercy.

V. FOURMOND.
'orn and acknowledged before me at Regina,

in the North-West Territories, this 7th day
Of Au9t,ý A.D. 1885.

Cafs. NouNr , Justice of the Peace in and for the North- West Territories.

THE QUEEN vs. MAXIME DUBOIS.

CANADA :
1Mrth-West Territôries,

To wit :
1, George Ness, of Batoche, in the North-West Territories, contractor, make ôte

and say:
That Maxime Dubois, above named, frequently told me during the rebellion that

ID was desirous of escaping and would do so wore it not for his wife and family of
Ree or six children, and to the best of my knowledge, information and belief, he took
a Tory minor part in the rebellion and would not have done anything at all had h,.
let been forced to do so on peril of his life.

GEORGE NESS.
or*Sn before me at Regina, in the

said Territoi ies, thi6 7th day of
Angust, A.D. 1885.

DixiE WATSON, Clerk of the Conrt.

CANADA
XOrth-West Territories,

To wit:
THE QUEEN cs. MOISE PARENrEAU AND BAPTISTE VANDAL

(R ELEASED).

Z , George Nes, of Batoche, in the North-West Territories, farmer, make oath an&

That Moise Parenteau, al2ove named, and Baptiste Vandal, above named, were
eY kind to the prisoners, on or about the twenty-first day of March aset past, and

eve, took a very minor part in the rebellion and not of their own free wil.
GEORGE NESS.

zworn before me at Regina, inG
aid Territories, the 7th day
f August, A.D. 1885.

DimE WATsoN, Ckrk of the Court.

THE QUEEN vs. ALEXANDER P. FISHER
CANADA:

3rth-West Territories,
To wit:

19 George Nese, of Batcche, in the North-West Territories, farmer, Make oatlimd s8y :
1. That the said Alexander P. Fiaber, on or about the 27th day of March last»"t informed me that ho was against the rebellion, and had trîed to escape, bujt

14WI to dO sO, and that he would not be there at all had it not been for his childr.a.128
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2. To the best of my knowledge, information and belief, he did not, of hie free
-wiI during the whole rebellion, commit any rebellious or treasonable act, but at the
riik of his life and in the presence of and- under superior fbroe.

GEORGE NESS.
Swon eforeme at Regina, in the said

Territories, this 7th day of August,
A.D. 1885.

DIXIE WATSON, Oletk of the Court.

THE QUEEN vs. JOSHPH PILON (NOT A PRISONER).
CANADA .

Korth-West Territories,
To wit:

I, George Nes, of Batoche, in the North-West Territories, farmer, make oath
ed say: That I have good reason to believe and <to verily believe that Joseph Pilon,
ibové named, tried to avoid Ieing connected with the rebellion of 18E5 by hiding'

med in other divers ways, and that had it not been for hie wife and family of elavela
dbildren, would have ouoceeded in so doing, and would not be in prison to-day. The

id Pilon reBided for several years near where my residence then was, and I had
;te best opportunity for arriving at the Whole belief.

The said ri)on tQQ a very minor part in said rebellion, and that on peril ofbi
ife and against hie will.

GEORGE NESS.
Eworn before me at Regina, in

said Territories, this 7th day
of Auguat, A.D. 1885.

Dixi WATSoN,CLerk of the Court.

TUE QUEEN ris. JOSEPH ARCAND (RELEASED), ALEXANDRE CADIEUTXr
EM MANUEL CHAMPAGNE (NOT A PRISONER), MAXIME DUBUO-r
ALEXANDER P. FISHER, PHILIP GARIEPIE, PIERRE GARIEPI"'
PIERRE HENRI, MAXIME LEPINE, MOISE OUELLETTE, PIERIB
PARENThAU, MOISE PARENTEAU (RELEASED), IGNACE POITFRA$
(RELEASED), IGNACE POITRAS, THE YOUNGER, JOSEPH PILO
(NOT A PRISONER), BAPTISTE ROCHELEAU (NOT A PRISONER)y
JAMES SHORT, FRANCIS TOUROND (NOT A PRISONER), PATBI -0

TOU OND (NOT A PRISONER),BAPTISTE VANDAL (NOTA PRISONC
PIERRE VAŽDAL (RELEASED),gAND OTHERS.

CANADA:
[orLh-West Territories,

To wit:
1, George Ness, of Batoche, in the North-Weet Territories, Esquire, make oath

mad say:
1. I have for some time past been personally acquainted with each and everY of

the above nampd, Joseph Arcand and others named thereafter, and I have been OlO
cf Her Majesty's justices of the peace, in and for the North-West Territories, for
aone time past.

2. The said persons above named bad each and every of them always bo
lionest and peaceable inhabitants, and law-abiding and loyal subjects of Her Mi8eY'
$4. Qgeen yp to the timue of the Aate reObellion in the said Territories.
Sworn before me at Regina, in the said

Korth.West Tçritre iis ith dey
of August, A.D. 186,J 8s

Dixi WATSON, COWk of the Court.
24
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THE QUEEN vs. PHILIP GARIEPIE AND OTHERS.

CANADA:
North-West Territories,

To wit:
I, Eleazer Swain, of Batoche, in the North-West Territories of Canada, farmer,

nake oath and say:
1. That immediately after the fight at bt1 ck Lake I arrived upon the groundaId there saw Philip Garibpie and a number of others near to where Charles Newitt

Was thon sitting.
2. Newitt appeared to have been mounted; and exhibited sns of having been

struck upon the forehead and hand, and a conversation was going on among those
about as to the cause. I heard it stated by several of these people, who were half-
breeds and Indians, that the said Newitt had been struck in the manner above mon-
tioned by an Indian.

His
ELEAZER X SWAIN.

Mark.
Sworn before me at Regina, in said Terri-M

tories, this 6th day of August, A.D.I
1885, after having been first read and
thon explained to the deponent, who
Made his mark direct in my presence. j

IIUGH RIHARDsON, Stipendiary Magistrate for the North- West Territories.

THE QUIEEN vs. JOSEPH ARCAND, IGNACE POITRAS (THE ELDER
RELEASED), IGNACE POITRAS (THE YOUNGER), PIERRE PARENT-
EAU, MOISE PARENTEAU (RELEASED), JOSEPH PILON (NOT .A
PRISONER), BAPTISTE VANDAL (RELEASED), BAPTISTE ROCHE-
LEAU (NOT A PRISONER), PIERRE VANDAL (RELEASED), MOISE
OUELLETTE, MAXIME LEPINE, AL-BERT MONKMAN, EMMANUEL
CHAMPAGNE, MAXIME DUBOIS, ALEXANDER P.FISHER, PATRICE
TOUROND AND FRANCIS TOUROND, ET AL.

CANADA.
Worth-est Territories.

To wit:
We, Harold Edward Ross, Peter Tomkins, William Tomkins and Thomas East-

Wood Jackson all of Prince Albert District, in the said Territories, severally make,Oath and say: i h oo am a aoh n
1. That during the time of our imprisonment in the rebel camp at Batoche and

viciity we feceived considerate treatment and kindness from the above nameddefendants, Joseph Arcand and others, some of them supplying us with food,Others of them protecting us as much as in their power lay from attacks of theehoians, cautioning us to keep away from the windows and doors for fear of bei
frieat by Indians and others, and generally exhibited a spirit of kindness aufrienddy feeling towards us. They also, many of them, stood between us and threat-ellec death at the hands of Louis Riel to the best of our information. We, therefore,feel it a duty, as Christian men, to recommend them in turn to the mercy of the
Bottrt. We especially recommend Baptiste Vandal, Ignace Poitras, Joseph Pilon
Baptiste Rocheleau, Albert Monkman, Alexander P. Fiser, Emmanuel Champagne

Patrice Tourond to the mercy of the court for their marked hulanity and kind.
to us while in prison. And this declaration on our part is not a new-born
8.avea, Whilstwewereprisoners we mutually dotermined, should we escape with

'u ives, that, should these men, in turn, he arrestedand imprisolned, and put upontrial, Vhat we, in gratitude for their kindnoss, would not fail to come forwarM
45C-3
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and give evidence on their behalf, which we now do, and we earnestly recommend
them to the consideration and mercy of their judge.

HAROLD E. ROSS,
PETER TOMKINS,
WILLIAM TOMKINS,
T HOS. E. JACKSON.

Sworn before me and acknowledged by the)
deponents, Harold Edward Ross, Peter 1
Tomkins, William Tomkins and Thos.
Eastwood Jackson, at Regina, in said
Territories, this 7th day of A4gust,
A.D. 1885. J

DbIMI WATsoN, Ulerk of the Court.

THE QUEEN vs. JOSEPH ARCAND, EMMANUEL CHAMPAGNE, ALEX-
ANDER P. FISHER, PIEÀRRE GARIEPIE, PIERRE HENRI, MAXIM13
LEPINE, ALBERT MONKMAN, MOISE OUELETTE, PIERRE PAREN-
TEAU, JOSEPH PILON, IGNACE POITRAS, THE ELDER, IGNACE POI-
TRAS, THE YOUNGER, BAPTISTE ROCHELEAU, FRANCIS TOUROND,
PATRICE TOUROND, BAPTISTE VANDAL, ET AL.

I, John W. Astley, of Prince Albert, in the North-West Territories, civil ongi-
neer, mnake oath and say:

I was in the rebel camp from the twenty-sixth of March, until the twolfth Of
May last, after the battle of Fish Creek. The half-breeds were notified by Loui0
Riel that they had better fight now to the last man, as no mercy would ho shown tem
whether they surrendered or were taken prisoners, that they would be every man
hung or shot, by the mounted police, or by the Canadian Government, and it was by
thus terrifying them that tho half-breeds were kept together.

On the twelfth of May I talked to Louis Riel for a long time about the rebelliol'
and its results to himself. I said to him, "lGod knows you escaped from the conSe'
quences of your first rebellion through politics." He replied that he had, but, said ho,
<'I have three chances or means of escape this time; first, through politics; secondlYt
through the papers of the Council. You must know that I have so arranged all the
papers of the Council in such a way that everything will show that the Council didý
everything, and my name will not appear as doing anything, and should we arrang0

to do as you wish, the papers will all be found properly fixed in the Council chara-
bers. My th'id haneo wilI be on the question of my being the head of this new
religion. If you will mention that to the general (meaning General Middleton) ie
will give me the groatest chance, as it will show that I wish that." I said to hirn,
"What will I say to the gen oral about the French half-breeds' claim ?" " Oh," said
Riel, " that is a very secondary consideration; 1 think of myself first." Again I said,
"if there are any claims of the half-breeds a word now might be of great advantage
to them, as the general will not forget to report it." Again he replied, "I assIe
you their chances are of a very secondary importance, my own safety is of the first
importance." After this conversation I returned to General Middleton to try and
get the troops to cease firing, and thon came back to Riel, when I said to him, " NoW,
there is no time to lose; cali your Council together and lot us have an understanding
I will address them." Riel said, "that is quite unnecessary, I can doas I 'wish."
Thon I said, " you admit that you act without any Council," and ho said, "i I do
just as I wish." As I left Riel I said to him, " should I not be able to return you
know what to do; come in all of you and surrender; if I can I will come back.
The old man Ross and Ouellette actually did await my return till they were shot ded,

I know Alexander P. Fisher, ho was in the rebel camp. I always looked UPO0
him as a kind of a soft-headed follow who had no harm in him, ho had no arms an?
did not do any harm to anyone. He is a kind of amall wit, and would do almoqt "Y
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kind of foolish thing to make the people laugh. I considered him a harmless nofon-
tity.
the Pierre Gariepie was a kind old fellow to the prisoners! Pierre Henri was about
'the samne as the last. Maxime Lapine seemed to be anxious to end the matter, he
did not seem to me to be heart and soul in it. Albert Monkman did all ho could for
the Prisoners. I several times heard Riel scolding Monkman for not bringing in
Scotch and English half-breeds as ho had been ordered to do. Moise Ouellette carried,
a letter to Louis Riel from General Middleton, which letter was the cause of Riel's
senliTeder. I gave the letter to the priest at Batoche. Pierre Parenteau was an
ordinary man among the half-breeds. Ignace Poitras, seur., Baptiste Rocheleau and
Baptiste Vandal were three great friends to the Canadian prisoners, and, indeed, had
1t not been for these three good old fellows we would have almost starved. Many
a tnie they took all the care they could of us, and had it not been for them we would
have been a terrible sight worse off.

The two Touronds and Ignace Poitras, the younger, I know little about, and
Ilever saw them take any active part in the rebellion. The other persons named
Were made prisoners more with a view to the corroboration, if necessary, evidence for
the certain conviction of Riel by General Middleton, to my personal knowledge. I
had given to the general a list of the leaders to be detained, which ho lost, and some
Of the principal men are still at large..

JOHN W. ASTLEY.Sworn before me at Regina, in saidJ
Territories, this 11th day of
August, A.D. 1885.

HENRY iDoDD, Justice of the Peace for the North- West Territories.

QUEEN vs' JOSEPH ARCAND, ALEXANDER CADIEUX, AND
OTHERS.

OANADA :
rth-West Territories,

To wit: 'i
I, Louis Cochin, of Battleford, in the North-West Territories, priest, being dulysworn, depose and say:
1. I was a prisoner in the camp of Poundmaker from about the twelfth of Apriltill about the sixteenth of May, or to the time of Riel's surrender, the news of whichreached us four days later.
2h I saw Joseph Arcand, who is well known to me, for the first time among

those in the camp on the third of May; it was Sunday, about sevon o'clock in theevening. The said Arcand had, I understood, just arrived with others from Batoche,whence they had been sent by Riel to protect the prisoners from the savages.
3. Joseph Arcand was one of the most ardent ofthe half-breeds in proteoting thePrisoners from being killed, maltreated or robbed by the savages; ho was always onthe watch to guard the prisoners from danger, and I was indebted to him for hisVoted protection of myself from danger and annoyance. I passed nearly half the

G he wit him and ho never used one solitary expression of disloyalty towards theGovernment, nor did he ever commit any hostile act; ho occupied himself in attend.ing to the safety of the prisoners, white and half-breed, in the camp.
life 4 . lt wsJoseph Arcand who was specially active and successful in saving theof the white prisoner, a teamster, who is I believe at present in Regina. Arcand
also protetd a scout named Fontaine from threatened death at the hands of the

iboines, that same scout Font aine who so ungratefully accused his protectors on
hereturn to Battleford. TChis follow Fontaine, to my personal knowledge, is totallyunWorthy of belief, ho is well known as a gaol bird, and in fact was liberated fromgaol to become a scout. Joseph Arcand had left Poundmaker's camp three daysbefore we heard of the battle at Batoche.
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5. Pierre Vandal came to Poundmaker's camp at the same time with Arcand.
TUhis young fellow seemed to be a follower of the others simply tI rough curiosity as
a companion as some of the other half-breeds, and when he mounted guard with the
others it was for the sole and only purpose of protecting the prisoners from the
savages, who were only prevented from falling upon the prisoners by the mot
devoted and active efforts of the half-breed guards. I often passed hours with this
young man Vandal and conversed with him and spoke to him in condemnation of
Riel, and in favor of the Government, to which h2 assenxt cd and often condemned
the rebellion. Gariepie all the time he was in the camp positively did nothing but
protect the enemy to the best of his power, the prisoners white and half-breeds, from
the savages, to which he devoted his whole attention, his conduct was immensely
praiseworthy and kind. I am bound in conscience and gratitude to accord to hi m my
best thanks and strong recommendation.

Alexander Cadieux, alias "Kitty-way-hoe," came to the camp with the othOr1s
above mentioned. He is a fine savage, but has lived among the half-broeds, and is
very ignorant. He has a great deal of influence with the savages, and through thâe
influence he was enabled to save the lives of the teamster prisoners who were-on the
point of being killed by the Indians, who were very furious and determined. A
one whose life was saved by the combined exertions and devotion of these poor men,
when life was every moment in danger, I cannot sufficiently express my thanks to
God and my gratitude to these poor men, and pray at the hands of the judge who is
to pass the sentence of the law upon them, a merciful view of any fault they MIy
have ignorantly committed, in view of the fact that they risked their own lives to
savo the lives of Her Majesty's subjects-men, womn and children-from the fury
of the savages.

L. COCHfIN.
Sworn to and acknowledged before me

at ]Regina, in the North-West Ter-
ritories aforesaid, this 13th day of
August, A.D. 1885

DIxIz WATsON, Olerk of the Court.
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